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THE RETIRED OFFICERS' LIST
THE BLUE LIST
In late ovember 2001 we published a new version of the Blue List.
Unfommately due to the lo ·of the updated data base. we published
the unamend.:d 1999 list in error. The consequence i that the ovember 2001 Blue List ho a large number of errors in it
o what are we doing about it?
We nill produce an amendment in the e" Year and end it out.
We" ill republish the Blue Li ·tat the end of 2002 instead of 2003.

The closing date for copy to REACH this
office, in order to go in the APRIL issue is
15 FEBRUARY 2002

Lastly. we apologise for any incon\'emencc caused. If" i\'es · name:
have changed, plea e be uspic1ous and do not a sume that a ''ave of
infidelity has swept through the ranks of our Retired Officers.

Authors alone are responsible for the content of their article . The opinions expres ·ed in the article of 1hi · publication are those of the mdi\ idual
author and do not ncces arily reflect the policy and views, official or otherwise. of 1he Royal Signals or the Ministry of Defence. This publication
should be treated with dis rction by the re ipient.
Di claimer:

© Crown Copyright

o re ·ponsibility for the quality of good or services advertised in this magazine can be a ccptc:d by the Publi ·her, or their Agcnb.

Advertisements are included 'in good faith '.
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about six months and already their impa ct i starting to be felt. Chri~
Wallis, EO Support Trade Section, has provided an interesting re ·ume of
what life is like. from an EOs perspective, within the R JG ALS/ I T
ORP MCM Div.

THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM

1

AN EXECUTIVE OFFICERS'S PERSPECTIVE
Since joining the restructured Royal Signals Manning and Career
Management Division, as the EO Support Trade Section, the last six
months have literally flown by. Undertaking a newly establi hed post was
a little worrying due to the lack of any handover. However, after initial
briefings from ol R SIGS/I T CORPS MCM Div and the SOI Soldiers,
my remit and respons ibilities were made clear. I would be working
directly to Maj (Retd) Campbell with the plan being that I slot in to a
role where I am responsible for the functional areas of the section on an
admini. trati ve level, this in tum allowing the Desk Officers to have an
improved focus on planning the functions and tasks requiring military
expertise.
Having never worked wJth Royal Signals previou ly, my first task was
to try and get a handl e on the trades administered by the Support Trade
Section (RD. Tec hnicians, FofS, Electrician , Drivers, Tech Sup Specs
and Unspcc). With great help from Maj Campbell and the Posting and
Promotion AOs. I have managed to establish what I consider to be a solid
bas e of knowledge regarding the support trades and a general
understanding of the promotion procedures. Manpower shortages are a
major concern. Everyone, probably rightly, thinks that they are a manning
priority but we have to be fair to all EVERY01 E HAS SOME GAPS!
A steep learning curve has been undertaken and to be fair I would
imagine that I am not even half the way there. The next six months will
include promotion boards for the enior ranks as well as the Late Entry
Commis ioning Board so I'm sure that plenty of work lies ahead. Along
with the other EOs in the Division, I attended the RCMO Workshop in
Blandford. I also visited JSSU Ayios Nikolaos with four AO' in early
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Twenty-three volunte~rs: wit~ tl}ei~!n~~te~;~e~ ·~ ~~~ ~~~~~~e~ ~~ tlJ~
mu eum staff, enjoyed t ibeir eln -b~d-d"ng them all welcome. Lt Col Pat
Blandford on 16 'ovem er. n 1 1
.
·
d Ma· Ray
oward. the volunteer co?rdpinat?rk. part1Lctu lCa~ltP~t~~tG~~an ru.1~ 1rs
P · k
ru.id lrs Connie atn c son,
. .
atnc on
h d II . . d the weekend volunteers earlier 111 tic
1
DannydPic1~aJ.r~~~h~a~fi:id J1~~n: had tarted working in the museum Ion
year an
1 ·d the new shop manager, was a o
~ve odkdaysd. i,~~I ?~~nvaol~~~ie~e~iad read her little 'homilies·. few had
mtr uce .
b .
d Adam and Mrs Annette
met her before. As coffee w~lun~~~~ ,~T;:~ Corps broach and each man
Barnes pre ented eachf !Bady v
>la
The latter were soon to be
with a Dram Gia o . urn~ .c11 1a1 g
·
te ted in the baFr fo~~etrvl iceBaub1:~~~ Manager. thanked the voluntee~ for
fr Adam or.J, ie
· ·
b rs 111 the
their effort and reported that in pite of reduced vts1tor num e

A BRIE

F HISTORY OF THE PHONETIC ALPHABET
by Colonel {Retd) Cliff Walter ' Museum Director

ecember is ue of The WIRE 1r G. W. Garratt (a Blue Job?)
a
the hi story of the Phonetic Alphabet. This short
the hi tory of Alpha . Bravo, Cha~li\ .. .. .. .., T~er~ '~~or ~ ~~
detailed hi tory by Geoff rnold 10 t e 0
pn -

~~d~~o~t

0

1

a~cle trac~c
0
0

The next issue 111illfoc11s in on the rolelthougl11s of the Posting Preference
A Os. At some point the S02's migh1 even have a go!

BYGO
:
of a honetic alphabet wa at the end of the
P
C d b fl g became a common
The earhe 1 known use.
19th c tury when ending Morse o e Y a
..
h
workin;npractice. The flag was held vertically in the rest pos1~1oni t t~~
d 45 de e for a dot and 90 degrees for a dash - returnmg o
time. Each detachment compri ed three
. .
e operator would call out the me age, the secon . .
trans~~J~~ o~nd the third would look out for a re ponse. For rece1vm~,
waveoperaLOrgwou Id call out tl1e received ignal ' the
would
one
· second
I
th · wnte
o Idit
d
and third would send acknowledgement. With te escope
is~ u
b~':Cd up to ten mile . There was obvious risk that m the fog o war,
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MANAGEMENT DIVISION

rsignalsintcorpsmcmd1v@d1al .p1pex.com
by Maj S. G. Hutchinson MBE

With Glasgow firmly ensconced within the throes of winter our
attention once again turns to the plethora of Boards that occucr dunn~ t.h1s
part of the year In Soldier Wing the F Board and Late Entry omm1ss1on
Filter Board h;ve sat and on the Officer side the o5 Board (promotion
to Major) has completed it selection (results p~omulgated 7. January).
The Divi ional Reorganisation is ~lso complete with Sol?1er Wing havmg
reconfigured to two ections, whilst gam1.ng four ad?1t1onal Sta~~ th~
middle management level, and Officer Wmg expand mg by o~e.
ice~,
all great news. Life in Glasgow is many things, but one thmg It is not, is
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MAN FROM MANNING AND

September. These visits have provided a valuable msight into the variou
areas encapsulated wJthin the career management umb1dla.
iall Montgomery and Tommy Ta. lor al o took up their
appomtments some six months ago as EOs in Operators Section. iall,
like me, is a newly promoted EO, he is responsible for Dl(SI) trade a
well as Ar.:a Systems Operators. Tommy, on the other hand i~ lightly
longer in the tooth shall we say, and is an c.~perienced I·O. He 1s
responsible for YofS, Radio ys Ops and IS Ops and has been known to
point me m right direction from time to time. One of the lir~t task that
iall was allocated on arrival in the Division wa~ to produce a I3e~t
Practice and Precedence file. The reasoning behind this being that 'iall,
like myself was new to the Royal Signals ways and would not be inclined
to leave things as they were simply because 'it's alway been done hke
that'. Also, m the litigious society that we now work in. it is 1mperat1\e
that we can give specific reasons for any particular decision and "'here
the precedent for that practice originated. He began the proce. s by
looking at how election for promotion differed between the Support and
Operator sections and what parameters were being used After discu sion
with the OCs, Posting and Promotion AOs mutual agreement was
reached on standardising how selection for promotion was administered
acros the Division. This process is an ongoing one wtth various . ubiects
uch a EFP Category X. soldier in the same po t for five ye.irs or over
and Protected Employment Boards all commg under the Be t Practice
spotlight already. Due to the changing nature of our business, thb process
is a continuous one.
Overall. the first six months in my new post, in a restructured Royal
Signals has been hugely enjoyable. The work i5 hard. long. relentle s.
fru trating but great fun . Much work remain and we look forward to
providing the service that is expected from the R SIG ALS I T CORPS
MCMDiv.

dull Within the Division itself the arrival of our H~&J1er E·xhecutive Offic;J
Al
M r an has added welcomed add1t1ona 1 or epowcr a
the
(EO) well settle?, the .Corps shou ld
see a substantial improvement in the way in wl11ch we ca~r:>; ?U ~nd
business. These introductions are great n~ws for botl}, t~eb~~v1t~~~; ;ou.
the Corp , although clearly ~ve wou ld we c~me aiy ee
the role of
the reader, might have. This issue I wou ld h ~ to ocus m on
. and
the EOs Chris Wallis (S upport Trade Section), Tommy Tay:o• for
iall M~ntgomery (both Operator Trade Section) have been wit 1 us

0)

~~

E!~cuti~cgofficcrs

st~rt ~~
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The New Zealand Corps of Signals was formed in 1921 from the
World War l ew Zealand Engineer Signal Service. The Corps wa
granted the title 'Royal' in July 1947.
Over the weekend 9-1 J ovember 200 I, 200 people gathered in
Palmerston orth, ew Zealand, as former and serving members of the
Royal New Zealand Corps of Signals and their partners celebrated the
80th Anniversary of their Corps. A number of former ew Zealand
Women ·s Royal Army Corps who served in the Army as signals
specialists al o attended. The old soldiers included a number of World
War II veterans with service goi ng back to 1935 . The reunion
participant came from all parts of New Zealand and five traveled from
Au tralia. The two main social functions were held at the Palmerston
orth Return Servicemen's As ociation Club Room .
The idea for the reunion started about eight mont11 earlier with three
former military communicator , in contact by email. deciding to get
together for a couple of beers to celebrate the SOth Anniver ary of their
Corp . George Mathew who wa Director of Signals in the early 1980s.
Mike Flattery and Leon Ornnge then thought about perhap inviting
some others to join them . Well it grew from there. The theme of the
reunion was informality and the maximum opportunity to catch up with
old comrades in arm who they may not have seen for 20, 30 or more
years. Reminiscing, relaxing and having the odd drink or three i what
thi weekend was all about. There were four activities.
Friday night was a time to find and renew acquaintance with old
buddie . The reunion visited 2 Sig qn in Linton Camp on Saturday
morning. quadron members spoke and updated reunion attendee on
orp operations, people and equipment in the 21st Century. quadron
members spoke of their experiences in Cambodia, Bosnia, Iraq ,
Bougainville, the inai, Antarctica, East Timor, and on Long Look (a
long standing four month exchange with R Signal to UK or Gennany)
and Tasman Exchange (short exchange with RA ig to Australia), junior
NCOs particularly impre ed those pre ent with the standard of
presentation. At the aturday night dinner, the Corp Colonel
Commandant, Col Warren Tucker pa sed on the good wi hes of Maj
Gen I. 0. J. Sp1·ackling OBE Master of ignal , on behalf of All Ranks
of the Royal Corps of Signals. The message wa well received especially
as so many present had worked with members of Royal ignals at various
times during their ervice.
In Australia and ew Zealand, the main day of remembrance each
year i A ZA Day, 25 April. But the Sunday of the reunion wa
Anni rice Day and a service was held at the Palmerston orth Cenotaph.
It was a reminder of those who made the supreme acrifice, and it was a
time to think of tho e member of the Corp currently deployed on

operations in various parts of tbe world. The ervice was addre sed by the
Mayor of Palmerston orth, Mark Bell-Booth and the Colonel
Commandant - Col Warren Tucker. Both spoke of the world situation
following the 11 September attacks on ew York and Wa hington and the
uncertainty that those events bring. Rev Jack Papuni. a former Warrant
Officer of the Corp . led prayers in both English and Maori.
The reunion and celebration wa highly succes ful and the general
con en us was that the exercise , hould be repeated in three year time.
Anybody wi hing to have further details contact:
W. G. Mathew,
452 Turitea Road, RD 4,
Palmer ron North. New Zealand
Ph & Fax: 06 354 9933
In Wellington:
97 Oriel Ave, Tawa. Wellington, ew Zealand
Ph & Fax: 04 232 8652
Mobile: 025 539 23 I
Email: George. Mathew@xtra.co.nz

The Colonel Commandant, Royal New Zealand Corps of Signals,
Col Warren Tucker and the Mayor of Palmerston North,
Mark Bell-Booth who officiated at the Remembrance Day
ceremony at the Palmerston North Cenotaph, 11 November 2001

·· · · W y not visirttie '09a1 Sig rials 1\71USel.Jrri? ··
For opening hours ring : 01258 482248
THE WIRE , FEBRUARY 2002
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OFFI ER
DE E 1BER 2001

ame and Rank
apt . J. brorn .. .
Capt W. Anderson ...
Capt A. B. Anhurton
Capt E. J. Bmce
Capt J.C. Fra er
Capt J. R. Jenning . ..
Capt J. . Jones... ...
Capt R. Knightly Brown .. .

Unit lo which posted
. ..
...
.. .
...
...
.. .

HQ 11 ignal Brigade
30 Signal Regiment
7 ignal Regiment
2 ignal Regiment
HQ Army Rapid Reaction Corps
35 Signal Regiment (Vol unteers)
37 ignal Regiment (Volunteers)
... 14 ignal Regiment (EW)

OFF!C R
JA UARY 2002
Name and Rank
Col P. B. eale ...
Maj R. A. Licence MBE
Capt R. H. Angove ...
Capt A. . Wilson
Lt K. M. A tlcy ...
Lt H. M. Hughe
Lt S. C. Lumley
Lt M. P. Parke
Lt G. P. Will

...
...
...

...

Unit to which posted
DCIS (A)
upport Unit HQ LA D
14 ignal Regiment (EW)
Headquarter London District
Royal chool of ignals
Cl 238 ignal quadron
HQ 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & ig Regt
Army Tech and Foundation College

RoSbSgtt .Tony Downing had a.lrcady had a briefolT WOt (RSM) F k
er s. o as soon as we arrived the T
.
ran
So much o, that the weeks work ~ d roop cracked on with their work.
1
was digging, which suited Sig Cai·la~JC~7 R_ ,one day! A lot of the work
c?Jh?w down to a tee.- Due
to ot her en gagements, the Tro op OC
1 hur day. When she did arri ve she
cou n t take part until the
All of us thought she meant the bre\:~~t~~tt~:~ stuck in straight m.~ay.
lamp post of Swanagc was a work of art Ma' ' ere wrong. The lean mg
am. ext on the agenda, with

COM 1AND SUPPORT DE ELOPME T CENTRE
CO CEPTS AND DOCTRINE
Jt's almost a year ince we publi hed anything from Concept and
Doctrine Branch. This is not a indication that we have been hibernating,
ju t busy! Tlti last year has seen a number of changes in the team, Maj
(now Lt Col) Nick Keen has left for greater th.ing in the Joint Helicopter
Force with the avowed intent to get AH talking to someone (anybody
would do!). His replacement, Maj Mark Baines, clearly is not to be vvith
u Jong as he ha been picked for promotion. Our leader, Lt Col Dick
Spar hatt, left the Army in May to move with his family to ew Jer ey.
Lt Col Rick Mather now lteads tlte team. faj James La ngley has left
us for 3 Div HQ & Signal Regt and has been replaced by 1aj Andy
Mould who joins us from DGD&D in Upavon. Last, but by no means
least, we have gained a Royal Marine! Maj Matt Stovin-Bradford now
gives us the nautical slant on jointery. What have we been up to? Well,
CAN has been endorsed by APRC and has been passed aero s to the COS
pillar for ongoing action. Much writing has gone on in the establishment
of doctrine for 'JCS in support of I TAR', 'EW in support of lnfonnation
Operations', ' G6 Doctrine' and 'Command Support'. Once endorsed by
the appropriate authority, it will hit the streets. We have also repre ented
the customers' interests in the procurement of a number of capabilities
including SOOTHSAYER, WATCHKEEPER, MRAV and of course,
CORMORANT and BOWMA .
NETWORKS AND MANAGEME T
The etworks and Management empire, headed up by Lt Col Pete
Baron, has expanded over the last 3 month with the addition of Maj
David Raleigh and Capt Kevin Es on. The existing talwarts are Maj
Mark Butler, Maj Kev Townsend, Capt Denis Thornton AAC, WO!
(YofS) Stewart Little, WOI Tony Pollitt Gren Gd and WOJ Colin
Price RM . etworks has also had to say goodbye to their very own clerk,
lison White, who deserted to work for Trials Troop. Whilst a great deal
of the focus of ecworks is currently on the Introduction of BOWMAN
the other activities that are taking place include involvement in the
FALCO Bid Assessment, provision of User and Technical advice to a
number of ongoing projects and the scripting of emdite (and hopefully
useful papers) on a variety of subjects. These papers include a paper on
'High Level Systems Management Structures' designed to provide
guidance for UCS projects in the production of their systems
management procedures.
TRJALS
PPORT
SOI Trials Sp
Lt Col tephen Oxlade MBE RGBW
S02 Trials Plans
Maj Malcolm Callun REME
02 Tech Plans
Maj Scott Youngson R SIG ALS
S02 Resources
Maj John Gibbins RA
02 Comms Plans
Maj (Retd) Peter Sm urthwaite late R SIGNALS
Maj Roy Tyson KRH
Trials QM
MTC
Mr Chris Durham
Trials Support Branch is responsible for co-ordinating and planning
trials on behalf of HQ SOinC(A). The primary focus for the branch are
the series of BOWMA Technical and Operational Field Trials, and the
development of the BOWMA Man Machine Interface and aspects of
the land platform Installation Design. The branch recently welcomed
W02 Kev Loy RHF, W02 haun Harland-Jones RA and SSgt Andy
'Charlie' Chaplin RDG who have been posted in to assist with the
provision of special-to-arm advice for the design work and trialling. This
now brings the number of different cap badges within the branch to
eleven! In addition to the BOWMA 1 and Digitization Stage 2 work, the
Branch is re ponsible for co-ordinating the CORMORANT User Trial,
which is due to take place in June 2002, and overseeing the trials
conducted by Trials Support Troop and S Troop, such as the trial for the
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Throughout th is yea r all at Bal d B d
them ~ •Ives in rnising funds for our a~ 0 n g~ ha.ve bee.n ex~elling
Hospice A sociation Scotland) For ti opte1 charity CHAS (Children 's
CHA , they are a charity that ·
. 10 e 0 you who are unfamiliar with
termi na lly ill children in ad~[~~id~s muc~ needed ~are and respite for
familic~ concerned.
n
givrng ongoing support to the

L 895= 32 p
'\t1'1 •(

HAILS, FAREWELL AND CO GRATULATIO S

°

TRIALS UPPORT TROOP
WAN AGE RAILWAY - by LCpl Richie 'The Boy' Cranswick
Capt icky James
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
gt Tony Downing
ln late October/early ovember the Troop took part in Ex Topham
Hatt. For many, this was the first time they had been on thi exerci e, for
others they knew what was coming. For the exercise the Troop wa
nearly at full strength with Cpl Andy ' Lurch' Parrot and Sig C harlotte
Driscoll returning from the British Army Arctic Expedition, working
hard on the beache of Brazil!

F•ve

CH A f:; E. 9ht Hun<lre-'" .D• N,..,,:!

Pound ,

QC.

Unfortuately we have be
bl
.
£1000. everthele s. we hav~n c~~ e ~o a pire to_ last year's effort of
sum of £895 .32 through the var· e quh1te .close, ra1 mg the tremendous
ious c anty exp loits which included a

d

All at SGT Fl7 Balado B ·d
.
'The Pie Man, Milligan, Cpl ;;a~!r\~~uld lt,ke t_o welc_om,e gt Spike
oesn t mt s a tnck fcCaUum
and Cpl Matt 'Muscles' Mullan t
and good luck to s t haun M 0 the ~rut. W~ al~ ay a ad farewell
medical discharge
Sgt Ian
ohn his ce~rnatio~ of service due to
hiaple (lucky be¥gar). Also big ;:gr~'::it~t~oi:ss t~o~~1;;kt~xsourn
s recent promotion 10 Staff ergeant.
tnson on

alfd

;.Y

HEADQUARTERS 2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE & LAND INFORMATION
ASSURANCE GROUP (VOLUNTEERS)
It ha been a busy few months at Bri d H d
.
the arrivals (literally) i Maj Jim F ga ~ ~a quarters. Chief amongst
moved ju t down the road from JI orre t e h1ef of Staff' who has
include the new Brigade Yeoman WO~g C~~gt ~ S). Other new arrivals
A sistant W02 Matt Ch
'
mt arker, and the new taff
Russell, , 02 G3 Op Ct (1~)~· ~ia? :~ aLre 02 Airwave - Maj John
EC(V) - 1a' John rrvi
J I e _anad.own TD and 02 G6
Ma' p i°~ iiommen urate With this, we say good-bye to
the 'old'
James ( 1oorr{, to 6d~); a~J;h~hoAha~ti ~rt HQD I; wo2 (Y~fS) Jim
It seems being a
.' .
an uncan, to T1dworth
1· 1 C
following the evenat~o;f 11 or:~~rnbatio~h Br~ade ha a new meaning
·
m er.
e rigade taff have been
'working quite hard'
0
Brigade has all sorts bf~~f~~:1;.t ~ all ort / f po ible requirement . The
planning i continuing apace Th r pr~vi 1ni l mfra tmcture and our
number of the Brigade' unit; cx:r~~ge~o~~ t e summer and au~mn, a
not onl y demonstrated the wide t 1T 1 ersf eha . The e con;im1tment
equipment b
I
h
. . r u ' Y o t e forma11on s comets
soldiers pbss~~:; t~/s ~ssr,~c~~~f:i BF cxpeni~e. which t.hc Brigade's
mtercsting and stimulatin
. .
on to prov1d111g a wide range of
Examples include· 31 i g ~~m111g oppo1tunit1es for the unit . involved.
and the Ukrai ne ·Th
g
gt (V), dcploymg detachment to ypru
1
deployment in suppo; o~t~~ri~af!~t;vas a Purtn~r.ship for Peace ( PfP)
Theatre and a rear link to the UK 3 YS~n~ pro(V)v1dtng co~ms upport in
a PtP exerc i e providin similar·
ig . egt
'~eploymg CR +on
unit. 71 (Y) jg Regt (~) d
~pport 111 Romarua to another infantry
1
short-term training team ta ' k. ep oy1ng a squadron to the Caribbean on a

0
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Sgts Ewan Kinnear and Marty Bowkett
hand over the cheque to Carol from CHAS

cod

The Chain gang
(L-R) : Sig Driscoll, SSgt Nevens, LCpl Cranswick, Cpl Jenkins,
Sig Renshaw, Cpl Parrot

32 P. ~

fu_nd r~isi~g. Karaoke ight where S t Ma
with his bnlltant rendition of'Brown ~yed G~!Bowkett tole the show
BI-E lAL I SPECTIO
October saw the two-yearly fl
h fi
.
of the unit by orthwood hie~~r~nht eF onn oft~c b1-enniaJ in pechon
personnel were kept bus ca i
y._ or mont s. before all station
checks of all equipmen?and
ng out 111:1P0 rtant ~atntenance tasks and
referred to by Sgt Crai ·a ocumentatton, or iff- atf and Trivia as
During the inspection §s t a~fiamel ,the Smurf Catcher· tcGowan.
g
aun My p~or crooked knee!' May
accompanied Lt Col J
USOls contained com r:h~:s~v:r?und the Untt and when asked if the
and resounding 'Yes!,PHowever ~nst~c~ns he replied with a confident
W02 (FofS) Richie 'Wife' ~w1s u ~vas caHed when he turned lo
~aters~n and whispered, 'Wha~~r~"tosbfo?n;ung out on the la h?'
mspection 1t was amusing to see three S c~· (For the week. of the
Marty Bowkett and Mark Robin
. s gt ~wan IGnnear,
telephone extension fault in an att
son) busily .work111g on a minor
potentially embarras ing questi~~p~to t~voi_d bemg_ asked difficult and
particular point of note during th Y. e mspection team . Another
camouflage and concealment tech ~ inspect1~on was the amazing
Robinson in an attempt to sto him ~1ques per ormed by gt Mark
His tactics were so successfuf that ::~ sp~tte~. by the mspecti~n team.
foi:ward to in tmct at Sniper School On e 1 ~ ~ng of pu~mg h1. name
u1111 wa awarded an Exemplary Report ~~ldet1on of the m pe~uon the
for an outstanding effort in flying th fl er. othne to everyone mvolved
1 ATO multi national arena.
e ag or e Royal Signals in the

future 4.5KW generator. On the personnel front, the branch congratulates
LCpl Chris Powell RRW, from the MT ection, on his recent promotion.
All tho e weeks running up and down the hills of the homeland obviou ly
paid off! If you would like any further information on the work of Trials
Support Branch, please contact Maj cott Youngson, on Blandford Mil
5474.
STROOP
Thi month saw the end of another extremely busy year of trial for both
the Blandford and Malvern based teams. There have been a number of
comings and going , gt Mark Ebanks; 'Reg' departed leaving behind
the world's large t handover notes. Welcome to Sgt Paul Faizey and wife
Thea. Sorry Paul, you have the ta k of reading Reg's novel. A farewell
al o to Cpl ' tu' Rowbottom who is currently on his Class I , Good luck
Stu. Welcome also to LCpl Paul Paxton and Gemma, 'Paxo' takes over
the store from ig Tim Brigden who move to Malvern and
congratulations to Tim on coming off the promotion board. ext year
will see a change of personnel with the OC, Capt Phil Abram, SSgt
(FofS) Dave Clarke and Sgt Tim Vanandel all departing at some tage.
o posting order has yet come in for Cpl Jay Hunter who, after gaining
his Crossed R.i fles , wants to put them to good use in 4 (M ii Trg) Sqn.
These notes can not go to press without mentioning Sgt John Guy the
longest serving member of the Troop, who received a posting order for 12
Mech Bde ig Sqn which quickly turned into a re-tour to the end of his
time!

o:

Jir .

NATO
NSE NORTHWOOD
~~GT Fl 7 BA LAD<? ~RIDGE - by Sgt Ewan Kinnear
21(
1aJ ( fOT) P. Gaffney
HAR ITY DO Wi:~(FofS) R. Paterson

HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)

the eagle eyes of Cpl ' Jenks' Jenlti
Troop started to clear bracken on a~~~~ the IO?k ou! for rogue tratn , the
away the bracken, we also mana ede crossmg. ot only did \\c clear
countryside with our resident pyro'~ C tr Iledar ;way the suiroundtng
'Swampy' ' evens and their 'controll~d'pfiresn
arrlol tthand Sig Jame
th at 1t had been a good week
h
·
in a 't e Troop agreed
were rewarded with a trip on' o~~ i~t ~f ~ssenual wo~k completed and
next year then!
e ram lo round 11 olT. ame lime
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VT ITOFCinC

1 0S~i:.;b;~r;1is ~:~r ~i~u~i!ft1;1~~kson ,

visit_ed the Headquarter in
e_ Brigade mcluded an operational
update and 97 (BRlTFOR) ·
meet officers and soldier of ilg .~n briefing, as well a the opporturnty to
1
visit concluded with a tour of fhc
(SCI~· CVHdQ and 600 Sig Tp. The
or ram un erground Citadel and
lunch.

t

XERCl E HOR E HOE 2
October aw the Brigade' second Exercise Hor eshoe 2
CPX 'Commex. The entire formation deployed throughout the UK
including the hannel Island,, and inserted detachment a, far afield as
cot land and Cornwall. Th• Brigade Headquarters deployed to Knook
amp complete with a d pl yable LA infrastructure, compliments of
'
ig Regt (V). \ hilst tl
taff officers merrily typed away on their
'deployed' keyboard . th ir fing rs got ery cold; they soon tarted
wondering whether pen and paper wa better after all.

Individual Reinforcements in order to augment th e Defence and Land
environment JC capabi lity. It is also necessary to investigate the
availability of Individual Reservists, and others with transferable
specialised skills, who may be utilised to provide additional support to
the Regular Army. In recognition of this requirement, a fully functional
Central Volunteer Headquarters Royal Signal has been established in
Corsham. The Headquarters was formally opened for business by
ommander Field Army. Lt Gen Delves, during his visit to 2 (NC) ig
Bde on 18 October 200 I .

97 (BRlTFOR) IG AL SQ
DRO ' (V)
The Brigade'- principal over ea deployment for the year is. the
compo ite T
ig qn, known as 97 (BRITFOR) qn (V), to Bosma m
o 0 I . The quadron - consi ting of around 70 personnel - is drawn
from all the Brigade' unit and will replace the Regular BRITFOR ig
Tp in Bo nia for ix months. There were o many volunteers from the TA
soldier that, under the umbrella of the parent squadron, u mall TA
Troop ha augmented 20 Armd Bde ig qn in Kosovo.

I IT OF THE COM 1.A DER F IELD ARMY
Comd Fd Army, Lt Gen Delves, isited the Brigade HQ in October.
As well a receiving a number of operational and projcct-speci fie
briefing and meeting personnel of I ig qn ( C), he was in ited to
fom1ally open VHQ Royal Signal 'offices in or ham. Thi 2 C) ig
Bde project has been in the making far over a year and it i a great delight
to everyone to finally see CVHQ up and running. Welcome to the
formation; we look forward to reading all about you in The WIRE. C\IHQ
allow pecialist IC personnel to utilize their civi li an skills in a mi litary
environment. It al o allows tho e ex-Regular and ex-TA taff who are
once again interested in pursuing part-time or full-time employment in
uniform. Individua ls can be of any rank and trade; the intention i to
match up those per onnel with what job slots are vacant/on offer. This
will be achieved with the Reservist Pool within CVHQ. Also
encompassed within CVHQ R SIG 1AL are the following Specialist TA
units:
81 IG AL Q ADRO (V)
The role of I Sig qn (V) is the design and installation of
communication ystem , including voice and data ci rcuits over cable
and optical fibre, deployed both in static headquarters and in the field.
The skills required are those of technical emp loyee of the major
telecommunications network providers uch as BT, Cable & Wireles and
the cellular telephone companies. Over the last six monrh , the Squadron
has been heavily engaged in a variety of deployment , including Cyprus
and Gibraltar. Future work in the next six month includes Germany and
the Falklands.

LA1 D INFORMATIO
S UR.\NCE G RO P (VOL
TEER S)
(LIAG(V))
LIAG(V) is a unit of pecialist staff officers who provide Information
Assurance advice and support to Commanders and their staffs across the
Army. The systems covered include UK military tactical and static !CS,
as well as commercial and mil itary systems deployed on operations. Most
members are in ICS management securiry and information assurance and
have a degree in IS -related matters. Others are qualified systems
administrators with experience of system security, firewalls and security
software. Within the last six months the Group has deployed to Bosnia
and Ko ovo as well as to units in the UK.
ROYAL SIG AL SPECIALIST POOL
This is a newly formed vo lunteer unit of personnel with highly
technical specialist skills, ranging from electronics engineers to systems
analysts to IT administrators. They deploy in direct support of the field
army and sometimes operate in conjunction with 81 Sig Sqn (V) or LLAG
(V), or more likely with their regu lar counterparts. Their skills are
recognised as a great asset and enhance the professional !CS capabili ties
within the Army.
VI IT OF 01 C(A)
A packed visit programme for the year ended with the Brigade HQ and
the Army CIS Gp hosting the SO in C(A), Brig C . J . Bu rto n, in
December. As we ll as having the op portunity to be briefed on the
Brigade's activities and its development since his last vis it in Feb 00,
there was a welcome opportunity to meet members ofCVHQ, 600 Sig Tp
and some the formation· s civilian staff: ln addition, he met installation
technicia:is from Lima Tp, who are now part of the Brigade's ORBAT
following its move from 30 Sig Reb>t.
HOR E HOE RE
10 DIN ER
The social highl ight of the period was the Annua l Horseshoe Reuni on
Dinner. This year's event was attended by no less tha n three fo rmer
Brigade Commanders - Maj Gen Alexa nder, Brig R ussell and Bri g
eeve - and fo ur former Deputy Brigade Commanders - Col Aeda, Col
Bruce- mith, Col Cunningham and Col Davenport. One for the di ary next year's reunion dinner will take place on 12 October 200 1.
C E .TRAL VOL
TEER HEADQUARTERS ROYAL SIG AL
(CVHQ)
The increasing shortfall in specia lised R S IG ALS support to
operations and conti nued shortages in ma npower has high lighted the
requirement to develop the ma nagement of Special ist TA units and
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COMBINED SERVICES CULINARY CHAM PIO s 2001
Ji Co11!.'fatulations to the personnel selected to rcpre ent the British A
. rom 1st 1gnal Brigade and Rhine Garrison who were a ·
rmy
0
mstrument_al in sccuri~~ the title of Combined Scrvicds ~~~:::n:i~s
1
:: e AS rmdy. fhe cornpet1hon was held over the period 19 21 NoJcmber ~~
ie an own Park Conference Centre in the UK
In June WOl Tim Crawshaw the Brigade Catcrin W
rcfqCe>ted permission from Brig David McDowall MlE t~~=~~ ~~:~
~ ~tcrep !back to UK in .November to compete in The Combined
th G ·
.erv1ces u mary ompet111on 200 I. Capt tu art L
Catermg Officer liased with the Army Personnel Cent~~1n GI arn on
have C~I latt Boyle posted to the area. He is a chef who has asgow to
~t th~. highest leyels, wi~ning many gold medals in the proces~o~~e~:~
ecn 1111urd ~urmg a military cour e and placed on the y list f~r near!
t•~;ca~sclf11khad no.t been for the determination of the Area Caterin~
an
P oyle himself, he would have been med·c 11 d. h
d
~e was wi•ho~t doub~ the backbone and font of knowle~:e ror ~1ce ~~~I~
~am, n wa• n1s attention to detail and WOI Crawshaw's e
(ma mce ~ort of way) that brought a much success as it didncouragement
th A letter ~.a. sent t~ all Units withm the Area requesting ~olunteers for
e competJt1on, was 1t two weeks away or the pre tige of com tin th t
:~ct~uraged Soi';any prospective COmpelltors, WC will never kr:v
rn
T
e~ were
pa~1c1pants along with WOl Crawshaw who w~s to be
cam anager/Admm. Ten of the team members were n v·
h ·
~Y n~e~ ~aving entered a Tri Service Culinary Com~e~~~~nt ~!l~r~o
n
P oyle and Sgt Gary Campbell had entered revi
I
·
spe.cial mention must go to the people who sponsored the ~earn °~~tj;· A
which, the team members would have definitely been out of pocket: out

(/t,

The formal opening of CVHQ R SIGNALS
Maj Bob Holt - OC CVHQ, Lt Gen Delves - Comd Fd Army and
Brig Jackson - Comd 2(NC) Sig Bde
THE FUTURE
CVHQs are normally only involved with speciali t units of which the
Corp has two. I Sig Sqn (V), who are involved in the provision of ICS
capability, and LIAG (V) who are primarily involved in Information
A urance. An additional Specialist Pool i being formed within the
CVHQ consi ting of personnel with kill uch as network engineers, RF
engineers, systems analysts, software speciali ts, IT Specialists etc. All of
these Specialist TA Units are now co-located with its CVHQ. In addition
to looking after the pecialists, the CVHQ will also be involved with
making better use of our TA oldiers and Regular Reserves, some of
whom may have more time to offer. The CVHQ will coordinate the
additional manpower requirements of units and formation and attempt to
fill gaps with volunteers. This could be for short exercise periods or
longer operational deployment . CVl-IQ will produce a databa e of all R
SIG ALS TA soldiers and Reservists who wish to register interest in
these additional commitments
FULL TIME RESE RVE SERVICE (FTRS)
FTRS is a scheme that allow individual members of the Reserve
Forces (TA or Regular Reserve), the opportunity to serve full time in
Regular Units and Headquarters in a broadly similar way to members of
the Regular Army. Term and Conditic:,m are similar to those of Regular
soldiers and tbe length of service can vary from three months to two
years. There are also opportunities to serve full or part time! FTRS ha
proved to be very popular with the TA and the Regular Reserves. The
CVHQ will act as the focal point for the proce sing of FTRS
requirements. Again a database of personnel interested in FTRS will be
maintained and CVHQ will coordinate requests from units and
formations.

f11

1r,

llQ 1st ignal Brigade and Rhine Garrison
SODEXHO Defence Services
AAFJ Support Services
Craigmillar Bakerie
Major Stocks and auces
th A~er a s7gade/Garrison run-through the team departed for Aldershot
( e iome o Army Catering) on Sunday 11 ovember this would ive
:~e. co~petJtors a w~ek to hone their skill and input i~dividuali m Tnto
.eir c .o en compet1t1on category. What a week there were numerous
d1scu~ 17ns, tantrum~ thrown, recipes and men~s changed, all in the
scare. o the perfect dish. Monday 19 ovember arrived and the team (at
4.30 in the morning) packed their minibuses for the hort 30-minute drive

!~;~1~d~wn ;akrk. T11ousands of commuters decided to do the same \\hat
. ave a en 30. minutes took over I hour. The were 0111 ' h •
to ~ohethC1s thrbee dadySin succcssio.n; madness is the b/t wav ~ dc~ct~beai~c

om me
erv1ces Culmary c
t' ·
b ·
numerous static · d' ·d I d
ompc 1 ~ 1 on is roken dol'.n into
as Blue R'b ,dm 1v1 ua an team even~. Five categories are cla cd
1 an events where all m d· I
·
prestigi?us title of Combined Services Ch~~pj~~ to.jf 11ed towards the
gpen ~1eld ~affitcring, Junior Chef of the Year. Se~io/~~c~·~~~:r~;;;
pc~ earn u. et. and the Open Cook and Serve Competition
.
Fir t of the md1':'1dual. c.vcnts was the Junior Lamb dish i~ which th
~~~~ ~~daa:~~e~1~r 1 his wast? set the standard for the team and th:
he did himself proul~:~~nn~n~•~gs7J~:~~ld~~IY. petri~ed.; however.

~e~~~/~~:~ ul~ gave all

the .team. mem.bers the' ~~c~u~~~~~~n~u:h~~

o~n dish~s ,~~~f;~~~f,~\~~ ~~ca~'roe:f~~i~~e~d'~:~e \~~sure ~f

their
turned out were very critical with their marking
fhe,jud~ as.it
attendance were regulars at the Culinary World Championsehs m
commonly known as Hotelympia. There were gue t judges each da . ~~s
oGne dwas Albert Roux, day two was Brian Turner and day three wa }Pet/r

i11

00 .

aft~3;i ~~~~~d~d~~~e~ave J.ackma n, wh?, even whilst on re cttlement
.

service, stepped

111

due to competition ev

e e t certamly shone through. A special mention must
to t
T:ny
Ha~veyf ~~ expert in the field of computers 'sent home' f;r the 1.!t
C mont s o is career due to a mild stroke. He wa asked by \ 01
0

;a.w~ha7 ~o come and assist with the team administration during the

P. rJO o t e competition, he produced all the menus and team
b1bhograph1es, p~ovm& what a valuable asset he till is.
The team spmt dun~g. the course of the week went from stren th to

str~n~h •. everyone ass1.st1ng_ ~ach other whatever the requirement The

~ mma~onh \~as the pnze-g1vmg_ on the last day of competition. n~one

croe~ wd o a 11\Cvon tbhe Open ~1eld event or which Service were to be

e overa . om med Services Champions.
Cow~.en di st S!gna Brigade and Rhine Garrison were called out as
111
me erv1ce pen Field Champion the Sandown Park auditorium
e~pted tn ~c tasy. Thi accolade also en ured the Army won the Service
~nz~. Sp~~a l m~ntt~n go to LCpl Da ve Prim rose who was Combined
~rvices Camp1~m m the Junior Fi h event and Sgt Lee Wolstencroft
wh1ollwas ombrned Services Champion in the Open Briti h Meat
C a enge event.
·
1

0

MOBTLISATIO
The CVHQ will act as tbe focal point for the closely managed
intelligent mobilisation ofR SIG ALS Regular Re erves. It will also be
actively involved with the mob ilisation of individuals, small teams and
composite TA un its. It is hoped that the implementation of these
procedures will offer our TA so ldiers and Regu lar Reserves better
opportunities and improve their military and technical ski ll . They may
also bring with them ski lls not nom1ally found in our Regu lar orps.
OT H ER OPPORTU ITIE
There are many wide and va ried opportunities for TA and Regu lar
Reserve (officers and so ldiers) to fu ll y participate in act ivities of the
Regu lar Army. This can range from operational deployments, part time or
full time service or exercise attachments.
THE M ESSAG E
Be sure to pass the word around. We have FTR vacanc·es and
Operational Posts waiting to be fil led. If there are any Office rs or
So ldiers (TA o r Ex Regu lar) interested in fu rthe r or a dd iti o na l
opportunities to serve with the Regular Army, now or in the futu re, they
should contact CVHQ R SIGNALS direct on the numbers shown below.
The office is co-located wi th HQ 2 (N ) Sig Bde in orsham. Contact
numbers are:
Telephone:
Fax
Emai l

Corsham Mil itary 94382 4307
Civil 01225 8 14307
Corsham Military 94382 4761
Civil 0 1225 814761
hq2sigbde@dial.pipex.com
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1
?~:rt~pp~ng.
,The d~tennination shown by him and the team as a whol~nt~

Rear (L-R): SSgt Henry, LCpl Primrose Cpl Walton Cpl Bo le Mr Wh I
Front (L-R): Capt Long, Sgt Wolstenclott' Brig M~g;~a~g~ CBaEmpgbteJll , Ckpl Dickweroson, LCpl Cornock. LCpl Newing
,
, S,
ac man,
1 Crawshaw
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-selected for the forthcomi~g World
The. ha~1p1:in~ are all :f~3? The full Ii t of !st ignal Bngade. and
hamp1on-~1p m Febru~ry c \ iow . Open Field Catering Combmed
Rhine Garrison award is a io
.
ervice Champion·.
.

S
ewing 280 (UK) Sig qn

.
enior Fi. h Bronze Medal
Cpl Walton 7 Sig Regt
Individual
enior et how Work Bronze Medal
Individual
Mr Wheeler AAFI

rt Jackman p Bn RRC
Cpl Di kerson p Bn ARRC
LCpl Primrose Sp Bn ARR
LCpl Cornock p B1 ARRC

Team

Junior Lamb ilver Medal
lndi idual
LCpl

.
upport Sciv1ces

. Chef of the Year Certificate of Merit .
edn.10.rd I
SSgt Henry 280 (UK) Sig Sqn
ln 1v1 ua

Open Field atering ilver Medal
Sgt \ olstencroft p Bn ARRC
Team
Cpl Boyle I 0 I Pro Coy
pl \ alton 7 ig Regt .
~t Henry 2 0 (UK) ig qn

enior Chef of the Year Certificate of Merit
.. d
pl Boyle 101 Pro Coy
In d 1v1 ua 1
· C k ry Certificate of Merit
Op~n.Eti llllC oo e
C
b ll 280 (UK) Sig Sqn
lnd1v1dual
gt amp e

Junior Fi h Combined eivice. Champioi
RRC
L pl Pnmro e P n
b. · TV
. ·dual
Ind iv1
(awarded medal, trophy and com matton

1·deo)

S B ARR
enior Duck Certificate of~erit
Indiv idual
Cpl Dickerson p n

tdeo)

Senior Set how Work
Individual
Mr Davies

0

Briti h Meat Challenge Combined ervice Champion
gt Wol tencroft p Bn ARR. .
pen
Indi idual
(awarded medal. trophy and combmallon TV

AAF! Support Seivices

Operators who could not attend due to deployment commitments. As if to
emphas ise this point Members en-route to the function, were recalled for
immediate deployment to Middle Ea t region! lt was also pointed out that
during the 'cold war' era, it was this small group, who had a major
responsibility in being the ever-alert watcher. or listener, on our adversary
on the other side of the 'iron curtain'. This activity was carried out
twenty-four hours each and every day, three hundred and sixty five days
each year, in all conditions, not necessary from the comfort of a hardened
shelter as was the perception.
ror a ·mall group we have been very successful in commissioning
from the ranks and we have had more than our fair share of Corps
representative· at sport. Within days of their transfer, W02 Craig
Shrives and Sgt 'Drop ·em' Topham were called to duty in
representing the Intelligence Corps in a football match - and they still
won! for those of us who remain in the Corps and who will be the last of
our line, the transfer 1s sad. The Corps has lost a small number of highly
profes~ional, flexible personnel with much operational experience in all
manner of terrain and conditions. With this transfer, the Corps has lost a
umque capability m the field of Electronic Warfare, which brought much
praisl' and high regard from those t:ommanders it upported on
operations. To the remainder of the Royal Corps of Signals we wish that
you rc11ain 'Certa Cito' in all your endeavors. For u who were the
l inguis, Operators and part of the history of the Corps, we could use the
ott' quoted Shakespeare of what we were,
We few, we happy few, we band of brother '
0

T5TA DI 'G ST DE. T AWARD- JG STEEL
Sig St"el attended hi Radio Systems Operator Class 3 training with
RSBR 0 I 004 dunng which he attained six out of a pos ible even
nommation: from his cour e instructors for the Outstanding Student
Award. The ·1.: nominatton ::tre awarded to students who not only prove
their ability to carry out their trade training but also the effort and
conduct throughout the course, the testing two-week field exercise in
particular. He is seen here receiving his award from Maj Ian Favager,
OC Radio Sy terns Group, RSS.

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
AND
11 SIGNAL REGIMENT

EVIS MEMORIAL SWORD
P RESE TATIO , OF
1M IDERS CO RSE 0 Sl
FOR TROOP CO
C
concluded on Thursday 29
Troop Commanders ourse 0 51
awarded the Evis
ovember 200 I when 2Lt Be~kf ~,~.~~:~ ~~~:C returning to 3(UK)
M.emorial Sword by Co~~ R~;is ~emorial Sword was pre ented to _the
Div HQ and S1gf RS~gL I be Mrs Dorothy Taylor in February 199:> m
Royal chool o 1gna s Y
.
.
memory of her late husband Capt(QM) C. D. EVJs.

. h.
d h. wife all tile best for the future.
Lnstruction Team and w~t~sh ~n ~nrec;~tly completed tile BITS course
1
Sgt Smith and Cpl ~ e am t ~: 'coal-face' down in the classrooms.
and are now able to m truct a t
b our resident civilian equipment
The Section is. as alwa_YS, uppoi:ted ~ art of the furniture at Equipt
gurus, Mr 1ike Wathng (who' is ~o' f ever is running around and
Sect) a.nd h~rdDdudncangt~a::e~h g~aZ:d~n, who ~vhen not instructing can
.
bemg hke 1s a y,
usually be found on tile rugby pitch.
RADIO EXERCISE TROOP
COMD/SOLDIER TRAI I G
Tp Comd
SSgt Steve Walton
S t 'Chaz' Fox ·
·
Tp Sgt
g
f montlls for the Troop with the van~u.s
It has been a busy .coup1e o
However in the true Radex Tp pint
flows of courses com1~g m;;ough.rried us th~ough. A per the normal the
our morale and entllus1asm as ca chan es so a big welcome goes to
Troop has had its fair shf~e s<?f ~c~t LCil C hris McKechnie from 19
LCpl 'Jay' Jones , fro~
ig s ~ro'm BATUS and finally C pl ' Stu'
Mech Bde, Cp l Ted Roger
.
the deli hts of Blandford . Our
Southan f~om I, we hol:u~~uS~~{~~nd Sgt P~ul Smith (Porsche) for
congratulations go to gt .
1 k forward 10 you both commg
selection to Yeoman of Signals.' w~l~~ce We say a sad farewell to Sig
through the Troop onS~x ~ar~h~n~nks on iheir departure to civvic street,
'Beanie' Clarke and ig ev pt
t C 1 'Ed' Lockwood who
good luck lads. We also have to sa)'. farewe 11h o
1 'Cal' Hewitt can fit
is posted to 21 Sig ~efir... on prom::ityio~p·a~: tr~N!rs ft 21 please send them
into your hoe and 1 mere are
our way.

/!.
0

RADIO SY TEMS GROUP
OC
Maj 1. G. Favager
W02(SSM) Melotte
·
SSM .
h RSG have managed to sustam t.hc
During the last few ~on~ s b n Tasked to the Group, this vaned
bombardmef~~~~o;~s:J ~l~s ~vCo~~ses to TA, Roy.al Marine and CCF
0

~~~r~c :."1~he Command Tr?i~ing8 Section ':~~lt!~keu!~ ;~~~;~roo~
~~~~w~:r~ti~~~= l-n~~:~'o'::~~.a~c fsnre~~~ing Capt •he kitchen fitter'
Sutherland RM who is currently on a Cl M course.
EQ I PME 'T SECTIO
.
.
IC
Mr Peter Bra1thwa1te
21C
.s gt 'Smuj' Smit~
· E · ts t we are now back
After the previous ~epartu;e a1;nvals m quip i~he near future on

~~:.n~~:~~~os~;: ~::~s. ~~e ~=~tio~~~e~o~~~a:~aluable member of the
8

FAREWELL TO THE CORPS! -by WO~P % ::;~~~rs of the Linguist
Without pomp or ceremony'. some seve nty I November 200 l to t~e
Operator trade group were tra!'sferre~ ~ final athering of Linguist
Intelligence Corps. ~~ ~al~ t~ts a~~~~~d bade fi~rewell to the trade on
Operators, new and o. , h eVat w Seivices Club London. Significantly,
Friday 16 ovember •!1 t c ic orya lts' Fund do~ated £500 towards the
tile Royal Corp~ of Signals S~rtT1~;c transferred were of senior rank, and
for supporting our application and
function, reflectmg thSaM)tmost. K'elty
we thank WOl (CR
ean 1
was very much
1 dona fon
who felt that, in the unique circumstances, tie
I

°

merited.
. h fi
of a celebratory three-course feast, with
rofessional and friendly staff.
The 'wake' was m t e ~rm
ample supplie of wine provided by a very p ed stories of derring-do and
During the meal , the ~a~l~~~eddthr~~~;~d=~~nd the latest deployments of
generally caught .up .wit nen ~ Lo al toa ts were observed and t~e
our sma l.1, but s1gmfica1~, l~r~h~iitle ~f Linguist Operator, Maj D~nn1s
most semor rank ever t<? 0
Th tone of the speech reminded
Weir, gave the after d!nncr speec 11. . e mall in number, had seen most
.ble operation of the
those present of how this trade, although
of its members .repeatedly ~eployeTdh.on evse6'ofi~~~t by those Linguist
British Forces m modern tunes.
is wa
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11 SIGN L REGIME T
CO
Lt Col R. G. icholson
RSM
WOl L. D. Kemp
Another busy year draw · to a close here in Blandford and a u ·ual the
RHQ staff look like they could do with the break! The Adjt, Capt Glenis
Maloney i happy to see WO! Katrina Walley AGC in po ta the As t
Adjt (possibly an early knock off before 2000hrs may be on the horizon,
or maybe not!). The 2 IC Regt, Maj 'Mick' Pawlak ha recently bought
a new sports convertible (mid-life cri is?) and can often be seen driving
home to Truro on a Friday morning with tile roof down!
HEADQ ARTERS ROYAL SIG ALS ERGEA TS MES
PRESE TATION
What follows is a somewhat unusual reque t from the Headquarters
Royal Signals ergeants' Mess. The Me is currently in the process of
orting out all the pre entation pieces that have been given to either the
Corps ergeants' Mes when it was located in Helles Barracks or 8
ignal Regiment Sergeants' Me s when it was located in Yimy Barracks.
Since the move down from Catterick Garri on a lot of property wa either
boxed up or stored away. Some of the presentation piece are now 'out
of ynch' with the Corps ergeant · Me , for example a picture of a train
engine and a ·moth eaten' banner. which will ne er go on how in the
mess. It is proposed that these items be returned to the original owners or
offered up to the museum or R
Branches. It L therefore requested that
any person who presented an item to the old or 11 ignal Regiments
Sergeants' Messes who would like them returned contact the Property
Member via the Mes:. A lot of property is still on ·how and \ e would
like to keep it that way but any inquirie will be inve tigated.
MARQ EE AVAILABLE FOR HIRI G
The ergcants' Me s has recently purcha ed a 40m x 21 m marquee
complete with Corps coloured lining. From Janu.1ry 2002 thi is available
for hiring out to other unit - Officers', ergcants' or All Ranks functions.
With all modules attached it will comfortably sit 400 personnel with a
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dance floor and stage. Co~ts \\ill depend on how many module u d but
as a guide the full marquee with a capacity of 400 will cost £3,200
(inclusive of insurance) plus transportation costs. It wit abo be erected
and dismantled by our own team. Any unit interested should contact
W02 Mark Brunning 011 Blandford Mil 2694. Photographs \\ill be
available in the near future.
HEADQU RTERS MOTOR TRANSPORT
MTO
W02 P. V. '1cGarry
MTWO
W02 T. Peach RE
The year 200 I has been a very busy year for the Regimental \.1T at
Blandford Camp not least of which has been the change of pcr,onalities.
There are loo many to list them all but the following could not !\O
unmentioned. We have said goodbye to some of the long . landing
members of the team; SSgt 'Steve (1 uts and Bolts)' Crawford who i'
leaving after 22 years to become a tree hugger and pl 'Mark (Ah\ays
on my mountain bike)' Thompson, who has left for pastures green in
orthern Ireland on promotion to Sergeant. To you and your families our
best wishe and good luck for the future . As always when people leave
new faces arrive and we would like to welcome \! 02 'Tony (Where's
this bridge I've got to build?)' Peach and ig 'Andy' . ·eali who has
arrived from Germany, welcome to the Troop and hopefully your ,tay
will be a happy if not very busy one. Congratulations to ig 'Chilled Out'
Foster on your well deserved promotion to Lance Corporal. The
Department has recently been under the spotlight of external examiner in
the guise of tile LSI and EC! teams. A lot of hard work ha gone mto the
preparation and it all paid off as we achieved a green in both inspection:.
In the thick of all the activity Cpl 'Taff' Jones sti ll found the time to
wan off to Poland on exercise despite being 'on the bus off the bus', or
was it a plane? A full report on hi activities to follow.
EXERCISE DOVER CHALLE GE 2001
The 200 I AAF (Sea) Shore Championship was fished over 5-6
1 ovember 200 I. A day match fished at Walmer Beach followed a night
match fished at Princess Parade on S ovember. A total of 76 Anglers
competed in the Championship, de pite a number of recognised angler:.
being unable to attend. There was a noticeable number of angler· that
were fishing their fir t Championships, due largely to the increased
publicity through DCI's and the Soldier Magazine this year. The
Competition comprised lndividual, Pairs and Team event
Day 1 - The first match was fished at Princess Parade on Monday S
ovember 2001 and W02 Steve Dav;s and gt Jim Cargill pegged the
beach. Weather conditions were good for Whiting, with little urf and
generally clear conditions. Whiting were present in good number from
tile start, though tile majority were under sized fish. The fir t two hours of
the match proved to be tile most productive, witll catch rates dropping off
dramatically towards the end of the night. The only species recorded
during the match were Dab. Pouting and Whiting.
Day 2 - Match Two wa fi hed at Walmer Beach on Tuesday 6
ovember 200 I. W02 Steve Davi and SSgt Glenn Evans pegged tile
beach. Weather condition were far from ideal. with gentle wind and
strong sunlight for much of the day. Fish were difficult to find. with mo t
being caught at close range. consi ting of Dab, Flounder, Rocl<ling. ilver
Eel. Pouting and a olitary Whiting. The mo t notable fi h caught wa a
14oz Dab to 'Peanu ts ' Flack this took the Best Specimen of the
Championsh ip .
Results - The Pair Champion were Maj Tony Sargin on and W02
Steve Davis who were also part of the champion team along with W02
Dave Bousfield and gt Bri co. teve Davis wa also runner up sening
member and along with W02 Dave Bousficld gained election for the
Army team. All in all it wa a very good re ult for the Royal ignal .
Many thanks go to the committee for what was an excellently organi e<l
and run event and to the teward. who helped police the match en uring
that the catch and return policy worked.
ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIG ALS/11 SIG
EX'PEDITIO TO 'EP L

L REGI 1E. T

'Cm her ye rose buds while ye ca11 ·

E hangrila Dragon wa a two and a half week adventurou tra1mng
expedition in epal. It was the brainchild of Maj Grant Hume and Capt
Yam Rana , Area y terns Group at the Royal chool of 1gnal · Blandford. Their objective wa to take 1x x Phase II trainee on a trek
too nnapurna Ba e Camp in central 1 epal. The oppornmity was made
even more ignificant when you consider that ·omc of the trainee were
only J 7 years of age and yet to complete their first year in the arn1y. What
better way is there to complete trade training than to embrace the culture
of their epale e colleagues, \ here the sacred cow can amble safely
through the chaotic traffic of Kathmandu . The expedition comprised of
both the above mentioned, myself (Capt Rab Black) one up-grader (Cpl
Bwany) and five trainee (Amy Finney, Chris Lord, Jan Dinsdale, ~aul
Steele and Daniel Lewi ). During the weeks leadmg up to the expcd111on
there wa a nU1nber of meeting to cover subjects uch a~ Altitude
Mountain ickne s. ims of Adventurous Training, tips on trekking in
epal etc. In addition each of the trainee were gi\·en subjects to re ·earcl1
that they each presented 10 the group prior 10 our departure {29 October
200 I). Th exercise name · hangrila'. \\as not chosen becau e 11 ne,tled
nicely between Exerci e and Dragon. In 1933 the \Hiter James Hilton
published a novel called 'Lo ·1 Hori:ron ·. t it - centre lies a notion that.
hidden beyond the ! Iimalaya in we tern Tibet, is a valley mhabited b
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all wise lamas who haYe a hievcd an idea l human ex i tcncc. Hil ton called
the vnll y hangri La. But is there really such a place? Charle Allen
wrote a ub equent book call ' d 'The earch for hangri La '. The
mystici·m and . en e of adventure that . urround hangri La serves to
conjure-up a suitable atmo phere from which to stage an expedition.
Dc.; -pite u having a known de tination on well-trodden track the en e
of exploration and di CO\ r' remained constant companions. It wa - not
just the C:\.posure to an ahemative and dive e culture in a third world
country. The joumey in it elf would extend the trainee beyond their
comfori zone and facilita te a greate r awart:ncs · of their individual
trength and weakn e e . pending 24 hour a day in a foreign
em ironment will undoubtedly le t individual tolerances to each other and
ultimately forge a stronger interdependenc . The environment alone will
demand a high degree of elf-di cipline for basic health care. The e are
all qualitie that will ervc the trainee well and prepare them for a career
in the army. Excitement was to enter the expedition earlier than planned.
fier a delayed departure from Blandford we hit tationary traffic on the
M3 . The ign aid only 17 mile· to Heathrow but the clock had already
tarted to jump forward with growing enthusia m. The decision to divert
onto the A30 at Bag. hot wa tempered with the;; knowledge that thi
parallel route may mirror the momentum on the M3 . It paid off. the open
road allowed the tilted conver ation to move from the 'what if cul-dcsac. An air of cautiou optimi m found room for the occa iona l smile a
we whi tied by the tationary traffic whit t on the (yes thi i a bus) bu
lane.
It wa a six and a half hour Gulf Air flight to Dubai followed by a
even and a half hour flight to Kathmandu . The carou el chao at
Kathmandu pro idcd an early ta te for the ubtle lines of order that
would accompany any gathering of three or more of the indigenous
population. Our pas age to the hotel was a very smooth affair with our
Guru Guide (Yam) now on home turf. ot only did he wTite the book on
'How to Guide oldier in epal'. but the brotherhood of guru · u e him
a the template for good practice. He~ as Mr Fix-it from tart to end. The
following day we hired a bus for our journey to Pokhara. Our selection
proc s found us fa ouring the bu that boa led of having a hand brake a
well a a foot brake. A we left the urban plateau of Kathmandu the land
immediately and dramatically fell away into a deep ravine. We could see
the hairpin bends and tiny vehicle di appear on the road far below. To be
hone t we weren't quite ready for this. We knew the horn functioned ,
there was also an irritatingly loud bleeping noise whenever the indicator
were activated - but the brakes - were they up to it? I concentrated
inten ely for a while in the knowledge that that would make an enom1ou
difference sbould tJ1e brakes fail. I wa soon to realise the only way to
enjoy road-travel in epal was to accept life with a high degree of
uncertainty. This was achieved with the help of a recently purchased CD
(The Cla ical Chillout). That night we arrived at the British Gurklia
Training Camp (Pokhara) under the cover of darkness and with no idea
what was in tore for us in the morning. After 48 hour of chaotic,
sensory overload we seemed to have arrived in paradi e.

The camp rea ll y was an oasis of tranquillity. It was immaculately keep
in a tylc reminiscent of the days of U1c Raj, with an overwhelming sense
of calm order. The little green igns telling people to ' Keep Of The
Gra s', said it all and confirmed that I would treasure our brief stay here.
Capt R. . Milne RAP seemed to capture the aesthetic c sencc of
ca mp. lie or she was obvious ly posted here in 1984 to 1986. S/ hc
presented a bench and positioned it beyond the croquet lawn , to the rear
of U1c Officers' Mess garden. From the bench, looking left through a gap
in the tree · you could see the not so 'far pavilions ', of the Annap urna
Mountain range. Macchapuchre (the sacred mountain) also known a the
Fi htail, taking its rightful place - centre stage. The title of thi s article wa
taken from Milne' inscription on the bench.
Afier collecting our porters and ome gear from the well equipped (and
under used) AT tore we set off for Phedi. There was a brief stop to
purcha c decent foot ware for the porters before we arrived al our
trekk ing start point. Our we lcome to th e Himal ayas did not include a
warm-up. The steps tarted al the edge of the road and rose continuosly
unrelenting for almo tan hour. Another hour and we arrived at Dhampus
where we were to pend our fir t night of the trek . It wa also our
introduction to the infamous teahouses. The norm is a 2-tiercd building
with open verandas leading to twin or triple bedded rooms . The rooms
are ba ic with a thin matlre and a sma ll pillow resting on a raised
tructurc. Many of the hou es on route are wired for electricity (thanks to
a Japane c foreign aid project) however, not all the teahouse choose to
use U1e facility. Our diet would consist of deep fried Tibetan Roti bread
and honey for breakfast and Dahl Badh for lunch and dinner - but we
aren't here for the cui inc. Dahl Badh is a lentil-ha ed dish with rice. lt i
nom1ally erved with curried vegetable and chutney. There were usually
some Europea n di he uch as pizza and chips to prov ide a welcome
break fro m D ahl Badh. Before we departed for Landruc (our next
overnighter), we w itne sed a lucky e cape for the tea hou se owner'
chicken. An e normous vulture swooped down but mi ed it prey. The
chicken wa n't so lucky on the econd attempt. This time the talon s were
secu rely fixed on target a nd without a moments delay it carried its
haples pa enger on a flight of its life - then dinner. Over the next four
days we were to encounter some more steps (thousand ) both up and
down as we crossed the fingers of high ground that descended down to
the river edge. At Jhinu Danda we took an ex tended lunch break and
made a minor detour down to the Hot prings. It wa only 15 minute
down to the river's edge, with an extra ten minutes for the return journey
(and well worth the effort). A large troop of monkeys gathered to observe
the strange human behaviour, ' .. they strip down to their underwear,
immer e them elve in the hot spring then into the cold river. Thi was
repeated a number of times then two of the young ones started skimming
stones - trange - fancy a banana?'

witness the best 'live' vollc ball
At sunset there was a n~d d:.~c~ that l have ever seen at 4100m,
Macchapuchre the sacred mountain tookor can:ieras - and Jackct5. as
posed pictures we ettled down 6 . .
.011 a hery red glo"". After a few
arose ea rly the following morn?~ p1ua a.nd chips and an ~arly night. We
ABC. We only had a short walk fol~ witness the notonou sunrise at
many chose to stay at the lower MBC ~~ch ~ur. vantage J'Olnt, however,
canopy of stars and by the light of the d ma~~ the final Journey under a
as the fiery red halo pro ressed . r moon.
ere was qutte a gathering
surround the sanctuary t,ith o a ound :.he snow-capped peaks that
unexpected vi itor ca~c into vur gaze irmly drawn westward an
Annapurna South. It was the silh~~:rtc h~1h }.n hthe.leasterly a.spcct of
forct:d it down the mountain I could n t h
is. ~ 1 . As. the nsmg sun
peak, unrelenting in it demand f~ e thmk1ng of it a a petulant
understand that Maccha ucl (th
r a.t ent1on . Fir tly, yo u must
si'lcc Pokhara five da:S e~r~. e fish tai.l) had dominated the sky-line
Annapurna South the fish tail rp1~r.. ow with our attention focused on
u s 111 an appearance and sto ic the show.
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That day we made good time and
u
stayed at the same teahou e as we 9~t ah the ~vay back .to Sinuwa and
1
~aten meat for some time now so whc ~re~ 111 ht ear her. We hadn't
unmcdiatel y The gu were
n ere a amb curry we accepted
proces fro~ meetin y Doll tteefully on hand ~o follow the whole
sometime later. The f~llowi:g ~ sheep to ~r arrival next to the rice
Tadapani, Ghorapani and finally t~ ~e se,t ~ on ~ three-day detour via
about an hour we had a chance m / r pie up pomt at aya Pul. After
the Mes Secretary at Blandford e~ m~ with Maj (Retd) ~ohn Barrett,
and was heading up to ABC with· h. eIi .addcoMm~ out here mdependently
is rien
BJ (Retd) Tom PengelJey.

°

Afil'r exchanging omc stories an<l th .
our way again Two days later a d c cu~tomary photo-call, "c "ere on
sunrise from Poon Hill There: n ·ta~t c~ early start, th1 wnc Jt ""a
~ho joined us for the
minute1~r~s
ve een as '!1any as 250 people
sight to see that the nocturnal epal~ from Ghorapa111 · It ""as a ""clcom
summit and were already crvin ho~ entrepreneurs had ?eaten u to th
Hill there was a wonderrul
g . cups of tea and coffee. From Poon
11
panoramic view of th. A
range. Further west towards the anc.
.
c nnapuma mountam
kmgdom of Mustang you could
clearly see Dhaulagiri the ~eco d
expedition (Annapum~-1 being ~c firsttctrc peak we were to sec on our
After breakfast a longish b t 1
onto Pokhara on the local servi~c easant trek took us to !Saya Pul then
shopping and ju t chi lling out in t~s. The ~ext clay .was a combmat1on of
Tai. Our bus with the handbrake a;d suhn .Y .t~e. p1c~ur~MJue lake !'a,~a
second appearance at 0700hrs the foll~~. irr1tatmg. md1cators made it
hea~mg off for some white water raft'1 mg ;ohrnmg. Today "c ''ere
at1onal Park. Some of the best mem .ng an t en onto the Chit"an
experiences gained on safari m the ones of the cxpedllron were from
too long already. If you wish a mor park: however. this article has gone
the Post Exercise Report (PXR) ~~e~1led account of the trip a copy of
Grant Hume on Blandford Milita ~ e ob~amed by contacting , laj
members of the expedition I wo ld1·k
319. Fmally, on behalf of all the
organisations that provided' finan~. 1 e. to extend our appreciation to the
1
Corps, The Army Physical Traini~~ C~~~anlcrs"!"hes~ Rare:. Royal ignab
the Army Mounta ineering Associat' ' Th igna eg1ment PRJ and
reserved for Mr John Prescot, who wi:~n . . e . fi.n.al. thank has been
may have never caught the flight.
out his m1t1at1ve (Bus Lane) we
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Sig Finnie and

~apt ~lack sharing an elephant ride with two

mencan tourists (river shot)
I (0 STON) QUADRON
Sqn Comd
Ma· J G J H
SSM
J • . . owes Royal Canadian Signal
W02 (S M) Andy Harriott

CHARl~Y CAR WASH 16 OVEMBER 2001
by
a~~7~0~ a memb~ ofthe Royal Corp~, Wilkin on A GC{SPS)
by holding a Ch~~i q~~r ~ vol~nteered its'. service to the community
S gt 'It' All For ~harity' ~:i~~ a;~ of Children In eed. Headed by
Kohima Troop set up a washin b~ . e me~ and women of Rhino and
biggest car park in Blandford ga
ma P~~ . pot, the entrance to the
entering the area. This ensured ·tha~ n~rocee e to ambus~ all vehicle
gen~rously to the cause and also thatly every~ody ownmg a car gave
(believe me it happen ) had no
t~ose trymg to dodge the e,·ent
Blandford i not renowned f:::.e~~ ~ ~.cape. ''ow we all kno11 that
ovember wa no e ception With h
e iterranean weather and 16
to water and the freezing ele~ent than~ numb from con tanl exposure
battled on, de pile the chance of fi. c . rave members of C?ne quadron
·Oriental' Butterfield decided loot tb1te and. trcnc~ foot kicking in. lg
administrating a car wa h to Sig 'Bl'ru(' ~~ lift pmt ev.en ,higher by
111
pleased to be standing covered i~i
onova.n who d1dn t seem too
ovember! Maj Jeff Ho"cs OC 1 oap suds I~ a car park m midqn. did 111 ~11 for _morale by
organising a ' pecial deliver 'of d
turnout on the day, which ~sed £~3~t~ - f,1 C~~~d1an delicacy. The
I dren In
eed, 11as
excellent despite the freezin conditi . :
or
the next challenge to be thru gt its , wa~~s and the quadron eagerly a11 all

fJC:.f:

J

Relaxing in the hot springs at Jhinu Danda

A typical track with the 'Fishtail' mountain in the background
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After an overnight stop in inuwa then Deurali we finally arrived al
ABC. The final leg of the ascent from Macchapuchre Bae Camp (MBC)
saw a dramatic change to the landscape and outlook. It shifted from a
heavily vegetated jungle environment to an open arid expa nse. As we
veered westwards away from the river the growing silence seemed to
make the visual change more pronounced and acknowledge that wc had
now entered the sanctuary. ABC comprised of a few single sto ried
teahouses, a volleyba ll pitch and a tented area to the rear. Beyond the
campsite, stands a solitary memorial to commemorate the life of a fallen
climber. From its apex, co lourful prayer flags arc draped in all directions
like guy rope on a marquee. For us, this is the physical high point of our
expedition but you could se n se th e hi s tory and drama of earlier
expeditions who pa ssed though here in pursuit of bigger goals.
Mountaineer quite often attract bad press as being driven, from peak to
peak without appreciating the true value of the process. However, a
wonderful anecdotal quote inscribed on the memorial goes some way to
di pel thi s myth. It reads, 'Mountains arc not where I intensify my
ambition to achieve. They are cathedrals where I practice my religion.'
As I headed back to the teahou se the porter were already playing
volleyball with approximately 30 of their colleague watching. It really
was an outstanding match with great skill from all players - each ma h
was recovered , fed forward then another s mash . This process was
repeated many times before a score wa. achieved. I never expected to
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 2002
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EXERCISE SAJF AREEA 2 - bv Sig Turner
On 28 August 2001 six Ar(5 ( Id 1.
..
ti'
o . crs Awaumg Trade Training)
from Kohima T
p
were
own
over
to
JOlll
4
Armd
Bd 0. b
Gern1any, where they were i· ued th . d
c, sna ruk,
ungla e , floppy hat, lee in b
. e~r e. rt c~mbats, mo ·qui to net.,
111
we needed to take part in E~ g / / 1 :r ,;ind u~-cream. Thi· 11as the kit
Gulf of Oman since the Gu if w~:r. ~~ece: th\t~e ?Wgcllt deployment to the
over to the de ert. we were 3 rch
. . c aY ma Y ca_me to be 11011 n
no idea what we would c pcgf b ,en ne. ~c~red a!1d cxc11cd, a. lie had
hot! The plane took -ix hour.s fro~ (;~Just ·nc"" II would .be extremely
when we ' alked off th 1. ,
crrnany to Thumra1t m Oman and
1900hrs! The next day\e/~e;~etr~ear h1rtt ud· evenh though it ~a~ alr~ady
'nspo e to t. e 1tccl1mat1sat1c>n area
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where we would be pending the first two week of the exerci e. Mo t
day. the temperature rose to 52 degrees centigrade, and the cookhou e
wa even hotter. During the first couple of days, we had to get to know
the people we would be working with and we all helped ~ ith the putting
up of tents and cam net . Between 11 OOhrs and 1300hrs it was the hottest
part of the day and we were only ::iliowed to do light duties, which was
part of getting acclimatised to the mt~n e heat. At this point we were alt
dispatched off to arious Troop. - tw0 of us went with Oscar Tp, h o to
Papa Tp and two of u went to work with E H (store.) Alt of us carried
out a miriad of military task and it wa. good to feel part of a team. 11
eptember wa a hock and gave us all a lot to think about. especially
being o clo e to future area of operation. We were, however, not
deployed and returned to Blandford more experienced and better oldiers.

gu

E 'ERCISE D RK DRAGO Hl- by Cpl "Barney' Rumble
The aim of Ex Dark Dragoon Ill was to obtain our caving proficiency
certificate. Thi meant a week away from work and uniform, and the
chance 10 walk, crawl, swim and squeeze through tight dark holes, in tl1c
Mecca for cavers, which was Ingleton in orth Yorkshire. The team
going down con i ted of two instructors and five students: Cpl 'Tony'
Brown, Bdr 'Mick' Lloyd, both top quality caving instructors, and tl1e
motley crew abou to be taught were ig 'Russ' Hearty, ig 'Paur
Jone , ig 'Dan' Ginty, ig 'Jodi' latthews and myself Cpl 'Barney'
Rumble. The first day wa spent as an introduction on walking into and
out of caves getting wet and crawling through mud and water. This wa
not too trenuou but good fun. Day two was a chance to move on a little
owe ab eiled from a tree into Alum Pot. about a 30 metre straight abseil
down a flat rock face. This ca e i al o home to a nice little 'cheese
pre ·, which was going to get very clo e and personal with Cpl ' Barney'
Rumble. t the end of the cave we had to climb up a waterfall to return
to daylight and freedom. The next day wa forecasted as clear and rain
free, but this was to change a oon as we abseiled into a tiny hole in the
hill ide. Once down we had to crawl through a small passage filled with
water only to find out the pitch we were uppo ed to get out of the hole
now had a large amount of water cascading down it. lt was all right
because we had another route - well we would have if it weren't for the
ma sive amount of water coming down it. So now we were trapped
underground\ ith no way out but we weren't worried? Cpl 'Tony'
Brown and Bdr 'Mick' Lloyd had a cunning plan, 'Mick' went back to
the accommodation for a ladder and ·Tony · stayed with us for moral
upport. There was no real danger. we all got cold and wet and ·Dan' and
·Paul' had a little girly panic attack with the emergency zarski shelter
when it was ucked away by the water, but I wont tell anyone lads, your
secret is safe with me. The final day we went through a larger cave that
did re emble a water slide at one point, this only had one tight bit. which
was called the Philosophers Crawl. This is well named as you really do
have time to reflect when you are face down in water. It was a good end
to a really interesting and enjoyable week with many thanks going to 4
Military Training Squadron for planning and running a superb course.
HARROGATE C J> SIX-A-SIDE FOOTBALL CO 1:PETITI0 '
by LCpl Wilkinson AGC (SPS)
The time of year had come again when the three trade training
squadrons were coming head to head for yet another Harrogate Cup
event. This time round it was the turn of the ever skilful and super fit
( ot!) footballers to take centre stage. The competition, which was
spread over three days. was a hard fought contest especially in the female
competition. Sig Bloor who was One Squadron's Female Team Captain
and set the standard by hawing off her football skills and then by setting
about beating the rest of the teams to pulp, literally. The One Squadron
Female Team ran out clear winners of their competition with virtual ease
and deservedly so. The male competition was full of the usual one touch
passing, perfect off the ball movement and quality finishi11g which has
become part and parcel of One Squadron's game. This showed with both
Kohima and Rhino Tp teams getting to the emi Final, but unfortunately
for us it was against each other! Rhino Tp ran out clear winners and
booked tl1eir place in the final against a 2 Squadron team (lron Tp) that
they had previously beaten. The final was not to run so smoothly for the
Troop as in previou rounds. The lads showed great determination and
battled hard but to no reward, Kohima ran out 5 - 3 winners. At the final
awards ceremony I Squadron was awarded the overall championship.
Lets hope this victory can run. onto the next event. Bring on the Boxing!

Sig Bloor receives her winners medal for the 1 Sqn Female Team.

Sig Coatsworth (Rear) feels the pressure of another free flowing
piece of play
EXERCI E CATTERI K CRAFT - by Sig Allan, Bea u.fighter Troop
Any chance to get away from Blandford for the weekend is usually
seen as a blessing and grabbed with both hands , but when 1 was
'volunteered to attend the 2 Squadron Battle Camp la t October 1 have to
admit to have felt a touch dubious. The fact that I wa going to be doing
omething different from my u ual routine and spend the weekend with
the quadron Cadre made me slightly sceptical to the chances of enjoying
my elf, but I could not have been more wrong. It was an excellent
exerci e and everybody who attended admitted to having had a
thoroughly brilliant time. The Exercise was based around a FIBUA
village on ali bury Plain and full use was made of both our limited time
and the excellent facilit ies available. The first day was a teaching pha e,
my section began with the kills of hou e entering and clearing. It was
great fun, being totally different to anything I had done before, but it
certainly took it toll with nearly everyone taking one knock or another
from the various window ledges that we had to clamber over.
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The Parade Commander bellowed 'H 11' h •
crowd's attention turned to the huge me a t 1en right tum' and then the
At th.
·
mona stone
is pomt the flag bearers marched
fi ·
th~y stood completely still and held their flaout m ~ont of the n_icmorial:
with a reading from the bible by the Ch ys.prou ly. The service began
The onlookers stood not so much som ap am, then a hymn was sung.
There was such a sense of unity betw br~ly, as pr~ud, when they sung.
The Mayor was the next to add~:n t e people it was moving to see.
thankful he was for all the people atte ~~ thcHcrowd. He poke of how
women serving in different cou . n mg. e spoke of all the men and
not just in the First and Second n~~:id H~ spo~e 0 ~ an the people that died
Gulf and many others He s oke
ar ut a S? m the Falklands, the
~ur prayers are with ihem thisa~ut th~ people m 'ew York and how
ume of need let us not forget the. d~;:;r His key .end words were ' in our
tomorrow they gave up their today' · et us praise them because for our
The band sounded the last
t ·d
prayer. The two minutes sile~~ a~ evel)'one bowed his or her heads m
The councillors, politicians and R..t~ e~ with not so much as a whisper.
When they reached the mem .
ear!ng w~eatbs walked forward
dead, and then the ex-service~;~~ t~ey said their silent prayers to the
their tragic and fond memories tha~ b wo~en happroachcd undeterred by
complete the parade marched ~hro'u hroug t I em there. When this was
clapping. It was a proud day that bro~ghtht tehstreets gre~ted by the crowds
e commu111ty together.

ft
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WREATH LAYI G AT SOUTHE D 0
.
My stepfather is a councillor w. h
EA - b>'. Sig Stevens
invited to attend the Remembr it outhend co~nc1I and as such I was
thought that it was a great idea a:~~e ser;~e th~s year. My Squadron
public eye. The main service in the wou . e':; t e Royal Signals in the
n:iommg. egan around 1035hrs. A
they arrived in the car the wer
attending the memorial. T?e se~ca;13ze~ at JUSt how many people were
ages, races and beliefs who came to wasJ~m. packed with people from all
fellow servicemen and women who ~ayd . eir ~c ~~cts and to honour our
Wars .. As the parade marched towar~e t~n t e I0
and Second .World
e on- ? mg crowd with the
band m tow it was lain to ee n
special day. The p~rade consi~ede~~ry one of their. faces that this was a
servicemen and women widow Sal s:a s'tuts, air cadets, guides, ex
Cadets (which lead the parade) a~d ;~;~~he;:1Y and 42 Sig Sqn Army

IT

111

BLt

(L-R): David Amis MP, Si~ Stevens, Sig Parker and
Cllr Chris Walker

dDFORD REMEMBERS - by Sig Young
un ay l l ovember a day that m
h
across the country Todd their art th" ean so muc to so many people
marched through· Blandford /om'm ~rty ~~opt; from 3 Sqn 11 Sig Regt
parad7. We spent the week before practfsing ~riWea ~emen_ibrance Day
n !iettmg our o.2
dre m peeled to make sure we were u
~lUrselves on the day. SSot Cowlard w Pt? sc~tch and did not embarrass
m preparing us for this ~e i
as m c arge and took no nonsen e
?n Saturday morning and w~ a~fv~~~~~ ~~r~~~ci T~e r~al ifsp;ction wa
~mpre sed! On Sunday we all went u
h
·
. ow ar was even
1 ued with our o.2 belt and orted P to t e Troop. hne where we were
1
1
boarding the coach 10 town In to\ out an~ ast ~lmu17 problems before
marched into place on the pa~de an;;i'w;i~edo::~ar~h : o gha (;:ad and
I the bottom of the hill we m
h d
ou
e town.
Commander and The Si
1 Offi
~re e. past the RSM. Garri on
to auemion for the sile~~ The~e~i'n Ch1~f b:fore halting and standing
church for the Remembran~e Se ! was ac up the hill and into the
went to the Briti h Legion We hai;ri~e. After a very moving ervice we

0

We then attempted the FJBUA assault course. This was certainly the
highlight of the weekend - c lambering through window , crawling
through drains, balancing twelve-foot up along an 1-beam. This was the
sort of thing that made me join the Army in the first place and l loved
every minute of it. In the evening we tabbed to the harbour area where we
were to basher up for the night. En route we came to a large area of water,
not exactly a lake but certai nly larger than a puddle. Our section began to
proceed tactically around the ob tacle, but our Section ommander (who
sha ll remain nameless to hide his blushes, Cpl Giles) had another idea.
After calling u all manner of unprintable expletives he decided that we
should cross through the obstacle instead of going around it. Luckily he
led by example and was the first to enter the increasingly deep water. He
soon realised the error of his ways and reverted back to our original plan
of going around the obstacle, but this was only to be the first of many
blunders. The next day he misplaced his rifle and webbing, fell down a
hill of rubble and tried to throw a grenade from a . econd story of one
building to the third story of another, only for it to miss and land amongst
another section who were trying to access the building. We still laugh at
his expense and luckily so docs he. On the whole the Exercise wa
extremely well organised, the lessons were interesting and the practical
bits were great fun. We all learnt a great deal and are looking forward to
the next chance we have of putting our new found FlBUA skills to use.

~~;e~ld soldier ' who gave. us an inter:s~~~~~~~~ i~;~:1'A~~ 7;:1:1h~~~

EXERCI E ADVE TURE EXCHA GE 2001
by Sig Swingle1; Iron Troop
From 26 September - 28 October 2001 fifteen newly qualified RS
Operators from 2 Sqn, 11 Sig Rcgt were given the chance to be attached
to 249 (AMFL} Sig Sqn for a four week exercise in Turkey. We spent the
initial two days of the attachment in Bulford working with the relevant
troops that we were to be deployed with. This wa so that we could get to
know both our fellow crewmembers and also to give us an insight into
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what our duties would be once w
deployment started with an earl . ~.reached Turkey. The exercise
flight from Brize Nort
1~;1sc, as to ensure that we didn't miss o11r
1
catch the flight withou~~~~e~; ant~ tar:d~at 0400hrs. We managed to
hours later we landed safe! in Tur oo o on schedule, two ~nd a half
and 111volved troops from G~rman ~~Ii· Th~ Exercise was mul.t1-national
was 111 a town called Kirklarer y,. Y an the U A. Our mam location
none of the fac1l1tics that ~e ;~n~ht~~,~asfia relatively.poor place. It had
local people were very friendly a d a e or granted 111 the UK, but the
with the children in the area
our p~scnce c~rta111ly cau ed a stir
extensive, resultin, in lar> d" .
rmg t e exercise our CAOR was
task to monitor tw~ nets ~~d ~=J:en~est~etween detachments. h was my
sound much but I was certain!
n e re-supply orders, this may not
weeks and as the situation invJv~pt bu y. '!"he exerc1 e lasted for two
we had to be more vigilant than
g Afghanistan cont111ued to progress,
that the quadron had to overco~:rd~~;~re.hTherc were ~everal. incidents
accidents, casualties and a couple of I t~. t e Exercise, mcludmg traffic
exercise was deemed a success Ev \e~nc storms, but on the whole the
called, but the work was onl . . cry o. y :-vas relieved when Endex was
was very detailed due to the ~o~~~ttu~eg~nnmg as the clean-up operation
and mouth disea c At the en~ of th cs m place to prevent spreading foot
and had three day .' R&R ·
h e.7xercise, 1 was one of the lucky ones
swimming pool d d Just ~~ea trf~k 1 the ~oast. The saun~, bar and
omebody ha tCl d(, it. ot eve
is a ard lif~ sometimes, but
•
0
remamcd high acr ss the boa% n1 ~a~ated to get time off, but spirits
gained valuable field ex erience. fr o t c members of 11 Sig Regt
hopefully stand us m goJ stead I om this exercise, all of which will
like to thank all of the members ~;e; ~(X~}°L)S"· first units. We would
very welcome and having the atience t
ig qn for makmg us
enjoyable attachment and retur:: w1·1h fio nod memories.
show u. the ropes. We had an

The Blandford Parade formed up under the watchful supervision of SSgt Cowford
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5 COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
(VOLUNTEERS)
It i plea ing to report that despite th;: lap e in time since we contributed
to The WIRE. 5 Communications 0'11pany (Volunteers) i till alive and
doing well. so the 0 thought it was about time that we tet everyone else
in the Corp know what we ha\'e been up to. Originally ba ed at Garats
Ha) Barrack in Loughborough, the ompany ha
ince moved to
Chick-and in Bedford hire as part of the SDR, and now forms part of the
pedal
ignal
chool. completely surrounded by the
Defence
Int lligence Corp and other arm of crvice. Ha ing been poilt by the
lw ury of Loughborough for many years, ome problems ' ere initially
encountered following the move to thi part of the world, but the Company
now seem well bedded into it new home and, whilst we will never forget
our roots, th new location is one of the most beautiful in the country.
For the benefit of those who have never heard of us, it may be well
worthwhile establishing jut\ ho we are and what we do. The remit of the
Company i to pro ide support for regular unit in the field of work
covered by the trades of upvT (R), Spec Op and Ling Op Colleagues in
the Intelligence Corps do the same for the a sociated trades. All the
Company are e · regular soldiers and all have erved in either the
Intelligence orps or R. ignals for at lea t five years. The Company is at
pre em commanded by Maj Dennis Weir who has recently taken over
command from laj 1ike Thorpe, who had been at the helm ince the
Company wa formed in 1990. Mike. who is planning to take up the les
demanding role of watching rugby every weekend. will be sadly mis ed by
many of the Company. ome of you may have heard of Maj Dennis Weir,
especially those who were ever remotely connected with Dannenberg. 13
ignal Regiment. football or Leed United in any way. I am ure Denni is
relishing hi appointment and that the company will continue to expand
and grow under his careful guidance and we all join together to wish him
well for the future ..
The Company is made up of almost equal numbers of R Signals and
Intelligence Corps oldiers, and the current strength is eight officers and
49 soldiers. Unlike many TA units. our retention rate i very high, and
there i sometimes a waiting Ii I to join. However, we usually manage to
sati fy demand with supply. On the Corp side some of the more senior
members of the company are Capts Tony Bake!'. Clive Sanders and EUis
Page, WOl Pte Derrick, Paul Friend, ' Paddy' Payne, ' Dickie'
Henderson and ' Jock ' Douglas, W02s 'Jock' Robertson and Roger
1aoser. ff my mathematics is as good as it used to be l reckon their
combined total ervice adds up to about 207 years. The Company held its
eleventh anniversary dinner in October 200 I and the celebration was held
in the Warrant Officers and ergeants Mess here in Chicksands. T he
celebration took the forn1 of a Dinner Night and during the

even ing the annual promotions and awards were pre ented to recipients
who inc I udcd S gt 'Killer' Armstrong who was promoted to W02.
Everyone seems to have enjoyed a very nice evening on a very happy
occasion.
omc of the achievements of the Company during the past few years
are really worth a separate article on their own and are too many to
mention in detail, but I will point out just a few of the more memorable
one . The ompany ha provided officers and soldiers to many units and
organi ations including exerci es in U A, linguistic and operational
upport to yprus. Falkland Islands, Belize, Royal avy exercises, PJHQ,
J U Digby and many other far flung and exotic locations. Our late t
venture' as to send 14 members of the company to the Ascen ion Islands
for two weeks, the first time that the company had deployed in uch
numbers. and new challenges are pre ented to us on almost a dai ly basis.
Recent arrivals into the ompany include WOl Rick Morris W02 teve
Rofe, SSgt 'Killer' Armstrong and Cpl 'Mac' McGloughlin . I cannot
allow this article to be forwarded without a mention of WOl John Farrell
ex
orp RSM now
RP
for the company. Without John's
professionali m, none of t11e aforementioned achievements would have
got off the ground and his commitment to the company is econd to none this tatement has of course nothing to do with the fact that he also
organi cs the pay and bounty.
As the company has now been in existence for 11 years many are now
due to receive the Volunteer Reserve ervice Medal (VRSM), and
hopefully by the time the next article is ubmitted, it may be possible to
include some of the happy recipients recei ving their medals during the
many ceremonies due to be held [n the near future . Since setting out to
write these note two of our number mentioned above have been
transferred into the Tntelligcnce Corps. During weekend training in
October, WOI Pete Derrick and W02 Steve Rofe were handed their new
green berets and stable belt , having been transferred into the Intelligence
Corps due to the changes in trade alignments. The awards were greeted
with friendly but ribald comment , whilst our colleagues in green were
celebrating the arrival of two highly comm itted and well qualified soldiers
into their midst.
Finally a plea to all our regular colleague out there in ignal Land. If
you would like to carry on the camaraderie and friendship after leaving
regular service and still enjoy or miss the trade you left behind, why not
contact us at Chicksands and discover whether you like what you ee and
hear, and maybe we will be able to tempt you with an offer you cant
refuse. The contact Telephone number here is 01462 752045. You have
nothing to lose.

never so glad to meet a subaltern 2Lt S
'
RSM?' - fortunately his re I wa ' .
tO) · How was your journey
for more glamorous surrouiidfngs s~~o~vne~ oht by an aircraft taking off
mfonnation from the movers a j
vious Y t c OC and QM had insider
On an-ival 207 Sig Sqn 7 A. ndc Bodpted for the later, more direct flight!
'
·
rm
e made us feel very
I
(
wou Id n- t} and
we come who
_ the final pieces of the han dover were complete.

Sig Steph Bogart in front of Squadron Headquarters
ot to be put off by the rain and snow R d' T
.
away, working on the vehicles and sort·
a 10 p got tuck m straight
us during the summer the S uadron h mg out our areas. Fortunately for
Pioneers Course back in S~nnelage ai:nt eve::il guys on ~ A sault
phone' McGinn and LC 1 ' Flash'~ong t I ese we~e 1g 'on t11e
built the best et of ste pin Ko
ordon: who with a l!ttle assi tance
si_de)_. The rest of Radig Tp haveo~~ ~e~en if rey
a bit o~ the steep
d1ggmg drain and guard duties.
p iemse ves usy cleanmg up and

:e

The Quartermasters
.
(L-R): MaJ Kev Jones takes over from Maj Duckworth

pro~7~i~:~Ac~so~nmi~~~essive example of what the Army is capable of
particularly impre sive w~~ t::~:r~~ ~h of two-man rooms and the food is
high standard. There is ve
oices every meal time, all of a very
8
· ry go_od gym facility and cleared routes to
run, so they provide a good
1
rela'\ing in when we are not ~~~~~~~e ~~ s;:~ ~tB~e ses are provided for
arc now ettled in, ready for our ix-~onth tour. e HQ & Sig qn (200}

1

1

RE,_~·tE~Br CE SE RVICE - by WO! (RSM) Sean Lawes

MULTINATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE)
HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)

Sqn Comd

RSM

appr~imatel <c;,>O;e l~ a Remembran~e Ser_vice on I I

ovember for
hoof' plaimiiig by ih~ ~~~l~~a~Sngattl~~ah~eB It required some 'on the
pieces fell into place on the day. A piper fr~~ tl1euQrr~~s t~ ensure all the
~n a bugler from
1 RRW eventually arrived on c
.
padres smiled and remained cal amp with not much tune to pare, the
Brigade Staff had fo
m, as they always do. A member of the
1
theatre and duly go~i;~t~:yf~~n:~~i~e~ed(hi tg;n may have a use in
synthesiser here!). The 2-minutc i a s et~ e own, we are ta lki ng
~:n~e~~a .signalled by a blank charge
being fired by an AS90 from
26
Balkan the noise it made Th
g
' it was probably heard pan. . ._
e serv ice was also attended by
MIK
( United ations

Maj A. R. Blackwell
WOl (RSM} . F. Lawes

200 SIG ' AL Q ADRO
(THE SENIOR IC AL SQ ADRO )
ARR_IVE IN THEATRE - by 2Lt Hannah Stoy
With luggage loaded and final goodbyes said the Dri ver 's party
dep_aned T~lbot Barracks, heading for Kosovo via Greece. Images of a
typically picturesque Greek port were soon quashed when we arrived to
find very. basic facilities with the stench of sewers and the sun swelteri ng
down, with no-where to protect ourselves from it. Facilities at the transit
camp were basic but provided us with a base from which we could
unload the boat and prepare for the journey to Pristina in Kosovo - home
for the next six months.
We departed at 0400hrs aturday 20 October with 35 vehicles forming
part of a much larger convoy. Two planned stops were an opportunity for
rest and some food. We were e corted for the journey from Skopje in
Macedonia to Pristina. En route there was little evidence of any kind of
conflict or bombing and countryside in Kosovo was green and lush.
Houses ranged f~om _being in ve_ry poor condition to large and impressive
b~1ldrngs. Pn st ma itself consists of high-rise flats , all with satellite
d1 hes, and large numbers of cars driving like something out of Wacky
Races. The SHQ cl:inent of .the unit all arrived safely in Kosovo by 26
October 200 I, albeit by vanous routes of entry. The RSM arrived via
Macedonia, KFOR Rear, and two (broken down) coaches later. He was

~~~r~esr~~~ ~~~t ~;~1~

~~~~cr~n a~~~

opportunities_ for membe:S. of the
personnel serving onpo~t=~~~~s ~;;:;:ethwaC a poig1nant
reminder to all
1
0
service raised in the region of DM 2900 ~ 11rp w Y we_ ~e here_. The
JOb well done.
or le Royal Bnt1 h Legion, a
QUARTERMASTE R'S DEPART 1E T
Q~e , .
Maj '~fur Da!ey' K. A. Jones
. has hit the place hke a wlmling dervi h Mn1· (QM) K J
h
arrived m Kosovo you want it so1tin h ' ,
ev ones as
to pknicture frames, from light tand to ~~t :~n~hei;i;:cn~~1~~1ycohaanthdangci:s
s on 1t
he ows a man that can The
from his desk which rcse;nbles ~u~JYth;t, can be ~ft~n !17ard emanating
is~ ter. area i ' I m a bu y man
you know, pass that hammer here R
this last
picture frame up for the Comd . It i S~, ~ ~c {us~g?t to ~ock
1
n

•

'

k~~~f[,eh~?t 0~;:r~~~t a~ it~m with?n ;ar~~~~e0 /;~t~~ .\~~~: ~~al:

(L-R): Sig Scottie Kean and Cpl Mo Morrisson
after being on the boat for nine days

In fairne s hi s ' lock- , 'rdap~ed and dchvcrcd It, not~ problem my on!
·
up oc. cover the a· t ma1onty of
o
enous nute, having you're own 'Arft D I '.
camp. n a
. mfrom
the h1
q_uadron
is a handy
thing to have·' as all the lads who are ibr enca fie>'
1t1ng
·go get-it"
tyle
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Mountie~i 1~s;~r ;~~e~~n~~~~~~~: ?r~~~~~d ~om ~he ~~C,
1

Canadian

Sig Aaron Young , 'Welcome to Brigade Headquarters.'

15

Lt 'Beaker' cton had a fight with a lawnmower and the lawnmower
won. We ar now cttled in and have e tablished a routine and there i·
plcnt of work to do on the \'ehiclcs. we have still found enough time to
Yisit KFOR Main for a 'combat cappuccino' or Camp Bondsteel to see
the lates.t merican film . 2Lt R n nah to even managed to get her
hand dirty when he was attached to the L D for a couple of days.
There arc several thing. planned 3~ch a· the 200 hallengc that involve
200mins on the cycling machine . 200mins on the rowing machines and
200min on the stepping machine . nd then th n; i the Pri tina Pop
Idol over hri tma ! We would like to welcome LCpl · cou c' Davies
and LC pl ·Away on a course!' \ alker, who have finally arrived in
Pristina having completed their Class 1 at Blandford. ongratulation go
to LC pl l\lark Ril ey and L pl •Fla h · Gordon for coming ofT the
ignaller Lance orporal Board.

R.ADlO ROOM - by ig John Ferris
\\hen I wa fir t told that I would be working in the Radio Room, I
thought it would b a room with several 353s and 321 . To my surprise
when l et my eyes on what l was going to be working' ith fo1 the next
coupl of month , I realised that the ki t was all civilian apart from one
HF safety net 1 had never worked on any of thi equipment before, but
after a good hando er brief I knew how to operate it all. The equipment
in que tion con i tcd of Cleo Black phones, Logan satellite phones and
the Polygon y tern, compri ing of base tations along with 'Ea y' and
· mart' handsets for mobile communications. The job involve not just
the Radio Room . but the G3 Ops desk as well. The Radio Room i quite
quiet mo t of the time apart from the morning when everyone come in
to get fresh battcrie for their Polygon hand ct . On the other hand the
Op room is a different tory as every man and hi dog call you up to see
if you know the phone number for omeone el e. There arc pre ently
three shifts consi ting of my elf Cpl Stu Dodge, Sig Garry Ha r r ison,
LCpl Alex L ight, Sig ·Yan1 Yam' Gabbidon LCpl Mike Bayer and
Cpl 'Very Keen' L ane. It ha been a good e ·perience so far ...
COM ME DATIO S FROM FINBAT-by Capt Sofia Hughes
Tra elling back from a detai l L C pl 'Flash' Go rdon and Sig Kev
Beavis saw a raging fi re next to a perrol station. They noticed a few
Finnish soldiers trying to control tl1e blaze so they jumped out of their
FFR and grabbed ome shovels and helped the Finnish soldiers to put the
fire out. That day several vehicles from various nationalities drove
traight passe-0 and ignored the Finnish soldiers. The CO from Fin Bat
was o impre ed when he heard the story from hi oldiers that he came
down to Slim Lines and pre cnted the soldiers with Commendations and
hunting Knives for their bravery. Well done LCpl Gordon and ig Kev
Beavis for your ini tiative and thought for others.

(L-R): LCpl Flash Gordon, CO Finbat, Sig Kev Beavis
'Please let go of my hand Colonel!'
FIXED CO 1M TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Sofia H ugbes
Tp SSgt
gt ' Kitch' Kitchener
TECH WORKSHOP - by Cpl 'Moose' Evans
A..s this publication goes to print morale in the workshop/tent is at an
all time high. Having been in theatre fo r a month now, it is safe to say
Ko ovo is our favourite country in the whole wide world. It's nice to
have power for once, even if any attempt to tum on the heating trips it
out. As per u ·ual, we've all had to branch out into new fields , such as
church organ repair, pest control, and help desk operators. We welcome
to the wo rk hops LCpl 'Timmy Mall et' Marsh, LCpl Fleet and ig
' pecial Officer Doofy' Dooks (FB l's mo t wanted). With various
attachments we now have 15 Techs on the strength but there is still fa r
too much work to do, alt hough LCpl ' T he Dadd y' E van s kee ps
everything running very smoothly. We congratul ate Cpl 'Trotty' Trott
who is getting married to his long-term girl friend some time in the ew
Year. and a fond farewell to Staff now W02 'You've Changed' Low - we
hope to see you at the Army avy rugby game when we finish our tour.
Y CO.' HELPDESK - by Sgt Chris Cowley
Under the tight reign of Sgt Tris Dunbar, Syscon is running well.
Everybody seems to be settling into their new jobs and are look ing
forward to R&R and the hristmas period. We would all like to say
happy birthda_y to pl 'Froggy' Froggctt and Cpl Andy Taylor who
celebrated their birthdays after a few days in theatre. Sy con is split into
three cells with gt ·Geordie' Goulbourn in charge of the IS team: Cpl

·Froggy' Froggett and Cpl Andy Taylor (2 ig Regt), Cpl ' lifford'
Gobie (Our \'ery own Brad Pttt look alike) and LCpl 'Taff' Barritt and
LCpl John Walker (Two fat Ladies). gt Rob Godfrey head s up the
Cl o cell with hi three shifts consisting of LCpl Paul King, LCpl 'Tool
Box' Lewis and LCpl Chris Parker. We are all happy with the amount
of cross training in yscon, although LCp l C h ris Parker's voice
procedure has boosted morole. Last but by no means least the Polygon
Team that i managed considerably well by Sgt C hris Cowley (if I do
ay so myself) and LCpl Pete Armour . The fact that they can manage to
get through the day is a credit to them both as their predecessors had at
least three times the manpower. Attached to Polygon is their FRT, Cpl
And) Johnso n and pl ' tinky Pete' Clark, who never fail to turn up
without wearing their cowboy and Stetson hat (probably to cover up
their di ti net lack or hair).
TERRITORIAL ARMY lEW - by 2Lt Huw George
Two weeks at RTM
hilwell was all that stood between me and
Kosovo, two weeks of refresher training and kit issue that l was not
looking forward to. I had already pa sed a CFT and APWT to qualify for
my annual bounty and O's Certificate of Efficiency, so having to repeat
all of that during the RTM mobilisation package wa going to be a pain;
I was however, pleasantly surpri ed. We were going through Chilwell a
the largest formed unit for rnobili ation since WWII so we already had an
existing command structure 0 , SM the lot. We were uncertain as to
what to expect, but it was a learning curve for the RTMC staff as well.
ome of us had arri ed with mo t of our i sued kit. some had turned up
with only one set of combats and boots. I'd brought my webbing because,
even though we were supposed to be is ued with kit from the RTMC, I
had already got it set up how I liked and didn't want to have to put
together a new set. I did need a new utility pouch though so I asked if l
could just have that: ' orry ir, if you have one bit, you have the lot!' l
returned to my room complete with another bergen, another set of jetsacks and another complete set of webbing, but at least 1 got the pouch
that l needed.
One of our first Jes ons was basic weapon revision and l went in
preparing to be bored. l was part of the 2000 Corp TA champion rifle
team. I' d passed an APWT three time this year, what was this going to
teach me? It actually reminded me of a lot. The whole training syllabus
wa designed specifically to get u back up to speed if required rather
than teach u . l for one reali cd that l was a bit rusty on some of the
theory side of weapon handling, and I wonder how many of us would
have till got a ' killed' pass on our weapon-handling test without these
training periods? I finished the two weeks being imprcs ed with the
training package that we had. All of the RTMC taff were very helpful
and did a good job with the training package and co-ordinating our
deployment. I had already completed my OPTAG training at 'Tin City' in
Scnnelager, so l'd already met a lot of the Squadron that I'd be joining in
Pristina. For the re t of the soldiers that had mobilised with me, it was a
bit of a 'deep end, jump in GO! We had mobili ed and gone through
Chilwell a part of 97 (BRJTFOR) Signal Squadron, with me being part
of that e tabl ishcd command tructure. 97 Signal Squadron will go to
Bosnia, but we are in Ko ovo augmenting the M B(C) HQ and Signal
Squadron, so whilst being fully integrated within this squadron we are
al o K Troop, 97 (BRITFOR) Signal Squadron; an interesting situation
that l have six months to get u ed to.
.
Joining 200 ignal Squadron (the enior Signal quadron) has been a
relatively painless experience. l've been out with the armour twice on
road runs so far and the novelty hasn 't worn off yet; it makes a change
from FFRs and CRS trailers . The outgoing personnel have been
gloating that the time they have left i measured in days rather than
month ('six months, no-one has got THAT long to go!' 'Yeah cheers
Staff, roger out,') but there have been quite a few people arriving after
me so I' ll get my chance for that in a few months. The Internet room and
phone card systems are really good and I' ve been able to keep in touch
with people at home real ly easily. Also the wea th er has been
unexpectedly good so far with plenty of sun, but I'm told that it will get
very cold very quickly, furry hat and mitten time. Gcncraily l feel pretty
wel l looked after and I'd recommend an Operational Tour for all TA
personnel to try at least once. In fi ltrate from the inside, you'll be
surprised how many people don't know the difference when you're all
wearing DPM!
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hi -econd. The econd half saw some good build up play by the
forwards.
gt Paul Rowlands fed the ball out to Cpl Fox ' ho forced
hi. way through the opposition, then pas.ed to gt Mark · peedster'
Hopkins \\ho .cored under the post . A try by gt 'lark Beckett sealed
the quadron first win with a final core of 22 points to 5. Following a
5-minut breather between ,_ame it wa. time for HQ qn with an
a\ erage of well over 30 to fa the quadron after their defeat by 233 ig
qn during the first match. Although play was good to watch, its emed a
little one- id d. A well worked ·witch move bet\ een Sgts Beckett and
Hopkin aw an earl first try for 22 - ig qn. A pickup from the base
of the oppo 1tion scrum saw
gt Rowland run in the next. LCpl
Worthington went on to iun in another three tries before the final whi tie
blew and ga e the quadron a 27-7 victory. Post competition •'rd half
entertainment' wa held in 225 ig qn' 'Phoenix Bar·. along with the
pre entation of the trophy by the 21C Regiment.
The Team
W02(S M) Thorne
W02 (FofS) Roberts
SSgt Calvert
S gt ( upvr R) Rowlands
Sgt Hopkins
gt Wilson
Cpl Beckett
Cpl Barmby
Cpl Booth
Cpl Dale
Cpl Fox
Cpl ah
LCpl Holden
Cpl Howe
LCpl Worthington
MERC RY
P MILIT RY SKILLS CO 1PETJTI01
by Team Leader - WOl (RQMS) 8 Hogg
Once again 225 ig qn entered a team of eight into the ~ilitary kill
competition led by W02 (RQ '1 ) Brad ·Pathfinder' Hogg, al o Cpl
Dave alter, Cpl Si Clayton, Cpl 'Olly' Gray, Cpl 'Robbo · Roberts,
LCpl 'Angry whi ke fish' Fisher, LCpl Graham Cramp and LCpl
ndrew Murray.
The competition tarted by dropping the team on the side of a hill with
a teep hike up towards tand I. Stand I was 1he military general
knowledee stand and 10 ome members of the team it was a welcome
sight after the hike (LCpl ·Very angry and knackered' Fisher). Things
were going well until the pathfinder decided to take a bearing to tand 2
which led to disa ter a a complete wood vanished leaving us temporarily
lo t between tands I and 2 - no excu es please W02(RQM ) Brad
·Pathfinder' Hogg. After about 40 minutes we arrived at tand 2, which
was a imple battlefield fir t aid scenario. Unfortunately Stand 3 wa not
so easy - it was a Casevac from the are.a. This Casevac consisted of a mile
run with a weighted stretcher, thi certainly got us all working and
swearing together. Once at Stand 4. four of the team members were
nominated to do a 200ft abseil with all their kit. but due to time
con rraints thi was cancelled. We then headed for Stand 5, this was a
9mm shoot. The whole team did well at thi stand especially LCpl
Cramp and LCpl 1.urray (new boys) who had never even fired the
9mm before. Once completed we went off tabbing again to Stand 6 a
WI recognition stand - not easy if you're a R SIG AL soldier! The
final stand was the normal (end of competition) falling plate range. The
1eam again perforn1ed extremely well leaving only four plates standing
(out of five).
The final part of the day was the pre entation of the trophies and the
winner's cup for the Military Skills competition and the overall Mercury
Cup competition, presented by the CO. The 225 Sig Sqn team eventually
fini hed up in fifth place after a hard day work (at least we didn't lose
lads). We also ended up in fifth place overall in the Mercury Cup, so well
done to the whole team and better luck next year.
233 SIG ' AL Q ADRO
Q ADR01 HEADQUARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj . Walker
SSM
W02 P. Tasker
SHQ say farewell to their Sqn Clerk, Cpl teve Lucas and family. He
is posted back to the mainland into a finance job. Good Luck and hope
you enjoy the challenge of finance! We would al o like to welcome back
LCpl Alford to the Squadron; he is taking over as the Sqn Clerk.

TECHNICAL 1Al 'TE ANCE TROOP
1p SSgt
gt P. Mitchell
A significant month for personnel leaving the Troop with the TP
Comd, Lt Elizabeth Mclellan off to ATR Bassingbourne to train up the
next generation of ignallers. o replacement has been named just yet, so
the Troop might get some work done. The Troop says hello to LCpl
'Craig· Jenkins traight from sunny Blandford, he's getting to grips with
PCs in the workshop. The Troop Comd, Lt 'Liz' McLellan's leaving
ba h was a JOint affair with India Troop's outgoing personnel spent at the
local paint-balling range. The 'TM versus India I-day war' was won
gloriou ly by the TM Warriors. TM Troop achieved victory in all three of
the skirmishes. A well-deserved congratulation goes out to ig 'Adam'
Holley who was recently selected for promotion to Lance Corporal.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt R. A. Hamilton
Tp YofS
W02 (YofS) A. . Yates
Tp FofS
gt (FofS) J . L. Collins
In comparison to a manpower drought of recent months the Troop has
seen a downpour of fre h and not so fresh talent. A warm welcome goes
out to 'ATO's oldest full-screw, Cpl 'Al i' Young and also Cpl ' Daz'
Ormiston. Once again the Troop has obtained another BLR'd technician

from TM Tp 15 ig Rcgt , LCpl ' Jack' Deas. and straight from the
Blandford sausage factory LCpl 'Fish' Gill and LCp l 'Jock' Jones.
Farewells go out to; pl 'Taff' Davies - posted into 24 Cad ·t Training
Team, Edinburgh (al last conversation on his own level) . Sgt 'Faz'
Farrington posted to 30 igs and finally to LCpl 'Boydy' Boyd posted
to 264 Sig Sqn - where he will undoubtedly prove himself to the best
brew-boy in hi story. Good luck to one and all. Adventure training has
featured highly thi s time round with two opportunitic · organised for
December. Firstly snowboarding, Cpl ·Andy' Berry and LCpl ' Tony '
Jones are on the piste for two weeks. We all look forward to your apressld stories. econdly a skydiving adventure to sunny Florida. Attending is
Capt · hao ' Hamilton , pl ' ick' Jenkins, Cpl 'Lou' Parker and
LCpl 'Andy' Widdup. Plea e take care not to let the purs rip the canopy
lad , oh and las . On a sad note we mourn 1hc los at the end of the month
to two of 1he army 's most dazzling social patrons. Aller years of faithful
service we relea e into the community Cpls ' i' Mason and ' Stevie'
Blood. Good luck in civvy treet boy .
INDIA TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 ( upvr I ) MeHugh
Tp gt
S gt Gratrick
Unfortunately there arc more goodbyes than hellos in the Troop this
month . A warm welcome goc out to ig ' Gav' Williams and wife who
join u from 30 ig Regt. Fond farewells go out to LCpl 'Manny'
Manifield who has left u for 36 ig qn in London, LCpl ' Nige
Foulkes who i off to 16 ig Regt and last but not least Capt 'Tim' Grey
who ha left u for ATR Bassingboumc. Congratulations go out to LCpl
'Aidy' Falinski on promotion to Corporal and to ig ' teve' Moran on
promotion to Lance Corporal. A big thanks goe to Cpl ' Billy '
Beaumont and helper for organising the biggest event of the month - the
medic al night. The event came complete with a Jester, fire-eater, pig
roast and plenty of drunken knights in shining armour and damsels in
di tress. A good time was had by all, even the fire-eater who almost
succeeded in selling alight the ceiling. Another huge uccess was the
paintball competition with TM Tp with only a few near fatalities.
MARCH A D SHOOT COMPETITIO - by LCpl 'Hayden ' Lawer
The team was selected on a voluntary ba is and as always there were
numerou personnel to select a team from! Once this obstacle was
overcome the training began, teady at first but the pace oon sped up
with iun becoming more frequent and the weight heavier. Several trip
were arranged down to Ballykinler camp to practise team tactics on the
assault cour e, which later proved to be very advantageous.
Unfortunately though there was a price to pay with Sgt 'Pam' Mitchell
sustaining an injury and having to withdraw from the training and
competition. However, a always there was a willing volunteer waiting
to stand in and on this occasion, it wa LCpl 'Jaime' Disley. The team
had to consist of one officer, one S CO, three Corporals, one female and
the rest Lance Corporals and below. Being the third team to leave and
with the weather deteriorating, we et off at a fast pace. On the way round
the eight-mile route we had SSgt 'Steve ' Bartlett and SSgt ' Icky '
Gratrick offering chosen words of encouragement. Fini hing the tab in I
hour and 20 minutes, we didn ' t have time for a breather a it was straight
on into the assault course. On completit1g the assault cour e. tired and
wet (the rain had arrived), we headed off to the ranges for the last phase
of the competition. All teams had to shoot with iron sights only and had
ten falling plates to knock down. We split off into two teams of five each
with seven rounds. tarting off at three hundred metres we da hed down
to the two hundred-metre point, made ready and started knocking all the
plates down, almost! Unfortunately three remained and no amount of
swearing was going to drop them! Happy that our bit was over, we waited
for the other teams to finish . At the presentation we came a happy third
place out of six team . Well done to everyone who took part.
CHILDRE I
EEO - FRIDAY 16 OYEMBER
by Sgt 'Gaz' Watki11s
The fund raising efforts for 15 Sig Regt and all other units in Thiepval
Barracks were started six weeks before the actual event. So on the day
there was plenty of work to be done by S gt 'Mandy' Korchel, Cpl
'Kathy' Winder and the ladies from the Lisburn HIVE who had all been
roped in to count the money raised for charity. The day started early, all
the people helping met at 0700hr in the regimental bar, the Peake lnn.
Parties were dispatched around the camp area 10 catch people going to
work, with pockets full of money. gt' Jeff' Thomas, Sgt 'Gaz' Watkins
and Cpl 'MJ' Holt all departed suitably attired in dresses and wigs set off
for the rear gate of the HQNI compound where they accosted the GOC
and the Chief of Staff, lightening their pockets as they passed. Meanwhile
Sgt Mickey 'Do I look like a mouse' Mann, ig Louise 'St Trinians'
Sime and Sig Helena ' alamity Jane' tern all covered the front gate to
swoop on those who'd tried to avoid paying at the back gate. Meanwhile
Cpl 'Danny' Pearson and LCpl ' What a fox' miejkowski set off to
acquire items to be held for ransom by Pudsey Bear. On the way LCpl
' Ski' miejkows ki was getting a few proposals from the builders
working on camp and a lot of jealous looks from the women, if on ly they
looked that good! The borrowed items were returned to the relevant
owner after 1hey generously donated money to charity.
Back at the bar gt 'Mickey' Mann and Pte Anna '1 ice hot pant '
Lowe were busy serving tea, coffee and cakes to the regiment for AAFI
break. gt 'Steve' Anderson was busy preparing for the children's party
at I o'clock by adorning the bar with balloons to spell out hildren In
Need, luckily for him gt Mickey 'Spelling Test' Mann and Sgt Jeff
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men ca.n t J~mp Butler. TM Troop pulled off a close win due to th
weak lmks m the Rom.eo Tp team •. which were changed for the nex~
game . Both games agamst the remammg India Tp and CC b TM T
were comfortable walkovers. TM Tp won their remainin t!o a p
therefore walkmg away with another trophy. Congratulation;TM T~o~es

40th (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
CO
Lt Col R. J. Kelly
RSM
WOJ (RSM) Keane
The Regiment continues to forge ahead with ever increasin 1 b
should tell somebody else that we suffer
pu o . ot I 7 (Ulster) Bde and 11 Sig Bde and that time with the
troops 1 of the essence. What with I 07 (Ulster) Bde tudy da s and 11
Shig h~de stuhdy days and collective training the soldier are losu?'g sight of
t e 1erarc y.
ra:C~o~~ fa:;~weH wa bhid to W02 (YofS) Rouse a her end of tour date
. p1 Y in at t e end of Ex Winter Falcon that thanks
re~om.1~a~~YS~o her planning, went very well for the Regim~nt Good
ig ~egt (V) Yeoman and we all wish you a long.er and
uc Wit d
more sen 1e tour this ttme.

sc~fdu;e~· ~o~ebody

t~m ~h~

SOLDIER CHRISTMAS LU CH - 'CRAZY UNDAY'
For many of the Permanent Staff ' razy unday' a eared on the
forecast of events and was pre urned to be merely anothe:'~ urious nam
for ~~a~ would be another day in the life. Liltle did we kno'~ that it reall~
wou
evelop rnto o.ne 'crazy Sunday'. To start, and add a certain
~ec~rndm anCd respectability to the day, was a church service conducted by
ie a. re, apt (Padre) Ian Gamble, who battled with the hecklers and
~cou~tic . ectton odf 69 Sig qn (V). The Commanding Officer addres~ed
ie eg.1ment an awarded SSgt (YofS) Wolfe with Territorial Arm
~ecorat1on Clasp and LCpls Plunkett and Fulton with the Tcrritorifi
rmy ~ecorat1on. Congratulatmn · all and don't forget to ring the bell on
your w~y out! . peaking of which the following also had the honour of an
expensive day 111 the bar:
S!g Keys promoted to Lance Corporal
S~g Dnnn promoted to Lance Corporal
Sig Godfrey promoted to Lance Corporal
LCpl Plunkett promoted to Co11loral
With that

th~

Squadrons fell out to start the motion rolling with drinks

t~ cclcbrat7 wlul t.the drill hall wa prepared for battle. Under the tirring
pipes ofbfipe MaJor Taylor the Regimental eniors gingerly began the
unenv1a e task of feeding the hoards. Under a barrage of 0
bread
butter
pats. soup wa served . Tli's
done I·1 waggy.time 'to
drolls
r andh melting
fi II
.
J,
e.1~er t e u
hnstmas fayre, lovingly created by ot (Master Chef)
Milh.g~n, who w~ved a fond farewell to fodder he kne\~ all too well wa
ccrt;.1n Yciot destmed for the hungry mouth it was intended for By now
'."a . mg orlornly through a glutinou mud of sprouts and ~ash the
semor. bcttlcd on, often beer in one hand shield in the other, to deliver
~hf fi~al ~~rse. It is perhap at this stage that the graphic nature of thi
ecome .somewhat le d~tailed. A the kie darkened under
a e ~ o~
a ~ail of plum puddrng and freak downpours of brandy sauce it was with
va our and sheer determmat1on that all call-sign managed 1o return
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filFdc nt~ a l ly th e children began filtering 10 and soon the Peake \\8
i c . wi t ~ the scream s o f children being frightened b the
ma chme from the disco and Sgt's Jeff 'Y' Th
Y , mok
Watkins doing a dodgy YMCN13ob the Builder
t~et dandcc fl~or. By 4 o'clock the children had departed and the Peake h· d
re umc to its normal status.
a
The regimental happy hou
. 1· 1
b .
.
1
was held for the O's and RS.~.tas ~ c.rrup.tc~ nefly while an auction

crockery and cutlery to the erving hatch with only minor hra nel
~vounds suffered. With all fed it was time to get watered and tho e \vho
ave served with 'Forty' will know just what the implications are of such
action. ~afe. to say that the Christmas Season tarted in a fa hion and that
by the time 1t concludes all will be left wondering what happened.
LADIES CL B WINE TA TI G/70's IGHT
. The 40th (U) ~ig Regt (V) Ladie Club held a wine ta ting and 70·
d:sco mght to ra1 e some.much ne.eded fund for the club. The evening
\\a organ1 ed by. 1:rs Lmda Irvme (wife of the VWO) and wa a
h~ge kuc)c;ss, ra1smg o~er £200. Many of the old and bald (n~t a ·pelling
rrusta e usted off thetr old clothe and di co hoes to strut their funk
tudff, but most of them looked like they were feeding chickens Th•
an R
1hought they had di gui cd them -elves beyond recog~itio~ but
a can e een from the photo, the~ look like the 'Hair Bear Bunch' . ·

c6

:i

W02 (SSM) Hedley in the background thinking
'
'Where did it all go wrong?'
(L-R): W01 (RSM) Keane, the CO - Lt Col Kelly,
SSgt Wayne Dunbar

EXERCI E ROAD M TER
. The RAO (V) 'laj Kyle with ' 02 (MT' O) Watts ( RP ) and
eight. members of the Regiment entered into 1he navigational dri\ ing
~ c~~~ ~tlO\~ a Road ~aster. The event was sponsored and organised
Y
epo1 at Prmec Royal Barracks in Deepcu1 urre and
covered the training area of urrey and Hamp hire Th' R )'
cnioyed a ve h d d 1 11
.
·
·
c cg1111c111
r 'il
.
ry ar an ~ ia cngmg event and to their credit \\on the
10 owmg 1lverware (Agam):
1aj Kyle (Driver) W02 Wan
The Be t TA Crew
a\ igator)
2nd E~pen . rew
Maj Kyle (Driver)
\\ 02 \\atts ( 3\ igalOr)
Isl Tn crv1ce Team 1aj Kyle (Dnver)
W02 \\att ( aviga1or)
Bc, t I Crew
gt olhoun (Driver)
\ 02 (Yo ) Lyle ( av1ga1or)
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position . The debate over who w 0 I
.
contim1ed during the walking phase 0~· ~ \:~ well mto the night and
to Lisburn feel ing refreshed desp't ht ~ asbt mom mg. We came back
days .
,
i c avmg een away for only three

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)

qn Comd
faj D. Craft
R M:
\ 01 (R 1) . M. Lockwood
Q ADRO HEADQ ARTERS
Congratulations to apt and Mrs A. J. Smith. As mentioned a few
Wire ago, AJ and Cat flew off to t Lucia to get married before having a
bles ing on their return . The quadron wishes you every happines in
your married life together. Congratulations also to Sgt ' Amie ' Rcforth
who ha picked up his acting rank and moved from being the ABTLO to
IC Rigging ection. Well done for all the effort you put in under SSgt Jez
Walker, keep up the hard work. Congratulation third and finally to SSgt
J ez Walker on hi recent marriage to icola. We hope you will be very
happy together, after all as they ay. fourth time lucky. We get the joy this
month of welcoming
gt teve Lynch to the Squadron. He has arrived
in the gui e of the I LO and already it fee ls as though he has been here
for months. Immediately he wa thrown in the deep end being made to
run with the Tough Guy team. We hope you and your wife Melanie will
enjoy your time here.
O INC'S VISIT
Al the beginning of October the OinC, Brig C. J. Burton OBE ADC
came to vi, it the quadron for the last time before he hands over next
year. The Squadron was cleaned to perfection and the pre entations had
been rehearsed. The i it wa running smoothly and to time for once a
they move into Y CO . gt ' orrie ' Crook was ready to give his
Chancellor brief, looking the smartest he has since he was a recruit in the
Second World War. Despite many warnings from the RSM and the OC
Tp as the OC Sqn. the OinC and Comd Corruns walked in he picked up
his whip antennae and started to waggle it at maps, screen and even at
the Brigadier. Fortunately LCpl J ez Tierney aved the hour with a
thorough and comprehensive brief on AMSCERPS , which miraculously
wa working that day.

Sgt Norrie Crook prepares to point some more,
as the SOinC tries to look interested at a blank screen
COMMUNIC TIO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt . Y. Richardson
Tp SSgt
gt R. Atherton
. A brief farewell is extended to 2Lt Steve Bennett, who is anending
his Troop Commanders Course in Blandford. He will return in April 2002
to take command ofComms Troop.
Operations ection - Welcome to Sig Jon Bromhcad, arriving to us
from 101 Sp Log Bde. We hope you will be happy here. Well done for
imm~diately throwing yourself at the mercy of the Tough Guy team, you
acquitted yourself extremely well , next stop the Munro up. Sgt ' orrie'
Crook 1s currently ensconced at Blandford relaxing, or rather studying
hard on his Clas I course, while Cpl ' Paddy' Bevan works himself to
death - what change there then! Congratulations to Cpl ' Gez' Tierney
who was selected for and hortly afterwards received his promotion to
Corporal. The fool has chosen to stay in SYSCO , finishing his time
with the Unit. Well done also to LCpl Debra Bevan who recently was
selected for promotion to Corporal on a shadow board, he too will
hopefully be promoted in Unit in the coming months . Finally
congratulations to LCpl Andy Yates who also was selected for
promotion, but has decided to terminate his service. Two more
promotion.s have come through for the section in recent days , so
congratulation to both ig Jon Perks and ig Al Allardyce on election

for promotion to Lance orporal. Pte 'Stretch' O'Hare i in hi s last few
week in the Uni t, working across the way with 54 Tpt qn to gain
experience as a Driver. He is cam1arked to undertake his Bl in January
2002. Congratul ations to LCpl Joe Rushbrook who ha been elected
for promotion. He is now working at the talion Gym as well as in the
capacity of Un it PT!.
Technical Maintenance Section - Welcome to Cpl Mark Murphy
who replaces gt Paul Faizcy as the Technical Sergeant. In that capacity
he also gets the joys of undertaking Chancellor and any Op Scali on tasks.
So we also have to ay goodbye to Sgt Paul Faizey who leave u to go
on to Troop at Blandford, where he will be back with hi family. We
thank you for all your hard work and wi h you well in the future.
Farewell are al o extended to Cpl Bruce oble who leave us after a
year to go to l Div. The best of luck to your receiving Unit is all we can
ay! Goodbye also to Cpl Rachel Jacklin who has now become Miss
Jacklin . After servi ng for three years in orthern Ire land he ha
terminated her serv ice and moved on to pastures new. Thank you for all
your hard work. in particular the face painting, but also the professional
way you kept working hard, right up until your last day here. Good luck
to you . Congratulations to LCpl 'Ted' Tedby , who after a slightly
interesting start has been recommended for promotion . By the time the
next WIRE comes out he should have received his tape, well if Manning
and Records decide to hurry up he wi ll. The remaining Technicians have
been kept suitably occupied through a multitude of methods, adventurous
training and sport not too far down the li st for a change, but work of
course taking precedence, keeping us away from our coffee and doughnut
breaks. FRT have been given a new and additional respon ibility, kindl y
donated by the RAF, who decided they are no longer keen to look after
CASH anymore. Cpl Jooles Roberts and her team have been bombarded
with late night taskings, yet another entry to the Ii t of grievances. The
radio guy too have had their share of the trouble , when the Grenadier
Guards were po ted into replace the Scots Guard, w ho go back to
poncing around London, oops I mean standing around for tourists to take
their picture. However bad lSG were, IGG are a whole new ball game.
ot only were they not happy with the ready fitted , in and working ops
room, they wanted to change camps totally, resulting in the radio techs
having to de-fit one location and build a new one from scratch. To top it
all Sgt Jonah Jones had to go back on the Monday to teach their
operators how to use the kit , to stop th e ham fisted Infantry from
breaking our new build!
Rigging ection - The Rigging Section welcome in their new IC, Sgt
·Amie' Ren forth , after gapping the post for five months. There are two
welcome backs to perform. Firstly to Cpl Aaron Ship, recently detached
to 15 Sig Regt, who is now i'ncrea ing his user profile by working in the
Training Wing under Sgt Paul Conroy.The second is to Cpl Al 'More
time off than Rip van Winkle' Temple, who has just returned from his
resettlement and is now counting down the day until he becomes a
civvy; as you can imagine he is letting everyone know about it too!
Congratulations to Cpl Scott Tomblin on his recent promotion.
However, this does mean that he has moved from within the ection and
is going to become part of the ' Top Corridor' Brigade. We hope you
enjoy your time as ABTLO. Well done to ig ' Robbo' Roberts who has
been selected for promotion to Lance Corporal. This, and his Fibre Optic
course, goes a little way to make up for still being in Province six months
after his end of tour date. Congratulations to you. The ection has been
fairly quiet recently where work is concerned, with the only major
tasking being the withdrawal of 7 Royal Iri sh Regiment from Malone
Road in Belfast, for their amalgamation with 9 Royal lri sh Regiment.
ow we are all looking forward to getting ome hard work done
preparing their new building in Palace Barracks, and dressing the 2 Royal
lrish Regiment mast.
TRY A DAY Fl
IV - by Cpl G. Uppa l
As the name suggests, this exercise involve s seve ral Squadron
members heading to the orth Coast undertaking activities never tried
before. This is usually led by a Corporal but as 0 Comms (De.) was in
situ for three months, is was deemed an integral part of his attachment, so
2Lt Steve Be nn ett and five boys disappeared off for a few days . On
arrival in Coleraine, the first activity was a short (?) bike ride to
Castlerock. The journey started well, for the first five minutes anyway,
and tl1en the heavens opened and soaked us all to the skin. Lt continued in
this vein until we arrived at our destination with slight ly dampened
spirits. These were soon raised by an evening out in Portrush. Canoeing
was the activity for day two, but unfortunately the instructor did not
materialise, so a cultural visit was swiftly arranged for the morning (ie:
Shopping in oleraine!). The afternoon however turned out to be the
highlight of the exercise as 2Lt 'B udgie supper' Bennett, LCpl 'Chicks
dig me' Welton, LCpl ' ever sober ' Walker, C pl G. Uppal and LCpl
Fisher went go-karting. lt was every man for himself as we burnt rubber
around the track, the word got out that 39 Bde were in town and the
crowds soon gathered to watch our su icidal attempts to gain pole
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SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj J. O 'Shea R IRISH
WOIC
. W02 (RQMS) Belam
Congratulations to Sgt Jase H k
.
in lime for the OC 's dining in ~wd st1~ort\1 who picked up his third tape
\!Ir Vice.
n
e P easure and honour of being
EXERCISE UCLEAR Fl .
hy LC I G
d
Nine members of the Squadr~n to
ro_1111 s
expedition m sunny south Wales or o _pa~ ~n an a~ven~r~us training
. gamse
Y • gt . ornc Crook. It
made for the chance to relax
ability to build up an amo~~~\\td and h~ve fun wlulst still having the
0
adrenal!ne. The first day the group
decided to go hill walk .
mg, on a route leading us all the way around the

i{

........
•c•••••

..
•c•c•c•

.
southern point of the country with out
on the adventurous trainin be
one pub m sight. As the day won
and finally night ctubbin~ wf~m: ~~~en~uJous shopping,_ then drinking
kartmg was the next da s ac . .
~o Y to round of the day. Gounleashi ng themselves~~ th~vi~y, ~ith t~e "."ould-be Oamon Hill
find :a popu ation. L pl 'l!alf-Pmt'
Anderson even managed
10
arou~~ the track frigh tening
the ~=~ s~all eno~gh for her a~ .\\e raced
act1v111es the mo t dreadful being C s. I unng _t e we. k _we tncd many
teenng. This m fact i made
up of all the bad thmgs vour paren~a~~d
rolled into one_ i e ·um ·
rs 0
you not to do at the a 1de
climbing back up the. r~ck ~~~g f the_ cliff mto the water and the~
exercise! 2Lt' w1ms like a br~k' ~mmmg had nothing o~ 39 Bdc on
overwhelming to the point that the ti en~ctt found the experience a little
ema e ~embers had to lead him back
to the top of the cliff Not that
time for that when y~u arrive i~c we~e trymg to break you sir, plenty of
fina l activity for the week, which May. Adventurous ~unbathmg \\aS the
helped to refresh us all for comi ng~~~~~other kgr~athh1t with the gang and
0 wor m t e pounng ram.

t
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co_MMUNI ATIO
TROOP
Tp - 0 md
Lt Rip Wilson
SSgt,
SSgt Steve Mayell
.
Welcome to C pl 'Spock' tcKenna and h.
son J ames on arrival from 16 . ·g R t ~~good la.dy wife icola and
arrival from 1 (UK) Armd Dii ~h _eg · .so to ~1g Steve Ward on
Syscon has to offer. Farewell 10 Cpf ~~ frant~l trymg to lea~ all that
a:;s and Angelique and
good luck at Hohne - the Waterside will nny
LCpl Neil Marsh who moved to Alder~~: t~ 1o:h! Good luck also to
cady move to Tidworth and to LCpl , DJ'
d P an Tranter on your
Air A sault.
o gson on his move to 16

H

HIGH LA D DRIVE 2001 - by Cpl Andy Ward
As a Squadron, we pride ourselves t
.
.
including the RTA lea ue table
a commg top m most things,
0
was the MTWO, who tecause ~ft~fs~:~on not.too h.appy with. this result
exercise Highland Drive at C tt . k G e-toppmg d!splay decided to run
This als_o consisted of ome Cl~:~cto C~rnson
2 - Highland drive? Huh !
RLC drivers from D Troop in Ballykell ~ss
uhgradmg for some of the
0
15 members of the s uadron and fi Y-. on I e 22 - 30 October 200 I,
sunny Wathgill Ca~p. He re we ive dn;ers f~om D Troop deployed to
defensive driving, which was

expen~;er~st~~~d ~~~; 1 ~~:~:.s J~~! '.n

Sig D'Lasseue first worksing???

M S~CH A D SHOOT COMP - 8 OVEMBER 2001
b!Y 1g Rob Vaughan
At around 0530hrs on 8 ' ovembe 2001 12

f

•

descended on the cookhouse for e
members of 218 Sig Sqn
from the hundreds of willin
ar Y breakfast. Thee 12 were chosen
weekday for the Brigade m:rc~o~~ee~s who attended training every
Magillioan Trainin Centr
·
n
oot team. The team arrived at
that wo~ld include~ ten-m~l~v~~~r~~l~s ~:r-s we~ponhto begin. the event
'
mg P ate s oot, a pi tol hoot
and a shotgun shoot. The uadr
resident Battalions who wbuld ~~~~am would ~e put up agamst the four

g~:1~~et:, al~o

a~de~t~; ~Q 1~1~~~£°l~t~e::n~.

25 Engr Regt
a
and a
Quari;. fo be_rch1,~g phase, a special mentio~ mu t go to Pte ·Quaz'
1
face with h~s ~!
~:~ t1~
e?f with the ability to slash hi
1
for his near perfect im re~ ion f
P . u tone more mile Tel' Bacon
m?re time than a set ~f traffic ~ig~t~hf~~~eont f,d for ~h~ngi~g colour
fl no orget 1g ~et double
this part ir, I'm a PT I you know' 8 . · h
CR grade.
is op or attempting to improve his

0 w:U;:;:t

tc

the hooting pha ·e wh
~hootextthatcame
went quite well with all.tar"~~ dw~

un

d

~7,ent

m. After what seemed like hours we ,oent to vn an

~~ ~;v~n~adara couple .of days in the ervicing bay, ervicing all the
LCpl K:v Ada~i:°~~i~~g'~~oc~ic;l ~ur peedin.ii fine or what?) with
chance to go out on the motorb·~ t e lapprotnate licences also got
morning, without fail, we were lt:c e or c nvc ig green t!'llck . Every
1
1
(certain people getting more
_ghhway Codde
1t too much for most of
H .
.
,
w111c seeme a
someth ing to talk about ~t .thea~~1g s~1~ thabt, _atfileast it gave the MTWO
0
damn good I
h
ll
ay ne mg and the re t of u a
continue our a~~e ra~nao/~~:~i~~k~:g iytre~lts. Hodefully this year we will
the top of the tables with the ob ~
mg, an keep up appearance at
(now that gt Paul u 'o unsell i po ~~~ut~ ~xt~egon of the RTA tatistics

t~st,

b

h~ ~~~~ ~~h~:a~~)a i;

MOVING OR POSTED
DON,T FORGET TO LET US KNOW
WHENEVER YOU HAVE A CHANGE OF
ADDRESS
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a falling plate
orty round handed

~v~~ ~~i:e;~:r~ 0 ~orY/, De pile being consta~~:~ea:~~\~~~h!°~~~~n7Z;

couldn't hfr a tele~ptp~~~k~~i~hg~ ~~3; d t~ th~ d~mn things!) we still
re ult of that round , a that w
. r - ut at another story. End
that stood in our wa was thee ~ere econd from l~st. The next hurdle

0

things before. we

_bla.~ed our clay ~~~~~nsh~1Y\h~~~n~on~~f{ a~ded the

d~~o~;;h~ ~~v d~~~eofu~;~~?!.. 7:~e t:~at ~dthsof:~ell thi~ r~~~~

we
on
used to the sawn off variety 11°wa· ti ~amt:n
e act tha~ we re more
barre ls ' Preece came out ~f hi ~ unng . I round t~at. rg Trev ·two
anl ything "."ith the designated weap~~ll ~e b~~tl;~ ~oe ohrt1 ,mabhilll)'. to hit
pate to bits!
·
•
o outing the

Br~~; ~~~h~~~:e~~~~umcpteledtcth' the teams ~ent for dinner and then the

·h .
presentation ceremon} ., 1 ·
ig qn
Ii ms ed m seventh place and then retu
in weapon underwent th~ re-hydrat' me~. to. camp where after handing
quadron bar. which we won - easily!1on p a c of the compellllon m the

THE MER . R C p - by LCp/ •JfJe 90. Lo11
It wa~ the t1111.: of :rear again ,, h.:n th. 3 8 . 0
the province had to battle it out to b th
n~a .: 51gnal quJllro11' Ill
Cup. The final event thi ' year· the Mil~taryc pkro1_lul. coO\\ner,~
of the
mpc 111on.
wa kn:ul)
ho. tcd
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position. The debate over wh w
.
.
contim1ed during the walking p~ase o;~ l~st~d well 1.nto the night and
to Lisburn feeling refreshed desp't
I
t
~
asbt
mommg.
came back
1 e lavmg cen away We
days.
'
for only three
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qn Comd
1aj D. raft
R M:
WOJ (RSM) S. 1. Lockwood
SQ ADRO ' HE DQUARTERS
Congratulations to Capt and Mrs A. J. Smith. A mentioned a few
Wire ago, AJ and at flew off to t Lucia to gel married before having a
bles ing on their return. The quadron wi hes you e ery happinc s in
your married life together. ongratulation also to Sgt ·Arnie' Reforth
who has picked up his acting rank and mo ed from being the ABTLO to
IC Rigging Section. Well done for all the effort you put in under Sgt Jez
Walker, keep up the hard work. Congratulation third and finally to Sgt
Jez Walker on his recent marriage to icola. We hope you will be very
happy together. after all as they ay, fourth time lucky. We get the joy thi
month of welcoming Sgt teve Lynch to the quadron. He has arrived
in the guise of the lSLO and already it feel as though he ha been here
for months. Immediately he wa tl1rown in the deep end being made to
run with the Tough Guy team. We hope you and your wife Melanie will

for promotion to Lance Corporal. Pte 'Stretch' O'Hare is in his last few
weeks in the Unit, working across the way with 54 Tpt Sqn to gain
e ·perience as a Driver. He is earmarked to undertake his BI in January
2002. Congratulations to LCpl Joe Rushbrook who has been selected
for promotion. He i now working at the Station Gym as well as in the

enjoy your time here.
SOINC' VISIT
At the beginning of October the SOinC, Brig C. J. Burton OBE ADC
came to visit the Squadron for the last time before he hand over next
year. The quadron was cleaned to perfection and the presentations had
been rehearsed. The vi it was running smoothly and to time for once as
orrie' Crook was ready to give his
they move into SYSCO . Sgt
Chancellor brief, looking the smarte t he bas ince he wa a recruit in the
Second World War. Despite many warnings from the R M and the QC
Tp as the 0 Sqn, the OinC and Comd Comms walked in, he picked up
his whip antennae and started to waggle it at map , screens and even at
the Brigadier. Fortunately LC pl Jez Tierney aved the hour with a
thorough and comprehen ive brief on AMSCERPS, which miraculou ly
was working that day.

Sgt Norrie Crook prepares to point some more,
as the SOinC tries to look interested at a blank screen
COMMUNlCATJO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt S. Y. Richardson
Tp SSgt
Sgt R. Atherton
A brief farewell is extended to 2Lt Steve Bennett, who is attending
his Troop Commanders Course in Blandford. He will return in April 2002
to take command of Comms Troop.
Operations Section - Welcome to Sig Jon Bromhead, arriving to us
from 101 Sp Log Bde. We hope you will be happy here. Well done for
immediately throwing yourself at the mercy of the Tough Guy team, you
acquitted yourself extremely well, next stop the Munro Cup. gt 'Norrie'
Crook is currently ensconced at Blandford relaxing, or rather studying
hard on his Class 1 course, while Cpl 'Paddy' Bevan works himself to
death what change there then! Congratulations to Cpl 'Gez' Tierney
who was selected for and shortly afterwards received his promotion to
Corporal. The fool has chosen to stay in SYSCO , finishing his time
with the Unit. Well done also to LCpl Debra Bevan who recently was
selected for promotion to Corporal on a shadow board, she too will
hopefully be promoted in Unit in the coming months. Final ly
congratulations to LCpl Andy Yates who also was selected for
promotion, but has decided to terminate his service. Two more
promotion_s have come through for the section in recent days, so
congratulations to both Sig Jon Perks and Sig Al Allardyce on selection

capacity of Unit PT!.
Technical Maintenance Section - Welcome to Cpl Mark Murphy
who replaces Sgt Paul Faizey as the Technical crgcant. Jn that capacity
he also get tl1e joys of undertaking Chancellor and any Op Seal ion ta ks.
So we also have to say goodbye to gt Paul Faizey who leave us to go
on to S Troop at Blandford, where he will be back with his family. We
thank you for all your hard work a nd wish you well in the future .
Farewell are al o extended to Cpl Bruce oble who leaves us after a
year to go to I Div. The best of luck to your receiving Unit i all we can
say! Goodbye also to Cpl Rachel Jacklin who has now become Miss
Jacklin . After servi ng for three years in orthern Ireland she has
tenninated her serv ice and moved on to pasture new. Thank you for all
your hard work, in particular the face painting, but also the professional
way you kept working hard , right up until your last day here. Good luck
to you. Congratulation to LCpl 'Ted' Tedby , who after a slightly
interesting start has been recommended for promotion. By the time the
next WIRE comes out he should have received hi s tape, well if Manning
and Records decide to hurry up he will. The remaining Teclmicians have
been kept suitably occupied through a multitude of methods, adventurous
training and sport not too far down the Ii t for a change, but work of
course taking precedence, keeping u away from our coffee and doughnut
break . FRT have been given a new and additional responsibility, kindly
donated by the RAF. who decided they are no longer keen to look after
CASH anymore. Cpl Jooles Roberts and her team have been bombarded
with late night taskings, yet another entry to the list of grievances. The
radio guy too have had their share of the trouble , when the Grenadier
Guard were posted into replace the cots Guard, who go back to
poncing arow1d London, oops l mean standing around for tourists to take
their picture. However bad I SG were, I GG are a whole new ball game.
ot only were they not happy with tl1e ready fitted, in and working ops
room , they wanted to change camps totally, resulting in the radio techs
having to de-fit one location and build a new one from cratch. To top it
all Sgt Jonah Jones had to go back on the Monday to teach their
operators how to use the kit, to top the ham fisted Jnfantry from
breaking our new build!
Rigging ection - The Rigging Section welcome in their new IC, Sgt
'Amie' Ren forth , after gapping the post for five months. There are two
welcome backs to perform. Firstly to Cpl Aaron hip, recently detached
to 15 Sig Regt, who is now Increasing his user profile by working in the
Training Wing under Sgt Paul Conroy.The second is to Cpl Al 'More
time off than Rip van Winkle' Temple, who has just returned from his
resettlement and is now counting down the days until he becomes a
civvy; as you can imagine he is letting everyone know about it too!
Congratulations to Cpl Scott Tomblin on his recent promotion .
However, this does mean that he has moved from within the section and
is going to become part of the 'Top Corridor' Brigade. We hope you
enjoy your time as ABTLO. Well done to Sig 'Robbo' Roberts who has
been selected for promotion to Lance Corporal. Thi , and his Fibre Optic
course, goes a little way to make up for still being in Province six months
after his end of tour date. Congratulations to you. The Section has been
fairly quiet recently where work is concerned, with the only major
tasking being the withdrawal of 7 Royal trish Regiment from Matone
Road in Belfast, for their amalgamation with 9 Royal Irish Regiment.
ow we are all lookin g forward to getting some hard work done
preparing their new building in Palace Barracks, and dressing the 2 Royal
lrish Regiment ma t.
TRY A DAY Fl
IV - by Cpl G. Uppal
As the name suggests, this exercise involves several Squadron
members heading to the North Coast undertaking activities never tried
before. This is usually led by a Corpora l but as 0 Comms (Des) was in
situ for three months, is was deemed an integral part of his attachment, so
2Lt Steve Bennett and five boys disappeared off for a few days. On
arrival in Coleraine, the first activity was a short (?) bike ride to
Castlerock. The journey started well, for the first five minutes anyway,
and then the heavens opened and soaked us all to the skin. It continued in
this vein until we arrived at our destination with slightly dampened
spirits. These were soon raised by an eveni ng out in Portrush. Canoeing
was the activity for day two, but unfortunately the instructor did not
materiali e, so a cultmal visit was swiftly arranged for the morning (ie:
Shopping in Coleraine!). The afternoon however turned out to be the
highlight of the exercise as 2Lt 'Budgie 5upper' Ben nett, LCpl 'Chicks
dig me' Welton, LCpl ' ever sober' Walker, Cpl C. U ppal and LCpl
Fisher went go-karting. It was every man for himself as we burnt rubber
around the track, the word got out that 39 Bde were in town and the
crowds soon gathered to watch our suicidal attem pts to ga in pole
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HICHLA D DRIVE 2001 - by Cpl Andy Ward
As a quadron, we pride our el
·
.
including the RTA league table On ves at commg top m '.°Ost.things,
was tJ:ie MTWO, who because ~f thf perso~ not _too happy With. this result
ex~rc1se Highland Drive at Catteri~~a~le toppmg display dec1.ded to run
Tl11S also consisted of some Cla s 3 t C~ms~n - Highland dnve? Huh!
RLC drivers from D Troop in Ballyke~I ~ss uhgrading for some of the
15 members of the Squadron and five
o on; e 22 - 30 October 2001,
sunny Wathgill Cam . Here
nvers om D Troop deployed to
le,sJsons
defensive driving, whi~h was ex;:rtfyer~s~c~~~C:YtaCkpe ~osme
couse
ones.in
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Sig D'Lasseue first worksing???
MASRCH Al D SHOOT COMP - 8 OVEMBER 2001
bY 1g Rob Vaughan
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r
·
members of 218 ig Sqn
from the hundreds of ·ir
early breakfast. These 12 were chosen
weekday for the Briga~~ mg ~olunteers who attended training every
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and a shotgun shoot The
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1 to have a Hi.ghw;y Code
tc t,
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result of that round WaS that WC wer~ S~~O;d ~ at another . tOry. (;nd
that stood in our way was the hot
h
om l~t. The next hurdle
.gun s oot. Hanng never fired the
thing before we bla ted
1
0
second. It w;s uite' u . ~r c ay pigeons all t~e way to hell and came
that we dtd so well on thi. round
due to the low das of [;'~1 ~ng i::s
used to the awn ff
~ e t~g m ,c learn.
~nd the fact that we're mo~
11 1
barrels' Preece c~m~a~~?~/h~va~h~:~ . g this round tllat. ig Tre\ 'two
b~t ddue t~ h1 mab1hty to hit
anything with the designated wea on
'
' ie 9 to n:: ort to houtmg the
plate to bits!
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completeth,he team \~ent ~or dmner and then the
After all
pha es' ere
Bri.gade
Commander
conducted
fim hed in eventh place and then cr!trcsentauon ceremony. 218 ig qn
in weapons undenvent the re hyd /'me~ to camp \\here after handmg
Squadron bar, which ' e ' on : easi~y;on p iasc of the compeuuon m the
THE 1ERCl}RY C P ·by LCpl 'Joe 90' Lv11
It wa~ the time of year again \~hen th. 3 B . J
the province had to battle it out to be t~
11~,1 c tgn.d .' 4uJJwn. in
Cup. The final event thi. year' the Milita:
owner. of the
., p~o1·1u1
"' · competll10n,
\\askrcul'}
hosted
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and orgam cd by u· at Magilligan Training entre. Once ~gain.the usual
n;ime · ;ippcarL'<I on orders tvolunteer apparently!) .Lt Rip W1l on wa
onl) too keen to get the lads into hape by parading them a~ 0730hr
e' ery mommg , ·ith weight. to go tabbing about a monthy~10r, to t~1:
actual e\·ent. ix day before the even~. the_ team took pa;i m a t~n -m1h;
falling plate competition, as if the 1,111 skill day ' as.n t enough. Th,e
Team aptain was Lt Rip \\'ii ·on, I.Cpl R~b ,'gu~1bo Bennett, Pte
can't . hoot traight' Quarry. L .p l '81 h 81 _hr::'. LCpl ,c ra1
·evervone wants to be me· Buckingb.am, L pl Enc .vlt~lhouse , L~'~·
, ig fre' ·what day i. it' Preece, ana la t but not least 1g Rob l hke
big girl" \'aughan. in all. an all round fit team and one urc to do well

1

·l

on the day.
d d ·
I
t' ned b)'
To start off, team had to tab to each tan an 11 wa a ways 11
ncutrnl PTI from a different unit to make ure there '_a no foul. play.
~he first tand wa. general knowledge. questions on _different m1ht~ry
:kill. and a fe\\ on the corps. We.did reaU well on tin stand m~nagm~
to ::n-~wer everv que tion . Then 1t wa kit on and to tile next stand ~s
uick as po ibie. Team. could use any route tlley wanted .to get to their
qtand and we alway chose to go cro. -country. somethmg_ that rc~lly
aid off at the end. ext was the lirst aid tand m wluch we abo di_d ''ell.
~he tretcher race was a hard event, a 1.5-mile course, uphill with two
jerry can of water. Jn tead of t~e normal_ four men lo a tretcher. the
team decided to u e ju · t two at a time carrymg the stretcher for about 200
metres at a time and tllcn changing. At tile end of the tretcher race ther~
wa. a 200ft ab eil to complete off Benevmaugh. It was then do,~n to tht:
pi to! range where each team had 20 rounds per member firmg fou~
Browning pistols, t\ o p5· and two 1PS's. The shoot wa ~core
depending on where the · hot hit the !arge~. ~re Q_ua~ry needn t have
bothered with a oood ·core of7! Luckily. Sig Tre,· P1ecce managed .to
do -ome of his ~ t shooting with a score of 98. We won th1 event with
tile highest core.
.
It was ilien back on to tabbing to th~ next s~ru1d, cro s country agam,
the team found themselves going over ditches, nvers and all orts of other
ob tacles but they made it to the Weapon Intelligence Section (Wl_S)
stand without too much trouble. The WIS tand wa all hands o~ w1tl1
IED's RPG's. and a selection of other weapons used by terro:1sts m
orth~rn Ireland where teams had to try and name abou! 18 different
~veapon . From the WIS stand the falling plate ranges w~re m_ sight so tl1e
team decided to ju t go for it, running all the way. By this po~nt everyone
wa prettv tired and it had been a long day, but the_ team JU t kept on
going. On tile falling plate hoot, the 100-metre pnnt felt ltke a 1000
metres and even though the team didn ·1 manage to hll every plate iliey
didn't do too bad and were equal second. After all the cores of the day

had been added up it was on to the presentation, the Mercury up
competition hinged on this event. It wa · a close run thing between 3 Bdc
and us, with only one point difference. We h~d won overall on tile mil
skills day giving them enough points to al o win the Mercury Cup. It was
then onto the bar for drinks
REGIMENTAL QUA RTE RM TER' DEPARTMENT
Br Sig Fowler
RQM
W02 Inman
~
~H~
.
Hello from the RQMS's Dept. It's been a long time since w,e last wrot~
any notes so here goes. We would like to welcome LCp~ Sick, ote
Devlin who ha more time off than the old 1ck note Cpl Bandit May
~'ho now i fit The Department would like to say goodbye and good luck
~ Cpl • iclo~ Meldrew' Rattray, who has left for greener pastures,
~ough not before everyone brought him a drink at the local stallon bar.
A ou can gue s, the beer flowed free and a good lime was had by all.
Th/n there is Cpl 'The Badger' O'Reilly who has JUSt been on an ammo
course but still couldn't tell the difference between a 5.56mm and 9mm
d b t that doesn't top him coming out of rellremcnl to help coach
~~~~o~tb~ll. There wa a PJ Party on 24 November
Pte 'Steff' ~fart's
birthday where a good time was had by all. Espec ially after dnnkmg
some of the BOWO's special home brew punch.

fo:

ENlORS J
!OR FOOTBALL MATCH
FRIDAY 26 OCTOBER 2001
, .
,
The game was organised to celebrate W02 Fo
Big ears Vowles
lea ing tile unit. II tarted well for the g:ame a the two teams faced each
other waiting for the referee to blow. s1g.nalhng the tart of _th_e annual
football match . The Senior's were looking forward to re-living their
outh again, only to be met with a har h le on on a .cold ovember
~oming. Wa it worth pulling their boots from the atuc? It all stan~d
well for the Juniors going into _a 2 - I lead ~l halftime before a change m
referee for the econd. The emors team (with a couple more players th_an
normal) came out to battle with tllis new 6 - 6 - 4 fo1m_at10n . Only with
help from the whistle did thi stop the game from becommg a wh1t_ewash.
The offside rule was banished for one team an? ome dodgy dec1s1ons by
a ·should you ay very friendly' linesman. With goal from LCpl Andy
Jorgan, LCpl Kev Foster, Sig 'Taff' Davies _and a brace from LCpl
Rob Vaughan the juniors took the game agam. gt Paul Walledge
popped in a couple of lucky one for the Senior' but unfortunately too
little loo late!
RESULT-S

Divisional Signal Regiment is the wide variety of jobs available and the
an·ay of facilities on offer, more of which later, that are not available at
smaller units. All soldiers will be employed in trade but enough talk of
work, let's take a look at what else is on offer.
llERFORD
Herford 1s a medium sized town situated m the northern part of
Gcnnany known as ordrhcin Wcstfalia. It has good access to the main
sea ferry ports at Rotterdam, Hook of Holland and Calais that also
include · the 1::.ur tunnel. It takes about three hours to reach Herford by
the Dutch ports and approximately six and a half from Calais. Herford
ha· all the amenities that you would expect in a medium sized town in the
UK Plenty of shops and restaurants and excellent Waterpark called H20
that is particularly popular in the summer. It has several modem large
supermarkets and one of the largest ightclubs in Europe called the
Go-park . There is a decent sized A Fl for all the brands tllat you would
expect in a UK supermarket, if you need anything more there is a AAFl
Max a mere thirty minutes away in Sennclager. Forty minutes drive away
is the city of Hannover, convenient for the airport and, as you would
expect, has excellent shopping and entertainment opportunities.
LIFE IN GE MA ·y
On first appearances this part of Germany is not so different from
many parts of UK. Whereas in Hong Kong or Cyprus the local population
and infrastructure arc in marked contrast to our own, German towns are
similar to many ir. UK if anythrng they are more attractive having
avoided much of the 'modernisation' of the 1960s that beset many British
communities. The countryside in the Herford <1rea and much of the north
of Germany 1 a combination of large plain and rolling hills. A five-hour
drive southwards, howe,er, will bring you to the pectacular scenery of
Bavaria and the Alps. A> far as weather is concerned, Germany has a
more predictable climate than UK. The winters here are slightly colder
and drier and although the summers are not Mediterranean they tend to be
hotter and longer than in UK.
FAClLITIES AND CLUBS
Herford Garrison ha extensive facilities and clubs aimed at soldiers
and families. There is an excellent new conference centre which doubles
up as a fantastic cinema showing all the latest UK films. For children
there are Scouts, Cubs, Guides, Brownies, Beavers, Rainbows and of
course the Youth Club with its' own facilities located in Harewood
Barracks. Hopefully more than enough to keep everyone active and
happy.

EDUC TIO
Herford Garrison ha two excellent schools for primary and secondary
education. These are run and maintained by the Service Childrens
Education (SCE) authority who can be likened to a local education
authority. Please note that if your child has special educational needs
(SE ) you should inform the SCE and this unit in writing at the earliest
opportunity. This will ensure the availability of the correct facilities on
your arrival. Failure to do this can affect your childs education.
Pre-School: Kindergartens are run by Herford Station and are located in
Herford (Wentworth Barracks).
EMPLOYME T OF DEPE DA TS
There are generally vacancie for wives, daughters and sons in various
branches and organizations within the Garri on. The Garrison Labour
Support Unit (GLSU) on Ext 3914 is es ential in this respect. Many other
jobs such as NAAFI personnel are advertised locally and in the Forces
pres in Germany.
PAY A D ALLOWA CES
All soldiers serving in Germany are entitled to Local Oversea
Allowance (LOA). This is intended to offset the local cost of living in
comparison with that of UK. The amount that you receive will vary
according to your status. You are advised to wait and experience the cost
of living here before entering into large financial commitments such a a
new car. Please note iliat LOA rates do vary as currency rates fluctuate
and you should not commit yourself to any purchase based largely upon
the receipt of LOA.

UMMARY
Life at Herford is a varied and timu lating as you want it to be. The
opportunities for travel and new friend are excellent. There is a trong
community pirit not o~en found in the UK and of course there i the
extra money that i a bonus. The work i challenging but offers great
rewards. To look forward to next year there are a number of exerci e and
212 Signal Squadron are lucky enough to pend five ~ eeks in Cypru on
Ex Lion Sun. There will be a deployment to the Falkland Islands towards
the end of 2002 that is an excellent opportunity for those who want to
experience omething a little different. Whatever you would like to
achieve you will be given every opportunity in Herford. We hope to see
you soon ..

THEREGIME T

EXERCIS E SAIF SAREEA JI

The Regiments role is to provide _comn~unicalion and information
systems and Ii fc support to the I st United Kingdom H~a?quart~rs. Fro!11
ovembcr 200 l we have al o been a part of the exciting J.01111 Rapid
Reaction Force. The Regiment fulfils its role by being split mto four
Squadrons. Two Armoured Headquarters, A Trunk ~quadron and. a
Headquarters Squadron. There are no ~ricks to this and its m~ke up_ will
be familiar to most. One of the mam advantages of servmg with a

SPORTS LUBS
1
Herford has excellent sports facilitie and caters far a wide variety of
ports at different levels. All of the major port arc catered for and
perhaps more unusually we have a thriving saddle club. We have
dedicated football and rugby pitche and a upcrb all weather hockey
pitch. In the summer we have the use of the local athletic tadium and it
facilitie in order to prepare for athletic competitions. This year there ha
been a w ide variety of porting action in the Regiment. We have entered
everything from boxing to ten-pin bowling and been succe fol in many
arenas. All the quadrons have managed to take part in some excellent
adventure training in Bavaria and by the time this goes to print the ski
team will have been in action again. Being a manageab le drive away
from Bavaria member of the Regiment are able to take part in the more
adventurous sports avai lable uch as paragliding and parachuting, a must
for anyone who enjuys a thrill. For more information on pons contact
the gym on Herford Mil Ext 3467.
MARRIED QUARTERS
The type of accommodation you receive depends of course on what is
avai lable, the number of children in your family and in some ca e , your
THE WIRE , FEBR UARY 2002
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I GLE QUARTERS
You will be shown to your accommodation on arrival to the umt. The
rooms range in size from three-men to single-man bunks. The rooms are
set out in flatlets with 6-7 rooms per flat. Each flat has its own toilets and
washroom facilities as well as a kttchcn area and are about to be
refurbished.

KI DERGELD
If you claim UK Child Benefit you may be entitled to claim German
Child Benefit whilst you are re ident in Germany. For more information
contact the Pay Office once you arrive.

1st (UNITED KINGDOM)
ARMOURED DIVISION HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL REGIMENT

\\clcome to the l st Umted Kingdom Armoured Division Headgu~rters
an<l Signal Regiment's (I (UK) AD R) ent~ to The WIRE. This issue
\\ill cc a .;Jight departure from our normal picture based.entry. We. w1_ll
take an informative look at what life is like at Herford station. The aim 1s
to give you the reader. an insight into what I (UK) AD R has to offer.

rank. Types of accommodation consbt of detached and semi-detached
houses, terraced houses and flats. All accommodation i of a rea. onable
standard and tends to be larger than quarters in the UK. ot all quarter
are in Herford, but there arc amenity buses to camp and the AAFI and
back on a regular basis. Recently married quarters have become available
for some single or married unaccompanied personnel. There arc
conditions that apply you should enquire through your chain of
command.

The QM (T) Dept all loaded up and ready to move
Exercise Sail Sareea II
Ex Saif areea II aw a large part of the Regiment deploy to Oman for
a 9-week period from early eptember to ovembcr. We deployed 111
order to provide communication and infonuation y tems for the GOC I
(UK) rmd Div HQ and ignal Regiment in order to enable 4 Annd Bdc
to exerci e and achieve PS. Once this wa. done the Regiment lfll)\ ed
700Km nortl1 and conducted a c mbined joint e. crcise with the man
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Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The WIRE to be returned ,
unless they are really irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is ta~en wi~h
contributions, they should not nsk losing
photographs which cannot be replaced.
Contributors should also be awar~ that
unless digital photos ~re saved to disk 8:t a
minimum of 300 dp1 mono and 400dp1
coloured, they will not be used.
The Omani QC of the Signals unit s,h~"".s with ~ s.ubtle.
hand gesture what he thinks of Lt Orrs high port rifle drill

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT
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Lt Col I. Cameron- 1owat
v 01 (RS f) A. J . Frost

HEADQ ARTERS QUADRO
qn Comd
Maj teve Clarke
SM
W02 Pete Griffiths
HEADQ ARTER fOTO R TRA SPORT
Capt Dougie Craig
l\1TO

LCpl Brown busy taking over Pol Desk

It's been a busy couple of months for the backbon.e .of.the Reg.iment
(H QMT) with changes in personnel and JOb respons1b!ht1es w1thm t~e
MT The MT welcomes LCpl Ward from 219 Sig Sqn an d S1.g
Middleton from 7 Sig Regt. We wish S gt Pete Mills all the.be t for ~1s
short tour on Op Agricola 7 with 20 Bde as the MTWO. ~ qmck mention
for SSgt Vic Smith. who is out there somewhere on his resettlemen~
etting ready for the big jump ship, or ha . he done th at already.
~ongratulations to LCpl Mick Brown and .his wife Genna who ~re
expecting a new arrival in the ew Year and Sig J~ruszek on ~omplet1on
of his Docs and Accounts course (a mind-numbmg course 1f you ask
anyone who's done it). We would also like to say a very fond farewell to
Cpl Pete Longworth and his wife Helen who leave .after 22yrs Co lour
Service and we all w ish him every success with hi s n~w c~re~r as a
Driving Jnstructor. To g ive him a good send off Cpl Fin F mdl ~y
organised a night few in the MT wi ll forget for a long time_, almo~t lOO Vo
turned out for the occasion and the MTO, Capt Dougie Cra ig, w~s
slightly confused a to where all the manpower.had come. from! T e
evening consisted of a pleasant c~ise down the R1:ver Ouse JO York to a
nice restaurant in Akaster Malb1s, where we enjoyed good food and
excellent mead and endured a few humorous speeches. and. a blast on the
bagpipes from Cpl Findlay's brother Tpr (Retd) Leif F mdlay. As we
were gettin g ready to leave we were informed that the boat was
knackered (as the captain put it), o we had to drink more mead while we
wai ted for a replacement boat. The convoy then descended on York to
pursue more drink, laughter and bagpipes.
.
Q ARTERMA TER (TECH)
This has been a very bu y period, for the department. We have said
goodbye to Sgt Angus Macpher so n with an aftern.o on at t.hc races.
SSgt Macp herson and family have moved to SHAPE JO a stra ight swap
for S gt Stu Taylor who is a keen athlete and has taken over the m.antle
of Regimental Cross Country guru. It is rumoured that .we will see him JO
work (every now and then) . One more hello, we have JUSt got a ne':" QM
(T) Capt Mick Mc Ken na who has arrived to take over the . reins of
QM (T) from Maj Bria n Dalton. Hav_ing relinqui shed the techmca.1 side,
he can concentrate solely on QM (A) issues and spend even more time to
practising his golf. ongratulations are in order to three members of the
department who have been selected for promotion. They are LC pl J im
Ca rling, promoted to Cpl and posted, Sig R oy (smartest m.an m NATO)
Taylor and ig ' Olly ' Oli ver both selected for promotion to Lance
Corporal. Now that the formalities are out off the way, what has been
happening within the department? LCpl C laire Dawson has gone on ~p
Agricola for six months. Our resident Tyson Sig C r awford Scott tn~d
boxing training for the Regiment but lost his first bout, the locke.r easily
won. We are currently going through the process of tran . femng ou~
accounts onto the dreaded U !COM system. Becaus~ of the nanire o
this work, the only way to get it done in peace. is to spit~ your work force
in two and operate a shift system. The day sh1fl compns~s ~ gt Taylo:,
Mr Potter, C pls O ld fie ld and !'otter and W02 (RQMS) 1111pson, S.,t
Howard, Cpl Howard and LCpl Ca rling are do111g nights. Hopefully
this will not drag on too long.

MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl (Fof'S) Hodson
gt Swithenbank
Tp SSgt
The Troop has become like a train station with people passing through,
hurrying to and from exciting adventures old and new. To date this year,
as a Troop, we have provided manpower for almost every operational
theatre and we say welcome back from Oman to Sgt Graham orris,
Cp ls Joe Abbott and 'Torno' Thomas and ig 'Ollie' Oliver. It's bon
voyage to Cpl 'I want a tour with a medal' Caplin and C pl Rus Russell
who arc away on courses before deploying to Sierra Leone.
Remembrance unday was slightly more significant this year with
everyone enjoying a couple of pleasant even ing , recording Songs of
Praise, in York Minister. The programm.: was heavily scrutinized for
members of the troop with Cpl 'Choir Boy' Gittins being voted the 'star
performer' of the year, with a number of other Troop Members being
voted officially 'non-photogenic' . C pl Lee Rumford and Cpl Lance
Hanson, though their duet did look kind of sweet unfortunately fitted
into the latter category. We will be sad to lose some members of the
Troop to C1v f'liv. Cpl Lee Rumford and Cpl Caz Edmondson only
signed off when they 1eard SSgt Daz Evans was leaving the Troop. Well
they'll bt: pleased to know who may be coming back when they have
gone. It's never too late to sign back on guys. Finally we can officia lly
welcome Cpl Bobbi Fozard who has arrived on the train from sunny
Cyprus and LCpl Craig Whitworth who arrived on the Factory train
that occasionally team~ it's way to York.
2 SIGNAL REGIM E T AGC (SPS) DETACHM E T
by Sgt D. N. Moy A GC (SPS) - Staff Support Assistant
The last month has been a very busy and turbulent time within the
AGC (SPS) Detachment of 2 Sig Regt. I wou ld just like to draw on ome
of the main i ues. We would like to bid a big farewell and good luck for
the li.Jture to W02 (SQMS) Dave Keane who has decided to make the
big plunge and leave the Army to move with his family to Norway.
Filling the gap will be SSgt Andy King who has now filled just about
every job in the detachme nt except RAO and Det Comd. The new
incumbent is SSgt Hubbert, who will be joining us in January 2002!
LCpl ·Bart' Bartholomew has departed on a six month tour as part o f
the G3 Ops set up in Kenya. I trust he will return to u with a suntan and
with tales of how he tamed all the wild animals. Also on the move i Pte
(now LCpl ) Steve Povey. He is to go to Kosovo with 34 Field Hospital.
but who really knows where he will land! o doubt he will return from
them claiming he is now qualified to get a part in the BBC TV
programme 'Casualty.' We wish them both all the best on their re pective
tour . We welcome to the detachment LCpl Sam Knight, who is taking
over the administrative reins of2 I 9 Squadron, and LCpl Jenny Bullock,
who is moving into 214 Squadron as LCpl ' Doc' Docherty is off to
Worthy Down to get educated in financ e matters. We welcome them and
hope they have a productive tour a part of the detachment. On the
sporti ng front several members of the Det have been away doing port.
Sgt Steve S haw is currently helping to train the Regimental Boxing
team , Capt Pete Loc kitt has repre ented the Regiment at Rugby and
Triathlon, and C apt Steve Potterton has been part of the Regi mental
Badminton team. Other notable mentions include W02 (SQMS) Fulton
and Cpl Caroline Johnstone who have played etball for the Regiment
in Aldershot, and Sgt Duncan Moy who succe sfully completed the
Great orth Run in a time of2hrs 22 min and 55 ec . The Detachment
has also staged a ten pin bow ling competition. and an Orienteering
Competition in Bridlington and Cpl Sarah Green is off to deepe t
darkest Peru on an Adventure Training expedition, or is it just an excu e
to track down Paddington Bear?
214 IG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. A. Compston MBE
SM
W02 ( SM) K. Smith
Who said York was a sleepy hollow? By January 2 14 quadron wi II
have so ldiers in six different countrie including four continents! We' ve
recently had RSIT, battlecamp. leadership cour e, e ercises and three
adventure training expeditions, oh not to mention the planning and
training for the new . ignal equipment, Co rmorant. The moral to be
learnt is don 't come to York unless you're prepared to earn your money/
EXERCI E KEY AMERICA 5 - 6 0 TOBER 2001
In wake of the event of I J September, members of 2 Sig Regt
embarked on a mammoth task. At 0800hrs on a crisp Friday morning the
teams set ofT. Their challenge was to row, cycle and run 3600 miles - the
di tance between Old York and ew York. 3600 Mile · may ound like a
horrendous distance especially when you con ider that we only had 36hrs
to complete th e challenge , but in actual fact, due to the sheer
determination of the teams, the di. tance was in the end easily completed.
The keen and more mathematica lly gifted members of the Squadron soon
worked out that in order to complet the challenge on time we would
have to average IOOmph. With two teams pounding the machines, locnted
at Monk s rosJ and in the centre of York on Parliament Square, it
dropped the average down to 50 miles per team per hour. At each location
there were three rowing machines, two cycling machines and one running
machine, not to mention the hoard of .creaming upportcr . With the
challenge underway the team took it in turns to clock up the mileage.
and rid York of all its loose change. As day turned into night the
machines were still being abu ed more than ever before, mu clc were
aching and due to the rather pungent mell the crowd - well the odd
observers were now keeping their distance. As the sun dropped the
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temperature plummeted so the only answer was to keep on going or
freeze. BeJOg a Friday night, the only place to be was in the centre of
town. and for those who were lucky enough to be on at 2 o'clock in the
morning there were a few sights that will never be forgotten. For example
how many people can claim that they have been asked for a snog whilst
on the running machine'? Well 2Lt Casanova Hodgkinson can. By the
end of the 36-hr session £14,500 had been raised, a fe w billion calories
bu mt and a couple of hundred phone numbers taken, all in all a hard few
hours, but definitely more than worth it.
EXERCISE CHIMERAS, OWD01 3 - by Sig Brown
On 14 October 2001, 214 deployed on Ex Chimera nowdon. It was
only the third time of trying! The first date was cancelled due to the ov
2000 York floods and the second attempt due to the foot and mouth
outbreak. By this time as you can imagi ne SSM Kev 'I'm not a Para, I'm
Royal Marine Commando' mitb was beginnmg to get extremely upset.
The admin party and DS left early morning bound for Wales so they
co uld be ready for the mam party's activities that evening. When
everybody had arrived they were eparated into three groups that would
re main the same for the week. We were fortunate to ha ve three
experienced Royal Marine Mountain Leaders to help us during the
week's activi ties. The first day was a 5km wa lk up Devils Kitchen Ygam;
not too difficult to start off with, but we got a shock as the wind wa very
strong and seemed keen on blowing people over at the top. This was true
of the very light Sig lngledew of Roman Tp, who would have gone over
the cliff if the OC Sqn had not caught her first. Thi first day turned out
to be very good and helped to build up everyone's confidence. Day Two
began with an early morning wake up call for PT. Then we were off
again, this time up Ogwen and Carnedd Llewellyn; the first I 000 metre
were to be the hardest part. This seemed more like rock climbing than hill
walking, but never mind everyone survived. In the end we walked 7.5
miles and everyone was very tired when they arrived back at Capel
Curig. This did not dampen the mood too much as everyone still went out
for a drin k (or two). Day 3 was quarry day, which involved roller
haulage, abseiling and rope climbing. This was a good fun day with lots
of people flying face first into the mud. The final day was the longe t
walk up Snowdon but at least there was a cafe at the top. A we were not
returning to York until the next day. you can imagine what everyone did
that night. Ye that 's right, sleep.
EXERCISE YOSEMITE EBOR - by Sig Halton

After a seven and a half hour climb
the Team are pleased to reach the summit of Mount Whitney
Our flight out was on 10 September 2001. the day before the merican
tragedy. After a few mishap . including Sig ' That's my ca e· Ha lton's
nametag falling off his luggage and then having to identify it. we finally
took off. After a long ten-hour flight \ e finally landed in sunny an
Franci co. Fir t thing was to collect the hire car that wa to be our
transport and home for the next three week .. It wa a small eight-seater
van, with a 4.3 litre petrol engine. It wa a little tight :o gee u all in but
we managed. pecial thanks mu t go to 2Lt Tm u rm uppo ed to
phone someone' Hodgki n on for hi out tanding dri\ing for the
duration. We ct off for Yo.emite via the ·Golden Gate Bridge· giving us
our fir t photo oppor!IJOity. After a long overnight drive and sleeping
under the star • we finally arrived at Yosemite 1 ational Park to endur
the hardships of a I-day trek to the Cathedral Lake., and a 4-day trek
over the 'llalf Dome'. One ha to be :elf sufficient on a 4-day trek, ·o we
carried our food in bear proof cani tcrs throughout. That' not to ay that
the bear" wouldn't come near us though. Late one evening we had a close
encounter with a bear as it tole 2Lt ' It'll ju t be a deer or ·omethmg'
Frost's bergen then chased ig Tll go .ee what it is' Bentley. Before
leaving Yosemite we went to sec the tallest and oldest trees in the world,
the equoia . What an amazing ight! There wa. even a tunnel through
one tree, o you could drive your car through it!
The next place to visit wa Mount Whitney, the large ' ! mountain 1n
mainland America. Most people climb thi mountain over a period ofl\\O
days ; but we. in true military style, did it in one. It took u over t\\ eh e
hours and we tarted at four in the morning. Once at the top we all had a
urprise when 2Lt 'They'll all know in England that we're afc. \\on't
they?' Hodgkinson had carried a cake all the WU) up for 2Lt Frost's
birthday. It wa, worth the long climb just for the ~iC\\ and the fact that
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It is further rnrnourcd that their PXR point.~ wiped out the annual paper
budget! ln summary. it was a very worthwhile exercise with many lessons
being learned, which we look forward to rectifying on our next
deployment.

"c knew after the climb down we were off to the city that ne e~.slecps ...
La. Vcea lthat'.· . e\\ York actuall~. Ed). ftcr anothc~ long d11ve and a
mght uOdcr the star. we finally arm·ed. We sp_cm most of one da 111 a
\\atcr park :unbathing in the 40 degrees Jnd en.1oymg oui:;e_lve . We also
celebrated ig ·1 IOYC her' Davis' tag do, but. not urpn mgly, nobody
can remember \Cl) much about that. 0111,;e all the fun wa o\'er we _et off
for the Grand Canyon and grand it was. \ e undertook a two-day h1k~ to
the bottom of the Grand Canyon and back up. On the way down we w enl
through the danger zone where the temperature wa. above 40 degrees, ho
it took us three hours to get to the bottom. It all paid off though ~s, at \ e
bottom we had a 5,, im in a little stream next to the_ olorado River. Tie
ne. t da'v it was a five-hour hike back to the ~op. \ 1t~ the Grand C~yon
being the la~t of the hiking pha e. , we left tor the .a!rport, .where w et
u o'Ur tent in 1alibu. While we were there we v1sit~d Mia~i. Be\c.rly
~ll and Hollywood. We al ·o had chance to go la t 1~1mute gift hopp!ng
in L.A. and go body surfing on the beache of Malibu. before catclung

quickly dropped into the lowest gear possible ready for the slow slog. We
had just passed the hottest part of the day, which was not ideal
considering the terrain. Finally we reached the top feeling very hot and
very tired. It was a good shock to the system and we were beginning to
wonder what surprises the days ahead held. Having worked hard getting
up the hill, we now had the reward of freewheeling down the other side
and we reached our first hotel in Bao Loe just before dusk.
Thursday 8 ovembcr - The first leg today made a refreshing change
from yesterday's intense slog. Again we were arriving at the fruit stops
well ahead of the last man and so were managing a good 30 mmute rest
each time, which was enough to cool down in the shade before setting off
once again in the heat.

7

our !light home.
·
I ttl
ney
The expedition was a wonderful experience costmg ery 1 e mo
·
It amazed me that there weren't many more volun!eer 10 go. I mean
tough choice - Garages or Grand anyon! o competition.
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·On 13 Augu t. Kowloon Tp was deployed on Ex a1f areea 2 m
Oman This ,;;:0 the first opportunity for tl1e Troop to deploy after the refomiarion ~f the Troop, under the command of L_t Ratna Bahad':1r Pun.
The next day, after an eight hour Journey we amved at Oman Air Fo1ce
Camp. in Thumrait. At first the weather 111 the de ert wa a big challenge.
It was ,.ery windy. dusty and very hot. but fortunately_we had couple of
days acclimatization until the collection of comm \chicles from tl1e port
of Salalah On 17 August, we collected all the vehicles and set up_tl1e
comm s.ite in ide tht: RAFO camp near to TCW (Tactical
Communication Wing). After a quick plug up the T ' ~ a set for the
exercise.

Cpl Hart provides service with a smile from the SQMS Dept

Sig Subodh i~ TACE
.
,
'I wonder what will happen 1f I switch this knob?

Radio Relay at Jebel
'No-one told me that the desert was not green!'
From I September to I ovember, eight people with three comm~ det
were detached I ACC (I Air Controlling Centre)_ on top _of a hJll m the
northern part of Oman in Jebel Madmar prov1dmg Radio Relay lmks.
They had to cover more than 800km inside Oman on desert roads to get
there. Jn the north the <lets were involved in ~umerous tnals dunng the
first month in Mu cat for SSF (Sultan Special Force), FSG, SHAFA,
CJFLCC. and Jebel Madmar. In Thumrait the Troop w~ 1nvolv~d 111 Ex
Desert Warrior and Ex Desert Rhino leading up to the hve exercise from
16 - 26 October. In all of the exerci es we had a PSB l!nk to the K! a
link between Camp South, ( ome training area), and up m the nort~ with
EXCO (in Shaafa). During the exercise we had some tra10 1_ng
programmes set up f~r the young signallers to give them more trammg
and experience on their respective trades.

219 . lG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
. faj Stocker
SSM
W02 Renshaw
. .
.
. .
219 Sig Sqn continues to rebuild its operauonal capability on
completion of a spell down in the Falkland Island_. To brush off the
cobwebs, Ex Gryphon' Return was devised_ to provide a s_hake out for
the Squadron. This wa a joint venture with our nv.a ls 1n 214, who
provided the Trunk network in order to allow our _Air Portable SAN
Groups the opportunity to come out and play. This .was deemed an
exerci e with a difference in that we had the add_111onal bur?en of
simulating the Brigade element and subsequent erection of BFT (Big
Tents). Cpl 'Be careful in tlie back of my DAF, you might burst my
airbed' Fitzgerald ably deployed the DAF gm palace and SA 895.
Using his initiative, he opted to deploy with their .wheeled RR as .opposed
to the cosy AP in tallation (I'd love to see a Ch1_nook l!ft _that little lot).
LCpl ·Chri ' Blackett, true to_ form, li ved up to his s~ec1ahty of breaking
a detachment just four hours mto deployment. ld~as ~ere 111 abundance
with Cpl • ever out his sleeping bag' Salter bummg his rema111111g bram
cells with the though! of 'Why don't the Relay crew JUSt do guard from
the back of their truck?' (I don't think we'd get that one past the SSN,f)!
This was tlie first exercise for the new Troop Commanders 2Lts .Keith
and Parkinson, who deployed armed to the teeth w1~ many Gucc1_1deas
only 10 be corrected by droves of helpful so~e.s seekmg a_n ea Y life. A
cunning plan, ifthere ever was one, was to utthze an Adm111 Rover to do
Recces because the comforts of the OC's Rec?e Rovc_r, complete w.1th
communications, was not deemed a very good idea! With the ex tr~ctlon
of the
e lemen t, which was tasked to carrx out the duties of
observers/controllers, the SAN Comds were left l11gh and d~y. SS~ts
'Baseline' Bra n d and 'Belly Buster' Cassidy were bursting with
enthusiasm for the task. Extremely ruthless in their critique, tl1cy left no
stone unturned and virtually no room for mercy.

s co

Sig Bishwa on guard · 'Nice specs.'
\\c had an exchange of detachment personnel bctw~en Jebe.1 Madmar
and Thumrau for crO>> training in order to work and ga1~ expenen~e wuh
different equipment. Not surprisingly we had_ many v1s1tors dunng t~e
excrc1 e including CO 2 1g Rcgt, 0 30 Sig Regt and Comd 11 Sig
Bde. \\~ celebrated the 52nd QG ignals Birthday in Oman on 23

SSgt Cassidy and Sgt Brand
ensuring they have the full 360° covered as Exercise Observers

THE VJET AM BIKE RIDE 4-13 . OVE 1BER 2001
I AID OF Ml D, THE MENTAL HEALTH CHARITY
by Capt Louise Henderson
.
.
.
Thi year MIND, the Mental Health charity, orgam ed a enes of three
c harity bike rides in Vietnam with the aim of raising a la~ge sum <;>f
money by allowi ng individuals the chance to enjoy a challengmg event m
an exotic country. The advertisement caught the eye of Maj Ashley
Stocker at his local wimming pool and he decided that this would be an
extremely wortliwhile undertaking. Having successfully_ trawled the
Squadron for a willing volunteer, a . pa1mer was thrown m the works
when SSgt Curtis was promoted and posted 111 March. Another volunteer
was required and strangely enough cycling large distances over
undulating terrain did not appeal to the majority of the Squadron, c_ue
quadron Second-in-Command! Having missed out on th_e opportumty
for another sunshine tour in the Falklands, l felt that V1emam would
satisfy my travel itch for a while. The first hurdle that we faced was the
raising of funds, as in order to participate in the event we botli had to
raise £2500. The fundraising for Maj Stocker tarted early m 2001. Even
a tour in the Falkland ! land did not slow things dovm. Fundrai ing
events such as an auction, a St Trinian 's bucket collection and a 'Get your
own back on your Boss' Night quickly got the money rolling in. Back in
York the Squadron was busy with a charity car wash, a raffle and
collecting at the out of town shopping centres. Our thanks go to everyone
who helped raise the money that allowed us to undertake th1 thnllmg
challenge.
Monday 5 ovcmber - o, the money raised, we were on our way.
After a particularly uneventful flight to Moscow, we faced a ten-hour
stopover in a very uninviting Moscow airport (apparen_tly Moscow ~as
live and we just so happened to land at the mo t depres mg one). Havmg
been charged £8 for two coffees, everyone was quite plea ed to hear that
we would be receiving a complementary breakfa t and lunch. That was
until we were erved it. ' Service with a mile ' and 'Customer
Satisfaction' are obviou ly not common bu incss phrases in the Ru ian
language. It was with a huge sigh of relief that we boarded the onward
flight to Ho Chi Minh City.
Tuesday 6 ovembcr - We arrived in Ho Chi Minh City at 0730hrs
and having recovered our extremely bartered lt~ggage, we made our _way
to the waiting coaches. A company called Classic Tours had been enli ted
to organize the Vietnam side of things and all the log~stics were al.ready
in place. We spent the morning recovering from the Journey and 111 . the
afternoon we began to fit out our bike with all the ~ttachn;ients _that
people had brought with the phi lo ·ophy of 'every little bit helps 111 mmd.
Wednesday 7 ovember - We departed the hotel by coach at 0800hl'6
after what wa to be an uncharacteri tically late breakfast and embarked
on a three-hour drive to the start point. We arrived at tl1e start point in
time for lunch at a very picturesque riverside restaurant. Everyone
reluctantly finished their meal and prepared themsclve~ for the off. As we
all sadd led up one individual was heard to be explauung to her friend
how to change gears! They were in for more of a ·hock than we were.
The afternoon cycle was a total distance of 33km, the middle ten of ~hat
was all uphill, the prospect of which we were not particularly rchshmg.
There would, though, be regular fruit and water stops along the way so
•
that the group could join up before setting off once again.
Chaos reigned a we all piled onto the road ready to set off. It wa~
I Okm to the first fruit stop and the terrain was gently undulatmg. MaJ
Stocker and my~elf arrived well within the top third, which we were
quite relieved about, and were urpri ed to hear tha~ ome people were
already struggling we hadn't even hit the teep u_ph1ll re.t. ~e phed our
selves with plenty of water. peanuts and banana 111 antJC1pat1on of what
was to come. Leg two started gently until about 500m on where.the road
started to steadily wind upward . Having never C)'.Clcd I O_km uphill m one
go before, I knew this was going to prove very 111tere tmg 111dced and l
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Capt Henderson enjoys the view
The hardest leg of the day was the run up to lunch. Just as we were
beginning to rest on our laurels we hit one of those long steady uphill
stretches that seem to go on forever. After several false peaks we reached
the top exhausted, extremely hot and very much in need of some food.
The final leg of the day was also demanding in the. fa~t that it was 2_0km
and having already cycled 80km everyone was begmnmg to feel dramed .
We reached the finish point and were glad to finaJly leave our saddles for
the night.
Friday 9 ovember - So much for the lie in! At 0530hrs we were
aroused by the local public announcement tannoy. which was
conveniently located directly opposite the hotel. After try~ng to. sleep
through it with earplug and then my Walkman, both of which failed 10
drown out the 'Birdie ong', l gave up and went for a walk.

The. bikes they gave us were not what we were used to!
The first leg of the day was ab olutely spectacular. The road wound
down the hillside for 20km and on every comer the view seemed 10
improve. Spread out in front of u was a valley filled with palm tree and
paddy field . The rest of the route took u through the valley whe_re the
vegetation and terrain were different from that which w.e had prev1ou ly
experienced. We began to see more paddr fields and m·tead of coffee
drying at the side of tl1e road, it wa no\~ n_ce. We amved a.t 1he hotel on
the beach in time for a well de erved dip m the outh Chma ea. That
night we had a beach BBQ and a few much needed beers.
atur day 10 ovember - Another 0530hrs start. The route started on
a ratl1er bumpy track until we reached the main route,\\ hich run parallel
to the coa tline. Thi road wa a lot bu ier than the roads-v.•e had seen ·o
far and again we were con tantly seeing the scenery change. The r?ad
wa al o much tlatter but the wind had al o picked up o the cycling
proved just a difficult . Lunch wa provide~ at a scenic restaurant .on
stilt by the waterside. There were evcral V1etname ·e _women workmg
neck deep in the water collecung seafood. We had JU t reached the
halfway point and were relieved that the day had turne? out overcast after
the inten e sun of the previou two day•. The total distance for the day
wa - 11 Okm. We changed and ate at a hotel before departing for the night
train to Quang gai.
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Maj Stoker looking suitably tired after and extemely long day
unda. 11 'o,ember - We arrived at Quang Ngai in time for a lavish
break fa t spread at one of the hotel . The weather at this point had
definitely turned and we heard that a typhoon was in the local area. We

would cycle anyway! The wind were particularly trong and we wen:
sticking together in our group helping each other out. As the road opened
up the gusts of ~ ind grew trongcr and we battled to tay upright. As it
was Remembrance unday, Maj tocker and myself wore our poppies
and found an appropriate spot next to a War Memorial to stop for our
minute's ilcnec at 1 IOOhrs. t the second fruit stop it was decided that
the weather was definitely turning for the worse and o the decision was
made to bring the fini h point ahead to lunch. We stopped hort of the
restaurant to make urc that everyone cycled in to the end and the slower
ones were put to the front of the group so that they could cross the finish
line first. The champagne was pouring as we finished and we all felt a
huge ense of achievement. Photo were taken under the Ml D banner
prior to heading in for yet more food. It wa then onto the coaches for the
trip to Da ang. After an internal night to Ho Chi Minh City we had a
ce lebratory dinner on our final night, where both Maj tocker and
myself' ere nominated as 'posit ive pedaller '. We were part of the group
who won the motivation award and Maj tocker was nominated for
' falc Rear of the Ride'. The Bike Ride was a fanta tic. unforgettable
experience. lt was certainly hard work but it was definitely worth it and
considering th e group managed to raise a total of £500,000, it was
certainly worthwhil .

Stop Press ... .Stop Press .... Stop Press

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS)

'For the first time since World War Two the

Ro.y~l Signals has formed a new squadr~n of
CO
RS 1

mob11Ised mef!lbe.rs of the Territorial Army (TA)
for service m the operational theatre

Lt Cul R.A. Sharp M"BE
WOl (RSM) D. Richardson

TRAN FER OF TELE OP (LI1 G) FRO I ROYAL SIG
TO rNTELLIGE 'CE CORPS

L

97 (BRI1:FOR) S~gnal Squadron (Volunteers) a
compo ite TA Signal Squadron is now on an
operational tour in Bosnia '

Stop Press .... Stop Press .... Stop Press
Sgt Middleton, Sgt Forwood, Sgt Carter, Sgt Gibbons
in Intelligence Corps colours

RACE FOR LIFE

There is work to be done .
. Could you volunteer?

For information on future deployments contact:
Maj Bob Holt
CVHQ R SIGNALS
HQ 2 (NC) Signal Brigade
Basil Hill Site
CORSHAM
SN13 9NR

Basketball winners - 840 Squadron
Cpl Chamberlain collecting the trophy

Tel: 01225 814346
Fax : 01225 814216
E-mail: hq2sigbde@pipex.com

The winner, Cpl Shaw
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14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

LO
RM

Lt ol 1 • J. Borrill
\ 01 (RS 1) . P. tan iford

226 lG. • L Q . ORO (ELECTRO IC\ ARFARE)
qn Comd
1aJ Gille pie
ROMEO TROOP - by gt Dwm
Tp Comd
2Lt Jones
Ju t when you thought it was safe to .open yo~r copy of Th.e WIRE!
Back by popular demand from the hot and cond1t1on of Ex ~a1'. Sanse.a
II and Oman in general. August aw the Troop (the maJonty of 11
anyway) frantically preparing equipn~ent and pe~onal kit for our autunm
sojourn to the Middle Ea t. The mighty 24:i ~1g Sqn (EW) had been
ta ked to give EW upport to 4th Armoure~ Bngade. In order to do this
they were intending to deploy three of their venerable an11oured Ode~e
platforms plu all of the life support required to upport the q?adron 1n
the field for an extended period. Reali ing that they (24:i) would
ob,iously require the cxperti e available within 226 ig qn (EW) U1e
Troop were asked to provide a ' on-Comm~ element and _Jammmg
capability. The two Pinemarten detachments with support vehicles were
earmarked a" were the on-Comms Control with its support and CP and
BEWCC \ehiclcs. A large portion of the Troop rubbed their collei;:tive
hand together at the pro pect of a nice winter tan. Far too many JOiiy
experience were had by all to ~elate in. such a mall. pace as the pag_e of
thi fine journal, however, l will mennon a few thmg that may bnng a
mile to the face of ome people.
corpion v Camel Spider duel in the washbowl of doom.
The culinary delights to be enjoyed at I (UK) AD R cookhou"e.
The very relaxed (not) dre regulations at the above mentioned location.
The inner satisfaction felt by all those who spent hours in the afternoon
un in order to arrange 18 x 24 tents into traight lines.
How ea y the SBS make a ection anack look and how quickly it all
happened.
Reading the latest breaking news stories a mere five days after they
happened.

X I

How ea y and enjoyable it r~lly i .to di.g a rover and trailer out of the
soft sand into which you have JUSt driven 1t.
I'm sure readers have many of their own cheri hed memories from
Oman and Ex aif areea II.
Back on the home front there have been the comings and goings of the
usual u peels. Hell o, Wilkommcn and Hol a to
gt Jim Mc abb ,
returning to the Regiment after a two year stretch in London. gt Jay
huttleworth join us fresh from Deutschland. cwly baked from the
factory are LCpls Keegan and Estelle Cook. With tears brimming at the
comers of our eyes we wave a fond farewell to S gt Geoff Murray, off
to 237 ig qn (EW) and LCpl Claire Ashdown leaving us for. 640 Sig
Tp. Congratulations to Sgt Richie Canale,. he left us for .a while. to go
down to Sierra Leone but has come back with an extra stripe on hi s arm
(better than coming back with malari a I .suppose). We ~ re now gearing up
for all the rigours of the Christmas part1e and the fe ·tive eason. Do not
fear however, we WILL be back in the ew Year. Season greetings to all
our readers!
LEWT
Tp Comd
W02 Foster
The last three months have, on paper. been a relatively quiet period for
the Troop, though in reality, all individual on the Troop have bee~ busy.
The main aim at the moment is to get the Troop fully manned with paratrained operator , on which note, congratulations to Sig 'Chip' Mooney
on successfully passing P-Coy. Cpl Dave Janvier and Sig Mark Watson
begin test week a this article i being written, o good luck to both of
them. More volunteers from the Troop will be attending P-Coy in 2002.
On the training ide of life five members of the Troop attended the SOP
and range weeks on the recent Pathfinder Platoon Cadre. SSgt Mick
Brown acted as DS for the four-man LEWT patrol and en ured that all
were up to the required standard for the live ranges and contact drills. The
course was extremely succe ful and of profound use to all the LEWT
members who attended. Op Oracle ll has recently provided the focal
point for Troop activitie and although the siruation has quietened , the
LEWT remain at a high level of readiness.

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Oricntccrs. Owing to the Foot and Mouth scare earlier this year 's the
BAG championships were delayed until ovembcr. The Regimental
team, havi ng already enjoyed a couple of early successes in the UKSCCG)
league, departed for Haltcrn rraining Arca in buoyant mood and were not
to be disappointed. Although the competition was somewhat curtailed in
the aflcrmath of Saif Sareca the male team finished a very creditable
fourth. The girls fared much better and walked away with the winners
trophy and bask in the coH:ted title of BAG Champion, well done.
November also aw the climax of the Regiment's Bradbury series of golf
tournaments. The three events held over a twelve month period is
sponsored by Culpeck :nsurance in JHQ who always do us proud with
first cla ·s trophies. TI11s last c ent known as the Winter Scramble takes
the ·ame fon11at as a Texas cramble and a field of 39 competed fiercely
in excellent conditions to produce some fine rounds of golf. Each of the
thntccn teams had a guest pla)er that added to the occasion. The event
winner were Capt Paul Horton, Cpl 'Richie' Widdison and Mr
Alister Haggart with a score of 49.7 The Three Amigos (Bandits) won
narrowly from the pack excelled particularly well at the 19th afterwards.

CAOR on the map board and this allowed us to te t the Troops to their
fullest during the early stages of the exercise. Despite everal moves and
a relief in place each, all of the Trunk odes met this challenge extremely
well , proving their abi lity to operate successfully in these often-harsh
conditions. The second period of the exercise, omc 750km further north
allowed the Squadron to prove itself once aga in. After a two-week period
constructing most of the tcntage build for 1 (U K) ADSR. we were finally
able to get our troops out onto the training area to fulfil our proper role,
providing fast moving and reliable trunk support to the Land Component
Command HQ. HQ 4 Annd Bdc and to the Omanis. Communicaung over
large distances, 230 Sig Sqn once again proved their abilities o\·er a tenday period, which saw the Ptarmigan communications stretched over a
distance of300km, from the EXCO at Sha'afa to Camp Green. Overall ,
Ex Saif Sareea II proved to be an extremely successful exercise, where
our soldiers greatly improved their knowledge whil t proving their very
good abilities at the same time.
T RU K NODE 015
Tp omd
Capt Knightly Bro,~n
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mc eil
We the ' ode with the Code' have just returned from a very
successfu l Ex Saif Sareea II. Aren't we lucky that the 'MOVERS' have
managed to get all our vehicles back to us, complete with half the Omam
de ert. just in time for RSIT .... nice one fellas! We started the prep for the
cxerci ·e by giving away half of the troop and having to get replacements
from 255 Sig Sqn. These consisted of Cpl ' Simmo' Howard , igs Leo n
rayton , Hankie Grainger and Julie ' Mrs Cameron' Steele, who by
the way have de erted us now RSIT i around the comer to return to 255.
We also had Cpl ' Confused' Hanley who is a RLC Dvr-Rad op who
normally works in the LAD. Having arrived in the Blast Furnace called
Oman, we stayed overnight in Camp South before half of us were ent to
the port of Salalah to collect the vehicles, We eventually made it to the
Squadron box at Camp South after the five-hour cabbie up the Jebal most
of the journey was done in first gear with the vehicles even struggling
with that.

The Winter Scramble Trophy winners
(L-R): Capt Paul Horton, Mr Alister Haggart and Cpl Rich Widdison
The Army Canoe S lalom Championsh ip we re he ld this year in
Llandysul, 'outh Wale , and in pite of the fact that the unit were unable
to field a full team we were determined to send some form of
representation back to compete. This we did in the form of Cpl Paul
Munslow and Cpl 'Pukka Pete· Stewart. There were two practice days
held before the race that proved to be interesting, a the rain never
stopped and the river's character wa changing by the hour. Ju t as the
canoeists thought they had got to grips with the course it would change!
Competition day then arrived and after a few hard days paddling Cpl
Paul Munslow came sixth in the intermediate class and Cpl Stewart
came a close seventh. We entered a scratch R IGNALS team in the
Team event with the help of Sig Mark tafford from 19 Mech. and came
fourth overall in the Army.

Members of Trunk Node 15 indulge in a spot of gin rummy

CO
Lt Col A. '· 1orphet
R 1
\' 0 1 (R M) , . Fisher
The Regiment' attention over the last few months has been
predominately focu sed on Ex Saif Sareea 2 and the impending Bruggen
move. The Unit's commitment to the Saif Sareca exercise was relatively
large and involved the deploymelll of over I 00 personnel. Led by Maj
Ian Lawrence the OC of 230 Sig qn . the Regiment provided trunk
communications in support of our friends up at the sharp end, l(UK)
AD R in Herford. 1t was inevitable that Ia n Lawrence would be open to
Jibe. related to a certain other Lawrence that operated in the Arabian
Penmsula. in a military capacity, some time ago. ontinuous comments
like, 'Where have you parked your camel sir?' certainly gave him the
hump. Having despatched the vehicles in mid August and the soldiers in
early eptcmber, the return of the soldiers in early ovember the
Vehicles arriving back at the end of that month pretty much re ulted in a
four-month di ruption period for the unit. The reports that appear later in
this submi sion give a good indication of how much the soldiers enjoyed
their sojourn to the Oman and overall it was assessed as a very rewarding
exerci ·e that provided a sound platform for training particularly in
extreme conditions. Plans race ahead for the move to Bruggen and
dc,,pite delays in the proposed work services the Regiment has decided to
bile the bullet and go for it. Under current planning the Regiment will
have moved in its entirety by the end of March next year. With a fourwcck clean up plan dovetailed imo a busy schedule it is anticipated that
we will hand back our accommodation here in JHQ by late April.
However. as the plan docs not involve 252 Sig Sqn. who will remain to
cater for the needs of the ·Big House'. the Regimental flag will continue
to fly over the RMC at least for the foreseeable future. A bi-product of
the move to Bruggrn will be the absorption into the Regiment of what is
currently 280(UKJ . ig qn. Those somewhat longer in the tooth will
r member 280 Sig qn as the once proud 28 Signal Regiment that
d mmated BAOR football in the 70's & 80's. Reduced to independent
quadron talus, post options, thcv merge with the Regiment on 1 April
next }car
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SPORT PERSO ALITY OF THE YEAR
(THE T R 8 LL TROPHY)
.
.
Maj Bob Turnbu ll wa the Regimental Second 111 Command up until
ovember 2000 when he was tragically killed in a parachuting accident.
Maj Bob's love of sport and outdoor pursuits is well documemed and the
Regiment has . very fittingly, commissioned a trophy, to be award~d
annually, to high achievers in the field of sport.
The trophy will
be awarded to an individual who, in the opinion of the board of Judges, 1s
deemed to have made the most significant contribution to sport over the
year. The award is not just restricted to the gladiators but is open to aB
that both participate and contribute in other ways. Indeed, one of this
year's strongest contenders was an individual that ' had a ~o ' at a numb7r
of disciplines and although never attained great heights displayed a gnt,
determination and commitment that left other in their wake. Of course
high achievement is alway going to be a critical yardstick in detcm1ining
merit. With the exception of a few, competitive sport is very much an
even playing field. Getting to the top invariably involves a number of
factors that include commitment dedication and acrificc. And the c
qualities cannot be ignored during the selection process of determining
the winner. In what proved to be a highly competitive field this year's
nominees were whittled down to a final five : W 0 2 Baird, Sig Johnso n,
Sgt Clark, Sig H a rris and Sig Ho rton. All of who brought themselves
and the unit great credit in their efforts. The ultimate winner was W0 2
(R QMS) Baird. W02 Bai rd competes in the sport of triathlon. It is a
sport that includes three disciplines: cycling, ru1rning and swimming. The
dedication and commitment required to compete at this sport is immense.
Finishing sufficiently high enough within his age category at this year's
European Championships to qualify for the World hampionships (Iron
Man) W02 Bair d has di played extraordinary qualities. He travelled to
Hawaii in ovember where he competed under the Great Britain banner.
This exceptional achievement has earned him the title of Regimental
Sportsman of the Year for 200 I.
Continuing with sport although in the early stages of the winter sports
fixnires we are delighted to report an early success by the Regimental

V I IT
In October the Regiment enjoyed the company of a couple of old boys
when a Mr J. Wallace and Mr. G Smith, former ational Servicemen
paid a trip down memory ~ane accompanied by their wives. 1:he pair
served together in the Regiment between 1958 and 1960. Dunng that
period the Regiment changed its name from 2 Lines of Con_imunication
Regiment to its current title of 16th ig Regt. It was at th1 time that the
pair completed the 1959 ijmwegen Marches a part of a team from 16th
Sig Regt. Their recent visit included a trip over to Krefeld organise~ by 7
Sig Rcgt (fom1er home of 16 Sig Regt) . For Mr Wallace 1t wa his first
time back in Germany since he left in 1960. Although there was a
dramatic change in the mrounding area, Krefe ld Camp till held many
mcmorie for the two former ignaller . Their visit was concluded by a
tour of the present location at Krcfcld Lines at JllQ. Thi wa. a timely
visit for the pair, as the Regiment prepares to move once agam ~o RAF
Briiggen ea rly in the new year, and Krefeld is vacated when 7 1g Regt
also depart for Bruggen.
230 SIG AL SQ ADRO
qn omd
Maj l. G. Lawrence
M
W02 ( SM) MacLarcn
Q <\ORO llEADQU RTER
This has been another extremely bu y period for the quadron. a we
have had Ex Saif areea 11 , the recovery from Oman, CO's week and
R IT all within a three-month period. The Squadron i. continuing to go
through a period of change, notably a big turnover of manpower within
SllQ as we have had to say goodbye to our old S M, YofS and SQM all
within a matter of weeks - good luck to you all, but welcome to the new
bodies.
0 C 147 EXERCISE AIF SAREEA 11
The highlight of the last few months must be Ex aif arcea 11, which
challenged the quadron in everal ways. Deploying with three Trunk
Node and four entrals, we were to almo t double I (UK) D R'
Ptarmigan ca pability and provide dcpcnda.b.le, and mobile !runk
communications in often ex tremely testing cond1t1on . A an 0 . , ~t was
an extremely pleasant sight to have more than two trunk node w1th111 our
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After the incident on 11 September most of the phonecard were used
trying to calm down the ' loved one ' back home a the 'wive network'
wa working over-time. Rumours abounded and flucrua!ed b~tween
oursel es being attacked by the Arab world to our JO\ a ion of
Afghanistan and all point ea t. We evennially deployed into the field or
sand, should I ay. to ome huge cheers as everybody had become sick of
continuou fatigue·. The comm on the excrci e went well with the
'M1GHTY 230' keeping the I AD R network together. The troop had a
overnight visit from Brig De Callais whom the witch crew, lead by Cpl
·Leopard Crawl' Hall , took the Brigadier back to ba ics culminating in
him succe fully engineering in one of the Centrals.
We then embarked on a long haul up north eventually arri ing after
two day travel , ex.hau ted. We were all very excited to find out that we
had been chosen to perform the ta k of 'Fatigue Troop' and were hea,ily
involved in the building of LCC HQ. \ e were delighted to learn that we
wduld have the a · i tance of a Troop of Pioneers. This turned out to be
six. However, by the end of the build we had our own budding Pioneers
in LCpl 'Comm Guru· Duffield and Sigs 'John Wayne' Ford and 'Lo\'e
God' Ansell , who in the end could erect an 18 x 24 quicker then the
Pioneers, ably assi.ted of course by gt 'Massarge' Day and • .au. arge'
immons. 'Leopard raw! ' Ha ll managed to evade the fatigue by
having to deploy with' uzic witch' to replace W016 in taking on the
comm . During the· tand down period of 1200 - 1600 everybody would
be pu hed out of the way by ig ' Blagger· Baron who needed to get
prime time in the sun.
The ;econd and final exercise went really well. Cpl Ritc hi e , cott and
ig A ndy Doherty e en had link held wait.ing for ~h~ W to fini. h
nmning up. LCpl ' uave' Freeth had made 1g • cott1e Camero n Det
Comd for thi exercise phase and they were in a clo c econd, followed
clo ·ely with the link by p l 'Dino aur' 1cMi nn and igs • illagc'
Rob in son and Carrie Brook . We even saw 0 Cl47 deploy to their
CAOR. When they arrived at our 1 cation we knew there was no way \\C
were moving. When it wa getting clo:e to Endex time
gt 'le eil
thought it would be good to play a trick on the node and bump them.
However, what he didn't knov wa that our friends at T , 016 had
already given our grid to the pFor, Thank 016.
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IR
K ODE 016
Tp Comd
Lt ar:ih Pitt ~ " ay
Tp
"t
!11 Russ h1cld
.f
." h . b , a bus period largely dominated by E · a i aree;~ 11
T hi. as . e nr R .
E ~if arcea II proved to be very inte1 e tmg
and preparation 1or
· · •
· d f ·
that we were
and \\ a. overall a good exercise for the short pebno s ~~~1e 1·g qn who
d \ · -d into the fi e ld Tha nk. to a ll mem ers o
.
J:i;t~d~ fo r the e xe rcise a nd worked hard e n uring tha~ ?nccb~~~~~
T '0 16 he ld the comm . togethe r for the quad ron . _g
_irl
h · Id would like to reque ·t e ither a et of. tep for l11s ve h1 c e or a
a:chute as he took an ungainl y and totally unnece·sal')' sk')'ward dive
from the ba~k o f his \ehicle. Howe,·er, the bigge t .111m~m~ ~?ck bJ ~!
was driving aud sp· cml mention must go to Sgt
at~r oy I t~:i./n dmi~
·Colin Macrae . traug han \\ho manag_c d to compete y tras\ i_k.
d
wa on As with all good exerci es a1f are a Tl ended ' ll _s it an
. git d.0 ne to io 'Ma'am ' Dohertv for ensuring that once agam TN0 16
" '
'
\\C
:ire
the be· t at everything
we do. c· P l 'I loo kb etter dre sed. a a woman
.
· P ull en e celled himself and proved that he is a fanta ti c
t h an a man
f h
·
of course R & R,
game shO\\ host. Another high l igh~ o , t e exercise wa ,
.
d
which wa particularly tiring for Sig Just call me Lou Barker an
P1
, hack· · h nckleton but they both managed to get value for mon? Jn
the hotel room and apparently the swimming pool too. Overall, Gw~ ta ~
ood time whit t in the field, largely du~ to the e!forts of C pl
1mner
~ rindrod the chef who had an outstandmg e. erc1se m_anagm g 10 ~eed u
well de ire the hortage of fre h rations. ow that ~ 1 f Sarcea II 1s over
the mas ~'e movement of troop ha begun a!1d we bid '.ond fare:vell t_~
t 'Bri ' Cla rk who i posted on promotion to 3 Div. ,C pl ~oug1
D~u gla who ha also been promoted, Cpl ' Mr Tolerant Cowie, Cpl
· hack · hackleton who goes to Bland for~ i_n the _• e w Year. LC pl
·who?' Vingoe leave· u a - a result of a back IllJury. Fmally, goodbye to
io 'Pre up position, down!' l• ilson who leaves us for 2 1 Si g Re_gt.
members of the Troop who are extended a warm welc~me are 1gs
Wood , Hi ndson, Har ri , and Cummings. and also to C pl 1mpson \ ho
join us from TNO
_ _15. _,,-.,,,.....,IL"llr:
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Sgt 'Sheik of Arabique' Kirk warbling the Desert Song
1 ODE 017 - By lCpl Quinn
Tp Comd
2Lt Laura Clark
Tp gt
gt Andy Lewis
The fact that the AAF I was sold out of su ncream and mozzy
repellent, and Army stores across Germany were sell ing desert boots, like
the local baguette van ells baguettes at AAFI break, could only mean
one thmg ..... Ex Saif areea wa near!
. .
Great thought and p lanni ng was done dec1dmg who wou ld ma n the
eagerly a\\ aited new node of Trunk 'ode 017. Who woul d fi ll the slots,
\\hich tu ky soldier · would serve under the monumental Ma' am Clark
regime before long it wa. decided the manning list was out Trunk ode
O17 \\;1' born. The RAF got 230 off to a fl yi ng start by tu rn ing up in
Crennany with a plane hort, we thought no problem th ey'v~ on ly ~ad
three years of planning. anyone can forget a plane. I suppose 1t was hke

1 RlN K

Clutch deliberately forgetting his SUSAT, j.u t in case he _lost it in the
d
Aft r a seven-hour flight from Bnze to Thumra1t,_ Om an we
esertd. fr e the. nicely ai r-conditioned plane into the burnmg furn ace
om
h G·
'
1• ·
steppe
th 1 ould be our home for the next few mo nt s. mgcr s P . ice
s1: ~;' Appleby and ig 'Mi-sing Lee' Harris were look111g worri ed as
.
they appl ied their factor 50 plaster ca t.
T he first phase of training was Ex De ert Wamor. We never thought
.t. s could get more basic than qn Imes. We were badly mi staken
con d 1 10n
d'
·
f D . ' Th
as we dro e fo r hours into the de ert under the irccllons o
ean
e
An
Wee Man· Wilki nson . The loca l o mad · mu st have tltought _a
nc'gr{awn was under construction as Staff Lewis constructed one admm
tent after anothe r. The next tcp wa to travel the 5001cJ:n up North . In
so meo ne' in fi n ite wisd o m this.was to be ~ o ne a t ni g ht . Th.e next
E ·e rci e went ex treme ly well w ith 0 17 ho ld m g most of th e llllks, a
dt tinct normality as we excelled under the pres ure. It was now m_>t long
until we were heading home peop le we re _rea ll y ·ta rtm g to mi s _the
sim le things like grass. Troop, fresh cool a ir, M ~Dona lds, _eve~ a little
bit ~f civi lisation. A week later we were all boardmg our fli ght 1t was a
rea l relief fo r everyone to be heading horn~. But 1t was a ~ expe rie nce
everyone was glad they took part m. If there 1 ever an Ex Satf Sareea lll,
I'm sure tltey w ill jump at the chance.
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252 S IG AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Garth P icker sgill
SSM
W 0 2 Rick Ha nna h
.
.
Life goe on in the busie t (and trul y operationa l!) . quadron m the
Regiment. As usual there have been the plethora of commgs a nd gomgs.
For those who have left, we w i h yo~ all ~ood fortune for the fut_u re, and
fo r those arrivi n g we hope yo u w ill e nJ OY the cha ll e nges, tna_l s and
tribulation o f working in an Infrastructure IS. Squadron . We contmue_to
s port HQ A RRC exerc i es (Arrca de Wamor, ~rrcade Fusion) with
, ~P erational hubbing ' and a re heav il y invo lved 111 a numb~r of new
eq~ipment tria ls (ATIC ) as a part of the overall CJS capability that ts
being offered in support of their deployable headquarters. Furthermore,
as a result of bei ng ' targeted ' by the o n-De ployable E tabhshment
Review (NDER) we expect a number of major ch~nges to _the way we
will be doing busine ss in the near future . We will be a l_1g nlllg i:no re
closely with HQ DC A (Germany), the Agenc_y tasked . with prov1dtng
infrastructure communi cation a nd 111 fo rm_at1on se rv ices a c ross th e
Germany Theatre. We awa it the o utcome _w ith bated breath! We have
managed to maintain our record of not keepmg a Sqn C lk for more than a
month and C pl Ke P arkes AGC o nce of the Royal Corps, was sent
packing ro RHQ to make way for more fresh meat. We lcome C pl Ma rk
T horington , may your stay be longer than mo t! Fmall y, we have been
lucky to have enj o yed the company of Sgt J e na Lea o f the Roya l
Australian Corps o f Signa ls on an Ex Long Look attachment,_ her report
follows. We w ish you all the best for th~ future, J e na , and 1f your are
ever in our neck of the woods agam - pop m for a cuppa tea.
SING APORE T ROOP
Tp Comd
C apt Scotty Steven
Tp SSgt
S gt Phil ' me me me ' Stroudley
.
Singapore Tp has recentl y bee n w hat would appea r to the outside
world as HIBERNAT ING , on the contrary. A ll hands have been on deck.
Tp OC Ca pt (TO T) · Scotty ' St eve n has bee n c rackm g the whip to
ensure all systems were up and running during the recent Ex Arrcade
Fusion. There was a big pat on the back from the Regt for a successful
exerci e and C apt teven would like to ta~e this opportumty to thank all
department for their hard work and commitment to the task at hand . \he
arrival of the new Tp SSgt Phil Stroudle from up the road at 7 S1gs
prompted a port afternoon frenzy. To start off as he ..means to go on
(work hard play harde r). Phil arranged an afternoons Ski mg at the nearby
indoor ski complex at e uss. A thoroughly enjoyable afternoon was had
by all. C pl Gav Ruckl edge tried sweepi ng a fe ma le '!1ember of the foxy
type off her feet , no Gav she was not impressed with your att~mpt a~
backwards skiing!!! Well done for picki ng her up afterwards. Sig Gen
Halliwe ll clocked up top mark for tbc most c lassy w ipe out, c losely
followed by Stunt man Stroudley with an amaz lllg d 1 sp !a~ of .Aen ~)
acrobatics - No Phil you are not suppo ed to loose your kt s 111 mid air. ·
A fi nal mention must go to Sig Liza ' I can' t stop ' Parsons for an attempt
at ten-pin bowling on the ski slopes. No ~i.z a those peop_le ~re _sk11n~
OT act ing as skittles. ext m onths actlVlty is Go- ~artlllg. ".'1p p~e .
Congrats to NOW Cpl A l Berry on your recent promot ion and Sig Liza
Par o ns fo r com ing off the boa rd . Well done ! 1-fello to : W02 la n
O u tler on returning after a prolonged leave pen od. You mus t have
caught the TOT in a good mood to let you hav.e a WH OLE _two weeks tn
one go. SSgt P hil 'Tri-man' Str oudley and his w ife Debbie from _7 Sig
Regt, a lso Sig 'SSM if you don' t give me a week o tT you ' l_I get thi s axe
around your fat swede ' G r owcott, and Sig E d wa rds stra ight fro~ the
factory. Hello and good luck- you ' ll need it Goo~byes go to LCpl you
can't tell me w hat to do ' Filso n off to 2 1 S1gs, Sig Hann a h Heywood _a
short di stance to 280 Sig Sqn in Kre feld , Sig ' Jimmy Kranky' G len111 e
off to Civ D iv. Last but no t least Sgt Jackie P oll oc k ~ nd C pl C hez
McChesney to the opposition Borneo T p. Some peopl e will do anyt hmg
for an easy life .Jackie (peace & quiet at last).
BOR EO TROO P
.
.
The Troop has had a lot o f comings and goings late ly w ith the arr~val
o f a few new faces . F irstly a big howdeeedoooodeee to LCpl .Joh n t~e
fish' Liddell who has come all the way from that exotic posting that is
HQ Land ! A lso Sig J ohn ' JP ' Pntrick who has j ust been processed from

the factory at Blandford, he seems quiet but looh can be deceiving. And
last but not least ig Ta nya Jordan. Also freshly squeezed from that
large blue and green toothpaste that is Blandford. greetings and
salutation~ to the new additions to the Troop. The Troop would like to say
a big thank you and farewell to Diane Hill , she will be sorely missed by
the whok troop and especially her work load as she was an asset to any
shift. She has been with the ·rroop for a number of years and had seen
lots of changes and new networks being implemented, Dia ne is going
back to blighty (give up the fags as its nearly 50 quid a packet) to RAF
Lynehnm to be more precise to take up a new job. All at Borneo Troop
wish her all the best for the future.
KOWLOO T ROOP
Tp Comd
WOl (Yo ) 1ood y
From July to ovcmber. Kow loon Tp ha said farcweil to several
OC's. We said goodbye to Capt 'Bugs Bunny' Tom linson who was
commissioned on arriving at his new de ·tination, AFNORTH. All here
wish him and his family all the best. Then we welcomed Capt 'Gunny'
G unso n the 21C of 252 Sqn who stood 111 as the 'Boss' while we waited
for our new OC of K.;wloon Tp. We then said hello to W O J (YofS)
Moody on 15 September anc farewell to Ca pt G un son. However, that
got tampered wi th and YofS l oody was placed on a short tour in Florida
for five weeks, so again we got a temporary boss YofS 'Don't let me in a
switch' Hurst who was with us for the five weeks.
We have said we lcome anrl bye to many within the pa t couple of
months. a long goodbye to C pl Baz 'Jurassic' tark who completed his
22 years in July. We say bye to gt Jed 'Pikey' Roberts and ig J o Reid
who both are posted to 15 Sig Regt. We welcoMe LCpl G reg 'I haven't
got a clue' Robinson and LCpl Jo h n ' miler' Rodmell . Bye to c lerk
LC pl Bri ' Have you got a shirt mate' iles who is off to JHQ. We say
hello to Sig Nathan 'Brew boy' Waring a nd Sig Joe 'Jo Jo' aunders
who has just arrived from Blandford. We cong ratu late everal
engagement among t the troop . Cpl Paul 'Tubby' Vernon to Jo Hirst.
Sig Briony 'Dodgy' Wheal to Pte Rob Wadley, I RRW. Last but not
least Sig Janine ' Psycho' Miller to 'Robbo'. We say good luck to LCpl
Lee 'Taz' Redpa th who got married in Ju ly to Yanni they are excepting
the ir second little Redder in Fcburary. God he lp us a ll.
Kowloon as a Troop have taken part in individual activities, we have
young Sig G a z 'Wi ndow boy· Warwick, we welcome him back fro m
Kosovo. Cpl Jimmy 'Last five Push em our' S mith who is currently on
Exercise Grand Prix with I Para. ig Ian · ew boy' Pirie d id very well
in the Berlin marathon on 30 September, and Cpl Gordon '9 years to
pass my d r iv in g test S cott eventually pa sing h is d ri v in g test.
Congratu lations to Sgt J enny 'My diesel hogun runs on petrol' Scott
a nd g t Richie ' I 'm on ly a jumped up fu ll sc rew' Evans o n their
promotion on 15 August. Just a small mention of C pl Zac ' I put my
w inte r ty res on in Ju ly' Toppi ng a nd ig Sean 'on my pref posting I
write 'I love my job, fu ll top" Wray. Our sympathies go out to ig Lee
Pen nycad. We just thought you needed to be crated for your behaviour.
Ge t we ll so on to Deb ' fr om Mun s te r ' McGo ni gl ey and Jo ' from
Paderborn ' Miller. Hope you return back to work very soon and a thank
you to Sig Grace ·Te lly Tubby' Howa rd for helping COMMCE Hohne
run smoothly for the last couple of months, from all of us in Kowloon Tp.
Co ngratu la tion s to Sigs C ullern. M iller, Ma thi as, Pirie, W arwic k,
S mith on the ir election for promotion to Lance Corporal. and a quick
mention to C pl Keech, for not being mentioned in these notes at all.
CHA ' GlNG ROOMS by Cpl Theresa Brown
It all tarted with a phone ca ll asking if we would be interested in
taking part in having our quarter changed - the first thought was •, hat.
the A1my to try a new shade of Magnolia' - but no the BBC wanted to
host changing Rooms with the Army, this we couldn ' t re ist. We were
paired up with a Provo Sgt (Ken) and hi s w ife (Jinnine) from 1 RRW
who lived in the same · treet.
Th e day o f filmin g ca m e. The BB want e d u (me and De l m y
hu band), to be fi lmed at our place of work but unfortunately becau e I
work in a secure office the BBC had to et another scene. When watching
the fini shed production whe n its a ired on TY, please don ' t shout too
loudly 'why is he sat in a am on, the ignals wouldn' t do that' - it's
what they wanted and a yet I am not a film tar, o that's what they got it makes good TV Luvvy! We swapped keys and off we wem without a
clue as to what we were going to do to Ken and Jinnine's house . Anna
Rider Richardson , who is completely nuts in real life but totally great,
had the pleasure of working with us and Linda Barker was attacking our
hou e, which wa making us wonder whetlter the go ld leaf and animal
f' rint fake fur would rear it' ugly head. The production team con isted of
approx imately 15 people per house, if you wanted a paint bru h one
a mazingly appeared, they a lso he lped with ome (O K a lot) of the
pa inting and sewi ng off crecn, yes we know that', cheating, but if you
cou ld sec me trying to pa int s traight line you wou ld understand w hy
they helped. T he time came to open the paint pots and revea l what Ann a
had in mi nd fo r the des ig n • AAAAAAGGGGGG RRRRHHHH , its
purple, blue and bright green, but then Anna produced a piece of tartan
from her jeans pocket and stated we were go ing to paint a replica on the
wa ll. Mc and Del looked at each other in horror - ·You do know they are
both Welsh?' 'They hav..: tartan in Wa les, don 't they?' (repl ied nna).
Oh blimey, we are just about to pa int a huge tartan on an overly muscley,
sca1y We lshm an's wall ! The day went well , with cameras pu hed mto our
faces and re-takes and 'can we do that again from another angle please'
be ing sho uted. We fi nished the day by varni h ing thei r new ly made
wooden fl oor - of course th i was made from the famous MDF. Everyone
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retired to their various locations and hotels. ·o we didn't stay 111 the
house but retired to 35 Engr Regt's Mess for a bit of relaxation.
Day 2 - A nna Ride r Ri chard son had us on parade, sportmg a combat
95 waterproof and my Sig na ls beret with paintbrush tucked under her
arm., all that was heard from Anna was 'are you sure this metal thing in
the back of this cap-badge is suppose to be embedded into my head '. - I
reassured her that's the onl y way it will stay on. We carri ed on the day
with building and mak ing a new pine table, very impressive, I mus t ay.
A nn a and I then retired to the garden to ex peri ment with some screen
painting, she was told by the hop assistant that a fi ve year old could do
this and just to follow the instructions - yeah right - fi rst we weren 't two
five year olds but two women on the wrong side of thi rty, and second the
shop assistant was wrong, you don'tjust fo llow the instruction - we well
and truly messed it up! The time came to finish off and we were taken
away to have our house revealed to u by Carol millie ................. Wow,
our house was painted orange with wood panelling and sea grass floor, it
was really quite mce - I'll let you see the programme for a ll the details.
Ke n and Jinnin e loved their house. but the first thing Ke n was heard to
say was 'you can tell a B****y Scotsman done this'. (re ferring to my
husband). Anna R-R and Li n da Barke r were then whisked away to see
some of the other regiments based in Paderbom to play with their tanks
and toys. The eveni ng ended in a huge party where the BBC really let
their hair down - but that's another story!
A great couple of days had
by all, I just want to see the Estate Wardens face when its time to march
out!
CDA WE
OC
q n Ldr (Retd) Phil Jones
Yo fS
W 0 2 (YofS) Alex Hu rst
Beneath the bowels of the ' Big House ', JHQ resides a secret corridor
in which six erstwhi le people are employed to ensure that Crypto reaches
the parts o f North West Europe that most ordinary Corps member never
see. Who the hell are we? The OC, qn Ldr (Retd) Phil Jone , and the
Yo fS W02 lex Hurst. have at their disposal two civi lian , Martin
Panter and Ter ry Andrews and two R SIG ALS Cpls, ' Hutch' Little
and Kev P hillips. So what do we do? Well. the majority of our work
invo lves looking afte r our normal military cu tomers, but some does
involve our swanning around Europe in fa t cars (well , an Astra e late)
and smart suits (70's tyle. if you count our civilian personnel and Cp l
Kev Phillips or Age Concern style, if you dres like Cpl ·Hutch' Little)
to exc iting pl aces s uch a s Pari s, Brussels, Stungart and Mun ich
de li vering help, advice and the odd COMSEC item. So if you see two
strange men. in ci vv ies, wandering around a location near you looking
extremely shifty. carrying a briefcase and who have obviou ly consumed
too much alcohol the night before, then it's only members of C DA WE
doing their day job and don't worry about it!
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EXE RCI SE LO G LOOK 2001- by SSgt Paul Youd
I wa lucky enough to be nominated to deploy to Au tralia on Ex Long
Look 200 I. Long Look is a tri serv ice dep loym e n t. involv ing a n
exchange of personnel w ith the Au tra lian Defence Force and the ew
Zealand Armed Forces. 1 was to be attached to 7 Sig Regt (EW). based in
party
abarlah, 20km north ofToowoomba in Queen land. The
concentrated at RAF Brize orton, for a pre-deployment brief, w hich
involved being told not to get upset when we got beat at Cricket and a
smal l in ight into Australian cult11re. which turned out to be a viewi ng of
' Priscilla - Queen of the De ert ', and a mall clip from Gallipoli .
The Tri-Star took off fro m Brize and even hours later la nded at
Mu cat in The Oman. Due to the re-fuelling of the aircraft, we were
hooed off and made to stand of the edge of the desert for two hours at
0330hr local time, and the temperature wa 36oC - not too comfortable.
We then continued on our weary way and pent a night exploring the
delights of Singapore. ingapore i a bustling mish-mash of culture and
a great place for a bargain. o it wa 0500hrs the next morning when
most of us (!). boarded the flight to Brisbane. l wa tired but very pleased
w ith my new Tag Heuer watch. whi ch co t me the equivale nt of six
pound ! An·iving in Brisbane, we were transported to Ga ll ipoli Barracks,
Enoggera to meet our exchan ges. Within five minutes of find ing our bed
pace , the majority of u were in tax i heading for downtown Bri bane.
The weekend was a fantastic insight into some of the cu ltural a peels of
Austra lia. during which I was privi leged to meet the Brisbane Bronco
met the
Rugby League team. the Au ie equivalent of Man Utd (Boo!
other Long Looker going wi th me to 7 ig Regt. Cpl te e Birchall from
14 ig Regt (EW) and together we worked our way teadily through a
month a ll ocation of fu nds in the bar and c lub of Bri Vega .
Monday morn ing arrived too soon, and we were off to our u111ts. I
found Toowoomba to be a plea ant country town, quaintly old-fa hioned
after the glitz of Brisbane. I found out that my job was to be the Troop
taff Sergeant of the Works hops. A fter spea king to the RSM, WOI
(R 'I) J im Rouse, I realised that I wouldn' t be doing too much work
though a· he had done Long Look 1 ith 207 ig qn in 1995 and wa
keen fo r myself and tcve to cc a. much of Austra lia as po " iblc. I also
met up with the UK Exchange Warrant Officer, W02 ( upvr Radio) Al
utherla nd . who also had a few plan · fo r us.
The next couple of month sa1 me learning a great deal about the \\ ay
the Au rralians Army does thing . In many way they arc vel) similar to
u and at the same time very different , not nece arily b ·ttcr or wor. e,
ju t d iffe rent. My host howc d me a g rea t dea l of friendship and
courtesy. I visited many different and ontra, ting part of u ·tralta . I
went firstly to Bamnga in far north Queen land. on the very ti p of ape
York. ' hich is the mo t northern point on the u ·trahan Continent. It
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\\a. a five-hour flight, refuelling in Town vi lle, ~nd I di~n' t even leave
Queen land. It gave me the first inkling of the size of. this country. for
c. amp\ , Queensland i the econ<,l l~rge t . rate or t i_-nt~ry m Au.strali~ ,
but the Briti. h J · lcs would f11 rnt o ,t thr.ee t 1~ e . Bamaga is
appro 1mately 1600 mile· north of the . tat.: cap1~al. Bn ba~e. b:11 m1.~ht
a well be on a different planet. The nv::1s are mfe ted wit h Estua1111e
Crocodile , and the beaches look like a Bounty advert, but th~ clear blue
cas arc rife with bo.·jellyfish, the mo t lethally pot onous animal on the
planet. Whil t in Bamaga I vi ited C C01~pa~1y ~f the 51 st ~ar orth
Queen land Regiment. on Thursday I land: T.l a· 11 1 known, 1s locate~
m the Torre trait, , approx1 mate!y 100 mile~ due sou~h fro~ Papua e~
Guinea. It is a very beauuful tropical 1·land. fnnged with white sand and
\tangro\ e wamp .
.
. .
After returning from Bamnga. we went on a .tnP of a lifeume, th rough
the Red Centre of u tralia. in a 4X4 Toyota H1lux, provided 10 us by the
Ree.imenl. In 13 da we CO\ ered over 5000 miles, visiting plac s uch a·
Longrea h, the home of the national airli1:e Qantas. Mount I a, Tenn~nt
Creek, where we saw frozen Kangaroo Tails for ~le 1~1 the supenn~ket.
\ e went on to vi.it the legendary desert town of Alice p 1:mg , Kmg
Canyon. Uluru (Ayers Rock) and Kata Tjuta, the opal m1mng town_of
Coober Pedy. Addaide. and Dubbo. We aw some of the m\Jst beaullful
cenery on earth. It ha to be said al o, t~a~ we aw some of the mo t
boring. The tuart High\\ ay cut Australia 111 half !Tom north to south
with barelv a bend in the road. The area surroundmg Coober Pc?y 111
outh Au 'rralia i in the middle of the de ·ert, nooker table flat 111 all
directions for over 300 mile . The long drive through the de ert was only
enlivened by the occasional Red Kangaroo ~oundin& alon?. or .wedge
Tailed Ea1de dinino on roadkill (usually the atorementloned Roo ). The
trip introduced me" to desert .for the first time, and gave me a chance to
ee the inhospitable terrarn that make almos_t 70 percent oft.he
Au tralian continent uninhabitable. After an overnight stop 1~ Adelaide
we drove up the Baros a Valley, home to som~ spectacu!ar wmen~s. We
crossed lhe 1urray River, the tate border with Victor:a. wh~re 1t wa
really nice 10 see ri vers with water in again: All in all 1 ~ was an
exhau ting but very interesting trip, .and a fantasnc chance 10 view parts
of Australia that a oood deal of Aus 1e have never een.
During the re t"'of my tay I isited Canberra, ydney, Melbourne.
urfers Paradise, The Sun hine Coast, Great Keppel lslan~ , sa_w th.e
Bnti h Lion play and did other thing too nume"?us to mentl~m m th1
article. I have seen the crocod1le-wrestlmg lunatic Steve lrw.m at The
Austraha Zoo, potted 'Alf' from Home and Away on a fltght from
ydney to Brisbane, and met the Au trahan Rugb y legend. Dav id
Campese. Due to a problem with aircraft tasking. we were unfortunately
delayed for eight days in Sydney durmg_ the recovery phase. We were
accommodated in Randwick Barracks, wl11ch 1s located 2kms from Bondi
Beach. Although it was a truggle we all found things LO do to help us
pass the time.
.
.
I have to ay that my time in Austraha has been. very fulfill mg .and
immensely enjoyable (except for the gnef after the cncket an.d The Lions
Tour). J have made good friends, enjoyed the fanta tic hosp1tahty of the
Australian people, seen sight that I never thought I would see and I
return to Germanv much the better for my time in Australia. l would
commend Exercise Long Look LO anyone, and LO volunteer to experience
a tour with a difference. You might as well apply, they can only say no. I
would like to take this opportunity to thank the Commanding Officer of 7
ignal Regiment (EW). Lt Col Mark Thorek RA Signa!s, an? the RS_M,
WOI (RSM) Jim Rou e RA Signals. Their help and latitude 111 enablmg
me to see as much of Australia as possible in the five months of my
deployment has been very much appreciated.
EXERCISE LO 'G LOOK 200 1
by Sgt Jena Lea, Royal Australian Corps ofSignals
G'day!
In April this year I was quietly minding my own business. at 7 Sig Regt
(EW) in sunny Queensland, when the boss rang and asked 1~ l wanted to
go on Ex Long Look. Silly question really! I arnved here m Germa~y,
five days later than planned, on 27 May (apparently the RAF took a while
to master the art of tyre changing). I was met at Hanover airport by Sgt
ndy Humphris who, quite rightly, recognised that I was delirious \~ith
fatigue from lhe 24 hour flight and so promptly asked me to do a lmle
map reading because ·1 think I know how to get back to JHQ from here!'
When we finally arrived at JHQ , I met my host
gt J ayne Lawrence
and immediately found myself in the middle of a leaving do, where the
amber fluid was flowing freely. It would seem that this set the tone for
the rest of my time here.
Before I give the wrong impression, I'd like to make it clear lhat I did
do some work while I was here. l was here to replace Sgt Paul Youd at
E T (A), 252 ig qn and did, in fact, accompany the team on tasks in
Gutteniloh, Wulfen and Krefeld. (A quick note to those of you at 7 Sig
Rcgt ... not everyone who wears an Australian un iform is a male
officer. .11 was somewhat di concerting to notice that the cries of ' Good
morning, Sir!' accompanied by a smart salute were bei ng directed at me!)
l also pent four weeks with the EST(A) UK team, during which time I
was fortunate enough to be able to get away and witness the Edinburgh
1attoo. I also had the opportunity 10 accompany the team on a task in
ypru . It wa truly unfortunate that I was unable to gain clearance to
enter the ar:a where the team was working and so was forced to find
omething else to do. The beach had a certain appeal ... It wou ld seem
that Lady Luck was with me during August. It became apparent that there
wa a position ava1lablc on an Au tralian Army adventurous trai ning
cxcrcisc ... two we ks sc8 kayaking around the Gallipo li Peninsula,

Turkey. After partaking of the battlefield 1~urs and .seeing the truly
horrendous nature of the ground at A Z C Cove, I wtll commemorate
Ai ZAC Day with greater understanding and respect f~r the '.alien .• truly a
once in a lifetime experience. fhe Long Look expenen~c is _umque. In
addition to the opportunity to see how another c.oun try s de lence force
does bu incss, one can travel to the other 1de of the wo rl d and
experience a different culture. For. anyone who ever thought about
applying for Long Look and n~ver quite got around to 1t. ... What the hell
are you waiting for? I would like 10 extend grate.ful thanks to the CO and
member of 16 ig Regl who went out of their way to make me f~el
welcome, particularly the member of E T(A). W02 (FofS) Jim
Vincent, gt ndy Humphris (that' two crates, mate!) and. gt Paul
Hender on. I would also like to take thi opportumty to publicly thank
Sgt Jayne Law rence for her un tinting efforts to en u~e that I saw as
much of Germany a pos ible (and a couple for you too, girl 1.).
255 SIG AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Ash ley Hayden
M
W02 Al Ironside
.
What with Ex Arrcade Fu ion, Ex Saif arrca and _a few other thmgs
that have cropped up over the la t coup le of months 11 ha been a fairly
bu y time of late. The qn is till as healthy as ever and c~nstantly
growing. We now stand at JU ·1 short of200 personcl that. for a ~1eld Sqn,
is quite a decent size you'll agree. We say hello to. 2Lt Sqm~es, SS~t
Ulley, Cpl Franci , Cpl Whitehurst, LCpl Ross, 1g Kelly, Sig Lcw1.n
and ig Brya nt. \: e would also like to co~gratulate. gt Mu so n_on h1
successful e cape from 230 ig qn and his promotion to 255. Sig Sqn.
We say goodbye to W02 Bain, gt Green, gt Banks Cpl Hirst , Cpl
Beacher, ig Restall , ig Crayton and ig Langstaff. We wo uld
especially like to wish ig Cra ton and Langstaff all. the best from the
Squadron for their forthcoming marriage. l f we have mi s ed anyone then
apologie .
BATTLEFIELD STUDY - ARN HEM
In ovember 255 ig qn conducted a Battlefield Study Tour .to
Amhem. The study wa led by Ca pt Barker and was concerned. with
Operation Market Garden the airborne landings and ensumg conflict of
September 1944. The day proved to be highly educational for those
members of the quadron that went and wa enjoyed by all. As a mark of
respect a wreath was laid at the memorial at Oo terbeek havm~
conducted a full tour of the area and cemetery. In keeping w1~h the sp1~1t
Sgt Andy Fisher and Cpl Dec Maher, who are both ex-261 1g Sqn, laid
the wreath.

Cpl Maher (L) and Sgt Fisher lay a wreath
on behalf of the Squadron
at the Oosterbeek Memorial near Arnhem

BRUGGE TROOP
Comd
Lt Rickman
Tp SSgt
Sgt Ti nsley
The last couple of month have been bu~y a ever here a~ Bruggen.
The Troop i currently working on many projects to move 7 Sig Regt, 16
Sig Regt and 280 Sig Sqn onto RAF Bruggcn. We have also had Troop
members deployed to Ascension Island and the Falkland Islands as ~ell
as working on major projects. in Bosnia, Kosovo and Sierra Leone. Mixed
in with this are the two maJor ARR exercises tl1at have takei:i place
recently. We are all looking forward to taking leav~ ?ver Chnstm.as,
which will be a fir st for the Troop due to the minim um man~111g
requirements of the airfield. ext year we will be just as busy with a
large deployment to the Falk lands and Ascension, a tour of Bosma,
projects on Bruggcn, ARRC exercise as well as anyth111g else the Co1ps
throws at us . Hope fully we will have a chance for ome adventure
training next year, and po sibly even the chance to di scover what those
mythical sports afternoons are. The Troop would like to say farewell to
C pl E mmi son, C pl Dec M ahe_r , LC pl cot '. cootcr' Hendry, LC pl
Steve Tweddell and ig M o Beck who have decided to eek employment
in I UK Civ Div. Also farewell to LCpl WiLon and LCpl .McFaul _who
are posted to 259 Sig qn. Don' t work too hard lads. Aga in there is no
one to welcome as we seem to be the forgotten corner of the Corps where
peop le only get posted out, no t in. Congratul ation s to Sg t ' Elvis'

Hemstead and Mel on the birth of baby Chloe. Also congratulations go
to Cpl (now Sgt) Andy Fisher, also to all those who came off the
respective promotion boards. Hopefully some of you will remain here for
five minutes in tcad of the usual immediate posting out.
ARRCADE FUSIO - by Sgt Fisher
This was the fir t full A RRC exercise for the majority of us and a good
chance to put to the test, the skills that the newer members of the Troop
had never used 'in anger'! Convoy drills, tactical night driving, vehicle
camming, NBC (! must learn to remove my helmet before trying to put
up my hood) and the personal discipline needed for three weeks 'in the
field' were all given an airing. Lessons were also learnt in planning,
laying and administering the E-lARRCIS, a fibre- optic fed computer
LA , known to all as 'the light fantastic'! A good sense of humour is

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

co

RSM

Lt Col l. I- ooper
WOl (RSM) 0. Rook

220 SIGNAL SQUADRON
Maj Spencer Mannings
Sqn Comd
S M
W02 (SSM) ige Roberts
With the new hierarchy now firmly in place and the Squadron
returning from Oman, squadron life has been as busy as ever especially
with 220 heading up the Regiment's possible deployment on Op Oracle
II. The hangar has been a hive of activity as last minute preparations go
on, but morale is still good. On Remembrance Day the Squadron was
spread around the local area doing its bit, with Maj Spence Mannings
leading the Regiment through Colerne village to the church, and 2Lt Jez
Wadia laying a wreath at Yatton Kennel Church on behalf of the
Regiment. Congratulations to the new 2IC, Cap t Phi l 'W hat' s the
difference between Jordan and a soda stream?' Waddell, who has just
become a 'pad'. He was prepared for his wedding day and married li fe by
the Squadron officers and seniors who took him out for a stag do, which
coincided with Lt M urray 'Muzza' MacDonald's leaving do. After the
21C was 'dressed up' by YofS Mark Parr, everyone trotted off to a
comedy club in Bristol and then for some substantial drinking. Although
the stag di appeared in the early hours, all had a good night even if ome
(FofS Ally 'Don't mention Ex Zulu Dragon! ' Duncan) ended up walking
back to Colerne. Good luck to the 21C a nd his wife J uli e, who are
presently on their way to the Maldive . Finally, hello to Sgt As h 'Did I
tell you I was a pilot?' Williams, having completed his AAC attachment,
who joins the comedy gang in Sqn Ops.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Murray MacDonald
Tp SSgt Sgt Andy Dutton
The Troop has been split over the past few months with half deploying
on Ex Saif Sareea II and the other being left back at Colerne. Fir tly
camp life has been pretty quiet but for a couple of excursions with
'helicopter dunking drills' being the first outside training day. The day
started out with all the horror stories that are expected on a occa ion like
thi s, especially from the old sweats 'seen it, done it, got the T hirt'
brigade, name ly Sgts 'Speedy' peed an d As h 'Biggies' W illia ms.
However, on arrival, unfortunately or fortunately. for the worried
personnel among t the Troop members like ig La ura 'Do l have to get
my hair wet?' Lam bert and Sig 'Done it' Gillar d, the Dunker eemed to
have a fault and it wouldn't tip upside down whilst submerged. However.
we did manage to complete all the other run including the lights out run
which wa pretty hair rai ing for ome of the soldiers especially the Golf
Troop S COs. The next training day was in the form of rock climbing at
the Bristol Climbing Centre, which was the old converted church of St
Withers. We were met at the centre by the new Troop Corporal, Cheryl
McM urrey who has just been posted in from 16 Sig Regt. The party
split themselves into team and after a quick brief were ready for the off.
However, the oon to be new Tp O , 2Lt Kate Hannaford , had sloped
off only to return minutes later fully kitted out in cycle hort and all the
climbing gear you could ever want to climb Mount Everest. There was
ome obvious climbing experience on display especially the eve r
enthusiastic LC pl 'Nath' Eldridge who with his bout of disco knee would
give Shakin' Stephens a run for hi money on the dance floor. He did
however manage to get a little higher than Sig 'We have injury' ' Les
Seeley and am W ithers. In all, everyone got something from the day.
Fina lly the chance to say some hello and goodbye . Welcome to the
factory outlets: Sigs 'Do.1e it' Gilla rd , Les Seeley and Charlie Rankin
'that'll be a crate', and also gt ean 'What, I have to wear unifonn?' Avis
posted in from I Sqn. Goodbye to the notorious Tp OC, Lt M urray
MacDonald, who mo t recently has been ofT on hi Au tralian jolly fo r
fo ur months , and is now off to be a Troop Commande r at ATR
Basingbourne for a year. La t but not least farewell to LCpl John ' the
Rugby Player' Greenwood. How is the footba ll knee John?
0
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part of the SOP kit list on an ARR( exercise. After the first week or so of
tcethmg trouble, a daily routine of sorts got underway and then followed
the battle of wits between the various support elements to see who could
produce the best trivia quiz or crossword puzzle. The banter between our
tele-mcchs and the lincys of 7 Sig Rcgt was priceless and we look
forward to their arrival at Bruggcn if only to watch them laying out
their quad along the runway! There were many humorous incident
during our time at Crocker Barracks and STA, most of which mcluded
ig Frankie mart - now known as 'ca llsign mince' and the troop
thanks her for the entertainment. Sig atalie Waller also deserves a
mention for her unwavering stubbornness in trying to under tand Zulu
time. Jn all, the Troop perfonned extremely well, learned many le sons
and enjoyed themselves into the bargain.

1

DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Jez Wadi a
Tp SSgt Sgt Mark Gilbert
The last few months have seeo half the Troop with the SA s out in
Oman on Ex Saif Sareea ll and the other half, the MAPPS Nodes, on
exercise and doing more than their fair share of guard covering for the
rest of the Regiment. A few members of the Troop have been off on
courses: Sig Dao 'Jonesy' J ones went off on his rat catcher's course
(Environmental Health Course), Cpl Sy Hopkins is now a ATO FIBUA
Instructor, Cpl Steff Gibbs is still on his Skill at Arms Course and Cpl
John McCone is away on the Crypto Course.
ow back to Oman: The SA s were picked up from Salalah and spent
the first month in Thumrait. Only C pls 'Madman' Varley and 'Fred the
Head' Hazard managed to hold any links, as C pl Andy William SA
was in re erve. Perfect for him, as it meant he could devote even more
time to worshipping the sun aod he soon picked up the nickname 'TA
Commander'. As the exercise kicked off properly in October, the vehicles
ended up deploying to various sites. For some of the SAN crews it was
their first exercise, so a lot was lea rnt and valuable experience wa
gained. ovember saw everybody return to Thurnrait in anticipation of
the journey home (not before picking up thei r free jeans and T- hirt),
although LCpl John Sher win had omehow managed to get a flight
home for his R&R and 'unfortunately' fo r him couldn't get a flight back
out to Oman! Overall everybody enjoyed the mselve and gai ned
something from the exercise (mainly good tans and improved card
playing skills!). For tho e left at home the troubles in the US meant most
were on guard, meaning once again Delta Tp was keeping the Regiment
on its feet. The MAPPS trial has continued with a few exercises, the mo t
recent being Ex Kiwi Sword, a tactica l exercise on Salisbury Plain. With
temperatures plummeting the crews practised their convoy. cro s-country
and night driving drill . Obviously the freezing temperatures were 100
much for C pl 'Tan Cmdr' Williams who, having just returned from
Oman. managed to roll one of the MAPPS Comm Vehicles. Fortunately
neither him nor Sig 'You can't hide the fact you're ginger by having your
head' Simpson were injured, ju t a little shaken. REME support got the
vehicle back on its wheels and amazingly there was no damage to any of
the comms kit, although the box body is not quite secured to the vehicle
platfonn any longer!
With all that excitement in the first week, everyo ne wa eagerly
awaiting the econd week. Thi la t week of exerci e proved to be even
more eventful. Fir t, there wa the move by Chinook of the two
remaining MAPPS node and the p LR. Almost all the Troop managed
to get a ride in the back and on the final lift the RAF decided to have a
little fun, making a few feel a little green. Whilst all that was being
prepared ig Dan ' o that's why you wear a helmet!' Jone managed to
fall from bi vehicle and fracture hi kull. Fortunately he i just about
okay and everyone in the Troop wishe him a wift and healthy recovery.
The week finished in true Delta Troop style with a ' moker' in the field ,
fish and chips for dinner and
gt 1ark Gilbert's own twist of game .
The inter-nodal competition wa won by ode 392 crewed by: pl
Burton, LCpl Swann, Sig luh l and ig Cartwright. Well done you!
Having been split up for o long the Troop managed to get away
together and let its hair down a little on 27 ovember 2001, when it had a
day out to the BASS Brewery in Alton, Hamp hire. Despite the crazic t
of coach drivers hi tting numerou kerb tone on hi exceptionally long
route, the Troop began it educational tour of the brewery at 1130 hrs.
After the tour it was time to ta te some of their product . have lunch
provided by BAS , and continue free tasting of pint until I500hrs. For
£10.00 per head it wa great value (unless you are tea total!) and the
Troop would definitely recommend. Time for a few 'hello '. 'well done.'
and a Good Luck! Hello to ig Ault who is pri ileged to become the
late t prog to join the illu trious De lta Tp. The Troop ha had some
bri ll iant new regard ing promotions. Firstly, Cpls Gibb , Burton and
Bennett who came off lhe Lance Corporal to Corporals Board recently
and have all ju t been given their second ·tripe . Then igs Con en.
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w~cll. ·1 he move
1111~s hold~n~

somehow went according to plan, with LCpl 'Kerry'
the rort m Thumrait. Cpl Ireson and LCpl Jackson
rnnning the Flymg 1te at Camp Eagle and not to mention Sig 'Mickey'
Young up above the clouds on his jolly rebro, who later fell off the Jebel
to spend some tune at the field hospital! Unaware of the fact that we were
actually on the exercise phase which only lasted eight days, Sig 'Pete'
1\1cker managed to come first m the 'Jcbel Challenge. narrowly beating
FofS Bo. 'Selector' Pradhan. We believe ig Tucker was sprinting to
bc~t the internet queue to speak ,io all his pretend chat room girlfriends!
With the end of the exercise m sight, "':'e returned to Thumrait once again
to brush up on our tan~ before boarding our plane to return home. o
sooner had our 1AOTS gone on leave then they were recalled to go on
RI. Well done LCpl. Haywood on escaping to ew York! The Troop
looks fonvar? to gomg on leave, getting rid of all the sand and then
reorgamsing into a more streamlined Troop with the formation of Hotel
Tp m the cw Year.

He'"ood, Lemon and \ 'oodcock came off the ignaller to Lance
('oiporal · Board; more e cellent new for the. Troop a.nd w~ll desened
by all four. Finally, good luck to Cpl
Hopk111s who 1s gett ing mamcd
in December to Sig Laura ooze.
GOLF TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt atherine Jardine
Tp gt
gt \\a)ne HS)CS
.
It has been a fairly quiet period for arrival and d p~rture . We
welcome gc Ed Lockwood :mct hi ' wife Libby from 11 1g l_leg" and
Cpl Gaz Lea and hi wife Dawn from 12 Mech ~de HQ&, 1g qn to
1h Troop. Lt Cathy Jardine, pl. tu .Tucker, S1gs Ma~k Can I have
, ·our autograph plea e Mi Halliwell Bal don and K1eron Lee are
amongst ten pax from the Regiment wh? .h ave dep_loyed on. Ex. Zulu
Draoon. Thi i a 2-week adventurous trammg exerc1s~. trekking m the
Dral"l:n buig lountain Range in outh Africa. Watch this space for ome
good picture next month. The Troop, along with Charlie Troop. spent a
day in t Werburgh Church in Bri tol. This wasn't to pray for
forgiveness but to climb ?n ~he indoor ~limbing wall-, boulder: walls,
abseil and belay. The fac1hnes and tu1tton were uperb,. enabl.mg the
nervous ones to conquer their fears of climbing and put their tru t m other
people. Everyone agreed they had a thoroughly rewarding day, especially
after the obligatory watering hole top. Everybody ha re_turned afely
from Ex aif areea and it has been great to see a ~e\ fam1har faces. back
in the Troop. Hm ever, no sooner had they put their weapon back m the
armoury and their 'des ie • in the wash, they were recalled to prepare
detachments and kit for the possible deployment on Op Oracle 11. Golf
Tp has ne,·er een o many long (tanned) faces ~n its short history. The
longest belonging to Cpl Stu 'But I only came m to sort out my lea. e
pass' Engleby LCpl Paul ' he's gonna kill me' Taylor. and ig oph1a
'ZG ' - call the Barry l land police' Giles. All that said. Op Ora~le lI
preparation is going well and moral is high with everyone hoping this one
1s a go-er.
244 lG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj David Bizley
SM
W02 (SS 1) Paul Williams
With some personnel still on leave, the quadron ha finally returned
from Ex Saif Sareea. o sooner had the post exerc1 e leave tarted then
some of the detachment were immediately placed on 48hrs notice to
move in support of Op Oracle. With mo t of our vehicles still on the hip,
we have managed to scrape together some assets to give to ?20 Sig Sqn
who will be heading up the future deployment. The r~mamder of the
quadron will be re-organising, forming Hotel T~, which will become
operational in January. Welcome to 2Lt Zoe \Vh1te who returns from
Blandford and
gt Simon Donnelly who has JUSt returr~ed from
commanding our detachment in Kosovo. The Squadron would hke to say
a big farewell to Cpl 'Lead' Parsons who moves over to _HQ Sqn and we
welcome Cpl Chris Bees to take charge of the Admm Office. Even
though we have ju t returned from Oman, over the next few weeks
members of the Squadron will be deployed to orway. Kosovo and
perhap Afghanistan!
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Pete Brunton
Tp SSgt
SSgt Phil Render
.
.
During the month of October we were away yet agam , bumping up
those LSSA days in Turkey by taking part in the AMF exercise, Ex
Adventure Exchange. This was the first AMF exercise for no fewer than
five members of the Troop who all performed extremely well. Several
AMF fir timers also earned themselves a few jollies, with Sigs Absolom ,
Bramfitt, colt and Hankey enjoying a cabbie in a Blackhawk.
Unfortunately, due to the rise in the Security State, R&R was cancelled.
So, the Troop taggered on with numerous games of volleyball, which the
other nations watched in awe at our slick skills. As we all know, Alpha
Tp doesn't settle for long in barracks, so a week after the boat returned
seven of the Troop plus five guests from the Regiment found themselves
on the Pennines with nothing short of a house on their backs. The aim
was to give those newer members of the Troop an insight of what the
SSC' survival cour e in orway would be like in January. Although
there was no no\ , the orthern weather sure made up for it. All in all it
was a good couple of days away, in which we averaged I Skm per day
over shocking terrain and experienced some harsh environments. This
made navigation all the more difficult and we would all like to question
Capt Pete 'LCpl Cook' Brunton's quote that 'the Pennine way is just like
the M4' - yeah right! With yet another incredibly busy year coming to an
end, and our current deployment on Ex Dryshod in Dartmoor, Alpha Tp
are looking forward to orway in January for another three months
away!

2Lt Neil Clements
proving that he did bring his uniform out to Oman
FofS Bo Pradhan NOT enjoying the heat

Cpl Dave Halbert and Sig Phil Butler
enjoying yet another 12 hour shift at JFHQ
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt cil Clements
Tp SS gt
gt Andy Gill
Following on from our last sand-ridden despatch, the second half of Ex
Saif Sareca proved even more challenging. With our move .'orth fro~
Thumrait to Shaafa, some 850km away, the Troop was now dispersed 111
over seven locations over a large distance. This move of the Jl:-IF I-IQ was
the first in living memory - not just for the Squadron but for the Staff as

HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON
Sqn omd
Maj Tom Deans
SSM
W02 (SSM) D. Chapman
Head9uarter Squadro1~ ha continued with its busy schedule, if not
upportmg operations directly th en it is supporting tbe Unit's Field
Squadron " which are continually on standby for operations. On top of
that there 1s always the everyday function to be kept rnnning, Estate
Ma.na~ement, Welfare, Sport and Recreation , LAD, Catering, Training
fac1hue to name but ~ fow. ~n 11 ovember, Remembrance Day, the
Squadron accepted an mv11at1on from a very well known local village,
Castle Coombe (well known if you're an American or Japane e tourist, or
racing ca r enthu s ias t) to represent the Regiment on this day of
remembrance. The quadron paraded next to the Cenotaph, whil t the
Padre perforn1ed the Act of Remembrance. After. the Squadron and their
families were invited to join the local community in the beautiful old
church for a Sunday setvice and refreshments. The Squadron wa made
to feel very welcome and are hoping to be invited back next year. The
Squadron had a change of pace towards the end of this reporting period.
Ele!11ents of the unit including Headquarters quadron were put on 48hrs
notice to deploy on Op Oracle. There wa an enorn1ous flurry of activity
to prepare those nominated and the ir equipment to deploy. The tasks
ranged from, to name a few, weapon zeroing, document checks, vehicle
loading, speciali t equipment demands, OPTAG Trg conducted, a country
bri ef given, vehicle and plant servicing and in pection brought forward,
movement order to airheads written and the communications plan tested.
There :-vas a positive feeling in the unit, everyone was aware of the
1mmcd1ate task and the urgency that was required. The unit worked as
one and did all they could to help prepare some of the tmit's soldiers to
deploy to a potentially dangerous country.
The quadron would like to congratulate LCpl 'Chris ' Yapp and Amy
on the arrival of their Jaughter Alexia and also the following on their
recent selection for promotion to Lance Corporal: Sigs Ward, Fayers,
Judge, and Russell. Well done to you all. Hellos and welcome too: Sgts
Andy Pi11in, Mick Price and ' Midge' Midgley to the MT, pl
Richardson and LCpl Cowell, Darke, Millgatc, Morgan and
Rowland.
EXERCISE LONG LOOK 2001 - hv Lt Murra11MacDonald
In rcbniary this year, shortly after.returning from Op Palatine, l a' a
notice on Squadron orders asking for volunteers for Ex Long Look. I had
heard of the exercise in the pa t and made an application through my OC
and Adjutant, not expecting a reply and certainly not expecting to be
lucky enough to be sent to Australia or cw Zealand. A month later. I
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was informed ~hat I had been cho en to conduct an exchange with the
Royal Australian Corps of Signals (RASigs), part of the Australian
Defence Force ~A D F) and ~oul d .be deploying to Australia in mid-May.
Ex Long Look 1s a yearly tn-scrv1ce exchange with Australia (AS) ew
Zea land (NZ) and the UK. This year, around 110 UK personnel deployed
to Australia and 40 to New Zealand.
On retu~ing early from Ex Lion Sun, l ensured I was kitted out with
the. essentials (n~w shorts and T-Shirts, Tropical Combats, The Rough
Guide to Australia and a Bar~laycard) and on 1S May, Cpl 'Dinger' Bell
(REME~. also from the Regiment, and I arrived at Gateway Hou e at
RAF Bnze orton for a ~ay of bnefings and _pre-deployment preparation.
On 17 May we booked in our baggage (which was a good deal heavier
than the 35kgs allowed) and began our journey to the other side of the
planet on a glorious RAF Tristar. The first stop was Oman for a refuel ,
where at 0300hrs loc.al we stepped of the plane to 35°C of tifling desert
heat. The next ~top mvolved an overnight in Singapore where we were
accommodated in a 4-Star hotel in the City Centre, courtesy of the RAF.
Of course. most of us used our rooms for little more than a shower and
shave and then spen.t the rest of the night enjoying the sight of
mgapore. The followmg mornmg, the plane left Changi Airport (a little
later than planned) and eventua l~y landed at Brisbane airport at around
2000hrs local time. Those exercise personnel exchanging with units in
Queensland (North East of Austra lia) disembarked and the remaining
personnel. ~ncluding.those deploying to ew Zealand, flew on to Sydney.
T~e following mornmg, we met the ADF personnel we were exchanging
with and there was an opportunity to have a few beers and a barbecue.
Unfoi:1mately, Cpl 'Ged' Halliday ( LADSR) and l flew to Townsville
that n1ght as we were deploying straight away on Ex Tandem Thrust
2001. The rest of the UK troops remained in Bri bane for the weekend
before moving on to host units early the next week. We arrived in
Townsville at about 2130hrs and were taken to Lavarack Barracks, our
home for the next four months. I knew . that Townsville was a garrison
town and expected 1t to be roughly the size of Catterick or Aldershot. Jn
fact, Townville is a city and is the capital of orth Queensland. It lies on
the coast, over a thousand kms north of Brisbane, the state capital and is
around three hours south of Cairns. The city gives the impression of
bemg a constantly exllanding area with housing estates sprouting out
from _the v~ry small city centre. The area is very similar to suburban
Amenca with a large amount of shopping malls and fast food outlets. The
climate is tropical and the temperature seldom drops below 28°C.
Fortunately for.us , we arrived at the tart of the winter when the days are
hot and dry_with warm mghts. During the summer month , the rains
make the climate unbearable with humidity in the high nineties. Due to
t~e cost of land, houses ~end. to be large and the standard of living is fairly
ht~ . Although To"·'.nsv11le !S an excellent spot for weather and facilities,
1t 1s .not yet a thnvmg tounst area although it is working hard to foster
~hat unage. Lavarack Barracks, Townsville is the home to 3 Bde, a light
mfantry bde who act as the ADFs Rapid Deployment Force. I had been
attached t? I 03 ig Sqn, who provide CIS for 3 Bde. When Cpl Halliday
and I arnv~d , the Squadron was beginning to deploy on Ex Tandem
Thrust, a JO mt AS ZJUS exercise that takes place every few years. After
~ leepless night due to jet lag, Lt onny Lynn, who wa my host officer,
mtroduced me to the quadron . The OC, Maj Marc u s Thompson,
welcomed me and gave me a quick brief before he deployed . I was given
command of Comms ys Tp. As the exercise had already begun. the
Troop had been deployed under another officer and I was to take over at
the end of the exerci e.
Ex Tandem Thru t too~ place in . hoalwater Bay, a huge training area
located between Townsv11le and Brisbane. We were flown into 'theatre'
by Cl30 'J' and met the remainder of the quadron at the APOD. The
exerci e was well .on its way when we arrived and il gave Cpl Halliday
and I the opportunity to ee the quadron in a workino0 field environment.
~y ftrst impr~ssion of t~e Brigade HQ and Rear was the huge amount of
high ~ech eqmpment being used compared to the HQ I had previou ly
s~e~ m the UK. I pent most of the exercise being shown around the
different detachments but also got the opportunity for a flight in a
Blackhawk and managed to watch U Marine Attack Helicopter and
heavy mortars in a live firing exerci e. The trip back to Town ville at the
end of the exercise took two days and gave me the chance to see part of
Queensland. This Journey al o made me begin to appreciate the va t size
of the country in comparison to the UK. On return to Lavarack Barrack .
we turned the kit arow1d and were given a long weekend. On return to the
Squadron, 1 took over the troop and got on t ith the normal ta ks of troop
management including a wift introduction to the PR-66 (A equivalent
of the AFB 2047). I also took the opportunity to familiari e my elf with
the in-barrack se.t up of the quadron. 103 ig qn is e tablished much
hke an UK Bde Sig qn. The HQ element included the tandard 0 , 21C,
SM (as opp_osed to R M) Ops Officer, TT (Fof'S), C (YofS) and Trg
Sgt. The mam body of the quadron i made up of five tps: Radio Tp.
COMMCE Tp, Comms Sy Tp, IS Tp and Support Tp. Radio and
OMMCE Tps are mainly made up of Radio Operators. Radio Tp u e
ecure Ra en C R with small-scale ATCOM a et to provide mainly
Unit to Bde comm for the HQ. COMMCE Tp uses automated
Windows ba ed me aging facilitie (e cntially a COMPU AT upgrade)
ove.r. a. number of bearer but mainly o er Parakeet. Among t other
fac1ht1e , COMM Y Tp provide the ADF area sy tem, Parakeet.
Manufactured by BAe y tem
ustralia, Parakeet i effecti\ely a
smaller and more capable version of Ptarn1igan. The main element· of the
ystem are known as 'a semblagcs' and are mounted on 6x6 Land Ro\'er.;.
The sy tem ~ontains main element similar to Ptarmigan: witch, Radio
Relay and tn-band atelhte Terminal. The system provides ·ecure \'Oic'
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and dali.l and link, directly in to U1c ADF telephone ancl data network,
llo 'ing u r: to ac e · exactly th same information, caiail facilitie
and mt rnd in the fi e ld as they can from the ir de ·s in-barrack .
O 1 1 Y al o provide. oth r facilitie such a the Th.:atre Broadca t
·~tern 1TB ). ordles Acee Telephone
tem (CAT ) ATM witch
11 d the qn Linc Team. I Troop ('The Geeks') maintain and deploy the
bngade data network con i tmg of the wire!e L
and a vast amount
of laptop and servers. upport Tp. commanded by the Admini trativc
ffi er (AO), a RA igs subaltern, con ist of the store , clerks, chefs,
mcdi ·s. drivers and other attached personnel. All of the e upport troop
come from other corp - uch as the Royal Au ITalian Ordnance Corps,
Royal u tralian Corp of Tran port, and Royal Australian Army
atering orp . The main difference between an UK Bde ig qn and the
A Bde ig qn is that the umt solely provides I ; life support and the
pro' i. ion of the HQ build i left to a eparate HQ qn. Thi. enables the
quadron to get on with communicating and providing I facilities and
doe n't get them bogged down with extra ta ks.
Trade group arc very imilar to the new R IGNAL trade , however
the rank tructure differs light!_ . The RASig ha almost completely
pha ed out the rank of gt and LCpl rank is rarely een. Also, regular
officers are promoted straight to Lt after training and only reserve (TA)
officers pend time in the rank of 2Lt. There are four main trades (in
layman's term ): Radio Operator, Technician, Lineman and I Op. The
RA igs oldier is very similar to his UK counterpart. Most new recruits
join up around the age of 18 but progre to LCpl and Cpl at a slightly
slower than R IG AL oldiers. Many soldiers remain in the ervice for
the duration of their working career and it is not uncommon to have
LC'pls or Cpl around the age of 50. Our AS counterpart tend to get
married at a younger age and many have children earlier on in life. The
RA ig - i currently uffering the ame problems as R JG AL in
regard to recruiting and retention, particularly in the Technician and
Line trade . The growth of communications technology and service in
the civilian · ector has taken off just as much. if not more so, in Australia
a it has in the UK. This has led to a large amount ofRASigs soldiers and
officers leaving the service to move on to civilian jobs that offer a higher
rate of pay. Much of the equipment used, e pecially in regard to IS and
networking hardware is COTS. When this is brought in to service with
RA ig , it tends to be accompanied by a training and servicing package
from the manufacturer. With uch companies as BAe Australia and Cisco
conducting training and awarding qualifications, trained operators,
particularly I Ops and Technician , have no problem find ing a civilian
job. Promotion above the rank of Sgt in certain trades is a case of 'Dead
Man' Shoe '. With the opportunity to remain in the service until the age
of 55, many oldier find themselves stuck in one location and job for a
long period of time. Posting also differ slightly from those that take
place in the UK as all changes of post take place over the Christmas (their
ummer) break with none throughout the year.
The accommodation and facilities on barracks were excellent. All
member of the ADF are issued with an email address and internet
access. All offices have at least one computer and almost all day to day
admin i conducted via email. Email facilities can be accessed from any
ADF computer in the world allowing a greater, more efficient flow of
information. The barracks has a golf course, outdoor swimming pool and
fully equipped gym. Accommodation is still in the proces of being
upgraded. However, new builds will see tl1at every soldier and officer
having a fairly large room with en-suite shower, a microwave and a
fridge . I was lucky enough to have a balcony overlooking the golf course,
which makes a nice change to the usual living in accommodation in the
UK. This arrangement is very comfortable but as the apartment style
room are all separate and away from the mess/cookhousefbar, mess life
1 n't very busy. More and more people are happy to eat in their rooms and
l eldom aw anyone around after working hours. Also, due to the
acceptance of 'defacto' marriage ( imilar to a common law marriage) by
the. ADF, many more oldiers and officers arc entitled to married quarters.
Thi means life after hours on camp tend to be quiet. Fortunately, I had
three fellow Squadron living-in officers, Lts Tony ewell, Steve Medlin
and Ke" Burt, who spent a great deal of their own time keeping me
amu. ed and out of trouble.
The next month or so was spent maintaining and servicing vehicles

and equipment. It also gave the quadron the opportunity to conduct
Troop training. For Comm Sys Tp, this invol ved a period of 'cros training'. As the Troop has such a large amount of equipment , there are
only a few people who have been trained on each system apart from
Parakeet. Due to all po tings out taking place at the same ti me, the Troop
wa to lose a number of subject matter expert . which had the potential to
le en certain capabil ities. This wa achieved although we identified that
ongoing training would need to be conducted on AT , ATM, TBS and
routers. We also managed to fi t in a few range days where I took the
opportunity to fire the Stcyr and the Mi nimi and undertook a period of
MOUT (equivalent to OBUA) training.
At variou times during the attachment, I had the opportunity to travel
around Austral ia for a few day at a time. In June I visited ydney and
Canberra for a few days . The two days in Sydney involved a hurried visit
to the Opera Hou e (it's a lot smaller than it looks). the Harbour Bridge
(identical to the Tyne bridge but longer) and the Olympic Village. In
Canberra, 1 took the opportunity to vi it the Royal Military Co llege,
Duntroon (AS equivalent to RMA andhurst), the impre sivc Au tralian
Wa r Mem o rial (also a w ar mu e um ). and was s hown around th e
Australian Parliament Building by my host, Lt 'Bek' Beaumont and her
brother who works in the Parliament Building. Later in June, I travelled
to Darwin for a \risit to I Bde and visi ted Ayer Rock (or 'Uluru' in my
best Aboriginal dialect), some three days drive to the south of Darwin.
Thi journey was made a little more 'interesting' as a British touri st had
just gone missing north of Alice pring a few day before I made the
trek down 'The Track'. I pent a fairl y surreal moment during this trip in
the middle of the outback, eating kangaroo pi zza and drinking, of all
things, a bottle of authentic Tennents lager. In Augu st, I bought a flight to
Brisbane, hired a car and spent a long weekend driving around the Gold
and unshin e Co a ts, vi s itin g s u c h pl ace a s Surfers Paradi e,
Mooloolaba, oo a and Brisbane C ity. l also managed to complete a
PADl Open Water di ving course on Magneti c I land , off the coast of
Townsville. Towards the end o f the exercise, I visited the School o f
Signals in Melbourne and managed to get a vi ew of trade training in
RASigs, courtesy of the CO of the chool and Capt Tim Koopmans.
The school is very busy all year round. with initial trade training and
upgrades taking up mo t of the training time. The Royal Australian Air
Force (RAAF) also has a training cell within the School at present and I
believe the plan is for the School to become a tri-service centre for CIS
training.
The return to the UK took a little longer than expected due to the
terrorist activity in America. The contingent concentrated in Randwick
Barracks, Sydney towards the end of September and it took a few days
before a flight was finally confirmed. After spending a few days sunning
ourselves on Bondai and Coogee Beaches, catching the last rays of sun
before our return home. We were flown back by Air Holland (no, none of
us had heard of them either! ) a lthough the journey was much more
comfortable than the RAF flight out. We finally arrived back at RAF
Brize orton on the morning of Friday 5 October.
Ex Long Look was a once in a lifetime experience from which I have
gained a great deal. I have had the chance to look upon another nation's
Army from the in ide and the outside and have learnt a number of
valuable lessons. It has al so con fi rmed to me how profes ional and
experienced we are as a Corps and Army. If anyone wishes to deploy on
Ex Long Look in the future, do not expect a hire car, fuel card and four
month off to travel around Australi a: you will probably be expected to
work hard, as is the aim of the exercise. However, it is likely you will be
given an opportunity for travel and time off a well. With permission
from the admin cell, spouse partners are able to vi it and most married
personnel made good use of this during the exercise. This year, I believe
the following RSIGNALS exchange post were available:
2 x Troop Commander: Lt ( 1 to AS, 1 to NZ)
TEMPEST Trained S CO: Sgt/SSgt (AS)
2 x RS Op: Cpl (AS)
It is likely similar posts will be available on future exercises, although
these may change. Anybody interested should contact their 21C or Adjt in
the first instance.
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SSM
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Tp Comd
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. , . was treated
employed. Working a longside th~ ~~':~ca~ ea~~~~u:;~~~~o~ ,:~stems
a~hough the language .barrier between the Turkish and my elf wass aft~~;
~ a J?robl em, but 1 did manage to learn a few thing out there The
meri cans were mce to work with but have a di ffe rent en
f ·
t~~n the Bri tish. T hey al o really do like the Briti h. Befor~e lole~uf:~~~
g e~ a fram e? certificate of appreciation by the RAF Chief of Staff
1
~~!1~ce was a ni ce gesture: I was glad to get back home but glad I got th~
leave bg~ t~n !ht Opera hon. I had a fantastic time and was quite ad to
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B~VO TROOPW02 (S
•

Lt Col N. A. W. Pope
WOl (R M) R. J. Pye

. ' PPORT Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj R. C. Cory
If
W02 ( SM) R. J. Dalton
OP~R TIO, RE IN I\TE NORTH - by LCpl Hayes

. mce !he end of the Gulf War Allied Forces have been maintaining the
• o fly Zone over areas of IRAQ. Deployed since the operation's
mccptlon. prov1dmg 1. support through the provision of Euromux, has
been element of 30 Sig Regt. LCpl Hayes was the latest in a long line of
30 S1~ Rcgt personnel to deploy on what has been a 10-ycar operation.
Bemg told I was deploying to Op Resinatc orth on a four-month tour

38

was a bit daunting at first. Little did r realize what was to come. On the
journey there I had my first experience of travelling by Hercules C-130,
and I hope not to see one again for a long time! Eight hours of being
uncomfortable was quite enough for me. As we landed at lncirlik airbase
T was shocked at the size of the camp - it was absoJutel;r massive. I was
the only person there from 30 Sig Regt, and thete' were only 4 army
personnel in total on the Statio~, which was a bit stra1\go, It was mainly
an RAF detachment for the British elements involved- in air operations
over f_raq . The Americans .and the Turkish dominated the camp. Whilst in
lnc1rhk I was employed m the COMMCEN, working alongside T W.
The R~ style of working; rather laid back, took a little while to get used
to, which was an advantage to me as this was my first Operational
deployment. As 1 got stuck into the job that I was there to do, time began
to fly by. For all personnel deployed to Turkey, there was a chance to go
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Maj J. Adams

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT
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Tp this time. Tl~ey are currently deployed at
ac 1 Air Force Base, Florida on Op Verita .
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CHARLI E TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Lucy Pim
Tp gt
SSgt ' Mac' McBean
EXE~CI E CA PEL CURJG DRAGO
wi~~'(J 11 • ':'.;;~e1 high as we departe~ ~or C~pel Curig on Monday morning
~e
0 want to be .a Milhona1rc' quiz book. We arrived at
1
uncht1!11e and era.e ked stn11ght on with orienteering up the close. t
mountmn, where 1g Ro~er •. hurchill' Livsey wa bea ted round the
~00 )•rse_ to go on and wrn ' 1th Sig Andy · Punchbag ' Risley The
. 0 wing day we went to 'Ropeworks' a confidence cour e \~hich
mvo 1'Vi
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imbing up a tc Iegr~p h po I~ an d leaping
· onto a trapeze.
'
Jim
. , .
ig
ert1
go
F1
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n
t
for
111111
after
getting
I~
off the
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On Wednesday we found the biggest hill in Bet -y- oed and cycled up
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250 SIG AL SQ
ORO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. J . Cole
W02 (SSM) Tolbahadur Kamcha
M
ta r;~ qua~ron I rather bu y at the moment, with it four Troop
fo th, ;ne roop on RI, another on RI(-) and one on training The
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f Task Force iking. Despite hi.. busy
horder arc~ of Ko o~o/s part .?d,rable
distance from Pri tina he did not
p -rio<l 1nKosO\'O me u_ mg, on 1 c ·val G en orackling wa recei cd
mind \ I 111ng the detachment. o~ am
d
'. 107 io qn) and C pl
d R ' \ 1 of the rc·1dcnt squa ron '~
o .
.
b) th
an
'
d Th, CO of the o1wc<·1an Battalion bn efed on
Tanka th' Oct om ; .. c d C 1 Tanka br?efcd him on the role and
thc.role ofTas_k Force ~ikt~~la~et. the General met all the Detacr.ment
fa.:1htt~s pro' tded ~ t e . i al Detachment before he ~e\\: back t
C re\\ mcludmg a ermlan"d~ talk to omeone that e111or Ill a very
Pri~tma. \\
were so p ~a. c .
fncndl~ m:mncr. Thank 'lou 1r.
OPERATIC
ILK l A ' - Q EE , G ' RKHA IG ' L
'T L BIRTHD y CELEBRATlO,
R • G1'1 E.
d day
one long to be remembered ... .. the 52nd
T day ts a prou
· ·· ·

Queen ·s Gurkha ignals Rcgimcntapl Birthday B
star~~ ~~t~3thi~pt~1~1~cc~
.
b M · Gen L E. C. M. erowne
, ,
first given Y. ~J
K· : d 1d to observe our Birthday, y Troop 250
1954. To ~iiamtam 0ur ai a ru . on 0 Silkman, icrra Leone with a
rt for
ilkman in order
Gurkha Sig qn currently deplo)e.d , P
Mission to plan. provide and sustam Cl ~uppo
. dp f the Joint Ta k
, . · ·e the effective comman o
TFC
to allow the J
tode .crc;_ist clebratc the Regimental Birthday. The
Force, has also foun um: ~ c.
1 Johnson who served in Hong
8
main guest of the da ·h wS~ S ~ The Birthday mes ages received from
M A Lee OBE, Commander and
Kong as OC 247 Gurk. a ig q. ·
the Colonel of ~he Rcgunc~,bBr~~ y' ·the. Troop o . We also received
the Gurkha MaJor were rea Y S ::~ron deployed in Oman with the
a special mes age .fifrom thel\O The iraditional Birthday Cake was cut and
quadron on Ex a1 areea .
.
had lunch that concluded the event until next year.
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32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Lt C ol J. K. McKee 'lB E
WOl (R 1) S. J. Rus ell

co

Rd

· IT TO ERSKI E HOSPIT L
·
\ I;,.Vhilst HQ qn paraded under the media spotlight at Gedor~; quarSeqnm
· b d f
R HQfHQ Sqn an ~- tg
·
Gia g<:rn. a repre entat1\ e o y .r?~al Remembrance Sunday visit to
Charity). Following a setrvdiee
e
.
1· 0 Krsty McLaren pre en e a
with the residents and th.eir gue tsh, ° ~tal. the cheque was handed
.
.
h
i ed by the regiment to t e 1iosp1 · •
c eque ~1 J. Shields a resident at the hospital who. it may m~ere t
over to • r im . th QM of 15 ( cotti h) Divisional Signal Regm1ent
rea~~rs ~o~do~; ~I. ~e Act of Remembrance took place at t~e nearby
irsh!iiton cemetery follo,~ing whi~h the part returned to Jardme treet
for the tradirional post service functJon.

. C
d r-in-Chief's commendation by GOC 2
who ~vas pre ~nted ht~ D om~;r:on CBE. who visited the Regiment on
D1v1s1on. l a\~~f : · · gt. Dollen. lt was also a memorable weekend
the aturday. e
one
.
f h Del dutie to learn the finer
for Sig fDCoriSan wdholtooo;orll~ge ~~tr~ L::son who learned, for the first
pomt o
, an a
.
.
time, how wet one can get in the Scottish ram.

Although the weekend was aimed at trade training for most members
of the Squadron it also served as an opportunity to conduct BC training
for the Officers. The si$ht of Regimental Officers cutting about in 3
Romeo and spluttering 111 the Respirator Testing Facility was a huge
morale booster for the soldiers. The Unit NBC Training Officer, Capt
Phil 'S upereste ut Pugnatis' Donegan, looked on with unashamed JOY
and excitement. It should be noted that Capt ' I really need to gel a life'
Donegan has an abnormal fetish for all things BC and sho uld be
avoided at all social functions unle s you really need to discuss the pros
and cons of the chemical safety rule. It was also an opportunity for the
Regimental Officers Mess to dine out the CO, Lt Col Jim McKee MBE.
As usual , the RLC contingent of W02 John Wren, Cpl Debbie
Carruthers and LCpl Christine McCormack, provided another five·
star dinner for the occasion. In addition, W02 'DY' mitb was able to
lay on some world-class pipe and drum as a musical backdrop to the
function We all had a hugely enjoyable evening in particular Sgt Danny
Beattie, who was able to clo c the bar at Sam the following morning. We
will say the traditional farewell to Lt Col McKee in the next issue of The
WIRE.
After a ' weekend-off' it was off to Cultybraggan for ITD training and
Christmas Festivities. As well as leading the Regiment in 'Religious
Karaoke' the Padr·, Maj Stephen Blakey hocked a few listeners with
talcs of criminal convicti,,ns and violent assault in his day as a student.
The Lord's justice is indeed mighty. In keeping with tradition, the
Sergeant$' Mess made it bi-annual trek to the Officers' Mess with the
intention of liquidating th~ bar assets. The occasion was made that much
more glamorous by WO ( VWO) McVey who treated the gathered
masses to his own uniqu and distinct interpretation of Dean Martin.
After that, everyone was only too pleased to head for the All Ranks '
function.

first rescuing the 21C from being bored to death by an un-named signaller
b} offering a no-holds darts match. Carrying this dashing perfonnance on
to the film-club ·Oscar's', Aberdeen's hottest nightspot, 'Wiggy' became
romantically entangled almost immediately with a very young and daring
young lady. Word on the street is that they are now the closest of
'friends'. Sunday proved to be more than disappointing for our young
man • after laying the wreath on the Remembrance Sunday parade, he
made the mistake of drinking with his troop commander 2Lt 'Suckers'
Buckley. After praying to the ' porcelain god' ( .. several times .. ), 'Wiggy'
was then carried home and put to bed by 2Lt ' Suckers' Buckley (by
7pm) - more details arc as yet, quite sketchy. During ovember's
Regimental Weekend the 'Battle of the Bulge' was re-enacted during the
BPFA, with 18st 2Lt 'Fat-cakes' Buckley being narrowly pipped at the
pot by his 17st OC, Major ' Does my bum look big in thi 'Thompson .
The finishing time cannot be printed for the sake of the individua ls,
however when combined, it wasn't a lot different from the tota l weight on
display! Well done gents.
Congratulations to LCp l's 'Tommo' T homson and Ali on Mckay
pictured here with Cap t orrie Donald and Sgt Ali Jamie on. The
fearless couple made it successfully through their Corporals course in
Blandford during October. They still maintain, the 2 week course was one
of the most 'enjoyable' moments they have had all year - considering
their map reading it' great that they made it down there and back in one
piece! Congratulation also go to ig Robertson on his excell ent report
following his Recruits Course in Blandford during Augu t. We ll Done to
all.

ithncluEdrsmkfn~W~epr~t~;1~~~~ ~~~nt1;~~~~ental

(L-R): LCpl 'Tomme' Thomson, Capt Donald, Sgt Ally Jamieson,
LCpl Alison McKay

REME M BRANCESU DAY
d
Havin dried themselve off after the FTX the Squadron pa~a~e on a
Id (buf dry) George Square in Glasgow as part of the Arrmst1ce Day
i~rade The long and difficult march down to the Parade was
accom ·lished mostly in step, and on the march-off the Squadron
acquitt~d itself magnificently, enough to produce hearty appl~u~~ ~°~
the on looking Glaswegians. A a result S M . o.rm a P
rumoured to be considering a FTRS with the Guards D1v1s1on.

1

Sig Mclaren presents a cheque to Jim Shields
for the Erskine Hospital Appeal

Capt Jack Dempsey looki ng for his packed lunch
On Wednesday 31 October, the Commanding Officer wa plea ed to
present the Queen's Voluntary Reserve Medal to Sgt Jim Wilson, C pl
A ndy W il so n, Cpl Ja ckie Slima n and LC pl 'Hagar' Ke n~ed y. The
assembled recipient represented in excess of 50 years serv ice to the
Regiment. Well done to you all. Congratulation to ig C hri s Lawson
who recently completed the Recruits cour c in deepest darke t Blandford.
Months of trade training awaits you, on your return. Congratulation to
C pl McDona ld on his promotion to ergeant.
After their stints in the Balkans, the Regiment was able to welcome
back M aj Rodd y Sutherland and the RMO, Capt icolettc Mason. A
the new Regimental 21 , M aj 'AK-4T utherland , bring with him an
interesting collection of firearms wh ich wi ll no doubt provide many
interesting conversation pieces in the Mess.

HE DQUARTERS Q UADRO (V)
Maj C ammy Payn
qn Comd
. .
.
SM
\ 02 'orma proul
The quadron has , itnessed a high level of activity smce Sept~m~er
and it i to the soldiers credit that so many. have ma11aged to ~~i'n or
training, e~pecially,. many are ti ll recovering from the camp
·
R EGIME TAL RECR ITl 1 G WEEKE, D
HQ Sqn was part of the Regimental deployment to 61 Sqn TAC on the
weekend of 13. 14 October. At first glance, one might hav~ b~ulked.a\the
su estion of ending a bunch of 'Weegies' to the nations capita m
or3;r to recruit for an Edinburgh location. H~weve~, .the weekend. proved
to be a great succe s, and despite Edinburgh s traditional reputation as a
recruiting black ~pot, the HQ Sqn wa a~le to help ensure that 61 Sqn
pulled in an impressive amount of po~ent1al recru its. The weeken? was
also an occasion for the un it to feast HS eyes on the latest LA
sho'~
·m · the • awn-in-half' Land rover. Des ig ned as a tea~ h mg a n
11
rc'cru;ung tool, this unusua l and eye -catching veh icle ra ised many
e)cbrow~ especially the u ers of the MS motorway who watched with
interest. ~s it wa towed to location. Credi t mu~t go ~o Sg~ Stev~
\lcL e an and hi team for the creatio n of th 1 un ique piece o
engmeering

1?

) SIG BOE
X KIRK WTON Af~IELD .
.
Inc quadr<'n deployed to Kirknewton Airfield playmg .a part m the
Bdc HX, 1:.x Horse~hoe II. A tidal downpour ensur~d that 11 was one of
the y,ettcst FTXs in living history. It was a part1c~ l a r}y ~~morable
Y.cekend for .·gt Jacky ·JU (J pronounced to sound hke aye) Do llen,

52 SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Donald Gordon
SSM
W02 (SSM) Karen wan
The quadron has had a bu y time lately, starting in September with
support to SI Highland Brigade on their Tri-annual concentration on the
Kintyre peninsula, Ex Highland Harrier. Based at the fo nner Ai rbase at
Macrahanish. th.i Squadro n exerci ed the ethos of ·work hard. play
hard".

2(

Sig Darian on remedial NBC Trai,ning .
she looks very interested in Capt Donegan s social banter

51 JG AL SQ UADRON (V)
Maj Andrew T hompson
Sqn Comd
SS M
W02 (S M) Lynn Bertram
Du ring the Squadron's JT D weekend in Elgin, at the Fort Geo rge
ra nges, Capt ' Davy' C rockett d e m o n s t rate~ . to 2L t · 1•m a roc ket
sc ienti st' Bruce how to tackl e an enemy posi tion when you have an
admin exp lo ion duri ng a ection attack. Capt Crockett is als.o 1 e.11
known in the squadro n for hi love of fe rrets - a n ~ has been prov1dmg. ig
' Will ie' Robertson with ome fi rst hand experience of the e feroc ious
crea tures, during a recent rock cli mbi ng . weekend . In, fact, the young
signall er went down shon ly afterwards with · ferret fl u hke symptom.,
but has now fu lly recovered from the weekend adventure tra 1111ng: 1g
' Wi ggy' Wiggin stai1cd a great squadron weekend on the party tratl by
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Exercise Highland Harrier · Mould Troop
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The teams where woken al 0430hrs on the Sunday morning fed a
hea rty brea kfas t and packed onto vehicles to begin the next part' of the
:ulycnt.urc. The stands fo r th ~ seCO ll(~ day consisted of Waterm anshi ,
C hmbrn g Wall, Mounla tn Bike Racrng, Shootin g and the fina le ttc
Assault Course.
'

fter. \\eek of tould Trg the qn 0 . '1aj ' hl!ffing ' Gordon
arri' td JUSt in time to .1oin hi · crack troops for an even mg at the Local
hthtelri ·s ABBA Tribute night. The Troop then deploy ed. for a very
t•njo\ able but anluou week pro\iding Mould nmnm01ca11on. for the
Briiadc. s alway . the quadron had a large l'.1rnout to support the
Ro -al Brill ht gton on Remembrance Da:i:. Aftcc narclung thro~gh East
Kilbride anJ attending the church service, oi..r Chefs provided the
. .
.
L gion': members and family with a curry lunch:
5., i, qn e c lied \\.ithin the Regiment agam, by w1~111ng a place m
th·
gcotti h Cup Final. Our go~! tar ig 'Donkey' lmto led t~e way
m our com mcmg \\in o,·er the Ration qn, ,~ho were fo~er cottl hand
Britl.h Champion:. We e,·en achieve~ th~s with the hmdrancc of Lt
·Hacker· \Yeir who was yello'' carded m his first 30 econds of play. A
"in in the final "ill ee u head outh of the Border to take on the
English!
.
.
During a rcc1:nt v1,;it by Comd 2 l C) Sig Bde, Bng . . · Jackson
wa able to pre ent a number of medal . The medal. were either the TA
Efficiency Medal or the new VR M. ongratulanons g? out to
gt
Jc\'ey. Sgt Dunn. SSgt MacKay, Sgt Brown. Sgt Mam. Cpl Hoitt.
pl '\lacLaughlin and Cpl B.-own . Well done.

;~:;.~~:cf~:r~~~l~~~l1Cgging him out .by his feet. The Executive.

all
date) but they a~~~;;:;dq~~!t~~~~c~f ::1a~~e~and Father's
it
be .t. Tiie boys and girls on
a e o a tune, even Sig Ah Whiteman who radioed our results said h
woatnhtesdtatffoabeda carts.u~Jty next time, a thoroughly enjoyable day enjoyedsbye
b
n pa 1c1pants.

marriag~

~:l:en~ng.and enjoye~ t~c

th:~~~~ ~~s~

f;\

33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

Steven Redgrave watch ou~ as W01 (RMTWO) Jan Thornycroft
trains the Regimental rowing team for
the Commonwealth Games in 2002 on the Watermanship stand

After a challenging 36 hours a team made up of young soldi<'rs from
RSS t!ventually won the competition and where awarded prizes by the
C o mman~tng Officer. The .rehearsal was of great benefit and the
Command111g Officer would like to thank those Individuals that as istcd
and s!mulated the executi ves and th e1r Commanding Officers for
relcasmg them. All who took part enjoyed the event and thought they had
benefited 111 some way for taking part.

REGl'.\IENTAL HEADQ
RTER
CO
Lt Col E. A. Davis
RM
WOIS.Day
CO I THE WlLDERl ESS
. .
..
ln October, the CO (clearly suffering from a m1d-hfe cris1 ) deserted
the Regiment. and took part in a charity trek across part of the am1b
De ert in aid of SSA FA and the Royal United Kingdom Beneficent
A ociation. Mo t of the Corp and other units throughout the oi:lh \ e~t
recei\ed begging letters, and '.''ere all partic;,ularly gen~rou m their
re ponse, allowing the ~O to ra1. e J~St over £.>,000. Mer~1fully, the CO
didn't have to do anythmg hum1ha1mg or mdecent to ra1~e money, but
doubtless lo t many friends and the respect of colleague m the process
of extracting sponsorship! Over ixty pe?ple from all walks of hf~ and of
all ages took part in the trek. and 11 1s expected. t.hat approxun~tely
£150.000 will be rai ed in total for the two chanlies. The trek nself
achie\ed 130 km over S fi days in blistering heat. and aero s bart'en,
1minhabited desert. The CO was delighted to return to Liverpool, where
the terrain is equally barren. and the wildlife is considerably more
dangerous!
EXERCl E EXEC TlVE STRETCH REHEARSAL
33 ig Regt (V) held a rehearsal for Ex ?xecutive Stretch wl1ich was
held in Halton Training Camp over the penod 22 - 23 eptember 200 I.
Executive tretcb is an arduous and challenging exerci e run on behalf of
the ational Employers Liaison Committee (NELC) to enable employer
to put executives from civilian companies through a series ~f c~mmand
ta ks and scenarios to enable them to carry out tasks that Terntonal Army
soldiers employed by them may go through dttring a trainin~ year, and
enabled the Regiment to practi e and rehearse for the real th111g held at
Halton TC during the weekend of 6 - 7 October 200 I. The Royal School
of Signals, Manchester and Salford UOTC and Lancashire Army Cadet
Force who provided the manpower to simulate the executives ably
upported the Regiment. The SO.inC (A), Brig. C. Burton and the Corps
RSM WOI (RS 1) . Kielty v1s1ted the Regunent dunng the rehearsal
and 'poke to soldiers from the Regimen~ and the Soldier~ Awaiting
Training provided by the RSS .and other \!ntts. The Coi:imand111g Officer,
djutant and RSM accompamed them v1s1tmg the vanou stands during
both days.

Sgt Knowles briefs the SOinC (A) , Lt Col Davis and
W01 (CRSM} Kielty, Mai Hailstone (with the Staff of Life) and the
Adjt Capt Hodgson on the Blackout Stand

Soldiers from the Royal School of Signals receiving their prizes
from the Commanding Officer! Lt Col E. A. Davis

Sig Gurung completes the abseil with ease

On the completion of all eight stands the soldiers had the little matter
ofbasha buildino and night navigation to complete dw·ing the darkness of
the first day. AO though most of the soldiers where tired and wet. they
climbed into their sleeping bag with a sense of achievement b_ut with 111
trepidation for the follow ing days events. Whilst the competitors .slept
sound in their bashas the SOinC (A) and the Corps' RSM were d111u1g
with the Regimental Command Team. During the meal the .SOinC (!\)
presented W02 (RQM ) 'Victorian' Bob Fors ha w w_ith a Jornt
Commanders Commendation for bis work on a GS project during
Operation Agricola in 1999.

W02 (ROMS} Bob Forshaw receives his Joint Commanders
Commendation from the SOinC (A)
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55 (HEADQ ARTER ) SIG
L Q ADRO
SQUADRO HEADQUARTER
Sqn Comd
Maj W. Wyper
SSM
W02 M. Robertson
EXERCISE EXECUTIVE TRETCH
MEDICAL POST
They came from near and far, doctor , quantity surveyor . nm e ,
police and. computer programmers, all manner of profes ion . to take part
m Executive tretch 2001. My particular part was to run the medical
111c 1~ent stand. The Team ' mi .ion (should they choose to accept it) wa
to rescue five ca ualtte con 1st111g of a u. pected spinal injury pregnant
W01113;11, battle-shock ca ualty, who convemcntly sat 111 a mine field. semi~o.nsc1ous dnvcr alternating between life and death: and a major bleed
ll1Jury, who lapsed into uncon ·ciousne. s, (that was my part?) Once the
teams ~ad found the stan.d, they wc~e briefed by Sgt Dave Kirk (42 qn)
and <;:ap t Amer Shoa1b .. on amva.1 at the tand site they found a
smok111g.Landrover, seremmng casual!Je , and a woman in labour. Trying
to organise them ·elve. , C~pt Shoaib uddenly turned into Dr Jeckell,
screaming.and shouting hke a demented BQ assistant, ·do you like
oarbec~es? on~ par,t1c1pant to.Id ,him to ·shut up you tit! After hearing the
scream mg, crying. Sgt Arch ie h1pman' Garnett' for the fourth time
the CO commented, 'Another BA FTA Shipman'. ig Tony Brewer wh~
playe~J o.ur battle hock cas.ualty was picked up unccrcmoniou ly by a
rathe1. lm ge chap, put over J11s shoulder and earned around. Various other
olut1ons mcluded sitting on him to quieten him down. Sig Claire
Holden, our pre~nant ~a ualty wa excellent in between cream t !ling
all who would. listen, Me '~aters have broke.' even pregnancies later
~he wa.s rcga111mg her figure m approx 30 second . Sig Paul Hynes who.
111 a wide range of states of madnes-, death and everything in between.
had, by the end of the da)I developed a strange liking for the 'wizard's
den blood cap ules, offering all and sundry some! ig Billy Lee spinal
casualty could have lam there all day havmg warmed to hi po ition, the
THE WIR E, FEBRUARY 2002

Sgt Garnett attempts to win an Oscar for his thespian work

MESS! G ABOUT 0 THE RIVER
It 's true what the.y say 'still waters run deep!' Jn this case the REME
element of the Regiment was unable to find any still water so we used
what~ver we could. find (deep - as usual). We were tasked to provide a
reco~ery st~nd, w.1th the aid of a Landrover, several bits of recovery
equipment (111~1udmg .the obligatory small shoal of red herrings) and 4
ab!~ an~ willing bodies. ~e prepared a stand that would test mental
agility, 111 the form of a qui z: correct a~swers gaining vital equipment to
recover a wet and sick vehicle. question were upplied by a famou
board game and as~ed by B~ber Gas Meter the famous scou e quizmaster, <;fn .Pete Killey. Physical and team working ability and effective
~mm~1cat10n sk1l.l were next.. All teams found a Landrover up to the
carpets 111 a nver, 111cred1ble as It may seem the engine did not run and it
despera!ely needed to be recovered o other vita l recovery equipment
towed m the bac~ of the vehicl~, could be rushed up the road 10 re cu~
other .disabled vehicles. (lnternalional Re cue is never around when you
need 1t though the 'acting' of Cpl Boyd (Reece Mech.) made cott Tracy
look hke an Oscar winner!
All o_f the teams approac~ed the ta ks in a similar way, deciding to try
a nd bnbe the AQMS with money. charm and whit, some even
commentmg on no matter what the rest of the LAD team thought they
!hought. he was not that ae thctically challenged (ugly). The' most
:ntcrest1?g part of the ta k.wa to get something to tie around the
Bumper and .dra~ the mach111e out of the water no matter what. Some
team. thought 1t might be a good idea to push ir out whilst other thought
that if they tared at Cpl Boyd long enough the Landrover would levitate
out of the water onto dry land.
Each team cleverly worked o.ut which bir of recovery equipment did
what, and then et ~bo~t w111chmg the vehicle to dry land. Hammering
the ground anchor pm ~nto the ground proving to be the ta k mo t team
members wanted to avoid, they were tapped into the ground with all the
agg.ress1on of an art lherapi t with apathy, though-two construction
engmeers soon showed the other how it hould be done. Apart from one
stran~e c.~aracter that spend a con iderable amount of time doing a
Cha.rite D1mm1ck, moving large bou lders. t? fu rther enhance the quite
qua111t. water feature that seemed to be nsmg all the time. All of the
execut!ve tean:is .completed the ta k a little damp but full of vigor and
cnthu 1asm. this 111cluded the final team who put in a much effort at the
end of the day as the first team showed.

The OC of the LAD looks on in awe
and attempts to recruit more members of the LAD
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\\..: "cre c. tremd · impr · ed by the tenacity evident from all of tho c
, hl1 t(Xlk part. th i1igcnuil) wtlh unfamiliar equipment and the
_of
humour di,plavcd throughout the day that m:id.· the effort worthwhile tor
th· e. ~cut i\c: 'and members of the LAD.

.e~se

CLIFF
Th•s RE
tandCforEthe Executives "a probably the most exciting, due to
the ob' i us dang r of falling down into the g~rge! B~t the Cliff Re cue
snnano. ly run b)
gt 'Lnrge Portion: Ma~ttn, pro. ed to be,
challennml!. adventurou' and e. hilarating. The locanon for this ta k was
sd amo"'ngst dense forest close to an old quarry. The cliff con isted of two
hul!e roe\. walls forming the gorge, which at ome time carried the
rail" a\ line o,·er the ravine to the quarry. The inherent danger were a
nightntarc. but thank to \\ 01 (R M ) 'Mr EBO 'H' Day, guidance
at hand to reduce the Ri k
e ment to their minimum. Fach team
'' re briefed on their ta. k of getting a casualty on a tretcher. the whole
team and all equipment aero s the gorge. Th obli~atory reply from the
team leader of ·1 · that all!' echoed through all eight teams. For both
safety reasons and time constraints, the ropes aero the ravine h.ad been
put in place prior to the team'. arrival. o all they had to do now 1 figure
a way of getting aero ! Having ~onned helmets and harnesse , team
leader rallied the group to de\ 1se a y tem u mg vanous lings.
karabiner and rope · to tran port e\'erything acros this 'Tyrolean
Tra\'erse '. All teams had the option of u ing a dummy a the ca ualty, or
for extra brownie points. one of their own team member ! Of course each
team also had a pennanent taff member as a guide. o gue s who becam
the obviou choice! One Particular ' dummy' spring to mind. that of
OCdt 'Vinny' Vincent. His team swiftly volunteered him a the ca ualty.
and although nervou , he rose to the challenge. Halfway across the gorge
his anguished face told another story! E ery team completed the
challenge within the time allowed, and although they were all effective,
some were rather complicated. One team decided not to strap Lt· Danny'
Fem' ick on to the tretcher, but u e an intricate rope ystem, which
looked more like a bondage party! All team left the Cliff Rescue stand
with a ense of achie ement, e pecially as most participant had no
previou experience in thi type of task. The team members and gu ides
agreed it was a thrilling activity.

'thingy' when attcmpttng to hit the targets, during the simul ated attack.
Once on the firing point. am1ed with their rifle and newly found 'thingy'
knowledge, under cover of smoke and thunderou b att le ground
simulations the executive set about their task. After each successful
enemy suppression the smoke wou ld clea r, to reveal rev itali sed
executive . grinning from car to ear, their early mornin g plight now a
di taut memory. It may be that the executive were mere ly trying to
appease Capt. 1cFarlane after hi openin g promise. They may well
have found that promi ed satisfaction, but, on the other hand , they may
all know that the ·thingy' really i n't a thingy after all.

The shooting tand seemed the fa
.
as the team were down on numbcvrourlle, a~d l had to have a go myself
aimmg ~t '?Y target, or I wou ld haves. Luckily someone else was also
my so ld1cnng prowess! The cu l . . . emb~rrassed myself yet again with
cours~ competit ion, which the t;~,~~~110~ o the wee~cnd was the Assault
me this was the highlight of the w:c~:nr~all~ looking_forward too!! For
gt Sam Fa
: as yet aga1.n, the team were
down on numbers, so
spectat111g admin wallas. 1 thought s~~~ v~lunteered members of the
have a hearty when he got select d'g cmsc Halcwood was going to
over the cour·e and were only beat~n·bThfic team set an exceptional time
were only 30 seconds behind the f y our seconds. The winning team
rehearsal weekend which is a m . imc _set by the Gurkha team on the
Pnzc giving was f~llowed by a b~~tafh1e~ement for a team of civilians.
and at last had a chance to wind d uncT,hwh1ch all members enjoyed
all cemed to enjoy
weekend immensely, and said the
themselves and the TA.
Y ad dcfimtely learnt something about

h~wn. ~y

th~

,-.1 ·

'BRAl1' NOT BRAWN'
Forest Fire a stand that required minimal phy ical effort and maximum
mental fortitude. That's different and a written re ponse (God forbid!) , an
appreciation exercise that started with information overload. Initi al
disbelief was in general followed by hard work. The heep certainly
didn ·1 figure too highly on the priority list. Oh what a surprise, mobile
phone won't work in the area. (Mu t rake this up with Orange,
Vodaphone et al). At lea t it was dry, unforrunately the tand DS, 21C
1aj Chri Heaton and WO! John Lloyd were unable to provide a log
fire for the farmhouse (12xl2). Who's good at maths one stand leader
enquired, ' ill a postgraduate qualification do came the rep ly.
imultaneous linear equations seemed a little OTT. to a certain whether
to move the tractor with or without trailer. They all came up with a
cunning plan. hame about the beep. Then off to use some brawn and get
\\Ct again. Oh what fun it i to be an Executive]

Team leader briefs his team on the exercise
25'.\1TR RA GE
'11h trust. apprehcn ion, fear or just plain dog tiredness, there was
defi111tcly a good excuse for the wretched looking individuals that we
greeted at the 25mtr Range on the Sunday morning of Ex Executive
tretch Regardle ·s of the cause of their pitiful state, each of the teams
amv111g at the 25mtr Range chose to doubt the comforting words of Capt
Ion) \1cfarlane. that they would not only enjoy themselve on the
r~nge. but that the) would leave smiling. Confident that the range team
had put 111 the effort to produce the promised goods, the teams were
plac d 1~ the safe hands of the_ range. safety staff, but onl~· after receiving
gt ·Olly 'dirty Leeds'
ome priceless weapon handling tuition from
Oldro)d . Hanng ch~ckcd the contents of Pamphlet no. 6 we have still to
find where the foresight of the L85AI rifle is referred to as the ' thingy''
After all. each of the teams that passed through the Oldroyd School of
weapons excellence was taught the importance of focusing on this

SSgt 'Olly' Oldroyd converts his teaching practise to civvy speak
TEAM G IDE W02 (FofS) CLAPHAM
lt was a unny Friday morning I found myself helping to et up the
admin for the exercise, and all I could think was thank God l was going
to be Team Guide, and spend all weekend out in the field, to get away
from the admin nightmare! You may ask how the Regimental FofS gets
to be a team guide, but apparently 1 volunteered! The hapless executives
turned up Friday night looking all nervou and twitchy, horror tories of
two hour sleep and tabbing mile had got to there ears before they'd
even left work Friday night. After the briefings were over with, it was on
to some innovative bar games to break the ice. My team seemed to gel
well. although the only female in the team put the dampener on the lads
spirit when he asked 'You' re not all really competitive are you?' 'G uess
we' re not going to win this,' thought I! Saturday morning broke dry and
warm, truck were mounted and we set off into the 'oulu '. The training
area used was fairly arduous, and the fitness of one team member
immediately slowed down our movement. The team quickly settled into
the day, although they were a little ' off-put' by the fir t tand being a
mental appreciation (not as hard as the FofS election, but about as ea y
as the YofS election!), they had expected omething more arduous. The
vehicle recovery was next, this proved much more interesting, especially
as the river was much higher than during the rehearsal , so there was no
option but for two of the team to get very wet! The remaining stands
were swiftly completed, although we did lose one team member injured
about hal fway through the day. She turned out to be our lowest member,
and how I regretted losing her that evening when the timed events took
place, I think I then became the weakest link! After ome basha building,
morale was high, a we had a spare half hour to chill out before the other
team turned up . My cunning plan of timing our last tand with the basha
ite had payed off hand omely! We then moved onto the nightnav. It was
at this point that I reali ed my team were very fit (in comparison to the
other teams), and l genuinely found it hard to keep up with their bergen·
less speed while trying to look like I wasn't trying! (my safety bergen
was very heavy, mind!) We completed the nightnav in what I thought wa
record time, but to our disappointment found we had been beaten by
everal other teams. It was at thi s point that I started to spread the rumour
that several teams were cheating! After this we had one more trog up the
hill to the basha site, and it was time to get our heads down . 1 didn ' t
remember it taking so long to squeeze into a basha/dos bag/bivvi bag
combination on my Sgts course and I thought my skills were fading (too
much time on OSC duty), but then 1 remembered that you don't get any
sleep on those cour e ! The following morning broke fresh and dry, with
still no threat of the much hoped for rain ('If it raining, it ain ' t training! ').
Somehow it had been my duty to go and wake everyone up (I get all the
best jobs!). After a quick breakfast and short drive, we tabbed the last few
K's back to Halton TC. Here the team took part in some more stands,
although the watermanship got cancelled, as the Engineer boys had been
'largin' it up' in the safety boat and had dropped the engine into the river
doing ' handbrake turns', Oh how! laughed at their professionali m!

TEAM G~IDE 2 - by 2Lt R. Risk
It was 111 that
Building
55 met
on Frida
. at Halton Training Camp
Lancaster
[ first
th Yevenmg
·
e 111trep1d Team 2
· d
'
construction. retail and lT mana er· 1
: a m1xe bag of
th~t they were facing a daunting 6 h~ w~s k~en to !mpress upon them
wished to take with them was on the~;s, Ill t e fie!~ and whatever they
other luxury items had to be 1 ft
. own bac~ , so hairdryers and
'reveille' was at 0530hrs the tea~ habe~rnd. After mf?rming them that
After breakfast the team made its w~~ 0g?~ o: to ~e1r accommodation.
Sta~d circuit. Our first stand was th
. u waite Wood' to start the
Griffiths being selected from a ca~ 0mfed~cal
tand with 01\en 'Tiger'
0
t ~ and. to be the first team
leader. The stand proved to be ex
Rimmer performing a starring ~emely :,estmg with Andrea 'Florence'
he should have got an Oscar~ 0{ com ortmg gt 'Arthur· Garnett _
progressed through the stand a~ th~ed~eam performed ve~ well and
should go to Joseph ' Joey·
h Y progressed. A pec1al mention
1
Blackout Stand _ he managed ~~r~I~ 0 was the team leader during the
obstacle ensuring that we took the Ion eac~ team, member through every
J?Cy! After a short period of ' Basha, tes.t ti.me - it was the qu1cke t time
mght navigation exercise After h.' mldll1g the team embarked on the
stand Darren 'Winch ' T~ylor to ~s thtamng role on the vehicle recovery
'.11anaged to navigate the team su~cess~?;foath f~r ~e first f~w legs and
. . e a way pomt. Darren
Pathfinder' Taylor took over for th
the team home in a creditable
e reman:i1~g legs and managed to get
followed in the s tar basha's e~oit position. A 'comfortable' night
gentle walk down the Lancast::~a~ 1 ~e next day's event . Firstly a
day I before embarkin on fi
a o oo en. those ach111g legs from
g
our stands culmmat111 g in the grand finale _
the assault cour e.

f

r

SSgt Halewood enjoying her assault course team augmentee role
80 SIG AL SQUADRO t
~~~Comd
Maj D. Titheridge
W02 F. Hales
OB TACLE COURSE
TheS Obstacle
Couand
r e Si
pre p¥a tions b eg3:n on the rehear al weekend
with
gt Faulds
their hand t_o a spot of
gardening, filling in rabbit ~ole~ra~~r s:~rmng
111
ru_ns were conducted using resident Gurk~P ~ ~own molehills. Practice
will not embarras the team with th
a ' ~ els and a UOTC unit. J
Officers should lead from the front'e Ss~·?i"'~st
time but J always thought
lh e whole eve nt runnin as
· 1
ey are only practising. With

~haracter

the teams were ~toods~~~th ad~ well-oiled Leslie Phillips
for a well-earned liquid de-brief
n an
e PT staff retired to the bar

The Main weekend began fo~ the PT
ff
walk through and safety check witl f sta on Saturday morning with a
of the divots (is that not Pol~?) a~~ ac~~rse the compulsory_ stamping
teachmg points to en ure uniformity W l~~us ion on techmques and
cookhou e for a healthy piece of lettu · ( e en, all marched otT to the
chips). The afternoon aw Sia's 'Ece su,rrounded by burger, bread and
washed my jeans, honest!' Sleigh an~1;rI;, .~.a~b~;rion, Beth . I have
put through their paces on the ob t 1
n ths (42 qn) being
?1 c.u~sions on techniques. The vac .cs as the PT st.aff continued their
11~1b1b111g vast quantities of Dute~ enmg wai spent m th~ bar with all
display of lyrical verbosi ty and phyc~ur~ge or the. followmg morning
Regiment.
ica prowess 111 front of the whole
12
Up at dawn and three ho . I
and the PT staff marched i~~o t~tcrb pressed volunteer form 42 qn
Split into team of three with an1~ reac 1 to stamp _down more divots.
and sexc the vo lunteers were whi qua! amoun_t of diverse shape . sizes
under each ob tacle witi1 the min· pped and cajoled o.ver, in. around and
The PT ta ff remained cool
imum amount of pam, weal and tears.
weather did not allow ig 'Teran,d.;loof thro~ghout. .Even though the
to the full, he was able to role 1r:1s sl~;:er to display his. manly phy ique
Faulds) impressing all with his Golia~~ ~'·~(\~1th the aid of SSgt . am'
I· n .
' . e..orearm . Then came the
teams. Like all good milita
run .up to the event and ~~1~ ~h~,r~~~1fsex1.b1li~ teatured ~rea~ly_in. the
soldiers, selected at random Boot . k ''ad a anced. with w1lhhg'
Safe ty per. onnel stationed and ~~c .ct an. helmet ized and i sued.
Buchanan dug in to afford him th ff t Austin Power' sex ymbol!'
traditions of Men Onl The CO c • 111 e t. pos ible 'Up shot ' in the be t
11
course be turned into~ mini sic;~~sfe~l 1.ght c~nc~rn requesting that the
bombs being exploded as the teams
a mgra with moke, bullet and
brief discussion he diluted h.'
covered the .course however after a
grenadiers to bomb the teams wl~I req.ue t, p~strng one of his trusted
foot wall. The event went smooth~ gre~n smo e_as. they climbed the sixY with team llmmgs between five and
eight minutes being recorded
Regimental Medics and RMc° we~e~~e~tdm1. :~ap fi befell anyb.ody but thc
finger and a 1.visted knee We
xe wi a ew g~zed hmb . a bent
given the right medici~e of~ri:ed that~ fear of height was curable
xrng an peer pre sure. The most
outstanding ob ervation fi
people in how to ~afel or my elfwa that no matter how well you brief
pressure are added you ycrocros1·n an obstacle, when competition fever and
any way you can!

Teams 7 & 8 prepare to compete in the Boat Race
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EXERCI E EBOR ILLES MEDE
Capt.1:ony Mcfarlane and Ca t Che
scuba d1vmg expedition to L'EstaXi
ryl James led a very sucec. ful
The party consisted of 24
t, on the Costa Bra11a coa t of Spain
Squadrons. After a Ion and ~eersonnel drawn from SS and 59 ignal
arri ved m .the sunny ~arbour ~~~I ~4 ~our .overl~nd j~um~y, ~he party
endured with the concurrent aetivii f om111f:\S acchmausat1on ' was
theory. The first diving took place ~t ~ cramm1~g the first chapter~ of
mtroduce everyone to the equipmcn't ~v~s ah_na , a ~hallow cove to
More demanding skills were then teste~nin :hc vanous skills to be te~tcd.
ev~ryon? was expert in the terminolo
c pool. By the end of the day
ski ll s with more than a little tre id /!,y, e~~n if some faced the diving
e followmg days 111\'0lvcd
early ~t~ !O the harbour, crammln ~~~n.
and d1v111g m a variety of bay .
~
gear and personnel onto the boat
Petit. As the dives became lo s sue as egre De Falaguer and Taseones
general fear and anticipation ~1c;h~n: the ~kills t.ested more arduous, the
the variety of sea life-octopus bein ~~up 111tens1fied.- The chance to see
concerns and everyone kitted the~ ef top of the list, overcame initial
Theory lessons were conducted in thve~ up and Jumped straight in.
classrooms and then back out to se fi e eat of the day. in crowded
back to the camping area each cv~ or the rest of the ?ay. As we traipsed
next set of ~heory chapters were ma~~n~fiv:gue pror:n1ses to read up the
rest, to revive ourselves for the followino edcollaps1.n~ for a well earned
rt . .
g ays act1v1t1c . All the hard
work paid off as nearly all th
components of the Open Wat~!'~· i_c1pants passed the theory and practical
Medes. Islands up to depths of 1~vi~~t:i;:n:;.~nd took part in di.ves off the
b
. e strong current m the area
made II extremely arduous div .
made all the efforts worthwhile.mg, ut the rock formations and ea life

°;

The Watermanship stand and
Team 2 on the left trying to outrun Team 1 to the water
Th.e final
event
a fanta'Fl
tie e ff.oi; ;_om
f
menuon
should
go saw
to ndrca
the team but a special
on the monkey bars and to Matt .~rence, Rimmer for her perfonnancc
rope bridge - truly amazing' The ~tan ti1111~ahnda~d hi~ te hniquc on the
cam .
e m a creditable ·c ond
best time well done to ou. a
de erved lunch before g~ng ~~c~nze 1~i.nng · oon followed and a well
member can be ju ily proud of the:~ ~.tr firn1 '. I thmk that all team
roll-on next year.
ac ie cment over the weekend -
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forest! Sensibly, the second day on the mountain was spent acclimatising
by a gentle trek up toward ithi Fall where lunch was taken.
Unfortunat~ly, i.t wa h e~e. that we suffered our first casualty when one
member fell ill with heat Injury and sickness and had to be left behind
with the upport team. The remainder continued up towards Lake Ellis to
complete the ~cclimatisation phase before returning to Nithi Falls to
camp for the night. By the third day we found ourselves at an altitude of
3500111 and the main assault of the mountain starts. With the arduous trek
from Nithi Falls to Mintos llut at a height of 4200m altitude sickness
and exhaustion took its toll. on five other members ~f the team. They
were for.ccd to return to Nithi falls to JOtn the support team much to their
d1sappomtment. That same day wc enjoyed lunch on the side of the
spectacular Gorges Valley, overlooking the magnificent Vivienne Falls. A
hard afternoon was then spent obtaining Mintos Hut. Thus began one of
many long cold night on the mountain. ight time temperatures at this
height regularly fall well below freezing, this coupled with the fact that
the body docs not rest well at altitude, makes for an uncomfortable nights
sleep but at least sleepwalking was not a problem!
'\s day four dawned, we were greeted with a severe frost. Our tents
were frozen rigid and a~ we experienced Arctic conditions, we began to
wo~der.i'. we \\ere .st ill in Kenya. The remarnder of day is spent
acclimatismg by walkmg the route towards Simba Col. Here we crossed a
Oat glacial plateau with stunning views all around, achieving >1n altitude
of 4450m. \Ve sta_ycd for an hour to enjoy the scenery before descending
slowly back 10 1ntos Hut. for another cold, miserable, sleepless night.
Day five dawned and a late start of I OOOhrs allows the sun to rise and
burn off the harsh frost from tent and equipment. 11 easy walk for the
first hour over undulating terrain and then a steep scree slope leads to
Simba Col where lunch is taken. After lunch we negotiated another steep
ascent to Harris Tarn at 4800m, the highest point of the expedition. From
here a descent down perilous ridges and scree slopes began over harsh
terrain until Kami Tam i reached at I 530hrs at an altitude of 4600m. We
then spent a very cold uncomfortable night on thi harsh northern flank of
the mountains and although you felt you could touch the stars, everyone
without exception was willing the sun to rise the following morning!
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RE\ HI G THEIR PE K PART DE X
. .
Scpte~t>er conclud d another chapter in the Adventure Traii:i~ng
e pcdiiion- mounted by the Regiment when .the Re¥1111ental Exped111~n
returned from 1c African tr k into the Chogona r01.n tore ·t culmma~i.~& m
the a. cent of Mount Kenya. As expected on their return. ma~y cxi~ng
stories began to unfold of wondrous and spcc t~cular sight • unusua l
encounters and vivid experience that ' 11) tay 111 the i~emory forever
and proYide the eed that will germmatc mto one or two mem.01rs. A
promi ·ed in the Augu t edition of The WIRE we are now g i e.n the
opportunity of haring tho e experiences by engro mg ou~ elves ,111 the
folio' ·ing expedition account ubm1t1ed by SSgt (FofS) Ste' e Bro\\ n.
EXER l E HAU BERG DRAGO.
. .
.
.
After ten month in the planning and d1ree trammg ex~rc1-e carried
out in "orth Wale . Ex Hau berg Dragon finally came to hfe on unday
16 eptember.
gt Roy Carter and Sgt. _'lark Ewban~ ~ew to Kenya
to begin the ta k of lia ing with the Bnhsh Army Tramm& Team and
rocu~im! all the ration • supplie tran port and accommoda~1on that the
~xpedition would rely upon. The Main ~~dy of the expedition, twentyone members of r
ig Regt compn 111g Regular, RPS and TA
personnel. arrived al Canley on Tuesday 18 eptember. .
After the i ue of expedinon equip.ment and a full b:iefing by Capt
Alec Rodgers the expedition set off via LGW and th.e mghtly cheduled
flight for . 'airobi. On arrival at 1airobi the expedition was met by the
RAFLO. Flt Lt Dave Jarvi who kindly arranged for a wift pa~sage
1hroul!h immigration and customs. Our baggage wa qmckly re?lanned
and we ped on our way to Kahawa Barracks in a coac~1 provided by
BATL K. On arri\al at the barrack , we were reuruted With the ~ppo.rt
team. By now they were exhau ted after two days of non stop actlVlty m
making sure all of our transport, accommodat10n. and upply
requirements - but this wa crucial to upport the .expedition over the
arduou mountain pha e. Just two hours later having sorted out final
equipment problems the expedition deployed from Ka~awa and
commenced the three-hour drive to Chogoria Forest Stallon. Here
humidity levels were extreme but before du k tents were erected. and
ration issued after which evel)'One settled down to a rather sticky mghts
Jeep.

THE FINAL PHASE - WHAT GOE UP MUST COME DOW
Another late start on day six allowed the su n to bum off the ice thi
was followed by a photo call that also captured the breathtaking scenery
of rocky spires and glaciers before making the ascent to Hausberg Col.
After negotiating a very steep scree slope we then made our way down to
Oblong and Hausberg Tarns followed by yet another steep ascent to
Arthur's Seat. By now the weather had ct in, now and hail pelted down,
and a low cloud base obliterated any view of the peaks. A short scramble
led the way to Two Tarn hut and the final descent down into the
Mackinders valley and the head of the aro Moru route. Instead of
camping, here the expedition decided to push on for the meteorological
station in an attempt to lose as much altitude as possible and secure a
good night's sleep. Happily the station wa reached by 1815brs where the
support team were waiting and then persisted in reciting tales of Buffalo
and Elephant that were spotted on their way up the mountain.
The fo ll owing morning the expedition shakes out and squares itself
away and is transported to the Aberdare Coutry C lub by BATLSK
tran port. Here we enjoyed an expedition meal that was taken in the
restaurant that evening. An early tart the following morning allowed u
all to see the African wildlife roaming around the park. Giraffe. Wart
Hog. Eland (a type of antelope) and Zebra are all sighted. After breakfast
the tran port returned us to Kahawa Barrack where a few hours were
spent cleaning equipment before being ferried to the railway station in
Nairobi to catch the overnight sleeper to Mombas a. The journey can
only be described as quaint and should be experienced only once! We
then enjoyed four days R&R at a resort on the coast at Melindi. Here
expedition members played the local Kenyans at water polo and
volleyball on a daily basi . Regrettably, we lost the grand final!
The expediton recovered back to Nairobi on the overnight train,
spending the rest of the day visiting a giraffe sanctuary. After which we
tucked into a huge meal at the Carnivore restaurant in airobi before
catching the overnight scheduled flight back to LGW. Back at Canley
expedifion stores were accoml!ed for and team members dispersed to the
four corners of the West Mid lands to recite their own stor ies and
experience of Kenya.
Well that closes another chapter in 35 Regiment' adventure training
pursuits but the story docs not end here. E en now preparation are now
well advanced for an expedition to orth pain in August next year. Jf
you are a budding trekker, get your bid into Capt John Middler wel~in
advance for Ex Cabrales Dragon 9( 14 - 28 Aug 02) - if you can speak
Spanish you have cracked it!

Lt Janet Lawrence enjoying some R & R at the Giraffe sanctuary

A view to kill - members of the expedition at Mintos/Hall Tarn

A TREK TO HIB TARS
The following morning saw the first group led by S gts Steve Brown
and (DB) De-Burgh commence the trek up the Chogoria route through
the rain forest towards the park gates. Group two led by Cpl Andy
Carroll and S gt Kev Potts closely followed them , with group three led
by Capt Alec Rodgers in the rear. By mid afternoon group one .had
reached the park gate and was met by the support team who had dnven
up the rough track. By 1700 hours, all groups had reach.c~ the ba.se camp
location. That evening we spent most of the time recitmg exhilarating
tales of the wildlife that we did not see during the trek through the ra111

THE GROWTH CO Tl UES
The weekend 1-2 December saw another succe ful TA Foundation
ourse complete their inititial training at Canley. This wa marked by the
traditional pass off parade, which again wa supported by many family
and friends who looked on with pride and admiration. Although the pas
off comprised of just nine recruit it proved to be a mile tone for those
Squadrons who are now firmly on cour c to meet their recruiting targets
after some years in the wilderness. The award of Be t Recruit was
presented to Sig James of 95 ig Sqn with the award of most improved
recruit going t Sig aoimi Williams of 89 qn. The in peeling officer
Maj Jim Coffey, who congratulated all recruit on their endeavour and
sheer hard work and perseverance, pre.entcd Sig James with the Be t
Recruit Trophy. After which he joined the recruits and their family,
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friends and other spectators in the Junior Ranks Club and listened
intently to their adventure stories especially about wecke~d three. Other
reports also suggest that the pass off function held later that day was by
all accounts the best for some years but there is no truth in the rumour
that our nine succe sful candidate are now known as the minefield!

The Course photo
ROU DABOUT
The past few months it has to be aid have remained rather quiet and
uneventful as is u ually the case in the Autumn. Having said that
ovember was particularly busy and we deployed on two weekend
exercises both at Regimental and Brigade level as well as having a
weekend devoted to Remembrance followed closely by the Brigade
Study Period. While all weekends were well attended it was ignificant to
note that Remembrance Sunday attracted the highest attendance
throughout the Regiment. The importance of the occasion i not lost on
members of the TA who regard it a a unique opportunity to pay their
re pect in memory of all tho e who sacrificed their live in the cau e of
freedom and those who are still engaged in conflicts around the world 10
maintain that freedom. The remembrance ceremony is therefore both a
cause for reflection and celebration. Reflection on the sad lo of life and
the phy ical and mental burdens carried by tho e who survived. and
celebration that we are able to enjoy the benefits of the freedom from
tyranny that they and tho e who survived fought so hard for!

Rugbys MP, Andy King with Maj Ian Cassell following the
Remembrance Parade
TOP PRES
Many congran1lations arc extended to gt imon \! right on achieving
Best tudent on his recent crgcants · our e and ub ·equent promotion
to Staff ergeant. Very well done imon the Regiment i proud of you
and so are Vane sa and Peter ! A special congratulations 1s also c:..tendcd
to Cpl Danny tacey on hi recent and well deserved promouon .
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After the parade, the quadron and famili es with members of the RSA
(Ea t London) and the 4 Bn Essex Regt (0 AJ returned to the TA Centre
for the trad itional curry luncheon . The Squadron was honoured by the
company of the Mayor and his escort, the Deputy Mayor and her escort,
C ~I and Mrs Hall and the two Local Members of Parliam ent, Ir
M ichael Gapes MP and Mrs Linda Perham MP. Also present were the
Mayors Officer and Mace Bea rer and the Reserve Force member o f
Redbridge Council, Cllr Alan Burgess.
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10 the Army ' target audience. Their
project the Rccru 1 ll n~ M~ssafc m drew praise fro m both the Regular
1
performance. and pro e, dion; ~ the RFCA and London Di stri.c ~. This
Anny Recru iters .and "d1 er . r.~ -. the, ay forward, joint rccru1tmg for
t e of co-operation an acll' 1 Y. t
1
whole Army i definitely fcas1ble~an_d_,w
.--o_rk_s_.- - - - - - - - - : i

ol ". D. L. ljrcwn TD
WOI (R 1) \ . J. 1ofl'O\\

Lt

co

RS \

if!

REG! 1E 'TAL _HE,\DQ . ARTEl! of months in the Regime nt with
J(s been a f~irly ectic c?~P.t Trainin not 10 mention visit from
ongoing Trade 1 radn~i~~!sec;:i~ these nores go to press we w~ll have
the R IT, L I and p l d Ad't 1Maj Russell Edwards we w1 · h him
said goodbye to our be ovc
J'
oodbye to SSgt Gaz
1
and ophy all the be ' t for t~e future.\\~ ~l ~!a~·!icome W02 Simo ne
ullirnn "ho ha al o. mo>ed to atten.~, · ure her hort sabbatical with
Rou e a the new Re~1mental_ Yeoman I . ood stead for her tour with
the Ul ter ignal Regiment will tand her~~ 1 Cpl ' Manni ' Manifield
the Regiment. We also welco~e ?ur ne,,e.
•
and his wife Georgina from I:> ignal Regiment.

p

HE DQ 'ARTER Q ADR01 - lLFORD
qn Comd
Maj Pete linshall
\\'02 Tern• Butler
la 1 set of
1
Your faithful scribe has iiow been let out of the cage, .1onry quadron
.
d
h
cage
of
one
or
two
c111
n~te.s ~bv1ous.ly ra~1e ' ht v~ relented and have let the poison !l:n loo e
d1g~1tane . however. C) a _ to make progre s in its recru1t111g and
have articipated in numerous
agam! The quadron contmue~
training. Over the last two months, w~ri<>ad/Exercise Op London the
0
h
d• lh TA Colonel
Regimental and Squadron weekends, a
·
th RFCA Open Day o te
e
. . Ca
urge Recrunmg mpaign, e GL on a man'agement vi it and the
and Deputy ecretary of RFCA .
. Jlt'ord In addition we ha e
Day Commemorations m
·
.
.
Rem~m b ranee
mber of oroani at ions mcludmg the
provided external upport to a nu
ekend Recruiting continues to
London UOTC SelecuontAne tauo~ ~oe ·oin ~hich typified the months

~~~ {:~~s:0 aS:p!~~~~~~;~:e\atio~s
andthrno dischargthes)A~f ~~~
0
ble mckle of two or ee a mon ·

slowed to a mhore managdeah e been excellent and are now well into the
·
Recrults who ave JOme av

R~';:i~ ~:~i~~· months ago, the Regiment had one ~ffective
~~~
0
Combat Medical Technici~n'. i; ~!\L~~~~~:~~~~ :..;.ived and

~!!~~e~~~S~X~~~J;~~6dnab~d!
0~ anTaCthiveveorch~rj~ aC~'~e~~~ ~~~
·th
the word -prea an we now 3 ''0
e1 er way,.

Graham Carroll, Ed Black, Jane Moir and Steve
Ambulance Regiment (about tosdisba~)Jnd th~~
recruit in Pte Ruth Waple, Pte John Price and Pte ~eve o man: ,
are about to form Medical Troop in the Squadron. Jhe 1mpa~~-~.~~~r \~~
a soldier first' Graham Carroll - hde hba ~2Pu:11,~eregspo(Ye~s~ ~~ a Girl)'
uadron RRTT and ably supporte
Y
..
ffi
Th
C~llumbine is quietly reorganising the Squad\ ron ;.ecru~1;Yg :on~rn·ue t~
uadron Recruiting Team has been extr~me y ac tve,
.
q out town centre recruiting and provided personnel to the AFCO m
f:r;:i'd in support of Op London. This ~!fort on behalf of the wh?le ~
was good experience working along 1de Regular ArmRy Re cru~. e
· fi the unit but took many for the egu ar
Y·
onl) ~01lone.enqu1ry othr at tl1e p'sAO Capt E rnie Feasey still retains hi
It 1s p easml! to see
'
s
d
h
sense of matunty and humour, at tht average age of the qua ron . a
· d t ady at 50 he has a firm belief that if some one 1s walking
·
.
· s t E
·obi a
remame
e
and breathing, that they are a prospective recrull. g' gunJ Id ~ot
youngish 30-year old, was recently heard to remark th~, ;1~woPuSAO's
be brin ing his mum along, in case the PSAO recruited er.
e
latest ~ick was to invite two old friends to the Remem~ra~ce Da~
commemorations and once inside the gate, he .woul~ not et t em. ?U
ti! they filled out recruit forms and booked their medicals. Personaht1es
~~thin the quadron contmue on the inevitable path of doom'. the Sdn
Comd \1aj Peter 'Bull in a China Shop' Minshall ploughs .his s.teah_y
furro~ ihrough the Squadron program scattering all to the '' mds m is
path His style and size means the he always gets his way. The ~~n ~1 C
I'1 . QM (VJ Capt· OT A PE
Y MORE' Gordon
e e.y
~ ~t~~ues to hide his light and the Regiments ration anywher~. ~e is
known to the care worn Sqn SQMS, Sgt Les 'Another Air orne
warrior' Eldridge as the 'Elusive Pimpernel' as he seeks him her.e, there
and eve ·where to try to get CILOR out of him. In .the meantime tl~e
SS 1, \\f)2 ·Blue Wings of Glor)'." T~rry. Butler contmues to po.hsh his
boots and the quadron's sol~iers m his m1m1table manner - we might not
be Para's, but we are all his girhcs and boys.

~~:~net~1:n( 1fi

1

0

The CO looks on as the Mayor of Redbridge, Cllr Weinberg
signs the visitors book

RFCA MANAGE 1E T ISIT F e As ociation and HQ London
Every two. years, the Re erve or~ to in ec t the unit and their
District I It the Ilf? ~d TAd c~~!~ation an~ maintenance of the site
b . r was b Col John
arrangements for recruitu~g: a mi
8
and facilities. The late~ v~~ ~o~~:i ~~YH Q ~~~~ : Districr (and Vice
Pow~r VRSM, TD, t e and Lt Col R. B. Paddison the Deputy
Chairman ~f ~heJ~~~he p AO prepared a spec ial program and
Secretary o. t e
CO . Lt Col William Brown TD, the QC and QC
carefully bne:db~he eedham that they had to keep the briefings to a
!;;;3;,,~~p~f i°5 ~inutes each to allow the visitors t? meet the ,tr~~i~{

0

~7s-[~~ ~~u;e~~~~~~\~~~,

which is really what theyfcome for.
and
Co l Power came 1.1p or air, an
_ d soon re etted it. His
immediately went to see the recruits fiat ()lay. antl1e TA thfracilities and
·
t th m about their reasons or JOI11111g
•
.
.

:~!tl~ :~i~~1e~0~~h~:~h:s~~v!I~ec~o:T~A~:rs~oel~dgi~~::~:~ ~~1i~~~:

b
ed 'You can a lways re y on a
.
e;ai a~~s~o ~ne had the heart to tell him that at lea t two were rec~1ts
~wai~ing attestation , while the others were well pnmed to speak up w en
spoken to.
REME 1BRANCE SUNDAY

Re:~~;r~~~:~a~ ~~ra~~~a;\ { 1 fo;~e~~e2~'ft~re~~ss~~:~~S~~~~~

ad·acent to the War Memorial at ewbury Park, the Squadron formed up
bihind the Band and the Royal British Legion and marched to th~. War
Memorial. During the service of remembrance'. four sold1~rs ~gts ~zar~
and Hourihan REME and LCpl Cu llumbme and Sig
ere ew
SIGNALS) provided a Guard of Honour around the Cenotaph. After th~
arade, the Squadron Formed up and led the March Past. The May~rc?i
kedbridge Cllr Alan Weinberg accompamed by the Deputy Mayo h
S ue 'ola~ and the Deputy Lieutenant, Col Alan Hall TD DL too t e
sa\.1te.

k 1

1

OPERATIO ' L01 DON
..
·
I
o London wa~ the LA D Command/RecruJtmg Group reg1ona
rec~ting exercise earned out in the Greater Londor1 area between 8- l 9
1 The quadron provided gt Carroll and several
S eptem b er ?0(J
·
.
d TA
b s
mem er.
oldier on a rotating basis to work alongside Regu 1ar an .
from other units with the llford AFCO. Durin~ the fortn ight that was
111 c, itably impacted by the 11 September events m the USA, they formed
flying patrol~ and visited local shows. shoppmg centres and schools to

W02 (AQMS) Johnston and Mr Ted Head
lay a wreath on behalf of the REME and RSA
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Comi ngs and goings, are numerous, start ing at the top, the outgoing
RSM (now Capt 'Dougie' Eaglesham ) reluctantly relinquished his post
on handover to WOJ (RSM) ' Paddy' Morro\\. Dougie's departure was
graced by an exce llen t goi ng away speech that conce ntrated on the
strengths and positives of serv ice in a TA unit, whi ch went down well
with his audience.
Miss Lorraine Mooney. who has worked as the RHQ Admin Officer
far some 22 year in Wanstead and llford, finally decided that it was rime
for a change and moved to CPM at Woo lwich to run the Interacti ve
Learning Faci lity. Lorraine had become an institution at Tlford, and
nothing was done w ithout her tacit consent or approval. She remembers
the CO, when he did not have grey hair. She i to be succeeded after a
Gap by Mrs Jane Cousin who comes from the prosaic background of the
Bai rd Hea lth Centre at St Th omas 's Hospital. Lorraine left after a
riotou send off, in which some members of the permanent staff provided
rea l life entertainment, including a belly dancing display. Without naming
names, Anita and Gill, we can' t wait for Christmas.
Other arrival in RHQ include the new(ish) Traffic Officer, Capt
Mark McKenzie-Bell and assistant ops officer, Capt Andy Taylor, both
to fill gapped posts. In the Squadron, arrivals are Sig 'atalie Walkes to
MT Troop, Sgts Ed Black, Jane Moir and Steve Wright to the RAP
(along with Recruit , Pte Ian Price, Pte Ruth Waple and Steve
Hoffman). Sig John Webb (a serving ATC Warrant Officer) to the QM
Department and Cfn Riaan Cah ill to the LAD. Another arrival i the
elderly Sgt John Mitchell from 45 ig qn to fill a vacant MT Sgt post.
Soon to arrive arc Cpl Michelle MeEvoy and Cpl Claire Burrows to
817 ig Tp and TM Tp respectively. Career advancement is not taking a
back seat, particularly in the LAD, where Cpls 'H' Hourihan and Cpl
John Izzard to Sergeant and Cfn Steve ichols and Darren Sladden to
Lance Corporal. In the Squadron, Cpl Mike Eg unjobi has achieved
Sergeant with the Power Sect of MT Tp and Sig Reg Cullumbine and
Jamie Pemberton were elevated to Lance Corporal with 817 Sig Tp and
Power Sect of MT Tp respectively.
REMEMBRANCE SU DAY: A EW PERSPECTIVE
by Sig Anena Lee
I am a new recru it of 36 Signal Regiment (V). I have been a Primary
School Teacher for the pa t two years since graduating from University. l
joined the Territorial Army to u e my existing kill and also to gain new
skills in a timulating and exciting environment. At the moment I am
training to be a Radio Operator and am in the middle of complyting my
Class 3 ignals Course. My Unit ha recently selected me for officer
training , and I am presently being prepared for the Territorial
Commissions Board and eventually Sandhurst. On Remembrance
unday, my unit took part in the Civic Service of Remembrance at llford
War Memorial. I have been to many services of Remembrance, but thi
one was different. I was participating in it as a soldier, not a spectator,
and this made it very special. Seeing all the old oldier of past wars
reminded me of how much in debt we are 10 them for the freedom that we
all enjoy because of the sacrifice that they and their comrades made,
many with their lives. These war veterans braved the cold, determined to
pay their respects to friend that they loved and lo t. I'm sure that the
mcrnorie of a ll the triumph and the pains that they endured came
noodini:; back. and some of them might have for a moment, found
them elves experiencing again the harrowing a well as the glorious
the years
moment of battle, as if it were all happening there and then.
go by, and the war veternns become fewer, there i a real danger that our
tie with both the First and Second World Wars will fade away. Everybody
who lives in this country, regardless of age, race or religion owes the
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freedom they enJOY today to the selfless sacrifices of our soldiers of the
past. We must strive to keep alive their memories by continuing to attend
these Remembrance services and reflecting and pondering the sad truth in
the epitaph ' .. ..... for your tomorrow, we gave our today. '
EXERCISE POLAR PUGW SH (TIGER) 22-26 OCTOBER 2001
Ex.Polar Pugwash (Tiger) was an offshore sailing adventurous training
exercise for permanent staff of 36 Sig Regt. It took place in the Solent
from 22-26 October 200 I. Six members of the Regt set off for JSAST at
Gosport early on Monday morning. After taking over yacht Dosinia, a
Victoria 34, the skipper gt Terry Mcintyre gave the crew a thorough
safety brief. Jobs were allocated to the remainder of the crew prior to
disembarkat ion to Cowes on the l le of Wight. With a full Main and a
No. l Genoa set we sailed into the olent. The crew was introduced to
going about and then finall y man over board procedures. The First Mate,
W02 teve Kentish , proved hi worth and successfully rescued 'Freddy
Fender'. With the Skipper content that he could be rescued should the
unthink able happen we lipped mto the River Medina before coming
al ongside Cowes Yacht Haven. The next day involved a passage across to
Ly m ington vi a Bea uli e u Ri ver. T he wind had picked up quite
considerably and it was an ideal opportunity to practice reefing the main
and headsail changes. Cpl Dave Worsfold redefined the phrase of heaving
to and spent most of the day feeding the fishes! After a meal onboard
cooked by Sig ' Ships Cat' Hurst, we explored the tranquil village of
Lymington.
Wednesday 's weather was pretty much the same, a strong westerly
wind. We sailed toward Southanlpton and into Ocean Village. Cpl Ja e
Ballard put hi s pilotage s kills to the test as we meandered up
Southampton water. Upon entering Ocean Village we were greeted with
the BT Global Challenge fleet and Playstation, the faste t offshore
catamaran in the world. Our last day consisted of a gentle ail down
outhampton water into Port Hamble for lunch before heading back to
Gosport. After a wash and brush up the Purser, Sgt Andy Crabtree,
decided that there was ample money remaining in the kitty to have a crew
meal out in Gosport.
All in all an excellent weeks sailing was had by all. The fir t time
sailors all agreed that they would be back for more and hopefully have
rime to fit in a Competent Crew cour e. Thank as alway to J ASTC
Gosport for the outstanding facilities they continue to provide.
44TH (ClNQUE PORT ) SIG AL SQ ADRON (VOLU TEERS)
Squad Comd
Maj Mark Baker
SSM
W02 eal Fawsitt
Since our last entry, the lads and la ses at 44 Sig Sqn have been
extremely busy, particularly with regard to the dreaded Vehicle
Maintenance. ln mid-October, the qn Comms assets were subject to the
scrutiny of RSlT, and much work was done by all to ensure vehicles and
equipment were ' up to scratch· under the watchful eye of W02 (FofS)
Mark '£88.20 a day ' Ward. As we speak. the Squadron, with the support
of our 'Brother In Ann ' at llford, is frantically attempting to take at
least one of our vehicles off the VOR list, ably disrupted by Ir John
Abrehart, our resident Fitter/ petsnatz Agent who in only three months
has single-handedly en ured that the only vehicle still roadworthy is the
SPSls' Mountain Bike - Watch out The White Helmets ... we can now get
26 bodies on two wheels ...
At the end of October, the Squadron deployed on Ex Happy Wanderer.
an ' Arduous Military Training Exercise· held in the Black Mountains of
South Wales. Sadly, to the disappointment of the SPSI. Sgt Craig
larlowe, the weather wa extremely kind to us, and the exercise wa
more of a ·walk in the park' than a 'te ting exercise of physical
endurance and navigational kills'! After enduring a lengthy journey.
mainly due to the navigational kills of our OC. Maj Mark Baker, the
Squadron 'crossed the border' by fooling the guards on the Severn
Bridge into believing that we were Boy Scouts on a day out ( ot too
difficu lt to achieve - SPS!), and 'infiltrated· the exerci e area. Our Base
Camp had been establ i hed prior to our arrival in what mu t have been
the wettest, muddiest part of Wales, and after receiving a brief at 0230hrs.
we bedded down for the night.
Woken at 0630hrs, and after a sumptuous meal of hot water provided
by our ' Reserve Chef/ED' LCpl 'Fingers' Ashpole, we headed off into
the Wild Blue Yonder. After a days hard slog, the troops returned afely
at approx l 730hrs and were ready for de-briefing. Sadly, the only secure
location proved to be The Cro Inn, and a lengthy es ion en ucd
... de-briefing session that is! Th following day. after a 'lie in' due to the
clock changing (hone tly!), we continued the exerci e and during the
course of the day managed to complete yet another 'arduous' route,
damaging LCpl Johnnie Walker, the olde t participant BY FAR in the
process! That'll teach you to play with the 'Big Boys' ... ?! The quadron
departed the exerci e area tired but jubilant. all appearing to have enjoyed
the training immensely. The quadron now look forward to returning to
Brecon in the Summer, when for omc rca,on known only to the local
inhabitants, there are bound to be blizzard conditions ... Here' hoping!
Finally, before clo ing, the quadron would like to congratulate Cpl Karl
Lee and his wife Kelly on their recent marriage. and wL h them all the
be t for the future.
45TH (E SEX) IG
L Q
DRO
OL
TEERS)
quad omd
Maj Mike White
M
W02 Lo uise Wa lker
ince the last edition of The\ ire it has been a very bu y period for the
quadron . The major focu · wa ' on R IT. The R IT team visited Waxlcy
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TAC on unda · 7 o 1ober :!001 and Colchester on aturday. 13 October
~oo 1 The m pecuon went relatively well at both centers with le s th~
;,.,
a >es of ·ob on all four Ta kworthy Triffid . Both inspected Mux
0
achi~v;d
\\ed-pre,cnted det . , hich wa very co1mnendab~ ?iu~ to th~
fi t that the crew were junior members of the ' c.uadron. c bo~c ~
tho ·e T
oldicrs who did bother to put the effort m and attend ot 1 e
s
k d and the 1·n pections? 1 o well don(' to all tho e that made
prep hee ·en
·
d
I
d I
the effort to attend this. It was a g~d mart turn oudt, an . w
1<~~ B~~e
town that there i a T umt here m Colche ter an not JUSt
·
·c t ·ear or on any other parade lets have a full turn out and be proud to
·how\vho we are. Well done to the Warle) Del who due to the fact ~at
the
lice did not parade. 45 ig Sqn (V) led from the front. A pccial
me~on mu t b given to ig Rob lrvi~e v ho managed to 1~arch the
who\eJength of the parade out of. tep. Finally we have a menu on o_f the
p l
gt Gerry l cGacby who \aid the wreath so well a a la 1 mmu~e
r la~ement. \! eicome to the new Squadron PSI, Sgt Jeff Farnes and 111
lo~ely wife ' ichola who join the Squadron all the way aero s Abbey
Field from 216 ignal quadron.
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2 - 0 1A
bi· Cpl Adam Witcomb - 45 (EssexJ ig qn (V)
HQ BRJTFOR
· 1 de lo ed on the above erc1se as an Augmentee to

EXERCI E AIF AREE

a whlteyfleet manager, on \3 eptembe~ 200) and recovered to
Colchester on 29 October 2001. Bearing in rmnd this '"".as two days_a:.e~
the attacks on ew York and the Pentagon, 1 was lightly wome .
re rted 10 the AMC at South Cerney on I3 eptemb~r for check 111 of
ba':gage form. flight on 14 eptember to Thumra1t_ m the outh o~
Oman. When we arrived we were told that the ev:mng m al w~ T~
2300hrs. when we turned up at the cookhouse all t~e hghts were out.
e
general feeling was we had been left with no food till a chef appeared a~a
ide door and told us there wa food. ju t no. li~l . Food \~a eaten Y
torchlight a good start! The flight arrived on tune m Thum1a1t at 1430hrd
(the hottest part of the day being 40 degrees). We were ~wiped in an
then moved by 4 tonner to Camp South to stay at the rransll camp for t~
ni ht before the drive to Shaafa Camp up !n the_ no:th .o'. Oman .. At 07
h~ departed with eight other augmentees m a c1vv1 m1rubus, this wa an
ex erience not to be forgotten, as the air con broke down and we had to
oei it re-gassed. This was then followed by a blow out about a quarter of
fhe way up the M R with frequent stops and a meal top at convoy
upport camp for lunch., and eventually arrived at Shaffa Camp at about
2000hrs.
·n1
Shaffa Camp had about 1400 personnel when at full srrength _ma1 Y
con i ting of HQ BRITFOR. EXCO. JFAC HQ I ACC and 30 1g Regt
and ome RN personnel (YES even in the middle <_>fa desert). I was
working with 68 Sqn RLC. The camp was tented, adjacent to an Omam
Tank Regiment. Our area was Slipper City as we had two ma s1ve te~ts!
One wa the cookhouse the other was a recreation area. These being
carpeted and with round tables and table clothes JUSt hke you find at
weddings! Also we had the use of the ho t nation sw1mmmg pool as well
0 it was more like camp lbiza. The average temperaru~e was ~etween 40
- 45 degrees, I don't think 1 have drunk so much water in my hfe.
As I was the BRITFOR white fleet manager for Shaafa camp,_my fleet
consi ted of four minibuses, eight cars and ~o 4x4.'s and nm~ shell
agency cards. This was the difficult part of the JOb not Just allocatm~ the
vehicles on a priority basi (and everyone thought they had a. higher
priority than everyone else!) but trying to make sure that each vehicle had
enough fuel or if it needed a fuel card. The h!ghlight of the tour was a tnp
10 Camp Fairburn; this was the Royal Mannes camp. We h~d tra~elled
here for the CSE show with Freddie. Starr? Steps an~ Ge.r n Halliwell .
Freddie Starr and his jokes were qmte topical to put 1t mildl y. l had an
excellent !lme and strongly recommend attachment to the Regulars to any
one who can fit it in.
54 (EAST A GLlA) IG AL SQUADRO ' (VOLUNTEERS)
quad Comd
Maj Denni Prince
SM
W02 Martin Wright
. .
As usual 54 have had a bu y and productive few months, active in both
work and play. A late mention to our activities back in September is that
of the deployment of Squadron to France on a Battlefield tour, yet
another successful, .11forma1ive and social adventure! Octo~er saw. the
Squadron entering confidently into another round of RSIT inspections
and PRE reports, with the outcomes reflecting the _hard work that the
troop and taff have put in throughout the year with good reports all
round for 54. Well done team! .
,
.
Po t inspections we e111ered 111 to Troop Commander s Disposal much
to the anxiety of the troops! What would their Yow1g Officers have up
their leeves for their enjoyment. .. or not? Well as usual the troop1es and
troop management rallied to the ca~se with Lt Roz Keegan and tea~
sendi ng 757 Troop out mto the w1_lds_ of Lon~o~ on Ex Leadership
hallenge ... A challenge of lateral thmkmg and m1t1at1ve as tr?OPS were
. ent out with a list of objectives such as 'feeding the lions' which had ~o
be completed by a timed deadline and of course be able to pro~e to 1t!
gt ndy O borne deploying his troops to DuxfOl'd, lmp.enal War
1useum and to some wet play with the Broads, sorry on the ~orfolk
Broads and finally 756/4 (Bedford) completing a weekend exploring the
ups and downs of the roller-coaster life of 'leadership'. All would agree
that the weekend wa5 a great ucce s and we look rorward to further suc,h
opportunitie . Into ovember, and the opponumty_for the quadron s
pennanent staff to play with their weapons, orgamscd by the weapon
handler of all times gt Del Parkinson (SH9). T he pe~anent staff took
part in this friendly compedtion out al Bassmgbome with the weapon of

ti

da

bein

the pi tol! Reports of the day indicate that all the

~~alcnt sta~ managed to hit the targe.t (!)with the John Wayne of the
~ay being Q Ray Whal! (SHQ) who achieved ~he score of20/24.
ot to be outdone, a Range Day was orgam ed for the troops clo';Vn at
Colche ter Ranges. 19 member of the quadron took t,h1s opport~1mty to
their APWT all of which passing, however, the Top Dog far the
1
~~~~~in>
LC I Paul Rhymils ( I IQ). ovembcr. aw 54 Squadron hke
all) otherg1;1ilitfry unit and many civilian reflecting and remembe~ng
back to our fallen comrades on Remembrance Parades throughout a.st
An lia with Capt Lenny Carr leading the quadron's Parade 111
Ful~ou~. Cambridge. The day at all our cen.tr.:s culminated m a c~~ry
lwlch offering the opportunity to catch up with past members, fam1he
and friend . With memories a fres~ from the past, 54 commenced on
focu in on the future with it contmumg dnv~ towards recruitment. A
uch a nching crew (recruitment team) cons1s~mg ~f. Capt ~en_ Carr,
y n·11
Del Parkinson and Sig Mike Garrick made
1 Yard ' Sot
t E mma
L
"
.
haste
( i e or take
a faulty
minibus, computer, projector
an d t ra• ffic
1 )·a1TIS
all in ~ne morning!!) to Cambridg<? R eg ional College to _g 1v.e a
resentation in conjunction with 254 Field Ambulance to 30 tluushng,
) 6-1 year olds who were all desperately keen to. become _. ... firemen.
After a somewhat shaky start to the mornmg 1t transpired mt? a
succes ful day with new recruits through the door the fol lowin g

f

s

2L
11 C
11 he
Thursday!
_t ~ Y arro .
A few more words before I close, to_welcome
is attached to u from 35 Sig Regt for s~x months acting m the role a~ 0
54 (Bedford) Promotion congratulations to the now gt Daz Wilson
7(756 Troop B~dford) and Cpl 'Moggie' Mossop (754 Troop, .Bedford)
and finally ~d farewells to Capt Phil Taylo.r who l~aves us to JOm Regt
as Asst Ops Offr, all at the quadron would hke to wtSh him tl1e be t.
755 TROOP ORWICH - by Sgt Kim Medley
.
Recent events for orwich include Tp Comds disposal weekend and
tlie Ran e weekend 755 went to the War Museum a the fir t part of the
Troo Jeekend. foliowed by a ' day on the bro.ads' on tl1e Sunday. (Who
said boat and alcohol don't mix). Sgt !<-ev King was finally persuaded
that skinny-diping in ovember 1s possibly not the best way to tart the
day' The locals are still puzzled how we got the boat back m one piece.
Th~ next weekend was back to more serious busmes and the Range
weekend at Fingeringhoe. This was complete_d with the rest.of the
Squadron Pte Burns (transferring from the medics) was most miffed_ to
find t.liat ~he had scored 18 out of 98 when, in the next lane, Cpl Rym11ls
had amas ed J39! Thoughts move on to the next exercise now and the
pos ible nightmares that lay ahead on tl1e run up to the camp next year,
more words on the ubject oon.

For a lot of us it was our first opportunity on the Channel Tunnel and
Wow! You literally do not ~·.now you are moving and in next to no time
we were standing on the far side of the Channel looking back over to
England through the sites of the artillery pieces at the 'musee du mur de
l 'atlant1que (Museum of the AtlJntic wall). A musewn established in one
of the seven biggest bunkers built to protect a 380mm gun that was able
to fire shell s across the channel into and around Dover. Along with
artillery equipment it displayed old radios the likes of which some or our
more ' distingui ~ hed ' members r~ membered using and training with,
weapons and uniforms. Time against us we moved on to our next site.
Vimy Ridge in Arras was a vital part of the German defence system
dominatin~ the surrounding areas. Today it is a national park belonging to
the Canadians and a memorial to the 3,598 Canadian soldiers who lost
their lives capturing it. We arrived at what is a beautiful parkland but one
where littl e imagination is needed to cast the mind back to the
?evastating events that shaped the land to the crater scarred land cape it
!S· Here trenches have been preserved offering the opportunity to see how
1t ~~ t have been and the tunnels which were dug under the enemie
position preserved to offer a freeze frame in time as to the conditions,
claustrophobia and ingenuity of fighting forces will to win.

EXERCISE CAMBRIDGE BEAR 11- BATTLEFIELD TOUR .
Following the resounding success of last years Battle field tour, Fnday
21 September 200 I saw members of 54 Signal Squadron (V)
con egating at Cambridge TAC for the pre departure and cene setllng
ta~g by Maj David Cook (RRF) for this year's battle field tour.. The
support of Squadron members was excellent with 67 members dec1dmg

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

to go.

co
RSM

Lt Col P. R. Towers MA MSC
WOl (RSM) F. Roberts

EXERCISE TOPHAM HATT
Ex Topham Hatt is the official long-standing link between the Royal
Corps of Signals and the volunteer run Swanage Railway in Dorset. For
nearly 20 years, as the railway track has been re-laid from Swanage
toward Wareham, soldiers fro m the Corps have assisted the Railway
vo lunteers install a comprehensive Strowger and Monarch telephone
system. Since 1997, members of Corps have also refurbished Herston
Halt, a small railway station one mile west of Swanage. During 2001 six
different units participated in the Exercise.
. There are two other links between the Corps and the Railway. The first
1s the Mercury Group, which is a supporting group within the Swanage
Railway Trust, of 130 members (or ex members) of the Corp . econd ly
the Corporate Membership of the Swanage Railway Tru t, held on behalf
of the Corps by 11 ignal Regiment. The Exercise i officially sanctioned
by HQ LAND through Headquarters 43 (We sex) Brigade and enables
sma ll parties of up to 15 oldier to spend time away from the normal
working environment conducting work of a worthwhile nature. There are
huge benefits ranging from experience through to retention, but more
specifically:

Members of the Squadron visit the tunnels at Vimy Ridge
The itinerary for the weekend was to include a visits to the remains _o f
an artillery battery, the Canadian National Vimy Memorial, V2 ro_ck~t site
and production base and of course f~r those unh~althy but ~ssent~a l items
the hypermarket! After the informative orientation by MaJ Dav1_d Cook
the Squadron settled into !he pace for the wee~end wllh a few ?nnks and
pool to await the Sam am val of the coach which would be ou1 home for
the duration of the tour. Not long after the arrival it was off to the
Channel Tunnel the journey offering the opportunity for some much
needed shut-eye.
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The OC Sqn, Maj Prince (right)
and one of the 1unior members of the Squadron
lay a wreath at the Vimmy Memorial

The kindness of the Ca~adian staff extended to us by allowing all of us
to take an unscheduled gu1_ded t_our through the maze of tunnels bringing
home the wonders of engmeenng and the courage of men not so long
past. l_t wa~ here also that we, lead by our Squadron Commander, Maj
Denn_1s Pr_m ce, laid ~ wreath of r~membran?e on the outstandingly
beautiful V1my Memorial. For me this was a poignant time to reflect and
remember.and this memorial for.me was easily the most commanding
and beautiful memorials I certainly have ever seen. As we paid our
res~ects. in a i_ninu.te ~i lence, all those at the monument regard Ies of
Nat!onal~ty _umted m silence. Alas time stops for no man and it was off
agam_, this time to find our hotels in the quaint and lively town of Arras.
At this pomt Sig _Ch~stian S!a.ddin (757 Troop, Cambridge) already one
of the mam bodies m organising the weekend as a result of hi fluent
command of the French language really eamt his bread and butter a we
discovered that "'.e were _in France and th~ hoteliers didn' t speak Engli h!
Everyone happy It was time to have a quick spruce up and then to hit the
town . The troops being the troops waved their fair good byes to the
Officer and Sergeants and were only seen at various states sorry stages
for, the rest of the evening leaving the Officers and Sergea~ts to let thei;
hair down (some of use having a little more hair than others).
So whi!st my fellow officers and sergeants cleaned and gleamed off I
went (havmg first seconded Sig Christain Sladdin as interpreter) to find
a restaurant suitable for our evenings needs, believe me this being one of
the mos_t difficult tasking of the weekend! I eventually found one and
booked 1t and returned to collect the crowd. With the interpreter gone and
none of us speaking anything other than pigeon French the re t of the
evening ?egenerated into international charades and then just plain lottery
as we tned to order food. Some were lucky others were not, in getting
what they thought they h~d ordered. But regardless the food transpired to
be spectacular ~nd the _dnnk wasn't half bad either! For the majority the
long d~y combined with good food was enough, but for gt 'Danci ng
Queen Jo Outlaw and me it was off to sample the local culture at a
night-club. Obviously the French ambience over dinner had gone a long
way to improve our French as we not only discovered where and how to
get to th<: club but also what time it hut and how to buy beer... in French!
A fine night was had to some very curious music and with folks curious
about our very expressive and individual dancing techniques!
After a lie in it was off again on the coach to the V2 Rocket site and
production base at d'Eperlecques. This was the prize of the weekend! An
am3:Zing museum with interactive displays/ original footage and models
set m and around the bunker about the invention, production, use and
development of the ballistic rockets (V2). Time pushed on and soon it
was back on the coach to the hypermarket and home, exhausted but full
m the knowledge ofa good, informative and well organised weekend. As
such the Squadron looks forward to next year.

The Topham Hatt Planning Document (THPD) reduce the
admin burden on units.
All authorisation, land clearance and security issues are already
cleared.
The Exercise has a tried and te 1ed reputation of nearly 20 years.
ost to a unit is nil , other than rations and tran port.
COs or J Os) are encouraged to
Jumor conunanders (Lt.,
perform managerial functions .
Huge range of tasks ranging from telecom, command and leader
ship to general D!Y.
Manual nature of tasks helps build team spirit.
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For further information contact: WOI (RSM) F. E. Roberts
39 Sig Regt (V)
TA Centre
Horfield
Bristol
BS7 OXL
Tel: (9) 4381 3707
REGCMENTAL HEADQUARTERS (BRISTOL)
Sadly, after what seems a life time of productive and highly valuable
RPS), the
service. we have had to say our farewell to Sgt John Cook
saving grace of our Regimental generators! John leaves us to move to 37
ig Regt for better condition ! The oppre sed of Horfield salute you for
your bravery in your bid for freedom! Also leaving the Bristol fold i
W02 (RQMS) Mick Ginty who departs for a change of cenery and job;
he goes to 2 Sig Regt as an
M. The Regiment wishes hin the best of
luck with hi new Squadron; he will be very sorely mi e in Horficld
(especially by his sidekick Capt Phil Abbott, the QM). Of course, no
farewell is complete without a corresponding hello (a long a MCM Div
are doing tl1eir job correctly!). And so, we wish to formally welcome
W02 (RQMS) Dave Hizzct, who ha travelled from north to outh to
join us from Glasgow OTC.
Ju t as the world wa falling apart with increased alert state , one of
our local c.adet decided to misplace his mobile phone and drop in next to
the front gate. Before we cQuld work out what wa going on th bomb
quad was on our tails.. eedles to ay there is not much left of the
phone! Annual camp wa a r9aring ucce , and by far the majority felt
challenged and thorough'ly enjoyed themselve . ome were able to enJOY
them elve more (those in the Channel Island ), but after many day- of
jibes by those not o fortunate (tho e in orfolk !) the Regiment settled
into a steady routine. Part of the annual training cycle thi year has been a
Leadership and Confidence course that was coordinated by the R M
(when he wa not playing trains at the wanagc Railway) together \\ ith
most of the Regular P I . The course wa a great succe sand led 10 many
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miLng f:res an? som • great . h ts m~luddin~ LC(.' ~oh~:t
~ ~~~~~~ ~
1
'
1 bc1.:n authon ed to wear the cro,se n e or "
~~ll done to all who endured. and s uc ceeded o n the eoun:·
I .
.., Emma . olden Girl' t<ett wh came top o
e
~ongr~tu -~':::n;, ~lor'; of amp belo\\ no doubt. Sin~e then, the Regiment
1
~ 'n" in ; period of consolidatio•. and plan.mng; \\ ork1~1g out th~
" · , ro ram for the next sea ·on nnd fleshing out the ore.cast o
tl~~~:n~~c ~uni\ \\eekend held rccc.11ly wa. highly :ucrel·l ful<l:'1dhthe
.. I)
h ci'T rani ·ed b'
!!t Richie Arundel a ege y t ere
(unu. ua mg 111· . o~~t in the dark "'who would know! Looking ahead,
\\ere no ca ua ic
·
·
f Chri ·t nas From all
thi ~1Tt1cle would be in omplctc without mention o . ~I
· • Id '
th~ Reoimem a wann and festive beer and celebratton or our so 1ers
j plo~~d in iii~ Balkan.! Ju. I because you are gone doe not mean that
you an: forgotten!
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5 (QCEI:: " OW 0 ' FORD HIRE H SSARS)
lG ' \.L SQ ADRO ' (B . B R & 0 FORD)
qn Comd
Maj R. H. Belbin
M
W02 ( M) R. E. Phillips
ince our last exciting in talment we welcome three new me~b~rs of
h
adron ig Rye Purn II and mith and a temporary f? r"" ell to
~~ ~~like Bayer and ig Les Barnes. to 20 :'-mid Bde 1g qn in
p
d · Chri Howells to 97 Sig qn m Bo ·ma. At home, 5
KOSO\O an
ig
.
f h ·
· ·
Annual
qn · main e\'ent ha been the highlight o t CIT trammg year,
.
Cam . Tiu year aw a real challenge for 5 qn a we were deployed m a
num6er of different role . Having been taught much about . <?R + dunnCT
the ummer it was time for the detachment led by SSgt P~'.lbps put ~
· · ·
oood practice Meanwhile the OC Maj Rich Belbm.
th e trammg mto,,,
·
'
' S ""), R
Ph'trps
Sgt
1 1
ably a i ted by hi team, including \ 02 (
•_ ay
>
Minchella and Belcher and Cpl Palmer from :>. qn a w~ll as t11 e
remainder of the RRTI team, took on the leadership of the week lo~g
Recruit's Course. Thi amalgamation of the lpha~ Bravo and Charlie
weekends turned into a stunningly steep learning curve that was
thoroughly enjoyed by all. The remainder of the quadron saw
them elve volunteered for the RSM 's ( \ 01 Frank Roberts),
leader hip and confidence cour e. another enjoyable, challengmg but
teep teaming curve for many. ~aJ'.icular high for five were LCpl Do~s
• harp-Shooter ' Docherty aeh1evmg.Mark ~ansh1p class1ficanon, ig
Adrian 'Gazelle' Parsler for best indmdu~ ~1me on the Assault Course
and lastly but definitely not least our demohtton of 47 (Mx Yeo) qn m
the Tug-of-War.

•tched to \'arious parts of the island. The first
memb er were d u I)' desp "
'
•
·
I
'th
·k ·
rated a liai ·on with a 'secret agent who 1ssu~c us w1 our
ta~k. mcorpdo then " 11.1·p to the airport where various questions had to be
ta~ 111<> an
·
ft to bc accomm odatcd
etc .
'
.ked ~~bout length" of mnway, largest aircra
~h 'questions following 11 Septembe1 naturally raised a few
sc
.• • roduct 1·011 of a MOD Form 90 soon put the security
·
eyebrow 1lOWC\Cr. p
<
I .h
Kl rd
staff at re~t and even resulted in a glamo~IT photo~rap l wit igsd ia 'f
. 'fad Profe'_ or· chofield. and hep • lit '!"rcnch Sheppard .an. one o
· I
further tasking resulted m more mad dashing around
I alT 10 te cs.
ue
·
·
d'bl
t·
I cal
the island a pot of paddling in the ca, and mere 1 ya .rip to a o .
I t 1' t' find out about a I 5 year old swimmer. The exercise endc.d as 1t
~~s ~nryw~th everyone on a high, bu~ looking fo~ward to rctur!1111g to
En~la~d the only remaining stumbling bloc~ bemg the ferryhJ O~rne~
back Th~ prospect of meals revi ited once agam ~adc even t
ar enc
vcte~an wince however the weather held out. as did e cryo~c s stotath.
Return to Bod;iey Camp, was via Oanbury !o. drnp o.ff vari ous ve 11c cs,
dirty washing etc. The heroes cYentually amvmg m tune for pay parade,
and some much needed R & R.

s·
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'BUZZIN" LCpl Claire 'Wicked! ' Goodwin before her glass of port!

!o

'The Bees - Knees !' L-R SSgt Ro.bin 'Wh~re's my n;iug' Hall , LC?pl
Alan 'Northern lad' Gribben and Sig Ozzy Mad Dog Osborn enioy
a paddle whilst on assignment on Ex Bon Accord
.----,,...----,

'Hands up if you enjoyed the Ex~r~ise r
SSgt Judith Phillips and Sgt 'Geordie Shields
raise their hands for Bon Accord
LEADERSHIP A D CO FIDENCE COURSE - THE FINAL
PHASE

by Lt Peter Lynch

Well done Sig Rye' Lt Col Towers presents Sig Rye "':'ith her beret
and 'Jimmy' after successfully passing the Recruit Course
EXER ISE BO. A CORD - by SSgt Robin Hall
Jersey 2, the 5 qn ·cRS · de~ch~~nts ~rrived at lor;ation with the
un high in the sky, and everyone spmts high, and looking forward. to
the \\eeks activities. The Detachment was commanded by Sgt Judith
' \1me's a lager' Phillips, who had managed to persuade the OC that she
\\a~ the best per on for the job, as she had so much experience of gomg
on other such tough as ignments. She was ably ass1ste~ ~Y. n~r cheffettes:
·sgt Robin 'More Garlic' Hall , and Sgt Gordon Q Five toasties
Shields. The ta. king flc\\ in thick and fast, and the off-shift crew

Organised by the RSM , the co.urse ran for. the .first. week of Camp .and
covered a wide variety of subjects, cul1111 na11ng m a 46 h?ur f1el.d
Exercise Phase. The weather duly turned for the wor ·e on the Field Pha c
but the course were not to be daunted and duly prepared themselves for
their final assault on Easuncre FIBUA village. Lt Peter Lynch from 5
Sqn gave Orders ably assisted by his Platoon Sergeant, 5 qn ' new PSl
(Tech) Sgt Dave' 'The Model ' Randall, and the Sections then rehear ed
their drills for the attack on the village. The adrenaline !lo.wed .and the
tiredness ebbed away as the Sections moved up t.o take their ob.1ect1ve ,
two heavily fortified houses on the edge of the village. After an hour. of
battle and detcnnination the objectives were taken and the adrenalme
finally started to calm down as we all headed back to Bodney amp.
After the clean up, the best ever gt.ass of port was. enjoyed by ~II , not only
did this soothe our now hoarse vo ices, but more 11nportantly 1t celebrated
and cemented all our achievements of the week.

47 (MIDDLESEX YEOMA RY) SIG 'AL SQUA DRON
( XBRIOGE)
qn Como
Maj C. M. Lankester
SSM
W02 '.\-1. Gilfrin
A ' UAL C>\l\IP 2001
(EXERCISE BO ACCORD A D 47 GO MAD I GUER SEY)
Forty-Five members of 47 quadron, bolstered by a record breaking 14
recruits and a SpLcial guest appearance by SSgt Mick 'Desperate Dan'
Jervis, took part 111 Annual Camp between 13-27 October 200 I. The
camp was to con ist of three concurrent acti ities: the comms Ex Bon
Accord: a recruit course: and a much ant icipated (or perhaps dreaded)
Leadership and Confidence cadre ma termmded by the RSM . The trip to
Thetford was uneventful (despite the serial shedding of pennants on roads
from Uxbridge to Norfolk) and a relatively pain-free introduction to camp
achieved: many thanks to the QM Branch for not providing us with a
reception committee of so ldiers in nuore. cent jackets brandishing
clipboard . Confidence in RHQ wa not dented by the admission that the
vast majority of the command tructure were 'camp virgins·, largely as
our new Training Major (or Ops Officer as we are rapidly learning to
say ... ) Maj John MacKay had previously served with the TA and
mdeed in every rank from ignaller to hi present exalted position. One
unfortunate note came when the quadron Commander. Maj Car la
Lankester, was taken ill on the first night of Camp and admitted to
hospital. The Squadron ·s thoughts and best wishes for a speedy recovery
go out to Carla.
The exercise commenced with a PACEX for those on Ex Bon Accord
and ranges for the Cadre. We are not totally ure what the recruits were
up to, but judging by the crie of 'one, two three, one' from before fir t to
after la t li ght we urmise that they were receiving a rather robust
introduction to Army life. During thi s second day we were pleased to
we lcome Mr Andrew Bridges. secretary of the Middle ex Yeomanry
Association, as a guest to the Regiment. Early on Monday morning the
out detachment, commanded by Lt Dave 'Two Cans' Cornick, left for
Guernsey. The cruel nickname 'B utlin 's Troop' was not in the end
justified as we are a sured that they did work hard on the holiday isle and
did actually wear uniform once or twice. The ferry cros ing was also
R: a
noted for showi ng why many of the party had not joined the R
large cooked breakfast at Lulworth followed by a heavy sea did not uit
the Redcoats. Ex Bon Accord proper commenced on Tue day, and the
Co mm s Hub commanded by Lt Mike ' By 'ee k' Smith (by now
promoted to acti ng OC, so wearing severa l hat this camp) were
deli ghted when comm were established promptly with all four out det .
The routine of maintaining the net then commenced including a test of
the draft NCR + SOPs/SOls written by the 47 Brains Trust with the help
of 2Lt Dave ' Harry Potter' Carter of 57 Squadron. Tn order to generate
traffic a ficndi h trea ure hunt on Guern ey and Jer ey had been devised
by W02 Tony 'Anneka Rice' Ward of RHQ. The Hub sent out daily
taskings to each detachment and expected rep lies over CR + in the
form of digita l photograph , new ·letters and any other creative media that
they chose to u e. The favourite ta king of C pl Tina ·Hair Bear ' Gross
and LCpl Heather ·Gi ngoire · Thornton proved to be the visit to the fire
station whe re they were well looked after by Guern ey' fine t
Unfortuna te ly on a return visit they encountered a somewhat grumpy
female civi lian. Bad luck! The tasks proved a challenge both for the det
(between ice cream ) in an wering the quc tion and the Hub (between
guard duties) in managing the flow of data in both directions. As well as
thi s exerci e play we did encounter some ODUFF traffic including a
request for a new generator (delivery of thi caused ome fighting as to
who would be the lucky courier) and the my teriou case of Cpl Mark
'Joiner 's Gennies' Joiner whose left hand turned blue. uggestions were
made that after a hard couple of days a an ED Cpl Joiner's treatment
should consist of having a wash, but in fact a trapped nerve was
diagno ed and a £75 hospital bill incurred. Competition to visit Cpl
Joiner wa imilarly fierce, whi ch had nothing to do with his very
attTactive Doctor we were a sured.
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57 (CfTY A D CO NTY OF BRlSTOL) JG AL SQ ADRO (V)
q Comd
Maj Bill Ruthven
SM
W02 Jane Tuck
UAL CAMP- EXERCISE BO ACCORD
39 Sig Regt's Annual Camp 200 I included an CR + exerci e with
detachment distributed amongst variou exotic locations around the
globe, feeding accurate, to-the-point, mission critical infom1ation back to
Blighty. Two detachments from 57 Sqn, fonned from a election of the
fine t men and women that the TA could provide, deployed to covert
locations (a scout camp on Guernsey and 5- tar holiday resort complete
with manicured lawn and swimming pool on Jersey). peciali t tran port
(a hydrofoil - during which a number of personnel, including a certain
gt Green , decided it would be necessary to hare their breakfa t with
the fi h) wa required in order to deploy the detachment to their
locations a quickly as possible. It was a shame that this was not so true
for the return journey, where an overnigh t ferry to Port mouth had to
suffice. Hi-tech, tate-of-the-art computer technology, along with the
trusty SCA Tl , and not-so-tru ty 4fi KVA generators provided a elfsufficient (apart from the short (!) period of tim where power cable
were spotted dangling out of the cout hut window) communications
centre capable of ending messages via e-mail. All detachment were
given a number of ta king., based on finding information about the
re pective island, and ending it back to the hub. uch taskings included
producing photographic evidence of the detachment on location (in which
Fred West wa found) and finding arious item , such as ·a fireman·
pole' - apparently the staff at the local fire tation were more than happy
to as i t, and a fossil - in which QM 57 was not o happy to a, si t.
The time on the i hmd was hort-lived, and before they knew it. the
detachments were sailing back to Portsmouth. ' ith the ferry'. duty free
shop apparently doing a roaring trade!
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On .the technical side the automatic frequency allocation of CR is
unavailable for NCRS+ and therefore HF skills were well tested. The
Squadron HF guru gt Gary ' Pil bury' C heshire was occasionally een
to tear his hair out with some VP efforts: LCpl Manoj 'Manny' Gandhi
deserves special mention for hi s reply to a radio check of ' You are
difficult but bearable, over'! Lt Mike mith also had the ta k explaining
the art of watch-keeping to a new Squadron Officer Lt Andy 'C-P30'
Ciaralli-Parenzi after his previous life in the RGBW: ensible as it is to
gr~b leep on exercise it is not nonnally considered the done thing to u e
sh ifts a the opportumty to do so. The recruit course finished with a pass
off on Saturday. One subsequently wrote. 'a fter one whole week of
embarrassin~ errors and mistakes of a young recruit we were ready for
pass off, mistakes learnt for next time.' We welcome you all to th e
Squadron. The Squadron would also like to congratulate ig Emma
'G.olden G.irl' Kett on be!ng awarded the be t recruit prize. The recruits'
spmted skit on the final mght shows that they are likely to fit in well with
the Squadron.
Meanwhile the Cad re cou rse continued apace. The occas1onal
reappearance of soldiers onto camp covered in cam cream and laden like
pack-mules with bergcns and equ ipment reminded Lt Matt
'F lash .. . Woof' Watts of when he was in the Army. A highlight for all
appears to have been the OBUA training. In the words of ig Stuart
'Mick Jagger' Morri (the real treetfighting man), ' nine mag later (I
only started with six); six grenades; and twelve enemy, Stu was half way
back to the Watford Gap.' Bruised, battered but definitely unbowed the
Cadre came to an end with an adventure training package. An additional
lesson on rank structure may have been useful for Sig Sheryl ' Long
Service' Blagden after her reference to the ' Regional Sergeant Major '.
Towards then end of Ex Bon Accord the Hub took part in a move into the
field to how the deployability of the ystem. We were assisted in this by
the newly badged Signallers from the recruit course and the exerci e
proved that this kind of move can be achieved, but is hugely labour
inten~ive. However, all enjoyed being in the field, especially the cryptic
meeting with the US avy EALS who were determined to use our
antenna field as a Drop Zone. It was also at this time that the Squadron
Chuckle Brothers, Sgt Cheshire and Sgt Baz 'Techietubbie' Kightley
discovered that impersonating our PSAO Capt David 'I, Gibbo' Gibson
does not pay when said PSAO is standing clo e at hand "ith his sidekick
Capt Tom 'I, Pengo' Pengelly. E DEX was marked by a barbecue and
party on the site ma te rminded by Sgt Andy ' Ration Granddad '
Cummi ngs , SSgt Cynthia ' Quarter Bird' Jackson and Sgt Paula
'Welcome Back' Mc eil, although not by the SSM as some were led to
believe.
The training culminated in a highly successful Brits evening (thank
you the RSM!) where judging by her inging the Squadron football
hooligan is LCpl Sophie 'Stanley l(njfe' Spittle. A skits night was also
held where Sig Morris's string of beads proved to be more amu ing for
many than the Officers ' Mes skit. The Squadron took honours in
volleyball in the ports competition, and lost a close final to 5 (QOOH)
Squadron in the tug of war. Lt Smith showed great prowes in the arcane
sport of throwing the Boot Combat High. Camp would not have been
complete without the Uxbridge Assizes. held on the final night, where
fines are devised for various ' offences' committed on camp. One charge
doe tand out: the SSM WOil Marc 'Sticky' Gilfrin failing to fill in hi
drivers ' Sleep. Sleep and Sleep card. We'll buy the SSM a tamp with a
big ·s· on it for next year!
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goodbye to Sgt Sh uttleworth and gt Corcoran. Congratu lations to
LCpls Flannaga n and Gobie on being selected for promotion.

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
BEXLEYHEATH
.
, members of the Sq ua dro n gain e d a
and over ag ain . The ncwc~ ce and confidence fro m thi s exerci se.
tremendou s amou nt of cx pcenen Id Ii. kc to thank all members o f the
. ti
ce aga m the 0 wou
~~~~~nof~r their hard work over the last few months.

co

R.. 1

1 REC l'1 E 'T
HE DQUARTERS
.
EW FRO!\ . •Offi
. d ll ranks of the Reaiment would hke to
ic~r. ~~ttGr~ha~ (no\ 1aJ) on his marri~ge to
The ommandm~
A
st 2001 Their service was held m th.e
congratulate the. djt, C~
'Ii s J oann e \\ ood .on t e 11 . ugu 1 •n ·in Cambridge. amongst their
palanal ettmg of h1 loldc~l~r~o~ ~on M alik and the Sqn Comd of
guard of Honour \\'lll ~ i~ raig Tallents . We wish you a long and .happy
70 (EY) I~ qn BJ . d f well to faj Matt Graham and h•.s new
mamage. We a\sc say a ton are
(Blandford) to begin their new
"ife ~oan_ne as they move to pasi:ir~s f~~~"wen to W02 (RQMS) Steve
marned hfe .toget~er. e al om:1ack as Capt Slaney. he will fill the
lane~ wh~ ~f ~!"1~g~Q to q~. We all wish you succe.ss in your ne\
~~~~~~nt and congratulation on achieving a comm• s1on.
70 (E E. YEOM NRY) IG 'AL Q ADRON - CH EL l FORD
qn Comd
1aj C raig Tallents
h
\ 0 2 ( s 1) Paul Humphreys
'.\1
h hat et another bu y period over the last few mont
"i~h~e~~i~1:ai~~ng ,!eekends, Adventure Tra in ing and a Squadron
Comm Exerci ' c to name but a few.
EXERCl E PHOE IX RECR IT
(REGIME TAL RECRUIT TRAIN I G) ·
•h have attended Ex
The. Squadron cu~enJlY. :~:~~ ~eJc;~t~~Ol ~It is hoped to have
;h:~n~~:~~~ow~:C:t ~durses at Blandford in the next few month
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D~Eny.T~e~:rs~~! ~uadron deployed to Snow?oni~ in the Welsh

s pursuits (rock cltmbrng, mountarn
tori es of how far, how high and
.
:
ed · bars round Chelmsford and Harlow.
1 ng an
how long are snll bemg iscu 5 m•d \ 02 (SSM) Paul Humphrys
he is ·getting too old
The weather was not kind, as they all got s~aket ~h~a~q~ f~'!1Wobbl~
.
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mb.~ntaind ~~~~ s~~ee st~~u and

~~~i~g~!~~~1 t~ ~~e f~~il~fs;~~~ ~~t

fo~ ~~~

g:~~ !8d~=~~':dd~:~e~o~~;~1::~t~!i~;urs~~~. ~II in all it was a good
weekend with numerou lessons bemg learnt.
Q ADRO ' COMMlJ ICATIO S EXERCISE
.
The Squadron deployed on a Comms Exercise in the Esse~ ar~a dunn1
eptember 2001 in order to go 'Back t? B~sics'. The exerc/se ·~ o~ °£
many the Squadron will be undertakmg m p~'Z.i3ratto1 t~~ ~q~dron
annual concentration next year. Under the watc
eye o .
SPSI, Sgt Jason Barsley the troops were put through their paces over
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(L-R): Col J. A. Terrington, Maj G. L. Richards,
Maj F E Hargreaves Capt R.H . Seward,
M . c s Tallents Lt Col s.
R. Malik and Maj N. Fraser,
ai · ·foreground : capt and Mrs M. F. Graham

c.

T HE SQ UA DRO PR E DE PLOYME .T FUNCTIO
The Squadron had a farewell night out on Thursday 11 October prior
to heading out to Kosovo . Nu mbers were depicted due to many being
either on pre-tour leave or trai ning courses in the UK but those hardened
party animals still about gathered at the Staffy Arms bar at Scnnelager
Training Centre . The night started w ith tryin g to get past the bar
committee who were acting as doormen and succeeding to take every
DM off people for raffle prizes. They seem to have the doorman part
down to an art a they can sti ll be seen dragging their knuckles on the
ground . C pl Mu r phy provided the buffet serv ice that the Pads ate as per
u s ual. The ingle y s were a ll too intoxicated to remembe r the
entertainment or how they got to bed for that matter. The money from the
sale of the raffle tickets provided three cash prizes all of which were won
by Officers from the Brigade Headquarters! Thanks to the squadron bar
committee for providing a good night out for the few remaining members
of the Squadron. Well done to ig 'Bi cuit ' Brown and his straight from
the factory helper glas collect ing. Overal l the night appeared to pass
'chest prodding' free!
BA (C ) C L AY PJG EO
HOOTI G C HAM PIO SHIPS
8 SE PTEMB ER 2001 - hy Lr James Acton
T he morning of Saturday 8 October dawned grey and somewhat
overcast, reflecting the mood of certain members of the hasti ly assembled
20 A rmd Bdc HQ and Sig qn Clay-Pigeon Shooting Tea m. The
somewhat atypical ,hooting attire sported by one Capt John Lyons was
less a result of his lack o fashion sense and more the result of a previous
night of bacchanalian e. 1.:ess. Let 11 merely be stated that his transition
from hcd to ra nge was wward the hasty end of the spectrum. However,
the team all agreed that th. lime green car defenders he was given to wear
set off his blue shell-suit tr->users to perfection.
Once assembled at Gutcr,loh Clay Shooting Club, W02 Tyson from I
GS Regt, the event organiser, ~wiftly orted out the paperwork, showed
the uninitiated (four out of five team mcmbers) which end of the shotgun
to point where, patiently explained that clay pigeons were quite content to
be blown to pieces and wou ld not worry the RSPCA , and ushered us onto
the ra nge. Once C apt Lyons had stopped wincing at every unexpected
loud noise, the team put together a spirited performance. 2Lt Hannah
Stoy showed the markmanship worthy of one fresh from Sandhurst,
although he was unfa irl y adva ntaged having spent fou r years at
univer ity doing a ' huntin' , shootin ' , fish in ' ' degree in ' Countryside
Management '. Sig Steph Bogart, current A rmy fe ma le 'Una rmed
Fighting' champion, would much rather have karate-chopped the clays,
but managed an enthu iastic performance to give the team vita l points .
Steady perfom1ances from Lt James Acton and Maj Adrian T hurgood
completed the line-up .
Although the team wa doing remarkably well after the first round, a
imple ' Down the Line' shoot (where the clays fly directly away from the
fi rer), the subsequent ' Skeet' category (where the clays fly across the
fi rer) and 'Sporting' (where, to be perfectly honest, we weren' t entirely
sure where the clays were flying from) made for a less than impressive
fi nale. However, all those who took part thoroughly enjoyed the day, and
after a clo e-fo ught contest, 200 S ig Sqn can now boa t the BA(G)
Ladi es C lay Pi geon Shoo tin g Cha mpion 200 I, many thanks to the
organi sers for an excellent event.
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by SSgr Tom Gibbins
The team thi s year was headed once agam by the old veteran WOI
(RSM) Sea n Lawes. The rest of the team consisted of W0 2 (Fo )
Andy Dawson, Sgt To m G ib bi ns, Sgt Jay huttlewo rth and C pl
'Trotty' Trott. It looked more like a chain of command race rather than
an eli te marathon team. After weeks of hard physical training the team
was ready to go. We all departed in Trotty's new car with the exception of
R M Lawes who would meet us at our fi ve-star hotel accommodation on
the coast at South Shields. The ferry crossing was to be from Amsterdam
to ewcastle, it was to be an over night crossing o we had time to get
some last mi nute trai ning in on the decks of the Prince of Scandinavia.
On docking we were all a little under the weather due to the physical
demands each athlete placed hi mself under whilst cross ing in those
torrent ial conditi ons. On arriving at our hotel we were greeted by the
owner who showed us to our plush roomy apartments.
Unfortunately there was a rather loud wedding party staying in the
hote l complex and at times this interfered with our training timetable
especially ou r sleep schedule but being the professionals we were we
stuck at our training program to the letter. The RSM met up with us later
on the Friday night and we cou ld tell that his physical strength and
stamina had taken a beating whilst away at Glasgow sitting on one of the
JNCO promotion boards. He knew he only had approximately 36 hours
to get back up to the standard that the other team members were now at.
(Would this be possible for a man at his age?). The day came and we all
made ou r way by rail to th e tart, which was in the very heart of
Newcastle. The sun was shinning there was a nice cooling breeze and we
all were confident of beating our PBs. Many celebrities showed up in the
name of charity. Amongst them were F rank Bruno, Sir Jimmy a ville
and another bloke off the tele. The atmosphere was amazing with 50,000
runners competing against the clock, other runners and themselves. The
unsung heroes were the people running for charity. Our chosen charity
was the Royal British Legion (Paderbom Branch). The gun sounded and
we were off. We managed to make our way to the front so we were even
more confident of that PB time.
Each member of the team has his own persona l thoughts about the ru n
itself. It was a magni ficent spectacle to witness and even more so to take
part. The money raised for the different charities must have been colo sal
and given the chance to do it all again in 2002 we all certainly would. We
all finished in the top 20% of all who ran so in all we didn ' t do too badl y,
the times ranged from I hr 48min - 2hr 28mi n. We all met up in a pub
after the race and were very glad of eventually been able to have a few
pints after the hours, days and weeks of intense training. Due to the town
being closed off to traffic and having left the car at our accommodation
we had to walk back. Instead of completing the 13 miles we walked for
another three and did in tota l l 6miles the longest half marathon we have
all completed.
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Maj A. R. Blackwell
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The Squadron wo uld like to we lcome the new O C, MaJ Ala.a
Black,H ll to the Senior Signa l Squ adron an ~ also se nd thei r
con tulati~ns to him and his wife Monika on the am val of their second
h·1f1
bigail ophie. The Headquarters prepared the Squadron for our
1
~e l~yment to Kosovo, which began in mid-<?c~ober. The Squadron
tr~ned _ military sk ills, theatre spec ific tram mg and com merc ial
equipment and reorganized for Kosovo.
The quadron welcomes the large number .of ~ u g m en tees and
reinforcements essential to allow us t~ be effecti ve m Kosovo a.s we
sume the role of Multi ·ational Brigade (Centre) HQ and S ignal
$quadron. The increase in strength of almo t 50% has also seen a number
~f awards of local rank and the deployment of !he first .Mam Party on 17
October rivalled the first day of the Somme for mtra-umt promotions.

ALPHA T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt H.J. Stoy
Tp SSgt
Sgt R. D. Burrows
d
d
The Troop would like to welcome their new Troop omman er an
1
also Sig D elhoy, Sig F inch and. Si ~ Poulton and say goodbye ~ Cp
Morrison and Sig Hepworth wishmg them all the best fo r the utu~e.
Congratulations to LCpl Donaghy, LCpl Kno x and L C pl Lane, w .0
have all been selected for promot ion. The recent months hav_e once ag}iin
been hectic in Alpha Troop. The Troop have been busy gettmg ready . or
deployment to Kosovo, preparing vehicles, attendi ng courses and saying
goodbyes.
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J . Acton
Tp SSgt
S gt T. Gibbins
.
.
Bravo Tp welcome Sig Dickinson , S ig Woodhou s e a nd ig
M cCaskill , all fresh from the Royal Signa ls factory, and must say
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~nd .family, ro.·ted in from 249

ig Sqn, LC pl Jan 'Viki ng ' Aanes and
lamtly po tcd in from 3(UK)ADS R. Sig 'Kenny' Everett posted in from
15 Sig Rcgt and also , igs Stacey Lyon and Lacy Moran posted in from
Blandford. A final congratu lations goes to those who have been selected

4th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)

qn (omd
RS\I

'.\laj G. R. Norton
WOI (R , 1) Robinson

0

R TROOP - by Lt Park i!
Tp Comd
Lt Mike Park~
. ..
gt ·Olly' Ohver
f
lo gt
.
m Ex aif areea 11 in the ultanate o
Oscar Tp ha JU . t returned. fro
f e tember to the Oman. It ' as a
Oma~. We set off tn the be~nn~g ~ rra~ks in Osnabrock and ended at
long Journey that tarteR d at t~: e~ut~ern Training Area just Nortll of
bl k t ay the least. ome
Cone ntratton Arca at m c .
Thumrait . When we arri\ed C:00 ~'t':\ ~6~ou~aah~J ofu as part of the
mcmbe. of the T~o3 ~ ~~~~;:e !ha~' Ule)' could to prepare for the main
advance ~ an
)
.11 1 t to be done howe ver. We had been
body ' amval. ~ere wa - ti a ? re of de ert and that was it, our new
allocated a one ktlome~ rua~ p~efore the first exerci e. There was a lot
home for the next.coupe 0 ':,Cd ~ ~ really prepared fo r how bad it wa .
) \\a . h tern erature in the forties and
to be done! T don t think.any
It wa bli teringly h~t 1 ~ th~ day d'~:~rms ttfat came in the early evening
~n TI1e conditions \ ere bad but we made
fiftie . Tht wa combt~e w1
and ju t coated everything in a_n ·
.
d to all thi we were al o
the mo t of what we had. Whilst getung u e. · dee trench latrines
putting up tents. building th~ ~:~~i:i~;~:~p~;~~~~r thePBrigade ta ff to
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h 11
oodbyes and congratu lations. Fi rstl y it 's
Finally it' time f~ .tl~~ eut~oif and hi; wife Kelly who join us from 3
welcome to LCpl
tc
. . ed u in Oman straight from the factory,
Div, ig Becky Bos~er th~ J~n us traight from Blandford, get the beers
and ig 1alcolm w o a ~o JO\ ve Potts 'Trots' T rotter , ' ly' Found,
in! Congratulatt~n- to ig~ s.~aff' E v; ns who were all selected for
'Pete t~e bleat ~ol,~~1fndone lads and you too c!ln get . the beers in!
. ' Taff' Evans also on hts marriage to Karen,
promotion t.o LCp ._
Congratulations agam t<;> tg
t e Farewells go to ig ' Pete the bl eat'
good luck. to you both nC~he ;'~~~~t good luck in you application to join
Cole o~ ht - depamtre to iv? tan the man• Standish who leaves us for
the Pohce. Fare~cll ;~f~ and 3 final farewell to our illustriou Troop
s ~k pa ~k~ who is leaving us on promotion to go to I
the darkest dept M
Commander Lt t e a
i
Div_ don ' t worry we've warned thcm
;..;,a.,.ll""a"'b""o::ucty
;.,o_u_·~~-~~--7"1
...
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DA RTM O O R
On 12 ovcmbcr 2001, soldiers from 215 Sig Sqn, were given the
arduous ta~k of a 45km tab, over the rough Dartmoor terrain with around
45 pounds weight. We arrived at Oakhampton Camp just after 1300hrs,
where a short brief enlightened u. to what we were to do - tab to eight
stands over a distance of 40km (gett111g lost excluded), each stand having
a different task; such a pushing a Land Rover up a hill for 200m or
remembering 30 obj ect . We started out in our group of fi ve in high
spirits. unti l we hit our first hill. ow we were serious, we were feeling
the dull Da rtmoor co ld weather on our ba re faces , and after three hours
our fee t we re already hurting . O n ly 25 hours to go . We were al so
confi de nt during the day, but that confidence. wavered at night, we
cou ldn't see o ur own hancl~ in front of our face s, let a lone take any
bearings. We were lost. We sat do ·n in a mall circle, huddled like sheep,
hungry, extremcl:r tired, cold to tl1e bone, and worst of all lost! LC pl
Right leg ·hortcr than the other' Podesta had taken us 3km too far west
off our chosen course and back to where we nearly started. After another
two hours wandering we stumbled cross our stand where ou r do s bags
came out and we were asleep. Lv MBERLA D! After a 2-hour river
crossing which LCpl ' The Brain' \\ illi a ms fell into the river and nearly
died of hypothermia, we had reached the end of the tab AND we reached
our final stand. YES! We had finished, or had we? SSgt C oates then
informed us that we had another 4km to the pick up point. After
defrosting in the Land Rovers and a good nights sleep, we awoke and left
for Tidworth. The Medical Centre was in business the next morning as
blisters were rife! But in hindsight it was a tough challenge.
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~~~.. u~il~h~~~~~t~~~ts·i;proved a lot when the armour arrived and we
actually had something to hve .off. tarted we were doing a lot of moving
When the fir>t of the e~ercts ,. "
hard enouoh in itself due to the
0
around and senmg up an~.Jl t ~ '~~.:r3!nd comm:nder had to endure
f ti heat from the un and the heat
heat. On top of the ve 1 e .t e.
ferocious hea! from the co~bma~<;>gn?t r::lly help as it just boiled in the
from the engmed~ouvei:i;. a~~ but there was no way to keep it cool on

~ett~o:.d~"~~u~~~Ft~i ~chets thrown in did make a nice ~o!!iev~fi~:
h

. ·er'

nlike exercises in Germany we regularly had peop e

.h

i~~h~' ba~k of t~e ·~our. an~~~~:: s~;~0p;r :~7e~e;e:p~~~v~~~d

practically ;~;i~h~e~:C~nin ju t their underwear that produced some
: tagger . ou .
i t wa n' t unknown to drink nine litres of water in an
tm restmg sights. l
da i ome of the moves lasted up to 12 hours
was just some1hing we had to
th gh The driving was a new experience for everym1e, negot1atmg
0
. u. · , ·
could be u to 100ft deep and sheer ~ided, and mov~ng at
~1~t't ~~~~!~~lights. it wis a real challenge. Navigatton was mterestmg a,~
well , for the ground could be practically featureless and the maps wcren
a great help.

~gdh~~~~~~:~~~~~~~ing~t

g~t us~~~

What me? Promoted?'
The QC Sqn celebrates his good news with what must be a very
strong can of lager
- by Sig Everett
Lt Bridie Hender on
S gt Paul Davis
rt"
months have been a busy period fo r Ethe T~oo~, · f1sa~~~
and the deployment to the Oman on xerc1se. a1
.
~\h~ ~ui~~ upu~ent very smoothly with the fi rst tranche of veh~cl ~. gomg
0 ~ the MY Takinina on 28 July 2001 e corted by Cpl Marcus o it. 1
The second tranche of vehicles went on the MV Thebeland ~n 1:-t~u!f;e
1
200 t escorted by gt Steve Tresidder and Cpl Aaroi:i e n . ·
f
exercise started with a ten-day acclimatisation period , whtch const t.ed od
various comms testing and shake out exercises. A the exerc1 s~s continue
the Troop manpower dwindled to the extent that it lodoke~ hk~ w~;;e~~
oin 10 have to run the headquarters from the me 1ca . cen re
0
injuries and a fewd.dminor din ciden:gt
'
mentioned he re. However, this i not e1er
.
I b
t0
practicing his go lf shots around the headquarte rs and getting t 1c oys
look for his lost balls (golf balls).
h d
. C Dow on's magic
Some memorable moment from t c esert are . P1
b k
touch with 43 . eries vehicles (~verything he touc.hed fell~ a~~~c~~tr:~o~
down he even broke down commg off the boat gomg. to e
h.
1
area),' Cpl Charlie ' Old Man River ' Forsyt~ throwmg a t~ack .- ~t:c ~
track that is - while going up a hill (or was tt. a mountam . ), Sig ithg a
Ward taking out his frustralion on the sid.e of a panzer w h d
sled 1ehamrner webbing, helmet or any other 1~em that came. to an ;
Dia~ond Tw~ spending all their time sunbathmg ai:id m~a~;ng ab~~·
having to work for a living for once, Lt Henderson doing a '~ 1 Yd?~Y h rt
st le running jump into the side o.f a ~anzer (and yes . tt. i
u)
a:parently). Another incident involving Sig Wa rd (no s~ipr~~e tte~~s
trying to burn rubbish during the windiest part of the d.ay, an SU . en the
eyebrows were gone. Overall the Troop had a great t~mc and C~JIOY~o did
ex erience learning many new skills (all except Cpl .J un P ear sa w
a
no~hing but moan and indulge in his foot fettsh whilst pretending to be

PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp SSgt
The la t few
·th h b ·1d

~chy~ratior.

Thin s to do in the desert when you are bored, ~umber 148
The ~taff and Soldiers of 4 Arm~ Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (204),
somewhere in Oman
It wasn·t easy to get to grip with the de ert wildlife, the camel were
okay but it was the creepy crawlies that freaked every?ne out. The ca~e~
spiders were the worst, big '>airy things about the size of a hand witd
massive jaws, ome of the lads were. too scared to sleep on the floor an
sle t on top of their wagons every night - no names la~ you kno.w who
-o~ are I There were also plenty of lizards and the occasional sc~rp1on J.ust
mak~ getting into your sleeping bag even more intere tmg. The htgh
omt of the tour and a welcome break for everyone was the .two-day
~ erational stand down in a hotel which boosted morale to a max imum. It
,~as heaven to have the tong forgotten luxt!ry of a hot show.er, clean
clothe and air conditioning. The re t of our ttm~ i!l Oman consisted of a
long move from the outhern to the orthern trammg area and the set-up
of a new concentration area. Thankfully this went a b~t .more sm~othly
ha\ ing done it once before. The final exercise was a Jomt. one with an
Omani armoured brigade, where we took on the Royal Manrn~s and beat
them surprisingly enough! The return to Gert?any of both equipment and
rsonnel was a laborious one but eventually ll was over.. We have mos~ of
~r vehicle back now and it's straight into preparallon for our high
readine> year.

io

EXERC I E FIRST P EIPER - BRIGADE BATTLEFIELD T O UR
Ex Fi rst Peiper was the Brigade Battlefield tour to the Ardennes region
of Belgium looking at the offensives between the German and the
American Forces of December 1944. A syndicate of ten Officers and
Seniors from the squadron was led by the OC, to assi t in examini ng the
actions in this region and draw out any lessons that can be learnt. T he
tour was led by Dr Gary Sheffield from J CSC, whose knowledge of the
battle and personal accounts made the whole experience more impressive,
and all owing co mpa rison to be dra wn abo ut w hat we have at our
disposal today versus in December 1944, and about the level and scale of
what was achieved. The aims and objective were defin ed as foll ows; the
st rengths and weaknesses of manoeuveri t offensive when opposed by
dete rmined static and mo bil e defe nce; co ncentrating strength again st
wea kness; the importance of personality in command and leadership;
ti mely commitment o f reserves and the realitie of war including weather
- de cp ite the historical con tradi ctions about weather there really was

1

;~~r DC:~~ }robn~
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,,
db
. Sgt igel Stiff
Doctor!).
.
Over the last few months we have said a tew goo yes.d
osted to 4 Regt RA on promotion, LCpl Lucy Corlett poste t~
~andhurst and Sig J oh n Ritchie posted to Blandford. Goodbye .and gooft
luck. The Troop would like to welcome the followmg:- C pl S1 pcra
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for promotion to Lance Corporal namely ig Tooke and ig Everett. Ex
Sa1f Sarca 2 was an excellent exercise and a great experience for the
Tr~op , however, a great experi ence not to be repeated (we hope) for a
while.

snow on the ground. Thr oughout the fi ve days the tour centred on cveral
different actions, incl uding the acti ons around Bastogne. and the US
Memorial, the route of Kampfgruppc Peiper, and finally the actions of the
Welsh division in Grmbiemont and th e British ceme tery in Hotton .
Whil st there a small ceremony of reme mbrance was conducted by the
Padre, which highlighted and consolidated what had been seen over the
previous days and what an achievement and sacrifice had been made.
215 S IG AL SQ UADRO FOOTBALL TEAM
With six games gone the Squadron seems to be holding their own in
the 5 Div major uni ts league Division 1. The Squadron got off to a flier
with a convincing 4-2 win over I PWRR (B), taking only three minutes
to go 1-0 up and then leading 4-0 al halftime it was certainly the start to
the season that we'd hoped for. Our second match saw us come from 3-0
down to earn a respectable point aga inst 14 Sig Regt, goals from LCpl
Hick, ig Jack and a last minute equal izer from Sgt Manley. It was after
th is match that the QM Capt Terence Crane realized it was time to put
his boots out to graze.
After the good start we' d had in the league it was time to pitch our
talents against 3 UK Di v & Sig Regt in the Signals Cup. After a very
even fi rst half the Squadron eventually lost 3-0 the score being kept down
by the heroics of Cpl ' The Cat ' Anderson. After this first defeat in the
cup it was time to pick ourselve up and to quote John 'Metty' Motso n,
concentrate on the league. Easier said than done a in our next game we
went down by the same score against 11 Sig Regt (B). The pre-match
monsoon, obviously not helping our method of play. kick and chase,
j umpers for goal posts. With a win, a draw and two defeats it was decided
to a rra nge our next game against who we thought would be weaker
opposition, 1 Staffords (B) all seemed to be going well with two goals
from LCpl Paul Hick and a clas ic thirty yard drive from C pl I Taylor .
Wtth twenty minutes left to play LCpl Fabian Fra ncis Bartez took the
game mto his own hands or not so as it turned out. After his first mistake
in vo lving him elf, the ball and a corner flag it turned even more our
when they equalized with a forty yard miskick that lobbed Fab ia n as he
stood on his line. With two point lo t as opposed to one gained it was
then off to Blandford to face 11 Sig Regt ( B) in the return leg. A wa the
case in the first game the weather played a vital role in the match. lnstead
of the torrential downpour thi time it was hurricane force winds that the
players had to cope with. The players performed magnificently in what
proved to be quite a phy ical game. with a little luck and good fortune the
team kept 11 Sig Regt at bay and then in the last seconds ig ' DJ'
Latham managed to score to the delight of the rest of the team. Here'
hoping that the result continue to come in the ew Year.

12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (228)
While other units in the Army may have been grabbing the headline
messing abo ut on the beach in Oman, 12 Mech Bde HQ & ig Sqn (228)
has been putti ng in the long hours and hard work as the first Mech Bde
HQ & ig qn to deploy to BATUS (a long with the who le of the re t of
12 Mech Bde)! The Squad ro n has just comp le ted some of the most
de ma ndi ng a nd rea li stic trainin g ever, pendin g fi ve wee ks on the
BAT U pra irie conducting mechani zed o pe rations against a real life
O PFO R. T he exercise v as split into four phase the quadron pecial to
arm training, work up training with the taff, a Brigade led Exerci e and
finall y the Div Test Exercise. Some concentrated pre-deployment training
en ured that the who le quadron arri ved in BATUS Stage 4 field firing
qu alifi ed. This meant that afte r onl y a inglc morning of zeroing a nd
refresher train ing we were assaulting bunkers, firing LAW 94s, clearing
trench syste m and throwing grenade . This progrc ·scd into larger and
more complex ranges including a battle inoculation range, an assault
course rnmplete with falling plate targets . Finally the special to arm
training culminated in a live firing defence of the Brigade HQ including
the Comd's Warrior crewed throughout the exercise by the Royal ignals
in the form of Sgt ' Big Nose ' Barker, Sig ' able Guy' Webb and ig
Davies.
For the next phase the Staff arrived and the Squadron moved on to ifs
other main task, the provision of a fully functioning and supported I IQ
for the Comd and hi staff. From thi p int on Canada disappeared into a
Blur of Dust stonns, night move in tota l darknc s in a near featureles
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terrain (thank God for GPS), etting up and tearing down the HQs. o
de criplion of BATUS would be complete without a mention of digging.
With no real digging re triction on the Prairie it seemed like an ideal
place to fully implement the quadron OP of digging defence position
at e very HQ location. A ta k requiring approximately I 0-15 tage I
trenches per location and a imilar number of shell scrape . The difficult
nature of this ta k i fully appreciated when you reali e that the quadron
broke nearly half its digging tools in a 3-week period. After the fir t
couple of times engineer a istancc was requested in the form of a light
wheeled tractor. Initially hope were high . but all too often th ~
unreliable bea t either broke down on the job or did not even make itTo
a location at all. This left the bulk of the donkey work to the quadron.
with occasional assistance from the staff. A pecial mention mu t be
made of the qn Ech and B G who moved at least once a day every day
for more than three weeks and had to dig in every time. o much for the
story tliat rear echelon soldiers lead cushy live !
Finally it wa all over, but before tea and medals could be issued we
had to hustle io get all the equipment turned around and loaded on to the
Railway trucks in les than a week. When they were finally i ued the tea
and medals were in the fonn of an excellent adventure training package
for nearly every orporal and below with a election of paragliding.
white water rafting, canoeing, pony trekking, climbing. glacier climbing
if that wa not
and of cours free -fall parachuting to choose from .
enough practically everyone in the Squadron also got everal day R R.
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It 's a big place. Canada .. .al~ in a!l. a bit of a lci;cndary ~xcrcisc. Di gging
in for the el eventh tune alter five weeks hv1ng 111 the fi eld has to he
experienced to be believed. ~vcryonc worked ex tremely hard an.d. pl ayed
even harder. \any more ston es from that phase but most not u1table fo r
print!

Sgt Barker. Sig Webb and Sig Davies: The Comd's Warrior Crew

MA I HE DQ ARTER - by LCpl Yllille
lam HQ. con i ting of .\lpha Tp and other hangers on deployed_on~o
the prairie under Ca pt Ed ·wonder Boy' Dickson. and
gt D1c~1e
·Digital' Over. Phase one of the exercise was pecial to arm trainmg
where we Royal Signal oldier re-roled as infantry. We c leared ,
defended and attacked numerou metal targets and AFV hells with any
amount of li\'e round . eedle to ay. we killed them all dead . What
fine lnfanteer we \ ·ould have made but for our higher score in the
cnt:rance exams. Three day of maintenance followed. Digging out all the
empty bra s from the truck was i!1ter~ ting. ot that t~ere ar~ man
knook and crannies for bras to hide m a panzer. Luckily, dunng the
maintenance days we found time to hower. ome of our pack monkey
like ia latt ·The Chin' GrouchO\\ina and LCpl ·Love· Yuille needed
it. or::e lie.ht exerci e was organised by C pl AJ ' The Wizard ' W ilson
who Jacked up a game of kabadee. C pls C hris ' Admin ' Bonha m. and
arah ·The Hair" Guthrie was no match for LCpl Andy ·Jug y' Wilson
and ig C hris M cGeorge. The exercise itsl'.lf blurred into a. du t cloud_of
dri' ing. digging, tent erecting, guards, latnnes, brew ma~ing, Cpl T ips
'The Colonel' Tiplady houting about cam and barbed wire and C pl Al
·The Wizard ' WiJ on going on about masts, comms and tech faults. Then
it ended and we had won . ot that anyone in main actually saw the
enemy up clo e. After the victory on the exerci e came the boring ta k of
turnaround and prepping the vehicles for the move back to the UK .
urely for our fanta tic performance we deserved ome reward. We
achie ed several thing : Fir t Brigade to deploy fully to BAT US.
achie\ing CPS (Collective perfonnance 5) and we were now trained for
War. To the victors go the spoils of war (Calgary). We went on R+R and
dventure Training but that is another tory altogether.
FORW RD H E DQ ARTERS - by Sig Jones
Forward HQ on Ex Iron Anvi l certainly lived up to its name and
reputation , but more of that later. The main body arrived in Camp
Crowfoot after a marathon 20 hour travel time extremely early in the
mommg. A quick cup of oup, fo llowed by a couple of hours sleep and it
wa fuff steam ahead on the vehicles to get them re.ady to deploy in two
day time! We would be on the prairie. non-stop for six weeks so
preparations had to be good. eedles to say, all targets were reached and
all deadlines achie,ed. We deployed in good order, O!l time and began the
pecial to arm live firing. A package of ranges and events had been put
together for the first ever Signal Squadron in BATUS and we took full
advantage . The hoots culminated in a whole morni ng of de fen ive
shoots from a deployed HQ. Pintel mounted GPMGs, Simm mortars,
LAWS and a whole lot of S.56, all at the same time as a lightning fast set
up and tear down . ot somethi ng we will forget for a while. On ly a
shame Cpl Dale ' Wha le' Petty only managed about five rounds with his
GP\1G until the last shoot when he remembered how Lo work it. Once
this phase was over it was straight into squadron and staff level training.
The taff pent most of their time at mai n (we prefer il that way!) so
Forward was left to our own devices a bit. We till didn ' t eem to be
getting much sleep though! All too quickly we moved into the erious
exerci cs. Ex Ace Totalise, the Brigade test ex, and Ex Iron Hammer, the
Div te t exercise where we would either achieve CPS or not. These
exerci e were as close to high intensity operations as we were going to
get, sometimes to" close. Forward HQ became renamed as ' Far Too
Fonvard' HQ due to our habit of deploying either with the Challengers
and Warriors, or one a couple of memorable occasions. ahead of them .
It' quite disconcerting when a Welsh Guard Reece Veh icle arrives at
your long establ ished HQ and tells you that you are the most fonvard unit
of the Brigade! We dug and we moved and we dug some more. Some
people deserve special mention for this part of the exercise. pl ' Trigger '
Hunter, having worked on annour for longer than most of us have been
alive, now reali ·es the importance of duck ing when entering and leaving
an armoured vehicle at speed . Threl' b ig stitches and an infected
head ... ' ice.
L pl Kibble wa the first battle casualty when he went down for 24
hour~ after a fly bit him! gt ' Waah me and die' Parke would like to
thank ig Tash a ' Ray of Sunshine' Fussell for improving his personal
fitness while in Canada, lots of tabbing due to her superior driving ski ll s.
Fmally. mention mu t go to C pl ' Lost in Space' Street. SOP kit for
laying line now consist:; of a map, compas-. whistle and GP . Had he
gone WO:..? Had he defected to OPFOR? o, he was lost in the dark.

ECH ELO ' - b1· L pl Jackson
Jt wa a ton!!. and ru shed build op to get the Squadron ready for
deployment, including a complete vehicle turn around, which meant that
everythi ng had to b stnppcd out of e\'cry Rover, _DA F and Panzer ~nd
scrubbed to within an inch of it's h fc . !\er two sohd week of scrubbmg
and painting the kit and the wagons ' e~e ready to rock and roll. T hen,
once all of the vehicles and kit had sailed , we began a 17-day range
package that took us up to leave.
.
We deployed on Monday 13 ugust and once we arnved at . algary
we were greeted wi th the news that a further 2-hour coach Jo urney
awaited u . This wou ld take u to our new home away from home, CFB
uffield. We fi nall y arrived at ' dafi-o-clock· received a quick head up on
the next 12 hours and then got our head down . Once up, crubbed and
scoffe d we we re marched to th e briefin g ro om fo~ a mo rnin g of
mandatory briefs from BAT
and RMP per onnel. Thi done we then
headed up to t11e appropriate ly named dust bowl to load up our pe rsonal
kit and any special stores onto the wagons before our deployment two
days later. Tuesday morning came and the POD Squad LC p l ' Jacko'
Jack on . igs Hammond , 1urray and P err y _h_ad to s it a sm all
HAZMAT exam before we could deploy onto the Prame.
.
.
The fi rst week in the fie ld saw the Squadron taking part m special to
ann training. Thi involved firing GPMG, Simm Mortar, ~d LAW 94
in a number of different scenarios, ome L2 Grenade throwing was also
done by a select fe\, Sig Burke being one of Echelon's chosen men.
Weck 2 saw the arri val of the Brigade taff and even less leep for the
echelon bods. We also had to put up with BSG call ing 'stand to' every
time omething wa n't right, dust clouds 4km away being one of them.
T he du t cloud by the way was the KRH mo ing j ust to let you know!
Week 2 al o saw us say goodbye to ig Perry who went to Main and
hello to Sig icholson who replaced him. Week 3 wa p_retty much the
same a Week 2 apart from the mall problem we had with fi res. Every
time we were attacked by OP FOR a fire was started by the hot brass or
thunderfla hes. In one afternoon alone we managed to torch about ten
acre , even though the Echelon fire team were on hand to try and fi ght
the blaze . The team were Maj Payct, Sgt ·Stavro ' Ro use, Cpls Bell
and Paul D onnelley and igs Hunt. Davies and Wa lker, collecti vely
known as the green watch. Weeks 4 and 5 were Brigade and Div Te t
Exerci e that meant u guy on the ground ·taying a far away from the
Brigadier as humanly po sible. For us lone ly souls at Ech we had the
good fortune of having Sig Kava nagh to keep us amu_sed by gomg on
Stag at Ol50hours but never getting there. Instead walking 3 fi km to the
harbour area of the KRH sparking off a 'GAS GAS GAS' becau e he had
got cold in the night and put his noddie suit on to get wann . After that
excitement not much happened until those magic word E DEX.
Post Exercise saw a S-day tum around and people bomb bursting to the
four winds. some back to the UK , some adventu rous trai ning and a
couple lucky w inners straight off to Turkey on exercise with 249 Sig Sqn .

EXE RC I E WA PTA (SELECTJO ) DA CE b s· Ii
After a gruelling hard fi
k
. . - ~ ig uni
An vil in BATUS , the t:~~ ~c~r5 ~~ the prame participating in Ex Iron
0d.venture training. The optfons wcr Sq~a~ r~n we re rc":'arded wi th
nd ing, and the whole S uadr n . . . e v~_1 1e ' rom skyd1vmg to horse
in. LCpl ' Gaz ' Watson\nd ~ c61~ked their f~vounte event to participate
Wapta election as it was u icklos~ t~ part1c1pate u~ Ex Wapta Dance or
adventure in British Colur~bia
w~~~~cd. It' coi"ds1s1ted of a week~long
more than J l OOft It wa
h.
we _Vlou c 1mb to summ its of
and we both iook~d forwa~~~~ta '~: that nc11.her of us had. done before
not knowing exactly what we were I r~. but CnJOYlable expenence. In fact
keener.
e mg ourse ves m for kept us all the

1

i:

Our fi rst day meant a ' h rt'
lk
8500 ft up. When I looked uo at~ to our base camp, a small log cabin
hard can this be? It didn't 1iok all othun,t Gt_,refigory lhthoug~t to my self how
l k A ti
.
a ar rom t c cab m J was 1·0 r.
~ lOC · t trSt the gomg was casual, the kit that w h d b
· or a
issued with was packed in comfortab le b .
T~ a , ecn previously
looked good wi th beautiful vistas of lakeC:~~~-treee ~chentery around ~s
guides tcve and C ra · l k d l' k
.
·
e wo mountam
hippie:. We all thought 'Ria~~ erou1 e your typ ical bearded, longhai red
any problem keeping up \II ith tl~em. ~ ~/~~?~krt sold1~ wouldn't have
l~arnt that these hippy guides had climbed Kl p~o~c wrong. We later
times! fter four ho~:s. three water sto s and on:~ even Everest a few
The cab1!1 was impressive and very c~mfortable o;~i~tof we got th~re.
good. _Things continued to look good unti l after breakf!t
morning when we were is s ued out mounta1neeri
· wmg
Unfortunately we also got 1· ued four days wort!1 f
ngthequ1pment.
o compo at was not a
· ·
leasant
f
h
surpn . e a ter 11vmg for five weeks on the stuff Well
P
as to eat. We left the cabin shortly after breakfast and st~ed o~rv=~~~~
~c~h~lq~~~11 ~v~ ton~~oe~~hge ~q~ipment properly. All of this gettir.g taught
understood wh
u : was eager t_o get up the mountai n but l
m ist after falli1;e d~:i ~o~~:~· ~~e s~~~n~~~c~cli~bing,
how to self
1

easy but all I cou ld think about wa. , ·
and looking down on the rest of Cans le~~ to ~he top of Mount Oliver
the summit the view was breath t ~ a.
.~" t .e group got t_o th~ top of
for myself and I tho ught I' m ha:i~~g. 1. wf~ actuall y expe~1cnc10g thi
0 the best days 10 my army
career. It was a long da and h
g one .
come down and we retu~ned t~ t~!~OU() was tired, _but what goes up must
quite hungry and l had some Chick abm. By this lime we were all feeling
nex t day the guides decided to ta~" pasta and mu hrooms MM"1 . The
sum mits Mount Gregory Mount Ol i ce us up_not one. not two but three
thel same repeated feelings. you don~t ~1:1~;1~/i~~ ~oo3~ Vulturde. I hbad
to ook at the views from the to it'
h.
. every ay ut
Vultures Peak and · ·s al
P. s wo!1 it. After commg back down
11
'
ways easter com mg dow I h d h
.
achieve.men~ and I was very proud of what I h d n, h. a ugc sense of
fi~al. climb m the Rockies and the next da a acd ieve . That was our
m10 1b_us' that were wa it ing to take us 6a~: 7ah edour,,desccnt to.the
cltmbmg and 1 made sure tcvc an
. ·
a a ~ a ntast1 c tim e
smiles all round when the r
d Craig new about 1t. There were
Proficiency Certificate we ha~ ~~ta~~i~:e~ound out abo ut the Mountain
So if you ever find that you are m Ca nada at BATUS
d
. W
• an . you get the
chance to do adventurou trai ning th
~o and join the club. At the to of ~ul~~r give apta (Selection) Dance a
10 a logbook that dates back tcfthe 1 800s~ peak you can enter your name

J

~~r~0\fiking

b~~f~~s;~~i~l ~0111g t~is theyhboth obviously had r: ~t~fee~~~~i;~~
had to rctu~ o our ismay ~ e weather turned bad so the whole grou
was beer back ~~ct~:~~~fn~abm. However all was not lost, at least the~
t~ckJe 0 ~ffi~u; ~~=tl'~k~band

The next day we shou ldered our bergens icked
.
trying to ignore our sore heads we set off to
m snow was a new experience for me Becau e of the terrain .it

~a;~~

238 (LONDON) SIGNAL SQUADRON

SQUADRON HEADQUA RTERS
Maj Ian Seraph
Sqn Comd
SSM .
W02 ( SM) Melanie Crowther
During thi s la t period the Squadron mana ed som
th e
o f la te Au g us t a nd
leave
o mmand e r 2 ( C)_ Signal Bri gade , Brig . Jackso~ visitedg~h t
of our activitie . Immediately follow ing the
B .
. roo sy
rooksbank and Mr Gary Stevens travell ed to
1
s~f~¥_1
~~htha gr~ud ,fiArom t~e Squa_dro!1 for a B·attlefield tour based at
fi
·
en a
rmy magazine 111 to use our soldier
d 1
~r ome photographs (such as ' the Great E cape Bike ride' -~ mo e 1.s
ogs op~n 1~g scene ' and 'Fred A stai re and Gin ger Ro 'ers~e~~ ~

~efore

activiti e~

~eptem:eru~;"~

~~~a;~~kf~~a fu~ b~1~

visi~

It

s~rted

" :ell with ten day at ' Kej imkujik

at ional Park' were LC l
P. ' If if not ha 1
am t worth dom Thomas tried a bit of c
·
,
r
amusement of the Canadian guide A ll ~~me~ oc;atural mth to the

~a~e Where~ ~y clothe ?' Stevenson and Cpl J.

/-1

~~~dgt~
;:epdidn't rw~ imoh abny bears' (phewd. i:ven t~p~~fp~o~es \:~~
· ·
u. up a mg 1 Y running under our flysheets ee d
be

enjoying Ot!r v1s11. Desp~te the trouble getting back to the UK ~:c ~od
m ova Scotia and look fon vard to ho ting a Canadian

~~~~y~:~

~·i ~

~:hp;~~~~~sP~:vid~v~~~hsl~a~f~~=n~0 ~:~~~~e i::~J~~~~~ci~eo~~~

~~c~~h:

cw an
xa m . Ex Mapl e leaf Cockney s tarted on 30 Au
Squadron adventure training to Canada. This wa part of the
f{owamme with
(London) Signal Squadron (London) and
w~~ 1 ~ t~tio; (Halt fax, o_va Scotia). lt was our tum to cros the Atlantic
I l !en ·1L'. y Londoners mcludmg the group IC
ot Tommv 'Where's
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Fighting Echelon : Survivors at Endex
R A D R l CALGARY - by Lt Ma /co/111
Once we had all recovered to Crowfoot after our marathon stint in the
field , it was time for some well deserved R and R . Most of the Squadron
had some adventurou training lined up but there was time for mo t to
squeeze in some R and R as well. Many people decided on road trips of
varying length and complexity, but with Cal gary only two hours away _11
seemed the natural choice . As duty ' responsible adult' l was to stay m
Calgary for a week and make sure there were no dra mas. Th is was
achieved by the simple tactic of meet ing everyone in a pub (Oh how I
will always remember Murph 's and the lovely barma ids) fo r breakfast
and deciding on plans from there . algary proved to be a great choice
with plenty to sec and do and with a bri ll iant nightli fe. All the touristy
spots were visi ted, the tower proving no place to be with vertigo and a
hangover! ig Dan ' The Man ' Tasker and Sig C hris Du nkin, scared
everyone by going native, buyi ng the full cowboy outfi ts, and hanging
around with a man named C ha d . Very worry ing. Our favouri te haunt
turned out to be a nightclub call ed owboys. Packed out five nights a
week and with a very friend ly atmosphere (po ss ib ly due to all the
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Ameri can Football player sized b
')
..
fo.rget. We had worked hard an~u~ccrs . 'a bri lliant week that I will not
P ayed ha rd and all fe lt very chuffed
with oursel ves.

~ P ~ - ~m s.

av~!

b

•

Taking a Rest. From left Sig Sam Robinson, LCpl Dave Stevenson
and LCpl Shaun Dinsdale
T hroughout his long Army ca reer, Cpl Stephen . Bart' t
. h
1
always_been
in fund rai.ing fo r charitic , and this
~xc~pt10n . Hes pe_m a great deal of time cam a ing local companies and
u messes to provide merchandi ·e which he then auction at S u~dron
go '? a number of charities, includingq I fclp a
I .
unng t ie auctions Cpl torey wa aided and abetted by
oMur vGery own Del Boy, gt Mark ·1 can ell anyth ing' Brook bank and
r ary teH'nS.

1~1volved

yea~r\~'~ S ~~

~uo~~~~~tha.\~ th~ pr?cee~

Se(~ng

up Camp. From left Sig Sam Robinson, Sgt Carl Lee
anadian Army) , Sgt Bob Garlick and Cpl J. P. Thomas
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MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (TOT) Kevin Wilson
Tp SSgt
Sgt Andy Cannadine
ft has been a hectic few months moving the Troop into the new
workshop area, lots of furniture removals and internal decorating in time
for the visit of the Brigade Commander, Brig Jackson. The ceremonial
season has finished for a while, so the Radio Techs have been
concentrating on the deployment of the new barrack security radios
throughout the District. The Telemeehs and Techs have been busy setting
up the new District Operations room, which appears to be a never-ending
task. The temporary lull has been best utilised by Troop personnel in
getting away on courses and adventure training. C pl J. P. T homas
qualified as a mountain leader. Cpl 'Smudge' mith, LCpl .Jay Dine,
LC pl Wes O'Connor and Sig Tim Peacock all went on a
battlefield/football tour to Monz in Belgium. LCpl Wes O'Co nn or
proved his worth by scoring five goals, one of which was a beauuful chip
from 45 yards. The tour was not without casualties. Cpl 'Smudge' mith
tore his ankle ligaments, hope you recover speedily... you need to do some
work. SSgt Tommy Burns, Cpl Baz Park, Cpl Chris Bai n, Cpl J . P.
Thomas, LCpl Jay Dine, LCpl Dave tevenson and Sig Tim Peacock
all went hill wa lk ing in Scotland. And finally, S gt To mmy Burns Sgt
Chi-is Giles, Sgt Andy Twizell and Sig Sam Robinso n all went on a
jaunt to Canada, where their return flight plans didn't quite go to plan
followmg the recent events in the US. On a personal theme, Mike Tp
welcome the new TOT Capt (TOT) Kev Wilson to the Troop following
commissioning and posting in from 3 (GK) Div and LCpl Mike Ridley
from Cyprus. Congratulations to Sig 'Lamby' La mb on his marriage to
Rebecca, all the best.

A leap o

f Faith. CO ACISG , Lt Col 'Action Man' Leigh during the
OBUA Confidence Course

Only a few more to go, LCpl Mark Leak finishing the exercise with
the traditional assault course

RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Andy Wil on
Tp Sgt
Sgt Mark Brooksbank
It's been a busy couple of months in Radio Troop, First of all
congratulations go to Cpl J. Beattie and his wife manda for the birth
of their baby boy Luke , all the sleepless nights to come! Also
congratulations go to Sgt Mark Brooksbank for his recent promotion to
Staffy, and we have to say goodbye to him as he goes to HM
Collingwood, Bye Sailor! As to work within the Troop, the lads have ju t
returned from a Battlefield tour of Belgium and managed to take in the
sights of Waterloo, Mons, and were deeply moved at Ypres where they
saw the Menin gate and vi itcd the Tynecott Cemerry {the large t British
war graves cemetery) we al o managed to get a couple of game of
football with the lads in SHAPE, a good time was had by all and they
look forward to another visit next year,
A successful battlecamp has now been completed with a orthern
Ireland cenario, The troop suffered a couple of injuries. ig fatt
·septic' Pegg managed a whole hour before falling from a rope and
breaking his back (crushed Vertebrae actually), anyth ing to get off
battlecamp, LC pl Stu Parker burnt his leg on a rope and also had the
pain of a broken back or was it lack of spine! Cpl Shaun Childs fell in a
crater full of rubble whilst shouting, ' I Section follow me, aaaargh,' he
was then seen with his helmet at an angle looki ng like Pte Pike receiving
treatment from the medic. ot content wi th doing runts he al o suffered
with a broken finger on the fi nal day but bravely soldiered on (guess
who ' writing this). The Troop had a good time and all lcamr something
new. By far the be t sickie is LCpl Greg Burges who with the power of
an Oxford medical dictionary and some medical reference book went
down with a suspecred appcndiciti ! But with plenty of drug and ome
sick leave should be back to his hardworking elf by Chri tma ! The next
few weeks will start to get bu y with the Ceremonial ea on fo r
Remembrance Day parade and diplomatic i it in Windsor.
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EXERCI E KLETTERSTEIG DRAGO
7- 25 SEPTEMBER 200 I - by pl Jon Fit=patrick

Hang On . Cpl S haun Childs completing
th" Aerial Confide nce Cours e
The exeri:ise .was split into two P~~si~a~f~ntlro:~~~at~~ s~~~~
tra111111g, end111g Ill a confirrna.tory attahc .
d SATT's from 11 Signal
t Counter Insurgency Opcrauon • v. ere we use
~egiment to act as civilian population to i:reate a scenario environr~~ 1to
· th
ldiers in a number of the basic drills and concepts o
tram Afs~odunn' the week we treated the participating troops to three
~~~rent coursesf _ f irst up was the Aerial Ci:mlidcnce Cours~, late~ ~a~e
the OBUA Confidence Course and we fims hcd the exercise wit
e
traditional Assau lt Course!

Why am I here? Sig Wayne 'Gibbo' Gi~son s taying alert during
COIN Ops patrol li ng

Ex Klctterstcig Dragon was an adventure training exercise with base
camps in Langenwald and Ehrwa ld, Au tria over the period 7-25
Sepember 200 1. The aim was to have three walking parties to complete
as many klettcr teigs. {high ridge mountain walking/scrambling paths)
and introduce soldier. to the Alpine Mountain hut system.
The expedition set out on 7 eptember 200 I via Dover to Oo tende
and travelled through the nigh t to Austria, to a co y little campsite in
Lat!gcnfeld. We spent three days in this campsite and were introduced to
our .'.ir t klcttcr tcig. On arrival at the base of the Klettcrsteig Lehner
Wasscrfa ll the view was daunting. The first 30 metre were quite
demanding however no one seemed to have any major vertigo problems!
By 0830hrs the next morning, the groups were in search of the next
adrenaline rush, which was the Kletter tcig Reinhard Schicstl. The first
40 metres or so were traight up and therefore difficult on the hands and
anns but once over the first hurdle the rest wa pretty much plain ailing
or climbing as the case may be. The first group reached the top in just
short of 1.5 hours and headeC: down the steep track for kaffe und kuchen.
The next morning by 0830hrs, the tent were packed away and we
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were on the road heading toward Garrni ch ome with bad hangovers. At
I030hrs wc arrived at the American PX in Ganni ch and it wa then that
we realised that Sig 'Ca ey' Hill had been left beh ind. The decision wa
made to head to the next camp 'Zug·pitze ampcnplatz' and then send
the calvalry, Maj ·Graham' 1c cill and gt ·Lind ey' Manktelo'' to
pick up ig ' a ey' Hill. In the meanti me the rest of the party had ct up
in the campsite and fou nd the sauna, jacuzzi and wimmi ng pool .= ju t
what the doctor ordered. The nex t day we headed towa rd Obersdorf and
set off up the Kanzelwahnbahn with a few comments from the locals like
' I can't believe your going up there with those packs on!' or word. to that
effect. The journey in the ca ble ca r got W02 {S M) Brown shaki ng
'vertigo' an understatement a we rem inded him of Jaws in the famous
Jame Bond film and he was onl y coming up to see u off but wished he
hadn't. The journey toward the Fiederpa se lluttc was demanding a no
other climbers made the journey that day. We fi nally reached the top and
wi th a igh of relief , tarted getting into our wam1, dry clothing and chill
out routine. We played a few games of jenga and had plenty of drinks and
before we knew it wa time for bed, ready for the early start the next
morni ng. The next morning we set off to the Minde lheimcr Huttc. The
journey to the hut was qui te hard going, but once arrived we had 'hcis:c
61
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conditions wa · estimated a a four-hour walk this was definitely not
nom1al condition to sav the 1cast1! A quarter of an hour walk took the
groups one hour and eight mmut~ with the track not visible due to the
snow and vi ibility dO\\ n 10 SOmetrcs maxunum. We turned back and
headed back to '' h •re w..: had ju ·t come and then walked off the
m0untain only topping for :i nowball fight and. !edging in plastic bags \
Today. the young ones stayed overnight in Innsbruck with Cpl ·fitzy '
Fitzpatrick and Sig• cou· Owen finding alternative entertainment! The
'lnnsbruck Posse· then met up at Innsbruck airpo rt the next day to
welcome Lt Col 'The big boss' Leigh and LCp l ' Kev' Peck. W0 2
(S M) Brown was stopped en-route to the airport and charged 300
shillings for speeding - on the spot! We alt awoke the next morning with
new zest and decided to time ourselves going up the Reinhard chic ti
k.lettersteig. W02 ' imon - The goat' Jone completed the route in 48
minute which we alt said was impressive. With a quick top at a cafc for
drink and comettos followed by a ·shot' compliments of the cafe we set
off for camp. The next klettersteig. the 'Wank pitze' was on very steep
ground. C mpared to the sports klcttersteigs we had completed earlier in
the week thi k\etter teig was relatively easier. We et ofT for Biberwier a
two-hour walk and ten minutes on cable car and met our transport back to
our camp ite. A quick tum around of our kit and we went out for a meal mo t of the group had steak and lots of beer!

h '' t m1t Qhn ·. The ne t long haul wa~ to the Widderstcm Huttc
\\hi h to<'k O\cr-t.5 hour.,. that add d to the 3.5 hour in the morning, the
J<>urnc) tO<.'k 'ight houi> of pure ''alkmg. needless to .ay everyone wa ·
•I.id to cc the flag O\Cr the la ·t ns . Anyv•ay Sgt ·stc\'e' Crawford
•n up'' getting ~ick of Sgt ·Lindsey' Manktelows singing. It wa
then into th' \\aim hut for more hot choe late and Guiitshsuppe, which
"
'm dt>rbar! We 3\\0ke the ne't morning to find s s ene from 'lee
ta11on Zebra· out>idc. for the ne. t two hours th snO\" fell hori.wntally
mto our fac-e~. then as we redu ed height the snow changed to rain
• r ·at! Our finul leg wa a walk off the mountain into Baad. where W02
· Ir dmin' l '\l) Bro"n met us with the minibus.

\""·~,,
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:he trip to Turkey was an cxperie
entirely different reasons Work..
~chc Iior everyone - but I'm sure fior
a .
.
.
.
mg wit our ATO II
.
.JO~. As. with
all tnp. of this nature we d'd
co eague's 1s always
c1v1lians by starting to travel at the usual A ' our best not to scare any
all~iws the RAF to stait work
.
nny time of 0300hrs, this also
at'l"J~cd and after a pleasant nigh~\1~1l~'t::1~r~al t1111e of 11 OOhrs. Safely
Italians, the exercise soon settled . t I g hanger full of Americans and
in ~ dusty field on the outsk · '~ .o t r~1.sual rou~111e for Q Tp. Located
1
0
environment was only disturb~~~ 1 ~~1areli, our holiday camp
spcc?1ng Gemian trncks and the ss~J rn"". mg ~ogs, Officers singing,
l3utl111s. 1 he Troop pcrfior1ncd 1't s usua
snot ring
task it0 freally
d l' could · have been
rcsupp IY requests. which we would have tr
e~ mg wit~ bizarre
the re ources of Tescos at our dis .
oubl~ meeting even if we had
recovering and repairing RTA's . posa\ Others include fixing generators
lg ' I may have but I cant
to have involved
thousands who always mana e t c sure
alyor, and feeding the
Echelon to coincide with meal ~i'!nes~ schedule important meetings at

b~n~~1t1~ wh1~!1 ~ppearcd

OSCAR TROOP be· Sig w;·td
1
Tp Comd
-' ·
man.
T SS
Lt Mike Fayers
P gt
Sgt Dave Robinson
In September the Troop was out in f;
summer deployment to Turkey The fi
~rce on the quadron annual
~eek One when arriving in th~ AMF{~)a~ l~~mes started from Day One
1scovcred the showe rs sink
o mg area (an old hangar) we
Improvise, adapt and ove;come ~~tc had not actually been built yet
what. only can be described as an
sh?uted around, eventually
provide ou! hot water. Sgt 'The Ta h' R m. with a burco boil~r wa to
Tones puttmg thei r binos to •o
s
obinson and gt ' ice Boy'
bureau de change added amus:m~d tuse on a mght time and the mobile
hangar. Eventually we moved do n las ~e spent the next 48 hours in the
and in the true traditional of the ~~FC~) e ~ocks where the unload began
't ere were RTA's lcfi, right and
centre from then on. The Ion driv
smoothly as. planned with lc I c.~~l:he Squa~ron box didn ' t quite run
textbook trailer 360 and ig . / k'
smart Port demonstrating a
great driving skill by Sgt 'T:~h' ~:~~an bemg banned for not so
rnson . Once in the box the
Operator Tp's cracked on with th
played vol ley ball The host e. plug up te t of all the kit while the MT
various detachmenis de lo nat1o~s arrived throughout the week and
friends. Cpl 'Figs One'PJe~~~n~ut l~t~. the field with their new foreign
1
notes. go to press_. Apart from ~src! i~;.ed to s~ ll ,bc waitin.g as these
Harns) .the exercise was oin 0
As, ( ig ~even Live Left'
was nppmg his mullet hairgout ~ kay, LC pl Mullet Mars h, however
through. Cpl Robertson being
requests filtered
readmg material (not printable in a f; ·1 emorab e askmg for beer and
LCpl ,'Radio Check' Henson who h am1 y r:nagazme.) RS VP.language to
the klmgons, is non existent A s ca~ V~ICC on the net that I much like
was never heard ever. Sig ; Joh~n~,~~i~ut, out goes to Sig Cook who
fi ca Joh nstone VP was even
better wllh comments such as 'Ch
He~derson who refused to ans ecrs dor
thhat mate, qur and again Cpl
wer ra 10 c eeks stating that 'ei, they're
takmg the****'.

d

o~; J'~~~~e

J

sq~~~:':~vable re~uppl)'.

r

Group at Coburger Hutte
Rear Row: LCpl (now Cpl) 'Steve' Miller, Lt Col Leigh,
Sig 'Scott' OWen
3rd Row: Sig 'Admin' Poole, LCpl 'Kev' Peck, Sig 'Casey' Hill,
Cpl 'Fitz' Fitzpatrick, W0 2 'The Teeth" Jones
2nd Row: SSgt 'Steve' Crawford, SSgt 'Lindsey' Manktelow,
Cpl 'Pinky' Floyd, SSgt 'Jim' Robertson

Relaxing on a well-earned water stop!
(L-R): Cpl 'Fitzy' Fitzpatrick, Sig 'Scott' Owen, Cpl 'Pinky' Floyd,
Cpl 'Steve' Miller
The final day we were to attempt the penultimate klenersteig called the
'Kai er max ', but due the weather condition we could not attempt it so
into Garrni ch hoping the weather would clear up - it didn 't! We returned
to camp for a final oak in the whirlpool and a BBQ for the last night. In
the morning we headed to Heidelberg American PX for pizza on our
journey back to Wilton. Arriving back in Wilton at 0130hrs.

All refre hed and ready to tackle the hill again , we set off from
Zugspitze to eefeld by minibus and up the tram then cable car. The
'ordlinger Hutte wa the next destination through the knee-deep now.
We set up home in the ordlinger Hutte. all of us sleeping on one big
mattre s. We ordered our evening meal , most ettling for the
\\'einer· nitzel only to find it was like a meal from a ·Hungry Horse· back
111 UK. The nexc day we set off for Solstein Hutte that in normal

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE M OBILE FORCE (LAND))

qn Comd
1aj Alan Hill
M
W0 2 ( SM) Shea n Dewar
It has been a hectic couple of months since I last sat down to write
the;e notes _the quadron _has c~mpleted its summer deployment lo sunny
Turkey. T~1s '~as an rnh&htt:nmg experience for all the workings of a
large mult1-nauonal force jumbled together with the language difference
and the local military support produced constant amusement. The
exercise was a succe s, no major dramas just a few funnies. The Dutch
Battlefield \'1anagement Syst.em (BMS) kn?wn as lSIS was deployed out
mto the field over mrTJy different locations and made to work. The
Squadron's ISIS Tp worke? long hours throughout most of the exercise.
The C. R deployed out this year and unlike Greece was utilised more
making the service a little more worthwhile.
'
y

Sgt 'Al' Nuttall trying to look intelligent
W02 (ROMS) 'Chimpy' Slack sporting a tovety short cut
and Sgl 'Looking dodgey' Crawford
0

Comd AMF(L) Maj Gen Hol
meeting the Squadron's LAD -

M ==-=-..:......rllm:.:::::I

nota~~sCfn~~o~~e· Yorke

To ease the strain of providin Ii
whims some of the Troop was I gk or the Squadrons various random
R+R at a hotel in Silivri on th~c enough to have a couple of days
a1.n?unts of beer was consumed Th' armara Sea coa t where copious
v1s1t to the World War One battlefi~ldwas foll~we~ m some ca es by a
sobering experience for us all B II of Galhpoh that proved to be a
won our particular war in the ~nl b~t !cc~unJs the AMF(L), naturally,
way of the serio us busine s of
c ne not to let that get in the
needle s to say a good time was ha~n~athi'i'1~and playing volleyball,
a istance of a Local Liaison Offi
y a . e were lucky to have the
anrnsed by his name Lt Belenicert~nd, ~naccountably, we were highly
proved to be a blessi~ in dis,'. a oug. we couldn' t think why. He
cheap local good for ~ur ladi~~11~ e~p;c1ally when it came to buying
RQMS, W02 "Chimpy' Slack, b c ome. It was rumoured that the
home, Sgt Binns Our tha ik ought Comething nice for hi lady back
1
Thomas. Sig Lee Taylor an~ ~ g~e:~n
Sean '~ay the policeman•
Moss who were attached to u~ from 3 love pla:r'mg with my puppies'
managed without them w
(UK) Div, we couldn't have
~ongratutations go to gt i<:ev ~ '~er: fate\ul ror their hard work.
ht.erally, stiff competition to win the itc n~me ~rawford on beating off,
ice Guy' and an all round o d
op qua on award .for being 'Mr
those of us who know him th~t ~e ~g~. ,tt '~as an equally big surpri e for
We wish the fo ll owi ng all th as a o een selected for promotion
new; Sgt ' Baz' Botwright
vC:?
as they depart for
R~g Varney , Sgt Mark Graham n (I ~rng, gt Kev C rawfo r d, Sgt
Hinder and a warm welcome until p
att Cowlard, LCpl ' Richie'
who include; Sgt uttall, Sgt Milte gst to . orway, to new arrival
Dunwoody, Cpl Frankel LCpl Go .er, gdtS~rndlay, Sgt Gray, Cp l
rerng an igs Abbott, Bate , Eva ns
and Walker.
'

J

.f

The Squadron hosted several visits, including the Comd AMF(L) Maj Gen Holmes MBE CD, GOC 3 (UK) Div - Maj Gen McColl CBE
and a photographer called Mike from Soldier Magazine! The Troops
have their own comments to make upon the exercise so I will not steal
th.eir thundc~\ Since arri~al. back in Bui ford the work has been non-stop.
Ftrstly, the mfamous K1w1 Trophy Competition, Ex Winter Link (the
Squadron's pre- orway trade training preparation exercise) and Ex
Dryshod - the pre- orway training for all personnel attending the Cold
Weather Warfar~ Course for the first time. Capt ' Flyboy' Stoter is still
currently sw~n.nmg around m South Africa wilh a few of the Squadron's
boys _para-ghdmg and generally having a good time, more details in the

gt~

pastu~cs

PAPA TROOP - by 2Lt Cadywould
2Lt Steve Cadywould
SSgt Den Yates
After returning from Turke the S
needed leave, there bein notfun . quadron deployed on some much
Troop's batteries. For theg majori~ ~~e a lo~g dweekend to recharge the
M~Donald's and eatin Ha
· is mvo ve blowmg a day·s pay at
reliably informed thatgfor f%i~eM~~./~r breakfast. dmner and tea. I was
you not eating that?' W hitelaw' I n t. top .there w1th Sig Willy 'Arc
me~u! We returned to work a we~:nchmg his way through the whole
which gave us plenty of tim t
before the boat was due 10 un load
ch.aracters gt 'Wako Jako' 1a~~~~ g~::ibye to one of the Troop' key
drmk m Salisbury's social hotspots. H' hlcghonsisted of one ?r two quiet
C pl Loddy 'Pistol Dancer· Jon es p~lr1g 0'ff ts of the evening included
manoeuvres whil t trying to ent t !ng
ome dance-floor cleari ng
' SWAS', more commonly k er am one of the local member· of
. •
nown as 'Salisb
w
.
o Id1ers . He wa quite im res ed, .
.
ur.y omen Agatn t
who
had yet to put on thei~ b
v1 ~ him elf, unhke mo t of the boy
mind toward next year
orw~1er ~ogf es. The Troop _has now turned it
comms training package in s~~ny~i~ymcnt completmg a co ld weather
pre- orway package at Okeh
t
!e and the mandatory two week
u ually very dry down therel) a;p on, nown as Ex Dryshod (it' never
11
Sig Langley and Cp l 'Quick ~e ~ ~~da~ory hell.o go to: gt Hawtree,
0
rn.s. Congratulation on
promotion to LCpl P ort • Sio
., lla n an das~1g n ard

j:PP ~~md
gt

,!,

M IKE/TST TROOP -by Cpl 'kitbag' D,
ip Comd
W0 2 (Fo lS) Dave Cof~:)~n
Tp gt MTp
Sgt Paul Farrinoton
P gt 1 I Tp gt 1attToncs "
·' have
been which
'Volunteered'
. to re on on
theAel11e
battalion
is the t a~ p~r ~sual at short notice
fact within thi have been cha::C ~d'\':; hop, the d!lte and some of the
annual deployment to an arid co gt
protect the mnocent. A per our
we f~mnd oursel e thi time in farflung Turkey, namely Kirklare1~t1
fighting 249th wa , W02 (FofS). ;T:plwmg f~r the first time \\ ith the
Vortex' \: cllst cad LC I Mark , e .. re~tler Coffey, Cpl i 'Admi n
'Ginger Tech' Wci~ht ~ fte fl . kftrcy Arch er , and finally L pl
quadron found the~11 ~Ives ~•ith'·~g 11110 Turkey the main body of the
b~en allocated to them, na,mely 1 th.e pl'f:h accommodation that had
airfield. fter ome period oft. an a1r~ra hanger on the edge of the
1
location on coaches that all seci~~: t:~e ~~.~~y deployed to our exercise
The excrci e was a per quadron OP'- :. en by my loc~l kebab man!
head-le: chickens for the first co
"ith u all runnmg round like
having a good time. While o
upl~ of \hveek before ettling down to
n cxerc1 c t e quadron te ·ted data O\ er

next issue.
Q S PPORT TROO P
Quartennastcr Capt teve Mo rgan
RQMS .
W02 (RQMS) Andy Slack
Commg_to the end of another year Q Tp have, once again and in
comn:ion with all other Support Tp's Corps wide. proved to be the hardest
workmg and most overstretched people in the Squadron. Since our well
earned summer leave, in addition to our normal never ending task of
supplying the Unit's every need in barracks, we have also completed a
major deployment to Turkey and assisted on exercises in Wates and
Cornwall. The race to be ready for ou r three-month trip to orway in
very earl_y January is no~ well underway, and even though we have to
. q~ee~e m numerous Christmas parties and some leave, we houlcl make
1t m ume. To comp)1cate matters the single soldiers accommodation is in
the middle of a major refurbishment, the first since the Romans left and
our So ldiers are doing fair impressions of sard ines in the
accommodation in Tidworth. It 's only the excitement of it all that stop u
from complaining!

g'
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.R & R didn't pass without some f th I d
.
sh irts for some heavy prices the .:: . e a s acguired some de igner tpnde as the first day they hdd th~m °J:ut 111
_be ~~eanng them ~ith as much
of! with a bit of a Squadron knee~ u
a a good exercise, finishing
wishes a loada luck to the followin . (cbr no bare bodies. The Troop
both successfully completed 26blahg. 1 ~ Dud ley and LCpl eott who
brush up his ski lls on his Class 0 e ection, LCpl Marsh who is off to
unny apparent paradi se (zero ho ne course and LC pl Welburn off to
Air Assault Bde & Sig Sqn Ah u~ notice 10 move) Colchester and 16
from the factory: Sigs C~ok ~ac w~lc(ome goes out to tho e arriving
~oore, Parker, Barlow. Two' oldies"~ alre.ady aptly named Andy),
Sig Regt and Sig Ward from 15 s· R ave amved: LCpl King from 30
to Sig Crumbley, Sig Heritage an'dgs·egtW.
Fmdal
h ead
ly. congratulations
go out
1g oo
.
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·ust m ca~c.: you wen.: thm~mg. _we ~ad got away -with
' . - .
on a pre' IOU' da~ .I . ·w Zcaiand Defence tall. Bng R. R. Otta\\ ay
01
it) hosted _the Chief • c ' mbrance at Tidworth Cemete ry. The weather
1BE during an ct ot e~c f ca r crystal clear skies and warm m the
0
was unbelievable for the u~e T~e 'c~ cnt~a l winne r of the whole event in
1
sun, excellent ta_bbm~ wea~ ~\ours 9 mins 15 secs was Cpl Lee ' Runs
hi s success was printed in the local
an earth shatt~rmg
11 done
. ,'d t~ host the Qin (A), Brig C. J.
like the wmd Dyson . e
1
1 We were a 1so p ease
.
· ,
1.
paper t oo .
C ~
11 ft crnoon severa l more prizes were given ou .
Burton OBE AD . ~! : ~ r the ~ost committed soldier went to gt
the Lang 4e111on.a . ri z\r~ h went to Cpl ' Loddy ' Jones. The same
Cra,,ford and the Barry . Pf ? 4 9 Si g gn becoming AMF(L). All exday 111arkcd the 25th ~eumon °g ;nd o ld we re in vited back to share a few
0
members of the. qua r~~ Y ~~ Guests ranged from cx-OC's fathers of
beers a~d talc m the '
e\:eral individuals were gut y enough to run
t11e serving to old ~ttact~~ ·ctition itsel f, many getting very respectable
in the K1w1 Trop _ fo rhe re union began with a photo gathering,
times . The even mg or
f; d 1 lied by Sgt Gray then of cour c
followed by lashings of lov~ly :be~~~ the Squadron couldn't hack the,
lashing of beer. The c~rren dmedcc'ided a ni ght in Andover was a good
·wt1cn 1 wa s .. .. • stones
·. 1c cit
. I11. kan
·' rather than' ex-249ers down town. ·ri11s
move a . there were ~ cst~rt drinking. The night wa a success and no
the reumon lo.t lob rca Y reunion in five years time - any excuse for a
doubt there will e anot 11er
few drink .

. d 10
not as uccessful as h ped but
d10 1<. Ian. man). "hich pro\c
•ion·t~inin" On returning from
prt> id •d \Cry good antenna ~n~n~~t~Y~~i trophy st~rted in u-ual 2491~
1 urkc\. th" beat up for the \1
. e ial theme due to the fact that it
't. k Th~ c:'cnt th!> ~~a~ ~'.~3a~:'.;:~
~Plimclight was taken by ~ik~ _Tp
1
"a th.: quadron s - t
but no body want. me D) son
\\Ith pl Lee 'I've pa.scd P-c~inipan) I , t r •ul 'Faz' Farrington.
. .
h
nd
the
rcmumdc:r
name)
g "
• ,..,. ,,
1 a .
"ummg t e e\~ll.
.
C I Luke ' I like Pill cley boys "• "s.
pl latt ·Hairy Ian Griffiths._ ( oworth and iinally LCpl Alan ·1
Cpl L . 1ad g) PS[ kn •c ~O\\ n - ~~in' '' ithin tl·e top fifteen to h Ip
an't open my eye' _Reeg s a~! ~·r~nd ~d note the tech battalion would
t c the Inter Troop Cup. n a 'r~ ·pregnant lap dancer' Longworth
lik~ to .a\ a big farewell to p
e
" hu ha~ left u' for 26blah.
_
O , tO O\'EMBER 2001
KIWI TROPHY~ · bth RE
l
in for another year - 249 ig
The annual Ki 'i Trophy cam~ roundt'~~;n (Unfonunately the ranges
·qn·.· 22km larch and hoot ompe ~~ 1 ~ the S M. W02 'Thanks a
1 3
could not be use<l on a "eeken~._ but ~ f~w extra km to finish at Picton
bunch, De'' ar. the course was ivene .
to' the event there seemed to
1
Barrack> 25m range). In th! days ~ ~~~n~n~f- who wa going to ' i!1 thi
be much te to terone flym"' ~r~ur ~ u ht contest. Thi key event m !he
year·1 It wa bound to be a t;; t y o fi~m tl1e boys! During the mommg
quadron calendar ·ons oCut e ~~~ rrs and SM (all of which had run
of the compettuon the 0 . qn
ice •

R

1

um\S
1

·

Squadron Headquarter · and other a reas of the Squadron lines. These have
mostly taken the form of nice new door signs, but the jewel in the crown
1s the a p~car~n ce of some tastefull y framed photographs in SIJQ itsel f,
each hav111g its own cxplanat10n so even the less historically minded
people can appreciate the poignancy of the pictures.
CO GRATULATIONS
C on g ratul a ti o ns to Mr Dave ' thi.: Rave ' Morris on s uccess ful
compl etion of his Fiber Optic Engineering course.
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qnComd
1

.
d
ti1 Commander also pre ented gt
Whilst here with the qua ron . . e · LS&GC medal Cp l ' Brett '
1 1HS
L
'Id n't talk much' Moore w111
.
d h
was the as i tant for tht
he d~d a wongerf~~~j~~l~;.o~~ain and the re t of the quadron enjoy~d
~~~ck~~a~ :;~ket and were regaled for the rest of the afternoon with
of courage and bravery by gt Moore.

Maj Wally Drain
W02 Gary Smith

11°c~~ldu~

H FIL A,~~t F~~~~on't talk much' Moore who has left u for 16
arewe . o "' h'
ou·on to taff emeant.
A warin welcome to
0
· al Regrrnent on 1s prom
fr
C h
·qet your
Congratulauons to r rm
COMMCE after ten years and 149 days.

~:i°Tony
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J~~:i~t~~;:e~dAe~=~~~cp~fs:~ta:i:~

Mr Derek 'the Godfather' Keen presenting Mr Ernie Spears
with his reti rement gifts
I IT OF BRIG J CK 0
COMM
DER OF 2 C), IC AL BRIGADE
.
Bri' Jackson visited the Squadron on Tuesda~ 6 ovember. Pr_1or
wami!g had been widel_y distributed to the_ surround1_n g ~rea ~~the df~~ 1
~ound effects di play given by Mr John Paul Damels As ee, o
n's Shorncliffe Detachment. The Commander was somewhat
i
g · q ' he uali of the effects. The Commander also commented
~~;~:~~~~o~em~nt .~training the aid will give, introd~cing a reahsttc
cenano to otherwi e mundane range days and battle exercises.

Sgt Moore receives his LS&GC Citation from Brig Jackson
LEAVI 'G PRESE TATIO FOR GT MOORE
.
l6
The Squadron hosted a leaving party for Sgt Moore.~ r;rd:frain
ovember, who was presented by the OC Squadrdon,
at'~n were
with a framed print of 'GO TO IT' . A few wor s o a mtra 1
spoken before gt Loz ' l don't talk much' Moore.had the ch~ff~~e:~
brief u~ all on the finer points of camouflage techmquesd a~~ Mark
weapons systems. Cpl Andrew 'Top Bloke' Mc ally an
Moore
'Ace Guy' Igo , appreciated the depth of knowledge g
enlightened them with.

rd .

rd:

OVEMBlm 20~1
lo l
251 Sig Sqn hosted an ove r view of Information Tcchno gy
Infra tructurc Library for themselves and 238 ig Sqn. The_sem mar ~~~
held to give both military and civilian staff from the respecttv_c s~uad ds
an introduction to JTIL, which is considered to be ' best practfc~ ~:~in
providing In Service Management. l_T IL co~pnses o w was a
processes, Service Support and Service Delivery The d~y
in
1
resounding success a. it demonstrated to all those who hhavc ~n m:l~~e~est
efficient delivery of our erviccs where we are disc argmg
practice and where there i room for improvement.

ITIL EMI AR WED ESDAY 21

SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS LMPROVEME T
the
A number of aesthetic improvements have recently been made to

AIRFIELD TROOP - by Sig Kev Orr
We have had an excellent, but very busy month at the mighty fighting
Airport Tp. umerous background activities have been going on. Our
illus trious leader Lt Dan ' The Pest' herry tarted the month still
believing that his '£ 150 MOLE SKfN ' trousers/jeans were just the ticket
for the all Island Royal Signal s Lunch . At the beginning of the new
Hodg on hield season, the Airfield Troop mas ive made a cracking start
in a gentlemanly game of cricket by slogging the rest of the Squadron all
over the pitch. Sig Gav ' The Mirror Man' Prigmore batted well to gain
the highest score of the tournament. Along with some aggressive and
accurate bowling, we skittled the oppo ition of the park to win the first
event. Of course we had our critics most notably SHQ. We're the
winners, we're the winners, you lose, you lose. The Troop would like to
give congratulations to pl Paul 'Rock and Roll' Creeley, on pas ing his
Det Commanders Cour e. Also congratulation go out to LCpl Baz ·Epi
Reject' Thorpe, on pa sing his Fire CO' Course. Commiseration's
also go out to SSgt (Fofs) ' Tosh ' I Love PT' Leyland after going back to
the UK for a boxing event and getting a pummelling. Better luck next
time Tosh! Last but not least the Troop would like to wi h luck and best
wishes to Sig Danny ' Two Hoops' McGurk, who is going into hospital
for a shoulder operation. Oh! Did we mention the Cricket?
EPISKOPI TROOP
Once again it has been a busy month for Episkopi Tp, both m work
and play. We have hosted a Quiz ight against CJPU organi ed by gt
Quilter and W02 FofS Cowan. This wa a fund rai ing activity with all
proceeds going to the Epi kopi Cri:che that was surpri ingly won by Sgt
Quilter and W02 Cowan's wives? After winning la t year's Hodg on
Shield we were presented the shield by Maj Fraser. We have competed
in the fir t of thi years Hodgson hield event cricket and football that
were hosted by Dhekelia Tp and l!Q respectively. We did not do as well
a we should have but we still gave it our all. The Episkopi Garrison Fet
provided Episkopi Tp with another opportunity to help the conrrnunity's
local charities thank to the QC 2Lt Milner and her band of merry men
organising a raffie and bullying the thousands of people at the fetc into
buying tickets. 2Lt Milner also organ ised a horse riding activity for the
Margarita Lias idou Home that was enjoyed by all the children. Welcome
back to Cpl Stewart who has just finished the Briti h Antarctic
expedition . Congratu lations to LCpls Parish, Deacon and Palmer for
coming ofT the Corporal's Board. Finally, a good bye to Cpl inglcton
who has just returned from the Falklands and is now getting posted away
to JSSU Ayia Nik
DISABLED CHILDRE RIDE WITH 259 SIG AL SQ ADRON
oldiers of 259 ig qn based at Episkopi have been organising pony
riding for the di ab led children of the Margaritta Liassidou Home in
Paphos. The Squadron has been sponsoring the home for some years and
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Maj Wally Drain presenting Mr Dave Morris with his certificate
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regularly invites the children and staff of the borne to join them in a day's
pony riding at Happy Valley Riding Club.

One of the children ready to ride off on 'Christopher Robin'
lsmene Liassidou. who runs the home, explains, 'It is a real treat for
the children to meet the oldiers and ride the ponies, norinally they have
very little contact with people out·ide the home , there i al o a
tremendou therapeutic value for them in interacting with the ponie-. ·
The oldiers also benefit from knowing they are providing much needed
help for di abled children and are putting · omething back into the local
community. 2Lt Kate Milner. QC Episkopi Troop say . ·251J ignal
quadron 's soldier are really cnthusia tic about helping out with the
children, they welcome the opportunity to work with people who are not
so fortunate as themselves.' Before the children returned home, lrs Gill
Fraser pre ented lsmene with a donation of 60.00 from the proceeds of
the 259 Signal Squadron Ladie Club · pon ·ored raft in the All I land
Raft Race earlier this year. Margarilla Liassidou Children's Home is the
only facility of it type in Cyprus and survive olely on charitable
donation . Folio\\ ing the untimely death of her daughter 1argaritta,
lsmene Liassidou old everything she owned and donated the proceeds
to the home, which now bears Margaritta's name. lsmene and her late
hu band built the home up and I m~ne. now a widow continue · her hie '~
cha ritable work in her daughter'. memory, as i ted by parents and
volunteers.
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ver the past few months organi. ing
- Ep1,kop1 Tp ha. been ,·ery bt\t \
fhi ha all been part ot t~1e
\,lflOt;, evenb in a_id of .lo;a:,c :~1~~~P~i ~vent that all local un1td
Briti,h Force ~pt kop1 .e ~ . eted the Grand Prize Draw Rafl_lc ~n
participate in. Ep1skop1 Tp ~~nd~ out the fete organiser by cn-~rdma~m~
·e\eral of the ·Good boy. e pe
da, 1he event was a 1g ucces.
:.II th, manuc1l labour. throu~h~ut ~1e o~tl~u for all the fa~ily as well a
and pro\ ided the gam 0~ \\ ~ ; C n riot and Cf\rice received generou
en ·uring that local chanue o I 'P
:upport.

9 IG AL QllADRO
.
25 • 1 R al Signals ervice 1gnalman
OLD COMRADE I IT162)
a fom er oy
. .
. . f 259 s·
Mr Oa\e War_b urton' .:
hos holiday to v1s1t " oldter~ o . •
tg
ha been taking t11ne from his P.aP. ldiers hosted Dave and hts wife m1
n in Episkopi. 1:he quadron s. ~o Id barracks. which wa~ no more than
the day. including a tour of h'.s o oung ational erv1eemun. Dav_c
a tented camp when 1?av~ w~~, a ~nd tried his hand with _son~c. of l11s
enjoyed meeting todays S1gna t".~n '. equipment fini hing_his. v1 it with
Id orp's modem commun1ca ~
. Dave' fir t posting in January
~inch in the Epi kopi ergeant~f Mr ~~I 4th Air Formation f?:egiment
orp
d g by trade Dave was trained as a
195 7 wa~" to. the . Royal
A I d cap , gar ener
,
.
k. f
based at Ep1skop1.
an.
" h . land directly from six wee s ?
military driver a,n? arrived_ okn l e~~ Yorkshire. He had_ only b~en in
. Square Bashing in Cal!er~c 'waso faced with his first action, having to
Cypru for two days when e dom fighter attempting to blow up .a
o en fire on an EOK_A !rec
i ko i cantonment. Follo,~ing h1
cbmmunications mast inside t~a;~ wa/po ted to Iraq whcr~ m. 1_958,
short. eventful tour ~n YPi:-1 • north of Baghdad; the Iraqi mtl1tary
whilst he was ~tattoned Jl:'t d took over the country. Having been
assas inated their ro~al fam1 an entually returned to UK and wa
delaved by events 111 Iraq, le ev I te As a civilian Dave kept his
demobbe? in Chester three mo~~: w~th· Sig Regt (Volunteers) ba ed
military hnk by serving for 22_y
nk of Warrant Officer Class I.
in heflield, ultimately rcac_hm1 the ~~e Dave employed the signal_Hng
After his dischar~e from nat1ona sef\e a job with the GPO (?ow. Bntlsh
kills he learned in the army, to s~cur36 years. ow in emt retirement
Telecom) with who_m he stayed ~r to his fir t love. horticulture by
Dave has decided it's ume to re urn
working in a local garden centre.
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2Lt Milner LCpl Hudson and LCpi Carr
selling tickets with great enthusiasm
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Maj Jim Harris
W01 (R M) Craig Kearney
EXERCISE ALLIED EFFORT 20~1 0 f"6 Se tember a small convoy
In the darkness of the e~rly m ornin~ fi ;•he Jty of Wroclaw in South
de arted the gates of Francisca arrac
o .
W~st Poland for Exerci e Allied Effort 200 I.

R~~1

8

....

I

'

Exercise Allied Effort 2001
1
Nice and Neat The RSM would be impressed .

KILO TROOP
Tp omd
Capt Sarah Covey-Crump
Tp SSgt
SSgt Graham Weavers
The month of October has been a fairly quiet one for Kilo Troop.
which is a change from the usual hectic life in the Troop. This is due to
the deployment of the Squadron on Ex Allied Effort in Poland. Reports
back from there is that everything is going well, with some members of
the Troop getting to know some of the Polish people rather well, isn't that
correct LCpl 'I don' t pay for it' Gritt. Congratulations are in order for
three of the Troop for coming of the Corporals' Board they are LCpl 'Big
Toe' Seymour, Lf"pl 'Belly' McGrory and LCpl 'I love myself' Jones
well done lads. Also congratulations to Sigs Cooper, Parrington and
Pollock on being selected for promotion! A big hello and welcome go to
the new people in the Troop, I.Cpl 'No c' Harvey, Cpl Evans and Cpl
Wilson. Fina11y a big farewell to Cpl Barber and Cpl Cook who have
left us to go and jo Civvy Street, with Cpl Cook odds on favourite to
be back in le s than ·ix month .
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Mark Schofield
Tp S gt
SSgt , 1ark Sala
It has been a very busy time for the Troop as e\cryone is getting
geared up and prepared for the move t<' Briiggen. The MT department has
been busy a always with the daily driving details, the servicing of
generators and the maintenance of the out of use fleet. All this hard work
going on has not prevented Sgt 'Taff' John going away on his little
jaunts either golfing or walking (downhill only). Sgt 'Barny' Barnett
also sets a fine example. He is never here as he is heavily involved in the
training with the GB Bobsleigh team . However, there have been
opportunitie for travel within the junior ranks also, Sig 'I'm Massive'
Sinclair and Sig '415 Volts' Crowder went on their travels with 249
(AMF) Sig Sqn to Turkey on Ex Adventure Exchange. The exercise went
well and despite Sig Sinclair's remote location he soon found
emertainment in the form of insect wars. A port very similar to robot
wars, only adder. All in all the exercise was a great experience for all
involved and Sig Crowder learned a valuab le lesson, never touch
Turkish mains boxes with metal objects because it could give you a na ty
surpri e. The Troop would like to say congratulations to Sgt 'Mick' Rees
on successful completion of his RSSC. We would also like to wish the
QM, Capt Schofield good luck on his Quarterma ter course (he won't be
able to bluff any more on his return). We would like to welcome Sig
'Nobby ' oble and his wife Abigail to Germany and hope your stay here
is a good one. Finally, the Troop ha had its share of miracles (only
joking!) Congratulations to Sigs Crowder, inclair and Evans on being
selected for promotion!

.
fa ear of build-up exercises and
The exercise was the culm1oat1on o b}ty of the equipment and crew,
an excellent opportunity to tes~ the cap;n tflve days notice to move. The
particularly as the quadron is n~~ te the Combined Joint Task Force
exercise was actually staged to va I al f DCM Battalion ACCAP and
(CJTF) conc_ept, but for the l>ers~nne o of the start of th;t exercise ~at
ASG deploymg seven w~eks m a v~nce The re aration to the exercise
reason was lost in the mist quite qu1ckly.d. g ~roblems come the end of
went very well, w~th only a few ou1~~nt~~rain others on the Squadron
the fourth week, g_1vmg the ~bportu te 'the communicatio n s were
new COT e.qu1pment.
e quo Moede summarises the exercise Ill
unrealistically ideal' from ~thGeghn ~hat this is exactly what the qua~ron
terms of DCM Batta hon. A t ou
d interesting night slufls.
hoped for, it did make for som\ very lon'ts ~~ recall them all, but a few
There are far too many memorab e ~~1~enteve • aked Chef' Hudspeth
p I eil 'S iderman' Wright for
need to be heard. Many th~nks to
for keeping the guys and girls happy, Cp
"t thpe building Sgt Andy
·
·
I
·
·
tru tion on how not to ex1
:
1·s
providing c ass1c ms c
fi
h ·
us all that diplomacy
'Ja voll Mien Fuhrer' Butterfield or. s otiw1_n~
. g us the true power
not dead and finally Ofw A.K. '47' Linn o1 s iowin
of the Internet, we salute you.
J ULIET TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jim Barber .
Tp SSgt
SSgt Paul Gartstde
beckons the anival
With the holiday season nearly upona~~ics ~~ ~~a~roop. We welcome
of a number of new faces and pers~n h h d to hit the ground running
S gt Paul Gartside to the Troop w o .a~ a
f m York and LCpl
so to speak , a_lso L~pl All e n ~ho 1010s us r~HQ . Hello as well to
Heywood who is making the short1ourn~y ~p fro~l -been kind enough to
ig Lawrie, Hampson and Preston w o ave a "th ever hello thc~e
voluntary contribute to the Troop. It see'"!'s th~t w1 11 toy gt Ritchie
comes a goodbye and this is no exception . . ·a rew~ Andrew ' Ma~·
Brown who is posted on promotton tf Nlto \C8de and finally St~
McAlpinc who also is posted on promo ion
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haron 'Stop miling' Young is oIT to 30 Sig Regt, we wish you all the
best. It is good to see that Lt Jim 'Why is this map blank?' Barber
managed to return the troops from Poland in one piece and that the
exercise was a complete success. Congratulations to Sig Russ ' This
doesn't change anything' Abbott and Sig Sarah 'You want to be an RP?'
Kimberley on their recent promotions. Finally we would all like to wish
Cpl 'Slim ' Humphries, Cpl 'Gordy' Donaldson and LCpl 'Errol' Flynn
a speedy recovery from their various stays in hospital.

On the 24 October the Squadron ventured out to Leuth Training area
for the lnter Troop Orienteering Competition, for the pride of winning
points towards the Commanders Cup. The competition also formed the
basis for the selection (or spamming) for the BFG Orienteering
Championships the following week. Everybody enjoyed the event despite
the scratches and cuts from checkpoint 13 - thank SSgt Tamea! The
Trophy eventually fell into the hands of Support Tp after fierce attempts
by the other troops to clinch it. The solo cup winner was ig 'Puppy'
Sprogis with an amazing score of 410 points. It was a pity that he could
not repeat the performance in the BFG Orienteering Championships a
week later ... Despite a late disqualification the team thoroughly enjoyed
the event in the sand dunes of Borkenberg. Even though our star orientcer
could not repeat his performance, at least Capt Jurgen 'I'm Sure I
Visited The Checkpoint' Wilson was consistent in proving the theory
about officers and maps ...
HARZ HALF MARATHO - by lCpl Denham and Sig Mortimer
After many weeks intensive training, a small group of elite marathon
runners left surmy Krefeld and traveled to Weringerode to participate in
the Harz 24km Half Marathon. The elite group consisted of
gt
'Grandaddy' Henry, Sgt 'Elvis' John , C pl 'Tony' Young , LCp l
' Sloppy' Dee, LCpl 'Dirty Denz' Denham, Sig ' Dub, dub, dub'
Mortimer and not forgetting the elusive ig 'Nobby ' oble. We arrived
mid-day Friday 12 October 200 I in the hope of getting a good nights re t
before the big event next day. Our hopes were dashed when we
discovered we had to share one room with 100 other runners all breaking
wind, snoring and generally being noisy. gt 'Elvis' John could not bear
it any longer and decided he would be much better off sleeping in the
minibus. The next morning we woke early after having the worst nights
sleep we could possibly have had. This was not going to deter u as we
were here to represent 280 (UK) Sig Sqn and to bow the Germans we
were still on a high after our fantastic 5-1 victory at football. We arrived
half an hour early at the start line to try and get a good place but everyone
else had decided to do the same so we ended up near the back of the
group. At last the race was under way. The race eemed very long and
tiring with a lot of uphill tracks some almost lasting !Okm. All team
members managed to finish the race and in a very respectable time. The
pain. however. was not over yet as we still had the drive back to Krefeld
to contend with. Each and every one of u was suffering from chaff
marks and despite the long and tedious journey back the whole event was
an experience and recommended by all.
VISIT TO AUSCHWITZ- by LI Jim Barber
At the start of the ever threatening Winter season and the first cold day
of what had been a glorious October, twelve persormel from 280 (UK)
Signal quadron plus a multitude of other NATO soldier and officer
took a well earned break and embarked on a vi it to the renowned scene
of arguably the most horrific atrocitie of WW11. I have already visited
Bergen Belsen and Dachau concentration camp . but nothing cou ld have
prepared me for the scale and obviou ness of the Auschwitz and
Birkenau complexes. Having already pas ed the Birkenau camp en route
to Auschwitz, I was surprised at the much smaller cale of the original
Auschwitz camp. A converted Poli h military camp in 1930' i now the
museum of Auschwitz l, 11 and Ill. It offers a number of tours in nearly
all major language (not that you need to be lead as the site is mall and
well arranged) and a number of the buildings that hou ed the pri oner .
These buildings now hou e the artefact and memories of thi horrific
period in world hi tory. Apart from a collection of artefacts at the
musetun, the mo t harrowing vision is that cast by the thirty foot long,
four foot high and ten-foot deep cabinet containing the remain of actual
hair removed from the crematoria at Birkenau. This sight of long
ponytai ls, still neatly plaid, laying in a ma s of different coloured strands
is an image that brought home the tragedy of Au chwitz. Birkenau, that i
only a few minutes away, is a completely different experience and yet an
equally if not more upsetting experience. The camp, which is I km deep
and nearly 2km long. is a sta rk te timony to the audacity of the azi
regime. The outer fence is made of three rows of electrified fences and
passers-by would have been able to ee into the heart of the camp with
ea c. Feeble wooden shacks housed an ab urd number of prisoners \ ho
arrived at an alarn1ing rate on the familiar rail tracks under the ironic sign
'ARBEIT MACHT FREI' (Work will etyouji-ee).

Arbeit Macht Frei. ..A Harrowing Reminder of the 'Final Solution'

LCpl Richardson punching in before his next checkpoint
in the Cookhouse
THE WIRE, FEBRUARY 2002

Very few of those who arrived at Birkenau were gi\'cn the chance to
work: the majority was elected for immediate extcrmmauon in the
prepared crematoria at the camp. election wa · simple, too young. too
old, females and the infirm stood little or no chance of sun i\"al Even
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l~ ~· cott hs of the year, o ember and
\ ith no let-up for the tw1h ght mon~
depl oyed on operation and
De ember has seen members of~he . quas;~;sed ~ ith the usual round of
exercise ~ in 16 differe!1t countnes ~~~~r rornotions. o ember featured
demo . postings. tra1!1mg. c~~rri:fing t~ Commander in Chief Land and
quadron demonstration an
. 1 The fi rst provided an oppor:umty
ommander F!eld ACY~e~p~~~isv~~~mendation for valuable erv1ce to
fo r a pre entauon of m ~ a h. h further congratulations go. On the
\\02 (FofS) Ted Heath or Yo' ic fond farewell to Sgt ean Avis to ~ I
po. rings front. the qu~dro\btds ~ of a 10-year e nte nce in pec 1a l
warm we lcome to Cpl Simon
(A ) ig Regt ma rking t e en
Communicati o n . More r~c~n~t:1 Dan Perdue in from 14 ig Ref?t
Hodgson back from JC
an.
to LC 1 Ji mmv Samuel on hts
tel from Signaller during the
(EW). Promotion congrat~lauonl s go
election and to LCpl Cen Tay or promo
lat round.

Sig Jeremy Aston learns the value of ~hhr~win9t the Molotov less
than a minute after Ilg ting 1
.
nd Urban Lynx were the brain-child
Six weeks apart, ExCProgrhe ss1ved aet up to hone the unit skills in urban
• D . ' Good' hurc war s
k
11
o f gt ave
,.
hinook night -flight designed to awa en a
op and CQB . W11h a C
Park Ex Progressive Lynx got under
residents in the local.1ty of.~let~~i of d~ills, drills and drills preceded a
way down at Copchtll Dow n. T ~ock ile of well-placed barbed wire.
break-m battle th~o;g~ aM A h~l~s la~er skills should be a lesson to us
LCpl 'Dangerou~ a' e ~rs .
1 the ladder and rush the entry
all. The con~ent1onal doctnnde is tog~~~g impressively tuck at the first
point but he 1s recorded on v1 eo as
hurdl e.

F.XER ISE SOARING EAGLET - by Cpl N111b1vw11
Ex Soaring Eaglet was a two week hang-gliding course which was
originally intended to be the adventurous training phase of CMT 5,
however. due to unforeseen circumstance , several members of the CM T
were unable to attend, so places were fi lled by the squadron . The
exercise took place at the Joint ervicc Hang-Glidir.g and Para-gl iding
centre, C'rickhowell, South Wales. In the end. just four woul d-be hanggliders left RAF Digby, m the hope of gaining their elementary pilots
qualification. They were: expedition leader Sgt 'Leo' aye r, Cpl Dave
utbrown, LC'll 'M;;ic' McLennan and JT Dean Tavlor.
Day One encompa' ·cd the usual 'meet and greet' ~vith the instructors
and course members ·om other units. After arriving and getting settled
in. wc soon found ourselves in the local pub, which wa to be frequented
on most of our evenings. For those who didn't want to stray too far from
the centre, there was a beer-vending machine, which was a most welcome
luxury. There was a good mixture of people on the course; old and young;
the natural flyer and tht: aviationally challenged. The next few day saw
us getting to grips with the gliders; nothing too adventurous, but still
enough to get the adrenaline levels up a bit. Unfortunately, with the
weather not being on our side for ome of the time this meant that up
until the second week, most of us were still flying (or being flown)
attached to ropes (apart from JT Taylor who turned out to be a bit of an
expert). However, this did allow us the time to complete the equally
important classroom work, which led to an exam at the end. The centre
also provided us with the use of several mountain bikes (for a nominal
fee) that we could use to explore the local countryside during those
'down days '.
Soon the weather improved and we were able to advance to a stage
where the ropes could be removed and we could have a go 'for rea l'. The
majority of us eventually managed to master the art of taki ng off; but
landing wa til l left to lady luck. The in tructo rs were superb and
exhibited the patience of Job, only betrayi ng their exasperation wi th a
few choice word under their breath. The hang-gliding was run alongside
a para-glid ing cou r e and a healthy riva lry bui lt up between the two
group . The para-gliders all managed to pas the course and even move
up to the next level of training, but on ly beca use the weather wa
unseasonally fai r for the Brecon . By the end of the fo rtnight we were all
fairly proficient, although due to the weather most of us were unable to
gain the qualifica tion we intended to achieve. However, we did reach the
tan d a rd of leve l two pilots. JT Taylor s uccessfully ga ined his
elementary pilot's licence, thank to prev iou hang-gliding experience.
Well done!

tra ically reduced to three when W02
The enemy force of four was
gfully aimed rounds from his partner
(FofS) Ted Heath captur}.d
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f building to new leve ls. The 1111t1 al
Ex Urban Lynx took de ens.e o a fireworks disp lay laid on be W02
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(YofS) Dav~ Hughes o owe and wire cutters got the fi rst as ault te~m
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into the flo'". of the a au t.
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of ' HALT. Friend or Foe .. d ah c
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LCpl Jay Dine leads a second phase assault

,---""'
Any early bath for two members of Team 2 on finding a booby trap

SPE COM MS COURSES
.
~ r Regular soldier'
As a result of an increas~ in .the establishment , o ditional trades are
within the Special Communications en.v.ronment, Cd
t a id fut ure
be in g so ught within the forthco~1 n g yea.r- ur ren mders with a
operations/exercises present high .cahbr~ Sold1ts, a:~r~ at home and
unique opportunity for cha llengmg a.n e~c1 mg
t Course will be
abroad. The next Special Commu111cat1.ons ssessmen
. I commence
held between 4 - 14 February 2002. uttable candidates wS IA ril 2002.
Special Commum~ations Course 1/02 c~mmensc111~ on R Siinals Elec,
Slots are available 111 !he follo".'mg trades. Rad ys p,
Sys Eng Tech and R Signals Driver.

EXERCISE ALTO ICARUS
Ex Alto Icarus was a fou r-week Adventurous Training expedition to
the epalese Hima laya. The ma in objective wa to trek the ·Classic'
Everest expedition route from Jiri, ending up with a cl o e-up view of
Everest from Kala Pattar (5554m), a hillock overlook ing Everest ba e
camp and the Khymbu glacier. Due to world events, the team was forced
to travel via Dhakar on ' Biman (a.k.a. 'Binman') Banglade h airways.
Apart fro m the fact that the fl ight was delayed due to blocked toilets (or,
as we thought, the pi lot trying to decipher the fl ight manual), Biman have
a novel concept of playing a te lev i ed prayer to Allah befo re take off.
Need less to say, we were qu ite relieved to fin all y arri ve in Kathmandu
11/2 days later. After a day visiting the embassy in Kathmandu. we were
on a bu towards our start poi nt at Jiri. With the help of a few more
prayers to Allah, this time issued by our elves on behalf of our maniac
bus driver, we were soon on the tra il. The first few day. were a decided
shock to the legs, with da ily ascent and descents averaging I OOOm .
Thankfu lly, wi th amche Bazaar in sight on day eight, the ascent ea ed
off as altitude beca me an i sue and we were fo rced to limit the daily
incrca c in height. An arly casualty of the altitude wa S gt Ge rry
' Mounta in Goat' Cowi n, suffering with a severe bout of HAFE (High
Altitude Flatul ence Em is ion ). Unfortunately for the re tofu , the only
advice fro m the guidebook was to ' Let it rip' . gt Cowin's tent-mate JT
Stuart Ritchie was lucky he didn ' t smoke, or there cou ld have been a
maj or ex pl os ion. On the route up-country from amehc Bazaar, we
stopped ofT at the Buddhi. t monastery at Tengboche and were able to
witness one of their cercmonic , wh ich apart from lots of drum banging,
seemed to mostly consist of the monks dri nking huge quantitie of tea.
Unfortunately, admi s ion was dependent on everyone taking their hoes
off. This may have been an error of judgement on the part of the monks,
as they clearly hadn' t bargained for the stench given off by Ca pt Alex
Hutton' socks. Taking our leave of the monks, we travel led further up
the va lley. Higher up above the trees, the local use Yak Dung a a fuel.
This prompted gt ' Mountain Guide' idford, to rename Dingboehe
' tinkboche'. Unfortunatel y. we had to pend two day at ' tinkboche' in
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order to acclimatise, although we did manage to escape during the day for
a side trip to Chucku ng for a view of Island peak. From ·Stinkboche', it
took a further two days to reach Loboche, from where we commenced
our assault on Kala Pattar. Begi nning with an ' Alpine Start' at 0500hr ·,
we slogged our way up to Gora k Shep for 0730hrs. Already tired , we
ignored the map and followed the throng of people heading for the
summit. Consequently, we ended up at the sl ightly higher second summit
at 5600m! evertheless, with clear weather, we had a spectacular view of
Everest and the Khymbu icefall.

At the summit of Kala Pattar
(L-R): LCpl Andy Ward, Capt Alex Hutton,
SSgt Gerry 'HAFE' Cowin, Cpl Maggie Craig, JT Neal McCall,
JT Stu Ritchie and Sgt Kev Sidford

The vi ew towards Everest from Kala Pattar

As none of us had any problems with acclimatisation, it turned out that
we had a few extra day to use up. To thaw out fir t tho ugh
(Temperatures at Lobochc were around - 11'C)' e headed back down the
valley for a re t day at Pangboche. a mere 3900m. Form there, we headed
up to Gokyo. with the intention of climbing Gokyo Ri (Ri meaning
Peak). At 5380m, Gokyo Ri i mailer than Kala Pattar, although it give
a wider view of the Evere t Himalaya and i therefore perhap a more
spectacul ar view than tl1at from Kala Pattar.

The Team en-roule to Gokyo

amping this time at the foo t of the hi ll, the overnight temperature
out ide the tents dropped to a rather chilly - 25°C. A cold ·Alpine tart' at
0500hrs this ti me gave us the chance to see unrise over Everest, a trul)
spectacula r s ight. Fina ll y at the top, we could turn around and at la t
know that although four day wa lk av ay, a flig ht wa waiti ng for us at
Lukla (weather and Maoi ts permitting). Over the 23 days of the trek. the
group wa lked 202km, overi ng 13, I 63m of a cent and I 0,0 I m of
descent. However, the cencry more than made up for tl1e ore feet at the
encl.
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sub-duct and begin preparing it for terminating at each end. With the
whole Troop (including officers!) on the Western slopes of the Rock the
cable was fleeted out down through the sub-duct. With police stopping
traffic for a sho1t time the fibre was pulled through in stages until the
majority was completed. This involved a late night but the Troop was
rewarded with a brilliant night-time panoramic view of the Bay of
Gibraltar and the coast of Spain . Whilst small tasks involving uh-ducting
and cabling were being tied up by two ti:ams, work could begin on the
second phase of the project, which involved the further laying of armoured
cable clown from Windmill House Receivers to the Lloyds building. After
dealing with some health and safety issues (i .e. rats!), this phase was
started. although the lack of armoured cable meant some changes to the
plan . With the end of the first week approaching work was completed
exactly according to the task program. This was due to a good solid
performance by evc1yone under some trying conditions.
The weekend saw the Troop let their hair down, with an excellent meal
for everyone at Raffles restaurant on the Friday night. This was followed
on the Saturday by everal excursions by different groups of the Troop,
with some venturing to Fucngerola in Spain for a visit to sample it's
night-life, some staymg locally, and Sgts Smith, pasic and Parkyn
taking a trip out with the dolphins. A ftcr an early start on Monday morning
work began again to bring the fibre into each terminating end of the
project, at Spy Glas, and Windmill llill Receivers. Once each end had
been successfully pulled-through and the sub-duct checked for clamping
work began on preparing the fibres for terminating. With Sgt Spasic in
charge of the tcrminarmg teams the fibres were spliced and terminated into
the MDF's at each end. This wa the most delicate part of the job and it
was impressive to ec !he level of knowledge and skill po sc sed by the
terminatmg teams. Or. e each end had been uccessfully terminated the
I500m of cable wa th en tested using a reflectometer, and the result was
almost perfect, which considering some of the terrain the cable was laid
over is a credit to the whol e Troop. With this complete it was unfortunately
time to say goodbye to half of the Troop who flew out on the evening 737
back to the UK, leaving the remainder to complete the final phase of
Project Swordfish. The Projects Officer for 642 Troop, Sgt Torrington
inspected the work for hand-over, and apart from some slight slippage of
the ub-duct due to gradient, was happy with the high quality of the job.
Work was also being finished between WHRX and the Lloyds building,
with C pl Stewart leading a team to install the fibre and sub-ducting
between the two. Working independently and in some hot conditions the
team did a fine job, and one which also presents further opportunities for
more work for the Squadron in the future.
The fina l stage of the operauon involved an overall check of the
project area, cleaning up of any waste ub-ducting and other such tasks,
whilst member · of 642 Troop carried out testing on the fibres between
their various terminations. This involved omc long work hours, with Sgt
Spasic, Cpl Lazenby, Sig Mcritchie and Sig Williams doing ome
excellent work. Once all ends of the projects had been succes fully tied up,
the remaining members of the Troop were able to clean up, splash on the
Brnte (or perfume in some cases) and head to the Last Viceroy for a
well-deserved curry. It was a good night, and I will always regret asking
Sgt Parkyn for a taste of his curry which I think contained the U
tockpilc of chilli powder.
The next day saw the rest of the Troop fly home, although those on the
later flights were kindly invited to a BBQ by 642 Troop, and enjoyed some
cool beers and a last chance to soak up the glorious evening sun, another
extremely successful deployment for thi active and responsive Specialist
TA Signal Squadron. The Troop was able to provide ome key operational
assistance to 642 Sig Tp in completing the work on rime and to a minimal
cost. Furthermore, considering some of the terrain and heat conditions and
without much acclimatisation the Troop can feel proud of their
ach ievements. The high morale of the Troop throughout the duration of the
dep loyment was excellent. The visitor programme ran exceptionally well.
with all our guests able to get to know and see the Troop right in the thick
of the project. Ex First Rock also proved uccessful in the bigger scheme
of things, with many more tasks identified for 81 Squadron in the future.
Finall y a note of thanks to Capt Tony Woolaston, OC 642 Tp and his
team for their support in making the project a productive and succes fut
one, and one which members of 8 1 Signal quadron will look back on
with fond memorie .

786 JG AL TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt ick Welch
gt Billiard
Tp Sgt
Under the command of Capt ick Welch, 786 Troop deployed to RAF
Bruggen in Germany in two parties - or that was the plan. However, the
main party arrived at tanstcd and gues what? Someone had cancelled
our flight ! The question now wa how to move to Germany quickly and
cheaply. Swimming the Channel or hij acki ng a plane seemed rather
extreme and sell ing our bodies on the streets of Stansted would have
produced a very slow rate of return. but lucki ly, bargain basement tickets
were found on a civilian flight that the team could afford. The quadron
investment officer will work out the compound interest due to the boys
from HMG (-but don ' t hold your breath). Upon arrival at the camp, we
found that the accommodation was first cla.s. Best of all the weather in
Gerniany was positively great. Obviou ly the advance party of gt imon
' Bill ' Billiard '1d LCpl Kevin Hamilton had magical powers and had
done well preparing for arrival of the main party. The project which the
Troop were ta kcd with consisted of completely rewiring the fixed
telephone ystem in Hanger 4 at RAF Brnggen on the German I Dutch
border. The system was itself designed to be flexible enough to upport
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any future telephone expansion required within the hangar facilities. On
site assessments by the project team, lead by gt eil Weaver standmg in
for the Troop FofS ~ere made and returned a positive verdict that the job
was not only ach ievable but coul d be completed within the time
constraints placed on u . A lbeit the trunking supplied was not the correct
size we managed to compromi se. We had been provided with a surplu of
the I 00 x 50 trnnking but not enough 50 x 50. The larger size would
provide for add itional cabli ng in the future, so it wa decided to install that
even though being a little 'overkill' we thinks!
During the project, clo c contact was made with our local counterparts:
Bruggen Troop of 255 Sig Sqn 16 Sig Regt. Their help and support was
much appreciated, and they proved worthy adver aries on the football
pitch and in the bar in the evenings.
Fitness levels in the Troop arc pretty good, however, it was decided that
we would offer ourselves up as willing victims to the PTl's during our fir t
week in situ. A well planned plethora of exercises were organised by gt
Andy Pilejko and from a gentle build up, we were all tested to our limits
during a competitive relay race on the 'strength sapping' sandy hills
around Brnggen in the north of the training area. Everyone demonstrated a
great deal of 'guts' particularly Sig Mark Jones who was re-united with
his lunch. By the end of the fir t week, the project had progressed by leaps
and bound and many a thought turned to planning some leisure time for
the weekends R&R. Two trips were organised, one to Boppard on the
Rhine and the second to Amsterdam (a mall town in Holland). The
Boppard trip was chosen because there was a tea-total convention over the
weekend that the boys were particularly keen to attend. When asked about
the trip on Sunday night, mo t individuals had a peculiar inability to
remember the events of the preceding two day . LCpl ' WC Hamilton,
flushed with the excitement of the weekend' fun and games, denied all
rumours that he had found it difficult coming out of the clo et. Since the
Boppard visit, he has developed an understandable phobia for doors that
lock. The second team, including Capt ' o photo ' Welch , visited
Amsterdam, and a ' reasonably' good time was had by all. The Troop
Commander having a good nose for trouble, kept a tight hold on the
situati on, so we all had plenty of fun without over indulging. Everyone
returned safely on Sunday night.
Monday saw us launched back into the project, which was now running
ahead of schedule. During the morning we managed to arrange two flights
with 12 flight AAC. Those lucky to have their names pulled out of the hat
had a brilliant time. and our thank go to Capt Johnston and his team for
their generous hospitality. The rumours of chop suey ·huey' following the
trip to the Chinese restaurant have not been confirmed. With a big push on
Tuesday and Wedne day, the project wa almo t complete, however,
having almost given up hope of receiving some final stores items that were
required to complete the project, we were somewhat pleased when the rare
' lesser spotted line jack' unit arrived on Wednesday. The installation of
the line jack units providing the icing on the cake meaning the project
could now be completed as planned, no doubt much to the pleasure of 7
Sig Regt who will be making use of the y tern. So a terrific two weeks of
work achieved uccessfully and on time. At the end of work on
Wednesday, we ran a voluntary BFT with an almost 100% turnout which
saw Sig PauJ 'Whippet' Rivett corching the tarmac. Morale wa high, so
with the camp all but completed, the troop spent Wedne day evening
stocking up again on their mono odium glutamate at the local Chine e
restaurant.
Thursday morning was spent tying up loose ends (if you will excu e the
pun! ) and the completion of the mandatory administration. During the
afternoon the Troop was split down into team and several JNCO had the
opportuni ty to ample the joy of command and control by completing
some devious command task conceived by Lt Sebastian Phillip . At the
end of exercise Static Role, with the completion of Project Bri to! , it was
impressive to see such effort and drive demonstrated by 786 Tp and
another feather in the hat for 8 1 ignal quadron (Volunteers). With the
majority of the Troop leaving for the UK on Friday morning. a final parade
was held on Thursday afternoon. This camp was Sgt Dave Tibbles last
and the Troop made a presentation to him celebrating an exceptional 23
year ervice. A los to the younger members of the troop in the etting of
dres and pre entation standards! His humour and friend hip will be sorely
missed. Making the presentation was io Andy Batten. our latest addition
who we welcome on board. Our thanks to the OC of255 Sig qn and taff'
for their help, co-operation and friend hip. We look forward 10 meeting
again in the future.

Squadron Soccer Team 2001 /02
81 Signal Squadron 12 - A (DY) Sqn R Wx Yeomanry NIL
71

I h, quadron occcr team goc, from trcngth to trength. Bristling
1th confidence after their crushing 7 - ii win against Coy .i D& D on 3
o' ember 200 I.th ' quadron was rocketed inro the final of the outhern
\n:.1 l '> 'e~t) RF A · ·ociatton. occcr Cup. They to~I· to the fi eld on unday
_ D --cmber 200 1 to pl a) A tDY) qn R Wx Ye. manry. The quadron,
aln:• dy the hold rs of this trophy. succc sfully rlefended the cup by an
mphatt<: 12 goal~ to 'I L over A (D'i ) Sqn . We now represent !he
. outh.:m rea Di ·tnct in the . ational T Championships: the prelimiuary
round "111 be played in Janual)· 2002 at a date and venue to be 'on firmed.
The '\latch 2 December 2001 - The team: looked evenly matched for
the fin-I 20 mmutes but a basic error by the keeper of (DY) qn gave the
quadron an ind1re t free kick ju. t inside the I -yard box. The ball was
laid off to the nght and Cpl :\lick Wood powered a shot just inside the
bottom nght hand po. t. The . ccond goal came after Cpl Keith Da' id on
. hot could only be parried and ig Dave Flynn headed the ball home from
clo range. Flynn turned on a · ixpence to core his second and 81': third,
follo\\ed quickly b} a Sig John Yincent after neatly combining with Cpl
tuart Lazenb) . gt Bob laxted laid on a uperb pas to David on to
.core th fifth gn ing 81 a comfortable lead going into half time. (DY)
qn came out in the econd half de1ennined to score but only after ten
minute of pre ure I moved the ball well up the pitch and a crackmg
:hot from \'incent ricocheting off the goalkeeper's legs' as inadvertently
slotted home by a defending player. hortly afterward Davidson quickly
rounded the keeper on two occasions to core both time . Sig Dave Fl. no
completed hi hat trick when a powerful hot from Capt ' ick Welch
glanced Flynn on the head and neatly looped into the net. Sig Mat
Wilkin added a further two then our illustrious P I. S gt Bob laxted
got his name on the core heet. Finally Cpl Stewart Lazenby closed the
game down by scoring a further two. Col M. J. Corn"'all OBE. the
Colonel Commandant Wiltshire Army Cadet Force presented the cup to
the quadron. Cpl Richie Lawrence was pre ented with the Man of the

except for a ,hort spell elsewhere. been held in Warwick for over 35
year . Although during that time the Squadron has undergone many
organ isational change the reunion is seen a a constant which brings
together retired officers of 81 Sig qn and it~ forebears as well as serving
officers of the Squadron to it, rich heritage and traditions. Always of great
interest 10 the Old und Bold is the annual mn<lown of the Squadron
acti itie over th.: pa t year given by the current OC, Maj C r aig
Tillot on. This year we celebrated the 70th birthday of the Squadron's ex
Hon Col. C ol Peter Dh:on . To end the evening C apt 'Guy Fawkes'
Calvert ' a· called upon to destroy Warwick Cathedra l with ballistic
missiles. With ome spectacular milk bottle launched ' aturn' sized
rockets a number of near mis es were recorded. I lowever, much like the
gunpowder plot. Warwick Cathedral till stand and the guilty leader and
hi gang escaped back into the hotel through a thi k pal of propellant

_________;_Y_"::._8' Dave Doody

-----

Brudcnall.

It had been decreed !h at th T
administration of2 Sig Bdt: .11; d e roop we re to co me under the
occasi~)Jl. dur 111g which ,:e ,~;u~~re1\o hav~ a parade to celebrate the
expens ive ' HORSE SHOE' bad e T ,a received the infa mo us a nd
usu_a_I quota unavai lable due to g<l~ I he whole Troop formed up, with the
civil ian clement sat dow n watchin p o~men_t , co_urses. or leave, wi th the
sight that was taking shape before t~e: th d1sbehef at such a magni fi cent
The 0 . Tp stood firm al the fron . f h
parade with pri de . Into the 0 en t o t e Troop_and commanded the
fo llowed closely by the Ad 't P _Order, the CO mspected the Troop
and of_fici a ll y prese nted L~~~ng a tea-tray with our Fla hes on it'.
in spe_ction fini shed the QC led a we71':J~~r ;1th their Flash. Wi th the
t~cn into the Troop for coffee and bisc . e quad_on a march-past, and
Sig Tp would like to take thi op rtu uits. Everything went well and 600
Troop, (they th ink we belong to t~~m! mty to welcome 2 Sig Bde into the

The Corps Band; The White Helmets;
Prisoners of War (particularly Colditz);
Commonwealth Corps of Signals Australian/Canadian/New Zealand/South
African; The Cary Theatre and Troop
Entertainment
Anything you might find on these subjects
could make a big difference! If you can help
please contact Stella Mcintyre or Cliff
Walters at the Royal Signals Museum,
Blandford Camp, Dorset, DTl 1 8RH.

. After two years of ducking and diving, hidden from view behind the
big iron door of the P~armigan Crypto Generation Cell , (PCGC), we
finally managed to evict SSgt 'Taff - 1 Like Sheep' Evans from the
Troop. He has been selected for his JS Op course at Blandford and i then
posted to 21 Signal . Regiment down at Coleme. We expect their football
1caf!1 IO wm relegatton next season should he risk his knobbly knees yet
agam. Dunng a change of contractors, our new cleaner identified a dusty
object ,round the, back of PCGC, and fore~sic experts declared it to be Sgt
te\e SP1 Pack Pope. After plugging him back in we informed him that
he is po tcd to 21 1gnal Regiment at Colerne as well. Turns out there is a
n<!w ~hey at MCM Div with regard to po tings and manning - at their
d1s~retton .. qua<lron and Troop Commanders can elect to swap 'new for
old m the .:amc way that the clothing store works. cwly posted in we
welcome Sg~ Rab 'Porridge' Marshall, from DCSA opcnacre. He has
ttled_ m bchmd t~c now famous iron door of PCGC, but is yet to master
the kill of d1sablmg the doorbell and diverting the phone to Katmandu.

Working alongside Rab in PCGC we have a new civilian member of the
i:roop, Mr Dave ' Seven Foot Two - Eyes Arc Blue' Yates. Enjoy your
time here. Also expected any day is Sgt ' Scotty' Scott from 3
Commando Bde.
ew to the RSSST team are Mr Al ' Gu itarman' Griffiths who has
taken over ~he vacant. PTO job in Ptarmigan team from when the bald
tun:icoat Keith Mardhng defected to Orange. Also newly posted in are
LCpls Gareth ' Dave' Lester and John 'I ' ve always called him ' Dave'
Makenzy. (~ce John, we told you we could spell your name any way we
wanted!) Bemg 'Chocolates' you have a lot to learn, starting with why
we_call you 'Ch?colat~s' - straight out of the box! We hope you settle in
quickly and enjoy _b emg pa_rt of our dynamic team. Posted in to the
synchromzed Soh1~1re team 1s LCpl Trotman, who takes over the role
vacated by gt 'Trigger' . mith as the MT Corporal. No doubt you will
soon be up to speed wllh car washing and olitaire as per your
predecessor. Finally the Troop sends a hearty welcome to WOl (YofS)
'Tony' Rathmell, who is et to become the new Frequency Manager - as

600 TROOP CAPTIO COMPETITIO
.,.
Recentl y Sgt ' Tri gger ' Smith and WO
,
former member of the Troop we b h 1 (FofS) Bob' Wymer, both
known as the ·Posting on Pro~oti~~ t~t stmc~, down by the rare virus
of the lesser -spotted 'Tri gger'
d B Cypms . Below is a photograph
·ender of the best caption can s' d ob Wyi!ler ~as decreed that the
C_ypru s. All wh o wi sh to arti~i n a week with him and hi family in
Si gna l Troop COR HAM ~·1 hpate mark your entry 'Captions' 600
'
•
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~MERICA, BRJTAJ

'CA ADA, AMERJCA
EW ZEALA D VI IT TO DE MOI E
De~ Moines, Iowa was the sett'
ti h
.
Amcnca, Britain, Canada, Au;tra;ng o~ t c 4th Plnnmng Conference of
Thi multinational meetin waia t~~ . ew Zealand or AB
& i Z.
communications interopcrab 'gl.t
. fourth w1 1h an aim to plan a
' 1 i Y exercise
for
II
·
·
·
K ·111gston , anada next year
·.
T a partic ipating nations in
· 600 igna 1 roop represent the UK in the

D
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~aggagl'e

~c wer~o~l~nty

s~eing

d~~:J:a

upo~

specifi~

lmt1ally sequential network I ·
nation 's equipment could be t: t~i:f~~~i~5 tt l\~e~e designed S? that each
some. broad discussions on the c r .
a . t e others. Thi led onto
acllv1ty other tasks were d'
oa 1t10n tactical network. Around this
req ·
1scus ed such a c
t
.
ryp o security, power
mrement ' space available and I
rafhng etc. We are now lookin fi ayout of the exercise, white water
Ohere the final exercise Emplo~~;;.~a~1~0 t~~ ~fth J>lanning conference
. n_the Thur day it wa Foreman Wallin ,w1. e ratified and produced.
m isted on dragging the two in
Fg b1rthday,_so Maj Kirlnvood
little bar called 'Hooter ' whnocent ore.man, agamst their will to a
Unrefined'. This rurned out to
I 'De_lightfully Tacky. Yet
_ew Zealander , Canadians and Amo . a mult1-nat1onal affair a the
d1~covered that Foreman Wallin c encan turned _up too. It wa
chicken, stood on a chair, with a h~t J~ do an_1 ex~ellent impre sion of a
down at the cleavage of all the ·H g h;'ck ~ his mouth, whilst taring
him .a birthday song. We would lik ooters waitresses who were inging
part1c~larly Lt Enright and the ' ~it~. ~ank our H? t at Camp Dodge,
Meet111g. for ensuring that our t
rotdhers, Btn Greeting and Bin
ay an the conference were so
successful.

b~ ~ ~~tt~

600 SIGNAL TROOP
H lL A ' D FAREWELL

Tec hni ca l Pl annin g meeting and th . .
(FofS) W~lling and S gt (FolS) Wal is is how Maj Kirkwood , W02
of pl ane ti ckets to America The . ton found themselves in po session
check-in asking if
sw!1ed at Gatwick with the
ow m not saying Maj Kirkwood . ~ave i_ng under the same name
~bv1ously thought he was the fath er or t~s ~ettmg on in years but they
Mor~man. On the internal Americ~n fli \ t ~ndfather, of the two young
o_ines Foreman ' The Jackal ' Walt g
etween St Louis and Des
while the s~curity people searched h~n was delayed for a hort time
~cstroyed his plane hijacking tools - a s ~~gfage and confiscated and
ve~ the weekend, our recover from . na1 ~ ipper and a 2cm nail file
sight
and shopping. We
time, we decided to do a bii
P an ned sig htseei ng tour of 'Co
d B _to vet? Foreman Walton'
a lthough we couldn ' t stop him loo~·ere
~tdges in Madison County·
~hops. Well how do we describe D~~gN~t pictures of them in some of th~
ave you ever seen the film ' Deli
omes,.?the sta~e capital of Iowa Americans are not very ood ·
verance · We discovered that the
Texans. Australians and ~anad~~~ accents after being asked if we were
Thi s was the fourth ABCA & ..
carry ~ut high level pl anning and ~l~nference; the fir t of these wa to
exec ution of the exerc ise· incl d '
clop ~he general concept for the
~qu1pment, es~blishing pri~ritte~ f~~~e ~tefinmgd objec_tives, identifying
r?m the exerc1 e. Concept planni
s mg a~ idcntifymg deliverables
th~r~ conferences; this was primani"g wa earned_ out at the second and
m1t1gahon and high-level sy tern y cincerned with scoping of tests risk
En:ipl ?yment Plan for the em ~~n 1gurat1on. At this tage the o~tline
Object1 ".es for each workshop wc!'e ~~entlhase and draft technical
the beginning of the network I
.P uce . This fourth conference was
needed to get down to speJifc~\ng stage, w~ere technical participants
di fferent areas of testing are broke~"~ of e9u1pment being used. The
~t1~n heading their own workshop ~:n J~oh Workshops, with each
or shop. On the exercise, initial testi~ .e
av~ the Transmis ion
level be fore proceeding to build and fiel~ is to b~ _earned out at Workshop
as the UK representatives we h d
~ coaht1on tactical network. So
curreant :o _evelop tec_hn?logy
net':"'ork de igns based
na uo ~a l _requirement s and probab -~~t1cal transm1ss10n equipment,
part1~1pating nations. This was achiev~ lly of . uccess from the five
then mputtmg our information into a Cd ~)'. in1t1al paper planning and
~eportmg to~l that was provided by~~ it~o~, Planning, Tracking and
b omm'.l"_d . This enabled us to verify that i:e omt Interoperability Test
y ~nd1v1dual equipments were
.
actual STA AGs supported
stat~ng t_hat they ~et the required coT~~ble. Most equii>ment, although
millgat1on exercises in Australia h GSS, d!d not. This has led to risk
togeth~r.
w ere witche will be interfaced

or

SQ ADRO HEADQ ARTERS
The HQ is ba ed in Cor ham and has a small tafT of seven, three
military personnel and fo ur civilian taff. C apt Ian Dudding PSAO,
W02 Eddie Kingston Admin PSI, Sgt Bob Maxted Trg PSI, Mr Andy
\ heeler nr tmn. our wondcrfol ·gaggle' of cle rks Lyn Jones Dorothy
Winter and the newly arrived Daphne Butler. T he SHQ is housed in the
same building as the recently formed CV HQ R Signals which, in tum,
brings u into close contact wi th the chief architect of that establishment ,
Maj Bob Holt and his clerical as istant 'let's have a chat' Tina

Some of the displays in the museum are to
be upgraded. We have purchased some new
cabinets and are looking for donations of
exhibits, paraphernalia, images and information on the following subjects:

The annual reunion dinner of RI Sig Sqn officers was held in Warwick
on 27 October 2~01, the evening that is known colloquially a the ' Old
and Bold Wai:v1ck Weekend' . The weekend originated when 52 Air
Formatton Regiment was amalgamate~ with 40 Sig Regt and Warwick
was considered the most central locatton for thi venue. The event has,

600 SIC AL T ROOP \C
.2
AS PART O.F Tll E TROO~~~l S. ~l<?NAL, BRIG ADE

smoke!

Match award.

Back Row (L-R)_: Maj B. Harrison, Maj J. Roberts, Capts Hinson ,
King. Ma1 Parkes, McConnell, Jones and Whitham,
W02 (FofS) Johnson MBE
Second Row(L-R): Maj Abram, Lt Col Roberts, Brig M. Roberts
(Hon Col), Maj Tillotson (OC) , Col Dixon, Col Marriott,
Capt Calvert, Maj Watson
Front Row (L-R): Capt Welch, Lt Yates, Capts Dudding (PSAO),
Kennedy and Spencer, OCdt Arscott

you wil l sec there are plenty of Frea ks to manage here!

REMEMBRANCE PARADE
by Sgt 'Ta.ff · Tanner
- S

D y 11

OVEMBER 2001

The as
Remembrance
Parade
Purple
the Royal av
h a t corsham I. a ·Purple' affair \ ell Ii h
·stretch' Barry called a
The USM, wbit
a cmbled on the makeshift Drill P• .
Fnd~y 9tb • ovember, so WC
O\ the RAF. a it turned outquare a ong with members of the RAF
Handbook , which might ju ta , h~ldha completely different Oriti
Decker. for all the good it did ~h we W a;e been made by Black and
and even the joke about ' one be~7:;d ~ cgan by ~0~1111g three ranks .
orher,
lost on the
wannabe flyboy and ooirls · o ms
. tea d we
t e got
"nttwice
1. • was
L "
enoug h tior u . ext we es1ab1 · h d h'
• o me w1.ich was near
th e RAF do dn· ll m
: the style of
is Dunca
e w 1ch footllwe. tcpped ofl. on, since
off how they feel. m1 win ino wa' n orve ha e Me!' and step
hour the RAF wa moving lik; so'idier tackled next, and within half an
actu~lly stepped off yet. till th, ·
• ~xccpt for the fact that we hadn't
we hnally did get moving and th~rR~~ idcnce had bee!i boo tcd. When
q~a<l looke<l quite good. We even
got mto the w.mg of thing , the
this was then spoilt by th
managed to do an, Eye Righ11· but
Front!' from the RAF Officeerc?e~~1and, ·Eye . Left!' instead of ;Eyi: ·
clearly into per pective when we mg the contmgent. Thi wa then put
mob turned martly to the ri ht came to halt and foll out. The Army
RAF tumed a quarter turn to tl;e " p~u. c~ and marched three paces. The
unday morning we a scmbl ng I an walked away! Wow!
an~ were duly i ued white gloe.d on ~e car-park out ide HQ 2 ig Bde
their be ta one would expect ~~d a~ belt" Al~ tho·e anending looked
the coach and headed for the c'entrc a /r a last minute practice we got on
o orsham. The cloud of early that

~ra~1c~o :~~h;,ng
r n~embers.

,
.
luc ·k and unshine, and there were
morn in!! '' re replaced "11.h_ b
.y
dir.o manly out idc, ea h
of the Bnt1sh Legion stalnd o'r"' u Compliments were
read\ -a fair
•
•
d 1- h , ·en the most trave e
·
F
'ith
more me a , t an e\
h
t members of the Anned orce .
'
pa:,ed bef\\ ·n ihe former an~ ~h~ ~&;.1e march to ihe church sa~ . only
t>efore we formed up read) f?
t ·Taff' Tanner ancl S gt (FofS) o l
twenl\ three lo es of tcp. with g t the Jubilee 1eda .. Walton almost
1
" 11 l ge. h ...
· front 'ome folk found
d n ·1·haYe any medal nor
k p tep wit u10SC Ill
· '
.
d' I
breaking mto a wa Ill t.o ec re difficult than nonnal! !'o their re it tic
\'3lkmg m ~ straight hnc mo I the ' te all the way and tht: wagger of
Bnt1 h Legion. ~'ho .Jed u · kep m even fhe oldest of old soldier .
years gone b) ''as ull apparent
.
once again marched through
. Folio" ine a rousmg church crv1ce ' e

fe,,

.
e ...e stood for the wreath laying
1 w 1ier " ·
orsham to t h c, \ ar Memona
.
r anizations on the para de, r1rom t he
9 11
ceremony. Wreaths w~r~ laid by w~i ~this we fom 1ed up for the mar~h
Legion to the Browmes and ~o~C
Sig Bdc took the salute. Luckily
t ·could hav~ been the orps RSM'
pa t. Brig . Jac~son . Com
after some coaching from Sg
· ·ued the 'Eye right' and 'Eyes
\vosika the c?ntin~ent ~omma~i~~n~~~ly on tl;c wrong foot. Since the
0
front' at the nght tmic, u.t u~l . reall affect the outcome. A ftcr some
step had been lost by then 11 didn t the /resident of the British Legion in
words of thanks by
~ur~o~e~,;
aradc and attended tile Legion for a
0
Corsham. we were d1sm 1s c
. P ts were exchanged and we made
•
e more comp 11mcn •
1
few drink . w iebr h . gain in twelve months time.
arrangements to e t ere a

f

1?r

ARMY CADET FORCE

LA.NC HlRE CADET FORCE
at ennybridge in August
After a fo_rtnigh!'s ucce ful ~~n~!r,~~~ry treet based Blackbum
tile Royal ignal cadets. from '
to their Autumn training chedule.
d Cdt LCpl Faye Livesy. both
Detachment are now looking for.~rd.
The photograph ho~,·s C~t Laura a;~::! an Colonel of Lancashire Army
aged 16 years, talking_ w1~l the ~~e Ch~f Con table of Lancashire. T~e
Cadet Force M:rs Pauh~e d a~~1 h School Blackbum, were takinf?, part m
girl . bo1h pupils of t e de d ;dets from all part of Lancashire. The
a field exercise that me1u e c
.
exerci e included abseil~in~g~a~n~d~c~a::n~o:e:in;:g'.:.. .....,,.---~--~-:-=~J

.
nd her husband are former o.ffi~ers who
appropriate, as the Mayor a f .
Is The e ening's act1v1ties had a
served with the Roy~l C.orps 0 Th~gn~ayor wa met by WSMI Beccy
flavour of communications.
om an Commander, Maj Graham
Williams, who run. the. ~m~ h~r
th~ C~unty ignals Officer. T.he
0
Lewcock and MaJ Mike
.es, · en a run through of the mysteries
photograph how~ tile Mayor beingl~vgroup of ignal qualified cadets
of tile PRC 320 ·~ the company ~/CCF ational Radio etwork. ln
who were ope:a1ing on thde AC h0 were involved in HF radio training,
addition to talking to the ca et w
of the A F young people from the

~~~=~o:r;a~~v~~~v~re ~~dke:~o~:6asic military training.

HAMPSHIRE AND ISLE OF WIGHT ARi"1Y CADET FORCE

THE VI IT OF THE 'lAYOt~i~~~~~i DETACHME1 T
TO THE RO 1SEY ARM
b 200 I b the Town Mayor of
The vicsiltl o~·1MsoCndh aeyry: ~~l~;·:~o ~~e Platoo~ in Rom ey was most
'
Romsey,
r •• r

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB (WINDSURFING) ANNUAL REPORT 2001

memora~ea~~~~:~~~ 0~f! :~~~r~~~1ti~;

This has bee_n a very
~everal \".ays bemg the end of ~n; 71-faj Dave Gilchrist at tile turn of the
one. Havmg seen the r~~re":ie1ar~\~ells from racing to two other Corps
year, we have now sai sa
S gt 1 orman Finnegan and SSgt
TBitans. R
th~ CeorpThscRaloces ~~~e::~three top-level sailors in one year has
arrv am ·
..
·
·1 I th t we tum our
mevitably weaken7d us compet1t1vely. It is no~n v1 t~e sa ort wherever
0
atte~tion to recru1~men~ and\~~~·~~~~- ru ;.~isgis a c~allenging task
po ·.s1ble an~dn~~ni~gJ~n~s~t the UK Sail Training Week, Ex 1':1ercury
\S,·ahi;chats~~le Pembroke hire, thanks to the sponsorship of I~ Sig Rkeegnt
·
.
,
d Sgt Callum Black mstrucnng a e
with of1o ~~~:.nJ~~i°t~~np~~ subsequently in th~ raci ng at Da~e ~nd
group
.. P t d s·nce in further training locally and 111 the Lake D1stnct.
~~e:~W~~~i~n t~tal has reached an impressive~ 9, ~n~ aAhieatreg ~C::i
3 m etence seven at Level 2 and eleven at eve . n
.
. ~ ° has bee~· earmarked to become an instructor .and to con~muc the
sa1 or
Bl d~ rd 27 oung soldier trainees and six young
cfTo~~e:i::ec:~c~~ed :;ie:St ~ne /ay of introductory insrruc:tion and. one

1

5
~~
achieved _Level I. Additionally, Cap~ !~ul ~;grt~n~a~§ 0 ~ii:s~~~
as a Level 1 mstructor. Wllh the move o. / 1g
. . .
h

•en we ho c to see a thriving windsurfing paruc1pat1on _a~ t e
Brug; Roermo;d Sailing Centre. Windsurfing courses for military
~~oXnel arc run regularly at the Thorney Island Watersport Centre and

the British Dummersee ailidng Ctntre(. d that adopted last year by the
In line with ASA agree poh1cy datin
f the new light wind short
•
'
h
R
1
d RAF) we pure ase our o

ie~i.~i%~~J\~~~~sro~~~~~.1~af~~t.B~;~~s \~.~~, ~~s~;f~e~~;A1~~

are powered by very large sails and are starting o
ham ionships,
civilian racing class. The fir~t ouu~g w~s at th~ ~~rp~K
Training
run early this year in June in conJuncllon .wit . e
d versatile
Week at Dale. They were an immediate hit, being fast .an
ndition~
suiting both lightweight and heavy7~t\ s:~'i~r~·n~7 f~~'~'"&a~~boards,
these boards have the measure o
e r
, d d
wind leaping
•
provided that the sai lor has tile bottle to stay aboar own
across the wave tops.
k
Id hampion Guv
We were very fortunate to be. able to .boo ex wo.r c ham io~ships
Cribb for a training day imm~d1ately prior to \he Admy ;.vati~g energy
learning
at Portland in July. Guy's umque teacl~1~g sty c an mo '
was matched with perfect weather con~1t1ons and we ~f re s~?~~ training
how to get the best out of our new equtpment.dMbcanw 11 .e ln~ovicc racing
Y spec1a
was conducted by Army instructor~. fo llowc
separate to the main Army competition.
.
.
with many
Competitions have coincided with strong wmds thts sea~on the orps
Force 5 days and several Force 7 plus! The t~rnout or Morrison
Championship was affected by clashes of exercises and the h c 280
Cup Athletics but was successful nevertheless. It was good to av

sal
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Sig Sqn over in. force. to. take the minor unit trophy whilst 14 Sig Regt
secun:d the maJOr u111t title on home waters. SSgt Barry Raine, after
many years of top-level sailing, went with style by winning the overall
champion trophy. SSgt Norman Finnegan won the Open Class and gt
Bill Baile:r 264 Sig 'qn was top novice.
In the Inter Corps Series we started strongly with a first place in the
early events. By the Army meeting our top level sailors were depleted
and we lacked strength in depth. We celebrated however a huge
achievement by SSgt or·man Finnegan, winning the Unlimited Class
pme against stiff oppo ition in strong winds, having had his Formula
Board for only four weeks.
Addition of a 3-day UK Open Competition to the well established
ASA North West Europe Open competition in Holland has marked an
increased level of slalom sailing. Three of us made the crossing to
Holland and benefited from a grant from the Army Sports Lottery. At the
tart of the new course-racing eason at Thorney Island we chose to
witch disciplines to slalom rather than abandon racing when faced with
Force 7 winds. The ASA are di cussing whether to make this policy in
the future thus widening the range of racing wind speeds that can be
raced in by the average competent sailor.
Thanks to an ex-team member, Paul Cross, we have been fortunate to
join Olympians in receiving sponsorship from BAE Systems. Their kind
donation will be used to boost prizes and to purchase team clothing.

Maj Peter Bowles receives a sponsorship cheque for Corps
Windsurfing from Mr Mike Browning, Project Director Land and
Sea Training, BAE Systems
This report would not be complete without relating the exploits of our
old man of the sea, Dave Gilchrist. Having toured the windsurfing
locations of the western Mediterranean, he pitched up at the International
Boardsailing ~ssociation's World Championships near Rome in August,
and after a senes of ten races won the title of World Raceboard Grand
Master Champion.

SQUASH
ROYAL SIG ALS SQUA H CH MPIO HIPS 2001
This year the number of entries to the Roya l Signals Squash
Championships was encouragingly higher than usual with over 50 player
initia ll y entering. However, with units uddcnly being placed on 24 hours
notice to move the day before tile competition started, many players had
no option but to witlldraw. The Tournament was again held at Blandford
over four days with six separate competitions and many prizes being
played for. It must be said that in my six years as quash Secretary I have
never seen so many high quality squash players attend the Corps
Championships at the same time and this led to some excellent and very
entertaining games of squash. The only noticeable absentee was WOl
RSM Dean ruchardson who could not attend Championships due to
work commitments in Cyprus. For the first time in many years we were
able to host an over 40's Competition for our enior citizen players, The
Corp must be getting older. The final was decided between S gt ' Taff'
W illiams from Blandford and Capt Gary Stratton having flown in from
Cyprus. Unfortunately for Gary Stratton age seemed to take it toll and
the younger SSgt Williams won in straight games. (Ju t kidding Gary).
The over 35's Competition was very well attended and a much tighter
affair, but went very much according to the seeding. For the second year
in succession Capt Steve Bason managed to scrape through defeating the
much-improved SSgt Amrit whom never seemed to stop running on
court all week. ext year SSgt Dave Gallagher (the Corps' Number I
player) joins the over 35 elite and could very well end up winning
everything. Perhaps a change to the rule is required, and this particular
competition may end up being the over 35 l/2s just to make tilings fairer
for us lesser players.
Cpl Helen olan met W02 Q ISi Eva Russell in the ladies' final
which was an excellent game to watch. Both player were evenly
matched but Cpl Nolan came through as the winner in straight game . As
i normal in Squash the loser from the first round of the Open
Competition go on to play in the highly coveted Plate Competition,
which again had many excellent matches. W02 FofS Mark Finden and
the prize poaching Capt Stratton reached the final again. Unfortunately
and again for Gary Stratton he was second best, tllis time to Mark
Finden losing in straight game . The Inter-Un it Competition was played
as two leagues consisting of four teams each. Ln both league every team
plays each other. The winners of tile two leagues then play the runner-up
of the other league in a semi-final play-off, the theory being that the be t
two teams will reach the final. Thi year's final wa decided between 14
Signal Regiment and Blandford A, with Blandford A winning without too
much trouble. Unfortunately for the 21 ignal Regiment A team, who
were probably the strongest team in this competition, they were re-called
to their unit and cou ld no longer take any further participation ha ving
won their league comfortably. The Open final was a repeat of last year
between S gt Dave Gallagher and Capt Steve Bason. Dave Gallagher
was again extremely lucky, with teve Bason having the u ual excu e of
just played in the over 35s final previously against Sgt mritt and was
close to exhaustion. (He was a little tired at least) Dave predictable a
ever bashed the ball around the court fa ter than teve Bason 's eyesight
could cope with and won in straight games.
0

The Prizes were very kindly presented by CO 40 Signal Regiment, Lt
Col Kelly who also had a very busy tournament competing in no less
than three of the competitions. There were two extra prizes to present this
year, a top of the range squash ball going to the most consi tent loser in
both matches and racket spin-offs. This went to the unfortunate WOJ
RSM Ged Keane of 40 Signal Regiment. Well done Ged and may your
collection of Squash grow bigger every year. To encourage the younger
players in the Corps to participate in these Championships, the top prize,
this year being a quash racket, is presented to the most promising young
player but not necessarily the be t player. This went to LCpl Potts, who
although he did not win anything in any competition did show excellent
potential. For him it was definitely well worth turning up. Some other
players worthy of mention who played some excel lent squa h were ig
Kirkby from 21 Signal Regiment, and Sgt Pengelly and WOI aylor
both from Blandford, who with more training will be competing for
places in the Corps team next year I am sure.
Many thanks go to SSgt Williams and his two helpers for providing
the much needed drinks and sandwiches we had every day. I am sure
there are also many thanks from quite a few players for the services
provided by W02 QS 11 Eva Russell. Eva i an expert in back and
muscle massage and gave many injured players back massages to keep
them on the road for. .............. more quash.
ARMY I TER CORPS SQUA H
The players representing the Corps team at the Army Inter Corps
Championships at Alder hot the week after the Royal Signal Corp
Championships were;
oI
SSgt Dave Gallagher
o2
WOI RSM Dean Richardson
o3
Capt Steve Bason
o4
SSgt Ian Piears
o5
Lt ean Lumley
06
SSgt Amritt
The Corp team was playing in Division 2 having been relegated the
previous year. Dean Richardson flew back from Cyprus to trengthen the
team, a much-needed addit ion if we were to tand any chance of gaining
promotion. It wa Seam Lumley's first time representing tl1e Corp with
a return to the team for Amritt. The Divi ion favourites were the AGC A
team, boa ting three Anny players including tl1e current Army o I and
o4 players. As it happened. our last match of the competition wa
again t this team. After five matche, each, the AGC were topping the
table with 80 points with the Royal Signals ju t four points behind in
second place. Dave Gallagher had ome tough matche.s with many going
to five game , but the rest of the team won all their game, without too
much difficulty. The match again t a very powerful AGC pro\·ed too
much in the end and we lost 4 - I and runners-up in the Divi ion. ( It wa.
only two year· previous that the Royal ignal beat the AGC in Divi ion
I to send them do\ n into Divi ion 2) Congratulations go 10 all 1he
players who represented the Corp . and their excellent performance and
better luck next year.

[X]@lr@@OO~lP[X]®

Please do not ask for photographs sent for publication in The WIRE to be returned, unless they are really
irreplaceable. Contributors should be aware of the fact that although every care is taken with contributions, they
should not risk losing photographs which cannot be replaced.
Contributors should also be aware that unless digital photos are saved to disk at a minimum of 300 dpi mono
and 400dpi coloured, they will not be used.
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NOTES FROM THE AO'S DESK
Branch ews: Bob Cook
Secretary of the York Branch has succeeded Mel Dawkins as Hon
York YOIO 4HJ Te.l·Bi~9g~n6~~ contacted at: 5 Main Str
ecretary of the Cey lon High ·s
d - . 413. Harry Moore Ho~
address: 6 Lincoln D ·
pee Wireless Coy Assn h
'
Ceylon High peed
Leicester LE7 2JW. Talking
held on Friday 26 April 2"002 y ~ssn, their next annual Reunion will b·
ter. For further
theMBelmont
,.
·
'
'" rry oore on O116-

~ulford,

~606t~7l'25L9eice

Patron: HRH The Princes Royal
Pre ident . The Master of Signals
Chairman: Major General

Assistant General Secretary: Lt Col I. J . Hamilton
Administrative Officer: Mr P. J. C uckow (Membership & Records)

ssociation Office, RHQ Royal igoals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dor et DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2090 or
01258 48 2090. \l elfare ecretary Telephone: Military ystem (9) 4371 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for The WTREshould be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royal ignals.army.org.uk/museum/r a.htm

The A sociatio11 communicates with its Branches a11d individual members through the pages of The WIRE, which contains accot1nts of Branch affairs as
wellBranch
as aforecasr
Secretarie
afAssociatio11
are asked events.
to check rhar rheir Branch Members receive st1fficie11t copies of The WIRE. Assocwt1on
. . HQ can arrange for copies
. to be
delivered in bulk 10 Branch Secretariesforft1rther distribution if chi is convenient: it helps !IS to save on postage.
Do1'• of Bmm>• ewm "'" ol.-y• "'P"bli h"1 ;., Th< WIRfn"d """Id b< '"'"''""''" ''" Edli"'· . . '''" '"''"'"" '""' •
'"'""'"'old
"'d """"""""'"'"of blrllu,
'"d dw</.,. W< h•P' ""' w<h Bm"'h wl/l
of Ii ""''"'' . praf<mbly wlih

<0mrod~

m=l•g~

<O""'""'' <Ii•""""""'

"'!"~'

photographs. at least once a yea1:

SINGAPORE - AUTUMN 1945
Ex-Signalman John Owen

After reading the article on the dairy kept by the Signals during their
stay in captivity as POWs of the Japane e, I recalled events from Autumn
l 945
ingapore.
Weinsailed
through Suez Canal to Bombay. After a change of ships we
sailed on to the i land of Singapore. We had been there for a few days
when we were joined by a fellow Signalman. He had been captured by
the Japanese in early 1942. The Japanese had kept no detailed accounts of
location of the POW camps in Malaya. This Signalman, becau e of this
problem, had volunteered to sray behind to help in locating these camps.
Thi howed a tremendous devotion to the welfare of his fellow
countrymen. He was due to sail home on the hospital ship. His name was
'Dusty' 1iller. l remember this because of the word association. 1 think
he wa a Londoner. Another vi itor to our camp was Lad y E d wi na
1ountb atten, who was serving with the British Red Cross. She also was
assisting in locating the POW camps. Early every morning, for several
weeks. Lady 1ountbatten was driven in her jeep to commence another
day helping in the search for these camps. Here again, in Lady Edwina
Mountb atten, we have another example of extreme de~otion to duty.

ROYAL SIGNALS
INSTITUTI ON
SEMINAR 2002
" Info rm ation and Communications Services in War"
Thursday 18th April 2002
With Maj Gen Fulton , CM(IS) , MOD, as keynote
speaker and senior military and industrial presentations
the focu . will be on SKYNET 5, CORMORA T and
BOWMA and the ervices they will enable. The day
will be preceded by an infonnal supper in the HQ Mess.

da~tai~s u~~~ltavc~n~lea-

On a lighthearted note T would like to recall an incident involving
Lord Louis Mountbatten - Supreme Commander South East Asia. Lord
Mountbatten used to fly around his command using two Dakotas. One
would carry himself and his top brass. The econd dakota carried the
'back up' team. On one visit to Borneo, where the Australians were
serving, the two aircraft became separated by an electrical storm. The
Australians had prepared an appropriate welcome for the 'Supremo'.
Unfortunately, because of the storm, the aircraft carrying the ' back up'
team arrived over the airstrip in Borneo first. The ai rcraft landed and the
Australians thought this was 'Supremo'. The pilot, meanwhile, could see
that Mounbatten's plane had not landed but decided to land anyway. He
taxied the aeroplane to where the Australians were lined up . The
Australians commenced the general salute. From the aircraft emerged a
Lance Corporal in the Royal Corps of Signals. After some time Lord
Mo un tbatten's plane landed by wh ich time the Australians were
reassembled. A recording of the Australians' comments are not available.
When Lord Mounbatten and his party arrivede back in Singapore the
pil o ts to ld him about the i11cident on Borneo 's a irstrip. Lord
Mountbatten was highly amused and buckled up with laughter.

ROYAL SIGNALS INSTITUTION

AND
THE BRITISH COMPUTER SOCIETY
ANNUAL LECTURE 14TH MARCH 2002
"Clicks and Mortals"
by
Professor Richard Susskind OBE
This talk on the challenges of e-commerce from the
Gresham Professor of Law takes place in the PMH at
Blandford Camp commencing at 6 pm.
For further details contact RHQ on 01258 482647.

For further details contact RHQ on 01 258 482647

ope~~J ~~at~~p~~t

Rank and Name

gt Philip White

WO 1 Andrew Terry
gt Greig Terry
SSgt Bernie McAndrew
Cp l Pete Longworth
LCpl Rick Ricketts
LCpl Roy Vincent
W02 Joe Hodgson
Sig Brian Bates
W02 Martin Wedge
Sgt Tina Whalen
Sgt Peter Smith
Cp l Phillip Davies
Sgt Rich Yeoman
Sig Stanley Richardson
Sig Gerald Vines
Dvr Bill Hughes
Sgt Jim MacClancy
Sig Bill Dedman
Cpl Jack Martin
LCpl Fred Kemble
SSgt David Old
Sgt George Donaldson
SSgt Ri ck Griffiths
Sgt Phil Parton
Cpl Paul Slater
Sig Harold Bohea
W02 teve Prowse
!=pl Paul James
Sgt Stephen Rowe
Cpl Jack Lambden
Sig John Jones
Sgt Don Mai ks
Sgt Claude Hill
Sgt Stephen Co lledge
Cpl Jacl(Je Harrison
LCp l Denise Bartrop
Sig Darran Perkins
ig Brian Cherry
Sgt Jim Turner
W02 Mal Thomas
Sgt Dave Alderson
L~pl David Kyle
Sig L. J. Buccilli
Sig John Hunsdale
Sgt Jerome Finister
Sig Michael Clemetson
LCp l Kevin Kimber
Sgt C. l. Maroney
Sgt teve Goodyear
Sig P. J. Meadows
Sgt Tony Hem tock
Sig Jack Morbey
Cpl ary MacGregor
Sgt Brian Penny
W02 Ewan Hall
Sig Samantha Wagstaff
Sgt Paul Haigh
Cpl David Kennedy
L~pl Derrick Moore
1g Gareth Morris
WL pl B. Ward
Cpl B. K. Ward
Sgt Leonard Payne
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Hous~

F ield of Remembrance: Around 2
.
braved the biting cold and rai
5 retired m.embers of the Cor s
openrng of the Field
Remembrance at Westmin ter Abb n at
opened the Field and then viewed :y ~nC ovember. The Queen Mother
Gen Boyle, Chairman of the Asso~c. t" orps!Regt plot. At our plot Maj
was ~ l~rge cross in the plot for ia ion, greeted Her Majesty. There
~ssoc1at1ons, along with numerous ~!c~I of our Branches and affi liated
eparted loved ones. Thank you to . II :h er cro ses planted in memory of
~he c<>Cemony, especially Terry W~cke~:e w~oh made the effort to attend
o~m23a8nasdaig for
the event. Our grateful th~nks IS wife, w~o came over
Sqn for provid.
go to MaJ Ian Seraph
refreshments. The Field is
to Chelsea Barracks
unNday a~d all members are welcome to att u~sday before Remembrance
Lafe Members·· A warm welcomeenis extended to the following
Life ew
Members:

~he

. H. Boyle CB

\'ice Chairman: Brig . F. \ · ood Areal; Brig\ . H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3; Big K: H. Olds Area 4;
Brig P. J . Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J . G. Billingham\ ales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland; Lt Col C. ' . Lightfoot Ireland

Gelicral ecretar. and Treasu rer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: trs J. ornick

~1;:Jc~{~~n,

Branch

Cambridge
Sheffield
Beverley Ex-Boys Assn

South London
Cardiff
12/ 15/ 18 AFSRA sn
Preston & Blackburn
Beverley Ex-Boys Assn

Reading
East Kent
Darlington
Che ter
Chesier
Cardiff
Rotherham
Berwick

Leeds
. Ireland
. Ireland
12/ 15/ 18 AFSR Assn
orfolk
Manche ter
Manchester
Manchester
Beverley Ex-Boys Assn

Cambridge
Bri tol
East London
East London

SSgt John McManus
Col Dennis Mills
Sig Malcolm Cooke
SSgt John Staoson
Capt Fred Lee
Sig Tim Dearden
Si~ Ron Whyte
L~pl A1den Higgi ns
S~g Derek Butler
Sig Khrissy Strai n

~f

fo;

Service
1982-94
1978-01
1976-01
1977-01
1978-01
1959-60
1947-49
1968-91
1952-62
1972-01
1989-01
1963-01
1988-01
1978-01
1944-47
1958-60
1942-47
1944-48
1954-56
1943-47
1954-60
1977-00
1952-76
1979-01
1989-01
1988-01
1946-48
1978-01
1989-01
1977-01
1940-45
1943-47
1942-54
1943-47
1986-01
1988-97
1989-97
1984-90
1954-56
1952-54
1976-99
1989-00
1995-01
1990-94
1963-73
1979-01
1949-5 1
1966-77
1964-87
1975-00
1961-66
1948-73
1940-43
1985-99
1970-94
1977-01
1998-01
1989-01
1976-85
1944-4
1970-76
1960-62
1959-61
1951-66

Poole
l~/15/ 18 AFSR Assn
Liverpool

Peterborough

1962-87
1972-01
1954-56
1970-89
1952-86
1980-82
1954-56
1983-92
1959-65
1994-01

BRIGHTON BRANCH
Lo.oking back on 200 I the Branch h
evenmg meetings have been en· as had a successful year. While the
strength to strength thanks to Ke JW'ed the coffee mornings go from
out on a wi nter 's evening. Altho~ ~~wn. More members di slike going
toget~er, there have been two luncre e Wednesday mornings are a get
the wmter. The Branch helps to funds - on~ m the summer and another in
~as excei:ded. the money going tO\:ar~tlr~d dGhurka, out target of £120
een put mto next year's a
r s ee mg him, the surplus has
success incl uding the Eastbo~e~~a~~ fish and chij>S evening was a
c . ~ho were mv1ted to come. The
Blandford tnp went well and a Jar
will become an annual event. The~~~ mm1~bus w~ needed, let us hope it
although numbers attending fell sh f'11 dmner-d1sco was also a succes
helped lower the attendance The at y. I o doubt the dip in the economy
·
ourt and has been booked again for
next year.

Bob Downs (Chairman) with friend and .
.
(President) with his wife ~!~ ~Re~td) Cohn Brown

1

EAST KENT BRANCH
SOCIAL. The Branch vi its the h
H
.
once a .Year and so it was that a goodlant otel m deepest Kent at lea t
re pect1ve way to this popular wat .Y number ~t out to navigate their
th.at th~ Shani Safari is to be like e~~g hole. It i. _generaly recognised
Ra ver Ill darke t Mozambique pr~;abl o
expedition up the Limpopo
~ve~ from the Ea tern, and all
Y ecau. ~ many of the Members
~v1th its more numerous metal ~!:1~ more CIYlhzed, side of the County
m Shant count ry and the un
d road signs. Sadly, no such luxury
careering off in the wrong dire~i::;y tr~ve~er can sometime be seen
have never been seen again · So i~ an m. eed, rumour has it that some
Committee welco med so m~n M~~~s with extreme. plea ure that the
f? llowed a most intere ting ta lk ~y Kat~ec;~.to a deh~JOus l un~h which
Ke!lt Air. Ambulance. Ou r Chairma n
avers. Chief Executive of the
acting suitably jet-lagaed after he d' hhn Ballantyne, looking and
Barbado where they"' had , .d a1\. his wife, Marion 's return from
m1. -w11ed· the birth of thei r grand on
gallantly showed h1·s a
.
pprectatlon by res
d.
.
.
prese.ntmg her with a cheque for £JOO pon mg mcely to Kate and.
contnbutlon towards the air amb 1
on behalf of the Branch as a
ran their usual succe fu t raftle _udanc~· 1i;'a~ion and Vincent de Rose
esp1te avmg got them elve lo t on
the way: (What did I say about
enjoy.able day with much cr~~\~~:Jit~avellers ?). 1.t wa a thoroughly
e pec1ally from the table that in I d d conver at1on and repartee
where loud guffaws re ulted fro111
our Hon . ec, J ohn Badcock:
The Re111embrance Day Parade in Cante~ther of ht related experiences.
weather that encouraged about 60 M b ury wa held m unusually fine
at_hedral, of which a record number ~r2;~ tdo attend the . ervi e in the
ia 111arched with the1'arude.
B na.n Ca lladin e, our Standa
heav1ly-bemedalled C harles Skin ~~ Bearer was e corted by a
with Chairman, John Ballant n! and. Roger Ston e who. together
1111pressive van<>uard to the Bra Yh car~ying the wreath, provided an
followed by a ~p lendid tun h .nc contmgent. The moving service wa
·
·
c m a nearby ho tel
h
- ry w ere 57 Member:;
once agam enjoyed each other'
EW ME
company.
MBER · Tom W ithers served 8
·
Keyboard from Jul 1954
.
a attonal erviccmen
0 perator
wa
·pent with I Corps i~nal
R unhl July 1956. most of which time

:1

~~1e ~r

Feb~ary

1947

1943 unt il eptember
e~~~ent. John J~ nes ervcd from
11 Air Formation Signal Re on D+
went a hore m ormandy "ith
Audrey a we do John and hf wife ; ili';'.e welcome Tom and hi wife
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,
'
, itc ha been nmning satisfactorily
Tiff BRA. CH \\"EB ITE. The0 t ful to lrs Pamela Hand. the
, d we are Pl e
·
for t\\O months or so an
f. d J'mm who pa sed away some
'' id'l" f ou1 late a~~i ~reat f ~~~nw~b ~v~s largely paid for by way of a
month ago. T~e mbstapauo~~aoin memory of her hu band.
g 'n~rou> donation ) am

GLASGOW BRA~CH
.
.. on the 2 'ovember 200 I in 32nd
.\ . Jimmy· Club. Jmner w~~h~~dthe Branch Member. \ ere II\\ ited.
cottt>_h 1gnal (\) HQ ~o 'O) Tern le Vey an c. cellent meal wa .
Organised by \\ 0 I. ( \ \\
C · 1 Debbie Carruthers, and taff.
WO' & Sergeants' Mess for a
pro,1dcd by the Regunental .heJ.
\flcr which the company repaue to e
con',, ial e\'ening.
b
t t Jardine Street, to catch the coach
On 11 'o,ember I mem crs me a
brance unday Parade. Bobby
to George quare Gia gow f~ ~l~:er.~1~1 Branch. The Branch Standard
Dickson laid ihe wreath on e dad oh ~ranch tandard with '\ichael
Bearer. Bill Mc'.'lamara, pa.ra e t _e rts After the cere~10ny the coach
Moulder and lan \\oods actmg ~~is~o i~uals (\/)HQ at J.ardine S~et
returned the members to 32nd c h d in"front of the Reg11nent belund
Glasgow. The RS members mare e fer bein dismi sed, members
the Piper on to the parade groun~·: \aster d1ef W02 John Wren
attended a fir t eta s lunch pr pare d.Y ed to the\ O's & ergeant '
and hi chefs. The company then a JOUm
for refre hment .

lh

•
, nd the Branch Members thank , lo Lt Col
lie also wished to convey his.:din Offi cer and the member . of the
McKee MBE t~e Comm.a tie ~se of their premises for mcctmg~ and
Regiment for the~r support m ct' b the Branch. The President presented
the various functions orga~i~ Y , Sweeney with their RSA Life
ndre" McArthur an dommn)sai'd he and his wife Margaret had
· card.s. Gend An
Membership
h· erso
ked everyone for their attendance, w1l· h the
enjoyed the evemng. an t an to the Tommy Sweeney Quartet. A raffie
wish that they enJOY the dancdlgh hainl1an _ Joe Keegan and Treasurer
wa held during the danc~ ru~ 1 embers for their generous gi fls provided
_ Eric Mc Waters thanke ht e m~he general opinion of the members and
for the ratlle. A grand mg t was
their gue t .

MANCHESTER BRANCH
.
. , t summer and earl y autumn the Branch
After .a quiet peno~ dum.1g 1a ~vember. On g ovember Harry a~d
prings mto life agam dunngtl Branch at the opening of the Empire
Christine Jones rcpre. ~nt~d de The weather this year was atrocious
Field of Remembrance .111 °n °!~ with driving rain, wc were certainly
during the ceremony, bit~~1Yt~~ warmth and hospitality provided by 238
glad when we were bus e 0 t d to an excellent buffet together with
ig Sqn where we were t~:s eand were hosted by the Association
member of o.ther Branc.
le On Sunday 11 ovember members
Chairman. 1aJ Gen Ton) BP0 Yad at Manche tcr's St Peters Square.
was the be i turnout for some years but
attended the Reme~1brance
About 20 paraded. tln year a~t The climax of the Branch's year came on
there is room f?r 1mprovem~ d: er dance at the Trafford Hall Hotel, 01.d
l December wtth the annua ~n car wa Maj Gen Alexander and h1
Trafford. Our guest of hono~.r is farted with the presentation of a Corps
charming wife. The procee mg{a \or to the hotel catering manager, Mr
wall plaque by chain;ar· Ron cable a;sociation the Branch has enjoyed
D Lowesby, to mar ne ami
1 ears Following the toa ts and
with the hotel over the past s~~e1 r!sented with a framed painting of
speeches our guest of l~~ou~ ~ecr~tary Harry Ferguson and the ladies
Old Manchester by our ~~c fi al prese~tation was to Maj Jim Lawson
received floral b?uquets. e ~~d Award from Gen Alexander. Other
who received his 50-Ye.ar ~he 42nd(City of Manchester) Sig Sqn (V)
gue t present, repre ~ntmg
. s Ca t Gerry Wheelan and gt and
were Maj and Mrs Mica Cummm'.iiexa~der joined the Branch at the
Mrs Paul Duffy. Gen and M;~d indicated that they had thoroughly
monthly meett~g on .s~nda6 fore saying their farewells prior to thelT
enjoyed their time Wll
e . to thank Ian Ashworth Davies and
departure ~or home. It odn Yd. remn·oa~n!nd hard work in making this function
committee for their e 1ca
~;;success story it ha become during the last few years.
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READING BRANCH
From our AGM 10 March. until the middle of November Reading
Branch was flymg! To prove 1t, we attended Aldcrshot Branch's Dinner
the RSA AGM and Reps Meeting, Southampton Branch Annuai
Luncheon and held a very successful Skiules Evening. Then we sent two
teams to the Aldcrshot Branch Quiz, held an informal dinner, attended an
Open Day at Bletchley Park and visited the Imperial War Museum at
Duxford. Next came the Blandford Reunion, a Kneller Hall Concert, we
took lunch on a steam train on the Watercress Line and went to Henley
,md back by boat on the Thames. We attended the final rehearsal of the
ovcrcign's Parade at the RMA, held the best Barbecue ever inasmuch as
ev:eryone was crammed into Alan Foot's house a it was pouring with
ra10! We then went to the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, for Morning Service.
We hcl? our 31st Annual Reunion Dinner that was graced by our guests,
the SOmC and Mrs Burton, Maj Robertson (OC 94 (Berks Yeo) Signal
Sqn). and Maj Mel Rayner, Capt Liz Warhurst and W02 John Hogan
all from the Foundation College at Arborfield. We attended the Brighton
Branch Dinner, Salisbury Branch Annual Luncheon and held the
Inaugural Lunch of our SS+ Luncheon Club (henceforward to be known
as ' the Old Codgers'). We sold Poppies at the local Motorway Services in
aid of the RBL Poppy Appeal, attended the opening of The Field of
Remembrance at Westminster by HM Queen Elizabeth, The Queen
Mother and the Remembrance Parade Service of94 (Berks Yeo) Sig Sqn
at Windsor. In the evening of Remembrance Sunday we attended the
Thanksgiving and "emembrance Service at the Reading Central
Salvation An11y Citadel. Th~ Branch Standard was on parade at Windsor
and at the alvation Army.
Then .:vcrything changed! We lost the best friend anyone would wish
to have vhcn Jeff Hazel die,i 17 November. Jeff was a TA mate from the
19SO ·, an Honour Member 'lfthe Association, a Founder Member of
Reading Branch, a former Brand1 Chairman and our Standard Bearer for
many years, but above all he was our friend. Many of us attended his
funeral and I think as we left the graveyard most of us wondered if life
would ever be quite the same again.

EW YEAR TO EVERYBODY

Jeff Hazel

Maj Jim Lawson being presented with his 50 Year Award
by Maj Gen Alexander

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
lk b M Steven H ull on the
After our October meeting we had a ta
Y. r
·
was most
working of the Royal British Legion. The infrm~tt~~long to the
interesting both to those ~ra~ch ~e~~e;lse~~~
!:~~ble to recruit any
RBL as well as to those w o o no ·
e 1
' Branch Organiser,
new Members for the Legion I do not ~now. qur
The Branch
Edgar McCa ll has, unfortunately, been m h.orp1t~~ la~\~~ ·s published
Members wish him well and hope th.at by the ume t . is a ~~n ~he Branch
he will be fully recovered. The ume came.• ag~1\n, wband of helpers
Welfare Member, Jo hn McAreavey a~1d his w1 rng
widows of
distributed gifts to our old~r and more. tnfin11 membe~ an~ian the gift.
members the visit itself bemg of more importa~ce to t e~
11e to our
We have'included in these visits, any old ex-signaller w 0 .cai'f you are
notice even if they were not a member of the R ~· Once aga1~t 'already a
reading The WIRE and are in Northern lreland, if you are n . . us any
member or indeed if you are still erving, you are welcome to JOttn · '
third Wednesday of the month in Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfas ·
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TORBAY BRANCH
The photograph show the Committee of the Torbay Branch of the
Royal Signals Association (The four wise men) in a jovial mood at the
Annual Dinner held at the 'Carlton Hotel'.

56 DIV (LONDON SIGNALS) OCA

r

A HAPPY

had a change in leadership with Sid mith taking over as Chairman from
George Packer Our monthly social meetings are sti ll held at 1130 on the
first Tuesday of each month and other events were all well attended and
successful., thanks to the efforts of our Branch officials, the committee
and the ladies (bless 'em).
Special thanks go to our Treasurer, Chris Cluett, who's di cipline with
the books has kept our finances healthy. Membership now stands at 87.
The Branch sti ll has a second meeting on the third Thur day of each
month. for the younger members and those that are still working but it 1s
shll difficult to attract further younger members and those that arc tiJJ
working. Although the majority of the members are over the age of 70
contact with the younger generation of Signallers is always welcome and
we could learn a lot fr~m. each other. After all, if the RSA is to keep
gomg in future years, this 1s the time for the 'young Turks' to make the
effort. The 'old guard' won't be here for ever.

SOUTHAMPTON AND DISTRICT
BRANCH
The final ~ocial event of the year 200 I wa the Branch Christmas
Lunch, held on 4 December at the Ex-Serviceman's Club, Southampton.
36 Members and guest at down to a typical and very good traditional
Christmas Dinner in a convivial ah110 phere. Afterwards our Chairman,
Sid Smith, made a very 'short speech ' in which he made mention that it
was the year when sadly we lost four of our members. He a ked u to
remember them and their familie at thi time. He then called on our
President, Brig Johnny Clinch to addres u, . Johnny paid tribute to the
Branch officials and committee and to the members at large for all the
efforts, which had made 200 I a successful year. He then came to the
main item, which had been kept ·fairly secret'.
This was the presentation of the RSA Honour Medal and Plaque plus a
letter of congratulation from the RSA Chairman, Tony Boyle. to Geor ge
Packer, the Branch ex-Chaim1an. In Johnny's pecch he outlined a brief
hi sto ry of George's World War II ervice that included his part in
Operation ' Market Garden'. It was during this operation that Geo1·gc was
awarded a Mention in De patchc in his role as a Di patch Rider
delivering security packages in ijmegen at a time when half that town
was still occupied by the Germans. (Another well kept secret). The
afternoon was rounded 011 with a raffle. As in keeping with other years,
everybody brought a prize and everybody won. At the year'
GM we
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A POTTED HISTORY OF 83 (LO DO ) SIGNAL SQ ADRO
(VOLUNTEERS) A D THEIR LI K WITH 56 DIV (C ITY O F
LO DO SIG ALS) OCA
The Squadron can trace its root back over I 00 years to 186 l when the
1st Tower Hamlets Militia was formed. Thi Unit progressed to become
part of the Royal Engineer Corps. During the First World War the Unit
became the I t London Div Telegraph Company RETF providing
communication mainly by laying telephone lines. After the war the
Regiment was stood down and in 1921, with the formation of the Royal
Signals a a separate Corps, the Unit wa reformed a S6 (London)
Divi ion Signal Regiment (Volunteers). later wearing the black cat (Dick
Whittington's) on the battledre s sleeve. The Regiment forming S6
Division were the London Iri h, the London Scottish, the HAC, the
LRBR, the Jnnes of Court a a recce Regiment and other supporting
Units. 56 Div Signals Regiment provided the Command communications
mainly by line, wireles and dispatch riders (DR- ee below).
During the Second World War the Unit wa ba ed in Kent, Su ex and
E sex and in 1942 formed part of the MEF to Iraq and Kirkut. In 1943
they took part in the 3000 miles approach march from Lraq to Tunisia and
the battle of Enfidaville and in 1943 - 45 saw action in Salemo, Anzio,
Tivoli, Treiste and Austria. The Unit was stood down in 1946. This was
when S6 Div (City of London Signal ) OCA wa formed.
In 1947 the unit was formed again a· the 56 (London) Armoured
Division Signal Regiment (when the black cat acquired its word) and in
l 9S9 became S6 (City of London) ignal Regiment. The re-organisation
of the TA in 1961 reduced the Regiment to a Squadron - 332 (City of
London) Signal quadron based in Ba lham: and in the 1967
reorganisation the quadron wa merged into 83 (London) ignal
Squadron (V) as part of the newly formed JI (Greater London) ignal
Regiment (V). The Regiment's role was to contribute ia HAPE to the
provision of a mobile re crvc field radio command network, and the
nece ary operators, for the upreme Commander of 1 ATO.
S6 Division Signal Regiment had a strong DR Troop that fonned a
motorcycle di play team that pcrfom1ed at various function for charity
and recruitment. The reputation of the team was such that in 1937 they
were invited to appear at the Royal Tournament. Fifty year later the
team, at an average age of 72, performed again at the Royal Tournament.
The team has carried on since then at various shows rai ing money for
the Army Benevolent Fund and they appeared again, courte y of the
White Helmet , at the Royal Tournaments in 1997 to celebrate their 60th
anniversary. J im L a'~ , one of the original di ·play team members, laid the
wreath at the Rededication ervice.
ERVICE
ROLL OF HO '0 R REDE DICATfO
On 28 October ome 60 members of the A ociation attended a SCT\ ice
at White City TAC in Hammer nuth to rededicate a memorial Roll of
I lonour. White City is the home of 83 (London) ignal quadron (V) -
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The right leg takes time out to pose

m lates his Mess bill, Cyril Griffin
Old Comrades Jim Law Ct?d~e of~t and 'Tubby' Gasson
sees the fu~;~p~ a watching brief
tt 1ded the Asso iation· Annual
ome 70 members and guess. a ~~ck Club Waterloo , London. The
Dinner on 16 ovcmber at th~ :~~f 'the RS ' - Maj Gen Tony Boyle
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(London) Armoured Div Sig Re.gt on
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. 1968 and has been m t e
~~:;al Regiment. ince he !eft the Reg1mhen~~n. Having failed to come
Association, currently servtng a~ ~ce C arltocated the additional task of
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Jembership Secretary, well done Tommy.

Old Comrades
.
-L . Sm Law Sam Elliott, Peter Franklm,
Bae;!( Ro~Ji~h ~~l~ie-Mo~rison, Vic AshGm~re
(seated) 'Jo' Wood and Cynl n in

The 56 Div Assoc1~t1on Pres1den~. ~~ifv~olved the seating plan
Chairman and the Adjutant, having '

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION
The Branch Secretary, Tony Hull, and his wife Beryl, have just paid a
vi ·1t to Beverley to find a venue for next year's Reunion. This will be
held on aturday, 12 October 2002, at the Ramada Jarvis Hotel, Willerby,
which is six miles south of Beverley. It wa with deep regret that we
learned of the death of Jim Weaver. who passed away on IS August. J
met up with Jim in I %0 at Lincoln but at that time I did not know he
\HIS an ex-boy from 6 (Boys) Training Regiment. It was not until he
phoned me a year ago to ask 1f he could join the Beverley Ex-Boy
Association, that we rene\\ed our friendship. We would like to welcome
new members Peter Rowlett, Bill Faichnic and George tewart. The
Beverley Boys E-mail: beba tonyhull @ilineone.net
A HI TORY OF HARRY E COTT
Those who knew Harry Escott (who enlisted in 1959 and retired in
1977) at any time during their service will be sorry Lo learn that Harry
suffered a . troke in July 1999 at the age of 67. Harry had a fine career in
the Royal Signals, ending up as a Staff Sergeant. It wasn't lo~g after he'd
done his basic training (Linesman) at 2TR that his potential as a fine
all-round athlete and sportsman came to be recogni ed. At 7 Signal
Regiment he participated in boxing, cross-country and athletics,
representing the town of Herford in these events, and when he was
eventually posted to 8 Signal Regiment in 1963 as an instructor he was
pre ented with the Silver Badge of Honour. Harry was soon chosen to
represent the Anny in the World Orienteering Championships, and al o i.n
two International Cro s-country events agamst Scotland and Wale . Hts
Regiment as well as his country also had the benefit of Harry's sporting
prowess, where he showed his enormous versatility in uch diver e field
as cro s-country, athletics, boxing and fencing, winning the bronze medal
at epee at the Royal Tournament. Harry turned his hand to coaching, so
successfully that both his athletic and cross-country teams qualified in
two con ecutive years for the Army Championships by winning the
orthem Command titles .
In 1966 Harry wa po ted to the Army Apprentices College and
as igned to Phillips Squadron a Troop Sergeant - and naturally enough,
was appointed coach to the athletic and cros -country team . In the army
you have to make your own bed . Harry went one better. Phillips
Squadron entered the Knaresborough Annual Bed Race, and Harry not
only coached his team but constructed the bed they competed in!
eedless to say. Harry's team not only won but broke the record, and
found themselves in the Guinness Book of Record . But Harry wasn't
sleeping on the job. He continued to excel, and wa presented with hi
Colours by the Corps for cross-country and athletics, a great honour.
In 1967 he was po ted to 7 Armoured Brigade - the last of the Desert
Rats and wore the Jerboa badge with pride. Between them Harry and the
qu~dron won a grand total of 34 titles, both military and civilian,
including the Morrison Cup. Harry was. unable .to. repeat his succ~ s m
the Morrison Cup in 1972 as he ' d sustamed an 11\)ury competmg m the
BAOR ISOOmetres - a bitter disappointment to him , as it was ju t ten
years since he ' d won the Morrison Cup SOOOmetrcs. Whilst serving in
Germany Harry also represented the town of oltau as an individual
contestant. He went on to win the town, then the district, then the area
titles, and finished an impressive second in the German ational Final .
Harry was selected to run with the Olympic Torch'. a gre~t honour - and at
that point he was po ted ba~k to l larrogate with ht fam1.ly. cvertheless:
on his way back to run with the torch he competed 111 the Veteran
I O,OOOmetrc cross-country held in Epping Fore t. ending up a creditable
15th. The torch pa sed through the town at Sam and later that day Harry
took part in a I O,OOOmetre cro s-country - that he won, his final. race m
Germany. In his time Harry competed in races m a range of distance
from between 800111 to 20km, including tbe steeplechase and
long-di stance relays.
.
.
.
Harry arrived back at Harrogate, m company with Bng Butler, to a
hero 's \\;clcome, and wa guest of honour at a dinner given. by Leed .TA.
!-le spent another four happy years at llarrogatc, compctmg 111 various
events such as a I 00-mi le Bed Pu h to raise money for a hydrotherapy
.
pool for the handicapped of the town.
In l 976 Harry was posted to Liverpool TA, and after 17 years of crv1ce
it felt like being put out to gra s. One year later Harry became redundant
and received hi LS/GC medal by post. C1vvy Street brought new
challenges that Harry m" t with his customary vigour. With.in three week,
he was in full-time employm1.:nt with the orthumbrian Probation
Service, where he spent the next ten years working with Young Offenders
who were engaged in ommunity crvicc. Then it wa on to the YM
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as Job Club Manager, then Recruitment Manager and Placement Officer.
Made redundant again in 1994, Harry started work at Beamish as an
ostler, however, after six months he rejoined the YMCA to set up a ew
Deal programme in South Tyneside, working with 18-24 year-old . Ile
achieved great success in this field, 19 out of 24 of his chents finding
full-time jobs. Then came Harry' stroke. It came as a great blow. When
Harry had retired from the Signals he'd still kept up his interest in all
kinds of sport, giving up his spare time to coach young boxers, two of
whom won national titles and another, a cottish lad reached the Scottish
ABA final. For 13 years Harry worked voluntarily at the disabled ridmg
centre in his spare time.
Harry Escott is a man of great achievements who has given a huge
amount both in the Army and in hi civilian career. He send his thanks to
the As ·ociation for helping him get the electric wheelchair he now needs;
and he sends special thanks to Tony Pfeiffer and his wife for their great
kindness and help during his long illness. Sending greetings from 'an old
Hairy' to all the lads and las cs presently servi ng the Royal Signals,
Harry hopes they enjoy their time as much as he enjoyed his!

REUNIONS
254 OBA REUNION NOTES
Arriving at the Royal Stuart Hotel in Derby on Friday S October 2001
it was to find that thirty-four old comrades had already spent the night
there in readiness for the weekend fe tivities. I can tell you that they were
not always so keen to volunteer! This year the dates had been brought
forward from the la t to the first weekend in October to allow
grandparents to be available over the half term holiday . The majority of
those attending found the hotel fairly ea ily although I did hear tales of
going twice round the one-way system. Our overseas exile that made it
this year were Don Turner and daughter Lesley from Australia, Don
Marsh from New Zealand and Colin and Cara Williams from the USA.
A bit nearer home Tony Taylor came from Germany while Dennis and
Sandra Burge and Deri and Patsy Smith came from Wale . Colin 'Jim'
and an Stear came from the kingdom of Fife in Scotland. Don Herring
having tom his achillie tendon got there on crutches courtesy of Brenda
his driver. Three widows attended; al Forster, orma Timson and
Miranda Hewitt. There were also three cadre members and their wives.
orman and Caryl Baker, Derek and Joan Cropper and Bill and
Margaret Medhurst. The remainder came from all comers of England
homing in like vultures to a kill. In no time at all the bar and lounge
were full and the noi e deafening. This went on until dinner and then
continued, until for some. nearly four am. Saturday dawned a very nice
mild and dry day, perfect for the outing to Chatsworth House in the Peak
district. Two full coaches headed for the hills and on their return the
occupants were full of the delights of what they had seen in the hou e and
garden and already planning a return trip at a later date. Other~ who
stayed local went visiting the Derby Eagle shopping centre and mdoor
market. and The Royal Crown Derby Museum and factory shop. There
were those who went to Nottingham by train and others who went to the
Arboretum and to the War Memorials. Some had relations and friends
locally and they went visiting. The day went all coo quickly and it wa
soon time for the emi formal dinner, (he ld this year especially to
celebrate Bill Leri go reaching his 71 st birthday) but not before al
For ter ably assisted by Ray Evan had collected all the member
donation , a little job that we thank them for doing. George evers again
presiding made his welcoming speech which included a thank you to
Ann and Pat Fox-Roberts for organi ing the weekend. and to Colin
Williams for his generosity in providing pen . suitably engraved 254
BTC for the gentlemen. The ladies were presented with an orchid. The
hotel staff was thanked for looking atler u o well. Brian Fisher came in
for hi share of the congratulations for his sterling work in preparing
printing and is uing both the nominal roll book and the late t edition ?f
Jimmy' Journal. Quite a feat! Well done Brian and Dot who are now 111
Austra li a for three months (to give Brian the chance to prepare the next
i sue of Jimmy's Journal) have a great holiday you both deserve it. A
collection taken at dinner wa then pre ented to tl1e waitre e by Ann
Fox-Roberts who al o made pre entation to other member of the
catering taff: George then called upon. Peter 1c aughton to propose
the toa t to our departed comrade . Pnor to propo mg the -oa t Peter
took the opportunity to read a po m written by David Abercrombie
which had appeared in the recent i sue of Jimmy's Journal and which
eemed to be appropriate to the moment.
FRIE D
Today l attended a dinner
old and young oldier were there
the talk was of old and new friend hip
and tales of the past, told with care
and storie half-forgotten' ere coaxed and teased out of air.
Face and place fondly remembered
nnd laughter and miles evefY' here
yet within thi happy a embly
and behind the colourful che t
were thoughts of old comrade
THE F LLE
How I wi hed they could have been there.
Today I attended a dinner
and for me ALL my comrades were tl1ere.
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So we j?ined t~c happy band,
quite detennined
Io def~nd our sovereign land
ow: sixty years or more hav~ n
Yet tune and time again,
' own,
We tl11nk about the comradeshi
That turned we boys to men. p,
~~.d lthrolugh the swirling mists of time
vvc c car y discern
•
i~c joyful wondro~s welcome
at greeted our return.
'
Which by de ign or pure chance
And ca~efully crafted schemes '
Led to Joyous, sweet romance '
1-ul filment of our dreams
'
We fell m love, got mam~d
~frook 1cs,

There arc no'' One hundred and eleven remembered on the roll
in luding the following. who passed av ay durin!! this year.
Don Audie'
Jack Fenner
Bob Link ·
John 'Prof E.;1erson
Da,id 'Ra tu·· Collins
The Revd Jim 'Tonge' lreland
Joan the wife of Norman Faulkner wa also remembered.
The dinner now finished. dancing starred straight away to the mosic of
the Del l'onton band, and continued until midnight. That wa· the signal
for the vr.idual drift to bed. unda arri\'ed far too soon for omc but after
ah arr) brcakfa. t tho ·e who were departing ·oon got under way leaving
behind the original thirty-four soul who were taying on for yet a fourth
nie.ht.
-The 1?,eneral con en u i· that we were well look d after, \'Cry well fed
and , ·ntcred. if that' the correct term for alcoholic drink , and people
"ere already aving that they were looking forward tone t year in Derby.
. taureen o"ard (Pat at home recovering from an operation) get well
.oon. Finally. 2002 i the 60th anniversary of the fonnation of Boy
Training Company o we would like to
as many member of quads
t.2.3.4.5.6. attending to make the rcumon an even more memorable
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260 SIGNAL SQUADRON (SAM)
ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION
SEEKS THE HELP OF MEMBERS OF
THE CORPS PAST AND PRESENT
260 Signal Squadron l AM) Royal Signals A sociation are try·
ing to trace o er two hundred ex- old1ers who served with 260 Signal Squadron ( AM) , 6.54 ignal Troop (SAM) and 655. Signal
Troop (SAM) in the penod 1965 - 1_977 . We were fom1cd tn June
1998 and currently have a membership of ~bo~1t sixty members. 01;1r
objective is to trace a further two hundred tn tune for our reumon m
April. It is our belief that all form.er members. of the Squadron sa~e
for a few will have completed their erv1ce w1th the colours but 1t 1s
felt that the sons and daughters of these servicemen may now be
the believed
orps. that some former member of the quadron
serving
lt isinalso
and ignal Troop may be members of the Royal ignal Association but are not aware of thee ·istence of our Association which is
why we are asking All Branch Secretary' if they would be kind
enough to send out detail of our Association to all their members.
ince April of this year our A sociation has been hard at work promoting our activitie on the internet and we have gained the upport
of SOLDIER magazine as well a many local newspapers across the
country but we feel that the best upport for our project lies at the
heart of our extended family 'The Royal Corps of Signal '.
Our Anniversary Reunion will be held on the weekend of 12-14
April 2002 at the Jarvi Hotel. Loughbourgh, Leicestershire. Partners are most welcome. For further details contact: Roy Andrews, 7
The Heath, South Tankerton, Whitstable. Kent, CT5 3HJ, Tel. 01227
26455 I or E-mail: roypatAndrews@ic24.net Or vi it our EW
web ite at http://www.260sig qnsam.abelgratis.co.uk
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ARE YOU READY TO COME BACK
AND JOIN US?

~J\Yl\JJ\R~~Y/ ~ $3 YA~Yf ~©©~
Following the success of the May 1999 Reunion Dinner held in
Aldershot. it has been decided to hold the next dinner at

THE 5th (LONDON) CORPS
SIGNALS OLD COMRADES
ASSOCIATION

All Old Comrade who served during the period 1948-1975 are
welcome to attend. For further information contact Steve
Mar hall at 25 I Stapleford Lane, Toton. Nottingham, G9 6JG
(0115 8494607) or Ralph Porter at 10 Longhome Drive, Reeth,
Richmond, '. Yorkshire, DLI I 6ST (01748 8&-'1684).

DENBURY EX-BOYS RE-UNION
During the RSA weekend 29-30 June 2002. Meet up
in the WO 's & Sgts. Mess, Saturday evening l800hrs.
All ex boys and permanent staff having served at
Junior Leaders Regiment, Denbury Camp, Newton
Abbon, are welcome. For further information please
contact:

John 'Dixie' Dixon
222 St Michael's Avenue
YEOVIL
Somerset
BA2l 4LY
Tel 01935 474733

The 5th (London) Corp Signals Old Comrades Association held it
S6th Annual Reunion on Saturday 20 October 200 I at the Duke of York 's
headquarters Club in Chelsea. As a WW2 Association our membership is
decreasing and the number of members with their guests was only just in
the fifties. However, the pleasure was undiminished. In recent year each
Reunion has had a theme and this time it was 'Sixty-two Years On'. An
ambitious display mounted by Sid Prior the Hon Secretary displayed
events of the Unit's history and then of each decade of the Association's
existence. This really revived memories but also brought a touch of
sadness, as members recalled those no longer present at our annual
gatherings. Again the Association's poet member Ernest Lampard ·
now resident in the Isle of Skye - produced a theme poem the sweep of
which he said he had some difficulty to encompass. Members were
delighted , as in the last line of the poem all of us do remember 'What
began
in '39'.
At the
Annual General Meeting the future of the Association was again
reviewed and the Committee was invited to consider whether the content
of the Hon Secretary's display and the several poems by Ernest
Lampard could be assembled as a memento brochure for Association
members. It was also decided that in view of the excellent atmosphere at
the 56th Reunion the Association should plan to hold a 57th Reunion in
2002 and perhaps beyond so long as circumstances were favourable. As
members and guests dispersed Bob Roberts the Chairman was again able
to say, 'Hope to sec you Next Year.'
Again 238 Signals Squadron PA team provided the amplification that
provides a significant contribution to the success of our Annual Reunions
and the Association is grateful.
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SIXTY-TWO YEARS 0
Tt all began in '39
When most of us were ingle,
And the mere thought of waging war,
Made our senses tingle.
We were healthy, young and willing,
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LAST POST
Barker - gt E. R. Barker MSM
Besant - Maj 1. A. W. Be ant
Burton - Sig D. A. Burton
Cable - Sir James Cable CMG KC\O
Codd - Dvr L. A. Codd
Collyer - Lt Col W. T. A. Collyer
Cook- SSgt G. W. Cook
Cummi ns - W02 J. L. Cummins
Davies - Dvr A. D. Davies
Donabie - Mr D. A. Donabie
Duke - WO I W. Duke
Duncum - Maj P. C. W. Duncum QBE
Dunningham - gt V. H. Dunningham
Eastmond - Sgt D. R. Eastmond
Gammon - gt C. W. Gammon
Glass - Capt G. P. Glass
Grattan - Sig R. T. Grattan
Hancock - Cpl F. Hancock
Hazel - W02 D. J. Hazel
Henderson - LCpl C. Henderson
High. Mr S. W. High
Hild- Maj Gen H. Hild MBE
Hine - Cpl V. M. Hines
Hoppitt - Sgt H. E.. Hoppitt
.Jones - Mr C. L. Jones
Kinghton - LCpl J. L. Knighton
Liley- WOl (RSM) H. Li ley
Lucas - Sgt F. E. Lucas
MacDonald - G. MacDona ld
MacKay - Capt J. D. MacKay
Milburn - Sig W. M ilburn
Miller - ig H. G. Miller
MiJls - Sig L. F. Mills
Moberly - 'laj Gen R. J. Moberly CB,

erved 1950172
ervcd 1965/98
erved 1943147
Served 1941147
Served 1940146
erved 1940171
erved 1933/60
Served 195117 1
Served l947/49
Served 1956/59
erved 1950170
Served 1940/46
Served I 939/46
Served 1956178
Served 1948/52
Served 1939/46
Served 19??/01
Served 1938/46
Served 1949/81
Served 1942/46
Served 1935/49
Served 1949/84
Served 1940/45
Served 1940/46
Served
erved l 985/0 I
ervcd 1937/59
Served l 939/42
Served
erved 1939/45
crved 1959/61
Served 1946/48
crvcd 1939/46
OBE, KStJ
Served l 926/60
M uggeridge - LCpl D. C. M uggeridge erved 1945/48
Mulholland - Sig D.S. Mulholland
erved 1932/67
Served 1988/98
Mullins - ig S. Mullins
crvcd 1939/63
eal - S gt T. W. Neal
Parnell - Capt C.H. Parnell
Ser cd WW2
Pegg- Maj D. Pegg DL
Served 1940/60
Prime - Maj (TOT) D. Prime
ervcd 1952/87
Reddall ·Capt L. J. Rcddall
crvcd 1941/46
Robinson - Brig R. H. E. Robinson CBE, E RO
Served 1933/66
Smith - ig F. Smith
crved 1934/41
Trusler - Mr R. W. Trusler
erved
Vanter - Mr M. Vantcr
ervcd 1963/??
Weaver - Sgt J. Weaver
crvcd 1955/74
erved 1942/45
Williams - Pte . Williams
William - Sgt E. C. L. Williams
erved 1930/45
Wyeth - Sgt F. A. Wyeth
crved 1944/47

Died 21 l l/OI
Died 15112/0 I
Died c 1999
Died ept ' 01
Died 25/ 11 /01
Died 27/ 11 /01
Died 29/ 12/0l
Died ll /04/01
Died 2001
Died 06/07/01
Died 24/ 10/00
Died 19/04/0 I
Died July I
Died 17111/01
Died 29/10/00
Died Jan '00
Died 23/ 10/01
Died 23/ 12/0 I
Died 17111/0 I
Died 07111/01
Died 21 / 11/01
Died 05/12/0 I
Died ov '01
Died 26/ 12/01
Died 25/ 10/01
Died 25/11 /01
Died 03/ 12/0 I
Died 06111 /01
Died Dec '01
Died 28/ l 0/0 I
Died 12/09/0 I
Died Mar '01
Died Oct ·01

·o

Wordsworth - Sgt Paul ' Waddy' Wordsworth. II is with deep regret that
we have to report the loss of a great friend and colleague who died suddenly on 25 September. Paul was born on 2 March 1961 and made the
move from his native Cumbria to enlist at Harrogate in the Sep1embcr
of 1977. He trained as a Radio Relay technician in Penny Squadron
although his greate t achievements were born out on the rugby field and
his ri se to the rank of AT SSM. Who can forget that tin soldier marching
style at the head of the Squadron? It was during these fonna1ivc years
1hat he spent many a half tenn or end of tenn leave in Brighton, where
hi s catch phrase cries of 'how much?' will be remembered by all who
knew him. In 1980, Paul was posted to 30 Signal Regt where he spcnl
the next four years m 3 Squadron, which included a lour in the Falklands. During this time he had to look on in envy as the more fortunate
of us were either leaving for, or returning from, sunnier clime than alisbury Plain. This did not phase him, and it was in 1984 that he attended
the Class l cour eat 8 Signal Rcgt. It was during this time that he met
his wife Julie and they were married in 1985 on completion of the
course. Paul then got the 'sunshine post' when he attended the Ace
High course in aples to be followed by a posting to the Shetland
Islands, where he and Julie remained until he left the Corps in 1988 to
settle in Carlisle.
Paul's ambition and desire to succeed were now channelled into his life
in Civvy Street, and for his young family. His hard work and devotion
were rewarded when he qualified a an accountant, gaining a degree in
both politics and economics along the way. His career went from
strength to trengt\1 and he was a man of outslanding character and a
respected member of the business and village community where he
lived. He was an example 10 us all.
In 1988 the Corps lost an outstanding soldier and now hi family and
many friends and colleague have lost a devoted husband, father and all
round good mate. He will be missed by all who knew him and our deepest sympathies are extended to his wife Julie, son's Ryan and Daniel
and daughter C harlotte.
Mulholland - Sgt Denni 1ulholland wh? died a~ed 87. served wi'!1 the
Royal Signals from 1932-1946. After trammg with E Coy. The Trammg
Bn at Catterick he erved with 4 Div Signals Colche ter, 3 Cavalry Bde
Signal Troop Meerut and District Signals in. Peshawar ir_i lndia. I Lof C
10 Anny Signals, 59 Div Signal , 2 Anny Signals, 88 Signal Regiment
and 30 Corps Signals in Europe.
After leaving the Corps he joined the Civil Service as a Clerical Officer
in the Crown Agent for the Colonies and finally with the Department
of Energy.
Dennis Selwyn M ulholland was born in Muswell Hill orth London
on 10 Mav 1914. He was educated at Bickley High School, Bickley
Kent and Brighton College. hortly after leaving th.e anny he met his
foture wife Linda and they were married at Westrmnster Cathedral m
Victoria London. After the birth of their daughter Sheen in August 1949
and on Rory in October 19' l. they moved to Che! field in Kent.
Whilst in Cheisfield Dennis continued his boyhood addiction to crickel,
first as a player and then as an umpire.
Whilst in the London area Dennis wa an active member of the We I
London Branch of the Royal ignal A ociation and after their move to
Bournemouth in 1992 he was an equally active member of the
Bournemouth Branch. On 10 April 1992, at Blandford Camp. Denni
was awarded the Fifty Year Badge in recognition of hi loyal and enduring ervice to the Corp . Sadly his wife Linda died on 10 December
1999.

Died21 / 12/01
Died Dec '01
Died 08/l 1/01
Died 23110/01
Died 26/1 l/0 I
Died c 1991
Died 09111/01
Died 01/12/01
Died 1999
Died 22/ 12/0 I
Died 24112/99
Died 29/09/0l
Died Oct ·01
Died 15/0 /0 l
Died 28i07/01
Died o '01
Died 2001

Eastmond - Sgt Derek Robert 'Bob' Eastmond, it i with regret that we
have to report the death of Bob Eastmon~ on 17 ovem~er 2001, at the
age of 63 year after fighting cancer for.six weeks. He died very J)Ca,cc~
fo lly. lie served in the Roya l orp of Sign.al from 195~ to 197 111 Y
Group. He also scrveJ with 30 Sig~al Reg1mc1_1t, 226 S1.gnal quadron,
13 ignal Regiment, 9 ignal Regiment and m Aden 111 1956/60. He
was on Act ive Service in Cyprus in the late SO (EOKA). Radfan/Aden
in 1963 and Northern Ireland in 1974. He was awarded five medals
which included the LSGC and three Active ervice medals. Bob wa

He~~~n,~e~:,~a~o~~~l~~~~h ~~~mtf;~f~~~~ ~~~;s~o;r~~ 1~%~~n~~

Abb)sinia for the ltahan a~P!\f~~heuma1ic fever ~d was demobbed~~
wa invahded back to the .
. he enjoyed playmg soccer, rugby a
a W02 in 1946. Dunng his service
cricket.
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well r.:spected and liked by all who knew him. He will be sadly missed.
Hi cremation took place on Friday 23 ovember 200 I after which his
famil y and friends celebrated his life at their home in Liskeard. He
leaves his wife Lyn and two children. All !hose who knew him send
their sincere condolences to Lyn and the family .
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attcmptcd to 'dampen' spirits on Saturday 111ght. Special mentions go to
Capt Edwards and Sgt Tony Carr, for their efforts in planning the
training and SSgt (SQMS) Colin Ridley for all bis hard work in
supporting the weekend.
Regimental trade training descended on Darlington again and the
location had the plea urc of hosting potential tradesperson from what
seemed the whole of the orth of England. Thanks go to them for their
continued generosity in passing such large amounts of cash over the JRC
bar, helping to increase the already bulging coffers of our resident PSAO
Capt 'JJ' Wilson . Unfortunately driver training bas been suspended for
the foreseeable future due to the current Operation Enduring Freedom,
which has left a number of Signallers frustrated, in their quest to finally
get trade qualified . Special mentions to Sigs Sean Byrne and Jim
Stevenson who seemed to have suffered more than the most - hang in
there lads, your time will come, hone t!
As al\ ays, Remembrance Weekend, remains one of the most poignant
weekends of the year. The usual format of PACEX Friday and Saturday,
followed by a Parade on the Sunday. The Debdon Garden Tp joined
Darlington on Friday and aturday for the PACEX, always a pleasure to
have the two troops together. Sgt (Fors) olin Raynor and SSgt
Carol-An ne Phillips, the mam slave drivers with regard to technical
matters, ably supported by our resident stores and kit man, SSgt ( QMS)
Colin Ridley, did a sterling job. The parade on Sunday \\as the usual
success with the Squadron doing them elves proud once again, both in
their tum-out and their drill. W02 ( SM) Les 'Drill Pig' Middleton was
the 'man with the stick' and Capt Jez 'I don't want to leave' Bailey
doing the shouting. n excellent lunch was then held back at the TAC
with lo al dignitaries, friends and families of the Squadron attending. The
final exercise of the year saw a rather depleted Squadron hit the road.
Due to problems with the Switch, the Trunk Node was reduced to playing
just a small bit in the exercise, deploying just a number of Radio Relays
and a Central. Those that took part however performed admirably, special
mention to Sig Wayne Brown who showed Cpl Paul Standing how to
do it and LCpl 'Iggy' Paterson who taught gt "Del' Trotter how to
perform maintenance on some dodgy RR kit. Last but by no means least,
Sgt 'Foreman' Ross Blair, who performed miracles with one of the new
Centrals. Although the Trunk ode had a weekend off, the SA were
about on the ground, ho ting Comd IS ( E) Bde on his travels and
impressing all and sundry that passed their hallowed locations. Well done
both Troops on a good exercise.
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t G g 'Golden Shot' Sharp
'predator' Lutkin equalised and the? thi g cor:ees ondent has ever seen.
scored quite possibl~ the fine~ gotld due to i~dividual errors. Boots
to see how the 'professionals'
Anyway. \\C lost 4-~, asdpber k tan ky
aw av for an?ther year an ac o
do It.

h

!rst

_

1 !?
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SSgt 'l don't like mornings' Falkind~r dP. T 49 Sqn
with no sleep as the Troop Saff Sergeant on TN o - p
50 ( ORTHUMBRIA ) IG~AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj G. Jenn111g (V)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Middleton
adron extends a warm
Back from his travels Down Under, th~ ~qufuriously catching up on
welcome back to LCpl 'Iggy' Paterson, w 0 :~ our new PST Cpl 'Old
the last twelve month~. _A ~egt~~ w~~re~s for his final str~tch - hope
Bloke' Stark who has)ome
e on
.
to LCpl Jenny Randall
you enjoy your stay with us. Congratu1at1ons g0 Comds course at RSS
who has just successfully completed her Det
letin her Combat
Blandford. L pl Randall has had a busy ye~rfic~~~ith thTs she ha just
Medics course and Crypto Course too. ot sat1s iei nals White Helmet
volunteered to ~ttend select1don fr th~ l~~rl~ln~ ~ fond farewell to one
Display Team - is there no en to t us g1r s
.
t Jackie Cook has
of the Squadron's finest supporters over the years - ~rs of service Both
finally hung up her webbing (alledgedly) aftef l_S ~~peel and opin.ion of
Officers and Sergeants Mess, a testament to t 1e1r r ber of the local RSA
her dined her out. We hope to see her back as a rnem
Br~ch in the not too distant future.
d h MTt ry calendar with the
A busy period in both the Squadron _an t e 1 1 a
S uadr~n Battle
Regimentally run Military Cadres _tak.mg place an1 ~~ w~ll in advance.
Camp planned. Having booked Ellington Banks,_R pwn' until it became
the Squadron were all set to do_~attle on their o '
lin to find a
obvious that the Re_gimental Tram111g Office. wer~ st:~~on ~ffered the
training area for thetr RMCs. As alway • SO_ ~igna q
nd offering to
hand of friendship to t~e Training Office, ba1lmg t~emdo~a~ had by both
share the Ripon trammg area. An excellent ~ee e~ the torrential rain
Squadron and Regimental personnel, even t 1oug
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345 OFFICERS' CLUB DI NER
A must in the diary of every past and present member of the Officers'
Mess, the 34S Club Dinner is the equivalent of an Oscar ceremony - but
run at a mere Regimental level. The night where awards and promotions
are given a plenty, this year's event was no exception. As always the
Squadron's officers played their part, not quite sweeping the boards, but
trying their best. Capt Jez Bailey being awarded the Subaltern Sword for
having the 'dubious' honour of being the Regiment's most promising
'young' officer. Nol far behind in the honours stakes was Lt Paul
'Punchy' Denning who wa, awarded the Subalterns Cock-Up Cup for his
famous right hook that floored the Padre - hame on you! The only
award not credited to the Squadron was the Major's Cock_up Cup. only
becau e nobody was brave enough to vote for the current OC, Maj
Graham Jennings - don't know why? The highlight of the night was
undoubtedly the well de crved promotion of our colleague from 49 (WR)
Signal Squadron, Capt Keith Williams - well done boyo.
90 ( ORTH RIDI G) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. Lenton (Y)
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ward
The past few month have been unusually busy in 90 Squadron and the
cries are now starting to go out in the troop 'Ha anyone got a spare
weekend ... • As ever, the response has been superb, and the quadron has
turned out in all weathers for a number of ta k . Thanks go to the long
suffering P ls SSgt Gaz Williams and SSgt Heather Fraser for their
hard work in ensuring everyone got to the right place at the right time in
the correct form of dress. Congratulations are due to the following on

their recent promotions: SSgt Barry Hunter, Sgt Eddie Walker, pl
Beck) Williamson, LCpl Andy Farrington and W02 (now SM HQ
Sqn) Dixon. Finally hello to Capt Jez Bailey on his arrival from 50 Sig
Sqn as Ops Officer and hello again to Capt Simon mith on his return to
the Squadron as 21C from RRTT. Charity events have been high on our
agenda in recent months. Firstly Cpl 'Kitch' Kitching organised a 24
hour sponsored row, during which a team of ten finely tuned (?) athletes
rowed over I SO miles raising over£ 1,000 for the local Hospice in
Hartlepool. Having exhausted the Squadron's willingnes to row all
night, the attention was turned to exploiting the Regimental Band. P AO
Capt Ray 'man in tights' Duffy masterminded an Open Air Concert in
the car park of the local ASDA. The band played and along with the
Police and Fire Brigade, collected over £1,2SO for the World Trade
Centre Disaster Fund, and a few new recruits on the way.

OCdt Baxter (far right)
finds time to raise monies with the Local Emergency Services
in aid of the World Trade Centre Disaster Fund
A recent CO training day provided its fair share of interest with the
Squadron JNCOs taking on the role of Company Commanders to give
orders to Squadron officers. The OC wa left bemused by Cpl Dave
Ross' insistence that ·2 up bags of smoke· was the only way to go about
it - fine, apart from he was only discussing the best route to the kitchen
where SSgt (SQMS) Alex D u rnall had taken refuge and was
endeavouring to create a new culinary delight. He later claimed that it
took a special kind of kill to di guise compo sausages that well and
could he be please be excused from any future cooking duties!
Amongst the maintenance and trade training, the Squadron managed to
fit in a little military training, including a wet (thanks to the QM for the
weather) range day run by Capt Jenny Bowes and SSgt Barry Hunter.
However, the main attraction was not the shooting but the CVRTs
brought along by the OCs contact in a local Yeomanry unit. The OC. 1aj
Richard 'Donkey Walloper· Lenton, was in hi element fighting off all
comers of take command of the CVRT and reminisce about ·1 remember
the day when l had one of the e throbbing underneath me.' Probably
arranged in the wrong order, but shooting was followed by a quadron
map read mg exerci e, ably run by SSgt Les Stimson and Cpl ' Kitch'
Kitch ing. The avex!Trea ure Hunt proved once again that the quadron
can be guaranteed to reach its destination providing there i a beer or t' o
at the end of it. Ex Winter Falcon came and went but of particular note
were the Sleeples in eatle twins Cpl 'Granny I need only S minutes
leep a day· Groundsell and Cpl Dave ·1 need less than that' Ro s who
between them tried to operate the witch, three Radio Relay , a Central
and do tech jobs all at once. lt i rumoured that OC Trunk ode Capt
Jenny Bowes regularly withdrew all their leeping bag privilege before
every exerci e - a har h, harsh woman!

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT
229 IGNAL SQUADRO 'STRIP TO BERLI
by Lt Chris Dixon
52 Soldiers, Officer and their families of 229 (Berlin) Signal
Squadron, took part in exercise Berl in Bear between 16 - 18 ovcmbcr
200 I. The aim of the excrci c wa to take the quadron back to Berlin to
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trace the history of the quadron and to re-e tablisb links with the City.
229 (Berlin) ignal quadron. part of 7th ignal Regiment based in
Krefeld wa formed in Berlin in 1945. Its role was to provide
communications for Berlin. a part of the British contingent, of the City'
allied ector. The quadron continued to provide communications for

87

,1hno ·t SO year; until it wns temporarily di banded in 1994, a re ult of the
·ollap;.e of the iron curtain. The Squadron ' name was take1; ,.n b)'. 22
' 1gnal q113<lron. part of 7th ignal Regime nt. The nc1 2.., 9 1gnal
quadron no1\ pro1 ides Ptannigan Tronk communication for '.-IQ ARRC
and retained it Scrim bear emblem. Whitt part of 7th ignal Regiment
the • uadron ha deploy d to the Gulf. Bo· nia and KosoYO and has. in
rr em )ears. alway had an Au tralian exchange Officer in command
from the Royal Au tralian ignals.
gt 'Jock'
The 1i it back to Berlin wa meticulously organised by
Reid and initiated by the quadron OC, Maj Dan eb. ter, who wus
particularly intere ted in the hi tory of the Squadron. The coach departed
Krefeld early on Friday and arrived hours later in a dark and wet Berlin.
The quadron wa accommodated in the old 229 quadron
a commodation, now a 4 tar hot I, within tl1e Spandau district of the
City. The next day began with a guided coach tour of the City, colourfully
brought 10 life by Mr Chri McLarren. Chri wa. an ex American forces
oldier who er1·ed within the U Anny in the U ector of the City. He
managed to captivate the quadron with his tales of the East I West
dinsion and the torie of the Cold \ ar. The tour also allowing us ample
opportunity to ee many of the ite including the Brandenberg Gate.
Olympic tadium, Checkpoint Charlie and the remaining ection of tl1e
wall including an exhibition on the horror of war. The afternoon and
e1ening were given over to unguided exploration of the city de igncd to
illustrating Berlin's dynamic and rich culture. Sunday proved to be the
most rewarding of tllc tours with a visit to the Allied War museum. The
quadron wa privileged to be hown around, by the curator Dr Helmut
Trottnow. He wa delighted to explain the transi tion from post war
occupation, to the collapse of communi m, he delivered this to a
captivated audience. The Squadron presented tlle museum \\ ith a plaque
commemorating 49 years of 229 quadron in Berlin and copies of photos
from the quadron history were recorded.
The ex rci e wa highly successful in re-establishing the Squadron's
links with Berlin. lt al o er1•ed as a platform to educate the Squadron a
to its hi torica1 role. Thanks go to all the organisers. The Squadron aims
to make the exerci e an annual event and to continue to explore its unique
link with the city of Berlin.

could only get better! Over the next couple of d:1ys the number of visits
increased. but we were no\ working as a ·mooth running team, with
everyone knowing his or her role in it. As the number of water bottles,
pens and pencils decreased. the number of completed form asking for
more inforn1ation on the Roya l ignal increased dramatically, as did the
blue promotional ·tickers that clung to every surface in each school and
came a close econd to the number of girl walking around with 'l LOVE
DUTCH' on tl1cir hand .
By tlle end of the two week we were exhausted. Lt Hebblethwaite
vowed never to have children. and everyone vowed never to see another
skydiving video. LCpl ' cou e' Girvan never did get the hang of that
plicing machine, and LCp l Sam Clarke remained 'technologically'
inept, but the KAPE Tour proved to be a resounding success with 17
prospective Signallers attending interviews at the Liverpool recruiting
office in the fir t week. The team would like to thank Maj (Retd) Keith
Russell and all members of the MPT who helped out in the first week,
and Sgt Brnmley without whom we would sti ll be stuck in Huyton or

Patron: Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal KG KT
Vice Patron: The Duke of Wellington KG LVO OBE MC
Registered Charity No: 1068748
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ALDER HOT
After a good start to the sea on the Regiment won the BA(G) ixe
and went to Blandford and won the Corps even . Off it went to
Aldershot to play in the Army Sixe . The Regiment was placed in a
group with a good chance of progressing tlirough tl1e tournament. With
good wins against 7 RHA, 21 ig Regt and the Cold tream Guards and
omc excellent finishing from LCpl Steve nson, LCpl Simpson and io
Cox now at 2 Sig Regt. the Regiment progressed. The Regiment wa"'
drawn against the winners of the other league 27 Regt RLC. After some
strong defending the Regiment took the lead with an excellent goal from
LCpl tevenson. Half-Time saw the Regiment ahead by 2-0. After ome
trong pas ionate words from S gt Tony Taylor, the team went out for
the second half. With 27 Regiment putting on the pressure tlle long day
started to take its toll. A defensive error put 27 Regiment back in the
game and a bad injury to Sgt John Brady forced tl1e regiment to defend.

*

A maJor
.

*

The t":18tees of The Animals in War Memorial Fund h
.
.
Council to erect this memorial at Brook Gate, Park Lane~ve obtained planning permission from We

*

~~all~~ the realisation of the monument on this superb Central London site, an appeal has

~ew monument ha~ he n designed for Lo d
erved, s1ffered and died alon .:ide the Br·t' I
~ ~n. It is. a powerful and _moving tribute to all the
century.
"'
' is 1 an
ommonwealth Forces in the wars and conflicfS'

the monument will be unveiled i 200
orilermtended
for this tothat
happen a major part of the tiun ds must
n be pledged
4, the 90th
Anniversary of the start Qf
by 2002.

INFORMATION ABOUT ANIMALS
*

Cf

TheBn"tU;hE
· an~ mmonwealth forces enlisted many millions of anhruds 10
es.. f:rre
~se amma s were chosen for a variety of their natural instincts d
$1Dg deaths from wounds, starvation, thirst, exhaustion, disease
v

Donkeys

~d cowitless mules and donkeys died in the First
I

7 IG ' AL REGIME T KAPE TOUR
lt was witll a great deal of eager anticipation that ten members of 7th
Signal Regiment set ofT from. Krefeld in the early hours of Monday 5th
November, for what was certam to be a fun packed two week K.APE Tour
to the Liverpool area, at least if any of the previous KAPE Tours were
anything to go by.
The first week .was to entail five days training in Blandford with the
Mo~tle Presentation Team, preparing us for the inevitable, as well as
,1gning for .£7000 worth of kit. Fo~nately this small detail was kept
from gt fony Black who actually 1gned for the nomadic display, until
the last safe moment. The first wee' was more than a little hectic with all
memtx:n; oftlle KAPE Team running up and down corridors in Blandford
searching for photographs of canoeing, white water rafting, pass off
parades and hockey teams. At least nearl y everyone was kept busy
although it became startlingly apparent that Cpl ' Dutch' Holland
only on the K_APE. Tour so that he could stare at himself everyday on the
video creen Jumping out of planes, and clearly had asp irations of passing
off the. andhurst parade square. All too soon, and laden down with
promouonal water bottles, pens, pe.ncils and rulers, the team set off for
RAF Sealand near Queensferry, which was to be our accommodation for
the next two. weeks. ' o ?ody said anything about living in Wales!' We
barely had time to :;ettle .m. when we were met by Sgt 'Taff' Bromley
from the ~1verpool Recro1tmg Office on tlie Monday morning. He was to
be ou: guide for the n~xt two weeks, as well as to help field off difficult
quci.t10n • and proved mvaluable throughout. The fir t morning made for
a.n mt~resting start, wuh our first introduction to a scheme called 'Skill
force . and tested pl Al Oo}le's patience skills to the limit. Things

wa~
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Another mistake and another goal the pre sure was now on but the team
fought h~rd. With a good move from defence LCpl Steve nso n shot
mches w ide of the far post. A ~idden breakout by 27 Regiment and the
strug~hng defon~e ga~e ~7 Regiment an open chance to go ahead for the
first time. With time ticking away the Regiment pushed on again only to
see a shot from LCpl Stevenson narrowly go over the cross bar. The
final result was in favour of 27 Regiment RLC 3-2.

W01''

tQ the Front and many died, not only from tlie Ii

nditions.
Members of 229 (Berlin) Signal Squadron in Berlin
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FRO TCOVER
A Life On The Ocean Waves
Cpl Li ndsey Stewart of 259 Signal Squadron at the helm of the yacht
'John laing· on the Atlantic kg of the 18.000 mile British Anny
Antarctic Expedition

THE MILITARY DIVISION OF
THE MOST EXCELLENT
ORDER OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE
(MBE)

BACK COVER

Maj Paul Michael Kelly - Royal ignal
Maj Michael Poland - Royal Signals
WO I Joseph James Fairbairn - Royal Signal
W02 Keith Merrie - Royal ignal
gt Ian Davis - Royal ignals

This photograph comes to us ..:ourtcsy of Maj Huw Jenkins,
Corps Alpine Ski Secretary. and shows Lt Knight taking part in the
nowboard lalom Race

The closing date for copy to REACH this
office, in order to go in the JUNE issue is
15 APRIL 2002

QUEEN' S VOLUNTEER RESERVES
MEDAL (QVRM)
Maj Philip Barrie Corfield - Royal Signals (Volunteers)

Authors alone are re ponsible for the content of their articles. The opinion expressed in the articles of this publication are those of the individual
authors and do not necessarily reflect the policy and view . official or otherwi. e. of the Royal Signal or the Ministry of Defence. This publication
should be treated wi th discretion by the recipient.

o as a Satisfied Soldier for a 5-10
fice and you could top up your bank
ular Corporals and below, however, i
lllrftil~s~~uing the card ou still receive the money!
ards from the Um Recruiting Officer or your
Squadron Office.

© Crown Copyright
Di claimer: o responsibility for the quality of good or services adverti ed in this magazine can be a cepted by the Pub lishers or their Agems.
Advertisements arc included ' in go1d fai th '.
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EXERCISE TOPHAM HATT

LOST PICTURE DRILL
ROYAL SIGNALS SUB-AQUA
QUALIFICATION DATA BASE
II m1lttarv . ub-aqua e pedition mu. t take place under
Joint Cf\ Ice ub- qua Di\ ing Regulations Q
DR).
The e . tipulatc that each sub-~qua expediti.on must have a
mmimum of one ub qua D1vmg uperv1 or ( AD ). In
order for the
OS to be able to dive, there mu t al o be at
least a se nd
D , or a Briti h ub-Aqua lub (8 AC)
\ dvanct: d or First Cla . Diver.

1

an anyone, perhaps an ex-mcrr~ber of the Band, .tcll u~ anything ~bout
the painting below wh1.ch hangs 111 the Band oc1~l lub. We t!11nk 11
depicts the Band marchmg ofT parade 111 the late 50 s or early 60 s wuh
Lt Col John Judd ("!) out in front. The background scenery looks like
Catterick or somewhere orth, coal lag heap , coo ling towers and
wartime wooden huts! But the exact location docs not leap to mind. The
painting i. about 3ft 6ins by 5ft and signed 'Mel Donga·.
Ha anyone any ideas?

Bv WO I (RSM) Prank Roberts - Photographs hy Andr<!W Wrighl. Pr~Y Officer - /IQ Doner f'o/ict:, fllnfrith

Whilst many 1J11'111bers ot thc Corp> have followed the progn:ss of thb
cxcn:ise for n.:arly 20 years. others will m:vcr have hcard of it. Excrcis.:
r ipham llatt 1s the long-standing association between the Royal Corps of
Signals and the Swanagc Ratlway 111 Dc•rsct. Back Ill 1972 British Rail
1an 1t', last trnm along the branch l111c tlrnt hnkcd the town of Swanage
with War.:ham (on th1: \Vatcrloo to \h'Ymnuth main line) some l l miles
away. I ollow111g the closure 1t t<lok some s ·vcn weeks for contractors to
ren1uve most of the track and oth~r infrastruuurc

arrangements for nn original Lxerc1se had lo be changed at short nottcc
because of Foot and Mouth. The work conducted was much the ame as
for their original visit, but abo included cleanng a site so that sur. cyors
could draw up plans for a ne'' access for the Halt. ~ub. equcntly lcadmg
to a successful planning application.
200 I \\aS not a good year for the Ratlway on the 'andalism front.
1 here were about a dozen attacks of vandalism at the remote I lcrston Ile
that has cost the Railway teams many thousands of pound . Hub ha\C
~~--

1any Royal 1gnals di ing expedition . struggle to ~nd: uffic1en t
D or dvanced Divers. l mtend to ma111ta111 a
databa e of Royal ignal in date SAD ., _Ad ance~ ~nd First
Cla divers, to ma ke the planni ng of dtv mg exp d1t1on ea ier and to keep ex peditions all Royal Signal .
Qualified indi\' idual who w i h lo be on thi databa.e are _to
fo f\vard their name , qualification , unit and contact detat l
to:
Lt ol P. J . Grogan Royal ignal ,
on 943 2 4 02, or 0 1225 8 14802
Th i info nnation w ill be collated and di tributed to all Roya l
ignal uni t on a periodic ba i

THE ROYAL SIGNALS
AIRBORNE OFFICERS DINNER
25 October 2002

NEW
'LIGHTWEIGHT 2000 '
WEBBING
IN SETS OF SIX
FREE SAMPLES AVAILABLE

16 Air A It Bde HQ & ig Sqn (216)
will host the annual
Airborne Officer ' Dinner at Colche ter on
Friday 25 October 2002
Proformas will be di patched in May to officers eligible to attend.
However any ex-Airborne Officers not in receipt of a Proforma,
or who req uire further infom1alion hould contact
Capt lark Rou se on Col Mil 9465 1 2990 or 07799 477363

TEL/FAX: 01747 838 223 FOR PRICE LIST

GOTO IT!

SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE

PROMS

Pole maintenance with a five-coach service train as company! - September 2001

Saturday 20th April
Poole Arts Centre
Starts 7.30 pm .

The Band and Pipes & Drums
of the Royal Corps of Signals
The Meridian Winds Orchestra
The Swindon Male Voice Choir
and Special Mystery Guest

BOOKING HOTLINE
01202 685 222

A Charity Fund-raising Concert

The broad remit of the charity - the Swanage Railway Trust - has been
to pn:scr.c historical items and practice· for education and al o to install
the lost rail link with a view to services resuming from Swanage to
Warnham. Poole and Bournemouth. It has taken 30 vcars for the track
from Swanage to reach the rail track boundary at a piace called Motala.
near the pn:sent Norden 'Park and Ride Car Park'. On Thursday 3 January
this year the tracks finally met. Quite how the progress of integration will
proceed is very much up in the air as th.:re arc many considerations
inrnh ing running rights, H&S and many other factors to be negotiated
between all interested panics: there will not be through-trams between
Swanage and Bou1ncmouth for a number of years yet! incc the last
comprehensive round up of b <ercisl' news. man y units have 'isited
S\'. anagc with only two cancellations. The Foot and Mouth crisis h:id a
major impact on the first half of 200 I, und the Exercise due to be hosted
in March b} 39 Sig Regt (Y) was cancelled . Their visit was due to
undertake a blttz of the Swanage Station area and rcmo\ e all excess items
follow111g the 1nstallalion of a new sig nal -box . In the e,·ent this
commitment will be met during a \isit taking place as this edition of The
IV/RE goes to press.
l'ht: first visit of last year host..:d 19 Officer Cadets from the Royal
Military Academy Sandhur~t. Ironically this was one of two occasions
wh•:n.: Foot and Mouth assisted the Exercise programme as the Platoon
had to fi nd,. new challenge for their Commanders' charity day even t, and
the Rai lway was able to offer a venue. The party was made up of ladies
who were sub cqucntly commissioned at Sandhur ·t during the April 2002
Sovereigns Parade and it wa led by Lt Zoe White. now serving at 21
Sig Rcgt (AS). 37 ig Rcgt CY) were set a co·s Challenge Weekend that
was conducted over the weekend 9-11 June. As part of the Challenge.
soldiers from 96 Sig qn (Vl based at O\ .:ntry ' isited wanage wi th
their OC Maj Bowden for a 24-hour period On arrival, the main party set
to work at lier ton Halt. which is a · mall passenger facilit.' about a mile
from ' wanagc. The team completed a number of ta ks including th.:
painting of a fence , bank- ·idc clearance and the clearance of drainage
ditches. So impressed were tho se Exercise participants that other
members of the uni t ' i itcd during the weekend 29 June - I July. again as

In aid of The Royal Signals Museum Edcuation Trust Reg Charity 1070420

been broken into, new hghting (installed at Easter last year) has been
damaged and the Scenery Yan. which is a raih\ ay camag.: u ed by all
soldiers on Exercise has been broken int o three times during the year.
with another thre.: attempted break-ms. Th.: dkct has been lo undennine
the good work completed by soldiers to support a long-tcm1 communit)
project: the installation ofCCTY later this year could be the \\3) ah.:ad 1
Back to the exercises proper and the next uni t to 'isit was 249 Sig . ·qn
(:\MF(Ll). Having been co-ordinated by Lt \like F a~ers. the party on
the ground was led by Cpl ·Buz" Ber11 who imcgrated eight member' llf
Kohima Tp. 11 Sig Regt during a 10 day stay in Jul). Their pnme task
"a to introduce some store' management on a :2:20-meter long . tor.:s 'Ile
known a · Herston Bank. kmber · of 39 Inf Bdt: HQ & 1g ·qn had
111stalled the facility during their \'tsit 111 1991. but the site has nrnre
n:c nt ly disintegrated into a battle-zone. Tons of stores . .:om:rcte, P('h:'
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Members of 249 (AMF(L)) Signal Squadron and Kohima Troop.
11 S igna l Regime nt, ta ke a beak at Herston Bank where they
spent te n days reorganising a stores complex - J uly 2001
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qu1 p m ·nt wer: mo\ ed . . uge area. \\ere c!ear~d o f
no ~mall teat 1fyou
ha e not 111,1 lk d cham-link fencing before! Other member~ of the team
\\ ho ''<re \ I ell 11 ort h) or notc are Sgt Donna hue 11 ho '' a· on E:-.. Long
I ook. 'ig \lcGregor a:1d Sig \\ood" ard \l any -:ithcr fnngc tm;ks were
'mp kt d 111cluding the le\ .:!mg of the area u ·cd i0r tc ntagc at Hcr>ton
\\or!- 11hc11 s\, ld1cr. \t ·ii S11anage. Ha\'lng remo1;d many cable drum:;
fro m th• iti:. nHht 1\Ci )!hing in the region ofa tou or more. the area was
co1crc,! 111 hardcor b) Sig ·Ro ·k. · Rocket and cotl eaglll!S. The ah.·1e
m,·ntion<d .:able dntm ' ·:u ncd man\ rnr iet ics of cable that had been
1 n t no co. t to th< Ra ih1 a) subject to their being r.,mo1cd from the
(TO) don Tmmlm pn>J< Ct b) . \\an- Rail pcu,nnel. . !embers of 60 ' ig
• qn t\'), \I ho liN 1 isited 111 1999 ~0011 found out \\ h) the drums had
bc<n dumped and kti for .- omcone else to mov 1 f hc lighter items wer ·
mo1 <d by 2-t9 Sig Sqn in Jul). lea\ ing the heavyweights to be mon:d b)
the TA {Climmcncing at 0530hrs one morning in August!) The 400 meter
• T0\1-fl) • mo'e ili\Ol \'ed. a tin on to an inadequate tmck. a 6-milc road
mo\e, a 5-nulc rail mo\e (fi\c \leeks later! ) and then a grcat effort to roll
collap ing drums down a gra\cl path. , "ot to sl acken on their e xcelle nt
track record during the quadron ·s preYi0us 1·i it. the party rccove rcd
from the drum move and moved on to the ckarancc of another 2 I 0
square meter: of the stores area in true milital") fashion .
In September t\\O exercises were nm inmltancou~ly. with most of the
effort bemg directed at Tcle<:om. 3 (UK) Di\' Sig Rcgt provided thc
backbone for one part that aw more soldiers from Kohima Tp perfonn
maintenance ta>k O\er an -day period. As this was proceeding gt
'Taff' Lock brought nine newly qualified In tatlation Technicians on a
daily basi down from Blandford; their task
to install new tdephone
pole
taying equipment and cable bet"'een ordcn Station and the
newly laid Eldon· iding .
nd ignalin.

mJ ~rgro\\ th and I ·o mctc1. of knee \\~1: installed

able to get h~ ing gear out to the s ite o f work meant splitting the \\Orking
day and startmg \\Ork ~t 1900111:. 8o~h mght were extremely succc.-sful
w11h cablcs bc111g re mo' cd from u s P? lc .• ne.\\ dressed poles bcin~
installed and thl!n a ll o f th~ ong111al fitungs be in g replaced · all before
0 IOOhrs thc follO\\ mg mommg.
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Capt R. L. Francis ...
Capt M. J. Wong
Lt B. W M Morris . . .

( 111it to which posted
36 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
5 Regiment Army A ir Corps
225 Signal Squadron

Of'l·lCl:'RS
MARC H 2002
Va me and Rank
Col I W. MacKenzie

Un it to which posted
BLO France DGD& D

Nam!! and Rank

omd
DcpComd

Members of Line Group at 11 Sig Reg!
working on the new aerial cable route at Norden
Leading in these tasks were former soldier Bill Harris. together WI
Cpl Ian Danter, Cpl Mick Wall and LCpl 'Scouse' McCartbnr
from 222 Sig Sqn at Bulford. The Scenery Van, mentioned earlier,
been wired o as to enable a dozen halogen lamps supported by
generator to light a site at quick notice. The van, and two other vehie
will shortly form a 24 7 Emergency Response frain that will
maintained by Exercise personnel or members of the Mercury Group Railway support Group formed of 130 soldiers and friends who ha
jomed the Swanage Railway as Premier Life Members. The final vistt
the Corps took place in October when their Troop Commander, Capt
James. sent a small group from Trials Support Group (at Blandford)
Swanage for five days. The Exercise saw the return of Cpl ·Jenk
Jenkins who was able to assist in the digging of trenches for CCTV
cables and other social activities! Sgt Tony Downing managed to keep
the works programme on an even keel and we hope that a return vi>it will
be possible later this year.
As you have read 2001. despite the Foot and Mouth outbreak, was
busy one for Exercise Topham Hatt. If you are wondering about th
name, Sir Topham Hatt is Thomas· fat Controller! The Exercise is UK
LA D approved. with 43 (Wx) Bde taking a keen interest in what IS
being undertaken and 11 Sig Rc!,'1 being the co-ordinating Unit as and
when central issues are considered (security reviews etc). Exercises are
managed in a streamline manner using the Topham Hatt Planning
~ocument (THPD), with a supporting software package and briefing
video . Four umts ha\'e booked visit~ this year, and the planning approval
for the new access at Herston will see much building, electrical and
landscape activity during the swnmcr. There is considerable assistance
given to units who wish to visit Swanage, both by way of the THPD and
als~ from members of staff on the Railway who provide briefings
equrpmcn.t and H&S support. Tasks, exercise size (in terms of personnel)
and duration arc ncgotiahlc and the Ex Comd is just as likely to be a good
Corporal as a commissioned officer. For further detail contact WOI
(RSM) Frank Roberts, 39 Sig Regt (V) TA Centre. Horlield common,
BRISTOL BSi OXL. Military (9) 4381 3707.

Bri g N. C. Jackson MBE
Col C. J . La urence TO

BRI G ADE ST UDY P E RJOD
On Saturday 26 January the Brigade held its annual tudy Period in
Corsham. The theme was ' Operations and Development of the Brioade'
and the. day was designed to review the progre>S of the 'Future Brigade'
Campa ign Pl an, which had been the focu · of last year' Smdy Period. It
was clear from the many presentations that the Brigade has had a busy I 2
months . This has inc luded operational dep loymen t as vari ed as the
deplo_yment of a composite quadron - 97 (B RJTFOR) Sig Sqn (V) - to
Bo ma on O p Plaantine; and the Brigade' contribution to the military
respon.sc to the foot .and mouth crisis (Op Pennin ular), fuel crisis (Op
Sabe lh an) and tlooding (Op Waterfow l). Bri gade exercise deployment
locati ons have also been varied and have inc luded Roman ia. Ukra ine ,
Cypms and the Cari bbean. Despite the best attempts of CO 7 1 (Y) Sig
Regt, Lt Col Malik, to u e his presentat ion to desc ribe the Regiment's
Caribbean depl.o y ment as arduous, he was me t by an unde rstandably
cept1cal recepllon from the other Brigade units! Brigade guests during
the day included the SOinC(A) (Brig C. Burto n), ACOS Cts Land (Brig
R. Brun t), Col M02 (Col C . C ha pm a n), COS Th Tps (Col R. Dennis)
and .Col fA R SIG ALS (Col McClay). All were able to view a Brigade
e quipm e nt demonstrati o n throu g hout th e day, which inc luded the
. at io na l Communicatio n Radio System and Lanward. Of particular
mterest was the prototype of the Deployable Incident Command Post
Element (DlC E) which provides deployable LA and office facilities in a
gree n fie ld site. DI CE has bee n developed by 3 8 ig Regt (V) in
Sheffield and was uccessfutl y tri alled on the Brigade FTX in October
200 I. It has the potential to be an extremely ver atile Brigade asset for
tasks ranging from MA CA and MAGO to other milita ry tasks.

SOinC(A) gets to grips with the fine detail under the watchful eye
of the DICE detachment commander,
SSgt Barry Baldwin
Soldiers from Blandford, Bulford and Bristol
install a n~ pole with the assistance of HYAB on-train lifting gear
during two nights of night working - September 2001
The S\\anage Railway now operates more train services than any other
Hentage Rail\\ay m the UK and time on the line is at a premium. To be
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BMATT (Freetown) Sierra Leone
OMO
Command Concept & Dev DGD&D
16 Air Asslt Bde & Sig Sqn (2 16)
30 ignal Regi ment
16 Air Asslt Bde & Sig qn (2 16)
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig qn (204)
SORLS HQ OinC( A)
7 Signal Regi ment (Corps \fain HQ)
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
30 Signal Regiment

HEADQUARTERS 2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE & LAND INFORMATION
ASSURANCE GROUP (VOLUNTEERS)

''as

The maintenance team completed many tasks that had been
outstanding ince 222 Sig Sqn installed 2 miles of 20 pair cable in March
2000. A good deal of the aerial cable was re-tensioned. many poles were
re-~tayed and around 20 working days were spent pruning oak trees at
quite a het~t. Ot_her tasks included strimming, weedkilling. burying
cable duct, tnstalhng concrete cable markers and pole numbering. Sig
Berry and Sig Goff together with Sig PblUips undertook much of this
work. Possibly the best work involved two nights with a train and
involving the replacement of poles under floodlight.

fo l P. J. Oldfi eld .. .
Col P. . R. Rouse .. .
Lt Col J P. Wi lson . . .
Capt J. W. Daglcss .. .
.. .
Capt S. E. Irwin
Capt K. A. Jee ves .. .
LtJ. Croslcgh ..... .
Lt L. G. Pim ........ .
Lt S. Y. Richardson
Lt L. . Rickman
Lt D. M. Stoter ... . . .

Members.of Line ~roup at 11 Sig Regt being filmed by Meridian
TV whilst working on the new aerial cable route at Norden
THE WIRE, APRIL 2002

The day began wi th an intcr~~t ing presentation from ACOS ts at HQ
LA D, Brig Roger Brunt, w ho o utlined the ongoing K operations that
Land Command is present ly involved in. This included both GB base and
ex pediti onary operat io ns and it wa c lear to a ll th e a udie nce tha t the
Bri ga de ha s had a key co ntr ib ut io n to m ake in bo th a rea . In the
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afte rn oo n, Co l A r ge nt from D l Trg Po l gave a t hough t provok ing
presentation on th.e .ne\~ initiatives bei ng introduced within TA Training.
A number of the 1mt1attves were certai nly the cause of much discussion
and debate that continued in the bar late into the night. The fom1al part of
the day ended wi th an informative presentation by CO U AG(V), Lt Col
Jo h n K i rby OBE , pre enting his ex periences of the technical and
leadership challenges as CO of 1st Armoured Division Signal Regiment
during the Gulf War.

TA Colonel R Signals, Col McClay (R) and Lt Col Beacom (L)
paying a visit to the Brigade's DICE
VTSIT OF DEPUTY COMM
DER
TO 97 (BRJTFOR) TG AL Q
ORO (V) - BOS lA
bv Col C. Lawrence TD
· A flyi n g v is it from a TA Dep ut y Co m ma nd er to a n ove rsea
deployment is a rarity; and to be ab le to v isit a TA igna l quadron
perfo r mi ng a rea l task, a lmos t u nh ea rd o f. o it wa wi th so m e
trepidation that I embarked w ith Lt ol Nigel Beacom (SOI Comms(Y)
LA D) fro m Heathrow at an hour rarely recogn i ed a other than the
midd le of the ni ght. ome li ve hour la ter we emerged at Banj a LJka
airport to be met. by Maj ndrc" mith, OC of 97 (BR!TFOR) ignal
quadron and his S M, W02 Joe ·the Gree k· Krikorian in a ratht:r
smart four wheel dri e. nd we thought they were roughing it! The drive
t~ Banja Luka Metal Factory (BLMF) down a now co e red motorway.
picking the way around most of the potho les. illustrated ho\\ much the
country was still uffedng from the effects of war and thi . the , ·isitor
were a sured, was the good bit.
Hav ing arrived at BLM F, we \ ere entertained to lunch in the O!Ttcers '
Me wi th a line e ampl e o f th e mu lt inat io na l po pul ation . lfa \ in g
chan ged to look like proper soldiers, there fo llowed a tour of the stte and
d iscu-sions with DComd llQ BRI T FOR and 02 G6 HQ BRIT FOR.
Maj Phil 0 ment . It transpire d th at the , quad ron. 1\ hO a re a lm o~t
enti re ly T , were perfo rming we ll and pro id ing a good ·en ice. More
food followed at the Dutch ECO , the charity-run coffee bar. interspersed
o ldicr . Morn le was clearl high.
' ith discuss ions "ith omc o f the T
perhap becau c in honour of the visit, the OC had been given pc m1i ssion
to open the squadron bar fo r the evening.
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s,, b:i ·k 10 the ct' ili..n garb. o,

r a pint (or two) challing to soldiers. it
.. 1- th•t th., all ti; ·I l!l)Od about bcm!! able to do a real JOb and to a
I~.1
t'
c
u
"·
'
· .
•
Ic to e' · c~·
hi •h ,t,mdard. \ . usual. the T haYc a constmct1'
c atutuc
•1 thmg
thro' · 11 , t ihcm: Ilic) jm,t knuckle J o"n :ind get t!1c JOb ,d~t~c., Back to .ti~:
, 1ccommodation. interestingly called V. 11!.o\1 rre:. l '':'?~c. 2. Th~t
b. ·:ms, the corrimcc is parked close to a "1llow tn:l ~ ~c.:ast It 'Wike
hke tt under the sno\\. The followml? mornmg started with an o 1c1a 1
bn.:f from laj .\ndre" ~mith and h1 . officers. a.nd a ~hanc~ t~ g~ ~nd
• the . oldicr. at work. ·1hey ar~ obviously copmg wuh the rdatl\ el
h•l!h tech '11' 1ronmcnt and happy in their "o!k. c~me even want to st~y
10 11.,er' Part of the brief included t.he G) prn1cct the squad ron ts
uod°':rtukmg 111 ti> ·:pare' time installing computers. donate? _by son~e
·olJi ~· mplov.:rs. m a lo ·al schoo l. Of course, 111 a country hke Bo , nm
nothm!!. is simple and the ·quadron have fom~d some . tru 1ural "ork
nc !"<l' doing on th, building. a: we_ll a the t~c~111~I tutT. And. of course,
there 1 ·n ·1 enough funding. _ o. 11 anyone 1s teel~ng generou they need
about £600 to complete th• project. Any donation can be channelle~
1 ( ·ci 1
·" Bde o back on the plane 10 Heathrow and back
t h roug h HQ - ·
<>
•
•
• • I G·
to work. \n mteresting couple of day~ and a mp to rev1s1.1 11e ;, proJCCt
will be high on the Ii t of pnorities for any ubsequent '1 '1t .

d

DI FOR l TIO ASS RA CEG RO P(V)
,
1a· Alan Ern ns. '02 LIA ( ). gave two demon trauon~ at ~he
Brigalc tudy Period in January. The first demonstrated the case ' .1 wh~ch
standard soflwarc products can be mfcctcd by Tropn programmes, which
will ultimately 1at..c over control of machine ·. The second demonstrated
ho'' it was possible to remotely interr?gate a machine over a network,
check its configuration settings and, 1f necessary, make the rcqmr~d
alterations. In February LIAG( ) teams deploys I? I IQ .BRITFOR 111
Bosnia and I Mech Bdc in Tidworth 10 carry out lntorma11on A urance
reviews on a number of sy tern .
\

ARMY

s.o

SPORTlt G
CCES FOR HE DQ ARTERS
. .
Con!!fatulations to W02 (YofS) Clint Barker on wm111ng the DCSA
2002 ~quash championship held in Cor ham o n 28 Janu a ry .. A
competition that saw YofS Bar~ers' predece sor - W02 (YofS) Jim
James running o scared that he did not even enter.

The Deputy Commander Col Laurence (right) and
Lt Col Beacom (left)
outside 97 (BRITFOR) Sig Sqn (V) HO in Banja Luka

W02 (YofS) Clint Barker (right) receiving the DCSA Plate Winners
Plate from DCSA Chief Executive,
Rear Admiral Rees GJ Ward CB MA MSc C.Eng FIEE

....

~~-,::~--.~-==:i~~

Hosts and delegates
attending the 2 (NC) Sig Bde Logistic Workshop
(L-R): W02 (ROMS) Wright, Maj Willm.ott,
.
aj (QM) Gurung BEM, Capt (QM) Keates, MaJ Fr.e~encks,
Capt (QM) Abbott, Maj (QM) Holmes, Capt (OM) Williams and
Capt (QM) Reith

ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
BASSI GBOURN

1

inC.(A)
Maj Alan Evans of LIAG (V) explains to
some of the potential threats posed to the integrity of
Army Information Systems

. .
2 , T) IG. L BR IGADE LOGISTIC WO~HOP
February aw the holding of a one day 2 (NC) .Sig Bde Log1s11c
Workshop which was held at 68 (lnns of Court & City Yeomanry) Sig
qn. Lincolns Inn, London. The aim of the workshop was to review and
rcYise the Brigade's logistic policy and procedures t? address t~e
Brigade's increasing wider utility capabilities and comm itments. MaJS
Paul Freder icks and Pa ul Willmott of HQ 2 ( C) Sig Bde ho led the
workshop. Delegates attending on behalf ~f the Brigade' u~its include~
\laj Krishna Gurung BEM . QM 31 (City of London) Sig Regt (\I),
\ laj (Q'\.1) Don Holmes, 37 Sig Regt (V); Capt <9~) Graham ~e1th,
32 (Scotti h) Sig Rcgt (Y); Capt (QM) Jeff W 1llt ams , 38 (C ny of
heffield) ig Regt (Y); Capt (Q 1) Ph il Abbott, 39 (Skmners) Sig Regt
(\');Capt (Q'.\1) Trevor Keate , 71. (Y) Sig Regt: and W02 (RQ'.\1.S)
Bert Wright: 2 (City of Dundee~ Sig Sqn (Y). '.h~ event proved to be
very constructive and informative for a ll part1c1pants . Many of the
workshop outputs will be tested on the Brigade CPX due 10 take place tn
May. ani:I validated on the Brigade FTX in September.

lE

If not call 01258 482087 you
may have moved and forgotten
to let us know or perhaps you
need to renew your subscription

qn Comd
Maj R. J. Webb
SSM
W02 ( SM) 'TafT' Furnival
In this month's edition of The WIR E, we would like to belatedly
welcome a few new faces into the Squadron. Firstly we welcome the new
OC. Maj Richard Webb. who has travelled from 14 ig Regt through
many countric · to join us. With 1h1> new addition ohviously we must say
goodbye to Maj Fred Hardgreavcs v.ho is ofT to be educated at StafT
College. There is also gomg to be another major change here at ATR (B)
when on I April 2002 we specialise in trainmg Junior Entry soldiers and
become a truly mulll-capbadge Regiment. The title I (Training) ignal
Squadron will move to ATR Lichfield where tandard Entry R Signals
recruits will be trained and we will become 'Kitchener Company.' ln
Alpha Tp there has been one major change with the addition of Capt
Murray McDonald as the newly promoted Administration Officer for
gt Mcintyre and his team. Aero s the sq uare and in the quiet barrack
room of Bravo Tp there is definitely a lot to be written about. Firstly all
the Officers of the Squadron would like to send their sincere condolences
10 Capt Tim Grey who not on ly ha to put up with Junior Entry soldiers,
but al o has 10 co ntend with his children. Starting with Sgt ' Dunc·
Wind~or a his eldest and most mature, and finally resting with the
terrible twi ns of pis eil Cogram and Jase Woosnam. ext we have
Charlie Tp or as it is now known 'Charli e's Tp' with Capt Liz Mclellan
and Sgt Ann Marie Ambury in charge. Co ngratulations on recent
promotions to both Capt McLellan and to gt mbur} and a fond
farewell to Capt ' \Vhat MEL?' Howarth, who is ofT on JCSC, and Cpl
Matt Derby. With the turnaround of recruit and staff at a very high leve l
there is very little time for the Pem1anent ta ff to get much leave in.
However, there ha been time for some to excel in various sports whilst
representing the Regiment. So congratulations to both Cpl Dale King on
winning the Army Discus Champion hip and Cpl Matt Derby on his
cro s country performance.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp omd
Capt Liz Mclellan
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Ginger inja' Ambury
Once more Charlie Tp finds itself at the end of yet another cycle of
CMS(R), fo ll owing a fun filled twel e week of adult entry recruit basic
training. The training team ha been kept extremely bu y, entenained at
some times and ' a little flu stered' at others. The weeks have sped by
nonetheless and not without a few comings and going . Fir t Charlie Tp
has had to say a fond farewell to Cp l Matt ' Waah' Darb_ who has
departed for the joys of 3 (UK) Div following three years of dedicated
service at ATR (B). He and his family are wi hed the very be t for their
time in Bulford. It is now also time to bid goodbye to gt Ann 1arie
Ambury who departs for York and the murky depths of COMCE 's et
al. I laving also clocked up three years of service at Bas ingboum 11 i
hoped that she and her husband Mark enjoy the change. Finally Charlie
Tp welcomes Cpl Kerr Laye who ha arrived fresh from hi Class 1 to
find himself immediately assuming the role of right hand marker on the
pas ofT parade. Cpl Laye ha apparently taken the time to personally
thank Cpls ' Smudge' Smith, 'admin' Watts and ' Jackanory ' Hyla nd for
so generously allowing him to have the honour.
DELTA TROOP
Tp omd
Capt Jim Hawkins
Tp gt
gt Dougie lcke
.
. .
After two weeks at home, Deltu Tp returned to contmue tram1ng the
be t recmit this modem Army would see. Filled with Chri tma spirit.
the recruits found it a littl e difficult at fir t to get back into the wing of
things. However, with the right level of inspiration and encouragement
they soon s:arted acting like potential soldiers again. Competition
shooting was 1he order of the first week back and afler sixteen weeks, the
recruits demon trated that they have retained the information taught to
them during training and could put it to good practice. 1:'ESEX cla1me.d a
few unsu peeling victims but as usual, nothing a little re teach mg
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FOXTROT T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Ally Lawson
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Mickey' Piper
Thi will be the last ever IV/RE note submitted by the Mighty Trots a
we are now disbanded after ucce sfully training another troop of
soldier .
The Training Team had ju I managed to figure out what each other were
doing and then all of a sudden, they take it ~II _away fro~ us. gt
'Mickey' Piper had almost found the ' ord Admm m the dictionary and
wa beginning to ort all of our lives out for us. He will now. have to try
again with Charlie Troop. Good luck 'li ckey, tr wa emot10nal. Then
there wa the highly profe ional C pl 'Tiger' Prosser PWRR who had
been our resident Infantry expert, who only ever monged it in the field if
he had to live indoor . Then he would only get out of bed if the Tp
Come!, Capt lly Lawson woke him up with a brew and a bacon .buni~.
C pl Tm not your mate' Kin g eems 10 be happy enough with his
temporary tran ·fer over to
Coy to work with the lnfantry and how
them a thing or two about living in the field - Radio Relay style! pl
Vicky C ha rnock ha been a god end from I. When she arrived we all
complained about how ' e were ever going to look good with her on the
team. he was nowhere near qualified to teach recruit
he only came
fir t on her Other Arm
kill At Arms cour e and wa a highly
profe sional Drill In tructor. How could he ever fit in with u misfit '?
(Serious arcasm, C pl C ha rnock!) La t but no mean lea t, although I
am ure he will complain about this but a big thank you and good bye to
C pl ' Blackie' Blackloc k who left u early to take up a much more
demanding 9-5 job with Wray oy. Finally a big thank you to all the
recruits who have pas ed through Foxtrot Tp over the years \ ho helped
make us the Be t Ever Training Team at Bas ingboum.

Should you make a purchase as the result of seeing an advert in
The WIRE,
please let them know that you saw their advert in your Corps Magazine
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couldn't fix. Most of the Troop managed to pass all of the summative
tests and this is only proof that the Royal Corps of Signals has the best
instructors at Training Regiments. Adventure Training was held yet again
down in sunny Crowborough, the rccmits as usual put a smi le on their
little faces and cracked on with whatever activity the Gym Queens had in
store for them. A few sca llywags were pleased 10 hear that the kayaking
had been called off due to bad weather. However. there were plenty of
other things for us to keep them occupied.
Whit t most of the Troop wa working hard at getting recruits to the
minimum tandard, our illustrious Troop Sergeant, gt Do ugie Icke was
off cycling acros Mexico raising money for the ational Deaf Children ·s
ocicty. To his credit gt lcke blew out several Mexican beauties and
turned down a few not so beautiful ones, just so he could keep hi mind
on the job at hand. Cpl 'Geordie' Gough was out on the hills trying hard
to prove hi s wo rth as a map reading in tructor and gain hi MLT
qualification. To nobody's urpri e ' Geordie' came back with even more
bargain and even more kit. Cpl 'Bazz drill pig' Bazzard has been away
in Pirbri ght teach ing the Guards Depot a thing or two about drill and
drinking and the dangers of placing one's head in a hedge whil I marking
time and calling out ' I am a mong', at the top of his voice. Delta Tp's
infamous leader. Capt Jim ' Harry Potter' Hawkins has been away on hi ·
JOTES course hoping to gain his aptain qualifications, o look out
records as there i a fl yer on hi way and that is if he isn ' t too busy
j umping out of plane over Florida or earching the office for piece of
his admin.
Cpl 'Lindsey' Payton after being moved from pillar to post has
rejoined the Troop and taken over her old section. after a paratrooper
looking after them we all think they are pleased to have her back. We as a
training team certainly have mi s ed her ever- miling face. C pl ' Popeye'
Doyle has rejoined the real world of training recruits and i feeling
honoured to be in the best troop within I Training Squadron. After
in tructing Phase Two recruits down in unny Blandford, C pl 'woz'
Wright has come to find what real training is all about. However, being
the world's worst admin explo ion, he ha n't been seen for a while as we
think he ' still out on the training area looking for his glove .
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T HE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
AND
BLANDFORD GARRISON

T RAI I. .G O P ERATIC.. DJ\ I JO '
\ TE M G RO P
.\RE
M aj G. H. Hume
QC
\\'02 _ eil Roome
- . \1
BATI L EA ' E TROOP
Tp Comd
Capi ( ffc) Ma rk H a rris
Tp gt
. gt 'Foggy' Dewhurst .
.
The Troop continues to be very busy with more people l~ving than
arriving.
g t ' foggy' D e whur t ha ex pan ded his area of
respon ibilitie to now be the Troop taff ergea nt 10 a ll ow
gt
· Dobbo · Dobbin to begin hi termi nation leave prior to retirement.
Apparently he was la ·t seen driving a white van, in the Blandford area?
gt 'Foggy' De,,hurst following hi handover from ·oobbo' is now on
a three-day week, apparently this i u ing up his leave? ee you in April
taff. Other departures include gt Jed Bromley who ha completed his
I OP conversion course and moved to wet and wi ndy, you gue sed it
Brawdy. And finally, 1r ick Sharp who ha moved on in the ci ii
ervice world to expand on hi kno\ ledge, but remains in Blandford. We
all w i h them and their re pecti e fami lies all the best in their new
appointments and locations. We welcome to the Troop, Sgt Park and Cpl
alter both here for six months prior to their Yo fS o ur e and Tl
re pectively. 1ew Project within the Troop which will benefit the Corp
verv oon. include the imminent arrival of the new ATCOM 503 ready
for.training to begin in May and the new LAMBETH equipment for the
Falkland again to begin training in May. Sgt Mary Hessell is lead ing
with the SATCOM 503 delivery and W02 (FofS) 'Mac' McGregor the
LAMBETH in tallation.
KUKRITROOP
Tp Comd
W02 YofS ·Shady' Ruddock
Kukri Tp are in a busy period with Command Training exercises and
Board Of Officers. The situation is made somewhat worse with the loss
of some old hand and some fresh new blood in the Troop. Last month.
we said goodbye to gt Paul ' Pies' James who wi th his wife Joe and the
triplets are off to EST (A) in Germany. The new blood incl udes Sgt Phil
ooper, Cpl Dave lcGuiness (from Sysex Tp) and Cpl Dom Tomkow.
YSEXTROOP
Tp Comd
WOI (FofS) Docherty
Tp SSgt
S gt Burdus
This has been another busy period for Sysex Tp with the Board of
Officers, back to back command courses interleaved with operator and
technician courses. There have been many changes wi thin Sysex Tp, We
wish fond farewell to WOl (FofS) Docherty, SSgt (YofS) Lane, Sgt
Rutland , Cpl Mundy, LCpl pence and LCpl Sheath and would like to
say hello to Lt Mahendra, Cpl hackJton and LCpl Vasey.

would have to be awarded, resulting in some boxers having to light twice
on the ni ght of the preliminari e , which would be a big task fo r the
individual. On the night the boxers pe rfo rmed he roically with all the
boxer showing courage, dete rmination, guile and fitness with mo t of
the bout going the full three round . Th is had an adverse effect on those
boxers that bo ed twice in the eve ning as mo t of those individuals lo tin
their second bout, at thi stage praise must go to ig C hester of I Sqn
who had two hard tights and got through to the finals night.
On completion of the prelim and emi - Finals the challenge was now
on to make the P&RT into a venue that befits the g ladiators that were
putting them · elves on the l ine on beha lf of their quadrons . All
departments across the Regiment as i tcd with the arena bui ld and the
organi ·ers and competitor were grateful for the efforts made by all. The
scene was now et and the P&RT had been turned into a venue that was
suitable to ho t a world title fight! It wa now down to the boxer to
prove their mettle. The Harrogate Cup points going into the finals were
never clo er wi th I qn on 22 pts, 2 qn on 24 pt and 3 Sqn in the lead
with 26 pt . Thi meant that all the Squadrons had a chance of lifting the
Harrogate Cup at the end of the night. Unfortunately due to injury and a
compa sionate case two boxer who had qualified for the Finals could not
box. This resu lted in two boxer- that had fought and lost in the semi
finals, being promoted to the final s. In the econd bout of the evening the
first of those re-instated, ig Hed ges, was matched up with Sig ykes
who had gained a bye traight through to the final . Sig Hed ges had
obviously clecided to give this econd chance his all and went on to win
the bout convinci ngly on points. Overall the boxer gave an excellent
account of themselves, how ing grit, courage and determination along
with a certain amount of tyle. After the last bout it was time to consult
the points and yet again it could not have been clo er a the final cores
were as follow :
I Sqn - 33 pts
2 Sqn - 31 pts
3 Sqn - 33 pts
In accordance with the normal rules of boxing the title of Harrogate
Cup Boxing Champions 2001 wa awarded to 3 Squadron due to them
being the most successful in the welterweight contest by having two
boxers in the fi nal. The individual results were as follows:
Sig Smit h 2 Sqn
Featherweight Winner
Lightweight Wi nner
Sig H ed ges 2 Sqn
LightWelter Winner
Sig Currim I Sqn
Light Middle Wi nner
Sig Stroud I qn
Sig Scarfe 2 Sqn
Middleweight Winner
L ight Heavy Winner
ig M adde n 3 Sqn
Heavyweight Winner
Sig Hold sworth 2 Sqn
Welterweight Winner
Sig Whelan 3 Sqn
67- 71 kg Female Winner
Sig Phillip 3 Sqn
Best Boxer
Sig M adde n 3 Sqn
Best Runner Up
Sig Wadworth 3 Sqn

IG 'AL REGIME T
HARROGATE C P BOXI G FINALS
6 DECEMBER 2001- by W0 2 (QMSI) R. C. Whitaker APTC
T he In ter Sqn Boxi ng Compe titi o n was th e fina l even t of t he
Harrogate Cup 200 l and took place over the period 3 - 6 December 200 I
at the P&RTC Blandford. Approx imately 12 weeks prior to this the first
meeting took place between the Squadron representatives and the Q MSI
to outline the plan for the pre-training. It was also to fo rce home the
point that boxi ng trai ning is not j ust an excuse for ex boxers to have a
free run at beasting those that had volunteered to box!
Unlike Fie ld Force units "here boxing training mainly takes place
during the working day, in Bland fo rd that is not the case due to the
majority of t he boxers undergoi ng trade trai ning. Th is has obvious
implication for the coaches and the boxers as the train ing has to take
place outside of norma l working ho urs. T his situa tion worked to the
advantage of the coaches cl 1e to the fact that after a couple of weeks of
early morning boxing training they are left with those indivi duals that
really want to box. Tho e that j ust thought it was a good idea at the time
are weeded out very quic kl y and fa ll by the wayside. It must be said at
this stage that through the winter months quite a few people were very
surpri ed to see the boxi ng teams hitti ng the streets around the camp at
many an ungodly hour through rain , fog and ice. The coaches themselves
de erve a pat on the back fo r putting in those extra hours in order to
prepare their teams a best they could. Once the teams had achi eved a
decent leve l of li tne s it was tim e to move onto th e more s pecial ist
trainin~ and act1:1a ll y get the teams thro_wing some leather and honing
thcir skill . At this stage the QMS I was slightly concerned as this year the
coache were \'ery inexperienced, however, as luck would have it and
thank to guidance from members of the PT Staff no problems occurred.
Before we knew 1t the P& RTC wa bei ng set up for the preliminary
rounds and the day for the weigh in had arrived. T here were 42 male
boxers and 4 fema le boxers. which meant that a certai n number of byes

SSgt Tara wins the silly hat contest fo r the th ird course in a row
Back Row: LCpl Steve Sharman, Cpl Sally Hubble ,
LCpl Carl Jasjew
Front Row : C pl John Roberts, SSgt Tara Pu n (DS).
Cpl Martin Henshaw, Sig Jimmy S oko lowski, S ig P ikendra

1 Squadron Boxing Team

BLA DFORD B LL DOGS RL FC
A bri sk w inters morning on Wednesday 6 February saw the
Reg.imcntal rugby .l eague team , the ' Blandford Bulldogs', board a
minibus for the relatively short journey to Gosport in order to lau nch our
2002 campaign. The competition for the day was the Army Med ical
Se rvices 9' (AMS) he ld at Fort Blockhouse. We were a guest tea m
brought in at hart notice and as one of only two non-AMS teams pre ent
we were anxious not to let our elves, our Regiment or our cap-badge
down.
The first game of the day were to determine which team challenged
for the Cup and which would fight for the plate. We drew Portsmouth
Uni versi ty, a mainly rugby union side, and so we were quite happy with
our lot - perhaps a little too happy as the game proved to be harder than
the 22-0 victory suggest . The Univer ity lad battled hard a nd we
realised we had been too complacent, whether it wa the excitement of
playing proper rugby again or the thrill of a day trip to Gosport I don't
know. We made what hould have bee n a simple game for u into a
difficult contest, albei t one that we won by a fair margin, but it certai nly
wa n' t pretty to watch. Despite the early scare we were comfortably in
the Cup competition. Our next rival were 4 GS Regiment one of the
favou rites for the day, and we knew we had to play well t~ beat them.
Our coach Cpl Bob ·down and ten' Lo\•ell had scouted out 4 GS and
knew they had some big lad who liked to run hard and hit harder, o we
adopted a change in tactics from our usual routine. Out went the forward
game and in came the champagne rugby of the backs. The whole team
defended excellently, denying 4 GS any breakthroughs and when we got
the ball it was a matter of fast hands, fa ter feet and cool heads. We won
the game 16-6 and caused quite a tir around the park, even more o
' hen people real ised we were a Phase 2 tra ining establi hment and not a
'Corps' tean1 as previou ly thought.

II

The Winne rs - 3 Squa d ro n Boxing Team
4 (MILI TARY TRAI I G ) SQ UADRO
11 SIG AL REGIME T LEA DER mp CO URSES
At the time of goi ng to press the fi rst leadership Course of 2002 is
underway. There are a total of 17 students rangi ng in rank from Signaller
to Corporal from a variety of trade groups within the orps. The current
course 111cludes one Gurkha and three female so ldier . The student's
reason for attending the cour e vary and include everyt hing from
potential officers. yeomen and foremen to ignallcrs and JNCO 's who
sec rhe cour e as a way to develop them elve and improve a soldiers.
The course syllabus is varied but includes a number of topic to assist the
studen ts to improve their confidence, public peaking, command and of
course, not forgetting personal fitness! T he quadron has produced a
sho.rt i~troductory video entitled 'The Royal Signa ls Leadership Course',
which 1s held by all R SIG ALS un its. There are currently three course
per year and eac h cour e has a capacity of 20 tudcnts. The date of the
next three courses are as fo llows:
a.
2 - 2 June 2002
b.
7 October - 2 ovc mber 2002
c.
20 Jan uary - 15 February 2003
If you are interested in attend ing, or if you bel ieve that one of your
soldiers would benefi t from the cour e. then pl ea c ca ll Maj Owen on
Bland fo rd military (9437 1) 2 194 or SSgt Rowe on (9437 1) 2783 for
furth er details. Alternati vely. coni plcte the appl ication form in OinC'
PD No 12. If you want to give your career a boost or j ust fa ncy a real
challenge, the onl y thing stopping you from atte nding i' you!
THE WIRE, APRIL 2002
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It wa the semi- final s next and we were drawn agai n t 34 Fd Ho pita!,
the AM parachute trained guys. After j udging their average age to be
about 5 while ours wa about 24 we thought we woul d adopt the .ame
tactics a. for the previou game - strong defence (a always) and a quick
paced running offensive. T he Para · didn ' t know what had hit them as we
literally ran them off the park ; we managed to put ~ o point past them
without loss before the ref blew for full time. An c ·cclle nt result gai ned
by olid teamwork. indi vidual fitne and ki ll. \ e were overjoyed. our
First run out of the ea on and we were in the fi nal already. a total change
of fo rtune from la t sea on ' 9's tourname nt whe n we were the \\hipping
boys of every man and his dog. Un · urpri ingly the other team m the fin al
were the Barba ria ns, a elect tea m made up of the be ·t of the \I
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pl<l)C~. and the team expcctt!d to lift thc cup. I would li.k~ to give you a
fair. tal • ending where the 1gnal team ran the opposition nigged and
100~ 3\\a\ the A\I trophy. but unfortunately it just didn 't happen. They
\\Crea m~1ch stronger team than u·. with more skill and e pericnc in thc
uame. \\e ~till played well :md kept our pride. but the Barbarians walked
the field 20-4 \ icwrs.

off

II in all a thoroughly cracking day ou4 plenty of good rugby and a
real team pirit. I won't mention any names as we all played well (and
don't \\ant to get crated!). but I mu t mention Sig Jim ·Keiffley with an
F' Young \\ho despite being one of the youngest players on the day still
walked away \\ ith the award for ·best player of the toumamem·. Well
done Jim and well done the Bulldog·, may the good result continue.
~I

SPORTU G YEAR - by Sig Siock (2 Sqn)
J arrived in Blandford fifteen months ago and knew from day one that
I was going Lo enjoy my elf. The porting fac ilitie on the garri on are
excellent, and as a port-orientated per on I was fortunate and motivated
enough to make the most of any opportunities that presented themselves.
My first ta·te of port in Blandford came in the gui e of the Harrogate
Cup, the inter- quadron porting comperition that i held annually at l l
ignal Regiment. I was present for the whole of last year' competition.
and as ueh I was able to represent my Squadron in a variety of the
porting and military event that con tirute the Harrogate Cup. I wa
picked for the Hockey, Volleyball, Cricket, Basketball, S\ imming and
Athletic team , a well a being nominated as team leader for the
Military Skills competition. The comperition is pread throughout the
year and take place in the evening after trade training is finished; the
upport given to the team by the other soldiers and cadre make it even
more special. Our team performed extremely well in the majority of
e\·ents, and it wa a fantastic feeling when 2 Squadron were named a
Harrogate Cup Champion 200 I. especially knowing that I had played
my mall part in claiming the trophy back from 3 Squadron.
My next sporting adventure was in the snow-capped mountains of
Au tria. representing the Regiment in the Corps Ski Championships.
Three weeks of arduous but enjoyable coachmg culminated in a fourth
week of competition. Unfortunately poor weather limited the number of
events. but tho e that remained were clo ely fought. When the results
were compiled it was di covered that we had managed 10 gain our elves a
top five po ition - not bad, a most of us had ne er skied before• It was
oon ummer and time for my true sporting passion to begin agai n Cricket! I was thrilled to be selected fo r the Corps cricket team and
played in a total of four games. all of whic h we won. It was totally
amazing to be asked to join the Corps Cricket tour to Australia and
obviously jumped at the chance. Unfortunately the tour never came off
due to unforeseen circumstance , but hopefully it will resurrect itself later
thi vear.
.A pc~nal ambit101~ of mine had always been to go parachuting and
this amb1t1on was realised when I was sent on a fortnights parachut ing
course. Once again the weather wasn't as good as it could have been and
. everal days were spent on the ground. but by the end of the course I had
completed fo1 jump
three confidence builders and a 'dummy-pull'. I
loved "'' ery minute of parachuti ng and hope to go back and complete a
more advanced course where I can actually do some free-fall. After a
busy s~rtmg year. I finally completed my trade training and was ready
for P.ostmg: Despite spendmg lots of my time pursuing my sporting
hobbies l sull managed to pas my course! Without wishi ng to ow1d like
a recruiting poster this just goe to how you that the opportunities are
out tht:re, and if you are willing to get up off your seat and take part then
you can have a weal time playing a multitude of sports .... and get paid for
IL
·omethmg c1v1lians can only dream about.

EXCHA GE AU P lR . CHE"1 E - by Capt Ric/um/ Byfield
In ovcmbcr of 200 I I attended a 2-week reciprocal attachment with
an Officer of 11 Signal Batta lion in Garden:n. The etherland . The
Battalion. who pro vide co mm uni ca ti on to M D(C). are cen trally
located in the country. not too far from Arnhem, and only a hort drive
from Amsterdam Airport. The purpose of the visit was to fam iliarise
mysclfwith the workings ofa forei gn Army and try some language kills.
s my throat wa perfec tl y clear, I soon teamed that I would struggle 10
even pronounce people's fir t name m Dutch; language training wa not
going to happen.
I spent my time looking at Zodiac, which compare with Ptarmigan
and visited all the departments of camp. Everybody was very friendly and
only too willing to gi\ e bri e fs in English . My host: Lt Woulter
Hoekman took the opportunity to vi it area of the Dutch Army that he
too was interested in. We ·pent days at the Dutch chool of ignals and
attended trial of the Battlefield Management Information ystem. The
Dutch being a much smaller Am1y than our own find it easier to advance
with technology as the unit they supply arc far less in number. They
particularly favour OT (Commercial ofT The hell) equipment and
quc tion the necessity to ' ruggcdise ' equipment like the Briti ·h. We
obviously enjoyed our free ume in either Amsterdam or Utrecht and I
wa particularly impres ed with the Dutch in istcnce to use Unit Funds to
host me . I realised though. that the chance of me returning the
compliment in the K would not be possible without a pistol and
balaclava style visit to the Pay Office. In late o ember I invited my host
to tay at Blandford amp for hi return attachment in the UK, his first
visit here. He achieved his aim of getting a good feel for the Royal
ignal . wa · impre sed by the facilities on offer and enjoyed the
fonnalitic of living in the Officers Me . We spent four nights in London
with 238 Sig qn ably hosted by Capt Andy Wilso n and caught as many
sight as pos ible including: Big Ben clock tower, Victoria Tower,
Windsor Ca tie. The Tower of London and the Imperial War Museum.
His last night was made particularly special as he was invited as a guest
to the 11 Signal Regiment Boxing ighl that finished with drinks in the
Warrant Officers and ergeants Mes .
The exchange visit taught me much about working with foreign
Am1ies and it was good to ee the Dutch in barracks after having worked
with them on several operational tour in the Balkan . Many a peels of
the Dutch Anny are similar to our own way of life but difference do
exist. I'm ure many British oldiers would like the ystem of receiving
overtime pay for any work outside of 7.30 - 1630, including exercises or
evening ta ks. I can see the ethos of the Dutch Am1y being a glimpse of
what i to come in the Briti h. For example: They introduced a ' Pay as
you dine ' system some time ago, it has led to the end of Mess dining
facilities on camp. All ranks eat together, in uniform , in the same
cookhouse, this being the most cost-effective method of contractual
feeding. They do not provide married quarter but simply give financial
assi tance to any oldier who wishes to live off the camp therefore giving
equal right to married a11d single serving personnel alike.
I can recommend the Echange Au Pair cheme to anybody who wishes
to spend a month working with another national ity. Those eligible may
apply at any time by carrying out the instructions in AGAI Vo l I Ch 12
Issue 132 dated March 200 I. The time and location of your attachment is
personal choice and you would be very surpri ed how easy it is get
yourself away for a rewarding exchange.
KOHi l A TROOP
Tp Comd
SSgt Tony Ca ulfield
The numbers of Soldiers Awaiting Trade Training (SATT's) continues
to fall. however those who do spend a short time in Kohima Troop make
the best u e of the time. Long gone are the days of watching television
whilst waiting for an exciting chair moving detai l! They now fulfil a
number of essential and enjoyable attachment to a variety of units. ln
January and February, SATT's assisted with adventurous training at 14
Sig Rcgt, Leadership Troop RSS and acted as students to the APTC
Adventure Training Wing. A number of SATT's ach ieved personal
qualificanons whilst skiing in orway and more till were involved in
static line parachute courses in Weston on Green. Ove r 30 SATT's
assisted exercise manpower with the SAS and SBS. igs Ga rden er,
Simmons, Hagga rt and Woolly played enemy for the Roya l Marines.
Cpl Swann, ignaller Bloor. Ogden and Rob ertson were detached to
The Royal Military Academy Sandhurst to take part in Ex Terra Firrna.
Sig Gillick was attached to Okehampton Army Yo uth Team and many
other SATT's assisted various units around the world with a plethora of
tasks. Should you require ATT assistance to an exerci e or adventurous
training package then the point of contact is the Regimental 2JC on
Blandford Mil 2235. Provi ion of soldiers is not guaranteed, e pecially
throughout the busy summer period but requests are viewed on a priority
basis.

I (0 STO ). Q ADRO
. qn Comd
"1aj J. G. J. Ho,~es Royal Canadian Signa ls
S \1
\ 02 (. M) Andy Harriott
Fir..t of all. many congratulations to W02 (S M) Andy Harriott on
his . election for promotion to WO 1- a well deserved escape from the
clutche~ of Blandford. arcwell to gt 'Twiggie' Twigg who moves to 3
01\ • 1g Regt and welcome to . gt Jim Rock who comes acrl) s from 3
qn with the impressive middle name of Adolph is to take over
· r.... 1gg1c> • fine work in Driver Training.
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MULTINATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE)
HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)
qn Comd
RSM

Maj A. R. Blackwell
WOl (RSM) . F. Lawes

RE R DETAILS - b; LCpl Breit Merrick
One or the m~n y .tasks for Capt Phil Muir the 0 of the rear party
and gt Tom G11>bms the rear party ta ff Sergeant was the organisation
of the wives' l hri ~ tm as dinner part y whi ch was held j ust be fore
C ~ri s~mas. To make it a. little different Capt Phil Muir and S gt Tom
G1bhms abandoned their combats and donned rather fetching femal e
clothes! Thi _obviously added to the .appeal and succes of the party,
whi ch wa.s .enJO)'.ed by all. For the c hildr~ n s' Christma party ig eil
Pearson JOmed m with the Chnstmas spmt when he was transformed
into the ·200 1gnal quadron Santa '. llowever, the children appreciated
the Chri tmas presents more than the Santa kit.

Sig Pearson '200 Signal Squadron Santa!'

The rear party would like to welcome Sig ixo n, Sig Metcalf, and Sig
Dodgeson who have ju t been posted in from Blandford and our REME
friend LCpl Lomas, Cfn Hooper. and Cfn Bruce Miller who ha e
been posted in to our LAD. We would like to wi h Cpl J o Hall and Cpl
Craig Morriso n luck a they arc soon to be married and say farewell to
them both a they are posted Lo Warminster and Arborfield re pectively.
We would also like to congratulate Cfn La mb who got married over the
Chri tma period.
QUADRO HEADQUARTE R
Maj Blackwell took command of 200 ig qn during our preparation
for Kosovo. Due to the time con urning nature of the training we were
unable to dine Maj Blackwell in to the Unit. o preparation were made
for the dining in to be held in theatre. The Master Chef and his team
prepared a uperb three Course meal for all Officers, Warrant Officers
a11d SNCOs with the added bonus of it being in quite a unique location.
BRITFOJl POP IDO L - by Cpl Jo Cairns
One lonely aturday night, Cpl Caz Mclac hl an and Cpl ·shotty'
hotbolt were at in the XL Club, trying to think of an event to the keep
the young lads and las ie of lim Lines entertained. Pop Idol appeared
on the TV and suddenly the inspiration they were looking for appeared in
front of their eyes. They decided to organise ' BRITFOR Pop ldol'. After
many conversations with the BFB Radio staff, Jonathan Bennett, ean
Ridley and with WOl (R M) Lawe they were given the go ahead and
' BRITFOR Pop Idol' was born. After a long time organ isi ng, the
wannabe stars auditioned during December. Some went up for fun and
some went up to become BRITFOR Pop Ido l. Our three panell i.ts were
Capt ofia Hu ghes, Cpl Pete Byrn e and Neil arter from BFB who
grilled the ' annabes. Onl y one singer from the Signal quadron made it
through to the finals, ig Nikki Poulton giving her rendi tion of ·Like a
Prayer'. The fina l eight singers were made to ing live on BFB for the
public to vote. The evening of 1he 25 December 200 I the budding young
singers sang for the XL tub, Sl im Lines one last time. For the fi nali ts it
may have been all ~l itz and glam. bu t the rea l action was behind the
scene . Her a lot of sweat, brush strokes and twink le light our stage for
the Pop Idol was made. Our 'Tony Hart' • were Cpl ' hotty' Shotbolt,
Cpl Gaz McLac hlan, LMEM tan Cummins and Cpl ndy Antell.
Real artists at work! Cpl ntell being the budding young photographer
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that he .is, brought. out his pride and joy for the night (his camera!) The
compeuuon was high but after a lot of deliberation an RRW soldier beat
ig ikki Poulton and he became the ' BRITFOR Pop Idol' .
RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt James Acto n
Tp SSgt
S gt 'Buzz' Burrows
THE 200 CHALLE GE - by Lt James Acton
Right now, I'm wondering why I even put my name down. If I ask
myself hone tty, I don't know. If the boss asked me, I'd probably give
?.n~ of the usual ,' becau e it'~ there' type answers: 'leading by example',
IL s all good PT . or,. m a umver c even les parallel to the strange reali ty
that officers seem to 111hab1t anyway ·well, it's almost Christma , isn't it?'
The truth is, l feel like death. ot even death partially warmed up. Death
that'~ been. sitting in the. deep freeze for the last week, about as likely to
ment culrnary attention as SSgt Burrows is to pass his Equal
Opportunities course. And it' all Sgt T hubron 's fault. It seemed so
s11nple. Three events: rowing, cycling and stepping, wi th teams of four
completing the eponymous 200 minutes on each, collecting money fo r
charity along the way. Back in October, it eemed a breeze. Ten minutes
of work then 30 minutes re t. Pah! We could keep that up all day if we
had to (the mathematician amongst you wi ll have reali ed that this was,
more or les , what wa actually required). Therefore. at approximately
0830hr on Sunday, 23 December 200 I, about 60 individuals of
questionable sanity, under the control of the event organi er/torturer. gt
Thub ro n, commenced the 10-hour roller coa ter ride that was the 200
Challenge. In typical military fa hion, everyone raced off the tart line at
a blistering pace, settling down into a more edate rhythm within about
30 seconds. Each stage of the event had its own special way of hurting
you. The bikes hurt your thigh . The steppers hurt your calve . The
rowing machines just hurt. After completi ng our first event (the rowing
machine) we were pretty certain that this ort of thi ng should have been
banned under the Geneva Convention. We were also horribly aware that
we had only done one third of what wa turni ng into a very long event. ..
Eventually. at about 1830hr. the fina l lucky team members collap ed
over their handlebars, tairs and oarlocks respectively. faj Ala n
Blackwe ll, CO Slim Line , thanked gt Thubron (whether thi wa for
organi ing the competition or e\·entually topping it we were never quite
ure) and announced that we had, in addition to raising several thousand
OM for local charities. climbed Everest everal times. cycled back to
Calai and then rowed everal time acros the Channel. I'm ure we
went much further than that...
EXERC I E RAISED FI T - by Cpl Keith Knox
With 'A' and 'B' Troops from 200 ig Sqn spread to the four wind for
Op Agricola VII. Radio Tp deployed the armour into the field to practice
for Operarional deployments. Morale wa high. even when our illu triou
leader gt ·Buzz' Burrows to ld u that ' rapping up warm basically
involved emptying the content of our locker into our bergans. Once the
vehicles were loaded and communica tions tested we et about pu11111g
people a ·ide to cover the tand-by detachments to be left in camp.

Sig Aaron Young and LCpl Gordon driving out to the exercise area
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pl 8 nn ~ Benson and Cpl Bili_ latthe\\S were pre~ty n:li_evcd to
b.: told they had to stay at 'lim Lme• camp. both are gettmg a httle old
b) no\\ arid need to dra" their p nsion on Thursday afternoon·. We
linall) rnlled out of the gate of. hm Line camp on 22 o~ember 200 I
"ith ·Rid..: of the \'alkyrie · playing 'oudly on the troop boogie box. much
to the delight of 'laj Alan BlacKwell the quadron OC. \! hen we
amved at Bu ·l.ley mmumtion Dzpot, ' e were 10~1: that we were not
only setting up the _Brigade Tac ~-IQ but guarding th~ umpound at night
a~ "ell. There Radio Tp ettled mto us ne\ dual ex1 tence: b. m~ht the
Tr p "ould . pl it d "n and cover all four comer. of the camp wllh the
annour and pothght., by da) ''e would carry on with nonnal training.

LEAR I G TO SKI ON OPERAl IONS - hy Sig 'Be1· · Hc\'(1 11
h1r some, cw Yc~r·s Day was a can of lager and an early night du!!
to a lo_ng dnvc fir~t thm g o~ New Year's morning, destination Brezovica.
The F1nn1sh battalion supplied a coach a~d we, the staff drivers, supplied
a few D1scovcrys! The convoy departed Sinn Lines at about 0830hr with
passengers from QRII, l_RRW, 26 Regt RA and M B(C} llQ & ig Sqn.
For many this was 1hc1r fir st day off and their first chance to wear
civvies.
Dt!e to snow fall the n~ g ht before and_ few (if any) nowploughs
working, the roads were quite dodgy, especially on the mountain tracks
with IT!any of the oflicer requiring remedial s~ow chain fitting lessons'.
On arriva l at the resort, most people were surprised that this was actually
Kosovo the ccnery was bre_athtaki_ng, the facilities looked good and the
locals were helpful. DM26 hired skis, boots, poles and a day 's ski pass.
Unit sk iing in s t~1ctors p~ov idcd tuition for those who couldn't ski. Many
opted for th.: piste stra ight ~way but_ after lunch the main slope was
opene_d g1vmg the more expcnenccd skier a bit more of a challenge, and
allowmg the novices some peace and quiet to master the ' now plough
turn'. In the end it was a day enjoyed by all.
OPERATIO '
A TA A CME TE - hv LCp/ Baver
The whc le experience from the moment I stepped off· the plane has
been a btg eye opener for me. For several year I wanted to join the
Regular Anny, to be part of an exciting team. I have been a member of
my local TA Unit for about three years and l was told that an Operational
Tour with a Regular Unit would triple my knowledge on the systems and
equipment that we use. They were so right, the learnmg curve ha been
steep and I have been keen to retain as much information as possible. I
have learnt so much since arriving at the Un it and wou ld like to take thi
opportun ity to thank 200 Signal Sciuadron for accepting me as one of
them. I am really enjoying working with them.
0

FIXED COMMS TROOP
Ip Comd
apt Sofia Hughes
Tp Sgt
Sgt 'Kitch' Kitchener
SY CO A D COMM CE . - by LCpl lewis
In the Syscon area it was time for a spot of changing rooms. under the
guidance of. gt Tri~ Dunbar. We have now changed our office mto
something resembHng an Ikea showroom. Lovingly adorned with bngade
lists. Our first tnp out was a farewell meal for 1r Peter Lord our
c1v1lian counterpart, pizzas and cokes all round from the newly built
Church army centre. We would like to welcome his replacement ;\Ir
Mark Ha_rrison and Cpl Rob iriano who is worl.ing directly for
KFOR. It 1s now tnne to look forward to the last half of the tour, with a
few range days, and skiing trips planned.
TECHNICAL WORK HOP - by Cpl Evam
We would like to congratulate W02 (FofS) ndy Da wson on hi
selection to WOI. A big welcome goes to LCpl Hennis she ha ju t been
p_osted m from Blandford. Also a mention goes to Cpl Trott who has
signed back on, having decided that Foreman i the only way that he can
~o. Fare~ve_ll to Cpl Clark and ig Colhoun, who having spent so much
time pamtmg and decorating a local mental hospital, that they have
dec1d_cd to move in. On a recent Troop skiing day, we became the envy of
the rich and famous in Aspen with the help of our issued sunglasse ,
although LCpl Marsh did tarnish our cool reputation slightly, when he
took out a whole fence. C pl Levi ha been setting the country ablaze
recently with his guitar solo . He is a member of the best band in Kosovo
(in our opinion) · eek ' ' eek.' The workshop has a new DADDY as
an extremely large and vicious paintbrush, defeated LCpl Evans in a
brutal ' Back Breaker' wrestling match. This could all change though as
LCpl Milli ngs has his beady eye on the title.

97 BRITISH FORCES SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
OPERATION PALATINE
Cpl Knox - 'You will have what you are given, alright!'

/

Sig Robson aka Parka man on guard!

On the fir t night nothing tirred until 0230hrs when someone was
·een near the fence-line with a red torch. Keen to catch a potential
burglar, we all ru hed out with R 1 Lawes' words ringing in our ears,
• 1ake ure you catch them.' However, due to the minefield on the other
ide of the fence we left the nutter to his own device .

Members of Radio Troop after deployment

For four days the new people within the Troop were given a variety of
lessons which were expertly taught. After that it was the big 40-mile
move to the ·M ushroom Factory'. The Tac HQ was set up quickly and
professionally, '' hich amazed us as it proved the new blokes had
ob,iously learnt somethmg. With the Engineers and Artillery coming out
to play. the new guys got to sec how a Tac I IQ was set up, unfo1tunately
completely differently to what they'll be putting up when we return to
..:nnclagcr. Many of the people within the Troop had never worked with
annour before ~o 1t was an experience for many to get involved and find
out what ·panzer rash' actually was. On the final day the Swedish tank
tran. poner picked up our annoured veh icles and we returned to camp.
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FROM COMMI SIO I G TO KO OVO - by 2Lt Rob Boa
The tannac at Pristina APOD had a markedly different feel to that of
the steps of Old College, which I had been ascending ju t three weeks
earlier. It wa not an unpleasant sen ation, rather the realisation that l was
now in the job for real and was eagerly, if somewhat apprehensively,
awaiting the challenges it had to offer. However, l did curse my elf for
not listening more intently during those Church ill Hall lectures regularly
introduced with the phra e ·anyone of you could be on operations in the
very near future' . ot me, I thought. Arriving in the second half of the
Squadron ix-month tour, I was to understudy Lt James cton , OC
Radio Tp, in order to prepare myself to take-over later in the year. Prior
to arrival l had conjured up images of tented accommodation, no lighting,
oil heaters and very little else. This was not the ca e. The set-up at Slim
Lines was impressive: comfortable accommodation, outstanding food and
good facilities including a well-equipped gym, Internet tcnninals and
evening entertainment for all. My initial weeks in theatre were spent
finding my feet, visiting the various elements of the Brigade, meeting the
personalitie , and more importantly ga ining contact with the Troop, some
of whom I will be commanding in the future. The Squadron's ORBAT in
theatre is different to that of Gcnnany, thus I was havi ng to understand
how it fitted into both roles, which took a few days to get to grip. with.
Having come straight from Sandhurst, I noticed myself bracing up to
anything that moved and standing properly at ease -hands out of pocket at all times. I soon learnt that the atmosphere on operati ons was very
professional although more relaxed, and I gradually became le s of a
'nerve agent'. Part of my familiarisation included the Kosovo Individual
Reinforcement Training (KIRT) package. This consisted of a day of
lectures designed to bring new arrivals up to speed on the current
situation, and to refresh essential ski lls such as first aid and mine
awareness. This proved to be invaluable, and answered many question I
had. It also provided a healihy reminder of the danger still present in
theatre. As part of my 'initiation' into the quadron, I was accused of
links with an Albanian extremist organisation and hauled in front of the
Intelligence and ecurity staff, not to mention the RMP. As luck would
have it, BFB radio also found out about my wind-up, so my
embarrassment was broadca t to all corners of the Forces' wo rl d.
Following this, I continued to shadow Lt Acton on hi s day-to-day
activities with the troop, learning the intricacies of the job. l am due to
undertake my armoured vehicle Dri ver & Commander co urse 111
February, so I should be 'armour competent' by the time the Squadron
returns from operations. The Brigade is due to return to ennclagcr at the
end of April when I Mech Bde will be taking over. I hall stay wi th the
squadron in Germany until the start of my Troop ommandcrs' Course at
Blandford in Jul y. I can safely say that by th at time I shall have had the
best introduction to Troop Com manding a new Second Lieutenant could
hope for. The medal shouldn 't look too bad on my mess dres ei ther!
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Sqn Comd
Maj . Smith
SSM
W02 (SSM) J. Krikorian
Since deployment 97 Sqn has been extremely busy carrying out our
task monitoring and repairing the Myra Black and Red Systems in
theatre. Our num erous other task are also going well. The e include
running BIUTFOR OMMCEN. maintaining !SIS networks and profiles,
running the ODA and repair of BRlTFOR ISM equipment.
All the e ta ks mean that the squadron is running at full tretch. We
are, however still finding time to complete a G5 project at a local school,
Milan Rakic. This has involved renovating two classrooms for u e by the
children. It is also intended to revamp the school's electrics in order for
us to be able to install a LA computer suite into one of the clas room .
By the end of the project the chool wi II be able to boast one of the be t
IT facilities in the area. The main effort on this has been provided by the
soldiers from across the Squadron. SSgt Paul kelton (37 ig Regt) ha
headed the project with assi ·ranee from Capt 1alcolm Cooper (37 ig
Regt). Electrical skill are being provided by LCpl Kev Bakewell (32
Sig Regt) and many other individuals arc assi ling wirh redecoration . The
floors in the classroom are being re-laid by the caretaker and funded by
the quadron. We would like to thank all those who have donated their
time and equipment to the project o far.
. On Thursday I 7 January, despite a heavy nowfall, nothing was going
to top the G5 Project. The important ta ks on this day were the
movement of computer and computer furniture (provided by generou
employer) to the Scout Hut in Banja Luka. SSgt kelton's skilful
driving by pushing the local' cars out of the way. ensured our safe
arrival, where we were greeted by a pack of excited com . One of the
young couts was soon to be nicknamed potter when he identified the
21C as being in the Royal ignals by his cap badge. After a couple of
cups of coffee, the Scout Troop wa pre cnted with a squadron plaque.
TSCP / I Mand FRT'. - hy SSgt Dave Alleyne (3 1 Sig Regt)
With open minds, a mix of anticipation, en thu sia m and no small
amount of quc tions about what we had signed our elves up to, we
gathered from all over 2( C) Bde at RTMC, Chilwell back in October.
The lick well oiled machine that pumps out TA and reservist into the
operat ional wor ld was immediately thrown a spanner by the fir~t
combined unit mob it's ever had to deal with. While 97 qn firmed up
who was 11 ho and what we'd be doing, the RTMC came up with the
necessary nips & tucks to their program to get us our Pro boots and
APWT'd. Some of us even fou nd the time to take on the. fra nkly, cary
women of nearby Long Eaton. Royston Va ey cat your heart out. 1:hc
pre-deployment conti nued with the FRT going to Blandford and takmg
advantage of the la t fast food for a few months with what turned into a
Humph Bahadurs death by Phal competition. ig Rob Bishop was pipped
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at the post by a torming finish from LCpl 1artin Davies (both 39
Sig).
Deployment to theatre brought a few urpri e with so many of us on
our first op tour. People where surpri ed by the uddenne s of the weather
change from bright sunny day to knee deep in snow at -2o+ and the
view of new and half built building next to burnt out and bullet ridden
one . Apart from that the general opi nion wa that it was like Wales (only
dinier). The FRT' were bu y in the first few month and spent a lot of
time taking their life in their hand on the snow-covered road up again t
the local . Though we had a few of our own cary driver uch as ig
Tony Lock (I Sig Sqn) taking all the skill he learnt from Colin McRae
Rally on the Playstation to the real world. The odd party was squeezed in
over Xmas and ew Year (and odd doesn't quite cover it}. The ew
Year's Underwear over your trousers do (with a few well-placed ock
and Cpl Kev HalJ's (37 Sig ) lacy frillies) showed where ome people
need to inve t their hard earnt L A. The like of ig Charlie Bonnet
(39 igs} and LCpl Helen Winter on (39 ig ·), however, have been
hopping for England that i no mean feat wi th only three hops on camp.
An element of stir crazi nc did creep in with LCpl Sam Rignall (37
igs) growing a highly u peel moustache in honour of his hero L pl
Wayne Reeves (al o 37 igs). They were both held down and shaved in
the cause of public decency, the results of which can be seen on the 'Hot
or ot' web ite along ide LCpl Bald\\in 's (31 igs) very low coring
of attractivene s. o with the tour halfway through and the good weather
almo t here spiri t in the office have ri en to unparalleled level with a
wo rrying number of people con idering 1ayin5 on. There must be
omething in the water.
INFORM TIO
Y TEMS M
AGEME T WORK HOP (I M)
The workshop consi ts of live personnel.
CO, gt Elaine Ralf (71
Sig Regr}. LCpl Adrian tosele. (3 Sig Regt), ig Jimmy Chung ( 9
ig Regt). Milka Peulic our R&I clerk and Jake (we won't even try and
pell his second name) our radio tech. Mo t of his time, howc er. i spent
on welfare TV and atellite repair. Milka and Jake arc locally employed
civilian . Jake i. a fa mily man whcrca · Milka a pircs to be a Briti, h
soldier, taking great pride in wearing her i sued helmet! The workshop's
responsibility con i t of the repair of P
, printer , monitor ..
atellite/Cablc T , Televi ion , Video and Play tation . !though to be
blunt anything goes! We also give advice freely on all topics ranging
from the run of the mill IT to once again anything goc . It' not routine
confinement to the wor l.. hop all the tim e: there arc load of
opportunitie to get out and about. LCpl 1o eley i' your man if an
e cort i needed to go. where ever. \: e believe he ju t like · the feel of his
weapon. Both LCpl Mo eley and ig Chung have had the opportunit to
go advemure training in Brae, a nice little number off the roatian coa L
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ot a bad \\a) of killing 11me . There is another mem ber of our
gt Dine \\a Iker. gt \\a Iker completed th e tirst two
month, of the tour and will be coming buck to theatre for the last two
mlmth,. bl •ss him he needed the lireak, but we await with baited breath
tor his return. The Foreman, Fvfo Jackson al.o keeps us bu y with a
, an.:ty of project. rnngmg !ro11: data bas~ creation: to a. s! tancc in
1nstallat1ons of P:uad1gm eqmpm..'nt. Paradigm bean(\ th welfare phone
n~mork L 1 Work ·hop$ "\\E'LL HAVE
TAB A:' IT"
1 orbhop.·.

LIFE I THE ODA - f>.1 gt Danny Hw:fonl (37 ig Re_gt)
. .
\l:.ln) p.:ople 11ould argue ab,)ut the title and wonder 1 there hfe 111 the
ODA. bel')thing we do is behind clo c~ doors and fort~nately not under
the 11atchful e1e of :myon<: with the ltghtest mtercst m the quadron.
A.mi mg here i"n Ol'ember wa the first time on an operational tour for
Sgt Julie 'loul on {3
ig Regt). After he had coped with the usual
homc~ickness and missing the good thing in life . he et 10 the ta k m
hand with 'igour. Our work here is greatly aided by the inclusion in the
team o~two regular in the form of gt Jez Bromley (37 1g Regt) and
gt Le lie ou nger (241 qn) who e 1a l experience enabled u to take
01 er the po l out here "ithout any real problem. adly though. we lo t
ot Bromle\' (a Land directive, he wasn 't ackecl or broken by us!) on
16 Januarv. He has been replaced by Sgt Willie Loch (31 ig Rcg1)
another regular whose experience is Only lOO evident by the greying
temple . He ha made a great imprc. ion on the quadron and gives us
the advantage of ha1ing a fresh brain to pick. Yet again. however, he 1s 10
be replaced on 13 March b)
gt ewto n (37 ig Regt) and we in the
ODA will endea1·our to try and make his hair a little greyer by lhe time
he cn<b hi tour, hopefully with a glowing report and a glowing untan.
Up to thi point in time everyone in the ODA hru thoroughly enjoyed the

chall nge th at the task ha' pre:entccl us. Apart from the nom1 al working
day we have participated in the Ad enll.irc Trainin g al Brae and taken our
96hr passc to allow personnel to get a break from the hubblc and bubble
of the ODA routine. The experi ences gained by the TA and Regulars on
this tour " ill be extremely beneficial to the individuals and their parent
unit · on theu return to L K.
OMMCE BRlTFOR - l>y gt Da 1·e Lakin (7 1 Sig Reg/)
The CO 1MCEi is runni ng as smoothly as can be expected given that
we an: a Jot busier than we had e:-.pcctcd. The routine of the hi ft work is
nicely broken up, however by 0~1cr acti~ities, inc!uding the G5 project
mentioned above. Cpl Katherine nuth (37 1g Regt) and Cpl Jo
Reader· (31 ig Regl) are ass isting the gym staff in their capacity as
PTl"s. LCpl 1ark Griffen (3 ig Regt) is moving temporarily to help
out in the TSCP. arious personnel from both the OMMCEN and T CP
are mannino the dct in arajevo UK re. Most members of the team arc
participating regularly in the quadron 5-a-sidc team, volleyball team and
hockey team.

Th~cc L & GC meda ls were presented to SS~t Ashworth. Sgt
Drewitt, and Sgt Robson who successfull y ducked, dived and sk1wd tor
15 years ~nd one M S ~ was prcscnlccl ~o a very deserving SSgt (Retd)
Emmot lor 39 years o! exemplary ·crv1cc. His citati on read like a wish
list of interesung and exciting postings. some of which don't even exist
celebrate the combined total of 84 years of service, the
any more:
medal rec1p1cnts were treated to an excellent curry and a number of beers
in tho.: Setgo.:ant ' Mess for the rest of the afternoon.

To

EXERCISE PARA Fl

, 23 NOVEMBER - 9 DECEMBER 2001

bv LCpl Wick/up

Members o f Romeo, India and OMM Cc Tp. al ong with three
others from AT R Bassingbourne and 12 Mech Bde llQ and Sig qn
attended E.x Para Fin.n, an Accelerated Free fall (AFF) expediti on to
kyd1 ve Deland, Florida. Capt Rob Hamilton led the expedition with
Capt Tim Grey, Lt Jim Hawkin , Cpls Butterfield, Falinski ·Mr
Holt, Jenkins, Parker and ' Mini-me' Smith, LCpl Widdop and Sig
·Ri cky' Martin panicipating as the live bait.

LA T B T OT LEA T
A tinal mcmion mu t be made of those quadron personnel who are
not ba ' ed in Banja Luka. We are eternally grateful to tho e members of
the quadron who are working at the Hub in orsham. We hope to cc
you back out here in the near future . A few words to those of the
quadron who mobili ed with us .but were deployed to 200 qn in
Pri tina. we hope the weather there 1 better than here and we also hope
you can make it up for a vi, il before we all depan. Finally, from tho c of
us ~ ho have been given the onerous job of being lationcd with all the
med ic down in ipovo. Enjoy.

'The Team' on Exercise Para Finn

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
AND
15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
CO
Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn OBE
R M
WOI (RS 1) Mc aught
Ha1ing all recovered from the excesses of the fe tive period and pulled
1
through the ew Year 'back to ' ork blue ' we al l experienced in
January. the pace i beginning 10 pick up in the Regiment. But one final
look back to 2001 ha to be done and this is 10 thank the work of the
Wive Club for organi ing the Li burn Chri tmas Fayre in aid of SSAFA
Forces Help on the 15 ovember 2001. The Christmas Fayre rai ed the
ma ive um of £6270.00 for
AFA Forces Help in orthern Ireland.
The Chairman of the orthem Ireland Branch, Lt Col (Retd) Da id
Twigg, believed that this amount was a record for a ingle fund rai ing
event held in the Province. Over 500 people attended the Fayre including
Hi \I.or hip. the Mayor of Lisburn, accompan ied by hi wife. Over forty
tails pro\·ided a wide and varied selection for Christma shopping and
the happy stall-holders reported brisk trade throughout the clay. The Fayre
wa broadca t live by BFP and included a programme of cookery
demon trations, music from the ' orthern Ireland Territorial Band, a
fa hion ·how. Christmas ake action and an ice carved wan. Even
Father Christmas made an appearance. It was a great day and SSAFA
Force Help and the Fayre Committee were grateful to everyone from
around the Province who helped and supported the event and in turn this
\ery worthwhile charity.

back under the Regiments admini trative wing, and a large turn around in
the Officer Plot particularly in rhe G6 Branch i expected. o far the ew
Year has brought a number of visitors to G6 and the Regiment; when the
GOC (NI), Lt Gen A. S. H, lrwine CBE visited he was given the task of
presenting some well earned medals.

SSgt (Retd) Emmot receiving his MSM from the GOC (NI)

The CO Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn 'Shopped 'til he dropped'
at the Lisburn Christmas Fayre

L.ook111g fomard, 2002 promises to be busy period for the Regiment,
the political '<Cenc continue to keep us on our toes, with immediate ' flash
to bang' times 10 meet the politicians need in dismantling the border
time!"> and millions of pounds being spent on new equipment. HQ I is
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were over 20 miles away, we could sec the huttle as clear as day and
even saw the rocket tubes come off We fimshed off the evcnmg \\ith
some go-karting and a bite to eat at Hooters with the Hooters' swim uit
calendar models isn "t li fe tough ! It was a hectic two weeks and
c.veryone wa' knackered by the time we got on the plane to come home.
for th.ose who h~ve ever t~o ught about domg a jump, all I can say is DO
IT. It 1s m1 amazmg sensation and the amount of safety that goc in to the
sp?rt will ensure you land in one piece. Everyone got a suntan, everyone
cnJoycd themsel ves and everyone can't wait to go again, I think!

The Medal Recipients
Back Row (L-R): Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn QBE , Sgt Robson ,
SSgt Emmet, SSgt Ashworth , Sgt Drewitt W01 (RSM) McNaught
Front Row (L-R): Mrs Emmot,
GOC (NI) - Lt Gen A. S. H. Irwin CSE Mrs Drewitt and children
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The Exercise started with a weekend at the Joint ervice Parachute
Centre ( ethcravon) to carry out ground training. The training went
rather more quickly than we had anticipated - by Saturday night the
in tructor were promising that the fir t jump would take place on the
Sunday if the weather was good enough. Having never done a rain dance
before, ii seemed an ideal opportunity to put one into practice!
Thankfully for us (although Capt Hamilton wa rather di appointed) the
weather tayed in its usual miserable alisbury Plain tyle and poured on
the Sunday. Monday morning and we were up bright and early ready to
get the transport to Gatwick. After explaining that the Automatic
Activation Devices (AAD - a mall explosive charge which will fi re the
re erve parachute should a kydiver drop through a predetermined height
still in free fall) would not bring the aircraft down, we ev<:ntually
boarded, destination Orlando. Among t a lot of nervous laughter, we
filled in the plethora of paperwork, which would allow us to leave a
perfectly good aircraft at 13,500 feet. The aim wa to qualify everyone as
category eight skydivers and to get in as much free fall time as possible
bt:fore our return to the 'sunny' UK. With everyone managing to
fall/jump/be pu hcd out things seemed 10 be going okay umil 'Jungle
!1m' Hawkins decided to miss the drop zone and go tree hugging
instead! With 'Right hand Ricky' Martin failing to grasp the concept ofa
left hand landing pattern, the air was soon full of canopie from what
spectators considered to be the Royal ignals Travelling Circu . The
jumping continued for two weeks with the weekends being kept as rest
days (which we would have jumped on a well but OlC expedition wa
terrified that the mad American jumpers would cause an accident). There
was only one hiccup when LCpl Jenkins deployed hi reserve canopy on
a pilot chute hesitati on. The main was till in the bag when he cul it away
and it dropped like a stone into a mangrove wamp - the canopy wa
never found. Thal left everyone on edge for their next jump , but carried
on regardle s except Cpl Falin ki who hid in the toilet when it was hi
turn to jump. With a few trips to the wind tunnel in Florida and some
excellent tuition, everyone qualified as category eight skydivers, although
the last day was quite a rush to get everyone through.
In the evenings we sampled ju t about every type of 'all you can eat'
restaurants and quickly realised why American are o fat. There were a
good couple of nights out including a ' ladie drink free' night at the local
student bar, which Jed to mo t of us nipping out to the local . tore and
snapping up last sea on 's bargains. We dicln 't get the free drinks we
wanted but the ladies lovep it! On the weekend we went to Orlando and
visited Wet 'n' Wild, fol lowed by a visit to a couple of mas ive hopping
malls where people boughr more r-shirt than they could carry, or in 'Sky
ral' Smith 's case, a baseball cap for everyday of the week. On the
Sunday we went to the Kennedy pace Centre. PXR point fo r all furure
expeditions to lorida - show your MOD 90 and you get in for free. Jn
our case it ~aved u $275! Whilst out there we were lucky enough to
~ 1tn es a pace sh uttle launch from ape Kenned , eventually! The fir t
time we went to watch the launch we parked opposite the Kennedy Space
Centre bur bang on launch time a large black cloud parked itself right on
!OP of the Shuttle. The following clay we watched from a beach side bar
m Daytona and fortunately enough the launch went ahead. Although we
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EXERCI E RED W TCH Fl
30 0 EMBER - 9 DECEMBER 2001 - by Sgr Cathrew
On the evening of 30 ovember 2001, six members of 15 Sig Regt
and other member of ~isburn Garrison Sub-Aqua Club gathered at
Gatwick Airport for the Journey to Hurghada, Egypt to participate in Ex
Red Watch Finn, an adventure training expedition to the Red ea. The
journey went. smoothly given the amount of kit we were carrying.
although fightmg off the Hurghadan locals at the airport was a bit of a
challenge. We were welcomed aboard the 'King Sea Stars' by the cre",
whereupon we began preparing the ki.t for the forthcoming six clays of
diving. The fir t day was a 'shake out.' hardly demanding when the water
wa 23° Cel ius! Everyday the expedition member would complete three
or four dive that would usually include a night dive. The highlight of the
week was a day spent diving on the wreck of the "Thi tlegorm.' a supply
ship sunk by a German bomber in WWll whilst wairing to pass through
the uez Canal. The cargo included a number of 2 ti tonne truck . ome
of which till contained their load of motorcycle and Wellington boots.
The dive wa that exciting that WOI (RS 1) Mc 'aught decided to rake
some ouvenirs in the form of ome excellent cars acros hi head. By
the end of the exercise. all personnel had completed al lea t 20 dives
each, no-one had been eaten alive and everyone had had a thoroughly
enjoyable time. ame again next year plea e!
ROYAL lG AL B DMTNTON CHA 1PIO HlPS 2001
The Royal Signals Badminton Champion hips were held at 21 (A )
ignal Regiment on the I 0 December 200 I and saw the following
members of the Regiment participating:
W02 Gaz Bennett (225 Sig Sqn)
SSgt Andy Ball (2r Sig qn)
Sig K Stewart (233 Sig Sqn)
Unfortunately, due to an in ufficient number of player . 15 ig Regt
wa not represented in the lnter Units competition, however, all players
competed in the individual competitions. The overall turnout from all
units was di appoi nting and the organisers made the deci ion to play all
games on the single day. which in tum thoroughly te tecl the fime of all
the players. Despite the low turnout the overall level of play wa, a high
as normally e pccted and Regimental player achieved the following
re ult :
Men' ingle
S at Ball (Runner Up)
Women's ingles
ig tewart (Winner)
Veteran's Doubles
\ 02s Bennett/Middleton
(30 ig Regt) (Runners Up)
Unit Double
W02 Bennett/S gt Ball (Runners Up)
Hopefully the 2002 Competition will :ee a better turnout from all units
to make for a longer and more varied competition.
ROYAL IGNAL Kl CAMP - by LCpl Stew Adamson
Late in ovember three member of 15 ignal Regiment set off on a
long road trip to a . mall town in Austria . Thi group included myself
LCpl teve Adam on, Capt Lucy Thirsk and Cpl 'Billy' Beaumont.
Aller an epic journey we eventually arrived at what wou ld be our home
for the next four week , a mall town called Zell-am- cc. Training on the
slopes began traight away on the lfonday morning. ftcr a few day· on
the slope , it wu lime to get to grip with slalom. Thi wa fun if you
enjoy skiing through tank tracks after about fifty other people hal'e b-cn
down the course before you. Confidence throughout the group 1\ a high
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unttl the $mall ski school members with their little era h helmets came
fl~ mg pa ·t mo' mg for nothing or nobody. Half way thro~gh the four
\\eek-;. a ta!!. team was de,eloped betwe.:n Capt Lucy Thirsk and our
nC\\ am,al apt Paul Griffith . who showed us the proper way to relax
alkr a hard day on the pi~tc . The tramtI'S ~ came harder each w~ ~ on
th· slope. . . t th . tart of Week 3 for the . k1crs the · no'' board~r JOmed
m They were gi\en a week training followed by a week racmg. Race
\\eek arrived all too quick! . The wcathi>r began to tum extremely cold
and, 1sibility \\U> limited. Each indi,·idual enjoyed raci.ng
l.alom. the
1iant lalom and the uper G. s a whole. the team d1?n t achieve g'.eat
re:uh . but one of th.: snowboarder came away with best o tee .
congratula11on Cpl Harris. All who allended gained grea~ e_xpcrience
some are now intending to undergo trnmmg toward their mslructor
qualification.

!Ji.:

HE DQ ARTER Q ADRO

nice to cat and to throw. wasn't it Capt Pete ' hucke r ' Ke n nedy?
Meanwhile Cpl ' Booger· Booth was getti ng the ram c unde rway. Cpl
az Flatman was de lighted to come back o ff leave and win a Play
tat ion 2. Sgt Martin 1or ris won a bike and Mrs Alison Graham got
herself a DVD player. the RQ, WOZ (RQM _) Brad Ho~g scooped the
stereo and L pl Chris Telling got the star prize of the wide-screen TV,
which must ha\C compensated hi m . lightl y as he was actuall y work ing
night . Aller the raftlc. The Mi.mies started their performance, much. to
the del ight of al l. All . orts of 1mpcrsonat1 ons were performed rangmg
from Fredd ie Me rcury. Ali-G. and Rab C esb1tt to Zippy and George.
They e ven eemed to kno\\ about Cpl ally Brown and her thespian
way.. After the perfo1mance was finished tl1ey wheeled out the di sco and
the qn had the c han e to dan e and le t their hair do~n until . the early
hour . Finally a big thank-you to D Watch for their help 111 clearing up the
mess early the next day.

qn Comd
\1aj D. T. H. \\ ilson
\1
WOZ G. Steel
llEADQ ARTER Q ADRO CHRI TMA F 'CTIO
1>1· Cpl Dougie Douglas
Thi year's Christma runction wa held on 13 J:?e.cember al_the
glorious Reoimental bar - The Peake Inn. The orga111smg committee
compn ed ;f gt 'Jed' Robert s, Cpl :Dougie' Dougla '·Cpl ' Baz'
Barrett and ig 'Lou' ime. Our ente1":31~ment for the eve~mg w~ gt
·suck' RodoeN' Di co and for the maJonty oftl1e mght h1 music was
out of thi. w"orld - well it wa n 't from this planet anyway! Our food wa
·upplied b} the cookhouse and was actually very nice; the ·. ing_ley '
were o hocked a medic wa called 111! The raffie wa very widely
anticipated, with the first prize of a DVD player and second priz~ ~ HI-F!
y ·tern. o who· was the fir t ticket drawn - The OC, ~1aJ Dave
\\'ii on. Worse wa to come when the • econd prize wa drawn and the
wmner "a the 21C, Capt · teve' Dick on . Rumour of money
c. changing hands prior to the draw were unfound~d. All in all it was a
great night and a big thank-you to all who orgam ed and attended the
evening.

GOLF TROOP
Tech Adjt
Capt Craig
E 0 FofS
WOZ (FofS) Roberts
The Troop would like to sa y a fond fare well t_o ~ pl ' w~mpy '
Pearson who leave · on promotion and 1s shortly to arnve 111 243 Sig Sqn,
where there arc ple nty more mattrc c , thanks for all your hard work in
IT G. A big G Tp welcome to the following people: C pl Matt Stowell
and \\ ifc Amanda, Cpl Jim Liddell and wife Claire, Cpl teve Bilby
and Cpl Steve Livesey. Enjoy your time with the Troop and we hope you
have plenty of Gore-Tex clothing, you'll need it. C_ongratulations go to
the following people: gt R an Lang on complcllon of the All Anns
Commando Course, Cpl Lesley Jay for completion of the RSJ C and
her imminent promotion to Sergeant - gc~ the beers in: Cpl Ian ~Velsh for
pa . ing hi PT! Cla s 3 cour e and bemg on the ~1ck ever s111ce! Sgt
Marc Beckett for ' inning £600 in the Mess Chnstma Draw and of
course on hi e ngagement to Sgt ue Wright. ot forgetting, Sgt (now
SSgt) Oa e ' Can't Drink ' Kilgallon who not only got promoted, but al o
won the Inter- qn c ross-country e vent. became orthem Ireland cro
country champion a nd captain of the Corp cross-country team .

COM 1A OJ G OFFICER. TROPHY
THE MILITARY PHY ICAL CHALLE, ' GE
br WO:> ( 'SM) Ga= Steel
· 01 last, plea e not la t again. That was my wish first thing thi
morning before competing in the first event _of the CO's :rrophy - The
Military Phy ical Challenge. After assembling a hand picked team of
willing volunteers (which e,·eryone knows is SSM's. language fo~ telling
people they're in the team!) we et about the task 111 hand. Which. was
made no ea ier by a certain team member dropping out at the last mmute
- you know who you are. First up was the swimming event The team
had to 're cue' a dummy and complete as many length a possible. ow,
given mat one of our team couldn't swim. and ome of the team needed
re cuing by the end, (LCpl · ki' miejowski and ig ' 1o nickname
yet' Hobb ), we put in a good effort. ext up - The equipment move_. The
team had to carry pieces of equipment around a et course. The Jtems
con i ted of ammo boxes, stretcher and the like. The hea vier the
equipment - the more points sc-0red. The condition were atrocious but
that didn't top people showing some guts. otably from Cpl Holt and
ig 'Lucky' Luck. Finally the Gym tests , consisting of the rower.
stepper. bike and bench pre s. Being the last event the whole team went
for it. 'Jotable di plays from
gt ' Jim' 1ason on the bike and Cpl 'do
you work out?' Barrett on the bench-press. The results then, a very close
run competition. First . 233 iq qn, Second - 225 Sig Sqn and Third HQ qn. owe weren't last we were third! Also. well done to Sgt
"Tug' \Vil on (233 Sqo) for an excellent competition.

CO C P CRO
COUNTRY OMPETITlO
11 DECEMBER 2001
by LCpl Fletcher
On 11 December 200 I I coughed and spluttered my way to the
building of22S Sig qn . As embled outside on thi crisp winter morning
were 14 hardy volunteers ( 12 mco a nd two women) smoking, chatting
and mentally preparing them el ve for the annual CO's cross-country
competition. To my delight I wa told I was needed despite my illness
and that I would be competing. I had little hope of being let off because
of the amount of people who were not able to run ; due regretfully lo
having cough colds and other ailments. which mysteriou ly manifest
themselve before such events. Trying to convince my elf that breathing
was over-rated we all set off to Malone University Sports Field where the
race would commence at 1300 hours . All that I had heard about the
cour e was that it was steep. Before the race started the competitor were
given a video presentation shO\\ing the route, which looked good. The
erious competitors were also given an option to walk around the course.
When our erious competitors returned they concluded it was steep! With
everyone happy with the route we as embled on the start line. ervou ly
people checked their \\atches, had a la t minute smoke or did some
stretches. The next five and a half miles would decide the winner of the
CO's cup. We had to beat 233 ig Sqn or all was lost!
When the race got underway the race was as 1expected - fast. The lead
group of about eight people wa soon out of sight and the foolhardy
people who had gone off too quickly were rapidly slowing down. The
course wa good underfoot and the route was grass-fields, tracks and
woodlands. For the first three-quarters of lap one, the course was
reasonable and the ground was nice and hard while the downhill section
through the woods was a welcome break for the leg . But ala what
comes down mu t go up. The first sign of a severe incline came when
compe ti tors generally stopped running halfway up and continued
hunched over at a snail 's pace while seriously regretting their last minute
cigarette. When that was over it was a round three corners of ~n
undulating field to a sharp right and an immediate left and the biggest hill
of the cour e, it which was abo ut I SOm and required ice axes and
crampons to ascend it. ursing myself for lo ing the laminated sick chit, I
set about running up it. I arrived at the top feeling I was ru1u1ing in slow
motion (and a special tha11ks goes to Cpl 'Pickles' Hayward who wa>
marshalling at the top of the hill - c he ers for a ll the silent
encouragement!) However, I was still up in a good position. Then it was
up a small country path then a right over a gate and down a hill. I had
completed lap one, which was the end of the race for the women.
Only one lap to go! The second lap was as painful as the fir t, only the
hills hurt more and the people who had had a last minute cigarette were
promising themsclvc they wou ld never smoke again. Alas it was a brave
performance by 225 ig qn with the team captain Sgt Kilgallon
winning (surprise) and an excellent result for W02 (Supvr R) Robson
coming in the top ten and Cpl Salter finishing 11th. As for the re l of~
finely tuned athletes we came in the teen or twenties. Despite all th~s
233 Sig Sqn won and the O's c up once again stayed firmly in their
trophy cabinet. Even though we did not win it's good to take hits for the
team. Everyone gave everything, which means that we arc all winners.
The competitors were as follows: Capt Craig, W02 (SSM) Tborne,
gt (FofS) Leach, gt Lang, Cpl Rimmer Cpl Clayton, Cpl Booth,
Cpl Kendall, Cp l Jay, Cpl Caffrey and LCpl Fletcher.

GREETI 1 G A ' D GOODBYES
The quadron would like to welcome the following new members to
the fold. gt 'Andy Carrick from 7 Armd Bde Sig Sqn and Sig
eedham from 11 Sig Regt to the QM Department. Cpl Rawlings
po ted in from 30 ig Regt and igs Hobbs, Mullan, McAulay,
\forri on and \ eir, all from 11 Sig Regt. to COMMCE Tp. We hope
you enjoy your time in Li bum. The Squadron would like to say farewell
to gt ·Rocky' Mountain who i po ted to JSSU Digby. All the very best
for the ft.ture. The Squadron also congratulates W02 (SSM) 'Gaz' teel
and his wife Joanne on the birth of their baby daughter, Zara.
TOP PRE -CO 'G RAT LATIO S
ongratulations go to WOI (fofS) ' Pete' Stowell on his election for
commis ·ioning. Congratulations also to W02 (RQM ) ' lvlark'
'\eighbour and WOZ 'Al' Peel on their selection for promotion to WO I.
Well done'

Q

ADROt\'
Maj 1. J. mith
WOZ R. Thorne
CHRI T\1
f
CTIO ' 2001
On IS December 2001, 225 Sig Sqn had its annual Christmas Bash.
This lime the prestigious event was held in the Peake lnn, along the
'Strip'. and organised by
gt Joo Brooke. The event was well
upponcd (except by Capt Griffiths) with over I 00 attending. The
entertainment for the evening was provided by an act all the way from
c-o1land. 1 he Mimics. Fir t they provided music whil t we all got
lubricated Then along came a splendid spread provided by the junior
ranks cool.house. Various cumcs, lasagne and gateaux, which was both
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UPPORT T ROOP
Tp Comd
C apt P. R. Griffiths
RQMS
W02 P. B. W. Hogg
After a wel l-deserved C hri s~mas and cw Year break (for some), Sp
Tp kick started 2002 with a tn p to Ball ykinlar ranges. LCpls 'Grizzly'
l\l cC r on e, ' W hen I was in Kenya' Worthington and 'Baby Face'
Blundell, were all out to prove what deadly weapons they were without
the u. e of a CMV. LC pl Blundell ' s shooti ng reached new heights and he
wa awarded ti tle of 'Sp Tp nipe r ' rep laci ng Cpl ·N' Deas, whose
recent departure has caused a great loss in the RQ's department. The
po ting of C pl · ' Deas w ithin the sto re~ has however, affected the
j udgement of ig ' I Can't count' James. He has p rovided the Squadron
with enough scouring pads to last until 2008, not to menti on the copious
amounts of toilet cleaner, nice one, ig 'Numbers' James.

Debbi e and son Daniel (arc you sure you haven' t left them under the
patio, S teve?) who, much to his de li g ht w ill sta rt hi s ne w job in
Blandford. Joming hi m there will be Cpl 'Mockney· Haskell , his wife
Sha ron and nipper Adrienne. Off to pastures new go gt ' Knuckles '
Farrin gton. Cpl 'Gi mp' shurst and LCpl ' Sumo' Boyd all off to
pastures new throughout the Corps and Cpl 'Sleeper ' Burrons on a hard
course. C pl 'Si' Mason and ' Stevie down in one ' Blood al so depart 10
try their luck in the big bad world. To each and every one of them, the
Troop say. thank you and all the best. A big Romeo Tp hug and welcome
to SSgt ' Mane' Parkes, wife Deborah, son teven and fat dog Willow
from RS . th e qu iver ing wrecks o f: Cpl · Daz' Ormiston, LCpl
'Ca meron' Deas (fro m Ed inburg h and TM Tp respecti vely), LCpls
'change that shirt' Jones and ' Mat ' Gill from Willy Wonka's Tech
factory.

t<.: C HOTROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (SSM) ettleship
Tp SSgt
gt (Supvr R) Rowlands
Life continues at breaknec k speed in the roll er coaster ride that is E Tp
at 225 Sig Sqn . T he Christm as pe riod was as bu sy as ever, with an
excel lent Chri stmas party, organi cd by our very own SSgt John Brooke.
I he cason also saw the end of the CO's Cup Challenge that, despite a lot
of hard work, we were unabl e to retain. Many members of the Troop took
part in the shooting, mi l skill s and cross-country over the period, often at
short noti ce, a nd gave a n exce lle nt account of them-se lves. Cpl Gaz
flatman played his part by sett ing up a g luh wem stall at the fire works
night party (non-alcoholic of course!). gt Steve Ayres finall y ct off
after much hard work to join the Am1y's expediti on to Antarctica. As far
as we can tell , he has climbed uncharted peaks, narrowly missed out in
creva se fa ll s and grown a damn fine beard. Four member of the Troop
became the pians for the season, ta king part in the talion panto (SSgt
' fester the je ter ' Brooke, LCpl ' Queeni e' Carlyon, SSgt ' handy andy'
Piers and S gt ' DJ' Dodds). Finall y, the Troop QC visited Cpl Lisa
Shaw at Headl ey Court to fi nd that she has made a remarkable recovery
from serious injury. She is desperate for company, o if you know her,
pop in and visit. Personnel are thrown in and out of the Sqn Detachments
like ' mall s' in a very powerful washing machine. We ay hello to a raft
of fresh-faced T3 Tradesmen - LCpls Tindall, Desforge -Poths, Taylor,
Cramp, Carlyon, Murray, Holden, Thomas, Thompson, Fenton and
Munford , all of whom are ch a mp ing at the bit to be flung out on
Detachment (sorry chaps, Class 2 exams first !). We also saw the arrival
of more experi enced personnel, both Army and RAF, including Cpls
Hildreth and Baker (many congratulatio ns on theirs and Cpl Ware's
promotions), JT Kennedy (who j ust refu e to stay away!), JT Wade
and Cpl Sullivan . It is good to ec the RAF element getting back up to
strength. Of course arrival s mean losses and we say goodbye to gt
' mighty atom ' Potton , Cpl A ndy Dale (Digby), Cpl Pete 'slasher '
Kennedy (921 EOD), and some of our RAF colleagues, Cpl Cartwright,
JT Davie Hyndman and JT Bradley. We heartily welcome our new
arrivals and wish those who have left us the very best for the future.

TECH ICAL MAI TE,
CE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt V. E. Hemmings
Tp SSgt
S gt P. Mitchell
Thi s month has seen the departure of three long-standing members of
the Troop. Cpl Paul Harris, Cpl George Lohse and SSgt Jason Harris
are all moving on to pastures new. Cpl Paul Harris to Blandford, Cpl
George Lohse, soon to be Mr George Lohse, returns 10 student life and
SSgt Jason Harris has moved. on promotion, within the Squadron to
NCC Tp. The Troop says hello to three new faces, our long awaited Tp
Comd, Capt Vicky Hemmings, LCpl arah Berry, who joins us from
Bla ndford and Cpl cit Bamforth who joins us from RAF Bruggen.
The Troop took part in a go-kart competition in order to ay good-bye to
the three that are departing. A good day was had by all. There were
plenty of kids, spins and spills, some accidental and others encouraged
by sneaky driving tactics. Our new arrival Cpl eil 'Schumacher '
Bamforth proved stiff competition after demonstrating that practice
before hand pays off. He took the chequered flag!

233 SlG AL SQUADRON
qn Comd
Maj N. A. Walker
SSM
WOZ P. Tasker
I DIA TROOP - by Cpl Falin ki and Sig Moran
Tp Comd
W02 (Supvr IS) McHugh
Tp SSgt
SSgt Gatrick
India Tp has experienced a rather quiet and uneventful month after the
hectic Christmas period. ew arriva l into the Troop from the school ,
LCpl ' Kev' Brook and LCpl ' HS gigs' Pinchback who have brought
their own unique smell to room NW204, welcome to the Troop lads
we ' ve called the contractors off the possible ewage leak. Bringing in the
New Years resolutions were W02 ' Q - pork pie muncher' McHugh and
S gt ' Flo - 2 can Dan ' Jarvis with their fitness campaign although the
Troop think this will last a long as Cpl 'toff - fancy a KFC' Lucas's
diet. Congratulations go to Sgt 'tug-boat ' Wilson on his promotion to
taff Sergeant, LCpl 'loved up' Falinski on promotion to orporal and
Sig ' pot noodle ' Moran on finally being elected for the rank of Lance
Corporal. well done lads. The work side of life ha been running
moothly, excluding Sgt ' ed' canton with his size 24 boots bringing
down all of I omms and blaming it on a drawing pin, 'oakley-didleyoakley ', nice one ed. With policy changes afoot in the Army, Sgt
' Icky ' Gatrick has been the first to make a positive tep with hi home
improvements in lndia Tp 's rest room by painting it desert DPM with the
help from Sig ' Rudolf' Williams and Cpl falinski.
ROMEO TROOP - by Sgt King
Tp omd
Capt R. A. Hamilton
Tp YofS
W02 (YofS) A. . Yates
Sgt (FofS) J. L. Collins
.
.
.
Tp Fors
The cw Year has started well with 1he Troop havmg to 111vest m
another trophy cabinet for i1s ever-inc rea ing winning spoil . The
McKelvic up, McKelvie up Basketball and McKclvie Cup 6-a- idc
Football all adding to Romeo Tp's monthly Brasso bill. With the old
adage 'work hard, play bard' being the standard houl to echo from the
Op Room, the gaffer Capt 'Uni ted tales Liai on Officer' Hamilton ha
tried to mix the two as be t he can, but usually gives more of the form.er.
Fo nd farewe ll go to Sgt 'Fir t works the cars' Bartleet, his wife

MCKEL IE C P BASKETBALL
by LCpl Steve Adamson
The McKelvie Trophy entered the fe tive eason with the Inter-Troop
Basketball Competition held 6 December 200 I. The event got off to a
great start . The fir t points of the competition went to CC Tp' Foreman
against TM Tp. W02 (FofS) 'Air' Hubble delivered a sweet three
pointer that left the crowd wondering if this was the team to beat.
Unfortunately it was not lo be, they peaked early and only managed a few
isolated baskets from ig 'Gaz' Hitchins in their remaining games.
Disaster then struck leaving almost half the India Troop team in the
Medical Centre. SSgt 'Flo' Jarvis out in their first game with a severe
ankle prain and Cpl 'not so Magic' Corber taken to hospital with a
u peel fractured ankle, later found to be tom ligaments. Every game was
well played and the teams fought hard. The support from the quadron
was excellenr and Romeo Tp pectators were plea ed to watch their team
secure another win towards the overall Competition. with a three point
shot in the dying seconds of the.final game (again t TM Troop) from Cpl
' Shaq ' Weatherstone. TM Tp was the runner up with CC Tp and India
Tp tussling for la t place, India Tp unfortunately taking it
1CKELVIB CUP 6- -SIDE FOOTBALL
by Cpl 'Mike' Davies
The McKelvie Cup ix-a-Side Football began with CC Tp still
looking for their first trophy (two year and counting!). although hopes
gt 'Harry'
were high with the pre-season buy of Regimental footballer
Harris from TM Tp to pair up with W02 (FofS) 'Paul' Hubble. al o
form the Regimental idc. CC began with a convincing win over pre
tournament favourites TM Tp with goa l from W02 (FofS) Hubble and
SSgt Harris. who faced a con tant barrage of boo and houl of Juda
from the a embled ma e of TM Tp. The cause wa helped by tireless
midfield running by gt 'Di co Derek' Richards . With Romeo Tp
truggling to come from 4-1 behind to draw 4-4 with this years whipping
boys India Tp, ome brave soul in CC were already deciding where lo
put their fir l trophy. othing la ts forever though . In our econd game,
against much fancied (by them el e mostly!) Romeo Tp, Cpl 'The Cat'
Davies in the CC goal wa left helplc s (or was it haple ?) by rhe
constant wave of pressure from Romeo Tp. Despite CC taking an early
lead, Sgt 'Mac' McGibbon equali ed with a twenty-yard stunner to put
Romeo Tp on their way to victory. D pitc the d fensive might of LCpl
'Colo sus' We terman and the artacking trickery of Sgt 'Ginger inja'
Tierney, CC were beaten 5-3, with TM Tp putting India Tp to the
word with an easy win, pu hing TM Tp into joint s cond with
,a
point behind Romeo Tp. till the CC oplimi t rcfu ed 10 admit defeat
(it's the lack of sunlight!). A win again·t India Tp and a TM Tp victory
over Romeo Tp would · e u into a penalty hoot out against TM Tp for
the chance of our first honour. urely even CC could beat India Tp? At
half time, with India Tp winning 4-0. things were looking a bit bleak!
The valiant effon of gt 'Dave' Rimmer to convince ever one he'd
played foo1ball before and the midfield trickery of pl 'Bigge't Forehead
in ATO' Carter were all in vain in tl1e face of unending pre sure from
India Tp. determined lo fini h third at lea t once this year.
econd half
rally from
C got the score back to S-1. but it wa not to be for the
CC. and like the mid 90's Li erpoo l team. CC were left trailing
behind after a good ·tart. The deciding game between TM Tp and Romeo
Tp wa won 2-1 by Romeo Tp lo give them both the tournament and al o
to clinch the quadron lcKel ie Cup title.
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holds little exception. So a big 19 Bdc welcome to Capt l•,d Dickson
who arrives from 12 Mech 10 take over.

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQ UADRON (203)
• qn omd
\laj D. B. Warne I< IG1 AL
R \I
\\ 01 (RSM ) R. J. H oo d R IG 'A L
Ql ADRO'\ l PO'\T E
I fell it lime for the remainder of the Corps to be brought up to peed
wnh all the change· that ha\'C been happemng o\'er the recent months.
The beginning of the new millennium wa. a period of immen e .change
for 3 Inf Bde I IQ and ig qn . fter nearly ten years of eparallon, tl~e
remainder of the ignal quadron joined the B~igade 1:feadquaners m
PortadO\\ n: quadron Headquarter· moved 1mmed1ately prior to
Drumcree 2000 and upport Tp before Drumcree 200 I. The long awaited
new inglc Lh ing Accommodation (SL ) i 10 b~ C0!11P.ictcd by Ju.ne
2002, pro\ id ing all single and marri d unaccompanied Jtm1or rank. with
modern. en- uite acco mmod a t io n in Portadown {the room are 3m
. quared larger than non11al caling). The ne\ cookhou e and quadron
Club will quid.l y follo'' on. The mo\ e of 3 R !RI H from ~ortadown to
Armagh to merge w ith
R IR ISH ha ena bled the mnJOnty of.the
quadron to mo\'e from it· ·1ux~riou · (though somewhat decaymg)
portacabin> to brand-ne'' brick-bu1ld.s. In add.1uon the qu~dron, together
with a newly fonned Portadown tanon Admm1 s~11ve l]mt, will as ume
re ponsibili t) for admini tering Portadown talion, wnh the quadron
Commander double-hatted a Sta t ion Commander. quadron
Headquarter i· to mo\ e again and will co-lo~ate with upport Tp and the
bulk of Comm Tp in building 177 by Apnl 2002. Comm Ops. C .
Crypto and yscon,COMCE have remained ituated within the Brigade
H Q. The net re ult of these upheaval w iU be the q uadron having
complete control o\·er 1ahon. Barracks. and w ith the new.SLA, a n~ark~d
impro\'emem in livmg cond111ons fo r the soldiers. L~g1sucally. 11 will
make the ru nn ing of the Squad ron I 00% easier. wi th all quadron
personne l II\ ing and working together.
TEC H~ I C L

!A l 'TE:-\ A C E ECTIO .
We would like to start b)'. sayin~ a wam1 farewell to Cpl Nick, ·1 '111 in
lo,·e AGAI · Wat on who is on his way to sunny Blandford (don t fa ll m
lo,·e too soon ~i ck ) and LC pl Aid ie ·WHO?' Bennett. Hope you have a
nice time in G ibraltar. Ca n we al o ay a big hello to Cpl Baz 'The
F itn e · ·' B arra n . get to th e ba r and welcome to the Troop.
Cong ra tu lation 10 C pl ·• orm a n Ba tes · Owen and Cpl ·Tyrone·
Hep;o r t h on pas ing thei r kill At Arms (LIFERS). A big ~veil done to
2Lt Loo n and the girls with anothe r great pe rfon11a nce m the cross
country, beating the boy AG AI 1, if only I myself had been there thmgs
would have been so different After a short Chri tma break, all the boys
were back hard at work.
P is there any full screw Lineys out in Cypru fancy a sunn y posti ng
to 1 ·1 the n give me a bell Cp l Hep" orth 3 Bde Comms Tp.
' PP ORT T R OOP
The Troop has had a very busy period over the last few months with
the take-over of the station. Th is has had a ignifi cant effect on the
workload and how the ma npower has had to be di stributed. Also the
Troop personnel has risen from I & 29 to I & 5 1 with the arrival ~n the
Troop o f the ' LA D~ \.1edical Centre and the chefs. We would a l o hke to
congratulate Pte Jim Elli s, Pte ' Richy' Palmer.,Pte eil Davi on, Pte
Davi d Gil m ou r and Pte Davie O'. ei l o n their promot ion 10 La nce
Corporal. More congratulations are in order for LCpl Daz Owe ns a nd
baron o n the bi rth of th ei r so n Jam ie . We wou ld also like to
congratulate W02 C hr is Davies, Sgt Danny. Steele a nd C pl Ga1'. Harris
on compl et io n of Tough G uy 2002 and ra1srn g £237 fo r chari ty. T he
T roop would like to we lcurm: LCp l ·Shaz' McCr uden and P te eil
Davison 011 their arriva l in the Troop, and no it does not top rai ni ng
here . With ig 'Mi tch' Mitchell away in C hi le 011 an exped itio n and
\'arious membe rs o f the T roop away o n co urses 111 Leco nfie ld and
Ba ll vkmler, the workload seem impossible to keep on top of, especially
\ith the preparat ion for the Equipment Ca re In pection coming up in
\.'larch, but ,,·c are managing. and don't worry lads we have kept some fo r
you when you all get back. Finally we would like to ay goodbye to Cpl
Gaz Ha r ri who 1s off to 20 Annd Bde and wi ll be i1Teplaceable and Pte

Pa lm er who is off !Cl I GS Regt. Thanks for all your hard work,
espe ially pl Gaz Harris who i. an all round go~d egg and the best
CO t11e Brignde has ever had the pleasure to work with.
O RP ALP! 'E Kil G CHAMPIO HI P
After leaving Portado" n and all our troubles behind, Troop OCffea m
Captain Lt Si · hO\\ Form' Lord, ig Greg ' arv.er· Price and Sig
Ritchie ' Yak ·hema h!' quires departed on a road tnp to Zell-Am- ee.
Au tria . After two ferric and counties miles we arrived at lub
Kitzsteinhorn. our home for the next four week . After a briefing from
SSgt a l Bruce we were hown to our room for some well de erved
rest.
ftcr an early breakfast we made our way cag~rly t.o the
Kitz tcinhorn Glacier to regain our ki legs before the k1-off 111 the
afternoon .
Placed with our re pcctive groups and instructor we began the first of
fifteen day of very inten ive but enjoyable race training. The first weeks
training con idcred of regaining the skill we already had ( .o I was told),
but I was in· tead introduced to the art of head plantmg, which by the end
of the week had been perfected! The econd week began with more
advanced and faster skiin<>, along with all the fun and falls that
accompany it. At the weekend we planned a i it to the American PX at
Ganni h. As luck would have it ig Squir es was map readmg and he
decided that a detour via Italy would perhap be nice . This became
apparent a 'e approached a toll booth and. i.g quires a ked , ' ls thi the
road 10 Garmi h?' The reply was, · O! This 1 the road to Italy.' Oh hO\\
we laughed. Week three was race training, the week my group had been
looking fo rward to. With the int~oduction of poles., new 10 us all, we
attacked them with uicidal enthusiasm. Although m1tia ll y findmg lalom
and giant slalom difficult, I_eventually picked it .up despite bad weather
condition and little pracnce. The weekend did prove to be another
eventful road trip. Thi time the idea was to drive to Munich to pick up
our other team member Cap t An gie 'Honest you need a physio' C ain
and our team mascot C a pt Rachel 'Speed Demon' A lex ander . This time
Sig Ritchie ·GP · quires actually got u th;re .. Ho':"ever, a cha.nge. of
places brought ig G reg 'It's the map's fault Pn ce mto the na.v1gat1.on
hot seat. Munich looks great for the fir t ten laps, but soo.n after 1t begm
to look a bit the ame. We did eventually find a hotel and 1ro111cally 1t was
a return vi it to the Hotel Dinhorn, bringing memorie of la t year's
Munich ex t ravaganza flooding back. Our fellow teammates were
collected ready for a week of racing.
The weather on the first day for the G was idea l, however, thi s could
not be said for the rest of the week! We were succes ful with Lt Si Lord
winning the individual GS and overall Individual Champ ionships title ,
Sig Squires finishing third in the individual G and third overaH, and the
team finishing third in the Slalom,. I was just up et that we d idn't get a
medal for the team lalom. but I thmk next year could be my year!

Lt Si Lord begins to weaken
as Col Eubank increases his death grip

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE H EADQUA RTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)

qnComd
RS. 1

'1aj D. r aft
\\01 (R M) S'\1 Lockwood

Ql \ORO '\ HF: DQ\.J RTERS
The Squadron hierarchy have li ttle news o f interest this month , well
except for the farewell to apt A ..J. S mit h and his wife Kat. · AJ' has
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fin ally succu mbed to the inevitable and is shortl y 10 e mbark on J SC.
Once fini shed he has been eannarkcd to return to Germany as Adjt of 16
Sig Regt. We w is h you every success for the future ' AJ' and thank you
for all the effort you put imo your work the last two years, (as well as all
the swi mming competitions, mil skills, Tough Guys and Rugby matches).
With most de partures, comes an arriva l and the importa nt j ob o f Ops

C'OMMUNI ATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
Capt S. Y. Richardson
1 p s. gt
gt R. Atherton
OPl!:RATION SECTIO
flcllo to gt Brian Rawlings , who arrives to take over from Sgt
Norrie ('rook, we hope you and your wife will be very happy here. As
• gt R comes in one door, Sgt .c goes out the other. Sgt Crook i · heading
ofT to Blandford , leavmg bchmd too many Cl IA CELLOR taskings and
bone jobs, but gaining a girlfriend in the Dorset area. We wish you well
orric and thank you for your endeavours in Ops Liaison. We have three
other departure of note this month. l'irstly a farewell to Miss athalie
Kemp, who has joined the civilian ranks after landing a very nice job,
thank you very much. with a communications company. We also have to
say so long to Mr Andy Yates. who has also abandoned his military life
for a career hopefully with the Police Force. Last but certainly not least
wc bid farewell to Mr Brett Grist, another convert to civilian life. The
remainder of SY CO and Crypto have a sinking feeling as they arc
deserted by their peers of course not calling at, A ndy and Brett
rats ......... We thank you for all your hard work whilst in 39 Bdc and
wi h you evcrv success for the future.
Congratulauon to Cpl Debbi Bevan, who has been promoted in unit
to one of the Crypto Corporal . Well done Debs. Well done also to LCpl
Al llardyce. who following Cpl Debbi Bevan's departure from the
Lance Corporal rank, a ·ked to tay in the Unit and subsequently picked
up his promotion G od luck to you Al. Well done to the four members of
Ops ection who recently sat their lass I entrance exam. The time and
effort you put into your rc~ision paid off for some excellent results.
Congratulations to the Cpls Paddy and Debs Bc"an, LCpl Stu Welton
and L pl Kelly Tweed ie .
ROVERG RO P
The two die hards from the Rover Group are still in situ, but at last the
Snatch wagons have made their final Journey to that great vehicle resting
place in the sky - otherwi c known as Kinnegar. Well done to P te
' tretch' O'Ha r e for all his efforts in finding the vehicles, transporting
them, ervicing them, transpo1ting them again, finding stolen batteries,
servicing them and transporting them for a final time. Your efforts have
n0t gone unnoticed. Congratulations also to Cp l Joe Rus hbrook who has
picked up hi ccond tape for hi remaining ix months in Unit.
TECH !CAL MA I TE A CE ECTIO '
Welcome to gt Ri c h ie B row n , who takes over for Sgt Ma rk
M urph y as Cougarnet S C'O. We wish you every success in the Unit
and look forward to a prosperous two years. Congratulations 10 gt
1ark M u r phy who has recently been promoted and moved from the
Radio Corporal to FRT S CO. We hope your tenure in this position will
be a happy one. More promotions have al o occurred in the fonns of Cpl
Tony Mora ncie and C pl 'Ted' Tedby. Congratul ation to you both.
C pl Jooles Rober ts took six members of the Troop, Cpl Paddy and
Debs Beva n, C pl 'Ted' Tedb y, LC pl Kate A nderso n, LCp l Ke ll y
l\veedie and C pl Joe Ru s hbrook , adventurou training in Scotla nd .
Garelochhead Training Camp was the focu fo r Haggi Finn with C pl
J oe Rushbrook climbing all the mountains surrounding it. The exercise
compri ed of hill walking, canoeing, mountain bi king and golf. Canoeing
in November is not to be recommended, particularly when the instructor
makes you jump in the lake umpteen times. Cpl 'Ted' Tedby made tl1e
rather unfortunate error of ·wallowing the water on j umping in, resulting
in a night of illness, or was that the beers? A very re laxed time wa had
by a ll , a llowing re ision time for the four operators. as well as a couple
of cultural visits to G lasgow and Edi nbu rgh.
RI G GI G ECTIO
It has been very quiet on the work front over this festive period, w ith
the on ly work of note being the insta ll ation in Pa lace Barracks of the new
2 Roya l Irish Regiment Headquarters nets. T he j ob ran very moothl y.
wi th all the work completed in a week . T he crews on site even managed a
rare opportun it y to get ome hands on ex perience w ith CAT 5 cab le
testing. On the fun ide of life Sig ndy ' It' not ginger ' Morrison and
LC pl 'La papa' Bate jetted ofT to Norway for a pot of Alpine Skii ng who said being an In. I Tech was no fun ? At last we can start the fa rewells
to Sig Dean Roberts, who ha been hangi ng round the Unit ince ugust
on the whim of MCM Div. He ha now been po ted on promotion to
Cyp rns. unfort unately this is not until May, but bear wi th it Deano. the
end is almost in sight. LCp l Cra ig Bate wi ll be undertaking his Cla s I
course, getting away fro m the Unit for a few month , just t1y to behave
Craig remember what happened to the la. t Rigger on that course!
C O R P S OWBOA R DI G CHAM PIONSHI PS 2001
T he j ourney started on a dark November evenin g when C pl ' Mad
Max' Beed o n, C pl ' I've found a short cut ' Fo rrest, C pl Up pa l a nd
I.Cpl Matt Gro und s set of in a omewhat ove rl oaded VW Go lf to the
Corps S nowboarding C ha mp i n. hip . The fi r t leg o f thi 1500 or so
miles to Ze ll an cc went without a hitch and we began our de cent down
England to the c ~st. A fter a quick k.ip w ith pl cil Beedon 's Mum and
Dad, we ca rri ed on, ma king th e Euro Tunne l connecuon , arn v mg 111
France at l 800hr .
Thi was where it tarted not to go to plan. A fter gelling on the~ rong
motorway coming out o f a e rvice station, there wa no road for 1111lcs to

take us back to where we wanted to go. After a fe\lo hours of solid dri\mg
to make up the hours, pl Graham Forrest pipes up that he had found a
short cut to ensure we made our overnight stop at JHQ We then
proceeded to get completely 10~1 and ~pent four hours lookmg for JI IQ,
either lost on some B road in rural Holland or stuck in Venlo trying to
find the autobahn. During the debacle, pl e il Bccdon was getting even
more stressed , both Cp l Grah a m Forres t and LC pl M a tt G rounds
found the whole thing rather amu~mg, while C pl 'G' ppal sat in the
back making increasingly stupid comments. Of course being male we
could not stop and ask for directions. but when we arrived at 7 Sig Rcgt
there seemed linle point in hiding our humiliation any longer and we
were given the route. However, being the only four people in the entire
British Anny who could not find JHQ, we got lost again, re ulting in a
night in the car, driving us almost to tears!
The second day was much better well it could not be much worse!,
and we only got lost once around Frankfurt. We arrived in Zell an ee at
1600hrs and slept until the following day. As we had arrived on the
weekend we headed up the mountains, in the case of C pl 'lei! Beedon
and LCpl Matt Grou nds to find their feet again and for C pl s Gra ha m
Forrest and 'G' ppal 10 attempt not 10 end up head first in the nearest
snow drift. The actual training started two days later and over the cour e
of a week we all improved greatly. T he second week was mea nt 10 be a
race week. but due to bad weather it was a bit of a wash out. We only
managed to race twice. once where Cpl Nei l Beed on went from being
seeded 9th to 25th due to two bad falls on the way down, m uch the
amusement of the rest of the team. On the Friday, however. the team
fought hard against very stiff com petit ion. Cpl Gra ha m Fo r rest was the
mo t succe ful, coming first in the 1 ovice and G iant la lom . winn ing
overall be t novice. The team came fourth with Cpls Beedon and Fo rrest
being selected to represent the Corps in the Anny C hampion hip . So
with the competition over for the year, a nd wi th 15 Sig Regt kindl y
taki ng some of our kit in thei r vehicle, the j o urney back wen t mo re
moothly as we had idiots guides to JI IQ. Many thanks to the Squadron
for their upport (and money) in allowi ng u time off to compete.
PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj J. 0 ' hea R IRISH
W02 (RQMS) Belam
WOIC
Congratulations to W02 (RQM ) Kev Bela m who has recently been
selected for a Commi sion with the Medical Corp . His ucce is a lo
for the Royal Corps of ignal , but the Squadron would like to ex tend
their best wi hes to you. Well done and all the be t to you and Debbi e for
the future.
MI OR 1 IT RUGBY Fl AL - by Sgt Jase Hawksworth
The I (A RU) Minor Unit Rugby Fi nal took place on Wedne day 5
December 2001 between 39 In f Bde HQ and Sig qn and 6 Regt RMP.
The venue wa called into question the ni g ht befo re as heavy ra in
managed to flood the loca l pitches. Team Capta in Sgt 1artyn W hite
RMP started to make fra ntic phone call s to find a decent pitch. Three
hours later and a bus tour o f the 39 Bde AOR, we arri ved back at Lisburn
talion a our pitch wa les o f a quagmire than the others. With a now
delaye d ta rt t ime . a nd more s upport th an imagi ned th e ga me got
underway. Both teams held fast for about ten minutes of the first ha lf. but
then the superior pack trength o f 39 Bde started to weaken the 6 RMP
pack, followed by the fi rst brea k and try fonn the thus far unte red backs.
This sta rted a trend, more trie foll owing and by ha lf time the core wa
20-0. The econd ha lf cont inued in a imi lar vein. except fo r 6 RMP
managing to save face and core their only try of the game. The pre ure
was too much fo r the kicker as the conversion went wide. The match wa
fi nally wrapped up by an amazing 75mete r print by man of the match
Sgt R ob the r to n. to take the fin a l score 10 50-5. Fired up by thi s
momentous victory the quad were then looking forwa rd to play in the
qua rte r fi nal of the Army Minor Unit Championshi ps ve rsu. 4 7 Air
De patc h Sqn RL C.
ve r y to ug h ma tch w a co nd uc te d " it h
Headquarter 39 Inf Bde coming econd fo llow ing a 16-1 0 defeat. We ll
done to all those who took part.

----

The Squad listen intently to the Coach explaining how to get those
tough to remove stains out of their kit
ORT H E R IREL
D C RO
0
T RY C HA 1PIO'I lllP.
The orthcrn Ireland Cro s-Country Team championships took place
at Ball ykinler training area al so on 5 December 200 I . The umt '' cnt into
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the . , ' r t ft:ding confident that \\C could pull off a win fo llowing good
re uh . in the:: league. We managed to wm the fin;t event of the cason,
\ h1ch \\, . the cro:s-country rela hnmpionships, and al 0 held our own
gainst th' mtrepid team of JC'U( 1 I). Having attended many Wednesday
afternoon runs the team kne'' their relati• ~ peckmg order and understood
that "nh ma imum !fort b all invo h·ec: we could clinch the win. All
kn ,, that \\hate, er the outcome 1t woult! :mrt ! Tho e that have ever n m
th , l Ur . e at Balhkinler will rea li e that it is pro bab lv th e mo · t
hallengmg our:;~ '~ithin the Province. It i a pproximately I miles long
and COOSi ~t - of YarioUS terrain over sandy a nd rocky beach, road and
track. The team con i~ted of W02 (YofS) i ick Wood, WO! ( RSM)
Ged Kt>ane. our ccret weapon from 40 ig Regt (affiliated unit fo r
,port), pl Geoff ' icholls and the two quadron 'playboys ' LCpl tu
Welton and Cpl '\1ick Jenning . The Bdc HQ managed to make up the
re t of the team "ith the following leaving their extremely busy and verso important staff job : apt Phil Fo;i., Maj Johu Kewell and Capt J. C .
unningham . A - with all cro countr)'. race it i~ very muc h an
mdindual effort and therefore each competnor ha their own personnel
experien e and memory of the eve.nt. All would a~ce, howe ver. that it
was an extremely fa t and challengmg course. requmng maximum effort
by e\'eryone. The team effort paid off and the unit became the orthem
Ireland 1inor Unit Champions. The fir t time we have won the event for
about 30 years! Congratulation to \ 01 ( R M) Ged Keane who
fini. hed 3rd OYerall. A we go to pre the unit i winning the orthcm
Ireland league, although we have a long way to go until the end of the
eason. 39 Bde are entering the Corp Champion hip in Blandford on 30
January 2002 and our win in orthem Ireland qualifies the unit to enter
the Army Champion hip to be held on l3 February 2002.

EXERC fSE Ml I 11 1 DER
On a g loomy Thur 'day afternoon a se lect group from the S ignal
quadron made their way to Ballykinler to undertake spec ial to theatre
tra ini ng, The evening started ·lowl y with Int gathering on the terrorist. ,
none of whom we sec e,·eryday a nd go o ut with on the beers, hone t.
Thi ngs soon started going · Pe te Tong', w ith LCpl ' Deak ' Deakin
becomi ng very excited and trying to hoot his way out of every situat ion
possible. Howe e r. once 'Johnny Ada ir ' (The 0
Sqn ), had been
rclea cd and tarted throwing hi weight around, it was IV P" and RPG
attack for the rest of the night, well until he wa killed off by LCpl Kev
Pack and his ev il as ociates. He may have been saved if Cpl Donna
'Lara Croft' Chivers and
gt ' Willy Wonka ' Lynch had re membered to
put magazi nes in their pistol . A lthough it i very rare to be able to kill
your QC qn and do a dance around the car to ce lebrate. Everyone ~as
getting j umpy and . ea~e r to blat ofT some .ro und JU t. to ca c the ten ion.
The Pioneers till m 1tu managed to get involved with the war. Cpl Joe
Rushbrook tr ied to practi . e fo r c ivvy tree t b y try in g to se ll all
exe rci ing troop the Big Issue. Pte ' trctch ' O ' Hare received a well
deserved puni shment . hooting much to the delight of tho e admin i tering
it. befo re the eria ls esca lated out of control. ig Del Slowey managed to
e cape a long running fi re fi ght by running head first down an alley into
an RPG , but arri cd sa fely back at the F base without a scratch on him .
The final funn y of the night was LCp l Ian Walker getting separated
from hi team and had to be re cued. The cavalry came c harging in all
gun blazing, to fi nd that the ·enemy' thought the seri al was over and
were all milling around wondering what to do next. Afte r I 6hrs of
scenarios a very tired g roup tumbled back to Li sburn fo r a few hour
' ell-de erved sleep.

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRO
qn Comd
1aj . Clarke
SM
W02 P. Griffiths
CIT TROOP
The Cormorant Introduction Team (CIT} has had a very busy and
ucce sful period over the pa t year. The Troop has been fully operational
for a year now a the UK based field conversion centre for Radio Relay
and Systems Operator trade to Area Systems Operator for oldiers from
2 ig Regt and 30 Sig Regt. To date (23 January, 2002) the Fifth Systems
conversion course is nearly complete, and the fourth Radio Relay
conversion course starts in a couple of weeks. We have now been tasked
with the conversion of units from further afield. To date we have trained
soldiers from 7 and 16 Signal Regiments in Germany, and 3 (UK) Di in
Bulford. Further to the conversion Training we have been running, the
first course of Tele Op Trg to Area Systems has ju t started. The eleven
Queen Gurkha Signals personnel from 246 and 250 ig Sqns have just
completed their conver ion to the System side and some, if not all, will
be starting the second and final stage of the conversion on the 18
February with the radio relay instructors. At present, there are 15 Troop
members comprising, 2Lt Plested (OC CIT}. the nominated Cormorant
gt Terry • heil , . gt Andy Beel, Sgt Rob Eden and
in tructors
gt eil Cooper. Administration Sgt Col Brotherston , Trade
conversion in tructors, Cpl 'Biff' Bithell, Cpl Andy Carter, Cpl Penny
Ed\\ ards, gt Clark Fatchett, Cpl .John McDonnell, Cpl Tony
Orange, Cpl Rick Rickard, Cpl Andy Rutter and Sgt Rob White. Sgt
Brotherston has al o taken on the job of Trg S CO for the Sqn and Trg
for Pre Skill a Arm courses.
Congratulations to Sgt 'Fatch' (PotYof ) Fatchett and gt ' Rob '
(PotYofS) White on being elected for promotion, also well done to Sgt
Fatchett for coming top on his YofS selection. They have both now
completed their sergeant's course and they started their CIS course at the
begmmng of th1 year. At the end of last year, Cp l Rickard and Cpl
\1cDonnell completed a RMQ course at Strensall ranges in the slating
ram. Cpl Rickard is now coming to the end of what I'm sure was a
stimulating Crypto course. Big hello to SSgt Tom 'The Biker' Brand and
Family po ted in from the planning cel l at A G, RSS Blandford. He
arrived in May and was posted out to 219 Sig qn as of 0 I ov, hi s
replacement .• gt Rob Eden from 219 Sig Sqn and Cpl Andy Carter
al o posted 111 from 219 Sqn are now fully integrated into the Troop.
Recently 2Lt Plested arrived from Sandhurst on a six-month tour as OC
C'IT, before gomg to Blandfrod for his Troop Commanders course, we
promise to take good care of him.
Throughout this year the StafT ergeants of CIT have been adjusting
the current cour es and adapting new courses for the TG Ops, writ ing
gt hiels had been
report on coun;e personnel, drinking coffee, etc.. .
m the chair as acting QC CIT until the arrival of 2Lt Plested . The other
Staff ergeant~ have other regimental commitments such as OTC Rugby
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and PEC ergeants' Mess (S gt Beel) and OJ C Triathlon (SSgt Cooper).
A ide from all that they ha ve a ll bee n back and forth on conversion
courses of their own, learning all about the new equipment. SSgts Shiels
and Cooper are now neck deep in a three-month course and from what
I've heard it 's v er y te chnical , o I ' m s ure their knowledge of
communication is being stretched to it limits. There will be vacancies
to join the elite trad e me n (CIT) of the Corp in 2002 for suitabl e
candidates (Corporals class one trained and recommended )due to the
promotions mentioned above . An y interested parties should enquire
through their normal chain of command.
REGlME TAL MOTOR TRA SPORT
MTO
Ca pt Craig
MT SNCOs
SSgts Mills, mith and gt Beswic k
Over the past few months the regimental MT has been very busy with
the annual EC! and LSI inspections, also there have been ome changes
in personnel. The MT welcomes back Sgt Mills who ha recentl y
returned from Kosovo where he was serving with 20 Armoured Brigade,
Sig ' Loft y ' Lofthouse managed to leave Staff Mills stranded in
Birmingham on his return (nice to know that nothings changed since he
has been away). We would also like to welcome gt Mike Hall and his
wife Lynne from 3 RHA in Hohnc, for his last six months in the Army.
We al o welcome Sig ' Mags moaning Minnie ' walwell from 3 Inf
Brigade and Sig ' Blacky ' Blackham from 30 Sig Regt. Finally, we
would like to wish a fond farewell and congratu lations on his promotion,
from Corporal to Sergeant, to Sgt ' Fin ' Findlay and hi wife Jeanine, all
the best on your new posting to 17 CIT in Wi nchester.
We wou ld also like to congratulate C pl ' Dicko' Dickinson on picking
up his second so that he can take over from where Sgt Findlay lefi off.
Sig ' Jazz' .Jaruszek has been running round Salisbury plaili looking for
fuel , to supply 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn, as his replcn truck looks a little dry.
Sig ' Mags ' Swalwell was recently suitably embarrassed, after asking
permission to bring her four legged friend into work for the day, nick
named ' hamlet to pee or not to pee' was caught short outside the MTO's
office. Sgt 'Bes' Beswick has been very busy packing his kit for exerci e
the only thing is he now needs a fork lift truck to carry it to the exercise
area.
On the recent Squadron exercise ig 'the trucks on fire' Johnstone
was off to lunch when he realised there was smoke coming from hi. POL
truck. He quickly ran back only to find it wasn't a fire it was gt 'Be'
Beswick sat thawing out with the heaters on full. Cpl 'Wes' Rutter
joined the MT for two weeks from 59 Sqn 33 Sig Regt. Unlike the TA we
eventually got some work out of him when we could find him. The MT
would like to take this opportunity to thank him for the work he carried
ou t during his two-week swan. Fina ll y from 2 Sig Regt HQMT 'has
anyone seen' SSgt (Vic) Smith, of course not he is in the resettlement
centre.
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T E lf ICAL MA I T ENA CE TROOP
Tp Comd
WO! (FofS) Hodson
Since the rct ur~1 back from 'hristmas leave TM Tp has been a little
hectic, with exercises and changes to manpower. Recent departures from
the Troop are C pl ' Lee ' Rum ford and Cpl ' Gaz' Edmondson who have
both been posted to ' civ di v'. fh c Troop would like to wish th~m both the
ve ry best in the future and in t heir cho en ca reers. Cp l R umford 's
! cav in ~ : do' ~i i ! be re membered for many a yea r, especially C p l
Geordie Dav ies stand up comedy performance that went down very
well w ith the ladic ·. New arrival s to the Troop arc gt ' Sta lker ' Lovick
Cpl ' Peg leg ' C hodan , LC pl ' Taff' Holland, LC pl ' Devo' Bradley:
LCpl Lomax and LCpl 'I love PT' Parkinson . The Troop would also
like to welcome back S gt ' Daz' Evans, who has taken over the role of
Troop Staff Sergeant 'agai n', after consol idating his IT skills in the I M
Department fo r the last year. LC pl Bradley and LCpl Holland ' first
sample of York's night 1.ifc started slowly, but soon picked up and ended
with the new boys. havmg to comp lete the Mike Tp tumbl e involving
ChfTord tower at high speed, sem i-clothed! They both liked it so much
that they completed the task four times. Well done lads. All of this was
observed by the w~tch ful eyes of Cpl 'Cri py' Davies and C pl ' Snake'
A bbott , who advt ed the boys o n the correct techniques. Finally
congratulations to C pl ' Dave' Shilton and his wife ic on the birth of
their first child, Mia, who weighed in at 91b.
C YM NASI M
QMSl
W02 R ussell
Durin g the la t few months the activity in the gymna ium ha s
increased, not sure if thi was the rush before Ch ristmas o r now the
aftermath of all the food and dri nk that was consumed over that period.
However, there are still a lot of personnel out there who require to work
extremely hard to get rid of that Fat Gut, sorry l mean Xmas turkey, you
know who you arc, all those "' ho cannot see your feet. Prior to Chri stmas
we had the Regimenta l Boxing Competition that went extremely well. All
participa n t~ fought with cou rage and conviction to the sport, and ou r
congratu lation go out to all who competed, well done. This year there
are pl an to fight fo r the Roya l Signals Cup, o if there are any keen
Boxers out the re, trai ning has already sta rted a t the boxi ng gym , get
down there and give it a go. At present Sig Dent and ig Ratna are at the
PT chool and are doing extremely we ll , as have all the othe r PT l's we
have sent i n the pas t. LCpl Reece a nd ig Gilbert a re th e next
nominated per onnel to go on course and at the moment are working very
hard to achieve the correct sta ndards to pass their tests at the PT Sc hool.
So if you think you've got what it takes, why not give it a go, never say
never. We ll , not much else happening in the gymna ium world, its just PT
as normal not fo rgetting that BPFA 2 and BCFT's must be done by 3 1
March 2002, oh and by the way A Happy ew year to you all.
214 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj J. A. Compston MBE
SSM
W02 M. Ginty
OPERATIO SILK.MA OEPLOYME T DECEMBER 2001
Tp Comd
Lt Hodgkinson
On 20 December 200 I the advance party left a cold and frosty York in
search of warme r c limes. ot quite a holiday destination but in tead
sunny Sierra Leone. and just in time for Christmas - what a bonus! After
a night-move down to Brize orton, we checked into the airport for the
VC IO ride to Dakar, enegal where we would be spending our fir t night.
At 1200hrs on the next day we arrived, and as the doors to the aircraft
opened the hot and humid air ru hed in; thi was to be home for the next
few months. The journey from lungi Airport to our accommodation was
interesting to say the lea t. After an air-conditioned ' 4 toner· ride, a short
trip on a Mexi Float and speeding through town dodging local in a 4x4
we eventually arrived at the HQ. On moving into our accommodation we
were all pleasantly surprised to find it was indeed air conditioned. a
major bonus as the temperature rarely drop below 27°C e pecially at this
time of the year (dry season). With Christmas and ew Year pushed to
one ide we worked through and completed the HOTO with 30 Sig Regt,
and settled into our ne w routine. However, the first thing we really
needed to get to grips with wa the weather. With midday temperature
pu hing 32°C, it was a far cry from the blizzard condition we were
hearin g tales o f back home . Rather large lizards, lots of spider ,
cockroaches and obviou ly millions of 'mozzie ' help to make up the
family pets over here! Thi · Xmas, there would be no sitting round under
the tree opening presents, in tead we sharpened mangos in preparation
for the weekJy Sw1day beach as ault. Afier two weeks of acclimatization,
we started our mon ter fitness program. Running three time a week (at 6
o ' clock in the morning to avoid the heat of the day) and numerous
se sions of weight training combined with the heat has seen Op ilkman
tum into more like lub limfast! With the welfare y tem providing 20
minutes of phone cards per week, unlimited internet access and as many
'.bluies' as you can shake a stick at, everyone has been managing to keep
m touch with home. Indeed some lucky individuals have even received
morale boosting welfare packages! However, in saying that the 'chuff
charts' arc already out and the days are steadily ticking down. With daily
murders Downtown Freetown, roads imilar to that on the World Rally
Circuit, bugs your pet rot-vi ler "ould be scared of and the run up to the
~ocal election pending, it certainly looks a if we will be in for an
mtercstmg tour!
SAXO TROOP - hv LCpl lester
Ip omd
2Li: Boag
axon Tp was resurrected on I December 200 l a the new addition to
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2 14. ig Sqn in preparation for the eagerl y awaited Cormorant system in
Apn l. All personnel within the Troop have been undertaki ng an extcnsi\c
and varied training programme m preparation for Cormorant. Thi s has
primarily consisted of an under-pinning knowledge cour:;c including such
topics as TCP/ IP, networking. !SD , LA media and topologies, to name
but a few. Almost all the Troop have also undergone the Area yste ms
Ope rators ' con ver ion course to qualify the m as fully trained Arca
S~stcm s Operato rs. We ll do ne to LCpls Gallagher, Maxted a nd
Dickson who have a lso managed to fi t in their Class I courses amidst
everyth ing else! The Troop recently a ttended a JRRF HQ deployment
exercise .held at. ~atto n airfie ld to get a fi rst hand glimpse at a et-up
which will be s1m1 lar to the Cormorant configuration when deployed in
the field. However, it hasn ' t been all trips away and courses for the
Troop. Sax~n Tp has also been bu. y backloading Ptarmigan equipment to
Ashchurch m orde r to make way for the new Cormorant system. which is
sure to prove to be a valuable asset to 2 Sig Regt and the field army alike
m the near future .
VIKI GTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Crawford
The reformation of 246 Gurkha Sig Sqn and the handing over TN 023
to ek Kong Tp has signalled the end of Viking Tp 's long hi tory as ' The
Best Trunk ~de m 2 14 Si.g .Sqn '! The Troop 's new role sees it taking on
a somewhat ahen JOb prov1dmg Access to the staff, in the form of a SA
group. The Troop has not bee n daunted by this, however, and is rising to
the challenge wi th true ' Viking spirit' ! Several members of the Troop
ha_ve keenly deployed on the16 Air Assault Brigade Exercise, Ex Eagle 's
Flight - the only down side is that they have been attached to 219 Sig
Sqn fo r the duratio n! Vi king Tp would like to wi h their Ghurka
collegues the best of luck in their new Squadron, and would also hke to
bid ~arewe ll , say hello and congratulate everal members of the Troop:
Firstly a sad goodbye to Sgt Jim 'Crack shareholder' Mason who has
be.en selected for promotion and has been po ted to 15 Sig Regt. with his
wife Sara and the two wee lasses. Greetings go out to Sgt Mark
' Stenchie' Tench who has been posted in from Roman Tp and takes over
the Staff ergeant post. and also to gt Eve Eden who brings with him a
wealth of Radio Relay experience. To LCpl Andy avage posted in from
2 16 Sig Sqn, 16 Air Assault Bde, Colchester who bring witb him ome
muc h needed SAS/ MC operator experience which will undoubtably
be nefit the other members of the Troop as they embark on the
forthcoming exercise. Also a big hello to LCpl ·Johnno ' DIV Expert'
Johnson, who as quickly as he has arrived has been sent up to operate a
o. I Brew Op/general paperwork handler in the Squadron Office.
Congratulations go to Sgt Eve Eden who has just recently got married to
Kelly and to Sigs Adam ' About time too!' Greavesy, Emma 'Stevie·
Brown, Jimmy ·rs· Ree and last but not least Stretch 'Rocky - I am a
Human being!' Heron, who all came off the last board for promotion to
Lance Corporal.
219 IG AL SQ ADR01
Maj A. B. Stocker
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 J. Ren haw
FALCO ' TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Keith
December kicked off in lavi h style with the Regimental Boxing
ight. The prelims for the evening featured the Troop QC in a skirt.
blowing into a distressed cat. Although we are led to believe that this i
called 'playing the bagpipe ' it i quite clear that it is in fact ome bizarre
ritual carried out in the Officers Mes when there' a full moon. Falcon
Tp were repre ented in the boxing by LCpl ndy ' let me at him cooby·
aylor who had drawn a fight with ig McHugh from local rivals Eagle
Tp to set up a 219 Sqn derby. Young aylor e ntered the ring floating like
a butterfly but was fru trated by the ducking, weaving and general
running away of hi opponent. Although he threw a truck load of
punche , not enough found their mark and in a clo e call the opposition
won the match. The Troop provided him ' ith a great deal of upport,
before pinching hi dinner money and giving him a wedgie. ' ext event
on a busy calendar wa the Officers v ergeants Me s rugby match which
pitted the raw tyle, pace and elusivenes of Lt Frazer 'knock on' Keith
against the kill and experience of Am1y player SSgt Gaz Ca . idy. In the
end it wa victory by two points for the ergeants' Mes but thanks mu t
go to the Tp OC for knocking on with ju t the comer flag to beat. The
219 Sig Sqn party proved to be a fantastic night and thanks mu t go to all
who organi ed it. Falcon Tp did particularly well. ig Mel 'it' not a
sunbed tan, hone t' Rudkin won the star prize of a D' D rlayer. ig
'Levs' Le in won a CD player and the Troop QC won a toaster and kettle
gt 'well I needed a brew' Cas idy
which was liberated the next day by
for the office. As none of the items have been cleared by the QM yet,
they \ ill sho rtly be confiscated a nd moved lo a .afe storage area
omewherc near Room 11 in the Officer Me . The Troop ha had to say
reluctant goodbyes to a number of people, Cpl Waterworth ha mO\ ed
aero the road to 246 QG
qn, LCp l Campbell ha joined Civ Div and
ig Allen ha gone aero s the water. LCpl Hesketh ha been packed ofT
to Germany, they haven't got a receipt o they can't end h11n back.
hristmas leave provided a welcome opportunity to not ha' e to go to an)
parties and a very bu y year await the Falcon Tp survivors in 2002.
E GLETROOP
Tp omd
Lt Parkinson
Eagle Tp have been at it again going on exerc1 c and orting everyone
else out. Ex Winter Falcon was a joint exerci e '' ith the part time army
commonly known as the TA. 219 qn ·et it elf high tandard in aid to
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Cllntinu.: the build back up to being an operational ~quadron again. fhe
c c:rci.c w·nt \\dl \\llh hardly any mi:hnps. L pl 'Taff' lorris saw his
hie fl<bh bc:fore his C)C a. the T tried t squeeze past him (not ca.y)
and \\rl!Ckcd the gate into Unton n Ouse. We would al o like to thank
th.: T rday di. pla • team for the light and movement how on their
mo\ c 111. Dccembc:r wn · a busy time for ll.; all thut beer and not enough
tune off 10 Dcccmbc:r .a'" E:iglc Tp dq1:oy on Op Ma:s Consumption a co,c:r m1~,;1rn to John mith bre\\cry '.It Tadca.ter to try and drink it
df\
although ma ·1mum effort was pm in. time was too ~hort and the
bc:cr out la ·ted our stay Th' nuxture of dr:nk and mu ic in ,lcrlin 's made
lCpl ·uan· Warne-r 1ran·~ m1 into Ricky Martin and strut his funky
. tuff a little too hard because the Troop 0 (ne'' ly promoted Lt
Parkin on) thought he was a· bent a~ a nine bob note. We wi ha fond
farc,,ell to L pl 'Chns' Blackett "ho ha. gone to l Div for a re t. Sig
·scou: · Collin got promoted to Lance orporal just before leave well
done big fella. L pl \ ickers got to wear his econd tripe (finally) when
he came back from hri ·tmas leave. The normal pre-leave wind do~ n
happened and the quadron siood down on 21 December for a wellcamed rc~t. 2002 holds a lot of ne" challenges for the Troop a nd we are
all looking forward to them.
PHOEl\IX TROOP
Tp
CO
gt Peters
Before we all disappeared to the four winds on hri ·tmas leave, a
Troop meal wa organized by L pl Marshall in o rder to get all our
Troop members together in a nice relaxed a tmosphere. A private room

' a. used and the meals we re exce ll ent. T he guests of the Troop were
1aj tocker , 0 21 <} qn , a nd W02 (
1) Renshaw . Durin g the
course of the evening fond fa rewell · were made to LCpl Matt Lutkin
LCpl Al Borril and ig Marlin !eight, who have all decided that civv;
·treet is the way forward . llowcvcr, L pl Lutki n can't tear himself away
from the green completel y. so wi ll join the TA. With the New Year. the
quadron looks forward to a busy time in the run-up to Easler, Ex Eagle
Flight, Ex pnng Falcon and Battlccamp to name just a few items on the
agenda. We say hello and welcome to LCpl ' Dinger' Bell, Sig Jenny
Hudd . and to Cpl 'Curl ' Watts, who joins us from 216 ig qn,
accompanied on the trip north by hi s wife. Sue. We must ay a fond
furcwell to LCpl ·Big' Jone Kama. who is heading oil' to Blandford to
pull wheelies with the White llelmcts. Finally, we extend our best wi hes
to Cpl John ·One Lug· Hilton. who was married in January. We wish
both him and his wife Claire all the best for the Future.

t~dr own s~cc ial way. In l ie~ o f' not wmnmg the Division, the team still

fo und 1t sc lt proudly c lutc h.mg a cluster of meda ls and not only ones
congra tula\lng you for . turnin g up l hasten to add. Lt 'A li sa' Lab ra m
rul e.cl the day by wmnm g second ove rall fe ma le and Sig Pell as thi rd
nov ice - lum1cy ha us rewards!

CHR ISTM
F
TIO
A - the year 200 I drew to a close we decided to let our hair down at the
219 qn Christmas function , held in the York TA center. An excellent
night was made pos iblc by a brilliant committee. with Cp l Callam,
LC pl Morris and LCpl Bovey all under the watchful eye of Sgt
Cassidy. Drinks in the bar and an e cellent it-down meal followed a
champagne reception . lt was then time to embarrass ourselves on the
dance floor, myself included. All , including the guest of honour, Lt Col
Cameron-Mowat, CO 2 ig Regt, enjoyed the evening.

'Don't Panic! Don't Panic!'
Cpl Barton relives his early service years!
Th~ Tro.o r wo~ild like to say fair well to LCpl. ' teve' Johnson and
LCpl p1,ns Wh1tel}'. who h.ave both tarted new hves as kept men while
LCpl Jo Thornley 1s movmg a few miles down the road to Tidworth.
Welcome back to the lads from the Falklands including LCpl 'short
toured cos I'm mad monobrow' Wood. Congratulations go to Sigs 'Marc'
Har~is and 'Ross.· icholls who arc both promoted to Lance Corporal on
p~stmg to 249 Sig Sqn with all the other meat-head . Finally our be t
w~shes go to Cpl 'Vinnie' Walsh who, by the time this comes to pre.
will be a dad.

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
REGIME. TAL HEAD<..!
A Chri tma approache and the world lows down a fraction we
need a rundown on just who works m RHQ the e days!
CO
Lt Col Phil Davies - Over a year in command and he
now tarts to change hi ' office furniture.
R M
WOI Chris Kidd - Been here long enough to a k for
time off for Anny angling with a straight face.
Adjt
Capt Graham lngram - Life in the 3D R Adjt' chair
1 normally limited to 12 months before bum out. l he going to make
it~ ...... Has now decided to work through the night to cut down on travel
time.
RAOWO
WOI ince (Honestly) Mackman - Has now decided
to travel through the night to cut down on work time.
RAO Det Comd Lt Monica Taylor - AGC Quiz Champion, who said
she wa n't good at anything Mr 1.ackman.
Tech Adjt
Capt e
mikle - Been in the chair for six month
and crutche~ for three, but ·hould be walking by the spring.
OIC Regimental Recruiting Team
2Lt imon mi th - Ye .
'.\laj Ander on we do have one. He is sadly missed by Sharjah Troop but
ha recently been seen walking and talking wi thout the aid of Sgt
·are''· Baker . There has also been a massive change around of
quadron hierarchy and on a good day you can now catch the Squadrons
being run by the follo\l.'ing Command Teams.

EXERCISE DRAGO DESCE TE - by 2Lt Becl..y Jacques
It began with a dream of powdery slopes, scenic mountain ranges,
cri p clean air and a ecret desire to don all-in-one lycra su it ... and o 3
DSR ' s Alpine ki Team wa born. The ski equipment rivalling our
beloved panzers in antiquity wa dusted off from the archive of the PRl
tore and a brand new. gleaming young ski team emerged. Well at the
very least for the first time in a few years the Regiment fielded a ski team
for the Divisional Army Ski hampionships - Spartan Hike, with a
vitally important pre training week. The importance of this week cannot
be undere timated with the majority of the ki team learning with varying
aptitude to actually ski . LCpl 'Titanium hark fin' Southall and Sig
'Donna' loore provided much amusement lo this end, with their initial
claims of being able to ski reduced to having been once on a dry ki
lope.

Sig Pell showing off his metal!
ig Moore won the .co\'eted pri.ze of excellent effort after di pensing
w11h one ski and throwmg herself ma storm of now through the finish,
unde.r a mixture of momentum and leopard crawling. Fortunately thi did
nothmg to d1m1111sh her popularity with the male fraternity. lt was thus a
a fully-fledged, race-hardened team that we fini hed the exercise filled
with J?ride and general self-importance at our skiing prowess. Overall the
ex.erc1se !?roved a huge success and all team members remaining in the
mighty Div look forward to bettering their efforts next year.

JC Fl
Sqn Comd
:"\1aj James Langley
M
W02 Craig Bruce
I will re trict my news to the success of the Squadron in the Falkland
Island Inter Service Half Marathon. What other sort of news i there!
gt 'Jock' Mcflop Castle won the race very convincingly in 72mins
(must have been short !) and 2LI Debbie Coslett went one better by not
only wmning but by hreaking the LaJies course record . They also won
the team prize. Make sure you're back for 13 February 2002!

LCpl Southall
attempts to learn which way to face down the mountain!

The t=alkland Islands Inter Service Half Marathon Champion
SSgt Castle (The not so good looking one!)
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Their co-ordination skills took a few days lo develop but under the
gentle, ·patient' coaching of our JSSl Lt 'Alisa' Labram, both made
excellent progress. The blind optimi m of Team Captain 2Lt ' Becky'
Jacques of conquering 3 Div soon diminished . This wa replaced with
the novice skiers' aim of making it down the mountain intact and by
Army definition can thus 'ski'! The team was therefore thoroughly
prepared, 1f somewhat. lacking technique, to launch itself into the racing
clem~nt of the. exercise. Unfortunately the promised dump of snow
remamed elusive. and the lack of snow for the first week persisted
throughout t~1c racmg. Despite this and particularly for novice skiers the
races orgamsed prov~d immensely chal lenging and rewarding. The
nervo.us adrenahne oblique absent terror c1Cperienced, when teetering on a
seemmg prec1p1ce adorned with two planks of wood in the tart gate
shou~d not be underestimated. Even ig ' Andy ' Pell and ig 'Stu ' Wyllie
de p1te their brava.do and general lunatic straight line skiing felt a flutter
of .nerves. Others m the team, notably LCpl 'N icki' Dodgson and LCpl
' Billy'_ Leckenby were more vocal in the apparent ridiculous idea of
launchmg yourse lf at speed down a mountain. However all in heroic
proportions navigated themselves around the gates and to' the bottom in

Part of the 3 Div Massif
OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Debbie Coslett
Tp S gt
S gt Kev Coonev
incc.Christmas leave Overloo1i Tp has been kept busy with a number
of ex:rc1se , ~tarting with Ex Tncom Bull, which wa a Squadron level
exerc ise, designed to improve low-level infantry skills. There were a
number of different tasks, including close target reccc., fighting patrols
an~ anll ambush drills . A 11 missions were, of course completed with the
sk1.ll nnd stealth of a finely tuned cadet unit. On the whole the quadron
enjoyed the exercise compared to the dreaded and hated Divisional Main
HQ the quadron normally exercise .
The exerci c went rather smoothly which was a novelty, although HQ
2 looked rather illy when during a vehicle ambush from the left. all the
packet armour turned right and made a rather heroic as ault on gt
Bramwe ll who at .he time wa the unarmed afety supervisor!
Meanwhile at HQ I ig 'Tom' Allen tried to kill hi enemy for real by
dnvmg over them in his Panzer, fortunately the enemy wa smart enough
lo run away.

202 (Armd) Sig Sqn on exercise or maybe it's at play.
Who knows?
206SQUADRO
qn Comd
Capt Gareth Kemp
SSM
W02 Paul Bucl<Jey
CAMBRJ TROOP
Cambria Tp has be n having an intere ting time in the la t re~
month . First of all we would like to welcome LCpl 'Chri ' Barr to the
Troop, we would al o like to Congratulate Cpl ·Stevie' Kenyon and Cpl
'Liz' Burley on their promotions.
In October the Squadron went on Battle Camp. Tlti con i ted of a few
Range day and a recap on ome Ba ic Training Skills. We al o learnt
how to u e BATCO and lnfantry type radios; this eemed a bit difficult to
the Linemen and EDs. They did reassure me that they got the hang of it
eventually. After revi ing all these kills, we put all we had learnt into
practice on a three-day exercise. Whil t in our Harbour Area one of the
lads, (Sig Richard Lee Oliver) decided to relieve himself, unbeknown to
him that 'BUGOUT' was being called.... ever Mind mate. everyone
gets caught hort sometimes. o while everyone was digging in we had
three member of the Troop away Adventure Training in epal. Those
lu~ky ~ew were SSgt Sid Crowton, Cpl Liz Burley and Cpl tu Cripps,
with s1 other members of the Regiment. The aim oflhe three weeks\ a
to reach the peak of Gokio Rie at 5300mtrs. I would like to add that the
extreme altitude start at 5000Metres. This meant that only five members
of th7 team !Uade it to the Peak. One ?f whi~h wa Cpl tu Cripp a
een m the picture below holdmg 206 1g qn Rhino and Flag.

Cpl Cripps
adds the 206 Bunting to the rest at the summit of Gokio Rie
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OR\I .\ D\ TROOP
Tp Lnmd
2Lt Ollie Ford
fp .·.'gt
Sf!t Ke\ Grcem~ood
.
orn1and Tp lms had a busy tune smce our last report, with battle
camp . .i , quadron ,hakcout e:\erci e and Tri corn Trades to na!ne a few.
Along \\1th all the c:tra curricular <'Ctivi ti.e alrcad>' mcnuoned. our
\chic! fled is grow111g (pity our mani;.)wer 1s decreasmg) never mmd I
am assured wt' are getting more for h;i tmas (cheers anta).,The Tro~p
deplo~ 'd onto a surpri ingl \\ ann :ind dry ennybridge Tram mg ~ 111
the middle of O'tob ·r for a ten-day trommg package wtth the remamder
of the quadron It" as a bit of ate ting tim~ eeing the likes of pl Jim
Richard bcinu reduced to the rank of Pit 1gnaller and pis Gaz Lane
and \nd\ cker as riflemen within the ection. Atter a te ting map
readmg package Cpl Paul Whenman finally succumbed to ~he fact he
realh· doe· need co go and buy a GP. , and ndy ckers reah ed not all
the farms on the training area are uninhabited . The Port Talbot Rally lub
holding a rail) on the training area interrupted the exerci ~ o er th.e
weekend. gh ing ome the opportunity to watch and get ome idea . Tins
came to good u e when • gt Kev Greenwood along with the Sqn Co~d.
Capt Kemp had to lead a civilian ambulance onto the area (its amaz111g
how much fa ter you go when there is a blue light following you). Life in
camp has bt-cn ju t a bu y and congratulations go to Sigs Matt Senior
and te\e Conan on pa ing their 3-2 upgrading (I'm sony there' no
extra money). We sa a fond farewell 10 2Lt Ollie Ford for four ~onth
\\ hile he attend. hi Tp Comd' course, Cpl Gaz Lane to I D1 , Cpl
Paul Wbenman to 7 ig Regt, Cpl Jae Binnie to 243 ig qn, and LCpl
Andren John Hodge on Op deployment then to 11 ig-Regt. We would
like to welcome ig Louise\ alker from Blandford.
DRO '
222 Q
qn Comd
Capt Bee Br yan
\I
W02 latt 1 u ttall
There ha been a change of helm at 222 Sig qn with the departure of
the illu trious 1aj Bert Appleton who ha retired from the Arn1y to
focus hi effort on coach ing the sports lo ttery tr iathle te a t the
l.Jniversity of Bath. Among t his (numerous!) goodbye 1aj Appleton
was paraded on a udan Chair constructed of cam poles and black ma ty
and fulfilled his wi h of being
1 for the day, taking the Squadron for a
much needed drill lesson. It is sad 10 ee him go and we wi h him and
Bev all the very be t for the future . A warm welcome to Capt Bee Bryan
who will occupy the hot seat until he goe on AJD in March 2002. Life
in the quadron ha been bu y as final preparation have been made for
the commencement of the Lead Mechanised Ta k Force (LMTF)
commitment. The manpower for th is force package has al o been
pro,·isionally allocated to the Lead Reece Ta k Force (LRTF) and as such
will be held at R2, this commitment will be met by the Regiment until 30
June 2001 with assets primarily coming from 222 ig qn. The Squadron
ha also headed up trial of MAPPS and is due to take delivery of six
dets, four of which will be air-portable variants, in Spring 2002. Once up
and running these dets will significantly enhance the capabiliti es of the
Squadron and represent probably th e fina l maj or enha ncement to the
Ptarmigan y tern . Alongside the normal exercise commitments the
Squadron ha al o conducted a week.long trade-training package de igned
to compliment the Regimental-training package and has just w1dertaken
an !TD training week. The incomi ng OC. Capt Bee Bryan , has also led a
mountaineering expedition to epal taking a number of the Squadron
\\ith her as well as volunteers from the rest of the Regiment and SSgt
Paula Matheson has enjoyed a good deal of succe s repre enting Great
Britain at the World Duathlon Championships in Rimini . The last couple
of months has proved to be particularly hectic for 222 Sqn. Following
MAPP trials in ovem ber, the Troop was invo lved in Ex Tricom
Trade , a week long Regimental level trade training exercise compri ing
both practical and theory elements which proved to give an excellent
msight into everyone's trade ski ll s. After this exercise the Christmas
period got well and truly underway with a barrage of dos together with
the accompanying o re heads . It was duri ng thi s p eriod that the
Regiment's cleplo) 111ent to Afghamstan took place though unfortu nately
the only quadron personnel to deploy were SSgt (YoS) Heath , the Ops
·co gt Love and the Crypto Cpl - Cpl Davies-Morris. On the first
week back from Christmas Leave we deployed on Ex Arabian Ice, an
essentially quadron level ex designed to test our abil ity to field the
comms a et~ which contribute to the Lead Mechanised Task Force. all of
which are held at R2 readiness. The following week we deployed on our
quadron battlecamp, Ex Arabian Mist, which took place at STA TA.
This exercise was designed and run by SSgt Roy Turner, served to
sharpen our basic field-craft sk ills and included numerou activities from
"chicle anu-ambush drills and defence of a comms site, to confidenc.: and
assault courses and culminated 111 a field firing package. Immediately
after Arabian Mist we conducted a pacex for, the n deployed on, Ex Iron
Foray 1 his year's Ex Iron Foray is concentrated on a GP3 trail using 12
\1ech Bde and will hopefully confirm the readiness of thi s BISA. Good
new for members of. HQ Tp, igs E lston and Poll a rd came off the last
s1ggie board and arc eagerly awaiting their first stripes - congrarulations
to them . There was also outstanding news for the SSM who most
de,cncdl) came off the board for promotion 10 WOI. He will be a sad
los' to the quadron, but a real find to whatever unit he goes to as RSM.

.\DE TROOP
Tp Cumd
2Lt teve K night
Tp
gt
•. gt Roy Turner
There·~ been a fair bit of movement in the Troop recently. A sad
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farewell als goes to pl Kno" lcs \ ho leaves us destined for 7 ig Regt
and C pl Whitehurst who has beoo posted to 16 ig Regt on promotion.
Indeed there ha been a great deal of uccess on the theme of promotion .
Cpl Fairbairn wa also awarded her second stripe and Sigs Greenfield ,
Husband. Wa her and Winstanley all enjoyed success on the Sig-L pl
Board. Congratulations to all of you. The Tr?OP has also received a new
member in the form of Sig Langstaff who JO in us from 16 1g Rcgt. We
would say welcome back to the Tp Comd, 2Lt Stc.vc. Knight (who _has
just completed hi· Tp C'omd cour e) however, thi s 1s perhaps a little
premature a. he has now disappeared off no'~ boarding.
With the party season over and the dawnmg of a new year Aden Tp
and the re t of the quadron hit the ground runni ng. The first thing to hit
us was Ex Arabian Ice. an aptly named ex as the weather was inclement
to say the lea t. However. it proved to be an excellent opportunity for the
Troop to hake out the cobwebs and refrc h our basic trade skills. For
many members of the Troop this was their first exercise and as uch
proved quite a challenge. A number of moves were conducted and.
groups, there were some testing
although access was limited to 3 S
link to bring in. The learning curve was a steep one for many within the
Troop but by endex we had proved our ability to meet the requirements
dictated by the LMTF commitment. There have been a few com ings and
goings into the Troop recently. We would hke to welcome the Tp Comd
back from hi Troopie• Course. However. 1t worth notmg that he ha
somehow managed to wan off once again to the lopes (they aren't as
steep as his shoulders!) to practice his 'daffie ' and tuft1 Welcome back
also to C pl Pete tayhead after his ab ence on op tours, courses, leave
etc. We've had two new arrivals to the Troop, ig E mma Langstaff and
Sig P ete Corr who have had a bapti m of fire over the last couple of
months. Well done to LCpls Washe r and Hus band who were recently
promoted, Sig Greenfield , winner of balllecamp's Best Field oldier
award, will receive lu on posting.
OMAN T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Alisa Labra m
Tp S gt
SSgt 1atheson
The Troop has seen a number of arrivals and departures over the past
couple of months. Cpl Pete Ho gg art, Cpl Milton and C pl Dave
Knapman have all arrived back from Op Tour, it's good to have you
back! We would also like to extend a warm welcome to Sgt Paula
Matheson, who joins u· from SHQ Tp and ig mith who has recently
arrived from Blandford. Unfortunately, we've also had to say a couple of
goodbyes. C pl Milton leave us for PJHQ,
gt Daph Clash is set to go
to Chicksands, gt Mark Hamlet is bound for Civvy Street following 22
years of service and ig Stu Ions has gone to Warmin ter. The past few
month has been quiet, yet eventful and has seen the Troop preparing to
become part of the Lead Mechaoised Task Force (LMTF), a well as
helping with the MAPPS user trials. The MAPP trial gave u a good
chance to get ' hands-on ' the new equipment prior to its delivery next
year. There has also been Squadron and Regimental trade training
involving participation in various exerci es to improve our knowledge
and abil ity. We are currently undertaking an lTD training week to ensure
that we are operationally ready to deploy if we are needed as part of the
LMTF. The rw1-up to Christmas i always bu y and as usual we have a
fa ir share of the partie. coming our way. The Squadron Christmas party,
the Regimental All Ranks Party a nd various leaving functio ns are
abundant in the run-up to our la t working day before block leave. The
CO's Challenges' eem to have come thick and fast over the last month.
We took part in a cros -country run for the la t cha ll enge, which was
based on a usual format. The results were collated and forn1ed the results
for the inter-squadron competition. The next c ha ll e nge is just before
block leave commences and is going to be an indi vidual mini-Lanyard
Trophy competition.
Following the departure of Maj Bert Appleton the Squadron has been
running to a very hectic schedu le both socially and in ten11s of work. A
fantast ic Christmas Party was laid on for the whol e Regt in the uffield
Sports Hall. It led us into a well earned Chri tma break, all of us that is
except Cpl Steve Bowring who drew the hort straw for Christmas day
Guard! Exercises have come in quick succession ranging from Squadron
level comm trai ning and a Squadron battlecamp, to a major Regimental
exercise, Ex Iron Foray. On anival back from leave we were straight into
exercise prep before deploying onto our first ever exercise in the LMTF
role. Th's proved an ideal way of blowing out a few cobwebs and was an
awakener for a ll ranks in the Troop. 2Lt lan T hom pso n got stuck in
straight away and, despite not yet having completed hi s Tp omds Cse,
proved he certainly wa not wet beh ind the ears. After a single day off we
were off o nto Ex Arabian Mist, the Squ adron's ba ttl eca mp held at
STA TA. The week began with a deploym e nt strai g ht into platoon
harbour locations and the exercise roll ed on with an exce llent tactics
package based around the field-craft skills required for so ldiers fi elding
comms assets. At the conclusion of thi s first phase we moved into the
excon area and undertook three main activities. The first was a two-hour
NBC battle run which was then followed by the STANTA a sa ult and
confidence courses. Finally this second phase ended with a night navex.
The re were numerous amusing moments ranging from the exploits of
navigationally challenged individual s (Cpl Wa ll) to poor thunder fla h
recognition (easy mi stake ig Si ncl ai r, cylumes are ever so similar 10
thunder flashes!). The Troop has also seen its fair share of arrivals and
d e parture s . Sadly we have lost
gt Da ph C l as h to Chicksands,
howeve r, the Troop has fortunately also made a significant gain 111 the
form of gt Pa ula Matheson who is now our replacement Tp Sgt until
s he mo ves to DCSA . We have also seen the departure of Sgt M a rk
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Jlamkt following .22 years of service He will be ,;orcly missed Sig
Burke has abo left the 1 roop for c1v1 st rco:t On the arrivals front we
would like 10 _we lcome 2.Lt lan Thompson our new Tp OC and . ig
Wootton who JOlllS us straight from Blandford.
SHARJAH TROOP
Tp C'omd
2Lt Caroline Zelaya
Tp S. gt
SSgt Baker
During tl~e month of October the Troop decided to have a day out of
work at Salrsbury Racecourse. The day started with a visit to the Corps
Museum. which proved quite interesting. It gave us the chance to check
out the equipment they used in l. 902 it looked uncannily similar to the
sets we use today! Once we fimshed the museum tour it was ofT to the
races. On arrival at the racccour e, a few pre race drinks were consumed
and the braver ones among us decided to try their luck. A few members
of the Troop placed accumulator bets. but all they managed to accumulate
was a number of lo ing tickets. After seven races and a few more bets we
mounted up for the)<?um~y back to camp. A great day was had, but no
one came away a millionaire.
Aller a well deserved Christmas break the Troop started the cw Year
~· rt left the last one, ? n ex. This tim.c it wa~ to practise the quadron in
rts new LMTF role. Followmg on from th1s. exercise the Troop where
generously given a whole day to prep their kit for the next exercise but
tl11s was no normal .exercise it was_ the annual battle camp. Instead of the
usual_ constant u1gg111g m a~d tabb111g the emphasis was on a wide range
of skills_ of relevance to us_ m our normal roles on exercise. We practiced
such skills as vch1ck anti ambush drills, defence of comms sites and
good old B in whi h Cp l 'Paddy' Lynn had some fun with
at our
e;-.pense - revenge is a dish best served cold Paddy! A big well done to
Cpl 'Tank' nderson and Sigs McEwan and Reeves who were the
Troops reps in the nominated be t ·ecuon . Among t all the exercises
we've also had two other highly significant events, the departures ofSgts
Howes and Meado'\\s. They served the Troop very well indeed and is a
great shame to lo e them. Fortunately we have now seen the arrival of
~t Green who has. made an immediate impact on the Troop and proven
his credentrals during the series of exercises we've been involved in.
Congratulations to LCpls Bulter, Clarke and Hewitt who have all
received their promotions. ig De'ath al ·o came off the board and
shouldn't have much longer to wait for hers.
MA IRAll TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ben orton
Tp Sgt
Sgt Robyn mith
We've had quite a busy last couple of month , especially with two
weeks of MAPPS trials. Our centrals are to be replaced by MAPP in the
ew Year and there is much for us to get to grip with. Many of the
Troop have been on or are going on MAPPS courses a we prepare to u e
the new equipment in anger on what promises to be a hectic exercise
programme in the ew Year. We've also been doing a lot of work for the
LMTF commitment. This means that most of Squadron will be on R2
readine. until June 2002. Let' hope we get the opportunity for ome
action! A most people will know the Sig to LCpl Board came out at the
beginning of ovember. Four members of the Troop were lucky enough
~o come off the board thi year; their name are Sigs Kenny Sargent (no
JOkes plea e, he's heard them all). 'Grandad' Evans, Danny Holli and
Mark Major (again no joke please). Congratulations to you all. A few
new member have joined the Troop during tl1e last month, all ignallers
from Blandford, and are fitting in well. Their nan1e are Sigs Amy Jelf,
Kev Miller and Lee Wilson . SSgt Clarke also join us from 16 ig Regt
as our new Troop Staff ergeant. Welcome to all the new arrivals.
nfortunatcly Sgt Sm ith i set to leave us soon as he takes the plunge
into civi street. Alongside all the work that we're currently involved in,
we are also making the most of the fe tive ea on. Sig 'Grandad' Evans
is organising a brewery trip for the Troop on 14 December, which hould
prove to be an outstanding day! Masi rah Tp would like to ' elco me

A picture paints a thousand words
She runs better than she writes
SSgt Paula Matheson in action competing for Great Britain in the
World Triathlon Championships in Rimini
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S gt Bri Clarke and say farewell to gt Rob mith and Sig Hollis. Al~o
congratulations go to L pis E\'an~ and Major who have received their
prom_otrons; Sig . argant will be obtamrng Im shortly. Masirah 1 p 1s
looktng _forward to a busy time in the coming months with the
rntroducuon. of the new MAPP vehicles together with, hopefully. the
accompanymg manpower. However, the hectic period seems to be
al_ready underway with a succession of exercises and we have certainly
hit th~ ground runnmg following Christmas Leave. Fir ·t. there was Ex
Arabian lee, an LMTF shakeout exercise that acted to ~tretch us
considerably. lndecd some members of the Troop were stretched more
than others. Sig, now LCpl Major had a particularly tressful time
havmg forgollen to fill either his generators or his cooker fuel can prior to
departure. 'ext came Ex Arabian Mist. our quadron battlecamp which
proved to be far better t~an most of us expected due 10 the effort of. ·sgt
~O)' Tu_rner who orgamsed the package. We covered many skills; ecuon
lrve firmg, a confidence cour e, anti ambush drills, BC drills whilst
patrolling, casevac drills. the list goes on. On the final night we all got
together for a few beers and had a laugh at everyone's cock-ups. of which
there were many.
EXERCI E ARABIAN II T
13 - 18 JA UARY 2002
The forefront of battlecamp design for the Royal Signals was coming
off the drawmg board and a vision becoming reality as the Squadron
paraded at the cookhouse m the early hours of Sunday morning On 13
January ~002. After four _months of burning the midnight oil
gt Roy
Turner s baby was being born. The Squadron wa deploying to
'AFGHA !STA TA' (Thetford to you and I) with a mandate to practice
the skills that a Trunk ode may require at war. Lunchtime saw the
troops_arri".e at the _BC Training Centre for the initial safety brief and
admm1strat1on. By mid afternoon they were on the ground and burying
themselves in the wood lines of their selected areas. The basic plan was
to rotate the_ troops through a series of tasks such as resup patrols, OP' ,
attacks, ant1-ambu h and comm site defence. These initial activities
would cover the first 48hrs or so. The troops were then to extract back to
the BC centre and go through another series of stands including an
NBC battle run, a sault course, confidence course and a night navex. The
las_t full day _aw the whole Squadron on the range conducting a live
fin~~ secuon m defence shoot, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. In
add1twn to normal fire control orders S gt Greenwood (RCO) will be
ubmmmg pamphlet amendments following ome more colourful but still
e.ffcctive fire control orders! The weather was reasonably kind for the
time_ of year. the temperature only dropped below zero for two nights and
ti ramed only once. However, the freezing condition did make it exciting
on the assault course, and a few hor e_s fell at the ice-encrusted monkey
bars. The mght nav caused end less mtrth. Cpl 1ick Wall went off like
an Exocet. Mi sile after his first check-point, however. unfornmately he
travelled m completely the opposite direction and thus it took him 20
minutes to_ cro the tart line! The QC qn had an exci ting night and ha
been nommated for cylume recognition training as well a a friendly
forces locati ng course (Roya l Marine take note). All in all it was a
tremendous ly ucces ful battlecamp from which all members of the
Squadron drew substantia l lesson . It all fini hed off with a few beers and
CO. Best Field Soldier and Be t
the presentation of awards for Be t
Section - all of which were well deserved. Tho e who had not done o
well were subjected to a relentless barrage of mirth and micky-taking
during the S M stand up act.
EXERCI E GOKYO DRAGO
Ex Gokyo Dragon wa a level 3 advenrure traimng exerci e to epal
over the period 12-30 October 200 I. It intention was to introduce
members of the Regt to high level trekking in the Himalaya culminati ng
in the a cent of Mount Gokyo Ri at 5483m. The party con · isted of:
Capt Bee Brya n
- Ex pedition Leader
\ 02 Matt uttall • 2IC
QM
gt Sid Crowton
Cpl Le ley Beck
LC pl Liz Bu r le.
Cpl Reg Perrin
LC pl Kev S mith
Cpl Stu Cripps
LCpl Ra nda ll H ussey
Tpr John Ho1\ie
xpedition Techmcal Guide
The team came together at the end of epternber in Capel Curig to take
parr in ome pre exerci e training. In typical Caple Curig weather (Rain!)
the team decided 10 revise subject · uch a map reading, ri ver cro · ings
and security on steep ground. The team members also gave lectures on
Acute Mountain Sickness (A M Janda general O\'ervicw of Nepal.
The flight to epal took about 20hr . which included a 5hr tran it
through Abu Dhabi. By the time we arrived in Kathmandu we already felt
exhausted and ' e hadn't even started the trek! It mu st be said that
nothing prepares you for Kathmandu . The dri' ing had to be seen 10 be
believed. There are simply 0 ru les of the road except for the fact the
cows take priority over any vehicles. The journey to the airport w:1>
fraught and we all agreed that we have nc er been ·o relicYed 10 get out
of a mini bus in one piece. fter a short 'isit to the Briti:h Embassy for a
political and military brief it was back to the hotel 10 repack our kit m
time for the early tart the next day. The trekkmg company collected u.'
and so it wa another manic trip back to the airport for our internal flight
to LUKLA where the trek would tart . The airstrip at L KL. looks more
like a 90m , ki jump and as the plane lands it effcctiwly climbs up the
mountain along a I in 5 slope! It wa: here that we were met by our team
of hcrpa and porters led by Dawa hcrpa. a 'eteran of the succc,sful
ascents of Mount Evere t. Our kit was either loaded onto 7.okyos (a crtbs
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I> 't\\ c •n a v 1k :md a co\\) or carried l>y the porters. then we l't off for a
\1ll.1 •c call~d amche Buar. amche Bazar is a popular destination for
m.lll\ m:kkcr' ,111d the route \\a, teeming with aging German and
Japan'. e trd.kcrs barging pa$!. fter 'amche Bazur however, the route
b cam - le'' conge>tcd and we sa'' frwer and f. wcr people. Each
., cnin1:. after about 5-6 hrs hard trekking "c would set up camp at a
m.1ll l~'cal ,cttkment. Fach of th sc scttlen•..:nt u uall) had a teahouse
., here ".: could pla) card or ha\'e a hot , hower '~hit. t the shcrpas
pr·p;m:d the C\Cning meal. The showers were actually JUSt a lar,~ · bucket
of hot water and a ladl' but It was mor than welcome as wa - rhc meal.
"hid1 .1lthough rather basi - was plentiful and tasty. It must ~c ·aid that
tht.' sht.'rpas .ind porter. are the most courteous and polite people
imacinabk. , othmg \\as e\·er too mu h trouble for them.
..\fter climbing for .t- da) it soon became apparent that ome of the
party \\ere beginning to suffer from 1\M and so ome more
acclimatisation days \\Cre programmed m. Thts. however, meant that we
\\ould onlv ha"e one attempt at the ummit of Gokyo Ri . S gt id
ro" ton ,\as showing ad"anced >mptoms of M and it wa decid d
that he should return to 'amche Bazar with a herpa, a the only ure-firc
cure for M is to descend. The re. t of the party pu hcd on and arriYed
at Gokyo Lake al the base of Gokyo Ri. It was at thi · point d1at Cpl
Le~lc~ Bed.. L pl Liz Burley and LCpl Randall Hussey decided that
the\' too were no\\ uffering from AM and would not altempt the
:urnm1t. That left Capt Bee Bryan . W02 :\tatt , uttall. Cp l Reg
Perrin. pl , tu ripps, L pl Kev mith and Tp1· John Howie to
attempt the ummit. LCpl Kev Smith started to how increased
. vmptoms of AM and had to return to Gokyo Lake . ' here he and
·Cpl Liz Buie) descended to a village approximately 800111 below the
lake . The remaining fiye were succe ful in thei r attempt at the ummit
and pent about 20mins at the top taking the obligatory photograpbs with

the Regiment! flag. It was a grea t relief lo start the return journey to
amchc Bazar a_, clearly, it was all now down hill! We picked up those
member. of the team who had ·hown sym ptom of AMS as we pas ·ed
through the local ·ttlements and arrived back in amchc Banr after lwo
days walk. We all managed lo do some shopping for our souvenirs .and
carried on our way back to Lukla where Dawa herpa had booked u into
the best hotel in the village for our fina l night of the trek. Although
primiti,·e by western standard , to u the hotel was the hei ght of luxury,
after ·ome uncomfortable nights lcep in th tents, c pecially at altitude.
The herpa party treated us to a di ·play of traditional cpalese dancing
and singing and because our ·elf imposed alcohol ban had been lifted that
mght. we treated them to a controlled display of lager drinking. The next
morning we took our lives in our hands a we omehow survived the
scrum at Lulkla airstrip as well as the flight back to Kathmandu. As we
approached Kathmandu, it became apparent how polluted the ci ty was. It
wa virtually impos iblc to ee through the smog cloud sitting above it.
We now had four days of well earned R&R to look forward to. One
day was pent white water rafting on the Bhoti Ko i River. Although the
railing wa a fanta tic experience, the three-hour bus journey to and from
the river wa far more terrifying and the memory will live with me for far
longer than that of the rafting. S gt id Crowton however would no
doubt argue that I00111 underwater at about 30mph when pat out of lhe
raft wa far more unnerving than the bu journey. The remaining 2-3 days
were pent relaxing in Kathmandu. taking in the sun and sights and
generally recovering from the exertion of the trek before the long flight
home. Gokyo Dragon wa one of the most demanding exercises many of
the party ha e been on. but personally the satisfaction of reaching the top
of Gokyo Ri made it all worthwhile and I now I peak for all of the team
in thanking Capt Bee Bryan for organi ing a first clas exerci e.

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

The last fe\\ month have een the Regimelll at its busiest. Despite thi
however. life ha> gone on a~ normal. if not with more vigour than usual.
In the middle of packing up the Troop and Departments and moving the
ingle oldier accommodation, there wa still much going on. The
beginning of December saw the military skills competition. OR versus
Seniors Officer· rugby (the ORs won this year!), Chri tma lunche •
panie (lot of the e) and plenty of other port. (Was it mentioned that 7
ig Regt beat 16 ig Regt --1 at football ?)
At last the wan was o\·er. 7 Sig Regt prepared to move from Krefeld,
its home for nearly ten years to Javelin Barracks at Elmpt. the last home
of the RAF in Gennany. By 21 December, the ingle soldiers had all
moved 10 their ne\\ abode and minds turned to Christma leave. A guard
force was till required, o the lucky fe\ got to tay in Krefeld to watch
over an all but empty camp. The return to work was hectic to say the
least. ympathy mu t go to those who joined the Regiment at thi time they must ha\·e wondered what on earth they had come to. Everyday
work partie~ were bu ed back to Krefeld from Javelin Barracks to start
the mammoth task of clearing the old camp of anything 7 ig Regt \\hat a JOb! Attic and cellars that no-one knew exi ted came out of the
woodwork full of junk, accommodation blocks and the mes es had to be
emptied of furniture and the bar had to be emptied of the memorabilia
that has amassed over the last decade. The job is all but done now and the
guard force has moved to Javelin Barrack .
Throughout the move, life ha gone on. Troops have been on exercise
for demon tration .• recces have been made for Ex Combined Endeavour
and all have prepared for the up and coming Ex Arcade Guard in
February. One thing this move ha proved is that the soldier of 7 Sig
Regt are among t the mo t robust and spirited in the Corp . The picture is
of \\ ing Commander AndrC\H as he hands over administrative control
of Javelin Barracks to Lt Col .J. E. Richardson )1BE on 4 February
2002.

229 (BERL I ) IG ' L SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj T. A. Crilly RA ignals
SSM
W02 (S 1) 'Taff' Burdge
QU ORO HEADQUARTERS
The la t few months have as usual been fairly hectic with the
Chri tmas illy season combining with the Regimental move to Javelin
Barrack . The move went well for 229 Sig qn. Independent, we once
again surged beyond the other Squadron and completed our move in
record time before Christmas. The Squadron Christmas function was
excellently organized by the SQMS even down to the antipodean
entenainer wid1 his fantastically PC repertoire. Maj Dan Webster ha
finally waved goodbye to the Squadron and headed back to Australia on
promotion, and the whole quadron' ishes him. Clai re and lhe kids well.
The new OC Maj Tro Crilly is now in place and we hope that he and
Antonia have an excellent two year seeing how it shou ld be done
.. ... well the British way anyway. A quick mention to gt (YofS) ' l u ed
to be a PTI you know· Boase but only becau e he was complaining that
be i never mentioned in The WIRE.

231 SQUADRO
Maj I. N. lluntcr
, qn omd
SM
W02 (S M) K. Weaver
RADlOTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. W. A. Docherty
Tp S gt
gt I. Thorburn
EXEf{CI E AIF SAREEA 2
On 28 August 200 I, 18 pale-faced warrior· from Radio Tp took the
long and arduou journey into the Oman de crt. Commanded by 2Lt
Brian '2 fi.h in a tank' Jeffery from 16 Sig Regt and gt Dean ' Ocano '
Royle we boldly en tered into the unknown. On arrival at Thumrait we
were greeted by the scaring heat that would remain with us for the re t of
our tay. A short drive to Camp South ( outh Park as we named it) got us
all imagining we were Lawrence of Arabia on an amazing adventure.
That wa until we realised our two-week acc lim atisation was to be
cleaning the desert rose-, DTLs and shower tents! Mind you, it only took
an hour a day and then we had the arduou task of sitting around getting a
Lan ! When the cinema arrived we thought we were definitely on holiday.
Thal was until we rcali ·ed the film of the month was 'Lawrence of
Arabia'! The internet facility was a God end and wa the only reliable
way to have contact with civilisation back at home. Deano Royle was
just pipped at the post by LCpl C hris ' I can type faster than most people
speak' John for the Radio Tp hog the internet award . The holiday
suddenly ended with a bang and we realised all our traffic was going to
be live. We would be relied upon for robust comms and would have to
deal~ ith traffic as important as bad RTAs. It was time to do our job. The
:even dets deployed out onto the MSR to provide communication for the
RMP at their checkpoints. The Ex Convoys steamed past down the
longc t, flattest, du tiest road in the world. The food on the Dets was the
best we had eaten in Oman but after a while even the toba co sauce got
monotonous. At lea t Sig Dave ' Run to the toilet' Aitken was feeling
better. LCpl Edwin 'Jock' Mee caused the biggest problem . Hi veggie
ration eemed to end up at every Det except his own! Two of the lad .
Sig Wayne ' Ravishing' Rudd and Sig James 'Burger· Burgess, got to
join in the action. ot by joining the exerci ing Troops but by bravely
tackling a gigantic camel pider. Well that is if you consider creaming
and throwing chair around brave. The convoy came back through
symbolising the end of the Exerci e and after turning the vehicles around
we were off to sun it up at the Hilton Hotel at the Port of alah. ' Surf
Team Extreme' was founded by Calum Tosswas er, Jo h arly, Kel
Randor and Pug. The now LC pl Tony 'the mouth' Hunter al o fow1d out
he came off the board, congratulations.
RADIO TROOP BACK IN KREFELD - by LCpl Britrai11

BRA DE BURG TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Sue Alison
, gt Ja e Wood
Tp gt
On 4 December 200 I, B (SATCOM) Tp was formed at 7 Sig Regt, 229
(Berlin) Sig Sqn in Krefeld. The Troop was forn1ed with operators and
technicians from all the quadrons in the Regiment. tarting with a big
welcome to the Tp Comd Lt ·Harry Potter' Allison, the Troop ergeant
being Sgt ' I can kick a rugby ball for Wales' Wood and Cpl 'Brigadier'
1arsh . The rest of the Troop consist. of two SAT OM det 's JAGUAR
and KA GAROO as well as SCRA(T)s and admin support. You know
who you are. Also a big hello to the 50 I dets from 30 Sig Rcgt and TCW
(WrNG 'they're not tactical and can't communicate'). These have been
attached to our tp for the duration of our first few exercises of the year.
CHARLOTTE BURG TROOP
Tp omd
Lt . M. Dixon
Tp SSgt
SSgt . E. Littlefield
The Troop has been particularly bu y during the move to Bruggen
with manpower stretched to the fore winds providing fatigue part ies for
the clear up as well as preparing vehicles for the major ARR Exercise in
February. There has still been time to ettle in with a very succes ful
Regimental All-Ranks party that the Troop assisted in the orga nisation of.
WILMA DORF TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Liz Williams
Tp SSgt
S gt Willie coot.s
Whiskey Tp had a good start to the festive season wit h a troop
Christma~ party, organized by Cpl 'Mally' Malison. The evening got off
lo a good start with a fantastic hine e take away brought in to the venue.
Our resident DJ, ig 'Lenny' Leonard supplied the mu ic and a good
night was had by all. The final event in December was a Squadron
func tion organized by Sgt ( QMS) 'Jock' Reid , an ex tremely eventful
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evening with a great b~nd and other entertai nment. The evening doubled
up as a farewell LO MaJ Dan Webster, who was returning to Australia in
th e New Year. During the December peri od th e Squadron began in
camcst, to move to Bruggen. Starting with the Pad's, Cpl Paul Lomas
being given a gi ngerbread house to sustain him during the winter months!
ext up came the singlics, after being promised two days to mo\e, were
given three hours! Well done lads. Finally the rest of the Squadrons assets
moved before Christmas so we had the pica urc of cleaning Krefeld in
the New Year. Final congratulations go to Sig. ' Dinger' Bell and his new
wife Kim on their recent marriage, best of luck to them both.
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231 Squadron's winning Team from the Military Skills Competition

Congratulations to ig Dale 'Pucker up ' Brittain who got promoted
for being umber I on the J O Cadre Course, even if he ha n 't got a
clue how to read a map! Together with him on the gruelling course led by
their Tp QC Lt Joe 'P ·ycho' Docherty wa ig Barber. Baxter and
1atthew . Unfortunately ig MatthC\\S fell over on some grass and wa
RTU'd but the other two warriors battled on and survived the freeting
cold condi tions completing the course very well, both being in the top
ten. The cry of 'You don 't know, you weren't there· still echo around the
garages. The two weeks fini hcd with a huge dinner night and a
celebration was had by all. The Regiments Military skills com petition
was the day after the Christmas dinner but seven members of Radio Tp
and one from Oscar Tp managed to triumph in the individual team
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competition. Sig Tia 'I'll bet the CO a crate' Houghton and Cpl ndre\\
· ut Case' Brown spurred the team onto victory in the log and trctchcr
race. Psycho was qulle glad to get through the day ahvel The Chri~tmas
bash was a g~eat success organised by Sig Mark 'foghorn· Rea) and Cpl
Ian 'eyes' Fisher was the happiest man in the world with his fabloned bchit from
M Weaver. The move to Bruggcn has brought a new buzz
around the Troop. Probably because we all think we're going to pull a
Dutch Goddess! The Troop congratulate now L pl Hunter, L pl
Baxter and Cpl 'Yes I'm beautiful ' Lovell on their promotions. Welcome
to all the new arrivals and to the old, we won't forget you.
0 CARTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt R. Herring
Tp SSgt
S gt Robertson
For the mighty 0 car Tp it has been a very busy time since ovembcr.
After a very hectic Exercise period it wa time to get ready for the Jong
aw~1ted move to Bruggen. After a lot of heavy lifting or 'spine twinging'
as 1t was know.n, the day finally arrived and the convoys rolled out of
Kr?feld on their way to Bruggen. All but LCpl Philip ' Phil' Baynes
arrived safely, as he decided that a visit to the town of Bruggen was more
appropriate! With ome initial teething problems out of the way, Oscar
Tp has settled into a new life in Bruggen. ongratulations to ig Rodger
' Rodge' Malcolm and LCpl Dick on the birth of their baby boy Master
Connor Mcleod. Hello to all those who are new and goodbye to all tho e
who have de erted u you know who you are!
Q EBECTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Cairns
Tp S gt
S gt Co nlan
Major changes have been happening within Quebec Tp with a sad
farewell to all the operators who have moved over to Radio Tp and a
warm welcome to the Lima Tp Driver Linemen who have become pan of
the new Quebec Tp. Welcome back to the Troop · kivers Cpl Charlotte
'Charlie' Su nderland and Cpl Emma Dignall who have recently got
back from leg two of the British Army Antarctic Expedition. They sailed
across the equator from Gran Canaria to Rio de Janeiro. Farewell to the
amazing band J T. Cpl imon 'Si' Chittick, Cpl nthony ' imo'
impson and Cpl l'licholas ' ick' cullion played for the last time with
their fellow band members at the Squadron' Christmas party.
232 SQUADR01
Sqn Comd
Maj H. A. Jenkins
SM
W02 M. Browitt
All ranks were treated to a ·Meatloaf medley' at the Squadron
Chri tmas function by the entertainment ' hiver'. Having recovered from
the experience it was time for a well deserved Chri tma leave for most
people. January has brought \ ith it new challenge . new problems. ne\\
ju t about everything in fact! TI1e quadron has been working very hard
to complete the move
D prepare for the Exerci es panan and Arcade
Guard but as the saying goe - so far so good. HQ would like to take
this opportunity to congratulate Capt Worden on her marriage during
Christmas leave. Shame her and the QC couldn't co-ordinate them elve
not lo be away at the ame time leaving the quadron in the not so safe
hand of Hotel Troop!! Speaking of Hotel Troop ...
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Calloway
Tp gt
S gt Pavier
Even though there were not enough hours in the day to complete the
ma ive task of movi ng the entire Regiment. ome of the Troop ·till
managed a jolly to sunnier clime . namely LCpl 'international playboy·
Harmon. With all the ingle oldiers moved, the Troop had their annual
Chri !mas kne up. The night was started off with a meal at the La
Romantica followed by a trip round the bustling nightlife of Krefeld. Our
thanks must go to Cpl tanley and Cpl Hurst for arranging the very
enjoyable night. traigh t after the very eventful hri tmas lea' c the
Troop was thrown right back into the usual hard graft they have become
accu tom d to. The quadron finally got settled into their new home and
the inglie soon had there 0\ n TV room up and running. De pite being
ery bu y and regrouping to encompa the technician and the EDs.
Hotel Tp remains of good spirits and is looking forward to life in Javelin
Barracks.
DELT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt J. Down
Tp S 'gt
SSgt Taylor
We said our farewell to unny Krefold and in a hectic and non-stop
three day managed to move all of our doubh:: beds etc etc. We al o said
goodbye to Lt Iii on who ha been internall y po·ted to ·pointy head '
qn (229) to head up the newly formed atcom Tp and the dc 'CT\edly
promoted gt Randerson who goe to HQ, (Well done Randy). Finally
we aid a very emotional goodbye to the talented tec hnicians- pl
·De peratc Dan· Stein and Cpl 'Manic' '1.undy who are going to th..:
bu ie t, the best. the mighty ll otel Tp. (Can we all go'!) We arc no\\
looking forward lo depl yi ng our
s to Herford and
0 4 in
Mc tettcn for Ex Arcade iuartl will we ever get a re t'?
T
TROOP
Tp Comet
Lt Bosworth
Tp gt
gt Griffiths
Just like the re t of the Regiment, Tac Troop ha had a bus} time O\ er
the last fe, month . On top of everything cl c that the other Troops hm.c
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don •
h.l\ e built lh 'If HQ for a demonstration less than two weeks
ft r (. hristmas le;ne and rw:hl in the middle of the mon: Chaos spnngs
w nund. T. c d ·pl1'. ed with. their usu:il style and performed their tasking
" ·ll ;md on 11111e .;hamc no one else seemed to take much nottcc. Tac
"ould hke to e"\lend their congratulations to their OC. Lt Bos" orth and
h1. "1fe on the rec nt birth of their daughter
op hie. They would like
10 poml out 1ha1 it doesn't giYe you an e:cu e 10 mi .· all of the other
1:rci,e. that \he rest of the 'quadron arc endu ci ng at the moment'

REGl\IE, T\L
DRECOl R E
18 OYE\IBER- I D E\IBER 2001
.., .·ig R ·gt training" ing ran a joint J CO CADRE course with 16 ig
Rcgt o'er the penod of I,' member to l De ember. 1 he atm of the
cour-t: \\a~ to test all ~old1cr in leader hip potential and military
kno" ledge The course \\3'i run for those who were pul forward by there
rc,pecti,:C quadron commander> as being uitable for promotion and all
nonunee · were ad\ 1 cd in their joining m ·truction that the cour c would
be both nientall} and physically demanding and all ·hould tum up well
prepared and up to ITO standard for the course. The tudents arrived al
R <\ F Bruggen on unday 18 1 o,·ember a little appreh 11'i e about what
was about to be unleashed on them. After being introduced lo the D all
student were then given a series of briefings a nd were then el their
intake a se sment tests on the following ' Ubjects: First Aid, i BC. Fie ld
craft. \1ap reading and weapon handling test . l am sure that all the
student would like to thank all members of the D and in particular Cp l
DaH Wheeler and Cpl te\C Hall for their longer than expected BPFA
asse~ ment which was enjoyed by all tho e attending.
\\'eek One of the cour e was held on Bruggen amp, this was the
teaching pha e that "ould be confirmed by a test week al Haltem
Training Area. which e,·eryone wa looking forward to. But first the
" ek on camp had to be dealt with. II the students were split up into
their respective ections. which were judged on their intake a ses ment
test and the physical prowe · on the BPFA. Working hours during week
one were a bit of a shock all round with the tudents getting up at ix
o·clocl.. and finishing up for the day at around 2030hr . IL soon became
apparent that some of the student weren ' l quite up to scratch on the old
mil kill and most would benefit greatly from the subject kno\ ledge
e' pert ·. On Day One the oldiers bru hed up on their map reading in
preparation for the night nav later on in the week, and covered some
BF T with Cpl Ca well . The highlight of the day was of course the PT,
which was a nice gentle one to tart with. though many of the course may
di agree on that one. Firstly with webbing and helmets on, it's a game of
catch the PT! with all the D in tow. All students are doing well up to
thi · point with the mild mannere-0 duo of Cpl Thomas and Sgt John 'the
·creaming 1<ull' lorley bringing the art of gentle persuasion to a new
dimen ion. ig pooner making us all cringe with his dad' am1y style of
swinging webbing with the bottom third of his webbing nicely compacted
with sand which he kept for the remainder of week one.
The section then happened upon four handily placed logs that the
PT! made good use of. A couple of K. and a bit of terrain work later
four exhausted eclion finished the log race on ly to be told they would
soon be off again. They head off without the logs (to the relief of many)
to be told 200m down the road that there would be ·obstacles' that will
need to be mm·ed. These obstacle were of course the dreaded trelcher .
11 four sections now on each stretcher for the long log home. This was
a closely fought conte t and was probably the hardest PT session many of
the course had done. The remainder of the PT on the rest of the course
was equally hard and this took its toll on the students, unfortunately by
the end of Week One ten had to call it a day due to injury. During Week
One the ·tudents were given the chance to practice giving a presentation
to the rest of their section. By the end of the week the vast majority of
tudents had grown in confidence and gave \'ery good presentations, wi th
most appreciating being given the opportunity to address an audience for
the fir>t time. The students were now getting used to the continuous
pres ure they were being put under a nd their thoughts a re drift ing to
Hal tern.

The CO chats to Sig McColm,
whilst Cpl Thomas kisses the Wing Commander
(Cadre Course Passoff Parade)

B.\Til.f. C \\1P Pll \ . E
rhc Troops deployed to llaltem, where the weather system didn't let
u down. I rue to form it wa!> cold and wet. On arrival the troops' morale
\\as high and Y.ould stay high for the time being. Due to an over sight by
21.t Dochcrt) that pyro couldn't be used on the exercise area on a
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unday. the D eouldn·t initially ambush the TCV . Thi en ured thal all
the troop · deployed from the T Vs p~acefully and_ a ll went well for at
least t n minutes before section one (111 broad daylight) moved towards
the harbour area with out infom1ing the rest of the platoon.
A lot more mile were CO\ ered than expected during the firsl day or
so. mainly due to lack of experience on the map readi ng. with the odd
section being geographically challenged (section one unshakably blami ng
LCpl 'lm al1 expert map reader · Kingston) . Sgt ' Dange rous Bri an·
heared eventually found lllS section nice a nd snug in their sleeping
bags, gt Yuill and Sgt 'torlcy found their sec_tion scourin g nearby
woods looki ng for the harbour area and were kmdly s hown the way
home. fter a few hours fam iliarising themselves on the ground during
command tas ks , there were few problems with the navigation on the
exercise. On the First Aid ~tand ig Lester and ig · Paddy ' Morrison
were the only participant who rcli hcd the opportunity to throw the OS
(Sgt Yuill) about like a wet sock whilst being a delirious battle casualty.
this he of course thoroughly enjoyed. By Day Two ig ' Grandad' Lester
felt the strain over tl1e andy arduous training area, which isn't urprising
for a man of his age. and decided to venl his fru !ration · on whoever was
prepared to Ii ten. (Big teddy bear beaten up and thrown in t11e corner!)
With the temperalUre dropping a little some found it harder to cope than
others. Sig Cox complained ofa chill and wa given a few knees to chest,
which he found very warming and didn't complain of being cold for the
re t of the exercise. A few had to leave the field for a night, ig Bargery
had a back twinge when she tried lo carry ig Baxter's bergen from hell
during the anti ambush drill. ig pooncr came in from t11e co ld with
ymptom of what can only be de cribed as atropine poisoning. However,
he oon cheered up when \\ 02 Andy Crawford wa hed and dried hi
ock' for him. When a ked to leave the D accommodation, C pl Hall
detected an air of reluctance from Mr Spooner and later informed the OS
that it had taken him 20 minute to put on a pair of boots before being
ent back to the bo om of his ection. ection 3 would like to thank ig
pooner for a welcome morale boost taking the opportunity lo make
them all laugh whenever the chip were down.
The whole of the cxcrci e pha e ran very well with 2Lt Docherty and
his trusty M.E.L which Cpl Matt Thomas duly ripped up and re wrote
on the back of a fag packet for him. The exercise cu lminated in the form
of a wood clearance and gave the hierarchy (who were welcome to attend
at any time) from both Regiment the chance to ee how well their troops
had done. With the wood clearai1ce done and the enemy well and truly
defeated endex wa called. ext wa a well·de erved breakfa t at • South
Fork' where all the troop co uld meet and chat to the respective
dignitarie from their regiment . Many thanks lo Cpl Wifford for the
excellent breakfast he provided. A good breakfast down their neck the
course head back to Bruggen? Well okay a mall matter of a surprise
march and hoot competition to be dealt with. Firstly the sections ran to
the trelchers and then carried them to the log then the logs lo the range,
with every soldier in every section calling on their la t re erves to get
them through . After the falling plate shoot it was an nounced that 3
Section won the march and shoot competition . ow it really was that
much looked forward to trip back to Bruggen to finish off the day with
some drill, a the pa s off parade was the following morning.
On the morning of the pass off parade everyone is there bright and
early, well apart from Sgt Morley who is ome w here between
Wildenrath and JHQ on his on's bike. When asked by 16 Sig Regt
Training Wing WO Mick Angove why he was late, he replied, ' Because
you didn't give me a lift like we agreed Sir.' One bottle of .port later we
hear all is well. With both Commanding Officers representing their
Regiment's the pa s off parade went well , even with 2Lt Dochcrty's ofT
the culT running commentary thal for ome rea on had C p l Thomas
cringing in his boot . All the oldiers performed well considering they
had very little time dedicated to drill on the course. The main bulk of the
cour e having been dealt with all were now looking forward to the end of
course evening meal which would be ho ted by the WOs and Sergeants'
Mess at 7 Sig Regt. All the course arrived in the correct attire looking
very smart indeed although you couldn't help bul think that there were
couple of yobbos in disguise in there somewhere. The meal was excellent
as was the service provided. However, tho c not accustomed to the ways
of the mess were getting a little distraught that the much looked forward
to comfort break would never arrive, with the Commanding Officer
giving the student a small ta te of how long the after dinner speeches
could last. Awards al the end of the night went to top student and best
field so ldier who was Sig Britton who is to be congratulated on being
promoted to Lance Corporal there and then by the CO, as wa Sig
1orriso n who came second . Best Section went to One Section. Best
Endeavor was Sig Irwin . As the meal drew to a close the senior me
members left the table and Mr Vice, Sea n Mar riott entertained the
remainder for the evening. Then it was every one in the bar to sec the
evening out. It was obvious from the conversations that took place later
in the bar that the vast majority (if not all) of the course could look back
on the course and say they had enjoyed it, even if at times the learning
curve got a bit steeper than they expected. They have a ll come away from·
the course better soldiers and the top two earning their promotion because
of ~he cours~. This. is obviously a good incentive for young soldier in
their respective units to push lo get on future courses and do well on
them. ~ell done to all who passed the cour e and we'll be hearing your
war stones for years to come.
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JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT
{AYIOS NIKOLAOS)

Specialist troops from 3 Squadron clearing Paramali!

W02 (Suprv R) Steve Smith
contemplates life in the RD lane on Exercise Distance Support

Maj Bohanan (with the bandana) and
Flt Lt Harris (without the hair)
.
with Defence Troop on Exercise Distance Support
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SSgt John 'Bob the Builder' Driver
providing MACC during Cyprus worst winter storms for 44 years
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14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WAREFARE)

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT
ROYAL AIR FORCE DIGBY

3 Ql \ORO - hr gr .lt!nning'
\ftcr L Years I ha'e tinalh bc1.:n ·,o]unteered' to pronJe ·ome note,
for Tire WIRE' o I 'vould like to start b) aying .. Hello \tum"' . You most
probably kno" by no\\ that this i~ a 'ery P_u~Ic nit, so ~will in lude all
.·\rms in this art1ck As it ccrns to be tradition to tan wtth the hello and
goodbvc, I thought that would be a good place to ·tart. Goodbyes to Cpl
SteH~ ··1 tra'd "'5 • lile~ t work' '.\la on, who got a plum po ting five
miles closer to his home! W02 (MTWO) teve 'Rapper· Bovan, who is
n:tiring after 2'.! Ycan>. Cp l Oaz Tm going back to Cypru,' Paxton, and
Cpl , ·iklti Bingham. I would al o like to ay goodbye to tho,e who ha\'e
been npped from the bo. om of the orp . and tran ferred (under du re s)
to the I. T Corps, gt ·Chad' Chad\\ick and gt 'Taff \ illium on.
Hello· in the e" Year to L pis Wad worth, Tonge, tor., ang ter,
\1cG en ni~. L) le and Holl) head. All baby techs coming to us from ihe
facton. lso to pl tafford, who i al o coming to u from Blandford.
Other'recent armal· include Flt Lt C. J. Richardson, AC(T) Ritchie
ation, JT Carl Blakemore, Mr Bob Nuttal and Mr C hri s Garrad all
into Eng Flt.
In the Unlucky ection, the Award goe to gt Bob Gilii , who after
doing a +monih Det in Banja Luka played a ~ame of Rugby ~en da~s
into hi. leave and proceeded to break 111 leg m two place ! F111ally 111
memory of RAF, Cpl Ian Bentl y who tragically died in a gliding
accident on ihc 26 August.
Now, on to recent events. 3 and 4 quadron of JSSU Digby had joined
force and WO the CO's cup competit ion. The competi tion consi ted of
the following event· with our position.
Volleyball - Joint La t
upersiars - First
Log Race - econd
wimming - Forth ot a bad re ult, eeing as some of our wimmers had
to enter five events!]
oftball - econd [ o we couldn't beat the Americans at their own
game!]
.
Football - econd [We had the only player sent off 111 the whole
competition for Dissent]
Hockey - econd
X-Country - econd [If we could have entered one more femal e we
would have pinched pole position!]
The final event was the ' Pub Quiz' 1 Squadron who were in second
place at the time ·forgot' to pass on the me sage to our ports Rep SAC
·Clippo· Ciip on, that the Date of the Quiz had been changed! ever the
less Clippo found a team and managed to steal founh place. which was
enough to win the entire competition. Sorry 1 Squadron your
underhandednes has backfired, better luck next Year!
4 Q ' AORO,
Thankfully, at the time of writing, events in 4 Sqn have calmed down
somewhat from the Chri tma holidays. Holiday is perhaps the wrong
word as most of the Ops team spent mot of the time in the office waiting
for things to happen. Typically rhings only got goi ng again in the ew
Year. The temporary slow down on the ops front gave the Foreman, W02
(FofS) Harper the opportunity to discus PC maners with the 0 ·, 1aj
• addington . The course of action for the OC's stricken PC proved to be
a complete re-build of the hard dri e, which unfortunately deleted the
QC 'Power Puff Girls' icons. The OC's defence of'but it's my kids' PC
\\as thrown out, when it was discovered that he knew all the words to the
title jingle from the cartoon. !early guilty of too much watching of
aturday morning TV. On the Squadron movements side, hello to Lt
Lindsa) Roberts who takes over from Lt Ruth Allen (if that' po sible).
TOl.JGH GI.JV CO '1PETIO
Competition is probably the wrong word to describe 'The Tough Guy'.
With around 6000 peopl ·competing' most of the team that went along
from JS U(D1gby) were just interested 111 getting round in one piece
rather than racing. A total of 19 ·volunteers · turned out after the initial
idea from Lt Col ·Mad a a box of frog ' Sharman. The plan had been
to stick together as much as possible, but after the scrum on the start line,
we >plil down into random teams of around three. It was halfway round
the cross-country course before most of us met up again to compare
111june, and mud stains. JT Hanlon in particular had lost her trainers in
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the muddy bottom of a stream after SOOm and !1ad spent evcral minu.te
wading through knee-deep mu? before recovcnn~ them . The hill section
in the final third of the course 1 particularly co1111cal. The mud left from
3000 pairs of trainers meant that mo t of u had to crawl up the slopes
before skidding back down to the bottom ready for the next climb.
Having lost each other again. peop~e c entual.ly made 1t 1.n ma.II groups
to the 'ki lling fields'. Getting stuck 111 and hav111g nearly killed himself on
the electric fences. Maj ·Yorkshire Terrier' Palfreyman w.as dismayed to
find that being vertically challenged on the commando wires means that
your feet don't touch ihe bottom rope. The worst part of the rest of the
course wa the water obstacles, guaranteed to get the hyperthermia going
nicely. The mo t pleasant part was crawling through the mud of the final
leopard crawl, bccau e after 3000 bodie the mud wa at least wann!
Thankfully. after 45 minutes of water torture, 11 wa on ly an 800m stagger
to the fini hand a waiting cup of tea. ome people. Capt Don 'Psycho'
Walker included. were shivering o much. that even with hanging onto
the cups with two hand , tea wa going everywhere but in the right place.
The final, unexpected event wa the 'warm down ' that en ucd from
having to pu h two minibuse and a lone woman in a camper van out of
the muddy field next to the course.

EXERCISE SAIF SAREEA fl
A TROOP COMMA DER'S VOi E
I was comm issioned. on 10 August and by 6 September was deployed
111to Oman: the trans1t1on from one sandpit to another was remarkably
swift. I had the pleasure to be attached to 245 Squadron with it new
improved and enlarged Zulu Troop. We were deployed on Ex Saif Sareca
or• wift word' to provide EW capability to the commander - no shock
there. The newly founded Angove and Cubbin tours promised a sun and
sand .sensation on the A~abian Pcnin ~ ula , 'two fast-pace build-up
exerc1 ·es followed by a high acumen ltve-ex, 14 Sig Regt versus the
in~amous 'Booties' Y Troop. Even before we left Blighty, plots were
being hatched as to how we could prove who was king of the ca ·tie when
it came to EW. Indeed, the pre exercise hype was good; everyone was
geared up for a testing time. The exercise, however, proved to be a slight
variation to what had been anticipated - we had been called out to Oman
for a Tactical Exerci c With Troops, yet fought a largely notional enemy.
aturally for those who e JOb 1t wa to pass mtercepted transmission on
to the 02 cel l. thi made things somewhat harder than expected! Despite
this set back there wa a I t of fun to be had in the land where the sun
alway shines ..If anyone has any deep feelings that they want to hare
about the exercise
gt Moffett would be pleased to receive them on his
newly commissioned website ' lhateOman.com'.

Capt Higgs, Us Morris and Jones and W01 Angove go native

Wishing they'd stayed in bed, team Digby are ready for the off

A big thankyou goes to LCpl Fielder for organi ing everyone and to
Cpl Jackson for doing a cracking job as driver/photographer/support
team. Applications for next year to Ca pt Walker clearly the only one
of us mad enough to do it again!

ignorance was bliss, yet soo n one peripheral vision became acutely
aware of earthly scuttenngs. Underneath stone·, bushes. vehicles and
even your camp cot there potentially lurked a wee bcastie. This helps to
expla111 the expanding paranoia of the QC. the undoubted arachnophobia
of the quadron, possibly the di vi ion. By end of the exercise most of his
w~rdrobe ~vas _ hanging from the cam net, (no, don·t worry ir. these
thmgs don t chmb! ). Fortunately we possessed the ultimate deterrent to
being munched by a camel spider 'The Undertaker'. This uncommonly
large scorpion took great pleasure in polishing off camel spiders for
supper, all the same I would not like to have met him on a dark night
ah, hght naw. Consequently 64point checks were introduced as tandard
before. entering the sleeping bag. Some of our number appeared to be at
one with the fauna. ig James had two notable arachnid experiences. On
their first meeting the spider merely touched his arm, however these
spiders are ~eisty beasts it would seem. By the econd encounter they
were s!eepmg together. 'I got into my dos bag. zipped it up and
somelh111g felt_ not quite right...· On que tioning how he attracted the
spiders he replied, 'I dunno, maybe it's mistaking me for a camel!'
One feature of the exercise, which united all troops. was hatred of the
DTLs. Digging them and u ing them proved to be a dismal experience.
You certainly didn't require the power of sight to find them on a dark
night. As mtgh~ be expected toilet humour wa prevalent on the exerci e,
yet omchow 1t eemed more poignant in this case. Biscuit brown
developed a certain cachet and late night jogging became a fad. Maybe
next. time exercise pla~ners will reali e that washing plates in washing
hqu1d soup a~er meals 1s not the answer. ow, as one might expect in the
de ert. there 1 plenty of sand. This sand has many intcre ting properties.
~ne of ~he most notoriou bei~g looking afe to drive across. How many
time did we become bogged 111? It wa a new craze, everyone wa doing
it. The initial trendsetter were the YofS and the FofS and many more
were to enjoy the fru tration. Here I must incriminate myself for po sibly
the most humiliating rescue. TCAD were informed of my demi c when a
c~ll intercepted poke of a 'dam cl in distress'. Having dug like dogs
with hands and feet to try and free our rover. which had been in up to the
axle;, we heard armour. A blue cyalume appeared from the darkne and
an enemy recce·s Spartan drew up in front of us. gt Ray of the 9 12
Lancers released u from our andy bog and then proceeded to advance
the enemy recce screen. So I gues I didn ·t compromise our position
much then? Still, at least we were rescued: ome people were in serious
danger of actually u ing the information learned on the desert urvival
course.

The Omanis, who we worked alongside for the live-exercise. proved
to be good-humoured and hospitable not to mention posses ing very
impressive ignals equipment. Their good will and humour was a
blessing when I sat down for a meal with them. Lunch, a mound of rice
with tender lamb on top, was served on a large metal platter in ihe centre
of our seated (cross- legged) gathering. We were in tructed to crush ihe
rice in our fists then eat the resultant ball with a piece of meat. By the end
of the meal my lap and the surroundi ng area wa littered with the
remnants of my inelegant efforts. The only person in a similar me s was
the OC. whilst the YofS eemed to have perfected the art - so the
MacDonalds don't originate in cotland then?

This didn't happen ........ much!

\
. ·.;:
The water aerobics proved to be a hit with LtCol Sharman
and Maj Palferyman
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'Did the SQMS bring any tentage?'

The exercise saw many opportunities for ingenuity. According to the
reoro crews the pcrfeci tan can be achieved by wearing minimal clot hing,
~amely just a single sock. The YofS, however. uggest ivea i applied
liberally. Test. show that this method i indeed very ucce sfu l, or i thi
yet further proof of dubiou. parentage? T he tanning of the ole of the
feet 1~. however, not to bt: recommended. aught in the grip ofa ' weener'
test 1g 1\vissel wa lked (runni ng trictly not allowed) to the water bowser
~arc-footed in the midday sun . The re ults were - inevitably bli tered
feet, ergo feet <lo not like exce sivc heat, so keep them out of it! Another
great feature of the desert, a idc from heat, wa its wildlife. Initi ally
THE W IRE, APRIL 2002

side fro m arachnid and vehicle swa llowing sarlak ( ee star wars)
the desert holds other threat to security, indeed it affect your mental
tability. We had the pleasure of being accompanied on exerci e by two
anadians, ·young' Jeff and ·old' Tim . ' ow whilst Jeff victoriou ly
tole the 'Go lden Blanket' award from gt ·ou ty' Hiler, Tim was
more alternative.
green 'thing' new pa t Mr ngove whil ' t he was
randing in a group. The group proceeded to di ·cu - what it wa and then
omebody caught it. Tim then ciied upon ' hat proved to be a locust and
ate it. Stunned ilence. According to the de ert survival course they are
only uppo ed to be con umed cooked, ah well. Thi· might of cour ·c
explain what Tim wa later to describe as hi s 'zephyrs' .
Account of bravery also de erve a place in thi report. In the. face of
danger 245 Sqn will stand to be counted anJ lay wa te to the advancing
forces. However, this became omewhat of a problem when tho e doing
fire and manoeuvre toward them were Blue-force Irish Guards. Rebro
Charlie aw the troop di ·mount from their rover a fair distance oft~ b
the time they had 'taken· the rebro position they were hea ily sweating. It
wa only then that the Mick clicked. ·You guys are friend ly force: aren't
you?' That would be right. The lri ·h Guards remounted their ro,·er nnd
the rebro re -urned ab-orbing the ra . The other account of ostensible
bravery took place on the live-ex. ·contact, wait out' came over the
squadron net. We \ ailed, nothing more wa heard from E M 2. The next
me age, which came from the Pine larten located , OOm away from
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E. I 2. ·ould onh b • heard with the gain on high, · there were 8 flare .
!, t. ,1( houting a1id gun fire. We'ye turned th geny off and are 111 stand
t, p<.. itions' The follo\>ing day. when~ M2 aro. fron~ the gra_ve. there
\\ere a..:..:u,..1t1ons of cowardice. '\\'hy d1dn ·1 the ·,\ hcehe poufs counter
tt ck?" cried 245 qn. ·Well why did the marine. choo.e lo attack your
dct of ten as opposed to ours of four in the first p!acc?' came the 226 qn
r t n Friends ti.1rc\ er. m war and peace!
.\. ,1, you ha\e read, de pitc the ex rcisc play .lacking some\d1at ~he~:
\as nc; er a dull moment to be had. T\\ o month m the desert might ,1.11 c
been more than most could bear but then most were not wllh the
fornmlablc :!45 quadron! I \1ould lih to thank the OC for inYiting me
,,n the c. crcisi: and 2Lt J a on Da\\l!S for ho ting me . You had a
panicularly tough ta ·k on you hand,: !~king control of a new troop a.s
\I ell a' looking afkr a newly comm1ss1oned officer. You coped \\1th 11
1\ ell. thank you ever o much for the 24 hours I ·pem abandoned 111 the

x

I

Liu with the two ' cot · pretending to be Irish. aka ·The Rough and Ready
Reece' . lam a changed individual! Thanks to all of 245 , 237. 226
quadron and 'the baby Arab~' for making Ex aif arcea
immea urably belier than it could have been.
245 lG 1 AL SQ
ORO (EW)
.
.
.
.
The quadron rushes onwar? at a fair pace. wllh very few soldiers m
barracks at any one rime. Whiskey 1) completed their deployment to
Kosovo in mid-December, and factoring post tour !~av~ and Chnsunas
into the bargain, appeared back in work at the beg111n111g of February.
Zulu Tp had an c1 en more hectic time. pending October and ovember
in Oman on Ex Saif arcca II, and almo ·t as ·oon as they return began
pre-deployment training to take over from Whiskc~ Tp in K?sov?· They
will return from Ko mo at the beginmng of Apnl, by wl11ch tnne the
arn1our may just be serviceable thanks to the endeavours of Whiskey Tp.

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

0
Lt Col A. , . Morphet
WOI (R 1) Fisher
R M
The Regimem returned from it Chri tma break with batterie recharned ready to embark on what will, I'm ure, prove to be one of the
most challenging period· in recem times. O\'er the next three month the
Regiment will prepare and move to its new home at Ja eli n Barracks
Elmpt (RAF Bruggen that was). it will lose 252 Sig qn (yet to be
confirn1ed) and take on. admin istratively, 280 Sig qn. In addition from
January we will provide the final JCUFI qn {thereafter tl~e deta:hment
will be by individual rouleament) and from May we provide a 1zeable
chunk of manpower to the Balkan Reinforcement Programme ..How on
earth do you find time to write WfRE notes? I hear you ask. H?w mde~d?
From the Regimental perspective sport ha figured prommently 111 a
number of newsworthy events O\'er the last couple of months. December
saw the inaugural award of the Turnbull Trophy. 1aj Bob Turnbull was
the ccond in Command of the Regiment up until . ovember 2000 when
he was tragically killed in a paragliding accident in outhern Germany.
Bob's love of sport and outdoor pursuits is well documented within the
Royal ignals and he had spent a great deal ofti~e in organising p~ning
actil ities and expeditions and generally encouragmg other to paruc1pate.
There are few who met him that were not touched by his enthusia m and
ze ·t. In order to mark the contribution Bob made to port the Regiment
commissioned a trophy in his honour. The trop hy will be awarded
annually to an individual. who in the opinion of a board of judges, is
deemed 10 ha\·e made the mo t ignificant contribution to sport over the
year. The award is not ju t restricted to the gladiators but is open to aH
that both partici pate and conrribute in other way . Indeed, one of this
vear· stronge t contenders wa an ind ividual that ' had a go' at a number
di. cipli nes and although never attained great heights displayed grit,
determination and comm itmem that put others to hame.

of

Fini hing ufficiently high enough within his age category. at thi year's
European Championship to qualify for the. World Champion hips (~r~n
fan) he ha displayed extraordinary quahttes. f-!e traveled to f-!awa11 111
ovember where he competed in the world Triathlon Champ1onsh1ps.
under the Great Britain banner, in what is considered one of the world'
toughest sponing events. Thi exceptional achievement has earned him
the title of Sport person of the Year for 200 I.
LEICESTE R TROPH Y PORT WEEK
taying with port the Regiment' annual sport competition, .the
Leicester Trophy. is traditionally competed for over a 12-month pcnod.
Owing to a number of complexitie , alluded to earlier, it wa deemed
nece ary both to confine the competition to a week and cale down the
conte·ts from 12 to 5. ot that it made much difference as the winners
over the last two years SCPR, of 255 Sig Sqn, again ran out as winner ,
although they were run pretty clo e by HQ Sqn A. The week was a
miracle of organization and administration by the QMSI, W0 2 Bob
Price, and hi team, although for future reference perhaps havmg ~he
rugby competition on day one is not the be t idea as the h t of walking
wounded te tified.
PRIT O F SPORT J HQ TO LEICE TER T RI ATHLO .
Although somewhat shrouded in the mists of time it appears that it was
purely a chance comment made by OC HQ Squadron, Ma j Guy
Richards to the Lord Mayor of Leicester at the Regimental Dinner ight
in the Mayor's honour la t year. When the Mayor declared that hi
adopted theme for fund raising over the coming year was going to be
'The Spirit of Sport'. G uy's respon e was, as the story goe , port
provoked as he suggested that the Regiment might be able to contribute
by perhaps ycling, rowing and running from Krefeld to Leicester. Of
cour e in government and indu try a scheme like this is given to a bunch
of highly paid individual who form a body and do nothing else but with
the military of course not the case a OC HQ will testify as he departed
on the venture in the back of the support vehicle tapping away on his lap
top to produce yet more 2048's. A fu ller report fo llows.

under tables in respective messes at Javelin Barracks. The Officers
marked their .departure from the RFOM with the presentation of a
Regimental print to ommandcr ARRC. In addition, again to coincide
with the departure from JHQ it was decided to hold a joint function to
mark the occasio n of omm.and.cr I st S.ignal Brigade, Brig David
McDowall, departure. The Brigadier remams 111 JHQ as chief G6 until
taking up the post of SOinC later this year. A joint officers and eniors
fo1111al dinner was held in the Rheindhalen Room and the O took the
opportunity to recti(y a situation that arose .back in 94 when the Brigadier,
who wa comrnan_dmg 7 Sig Regt at the time, replaced 16'h Sig Regt in
Krefcld. At that lime there was a certam amount of debate, which has
since pas cd mto orps Folklore, concerning a certain wall that was
removed by th~ outg?ing regiment. The ~all was sub cqucntly to be
replaced by the 111com111g regiment. A certa111 amount of conjecture exists
to fuel the debate about whether or not the original wall wa ever
resurrected in JHQ or new bricks employed for the task. Lt Col Morphet
put the matter to rest by presenting the Brigadier with ' The Wall'.
REGIME TAL ALPI NE Kl-TEAM 2001 /2002
This season's team was a Imo t entirely composed of new kiers to the
Regiment, with the exception of Sgt Cal Bru ce who, despite intentions
otherwise did not hang up his ski boots. A team compri ing of Lt Emily
Greenwood, C pl Ma rk .'Clog Boy ' Elli s and Cpl 'Scott' Morga n
attended the Corps Camp 111 Austria for four weeks. This culminated in
the Corps Championships in which the team came a very creditable third,
with Lt Greenwood winning the female GS title and coming econd in
the slalom to fini h 15th overall. SSgt Bruce also finished top of the
veteran tree and 12th overall in the Championships. Cpls Ellis and
Morgan finished 28th and 29th respectively.
January rolled on with the pre-Div training camp in Les Grand
Bomand, France, alongside I CS Med Regt. Following a very productive
and intensive weeks training in poles, we began the Divi ional
Championship ju t up the road in Les Contamines. Having lost C pl
Morgan to the joys of EFP, the team gained 2Lt Laura ·1 lost a body
pan on the lalom' Clark, an as et to the whole Championships. As the
team fought the vigours of the Ro elette and the modified downhill, some
good results where gained, particularly for Sgt Bruce who went on to
qualify for the Army Championships - many congratulation ! 2Lt Clar k
battled it out for gate keeping champion (well done Laura I think the title
is yours) and the re t just tried to gain experience for next sea on. Overall
it was a ucce ful eason for, largely, an inexperienced team. However,
all bodes well for next year! Sadly it will be without Cpl Ellis and Cpl
Morgan - all the best to them both - but the Regiment is under crutiny
for budding Franz Klammers.
PlRIT OF SPORT TRJ ATHLO 2002 - by Capt Kevin Barker
On an overcast January lunchtime in Joint Headquarter , Rheindahlen,
Germany it was a particularly bright start to 16 ig Regt's charity
triathlon 'Spirit of Sport'. The 'S pirit of Sport' is the Lord Mayor of
Leicester's charity aimed at generating fund and resource to as ist the
young people of Leicester, especially those handicapped and from
deprived backgrounds gain better access to porting facilities. 16 ig
Regt's link with Leicester extends from the time the Regiment wa ba cd
at Krefeld, Gernrnny. The twinning of Krefeld and Leicester provided the
Regiment with the opportunity to expand the link and the Regiment
enjoys close ties with the Midlands city. During a visit to the Regiment
by the Lord Mayor of Leicester, Cllr John Allan, the concept of the
triathlon was cracked along with a few bottle during a paiticularly liquid
evening. What 1aj Guy Richards thought was just another one of his
mad ideas quick ly turned into reality a the Lord Mayor glad ly
announced to all that certain members of 16 Sig Regt were soon going to
be in a 'world of pai n'. The plan soon approached reality wi th the

concept being to:
I Cycle from Mocnchengladbach. Germany to Calais.
2 Row the Channel using Ergo rowing machines on board a P&O Stena
Line ferry.
3 Run from Dover to Leicester.
The original idea of actually rowing the Channel had to be quickly
scrapped under 'advice' from international government who were
C?nccmed that the usual attire of W02 (QMSI) Bob Price might cause
him to be confused with your average would-be immigrant. The fi~t day
approached and amid interviews with TV, radio and newspapers the
General Officer.Commanding UKSC(G), Maj Ge n '1oo re- Bic k,
an!1o~mccd the triathlon open and away shot the first of the cyclists.
\\-'.1th111. 250 metres W02 Dave tewart was promptly on hi backside
w1.th his bike now m111us one wheel. .. and the MTWO minus his pride.
till he should at least be able to fill in his F\llT3.
W02 (RQM ) ndy Baird and W02 ( M) Al C hurchwa rd were
the ~rst two riders away and made the 60 or o miles to Leopordsburg,
Belgmm 111 four hours in poor weather conditions. W0 2 Dave tcwart
wondered how anyone could ever be anything but hetero exual as he
bemoaned the usefulness of a saddle that was designed to cleave you in
two. Maj Guy Richa rds lost his teddy as Cpl Tetl ey decided he wa
bored with sitting around in the Pantec and o went sight-seeing around
Belgium. Half an hour later. by chance, we aw him trundling past en
route to witzerland or somewhere. Robbo physically restrained the OC
and stopped him from battering him. early as interesting a prospect as
the young lady we urpriscd 'entertaining herself' in Belgium on Sunday
morn mg ... A successful row across the Channel wa then followed by a
relay run in pair from Dover to Leicester. The run took us via east of
London, Bedfordshire and up into Leicestershire. By close of Day Five
we were safely over the Leicestershire county boundary. The following
two day were preoccupied with further fund raising and meeting tho e
members and clubs who would benefit from the charity. Following visits
to such places as a school for sporting excellence and a gym chool for
children with specialist needs the team then made their way to Filben
Street Stadium for the home game of Leicester City ver u Che! ea.
Having completed a lap of honour in front of an adoring crowd (!) and
having secured the grand sum of £30 from Kevin Keegan it was then
back out of the stadium and on to the Lord Mayor of Leicester' Parlour
for the grand finale. A the team made their exit from the stadium and
with both Leicester City and Che! ea on the pitch warming up it certainly
wa a grand sight. Robbie Savage, Emanuel Petit Claudio Ranierie
and even the Leicester Ciry Fox. ma cot were all there stood within arm
distance; it was a particularly poignant moment a he who hould not be
mentioned ( orry RSM) turned to me and asked if there was anyone
famous there today!
The cvelll turned out to be a great uccess and was completed in good
time despite some appalli ng weather. A well-deserving charity fund
received a considerable boost by the effort of a team from 16 ig Regt
and if no-one had heard of the Regiment in Belgium before. l am certain
that one rather embarra sed young lady will not forget certain face in a
hurry - will they Lt Brian 'Lord Trumpton' Jeffery. Well done to all
who took part and a big thank you lo all those who pon ored or provided
upport. Thank to your effort the fu nd is now considerably healthier
and definitely looking up!
Team: Maj Guy Richard Lt Brian 'Trumpton' Jeffery, \ 01 (YofS)
Mark Denni s, \ 02 (RQMS) Andy Baird W02 (Q ISi ) Bob Price,
W02 ( SM) I Churc hward W02 ( S l) Leig h Crosing, \ 02
(MTWO) Da ve 'wheel - what wheel' Stewart, Cpl ' Robbo' Robson,
Cpl Danny Peake, Cpl ' cotty' Scott LCpl ·w Hepworth.
gt ·Jonah· Jone
gt
Admin: Capt Barker: W02 ' ngry· Angove.
' !fatron' Marsh, Sgt "Mothe r Htln' Ha yter, LCpl · Bacon and Egg·
Ritson

GOODBYE

The winner of the Turnbull Trophy - W02 Andy Baird (Centre)
flanked by twe> of the Runners Up
LCpl Horton (L) and Sig Harris

In what proved to be a highly competitive fi eld the nominees were
v.hmlcd do\\n to a final five: W02 ndy Baird, Sig Kelly Johnson, gt
Brian larl.. . ·ig Harris and L pl , icky Horton . All of who brought
thcmschc~ and the unit great credit their c!Tons. The ult imate winner was
\\ 02 (RQ\1 ') And) Baird. And) competes in the port of triathlon. It
1 a ,pon that includes three disciplines: cycling, run ning and swimming.
Th dcd1 auon and commitment required to compete at this sport is high.
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Brig McDowall
receives his solid silver 'Wall' from the Commanding Officer

Over the past two months the Regiment bade a number of signi fica nt
goodbyes. Both the Officers' and Sergea nts' Mes es waved a tea rful
fa rewell to their respective messes in JI IQ as they firmly tucked thei r feet
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Members of the Spirit of Sport Triathalon Team at the Leicester City Football Ground with the Lord Mayor at the end of their adventure
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\DQl \RTFHS SQl \ORO '
qn t\)md
\laj Cu) Richards
. .' I
\\0 l' \I) Leigh rosing
\ I F.Rt-:."S LOT ......... />y I.Cpl Drmleavy AGC
'lou·r.:: not gl>tng to be the HQ qn Clerk arc vou? You obvious!.
ha ·n ·t heard about the new 0 . Ho\\ bad could th, new 0 be. having
,pent eight month' \\Orking for the op ron"eillcr ( taj teve Roden)
th' thought l)f there being Sl)meone slightly similar would be enough 10
make the ha1~ ,tand up on the back of your neck (nN that I need a neck
h:J\e R. I) \laj .u) Richard is the OC. those of you who know him
know "hat he i' hl.e. those who don't. but\\ ant to. pica e bring with you
,1 "~!J good and' di \\Om in pair of rnnning trainers remember, ·1r. for
charit) ·. HQ ·qn consist> of many different department, the Regimental
IT. Q\b,T\1 Tp. Regimental Trg Wg and finally the RHQ. Da to duy
lif.: i' nc,cr dull and nc,cr the same. The diary for the year is c tremcly
bus~ from 'kiing in BO\ aria. a Regunental move to Bruggcn, for major
ARR e\.er·ise all over Gemiany. !though it is an C\.tremely bu y and
hectic time I am glad that I will be part of the move and the future of the
quadron.
TEC H'\J AL MA I TE A'\CE TROOP
Tp Comd
WO I (FO ) LC\\ enden
Tp gt
, gt Bath
The past fC\\ month. ha,·e been a hectic timf' for all in the Troop with
su h e\cnb a RSIT. Xma do's and tht> Leicc ter Trophy placing hca\'y
demands on indi,iduals· t11nc. Howe,·er, fir t off, we wou ld like lo sa) a
big welcome to new-comers LCpls Rob Jone , sh Holme , ' Bruce·
\\ illi . Greg \!orion and Andre\\ McKenzie - all fre.h meat from
sunn) Blandford. The first order of bu ine s in the run-up lo Xma lea\'e
''as the R IT in pection: a re ·ounding ucces made all the more so due
to the relati\'e lack of experience in the Troop at the time. \! ith that
behind u:,. the shin-digs could begin proper. . tarting with a Chri mia
lunch organized by pl Pete te\\ art al our friendly neighbourhood {diet
farm) Dutch PM .judging by the portions. Thi was followed a few days
later with a trip to Kem Wa er Wunderland. a converted power station
on the Dutch ·Gem1an border. This compri ed of a veritable fun-fe t of
free beer, wine and arcades. The reluctant return to work after Xma
lea,·e wa a "ystem hock to all and undry with OC HQ qn. 1aj G uy
Richard leading a ten mile nm to 'blow away the cobweb ' ...
Thi"
wa. followed by the Leicester Trophy. where the Troop aw it elf
in,oh·ed in all manner of e\'ent : Rugby. X-Country. Hockey, Football
and an assault course tab to fim.h the week. Succe was had in the
tabbing and al o the cro s-countr). The Troop football team reached the
final. only to be beaten two goals to nothing. Thi was mainly due to
LCpl i ·2 Lefi Feet· Young failing to score at every opportlmity! Thi
report would be incomplete without a mention to the Keswick Runner
team. This bunch compri ed (\! 01) RFofS Guy Lewendon B c (Ho ns),
pl Paul ·Berlin' adogan, unny Faid and LCpls Graz "Also Berlin'
Bourke. :\ick 'The Chef' Bray, lanna Fortune, i 'Tall' Heptinstall,
Emily Letchford and Beverley ·Granny' Thornton. Finally we would
like to ay a warm and heartfelt farewell to Cpls Vee Gough and C pl Ian
· ·\nnoying· Robin son both leaving for pastures new. This report wa coauthored by Cpl Andy O'. eill and LCpl Si Young.
REGll'llE:'\T L TRAI ING\ I 'C
RTWO
\! 02 ngove
The Training Wing has recently been modelled on the London
Lnderground due to the mo,·ement of the manpower. Sgt Andy Hayler
ha been steering the Training \i ing ship through the stom1s that it has
encountered O\Cr~e la:,t few months with the tru ty crew of Cpl Andy

King and Mrs Jackie HHbert. Many great instnrctors have come and
then gone from this trnsty Trarning wing. apart from Sgt Andy Haylcr
"ho e name has been added to the I002 because he has been in the
department for so long. Like all good things in life, they come to an end.
This happened with the arri\'al of W02 'Am1agcddon' Angove the new
Training Wing \.Varnmt Ofliccr, from sleepy hollow 3 (UK) Div Sig Rcgt.
fter a qui k hand over of three days Sgt Hayler went off to play
oldiers in the man. The ne\ RTWO with his mas ive department of
two ct about the iask of training the Regiments oldiers. The battle plans
were made towards the tasks in hand and H hour was set. Suddenly the
fir t casualty wa:, taken; it was to be Cpl King by the Regimental Golf
Championship. To fill the gap, in stepped
gt al Bruce, he wa to be
the second casualty. Thi old soldier was sadly wounded by the Skiing
ea on, cc you nc ·t March al ! ever a challenge always an education
thought the RTWO as he banled on with his trusty team of Jackie. Loan
In trnctors wa the answer to all the RTWO' prayers, they would help
hold the fort until the m1 ty warriors returned. With the help of the loan
in~tmctors and with direction of Sgt Andy tlayler and pl Andy King
the Training Wing has ucce · fully carried out a number of uccc ·fol
courses notably a Regimental Induction Course and a Pre RSSCfRSJCC
Course . With the imminent co-location of ou r training wing with that of
7 ig Reg t"s our first joint venture wa a Cadre Course. ongratulations
to all the oldie who attended and survived the ourse. Top student
from the Regiment went to ig Lester and in ccond place was Sig
Irwin who wa awarded his Lance Corporal at the end of course
Regimental Dinner. The course was arduous to say the least a an extract
from one of the student'. diaric , below, illustrates
EXERCI E FIRST TEP -

ADRE CO RSE

by Sig Lee Lester

We rendezvoused on a cold. fro ty unday morning in ovember,
ouridc the annoury in JHQ. Tension were running high, we ' d heard
about the e Cadre Courses and we knew it would be tough and only the
mo t dedicated, fine ly honed and mi litary minded of the Royal orp of
Signal stood a hope of coming back in one piece, clutching a ' pass'
certificate. We flexed our collective muscles and reminded ourselve that
we oldier repre ented the legendary 16 ig Regt and though greatly
outnumbered by 7 Sig Regt. we were amba ador , we were being
watched and a ses ed constantly and we had to grit our teeth and give it
200% from the off. o, we tarted a we meant to go on, by completing a
BPFA and then throwing caution to the wind and doing it again
immediately after, relieved that it had been 'suggested ', what would we
do wit11 all that pent-up energy otherwi e? The first week wa crammed
with classroom work and physical training, and when I say 'crammed' imagine five elephant in a mini and you'll get my drift! ubjects ranging
from tactics to MOI were covered. We saw a different side to Cpl
·commando' Thomas and Sgt ' Rambo ' Morley, they made Universal
Soldier look like a pus ycat in comparison when it come to tactics and
fieldcraft!
Being the oldest on the course by at least ten years, I wondered if my
ageing bones would hold up, l knew I wou ld have to keep up with the
young ters to make my mark. That's where W02 (Tr g Wg S M)
Angove came in. creaming into my ancient (and yes, ome say rather
large) ear , pushing me that little bit further. The second week consisted
of five days at the infamous Haltern Training Area, an idyllic location if
you're a andcastle enthusiast or a hill wa lker. We were tactical for the
entirety of our tay at this re ort. although I fear our chattering teeth and
shaking. frost-bitten bone in the dark of night, gave the enemy a small
hint al our location.

MOTOR TRA SPORT TROOP
MTWO
W02 Stewart
. Life goes on at a fast pace in the MT Sect particularly as we have
picked up so me POL responsibilities at our intended new home at
Bruggen. Although we did manage w find a bit of time to get omc of the
lad away to compete 1n Excrcr e Roadma ster. The exerci e wa
organised by Briti h Army Motoring A sociation (BAMA) and held in
Decpcut urrcy. The Troop put in two teams, GAZA GIMPS under the
tutelage of Sig ' Ham ter' Halley ably assisted by Sig 'Pert Lips'
McQuillen and t~e other JABBAS JOKER led by LCpl 'Vindaloo'
Tetley. The experience was very rewarding and entailed racing around
the Surrey countryside on and off road against the clock. Although we
did not win any medals it was nice to get out and ny the colours.
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mentioned any Sol~icr passing by could have a drink on the house, but
then forgot to mention where the pub was going to be. The Troop would
lrkc to say goodbye and good luck to the both of you. With the start of the
c~ Year we have three new faces rn the Troop. 2Lt ' Big Ed. ·"mas
out new OC, Sgt Jonah Jones, who ts to become the new Reece
Sergcan'., and last of all Si,g 'Quarter' Pounder fresh from training who 1s
pr~oftha.t the factory don _t do_ thrn_gs by hal".es. On the ·porting front, the
Troop have bei:n. parttctpatrng r~ the Leicester Trophy. our annual
sportrng competn_1on that, due to future operational tours this year. has
been ~o ndcn sed mto a one week of sporting events. With our undcrmann1ng rn the Troop. we managed to have a team of ten people for the
~hole wceklong eve nt. These ten (now known as the Gladiators)
included uch talent as taff 'The at' '.'l-1c1 eill \~ho was excellent
except that he couldn'~ catch the ball and Cpl 'G randdad' Mc'Vlinn who
an nounce_d hr full retirement as the whi tic blew on the last event. The
Troop gamed a r~spectable 8th place overall Well done lad ! As a final
n~te,_congratulat1ons_to new LCpls colt) Cameron, 'Paddy' Irwin, and
R1ck1e Baron on thcrr recent promotions. The drinks arc on you.
TR K ODE016
Tp Comd
Lt . E. Pittaway
Tp SSgt
SSgt R. P. hield
. Any hope of a bit of relaxation after aif Sareca JI was quickly dashed
wrth the advent of CO's week and a visit by RSIT. Mo 1 of the vehicles
returned from Oman with more than their fair share of mechanical
problems and a liberal dusting of and, o much hard work was required
to get them up to scratch. On the whole RSIT went well and
congratulations go to Sig 'Pte Pile' Harris for the be t presented vehicle
put forwa~d for R IT. Well done and thank you to all members of TN 016
for all therr hard work and long hour (including weekends) in the rnn up
t? RSIT. The Christma silly ea on created a few sore head but a good
trmc was had by all, cspecrally Sgt 'Boss Hog' Shield who, de pite his
neck lllJUry, managed to look like he was chewing lemon every time he
looked at a bottle of Jack Daniel's. Leave was a welcome break but far to
long as we were a_ll desperate to get back to start 2002. So far the year has
been pent clearrng the mes made by Saif Sareea II and getting the
vehicles. back rnto a decent state in preparation for Ex Arcade Guard. We
should ltke to thank Squadro~ Op for their continued devotion to getting
Bravo Det back from Oman, ti only took three months! Due to changes in
· the competition. we had Leice tcr Trophy week where T 016 excelled
as u ual Sig 'Mike Tyson' Doherty wa sent off the rugby pitch for foul
play but l t~i_nk mo t of the Troop would have had a go too had they been
rn that pos1tton, but perhaps mo t embarra sing of all was LCpl ' If I
laugh at you will you let me off ir?' Rennie who was cnt off whil t
running the line. In the end we po ed no real challenge to the leader
board bu_t at lea t we had ome fun and a break from the garage . TN O16
would ltke to wish the OC Squadron Maj I. G. Lawrence who i
currently convalescing from a knee injury all the be t for a speedy
re~overy. Welcome too to Sig Briggs, ig Woodford and ig Haye who
JOrn u rra1ght from the factory at Blandford.
PPORTTROOP

The MT's Exercise Roadmaster heroes
(R-L) : LCpl Tet!Y· Sgt Tanner, Sig Barker, LCpl Rhodes,
Sig McQu1llen and Sig Haley

230 IC AL Q ADRO
qn omd
Maj I. G. Lawrence
SSM
W02 (SSM) MacLaren
This has been another tcady period for the quadron as we have
prepared for and _then_ received our in pection by the R IT team. De pile
the vchrcle havmg JUSt returned from Ex aif areea LI a few week
before, the hard work put in by the quadron ensured a good report,
d.esprlc the ptlcs of and that were still leaking from the vehicle every
time omeo~1e lammed a door. Once RSIT was out of the way, the
quadron cn1oycd the usual hristmas festivities, especially the excellent
Ch rt tmas party orga nr sed by
gt Ru ss Shield and Sig 'The Lord'
Bedford . After the Chri tma and ew Year break: the Squadron ha
returned rn good spirits, ready to participate in the Leice ter Trophy and
prepare for the main exercise this year, Ex Arrcade Guard 02. There ha.
been a great deal of change in idc HQ recently, with the new S M,
W0_2 (SSi°1'.1) MacLaren makin g hi mark and smartening up the
sol~ rer . In tdc the Op Room our 'Wannabe YofS ' Sgt cott Day in the
cha_1r and Fo~ Bob 'Bald Eagle' Pace is still firm ly at the tiller of Sqn
mamtcnancc. fhc new QMS, Sgt ' patz' Brodie, is busy planning our
rmpcndrn_g move to Bnrggcn and the OC is on his sick bed after inten ive
knee surgery, leaving the 21 in charge of the quadron.

mu K OD E OIS
Tp Cornd
Lt wift
Tp SSgt
. Sgt Mc cil
After a triumphant c ·ercisc in Oman, in which Trunk ode 0 15 hone
throughout their time on Ex aif areea JI 'The ode wit h the Code·
retu rned to Germany to end the year with a quick turnaround of the
wagons lo face the grue ll ing R IT team . The Troop as a whole did
~~ tremc l y well wi th the likes of ig J. W. Ford, ig adlcr, and ig
Iracy Ardron, lo name a few who did received good results. With the
end of th~ year we had to say sorry good-bye to Capt Kni<>htly-Brown
who at thr moment is dri ing around in 'sunny ' Wales. looking for her
new post mg ( 14 Signal Regiment (EW)), LC pl (now Mr) Shane ' ua e ·
Frecth who is training to be a land lord up orth. who before leaving

Students and DS of the joint 16 and 7 Signal Regiment Cadre Course pose for the camera
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On the fina l day at Haltcrn, all three sections took part in the final
firefi ght against Cpl 'Commando ' Thomas and his band of merry cncm
Our sec.lion task_was the collection _of POW after the firefight. With t~~
adrcnahn pumpr~g through my verns, I may have got slightly carried
away wt th my _prisoner, placr~g a andbag over his head. putting him in
the stress pos1uon, ~1p-ty111 g hr s thumbs together and thrusting a BFA into
his groin, thrcatemng to unload my cntrrc magazine into his wedd ing
tac~lc. I' ve smce re-read the Geneva onvention and realise that the
entire magaztne would probably have been goi ng too far! Hours later, we
savored a freshly cooked breakfast. We relaxed, it was finally over and
we were on .our way to dry land and a hot shower, the stu!T that dream ·
arc made of. WRONG! Kit back on for a one and a half mile run with
logs and then stretchers (bearing a casualty uncannil y resembling a
Bedford wheel). We'd finished the course and all that was left was the
D_in.ncr night. Wh:n the final results _were announced, we learned that ig
Pine was 26th , Sig C ullen 22nd, 1g Barwick 18th, ig John son 15th
Sig . traughan I Ith , ig 'ca ll_ me L pl now ' Irwin 5th and finally:
provrng that though I may be vrrtually a pensioner, I still have plenty of
lead m my p~nctl , I managed a rather respectable 3rd. Out of 41 starters
on thrs grncllrng course, only 29 fini shed, ·o it's not for the faint hearted
If you think you ' ve got what it takes, contact W02 ' Mr Angry' Angov~
in SHQ Training Wing for details.
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E ERCISE H RTZ B CK TOP - by Sig Bedford

230 Sig qn's Support Tp embarked on an expedition to the no\,
deep 111 the Hartz Mountain . All thi · was made pos ible thanks to the
·hard work" of the Troop Commander. 2Lt Laura ·r need a drink' Clark
- ice one bo . Twenty grown adult were let loo e on the slope under
the beady eye of Sgt Toyah ·not an :iirbome warrior anymore' Wilcox,
Ye Toyah, you did look really good! De pite teething problem before
we left. enthusta m was not dampened for u 'absolute beginners". with
the thought the wind rushing through our hair and trying to look good on
the slopes. Congratulations to the following people on pa sing their
Bronze award: LCpl Billy Merrick, Sig Jamie yre , pl Chris
Kneale, ig Flis McDiarmid. (It's good to ee that you can actually top
properly nO\ without using your elf as a battering ram) Sig Carrie
Brooks and finally Sig Gemma Patman.
. Day Two went a little lower than the previou day. Cpl s 1att
Finney, Lee Haase and Ross Quinn, accompanied by a very re pon ible
Troop Commander (who had a very me y encoun ter with a banana which might take some exp laining in the Mess) pent most of the
morning keeping seat warm - ble them. This may I add, was after a
heavy night of ocial interaction between the local talent and our elves.
t lea t the local re taurant taking rocketed. Day Three brought pain and
lot of laughs. Unfortunately all the pain was mine and everybody el e
had a good laugh at my expen c. 'It wa n't fun ny', tree trunk hurt, it
could ha e taken my eye out. On the day of testing. the a1rborni;warrior
had hi. work cut with the whole group and al o with giving remedial
lessons to Cpl Lee Haase - after all thi. time Lee you hould be able to
do a now plough tum.
Everybody's thank. go to a few selected people that volunteered to
help thee ·pedition go without a hitch. Fin ly Private · ookie' Cook
that served culinary delight " that plea ·ed us all. Cpl Matt Finney an I ig
Danny Daniel, who announced to u. all in the early hours of the mornrng
thm there ' a" no fire in the building. We all '.ill leep better knowing
tht . Thank you all. We ha e all lcf\ the land of the witches air' c and as
'extreme portsmen '.
255 IC
L Q ADRO '
qn ornd
Maj shley Hayden
M
W02 (
1) Al Ironside
'Great to be back'. HQ arrived back from lea\'C O\Cr the fcsti\:C
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, a. on with nthusiasm and the dri\'e to . ucceed . lt wa a welcomed
re pite afier the l\\O week · of pain and _h~rror cau ed b)'. the wit~drawal
from our beloYed offices and mag111ftcent ar•:iy ot IT equipment
c0mbm •d with th force-feedinl!. of mince pie euc minimal amounts of
ale ho!. ne member of the team. however, h:E :et the side down by
concentrating h1. effort in the area of shall we a~ getting himself
a\\a} on a· wan'. Ye ! The quadron 21C ha - been mvolved cons1~1 <tly
m organ1 mg the ptrit of port Leicc ter hallenge. The challenge it. elf
ts no~ mean feat and all those athlet takmg part . hould be commended
for their effort . But with this said, the qn 21C has managed to engineer
him,elf an -dav ab ·en c without the threat of puning on a single piece
of, ports kit. apt Ke' in Barker i now to b~ known a the porting
publi relations guru who has managed to enJOY all the. glamour and
trimmings of the e,·ent without a drop of sweat. Enough said, he has now
been made 10 put ba k on his lipper from hi 252 (. tatic comm ) day
until the quadron hierarchy feel his i worthy of boots once more. oon
after leave and the mad da h to get the e;..erci e planning done wa the
ommandmg Officer Leice· ter Trophy competition. I
Tp for the
eycnt ·econded HQ and all members of HQ put in a good effort. A
particular mention mu t go to two personnel frQm within_ . HQ. W02
(\ofS) :\1ick Kilburn for hi penalty in the football competH1on that was
taken under great strain "ith ma sive amount of pre ure. And
02
( '\1) I Ironside for hi tunning S yard (or. i it lo~ger. hmmmm~)
·rril..e into the back of the net followed by an 1mpre ion of Ra eneh,
which involved him pulling his shirt front over hi head revealing his
stomach. Thi in turn re ulted in an eclip e of the sun. One la t mention
goes to gt Joey Maguire who felt hurt hi· promotion was le~ out of the
quadron WIRE notes last year, so .... . .. well done Joe. ._Joey 1s presently
working as qn CSA and feels underworked. o 1f there are any
Armoured Brigade out there who can employ him plea e contact the qn
YofS on JHQ 3629.
0

'

JC Fl DEPLOYMENT
The ChrisLma ov r-indulgence wa oon forgotten as 255 Sig Sqn
prepared 10 head up the Falkland Island deployment at the _end of
January with 35 of its member packing their bag for the long JOUrney
outh. along ide them were ome very keen volun teer from all
quadron in the Regiment. In charge ofthi crack communications force
is QC 255 ig qn. 1aj Hayden and W02 (SSM) Ja. ne Law~ence
who is the newly appointed stick waver. The Squadron would also hke to
congratulate gt 'Barney' Revell on this being his first ever-operational
tour. hame there' no medal to go with it Barney! All that i left to ay 1s
good luck down south and be careful Deep Vein Thrombo i doe n' t get
any of the older members of the deployment on the 18 hour flight.
UPPORT TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Jo Stokoe
Tp gt
SSgt Phil Cooper
upport Tp would like to welcome 2Lt Graham Dorrington who has
joined the Troop straight from Sandhurst to take over what will be left of
the Troop once the majority have deployed to the Falkland I lands. SSgt
Phil Cooper ha already issued him his colouring book and crayon to
keep him occupied for his six months with the Troop! Support Tp would
al o like to welcome several new Dri vers; ig Brya nt, Sig Burns, Sig
Kelly and ig Le\\ in. It is al o time to say farewell to a couple of
member of the Troop; Sgt Pete ealis is leaving us to go to 251 Sig
qn, and Cpl 1ark Blears i moving down the road to 7 Sig Regt. Both
will be mis ·ed by the Troop and we wish them all the best in their new
job·. Congratulation go to Cpl Ewan Baker on his promotion to Cpl.
ig · cony' cott has decided that as he is now bored with life as an ED
he has run away to join the circus (sorry I mean REME). Good luck for
the future anyway.

MA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Brian Jeffer}
1p gt
S gt , ick Ulley
Since the return of the majority of the Troop from Oman it has been
another busy period for the Troop turning the vehicles around for RSlT
and of course all the> e horrible Christmas functions. Fortunately this year
there was no repeat performance from ig ' Hankie ' Grainger and his
way of decorating the corridor. The Troop says hello to the following:
Cpl Francis, Cpl Whitehurst, LCpl Foulkes, Sigs Ashfield, John ,
Boothman, Cooke and later, who has a very close resemblance of
'Shrek'. We also have to say a sad farewell to Sgt Ian Green and Sig
'.\1ichelle Lang ta ff and we wish them all the best at 3 Di v.
Just to make sure that they don't feel left out, congratulations go out to
L pis Hepworth and Ma on on their recent promotions.
Cpl • parky' Francis has made a big impact since joining the Troop,
after only being in Rheindahlen for a few weeks he decided to try and fix
his wa~hing machme - without taking the plug out of the wall. After a
hort time in ho pita I he was released and is fine but no you can't
tran~fer to an electrician. Over the past week the Regiment has held ifs
'pen week and after some brilliant ·portsmanship MAN Tp (along with
HQ) managed a credible 4th place. A special mention must go out to
\\02 (.. \1) 'ginger magician' Ironside on his goal that won the
football championship, although the diMance gets longer each time he reIi \ e~ 11. Sig \nd) Winters gets a pecial mention. ot only has he
managed 'The Great Escape· and has successfully transferred back to 255
'qn but has no\' found fame on the hockey pitch. ot only did he
manage to clear both the goal and also the fence on hi penalty in the
hocke} competition. he also managed to 'take out' the medic with a
p;1ntcularly unfortunate shot which bounced off gt 'Swampy' Marsh's
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head causing a few titches. Anywa it i bacl.. to the grind before shortly
deploying on another ARR exerci e to Scnnelagcr. Can ' t wait.. .
BR GGE TROOP
Tp omd
Lt Lee Rickman
Tp
gt
gt \ ally Watkins
.
.
The year ha begun in much the same way as tt ended last year, with
the Troop as busy a s e ver with proj ect on Bruggen amp a nd
deployment . As the ea of blue has e bbed out of Bruggen, Sgt Watkins
and hi band of merry men have been workmg hard to accommodate 7
ig Reot 280 ig Sqn and 16 ig Rcgt . imilarly, gt Fisher and his
team h:v~ been deployed on Ex Arrcade partan and will remain busy for
the remainder of the year, with Ex Arrcade Guard 2002 looming large.
With deployment on-goi~g in the Falkland (nine of the Troop d~ployed
thi year already), Ascension Islands (the long-su!Tenng LCpl Wnde and
LCpl Gault are enduring that hard hip! ), Bo nia and Kosovo , the T~oop
ha been kept on it toes. It ha already been a good year for promotions
in the Troop. Congratulations are due to a grand total of eleven of the
Troop who were promoted off recent Board - LCpls Crampton, Gault,
Jone Lake Peart, nwin, Wride, ander on, Downey, Stewart, and
Vincent. Sgt' lakin was another recent promotion in the Troop. We wi h
him all the best in his new post as quadron MT Sgt.
On the port field, the Troop achieved a very creditable econd in the
Leicester Trophy. gt Fi her took some time out to take to the lope and
came 15th overall at the Army nowboarding Championships. We've al o
·een the return of some members of the troop - particularly Cpl Farrow
from back to back tours of Ko ovo and Bo nia. Goodbye though to S gt
Caz ' unburn ' Tinsley who heads to Cyprus - apparently he likes the
heat! February also sees the departure of Lt Lee ' Stu_rgeon Omelette'
Rickman , on promotion, l 2IC 4 Arn1d Bde HQ and Sig qn . o doubt
both will be equally successful in their new jobs - good luck from all the
gt ' Fudge' MacPhee w~o takes o.v er from S gt
Troop! Welcome to
Tin ley - we're all looking forward to some quality hme onenteenng .. .
252 IG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj G. Pickersgill
M
W02 (S M) Hannah
ow that the Christrna break i well behind u , we are back on track
with the planning for our imminent tran fer to D A(G)? in April of th.is
year. egoriation are ongoing with a. number of out 1de age_nc1es, 111
particular defining the upport we will expect from the Rhrne Area
upport Unit (RASU), who will admini ter us once the Regiment have
left for 'sunny' Bruggen - or hould I ay Elmpt Station!
KOWLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl (YofS) Moody
Life in the COMMCE 'S of Kowloon Tp (and I include COMMCE
Rheindahlen) goes on at its u ual pace. They will all be looking forward
to the COMPUCAT equipment and oftware upgrades, which will hit the
shop floor sometime in February. They are finally being brought into the
2 1st century - well, late 20th century at lea t! Congratulations also go the
WOJ (YofS) Graham Moody on his selection for Commis ioning.

I GAPORE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Steven
Tp SSgt
SSgt Stroudley
The troops have enjoyed yet another success in the Leicester Trophy
Competition! For the fourth year in succession the Troop have managed
to retain the much sought after Regimental Trophy. It began on Monday
21 January with the rugby competition, the troop fielded a confident team
and managed a 36 - 3 victory in it ' s opening match , however the
following few matches in the pool were closer than wanted. After the
pool matches were over the team found itself in the semi-final , this
match resulted in the teams first injury to Cpl Paul Eldred . This injury
involved a clash of head with gt teve Co lbeck, which left C pl Paul
Eldred needing stitche and a short stay in hospital. The Troop won the
nail bitmg semi-final match due to a penalty try being awarded for blatant
shirt pulling in the dying minute, and the conversion was put through the
uprights by Cpl Dan Peake to clinch the game. The final saw SCP(R)
come up against Bruggen Tp (255 Sig Sqn); with both teams challenging
hard for the ball. With all eyes looking to the referee for the final whistle,
gt Tony Ramsey managed to run in two tries that ecured a hard fought
match; a succes fu l end to day one.
Day 2 dawned, and with stiff legs and bodic the Hoc key competition
started. Team S P (R) aw success in the pool stages with three draws,
one win, then had to take part in a three way play off match to see them
through to the semi-finals. The match went to penalty flicks a_nd after a
nail biting few flicks the Troop was through to the sem i-final matches.
The semi-final match went to penalty flick s, and due to the outstanding
acrobatics of Sig Jay Jenning (a first time goalkeeper) who managed to
save the RSM's attempt at scoring kept the team in the running, Cpl Gav
RuckJedge scored to bring the score level and Sgt Tony Ramsey put the
nail in the coffin to secure the team into it's second final in two days. The
final found the team scoring it's only non-penalty goal to win, and bring
home trophy number two.
Day 3 was the x-country competition, with the who le Regiment
running the Troop needed to do well to try to bring home trophy number
three. The Troop performed very well with five runners finishing in the
top 13 places. gt Louise Phillip won the women's competition and ig
Mel Gros had a respectable fini sh to bolster the Troops performance. The
final result, after all calcu lations were confirmed, left the Troop finishing
second overall and any hopes of a trophy whitewa h gone. The footba ll
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compet1ton kicked o ff Day 4, a very windy day and bad pitch saw the
tea m hav in g to try and mak e the bes t of th e blu s te ry co ndi tio ns.
Successfull y through again to the semi -final the team were knocked out
and had to play in the third and fourth play ofT match, both 252 teams
pl ayed very well. Cp l Dan Peake scored a goal straight out of David
Beckham's book ' how to chip a tiny Yeoman keeper from the hal fway
line ' . ig Mel Gros had an excellent day of football having to play in
every si ngle match , with tackles, shoulder barges and nutmegs, she put
some of he r male counterparts to shame, well done Mel ! On the fin al
whi stle the Tro p came away 4 I winners to finish third on the day.
rhe fifth and final day saw the Obstacle Course and 6-mile tab
carrying I Skgs. The Troop set ofT first and only picked up one penalty for
touching an obstacle in the gym , this said the team ran the cour e and
fini shed with a fast time, the Hare had gone first the time was set. The
final re ult was kept secret until the presentation that afternoon, with the
Regiment present, the Commanding Officer announced that SCP had
come second in the obstacle course event, enough to secure a fourthsuccessful defence of the trophy. The Troop retired back to its lines for a
well-earned drink, Capt Steven congratulated the whole Troop for its
out~tanding week of hard work and promptly popped the fizzy stuff to
toa st the victors . The Troop voted Cpl Dan Peake as the most
outstanding individual of the competition over the whole week, the
following morning he left to take part in a charity Triathlon from JHQ to
Leice ter in aid of the Lord Mayor of Leicester 's charity ' The Spirit of
port '. Congratu lations Dan! (get them in, mate! )

SCPR Rep - LCpl 'Taff' Peake
'retrieving' the Leicester Trophy from the CO

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)
REGlMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
CO
Lt Col Ivan Hooper
RSM
W01 (R M) Dave Rook
HEADQ ARTERSSQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Tom Dean
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dave Chapman
TECH ICAL MA INTE A CE TROOP
A always il was a bu y time for TM Tp with the return of our
detachment from Ex SaifSareea 2 in Oman and the po sible deployment
to Afghanistan . But with the Chri tmas sea on fast approaching, the
Troop was looking forward to ' silly season'.
To start with, the Troop function went with a bang. It was held at a
local pub with very loca l people! L pl Si Lee and Cpl Si Aunger went
down a storm entertaining the crowd with their karaoke talent. All agreed
that it wa a good troop party enjoyed by all, apart from the landlady,
perhaps! Regimentally, the Christmas build up started with the inter
squadron orienteering, which HQ Sqn won. This wa followed rather
quickly by the cross country in which the squadron were rum1ers up, and
then the CO's challenge when the squadron gained enough points in the
morning's technical and phy ical event to give u a five minute head
start on the afternoon's bergan tab, log race and as ault course relay. The
Squadron was victorious on the day but unfo1tunately with all the intersquadron competitions throughout the year taken into account, did not
have enough points to clinch the CO's Cup. On 13 December. the troop
were woken for the day with their shot of Gun Fire with Sgt Pete
Richards receiving a little more than expected! Congratulations on hi
promotion. Later that day, the Regiment marched a mile and a half to the
local church in Co lerne for the carol service. The CO pread the word, 'If
the boys sing well, then my CO's rw1 will be short.' The roof was lifted,
the CO was happy and the run was short(i h).
Finally, there is the ' bone of contention' rugby match that pitted the
juniors versus the cniors and officers. Both sides played very well and
everyone got tuck in, with some steam being let off at times! Tn the end,
the seniors and officers walked away with the bone (ye , it was a real
one!), but hri stma leave was about to start and all that was left was a
two-mile (i h) nm .
REGIMENTAL MOTOR TRA PORT
EXERCI E RED BEA FIGHTER I - 15-18 JA
A.RY 2002
A warm welcome back goes to everyone after the festive breaks.
However, there wasn't much time to get back into it before the Orders
were iss\1ed for the fir t of the 2002 exerci es. Ex Red Beaufighter I was
a major shake out for HQ Sqn, as it wa it first deployment out of
barracks for over a year. The exerci e was kept short due to the packed
Regimental calendar, but proved to be a good learning curve for omc of
the. new members of the squadron and a well needed reminder of what it
is like to be out of your comfort zone for the more e ·perienccd of us! The
exerci e had three moves, with the tempo being raised at each location.
The first location (Blandford) went well , however the pace proved to be
too much for the MTO, Capt Al Bal don, 0 LAD. Capt Les Drage
MBE, Sgt ikki Francis, Cpl Richardson , pl tanwa and ig ' haz'
Loftus. who left u for a day to go cross country running! They j~stified
their poor excr ise performance by virtue of the fact that the unit mak
team qualified for the Army ross Country Champion hip in February well done!
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The MTWO, W02 Dave White, along with Sgt And y Payling got
their boots dirty after ju t three hours on exercise by using their driving
skill to get stuck up to the axles whilst on a recce. Apparently, it' !he
fir t time the MTWO has had dirty boots for the past seven year !
Congratulations go to ig Mick Berry who for some rea on decided to
drive a fully loaded UBRE over soft ground and got stuck - beers all
round for that one! At the econd location, Yoxter Training Area near
Cheddar Gorge, the Squadron went non-tac and each department gave an
overview of it capabilities and responsibilitie . This happened to
coincide with a flying visit by DComd JHC, Brio Coward and the CO.
Lt Co l Hooper. This, of course, went well and after tea and medal , the
vi itors flew off.
The final location was RAF Locking at Weston-Super-Mare, a nice,
comfortable exercise location to finish the exerci e with. You mu t
remember that it was by now 4 hours that the squadron had been in the
field and a you are aware, HQ squadron does have some of the more
enior men and women in their rank and they were in need of re pite
from the war! Overall. it was a good exerci e with the realistic training
objectives being met. Unfortunately, the obligatory troop photo did not
develop properly - moisl11re in the air is what the lab technician said! The
SSM, W02 'Dave' Chapman eemed to become paler a the exerci e
progre ed. I wonder if it wa anything to do with the fact his driver was
Sig 'Butch ' Butcher?
220 JG AL SQU ORO
qn Comd
1aj pencer Mannings
M
W02 (
1) ige Roberts
Since the last report, quadron life ha been a hectic as ever. Like
many units across the Corps we had to wait with bated breath for our
vehicle to return from Ex Saif Sareea II. While we were waiting,
however, George Dubya and his mate Tony had whipped u into a frenzy
over a po sible deployment to Afghanistan. Planning went into overdrive
and in the space of a week we were all jabbed, zeroed and fully briefed.
All we needed wa the go-ahead and\ e"d have been off. Oh. and our
detachments were till on their way back from the Oman. Luckily for u
the Regiment has a TA quadron and they very kindly donated many of
their vehicles. O\ ' e really were ready.
Most of the quadron, along with element of244 and HQ quadron.
tayed on standby over the Christma period. only to be stood down in
the ew Year one the Germans and pani h ent their upport
Helicopters in tead . After working a hard a- we had, the Christmas
fancy-dress party wa only ever going to be a big blow-out.
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rhc standard of fanc) dn:s:-. \\as excellent and everyone made a huge
effort. Th.: l~sc part of the e\cning was in the fonn of the line-dancing
cntcrtamm ·nt prl)\ ided b) our \Cr) own C pl · mmgc John· McCone
,md h1 fast-foot ·d \dfc. l3oy can they .nave! The highlights were our
Rodn.:; Trotta look-a-like. Sgt Lee 'BU l' Francis, dressed as a Greek
godde~:. Sig Julia Carh1right as a mos1 memorable Lara roO. LCpl
l .cc ·s1h er tongued· Young in an authentii:: cavalier out tit anrl ' gt An_dy
Dutton \\ho came Jn:ssed as a scouscr {nonnal weekend ouifit! Mas 1\·c
ct)nccrn' \\Cn: raised. however. as LCpl Tim Lock1~ood . eem to have a
fctt>h for drc,sing up a· a \W)' convincing female. 10 concerns were
r.1i. cd about ch· two filiric' p1ctun:d belm\:

'Does your vetting man know about this?'
SSgt (YofS) Mark Parr and W02 (SSM) Nige Roberts,
what a pair of Christmas crackers!

De pite the excitement O\'er Afghani can four lads managed to get
themsel\'e · attached to I PARA for Ex Grand Prix in Kenya. For ix hot
week · LCpl Pete Piper, ' asty' ' ick Berry, Ian 'the Boy' Baile. and
ig tcvie 'vodka eyeball' Ha well worked with the ignals Plat_oon and
hawed them hO\\ it wa really done. (err ... ) Although a good ume was
had. being airborne would probably have helped their cau e! The PostChristmas high wa shattered by the joy of a Board of Officers fo llowed
immediate!) by deployment on two exercises, corpions Hatch and
Eagles Flight. corpion Hatch was a Squadron level training week
consi ting of two day· of lessons. one day of crew training and a two-day
exerci-e. The weather wa pecially booked with the heavens opening
ju'I before we deployed. This turned the already muddy training area into
a swamp which kept the REME recovery team very busy and taught
e\'eryone some valuable lessons in cross country driving and vehicle
reco\ery. The exercise went very well and there was onl y a small amou nt
of teddy throwing.
\l PP L\1PLI IE 'TATIO

TEA 1 ( 1IT)
Yot
W02 (YofS) Mark Bentley
Tech Sgt
gt teve Pattenden
The MIT ha had an e\entful time of late. probably best left as
·accidents do happen·. A few more trips around the local countryside
(actually Bulford and Blandford) left the team in ant icipation (or the
jovial season. II may have eemed planned, but wi th no installations
available for use, the MAPP I RD finished a linle early. This allowed
the lead up to Christmas to be enjoyed to its fullest! The ai r-portable
\ariam have now had a few modifications. purely coincidental that the
new ladder were fitt.:<l a week after Sig ·<;taff, I've split my head open'
Jones \\'ah CASEVA ed from an exercise after falling off the back of a
upport \·ehicle. The Pinzgauer recovery procedure has also been
re\ isited. purely coincidentally coming after Cpl 'Staff, I've rolled my
truck on the Plain" Williams had a little mishap. However, the build up to
instruction of MAPPS 10 the Corps is now complete and by the time this
goe 10 prmt will be in full flow. Over to the Troops for the usual hellos
and good-byes.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp OC
2Lt k.ate Hannaford
T gt
gt And) Dutton
The last couple of months have seen the Troop lose a few of its
member,, farewell to Lt Murray 'Keith Chegwin' Macdonald, LCpl
John Greem\OOd and to ig tl'vie 'vodka eyeball' Haswell who has
finall} got his wish, a po ting to 216 Sig Sqn.
GOLF TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Catherine Jardine
Tp gt
Sgt Wa)'ne Hayes
·ongrarulattons 10 LCpl tu Engleby, Sig . J. Kirkb , and • ig Tim
\\innr on 1he1r election for promotion. The Troop also celebrated the
\\edJing of. i~ Laura Hopkins (nee Coozc) who wa keepi ng
C\Cl')thmg in house by hnchmg another member of the MiS)lty 220, Cpl
Si llopt..in'> Congratulations to both of them and we wish them a
..... cs. ful future together. adly the month also brought with it the
J ..-parture from the colour, of LCpl Chri Daniels who leaves the Army
to go and collect all hi. tax back in the form of the dole! We wish him all
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the best for the future in hi new career. We al o welcome back Lt
Jardine nnd ig Craig 'Muscles from the orth' Shell, from Butl ms,
Pri rina and cheerio to i~ Kicran Lee who deploy off to the Kosovo
Hilton at the end of the month.
DEI;f TROOP
Tp omd
2Lt Pete Wright
Tp SSgt
gt Mark Gil bert
The end of the year 200 I saw the conclusion of the long (and al times
frustrating) 1APP trial. For the MAPP 12, there seems ~o have been
little more to life than ci\'ilian interference, the constant filling 111 of I Rs
and working hours dictated by external agencies. So, it is with glee and
jubilation that the Troop begins the ew Year with the task of converting
other Regiment within the Corps to M.APP , and the_prospect of the
forthcomin" three months on e crc1se. It 1s wnh sadness m our hearts that
we bid fore~vell to LCpl teve ·swim-cap' milh and his namesake Joe,
both departing for· ivvy trcet'. Our illustrious leader, 2Lt Jerry
Wadia ha al o moved on to pastures new in the form of qn Ops, filling
the dubiou role of Projects Officer. On the bright ide we tran mit a
warm welcome our new Troop omd, 2Lt Pete 'ten pints' Wright,
straight from andhurst. ot the only ' ew Boy'. our numbers are also
bolstered hy igs ' Willy' Filson from 16 Sig Regt , LC pl Andy Heney
from 14 ig Regt and igs Dean Griffiths, Screech Worthington and
Liam Ault - all factory frc h - from Blandford. Congratulations al o go
to Cpl imon Hopkins on his recent marriage to Laura and to Matt
Burton and ' teff' Gibb on their recent promotion to pl ' Steff' ha
also been selected for the Arn1y Rugby Union quad.
L Q ADRO 1
1aj David Bizley
S 1
\! 02 (
1) Paul Williams
This has been a very uccessful period for the quadron. Tum round
from Ex Sa if areea and tl1e fonnation of a new Troop, Hotel Troop, ha
kept u bu y. We fin i hed off the year in style by winning the O's Cup
(again). Hard luck HQ and 220: close. but no cigar! The cw Year ha
brought great news for the
M and YofS, both being selected for
promotion to WO I . Congratulations and best wishe for the future to
both of you.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
apt Pete Brunton
Tp Sgt
gt Phil Rend er
On returning from Ex Adventure Exchange in Turkey, Alpha Tp
commenced preparation for the coming winter deployment. The annual
build up exercise, Ex Dryshod, in Okehampton, Devon is the initial
training phase for orway. Along with 249 Sig qn, Alpha Tp Cold
Weather Warfare Instructor tCWWl's) and Demo team produced a !Oday training package. The aim of the exercise was to teach the students
the key skills of working in a cold weather environment and how. to
survive in an emergency in such harsh conditions. The exercise is broken
into two phase ; the first two days are classroom based with demo 's
showing everything from constructing a shelter to Helicopter handling in
the arctic. For the econd phase, the students deploy onto Dartmoor
training area, where the weather is very unforgiving, for a 3-day field
exercise. During the three day , the student cover various ta sks,
including navigation , tent group routine and a hjelper sledge race
( imulating evacuating a casualty on snow, but in thi case without the
now) where there is an expre ed necessity for physical fitness. Anyone
who ha attended Ex DRYSHOD will say how much they enjoyed the
gentle jogs over the Dartmoor Tors!
ovember also saw gt (YofS) ' Hutch' Hutchinson and LCpl Jamie
mith (then Sig) attending Ex Pre-Hardfall, along with Sgt ' Bish '
Bishop completing the CWWl 's cour e, spending five weeks in orway
only to be back again three weeks later. This hectic period also saw the
Regiment put on standby for Afghanistan, and wi th all the Troop heads
sheds away, S gt Phil Render was left steppi ng in to the shoe of both
OC Alpha Tp and YofS Alpha Tp and struggling to get into the Sqn Ops
Room.
As always, December 's silly season was upon us agai n, with 244 Sig
Sqn leading the way with an altogether different theme - with a Scouse
Christma function, organised by Cpl Chris Alston. The ni ght proved
highly entertaining and successful, with some classy fancy dress outfits.
Prizes for best turned out went to LCpl Rachel Goodall and ig Micky
Young. All the proceeds were donated to Alderhay hildren's Hospital in
Liverpool. Everyone had a good time with some harsh hangovers the next
day. Cap t Pete Brunton , 0 Alpha Tp decided he'd had enough of the
late drunken nights and wild si ngle li fe, and happily tied the knot wi th
Tracy in the Lake District. Reality soon hit home with Alpha Tp back in
work for the 3 January 2002. Christmas leave was defi nitely over as we
found ourselves on a Hercules, heading north fo r Norway. Alpha Tp
advance party did an excellent job of preparing the way fo r the remainder
of the Troop, clocking up some serious mileage in the new Troop support
vehicle (a issan Sunny hire care from Av is). Once Alpha Tp arrived in
theatre, the Troop was dissected , wi th half of the Troo p go in g to
Brandseth camp to complete the emotional 4-week Cold Weather Warfare
Course (CWW ), which involves some excellent skiing opportunities (if
you can ski). LCpl Chloe Cowen, LCpl id Reynolds and ig Andy
Weeke have been putting their newly acquired skills as Military Ski
Instructors (MS l's) to good use, teaching members of the Troop and other
units how to ski on ' Army planks', along with Cpl Chris Alston acting
as one of the CWWl's. The remainder of the Troop occupied the Rong

hostel: w_1th · gt (".ofS) ' I lutch' Hutchinson. SSgt Phil R~nder and Sgt
·Bish Bishop runnmg four 6-day ov1ce Survival Course~ (NSC's) for
va ri ous members of the UK Element of the AMF (L). To date. two
ours~s have bce.n completed .. Cpl Tom Wood~ll has shown great
potcntml 111 becoming an SQM 111 the future, with his great one liner' o
1 haven 't got it - stores arc for storing, now get lost'.
.The hi~hli~ht of both - ~he . WW and the_N C is the ice breaking
dnll s. which 111volvc sk11ng 111\0 a hole cut 111 the ice, wrestling your
bergen out of the wnter, dunking your head under the water and then
dragging yourse_lf out us_ing your ski pol~s as spikes. This proved highly
cntcrtam1ng dunng a v1s1t by the Norwegian Mmister of Defence and the
press, with Sig Lindsay Scott making page three of the local newspaper.
Disappointingly, Ca pt Pete Brunton OC Alpha Tp ha so far managed to
avoid his dunking, claiming to have injured his ankle and therefore could
not ski! All of the Troop arc eagerly awaiting the dunking of the Boss.
Most of the Troop have taken opportunities lo hone up their skiing skills
on Voss s.ki ·lopes at the weekends, especially Cpl Fiona Murphy, who
a tier fork111g out a mall fortune on her own new set of ski , still can·t get
out of the car park! One of the highlight of the exerci e so far, has to be
when S gt (YofS) ' Hutch' Hutchinson and SSgt Phil Render returned
from a recce in a Puma, which on landing was mistaken for a VIP visit.
Both jumped out to be greeted by various Staff Officers from the UK
Element AMF(L) wondering what had happened to the orweigan
Minister of Defence.
Looking forward, the Troop will be moving north to the Trondheim
area of Norway during the middle of February, to get down to some
·cnou Comms business. By this time it is hoped newly promoted LCpl
Jamie mith will have cured his fear of extracting himself out of hi BV
to take his head torch off (wh ich must have been a Chri tmas present
from his Mum), and ig John Leach will have got over the habit of
every time a female is in ight, running to the mirror to gel his hair. By
the time the Troop returns to UK, 2 fi months will have been spent in
some seriously harsh weather condition , and everyone will be keen 10
chill out and go on ome well deserved leave.

ground running with first lines, a quadron exercise, Board of Officers
and many 'acquisition· runs for c ·scntial kit and equipment. The Troop
was f~rmed from breakaway elements of Alpha and Bravo fps with the
mclus1on of LCpl Filson, L pl Nicholson and ig Gardner. who arc to
be welcomed to the Regiment, coming from 16 Sig Regt. JCU I and
RSS respecttvely. Also a welcome back to 2Lt White fresh from her
Troop_ Commanders course and SSgt Donnelly from an arduous,
opera11011al tour of Kosovo. The next step for the Troop is to gel out of
the garages _and test out our ne'~ role on Regimental level exercises, and
the od~ social event. .. Let's just hope that Sig 'Three B.:ars· Sutherla nd
makes 1t all the way back to camp without a linle detour ....
REGIME1 TAL Kl TE M
Capt Andy Hill 2Lt Jci: \' adia
Cpl Jim Thisby LCpl Matt Grix
ig hepherd Sig Matt Day
After a bit of persuasion the Regt eventually allowed six willing
volumccrs to form the 200112002 Ski Team. The first challenge was the
Corps Championships in Zell am Zee. Austria, between 2 16 December
200 I. Although normally a 4-weck camp, we were only able to make the
last week of training and the week of competing. With all year round
kiing available on the Kitzeinhorn glacier, and plenty of fresh snow, the
conditions were good. The team compri. ed of five average skiers with no
racing experience and Capt Andy Hill. our only 'racer·. who led the
team and tried to explain the numerous and complicated rules to us.
Training was severely affected by too much snow, with blizzards and
whiteout preventing pole training. onetheles . we had to get snow time
and as such it was down to us to prepare ourselves for the races. The
competition week tarted with plummeting temperatures, and on the first
day of seeding it reached -25°c. The weather didn't really change
throughout the week. with ki goggle freezing up on the outside whil t
skii ng, about every 20mtr. Without goggles, eye la hes started freezing
together when you blinked, so it was definitely testing conditions.
Despite all this and a relatively inexperienced group. the team won a
si lver medal in the Team Slalom, and finished 5th overall out of about 15
Corp teams. Planning has already begun for next season. with the aim of
bringing home some Gold medals!

LCpl Dave 'Frostbite' Walker emerging from the lake having
successfully kept his hair dry, but sadly lost his pipe in the process

BRA OTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt eil Clements
Tp S gt
SSgt Andy Gill
13ravo Tp finished off last year on a high. After arriving back from
Oman in late ovember and taking post exercise leave, the la t two
week of the year were both hectic and enjoyable. Trying to consolidate
and sp lit the troop whil t undertakin g competitions, partie and
everything else that was thrown our way proved a challenge. Upon our
arrival back to the Regiment after a refreshing and much needed
Christma break, the troop wa split from a rather large 60 to a more
manageable 30. So begins Hotel Troop, and some eagerl y awaited
competition! The fir t few weeks have been very busy with Ex partan
Hike (a Squadron level exercise) a Board of Officers and fir t lines for
the whole Troop. Al o, the Squadron is preparing to take on the JRRF
commitment for the Regiment for the next four month . Some members
of the Troop took pait in a local recruiting day in Frome. Well done to
LCpl Kerry Sims and LCp l Geoff ·Billy big cutl:' Jackson, both of
whom <lcmonstrated excellent recruiting potential! One of our MAOT
crew is also taking part in the new orps video, attending interviews at
Blandford and a demonstration on Salisbury Plain. o all in all it ha
been a busy time. We are looking fo rward to Ex Bravo Bimble, a hill
wa lking exercise and some ailing in the comi ng month , a well as n
Troop split function. We have some fa rewe lls to say as some members of
the troops time comes to a close. LCpl 'Chich' Chichester lea es us for
pastures new and we also bid farewell to LCpl Lannie and Sig Michelle
Doveton who arc both lea ing the Army. Of course, we also would like
to ay goodbye to the members of the Troop whom we are losing to Hotel
Tp: We arc ure they will be well looked after. Included on the new
nmva ls list are Sigs Tipping and Phillips, both fresh from 131andford.
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Zoe White
Tp SSgt
S gt Donneley
.
Probably the yo ungest Troop in the Briti h Army - well the Regnnent
al least... ince Hotels' incepti n on 7 January 2002 it's we' e hit the

Cpl Thisby and Sig Shepherd
in a blizzard with temperature of approx -20 deg C,
waiting for skiing to resume

The second and more dem anding competition \\ a Ex partan I like.
the Di v Championship in erre he\alier. France. between 11 22
January 2002. apt And) Hill, 2Lt Jez Wadia, L pl latt Grh. and
ig · hep' hepherd formed the 4-man team to challenge a \aricty of
other Regi ments and Corp from the K .,, I Di\S. Cnfortunatcl. the
condition were the oppo ·ite t the orps' with no ·no\\ hanng fallen
, ince early December. Thi time it was trnight into the race . \\Ith .t
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fidd. tlu umc , lalom, Giant lalom. up.:r Giant lalom and Downhill.
Due to the atroc1ou - condition~ downhill had to be cancelled and the
tc m had to bcgm to learn to race on ice.
rhe standard of skiing \\a ·xceptionally high and each race required
ma\1mum effort from each p rson. The temperature wer~ not too bad,
although ha\ mg to get up at 0545hrs in the morning and in,pcct the race
c )Ur. • in th pitch black was different. The team did 1nanage ome
re tacular \\lpeout>. with L pl CriA taking out the offic1:il cameraman
1 n h1~ Giant 'lalom run. In the~ am
lalom ''e managed a re·peetable
'rd place among·t • Di\. and all team m·mbcrs managed to remain the
ng t . id.: of 100 out of 130 competitors. Our top re ult wa
apt Hill
''ho fini he-cl 2:th. The team wa · the top ignal Majo1 Unit Team at the
e er·ise. The team repre nted the Regiment with a great deal of pride
and Cl•mpered to a Yer) re peetable tandard. amongst te ting and
demanding condition~. Congramlation to all involv~d and here' to Gold
medals ne t year!
EX ERCI E Zl L ' DRAC O. 15-29 1 10 YEMBER 2001
l>y Sgt June immons 244 Sig Sq11
Ex Zulu Dragon was an arduou level 3 Advenmre Training Exercise,
from 21 ig Regt (A ). It wa conducted in the Draken berg region of
outh Africa and took place between 15 and 29 ovember 2001. The
cxpediuon team con i ted of ten m mbers of the Regiment led by Lt
Cath 'Flipper· J a rdine, with Maj Liz Dallyn from 31 ig Regt and Lt
Hu" G ilb er t from 104 Regt RA a the J MEL( ). The aim wa to
conduct arduous training over unfamiliar and difficult terrain in order to
deYelop personal confidence and te·t leadership skill .
On the 15 o\·ember after the unformnate exclusion of W02 (FofS)
A ll ~ Dunca n (due to operational commitments), hi lucky replacement
C pl tu Tucker met the re t of the team at the guardroom, packed and
read) to depart. W02 (FofS) Duncan en·ured that he ' ould not be
forgotten on the mp and lefl us with his pride and joy - his Rangers shirt.
If he couldn't go, then at lea t hi hirt would - unknown to him we
promptly decided to u e it a the · hi rt of hame·. This would be
awarded on a daily basis to anyone the group deemed to have done
.;omething of a questionable nature. C pl Jim T his by found himself as the
fir t recipient for admitting he mi takenly took all of his malaria tablets
in five day instead of the five weeks that is recommended! After a
gruelling l3 -hour flight, we arri\ed in outh Africa at 1 IOOhr and made
our way to Ea by Gue t House, we arrived at I 630hrs and met the owner
C hr i and hi family. The evening was spent ettl ing in and relaxing after
the long 3ourney. The · hi rt of hame' wa awarded to C pl Tucker for
trying to teal the OC's bag at the airport.
Saturday 17 'ovember mainly foc used on expedition preparation.
Once all tht> kit wa packed. we ate lunch before go ing on a loca l walk to
stretch our leg in preparation for the expedition. On our return at Easby
the group tucked in to a fantas tic traditional whole heep ·brai', courtesy
of our ho t . The ' hirt of Shame· wa awarded to LC pl Paulou s
"iicolios' tav' ngelidi for hi action man antics whi l t bravely fighting
'' ith the rhododendron in our ho ts' flowerbed, and nearly breaking his
wrist in the proces . On unday 18 ovember an early start was called,
and we set off for Cathedral Peak Park. On arrival at our tart point the
weather was perfect, affordi ng the mo t pectacular view of the mountain
range as far as the eye could ee. At mid-day the group members donned
their hefty bergens, weighing in excess of 401bs, and tarted on the fi rst
leg of our expedition, which was to be just over 11 km. We started at a
height of l 700m and climbed gradually following the well -trodden
Contour Path outhward toward The . ek. We oon rea li ed the terrain
would be more challenging than first thought after having to negotiate
three ri' er crossings to get to Schoongezicht ave. It was coming to the
end of the rainy season. and torrential rain tonns had made the rivers fast
flowing and difficult to cro s. Lt Gilbert took command of the most
fearsome river cro sing that many had experienced . demonstrating the
mo. t effective way lo cro s as a group. We arrived at the cave, narrowly
beating a heayy downpour. and ettled in for the night. TI1e 'Shirt of
hame· was once again awarded lo LCpl An ge lidi fo r his snake
channing technique .

Floods ma~e the rive · c ross ings 'interesting ' to s ay the least!
Lt Gilbert leads the way safely to the othe r side
1onda) 19 O\cmber was another early start and we left the cave by
07'0hr The da) 's goal was to reach the highest poi nt of East man's
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Ridge climbing from 1650111 to Eastman's Peak at 2508m. This wa a
I 9km route in totul. We headed back up towards the ontour Path, once
again tackling the river crossings. On reaching the top there were the
most breathtaking 'iews of the ational Park stretched out below. The
weather was once again clear, enabling us to see deep into Lesotho. a
small country within uth Africa it elf. We were unable to reach the true
top of Eastman's Peak. as :ub ·tantial climbing equipment would ha ve
been needed and even more sub tantial bravery. We descended and made
our wa back to ehoongezicht ave for the second night where Sig
Andy Lampard had a brief but emotional encounter with a snake.
Having been unable to out- tare the snake he backed off lost his footing
and fell backward down a 2"mtr slope coming to rest in a battered,
brui ed and cmbarra cd heap.
On Tuesday 20 ovember 'Mad' l aj Dallyn called reveille at
0540hrs and we left the cave at 06301w. Today ' aim wa an 11 km route
to climb from the cave. height I 650mtr, via the Organ Pipes Pass to reach
the top of Windy Gap at a height of 3070mtr. An early start was required
to ma.-imise the use of daylight and also the cooler temperatures. We
once again negotiated the river cro sings to retrace our steps up Phillip's
Folly to The ek. This early climb of I 650m to 2200m wa tough in the
inten e morning heat. From The ek we continued west past the Old Fire
Lookout to reach the Organ Pipes. Both balance and ome nerve were
required to scale precariously around the variou rocks that made up the
path. It appeared that the effects of altitude were starting to affect some
group member more than other with Cfn Ad a m Co uld being mo t
affected. Hi kit wa re-distributed and it was di covered that C fn Cou ld
(de pite prior briefing ) wa carrying a toiletry bag that included bottled
aftershave, two cans of deodorant and ru1 electric toothbrush!
We continued to climb into the mountains, with the weather still
remaining unu ually bright and clear for thi time of day. The views as
we climbed were amazing - although many were concentrating on their
footing as opposed to the cenery! ome ections of the path were almo t
impa sable, howe er rope work was used under the guidance of Lt
Gilbert made all sections passable. However, phra es such as. ' I never
thought it was going to be thi hard' were being mumbled as we scaled
the rock . The reply from the QC of, ·1 never promised you a holiday!'
was the usual response. The final part of the route was a climb up
Organ' Pipes Pa s, which wa another teep scramble up toward Windy
Gap. We finally reached the top at I 700hrs, where we settled down for
rhe night in a perfect. if a little expo ed location. The 'Shirt of Shame'
was no conte t - C fn C ould was the definite winner.

the foot of the Tugcla Gorge. We then proceeded on a short 4km circular
route starting al a height of 1550mtr, we climbed north up the Golicc path
for approximatc l_Y 2km, to a height of I 743mtr. The walk was very
picturesque, taking us through woods and past many quaint water
features. There was ample opportunity for paddling and cooling off in the
hot weather, which was enjoyed by all!
The next day started with an early departure from the car park of
Tcndclc lluttcd amp, the walk tarted al a height of 1450mtr and
ascended up the Tugela Gorge, southwards, to a height of around
2300rntr. The total distance covered wa · I4krn. The final kilometre of the
walk before reaching the end of the trail consi. tcd of chain ladders that
scaled the rock out of the Gorge to afford us with spectacular views. We
reached the top of the Gorge by lunch and with the sun beating down we
all enjoyed a wim at the base of the amazing waterfall- the second
largest one in the world! After lunch we headed back, once again
paralleling the Thukcla River within the Tugela Gorge. We arrived at the
car park at approximately I 630hrs and drove back to Mahai campsite for
dinner and an early night.
Sunday 25 November was another early start (0530hrs!) followed by a
departure time of 0630hrs. We drove approximately 80kms to the
Sentinel ar Park. which wa at the base of the Amphitheatre. We arrived
at the car park at 081 Shrs and promptly et off up the steep climb to the
highe t point in South Africa . to the peak of Mount-Aux- auces. We
started at a height of 2500m to follow the route south to the spot height of
3 I 76m. The total distance of the climb and descent was 12km. The ascent
was very arduous, with more chain ladders and steep narrow passes
encountered along the way. We passed the top of the Tugela Falls, which
was remarkable. The noi e and the sheer volume of the water wa
awesome. We finally reached the summit, another feature on the outh
African - Lesotho border. We ate lunch looking down on what seemed
like the whole of South Africa, it was a truly out tanding ight. We began
our climb back down, which proved to be harder and more challenging
than the a cent. The steep chain ladders and passes suddenly eemed
twice a high looking down!
The start of the R&R package began with a much needed lie in until
081 Shrs. Once up we drove the 30km to Spiroenkoff Game Re erve for
the horse-riding safari. As we drove down to the stable we discovered
there were twelve fine fillies with names such as 007, Maverick and

Flash. howe~er. they did little to live up to their names! Throughout our
mornmgs ndmg we encountered giraffe, tcbras. antelopes and e\en
caught ight of a rhinoceros. Sig Foster was given arguably the wor~t
horse and failed to see the fun in horse riding! We departed the Park and
headed off to Rorke 's Drift, famous site of the British, Zulu Battle. After a
short stop in Ladysmith, we finally arrived at Rorke's Drift at 1430hrs,
where we relived the battle. The 'Shirt of Shame· was awarded to Lt
Jardine for her driving ability or lack of it! On the second clay of the
R&R pac~age we left the gucsthouse at 081 Shrs heading for Winterton,
some 30mms away. to be picked up for a day of white-water rafting. On
our arrival we donned the life saving equipment, and were giYcn a
comprehensive safety brief. We were soon floating down the river in twoman rafts, headed for our fir t rapid. The heavy rains ensured that the
river was full and fast flowing - it was going to be an intcre ting day!
I wa the first casualty of the day falling from the raft at the tart of the
largest rapid. My life na hed before my eyes as I tumbled down the
length of the entire rapid eventually being fished out by the instructor
after banging off every rock in the river. We continued along the
remainder of the 13km of river rapids with several more ca ualtie on the
way, finally we reached the end of our journey at I 330hrs. We clambered
out of the rafts for a barbecue next to the river and a few ociable drinks.
On our last night Lt J ardi ne presented C hris and his family wi th the
Regimental plaque as a token of our appreciation for the hospitality they
had shown us throughout the exercise. This wa wannly receiYcd and
was con idered a great honour for them. The • hi rt of hame • was
awarded to faj Dallyn for. .. !?
The luxury of a lie in until I OOOhrs was greatly appreciated by all. The
remainder of the morning was spent in preparation for the flight back. We
headed off back to Johannesburg for our flight. The group booked in and
had one last oppormnity to pend the last of our Rand on souvenirs. On
our arrival back to sunny Colerne there was a short debrief. and we said
goodbye to our J MEL(S)'s. The• hirt of hame· was returned to a very
jealous W0 2(FofS) Dunca n who was disgusted at its use through tout
the trip! Everyone had thoroughly enjoyed them elve on what was an
arduou yet extremely enjoyable expedition. We then all reti red for ome
well earned re t. For most it wa the trip of a lifetime, with experience
and memories that will be remembered by all for a long time to come.

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT
0
R M

WO I (RSM) R. J . Pye
Since October 200 I, significant element of 30 ig Regt have been deployed on to 4 eparate location in upport of the ·war on Terrori m • - namely
the USA, Kuwait, Bahrain and Afghanistan. We currently have personnel deployed at U CE 1TRAL COMMA fD (CE TCOM) and in Afghani tan with
the ISAF.

O ur arrival a t the top of the world (it seemed like it anywa y!!)
Wednesday 21 ovember saw another early start, leaving at 0730hrs,
with more glorious weather. Today's walk was to Ribbon Fa ll Cave, some
7km away. It was a tricky beginning from Windy Gap down the first part
of Organ Pipes on and some more rope work was needed in ome areas to
ensure a safe descent. However, at one point just after one piece of rope
work we were omewhat put to shame, a local women dressed in blanket,
wearing nothing on her feet carrying a baby on her back and ba lancing a
bag on her head came stonning past u ! The descent wa quicker than the
previous days climb, but painfu l on the feet. We fo ll owed the Camels
Pa s to arrive at our final home of the expedition at I 500hrs, which was
situated at the Ribbon Falls - a spectacular waterfal l. Everyone took full
advantage of this oppormnity and enjoyed a refreshing hower after the
hottest day so far. At this point everyone was relieved to air his or her
aching ?.nd blistered feet in preparation for the final descent the fo llowi ng
day. The group relaxed in the sun with a few games of card. at dinner and
most were asleep by 2000hrs.
On Thursday 22 ovember we had comp leted our days walking and
had booked out of the Park by 0900hrs, and headed back to rea lity. The
group returned to Easby Gue t House by I IOOhrs. There was a quick and
compressive turnaround of the equipment and we left at J 330hrs to drive
to Du rban for a much needed recovery period. T hat evening, we all
headed out to Florida treet for a group meal fo llowed by a trip to the
Monkey Bar. The 'Shirt of Shame' wa awarded to myself for unproven
vote rigging. On Friday 23 ovcmber the grou p were wo ken up al
0800h rs (a lay-in!!) allowi ng ample time for a shopping 1rip in Du rban
ci ty. On arriva l back at Easby Guest !louse there was a qui ck repacking
of our bergens and we departed for Roya l atal Pa rk to embark on the
second expedition phase of the exercise, wh ich was to be a series of day
walks to allow particu lar areas of beauty to be viewed. On arriva l at the
ational Park, we booked into Mahai Ca mpsi te and pi tched our tents at
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T he Brits are here,
LCpl 'hig h back and side s ' Stanle y raise s the flag in Tampa

'Pukka Augle Manche hunu huncha??'
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Ops Officer's brief c learly didn 't enthral FofS Curtin
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31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
0
RSM

Lt Co l Paul Wcnlock TD
WOI (RSM) Young

HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO
qn Comd
Capt Guy Bcwsher
SSM
W02 ( SM) Dean Clarke
E !PLOVER EVE I G
The Squadron recently hosted an evening for The ational Employers'
Liaison Com mittee. The aim of the evening was to maintain and
introduce employer upport throughout our regional area. A ve ry
informative introduction was given by Maj Gen P. W. !stead CB OBE
G 1 DL who clearly outlined the benefits employers would ga in if their
emp loyee were members of the Re erve Forces: Leadership,
management skil ls, work values, specific occupational training. Each Cap
Badge within the Regiment produced a tand that clearly identified what
opportunities were open to potential reservist ·. The evening concluded
with an excellent buffet that was prepared and served by W02 Bramble
and Sgt Howell. The Squadron ha gone from trength to strength over
the months. with Delta Tp especially gaining in numbers, thanks to the
recruiting efforts of Capt Windibank, gt Crowhust, Cpl Leek and the
general enthusiasm towards recruiting from all members of the quadron.
We now look forward to the Festive Season, a break and the very busy
year ahead.
41 (PLK) IG AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj teven Ong
M
W02 (SSM) Watson
PLK REMEMBRA CE SERVICE
Members of 41 Sqn and the PLK Assn held their Annual
Remembrance Service at Ken ington Town Hall on Sunday 4 ovember
200 I. They were joined by the Deputy Lieutenant and hi wife. ir
Michael and Lady Craig-Cooper ; the Mayor of Kensington and
Chelsea, Mr To ny Holt; and the President of the PLK A sociation. Col
Keith Bruce Smith. Wreathes were laid by Col Keith Bruce mith on
behalf of the Association, Lt Col Pau l Wcnlock, the Commanding
Officer, on behalf of the Regiment, and Maj teven Ong, the Officer
Commanding on behalf of the Squadron. The Padre, Maj David
Crawley gave a very thought-provoking sennon, and LCpl Scott Fisher
read a poem. SSgt Dave Holman gave an excellent bugle rendition of the
Last Po t and Reveille. After the ervice all retired to the Mayor's Parlour
in the Town Hall for a buffet lunch, some light refreshment and for ome,
a chance to catch up on past time .

REMEMBRA CE DAY AT THE CE OTAPH
Members of the Regiment were honoured to fonn the TA guard at the
enotaph on Remembrance Day. The Regiment repre ented the whole of
the TA on this year's parade, and had a superb view of the Remembrance
ervice as we were stood directly in front of the Cenotaph itself. Lt Debs
Speakma n led the guard, as we marched to the Cenotaph with a
contingent from the Royal Logistic Corps and the Adjutant General's
orps. After what seemed like an eternity, the High Commissioner ,
politicians and Royal Family took their place around the Cenotaph.
ftcr the service we stood easy whil t the endle s columns of Royal
British Legion oldicrs pas ed by. It was an honour to be tood on parade
whilst those we owe such a debt of gratitude to marched past us. It will
cenainly be a day to remember for all who took pan for quite a few years
to come!

Rogues Gallery - moments later the large sign behind had gone

BO
TY T RA I I G WEEKE D
Member of the Squadron passed their Annual Bounty test on the
Regimental Bounty weekend of 24-25 ovember. All completed their
B . APWT. FT, recognition and BFAT tests succe fully. A bit of
friendly rivalry on the range saw Lt Paul Ukpai prove his mark mansh1p
. kill by comp leting hi shoot with an Iron ighl and still beating members
of his troop hooting with usats.
CHRI TMAS PARTY
hri tma party.
On Saturday I December, the quadron had it
Although less people were there than in previous year it did not dampen
the party atmosphere in any way. Our M for the evening wa the
enigmatic Sgt Simon May, who pre idcd o er a game to raise money for
the PLK Association, and upcrvi ed the draw. The fir t prize ' as a DVD
player, won by Sgt Tanya Camp. Other prizes included a hamper,
membership to the local fitness club, bottle of booze and various
amounts of money! By the end of the evening, we h~d raised over £70 f~r
lhc PLK As ociation. Many thank go to the same few who orga111 e this
even t for us every year, Sgt imon May, Cpl Julia 1ay, Cpl Maria
Traynor and LCpl Pearl ethna. Their hard work was, a always,
hugely appreciated.

The Oldfield Trophy for Signaller of the Year - Winner Sig Ward
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Attestation Parade for Signallers
(L- R) Dipal Gurung & Yubaraj Gurung
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HELLO A D GOODBYE
. We welcome Lt George Dickey to the quadron who has transferred
111 from 94 ig qn (V). We hope he enjoys working wit~ the q~adro~.
and arc already looking forward to the range weekend he 1 orgamsing in
July! ongratula tions arc due to LCpls Pearl Scthna, Warren
O' Driscoll and Paul tarbrook for ucce fully completing their Oct
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Comds Course at Blandford. Special congratulations to L pl Pearl
Sethna who came overall seventh on the course.
56 IG AL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj arah Streete
S M
W02 ( SM) Cooper
This has been a busy time for the Squadron with more and more of the
members training regularly. Tue day evenings arc now becoming a social
event of the week for some and on the odd occasion \\hen we have had
visitors, such as when our new TM, Maj Dick Gamble the buffet and
drink after training arc always well received. A Military Quiz, arranged
by our ever enthusia tic PSI Sgt Willi e Loc h, S gt ( QM ) John
therton, SSgt Poole and Cpl Jason Light was a well fought
competition! Since our numbers are now greatly increased by the influx
of new and highly motivated recruits, the troop ORBAT has been reorganised and the dets are looking strong in manpower, if not in
experience. W02 Kev Godden , who stepped down as SSM in October.
i now heading up 857 Troop and determined to how the other Tp
Comds. Capt nthony Lamb and Lt Keiron Francis how it should be
done! Since Christmas, we have waved 'goodbye' to Lt Kciron Francis
and LCp l ' Dolly' Dalton as they went off to join many other at
Chilwell. prior to being deployed to Kosovo with KFOR. We also bid a
fond farewell to our PSI,
gt Willie Loch as he went to Bosnia to join
97 Sqn for ju t a few months. The Squadron i certainly quieter without
him!
BRIG DE EXE RC I E - EXERC I E HORSE HOE Il
bv Lt Keiron Francis
- The chance to put our comms skills to the te t again for a Bde Ex was
welcomed by the Squadron. One Lanward Det and two FFR's were
deployed as well a the Support Unit led by gt tevic Hall and the
Master Chef W02 Fred 'Ai n ley' Bramble. After a tactical move in
amongst hordes of army cadets on Crowborough Training rca, routine
wa quickly established and old hands uch as LCpls Paul Renaud and
Eric Gardyne pa ed on their years of experience to ome of the new
recruits. The Squadron welcomed back gt Micky Dowds, and with his
capable young assi tant C pl Jo Butler the Lanward Det was running
efficiently a ever. A visit from the CO, Adjt, and R M on the aturday
evening included a romantic candlelit dinner in a troop helter! However.
more importantly. the CO promoted SSgt lartin Cooper to W02 rank
and he became the new S M. Apart from the torrential rain and the hour
spent waiting for the wrecker after the Lamvard got stuck in the mud, a
good weekend wa had by all and many det skills put back into practise.
LORD MAYOR'S SHO\: A D CE. OTAPH
by Sgt Ke1• Young
After everal month of notice we travelled to Coulsdon TA for an
in pection and drill practice on the Tuesday before the parade weekend.
The Ea tboume contingent was nine trong with Sig helley mith and
icky Walker making up the numbers. Both were still doing their recruit
training and Sig Nicky Walker had only done half an hours drill practice
alongside gt Kev Youno and Cpl Jason ' PSV' Light. i ot all of the o
2 dre had arrived o people paraded with what they had. Following
ome robust comment from the VWO. WOl ick Cantrell. we fell in
for drill practice with P I 41,
gt haun Fardy. A ever, it did not
come together very well until near the end but after a quick change back
into civvie we got back into BUD. the ageing squadron minibus and
drove back to Ea tboume, arriving at midnight and then on home. Friday
night loomed and we piled back into B D for the trek to outhfield . The
la t minute changes were explained as we were not now part of the guard
of honour for the Lord Mayor but a marching contingent in the parade
following the FF R's from the Regiment. behind the Engineers and in
front of Battersea Dog Home. S gt Graham Browning opened the
tores and 56 and HQ per onnel trooped off to get greatcoats and other
item . Putting on the greatcoat - over civvies made u look like extra
from 'The Great E cape", or in ig Michael ' cotty' cott's ca c,
Gorbache ! After all had been kitted out we put the greatcoats on and
practi ed drill until we looked spot on.
\: oken up by a choru of phone alarm going off, we crawled out of
our maggot and did our ablutions. fter breakfast we did more drill
gt Sean Fard)
whilst waiting for the coach to tum up. On our arrival
pointed Lt like Zazzi in the direction of the marshal to take the flak
for being fashionably late. We had over an hour before mo\'mg off o we
tood around looking at the floats around us and getting colder. When we
finally headed off, the rhythmic tooting of horns and disco beat · were
li ght ly lcs helpful than a band would have been! SSot can Fardy.
trying out a pace tick for size, kept lime for u. and ordered the change
arm , hen needed. ll went \ ell until we approached the ccond saluung
ba e: Lt tike Zazzi's 'eye left' was lo t in the background. o :ome of
us had to mo e our head urrcptitiou I acros . mazingly. thi was not
obviou on the television camera that had caught us a we came round
th" comer. giving us all our moment of fame. l the halfway p int \\C
received death pa k from the corporation - an egg and tomato sandw1d1.
an app le and a bottle of water. The Dogs home were handing around
·wect and mo t successful in ·crounging wa
gt Ian 'drill pig ·
Mackay, who threatened to bur t balloons with his bayonet unlcs\ a
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mn,om of'" ceb ''a: paid.
B, ck at the l :\ we were given time to sort our kit out before the
\dJutanr. tn pecnon. Th' \djutant took th',_\1' to ii:i:pect us _thoroughly.
gt\ tng con,tructivc cnncism on the state of )Ur kit. The drill hall wa
qutte~" arm. especiall) con · idering ho\\ cold it had been outside.
F1.:htc •n mmute in and about two thirds thrnugh , gt Sarah Ii ales fell
O\ ~-r • C\ cm! pee pie moved 10 her aid with ig 1ichael ·Scotty' cott
taking O\ •r. as he ts a nurse in civilian life. he had minor injuries and
\\,ls taken 10 ho.·pital for ·titchcs! L,p even earlier on un?ay. several
p 'Opl began to find the) ''ere nen ou . We had ecn the btt where we
had gone wrong on th Saturday and knew that today wa more
tmponant. Th ·re were a few change to tnc ontingent a 83 ig qn
pla. cd their JOkcr ·. Arriving at \ ellington Bk . we weri: urroun~ed by
the Regulars from all three ef\ice ' . Once we had fallen 111 at Welltngton
Bks a~ oicc rang out and we reali.ed that thi was it. no turning back. We
march.:d dO\\n to Parliament quare and on to the Cenotaph. form~ng up
dm:ctl\ in front of the Cenotaph. facing the Foreign Office. We waited at
the "<land ea> for about half an hour as the other participant fonned up leaden; of the Anncd en ices, High Commi ioners and politicians. We
\\Cre brought to attention a the Queen came out with the Royal Fami ly
for the two minutes . ilence. After the gun had gone off a econd time.
\\C \\Cre stood at ea.e. Once all the wreaths were laid and the choir had
marched off. there wa much relief a, we got the order to tand ea y. The
Royal British Legion marched pa t; rank upon rank of old (and not o
old) ex-:ef\ ice pen;onnel and ci\ ilian . And then ti wa over. The RAF
and a' y mo,·ed off and we followed the re t of the A1my contingents to
the applau e of the on lookers. \ e met up with the other members of the
Regiment who had been el ewhere for a curr lunch provided by gt
teYe Ho" ell at ou thfields. The who le day was an experience to
remember. It wa nly allern'ards that we realised that not only had we
represented the TA at the Cenotaph on Remembrance . unday but it wa
also Armistice Day and the first one of the new ltllenmum.
RDIE 1BRA1 E U D Y, EASTBOURl E
hy Sgt te1·e Hall
.
The day had ani\'ed and all the boots had been ·bulled and anything
bras had been run over with Bra · o. Lots of newly recruited quadron
members swelled the rank · of the fir t practice parade. Tailori ng and
fining e' ion had paid off for the older members and now the qn had a
ub·tantial increase in the number of oldiers wearing o 2 dres . Lot of
unfamiliar uniforrns and faces on the first practice parade, and not just the
new recruits. Also on parade wa the Ea tboum e affiliated Royal 1avy
hip. HM Puncher. Thi ~ hip is used to train future officers in the art of
navigation and IS crew-members had arrived for the parade. Our newly
appointed M. W02 Martin Cooper sized us all off, including the RN .
After a hort coach trip to the fom1ing up point in Eastbou rne Town
Centre, th chink of the medals from the Old Comrades could be heard as
they led the parade and the Squadron et off on the short march to the
1cmorial. Rememberi ng th e fallen heroe o f the past was more
prominent with the afterrnath of the 11 eptember till fresh in everyone's
minds. Maj arah treete. the Sqn OC, laid the wreath for the Squadron
and after the en ·ice. took the salute with the Mayor and local council
dignitarie as the quadron marched past. T he day finished olT with the
traditional curry lunch back at the TAC. Master chef. W02 Fred
Bramble had catered for 50, but the number exceeded 80 with the extra
fa mily members. Fred would have done Ainsley Hanion proud on TV
when he knocked up a curry for 30 in 15 minutes!
BOU . TY WE EKE , D
b.1 Cpl Jo Butler and Sig Carys Jones
One sunny weekend in , ovember 31 Sig Regt (V) gat he red at
Ptrbright for two days of excitement and action. Fi1i:t stop for some was
the range \\here th.: D threatened us with as many APWT's as it took to
pass ome people had to call work to get the next week off! Following a
;es ion on moral understanding by the Padre, we were olT for BC and
Fi rst id. After bandaging LCpl Eric Gardyne's mouth to stop him
creaming. we were ·ubjected to a gas attack. Then came Recognition ,
\\here we faile<' to recogmse many military veh icles but fortunately were
hclpt:d by LCpl ·J'm a plane spotter' Dalton ! The next morning, we got
up for that fun \\ alk in the park, more commonly known as the CFT and
then back to the ranges to blat off some more rounds. We were told we
did not do too badly; ome of us hit the target twice out of 60 rounds!
HRIST\1A, CRACKER 1 DECEYIBER 2001
In conjunction wtlh Eastbourne Borough Council , 56 Sig Sqn provided
their sen ice at the tart of th e Chri tmas festivities fo r the local
commumty. The Sqn were tasked to escort Father Christmas safely down
from the rooftop of the local Debenham store, after he had nown in by
helicopter to Eastbourne. Lt Keiron Francis, gt Da e Russell (PWRR)
and . gt Ton~ Richardson (47 Rcgt RA ) set up a ' death slide ' from the
Debenham's roof and anta (aka gt Willie Loch) was lowered down to
gt\ e out sweets and presents to local ch ildren! It must be said that never
bcforc ha~ such an emaciated Father Chri stmas appeared in Eastbourne!
We \\Ill need to fatten him up for next year!
I:.\\\ L\R \\EEKE D

\\.hat better way to . tart the ew Year th an with a Regimental
"eckcnd at Cro,\borough Camp. Getting up on the Saturday morning
"a hard, beanng in mind the amount of alcohol consumed on the Friday
ntght but all kne\\ that 11 wa~ goi ng to be a ' fun ' weekend. The stand
ranged from fault finding, to nag erection to 'you will be blindfolded and
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made to put on a respirator. then told to follow a piece of string, i1~ u lt~c.
up ditches , along · trcam and under bushes and cam nets! Quite
surpri ingly. it became t_hc mo ' t .POJJular ·tand fo_r both the pcctators ~nd
the participant ! The mght mtngatton aero ·s P1pptngford Park tn thick
fog was quite an experience and the DS thoroughly enJoyc_d standmg out
there! LCpl Eric Gardyne's team came across one po111t about four
times but actually failed to pot it on each occasion and new course man,
LC pl Paul Renaud managed to keep a mile on his cheery face
throughout the evening. Meanwhile. gt Kevin Young and gt tevie
Howell were quietly sweating as they tried to work out how to extract the
white van from the ditch into which they had let it roll! The quiz on
aturday evening. hosted by 21C, Maj Steve Hudson, wa
enthu ·iastically entered into and LCpl Paul Hawes' team managed to
win by the slimmest of margins. The weekend ~vould not have been
complete without the assault course, (with the ai111lcry gun, of course)
and a church parade prize gi,ing.
E .ER I E RAPID FIRE - by W02 Cooper
Ex Rapid Fire \ a a 3-pha e exerci e carried out on training night in
January 2002. It was planned and conducted by Ca pt Anthony Lamb
with the primary aim of introducing recruits and recently qualified
ignaller to detachment OP's and drills. Phases I & 2 took the fonn of
lectures and slow time demonstrations on how to ct up a radi o
detachment in a tactical ituation and training included subjects ranging
from cam net maintenance to fault finding. Emphasi was place on the
tactical iting of the detachment. health and safety and administration.
Phase 3 wa. the climax of the xercisc. Three Oct Comds, LC pl 'I will
do my Cpls Ce' Gardyne, LC pl Ju tin Hewitt and ig Jam es
Coleman-Brown were given a crew. grid reference and a El and then
ta ked to deploy within a 20-mile rad ius of Eastbourne. Once at the
location, the site was recced and the det was set up, with just enough time
for a few messages to be ent by voice and RATT. The feedback was very
positive a thi wa • for many. the fir t 'hands on ' experience. After End
Ex the detachments returned to the TA ext remely wet and muddy!
L Q ADRO
83 IG
qn Comd
Maj lee Ferguso n
SM
W02 Bob Steven
56 DIV ASSOCIATIO DI
E R 14 DECEM BE R 2001
The 56 Div As ociation Dinner was held at the Union Jack Club in
Waterloo on 14 December 2001 and was, as always. a mo t successful
and entertaining evening. The dinner is an opportunity for current
members of the quadron to meet tho e oldier who served in the Unit
who were tl1e fore fathers to 83 Sig qn a it stands today. The gue t of
honour was Major-General prackling - the Master of Signals. In
attendance from the Regiment were the CO - Lt Col Paul Wenlock TD,
Adjt - Capt Fiona tewart, Maj AJec Ferguson - OC 83 Sig Sqn, Capt
Liz FitzPatrick. Lt's McEvoy and Zazzi, SSgt Matt Cahill, Sgt Mark
Eastwood-Bell and Cpl Jay Eastwood-Bell . ome thoughtful seating
arrangements al o saw
gt Matt Ca hill , who wa nursing a recentl y
broken leg from a motorcycle accident, being eated in the middle of the
56 Div Motor-Cycle Di play team!
RED EDICATIO SERVICE AT WHITE CITY TAC
28 OCTOBE R 2001
October saw the Re-Dedication of the 56 Div Roll of Honour which
has had no home since the original Roll of Honour was lo ·t when the
TAC in Balh am wa demolished in the I 960 's. The service wa
conducted by the Regimental Padre and included readings from members
of the qn and former soldier . The service was attended by the Mayor of
Hammer mith and Fulham Councillor Browne MBE, as many so ldier on
the Roll had left for war from the old TAC in Hammersmith Road. As
with all such events it was a sobering thought that so many of those in
attendance had left ordinary Ji ves behind when they were called to the
Colours. Those that did return then had to fit back into a working routine
which must have eemed strange in comparison to all they had been
th rough . As a who le the Sqn was proud to be involved in such an
important event and equally proud to have the Honour of Parading under
the Roll of Honour on a Drill night.
EW YEAR WEEKE D 11 JA UA RY 2002
The Regiment's fir t weekend of the cw Year started wit h a Military
Skills event that saw teams make their way round a series of stands
testi ng individual and team ski ll s. The 83 Sig Sqn stand was a sniper
stalk, in which indi viduals were cored on their abil ity to approach an OP
undetected. Much to the surpri se of Sgt Tony Wringe PSI 83 Sig qn,
with the notable exception of one or two, those oldiers parti cipating in
the sta lk emerged in front of the OP filthy and wet , but having thoroughly
enjoyed themselves.
REGIME 1TAL EXERCISE I FEBRUARY 2002
The Squadron deployed on the Regimental Exercise in the mid t of the
worst st01m s to hit southern England so far thi s yea r. However, even thi s
couldn ' t stop the Squadron from arri ving bang on time and in exactl y the
right spot. The new Squadron battle cry of 'i t's never too late· echoed
over the Training Area following LCpl Rich ' I've see n the Sweeney'
Leyland's valiant elTort to catch the turn off that everybody thought we
had missed . Once on the train in g area gt Mark ' igel Mansell'
Eastwood-Bell had a little accelerator troubl e but was soon found by the
duty runner trundling along and doing an excellent impression of Driving
Mi s Daisy. The first exerci se after the winter break soon bl ew away the
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cob.,...:bs and the troops qui ck ly establish the CN R network. LCpl
Cheryl Tm so laid back I'm horizonta l' Duncan, having recovered from
her starring role in the new TA 'gct-fitta' campaign, had a baptism of fire
findin g herself not only as Dct omd of Lanward for the first time but
al ·o hol ding the important link to the USA. This was the first time that
Sgt Si 'G unny Highway ' Butler, the Squadron's P l Tech had deployed
on Ex wi.th us and he soon g~t into ~he swing of things by demonstrating
hrs amaL:mg headwcar collect1on 111ce Booney I lat Si!
LO DON DISTR ICT MATCH 118 7 FEBRUARY 2002
Two teams from the Rcgt, forrned mainly from 83 ig Sqn made their
way to the LO DIST Finals of the Match 118 .22 shooting competition
held at ULOT London in Handel Street to shoot against teams from JO
Coy 4 Para and RAMC. The A Team lifted the cup pursued by the B

Team m runners up position. The teams were:
Team A - Capt Guy Bewsher - OC HQ qn, S gt King - HQ Sqn,
Cpl tuart Farq uh arso n-Roberts - C Tp 83 Sig Sqn and LCpl Richard
Leyland - C Tp 83 ig Sqn.
Team
Maj Alec Fcrgu on - 0 83 Sig Sqn, SSgt Matt ahill - C
Tp 83 Sig Sqn, gt Si Butler - P 1 83 ig qn, and LCpl Loui e
Wilkins - B Tp 83 Sig Sqn.
Congratulations to all the above and good luck to Team A going
through to the Land Finals,
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PRO 10TIO
Congratulations to the following personnel on their promotions:
Lt Za7.zi
Lt McEvoy
Cpl Farquharson-Roberts
LCpl Wilkin

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RSM

Lt Col E. M. Blyth TD
WOl (R M) S. J. Russell

CHA GE OF R EG IM E TAL COMMA D
The end of the year brought about a change at the top with the
Regiment aying farewell to Lt Col Jim McKee and hello to a new CO.
Lt Col E1·ic Blyth . The Officer ' Mess dined out Lt Col McKee in late
ovember at Redford Cavalry Barracks. The function was excellent and
the Pipes & Drums who performed during the meal supplied the icing on
the cake. On his last day in the Unit, Lt Col McKee a given a customary
Quaich by the Regular Personnel and taken out of the TA Centre via his
favourite mode of transport, a set of skis. He nearly became a casualty
during the exit as the team hit a particularly steep slope and harp corner
at the same time building up a good head of steam, luckily the team
managed to retrieve the ituation and Lt Co l McKee wa removed
without injury. Lt C ol McKee move on to HQ l as Chief G6 via a
short trip of about six month to Bosnia as Chief CPIC. The Regiment
would like to thank him for all hi hard work and for all that he has done
in the unit, and we wish him , Rachael and his family all the be t for their
tour in I. Lt Col Blyth joins u after Commanding 2 Sig Sqn in Dundee
and we hope that he and his wife, Donna enjoy their time with the unit.
The new Commanding Officer, Lt Col Blyth addressed the Regiment for
the first time during the Regimental Training Weekend in January. One of
his first jobs that day was to congratulate and promote Sgt Fa ichney
from 61 Sig Sqn (V) in Edinburgh to S gt (YofS). SSgt (YofS) Faichne.
is to be congratu lated on hi excellent Yeoman's Cour e report and he
will become the Yeoman for 6 1 Sig Sqn (V).

ecn on Saturday night was as he \ a being dragged, kicking and
creaming into the town to wet the baby's head. January also aw the
Squadron complete an adventure-traini ng weekend based around the TA
Centre in Elgin. The adventure-training package was put together by
Capt Davey Crockett and promi ed to be a brilliant weekend of winter
activities with the quadron having acquired a number of sets of skis and
a selection of ice climbing equ ipment. Unfortunately someone forgot to
ign out the now from the SQMS. Only the top runs at Caimgom1 were
open and these contained very wet snow. Backup plan!! Take a gentle
ramble to the led dog races . .... Arrive to fi nd the race finished .... Gentle
ramble back. Relocate to Avicmoor fo r some emergency activi ties. These
turned out to be great fu n and very relaxing. TI1e quadron Trophie for
the best young oldie rs during 200 I were due to be handed out in
December but were held back until thi weekend. The winner of the male
trophy wa
ig 'Wiggie' Wiggin and the female trophy went to ig
·Mini-Me' Johnston.

HEADQ A RT E RS SQ ADRO SERGEA T' ME S B R S
IGHT
As is the custom in Scotland, a number of Bum
ights were held at
the end of January. Headquarters quadron Sergeant ' Me s decided to
invite all the quadron Officer and their partner as gue t to their
function. However, the vast majority of officer were attending the 2
( C) Sig Bde study Period at time - cleaver planning by the ergeant
Mess one may think . The function was extremely well attended and went
down we ll. WOI Terry McYey did an excellent addres to the haggi
and W02 (YofS) H Lloyd as the token Englishman at the function gave a
good account of himself. The Mess would like to thank Cp l Mill from
the Pipe & Drums for hi s fine piping during the dinner.
SI S.IGNAL QUADRON (V)
qn omd
Maj A. R. Thompson TD
SM
W02 (SSM) L. Bertram
First, we at 5 1 Sig Sqn would like to wi h all the readers, e pecially all
our Squadron member who are either Mobilized or who are on FTRS, a
happy cw Year. ongratulation go to our PSI, Sgt ndy Minorczyk
and his wife Deborah who have just become the proud parent of a
heal th y baby girl. We wish you all the be l and hope you have many
sleep lcs nights together.
The Squadron he ld their own hri tmas party early in December,
which was extremely well suppo11cd by all the quadron members. 2!C
514 Troop, 2Lt ' Who ate all the Pie ?' Buckley. would like to point out
th at he did mana ge to get up th e next mornin g Uu t!) de pitc Maj
Thomp on's be t efforts to keep him at the party until the early hours.
The Regimental party at the December RTW was again well attended by
the Squadron and that was the end to a busy but very enjoyable year for
the quadron. T he ew Ye a r brought wi th it a full month for the
Squadron. The training started with a Regimental Training Weekend in
which 5 1 Sqn provided two det for training purpo e . The weekend wa
the first for arc new CO and the training package went well. A lot of hard
work was put in for the weekend and the P l and LCpl Johnston spent
a great deal of time and effort prepping the dets that were to tra~el . down .
SSgt Andy 1inorczyk came on thi weekend in the hope of mt smg the
3 o'clock nappy changes and actually getting some sleep. Well.. ... o
plan surv ives first contact!! The last time Sgt ndy linorczyk wa
THE WIRE, APRIL 2002

LCpl Johnston
waiting out during the Regimental weekend in January

A ver ion of call my blulT opened the evening activittc.' and a fun
night was had by all. This must have been so as the party wa still going
when 2Lt Chri ' Who ale all the Kebab ·' Buckley got back from the
town, kebab (or should that be two kebab "?) in hand! unday consisted of
a fore ·t walk. which was ju t what the doctor ordered to clear the head ·.
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A simi lar but as successfu I presentation ceremony was hosted at
Darlington TA (less the Lord Drummer) with Her Majest y's Lord
Lieutenant Sir P. . icholson , Lor~I Lieutenant for County of Durham,
with another fantastic spread organised by Capt (PSAO) J, J. Wilson. It
was S gt Rob inson and Sgt Fletcher from 705 Tp Darlington and gt
Readshaw from 742 Tp Debdon Gardens who were to receive their
certificate . Heartfelt congratulations go to a ll recipients, as they were all
well deserved .

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

CO

Lt ol I. D. We terman
R \1
W OI (R, I) M. J .P. nderson
Regimental Headquarter has moved into the . ew Year with cautious
tr p1dation. It would eem that the Regiment are now berng
ackno'' ledged b' 15 ( E) Bde for all it effo11S. II ig Bde no longer
frown upon the ~nit as •that one up orth' and MCM Div arc answerin_g
and accepting the majorit~ of requests for more manpower whatc:Yer 1,
going on! I here are some congratulauon to be _g1v_en out and they are
right up there with the e\\ Year· Honour l~st II s hould be added.
First!\. congratulatton must go to the Commanding Officer Lt Col I. D.
We. ter m a;; who can now stop pining as hi wife return after three
month~ awa) taking pict11re, of penguins in the Falkland I lands (okay
he wa · the really important Traffic Officer). The Adjutant Cap t tuart
cott linally taking that giant leap, no not ~ tepped foot ~m the m~n but
on a imilar . ca le, and gone and got marned to long tune fiance Cap t
,\noela Ga lli (21C 49 ig qn) all seems a bit incestuou . And as if that
''a".' not cnouah. W02 ( RQ i\1 ) Ri c h ie Bell has only gone and
flummoxed th~ board with ome dubiou confidentia l reports and
\\anoled his wav to promotion to Warrant Officer Class I - whate er next
we ;'k? And !aSt but not least to 50 (NR) ig qn and the OC qn faj
G raham J enn ing for an excellent and thoroughly enjoyable Christmas
Weekend at tren all in December (more about that la ter) .
Congra1ulation to all and e\'eryone can now stop walking round with
1ho e inane orin on their faces! As a mall in ight and look forward to
the forthco~ing year: the resounding succes of the Regiment finally
gening a website after the con iderable efforts of the RSM, \ 0 I (R M)
~lark A nd e r so n and for tho e interested then please log onto
WW"l\ .ta3.t.com. The Trg taj, Iaj David ixs mith 's excitement a the
Reoiment
move into the bui ld up exercise programme in preparation for
0
Ex Arrcade Falcon 2002 (to the plain of Germany this year). a
Regimental kiing trip in FebtMar organised as a lways by a d_iligent and
extremely competent Qf\l. Maj Les Wood , and a final dec1s1on a to
'what the hell are we going to do with this TA Band we've got!'
DA RRE ' WIL 0 - O L DIE R FOR A D Y
'Tin) Trooper Darre n \ ii on ha achieved his dream of becoming a
soldier,' o quoted the E\ening Gazette on Tuesday 15 January. D a rren.
"ho was born with a hole in his heart, has not let his condition dampen
hi· dream of joining the Army. Hi mum wrote to the Evening Gazette,
who was running a Christma Wish Appeal. Very soon we here in
Bramble Farm were organising a day out for Darren . Fir tty, on 23
December 2001, the Adjutant Capt tu Scotl vi ited Darren at hi home
in Loftus to pre ent him with a certificate to announce that he had been
' elected' to join the Army for a Day. Then the RSM rang arou nd the
' orth E.a t to ee if any other units could help. The Queens Own
Yeomanry came up trump as did our friend , 104 Pioneer qn, RLC in
Coulby Ne\\ham and 102 Bn REME at ewton Aycliffc. You can see by
Da rren ' face ''hat kind of day he had. He. his mum, gran and brother
were picked up from their house and driven by taff car to the main gate
where they were met by the RSM. He pointed out that Darre n wa
incorrectly dressed and immediately remedied that by producing a beret
and some very mall Combat 95 clothing. HQ Sqn OC, Maj Chris Jones
then showed Darren around a VHF Detachment. The day became a little
more exciting when the Tank' (an AFV Scimitar) howed up.

Darren Wilson as tank commander of AFV Scimitar
during his 'Soldier for a Day' visit
Darren and his brother cramblcd around it under the watchful eye of
th tank crgeant. After a AAFI break Sgt 'cit Hunter RLC quickly
pr moted Da rren to Lance Corporal after he successfu lly completed an
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obsiacl course with the mechanical JCB. After lun ch, Darre n pent
some time on the mall Arms Trainer at Coulby ewham and the n
returned to Brambles Farm in time to have an exciting ride on a 250
m1y motorcycle. The day had been tremendou ·ty exciting for him and
was finished off in tyle when Maj Chris Jo nes presented Darren with a
crti ficatc of 1erit Ii ting his day· achievements. Later Da rre n received
a photo album in full gloriou colour with all hi mcmoric inside

Darren 'this uniform and beret will fit' Wilson
digs up the car park of Brambles Farm TA Centre
LORD LIE TE A T'S CERTI F ICAT ES PRESE TAT ION
As with every year and about this time there are a number of deserving
and acknowledged TA soldiers who receive the Lord Lieutenant 's
Certificates as recognition fo r their devoted , and for the majority, lengthy
service in the Territorial Army. This year was no exception and the
Regiment were to host two of these events - one at Brambles Farm,
Middle brough and the other at Bradford Armoury, Darlington. In a
spruced up Brambles Farm Drill Hal l with its new curtai ns and cabinets,
ornately decorated with flowers , white roped areas and even a red carpet,
Her Maje ty 's Lord Lie u tenant , Lord C rathorn e MA JP , Lord
Lieutenant for orth Yorkshire, presiding, presented the awards to
gt
Cai rn es and C pls M orga n and Pritch a rd . After a short speech, Lord
C r a tborn e, being a talented musician himself, insisted that he took a tum
on the drums with the Regimental Band. As key members of NE RFCA
and guests of the recipients could do nothi ng but look on in awe and
admira ion, Lord C r a thorn e and the Band did a couple of extremely
tuneful and upbeat melodies. After gracious app lause all then moved
through into the JRC , sank a few beers and then fini hed off the
renowned W02 (RC WO) Berr 'typica l buffet. '

49 (WEST RIOI G) IC AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj M. Finch
S M
W02 (SSM) Holdstock
Firstly, and alway a good way to start , is congratul ations to LCpl
Adie , utcliffc for gaining Top Student on hi
orporal's Course at
Blandford and to S ig Ford for Top Student on hi s Phase 2 Recruits
ourse Blandford. Well done and an excellent effort all round .
CHRISTMA WEEKE D 8-9 DECEMBER 200 1
The festivities as already mentioned were to be held at Strensall Camp
o n a cold but dry weekend. aturday was a day of inter-team
competi tions and thi s year the teams were to be ofa mixed composition
obvious that they had concerns over 49 Sqn stealing the how as they did
last year. Fun stands were the order of rhe day and they didn't come any
sillier than the hcep Dog Trials. 745 Tp had set up this stand and
members of the team were blindfolded and then 'gu ided' by the dog
(also members of the team) and whi tic from the 'shepherds' with the
fastest team around a ct course the winners. The phrase 'One Man and
hi Muppcts• wa a common cry, but mo t 'sheep' were penned at the end
of the day. Sunday morning began with th e traditional orienteering
competition around the camp. This year. in true Christmas spirit, Capt
Jez 'now 90 Sqn' Ba iley gave the prize to the slowc t pair. It has been a
long tune ince C pl Pa ul 'what's the point in rushing?' O liver ha won a
trophy for his physical prowess , but with help from Sig Ma rk ' I quite
agree ' C larkson the prize wa always going to be theirs. Of course it had
to be some beers!
745 SIG AL T ROOP - H LL
Congratulations to our newest bunch of recru its who uccessfully
completed Pha e 2 Training at Blandford in December 200 I. The clan of
four performed exceptionally well and did the Troop and quadron
proud. Out of a cour e of 40 strong, Sig Darre n 'o ld chool liney· Ford
came top, Sig C la ire 'Brains' A lden seventh. S ig Lea nn e ·B-cubed '
dams was tenth gaining the Be t Endeavour Award and ig Pa r tri ck
't he Thru h' Br ya nt was fourteenth - all in the top 20 is no mean feat. A
uperb result o keep up the 'work hard, play hard' ethic but remember
Pat not to go out with the big boys unle
your mum has given
pem1ission! Breaking ews .... the Troop ix-a-side football team have
finally managed to notch up their first win of the ea on in the Hull
Corporate League. After disappointing performances and a lot of bad
luck and injurie (all likely excu e ) in previou games the triker finally
managed to find the back of the net. Man of the match wa Sgt Ga ry ·1
love pre ups· O pe n haw. Hopefully the team will continue to improve
because Sgt Ma rk ' the cat' Carrick is getting old now and could do
with collecting a few le s astro-turf bums. The Chri hnas bash may seem
a distant memory, but is still worth a mention here. The Regimental 70's
thra h at trensall wa a resounding succe and wa on a par with the
good old days we used to have at Scarborough, that is for those of you
that can remember Burne ton Barracks before it became a housing e tate.
Cheers R M, it was a storming night - bring on the Vikings. The
Squadron party saw the drill hall at Halifax Barracks converted into a
saloon for a Wi ld West evening. After a quiet tart, thing oon livened
up and it wasn't long before an ·injun' was caught, found guilty of the
dastardly crime of beer rustling and promptly strung up. Finally, the
whole Troop would like to say 'cheers ma·am' to Ca pt Ruth 'ginga'
Middleto n- Powell. We ' ll mis you and will ensure that we continue to
build on what you have done during your tenure in ensuring 1he Troop
were always in the limelight.

At the Fancy Dress Squadron Party
Sig Darren Ford and LCpl Ross Pemble
50 ( ORTH MBRIA ) S IG
L SQ A DRON
Maj G. Je nn in gs
Sqn omd
SSM
W02 (SSM) L. M iddleton
There have been a number of attachments and detachments to the
Squadron over thi last period that are worthy of a mention. gt A rnold
has JOmed the Debdon Garden Tp a a PSI moving from Blandford on
recent promotion. S gt C hris O gg ha also recently joined the Debdon
Gardens mob as the Tp SPSI. With his ignificant mil skills experience he
ha already proven to be an asset to the Troop and the Regiment by
lending hi leadership and experience in guiding the Regimental Shooting
Team for forthcoming competitions. 2 L t Joann e Barr a lso joins the
Debdon Garden Tp as 21C moving on work placement to the Regiment
from 40 Sig Regt (V). 2L t Joanne Barr ha a lready received the initial
'CW' from the Troop - please see the author for the meaning and
derivation.
Cp l ' Starky' Sta rk has retired from ervice after a demanding and
enjoyable 22-year ervice. After a short and weet posting to ewca tie
for his la t six month in UK he has decided to •trade up' from hi 22
years with the Regular by promi ing to join the TA following his igning
off. Ca pt ·Jez' Ba iley. stalwart of the Squadron ha moved to 90 Sig qn
a the Op Offr. For the la t four years from 2Lt to Capt. Mr Bailey has
erved 50 qn as the Tp Comd 705 Tp at Darlington. In his spare time he
has penned (at time it could be aid 'crayoned') the WIRE note for the
Squadron. On behalf of the OC qn and the remainder of the Troop. we
would like to thank him for hi upport and guidance over the year .
Cap t Ba il ey has left his mark on 50 Sqn. or is that the drill hall. in fact
several mark on the drill hall after one ocial function or another! So
now that he has left we are auctioning off everal ·kiss and te ll ' torie
that involve the elu ive J ez and hi pets. o let the bidding begin,
although we must warn you there i a high reserve on torie 9. 12. 17-21
and 27. o in true QXL.com style get bidding! Congratulations go to gt
Pete ·Robo' Rob inso n on his promotion to Staff ergeant and the pot of
Troop taff Sergeant for 705 Tp at Darlington.
g t Robin s on ha
achieved a reputation a a 'legend' within the quadron over the years
and we look fo rward to thi continuing leadership and in piration.
Congratulations mu t al o go to C apt Edward s. qn 21C. who now ha
the plea ure of being addressed as Mr and laj Edward due to his
recent marriage to the lovely laj K ee ley Wrig ht QAR 'C. They went
on honeymoon to the Lake District before C apt Edward s returned to
quadron duties. C apt E dwards will. hopefully. be promo1ed again to
the rank of Constab le a he i joining the orth orkshire Police .
Therefore tho e that have the pleasure of living within the area will be
able to leep afe in their bed at night in th e knowledge that Big Dave i
out there protecting the treets during the week and a lso at the \ eekend 1

LCpl 'Iggy' Patterson lines up his LSW
on the Regimental Shooting Team range day

./

SSgt Cairnes seen here talking through his years of
devoted service to on looking and interested 'does anyone know
what Staff is actually saying' CO
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(L-R): Sgt Gary Openshaw, SSgt Will Wilford and W02_AI James
and 'sheepdog' at the Christmas weekend dog tnals
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In order 10 mai ntain 1hc unprecedented high ·tandards of first aid
withi n the Regiment the
I laid o n an 11npromptu lcs~on for the
ergca n ts' Mess recen t I . W02 (
1) \liddlcton '' ished to
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d •m instrate the H -imlich manoeuvre, ,o sprang a test on the
un. u'pecting me" members "hen "e thought they would_ be lc_a t
e pcctmg 11 'lou will be pl~a cd to kno'' that_ they passed "uh ~ym_~
colour: To contmue the trammg them<'. the Regimental Sho?tmg Tc,un_ 1
".1rne\\ hat under th' influence of 50 qn and is off to a flymg ·tart w1tl~
the coaching and training pro,·i~ ·d l:y S. gt O~. ome, of the 'shots
ha\e been spot on and we look torw,ird to tl~e Div.and< orp~
M ..
\\c h:l\e been both blcs cd with weather typical of an>_ good range day
and the mcchnmcal reliability of the transport a. pr?v1dcd by 90 qn!
Three r-cent n:crull: to th quadron, ios Rae, Cassidy and Roll~ have
ju. t completed their Pha.e I Recruit Training. Following completl~~ of
th.:ir training we are all pleased to sec them throwmg them.elve mto
Squadron life with real gusto. ig Rae excelled a 'move 1mprov~d
recruit· on the course and ''as awarded a plaque to honour thi s
achi 'cment.

evening with the 1mpre 1vc castle bac kdrop prod_uced by Sgt Young
from the Green Howards( " ith great thanks). the Pipe and Drums Dand
from I 02 Bn REME (V) cwton yc lin:c prnviding an outstand ing
Scottish slant with fou r extremel y enthusiastic and .cn:rgeuc cott1 sh
dancers led by Emma Wilkinson . The 0 . . qn, _MnJ Richard 'donkey
walloper' Lenton wa s in his clement cla11111ng 1t to be the best Burns
ight in the history of the Regt and throwmg down the gauntlet to . the
other qns mind you this was professed towar~s the _end of the even mg!
During the evening the extens ive medal collection of the late Col W. F.
Jackson QBE MC TD were presented to the 0 by Col (Retd) B.
lllinoworth Trustee hairma n on behalf of the 49 Trustees 10 be
deliv~red to the R JG AL Museum at the fir t opportune moment.

Lt Col Westerman CO 34 Sig Regt receives the medals of the late
Col w. F. Jackson QBE MC TD from Col (Retd) Illingworth 49
Trustees to be presented to the Corps Museum at a later date
Earl} in the ew Year, the . ocial event of 1ewca tie was held. Th_e
JRC of 74:! Tp Debdon Gardens challenged all comers to Uf\'!ve t~eir
legendary and omewhat increasmgly inaccuratel y named. M1llenmm
Bash. Over 70 people inc luding the CO and OC qn rose to the
challenge, howe\·er Lt Col We terman politely made ~i excu es and
left at a re pectful hour whil t honour preclude revealing the hour at
"hich laj Jennings retired from the event. The_ author of tl1e 50 Sqn
notes can also reveal that he did not see the fimshrng lme however stoic
the endeavour. Those who did make it acros the line in the cold light of
dawn received a certificate and that warm comforting feeling that
remained with them for the rest of the day.
90 ( ORTH RIDI G) SIG AL Q . ADRO '
.
.
The quadron would like to extend its ~ongratulattons to lh_e followmg
Lance Corporals for their recent promotions: Peter ·Metty 1etcalfe,
arah Belt and Paul 'baldy' Liddle. Congratulations also go to those
members of the Squadron who have recently passed th_eir driving tests, in
particular LCpl 'kangaroo' Liddle who has the police cars turn up ~I
e\ery junctions ju t as he does! It has be.en uggested b)'. the OC Sgn, his
pas ·enger, that an ambulance would be more appropriate ... Chn tmas
\\eekend from a 90 qn per pective gave the Sqn's SPSl a chance 10
re\eal their true identities The Village People. SSgt ·chocohohc squaw'
Fra er,
gt (Fo fS) John ·cowboy' \ alsh , Cp l ·outrageously
moustached biker' Law, C pl 'construction ' Groundsell and Cp l '_GI'
Billings made up the quintet! Other members of the, Squadro_n e~n ~n a
ne" light were C pl 'block out the sun with that afro Pountam, 1g my
afro's a big as his' 1oore, ig ·John Denver' Tate and LCpl 'the_ 7_0s
look uit · me· Martinez. January aw the Squadron hosung the JOlllt
Officers' and ergeant ' Mes Burns 'ight. It was a very successful

CHARITY E E1 T' W IM FOR TW I
Y' 29 JANUARY 2002
Having publicised the event initially via the training conference and
sub equent E-mail and phone call _to all T~C the scene wa_s s~t to carry
out the Squadron intention of · w1m 4 Twmny. LCpl John fwrn~ crrow
suffered a rragic accident in ovember last year and ha remamed 111
hospital ince. SSgt Gaz 'I'm educated now' .WHliams suggested the
idea of a spon ored wim which would coincide with an already
programmed PT drill night. It is amazing how many pop out of the
woodwork for charity rather than in the name of fitness, much to LCp l
Ga reth Tm a PT!' Martinez's amazement. The attempt wa to have as
many members of 90 Sqn in the water for a dur_ation of tw? hours
swimming as many lengths as possible by the kmd permission and
support of E ton Sports Academ~ Leisure Centre near to _the. TA Ce1~trc 111
Middlesbrough. Much to the delight of the _OC qn ~ aJ Ric ~ a rd tal,l~
ho' Lenton, everal members of HQ Sqn, JUSt howmg that Tw111ny is
well liked and respected by all. also joined his Squadro~ for the event.
Our arch neme is, 49 Sqn, even buried the hatchet on this occasion and
donated a cheque for £50, which we are trying to wre. tie out. of the
clutches of the PSAO. This will be added to the ponsor h1p/dona11ons tm
and ub equent raffie money that will be organised to ofTer up the s_igned
'Middlesbrough' and ' Hartlepool' football shirts along with a sel~cuon of
cycling safety goodies kindly donated by the local Halford . All in all 24
swimmers participated clocking up a considerably number of length
between them - of exceptional note was some 210 lengths completed by
Cpl Becky 'I've got gills not lungs ' Willi a mson who narrowly pipped
the 90 Sqn author by some four lengths. Everyone_ who took part,
including the helpers who counted the lengths and earned out the o_thcr
nece sary admin ta k made the event such a success and all there 1t to
complete now is for the remainder of the cash to roll in, a cheque to ~e
drawn up and the pre cntation to LCpl 1\vinberrow's family made in
due course.

pay ex tra. To add insult to injury my two naval colleagues from the
R , IB, Jim Buckley and John Caddle, who were far too astute to let a
good deal pass them b)'., seized the day and each enjoyed the benefits of a
luxuriou. accommodation SU1te for the week at no extra cost except at my
expense. Another thing, the hotel proprietor always greeted them with a
mug of tea when we returned to the hotel each day while I was merely
tr~ated to an extra tea bag in my room - a case, I believe, of positive
discrimination against the Army. Well they do say there is nothing more
niggardly than a Yorkshireman and to add to my woes I managed to pick
the only room without a Satellite TV. At least I could wash my feet in the
s111k while l was on the loo - compact bijou or what! Seriously though
the course was excellent, and proved to be educational, infonnative and
thought provoking. If you do want some confidential and sound advice
on every aspect affecting Equal Opportunities within the unit each PSAO
is now a trained advi or and hold surgeries every Tuesday evening and at
least one or two weekends a month. In particular, if you haven't already
seen it, a ' k to see the video GBH. After that short interlude in the
exciting and varied life of a uniformed PSAO, one or two interesting
(post hristmas) events have taken place that deserve some prominence
by a timely mention in the WIRE and arc reported upon below!
NO GAl W ITHOUT PAl
This is the time of the year when our thoughts fondly turn to cash
incentives and the bonus that makes service in the TA worthwhile
especially after neglecting the family through many training weekends
away - not including two annual camps. At least the compensation of the
annual bounty wi ll allow a little pampering when it arrives and provide
some reward and incentive to carry on. Getting there i always a little
tough . After all it is not just about attendance it's also about training and
qualifying through a number of ITO di ciplines. This is perhaps (a far as
the latter is concerned) why a fair percentage of u tend to leave it
towards the end of the training year and engage in a training surge, even
though we should know better by now! Finally when the correct version
of the CO' Certificate of Efficiency is eventually signed and published it
provides both a sense of relief and satisfaction. As I said getting there can
be tough and the Silver Bullet bounty qualifying weekend held at
Nescliffe & Kingsbury Range during the weekend 25/27 Jan proved
particularly daunting. The weather wa appalling, a mixture of torrential
rain and gale force winds so the prospect of completing an APWT, BC
and BCFT in terrib le condition in pired fear rather than confidence.
ow did I detect ju t a small element of sadism amongst the Permanent
Staff lnstruct0rs or do they naturally enjoy training in uch conditions
and simp ly believe ba~ weather is nature's way of getting its own back!
To be fair the weekend wa deftly organised by SSgt 'To h' H odgski ns,
who wa ably as i ted by a clutch of PSI Stalwarts and TA in tructors.
Cpl Brian Reid the TA PT! plotted a wonderful BCFT route through
picture que but flooded country lanes. but the thought of up to £300 per
mile for most proved to be an invaluable incentive. That is until we
collectively reali ed that we had no dry clotl1ing to change into with a 50mile trip back to Ne cliffe to look fof\vard to, but fortunately only after
we tucked into a hot stew that provided some degree of comfort.
Following an ex hau ting and uncomfortable day Saturday evening gave
us all the opportunity to get togetl1er and share one or two stories. For the
Officers and Senior Ranks it was a joint Bums ight Supper with a high
prited RAOWO W02 John Watson in i ting that everyone pay due
homage to wee Rabbie and recite a poem while he insulted the dubious
efforts of the English and almost everyone else! Happily the other i:a~ks
function was a more subdued affair and they were clearly mamtammg
their energy re erves for the following mornings Regimental Orienteering
Competition.

Sig Hayley Richardson (centre) absolutely chinned!
LO TA DFO ' D
The morning after the night before proved to be insurmountable for
one or two individuals who couldn't even navigate thei r way out of bed
let alone around a tough orienteering course. 1 onetheless the Regimenta l
Orienteering competition superbly organised by C apt John Midd ler and
SSgt Dave Arn ot took place as planned at Nescliffe on a bright and
breezy Sunday morning. Teams were entered by each Squadron and after
the i ·sue of navigation chart and punch cards the race for glory was on.
It i at this point that I could have nonnally forccasted the result as it is
usually a foregone conclusion that 89 Sqn reap all the honours. Only this
time they were short of key orienteers and lo t essential ground. Against
all odds the team from 95 qn found their hidden reserves and following
a slight modification to the rules were declared Regimental Team
Champions. While 89 Sqn were inconsolable their pride was restored
when Cap t To m Jeffries was declared Regimental Individual Male
Champion. Maj Dominic Hope meanwhile took the female honours. The
outgoing CO, Lt Col Stephen Potter who surprisingly failed to complete
the course, presented the Regimental Trophy to the winning team another ore head I' m afraid that interfered with his sense of direction.
This must have been foreseen by all ranks as unbeknown to the CO a
su rprise farewell pre entation had a lso been planned to mark his
departure. Following the orienteering pre entations Sig Zoe Trimm from
58 Sqn stepped martly forward and pre ented the CO with a magnificent
GPS system. This took him completely by surpri e and left him
speechle - how we fit the presentation plaque to it is of cour e another
matter!
A ' AFFAIR TO REMEMB ER
I have to ay that I have run out of plaudit to heap on the key social
event in the Regimental Calendar the Council Hou e Dinner.
Traditionally this event normally take place in ovember but because of
a booking hitch it wa put back until February this year and eventually
took place on Saturday 8 February. The Regiment ho ted many guests
that included the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayores of Binningham Cllr
and M rs J. Whomood, the SOinC(A) - Brig C. J. Burton, Comd 11 ig
Bde - Brig C. L . Le Callais and his Deputy Comd - Col R. Davenport
and Comd 143 Bde - Brig . D. Meek. TI1e Regiment was also delighted
to welcome back Jane Stockdale a a very special guest. All the gue ts
were welcomed by both the outgoing CO, Lt Col Stephen Potter and the
Honorary Colonel Col Brian Foxon. The 34 Sig Regt Band played
excellent mu ic during the evening, which provided the right entertaining
balance and background to a superb meal. It wa also good to ee o
many old face e pecially from the di tinguished but loveable and
charming 'Fat Boy Club· fonned by Lt Col David Dobson in 1989. It
wa therefore oood to ee Majs Paul Renecle (m ischeviou a usual),
Derck McCon°nell, John Jame and David Hardy together again but
sadly, Lt Col David Dobson wa_ unable to make ~e.reunion. , ow ther~
i unconstrained talk of resurrecting the celebrated Fish Lunch that laJ
Jan Ca sell (fat-boy de. ignate) i keen to organi e during the next UK
camp!
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Lt Col C. R. Owen
\\ 01 (RS 1) J. T. Cauldwell

EQ \L OPPORTV\:ITY
ormally at this time of the year in the bleak mid winter, I usually find
m}'Clf '>truggl111g to put together something that resembles t>ven remotely
mtcrc. ting WIRE notes avoiding at all costs Chri tmas torics that have
lo t th 1r top1calit}. As I expect you will be tucking into your Creme Eggs
and hrcddmg your credit card bills. the last thing you want to read about
1 \ho mad a fool of themselves at the various functions or added to the
l
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national debt by engaging in yet another seasonal extravaganza. Tucking
into my pancake on Shrove Tuesday however, did give me some food for
thought and I was going 10 share my experiences of my recent ~q~ial
Opportunity Advisors course and give EO some va luable free pubhc1ty.
Then I recalled fac in g one or two moment of truth during the c?u~sc
including the realisation that, after my syndicate presentation, my training
skills were rudimentary (ifTy) and consequently I fe lt lower than the
underside of a pot bellied pig. By contrast, my amateur dramatics coul d
have landed me a role in Eastenders. To cap it all my financial prudence
lost me a free accommodation upgrade simply because I thought l had to
THE WIRE, APRIL 2002

The ' Fat Boys' joined by
Col Brian Faxon, Suzy Reed and Helen James
Smile through the pain and the rain
THE WIRE, APRIL 2002

Breaking completely with tradition the Regiment took the opportunity
of dining out the CO during th i exceptional and pleasant evening and\\ c.:
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\\ere trcatt..'<.i to not one but two furcwell •PC hes when the ou tgoing CO
. P''"-c affccuonatcl) of his 11mc '' ith the Regiment and t!1e impact it had
on tu. p.:r..onal and profcs ·ional life. It go without say~ng that_ w~ wish
him well for the future and'' ill alwavs have fond memories of his lime m
Command. F1nall} a special thanks to :;pt Dave Tarrant and h_is
<upportmg ta ff for organL ing such a wom!·:rful and hugely successful

recommend an FTRS engagement to any keen, smart TA soldier who
wants to ex pand their knowledge, experti se and ex peri ence. Terrifi c!
otc; If you arc inten:sted in an FTRS engagement or wish to register
your interest in an FTRS en gagement contact your P AO fo1 furth er
advice and details of the opportunities currently avail able.

\!\~ning.

--~---

l

If not call 01258 482087
you may have moved and
forgotten to let us know or
perhaps you need to renew
your subscription
Sig Peter Cater (son of a beach) and friends somewhere in Oman
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RSM Cauldwell - captures the moment before commissioning
for the benefit of new recruits!

Lt Col Stephen Potter enjoying his presentation

MILE TO ' E
As touched upon during the leading articles the Regiment has bade a
particularly sad furewell to Lt Col Stephen Potter and extended a very
special welcome to the new CO. Lt Col Calvin Owen fresh from a tour
with the Defence Procurement Agency. We wish the new CO, who i no
stranger to the TA, a happy fruitful and rewarding tour with the
Regiment. pecial welcome are al o extended to Sgt Baz Ward the
new P I of HQ qn and a welcome back from FTRS to Capt George
Gurr who honly assumes the appointment of OC 58 Sqn on his
promotion to Major where congratulations are al o in order. Many
congratulation from all members of the Regiment are al o extended to
the R M. WOI Yogi Cauldwell, on his selection for commission. very
good new indeed that was no doubt well received throughout the Corps.
, O\\ if you wish to contact 'Yogi ' do not expect to find him behind his
desk (apparently on \fondays) because he is busy studying hard for his
H C m management although r have it on good authority that he is
already practising to be a Fund Manager! Meanwhile Maj Jim Coffey
ha taken a huge tep beyond retirement with a welcome 18-montb
extension to his illustrious career. happily with 35 Regiment. One or two
notable farewells - we ~hortly ay a ad farewell to Maj Jane E ngland
whom to her urprise but not ours ha secured a regular commission with
the Army Legal Corp . We also say farewell very soon to our Iran ient
Adjutant Capt Jo E\ans who sadly moves on to the Adjutant Generals
Corp and ha,·e welcomed her replacement Capt Jack Jennings. 1ow
moving onto not o much a milestone (well it was for him). but a shared
c-..pericnce with ig Peter ater who ha recently returned to the
Regiment, porting an nerlasting suntan, from an enjoyable and
rewarding FTR~ !our with 262 ig Sqn.
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A WORTHWH£LE EXPERIE1 CE
In May last year I found my elf reading through a leaflet distributed
by 262 ig Sqn and as I engrossed my elf in its contents I f~und the
opportunities presented by an FTRS attachment too good to miss. This
one ounded particularly good a it was a recently formed ignal
quadron and it purpose was to provide communications support for I 02
Log Bde based in Guter loh in Gennany. My PSAO also gave .me his
brief history of 262 ig Sqn when he explained that he erved with 262
qn in 1974 when the quadron wa located in Cyprus and shared his
experiences of the Turkish invasion at the time. I was ve1y keen to join
the Squadron. fortunately the paperwork was proce sed rapidly, and I was
subsequently loaded on a course at the RTM at Chilwell in August for
pre-deployment training. That effectively is converting your TA ITO ' to
the much more demanding Regular standards. All of the taff at the
RTMC was friendly and relaxed but very professional which helped all of
u who were embarking on the ame or similar engagements. After a
week of intensive but enjoyable training and re-kitting at Chilwell I
joined three other signallers who were al o going to 262 Sig Sqn Cpl
James Paton, Sig Steve We ton and Sig Steve haw. We flew from
RAF Lyneham and were greeted by our new OC and Yeoman of Signals
at Hannover - quite a high-powered reception party to say the lea t.
The next two weeks wa · basically a
ettling in stage familiarising our elves with the Squadrons equipment
and general administration and of course inten ive preparations for
deployment to the Gulf. It was also the first time I had been to Germany
and to enjoy it during the height of summer was ju t a massive bonus.
Before I could blink August was drawing to a close and the Squadron
moved lock stock and barrel to Hannover to connect with the marathon
flight to Thumrait, Oman to participate in Ex Saif Sareea 2. On arrival I
found the heat over-powering and the scenery while desolate was so
unique it had to be appreciated. From the pan we moved to Camp outh
where we were given yet another briefing on the conditions that we were
to encounter during the following 3 month and how best to acclimatise
in thi s harsh environment. From here we were taken to HQJFLOGC
where an 18 x 24 wa to be home shared with eleven others for the next
two months. The first month , for me at east, was pent acclimati ing
while e ngag ing in camp administration and more than a spot of
sunbath ing. I then moved on to work in RADCO for a month with 261
Sig Sqn who we were attached to for the duration of the exercise. I made
some good friends and worked the nets for twelve hours a day every day.
I was then deployed on a detachment to the North of the country for my
last month which only added to what had become a very intcre ting &
exciting chapter in my TA service. During my time in Oman I managed
to catch the CSE show, the awesome live fire power demo, made some
good mates, spent some R & R in the Hilton Salalah and viewed some of
the most awesome scenery imaginable.
.
Our eventual return to Gutersloh saw a massive turnaround of our kit
that had sand in every conceivable crevice, which had to be thoroughly
cleaned before we could enjoy a traditional German Christmas and some
well earned leave. After leave we were given the opportunity to go skiing in the French A lps for two weeks that was awesome! Having never
skied before, I found that I took to it well and enjoyed every second,
especially the aprcs-ski. My FTRS was very eventful, worthwhile and
immensely rewarding, the different parts of the world I travelled to and
experienced were excellent. The fact that I was also lucky to experience 1t
with such a great set of people and unit made it ten times better. I would
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Lt Col W. D. L. Brown TD
WOl (RSM) W. J. Morrow

REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTERS - ILFORD
RHQ remains as active as ever! The Reg! 21C, Maj Dave Watson is
presently doubling a Adjt until the arrival of Capt Rob Fra ncis from 7
Sig Reg!. The RSM remains bu y organising the Mountvoy Trophy
amongst a host of other activities, a day on the golf course remains as
elusive as ever. The Trg Maj, Maj Jim ykes, remains firmly at the helm
and runs a very tight hip and is often heard saying 'it's not what the
Army can do for you, but what can you do for the Army'. The Ops team
is already concentrating on the main effort - Ex Arracade Falcon in
October where the Regiment finds it elf deploying to Germany. It might
be ten month away in real terms, but as we are continually reminded thi
equates to eight day , 13 hour and 44 minutes in TA terms. The
Regiment would like to extend a warm welcome to W02 ick Marlow
our new RAOWO, his arrival wi ll do much to relieve Maj John ixon
blood pressure. We al o welcome Capt Phil Taylor lo the gapped po t of
As t Regt Ops Offr. Our complement of ivili an taff has now been
brought upto trength with the arrival of Mrs Alison Cousins as the
RHQ Admin Offr and Mr Brian teer as the LAD Civilian Fitter. Last
and certainly not lea t, our si ncere thoughts must go to the AO Trg Cell.
Anita on her relocation to the Trg Maj's office!
HEADQU RTERS SQ ADRO - lLFORD
Sqn Comd
Maj Pete Minshall
SSM
W02 Terry Butler
The Squadron find itself in the annual post festive ca on lull. The
Christma rush certainly lived up to expectation and a swirl of parties,
engagements, farewells and promotions ensured that squadron members
were well en tertained , amazed and stretched just before the Yuletide
stand-down. Answering a heart felt pica from t Peter and t Paul's
Junior chool next door to the TA Centre, Capt Gordon Shelley was left
lo either find a willing replacement for the old gentleman or end up
donning the ceremonial robes himself, a role he said he had not repeated
since that fateful Christmas in Hong Kong, when a Santa, he was being
sledged along by six colonial bea ts from the Chinese War Dog ection
who, a one, took a long look at the jovial Sgt Shelley (a was) and
decided that they, as a pack, were allergic to the colour red. Keen not to
repeat the sin of the past he . et about the task of getting quadron
members tipsy at the last training night of the year. The Sqn 21
( cotti h) getting the beers in should have warned ju t about everyone
that all was not as it seemed! One volunteer did ri e to the top, in the
form of Sgt Graham Carroll RAMC, who de pite being on a diet,
stepped up to face the challenge. Howe er, his year. of training a a
Community Beat Officer with the ity of London Police had not
prepared him for the sight of 420 mcsmeri cd school children know.mg
that the were on ly five days left till hristma. eve. and wanting
de pcrately to get their own individual points aero . The other members
of Santa's party were Sgt(Granddad- Clive Dunn) Les Eldridue and
the ever popular Cj>I Dave Worsfold, who all agreed that the highlight of
Santa's entire vi it was in the form of Miss Finnegan, but that's a tory
for a future is ue!
Needle s to say, from the Head Teacher down, the chool wa mo t
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grateful for all of our endeavours and have booked us for next year, we
did however, secure extra parking spaces for the Regiments forthcomjng
Freedom Parade later in 2002, a small return favour for saving the spirit
of Christmas.
The Squadron is in good heart after a busy lead up to the Christmas
eason in terms of Brigade and Regimental Exercise commitments,
Regimental Trade and Winter Training Programme and that thorny
perennialy inspections (MEI/EC! or i it PRE), RSIT, ECI or Techeval,
Logi tic Support etc etc. The ongoing servicing and maintenance
requirement i a heavy burden on a Squadron with a predominantly
young, and currently untrained crew. However, the OC - Maj ' Mad Bull'
Peter Min hall, never one afraid to get his hands dirty, don 's hi
coveralls and leads the charge - · Pity about the Paperwork' ! The
Squadron deployed to Thetford for it Annual Pre-Xmas Training
Weekend - a full Programme of basic military skills organised and run by
gt Jim 'Mr Fixif Pollitt and Sergeant 'Grief' Griffiths,
the P I,
enabled individual, ection and platoon level skills to be taught and
practiced, with the additional benefit of the plentiful use of paint ball
guns. This allowed everyone to ·ee how easy it i to be hit and become a
casualty, and the benefits of taking proper cover. and tactical movement
both in an Urban and Field environment. The more junior members of the
Squadron learned who not to follow among the CO' and Officers in the
interest of their own elf preservation. The weekend culminated in the
traditional Squadron Xmas dinner, shared this year with 44 ig qn (V)
who were co-located for the weekend. n excellent dinner prepared by
the Ma ter Chef, SSgt orma ' Where ' the Brandy?' tiller-Kight, wa
followed by an all rank disco. Award for Best Recruit and Best oldier
were presented to Cfn ·son' Igwe and LCpl Reggie Cullumbine
respectively.
The Squadron i · till actively recruiting, and has welcomed the
following to the fold: Cpl Michelle IcEvoy, e -R IG AL RMP and
Intelligence Corp ha joined 817 Sig Tp to imigorate the fitnestandard of the Sqn and to imi>res her personality on all and sundry. Cpl
Claire Burro' , Ex-RAMC, RMP and Intelligence Corps ha joined MT
Tp and is to become a R SIG AL Electrician - he should prove a
bright park. In addition, we welcome gt Jane Moir and Ptc Robert
Hoffman RA iC to the RAP, Sig Ivan Boldin-Da y (6'4' and still
growing) to TM Troop and Sig ian Lamming to MT Ip. In addition,
we have recruited gt teve Wright R MC to the quadron and
Regimental Training Team - he brings a raft of military and civilian
training qualifications for our exclu ive u,c - 'pity about hi en e of
humour ' ! ig Pete Eldridge ha gone ofT and joined the Regular Anny
with R IG AL and his proud father i. to ee him pass off at
Bassingbourne on 3 February 2002. 0 dt Chris lyirna, C£n' Dave
Hazell and Chri harpstone have all adly left the T due to work or
family pre ure .
The PSAO ha retained hi motivation and r cruiting zeal. on a recent
Thur day evening, two young female potential recruit 1 ere brought into
the TA Centre by their mother - they were the centre of attention (>·oung.
pretty and bright) while their mother wa rather neglected wa11mg for
them. The P AO, maintaining hi policy of no age di crimination,
proceeded to brief and interview the mother (to her genuine distrcs ·) as a
potential recruit. Hi failu re to convince her that she was young enough
and fi t enough to join caused him real 'angst'. He is 110\\ 10 see!..
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oun elhng from the R'\10 and Padre to reas ure him that he ha n·t Jo·t
hi' touch. ~A o:ouplc of medal have b. en i ·ued, Ex- gt( Q l ~ Bill
""inj!. \\3. a\\ arded the Volunteer Rrsef' ; Force 1edal (\ R M) tor 20
vears ofundete ted crime a. the ' qn RI·
QMS
gt Alan Logan the
• RP· Q. I' of th lAD also made the Grade with the VR '.:'M. Sg~ Jane
'\loir. on arri,al from 161 Amb Regt RLC(V) wns pleasanll) urpnsed to
tind her \ 'R \I awaiung prc ·entation. And la~t. but not lea't, the. P AO,
apt Ernie Fease) also myst,·riously acquired a \IR 1 I. wh ic h wa
thr" ,n at him by th· Rcgl 21 • '\taj DaH Watson,' ho u. pccts some
sort of fiddle. The 'quadron and L D look forward to a busy .and
parti ularly challenging Jubilee Year. ~'e ha_ve a bu.y Programme with a
Freedom of Redbridge Par:idc cheduled tor June and the Regimental
Annual Camp in Gcm1any 111 October. Duty free. and Fraulicn' - our
bread and butter.
45 (£ EXl MG ' AL Q ADRO ' (VOLU. TEERS)
qn Comd
Maj '\t ike W hite
\1
\\'02 Loui se Walker
A. we near the end of January its time to re11e t on what ha
happened. in the quadron . ince the la t WIRE note~. II ha been another
busy period, but we had a short well-de ·erved Chnsnna break. But we
were oon shocked back into reality in the ew Year, with the
Regimental buzz words Arcade Fu ion whipping in our ears, this is
annual camp this year to be held on the 5-19 October 2002.

Weck Two and the pressure was on. we had run out of n..:w places on
camp to dri nk (and we had 10 do manual PPA's). This week ju t rushed by
as there wa~ plenty of football on the TV. The lesson continued, however
t hank to the great in. tructors who made our lcs ·ons bearable, WO!
Coffin was wrong ........ or was he, I'm not sure if I can remember now!
To finish off I must say ii was a good course which is now a requirement
for promotion so don't be too frightened off, just hope that you get some
good lasse from 40 ig Rcgt because they made a good course into a
great one.

54 (EAST A GLIA) IG AL Q ADRO

(VOL
TEER )
l\taj Dennis Prince
qn Comd
M
W02 lartin Wright
Happy cw Year to all! The last few m?nlhs hav~ been dominated by
Christ ma · and ew Year and the associated act1v111e of eating and
drinking to exce. s and then making resolutions to exercise more, train
harder and remain as the best!

ANDREA SPURLI G
THE LIFE A TIMES OF A POTE TIAL OFFICER
(ATTA HED TO 757 TROOP, CAMBRIDGE)
Whi! st in my second year at De Montfort University reading Phy ical
Education (Bed) I was made aware of the Univer ity Officer Training
Corps (UOTC) and the opportunities for training it had to offer. I found

QLA DRON OFF lCERS'
D E RGEAl TS' 'lES
Dl:'\ l G O l:T IGHT - 10 0 EMBER 200 1
b1 PO's Karheri11e Fisher a11d Gareth Lee
On 10 10,·ember 2001 we attended a dining out for 1aj hirley,
Ca p t 'l ac kenzie- Bell and Sgt Mitch ell who leave on posting to HQ
quadron and W02 GrO\'CS, gt carff and Sgt Saint who have hung up
their military boots and are now Civies in the true ense of the word . The
dinner wa held in the Officers· and ergeams' Me s. Thi being our first
Mes dinner with the quadron we found it a valuable ocial experience.
being introduced into the ways of formal military dining. From the out er,
with-grace we knew this was going to be an intere ting evening. During
the course of the meal new rules were introduced, with regard to when to
eat. what to touch and how to behave. What was slightly intimidating to
start with, began to be more enjoyable as the wine began to flow.
urrounded by
'CO' and Officers it was different to see them in a
ocial environment in tead of in the u ual military scenario. The meal
was ended with toasts and peeches, during the e we reali ed what an
abundance of experiences there are to be had in the T.A.
After the meal we progre sed to the bar where more drink flowed and
were able to chat with the other Squadron members. It wa a most
enjoyable evening but was slightly regrened, as we tood on parade for
Remembrance unday in a cold windy Colche ter town centre.
B l RADIO R ELAY C O R E RSS BLA DORD
by Sgt .-fody Gladma11
Having mis ed annual camp this year I needed to get a suitable course
under my belt to qualify for my bounty and my SPSI who is a good bloke
ometimes sugge ted the Radio Relay B I course at Blandford. He said
that 1 would enjoy it! This immediately got me worried and I could now
ee my elf running up and down the bleak Dorset hill s carrying a
lightweight I 2m mast. Then a month ago one of the other lads in
squadron d a m \ hitcom b al o got stitched up to allend the course. So
there we were one Sunday afternoon making our way to sunny Blandford
and when we got there ii wa wet and windy. We booked into our
accommodation and decided to meet up in the bowling alley later that
eYening. By now there were five blokes on the course but we were
mis ing two las es from 40 Sig Regt Then on the far side of the bar we
saw two lost souls, Ad am wa ent on a recce. all he had to do was listen
for the accent-. ow we had all seven members of the course.
Monday morning and we were welcomed by W O l C offin who told us
that being TA we were his RAFT students (Can't remember a thing) .
That evening we were given a tress test. Where would we drink that
evening'! We greed on the King Georges bar run by Humph. This meant
that the sign for the toilets were memsahibs and sahibs, but to make
thing easier for u there wa the usual figure of a lady and a man.
Unfortunately the language barrier beat one of our 40 Sig Regt member
as she was caught lo t in the Sahibs side. The course continued at a not
too hectic pace. The only problem we encountered in the first week was
that the beer token were running low and pay parade on Friday couldn't
come oon enough. The weekend gave us a little time lo unwind and we
set off to Poole, this had an undercover shopping centre as ii was still
rainmg. for two of the course and a pub for the remainder. That evening
we again had problems with the ladies toilets. Someone thought they
were around the comer from the gents and proceeded to allcmpl to walk
through a panelled wall mto a crowed pub, and he wasn't even drunk!

The evening c ulminated in a n all ranks Christmas dinner with
subalterns a nd senio rs ·erving on. What's that gt 'Grandad' Kim
Medley? prcad the Christmas cheer or was that beer? All in all a mighty
fi ne night.
2002: and straight .into a .Bounty Weekend down at Longmoor training
camp. 1 he CFT provmg a bit of a shock to the system for quite a few but
congratulations to Sig Gladman of 45 qn amongst others who ro;c to
the challenge to complete the distance despite somewhat blistered and
painful feet. A mention to. Sgt _Steve Wright, 'in the afternoon', (RRTT)
demonstrated his skills not only a an expert fir t aider and
who al
lecturer but also the usefulness of a Lachamans chest sea l for duck
in~pre si?ns! Ingenious! The instructors surpa sc~ themselves in making
1h1 particular weekend a tremendously beneficial learning experience,
cu rrently ~nab!m~ a total of over 50% of the quadron to qualify for
Bounty (~h! will mcrease further a Squadron members complete their in
camp 1ra111111g). January has a lso seen the presentation by Capt Len Carr
of an Imperial ervice Medal to Mr Raymond Clark. The event was a
low-keyed affai r at the request of Raymond, who has served with the
Military for just under 47 year. He joined the TA in 1954 serving with
Cambndge 12 UDW REME, he transferred to 54 Sqn in 1963 within the
role of senior storeman, retiring from service in 1999. Mrs Di Taylor
(AO) a nd Mr Malcolm 'de fitter' Freeman were in attendance to
witness and celebrate the presentation.

the _first weekend (Selecuon) an enjoyably challenging experience with a
variety of tests such as basic fitness, command tasks interviews and
group .discussions. All of these looking to identify if I \~as good enough
to be 111 the TA and, what's more, suitable to lead and become a good
Officer. I mu I have done something right as I passed and was accepted
111to the UOTC,_ cventu~lly l~ining with th~m for three years. During my
three.years I gamed 1rn1111ng 111 many areas 111cluding fitness . map reading
(!),signals (hurrah!), mfantry skills and artillery training. However it was
shown on Officer training that the old saying of 'Never give an Officer a
map' was true, and dangerous in the hands of not one but two officers, as
myself an.d OCdt Emma Powell became geographically embarra sed
with findmg the Officers mess! However, we have decided to leave
ourselves a good time span to enable us to find the Royal Military
Academy of Sandhurst thi s ummer when we are due on our
Commi sioning courses! But future troops, be as ured that we are
working on it, and of course we've got to find you first! In the UOT I
passed my military qualification (MTQI & 2) in preparation for my
c.ommissioning board. Al this point as my degree ended and I aw the
hght so tra~sferred to the TA to become one with the best Regiment, 36
Signal Regiment, signals being what I had enjoyed most in the UOTC.
Within _month.s of being with 54 qn I sat a nd pas ed my Territorial
Comm1ss1on111g Board (TCB) and am now training hard for the
Commissioning course in July 2002 where I hope to fulfi l my ambition
and graduate 10 become an Officer servi ng within 54 Sqn. 1 have a couple
more weekends to engage in formal Officer Training and touch wood will
be ready to face the challenge. I now also know the stag duty inside out
and back to front as on one of the training weekends after my stag (of
course!) someone was a little over keen and insi ted on waking us all up
every ten m111utes. To th1 day the mystery remains as to the identity of
the offender, but I a k the question to Jon Castledo n was it you?
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Cpl Ivan Kett and LCpl G'Man Gammon
'Look at the under carriage on that'
As uch the Christma weekend found 54 qn in a soaring pirit at the
Duxford Imperial War Museum , Cambridge, hosting our special guest
Mrs S usan mith from Great Yarmouth (winner of a 'Look at Life
Weekend'). The mu cum offer a variety of static displays of aircraft,
artillery pieces, models and film footage lo provide a comprehensive
overview of warfare in the past and where ii may go in the future.
However for some of the soldiers the opportunity to experie nce the
variety of different underca1Tiages proved to be a touch too exciting, hey
LCpl 'G man' Ga mm on (757 troop. Cambridge) and C pl ' I've already
looked' l va n Kett (755 Tp, orwich). Some of the disp lays were so
realistic that the troop of 755 Tp had to pull their troop staffie, Sgt
And y O sbo rn e from an animated discussion with what appeared to be a
mannequin!

Lt Col P. J . Grogan
WOI M. C. Fis her

HE DQUARTERSSQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj John Ri ley
SSM
W02 Geoff Frazer
FAREWELL TO CAPTAlN (P AO) DA ID COOPER
In December the Squadron said farewell to Capt (PS 0) David
Cooper and his wife Hilary. Capt Cooper has served in the Army for
more year than he cares to remember, originally enli ting into the
Artillery then transferring into the UI ter Defence Regiment where he
served for many years before retiring as a Major. He was then selected for
an NRP position as a PSAO in June 1990, serving with B Company
4WFR(V) then as the PSAO of HQ quadron 37 ig Regl as part of
' Option for C han ge'. Capt Coo p er ha s served the Squadron and
Regiment well, where his high standards and self-motivation has in pired
others to excel. Despite his ' bark', he has always been firmly committed
to the career development of the junior oldiers. As te tament to this
respect the Squadron pre ented Cap t Coope r with a Ski 'gift voucher'.
a it was impo sible to buy a gift for someone who had everythingtwice! He w ill of course buy another el of ki . The civilian raff also
presented him with a gift but the most memorable will be the poem
compo ed by one of the torekecpers in the QM's department:

It was here Ire form ti a great desire for orwegitm spruce,
Hopi11g in the office it could be p 11110 som e gootl use,
For he had this dishy AO 111ith " Scandifla vi(//t air
a11d he could look i1110 her eyes with out standing 011 a chair.
Ailis the time Jras com e to say that last goodbye,
Time to reflect on a life's work do 11e. with maybe a teardrop i11 th e eye,
To look back but 1101 count the cost and fonvard to a time to come,
A m oment to just sit back a11d e11joy tire warmi11g s1111,
Wake up i11 th e mom i11g am/ not ru h out of bed,
Maybe you will Jim/ a11otlrer aged clumvoma11 to bring you tea i11 bed.
,Vow if we shoultl walk by A rrow Valley Lake,
as the mist descends t1/011g the britlle way,
Ill the recesses of the mind footsteps we'll hear jogging behind /hen a voice 111ill call out lout/ a11tl clear
the chosen 111ords, Oi you, i11 the way, Ojjicer ·'s 'do' soldier, get you r
arse i11 here.
The photo show Capt (PS 0) David C oop er and hi wife Hilary
being pre ented with gifts on his very last Tuesday Evening Drill ighl
with the Territorial Army. Whal will he do with the e free evening ?
H il ary did mention that she wa going to enrol him on a cookery course.

OVERA DOUT
He was a super troop er by tire 11c1111e of David Cooper,
A soldier tlrm ug h a11d through.
Served i11 several heroic wars against apoleon a11d the Boers,
And a skirmish with M artin McGuiuess's men.
B111 his most m emorable battles, th e one's that really raised tire hackles,
were fo ug ht with various QM's.
The orders he ga1•e were loud and elem; give11 about h1•0 i11c/1es fro m
the ear, the E 11g lish /a11g 11aoe always i11 comma111f, fro m tir e chosen
words, Oi you, one i11stiT1ctively kn ew. th at a bollocking was comi11g
H1itlro111 fear.
Joi11ing tire British Army to fight fo r freedom and for hope,
He appeared to spend m ost of Iris time climbing 11p and down a rope,
trekking over m o1111tai11s i11 shorts to brow11 Iris k11ees,
or rolling aro1111d tire TAC 011 ima,,im1ry skis.
Alt/rough not very ob vious by th e si:e of Iris demure,
He 1111111/cl n ever /ra ve made 1111 A rmy Clref f or Iris coaki11g skills Jl'ere
poor,
Tlro11g h his c11/i11a1y i11te11tio11s always were well m ea11t,
prep11ratio11s of11ic111als were really 11111 Iris bent,
Fo r it was the knoi vledge of 111t111itilms that h e was re11 ow11 in th e TA
kitclre11,
wlrere Ire 11u111aget/ /o blow up till tire eggs.

Sgt Grandad Medley 'Err Merry Christmas'

Trai11i11g near rh e A rtie Circle was th e thing he liked the best.
Where he 111011lt/ lie inside a smma without /Jflll/S a11d socks or 1•e I,
A11 almost Linda look-alike would roll him ou his tum ,
llre11 with sweetly sceuted conifer t'vigs 111oultl beat //r em 011 Iris bum.

Q A DRO DRI ER T RAI I G
During a recen t trade-training weekend, which involved driver
trai ning. SSgt Bennett was bu y teaching ne\ memb rs of the MT in the
finer arts of trailer reversing. Thi may not ·eem that difficult. however
for the driver ig haun 1unn who ha. already gained a reputation as
being accident-prone it seemed an impo iblc ta k. With pcrse,erance
and encouragement Sig 'lunn finally ma tered the art of r versing a
trai ler into a garage. to the ' hccr amazement of Sgt And. Be nnett ''ho
was heard to · ay. 'if only he could get the hang of going forward now".
ig haun lunn has now joined the Regular rmy as a Para and \\C
wi h him luck in his career. We wonder if he will manage lo bend an)
plane !
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Training Arca. Deploying late on a Friday even ing and sustaining a fast
pace for 36hr· take it's to ll and it seems taking 'Fi losan ' on thi s occasion
did not fortify these over fortic !

to top place on the overall leaders board. Many Congratu lations to the
tcam 1
64 SIG AL SQ AORO A
UAL CAMP 200t
Our annua l camp was he ld at Chickcrall in Weymouth . Du ring the first
week we conc.e ntratcd our _e fTorls on t~ainin g and _the run-up to a Brigade
Exercise. L?unng the lrain_ing and equ1pmcnt -t~sting phase, we managed
to squ ce1e 111 a day al Bovington where we earn ed out Dri ver Train ing.

THE DI I G 0 T OF THE Q
DRO COMANDE R A 0
SQ ADRO SERGE
T MAJOR
On Saturday 15 eptember all-ranks of 64 qn assembled at 'Vlanor
Top for a double Dining Out; Sqn Comd 64 quadron Maj nd)' mith ,
whose next posting is Squadron Commander of the first TA Signal
Squadron to be deployed in an operational theatre since World War II
97 _(BRITFOR) ignal Squadron in Bo nia, and quadron ergcant
Major, W02 Mickey Rooney, who lefi us lo join I IQ Sqn as Recruiting
Warrant Officer. The evening was a potent mixture of merriment and
nostalgia, the wine and port flowing freely. gt Maj Roo ney's succc or.
\ 02 Phil Horton gave a fine farewell speech on 1ic key Roon ey's
distinguished career before presenting him with a Pace-Stick mantel.
Capt Andy Wha len gave a slightly less reverential speech to bid adieu
to the OC and pre ·ented him with a mechanical crawling oldicr and a
DPM briefca e (tragic!) before raising the tone again and pre enting him
with a bronze Jimmy. The reminiscing continued into the early hours of
the morning, and preparations for the Royal visit progres ed a little
lower the following day.

SSgt Andy Bennett looks on in amazement whilst
Sig Shaun Munn completes the assessment
\ H RD D \' :"\IG HT
The Chefs are always the first up and last to bed. pro iding a valuable
ild s n~ i th catch up on
. ome much needed beauty sleep during a weekend exerc1 e on Bramcote

en ice for all . C pl Ton) Po\\ ell and gt Gary \

Cpl Tony Powell can sleep anywhere whilst Sgt Gary Wildsmith
takes the bed, is this rank has its privileges?

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
REG IM E~T

CO
R ~

L HEA DQ A RTER
L t Col ioel Harri 0 11 1 BE
W OI (RS 1) Colin M ilne

HRH T H E PRJ NCE
ROYAL !S IT TH E R EGI ME ' T
After o,·er twenty years ince the last Royal visit, final confinnation of
thi 'isil was given to the Regiment from the Sheffield Star (local rag).
We then began the two months of frantic activity to arrange a visit to
remember. \! ith guidance from the Master and Regimental Secretary we
were fully prepared and eagerly awaiting our Colonel in Chief. Even the
£6 000 Range RoYers on loan from gt Lee wift 's other profe ion.
were till intact after the RSM and CO's driver. LC pl Tom Dunh a m , had
been placed in charge. They may have gone very fast in the lap of luxury
but a £6000 exce on each vehicle was a linle too much to risk tbe
lightest of cratches.
A the cars arrived the rain stopped, the clouds disappeared and the
Sheffield sun shone all day long. Greetings and forma lities over with,
Her Roy al Hig hn ess began the four-hour visit to see every a peel of the
Regiment. Over 250 members of the Regiment, family and friend met
the Princess throughout the day. From the ages of five to eighty-one, from
Army Cadet to Major General, from civilian admini rration a istant to
Lord Mayor and from Junior Trade man to Corporate Managing Director.
The acti\ities included; a capability demonstration of both present and
future equipment, meeting of the Corps family (incl Cadets, UOTCs.
Royal Signals A ociation and Regimenta l fami lies). Tb e Princess
Ro)a l presented medal to Ca pt imon Kirkham , Sgt G lynn Hea ley,
. gt C r a ig G odbe hcrc and C pl Paul Hague. Congratulations to them all.
fter lunch. where the Princess met members of the Regiment and thei r
partners. he opened the very first Territorial Army based Army Leaming
Centre. This was ju~t one of many projects ongoing for W 02 (YofS) Bob
Bica dal its alright Yeoman it all over now.
The final chapter on the vi it agenda was to view the TA Life-Cycle.
This included basic , trade and adventurous training, exercise and
operation . mobilisation and FTRS (\\hich included ten members of the
Regiment about tCI deploy to Bo nia - good luck!). a nd employer support.
The employer support included twelve separate supportive employers
from Nottingham, Derby and hcffield. Congratu lation must go to all
element of the Regiment for a memorable Roya l visit. following a great
deal of hard work. faen LC pl Paula mith of HQ Squadron didn't get
her 'Mam' and 'jam' mixed up - well done!
46 (C ITY OF orrr 'CHA M) IG 'AL Q UADRO ' (V)
Maj Bob Ward
Sqn Comd
SS\-1
\\-02 ( :\1) 1artin tecdman
The quadron had a bu y time preparing fo r their Annua l Camp that
,tarted in October, and paid off in dividends. The best start ofT was the
traditional ocial. which involved a disco and karaoke at IIM Raleigh.
The supply of talent to get up on the microphone wa end less. There
Y.asn't a dry eye in the house after rendit ions of 'Teletubbics' by Sgt
:\nd) llarding and W02 (SS 1) Martin teedman , 'Sai ling' by Capt
Jim Ba tc he lo r and 'Bob the Builder' by Maj Bob W a rd . On the
morning of deployment for the exercise, Capt Kevin Cater was the
Packet Comd and gave out specific directions on how to get into
1crr} field Airfield. llowever, t he convoy circumnavigated the
urrounding areas before actually entering the airfield (somethi ng to do
""ith checking out the local facilities was the excuse).
Dunng the COMMF.X. the quadron location had a visit fro m 2 (NC)
Sig Bdc Deputy Commander. ol C. .J. Laurence TD , who was told by
D(t ( ommander. Sgt A nd y Hardin g, that he couldn't leave his
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Detachment unless he igned his Det folder. Afterwards, he amplcd
ome fine fi e ld cookin g from Sgt Jobn imp o n . On E DEX, we
recovered to hickerell Camp near Weymouth to rc-org with the re t of
the Regiment and got stuck into the TARA Cup competition. In the Team
wa
gt J ane Athe rl ey, gt ndy H a rding, gt Jo hn Si mpson and
LC pl Ia n H ayes applying their skills on a spot of BC, First Aid ,
Command Task , First Work on a Rover, Range and finally a short walk
around the camp. The enthusiasm was outstanding. Later on in the
evening, all the S 'COs travelled to Blandford to Dine out WOt (R M)
CoHn M iln e. Wined and dined until the coach collected everyone at
02:30hrs for the joumey back to Chickerell for three hours sleep followed
by the Team Building Competition. Clever thinking wa involved as well
as wa lking along the coast to take rn the fresh air and scenery (and
clearing the heads). g t A ndy H a rd in g (as one of the team s D ) ,
witnes ing some clever deception plans created to make other teams go
wrong. At the finish line, there wa a pub quiz, a chance to relax before
returning to the camp. The day off in Weymouth was very relaxing. SSgt
Pe nny Burns, S gt J a ne Atl1 erley and gt Ka r en H a r vey got in the
spirit of gening themselves witches hat and proudly wore them around
the town. The male side of the group had devils homs forced upon them.
At the end of the day everything was back to busine s.
Finally ix of our Squadron member s were deployed with 97
(BRITFOR) Sig Sqn to Bosnia in November. We wi h gt Dave Wa lker,
g t D rew Ha ll , gt J oo ls Mou l on , C pl Mic k Burn , LC pl Ro b
Bro mwich and LCpl Ad e Mo ley all the best, and a safe retum home at
the end of the tour. Congratulation to newly promoted Sgt Ca rol yn
Rya n-Gilba nk and C pl Mark hri es, who were promoted immediately
after the Remembrance Parade on unday 11 ovember. Fi na lly, Sgt
A ndy H a r di n g has lost a lot of sleeping privileges, due to the arrival of
hi new son Sa m. CO GRATULATIONS!
64 (S H EFFIEL D) S IG 'AL Q A DRO (V)
qn Comd
M aj W ill Ca rr
SM
W 0 2 ( SM) Phil H orto n
64 SIG AL SQ UA DRO - S HO W T H EIR S PORT! G TEE L IN
T R E H EFFI ELD FAS ITTO
Following enough excitement to convince the specta tor that the other
Squadrons competing in 38 Signal Regiment 's Annua l Sports Day, were
still in with a chance of winning down to the fina l matches, 64 Sqn took
first place in the overall competition. T he day was pu ll ed ofT the blocks
by the tug-of-landrover competition with 64 Sqn the second team to pull.
So confident was the team that the day was a lready theirs that they opted
(at the referees 'reque t') to pull uphill. The los o f po int in cised the
team into such a fury that the light became ba ll i t ic and the heavy
bombastic. (Except for gt Ia n ' I' m not used to pu lling' McC onachie).
ext came the Volleyball competition and at last a chance to reta liate.
With accuracy worthy of an artillery competition, the ba lls came down
thick and fast on the oppos ition with gt Dave 'MFC' Hineson leading
the way. Winn ing th is simply lit the teams (by now rather short) fuses.
Football was next and Sig C rai g 'Great Ba ll ontrol' Canwell showed
enormous kill by kicking the ball rather than the op positio n. Hi
ouLStanding skill certain ly helped win that cleme nt o f the competition and
the team by now were in top gear. Top gear proved rather harder to play
basketball in than first thought especially aga inst C apt Stu 'Airborne
Trai ners' Gillespie. 2Lt Hamis h 'Lead from the front (and di e fi rst)' Fell
did indeed set an impressive example., but on ly by sweating pure port.
Fi nally ca me the swimmi ng competi tion and SSgt 'tu 'The wetter the
better' C ou szins turned mortars into torpedoes for the fi na l leg. Wi th the
team swimming with a Titanic do or die att itude, another win took them
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glaring sun, into our trcaming eyes. With only one stand left to go. we
knew that we had to raise o ur game. It was the forced march. a stand that
I don' t mind admitting I had not bee n looking forward to. But we had an
advantage, we knew what the fastest time was, all we had to do now was
beat it. Setting o fT at a steady sprint we raced down to the tum around
po int, JUSt the up hill bit to go. Then there it was we were at the fini h
line, it was all over, we had the fa stest time. but had we won over all!
Unfortunate ly thi s year was not to be, but 11 was close and losing is easier
w he n yo u know that th e cup is coming home to your quadron,
congratulations ·gt Trevor Grant and the Squadron A Team.

OCdt Zoe Schofield tries her hand at vehicle recovery
It i a good thing that we had learnt how to u e a turfer winch as we
needed it! We also stopped off at the Tank Museum to look at the tanks
and eat as many of their cake as we could manage, without being ick.
Finally we rounded off the week with a trip to HMS Sheffield based in
Plymouth. The ship's crew had organised a most entertaining day for us
that was enjoyed by all , mainly because the bar was free, I think! The
Brigade Exercise wa soon upon us. Two of our Deis were deployed with
64 qn 's SCP, one det and SCP were based in the luxury of Carter
Barracks. For any of you that have been you 'II know thi i in title only.
Caner Barrack is just a large hard landing. The other det had to rough it
up at Engineers Corner, Blandford Camp. They were fed in the main
cook house and had use of all the amenities including; the cinema, hops,
bowling ally and the gym where they were kind enough to allow them the
u e of the showers and wash facilitie . The second week was
Competition week. The whole Regiment was now at Chickerall, and the
fun began. Monday wa the day off and Friday was the return journey so
we only managed three competitions. Of course we grabbed mo t of the
trophies (not uncommon in the Regiment) . A couple of other trophies and
competitions were created over the week. The RSM won a wager that
cost the CO a bottle of bubb ly. and I do believe we managed to get a
trophy in the shape of a naval cap, enough ·aid!
TARA CU P - A TEAM LEA DE R ' P ERSP ECT IVE
·Leadership' - The art of per uading others to do things that they may
not necessarily want to do . Therein lay the fir t challenge for any team
leader in this year's Tara Cup. Faced with the prospect of asking your
team lo 'take it easy' on their R & R day is enough to get even the mo t
easy going of people off side. Luck il y for this team leader, my team were
mdeed most ab temious, a ll be it in the later half of the day. Having
a semblcd the team, that was for the rest of the day to be know as 64 qn
B Team and Regimental Team A (not th at this wa to cau e much
confusion), we set ofT to meet our first task, the driving stand. Th is st nick
me immediately as ominous as our merry band of fo ur was only blessed
with one driver, further more this driver had to be guided arou nd the
driving course blind fo lded by the non driving team leader. Having faired
well on the d riving tand we proceeded to rotate through the ta nd .
moving from the Command Ta k to the Ob· ervation Lane, from there on
lo the BC Task and then o n to the Fir t A id ta nd. Thi tand struck me
a one of the more difficult ta nd of the day. fl owever, as one of the
members of my team poi nted out to me, some thing were not ent.irely
tn1c to life, but then a ll team were marked the amc. llaving moved to
the range our team faired less well. With a brisk -10 knot wind blowing
down the range in to our faces and the sun low and d irectly behind the
butts it wa difficult to cc the targets, a they appeared th rough the
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The Handoverffakeover of the Sergeant Majors
87 (C ITY O F OTTI CH M) SIG AL SQ A DRO (V)
qn Comd
Maj J ohn Ahern TO
M
W02 (
I) icki e Jackson
ANNUAL CAM P
This year's Annual Camp took place in outh West England. 87 qn
were co-located with 46 qn at Tregantle Fort. Week One con isted of a
range of ream bui lding exerci cs and quadron competition . The
highlight of the weeks' activitie wa our vi it to I IM Raleigh where the
quadron developed its talents for the Damage Repair Jn tmctional ni t
(DRJU). gt Mick Hallam in isted that this wa the best day's tra ining
he 's ever done in the TA'. During the competitive pha e of the week 's
event • ig L ouise Brown led her team to a well deserved victory in the
Team Building and Leadership competition. Many congratulations to io
Brown, who ha yet to attend her Recruit Course and ha. hown huge
potential in uch a shon period of time. The week was rounded off with
an ou t tanding di play of Karaoke culminati ng in a 9min rendition of
merica n Pie by W02 ( M) Vickie Jackson , whi:h if pe rformed
when Van Gogh had been around would have en ured he cut hi · ot her car
ofT. Bearing thi in mi nd, ho\ ever. he ' as onl y ·lightly worse than Lt
hri s 'The Viking Warr ior' Kill\ ig. who t ried to perform th e
MA DO
A ver·ion at the same time.
Leading into the second week the Regiment completed it ' FTX. 7
quadron was attached to Brigade Headquarters where recently promoted
Sgt Li a nne now had to cope with 'billion· of piece of equipment" that
made her brain turn into jelly, poor la s. Our th anks to S gt
MickT hompson for his guidance and wi dom in leading the "inning
TUG of WA R team. Watch out I IQ! Your days of winning everythi ng are
numbered . ig 1ark hipman wns heard inging ·1ug of wars· hard. tug
of wars' good, tug of wars' belier than hristmas pud'.
Congratulations to Cpl Dion Brittain and L pl Gail oar on their
new addition to the family. Baby Daniel Alan Brittain , born 2, '200 I at
I: I Spm, \ c ighed in at a stonking 91bs 8m"s. Best wishes to LIP fam ily.
ongratu la t ions also to cott Bumby, no w 2Lt Bumb) on being
commissioned aficr succes:fully comple ting his Commissioning Course
at RMA andhu rsl. llopcfu ll y thi w ill now spur on the other Otlicer
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L deb. ,\ final congratulations go to Lt

hris The Viking Warrior'
"-in\ig on pa mg his JOTE . He was the only TA officer who took the
c am with 16 ir
It Bdo.:. Well done!

Queen Elizabeth ational Park in the south-west of the country, loads of
lion with the foothills of the Rwenzori ('The Mountains of the Moon')
forming a spectacular back-drop; Kampala, the friendliest city I've c\er
isitcd, albeit with the mo t psychotic drivers! There was. plenty of. ~nn ,
cultural interaction in the local refreshment areas! We fimshed off with a
two-day inten e adrenalin ru ·h, white-water rafting The N!le before two
others and myself travelled acros ' to Kenya to meet up with a heffield
UOT expedition. After an afternoon in Hell 's Gate National Park we
spent a day trekking up Mt Longonot. We were all exhausted and
sweating like the proverbial when we reached the crater nm. As we
looked back down the mountainside we aw all the loca l kids running up
it barefoot! Oh well, ' c had large bcrgens on our backs, they didn't!
ext wa the big one - Mt. Kenya. We spent a total of a week on the
mountain , experien ing e erything from ~lorious su n hine to. freezing
white-outs. We took in the spectacular views of the hogona Gorge,
swam in glacial rivers, scrambled up scree lopes. saw elephant and
buffalo (but adly no penguin), perfected our squatting techni~ue and all
on a diet of pa ta and peanuts! We also snared a hyrax (oversized gerbil)
but the wardens wouldn 'l let us cook it - poi Isport ! Fru tratingly the
weather forced us back when we were within fifty metres of the trekking
summit, a huge disappointment, but when the safety staff tell you that it
would be tupid to continue you have little choice ...

hortly after joining 3
ig Regt I embarked upon a four-month
character-building trip to East Africa. Through contacts I had made
whil t doing voluntary work in Tanzania the previou year•. 1 had . ecured
my ·elf a job overseeing the construction of a ~ou e on an 1 la!ld m Lake
Victoria. andy beache , glorious weather and ice-cold beer - It was hell!
Although the local craftsmen were p~rfectly competent, c~ncepts ~uch. a
forward planning and concurrent act1v1ty were sadly lackmg. a situation
that I remedied whil t maintaining a hand -on approach.

so a heartfelt congratulations to Capt Ruth Empson who has now taken
over as the 21C of the Squadron. The end of the year saw the completion
of the first 5 Sqn ·in-house Radio Operator Trade Course run exclusively
on Tuesday nights and weekends. Congratulation to all those that passed
the course -Sigs Jame Osborn, Andrew heppard, Clare Jones,
Matthew Jones, teve Bennett, Jonathan God,,in and MatthC\\
Hawgood. Many thanks to the SP I
gt 'Dinger' Bell and his tra111mg
team (all TA) for their sterling work m ensuring that the course ran
smoothly and that all the training objectives were met.
The Christmas party this year saw the introduction to the quadron of
a previously unseen phenomenon -ELVIS - Yes, he' alive and well! He
went down a hoot and we are still trying to get him to join the Squadron!
Other stars 111cluded the Adjutant, Capt Jase , ichols and hi wife Erica.
Our thanks to the Churchill Club Entertainments Committee whose hard
work and enthusiasm ensured that the party was a resounding success.

Pte Ken McNally RAMC Sig Luke Cemlyn A Sigs
Pie Jason Askworth RAOC Cfn Dave Par$onage REME
During December the annual Horfield dinner was held for all members
of 57 Sqn, HQ Sqn and RHQ. A thoroughly enjoyable evening was had
by all. January saw training start again in earnest with Sgt Paul Isaac
organising an Infantry Skills weekend at Bovington Tank Training Arca.
The Team SM Phil Smith, SQMS ick Marsh, gt ' obby' Clarke
(SQMS De ), gt Kev Winfield , Art Veh S gt Daz Ward, gt Chris
errinder, gt 'Scotry' Doyle, and the QC acted as admin, DS and
enemy. On complet ion of basic training, fighting patrols went out to
confront the enemy (0 with a GPMG). This wa the physically hard bit
because of the terrain at Bovington. However, once the enemy was found
the battle began. There wa plenty of gyro and blanks, including the use
of the GPMG's; therefore the training wa very realistic and demanding.
Fortunately the weather held up and even the Saturday night quiz, under
canvas, went well. Congratulation to all those involved

O Cdt James Greenrod just below the summit of Mount Kenya

S ampling Banana Beer with the locals in Uga nda
After a month on the i land a group of friends flew out and we spent
the next few week tra,·elling around Uganda. Highlights included:
Murchison Fall
ational Park, where we camped in a scenic spot above
the Falls (where The ik i forced through a gap six metres wide) and
spent three days paddling with hippos and being charged by elephants;

After a well-earned night in a luxury lodge it was back to airobi
where I met up with another group of friends and headed into Tanzania. I
returned to the village that I had worked in the previous year before
travelling via Dar-Es- alaam to the Udzungwe Mountain for a few days
of trekking in beautiful wilderness. One of the mo t awesome, of many
incredible ights, being the main waterfall plunging 150 metres over the
escarpment edge.
Following a mammoth journey, taking in the full whimsy, quirkine s
and sheer incompetence of the African transport system (sen e of humour
essential!), we eventually arrived in khata Bay, Malawi , a true slice of
paradi e. We spent ten days scuba diving, snorkelling, canoeing, rockjumping. hiking and relaxing before reluctantly travelling back to Dar to
fly home. It was a fantastic experience, and one that I'd recommend
unreservedly. One health tip; there is bilharzia in Lake Malawi

'Are yo u lonesome tonig ht?'
5 Squadron's late st recruit is al ive a nd well!!
With Chri tma and all its excesse over it wa back to full-tilt into the
training year with a Squadron tactical communication exerci e 'Ex
Guillemont Fann'. Held on Barton Stacey Training Area, near Winche ter
in January, it wa fffireeezing but a great weekend ' a had by all. In
addition to HF comm training for the newly qualified operators, there
was trai ni ng in tactical night move , a bit of challenging off road driving
and the u ual whizz-bang to keep everyone on their toes. Well done to
L t ' Pathfinder' Durtnal for th inki ng he had to take his troop to
Ba ingstoke instead of just across the rraining area !

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

R EGL\1 E. TAL HEA DQ UARTER (BRISTO L)
CO
Lt ol P. R. Tower
R M
WO I (RSM) F. Roberts

heighten the enjoyment of the event and this was certainly true of this
opening - you could almost forget that you were in one of the most run
down TA Centres in the UK! Enough of the notes from the Ivory Tower
that is RHQ, time to hear from all four of our Squadrons ...

After a gentle wind down from Annual Camp last year, the festivities
and indulgences of hristma and the New Year, it seems that Rl lQ is
once again working at a frenetic pace! This is in no small part due to the
Adjt (Capt J ason . ic hol s) conducting a progressive but intensive escape
campaign for the last two months, attending any and every available
course no• within commutmg distance of Bristol! January seems to have
tarted in a blur (mitially fe tiviues related!) and just got more blurred
. . ow the Regiment finds itself in February and about to launch on Ex
l ~nx Warrior in Longmoor - oh no, not there again. The one definitive
1igh point of January was the long awaited opening of the refurbished
Jumor Ranks lub in fA Centre llorfield (Bristol). This was after a
tained and exhaustive campaign of harassment of the RFCA Taunton
"ho finally acquie ced. ft i · often said that anticipation and expectation

HEA DQ A RTE R ( ORT H SO MERSET YEOM A RY)
SI G AL SQ UA DRO (BRl TOL)
Sqn Comd
M aj C live Da wes
SSM
W02 Phil Smith
Since our last contribution Maj Ric h Belbin has moved to Banbury as
QC 5 Sqn, Maj C live Dawes has taken over as 0 HQ Sqn and also still
retains his TOT role. The 0 's fir t task was to place recruiting at the top
of his agenda and at his first Delta Recruit passing o ut parade we
received four different cap badge personnel. Subsequently ig Cc mlyo
and C fn P a rsonage have passed their recruit course wi th M cNally an.d
Ashworth to complete theirs in March 2002, we wish them well in their
futu re careers.
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Sgt 'Nobby ' C larke receiving some spiritual heali ng fro m
Pad re (Dave Suteh) after bre a king a n a n kle du ring Annual Camp
s o c ial activities
In the backg rou nd e nsu ri ng fa ir pla y is the Art Veh SSgt Daz Ward
ARS)
S QUEE ' O W O XFORD HIR E H
IG AL Q ADRO ( BA BURY & O XFORD)
qn Comd
M aj Rich Belbin
S M
W02 ( S M) Ray Phillip
With the end of the o ld year and the tart of the ew Year, ~ qn have
been busy enjoying themselve (as usual!) . Firstly though, time to say
goodbye to a few of the quadron; Thanks to • huck' Robertson who
w~s our 21 for severa l year and to Capt Da i Jon es, our Traffic Officer.
Wnh almo t every sad farewe ll, it i nice to add in a compensatory he llo,
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S ig And rew She ppard o n Exerc is e Guillemo nt Farm
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a sport· evening (as all ranks' kit was still too fi lthy for a military paruclc)
and the belated dming-out of our previous OC. l\laj Mike Lansdown by
the Officers', Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mc s. A splendid dinner
was organi cd .by '_Sgt C) nthia Jackson. The acting ~ . Lt like
mith spoke. summmg up some of the h_1ghhght of Maj Lan down\
illustrious TJ\ career and made a presentation of a blackthorn cane. (note
to l\laj Lansdown : Do. you still n_eed a stick? And plea ~ ser!d us the
in\'oice as soon as possible ... ) Maj Lansdown responded 1n k111d (su1L~
for slander still bcmg considered on both sides) and made a generous
contribuuon to the quadron silver fund. A presentation of the ·golden
blanket' for camp was also made to W02 ( M) Ma r e 'Rip Van '
Gilfrin. We wish \tike all the be t with his appointment to Brigade staff
and hope that 1rs Lansdown got him home safely.

the quadron on 4 December and kindly presented medals to two of the
pennancnt staff. S gt Jay Soonders the SP I receiving a well merited
Long Service and Good onduc_t Medal, and Sgt Andy Cummings, the
RP SQMS, was presented with the Volunteer Reserve Service Medal.
Congratulations to both of then~. Mention. should also be made of SSgt
Sounders performance .111 help1n~ the Bnt1sh Army Shooting Team to
thrash all comers whilst 111 Australia.
Mention must also go to the

RE tEMBRANCE
DAY
The quadron's next major commitment wa the Remembrance parade
in Ruislip. We fielded an excellent turnout and managed to reach the war
mem rial de pite the drill and map-reading abilities of Lt Matt 'Two ten
feet' Watts who filled in as OC for the day. After a service during which
the quadron could ,cc the memorial rather than a picture ·que view of
the wall of the public lavatory a had happened in previous years we
entertained families and old comrade to a curry lunch at the TA

A C\ er. 5 qn continue to keep itself in the public eye and we were
honoured to ha' e the company of both our Regiment al Hon orary
Colonel. Maj Gen Moore-Bick C BE Fl E. Hi Grace the Duke of
\1arlborough, the QOOH Honorary Colonel - John Bridgeman and Mr
Hu oo Brunn er - HM Lord Lieutenant who officially opened the
exhibition of the QDOH at the new County Record Office in Oxford. The
evening wa a re ounding succe and wa attended by a numbe from the
QOOH Old omrade · Association as well as a comingent from Oxford
Bra\'O Troop. This e\'ent coincided with a number of PR coops by the
quadron including the GetFitTA Campaign and quadron recruiting
weekend in Banbury and Abingdon . All we need now i ome more
enthusia ·tic budding Radio Ops for the PSI to get hi hands on!

Sig Matthew Jones keeping 'eyes front'
during a Squadron recru iting drive

47 (\11DDL E EX"\' EOMA RY) JG AL Q ADRO
(tX BRIDGE)
qn Comd
\1aj C. \1 . Lanke ter
SS I
\\ 0 2 \1. Gilfiyn
DI 'I G 0 T \1 L \11KE 'TEirnY-TllOMAS' LA SDOW '
Aller our return from annual camp the first Tuesday's training included
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EXERCISE WI TER FROST
The quadron deployed on Ex Winter Frost to Fremington, to carry
out some basic dct skills and for the newer members of the quadron,
~ome basic Radio skills. Saturday morning began with quiet PT (the gym
1s adjacent to an old peoples home) followed by a hearty breakfa~t. Then
off to a simulated puncture on the simulated motorway, C pl And y
Badman (LAD) demonstrated the intricacies of wheel changing (without
the use of a safety net), followed by how do you fit all that kit into an
FFR with gt Dicky harp. After lunch The SP I, W02 Phil fa rtin
(An ex member of 57 Sqn now on FTRS) introduced the Squadron
members to the pistol, and aside from the odd John Wayne imprc sion
and Cpl Emma Wells total inability to cock the weapon (see photograph
below) they all decided they wanted one (well it is lighter than the rifle).
SSgt Kath Addison-Scott also imroduccd the quadron to the collimator
(the wonders of modern science) now there are no more excuse for
missing the target! gt M i ke ' Have you got a knife?' \ hit e
demonstrated how to set up and operate an MIV both for local rebro and
as a remote link. Following a busy but enjoyable day and an excellent
meal provided by our chef, Pt e Ju st in And er so n, the evening
entertainment wa to consi l of a good social with the pc version of Who
Want To Be A Millionaire as the main theme, with the PSI, W02 Phil
Marti n, giving a disturbingly good impre ion of Chri Tarrant. That is
umil the computer era hed and all was lost at £32,000 (so much for
technology). Sunday began with another version of quiet PT and after
breakfast the fine art of operating HPP lamps, Hurricane lamp and all
manner of det heating and lighting was explained . along with the
identities of all manner of fuels and oils (and water as the heaven opened
for the remainder of the day). TI1e weekend wa enjoyed by all but it just
goes to show that you can book the kit, but you can't book the weather.

EXERCI E ABLE WODE
\: e returned to the familiar urroundings of Pirbright and Bnmswick
Line for the Regimental Bounty testing weekend. The weekend was a
great succcs , despite some tremendous rain showers that left firing-point
staff drenched (and the tea-bomb mysteriously di appearing whenever
they got their mugs out). pecial mention must be made of the
'ca ualties· on the BFAT stand whose coarse acting skills would have
been worthy of an Oscar had the production crew of' Black Hawk Down·
been in the vicinity. Most of the quadron's soldier caught up on the
test were outstanding, and several of our new recrui ts from camp were
identified a potential members of the Regimental shooting team by gt
Jay 'Bi lbo' aunders. Special note mu t be made of Lt Mike ' lnshallah '
Smith's alarm clock (in the shape of a mosque) that awakened the
Regiment's Officers with it · lusty call to prayer at 05:30 each day.
PEA RSO 1 SHOOT
The old comrades joined u again for the annual small-bore rifle
competition between the Squadron and the Middlesex Yeomanry
A ociation on 11 December 2001. After a good clean fight. adjudicated
by Sgt 'Engli h' Bob Young the quadron won the competition and Col
ca r lett of the a sociation pre ented the Pear on Trophy and pewter
tankard to the quadron team, led by Lt Matt Watts. Again a curry
supper wa enjoyed. although the culinary nature of these notes doe not
mean the forthcoming production of a cookbook from S gt ( RPS)
An dy ' aked Chef' C umm ing and Sgt Cynthi a ' igella' J ackson.
SQ ADRO C HRI T 1 S PARTY
The final free weekend in the year's training programme allowed us to
conduct a maintenance and recruiting weekend, and of course hold the
Squadron Christmas dinner which this year had a fancy dre s 'Vietnam'
theme. We al o welcomed back the OC, Maj Ca rla ' Back in the addle'
Lankester after her recent illnes . The Officers and Sergeant waited on
for the dinner before an evening of dancing and conversation. Further
entertainment was provided by LCpl Keith 'Torquemada' Bra un and the
Squadron Glimmer Twins, LCpl Ma noj G hand i and Sig J ohn 'Killer'
Cla rke. All hould be congratulated for their inventive fancy dre s and
the efforts made 10 tum the 47 lub into Khe anh for the evening. Many
happy returns go to Pte Dar ren ' Porridge technician' Macfarlane on
the occasion of hi birthday, and we hope he got the stains out of his hi rt
after his enthusiastic use of the quadron drinking helmet.

EXERC ISE EASTERN E T R E
After Chri tmas the Squadron returned to more mi litary duties. Ex
Eastern Venture was the traditional ice-breaker for the ew Year (in more
ways than one) when we deployed to STA TA for an enjoyable, if cold,
infantry/peacekeeping forces weekend. The scenario involved re tive
locals causing difficulties for the multinational forces in ' Thetfordia ',
wh ich only 47 Sqn cou ld reso lve. The Sq uadron dep loyed two Troops
who set up patrol bases and then dealt with various taskings including
refugee handling, rescue of downed pilots and dea ling with the
insurgents. During a simulated drive-by shooting of one of the patrol
bases by Sgt Baz 'Penfold' Kightley and Lt Mike 'Ji ngs' mith (in his
hi ghland rega lia) the gate guard of the ba e in question (LCpl Ma noj
Ghandi bravely ran to the CP to report that ' Mr Smith and the PS I Tech
are outside dressed all funny and keep shooting at me.' Saturday night
was enlivened by Lt Dave 'Fingers' Cornick and the great pickled onion
robbery. Once all patrols were in and intell igence was collated a final
effort was made to arrest the insurgents before our victorious return to
Uxbridge, tea and medals. TI1a11k should go to our PSAO, C apt David
'Grenadiers, Tchah' Gibson and S gt J ay Sounders for their planning of
the exercise and to Lt M ark Rink s of 19 l (ACF) detachment for
providing such a resi lient and devious enemy.
The Squadron sends congratu lations to S ig Da vid 'Guardsman'
Reeves, ig Adam Bailey and Sig Simon Dolb y on their succcs ful
completion of the RSRC at Blandford; Ptc Darren ' What's wrong with
porridge' M ac f arlan e on return from his fie ld ca tering course at
Grantham; and Sig Omo Alokwe on passing hi BIT course with LDSTT.
The Commander of2 (NC) Sig Bde, Brig . C. Ja ckson M BE visited
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Bri51ol had more to offer!
A quiet start to the year with just the one exercise in January. a
C?mmunications Training weekend based at Frcmington. The latter part
of last year, however, was as is the norm. hectic. December started "1th a
Regimental Bounty Test Weekend, quickly followed by the WO's and
Sergeants' Mess Christmas function and then on the final weekend before
hristmas the Horficld Annual Dinner. The dmncr was a great success
this year, over one hundred and thirty people sat down to an excellent
meal. this wa · then followed by much merriment into the early hours. If
reports. arc to b_e believed. our troops serving with 97 ig Sqn arc all well
and enJoymg ltfe (some more than others we hear)! The Squadron wish
them all well and look forward to their return, and the confirmation, or
otherwise, of the many rumours that have reached us.

SSgt Sounders and our SSgt Cummings
proudly wear their newly presented (LS&GC and VRSM) medals
on - not sure about the significance of the shovel ...

quadron's soldiers deployed on FTR and abroad. Cpl Paul a Hunter
and Sig J imm y C hun g are still keeping up the Yo Vos end in Banjo
Luka, while we were pleased to see Sig Phil 'RTU' Monk back for a few
days recently between winning medal and making his name at Brigade
HQ. All at the Squadron wish you well, and look forward to seeing you
back and safe later in the year. LC pl So phie ' Gollum' pitilc al o
recently returned blinking into the daylight from the Black Hole at PJHQ.
Sophie would love to tell u more, but he'd have to kill u
The quadron is now moving into build-up training for our return to
CRS after our all too brief flirtation with CR +(it's only fair to let the
rest of the Brigade have a play with the Hub, we uppose). We look
forward to Ex Lynx Warrior, an opportunity to practice CR
Detachment drills, and of cou rse Ex Yeoman Raider on Bramley Training
Area at the end of February, under the able direction of Lt Da ve
'Commando' Cornick.
57 (CITY & CO U T Y OF BRl TOL)
IG AL Q ADRON (VOL U T EER ) BRI STO L
Sqn Comd
Maj Bill Ruthven
SSM
W02 Jan e Tuck
The quadron have, at la t. a 21C (much to the delight of the OC)
Capt Clifford Montgomery recently having retired from the Regulars
has joined us. The quadron therefore now ha a wealth of experience at
the helm regarding all a pects of Royal Signal matters, with both 0 and
2!C being ex Y of (no excuses in the fut ure)! January al o saw the
arriva l of one young officer and the departure of.a nother. A wclc?me
back to the Regiment to 2Lt Rob Wood from 31 1g Regt (V) who 1 to
head up the recruiting cell at Horfield. The last time 57 quadron aw
2Lt Wood it was as ig Wood a member of Tango Tp back in Jon 1999.
ad ly the genera l ru le of thu mb 'one in one out ' applies and !t 1 a
farewe ll to Lt Rod Hook who although is stayi ng with the Regiment,
move~ on to 47 Sq uad ron ba cd in Uxb ridge. We have also s~e n t ~e
re-enlistment of Sgt Dave Williams fo llowing an 18-month h_ohday m
Oman. Il e appare nt ly wa fed up with all that un and dcc 1ded that
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Sgt Richard Sharp
passing on his extensive knowledge of the FFR!

The rcgi tercd Domain ame fo r the Beverley Boy '
Archive - • ww. beverl eyboy archi ve.org. uk
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71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
BEXLEYHEATH
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REGI~IE ,

T. L HEADQU RTER
1 he Regimental Headquarters has seen a recent ch~nge over of

appointment , ith the ne\\ djutant, Capt I Garr~tt, taking up po tat
the beginning of January welcome al o goe to h1 \~· 1fe Holly. They
arrhc from HQ 11 ig Bde at Donnmgton. The Reg1m~n1al. ergeant
\1ajor ha al o recently changed .and WOI (R I) Dougie Ta it depa;i.
for a nc\\ cari:er in Devon handmg over to WOl (R f) Ste"e White
who arri\C with ar.ih and the boys from unny J U (A 1) in Cypru .
Welcome to them all. The ne\,: Adjt and R M have had trouble
recognising the Training Major, i\laj tu Boyne and the Regimental
Yeoman of ionals \\'02 (YofS) Jase Budding a they always eem to
be away on o~e thing or another - recently returning from .a recce (Op
C\'gnet) to Antfaua. It i believed that 1he TM has now applied for a 50page pa port to-allow him to fit in all his trip . kiing hol_idays and not to
mention hi , Ten Pin Bowling exploit ? Our congratulation mu t go to
Cpl • ' ick Trethewa y and hi wife Kelly on the birth of their twins.
C hloe and Layla. Well done to you all.

Havin g moved to Longmoor Cam p in December 200 I for an
e ·hausting patrol competition (narrowly won by 881 Troop, well done to
them). which was organised, by W02 ' Pip ' Pieper and SSgt Jason
Barsley. the quadron at down to a fomial Christmas dinner served to
the soldier by the Officers and
COs. All the hard work being done
gt John Fensom and Sgt John
behind the scenes by the QMS.
Taylor. A good night wa had by all and the jokes and laughter arc sti ll
ringing in our ears. We say a fond farewell to W02 (SSM) Paul
Humphreys\ ho leaves us on promotion to WOI and moves to RHQ to
take up the appointment of Senior oluntcer Warrant Oflicer ( VWO).
I le has ser eel for 26 years with the quaclron, starting his career in
eptember 1975 at Harlow, a t.rue quadron legend that will indeed .be
mis ed by all rank. . He has guided all of 11 at .some stage and we wish
him well in the future . He hand over the appo111tment of SSM Lo W02
(S I) Jim wain . We al o ay farewell to SSgt (Yof ) Kirk
Humphries on promotion to W02. who moves to HQ Squadron at
Bexleyheath.

70 (EY) IG AL Q UA DRON - CHELl\I FORD Al"D HARLOW
qn Comd
'laj C.-aig Tallents
SS\1
\ 02 ( M) Jim wain
The quadron has been through a busy period over the last few month
with Recruit Induction weekends. familiarisation \ ith new equipment
gt Jason Barsley, has managed
and a Chri-rmas ba h. Even the P I,
to get away on a skiing holiday. Details of which are to follO\~' in the next
edition of The WIRE. The Squadron has five new recruit who are
attending the Regimental induction weekends held in Woolwich during
February and 1arch 2002 ably lead by our recruiting team Cp l John
Laske), Cpl Charlotte Foakes and LCpl Richard 'larsh. We deplo~ed
on a Squadron communication exerci c in the outh of England dunng
February 2002 in order to practise the use of new communications
eqmpment in preparation for its Annual Camp in July 2002._The weekend
pro\'ed very valuable training for both the old hand and the new boys.
The feed back from all within the quadron was encouraging.
-

,.-------,

Lt Mike 'Never been crated' Parke and LCpl Shaun Brierley
with the offending jumper

Handing Over, W02 (SSM) Pau l Humphreys (L) hands over to
W02 (SSM) J im Swain (R)
HEADQ ARTERS
(KE T & CO NTY OF LO DON YEOMA ' RY)
Q ADRO BEXLEYHEATH
Sqn Comd
Maj P. C. uddens
SSM
W02 (SSM) A. C hurch
The quadron has had a bu y period lately with all department s
preparing for the Equipment Care Inspection (ECI) which is ongoing as
these notes are drafted . WO l (MTWO) Terry C urti s ha been
particularly put out by thi as bis golf handicap is believed to be uffering
badly, as he spends time looking after the fleet of vehicles.

Cpl 'Smudge' Smith (L) and Sig Ian Went (R)
do it the first aid way?

defeat. rhc fina l bid was DM 500, with a proviso that the jumper become
a Squadron ma cot. Rupert will now be handed on to future OC Sqns as
the official Squadro n party jumper. LCpl Brierley asked Amanda
orton to nominate her favourite charity for the money raised. Since she
i~ Publicity Officer for SAFA in the Osnabruck area. there was no
hesitation in her answer. The big hearted nature of those in Oscar Tp
meant that the original auction bid of DM 500 was exceeded • a grand
total of DM667.38. Mr Dinah mith
AFA Chairman said, • We arc
thrilled wi th this fantastic effort from Oscar Tp personnel. It certainly is a
\Cry unusual way to raise fund s, but it sounds like everyone had great fun
on the night. The money will be put to very good use within the local
forces community, so J would like to thank Maj orton and all those in
204 Signal quadron for their generosity.'

Q ARTERMASTERS D EPARTME T
QM
Capt T. J. Keates
RQM
W02 (RQM ) A. M. Tockcr
The QM ha been exceptionally busy having had one RQMS move
jobs to the Sqn P AO and his replacement immediately upon arrival
departing for his RQMS course. Welcome to W02 (RQMS) A lan
Tocker who arrives from Sierra Leone and don ' t worry, QM, the
MTWOs handicap and game is just as bad.

ARMY R GBY U IO CHALLE GE CUP FI AL
(Ml OR
IT ) - BA (G)
by Sgt Leadbeater
4 Amid Bde HQ & Sig qn (204) took on 7 Annd Bde HQ & ig qn
(207) on a gale swept pitch on 28 January 2002. Both teams te ted each
other in the first ten minutes. It was 4 Armd Bde who opened the scoring
with a penalty kick by SSgt Gary Allcock. This gave 4 Annd Bde the
confidence to play open rugby. This and the forward power earned 4
Armd Bde a scrum 5metre from the try line. 4 Armd Bde proved too
strong for 7 Armd Bde and a pushover try wa cored by Maj Steve
Burton. Both teams defended well but again 4 Annd Bde won at the line
out, and fed the ball wide for Capt ruchard Hall to core in the comer. 7
Armd Bde were awarded a penalty kick under the po t that was
successfully converted. Halftime 13 - 3.
In the second half 4 Armd Bde was now playing against a gale force
wind and started to use the ball more in hand. Once again after a scrum
5metres from the try line, with a strong drive
gt Gary Allcock picked
up the ball and broke through the defence to score a try. With 7 Annd
Bde now under con rant pressure the ball was spun down the line for
LC pl ' Del ' Trotter (playing only his third game of rugby) to score in the
corner. Final score 30 - 3. Cpl Tim Railey wa given Man of the Match
by Team Coach, gt tu Leadbeater for hi all round perfonnance. This
i the third year in succe sion that 4 Armd Bde HQ & ig qn (204) have
won the Minor Unit Army Finals. Both teams are to be congratulated on
a hard disciplined match played in ome horrendous weather. 4 Am1d
Bde now go on to play in the Army Cup Semi Finals. Venue and
opposition to be confirmed.
TRY SCORERS CO VERTED PE ALTIES
Maj Burton
Sgt Allcock S gt Allcock
Capt Hall
Sgt Allcock
Sgt Allcock
SSgt Allcock
LCpl Trotter

participated in the Minor Units cup at the quarter-final stage against 24
Support qn. Oscar provided a selection of talent in; Cpl 'Hamish'
Williams, LCpls 'Cat' Brierley and 'Rodney' Roderick, igs 'Oxytcn'
Witham, 'Dauer' Kirkby, 'Milky' Malcolm and 'Biffer' Barrie. It was a
thrilling match , which saw 204 qn come out eventual winners on
penalties 2-1, after it ended 3-3 in extra lime. 204 qn's keeper LCp l
can 'Cat' Brierley gave an outstanding display to save three from four
penalties giving 204 the \ictory with a BFBS mention also cclcbrat1ng
the occasion. Oscar Tp would like to welcome all its newcomers to the
unit; Cpl Williams, LCpl utton, Sigs Norton. Bosher, Barrie and
Malcolm. Hard luck lads only another three years to push! Farewell to
Sig 'Dinny' Dinsdale who leaves us to put on his lcderhoscn and look
after his tribe, all the best and now you'll have to start work for once.
PAPA TROOP - by Sig Moran and Sig Lyon
Tp Comd
Lt Henderson
Tp gt
S gt Davis
Well , after two exci ting months in the deep depths of the desert of
Oman. our Troop was very excited when the vehicles came back to start
the big clean up. Morale was high and sprits were not to be dampened,
even when a really good idea came in to the mind of the hierarchy ' lets
do an infantry exerci e '. The exercise was a refreshing change from the
garages with a taste of why most of us joined the army, firing rounds, belt
buckles, first aid, patrol and recces. Getting muddy was actually quite
amusing, alongside watching LCpl 'Kenny' Eve rett try to figure out
which way to hold a map never mind using it. Sig 'Lego' Ward u ed the
exercise to try and sort his field admin. Well never mind maybe next
time. At the other end of the cale we had Cpl Sy Upcraft howing us all
how to do it in style: example, his section whilst on the war path took a
spectacular fall into a rabbit hole, next time eyes open Sy! The exercise
also give younger member of the Troop a chance at leading a section, Sig
Stacey Lyo n took the reins of Section 2 and soon had them running,
maybe running away from her Scottish screams but till it's fitness!
Congratulations to C pl ' Dot' Perkins who received his econd stripe in
the field. A for the new arrivals we welcome, Sig Stacey Lyon who ha
made a very loud impression on the Troop, and Sig Carl Walton who is
very plea ed to be posted here. Sig Carl Walton made a lasting
impre ·sion on the cross country, he fini hed la t along ide ig 'Sick
head · Muirhead. Sig 'Lego' Ward and ig ' I fell in the lake and no-one
helped me' Moran. The four would be runners attempted to take a short
cut and proceeded to get very lost. Welcome to ig Ian Crawford who
has increa ed the Scotti h population. A big hello ig Jo Evan who has
added more girl power to the troop. and lastly a sad fair well to LCpl
'Ando' Anderson.
WI TER PORTS 2001/2002
ROY L IG ALS WI TER SPORT CH MPIO SHJPS
ALP! E - by LCp/ Robertson
Team:
Lt Henderson
Cpl 'Smudge' Smith
LCpl 'Robbo' Robertson
ig ' ly' Found
Having just come back from Oman l was told I would be off to Au tria
for a month to ski for the squadron at the Royal Signal Winter Sport
Champion hips. Having not ' kied for eight years it didn't take long to get
back into the way of things. The weather was great - well to tart with and the gla ier was terrific a well as bu y to ski on. Having been plit
down into our group depending on our skiing ability we proceeded with
our training in preparation for the final week of lalom and Giant lalom
racing. Lt Bridie Henderson picked up a little injury and had to take a
few day off to rest up. During our tay the town of Zell am See had their
local traditional night of Crampers, where there were I 00 of the local
men wearing hairy uits and huge wooden ma k whipping women and
ch ildren with twigs. The purpo e of Cramper i 10 care away the evil
snow spirits. It certainly scared a few of the women from our ho tel. The
kiing carried on and finally ca me race week. The weather wa n't all that
brilliant for racing but we carried on. one of u had ever even raced
before owe found it a bit different from normal skiing. At the end of the
final week we didn't do to badly fo r a virgin racing team. and we gained
a lot of experience for going on to the Divi ·ional Champion hips in
January. Cp l ' mudge' Smith did exceptionally well fini hing 30th
overall, and the rest ofu , well it is nothi ng to write home about.

S 10\ BO RDI G - by LCpl faereu
Team:

4th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)
The Chief of Staff and Deputy Chief of Staff
marvel at the support offered by 4 Bde Signal Squadron
Sqn Contd
RS!\.1

\1aj G. R. Norton
\\01 (R '\1) Robinson

RI Pf.Rf BEAR'S \LL FOR
AFA
h1 lmanda Vorto11
\t a ( hnstmas party 1omtly ho>ted by Oscar and Papa Tps the Sqn
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0 , Maj Graham orton, wore his favourite Rupert Bear party jumper.
After much banter and beers, LCpl Shaun Brierley uggcsted the jum~er
be auctioned off to the highest bidder. Amid lots of laughter, and _with
much cajoling between the two Troops, the bids came fast and furious.
Determined not to be outdone Lt Mike Parke and Cpl 'S lim' 'cott of
Oscar Tp kept up the pressure on Papa Tp who event ua lly conceded
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0 CAR T ROOP - by lCpl Roderick
Tp S gt
gt Oliver
Tp Sgt
gt Richmond
At the moment Oscar Tp are preparing for the trial of Whole Fleet
Management and to quieter time ahead! 204 qn ' foot ball team
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Cpl axton
LCpl lorrison
LCpl Everett
Sig Richardson
During the month of December four member' of Papa Tp e caped the
eternal post aif Sareca vehicle cleaning and slipped away to Austria for
the Roya l Signals Snowboarding Championship and Tra111ing Camp.
The first week was programmed to be a training\ eek, which wa ' lucky
as only one member of the team, ig Richard on , had any snowboarding
experience. This proved to be an interesting week for the rest of the team
made up of Cpl 'Bri' axton , LCpl Craig torrison and LCpl 'Kenny'
Everett. After a week of continuous face plants and tumbles tht: team
\ ere appan.:ntly ready to race. pparently being the appropriate \\ rd. as
the team had not learnt how to stop yet. Fortunately the h111mhation \\a"
po tponed for a !Cw days auc to bad weather conditions. Bad weather aml
avalanche warning· did not stop two member' of the team LCpl Craig
1orri on and LCpl 'Ken ny' Everett from taking on the : lope again.
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"hich re ultcd in mam fort d marches back up the slopes to try and ret ind the correct rouics . \\'ith a . light et back of an injur to ig
Rich ard\on the team managed to achieve a creditable re uh oflast place.

The Squadron Snowboarding Team
From (L-R): Cpl Saxton , Sig Richardson,
LCpl Morrison and LCpl Everett

I DIVISIO
Kl CHAMPIO 'S 2002 - by Cpl mith
Lt Henderson C1>I Smith
LCpl Robertson ig Found
The quadron ski team comprisi ng of Lt Henderson, pl 'Smudge'
mith, LCpl ' ex Pest' Robertso n and last but not least ig ly Fo und
deployed to France to take part in the Divisional Ski Championship>. The
team . hared a small self-catering apartment in a beautiful part of Les
Contamines right at the ba e of the Mont Blanc, which meant we didn't
have too walk too far in the mornings. The elr catering part of thing
proved a liule overwhelming for ce11ain members of the team, whi ch
meant a couple of tra ngc concoctions were served up at meal times
in 1ead of food. and for thi · a special thanks to L pl 'Robbo' Robertson
for the bottle of chill ed red wine.
The standard of skii ng at the championships was of an extremely high
level this year; which meant the team didn 't quite do as well as we had
hoped. However ig • ly' Found was seeded number I at gate keeping.
there wa nobody else on the lopes better. evcrthcless, all the team
tremendously enjoyed them elves and gained va luable racing experience.
Maybe we will have bcller luck next year? Although we came second in
the minor units cup we would just like lo say well done to the lads of 7
Bde, the competition and the banter between the two brigade was
fearsome but taken in good spirit. We look forward lo returning next year
and thi time we ' ll take the cup home!

by the Squa~ro n Key Personalities_ and paint-balling, no prizes for
gues·111g which was most popular! fhe pa111t-balhng was .plit into a
nu1~1~cr of games bctwe~n the d1fTe~ent Troops. Paintball winners on the
inchv1dual cv,cnts were, ~n the mor111ng, Sig 'Swede' Roberts. and in the
afternoon, 1g Jase Kmght. lrontc really as he only managed 3 out of
200 on the SAT. A special mention must go to FofS Steve Erskine who
won ' the n~ost popular target' award with a record 350 individual body
strikes! Prizes were awa rded m the bar where we all enjoyed a few
shandics before deployment the next day to support the RRF FTX m
, cnnclagcr.
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7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)
The Quartermaster
checks the effectiveness of the new winter issue kit!

qnComd
RM

1aj 1ark Roberts
WO I RS i Dean Ewing

D REFOR.MATIO~ - by ll Karen Moore
Q UA DRON RET C.:RJ
Since the la 1 edition the quadron has succe sfully returned from Op
Agricola 6. taken its Post Tour Leave and turned itself around in time to
start the Training Year in January. With only three week in work
between our major leave blocks (POTL and Christmas). the job wa far
from mall. The quadron ha reformed into the following: - Alpha and
Bra"o remain the two Communications Troop , Mike Troop now
contain the Technician and SHQ elements (the Techs are attempting to
forn1 a quadron of their own), and Support Troop remains the same with
the addition of the LAD . Alpha Tp upported the RRF CAST in
ennelager immediately on our return in early 'ovember, and elements
of lpha and Bravo deployed again LO support the subsequent RRF FTX
in early December. All thi coupled with the usual Chri tmas festivitie ,
(thanks to Alpha Tp and Mr and Mrs Clause who enjoyed the children's
Chri tma parry as much as the children did. and to Bravo Tp for an
unforgettable quadron Christmas funcrion in Haus 5). made for a hectic
return. but probably not half as hectic as the forthcoming year will be!
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Karen Moore
gt ·Eddie' CoJ"coran
Tp gt
Alpha Tp would like to welcome the following members: LCpl 'Foxy'
fo, and Sig larsh. our ne\\ Area Systems Ops from Bravo Trp. Only
one goodbye that goes to ig '.\ltortiboys and his family who are leaving
for Ci' Di". The RRr CAST proved a success and a good chance to
brush up on comms kills following our return. The Troop ha now been
reformed with the addition of the Swingers and a few less FF R's, plenty
CITs. Cl:'S's and re-signing for vehicles in order to start the Training
Year afresh. otable Troop successes were the orienteering during
Exerc1 e Rat;;' Revelry (a two day team building exercise), where LCpl
·Gus· ngus, ig tu Blakeley and LCpl 'Foxy' Fox were the
quadron's 'tctors '"ith a 11me of 56 minutes. unfortunately, map reading
m the Troop is not consistent, LCpl 'Magic' McDermott and LCpl Kev
Ca nnon were considered AWOL at one point with a time of over 2hrs for
a lOkm course!

LCpl 'Gus' Angus and Sig 'Smudge' Smith enjoy a hearty scoff
during Exercise Rats' Revelry

BRA OTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt 'Jon Jon' icol
SSgt Adey ims
Tp S gt
Welcome lo Cpl 'Olly' Olvcr from Alpha Tp who join us as part of
the quadron reformation. Goodbyes include LC pl Johnston and Claire
who leave for Blandford, and LCpl Daz Jardine and Lia n who leave for
12 Mech Bde. There will also be plenty more next edition as everyone
appears to be mo ing on in the early part of the year. The Troop has pent
most of its time in the garages preparing for next year, thankfully the 43s
have been refurbi shed during our absence and they do look smart. During
Exercise Rat ' Revelry the Troop will be remembered for the following,
Sig ·Schrek' Barton' uccess on the Small Arms Trainer, with a massive
score of two. We sugge I that he takes off hi magazine and throws it at
any enemy he may come up against! Of course, who could forget Sig
' Smudge' Smith' s valiant efforts during the potted sport ? His nose was
broken following a nasty colli ion and now point s in ix different
directions. Get well soon!

SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jon Duckworth
Tp Sgt
Sgt Jim Pritchard
Welcome fi~st to Sgt Fitton and Julie. Go?dbyes to Sgt Andy and
Rachael Carrick who leave for 15 Signal Regiment, Capt Mark Tivev
and Caroline who leave for I (UK) AD R, also to Sot Tim Parker and
Linda who go to 12 Regt RA. Special menti on must :1 o be made to the
Rear Party who, as well as maintaining all the vehicles in our ab ence,
also managed lo revamp the Welfare cnlre. They have managed to
redecorate and develop the existing facilitie . We now have a TV and
DVD room and an Internet suite available for the families to u e. Well
done.
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1 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215)
qn Comd
RM

Maj A. J . Bottcrill
WOI (R M) Strudwick

MOTOR TRA PORT CHA RITY BIKE RID E
On aturclay 9 eptember, eight riders from 215 Sig qn set off for
Wales, for a grueling 26-mile bike ride over the hills around CardifT. The
aim of this was to try and raise money for LATCH, (a Cancer Charity).
The team captain was S gt Kitchen, our illustriou MT Sgt, who just
loves JSP. He had promised that it was not hard - if only he had proved to
be nght. During the race numerous thing had gone wrong starting off
with Sig Hickey trying to fix Sig Hannings bike. This proved to be
usele a in tead of riding hi. bike he ended up pushing hi · bike round.
Cpl Si Yeomans looking proud after practicing on the skid pan
during Exercise Rats' Revelry
MIKE T ROOP
Tp omd
Capt 'Olly' Dinnis
Tp S gt
S gt ' Sandy' Sanderson
Welcome to Sig Emma Duncan who joined us on Op Agricola 6 from
the Factory, the others are 100 many to mention at pre cnt and will be
covered in the next edition. Yes, it would appear that Blandford is turning
out Techs by the bucket load and sendi ng them all to 7 Armd Bde HQ &
ig Sqn (207), though trust me, we're not comp lain in g! In order to
inaugurate our new members, and also re-introduce the Rear Pa11y back
to their Troops the Squadron took part in Exercise Rats' Revelry. a
two-day tea m building exercise designed to develop morale and military
ski lls in an enjoyable programme. Day One's acti vit ies included: skid·
pan and trailer reversing skills, Small Arms Trainer (SAT), potted sports
and orienteering. The Troops et out and the ta ks were run concurrently.
prizes would be awarded to the winners at a ca lc A parade in the
Squadron bar at the end of the exercise. o wi th everything to gain and
nothing Lo lose we began, our first noteworthy event being C~I
'Landmass' Lomas and ig Emma Duncan who reversed the trailer 111
just over 13 minutes. A case of the blind leading the blind we fear. D.aY
Two of the exercise wa broken down into two parts, an induction bnef
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Meanwhile, the race was on with <>t Kitchen and gt ·
scttmg off at a blistering pace, for at 1.;'.1st two minute then running out
of steam. During the race L i>I ·Andy' William , ig tnow LCpl) Local
and ig 'Gravy' Bi hop took a wrong turn and . tarted down the last leg

only to find that they where nearly back in Cardiff. Once reaching the end
everybody found the energy to get stuck into the local brew and
everybody went to bed nice and early for he trip back except one at
' Bencher' Barrie - the le
aid the better - and was late for the rranspo'rt
have. Overall everybody had a good time even ' hen the leg were no
longer func.tioning as they hould be.
BE ' GAL TROOP
Greeting from life in sunny Tidworth. since the tum of the year the
Troop bids farewell to the following personnel: Cpl ·Chunk· pcarpoint
to 7 ig Reg\- look out 7 Sig Regt lock up the schnelle . LCpl 'Franny·
Francis to 30 Sig Regt and to ig Lolling. With ·Chunk ' and ' Frann '
leaving this now leave. only one of the Zagreb 7 till at Tidworth. Al. a
big welcome from the Troop goes to LCpl 'Jo' Thornie) all the way
from Bulford. LCpl ·Tim' Winzar from 21 ig Regl and LCpl 'Willy·
Wilson from I0 I Log Bde. We hope your stay at Tidworth isn ·1 too
painful. On a personal note a sad farewell to AS'MC 37 and RR 837a
to the big panzer graveyard in the sky (out of u e). o longer will Cpl
· mudge' mith be abh: to hide away in lccpy Hollo\\, nor will any of
the extremely hard working an crew. On return from leave the Troop is
currently getting ready to re-role for the forthcoming tour of KO. O\O.
llowever. the Troop till had time to fit in a couple of exercises.
Congra tulations to the Troop who were actually able to communicatc
with each other for the first time in ages. with Cpl · ~ torcman ' Pike and
LCpl Matt. providing an almost problem free rebro ervicc! The Troop
senior will go to any ex treme to get back to Tidworth for a kebab. pl
·Chunk' pea1·point. however, wa fir t up. et, \\ith thi. turn ofewnts,
and had to tuck into his fourth rnt-box of the day to console him.elf.
Howe er, thing · at headquarter; almost ended in dramatic style. as
hurricane strength ''ind· almost ble\\ the complex a\\ a} . Even worse.
than the complex almost being destroyed, the san sleeps tent "a: blm\ n
away. le~ving Cpl· mudge' Smith and LCpl ·Damien· Legg staring up
at the ram ·oakcd sky. gt ·Dave· lacDonald my:teriou ·1 , disappcarcd
from the exercise. however. it transpired he had been rammed from
behind, and was taken off exercise\\ ith a sltghtly on: ·houldcr.
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16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)
TASK FORCE HARVEST
.'qn Comd
\laj eil fra er
R ~1
WO! Chri Dre"
Once the quadron had all returned from post op tour leave. a' a result
of Op Be ·•emer. life only return ·d to. ome form of 'normality ' for a very
~hort pmod. Work was iniuall) focu ed on re-roting the quadron from
the Op Be ·~emer Orba1 back to tha of an ir A · ault ignal quadron,
hO\\eH:r. mid way through thi first full week back in work the Brigade
Headquarter and quadron were informed that we would assume
J1 FHQ'.! as of the following Monday. Thi 1a-king placed the majority of
the quadron at RI (48hrs T I) and required some onccrted effort
from all to ensure the nit was ready to go as of the following Monday
morning. A the quadron is held a1 R2 - RS anyway. and had been held
at RI - R'.! for ometime prior to deploying to Macedonia , the
responsi\'ene of individuals and the nit collectively meant we were
more than capable of dealing with 1hi udden change. With the current
1tuation on the 'World tage', po 1 11 eptember, being so dynamic and
till evolving. and in everyone's minds, focusing on future po sible
deployments wa - not difficult.
, the first week as the 'JTFHQ2' ignal Squadron progre sed it
quickly became apparent that due to the political and military situation
within Afghanistan, and particularly the military and territorial gain the
orthern Alliance wa making against the weakene.d Taliban forces , that
ome form of\ estern re pon e might be required. Mid' ay through thi
week the Brigade Headquarters, the quadron and a number of other
Brigade Lini1 tarted contingency planning with a view to leading or
-upporting any possible K deployment of ground troops into
Afghanistan. With wide co,erage and often misleading articles in the
1 'ational Pres it was understandable that familie were a little concerned,
compounding the problem further was the fact that thi wa so oon after
Op Be semer. However, everyone responded well to the challenge and
after sub tantial planning and effort the quadron wa prepared for a
number of potential deployment options. With the political and military
situation changing till further in Afghanistan it became clear that the
likelihood of any po sible UK ground force deployment. !es those
already declared to be in theatre, was looking les and les likely.
However. upon the announcement that of the initial 6000 troops on standby the majority would be tood down leaving only discrete elements of 3
Commando Brigade and 16 Air A auli Brigade, including the Squadron
at 4 hrs , T~ for the fore eeable future. This did not come as a surpri e
and will ee the Unit enter it 'ex tended ' Christmas leave, due to Op
Bessemer and the missed summer leave, on RI. Life i seldom boring in
thi Brigade.
Despite the main effort of work and life having been focused on
pos 1ble deployments, the Squadron ha attempted to maintain some
en e of normality. The Training Wing planned and executed a
comprehensive 1 BC package. Sgt Morris. only recently off the BC
In tructors Cour e, took the Unit through low level drills, including a
number of gas Chamber se ion . before putting a troop at a time throu"h
the STA TA BC Baule Run (see article below). More recently the
q~adron held its all-ranks Christma Function, organised by MT Tp,
which was a great. uccess and l_eft more than a few decidedly unwell for
the Batlle PT es ion the followmg day. Thanks also goes to the Air Adjt.
Capt ·Teenage Dirt-bag' Griffiths, and hi band 'Two Civvy's and a
Rodney· for performing a two hour set (further bookings hould be
placed through 216 Training Wing). The Brigade exercise programme has
continued regardlc s of unit readiness states and at the sta11 of December
elements of the quadron deployed north to Catterick to support the
Bngade C~ _T exer~1sc. In the margins •he Squadron Boxing team has
started tramu~g agam to prepar~ for their fir t bout against 9 (Para)
Squadro~ RE m. early Febru~ry. 1 l~ey have been put through their paces
by pamng agam I 3 PARA Boxmg Team, not a pleasant ta k but one
they ha\'e risen to.
Vllth the alcoholics Grand ational about to begin in eamest and the
lead-up to departing on the Christmas stand down, the Squadron has a
number of final events to look forward to prior to thi well earned leave
(de,pitc being on RI). In no specific order - the Officers and Senior
, ·co. V the Other Ranks annual rugby match (remember it isn ' t the
taking part that counts, i".s the winning_!), the annual inter Troop r ross
country race, the rcspecuvc Mess Christmas Balls Gun Fire and the
soldiers Christmas lunch, and by no means lea'st the WO ' and
. ergeants' to the Officer Mess.
'
EXERCL E TOXIC EAGLE- by Cpl Vernon
Ex Toxic l·.agle was a quadron BC Defence Instructional Exercise
c?n~uct~d. at t_hc S fl\_ 'TA BC Battle Run . The aim was to undergo
BC trammg m a reah tic scenario, completing the relevant ITDs in the
process and with the whol~ of the Squadron on RI for possible
deployment, everyone wa JUSI that lntle bit more attentive to the
O\cm1ght s1x-~ou~ 111s1ructional period. pri_o r to the exercise proper
k1ck1~g oil. \\nh llrcdness already creeping m, the Troop deployed into
J><Nt1on and were scannmg their arcs as dawn broke on the longest day.
on-per 1s1ent agent was soon drifting over the position and as CAMs

and AIAD , tarted to alarm everyone was launched into an 18 hour
BC fuelled . .ordeal of mi. cry and pain. The Training Wing, bol ·tered by
the addition of gt Chambers. of llQ 16 Bde, and gt McAdam, once
again flexed their muscles to ensure that a wide range of B kills were
tested. including chemical casualty handling with the predictably hurtinducing cnsevac. (LCpl Crosby endeared himself to no-one whilst
pretending to be suffering from nerve agent poisoning on the stretcher).
!feanwhilc,
gt Eldrid ge impre sed with hi s in depth knowledge,
whilst forgetting to remember that darkness doc not cover all in a
persistent thickened liquid world. and LCpl Walker provided
entertainment for all, tabbing around with his respirator eyepieces
covered in Fuller' Ea11h and sub cquently losing the rest of his Troop in
his self-generated de ert environment. Although the overworked upport
staff did have to go through the run a total of three time , they were
excused the one-hour written te t at the end of each sc ·sion, something
many of the troops would have traded a great deal for. In all, the exercise
definitely achieved its aim with everyone relearning or di covering for
the fir t time some e sential NBC kill that could come in handy at any
time. Po - ibly the longest 2~ hours of many people' lives but a a result
the Squadron stands ready to do battle with any B aggressor at a
moment's notice Over the next two months, a wide variety of options
were rumoured and/or planned for but we were eventually told in
December to prepare 10 head up a likely Multinational Brigade under a
2** HQ (based on 3 ( K) Di v). As a re ult, the Squadron reconfigured
once again to provide a stand-alone package based on a reinforced Tac
with a small Echelon. Once this wa done, with no definite decision or
timeline for deployment, there was little else to do for the majority
except pack kit and prepare for leave ... all that is except the key Brigade
and Squadron staff and most of the QM's department. With Brigade HQ
working every day (except Christmas), key player had to cancel holidays
and have a pretty flexible Xmas ... except W02 (YofS) Danny Wilson
who managed to get his holiday in to Euro-Di ney. He then paid for this
by being the fir t quadron member 10 deploy, leaving on Boxing Day
and finally reaching Kabul on 30 December.

Cpl. Lancas ter headed off UO KIA ~here he managed to avoid
becornmg _too enmeshed 111 the RA_F empire to link in with tbe French
(and prov_1dc rea l coffee f~r those m the Sports' Club - as the site had
been elm tcned by 3 Di v). Cpl Cant went off to the developing
BSGIGc rrn~n battlegroup sit~ and LCpl Harrison and Wear managed 10
sta11 patrolling downtown with 2 PARA before having to relocate to the'1r
new batt!egroup I IQ location in mid January.
By mid January we had 23 personnel in theatre and were manning 2
Rear Lmk Teams. 2 Rebro and TA HQ awaiting our MAIN and the
501 det .from the UK Back .in Colchester, the Ops Team, headed up by
Capt Mike Morton who amved_m the quadron the day we were placed
on R !, were now m full flow t_rymg to occupy the Squadron champing at
t~e bit to deplO)I, whilst react111g to a series of slightly strange requests
fron_1 theatre. With S&t Frank Greenwood and Cpl ' ipper' Sherlock
cuttmg about scrou~gmg power from 3 DSR whilst stripping generators
trashed . by contammated fuel , SSgt Hatton cleaning 'the General' to
de~loy 11 up t? the downtown Kabul Rebro site, gt ' Dickie' Dickinson
1ry111g to. rep~ir kn trashed by the ever useful AMC staff, Cpl Dan Smith
larg111~ 1l with. the C_om~s CP team (and learning some pretty nifty
defen sive dnvmg sk1Us m_ the process) and Cpl Sharp managing a
mountain of hangers onJom111g the Bde Comd net, the TAC HQ soldiered
on. On 18_January, after ma~y days of negotiation, we were relocated to
our new site, christened the WfNE FACTORY', one of the few locations
with gla s m t~c w1_ndows. Prior to the move, RQMS Graham Smith
had been beasung his local Afghan labour force (a selection of workers
Fron:i the factory who had not been _paid _for over a year but still turned up
to sit at work daily) which , 111 conJunct1on with a small team of sappers
from 51 Sqn cleared the site (find111g one AT mine) and levelled areas to
set up the HQ. ~1th no_' tcp up ' facility, we left Cpl harp with one
FFR up and runnm& while we m?ved. After a few hour struggling with
1entage the _Activation Party amved at their candlelit accommodat ion!
The followmg day was a bustle of activity a everyone belonging at
MAI and many who JUSt wanted to v1s11 turned up. With the Defence
Plato.on (from 2 PARA), the !RT (medics, RMP and EOD), Bde Staff and
a maJOr Turkish recce for the follow on force to host , things were chaotic.
The RQMS managed to pull together an excellent lunch from French and
Italian ration packs and so me local produce to ensure that between
briefings and tour of downtown Kabul , the team were well looked after.

a month long high altitude trekking expedition to 'epal. Feeling
extremely fortunate to. have received our full quota of Xmas leave. the
cxped_members met m Bravo Tp garages for final checks prior 10
departmg for Ileathr~ w on 3 January amid envious glances from all tho ·e
destmed for Afghanistan. Due to late changes the expedition members
departed Heathrow f?r Kathmandu in two groups. The first, flying via
;1--ms~erdam .and ~harJah (U.A.E.), con~isted of Lt Dean tkin on , gt
Mo Morn~, Sig John Meecham, Sig Paul Shaw and ig 'Ronnie'
Corb_ett whilst t~e second, flying via Qatar consisted of S gt Paul
Ba~thff, LCp.1 Richard Hodgetts and ig Dave Benson. After a flight
ta~mg approximately 14 hours the two groups finally met at Kathmandu
Airport '~here representatives of our trekking agency met us. With in itial
gree~mgs passed on all side we finally made our way to the tran port
provide~ after fi~ting with the !ocals. to carry our own bergan . With all
of us still stru~hng to get to gnps wnh the local currency, I think it can
~afely be sa1_d that some (courtesy of Sig Dave Benson) were
madvertently tipped a month · wage! O~ce loaded up we set off through
the: streets of ~ath~andu to our hotel with all of us glued to the windows
trymg to take m a city where cows (sacred animals in epal) freely roam
the str_eets. Befo:e long ~ve arrived at our hotel that was reassuringly
clean m companson to its surroundmgs, and after a quick wash and
chan~c we head.ed out for a walk: The next day was spent visiting various
tourist attractions and sampl111g the local beer, before resting in
preparation for the 9 hour coach drive to Pokhara to pick up our Sherpa's
and al o to reac_h our trek start point. The first day of the trek we were
ple~santly surpn ed to be woken at 0700 with hot tea and washing water
laymg ready out 1de our tents. a routine that would remain the ame
throughout the trek. After being served breakfast, we eventually set off at
0800hrs upon a route ~hat took u~ aero s numerous rickety bridges upon
which LCpl Hodgetts obvious discomfort always amused our guide !

Sig 'Ronnie' Corbett and Sgt 'Mo' Morris
crossing one of the more stable of bridges

The dilapidated air control tower at Bagram airport
Following closely behind, on 31 December the Brigade activation
party._including the OC, grumpily departed Colchester, celebrating ew
Year m a ROE lecture at the AMC in the company of a selection of the
Lead Coy from 2 PARA, as orted signal ler and staff from 3 Div and 30
Sig Regt and some 19 foreign nationals who were to fonn the main recce
p~. A combination of diffcre111 flights and aircraft, including German
A1rbu es and SF Herc were utilised to ensure that the party eventually
amved in Kabul International Airport (KlA). Meanwhile, the remainder
of the Bde staff and the advance party for the Tac HQ , inc lud ing a
thredde~ LCpl Fyfe and LCpl Bourne who had been lucky enough to
lose their bergans off the Airbus to make room for a 'samson ite on
wheels' a nd several campcots, were delayed and delayed . ..... With
soldiers beginning to dribble into theatre over the next week, plan
started to _firm up, helped by the arrival of the first load of qn vehs
accompamed .by S gt Hatton, gt Dickinson, Cp l Sharp and LCpl
Crutchley. With four operators working hard within a few hours we had
links up to the FMB and K (BRE T/1 MAR AT based), a complex
based on a MA I tent, C R anchored and a full IT suite for the staff to
use. Meanwhile, the French and Germans began to deploy so we had to
cobble together Rear~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Link Teams.

Examples of burnt out military vehicles
found scattered across Afghanistan

W02 (YOS) Danny Wilson and {he OC Maj Neil Fraser
find time to pose amid war debris
After a busy few day with the manpower and kit stretched 'to the
ma.x' we were augmented by a few 1rn;ire per . Within 90 minute of
arrival, WOl (RSM) Chris Drew was organising a multi-national guard
of honour for General Fahim Kahnm, the Afghan Defence Head who
turned up complete with security team armed with RPG 7 and AK47's.
An uneasy calm pervaded for the 30 minutes taken to brief him on IS F.
With constant reminders of the competence of some of the Movements
Staff (deploying over a hundred soldiers to the FMB in Thumrait in the
Oman_, whilst leaving their weapons al Brize orton and removing the
batteries from IRlDIUM satphones rendering them u ele s) a quotation
fro.m ·omeone u cd to soldiering in Afg~anistan suddenly seemed to be
~omg .the round of the Headquarter :

Possibly, there has been a greater shambles in the liisto1y of warfare
th~11 .our {i11sertio11} into Kabt1f; probably there has 1101. Even now, after a
lije11111e of con ideration , I am ar a lo s for words ro describe rhe
s11perh11111an wpidiry, the mily mo11u111e11tal incompetence and b/a11d
blmdness to rea on. !Jyot1 had taken the grecuest militwy geni11 es of the
ages and asked them to rui11 it 11/ferly a · speedily as possible, rhey could
1101 - I mean seriou ly- have done it as surely and wijlly as rhey did'
Adapted slightly (in ertio n rather wi thd rawal) from The Flashman
Papers 1839- 1842
Hopefully, by next edition the MAJ HQ will hav arrived .....
REAR PARTY
BRAVO EPAL TIGER 3-29 JA U RY 2002
Whilst the majority of the quadron b,usied it elf for an Operational
depl_oyment lo Afghanistan, eight members of Bravo Tp led by Lt Dean
Atkmson were fortunate enough to receive the go ahead to participate in

_With a relatively easy first day behind us. we began day two in high
pmts, soon tested by a 6 hour tab uphill to a village called Ghorepani at
2750m, where we would rise early in the morning to climb another 500m
to Poon Hill to. view the sunri e breaking over the va t Annapurna
mo_un!3m range m truly spectacular fashion. The next few days followed
a 111:11tar pattern of a Sl'.'-hour tab up and down valleys, interspersed only
by _a stop for lunch. until we finally reached our campsites. We eventually
arrived at Khoprn (3 750m), which was a camp ite itting off the popular
Annapurna C1rcu1t, where we had our first well-deserved
rest/acclimatisation day. The next day saw u setting out on a 'day trek'
up!o 400~m. which was, unknown to u at this time, to be our greate t
he1g~t ~am. After a fe\ more day trekking, and with the weather still
re!11ammg ho!, we began our ascent to Annapurna Base Camp (4130m).
with our routme broken only by a one-night stay in a lodge to allow our
tents to dry out from a downpour the previous evenino. But unfortunately
as we teadily climbed higher we encountered snow that soon ro e to I ft
in_ depth (it was reportedly Im deep at Annapurna Base Camp!) which
without a JSMEL(W) meant we had to curtail our aaempt to reach the
ba e carnp .....once a few ·summit' photo's were taken of course.

Expedition members pose for photo's, along with the Sherpa's and
Guides, after our trek was curtailed due to snow
This unfore cen act meant that we would end up fini ·hing our trek one
day early, o after a quick con ultation we decided to add thi - onto our
lime in Kathmandu at the end of tl.'e expedition. fter a five-day back
track we am ed at our final camp 1te where we were met in good ·t le
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, nh a crate of b<.-.:r pro' 1dcd on behalf of the trekking agency. Feeling it
rude to rdi.tse \\C dug m. before departing_the next da for the ~hort walk
to the pick up pomt. ~)er a da ·.and 111ght 111 P~k.hara, dur_tn~ wl~1~h
, riou: (if not all) drinkmg c:.tnbhshm ·nts were' uted. we tm,111~· said
0
our goodb~·es to our team of porters and set off ' 1th ou~ lend gmde. to
beoin our "rest and re uperation. fler a ix-hour coach .1ourncy, which
o~ld b· closeh related to trawling in a Bedford, we finally reached the
c hitwan atio.nal afan Park. where we were _lo sp~nd our next t~vo
da\ s. et 111 • umptuous grounds our hotel ,- . ~s l~ke bemg on a parad1 e
i. land. , urrounded by exotic plant and wiloh_fc 1t re~lly was a wetcon~~
· nd ,, •II de,cn ed re ·t after a 17 day trek dunng '' h1ch we a ·i:raged s1x
~ties~ da' ·aero . m~untainou. terrain. et in the n_1iddle of th~ park, tl~e
hotel was acce. iblc to all animal -. a · Lt Dean Atki nson and tg Ronme
Corbett found out Woken in the early hours by a guide to be shown a
rhmo that had Yentured mto the Hotel grounds, they. were dul:( charged
,, hen th •y got too clo e trying to take photo ! anous a fans en ued
during our time at hitwan, none belier however than the one on elephant
back.
d
. ~ ,
Ho" ever, the big at eluded u and we only mana~e to see . a. 1C\\
rhino and crocodile • . The la t night. ~as ta~en up w1t_h a tradtt10nal
Tharu dancing show where we all Jo111ed in, with 1g Pa ul _S h aw
performing particularly elegantly. After the relaxation of the safan park,
the ix-hour coach dri,·e to KJ1atmandu took us all unawares, h?wever,
we were soon back among t the hus tle of Khatmandu. V 1th our
expedition nearing to an end. the group took i~ a few final 1gh.t before
loading up on K.hukri" as ouvenirs and head11_1g_back to. the _a1rpo". for
another mammoth 14 hours flight. Although dchmtely a mp ot a hfetu~1e,
after a momh away in a third world country all members ' ere lo~kmg
fon\'ard to getting back to good old England.............and McDonalds.

l

RFI ROLEO UT
With the upgrade to the backbone of the computer system within the
garrison, we started w ith upgrading the Hubs. To complete the upgrade,
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hv 211d Lt Fiona Watson

LCpl 'Hodgy', Hodgett~ and Sig. 'Geordie' Shaw
.
frighten locals with their new haircuts whilst on the Elephant Satan

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON

· After commissioning in December 2001, l was fortunate enough to be
posted to Episkopi Tp, 259 Sig qn in unny Cyprus, before undertaking
my Troop Commanders course later on in the year. I arrived in style on
the Trooper from Brizc Norton , to be met by my predeces or Lt Kate
Milner, who was shivering due to the 'cold' weather, and was quickly
introduced to the lifestyle of the Troop. My first few days consisted of a
whirlwind of interviews, meetings and Cyprus fi xed telecommunications,
but I still managed to fit in my primary sport. As a keen distance runner, l
\'Olunt eered myself to participate in the Gate to Gate run, an annual
competiti ve half-marathon. Due to the change in temperature. from the
UK to the Mediterranean, I was amazed to find that l came in as second
female. A few members of Epi skopi Tp were also running and I am
pleased to say the Troop PTI' trailed behind! During this po ting I hope
to further my interest in running. Many members of the Squadron are
keen to participate in the wide range of available porting events on the
i land. To thi end, 259 Sqn have sent a team to the Corps' Cross-Country
Championship s at Blandford , in which we hope to hold our own.
Following that Episkopi Tp is planning to enter the world-renowned
Paphos Half-Marathon, in March, in aid of the Arrny Benevolent fund.
As for individual aim , the climate of Cyprus lends the ideal opportunity
for me to train hard , with the ultimate aim of competing in the 2003
Marathon des Sables in the Sahara Desert. Al I in all it has been a very
active start to my time with the unit and I am sure that it will get better,
and hopefully fa ter, as time goes on!

qn Comd
1aj 'Wally" Drain
. .
.
The Squadron "i he a warrn welcome to gt R1tch1e Bryan and his
family and hope they enjoy their time w1th the Squadron. A farewell goes
to s. i\t 'l like jumping out of planes. l do' .mith who has con_ip.leted 22
years colour ervice, unable to hang his umforrn up, he has JOmed the
illu trious long ervice list and ha been posted to sunny Cyprus. ! he
quadron wishes
M 'I like jumping o ut of planes, I do' S mith ,
:'\1onika Christine and l egan all the best for the future. Afle_r 42 year
ervice 'with the MOD Mr Dou gie 'Maverick' \ hite rellred from
Colche ter COMM CE at the end of December. He moved to Colchester
nearlv 30 years ago and ha become a key me'!lber of the Col ch~ster
COMMCE · team. His interests include horse racmg. and he h_as pr?v1ded
many 'red hot tip ' in the pa t. All the staff in 25 l Sig Sqn wish him and
hi family all the best in his retirement.

Maj 'Wally' Drain QC 251 Sig Sqn, Mr Peter Hickman (Engr Man),
and Mrs Jan Steiner (IS Man) and Chillwell staff
VlS IT O F T HE CHI EF O F TAFF 4TH DIVISIO
On 15 January Col T. J . C hec ketts QBE vi ited the Squadrnn . T!1e
Colonel visited all the Squadron 's departments in Aldershot, sta rt 111g with
a presentation in SHQ conference room . The visit ~as very uccessful
with ol T. J. C hecketts OBE leavmg undcrstandmg the ro.le of the
Squadron within ACI G and the 4 Divisional area of re pons1b1ltty.
Dl l G 0 T SM GA RY SM ITH
The Squadron dined out SM 'l like jumping out of planes, l do'
mith at the WO's and Sergeants' Mess on I February. 1:he ladies d111ner
night was an occasion for all .ranks and it. was a v~ry enJoyable evemng;
All the staff in 251 Sig Sqn wish SSM ' l hke JUmpmg out of planes, 1 do
S mith and his family all the best for the future.

the Squadron techs, Sgt Webb, gt Bryan, Cpl Mc, ally. Cpl \1clld uff,
Cpl Davis and LCpl Igo , have their hands full with changing all the
networks cards.

QUIZ IGHT
The 259 V's CJPU ( yprus Joint Police Unit) quiz night wa held on
Thursday 28 January at the CJPU Corpora ls Mess. The night started off
well due to many of Episkopi Troop's personnel being well acquamted
with the police from previous events. Although CJ PU were not used to
drinking at the same leve l as our mechs , they strove to ma tch the
standards along with our tecbs. 259 Sig Sqn were able to compete at both
ends of the scale, holding both second and third positions a well as
showing our not o clever idc, wi th some of the most abysmal elTort
possible. All rou nd the n ight was quite intere.st 111g g1v111g a new
relationship between 259 Sig Sqn and CJPU that 1. able to oflh more
than just lockable devices, as wa in the pa t. The ab1hty .for 259 1g qn
and JPU to put our working relation hip a ide fo r ~e mght managed to
raise fund of£ 150 towards the Honey pot creche. This was partly thank
to the add ition of prize money, reluctantl y awarded to the cause rather
than the back pocket.

expedition. Readers may have seen the coverage on BFBS television's
'BFBS Reports' reporting that the expedition is now exploring the Danco
coast off the Antarctic Peninsula. Li nd SC)' served as a crew-member
aboard the 72 foot yacht John Laing from the Canary Islands to South
America, keeping in touch with events back home via the internet. On
arri val in Rio de Janeiro, Li ndsey and her crewmates handed over the
rein of the expedition to a fresh crew of service personnel for the second
leg of the expedition. They have now travelled on and are current ly
recording historical, geological, ecological and geographica l information
from the area. L ind ey's proud parents Dave, who was in the Army until
12 years ago, and Kerry kept up with their pioneering daughter's
progre s on the expedition website www.baae.org.uk which is continuing
to feature all the tories about what is happening on board.
Mrs Stewart said: 'We are very proud of L indsey - she's achieved o
much over the last three years'. Before joining the Arrny and becoming a
Technician in the Royal Corps of Signals, L indsey worked for the Dorset
District Council's lei ure and tourism department, but she has always
wanted more out of life. Before signing up for the expedition, Lind ey'
only sailing experience was a bit of adventurous training dingy sai ling
he took part in! Life on board an ocean going 72 foot ketch is as far
removed from maintaining electronic equipment in the Episkop i
workshops as you could hope to get. Lindsey ays: ' Being part of the
British Army Antarctic Expedition is the most exciting thing I have ever
done, ailing a yacht across the Atlantic Ocean with a small group of
people whom you have never met befo re is an enormous challenge.
Working sometimes in the most unimaginably hostile weather condition ,
where you are all dependant on one another certai nly teaches you what
you are capable of.· Prince Ch a rles i the royal patron of the expedition,
which was launched at the International Festiva l of the ea in
Portsmouth.
EXE RC ISE ICY APHRODITE - by Cpl He/Taylor
l 7 January 2002 aw eight of the Squadron · fi nest head for the
Troodos Mountain for four days of skiing under the instruction of gt
Stu Foste r. Half of us had dabbled before and so were looki ng to
improve our skills whereas the other half were complete now virgins and
eagerly awaited an introduction to. thi s mad wi nter sport. The beginne!'5
were L Cpl 'Twitchy' Fell, LCpl Jim Dolan, LCpl Becky Joyce and 1g
'Boyo' Da vies. The basic were picked up w ith varyi ng degree of
success but not without the odd mishap a lo ng the way. Jim cared a
group of children with hi Eddie the Eagle impre sion-he wa n 't attached
to the skis during the Oight phase, whilst Becky and 'Twitchy' both learnt
what their bum wa actually invented for! The crown pnnce. master of
the disaster, however, wa Boyo who single handedly cleared the lope
of all local in ide 15 minute in fear of their live. The tree didn't get
away with it either! By the end of the exercise all novice had improved
beyond all expectations and the slopes became a safer pl~ce to be. Of
tho e who had sk ied before ig Phil Harris wa easily the mo t
accompli hed skiing backward and throw ing in the odd 360. ig
Vaughn Harvey was also a bit of a star conqueri ng the. runs ~'i th ea c.
pecial mention goe to Sig Jim ~\I right who though hav111g skied .before
managed to take out an entire sk1-hft queue w~ th a spectacular w1peout.
All in all the exercise was a huge success mamly thanks to gt Fo ter
and hi s patient instruction and the excellent kii ng conditions: Boyo ha
already ubmitted papers for a tran fer to any arctic warfare unn!

LI DSEY SA ILS TO RIO : HE AD! G FOR T HE ANTARCTIC
A 259 Sig Sqn Corporal has sai led to Rio de Janeiro on the first leg of
Maj Wally Drain OC 251 Sig Sqn presents
Mr and Mrs Dougie White with gifts to mark his retirement
Ill LL\\ ELL
As the festive season started the mince pie run for the out stat ions was
al o tarted. The mmcc pie run was completed by the OC, Mr Peter
Hickman (Engr Man), and \1n Jan Steiner (IS Man). The visit to
Ch1ll\\ell also provided an excellant photo opportumty to get some of the
more 1llusl\·e members of the quadron to be caught on film.
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SSM 'I like jumping out of planes, I do' Smith enthralling speach

a ni ne-mouth Army expedi tion to the An t a rc~ic. .
. .
.
Cpl Lindsey Stewart, 26, a Systems Eng111cen ng Techn1 c1an servm g
wi th 259 Sig qn in Epi ko pi was one o f 14 Roya l Signals o l d 1~ r
ailing a steel hulled ketch yacht on the Atlantic leg of a l ,000 1rn le
expedition to Antarctica and back, across some of the mo t treacherou
and remote seas in the world.
.
y terns Engineering Techn ician Li nd ·ey, who has been based with
259 Sig Sq n for three years was one of l 00 Arm y personnel on the

'You put your left leg in ........' - Jeff Taylor and Phil Harris
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With grand prizes ranging from a DE t-shirt and key ring to the empty
CD pin.er box , won by _Cpl St~vc '1'!11 the man' Bilby. Ev~n LCpl
'Mogg y' forri manag111g to w 111 a pnle, but not everyone was happy
with ig Daz ·Where's me helmet?' Kendall's wife St~cey di ~appomted
at missing out on the turkey but made up_fo1: 11 with a n1c? set of
matching wine gla ses. Jn all the Troop left with !11orc t~oph1 es than
prize . \ e would also like to bid a fond farewe ll to Sig C~n~ Jordan.~n
his, ay to 16 1g Regt and welcome back gt Pat It s m y T.,ch
Department ' Patterson.

L_

On a rare 'upright' occasion - Twitchy Fell

1\1ARG RIT LIA IDOU CHILDRE ' HOME BOWLJ G D Y
b1· LCpl Coope1; Episkopi Troop
.
. .
· • ' icos and my.elf. the coach driver. arrived at the Marganta Lia 1dou
Home in Papho at half past nine to pick up the children for the day'.
entertainment We received a ' arm welcome, a alway , from I m1111
Lia idou and. her ta ff, renewing a few old acquaint'.mce before ~etting
e\'eryone on board and ready for the journey lo Akrotm. It looked_hke we
had been ble sed with unny weather. after two weeks of torrential ram,
and all our pas engers eemed well up for a good day out. .
Waiting for us at Akroriri bowling alley were representatives from all
three Troop , headed by LCp l O' Conn_ell. all hoping to get a bit _of
bowling in them elve as well as entertammg our guests. After a bnef
explan3tion of the rules, the competition began in ~ames~: A few ~otable
colourful characters stood out from the tart. C hns, or iron man as he
oon became known bowled solidly for o er one and a half-hours ,
without a break. ignoring all plea for him to take on refre hment,
meanwhile, in lane one. Sig Wright was being rou_ndl)_' thra_ hed by
Gary, who howed an un-nerving talent for thunden,ng m ~tnke aft.e~
strike. Another notable mention deserves to go to bouncmg bomb
Harris. displaying a technique probably better served for WW_2 dambusting Lancaster's! A well earned lunch of burge_r and_ chips, laid on by
the hard , orkino AAFI bar staff followed all tins acaon. much needed
by 'bowling ma;hine' C hr is who finally got prized_ a_way from lane two.
After earing and feeling fully refreshed, we were v1s1ted by the OC Sgn?
who had come down LO see if everyone had enjoyed themselve . lsmLDJ
expressed her gratitude on behalf of herself, the school and the children,
and Maria. in fluent unbroken English. thanked the OC personally. All
the hard work. organising the bowling day in Akrotiri on Tuesday 11
December for the disabled children, was done by Lt M ilner, OC Ep1 Tp.
However unfortunately, she was not able to attend.
Overail we had a thoroughly enjoyable and rewarding day, and the joy
of the children was evident for all to ee. I think l speak on behalf of all
the soldiers involved in saying that we look forward to seeing, and
working with, our friends at the Margarita Lias idou Home again in the
near future.
AIRFIELD TROOP - by LCpl Baz Thorpe
'o"ember has been a fairly eventful month for the troop. Battlecamp
occupied the first two weeks. with two members of the_Tr~op, Sig _Co_lin
'FA Cup' Caisley and LCpl Clint 'Shrek' She rra t, bemg m the wmmng
ecuon. The exercise consisted of a week of military training and a week
of adventure training, with ig P e te 'tbe head ' God d ard earning
recogni1ion for hi excellelll instruction on the rock climbing.
It was
the time to return to the usual grind of troop life. The project's crew
working hard under C pl Gaz 'it's my sock and I' ll do what I like with it'
J ordan. In the tech department we have had our noses in the books as
myself and LC pl Ti m ' big no I' Ber ry found our Class 3 - 2 exam fast
approaching. All th revision proved worthwhile though, as the might)'.
fighting airfield troop were the only Troop to have a 100% pass rate, Ep1
Tp having the only failures, and Dhekelia deciding that they didn't want
to play. Then the time came for the Troop annua l festive debauchery.

DHEKELIA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt 'George ' Alexander
Tp gt
Sgt 'De De' Watts
A fond farewell goes to Sgt 'Taff' Bryant and family who head for
unny heffield and in hi place welcome S gt ' De De ' Watts and
family who made the arduous trek all the_way from the U_nited Nati~n !n
icosia. We al o say goodbye 10 LCpl ·11 co t me nothing co "."e re m
Jove ' Pyrah who will be going to civvy street and fu_lfilhng a hfe long
ambiiion by working with trains. We also em?race with open anns Cpl
· mudge · mith and hi family who aw the hght, turned away ~om the
dark side and re-badged from The Green Howard . LCpl B ~cky J,enson
Button· Joyce joins us straight from the faciory, and ~Cpl Jimmy , Jo?nboy Walton Wilson from 16 1g Regt. LCpl Dave wamp Boy King
ha completed a four month siretch in the Falkland I lands and Sig
Wayne 'The re' the floor again' Davies and Sig Derek 'Esmere lda'
Burness have both completed a 10-day tretch with the Kings Own
Royal Border Regiment. Congran1lation go out to Cpl Jim Stocks wh_o
upon returning from IT Wal~s and ~ successfu l kill at Anns course 1s
finding it difficult to walk upright with the weight of a econd badge on
the same arm! By an appare nt lip of the pen or down to_reasons
unbeknown to us LCpl 'Sid' James and Sig Davies have achieved the
grand title of Cla s 2 Trade men . Three members of the Troop have also
been elected for promotion 10 Lance Corpora l. 'Esmerelda ' Burness,
' Timmy' Tierney and Jim ·Baule PT leg ' Wrig ht will also shortly be
walking around leaning to one side.
........... .. .Aaahhhs ....... ........ . .
Finally, a big coochie cooo goe out to Sig Gareth Davies and his
wife Xenia on the birth of their fir t child Em ily.
EPI KOPI TROOP
First of all we say goodbye to S gt Mathieson and hi wife Joanne
who left for . lreland in December (no cheering), and instead we've got
Sgt 'Watch Out Change Will Be Made' Q uilter _a acting Staffy. This
year we will be saying hello to LCpl Dolan and his wife Hele na another
new baby tech in the Troop to abu e! Also to LCpl ' Mongo' Mcfaul our
new Installation Tech/Mech whatever they ' re called these days, and Cpl
Stewar t Walsh fresh off his Tl at Blandford. Welcome also to our new
Tp Comd to be, 2Lt Watson. Who needs to calm down her running to the
Cyprus pace, that's all we know al the moment so watch future Wire
Issues with interest. ln suppo edly sunny Cyprus, the snow came early
thi year and the mowltain Det saw 7ft now drift in December. Cpl
Lindsay ' Just Like ewquay ' Stewa rt a~d Sig Vicky 'Bangers'. Marsh
(the girlies) got nowed in together up 111 Troodo , (no bad thmg) b~t
using their initiative got to the Det each day_on cardboard b~xes - their
idea of a sledge. December was full of Chnstmas cheer. Ept Tp Xmas
party aw a Cowboy and lnjuns night - lots of hay bails and ho downs
well we like to keep to festive themes in Cypru . December saw more
sporting events with cross-country and oriente~ring, yet again the _fit
members of Epi Tp took first place for both, did you ex pect anythmg
less! Congratulations to Paul ' Street Hawk ' Fox and Stevie ' Where Do
You Want These Carpets' H udso n on passing their Cla s 2 tech exams,
and also to LCpl 'Thumb print ' Cooper on passing his Class I. La t, but
not least, to Sigs Dave ' Civvy ' Kee n, Kenny 'Head' Ca mpbell and
Mar k 'Meze' F inlay for attaining their promotion to Lance Corporal.
For any of you following our vehicle escapade yet again Sig ' Dri~ing
Offence' Huber managed to be involved in damage to the Troop veh1cl~s
except this time it was not one but two vehicles he managed to VOR m
one go but don't ask, his talents go beyond explanation. Just to fini sh our
busy month in Cyprus I think we'll go ski ing now before hitting the
beach, jealous yet?

Only 40kms to go ...
A Iler a four-ho ur recce of the selected route the day before it was time
to visit some of the ights in the loca l city of Bern. It was with thanks to
Cpl Dennis ' oiled' Seymour and his magic map we managed to find a
few places to vi it. The Bern Triangle was an experience; wherever we
went we always managed to end up exactly where we started. The next
day the march started at I 400hrs and it was essential to get as many
kilometers in before darkness fell and after a mall detour by the admin
men, to not far from Zurich we finally made our start point. I wonder
why we were the only British unit carrying bergans of 30lbs perhaps the
RSM could enlighten us. The March went very well and after about eight
hours tabbing we had completed nearly 40kms. We were especially
impressed when stopping at a checkpoint where a banquet had been laid
on for u , but after clearing all the food and drink from the table the
waitres brought out a hefty bill. We were thinking it was all for free. We
hould really have known better, we were in Switzerland after all. The
Bemer Distanzmarsch is a thoroughly well organized event and is a great
experience. We recommend it to anyone who wants to give it a go, a
more Briti h units should attend it.
JULIET TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jim Bar ber
Tp SSgt
SSgt Pa ul Gartside
After a thankfully quiet Christmas and ew Year, all thoughts now
tum to the imminent move to Briiggen. The Troop i well prepared and
will move into Javelin Barracks in mid February ( not March as
previously planned) where we will et up home in Hangar I. We have
been given a temporary rest in the hectic ATO exercise programme.
However, this will begin again in the near future with Exercise Cobalt
Flash I.
The Troop would like to offer many congratulations this month to C pl
Andrew ' Jacko ' J ac kso n and hi s wife Melanie on the birth of their
second child . To C pl J a mes ' Jez' Greenlee and his other (beuer!) half
Cara al o on the birtl1 of their second bundle of joy! (There has to be
something in the water!). Best wishes and a speedy recovery to C pl
Gordo n ' Geordie ' Don a ld so n, LCpl 'Errol' Flynn and C pl Gra ha m
' lim ' H umphreys (the laminated biff chit squad!). The Troop would
also like to wish a fond farewell to those off to pastures new. C pl Steve
'Al' Gore, who is leaving us to join up at ATR Lichfield. To C pl Maria
'Maz' Cattle. who is off to experience the joys of orthem Ireland with
15 Signal Regiment . La t, but by no means least, Sig Sarah 'Kimbers'
Kimberly who is off to RASU at JHQ. Good luck and all the be t to all
of you in your new posts. A special thanks has to go out from the
Squadron, let alone the Troop, to the guy that have kept the bar and
AAFI up and running through th is transition period. Stand up and take a
well deserved bow, C pl M arcu ' Le ' Les lie, LC pl Andy McC rum ,
LCpl Ch r is ' Chacks' C ha cks fi eld , LC pl 'H' H agga r , LC pl Steve
' Burger' Ki ng, LCpl Tr ev Ca rte r , L C pl G r a ha m 'Frenchy' LeMay,
LCpl Alex Brown and Sig Gar y 'Gaz' Watson. hccrs lads!

280(UNITED KINGDOM)
SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
SS\.1

Maj Jim Harri
W02 ( M) ' Dutch' Holla nd

BfR ER DI .T
ZMAR CH - bJ LCpl ffwclrinson
On I December 2001 the 280 (United Kingdom) Sig Sqn European
lampoon vacauon to Switzerland began. The Berner Distanzmarsch is a
m1htary event organized by the Mechanized Armon:d Light Troop of the
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KILO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt arah Covey-Crump
Tp SSgt
S gt Graham Weavers
It has been another hectic month for the lads and lasses of the least
working Troop in the Squadron, Kilo Troop. With Christmas leave almost
upon us, the Troop was told that before anyone could go home ,
everything needed to be I st lined. The Troop Techs pens never worked so
fast! With the Troop Seniors feeling generous, an afternoons skiing and
snowboa rding was arranged. With a mixture of skiing abilities from
expert to beginner, it was no small miracle that the Troop managed to get
through the day without sustain ing any (major) injuries. However, ig
'I've never done this before' Long managed to get to the top of the slope,
only to be told "if you go too fast, just fall over". For the first 50m of her
descent her creams echoed through the ski center, but help was at hand
when gt Daz ' Inst ructor ' Cattle came to her rescue and nursed her
down the rest of the slope on shaking legs. The Troops infamous Bosnian
detachment, Cpl ' how much?' Harrison , ig 'TV' Pollock and ig
' beans and sausages· Rolf returned briefly this month, and although they
were in Germany for less than 24 hours, it didn 't take them long to get
back to their wicked ways! The highlight of the Christmas month was the
Squadron all ranks Christmas party. With Cpl Jamie 'Lightweight Belly'
McCrory in bed by 9, the re t of the quadron had a good rime. With the
festive season drawing closer and morale picking up, we were sorry to
say goodbye to some of the Troops members. C pl C r a ig 'Sniper'
Harrison has not quite left it all behind, a he will soon be back out there
in Kosovo, and a big ' good luck' for ig G lenn 'TIMMMY' J a me , who
leaves us to soon become a dad. The Troop has also had a rush of new
arri va ls, with LCpl 'Studley' Mc ween, Sig K elly 'Malibu and I'm
yours' Long, and ig Scott ' Lord ' elson . A very warm welcome to
them all. The 26 of August saw Kilo Tp's final deployment to Banja
Luka of the year. Things got off lo a good start as we said bye to the
Troop and headed off to the other side of Europe. On arriving we were
warmly welcomed by the current detachment headed by C pl ' leepy·
Rycroft, who were only too glad to be heading back the week later. After
getting to know the kit we got snick in and were soon well in control, at
least according to Cpl Cra ig ' Mop top' H a rrison who was getting well
into the thick of things. The YTC crew con isling of Sig Scott 'Polly'
Po ll ock and Sig Co l in ' Haven ' t got a clue ' R o lf who had some
difficulties when the VTC ystem started breaking every five minutes.
but got it all working evennially. Meanwhile. Sgt 1 eil ' Bob the Builder'
Wa lsh wa well in hi element directing the local builders who were
constructing our new office. When comp leted it was something of a
palace compared to our old shoe-box type affair and a lot more
comfortable. We all had a thoroughly good time and when the next crew
arrived in ovember we were acnially quite sad to be leaving. So good
luck to C pl icky ' The Boss' Roberts and co who are out there now.
(They' ll need it! !)
CORPS SKIING C MP - by LCpl Turner
After a long drive, the Squadron Team consisting of Sgt 'Mandy'
Mason. Cpl Jo nes, C pl Hubble, and LCpl Turner arrived in ZELL AM
SEE which was to be our home for the next two weeks. We were
welcomed with a few drink to keep us warm but were still able to ri e
early the next day to get a days practice in before we had a ki ' test ' and
were put into groups. The first week went really well for all of the team
who were now starting to ski like true champions. C pl Jones. who al o
entered the snowboarding championships, found the mountains a little
more daunting than the baby lope he had been using down in eu , but
soon took to it like a duck to water. There wa also time during the week
to ample the local nightlife. which LCpl Turner seemed to like a lot and
he got on rather well with ome of the holiday rep who were staying in
the resort. But it wasn't all play as by the second week the leg and thigh
felt like they were about to burst due to the up and down of the t-bars. At
the start of the races we were all given seeding, which was down to your
skiing ability. Sgt Mason rocketed into the top 25, a good position if he
could keep it after the fir t race. A few day into the racing the weather
took a turn for the worse with the temperature dropping to minus 30
Celsius on the glacier and the visibility reducing to a few feet. The end
results saw Sgt M ason come third overall out of the fema les and C pl
J o nes picking up third p lace in the now boarding, which was an
out tanding re ult. The team came ju t over halfway; a very credible
performance for a novice team.

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEO.MANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL
COMMUNICATIONS)

Swiss Army. Traveling to get there started well with petrol stations
mysteriously disappearing and currency exchanges trying to rip us off.
SSgt M ark 'McRae' ala took charge of the ten-man expedition wi!h
C pl Jim ' OPS ' McC ro ry and ig 'Fat bloke' Meadowcroft as admm
support. The event was a well-organized competition and it teste_d the
various skills such as navigation, physical endurance and team spi nt. By
competing this year the team managed to raise over DM 700 in aid of the
British families that suffered in the Twin Towers disaster.
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Sqn Comd
SSM

M aj S. Gregory
W02 ( M) D. Scott

NEWY EAR .......
The return of the Squadro n from leave marked the usua l turnaround of
deployed person nel and rapid preparation for the fi rst exercise of the
year. Jan uary bought with ii a welcome a round of promotions. W02
(Yof ) Dave Hu g he s is warm ly congratul a ted for hi selectio n for
pro motion to WO I . L C pls Jimm y S amuel , S tu A dam s and Ja y
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• upersonic' Dine picked up Cpl and Sigs Karen Bramley and Tanya
Whioham move into Lance Corporal. Well done to all. Farewell goes to
C pl" teve Pritchard and ·Tali' Hamar on Tl Upgradaing and to 264
ig qn respecti ely.
E XE RCl E GLOBAL LY X 2/01
br Cpl 011ja MacMillan
· O n the morning of departure from the comforts of Bleichlcy. the sen e
of nervous anticipation "a evident. Lt all looked ·o ea y three.:
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~ 011 , O\~ .•.• E'eryonc eagerly awaited the tw<' week ahead. !he 1T

,a,cd the fir.,t pa ·ket off. not knO\\ ing that th y wou ld be -et'.mg them
,oom r rather than later. Eventually. all personnel were on them w~y t~
..\ltcar. n arrival at amp ''c were w~komcd by W02 _(RQ MS). o
lron~ide and gi' -n the key to our pac1ous new homes. Si ~ Kar en 1 did
tir:t , ·orks 1f larke finally brought 111 packet one after. h~vin~ an
e tcnd>d break at a motorway cafe '' ith C pl Taff 'Jus1. hit 11 with a
hammer' Hamar and C pl ·Operator !. C hapma n a._s_istn:ig. The first
week wa dedicated to detailed ski ll and annual quahhcallon. pl Pat
·Bullet' bamber showed
gt Da\'I' 'Wannabe SC Oe' C l~urch"a ~d
all he knc\\ about 'BC" hilst getting the rcrord for hold mg Ins breath m
the chamber Houn- and hours on the ranges proved to be good pra ·11cc
for all of u . e ·peciall for members of the un it for whom it had _been a
long time sine they had touched the weapons. The short webbing tab
back from the range· to our accommodation ~oak out any cobweb lefi
from Christmas lca\'e. LC pl Dave ·Dangerous larsball and L pl Paul
·BGP' Clarke introduced TA elemen ts to the new Lock Antenna
ystems. which will hopefully be in ervice shortly. \ eek One ended
\\.ith a ection As ault Cour e Competit ion. This encom passe? all the
skill co\'ered over the previou 6 days. A short 2-nule tab. ~v1th ITDba. ed task en route, ending up at the as ault course: I enJOy_ed one
ection o much that I stayed up there. on the beam _enJoymg the view. for
an unfea ibly long time. But enough of me. the point~ were counted and
c,·ervone waited with baited breath . Oh what a urpn c,
gt Tr g Da,:e
Chu.rch" ard's 1eam came first with Cpl Jay ·D ' Dine and LC p.l C h ris
Elli ton being dragged round by ig 'Windy' 1iller . noffic1al ~et
among 1 the D runners left the Op 0 out of pocket. _Week Two wa t1111e
for bru hing up on indi\'idual trade and pec1ahst kills. \ e were waced
by pl , ' ick ·Benny' Hill 's pre cnce, to teach u the finer pomt. of
RACE and HF ")'Stem·. Thi was to prepare us for_the tacllc~l
communications pha e. During this phase, Comd 2 1C) 1g Bde - .Bng
Jackson MBE 'i ited the quadron training and took the_ opportum~ to
presen1 a series of operational and ervice medals along with promotion .
All preparati on wa completed and mto t~e, fie ld we_ went. am ~P·
comms in. cam down and move - ·Agam agam we all cned .. ot wanting
to disappoint u . W02 (YofS) Dave Hughes exerci ed us n il we ~vere
fu ll. When everyone wa tired and dirty enough we came back 111 to
civilisation of a fa hion! The exercise was a great succes and everyone
got omething out of it. , ow that camp is over we look fo rward to our
next challenge and camp next year.

PEC COMMS COUR E '
As a result of an increase in the establishment for Regular soldiers
within the pccial Communications environment, additional trades arc
being soug ht within the forthcoming year. urrent and future
operations/exercises present high calibre oldiers and Officers with a
unique opportunity for challenging and exciting work at home and
abroad . The next pccial communications As essmcnt Course will be

held between 23 September- 4 October 2002. Suitable candidates from
the current SC Course will commence Special Commumcauons Course
t/02 commencing on 8 April 2002 and successful applicants from the
August Assessment Course will commence C training in ovember
2002. Slots are available in the following trades: Rad ys Op, R Signals
Elcc, ys Eng Tech and R Signals Driver. \/lore infonnation can be
gained from the unit training wing on 94240 8517.

60TH SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Jo n Wo plin g
M
S gt Jim Bole
The quadron was formed under SDR in 1999 from the permanent
staff of the former 55 Sig Sqn (Y) and members of the Mortar Platoon of
5th Battalion The Royal Gre e n Jackets (V). who re-badged to R
SIG ALS. SHQ and two Troops arc based in Aylesbury. with a further
Troop in lligh Wy ombe. The Squadron 's role i to provide a C R
capability within l l Sig Bde, alongside 94 (BY) Sig Sqn (Y). It i also
tasked with providing a number of parachute-trained personnel and rear
link detachments to reinforce l 6 Air Aslt Bdc HQ and Sig qn (216).
Over the pa t two years the Squadron has worked hard to re-train
Mortcrmcn as Signallers and to recruit throughout Buckinghamshire and
J lcrtfordshirc. The past few months have een a number of changes in the
Squadron. We have two new officers in the fonn of OC A Troop, Lt
Andy Peploe and Squadron 21C Ca pt ngus Evers, both of whom join
u from 1 (RBY) Sig Sqn ( C)(V). We have also recently welcomed the
arrival of Acting Foreman SSgt Pa ul Amies and W02 (RQM ) Bod
Macdo nald.
Q AD RO M ILITA RY T RAI I G - by LCpl Richie Carter
The Squadron decided to tart 2002 with a bang on a military training
exercise at Pippingford Park in Sussex on the weekend of 11-13 January.
After finally having found the way to Aylesbury TA Centre in the midst
of a pea soup fog , and drawn weapon and rations the Squadron got
underway and dispersed to variou troop shelters on arrival at
Pippingford Park. The following morning we somehow reunited
ourselve in the midst of the continuing fog to receive briefings on the
forthcoming day' training. The rest of the morning wa taken up with
sections rotating through a serie of stand , closely watched by
Commander 145 (HC) Brigade, who was visiting the exercise. With the
fog still looming everywhere locating the enemy became a bit of a lottery
on most of the stands. The afternoon was pent on a high-speed, fully
tactical (i.e. era s-country) navex carrying full CEMO, going through 5
checkpoint spread around the area. Things turned in teresting for 1
Section on the way to their ccond checkpoint when S'S' ig Mac 'VI P'
McKccvcr suddenly shrunk to 3°5' while crossing some boggy ground.
After a gallant re cue by the rest of the section things proceeded a
normal for the re t of the course apart from a brief encounter with niper
Sgt Jim ' Scottie' Watt. The evening came and warmly en conced in
our basha we were informed that if we wanted rations for the next clay
we would have to pick them up . Proceeding carefully to the target in the
knowledge that the DS had brought 3 trip Oare with them, upon arrival
we were greeted with a Land Rover with doors open and light blazing.
Too keen to get his hand on the ration , LC pl Ian ' Who ate all the
bi cuits brown?' S t ot t approached closer and all he ll let loose.
Eventually, with hunger getting the better of us we made a dash for the
rations and made a hasty exit in the Land Rover. The next morning nearly
dawned (not quite mak ing full daylight due to ihe fog that was still
present). We were now tasked with a lighting patrol. All surpri e was lo t
after the fire support team broadcast their position to the world over the
net, but this did at least distract the attention of the defenders away from
the rest of us. The attack over, we loaded the vehicles and wound our way
back to the TA Centre for the de lights of weapon cleaning, persona l

admin and war stories in the bar Many thanks to C apt Gu y 'Power
Ranger ' A nstiss, Lt Andy ' Red Mist' Pept oe. SSgt Jim 'Scottie' \i att,
gt lex 'Flatfoot' Brown and Cpl Ala n 'Grenade' Ha rper for a great
weekend of training.

LCpl Mick Fernyhough
reveals the source of the fog at Pippinglord Park

MOVING OR POSTED?
DON'T FORGET TO LET US
KNOW WHENEVER YOU.
HAVE A CHANGE OF
ADDRESS
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INTER CORPS SWIMMING AND WATER POLO CHAMPIONSHIPS ROYAL SIGNALS TRIUMPHANT AGAIN
Report by Major Tim Langford
The 13th Inter-Corp- Champion hip were conte ted at Aldershot on
29 O\'ember 200 I. The Royal ignals yet again demonstrated the depth
and tJlent in the Corp , prO\cn by the out tanding re ults that were
achie,ed.
Internal Corp Competition - The lntemal Corps Competition wa
held at Coleme on 20 , 1o\'ember 2001 with the nonnal fom1at of UK,
Gennnny and the lndi\·idual Training Organisation (!TO) conte ting the
medals and cup . The wimming was a two horse ra~e between UK a~d
!TO. Gennany being extremely weak. The Compet1t10n was dec1~ed. Ill
the relay and the depth of the UK team came through with tl1em wmnmg
the competition by two points. In the Water Polo all game were
e. tremelv clo e with the UK team winning their two game by tl1ree
goals in each game to be crowned winners. Brig . C. Jackson MBE
kindly presented the trophies to the wmnmg teams.

Katheri ne Jardine and LCpl tav Angelid i were returning from an
Expedition in South Africa and arrived at Aldershot at 0855hr ! Tight to
say the tea t! The male swimming team achieved out standi ng results.
There were seven entries. The first event was the 4 x I OOm Free tylc
Relay where we finished a creditable third. The next event was the 4 x
50m Breaststroke Relay where LCpl Craig C hilvers, LCpl Matt Lee,
W02 (YofS) Tim Wi lli ams and Sig Carl Ren sh a.w won by a huge
ma min of 22 sec · to set a new long course record. Third event was the 4
x SOm Free ytle Relay where S ig Robbie Williams, LC pl tav
noelidi LC pl Matt Lee and ig Carl Gree nhill beat the AGC into
sec~nd piace by less than half a econd and again et a new long course
record for the Royal ignal . The la t event was the 4 x 50m Medley
Relay. Our team of Capt Ian Hargreaves (Backstroke), Sig Carl
Renshaw (Breaststroke). ig To ny Davies (Butterfly) and Sig Robbie
Willia ms (Freestyle) again were winners with a new long course record.
Initially. the race wa a clo e affair but Sig To~y Davies, in the B~tterfly,
annihilated the opposition to en ure we were victors. The male swunmmg
team were Champions again with 60 point , REME finished second with
54 and AGC third with 42 point .

Male Swimming Team
Back Row (L-R): LCpl Matt Lee, Sig Tony Davies,
S ig Robbie Williams, Capt Ian Hargreaves,
W02 (Yo lS) Tim Williams and S ig Karl Greenhill
Front Row (L- R): Sig Carl Renshaw, S ig Ollie Smith,
Sgt Andy Carnegie (C a ptain), LCpl Craig Chilvers and
LCpl Stav Angelid i
The female swimming proved just as succes ful, eight teams entered.
The first event, the 4 x 50m Freestyle, saw our ladies, Sig Sara Parker,
Lt Vanessa Galloway, Sig Helen' Stanyer and Lt Katherine Jardine,
set a new long course record beating the AGC by over three seconds.

The 4 x 50m Brea tstroke was the next event. AGC beat our team of
L pl Gemma Worrall, LCpl Beverley Thornton, Lt Harriet Cairns
and apt Glen is Maloney into second place en uring that Royal Signals
and AGC w..:re level on points going into the final event. The final event
(4 x 50m Medley Relay) started as a tight affair. After the first leg
(Backstrok..:) Sig Sara Pa rker was equa l with the AGC swimmer. Again,
after the second leg Capt G lenis Maloney held the AG Breaststroker
however, Lt Vanessa Galloway in the Butterfly destroyed the AGC
swimmer a nd handed over a Sm advantage to the anchor leg. Lt
Katherine Jardine had an excell ent Freestyle leg and the team won by
nearly four seconds to set yet another new long course record and
succc ss ~ully defend t.he title they won last year. Final pos itions were,
Royal Signals first with 46 pomts, AGC second with 44 points and the
RL amassed 36 points to finish third. Of the seven events contested by
the male and female wimming teams we achieved five firsts one second
and one third - superb.
'
Again, thi year we entered two Water Polo teams. I mentioned earlier
that the pitch was the maximum Olympic size pcnnitted within the rules
of the game, 20m x 30m. The majority of games would be low scoring
due to the dimen ions of the pitch by the time you swam from one end of
the pitch to the other you hardl y had the strength to shoot! The B Team
were drawn a~ainst RE, RA and REME. They were superb. The RE game
was clo e with the RE leading 2-1 after two quarters, ig Robbi e
Williams scoring for us. In the third quarter the Engineers scored a third
goal to give them a small cushion . However, Sig To ny Davies scored for
us in the fourth quarter to en ure an uncomfortable last few minutes for
them. However, they held on to win 3-2. The second game was against
the REME. Another close game with the REME winning 5-3, Sig Kyle
Lovell coring twice and Sig 'Mussic' M usgrave contributing one. The
last game was against a powerful RA Team. The RA won had a
comfortab.le 7-2 win with Sig Robbie Williams and Sgt Reg G utteri dge
both scoring a goa l each for us. The A Team was drawn against the
APTC and the AGC. Against the APTC we found ourselves a goal down
aflcr the first quarter. Goals from Capt Gaz John sto n and SSgt Grah a m
Weavers pulled the game back to two all at the end of the second quarter.
Sgt Andy Ca rnegie gave a 3-2 lead at the end of the third quarter and
ig 'Ollie' Smith secured a 4-2 victory in the la t quarter. Our next game
was again t the AGC. We tarted thi match with a po itive attitude and
SSgt Gra ha m Weaver s and Sgt Robbie Love gave us a 2-0 lead after
the econd quarter. Maj Tim Langford and SSgt Graham Weaver s
cored in the third quarter to build up a 4-1 lead. The final score was a
4-2 victory. The A Team moved into the semi-finals to meet the RE. The
first two quarters were very tight with Maj Tim Langford scoring to
leave the teams tied at 1-1 at half time. Goals from SSgt Graham
Weavers, Sgt Robbie Love, Sgt Andy Carnegie and Sig Carl Greenhill
ensured a 5-1 win. The RA won the other semi 12-4 against APTC. The
RA had three Combined Services players so we knew it would be a hard
match. By the end of the second quarter they had built up a 5-2 lead,
Capt Gaz John ston and gt Robbie Love scoring for us. Our coach, Mr
Mike Flaherty, changed the tactics and SSgt Graham Weavers pulled
back a goal in the third quarter to make it 5-3. A quick goal at the start of
the fourth quarter by Sgt A ndy Ca rn egie ensured a tense finish. A
bouncing shoot from W02 (YofS} Tom Moran with ten seconds left on
the clock pulled the game back to 5-5 at the final whistle. Two extra
quarters followed, an own goal by their keeper and another by Sig 'Ollie'
Smith saw extra time finish with both teams on even goals a piece. The
ftrst time in the history of the Inter Corps ......... a Penalty Shoot Out!
We won the toss and elected to take the first penalty. Our goalkeeper,
Capt Pete Griffiths, took our first penalty and scored. He then took on
the duties in goal for the remainder of the hoot out. The RA cored their
first . Sgt Robbie Love scored our econd, the RA converted their second;
2-2. Sig ' Ollie' Smith took our third and cored. Capt Pete Griffiths
saved the third penalty from the RA ... but the referee wa not happy with
the penalty taker position so made him take it again! We were not
happy! Our keeper saved it again .. .but the referee wa again not happy
with the penalty taker's position! We were not happy! Again ! Somehow
Capt Pete Griffith saved the penalty for the third time, the referee was
content! S gt Graham Weavers converted a fourth and the RA also
scored their fou.rth; 4-3 to us. W02 (YofS) Tim Williams the chance to

Brig N. C. Jackson MBE
presenting LCpl Matt Lee with the Swimming Trophy
Inter-Corps Championship Preparation - Selected individuals
remained at Coleme for training pnor to the Inter Corps that for the fi rst
year were contested at the new complex at Aldershot. SSgt Mike
Open ha\\ again trained our swimmers this year and Mr Mick Flaherty
continued the development of our Water Polo Squad. The Water Polo
team had five wann up game ; against Bradford-on-Avon we lost 11-6
after being 6-6 at the end of the third quarter, three matches agai nst
Weymouth where we lost all three 11-2, 15-5 and 13-4 and finally
We tvn- uper-Marc who we pushed hard for the first two quarters but
finally lost 9-4.
Int e r-Corps hampionship - The Aldershot complex has a n
Ol)mpic -lane SOM pool and the Water Polo pitch is the maximum size
ot 30m x 20m. a I :50,000 map, compass and GPS is recommended for all
player ! The teams were confident that they could defend all three titles
that they secured in the 2000 Championships. The fonnat was the ame
a m previous year with the swimming starting at 0830hrs and
completed by 0930hr , the Water Polo takes the remamdcr of the day.
Howe\ er, due to accidents on the M3 the start time for the swimming was
dcla}ed until 0900hrs. This development turned in ou r favour as Lt
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secure the title for us .which he accomplished in an extremely calm
manner - at least that 1s how we saw 1t from the side· CHAMPIO
AGAI with the score 5-3 on penalties. Capt Pet; Griffiths was
awarded. the .Best ~oyal Signals P!ayer in the Championship for hi
outstanding display m between the sucks throughout the day. His keeping
was of the highest standard and without him we would have had some
very uncomfortable games.

The Water Polo Team
Back Row (L-R): Sgt Rob Love and Capt Pete Griffiths
Centre Row (L- R): SSgt Graham Weavers, LCpl Matt Lee,
SSgt Paul Beattie, Capt Gaz Johnson, Sig Karl Greenhill and
Maj Tim Langford
Front Row (L-R) : SSgt Rab Marshall, Sgt Andy Carnegie,
Mr Mick Flaherty (Coach), W02 (YofS) Tim Williams,
W02 (YofS) Tom Moran and Sig 'Ollie' Smith
The sueces ful defence of all three title wa witho u 1 doubt
unprecedented and demon trated the talent we have in the Corps. My
thanks go to all individuals for their effort over a very hard week and to
tl1eir Uni t for releasing them. pecial thanks go to 1r Mick Flaherty
and
gt Mike Open haw for training the team . Anyone intere ted in
repre enting the Corp
hould contact laj Tim Langford on
94382-4284. The Intern al Compet ition will be held on 19 ovembe r
2002 wi th the Team Camp running until the Inter-Corps on 26/27
ovember 2002. The lnter Corp \ ill be in a different fom1a l thi year
with the swimming having both individual and re lay events. The Water
Polo will also include a ladies event.

ROYAL SIGNALS ALPINE SKI CHAMPIONSHIPS
Reporl by Maj Hmv Jenkins Corp Alpine Ski Secreta1J'
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Lt Vanessa Galloway with the Ladies Inter Corps Shield
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The Royal Signal Alpine ki Camp and Champion hips were held in
Ze ll am See in Austria between 16 ovember 200 I and 15 December
200 I. Thi highl y succe sfu l event attracted over 90 competitors fro m
wuhin the Corp , with teams fro m I (UK )AD R, 7 11 , I 5, 21 and 32 ig
Regts a well as minor unit team from 3, 4, 7, 12 Bde HQ and ig Sqn .
264 and 280 Sig Sqn . The amp and Champions hips also ho ted a
number of other competitor from I C Med Regt and the Briti h Ladies
Army ki Team (BLA T). Most participants attended the three weeks
rac.e training in preparation for the Competit ion held in the final week.
This year the weather in the loca l area was particularly cold and frequent
snow- torms reduced the visibility to near ·white out conditions' on the
glac1~r. A number of va luable training days were lost because of the e
cond1l!ons. When visibi lity was good the iews were breathtaking
The races themselves were nm when visibility and condition allowed.
On one day the temperature fell to belo\ -20 degrees Cel ius without
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taking into account the wind chill factor. It wa particularly useful to have
tl1e members of I
Med Regt on the Camp. Capt Ali Grant, thei r team
captain. u ed her spare time between races making ure that none of the
racers were uffering from exposure. My per onal thanks for the hot
chocolate after the Team lalom! Despite the condition and the c treme
chill. competition during th race wa fierce
Unfortu nate ly there ha to be two fare\ ell : It i with great adness
this year that the Chief Instructor - Sgt Dean McKen1Je from 16 ig
L
lpine Ra ing.
Regt decided to ·retire· a the guru of ROYAL IG
Sgt McKenzie has handed over thi role to gt ndy Dawson from 7
ig Regt.
gt Callum Bruce aLo from 16 ig Regt ha also decided to
take on a more supporting role within the admini ·tration and planning for
the event and Capt Fiona Ste' art has taken O\'Cr the lead. On:r the
years Sgt Bruce and Sgt MacKenzie have put an immense amount of
per onal effort into turning the Winter port · Champio11'11ip mto what it
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i. no\\ - a highly :ucce · ful and en_i<.yable e\'ent. I am ·ure that the many
member:; of the orp·. both scr\ing and retired, that benefited fr~~ their
hard \\Ork. instruction and encouragement over the y ·..1 wou ld J~m 1~e
in thanking them 1 um sure that the foundation they both huve laid ' 111
,c..: ROY L IG
L ki roccrs return to the rank of the nny Team.
Those units "i:hing early information on the Royal !gnats
Champ10n hip 2002 should contact: Maj Huw Jenkins, 0 ' 232 1g Sqn,
-, 'ig Regt. Javelin Barra k • BFPO 35.
A electi'On of the rc.·ult follow :

Male lndiYidual Giant lalom
Male lndi idual lalom
female lndi idual Giant lalom
Female Individual latom
Team Giant lalom and Slalom
Individual ovice Giant lalorn
Individual ovicc !atom
Junior
Veteran

Lt Lord
LCpl Wraight
2Lt Greenwood
2Lt Brereton-Martin
l (UK) ADSR
Sig E nnis
Sig Ennis
Sig 11uires
Cot McKee

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
President: The Ma ter of Signals

SNOWBOARDING
RO\AL IG ' AL
I OWBO RD CHA 'lPIO I HlP
The third Royal ignal nowboard champion bip were h~I? at the
rcson of Zell am ee. Austria from 1-15 December 2001. Tu111on and
ra e training wa conducted during the first week. with races taking place
during the ·econd week. Tuition and race training was conducted by
Rip tar . nowboard chool in Kaprun. Training had to be cancelled for
l\VO da)S due to exces ive high wind and freezing conditions up o~ the
glacier. Due to the poor weather, race day had to be po tponed ~n~ll the
end of the econd week. thi meant that only one race m each discipline
was run. Winner of the Giant lalom event wa
gt 'Dom' Graham
(HQ 'I). with Lt · te e' Knig ht (222 Sig_ Sq_n), _second with Cpl
·Tabletop· Jones (2 0 ig qn) an excellent third m his first eason. The
lalom cour e ' as run in the afternoon on the ame lope and gt
Graham (HQ. I) was first. with Lt Knight (222 ig qn) e ond. and
LCpl ntrobus (HQ I) third. The team contest was won by HQ I, \\'Ith
16 ig Regt in econd and 15 ig Regt in Third.

Sig Buyers 'King of theHill' Winner
The most presti ge contest the ·King of the hill' wa won by _Sig
'Jamie' Buyers ( 16 ig Regt). thi contest involves all competitors ma
top to bottom of the hill race with first to the bottom winni ng. At the time

C hairm an: Major Ge nera l . H. Boyte CB

of going to press ig Bu ers was unavailable for comment as he is
feeding the penguins in the Falkland Islands.
BRlTI H ARMY
OWBOARD CHAMPIO HIP
The forth Briti h Army Snowboard championsh ip were held at the
resort of tubai, in Au tria on 20-28 January 2002. This year
championships attracted ·ome 140 snowboarder wi thin the Army, with
13 rep resent ative from the Royal S ignal prese~t. This seasons
competition was pl it into three level ,_Advanced, 111termed1ate and
ovice. All competitors had to compete m lalom, Giant Slalom, Dual
Slalom and Boarder ross. Dual Slalom was a new discipline for thi
ea on this involved head to head racing over two identical courses.
Each ri'der racing on both red and blue course with total times combined
for each. The first event was the !atom, this provided some close racing
with a second splitting the top 20 riders. The team event got off to a. great
stan with HQNl drawing on points with 28 Engineer Regt. The Engmeers
just got the deci ion on time count-back, but only ju t by 1/1 OOth second.
There were ome good performance from LCpl Antrobu s (HQ I)
fini hing 11th and Lt Knight (222 Sig Sqn) 16th. The 9iant Slalom saw
a very hard and icy cour e set on a difficult slope, which cau ed lots of
problems a the day went on. Again HQ I were econd behind 28
Engineer Regiment. In the ovice competitio_n both Sig Kerv_eU (HQ I)
and Sig Fisher ( 16 Sig Regt) managed creditable results fimshmg 15th
and 16th respectively. The boarder-cross event provided lots of
high-speed crashes and some excellent riding on the bank wrns and
jump . Thi is the most favoured event of all snowboarders as 1t puts all
kills learnt to the te t. gt ' Dom' Graham (HQ I) managed a creditable
6th place in the second final. Other good performances were Sgt 'Cory'
Pennicott (GO CC) who made it to the Quarterfinals. The final event,
the dual slalom wa raced on the last day, and proved to be very popular
with the riders. A great performance by LCpl 'Bez' Berry (HQ I)
helped HQ I to win the team dual slalom event; this would move HQ I
into second place in the overall team competition. Overall this season
saw the standard of snowboarding throughout the Army improve
immensely. Finishing in third position proved that the Royal Signals is up
there with other Corps. Continued support from units and Commanding
Officers hould ee the growth of the spon within the Corps over the next
few years.

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
DINGHY AND DAYBOAT SECTION
~ailing

The Royal ignals Yacht Club Dinghy and Dayboat Section exists to encourage and support the sport of D_inghy and Dayboat
and. racing
amongst both serving and retired members of the Corps. Membership is free to all Corps members and the Section promotes both sai ling for leisure a
well as competitive racing. Trainmg cour es are avai lable through the club for RYA recognised qua li fications. Courses arc run by The Land Command
Training Centre at, etley or by the Corps in concen wi th 14 Signal Regiment at the Dale ailing Club in Milford Haven in Wales. In addition, boats
are held at the Spinnaker Sailing Club R ingwood under the auspices of 11 Signal Regiment and fac il ities to sail exist in both Germany and Cypru .

The Outline Sailing Programme for 2002
30 - 31 May - R Signals Regatta Seaview (Isle of Wight)
6 - 7 June - Triangular (RA/RE/R SIGNALS) Regatta Seaview
20 - 21 June - ASA Regatta
1 - 5 July - R Signals Dinghy Sail Training Week and Open Regatta (UK) - 14 Signal Regiment
tbc - R Signals Regatta (Germany)
Many opportunities exist for volunteers who wi h to enter or return to the sport, either as crew or to helm, whether to race, for pleasure or, for those
uitably experienced, to train as instructors. To maintain the Corps as one of the most successful teams in this sport we need your support not ju t
today, but to train to represent your Corps in the future.
To regi ter your intere t send an e-mail to: rsignalsd_d@btopenworld.com, or write to Royal Signals Yacht Club (Dinghies and Dayboats), c/o Maj
..J. Turnbull, ISM 3, RRS, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset, DTl 1 8RH .
Plea e mcludc the following details: Your name, known name, address or other contact detai ls (Telephone number, e-mai l address), existing sa iling
qualification~ (if applicable), past sai ling experience (if applicable), sailing areas of interest( eg. racing, leisure, training, crewing helming etc.)

Y!ce C hairm an: Br~g . F. Wood Area l ; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon rea 3· Bi K H Olds Area 4·
Bng P. J. Eva ns CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. ampson CBE Scotland; Lt Col
Llghtfoot lreladd

C. ~

General Sec retary and Treas urer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare ecretar y: Mrs J. Cornick

As istant General ecretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Membership: Ir P. J. Cuckow

Association Office, RHQ Roya l ignals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum , Dorset Dl'IJ 8RH. Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2090 or
01258 48 2090. Welfare Secretar y Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for Tile WJREs hould be addressed to ~he Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www. royals1gnals.army.0rg.uk/museum/rsa.htm
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ca11 arrange or copies to e
Dates of Bwnch events can always be published m The WIREand should be submilled to the Edi/01: We also welcome letters re uests to contact old
co mrades and an 1101mce111ents of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will co11tribute a short account of its
pre'i!rabl;• with
p 1rotograp 11 s, al 1east once a ye01:
'
"'
1984-02
Maj Bert App leton
1980-01
Colchester
Sgt Bill Scarff
1993-01
LCpl Ronnie Allan
1995-01
LCpl Rus ell Taylor
1971-02
Brig
H
H
Harn
Membe rship: An invitation to join the RSA was sent to 586 oldiers
1986-97
Cbester
Paul
Bartrop
Cpl
(who were in the ' Days Pay Scheme' ( D~ ))_as they were discharged
1984-97
Chester
Sgt
R
Cobden
~ur!ng_2001. To date, 143 have claimed their Life Membership. A further
1946-52
Sgt
Lyndon
Evans
invnation wa sent to. those 6?8 soldiers who were di charged back in
1996-01
Scott
ewitt
ig
1994, but have not claimed their Life Member hip. Of these, 141 claimed
1957-59
Cpl
Brian
Cadman
their membership. In total there were 624 Life Members emolled during
1942-47
Dor et
Sgt Roy Plowright
2001.
1979-01
Cpl Martin Heap
Branch News: adly we recently lo t George U nderwood Hon
1979-01
Sgt Donald Cunningham
Chairman of the Bradford Branch. George had been a stalwart ~f the
1965-93
Liverpool
SSgt Jim Webb
Branch for many years he will be missed by his friends in the As ociation
1978-01
W02 Russ Dale
and here at Association HQ. Bob Peake is the new Secretary of the Poole
1978-01
Sgt Rob Hindle
Branch and can be contacted at; 'Tangmere', Sleight Lane, Corfe Mullen,
1980-94
Sig Jimmy Watson
Dorset B H2 l 3HL. Tel: 01202 602848. The Coventry Branch has been
1979-date
Dor et
Sgt Craig Morgan
~ut mto suspension, due to lack of attendance at meetings. Until uch
1959-61
Reading
LCpl Ralph Marriott
tunes as the Branch is resurrected, all former branch members have been
1945-48
Reading
Cpl Anhur Jones
moved to the ' RHQ Branch'. For readers ' interest. the ' RHQ Branch' is a
1964-94
Col
John
Robens
purely paper one and is used to administer all those Life Members who
1987-01
gt Tim Gamble
do not belong to a town/city Branch.
1952-55
Cpl
Dick
Young
Reunion : ff you have not yet received the instructions fo r thi year's
1956-63
Australia
Sig David Price
annual Reumon , please call As ociat ion HQ. In ca e anyone needs
1978-01
Sgt Stephen Hutchin on
reminding, it will be held at Blandford over the weekend 29-30 June. The
1986-02
gt Carl Radley
outline programme of events is a follows:
1988-date
gt Dave Mackay
Saturday 29 June - 0900 - Static displays open
1997-02
Cpl
Andy
Truswell
I 030 - Prince s Royal Day Parade on
1984-88
Hanlepool
Shaun
Juke
ig
Hawke Square
1969- I
ale
Sgt
teve
Batty
1200 - Meet the oldiers, who were on the
1995-01
Stephen
Joyce
LCpl
Princess Roya l Day Parade. in the
1953-61
Jim
Collins
Sig
emaphore Arms. Followed by lunch
1986-9
Cpl Kevin Wyatt
in the Regimental Restaurant
1988-01
Sgt
Edward
Jones
(fot tho e who pre-ordered)
1961-72
Berwick
LCpl Bill Ridley
1500 - Arena display on Hawke quare 1976-00
gt Mark Holden
Evening - ocial gathering in the
1967-97
Lt Col Tim mith
ergeants' Mess
1982-01
Maj Jon Dakin
1030 - Church ervice (or Drumhead service)
unday 30 June 1969-72
Brighton
ig Michael Prime
1130 - March Past on Hawke Square
.
1992-01
Sig Ian light
All Life Member and tl1eir guests arc welcome to attend. The list of local
1979-02
gt Rick Ware
accommodation i availab le from this office. Caravan may be parked on
198 -01
LCpl Mark Homer
Camp for the weekend, subject to prior notification .
1942-46
outhLondon
Sgt Ken Owen
ew Life Member s: A wam1 welcome is extended to the following
1962-7 1
LCpl Raymond Cank
recently enrolled Life Member . Good luck to those starting a 'second
194 -47
Brighton
Dvr Peter Ho kins
19 8-96
career' a~er leav ing the Corps :
pl
Lorraine
McGregor
L
Service
Branch
1992-date
Rank and Name
East London
Sgt
Michael
Egunjobi
1998-0 I
19 0-01
Sig Richard Kinzell
Eat London
gt Phi I Ba bester
1974-92
1942-4"
Sgt Frank Massingham
Lt
Bob
William
1955-58
19-B-47
Leeds
pl Peter Gorman
Australia
LCpl Keith Bunn
1963-72
Preston & Blackbum
19 1-95
Cpl Thoma Speakman
Geoff
Moore
gt
197 -01
19 9-95
W02 ick Hawkin
ig Darren Ah
1943-49
199 1-9
Bedford
Lt John Lloyd
Sig
Keith
Batey
1994-01
1992-95
LCpl Ruth Mackenzie
Sig
hris
Baughurst
1990-datc
1971-Q5
Cardiff
Maj David Munson
Cpl eil Brockett
1979- 6
1976-97
Eastbotu·nc
Liverpool
L pl Peter mith
pl
Don
Titherington
1954-56
19 5-02
( anada)
LCpl Peter Mills
Liverpool
L
pl
teve
Hall
1986-date
atterick
SSgt Eric William

Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch Members receive sufficient copies o/The WIRE Associalio
delivere~
in b1'.lk lo Branch Secretaries for funl~er di _tribution if this is convenient: it helps us to save on posiage.
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k.:llh . ndrc\\ s

ti! Dean Burlin~on

WOI Da' id All\nll
Cpl Ron lo>
·
\\ 02 olin Bell BE 1
Cpl . igel Crabtree
, gt ll:m Balder.;tonc
gt Phil Billingham
ii!. 'vfahacl Bowyer
Cpl 1att Baber
Cpl Gordon Cavanagh
Brig ndy Grey
jg John Millington
pl Frank Drake
Lt Ian larke

Hudder field
Hudder field

1977-95
19 9-9
1979-02
1949-51
195 -95
19 5-94
1972-95
1971-95
1997-02
1995-02
1987-01
197 -02
1954-56
1966-74
1942-47

1987-95
Cpl George rawford
1984-95
LCpl Dale Buzzard
1972-95
gt Bill Clarke
1995-02
Cpl Chris Bain
1987-02
Cpl Clem lemcnt
1995-01
LCpl cott Cooper
1945-47
gt Joan Hamblin
1943-64
Cpl De mond Hambl in
1969-93
WO I Graham Walker
Bath
195 1-53
ig Fred Biggs
1978-02
Darlington
gt Lenny Martin
Darlini1on
196 1-65
ig Tony Hickey
It i regretted that ·incc his recent enrolement as a Life Member Mr
G. R. Parlett ha pa ed away.

CATTERICK AND DISTRICT BRANCH
At our ovember meeting, a 50 Year Certificate , B~dge and
Con<>ratulatory letter from the hairman of the Corp Committee were
pre -~nted to Capt (Retd) Gordon Parkes . The .photograp_h how
Gordon receiving hi award from our former Chairman. 1aJ (Rctd.)
Bill Barne .

Capt (Retd) Gordon Parkes receiving his 50 Year Certificate
Earlier in November we paraded our standard in the Garri on Church
at the Remembrance Day ervice. 1r John Cou!ti h c'.11'.ied t~e tandard
into church and our Chairman Lt Col (Retd.) Jim Ph1lhps laid a wreath
at the altar on behalf of all me mbers. After the service, by kind invitation
of the Garri on ergeant '.'vfajor, we attended a curry lunch in the Garrison
0

Warrant Officers' and crgeant ' Mes in Gaza Barrack .
.
In June we helped organise and .ho t t.he visi! to Catterick of the lnd~an
Signal As ociation of Great Bntam du~mg their ann.ua.1 w~ekend reumon
in the orth of England . The Indian ~1$nal As~oc1atton 1 an affih~ted
Branch of the Royal
ignal Assoc1at1on mid 1t. members are retired
Royal ignal officers and men who served m 1.ndia o~ with Indian Army
formation out ide India before 1948. Until 199) members of the
As ociation held a reunion lunch in atteri~k as part of The Royal
ignals Association reunion ' eekend and mce th.en, the Cattenck
Branch. through our ocial ecretary, Mr tan P.erkm, hav~ helped to
organi e their annual visit to. allow them to contmue to v1s1t the place
where their careers began. This year. the Branch orga111sed a ~urry Lunch
in the Garri on Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Me s at which me~1~ers
from Darlington and pennymoor, in addition to our ?wn Branch, JOmed
the Indian ional Association members recallmg the past. The
photograph. co~rtesy our 'in hou e photographer' John Wharton, show
members of the Indian Signal Association and their gue ts after lunch on
a glorious summer's day in Catterick.
.
Although we have had several fine spell of weather du~ng the year,
2001 will unfortunately not be remembered with nostalgia due to ~he
devastating effects of the Foot and Mouth ep1dem1c. The farm mg
community and local businesses in the Dales have been very badl y
affected. Everyone hope that 2002 will bring a change of luck to the
area. By contra t, atterick Garrison continue to expand both 111 t.erms of
military personnel and commerce. In the pa t few year an extensive new
shopping complex with a 24hour TESCO supermarket, a M.acDonalds
restaurant and several other well-known stores have been opened at cam_p
centre. A new Technical College has been built in the area and work is
beginning on several more leisure and business project in a second phase
of development. It seem that atterick Garrison could hortly cease to be
known only as a military base and become an important commercial
centre for the whole of the area. Perhaps anyone who hasn't been .in thi
part of the world ince their military service days, might hke to v1s1t the
beautiful orth York hire Dales and ee what changes have been made to
the place, who e only redeeming feature was once held to be the road out.

Past. and a wreath was laid by Mike Wilson. lain Ronald laid a wreath
at the Garri on hurch of St Michael and St George. A contingent of our
Branch was invited by the Normandy Veterans As ociation to parade at
thei r ann ua l Remembrance Servi ce at the anadian Ccmetary in the
Orookwood cocropoli s. Jane Kni~ht laid our wreath . This service is
held every year and attended by the Canadian High Commissioner. When
it came to the orps Carol Service the Branch were not found wanting.
On this occasion for some years past the Branch representing the Home
of the British Army has faithfully upheld the Corps in all weathers, fair
and foul. We are not unappreciative of the organisation required to afford
this opportunity for friend s in the Corps to celebrate Christmas together.
After the hospitality of RHQ to sherry and mince pies our party retired to

a local eating hou e fo r a leisure ly and j ov ial supper. The month of
January was cheered by 'A ight in Vienna', in Guildford, a concert by
the Gu ildford Philharmonic. It was a black tie evening for the audience.
The atmosphere of Vienna captured by the ladies, mysterious behind their
masks, the DJs of their escorts providing a backdrop for glitter, lace and
feathers. Our February occasion was a visit to Gilbert White's House in
Sclboume, which also is home to the Oates Museum. It was a very wet
da y, but a most interesting vi s it followed by a congenial lunch in a
country pub. Friends in our neighbouring Branches are reminded that our
Spring Luncheon and AGM will be held at the Aldershot Garrison
crgeant ' Mess on Sunday. 14 April 2002.

COTSWOLDS BRANCH
At our f ebruary meeting we were informed of the death of Maj
Martin Hogan who died on the 1st February 2002 and a short silence
was observed to his Memory. He had been a Member of the Branch since
1985. As is general with most Branches, we are still uffering from the
lack of numbers and to aid the recruitment the RHQ ews Letter and
notes from our Branch, were sent to all Life Members with addresses in
Gloucestershire, Worcestershire and Herefordshire and so far only two
replies have been received. Pica ·e put pen to paper and let our Secretary
know that you are interested. The question of the R A Seminar on the

5th April 2002 wa discussed and it was agreed that the Branch would be
represented, armed with the views of the Members. By the time you read
the e notes we shall have had our Annual General Meeting with our Arca
Representative - Lt Col Bob Peake and his wife being with u . We have
a Buffet Supper arranged for 'afters'. To all Signallers liv ing in our
Branch Area a warm welcome is afforded to you and your wife to visit us
at the magnificently refurbi heel Victory Club in Burlington Hou e.
Lypiatt Road. Cheltenham on the econd Tuesday in the month at
7.30pm.

EAST KENT BRANCH
The Branch got the festive season well under way on 9 December
when no less than 94 member sat down to Xma lunch at the Marine
Hotel in Tankerton on the North coa t of Kent. Great jollification ensued!
Especially when the Hon Sec, to his horror, di covered that he had left at
home the Ii t showing who was eating what. To explain, Gen John ha
long been the Enciphering Officer providing a list of attending per ons at
lunche etc: together with the dish which said person have chosen. The
dish is then enciphered in a code which invariably causes much
di cussion and the Hon Sec finds that he usually ha to explain to tho e
of us who do not understand - approximately 95% of us. However, on this
occasion his explanation was unneces ary due to his not having the
ga tronomic documents to hand, and he returned hot-foot to hi home to
gather them. Ln the meantime the very efficient waitre staff continued to
serve the tables as if nothing untoward had occurred and by the time the
Hon Sec had returned most of u were busy tucking in, although a lusty
cheer rang out celebrating his return. Marion and Vin cent de Rose
produced their usual raffle but th is time with even more bezaz! They
netted a tun of£ 146 which, of course, goes towards the many charitie
and agencies wh ich the Committee supports. It was nice to see David and
Sheila Geary there. They would have come anyway but on this occasion
they were the guests of the Committee, having been so influential in the
ucce of entertainment matter during the year.
ew Members - Ray Smith erved as a regular oldier from 1964
until 1988 when he retired as a WO I. He and hi wife Pam are mo t
welcome.
Vale - It is with ome regret that we must report the pa ing away of
Mrs Yvette Grandfield who served with the AT attached to the Corps.
She had served from 1942 until 1945 in orthem Ireland, Brussel and
finally in Bad Oyenhau en as a ergeant.
ews of Members - Gordon Alexander, ex-Committee Member and
stalwart of the Bum1a Star As ociation is unable to attend more functions
than he doc as his leg let him down from time to time, although he i
fully mobile on his electric scooter. Take care, Gordon. Tom Withers
has joined the Royal Signals Group on the Yahoo ctwork at certico.net
in a bid to find other members who erved with him in I Corps (7)
Signals Regiment from January 1955 until July 1956. He is particularly
anxious to find anyone who was with him on an upgrading cour e to
OKB 11 which bou ght hi s pay up into the upcrtax bracket after a_n
increase in pay of 3/6d a day and the right to wear an 'O' fla h on ht
arm! o! He does not till wear it!
T he Ann ual General Meetino - A na ty virus has swept across Kent
in recent weeks lay ing low a l~rgc number of member who wou.ld
nonnally have attended thi yea r' · AGM which wa held in our favourite
wateringhole, The Marine Hotel in Tankerton on the orth oast of the

county. Despite the bug, 54 members gathered to witness the Meeting and
to hear our Chairman, John Ballantyne, give forth on the past year's
events and eventualities, both joyful and sad. Our Hon Treas, Ted Drake,
had previously spoken on matters fiscal altho ugh the clarity of hi
Financial Report left very little to be explained. Since the formation of
the Branch ten years ago, when the ubscription was set at three pound
per member and two pounds for As ociate Members. there has been no
increase and it has been deemed appropriate for these figures to finallly
be increased. Member will now pay five pound and Associate Members
three pounds. which mo t person will agree is a trifling um to pay for
the amount of fun and jollity enjoyed throughout the year as a result of
the hard work by the Branch Committee. Speaking of which, Marion de
Ro e, she of the golden raffle drum and Comminee Members for the last
three years has now tood down in accordance with the rule (although
he will continue to run the raffle along ide her husband Vince!) She
was replaced by Donald Crisp who has had a Gap Year away from hi
previous po ition as Chairman, and rejoins the Committee. He will now
take up the new appointment of Welfare Officer and go forth performing
good work with his waterproof shoulder to cry oa. The Meeting over,
the as embled Members took lunch and engaged in the usual chat and
banter.

GLASGOW BRANCH
Memhers of the Indian Signals Association of Great Britain

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
Our Autumn Luncheon was the last ocial occasion vf the year as we
had to caned our Christmas arrangements for a festive feast at t Omer
Barrack due to some domestic emergency at that scat of excellent
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cuisine. We hope to ample this on a future occa. ion. However, we were
not by any means inactive. The Remembrance Service at the Royal
Garrison hurch was attended by our Members, followed by a March
THE WIRE, APRIL 2002

Tue. day 11 December wa arranged as the Chri tmas Draw ight, and
was he ld at 32 Sig Rcgt HQ , Jardine trcct. Glasgow. It wa well
attended by members their families and friends. Eric Mc\ aters the
Branch Trea urer and Ian Woods helped with the shopping for the buffet.
Both their wive s Annice 1cWaters, Pat Wood and the Ora1~ch
Chairman' wife Cathy Keega n, were mainly respon~ible for preparing
~nd pre enting an excellent choice of goodies before the company.
Including large iced hri stmas cakes. Tea or coffee 1 a also avn1l.able.
There was the usual raffle and Eric thanked the many members, fncnds

and familie who donated the number of prize . The Branch hairman ,
Joe Kec<>an, thanked the member for their attendance wishing everyone
on behalf of the Branch a 1erry Chri tma b fore everyone retired to the
WO' .. & gt ' Me to round off a con ivial e ening.
The Branch' fourth Annual Burn upper was held on aturda) 19
January 2002. in the Officers Mc at Jardine treet b kind pem1i ·ion.
of the Commanding Officer, Lt Col J. K. Ml'Kee MBE. and the help of
WOI Terry Mc cy and his troop'. Unfortunat~ly due to illncs this
cribe wa unable to attend. Howe er. [ have rccc1 ed the report for the
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'\ening from the ex-Branch Chainnan. Bill Taylor, with a copy of the
programm •. so am able to include det;,:ls in thi report of the Branch
cti\ i11e: . The Branch wa privileged 10 h;ave the Chairman of the Royal
socia1ion. 1aj Gen . H. Bo. le B with his wife nn a
1gnal
gue·1s. ha\'ing accepted an invitation from the Branch m mh rs. 10 anend
1hc Burn. upper. The member. and gue t · were welc med and the
·.-elkirk Grace' gi,en by the Branch Chairman, Joe Keegan. The meal of
~ otch Broth. hieftain o' the Pudding race, or Scotch teak Pie, (Wi'
eeps an Tatties). Tipsy Laird , Bannock an' Kebbuck, with 'John
Barleycorn'. "'ine and oft drinks flowing. to help wa h it all down. The
thanks of the Branch members must go to Regimental hefs, pl Debbie
arruther with LCpl Christine 1cCormack and the waiters for
producmg the excellent meal and table ervice. The 1-laggi on a ilver
Ira) wa carried into the Officer ' Mes by Cpl Chef Debbie
Carruther , to the kiri of the pipe . played by guest piper Joe
Westwater. It wa placed at the top table before Andy Mc rthur to
perfom1 ' The addre.s 10 the 1-laggi '. After the address during which
ndy had cul and lashed the Haggis asunder. he ' a given an o ation
by the appreciative company. The hef and Piper received the cu 1omary
Quaich of whi -ky from the. Branch Chainnan. Joe Keegan , which they
dul) dispatched in a ingle tip. The Haggi wa then piped back to the
kitchen ready for the upper to commence.
After t11e meal there wa an inten11is ion before the eriou part of the
evening entertainment began which wa under the ontrol of the
compere for the evening Bill Mac amara. The task of giving 'The
lmmonal Memory' fell to Capt John Lynch P AO HQ qn . 32 ig Regt
(\'). His addres 10 the company was very informative and paid a fine
tribute to tlle ational Bard. ' Tam 0' hanter' was performed by Dre'
Dickson uitably attired, and later in the programme he gave an excellent
performance as ' Holy Willie' complete with ight shin ight Cap and
burning candle wlijl t reciting ' Holy Willie Prayer'. The Toa t 10 the
La ie wa given by Peter lcGuire, a very polished performance in
which he sho~ ed Rabbi Burns affection for the lassies. Peter also

contributed another item in the programme (which he wrote himself)
about a drunk driver in the style of Burns. a he would have written it. It
was an exceptionally funny rendition and had the company doubled up
with laughter. The respon c to the ' Toa I to the Lassies' was given by the
Branch ecretary, hana Muir. who left the company in no doubt a. to
what sort of man Burn was, and what the Lassie thought of him. She
made quite a good job of making the men look inferior. I vana would
have liked to have been around in the 1780's 90's when Burns was in full
flow. (I wonder if she would not have been in the front of the queue 10
meet him). orry Ivana I couldn't re isl it. Between t11e main items there
wa a ·Sang or Twa', with the whole compa ny joining in the singing of
several ong written by Bums. The pipers, Branch member Pipe Major
Bill Cleezy and guest piper John Westwater entertained by playing
e eral air and stirring tunes on the pipes, which was very much
appreciated. A vote of thank , was given by the Branch Chainnan, Joe
Keegan . to the artist and the Honoured Gue ts. Bill Mc amara the
Compere for the evening, who had contributed items during t11e evening,
pre coted token of appreciation from the Branch members to the arti ts,
of bottles ofwhi k')' with Gia gow Branch special labels on them .
As the evening was drawing to a close but, before the finish, Maj Gen
Boyle thanked the Branch members for inviting him and hi s wife to the
special night, saying that they had thoroughly enjoyed it and that the
hospitality had been wonderful. The whole company then ro e to their
feet to link anllS singing 'Auld Lang Syne' witll the final song 'The Star
of Robbie Bum '. During the evening branch member Sandy Glover
who poured the General a very generous measure of 'John Barleycorn'
' as heard to say to the General, 'Drink it up ir, don't leave it on the
table for long, because it evaporates quickly'. The General got the
mes age. and ' a last een ·Biding' at t11e top of the tairs leading to the
main door. Thi Branch is ery fortunate to have everal members and
families, who work behind the scenes to prepare and clear up before and
after the bran h functions, and for tllat the Branch members generally
mu t appreciate tlleir effort when the events are succes ful.

HUDDERSFIELD BRANCH
On 17 , ovember 200 I the Branch payed a v i it to the Mu ·eum at
Imphal Barracks York. The curator, Maj Nigel Magrame along with
Capt Rajerdraman Gurung (Queens Gurkha Signal ) had helped to
arrange the vi it. We where accompanied by members of the Green
Jackets and Royal Briti h Legion members, 37 people attended. After

spending time in the Museum we were then entertained by the Gurkha
of246 Gurkha ignal Squadron, first with a curry lunch and then they did
tlle Kukri dance, this was the highlight of the trip that was enjoyed by all
pre ent. A cheque was then presented to the Gurkha Welfare Tru t.

HULL BRANCH

t

The year started with the AGM in February. The previous yea1· s
commi ttee were Lhanked for their efforts and voted in to office for a
further year. You cannot beat a good volunteer. Members attending tllc
Blandford Reunion came back with favourable reports thank go to all at
RHQ. 2002 plans to attend are in full swing. The Branch also anended
Lhe last full weekend of the Kohima celebrations held at York in July,
Future years will see just a one day event. ovember saw a good tum out
of members at the remembrance service held in Hul l. Member,Alan
Gribben, laid a wreath on behalf of the Branch. Lunch was held back at
the TA barracks. During the same month we held our annual regimental
dmner at the Halt fax barracks were 40 members and guests sat down to a
four course meal provided by Sgt Stuart Ke . Our tllanks go to Stuart
who put in a lot of time and effort on our behalf. Thanks also go to W02
Alan James and TA members who made sure our glasses were kept full
and the e"ening was a success. The Hon. Secretary thanked everyone for
their uppon over the year and invited the ex OC of 49 Signal Squadron,
Maj Da' id Sixsmit h to take up the invitation 10 become the branch
president David readily accepted, he becomes the first President in the
Branch' 48 year history.
.
Four new members joined in the latter part of the year, two which
travel from Grim by each and every meeting, I am sure they find it worth
while as they keep comi ng back. Our monthly luncheons have been well
attended though out the year. This gives an opportunity for members
unable to attend the normal Branch meetings chance to catch up on all the

news. This year's Ch,ristmas lunch was organised by Gerry Gribben and
was enjoyed by the members who attended. The carol singing was led by
Bob Stephenson it is surprising how soon a place can clear. We take a
short break this time of the year and come back full circle in February
with our AGM. Tf you live in the Hull or surrounding area, come along
for a drink and a chat, Branch meetings are held t11e first Thursday of
each mont11 at the Halifax Barracks Beverley Road in Hull tarting at
2030hrs, for more information contac!.the Hon. Secretary, Mr Jim
JI
Brown telephone 01482 655963.

Group photograph taken at the annual regimental dinner
November 2001

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
The last Branch notes were written just two weeks before our
December meeting (and by the way don't blame the writer if some of it
did not. make sense as my copy of the February WIRE, just received ,
shows 11 to have been rather roughly edited before printing) so I was
unable to report that a very hort meeting was held in December. This
v.as followed by a social evening. Once again Chairman, John Brown
kept our January meeting hort in order to give ovr speaker for th~
e'enmg ample time. 1:-t Col (Retd.) J. A. Crea ney, QBE, TD, QC a
Barrister c>f lon_g stand10g who has been public prosecutor in many well
knov.n ca.cs. discussed the law relat10g to an accused's rights in the early

days and by way of several notorious cases showed us how much the law
has changed in the present day. We all co uld have listened for another
hour to such an interesting ta lk but I think John enjoyed the crack with
the Members afterwards. Our thanks go to Carol Ca meron for arranging
t~e talk .. we were glad to see Edgar McCall at the January meeting after
hi s stay 10 hosp.ital and hope he is on t11e way to full recovery. Once aga111
1f you are read10g The WIRE and are in orthern Ireland why don't you
come along to one of our Branch meetings any third Wednesday of each
month in Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfast and find out what an RSA
Branch docs. Serving Signallers will be most welcome.
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PRESTON & BLACKBURN BRANCH

pe~ to paper and got somcthi.ng in The WIRE, so. here goes. Looking bf~k
over the last two or three years the Branch has mcreased its membcrshi
by about 15 mem~ers from all over the Lancashire area. Being the moft

Services Association w~ich the Branch is a member of. We have been 10
R.oyal Navy Xmas part1e and the ergeants' Mess Xmas Draw at 93
S~~al Squadron (V) to w~om we have an affiliation. Looking fo..;ard to
t is year we hope to organize the following events,

comes o gettmg mem crs to. attend meetin gs that's a no th er story.
Mcm ber c~me tirom ~orcam.be 10 tlle orth, to as far Soutll as Radcliffe
and ~acup 111 our region (quite an area) a you can imagine. We try 10
recruit from tht area and hope we arc not tcaling from other Branches,
but all arc welcome. We, meet every se~ond Wednesday of the month in
the WO and Sergeant .Mess at 9~ Signal Squadron in Blackburn on
anterbury Street. Meetings are fairly well attended on average with
a~out 1. 5 to 20 members of all age who enjoy getting together and
d1scussmg the events proposed. The cheap prices in the Mess probably
attrac~ members as well. Our Branch Standard Bearer, Mr Fra nk
Del-Pinto turns out regularly when requested and attends most parades in
Blackburn and Preston and of cour e Blandford (that he never mi sses). In
the past year we have. been to severa l events including the Kimberle
Remembrance Parade 111 Preston along with the Preston and District

1. A t_rip to the local brewery (Thwaites of Blackbum)
2. Ed10burgh Military Tattoo
3. Eden Camp orth Yorkshire)
4. Manchester Airpon Visitors Tour
5. 'D' Day Beaches of Normandy

My fellow members of the branch decided that it was about time 1

1

· orthcrly
·
· lBranch· 10 Western
b England has its advantages , how ever, w hen

It

E~

. Details of all the even_ts above are available from ME the ecretary at

a,;{R°f th~ 7onthly mectmgs. If you arc reading this in your copy of The
an

1vc m our area then why not contact me on the followin
190335 ight: 01254 663496 or e-maIT
me. 1an.lonmer@bt.com. We ~an ha:vc a chat and try to get you alon to
to one of our meetings with a view to you joining the Bra;ch.
e t at s enough for now, see you all at the Seminar or at the AGM.

tel~p.hone i:iumbers. Day: 07802

~a~k~u~

SHEFFIELD BRANCH
!h~ year 200 l has seen yet more additions to our calendar of
ac11v1t1es. Due to booking problems we had a Christmas and a
y,
folk never have. enough. Our annual dinner held in
& ergeants Mess of 38 (C ity of Sheffield) Signal Regiment to whom
we are ever grateful for the use of their premi es, was a great ' ucces as
1s to be ex.p.ected. During the evenin~ our Chairman, Moss Elliott was
pre_sented with his Honour _Member hip by our President, Toby Seymour.
This was a complete surpn c and for once he was almost lost for words.
The forma.1100 of the Rotherham aranch has re ulted in an increase in
membership throughout Sou!h Yorkshire and some fifteen members are
active 111 both Branches, this has re ulted in clo e cooperation to the
benefit of all. .For the reunion in June the heffield and Rotherham
Branches combmed and descended on Blandford in force.
The Royal Signals A~sociation have now taken over the security duties
of the Bakewell Show m Derbyshire, this i a two day event and i an
opportunity to show the flag and earn extra funds for the Branches. This
duty w~s taken over from the Parachute Regiment A sociation at the
sug!?estton of Cec' Williams who is a member of both organi ation .
Du~mg the t":'o days we were vi ited by our good friend Col Leslie
Wright who lives near~y. For next year our Quartermaster, Joe Hodgson
has constructed large signs m Corp colours complete with 'Jimmy' to be
erected at each of the six entrances, so that the public will know who we
arc.
~n September we had our annua l pilgrimage to London, organised by
Keith Bates who manage to combine tlle duties of welfare for heffield
and Secret~ry and Treasurer for Ro!herham and transport organi er for
both. You ~usl cannot keep gomg without good men like Keith. On the
Saturday rught we were gue ts of the aval Club at Uxbridge, and what a

S~ial. Som~

~: w~r

great night that wa . On Sunday morning we attended the Governor'
Parade and Chapel at the Hospital Chelsea, followed by a pub lunch on
the way home. A new venture for tlle Branch was to attend tlle annual
veterans day and remembrance service at Eden Camp in orth Yorkshire
over o_ne. hundred standards on parade and a thousand ex.-servicemen of
all vaneues attended, and what a great day out it was.

Veteran's Da.Y al Eden Camp in North Yorkshire
(L-R) : Ron Simmons, Moss Elliott, Joe Hodgson

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH
The fina l social event of the year 200 I was the Branch Christma
Lunch, held on 4 December at the Ex-Serviceman's Club Southampton
This was reporte? in the February Issue of The WIRE but the photograph
of the presentation of the . RSA Honour Medal and Plaque to George
Packer our Branch ex-C:lrn1rman was not avai lab le at the time. We now
rectify that om1ss1on. Smee our la t report we have recruited three new
members to the Branch -Ex C pl Richard Young, Operator Wireless and
Lme (OWL}, who served from 1952 to 1955 in Catterick, Fayid (Egypt),
oco ta (Cyprus) and GHQ MELF. Ex gt Frank idcy, Operator
Wireless and Line (OWL), who served from 1947 to 1972 in UK Korea
mg~pore .(with detachments to Malaya and Hong Kong}, and G~rman/
Ex-S1~ Mich ael Rowlands, Rad io Mechanic who served from 1957 to
1960 in UK and Libya. The Branch Annual L~nch and Reunion will take
plhace on unday 21 April 2002. at Kings ourt Masonic Centre
'
C andlers Ford.

WEST LONDON BRANCH
Our hristmas party was. a usual , a mo t enjoyable festive occasion.
An excellent buffet was furni hed by our Ladies Section and the raffie
proved as popular as ever and produced a useful contribution to our
revenue. For this we have to thank the generosity of our member . A
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bonu was the us of the Royal Briti h Legion tub at Richmond urrcy,
a ple~sru1l venue which added to the plea:ure the occasion. Our monthly
m~etmg , which are well attended, are held in the RBL Club on the la t
Fnday and all Corps, retired and erving are welcome.

REUNIO S

'F' BOYS COMPANY ROYAL SIGNALS
1920-1941 REUNION
The I I th Reunion of 'F' Company members will be held at the Union
Jack Club, andell Street, London. ju t behind Waterloo ta ti on, on 11
eptember 2002. A pri vate room with a bar has been reserved from
11 OOhrs to I 500hr . A curry lunch will be provided or an alternative
meal if advi ed in advance. Invitations will be ent out early to those
on our li st but all ' F' Company ex-Boy are eligible. Those interc ted
should co~tact the Honorary Secretary, Victor Dugd ale. 12 Deep
Wen Drive. amberley, urrey, GUl5 2HF, Tel: 01276 29176.

The inth Annual ational Reunion
12th I 5th'! th ir Formation ignal Regiment A ociation
will be held at
toke-on-Trent, o er the weekend of 11 - 12 May
Detail from Morgan, 4 ape] Terrace, LLA ELLI, Dyfed,
I 5 I QA, Tel: 01554 774638

orman Hands is seeking the present whereabouts of hi s old pal
Jim Dunbar. They served together in A Troop, 3 Div Sig Regt at
Bulford 1959-60. Anyone who can help is asked to call Norman on
01932 401140.
George Warnette is seeking his former pal Sig Mike Crocker from
their time together in 206 Sig Sqn, Mun ster, BAOR in 1960. Anyone who
knows Mike's present whereabouts is asked to contact George at; 63
Carr treet, West Perth 6005 , West Australia, Australia.
Former Cpl Jack Anderson would like to hear from anybody who
erved in Germany with the Air Support Signals Unit (ASSU) from
February 1947 to June 1948. Anyone with any information please
contact Jack on 01438 716783 .

LOSTCOMMS
J oe Keiper! is eeking the present whereabouts of his former friend
ig Martin O'Rio rden, who left the ~orp ar~und 19 5. Anyone who
can help is a ked to contact Jo at E-mail: JOeke1pert@hotma1l.com

CORRESPONDENCE
Mr H. Orton
43 Greno View Road
Highgreen
SHEFFIELD, S35 4GX
Tel: 0114 2847598
Dear Editor,
Having received a copy of Th e WIRE December 2001, sent to me by
my friend Mr George Eynon, per chance I would wish to see and read of
the 'write up ' and photograph you kindly printed of he and I 'Waterholes
50 years on'. Might l first thank you for this entry, I hoping it may
produce ome response from the old lads of the Troop (28 Comm. Inf
Bde HQ), though I must confess - to date o Luck.
I note The WIRE's suggestion of maybe wanting to find a friend or
team of his whereabouts, why not write to The WTRE and enquire. Each
to me is a friend , my comrades of the past, but l suppose in every
erviceman 's period of service there has to be a particular 'pal ', who
remains ever dear. For me mine is one (last heard of) Sgt Grenville
Thomas, Mrthyr T_ydvil ie ' Taffy' T h omas. My Regimental o was
22265062, on re-enlistment , give or take one or two o' Taffy's would
have been near enough to mine so if you are out there 'Taffy" or if
omeone knows of him and his whereabouts please tell him ! would be
more than pleased to hear from him on 0114 2847598. In reading The
IV/RE now, one immediately appreciates how old a "has been' you really
are, in noticing the type of equipment in u e and the fact that, not one
'name' is recognisable of men wbo may well have served with you (not
even The Generals). But! l did notice a name amongst The Royal Signals
Association. One Maj R. Sampson and wonder if he might well be the
Sgt Ron Sa mpson (Cipher) whom I knew well with the Sierra Leone
Signals, Squadron, Freetown? If per chance he is, could you let him know
l asked of him and would be more than pleased to hear from him.
In closing, might I congratulate you on the wonderful 'lay-out' of The
WIRE (pictures and reading content) as ' one' of the original organisers of
The WIRE , post war, i[l_ ottingham along with Capt F r a ncis, I must
confes that The WIRE and along with it The Association, eem to have
come a long way since then.
Yours most sincerely ..... .

From:

602 Association of Friends
2002 Reunion
Where - Bo/toll
When -13 April 02
Who -A11y ex or servillg
regular member of 602
Sigllal Troop (SC) or 1
(RBY) Signal Squadro11
(SC)
Co11tact
Gordon Dullcan
Home Tel N o 01923 835862
Work Tel N o 01923 838020

OLD WELBEXIAN ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT'S DINNER- 29 J UNE 2002
The next President's Dinner will be held at
Welbeck College on Saturday 29 June 2002
The nnual General Meeting will take place on the
ubsequent Sunday morning.
Ores is Mess Kit for serving officer and
Black Tie for retired officers.
The co twi ll be £22. Timings are 1900 for 1930hrs.
Limited basic accommodation is available on request.
Application , including a contact address and telephone
number. shou ld arrive at least
THREE-W EEK prior to the dinner to:

Capt P. B. Hughes REME
Adjutant Welbeck College
WORKSOP
Otts, S80 3L
Tel 01909 476326 Fax 0 1909 530447
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Lt Col Conlon is attempting to trace two former members of ihe
Corps in order to fon ard them details of a Golden Jubilee lunch at
RMAS for winners of the Queen' Medal. They arc: S. J. Billingham
( a rah) and T. ii. Burges . If anyone has information on their whereabout plea e contact Lt Col Conlon at RHQ, telephone 01258 482305
or e-mail · orls
rmy.mod.uk.
J. H urn is trying to trace an old friend Sid H ayward, and his wife
M uriel who served with him at 7 ignal Regiment in Herford between
1969-1974. C pl Hayward was posted to . Ireland in 1975 but we have
lost touch since. If anyone has any ideas where they might be he would be
grateful for their address. Please contatt him at 29 Meadow Drive, Thorpe
Willoughby. Nr. Selby, . Yorkshire, Y08 9PN. Also reference the photo
of White Spear Troop that appeared in the December WIRE, C. Jerram
was erving as a Sergeant in the Royal Australian Signals in 1977.
Mr A. J. Hoad from The Two Jay , Thornden Lane, Rolvenden
Layne, Kent, TN 17 4PS, would like any.information regard!ng a Secon d Lieutenant - Do uglas Earp, pos 1bly to. return to him, or his
family, some letters that have been found iu the attic of a house he
recently purchased. Please contact him at the above addre s.
Steph en pencer is searching for his old pal R ona ld Ca meron. They
served together on the Regimental Police staff at the OTW at Catterick in
1954-56. Anyone who can help i asked to call Stephen on 01270 623870.
Roderick Bail ey, a historian at the University of Edinburgh, is
researching and writing a history of the SOE activitie in Albania,
1943-45. This work, which will be published as a history of the SOE
in Albania, draws not only on SOE's archives, but also on first hand
accounts from SOE personnel involved. He is keen to contact any former w/t operators who served in Albania and would be interested m
helping him with this work. All information received wi ll be treated 111
the stricte t confidence and all help fully acknowledged. Please contact; Roderick Ba iley, Dept of History, University of Edinburgh,
William Robertson Building, George Square, dinburgh.
M r s Hazelhurst would like to hear from anyone who served in 3 GHQ
Sig Regt in Fayed around 1951-53 and remembers her late husband Kenneth Hazelhurst, who was a Cypher Op. Even if you cannot remember
K enneth , M r s Hazelhu rst wou ld still like to hear from you in order to
build a picture of what K enn eth 's life was like at the time. Please call her
on 01606-891489.
teven M or ton is seeking any information on his father, Richard
Albert Owe n, who served in the Corps from February .195 1 to 1958
and died in 1980. Ri chard enlisted at St Albans and became an OWL,
serving in Korea, BAOR, MELF, France and the UK. He also spent
some time in Blacon Camp, Chester. Anyone who knew Mr O wen or
has any information about him, is asked to contact Steven at:
steve@mosfs.fsnet.co.uk
E x-Sgt J . R. W. Clarke (known as Jim or' obby' with a strong ~ilt
sh ire accent. Can anyone remember Jim , he was a Dispatch Rider/Driver,
SDO Supervisor and did work in Vehicle erv icing. Well he has had a
rough time lately. His on ly son (Ian) was ki lled in a acci dent at a steel
works in Australia and he has himself had a stroke but gett ing better only
to find he is having other waterworks problems. I keep in regular touch
with him and went to see him when I went to Australia on holiday. He
would like to hear from any of his old mates to cheer him up. Hi addre~
is Mr .J. R. W. C larke, 280 Kewarra Reach,Kunghur Creek Road, Via
Uki, S W 2484 Australia.
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From:

M r Don ald C risp
'Kina re'
Tenterden Road
BlDDE DE
Kent, TN27 8BS

Dear Sir,
Would there be anyone out there who might remember The Grand
Hotel in Scarborough as it was in 1945 when it was the temporary home
of a piring Operators, Wireless and Li ne? There may have been other
trades there but I do not recall, and of course, as OWL , we were not
aware of any other inferior beings. ! joined the Corps in July 1945
straight from the obligatory six weeks Infantry Primary Training, in my
case with the 'Suffolk Regiment in Bury St Edmunds,and the transition
from that primitive mil itary environment to the comparative luxury of
The Grand was like a journey to a different world. The accommodation
wa pre-war fo ur tar. The Ballroom was the ve nue each Sa turday
evening for horde of batt le-d ressed trainees and local ladies to
demonstrate the ir twink le-toed prowess on the dance floor. Trade train ing
wa carried out in kitted-out rooms in the hotel or in the very fres h air of
the Yorkshire hills where we struggled wit h ihe complexities of 22 ets
or 19 Sets. Fi rst Works Parade were held for the amusement of the loca l
population on the Promenade.
Does anyone remember the self-conscio us squawk of command fro m
the Local Unpaid (and unwanted) Lance Corporal as they stm ggled to
fom1 up the Squad? Do you remember, no doubt with hock horror when
halfway through the cour e it was decided to move the OWL from the
luxury of The Grand to somethi ng called pider Hut on the ou tskirts of
Barnard Ca tie in County Durham ? The lack of fuel for the sto e . in the
huts? The bitter snow-l aden co ld? oal fa tigue ? Cookhouse faugues?
The pai nting white of road idc rocks to impress visiting digni taric ?
There wa a fie ld through which ran the branch rai lway line connecting
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the town to York and this field was just behind the Camp. To avoid the
embuggerance of traveling to and from the town railway station there was
a nice arrangement by kindly train drivers where they stopped for a few
moments at a conveniently positioned part of the field to allow those
goi~g on leave or returning from it to join/depart from the train. This was
particularly welcome and even when the field was waist deep in snow 1t
was well worthwhile, even if it resulted in us ending up soaking wet.
The Royal Armoured Corp were in camp on the other side of town
and the struggles on and off the sports field were legion' especially on
S ~ turday evenings when dances were held in the Corn Exchange.
S1x-n:ian patrols were deemed to be the antidote to the inter-Corps
nvalnes and-.although they were headed up by the long- ufTering Local
Unpaid (and still unwanted) Lance Corporals , they were fairly
inef_'fective. Did anybody out there take part in these? One Saturday,
havmg completed Trade Training and anticipating a lively evening in the
Camp AAFI to celebrate, l wa accosted by the Orderly Sergeant who
kindly advised me that the Lance Corporal due to be i/c Patrol that
evening had just reported sick. And Lo! ext for duty was 14039725
L/U/LCpl Crisp D. W. L! 'Be there!' During the course of the evening
my patrol and I were called to the orn Exchange where the Duty
Sergeant was having no luck in stopping an altercation so, pointing to the
aforesaid affray, he instructed me to, 'Sort it out!' Having led my gallant
team forward I remembered nothing else as I was knocked out and woke
up in the Medical Centre. However, I did return belatedly to the End-ofCourse party and the following day went on Embarkation Leave, prior to
going to the Huddersfield Mobili ation Centre and then BAOR.
Yours Sincerely............ ..
Joh n Bailey
Dear Sir,
I own a vehicle that used to belong to the 14 Signals Regiment and I
would like to make contact with its former drivers, operators and
mechanics in order to trace its history and restore it to its former glory. I
have had an entry in the 'Lost Contact' section of the Regimental
Museum's website for over a year and to date th is ha succeeded in
putting me in touch with one driver who used the vehicle bet\veen 198 I
and 1984. However there must be more people out there as it served until
1996 . ..
I appreciate that this is a lightly unusual request, but in order to a ist in
my search, please could the following be printed in an appropriate section
of the next edition of The WIRE?

70 Fl 95 land Rover 1 Tonne Intercept tnick seeks to restore comact
with its former drivers. operators and meclra11ics. I served with 14
Signals in Sheuen 11ear Celle in Germany between 1977 and 1986 and
was seconded 10 237 Squadron be/Ween 1988 and 1993 before leaving
service in 1996. My new owner is looking to restore me 10 my former
glory and would like to hear from you. Contact John Bailey via
70FL9S@britisharmy.net or telephone 01473-2707 I 3.
Yours Sincerely ......
From:

W. Carter
49The Oval
ETHERFIELD
Holmfirth, HD9 3ET
Dear ir,
ln 1943 it was uggested that the Memorial to Fallen Comrade would
take the form of a Convale cent House where members of the Royal
ignals Association, recovering from a serious illne , could enjot along
with their wives a free two week holiday. To keep the Hou e viable any
spare accomodation could be booked at a reasonable cost by any well
members. I pent a week as a paying guest in 1949, the Hou e wa
between Bournemouth and Boscombe. At the 19th ignal Regiment
A sociation Dinner on 27 September 2001, I asked around the tab le ifthe
Hou e wa till operat ional. obody believed that it had ever e i ted.
I have since heard that it wa demolished during the Fifties. Perhap an
article in The WIRE may jog somebody's memory and set the record
traight.
Yours Sincerely......
From:

C atherine J . orman
11 Cottesbrook Clo e
B LEY
Coventry
W. Midland , CV3 2FU
Tel: 024 7644 2906
Dear ir,
Maj M. Davis MBE of the Army Foundation College, Harrogate ha·
pa sed on to me your address and ugge ted that I write to you a the
result of an enqui ry I made concemig a video recording of 88 pa ing
out (following the 12 weeks of recrui t train ing) at~ hat wa the Arm
Apprentices' College where Roya l igna l personnel were trained .
Going through our family hi tory I ha e di covered, to the horror of
my family, that my on David orman' passing o ut (
. Penny
quadron, Reem it Troop wa a part of thi ) ha been wiped off the tape,
that we had of this occasion and Maj Davis aid that they had ome
videos in their archives at Harrogate but not that one.
He ugge. ted that I place a 'Wamed' letter in the next is~ue of the
magazine fo r a copy of thi ideo. Thank you very much,
Yours Faithfully.....
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from · Ken '1oore ken'a mmoorc57.freeserve.co.uk
l lcllo There.
Just to . a\ thank ·ou. for putting my letter in ' Th e WIRE' magazine.
Got a lo\ cl)· urpn~ one of our as ocmti m members. contacted me., c~
L pl Peter Tillman. ( Brighton Branch). He w a on e o f m y drill
m~tructors when I wa. at Cattcrick in Ju ne 1954 . \! e had o. love ly chat
O\ er old time~. He rcfrc. hcd my memory and gave me 111or1.; info rmatio n
of what actually happened. ( 01 what my n:iemory say · happcne_d ). I hall
be 1-.ceping in touch wtth him . Thanb agam. I '''?uld hkc to ' 1 h. evciy
one of you a 1el1) Chri tma and a happy 1 ew Year

<

'.\1r 'I. . Liddiard
l a 'cl ·on Road
D YBROOK
omngham hire. G- 6J E
Dear ir.
Would it be pos ible to include thi s verse by my lace husband? I wa
"ntten in 1976 "hen he was in the pinal !juries Unit at Lodge Moor.
heffield. He "rote a lot when he was getting better. He pent six and a
half months there and for the last twenty yea rs of h is Ii fe he wa
paraly ·ed from his waist do\\ n.

From:

Korea - The Forgotten War
Through tears and tears I knO\\ not why
I feel relief to cry and cry,
rve had my youth and travelled wide.
Ho'' life goe on. on the other ide.
Death. pain. uffering ha all gone by.
In younger day I didn "t bat an eye .
A barefoot boy on the treet.
o mother or father and nothing to eat.
1y belly was full and I only a youth.
\Ve were at war and knew not the rruth.
I am older now and think of that boy
But a a man. I hope he"ll forgive
That oldier ifhe can.
That soldier boy he till looks back
And smell the sweet mell of death
As he walked \\ith his gun and pack
He did hi duty but didn't know' hy
All those people had to die

acc ident, I'd JU · t put the headphones on a nd you were ta lking. If the
Gem1an had been li stening in a well , you wou ld have been ambushed
on your way here thi mo rning. · This took the Brigadi e r a,back and
turnino to his Intelligence Officer he wa lked slowly away saymg, ' He's
right you know. We should have duty code names. What about ' Stmray'
fo r the ' O'> ' I low long did the first li st last, I wonde r.
Charles Letts and The Boy Scouts otc Book & Diary for 1933 comes
between Col Walters two phonetic a lphabets of 1927 & 1938 w ith:
E - Edward
M - Monkey
A - Ack
B - Beer
H - Hardy
P - Pip
T - Tock
I - Ink
Q - Queen
Y - Vi ck
C - harlic
J - Johnny
S - ugar
D - Don
Yours incere ly....... .
From: John Wallace
30, ory re cent
Peterston- uper Ely
ARDIFF, F 6L
Tel: 0 1446 760314
Emai l: Jg. Wa ll ace ntlworld.com
Dear ir,
In your February 2002_editi on you inc luded , in your ' e ws fro m the
Regiments ' - in these tt on on 16th Signa l Reg iment , a refere~ce to _a
visit made by my pa l, Gordon Smith, and myself 10 our o ld Regiment m
Rhe indahlen. In this, our inclu ion in the Regi men tal tea m fo r the 1959
ijmegan Marcile was referred to. Wl.iat was not me ntioned was t~e fact
tha t thi s wa the fir t um e the Reg im e nt had e nte red a tea m 111 the
Marches, omething we are proud of to thi s day. l enc lose a photograph
of the team in action and wondered if any of your reade rs re me mber, or
!-.-now of the whereabout of. any other team member . 2nd Lt Griffiths
le d t he 12 -ma n qu a d . Other names we re m e m be r a re, Johnnie
Crossman, (in the front row next to me), Del White (a Spurs supporter),
and 1ick Turner (from Cambridge) both in the econd row. Gordon
' Smudge' mith i in the third row.
Yours Fa ithfully . . . . .. .... .

hy J. W Liddiard, Royal Signals

1r B. Eva ns
25c Main treet
Loans, TROO
Ayrshire. KA 10 7EX
Tel: 01292 311087
Dear Sir.
I am writing to you to see if you can help me in finding an old army
colleague. We had served with I and 2 RMP. at Aldergrove in orthern
Ireland from 1976-78. He was from the heffield area and was a Lance
Corporal Po tie. I wa a Corporal in the then ACC. I would like to get in
touch with my old pal from that time. lf any of you are reading this.
please get in touch. I hope to hear from you soon.
Yours .. .... .

From:

From:

B. pencer
12 '\lorton Place
MORECAMBE
Lancashire. LA3 l PJ

Dear Sir.
Memories of the Battle of Britain with ·dog-fights' over the Thames
during the day - the glow of fires shrouding London at night. Our 11th
Highland Light Infantry Battalion (15th Scottish Division) prepared for a
German Invasion ifthe RAF lost, and with the PM's, ' ...... We shall fight
them o . the beaches ...... ' ringing in our ears, I saw the Luftwaffe make its
la t flmg against the RAF. Thank goodness the German lost! Southend
was the first active part of my conscription 20 October 1939, aged 20 and
then transferred to the Royal Signals Combined Operations to orth
Africa (8th Army). icily, Italy, D-Day, Rangoon, Malaya and Indonesia,
to the urrender of the Japane c with the A-Bombs. My full story is in the
2nd World \Var Experience Centre, 5 Feast Field, Horsforth , Leeds,
York. ,L 184TJ.
If my ex-CO, apt Dubock is sull alive l would love to hear from
him. or should anybody know of his whereabouts please let me know, at
the abo' e address.
Incidentally. whilst on manoevres in convoy on the south coa t and
learning the duties of a Signalman, in a Humber nipe Radio Car, we
·topped for the night in a wooded hollow outside Bournemouth, I was put
on the 10 o' clock shift and put on the headphones to hear the Brigadier
talking to hi Colonels. •.. .. ee you in the morning after break fa. t at the
I Ith llLI HQ and we'll discuss some of your ideas. Goodnight.' Later
"hen our officer came round to a~k if there was anything to report, I said,
' o ir. but I overheard the Brigadier say he wa~ coming to us after
brc· kfa t. · faerything was . pick and span when he did arrive but he was
u piciou' as 10 how we knew he was coming there. They pointed the
finger at m.: in the line-up and suddenly this big man stomped over,
looked do\lon at me and said. ' Don ' t you know that you're not supposed
to It ten m to other people' conversations? ' I said, ·Yes ir, but it was an
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Parlett - ig G. R. Parlett
Served 1943147
Patter son - Col K. D. Patterson OBE, TD
Served 1939 78
Served 1942/46
Payne - Sig E. Payne
Randall - Lt R. J. Randall BEM
Served 19 17/45
Served 1962/93
Robinson - Maj P. D. Robinson
ervcd 1938/46
Rose - S ig L. J. Rose
Served 1939/67
couller - Maj R. E. Scouller
Served 1938/46
Self - LCpl J. elf
erved 1939174
kclly - Lt Col B. C. kelly
erved
kille n - Maj M. killcn (R MC)
Served 1950/63
kinncr - LCpl A. J. Skinner
erved 1930/43
mith - Cpl E. W. mith
Served 1939/4 7
nderwood - Sgt G. R. nderwood
Served 1941 /6 I
Vero - Maj G. W. Vero
Served 193?145
Williams - Sgt G. H. R. Williams
Served 1969/0 I
Williams - W02 K. R. Williams
Served 1939/45
Williams - Dvr R. 1. Williams

Kay Francis (a popular singer)
'ell for leather
Emphasi se
Enforcement
' Oh for the w ings o f a dove ' (wng title)
Pee for com fo rt
Queue fo r rati ons I uc for billi ards
·arfa mo ' (half a moment)

s

·Tea for two ' (popular song title)
Euphemi sm I You for me (line fro m a popular song)
Vive la Fra nce
W Doub le yew fir tree
X Exfoliate
Y Wife or m istress

T

DONATIONS
.£ 120.00
R A Reading
.£ 500.00
RSA C ornwall
.£ 50.00
R A alisbury
.£ 50.00
R A Poole
.... £ 50.00
RSA Lincoln ...
.£ 200.00
R A East Kent
.£
8.00
RSA . Ireland
.£ 20.00
Certa ito Lodge
.£ 20.00
Maj (Retd) P. Brown
.£ 50.00
David Hopkins ...
... .£ 10.00
Mr R. Dalton
.£ 13.00
Mr P. B. Cairns ... . ..
.£ 10.00
Mr R. Duncum .. . . ..
.£ 10.00
A. I. MacMillan .. . . ..
.£ 170.9 1
238 Signal Squadron
Lt Col (Retd) P. McNaughton OBE
.£ 25 .00
in memory o f Iris McGil vray
...
.£ 15.00
James & Ch ristin e immo in memory of Iris McG ilvray
.£ 20.00
Mick & haron Hind in memory o flri s McG il vray ...
.£ 25.00
Ken & nne Footman in memory o f Iri s McG ilvray
.£ 65.00
From Friends in memory o f lri McGil vray ... ... ...
.£ 10.00
3 Div Sig Reunion Club in memory of Maj M. Besant
.£ 10.00
3 Div ig Reunion Club in memory o f F. S. Meakin ...
.£ 10.00
3 Div ig Reunion C lub in memory o f R. J. Loades ...
.£ 10.00
3 Div Sig Reunion Cl u b in memory of D. Mac Donald
.£ 10.00
3 Div ig Reunion C lub in memory of l. Mac Dona ld
.£ 25 .00
trs M. L. Britt in memory o f Sgt G. P. Britt ... ... .. .
.£ 250.00
1r T. B. ea l in memory of SSgt T. W. cal ... ... . ..
.£ 100.00
Mr H. S. Hodgson in memory o f Mrs A. M. Hodg on
Mr & Mrs Pym and RSA Ex m outh
.£ 80.00
in memory of Lt R. Randall BEM ... ... ... ... .... ..
Lt Col (Retd) P. McNa ughton OBE
.£ 25 .00
in memory of WO I (R M) H. Lil ey .... ... ... ... ...
.£ 50.00
Capt (Rctd) F. S hore in memory o f George W. Cook

LAST POST
Lt Col M. C. Barrett OBE
4 7 Rydal Avenue
RAM GATE
Kent, CTI l OPX
Dear Sir,

From :

PHO ETIC ALPHA BET
From 1937 to 1942 my late father served in Singapore, Commissioned
into the Intelligence Corp in 1940, he was a ipher Officer in the HQ's
at Fon Canning and finally at Sime Road where he physically destroyed
documents and cipher equipment just before the Japanese army captured
him; he survived both the building of the infamous Burma- iam railway
and a subsequent torpedoing of the ship tran porting him with a draft of
POW's to Japan. I enli ted into the Corps in 1950 and having learned the
phoneti c alphabet I can recall that I recited my newly acquired
communication skill to my father and he amused me by recounting a
version current in the I 940 ' s. The artic le, 'A Brief Hi story of the
Phonetic Alphabet ' by C ol Cliff Walters on page 2 of the February 2002
edition of Th e WIRE prompts submission of the following , reconstructed
with the help of Members of the East Kent Branch of The Royal ignals
Association. Perhaps reader will provide any corrections and detail for
the missing letters: gee for .. . , aitch for. ... , essfor .. ...
Yours Sincerely .. ... . .
A
B
C
D
E
F

'ay is for ' orses
Beef or mutton
Seaforth High landers I See for yourself
Deformation I Differentiate I d (one old penny) for a pint
' eave a brick
Efforvescent

G
H
I
J

Ivor Novello I Eye for you
Jaffa oranges

Adams - Maj A.G. C . Adams
Served
Ashworth - Dvr H. E. Ashworth
Served 1939/45
Barker - SSgt E . R. Barker M M
erved 1950172
Barto n - W02 D. D. Barton
crved 1843176
Berry - ig J. D. Ben y
erved 1948/51
Besant - Maj M.A. W. Besant
erved 1965/98
ervcd
Brookes - Capt R. Brookes
Burton - Sig D. A. Burton
erved 1943/47
Bull - Mr D. Bull
Served 1945/48
Cab le - Sir James Cable CMG KCYO Served 1941 /47
Ca nnin g - Mr J. Ca nning
erved 1961 /68
erved 1939/47
Clarke - Cpl D. C larke
Codd - Dvr L. A. Codd
erved 1940/46
Green - Capt D. C. Green
erved 1939/47
Creevey- C pl J . Crcevey
erved 1972186
erved 1966170
Davey - ig R. H. Davey
Dunford - Sgt C . M. J. Dunfo1·d
Served 1955/57
Grierso n - ig K. C . Grierson
erved 1946/4 7
Grinea u - ig W. G. Grineau
erved 1943/47
Harrison - Brig E. J . C. Harrison OB E Served 1930/63
Hine - Sig W. Hine
erved 2000/0 I
Hogan - Maj M. Hogan
Served 1939/67
erved 1957!??
Howland - Mr S. W. Howland
Hyndman - C pl B. P. Hyndman
erved 196917
Jarvis - Sig E. J. Jarvis
erved 1940/46
King - Dvr C. L. King
crved 1940/46
Lord lngrow of Keighley Taylor
Served
MacDonald - Cpl D. MacDonald
erved 1941/46
erved 1939/45
M:icDonuld - LCpl I. MacDonald
fay- W02 E . J . B. Ma
crved 1951173
McGukin - ig . P. McGukin
Served 2000/02
McKay - Sig W. F. McKay
crved 1940/46
Moonie - Col J. H. Moonic
i.:rved 1935/63
erved
Mulholland - Mr D. Mulholland

Died 29/ 11 /01
Died 15/12/0 l
Died 21 / 11 /01
Died Feb ' 02
Died 30/ 12101
Died 15/ 12/01
Died 05/01 /02
Died c 1999
Died 14/01 /02
Died Sept I
Died 23/0 I/02
Died 06/02102
Died 25/ 1110 I
Died 30/06/98
Died 18/ 12101
Died 27/06/01
Died 02103/02
Died Apl ' 97
Died 07/02/02
Died 11 /01 /02
Died 16/ 11 /01
Died 01 /02/02
Died Dec ' 01
Died 12/02/02
Died 0610 I/02
Died 2001
Died Feb ·02
Died Apl
Died Oct
Died 07/02/02
Died 2610 I/02
Died 200 1
Died 24/01 /0 I
Died

·o

·oo
·oo

Di ed 26.'02•02
Died 19 02 '02
Died IS, 12 01
Died 02101 02
Died 22il 2/0 I
Died 28• 121 01
Died 09/0SrCJO
Died 08/0 I/02
Died 17 II 01
Died 17/02102
Died 24 12.01
Died 14 12.01
Died 03/0 I 02
Died 11102/02
Died 16102102
Died 05/02102
Died 15/02/02

Hild - Maj Gen J. H. Hild M BE who died 5 December 200 I, had a most
di ti nguished career in the service of the Army and his Corps. He saw
active service in Korea and Borneo and served through, and experienced at fi rst hand. the years that saw the end of the Empire and the
Cold War. He po sessed in full measure the qualities demanded from
o ffi cers o f the Corp - a tota l gra p of technical matters, the talent to
command with fla ir and imagination and the ability to plan in meticulou deta il as a staff officer. He wa widely respected and admired by
all that served with him or knew him - there must be few of a number of
generation that do not fa ll into one of these categories. He was also
he ld in awe both by his uperiors and subordinate . To those above him
he never flinched from giving blunt and direct advice no matter how
unpopular it might be to upport hi professional integrity and the interests o f the Corps and the Army as he saw it. To hi juniors hi demand
for perfection, hi s ingle-minded dete rmination and firmness of purpose
made him a hard ta kmaster. Yet beneath what was seen by some a a
rather stern front lay a man of con iderable kindness. who wa always
conscious of the need of others; a man who never held a grudge, one
who never let di agreement lead to animo ity and generously tolerant
of those who failed to match his high tandards.
Henry Hild was very much a Far East Warrior. He commanded a
unique joint unit of soldiers and a irmen in Borneo during the period of
Indonesian confrontation. where he was mentioned in despatches. He
took great pleasure in the fact that his squadron number from this time,
'266' and the title ' Joint Communication Unit', were resurrected for
the Falkland Island in the early 1980s. His time in Borneo' as followed by command of a squadron of Chinese oldiers in Hong Kong,
during riots and the Cultural Revolution in China. Hi last job in the Far
Ea r was command of 18 ignal Regiment ba ed in ingapore. Thi was
a large regiment of some 1200 men - Briti h, Malay, Indian. Chine e
and Gurkha. He wa ro be the la l CO of the Regiment and wa determined that it should run down with both efficiency and style. An interesting sideline wa the hand-over of the Warren Golf Club, which he
administered, to Singapore's Prime Mini ter Lee Kwan Yew (the new
President) and the peaker of Parliament (Chairman). Later in hi
care r he wa to command I ignal Group, a task which epitomised the
transition from Empire 10 a European ba ed defence. He wa re ·pon ible for the upport of ATO operation in Europe and for ignal
' eleDetachments in Gan. harjah, Malta, Gibraltar, Belize and the
ment in Cypru . He travelled an average of 44000 miles each year to
vi it his meri. I-le wa · delighted when 249 ignal quadron re-formed as
part of hi Group to suppon the !lied Command Europe Mobile Force
- a quadron number he had had in his regiment in Singapore.
As Commandant of the School of ignal and Commander Blandford
Garri on, he took over a thriving organisation. The main pre-occupation
at thi time was ·offtcer recruiting". which had reached one of the periodic low . and planning for the introduction of PTARMIGA and
W VELL and other high technology y tern . He also carried on the
pioneering work tarted by his friend and mentor, Chris Bate. in lecturing to the Army on Electronic Warfare. II thi illustrated his pa s1on
for the need for the rmy to recogni.e the technical nature of military
command and the need to rai.e the tatu of the technical Corp . In hi
last two job Henry was finally lo make the tran ition to the European
ATO ba ed Army. firstly a DQMG (D 0 G4) and econdly as
Commander Communications at HQ BAOR. Here wa for him a real
challenge - a modem technological rmy - stil to be recogni ed by
some - and the rewards of oldiering on a large cale with many international a sociation and friend hips.
John Henry Hild was born in Frankfun-am-Mam 2 March 19 I of a
German father and ustrian mother. He lived in Vienna until hewn · six
year old, and wa brought to England in early 193 . two month before
the Anschluss. Dominican monk at Black friar-, Laxton, educated him .
He was to remain a de out atholic a ll hi life and v a to be honoured
by the church for his work . He became nalurali ·ed in 1947. In ugust
1949 he entered the Am1y as a ational erviceman, but a he found
that he enjoyed the life o much, he decided to tay on. lie was conunisioned into Royal ignal in February 1952 from the Royal Mtlital)
cadcmy andhurst. Hi first po ting wa with the I ·t ommonwealth
Divi ion in Korea, where he was succes· ively 21 of a e\\ Zealand
ignal Troop. Liaison Officer with the 2nd U Division and 21( of
28(BR IT OM) Brigade 'ignal Troop. He then returned to the l K to
start a long period of in-service engineering training inter:perscd with
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regimental dut). After attending the taff<'ollegc in 1961, he completed
a tour as ecretary to one of the principi tanding committees of 1he
War Offi e. He was ·elected for the 1% 1 course at the Joint ervicc
ta ff College atlcr which he wa · po tcd ti.' HQ I st British orps in Germany. \\here he ''as awarded the MBE for hi work on irir.oducing a
new logi. tic system (. · EWLO ). He returned to amberley in 1971
'here he pent nearly three years a a member of the Directing rnfT. ln
197<> be attended the Royal College of Defence tudie ·. port and outdoor acti,·itie were ht. abiding intere t, more as a manager and supporter than a a performer. At variou times. he ran orp hockey, port
parachuting. 1-.iing and ultimately Corp ailing.
On lcaYing the Army. Gener al Henry joined the Board of Siemens
(UK) Ltd and ran their defence business for four year . He wa always a
keen ·ailor and becam Admiral of the Royal ignal Yacht lub. He
retained h1 deep intere. t in Corps affairs after he retired. He wa made
a Colonel Commandant and was a mo·t active member and chairman of
the Corp Finance Committee wh re he wa able to resolve many conlli.:ting demand on the Corps' with great skill, diplomacy and prudence. He was a well-de erved recipient of the Princes Mary medal.
In 1954 he married Janet. daughter of the late Dr M acdonald Brown
of Rho -on- ea. and they had one on and one daughter. Henry Hild
was a man who liYed life to the full. Totall y devoted to his fami ly and
hi faith and also to the orps who e intere ts he never failed to
advance with' igour and total loyalty.
Robin on - Brig R. H. E. Robin son CBE, ERO - Rex Hamilton
Edward Robinson wa born 6 Augu t 1913. Following his education
at the Oratory he embarked on a career in electrical engineering. [n
1933 he wa commi ioned into the upplementary Reserve. Royal
ignals and trained with 2nd Divi ional ignals. Ju t before the outbreak of the econd \ orld War he was embod ied and joined the staff of
the Chief Signal Officer Eastern Command. A year later he wa moved
to I Command Signals. lo December 1941 he was posted to I L of C
ignal as 21C. He was promoted to command this unit in May 1943
and erved both in England and orth Africa and took part in Operation
Torch. the combined UK/U action 10 occupy French '01th Africa.
Rex thoroughly enjoyed working with our Al lie , panicularly the
American . which was to help him enom1ously in future years. He then
commanded 8th Army ignals for which he was awarded the OBE.
In 1945 he completed a short pell with the Control Commi ion in
Germany before moving to the 1iddle-Ea t to command Palestine
Command Signal where he wa Mentioned in Dispatches. ln 1946 he
was gazetted a a Regular Officer of the Corps. In 1949 he as appointed
GS02 Sigs 2 at the War Office before joining the BJSM in Washington.
he was accompanied by an, who he had married in 1949. They both
thoroughly enjoyed the tates and got on very well with their American
colleagues. In 1953 he took over Signals Planning HQ BAOR. This
entailed a con iderable amount of liaison with the American , Canadians, Dutch . French and Germans. both military and civi lians. Rex was
in his element in thi environment. His abil ity to think big was given
full scope and his calm di position had a soothi ng effect on the many
excitable people he worked with, which earned him universal re pect.
After a hon tour as 2IC of 18 Army Group Signal Regiment he was
promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and went to Malta as SO I
of the Technical Communications Sections of HQ AFMED, where he
met member of all the other ATO partner with whom he had not
already served. In 1959 he returned to che War Office to work in Sig 4.
On promotion to Colonel he moved to the M inistry of Supply as
Colonel DLRD(T). After three year he was again promoted to become
Chief Signal Officer. Far Ea t. Duri ng this time he over saw the communications requirement for the Brunei operation. In 1963, while in
ingapore, he had a very serious accident, when he fell out of a window
onto concrete. The exten ive injuries to his head were rreated succe sfully at the Colchester Mi litary Hospital. His strength during th i period
was tremendou . Incredibly he was able to return to duty in October
1963 and took up his last appoi ntment in the Army as Director of
Telecommunication (Army). During this tour he ensured a full and
proper study was carried out on the Corps' fu ture communication
need , not just for the Army but for the other Service and our Allies,
based on the original Royal Signals Hobart plan.
In 1965 he was made CBE before retiring to his home in Fernhurst. He
w~ a ~·ery active Colom:! Commanc~~mt from 1966 to 1977 during
which ume he spent three years a Chairman of the Royal Signals Institution. Throughout his service and beyond Rex showed an infectious
enthusiasm for everythmg he tackled and his love for his Corps never
faltered.
Hine - ig William Hin e. It is with great sadness that we report the death
of Bill Hine after a tragic rid ing accident. He died on 16 ovember
200 I having pent 13 days in intensive care at Charing Cross I lospital.
Bill was born in Ip wich, Australia in 1974. He enlisted in the Territorial rmy with 68 (Inns of Court and City Yeomanry) Signal Squadron
on 28 March 2000. At the time of the accident, he had been rehearsing
to take pan m the Lord Mayor's Show - he was due to take part in the
R1dmg Detachment for the second year runni ng. Whilst only servi ng
nmetcen months, Bill was a respected and po pular member of the
quadron and will be greatly missed. All of our sympathies are wi th his
family.
l..illen - Dr \laf) killen. It is with deep regret that we have to report the
death of Dr \1a1J • killcn on 17 February 2002. As well as being the
d tor m charge of the Casualty Department at Cattcrick Mi litary Hospital. :\la11 was a major RA'v'IC TA. he was the MO of34 ignal Reg-
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imcnt throughout her service. She served twice in orthcrn Ire land and
ha three bars to her long serYice medal. Apart from honorary membership of the R !\MC and Signals Officers' Messes, she was also an honorary 111 mber of Middlesbrough Branch of the Roya l Signals Association. Jn latter years she attended two Reunions of the Beverley Ex-Boys
As ociation with her partner of 30 years, Alex Sim. We extend our
deepest ympathies to Alex.
Randall - Reg Randall on Thursday 17 January 2002, RSA Exmouth
bade farewell to their oldest member, Reg Randall, who at the ripe old
age of 102 years was the oldest member of the Royal Signals Association . The funeral wa well attended by members of Reg's family and by
ta ff from the Care Home at which Reg pent his last year and by The
Master of ignal . The Torbay Branch Standard-Bearer, Frank Goodman . paraded the Torbay tandard and Exmouth Branch members
fonned an Honour Guard as the coffin was carried into the chapel. Last
Post and Reveille\ ere played by one of our local friends. Reg served in
both world wars, in Gallipoli with an infantry regiment during WWI
and with Royal Signals on the outh coa't during WW2. Reg gave the
initial impetus for the fo1mat ion of our Branch here in Exmouth and all
our members will ad ly miss him.
Self - LCpl J ames elf died on I January 2002. James joined the ignals
in July 193 and erved in 56 (London) Divisional Signals in North
Africa. Sicily and Italy throughout the War. On demob in March 1946
he joined the 56 Div (City of London ignals) OCA and was a member
up to his death. He leaves a widow, Winifred and daughter, Joan.
odern ood - Ge-0rge nderwood joined the Corps in 1939 and served
with the 53rd (Welch) Division until 1945, then the 7th Armoured
Brigade until 1947. George left the Corp as a Sgt, Vehicle Mechanic m
1947. From 1947 to 1954 he worked in the Service department of Jowett
Cars Ltd. From 1954 to 1956 he worked at A ton Martin/Lagonda. Followmg thi , George worked as a Public Service Vehicle Te ter for Leeds
City Transpon, as an Instructor at the Government Training Centre.
Leeds and finally at the Leeds College of Technology, from where he
retired a Principal Lecturer after 25 years in tbe Automobi le Engineering
Department. Geor ge and his late wife, Kathleen, attended most of the
RSA's annual reunions at Catterick and Blandford, which they took in as
part of their caravanning holiday in the local areas. George died in January 2002, whilst in office of Hon Chairman of the Bradford Branch RSA.
M.itcbell - It is with deep regret that we announce the death of ex- ig T. E.
M itchell. Tommy served with the Corps from 1954-60. He joined the
Corp at Galogate and then did his trade training as an Electrician/Driver. He was then posted to Korea, Japan and airobi (236 Signal
Squadron). He was discharged in airobi and later he emigrated to Ausrralia. He died in Selby Ho pita! after a short illness.
Bull - Dennis Bull, died 14 January 2002 aged 75. He joined the Corps in
1945 as a ational Serviceman and was demobilised with the rank of
Sergeant in 1948. After basic training at Catterick he served in Egypt,
Palestine and Israel. His service was extended by one year because of
specialised duties. He returned to work for his old firm , where he met
his wife, Le na . They were married the day after his birthday in 1953.
Dennis was a founder member of Hampton and District Motor Club
and an enthusiastic Motor Cycle Scrambler. In 1969 he became a
Freemason and was very active in the Province of Surrey. His funeral at
Hamworth, Middlesex on 23 January 2002 was attended by members of
the We t London Branch of the Royal Signals A sociation, Harry Ruff
bearing the Standard and the Exultation being given by Stan Heath .
The thoughts and ympathy of the Branch go to L ena, Rob, Pam and
Gareth .
!fulholland - Dennis Mulholland was a member of our original Branch.
designated the London Branch, and some years after our revival as the
West London he moved down to the o uth coast. Although distance precluded him from attending meetings Dennis remained a member of the
Branch. It was sad that owing to a breakdown i modern communications we did not have news of his death in ti me to be represented at his
funeral, a matter of regret to those of us who had known him throughout
the year ·. We extend our ympathy to his son.
Pennant - His Honour Da vid Pennant, Circui t Judge, was born on 2
August 1912 and died on 7 October 200 I , aged 89. David Pennant was
appointed ounty Court Judge in 196 1, initia ll y to si t in Merioncth. In
1963, he tran ferred to Dor et where, as ounty Court Judge and then
(following a rule change in 197 1) Ci rcuit Judge, he sat in Bournemouth,
Poole, Dorchester, Wimbome and Bridport. At the time of his retirement in 1984, he was the senior Ci rcuit Judge in the United Kingdom.
He was the fo urth generation of hi s fami ly to go to hartcrhouse, and
encouraged three sons and three grandchildren to fo ll ow him there. Like
his fa ther, brother and two of hi s sons, he went on to Trinity College
Cambridge. I lavi ng studied history at ambridge, he turned to the Law,
and was ca lled to the Bar at the Inner Temple in 1935. At the beginning
of the war, he joined the 38th (Welsh) Di visional Signa ls. Later he was
transferred to India, where he took charge of the Signals Office rs Trainmg School at Mhow. After the war, he returned to a fl edgling practice ll1
chambers at 9 Park Place, Cardi IT on what had become the Wales and
Chester Circuit, and stayed and pro pcred there unt il hi s appointment to
the ~e.nch. He was a man of loyalty and steadfa t belief:. A committed
Chnstt an, he was a long-standing member of the Governing Body of the
Church in Wales. Ile served as a lay reader, and preached more or less
controversial sermons from the I 950's up to the month be fore his death.
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lk was a steadfast and Eurosceptic Conservative. flis hobbies included
shnot111g. fishing. bridge, and particularly gardening. Al Parkbury m
Poole. he enhanced a beau II ful two-acre garden and created a rhododendron and azalea glade, fu". of ch?ice species that is remembered with
pleasure. In 1938, he ma~r1ed A hce who died six months before him.
fhc11 combme~ ashes arc mtcrred at Bodfari in the vale of Clwyd where
he spent.his childhood. They leave behind th ree sons and a daughter 14
grandchildren and 10 great-grandchildr..:n.
·
Ga) - Derek John Gay joined the Royal orps of Signals in February
1960 and tramcd as a Commu.nications Cent re Operator at 24th Signal
R.:g1111cnt. A volunteer for Airborne Forcc,, Derek left Catterick for
Ald.cn;hot where he successfo lly completed parachute selection at
\ 1a1da and. was taken on the s.trength of2 I 6 Signal Squadron (Parachute
Bnga_d~ .Group) - later
1gnated 2 16. Parach.utc Signal Squadron.
lmmc.nscly proud of the time he spent w ith the Corps' regu lar ai rborne
unit, 111. later li fe. Derek was to become a founder member and Chairman l)I the fa mes1dc Branch of the Parachute Regimenta l Association.
1 !iroughout !i1s 18 years m the Corps. Derck saw scrncc in Malaya,
Smgapo~e. Gcrn1an:r and w11h the United auons in Cyprus. Ill hea lth
torccd hi s earl y retirement and at home in M anchester. whereYer the
11.:cd ~ rose, he ; ngaged him self Ill chari ty work as a caseworker with
. SAf A. Derek s sudden death shortl y after his 60th birthday came as a
great shock to all who knew tlus selfless, sincere and dedicated man.
Our deepest sympathy ts extended to his v.ife Lorraine and to the
rema inder of his fa mil y that survive him .

?e

Band; The White Helmets;
Colditz); Commonwealth
Canadian/New Zealand/
heatre and Troop Entertain

THREE MONTHS IN AMIBIA
A Report by a Ju11ior NCO

Early in 2001. after a~ending a Staff Assessment Weekend, I was
elect~~ to go as a project manager with Raleigh International

E pedttton 010, to amibia. The expedition took place between Jun~
2001 an~ September 2001. Raleigh International is a charity whose
purpose as youth ~velop1;11Cnt. This is achieved by placing ~ io
challengmg 1tuabons dunng a three-month r:xpedition. They are rOJi1ed"

round each of th~e types of project: community envm>mncmlit-W
adventure. In am1b1a, one of the commuruty projects was to ~iJWlda
schoolhouse, s~g with a plot of overgrown wasteland and~
a ~anent buil~ng. An example of an environmental project tlis tile
bwlding of pengum nests off the Skeleton Coast. The adventure projects
were all treks into the wilderness.
Three groups of venturers go on these expeditions· the majority will

pay f~r their own trip. Money is raised by ponsored events, parental
donation and local trusts. The second group encouraged to go i
recommended by agencies, such as the Fairbridgc or Prince's Trust (the
Youth Development Programme). They are often from inner cities and
may be reformed drug or alcohol addicts. There are local venturers from
the country in which the expedition takes place and international ones over the three phases I managed there were Arab and Swi venturers.
In am1bta the adventure phases on offer consisted of treks. I wa
selected as one of the Trek Managers and over the three phases of the
cxped111on I led groups of Venturers in three areas:
The River Ugab (trekked 250km)
The R!ver Huab (trekked 250km) - both these rivers are ephemeral
The Fish River Canyon (trekked 90km) and also work for the Wardens of
the Ftsh River and aute Darn National Parks
Each Project Manager. whether on a trek. environmental or community
type prOJCCts. was responsible for planning their own project. This
included:
Cash Budgets - some handed over to the venturers but all accow1ted
for by me
The spacing for water and food drops (and the amount offood we
could carry l on the ephemeral rivers
Risk Assc sment for anything rrom blisters to snakebites
'
Related to the above, actions on meth- and case- vacs.
We also worked. closely. during the planning phase and the treks
themselves. with the project partners. as there was an
cnv1ronmcntal/scicntific aspect on each one. On the Huab we conducted a
spoor/elephant count - the elephants in this area of Africa are desen
elephants, one of the few truly wild herds, (and hence notoriously
dang.emus). After decades of hunting their population is being closely
momtored and controlled. During the Ugab trek we collected pollen
~ampl~s from a closed population of fig trees for a PhD student for a
st~dy . 11110 ~aternal genetics. For the Fish River trek we did a precise
mappm~ usmg 9rs to aid the Wardens in future emergency extraction
~s the Canyon 1s likely to be opened up to more tourists. All this is to
ensure that the Venturers get as much out of each phase as possible. They
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LATE NEWS .... ~· LAT~-~ NEWS .. ;.. LATE NEWS
A CRACKING GOOD READ
243 SIGNAL SQUADRON

BATTALION - by Alastair Borthwick
Rel'ie11 - hr Lt Col (Rerd) P. Villda
A lustory of a Briti:h Infantry l nit's at!tion from El kmein to the Elbe 1942 - 1945

'As :,·m /umr dre"· near l nd<red ro1111d and looked l•uck 10l\'t1rd.' our
0 111 fin,., . 11ddt'nlr tin ll'hole lwri:on went pink mu/for a second or two
1
then ""' ,till pe1:/et'I \ihnct!. and 1/um 1he mnse of the Eighth Army:,
~m hit u' in a .rn/id wall o( wwul ilwt made the ll'hole earrh shake.
'rhrou<>h 1he din ,, c made 0111 01her smmds - rhc ll'hine <~/.,hells m·ffheucl.
the c/1;,tri•r u/ the 11wchi11e-g1ms and, e1•e111Ualh. the pipes. Th~n ire SOii' u
,;ght tlwt ,;.ill lil'c foren•r in our memories - line 11~1Cm /1111! <~/ steel
helmeted figures 1nth ri//e, at !ugh 11ort. bayonets catc/1111g the 1110011/iglu
and on>r all. rhe wailing of the pipes. As they pa.~. ed thc1• ga1·e 11~ the
thumbs up ig11. '

1 unrcservedlv rec omend this unique and fascinating book that has
now been reprintcd in pap.:rback. for funher information contact:
Baton Wicks Publications
Clough House
Cock lfall Lane
Langley
Macclesfield
Cheshire. SKI I ODE
Tel: 01260 252963
E-mml: kw1bon(a,bntonwicks.demon.co.uk

5 OIVI 10 AL VOLLEYBALL CHAM PIO SHIPS 2002
hy SSgt Lindsay Manktelow
As usual it was a last minute ·carch for both male and female teams
for the event, which was being held in Blandford 14-15 February 2002 .
The girls didn ' t have a team until the very last minute. I arrived with the
guys on 14 February to give them some upport and a bit of coaching and
needless to say the boys were in high spirits from the start, not surpassing
with the likes of Sig Chris McGuire, LCp ls Ia n 'Billy' Brown, Ali
Way, Cpls Mike ' Lover Boy' Joyce, 'Pinky' F loyd and SSgt J im 'I'll
go for anything' Robertson. The lads worked really hard and it was
unfortunate that they were drawn in the amc pool as the lads from Fiji
who as we know are extremely good at hitting a ball which made our
guys, extremely good at dodging it. The lads came third in their pool but
thoroughly enjoyed the day. Well done!
On 15 February the girl left for Blandford not sure about how it
would go and as it was a cratch team thought they wouldn't fair very
well. The first game was again t 11 Sig Regt who had won the
Divisionals la t year (well and truly thrashed us that time), this was not to
be the ca e this year! Mo t of the girls had played a little before but Cp l
Zoe Shepherd hadn't touched a volleyball in her Ii fe and was therefore a
bit wary but still managed to play a cracking ball which won u the et,
no pressure. The girls, which included LCpl Cathy priggs and C pl M.
J. Durki n all worked hard to top the ball hitting the floor which led to
us winning the competition and qualifying for the Army Men and
Women 's Inter Unit Team championship final played in March 2002.

OME LATE MEDAL A
0
CEME 'T
The year 200 I was rounded off well for the unit, when on the 13
.ovember 200 I our gallant Staff Sergeants, Lindsey Manktelow and
Jun Robcrt_so n ~ere presented their LS & GCMs by the Deputy
Commander m Chief HQ Land Command, Maj Gen Chambers MBE
who had, at very short notice, agreed to present the medals in the absence
of the CinC himse lf. The proud recipients were accompanied by their
respccll ve nearest and dearest and need less to say the occasion was well
and truly celebrated.

51st (Highland) Division troops (5th ~aforth) disarm. Germa~
prisoners after the crucial Battle of the Tnangle (a road intersection
east of Caen) during the breakout from the Normandy bridgehead
six weeks after D Day.

(Courtesy of the Queens Own Highlanders - Regimental Archives)

5 Division Minor Units Volleyball Champions 2002-03·01
Back Row (L-R): Cpl M. J. Durki n, LCpl Sal Keene, Col J. Ewbank,
SSgt Deb Wilde, LCpl Gilltrow
Front Row (L-R): Cpl Zoe Shepherd, SSgt Lindsey Manktelow and
LCpl Cathy Spriggs

WhJJ not paJJ 11aut
sulJstription IJJJ

Dfreel Daft?
Bing 01 Z58 tf8Z071
and we will send 11011 a fonn

SSgt Jim Robertson listeninQ intently to the Generals 'words of
wisdom'!

TOP PRE

The year 2002 has got ofT to a great tart with the recent promotion~
(to Warrant Officer) for
gt Lind ey Manktclow (Yol '' 1thout
portfolio) and Sgt Craig Collins (I Op). Wam1c t congratulation, to
you both from us all.
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LI T OF ROYAL SltiNALS AS .. OCIATION BRANCHES AND BRANCH SECRETARIES
\B RD E,
Lt ol(Retd) D. Bartlett
0 I 224-596520

IALD ER SHOT
Mrs J. Knight
0162 -626468

BATH
Mr P. Edridge
0 I 225 -83 7746

BEDFORD
M r T. E. Hol yoake
0 1234-3493 30

BE RWI K
Capt (Retd) F. Demp ter
012 9-3 66 7

BIRMI GHA 1
MrG. Hedge
1 Rectory Park Avenue
ISutton Coldfield
W. Mid lands B75 7BN

BO URNEMOUTH
Mr A. A . Hawke
01 202-77 1606

BRADFO RD
Mrs . Ho ldsworth
0 1274-638814

BRfGHTO
MrP. West
01903-5304 1

BRISTOL
Mr R. L. Rigg
0117-9241925

CAMBRIDGE
Mr D. Watson
01767-60 1305

ICA RDI FF
Mr W. C. Davies
02920-3 74324

C TT.ERICK
MrE . . Hunter
39 Mowbray Road
ICatterick Village
IN Yorks OLIO 7LI

CHE TER
Mr \ . Wi nder
0 1244-372649

CHE TE RFIELD
Mr G. Waddoup
01246-23 7579

CO LCHESTE R
Mr B. Whittake r
01206-383682

COR WALL
Maj (Reid) J. Y. Prees
01 41-540570

DARLING TO
MrC. Cooke
01325-35461 1

DE RBY
Mrs E. J. Elliott
01332-735868

DO CASTE R
Mr J. E. Pell
01302-843020

DOR ET
Mr T. D. Walker
01258-455748

EASTKE T
Mr J. M. W. Badcock
01227-470340

EAST LO DO
Maj (R) J. B. Greenwood
01268-570725

EA TBO URN E
Lt Col (Retd) R. Brodie
0 1435-813724

E MO TH
Mr 0 . lrving
01395-227308

GLASGOW
Mis I. Muir
0 141-9595832

G ERNSE
Maj (Retd) E. Le Que ne
0 148 1-257497

HARROGATE
Mr J. B. Graham
01423-503539

HA RTLEPOOL
Mr G. D. Wilson
01429-870664

H DDERSFIELD
Mr G. Scon
0 1422-373075

H ULL
Mr J. S. Brown
0 1482-655963

J ERS EY
Mr L. Perrier
01534-720775

LEE DS
Mr T. Smith
0113 -2701 587

LIN COL
Maj (Retd) D. G. Wood
01522-800607

LIVERPOOL
Mr J. Mayne
0 151 -6255862

LOUGHBOROUGH
Mrs L. Banya rd
01509-503585

MANCHESTER
Mr H. Fergu on
0161-4422054

l\fiDDLESBROUGH
Mrs M. Dadsoa
4 Greenway
Es ton
M'brough T S6 9EQ

!N IRELAN D
Sgt I. Wolfe
66 Sqn
40 Sig Regt (Y)
BFPO 806

NEWARK
Mr F. C. Dixon
49 Grange Road,
Newark
Notts G24 4LS

NEWCA TLE
Miss C. Meikle
0191-4204325

,NOR FOLK
Mr S. R. Nobbs
01603-869364

NO RTH LO DO
Mr B. W. Cutler
01763-289492

NOTTINGHAM
Mr E. S. Harris
0 115-9 199755

PETERBORO GH
Mr P. B. Overland
01733-210624

POOLE
Lt Col(Retd) R. A. Pea ke
01202-602848

PRESTO &BLACKBURN
Mr I. Lorimer
01254-663496

READING
Mr A. E. Foot
0118-926 1952

ROTHlRH M
Mr K. Bales
01709-547688

SALE
Mr M. J. Quinn
0 16 1-7488386

SALISB URY
Mr J. Shires
01722-414536 (work)

SCARBO RO UGH
MrS. Jewell
0 1723-375646

ISHEFFIELD

Mr R. Simmons
0 1226-2877 14

SH ETLA D
Maj (Retd) R. Hamilton
0 1950-4 3 1545

SHROPSHI RE
Maj (Retd) H.J. B. Wall
0 1743-350606

SO TH LO DO N
MrM. Morri s
0208-540 1868

ISO T H T FF
Mrs G. V Moore
01827-69827

SO THAMPTO
Mr A . A . T. Dear
02380-77801 7

SOUTHPORT
MrP. Dooley
0 1704-553983

S PE
YMOOR
Mr C. A. Bell
01 833-690397

IS\\I DO
Mr J. mart
01793-335430

TAYS rDE & F IFE
Mr W. J. A. Naismith
0 1382-457049

T ORBAY
Mr R. P. Thompson
01803-326270

WESTLO DON
Mr H. Loates
01 784-490780

WE T\\ALE.
"1rs L. Davies
01554-776493

W INCH ESTER
Mr G. Gill ings
02380-6 141 73

YO RK
Mr R. M. S. Cook
0 1904-65541 3

~-~"1~

I

Ol!t SJE ffi>IG YOU CAN JfOil~ THIE JROYAL SKGNAL§ ASSOCKATKON
lFO . IFURTHJER DIET.A S CONTACT YOUJR NEAJRJEST JBRANCJHI
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NEW CE T RAL COL O R SECTION
In this is ue we have introduced more colour, which, for technical
reasons ha had to be located in a central block. Selection for this
ection has been on the basi ofu abil ity of the photos received (good
quality prints or +400 dpi d igital) which ha meant that we have not
been able to arrange ubmi sions in strict order of precedence.
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FRONT COVER
Thi s portrait of Her R oyal Highness T he Princess Royal which hangs
m the foyer ofRHQ Royal Signals, appears on our front cover to
celebrate the Silver Jubilee of her becoming
Colonel in Chiefofthe Royal Signals
BACK COVER
' We have lift-off' The Space Shuttle Columbia takes to the skies. This
photograph comes to us courtesy of Cpl Durga, 30 Signal Regiment
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THE SILVER JUBILEE OF THE APPOINTMENT OF
HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRINCESS ROYAL
TO COLONEL IN CHIEF OF THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS

EDIT RIAL
.
wly commis ioned subaltern, l took
. 1any years ago wl;e1~,Za~.a.
n~gnals Regt it oon b.:'ame clear to me
1
. '
.
L.k' 18 ny Corp in the ew
command of G Troop.
1
that I had joined a "orldwide fami
F~r~c~
ignals still felt it·
Zealand n~ythand otKherT ~~~,~~~~eaignallcr ·~1;e Corps' included Royal
· o
root to be m e
.
h
•therly ignal. Troop in the world
ignal. ·
Being at the tu:ne t e ~o 1 0 u 0 5., outh) , e enjoyed a sort of
(lo·ated in Dunedm a\L~u;,ude 4J> toSe:-..changing Cliri tma cards' ith
celebrity .status and loo e fr orw,~ro •er the world. My predece or wa. ex
m the arenr orp. liberally
Corp. umts and sub-umt om a '
Royal ignal and we had m3:ny ~otherso%~ even ~ontinued proudly t~
cattered throughout the Regim.:nt. ( .
ew Zealand 'lemon queezer
wear their Royal 1gnal b~dge on t~eirmy tical place called 'Catterick'
hat .) These ignallers · po ~h~~ruba~k ai u~s of The WIRE. We ~vidly
and olten p~ ed o.n to u
. , with interest descriptions of 1gnal
devoured tht pubhca~ton, notmgd •ithin fonnations very much larger
organi ation and .equtpment u ~ '' · · · n In a ubtle way. The WIRE
than our O\~n relat1vel, m~ll I
D~.1s1~s.Signallers. Little did l know
became an important part o our e uca to~ nour to become it Editor.

iih

by Maj (Reid) Bernard Redshaw - Editor

z

Her Royal llighness, T he Princess Royal became Colonel in Chief of The Royal Corps of Signals on 11 June 1977. However, she had had contact with
the Corps before this. On Friday, 5 June 1970 she made a five-hour visit to Blandford Camp, when she was received by the then Master of Signals. Maj
Gen Sir William Scott KCMG CB CBE. Her programme included a visit to the Royal Signals Museum, during which she showed considerable interest
and knowledge and the unveiling of a plaque in the foyer of Princess Mary Hall. Among her other activities the July-August l 970 issue of The WIRE
reports that ' . .. she donned a white smock and after a brief explanation of the controls by Lt R. C. K. Baynes,' she drove a S OCAT, 'with the competence
ofa born driver.' She also made a call by KYNET Satellite to CSO FARELF, Brig D. E. Warren. In reporting the visit, the Bournemouth Evening Echo,
5 June 1970 commented, 'There is considerable speculation as to whether she i to become the new Colonel m Chief of the Signals.'
Then, in the June issue of The WIRE the editorial read, ' On the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of Her Majesty the Queen, a number of appointments were
made to Member of the Royal Family. The Princess Ann e is now our Colonel in Chief and has also been appointed Colonel in Chief of the Royal
Au tralian orps of Signals, the Canadian Forces Communications and Electronics Branch and the Royal New Zealand orps of Signal . A message
expressing the plea ure of her Corps on her appointment has been sent to Her Royal Highness by the Master of Signal which, at the same time, conveyed
loyal and incere greetings from all rank , serving and retired.'
I March 1978 saw Her Royal Highness's first official engagement as Colonel in Chief, when she dined with the Corps Committee at Skinners Hall in
the City of London. Then on I ovember that year she made her first official visit in her new capacity when she spent time with Training Group Royal
ignals, Catterick. The January 1979 issue of The WIRE carried 23 photographs of her involved in a range of activities, ranging from watching weapons
training to planting a tree to talking to soldiers and their familie . In most of these photos she is seen talking to individuals. characteristic of her peopleminded approach we have come to see in all of her visits.
On 20 June 1979 H er Roya l Highness made her first official visit to a unit in the field , when he went to Gennany to see 21 Sig Regt. Her first official
visit to Blandford was on 12 October of the same year. From then it has been an average of four major visits each year which, considering that she has more
than fifteen other military patronages, give some idea of the punishing chedule she ets herself.
There isn't space in this Silver Jubilee issue of The WIRE to cover all of Her Royal Highness's involvement and activities with the Corp during her
fir t twenty-five years. Most of these have already been reported in pa t issue . But certain things have stood out during all of these events. As mentioned
above, he is very people-orientated - she takes an intense and real interest in all members of the Corps family, both serving and retired, members and their
dependants. She has a good grasp of what the Corps does, its structures and the technology it uses. She is ever eager to learn more, u ually fir. t ha~d by
visiting units in the field and sometimes by ' having a go' herself. By hawing such leadership. he has and continues to fulfil her role a Colonel m Chief LO
the utmost. We look forward to many more years of her stewardship.

f

~;i~~~t ~~~~t~~;drf.;~r ~l~~J~;~:~xi~e,~e~!lol~~i~~o;~~li~f~~

at
1
like to make tt even bei:er.. Y vi~ion • to emulate _ a bench-mark in it
that all other corps pub.he.anond wil~oe~~i by making sudden sweepin~
field. HowR·e~er, ~ d?~ ~~W~~n ~~ already sow1d foundations and take il
changes. a er. wt
. 1 will need help _ help from all those who
0
forward fyom t~e~e. ; d~~E (tho e whom I call the stakeholders) ..To
hha_ve ~ t~t~=llt ~on!; be conducting a survey to find ou~ what yolu hthke
t t en ,
.d
ma have to make it better. n e
Y ts Please contact me by phone
about Tire WIRE and any 1 ea you
meantime, I would welcomehyour co.mmenpa.;.e or by ju t dropping into
or letter as indicated on t e prev10us "'
RHQ at Blandford Camp.

Maj (Retd) Bernard Redshaw ex-Royal New Zealand Signals

THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM

f

Maj (Retd) Allan M~Yittie recently presented thde ~~~~~:~~rpal~
'th
ED Liaison Computer. All a n serve :\ 1
.
use~6~\o ~~86 including tours with the G~rkha S1gnalsHm. Hong

~~~~ an~:rs J~h~~;~:C~j~~{~~ ~;~~~~~g::;~~~;~~~pd~:~~~

f 0 erational IT Equipment includmg WAVELL, DI
.
and ATacCS. The Liaison Computer was ulse~ by
.
'
d ATacCS and about 800 were broug 1l mto
LOs m the IARCCI an
. ed b Col Cliff Wa lters and we are
.
service. The equtpment was rece1v . Y .
very grateful LO ED and Jlan for their generosity.

wor .ng

hlAo~~ds oEIAkCCI

·1 2002 31 (City of London) ignal Regiment (Volun.teer )
0 n I Apn
'
.
· Ii
f
On I Apnl 1967 ti was
celebrated the 3St~ Ann;vers'¥r~~tts i:ni;~a~~;i.ments to be created. In
forme~ as th~ s~.nt~ o. ~~nuJ Whittle TD has recorded the Regimenta!
r~ogmt~on o t l~m;:ehensive and readable publication. Recently, MaJ
H1sto~ m a very D re ented two copies of the History to the Mu eum
Bob _S1mp o~ ~alf~f the 3 l Signal Regimental Association. They were
~~~~~~ ~; C~I (Retd) C liff Walters in the presence of the author and
Maj John Robson TD.

1 November 1978 _Her Royal Highness visits Training Group Royal Signals, Catterick, the first visit in her capacity as Colonel in Chief

Maj Allan McVittie
presenting the Liaison Computer to Col (Retd) Cliff Walters
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OFFI ER
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Vame and Ra11k

Unit to which po ted
Commander Regional Force HQ
Co:~·· \~~~~bi~B·E::: ...... lnforma~ion Infrastructure
L~C~I
Hewitt. .. . . . . . . . .. HQ Regional Force
K MBE
HQ orthem Irelan~
Lt Col J. K. 1c ee ·
· · · ··· 3 (UK) Div HQ & 1g Regt
Maj R. J. Freemai:i ... ···
ATCOM
Maj J. H. . Harrington
PJHQ (UK) J6 Div
CO HQ OinC(A)
Maj R. H. King ...
faj D. \\'. Larkham
HQ I Signal Brigade
Ma~ . J. Makernace ::.- :.·.. ::.- HQ SOinC(A) co CEPTS
1.aJ A. R. U~w
2 s· I Brigade
Capt C. · ~i~ulph ··· ··· ::: 32 s1~~al Regiment (Volunteers)
Capt A. K. · rapper .. · · ·: .. . Is i al Regiment
Capt P. J. Hale ... ... ... ..
COM!§1Ec 1onitoring Team
· · · · · · · .. · · · 38 i nal Regiment (Volunteer )
Capt C. M. Jone
Capt J. 0. Lambeth ... ··· ··· ... R afMilitary Academy Shrivenham
Capt J. K. McColl · · · · · · · · · .. · oy
Armd Div HQ & ig Regt
A)
Capt W. A. Walker ............ I
Capt A. \ oodley .. · · · · · · · · .. ~~ ~~ino Regiment Lichfield
... 7 Si~al Regi~ent (Corps Main HQ)
Lt K. L. M1lnerh.. I.I .. . . ..
Lt P. C. Wenen a ...
···
"'

R. .

(Uf6-

OFFICER
d
MAY2002
Name alld Rank
Unit to which po le
QBE
...
S
GCOM
Col G. J. C ary
·..
4 GS Regiment RLC
ColR J Holme MBE
·· ...
.
·
·
Bartlen
..
15 Signal Regiment
C ap t · 1·
. . . . .. . . . .
10D SANGCOM
Capt A. Forbes ............... UK BRIGNEPAL
Capt B. D. D. Howarth ... ··· ... ~lros ecurity Trg & Advi ory Team
Capt C. . Jones ... ··· ... ···
so· C(A)
Capt S C Keilty ... · · · · · · .. · HQ
m
l Signal Sq~adron
Ca pt C.· ' ·· facKay . . . .. . .. . 25
16
s·
ignn a JRegi ment
Capt I. R. Rutherford .... . · · · ·
Capt R. G Strawbridge ... ... JC
Capt P. A." Trethewey .. · .. · "· ~QQ ~~~OR FalkJand 1 lands
Capt \V A Walker ..... · · .. · ..
Capt Y~mb~hadur Rana :.·.· :.-.· ~:~~~::~~s~~~~t .
Lt
f·titk~ on
...... A~y Training Regiment Lichfield
D: R. o~ ... :::
...... 249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L))

t: g-

WOSANDS COS
APRIL2002
Unit to which posted
Name and Rank
l l Signal Regiment
AN-:Ol RD D. J. Watson
A/WOI R M J. 0. Paterson ... 31 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
WOI (YofS) Perks ......... ··· 241 Signal Squadron
W02 RD D. M. Buckingham ... 39 lnf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (213)
JCU (Nl)
.
W02 (YofS) Horan
1 (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
W02 (YofS) James .... ..
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
W02 (YofS) Kerr ..... .
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
W02 RD K. J. 0 eill
30 Signal Regiment .
W02 (YofS) Wright .. .
DCSA Service Operations
W02 (YofS) Wilson .. .
31 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
02 RD S. A. Hadley ...
I (UK) Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
A 02 RD J. Reid
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Al\v02 RD K. colt ... ...
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
A W02 (FofS) C. J. Raynor
2 Signal Regiment
gt YofS) Lewis ... ...
JSIO Cl1icksands
S gt A. M. Che ter
...
30 Signal Regiment
Sgt . J. Dyson
EMS
Sgt D. Patrick
The Royal School of Signals
A Sgt D. M. Butler
Bowman Trials
gt D. I. Armitage
280 (UK) Signal Squadron
gt R. P. Atkins<?n
16 Signal Regiment
Sgt A. J. Carnegie ...
RHQ AF ORTH Support Group
Sf,rt . Francis .. .
8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
Sgt Hob on ...... .
... ... AFCO orwich
Sgt P. . Howie .. .
... 16 Signal Regiment
gt A. J. Lloyd ...
... The Royal School of Si.gnals
Sgt \llem:ies ......
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
gt F. M. orth ..
SHAPE RASG (BAE)
gt Richardson ...
Army Training Regiment Lichfield
gt . D. Roughton ..... .
7 Signal Regiment
gt Ru sell... ... .. .... ··
280 (UK) Signal quadron
gt J Simmons ... ... ...
IS Signal Regiment
gt B. J . prucc ... ... .. .
16 Signal Regiment
Sgt I W Tmdale ........ .
DIT Team Blandford
gt Worsnop ........... .
7 Signal Regiment
gt II. A. Wakeham ..... .
The Royal School of Signals
gt J. D. Walton ....... ..
16 Air Assault Brigade HQ
Sgt L. P. Ward ...
.. .. .

gt M. L. Ward .. . .. . · ..
gt K. J. Wood ... .. .. ..
gt Wor nop ........... .
gt A. R. Henderson .. .

7 Signal Regiment
VNICOM Team
DIT Team Blandford
19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)

WOSA DS CO
M Y 2002
Unit 10 which posted
amea11dRa11k
39 lnfBdcHQ&Sig qn(213)
WO I RS 1 P. Marshall
HQ SOinC(A)
WOI R MM. A. Webb
Information Infrastructure
WO 1 (FofS) J. Docherty
ASD (Info ys)
WOI Walters ... ... ··· ..... .
Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200)
20
WO! R MA. C. E. Burdge 19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
A/WO I RSM . A. Gorton
0 l RSM K. J. irnmons ... I 0 I Log Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn (261)
264 Signal quadron (SAS)
A/WOI RSM K. R. J. Smith
A/WO l (FofS) D. J. Cole ...
The Royal School of ignals
A/WO 1 (FofS) S. P. Cowan
A GCOM
01 (FofS) A. Paton ...
The Royal chool of Signals
QI (FofS) I. P. Toft
A/WO 1 Jone
HQ SOinC(A)_- ystem
J6 ignal Reg1111ent
01 Ramsd a1e ... .. .
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
W02 RD J. Ainsworth
W02 RD D. A. Mitchell
7 Signal Regiment
W02 (FofS) A. R. Fletcher
642 Signal Troop (Gibraltar)
bbl
BMATT Sierra Leone
W02 (FofS) P. J. Hu e ...
Cdo Bde HQ & Sig Sqn RM
3
W02 (FofS) S. P. harp ...
I fS '
I
W02 (YofS) Tonks
... .. .
The Royal Schoo o igna s
A/W0 2 (FofS) G. S. Clapham
16 Signal Regiment
A/W0 2 (FofS) D. Clarke ... ... 15 ignal Regiment
A/W0 2 (FofS) G. S. Duffy
IS Sigi1al Regiment
A/W0 2 (FofS) P. A. Leach
30 Signal Regiment
A/W02 (FofS) G. R. Williams 33 Signal Regiment (Volunteer )
A/W0 2 (Yof'S) Hillier... ... ... 3S Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Al\V02 (YofS) Parkins
19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
A/W0 2 RD R. S. Dyer
11 Signal Regiment
AJW02 RD B. T. Gillies
12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228)
Al\V0 2 RD A. J. Robertson
249 Signal Squacti:on
AJW02 RD M. Simcock ...
DISC Support Umt
SSgt (FofS) D. A. Chamberlain
SSgt (FofS) J. A. Clarke ··· ...
SSgt (FofS) M. S. Claxt.on
...
SSgt (FofS) R. L. Clemmson ...
SSgt (FofS) M. P. Clish
SSgt (FofS) J. L. Collins
SSgt (FofS) A. R. Draper ...
SSgt (FofS) M. I. Fawcett.. .
SSgt (FofS) M. Frangleton
SSgt (FofS) I. D. Glover .. .
SSgt (FofS) . Kenyon ...
SSgt (FofS) M. H.K. Lingard
SSgt (FofS) s. Lord ... ...
SSgt (FofS) P. A. Mayer
SSgt (FofS) A. A. icholl
SSgt (FofS) K. R. Pete.rs
SSgt (FofS) S. A. Robinson ...
SSgt (FofS) G. M. Thompson ...
SSgt (FofS) A. Thomson
SSgt (YofS) Jones ... ...
SS gt D. Al derson ...
Sgt M. E. Harman
SSgt Harris ... ... ...
SSgt J. Tinnion
···
NSSgt (YofS) Rog~rs .. .
AJSSgt (YofS) Davies ...
A/SS gt (y o f'S) H ea ton ...
NSSgt (YofS) Watts ...
AJSSgt (Yof-'S) Mount ...
NSSgt (YofS) ichols...
AJSSgt (YofS) Kutzner
A/SSgt (Yof'S) Cooper ...
A/SSgt (YofS) Monger
NSSgt (YofS) Farley ...
A/SSgt L. J. Johnston .. .
Sgt P. K. Coxon
Sgt B. R. Eglinton
Sgt L. J. Francis
Sgt M . J. Mann ...
Sgt D. Sawyers .. .
Sgt P. E. Smith .. .
A/Sgt w. M. Blackmore
A/Sgt D. Roberts ... ...

~t1di~:1 Squadron (Volunteer )

Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
33
7 Signal Regiment
15 Signal Regiment
HQ SOinC(A)
259 Signal Squadron
3S Signal Regiment (Volun.teers)
I (UK) Armd D. iv HQ & Sig Regt
16 Signal Regiment
600 Signal Troop
2S9 Signal Squadron
22S Signal Squadron
600 Signal Troop
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
JCUF!
HQ OinC(A)
259 Signal Squadron
30 Signal Regi ment
33 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
BMATT Sierra Leone
IO I Log Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (261)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Re~
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Q & s R gt
I (UK) Armd Div H
1g e
HQ I Signal Brigade
16 Signal Regiment
.
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
W)
14 Signal Regiment (E
HQ TSCfHQ TSU
DCSA Service Ops
7 Signal Regiment
ClS Branch HQ RSA
Inf CIS Trg entre
280 (UK) Signal ~quadron
16 Air Assault Bngade HQ
12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228)
16 Signal Regiment
243 ignal Squadron
.
I (UK) Arrnd Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
The Royal Sc~ool of Signals
14 Signal Regiment (EW)

Royal Signals Museum E-mail:
royalsignalsmuseum@army.mod.uk
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· HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)

TRIALS SUP PORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt . E. James
Tp YofS
W02 (YofS) Rob Barnes
EXERCISE IRO FORAY
In the first week of February Trials Tp were involved in the field trial
ofGP3 . These trials took place at CAST( ) Warminster whilst 12 Mech
Bde braved the outdoors on Salisbury Plain. During the exercise we
tayed at Knook Camp that Sig 'Bin Larden' Renshaw labelled as Camp
X-Ray. When we arrived at CAST(S) we were split into two hifts. The
night hift were su pposed to start on the Sunday but were not required, so
the Troop went out and bonded the only way soldiers know how by going
down the pub. Trials Tp had already had some experience with GP3, as
we were involved in the indoor trial in the LSRC (Land Systems
Reference Centre). When the tria l started we were placed into different
cells and acted a taff officers. The trial lasted for a week and I think
everyone got omething out of it. El ewhere in the Troop Cpl ' Bullseye'
Jenkin and LCpl 'Golden Boy' Cranswick had been away on the
FCLV(Future Command and Liaison Vehicle) trial. The trial lasted for 12
weeks where they viewed a variety of vehicle that may be introduced
into service. C pl 'You Raaaaaaaang' Parrott has been away on the 503
trial with 264 Sig Sqn down at Thomey Island. Sig 'Goliath' Ritchie has
been to Gibraltar diving with club expedition Dragon Techrock that lasted
for two weeks. The Troop have recently been on Salisbury Plain doing
Bowman TFT(Technical Field Trial). This consi ted of going out on the
ground to various locations, taking pictures and doing comms checks.

realised there was no going back. On the trip we saw lots of wildlife such
as flying fish, dolphins, whales and a hark. We cros ed the equator with
the normal ceremonies with his Highne s King eptune and his Beloved
Mis is. We also had a quick wim to mark the occasion in the 31°C water,
which was a blessing come true from the temperatures on and below
deck.
Tempers became slightly frayed at moments but there were many
laughs and general morale was high . Cooking for 17 people was
challenging e pecially as some people were quite picky. SSgt 'Howard'
Skidmore was the 'rationaire' and came in for quite a bit of 'character
assassination' which he took well most of the time! We arrived in Rio a
day early to find everything was closed, as it was a Bank Holiday. After
several days viewing Rio and all its tourist locations, Sugar Loaf,
Cocacobana and Christ the Redeemer it was time for the long flight back
to the warmest of climates of the UK 'Dorset' back to work. Overall the
expedition was good and we got to do something that most ailor in the
UK will never do. Finally the Troop would like to welcome YofS 'Rob'
Barnes from 30 Sig Regt and Sig 'Goliath' Ritchie from 4 Bde HQ and
Signal Sqn (204).

BRITISH ARMY A TARTIC EXPEDITIO
Cpl 'Andy' Parrott and Sig 'Charlotte' Driscoll set off on Tue day l l
September, destination Las Palma , Canaries, for ' the trip of a lifetime'
sailing aero s the Atlantic from the Canaries to Rio De Janerio. Oa
arriving we found our hotel with little difficulty after some language
problems. We then proceeded to go on a ten-mile tab and find the 'John
laing·, to meet the skipper Lt Col 'Andy' Bristow.
In the week that followed we bought all the food that was required for
the trip, and vital maintenance on the boat before we set off for ea.
Departing on 18 September we were full of anticipation as to what the
trip would bring. There was a little sickness as we left but this may have
been due to the crew meal we had the night before followed by large
amounts of drink. Eventually after several hours the island of Las Pa lmas
was no more and all we could see was sea, sea and more sea. We soon

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY ADVISORY TEAl\1 SIERRA LEONE
Maj R. J. G. Edwards

'This is a crucial 1imefor the peace process in Sierra Leone. 11 is a lesl case for !he lmemalional Community and its wi~li11g11es lo de~l H'ilh conflict in
Africa. The UK is deeply commilted to the peace process in Sierra Leone and upporls those dedicated to.free and fair elections next year.
Claire Short - SofSfor J111ernalio11al Development

The International Military Advisory and Training Team, ierra Leone
(!MATT L) is a British led Defence Diplomacy mission in West Africa.
The mi sion of !MATT SL is to help the Government of Sierra Leone
(Go L) to rebuild the new Republic of Sierra Leone Armed Forces
(RSLAF). The !MATT is commanded by Brig P. E. O'R. B. Davidso n
Houston CBE (try putting that on a name tape) who i
also Military Advi or to Go L. He in turn is supported by 173 Loan
Service personnel or individual augmentees posted to Sierra Leone. Of
that number some l l are Canadian, three are American two are
Australian and one is Bermudan . Four po t re erved for Ghana and
France respectively, remain to be filled.
.
The concept of operation i. for !MATT L to work closely in
command and staff appointments in the R LAF in direct support of the
Go Land MOD in Sierra Leone in order to establish trust and teamwork
at all levels in the MOD and R LAF through an approach based on total
transparency and accountability in all aspect of defence plannin~ ~d
training. In addition to providing command and staff ad ice and trammg
assistance, the aim is also to maximise the transfer of military experience,
skills and professional etho to key leaders wi thin U1e RSLAF. So why
did they invite me to work here? Tho e of you who have had the good
fortune of working with me will no doubt know the ~nswcr to that.
Indeed o popular are Royal Signals officers and men m 1erra Leone that
a whole ho I of orps personalities are employed throughout the
Adv1so1y Team. They include Col Mike 'Pa' De nt - Corruuander Jomt
Support Command, who has been here so long he ha his own Chiefdom;
ol Pa ul Oldfield who has recently arrived from HAPE, and has taken
over as D Def Ct~ and Plans; Lt Co l Jo hn 'Bob the Builder ' Ga le,
recently departed (in the nice t pos ible sense), but replaced by Lt Col
Rieb Wilson in the post of SO I D Def J with 1aj Mervyn Joh nston
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a hi S02 D Def Cl and last but by no means least Lt Col Dick
Thwaites 02 J6 JOC. The ho t of personalities al o include tho e in
the Joint Communications Unit (JCU) -more from them later, the Op
ilkman Signal contingent commanded by Lt Pete Hodgki nson and
W02 Denver Owens the intercept troop advi or.
The Directorate of Overseas Military Activity (DOM ). ponsor of
the po ts in ierra Leone, ugge I that Loa~ ~ervice volunteers hould. be
adaptable, flexible and have a frontier spmt. These aspects. of the J~b
description are by no mean ov.crstat~d as l have een my elf mvoh~ed m
activities a diver e a cha mg pirate to developmg the a!lonal
Corporate Conununication trategy (I mu I ay that cha ing pirate wa
far more fun!). The work i dynamic, demanding. often fru trating but
always intere ting and my first three month in po t have certainly tlown
by. The people here fully upport the activitie of both !MATT and the
International Community a a whole and arc generally extremely
ho.pitable. They have al o demonstrated an overwhelming capa?ity to
absolve blame for the atrocities carried out during the I I-year c1v1I war,
the most obvious manifestation of thi being the integration of member..
of all warring parties back into the R L.AF as part of the Military
Reintegration Programme (MRP). The ma~n test of the · ucc~ of the
!MATT and the International Community as a whole will be the
forthcoming elections due to be held on 14 Ma~. Ultimately free, fai~ and
tran parent elections, conducted in a ecurc.natlo~al environment." 111 be
the measure by which all the work to date will be JUdg~d. I hope to be able
to provide a positive conunentary in the next contnbunon.
For tho e of you who are intere ted, JM TT L employ ergeant . to
oloncls, and potential volunteer should refer to J P 43 (Jomt crv1ce
Manual for the Loan and econdmcnt of Per onnel to ommonwealth
and Foreign Force ). Finally, although not involved in IM TI, two other
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I'll_ '1aj oli n Russell and Mr' allace Lockwood both . cn_d
the~':-eg;rds and hope to be able to contribute in the .next WJ_RE. Co~u~ is
current! . I"\ ing as a military ob>;:l"\·cr with the Umtcd a!1ons Mission
ie~ Leone (
M IL) and • allacc (long s~ncc retm:d from tl~e
10
Corp ) 1. the faciliti..: · manager of :he
HQ m Sierra Leone. based m
1he \1amm) Yoko Hotel. Freetown.
JO I T CO\t\lL ' ICATIO
IT
J t ol \fall Helm
·
TT
·
·
at pril ..,00? the pioneers of the Royal 1gnals IM
team 111
ierm Leon ha~e .;:; 0 ily changed. Lt Col Brian Gilfcather ~a returned
to otland for a re t and then another FTR po ·t. Capt i:1m Bamber
wa promoted to Major and i now at the Royal chool of 1gnal , \ 01
(\'ofS) And' Drummond i · also at t_he Ro. al ch~l of !~ial , \ 01
R 1) tu ·\rcher is nO\\ R 1 7 ~ 1g Regl, \ 101 Geordie farshall
( h h - lefl for 1\
ot ·Tick' Tocker was promoted 10 W02 and
w -~ed a;. RQ 1 71 • ig Regt and last but by no mean least
gt (now
~r Tom Davies i no" a house husband and lT con .ultant. Thanks t~
) ll for ihe blood sweat and tear that were shed 111 the early da.ys.
a l\la· (local Lt Col) Matt Helm soldiers on immune to everythmg
rroii1 th! night fighters to the .l?cal be e r. The current Jo111t
Communication Unit (J U) per onahue are:
CO JCU and Trg Olfr ULt Col 1att Helm
o Offr JC
Capt imon Gough
R~. 1 RQ\11 JCU
WOl (R M) Tim Comyns
YofS JCU
W02 George H ume
FofS JC
\ 02 Dave Jon~s
Op
gt
gt Trev Austin
gt Chris tuart
.
..
Tech gt
OP ERATIO, . Unlike the R IG ALS m the British Army the
JCU haYe ignals operators down to company le el in every Battahon ?f
the Republic of ierra Leone Armed Forces (R LAF). The JCU is

b°:i

on ible for manning and equipping the whole army. Duri~g. the pa t
~;~vc months the RSL F has expanded as a rcs1:1lt of tl~e l3nt1sh Short
Tenn Training Teams ( TI f) and the. Military Rc1ntcgrat1on Programme
( 4RP) and the Brigades and Battalion .have s.low ly mov~d from the
Freetow n area out onto the border w ith Gumca ~nd L1bena. The
workload o f the JCU has therefore expanded rapidly with the mcrcasc m
operational tempo.
.
' F · h VHF·
The ? communication · arc predom in an tl y h w it
. 1n
FrcetO\ n~ along the M Rs and local Brigade VHF nets. There 1s a
variety of equipment which is very much dependent on t1.1c donor country.
We currently have kit from U A. hma and the K with the An~encan
PRC 1099 being the main manpack HF set and tl_1e Motorola bemg the
·
HF equipment. It ha .been quite
a commum cattons challenge, the
ma111
. ..
foundation of which were laid by tl1e m1tta 1 team.
.
TRAl t 11 G - After every TTT/~RP course the J U receive~ an
intake of 40 - SO willing volunteer~. Smee October 2000 we have trained
340 oldiers in Basic ignaling kills (B S) that covers everythmg from
voice procedure and radio equipmem to COMM E ~r~cedures and
Morse code Ye ! Mor e i well used 111 the RSLAF and 1t s n?t unu~ual
to find an operator who can send and receive at 30-35 wpm! It is an e1~ht
week course , ith the ai m of sending operator~, who ~o.uld c tablish
operate and maintain commumcat1ons, to a fro nt lme oper,1ttonal umt. On
the last course we had a mixture of RSLAF and Ex- RUF and Ex-CDF
batants who have now been reintegrated in the new .Armed Forces. It
~o~ very intere ting to ee erstwhile enemies wo rkm g togeth.er and
ho in for a better future. We have now expanded our courses to mclude
B!sicgE\ectrician . All Arm Regular Radi.o User, and Officers .Voice
Procedure and are planning cour .es for Brigade and Battalion Signals
Officers and B3 Radio Operators m tl1e ne~r future. Our thanks to both
the Royal chool of ignals and the ClS Wmg of the School of Amlour
al Bovington for their help with all of the above.

fighting against gt Mill~r and we were both very evenly matched. After
two minutes there was sttll no score and we were both breathing hard and
looking for that little drop in the defence of our opponent. Unfortunately
the fight ended when .Sgt ~illar was deemed to have committed an
illegal move und wa disqualified. Both he and l thought the decision was
harsh, but the referee was adamant and so I advanced to the next round
which was the final. The final was also close but after about one minute
of fighting my opposition carelessly walked straight onto me, allow ing
me to throw him with a left handed Uchi-Mata. Victory was mine and I
walked away with the gold medal. It was a thoroughly enjoyab le day that
has taught me lots about Judo and Army sport in genera l.

HARROGATE C P
l TER SQUADRO
ETB LL COMPETITIO
by Sig Phillips
As part of the Harrogate Cup, the Inter quadron netball competition
was held on 25 • 26 March 2002. The teams had not played together
before,. but managed a few practice session prior to the event. 3 Sqn 's
L1ghmmg Tp had a strong team that was put together by Sig Hath away
who has represented England U2 ls and is an Army netball player. The
first night of the competition went well with Lightning Tp scoring 21-1
aga inst Rhino Tp and 18-5 against Iron Tp, which gave u a good lead.
By th1 · stage the team were all working well together. listening to each
other and our ski lls were progressing. On the second night, with our
confidence soaring from the evening before, Lighming Tp played just as
well a the night before scoring 23-3 against Beaufighter Tp. Having
ucce sfully moved into the final match, we were expecting more of a
challenge against Iron Tp. The outcome was an impressive 23-1, again in
Lightning Tp 's favour. This result put us on a high as we had won every
game. o other team had come close to our scores. We thought we had
clinched the competition, but despite this it was unfortunately not enough
to win as 3 Sqn's Ulster Tp failed to win a single game. Therefore 2 Sqn
gained more point overall and won the cup. The competition was great
fun and has made us more determined to beat 2 Sqn in the next event of
the Harrogate Cup. The team members involved were Sig Hath a way, Sig
Jones, Sig Abram, Sig Burnell, Sig Hayles, Sig Pugsley, ig McE wan
and myself. Special thanks go to We nd y, from ew Zealand, who
refereed throughout the competition and to Sig Hay and Sig Hathaway
who also assisted.

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
BLANDFORD GARRISON
AND 11 SIGNAL REGIMENT
Sig Moore iving him control of the centre bike for their famous 13 man, 3. bike
?Fan' .... and at the end of the road, thankfully,'the numbers were st1!l the
same! Farewell and good luck in your new P?St and no doubt we will be
seeing you back in Blandford on the MCM Div roadshows.

11 IG 1 AL REG! 1E, T
CO
Lt Col A. P. Hudson MBE
RSM
V 0 1 (R l) L. D. Kemp

A warm welcome is extended to the new Co~manding Officer, Lt Col
. P. Hudson MBE, and to Beth and the ~em~mder of th~ fa~1ly .when
they eventually join you from Glasgow. Gomg m the oppas1te d1rectton to
Lt Col H udson and virtually pas ing on the M6 on ~1s way to ~e SOI
oldier at MCM DiY we say farewell_ to Lt Col . 1c h ~l son , his
Anne and family. The outgoing CO left m some sty.le 1fa little wobbly. A
motorbike with a tepladder on the back replaced h1 staff car. Perched on
the top of that he could survey the Regiment for the last time.

' 't1fe

Lt Col Nicholson carrying the 'burden of Command_'
for the last time as he rides past, applauded by the Regiment
Ila\ mg spent the early years of his career as the Team Captain of the
Royal 1gnal \\ h1te Helmets they completed his ride into the sunset by

1 (0 STO ) SQ A DRO '
.
Maj J. G. J. Howes Royal Ca nadian ignals
qn Comd
SM
W02 (S M) Andy Ha rriott
.
The 24-hour period from l \OOhrs 4 April until l lOOhrs 5 Aprdsaw d
determined tea m raise money for the l (OUST<? ) Sqn nominate
charity: Marie urie Cancer Care. The event or~amsed by W0 2 (SSM)
Andy ' Whose stupid idea was this?' Ha rriott aimed to collect money tn
return for the efforts of six, two-man teams who would take turns to run a
2.8 mile lap of Blandford Camp. conti~uously for 24 hours. The volu~~r
runners were: Maj Howes, MaJ Patnckson , W01 (RS M) K emp,
1
C lubb, WOl Kearney, W02 (SSM) H arriott, SSgt C auldfield, SSg
8
McC ull oc h, C pl All a n, C pl Lovell and C pl Lyon . Each ran over 2
miles by the end of the occasion and despite several 111Junes and much
tiredness all completed the challenge. The fastest pamng by. far w~s
WO I (RSM) Kemp and WOI K earn ey who completed all their laps in
times between 16 and 18 minutes. This was not looked on with humour
in the early hours when lower teams realised this gave_ th~m even lel~
time between laps. The slowest lap was completed m JUSl over k
minutes where all the runners participated in a final victory lap. T~an s
111
must go to the many guest ,ru!Ul~.rs who helped boost morale ?Y J0 ~~~
the teams especially C pl Yogi Welch who ended up runnmg a 1
marathon '' off the cuff'. Finally a thank yo u goes to everybody wio
donated money and helped bring the fina l total to over £3000.
2 (CATTERIC K) Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Rob Gibson
SSM
W02 (SSM) ' pike' Haynes
A RMY J UDO C HAM PIO HIP - by Sig Moore
.
rt
When I arrived in Blandford on 15 May 200 1 I dec ided tota
training with the Garrison Judo Team, I loved every minute of it an ;t1~
soon traini ng at least twice a week. The standard of my.Judo. rose an ti~
February 2002 I was entered in the Army Open Champ1onsh1ps, fi~h ~
in the under 73kg category. Initia ll y l was nervous to be eompet1n: ;0
1
such a high level, but then my nerves were calmed somewhat when little
my firs t fight in less than fifteen seco nds. My next fight ~as a 1 vas
tougher; in fact it was probably the toughest fight l have eve1 had. \
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was plagl!ed with high unemployment, particularly anlong young people
who had JUst left chool, many of whom had good qualifications. There
was ~lso a feeling of boredom amongst those young people who were
work mg. Most of us who decided to join the British Army had good jobs.
For. example Sig Martin was a banker, ig T ho m a was a junior
engmecr, Sig Harvey was a junior technician and I was a tax officer.
There are others who were policemen, insurance agents, mechanics,
ma~ons, nurses, carpenters and the list goes on. Contrary to the popular
belief that people in the Caribbean just sit on the beach all day under a
pa)m tree, sipping rum and smoking ganja, we are hard workers who take
pnde m our work, and are not completely ' laid back'.

Under 73 Kg Army Judo champion

3 (HARROGATE) SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Ala n H oensch
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dave Bousfi eld
FROM ST. VlNCE T TO BLA DFORD - by Sig Richards
Upon leaving Gatwick Airport, and taking my first breath of the cold
Engli h air on that morning in February 200 I, I asked myself thi
question, 'What am l doing here?' Over the past year I have asked myself
this ame que tion over and over again, and I am sure my fellow recruits
from St. Vincent have done the same thing. t. Vincent i a small i land
in the West lndies, a reasonab ly peaceful nation and a member of the
British Commonwealth. St. Vincent has no Army. However, sections of
the Police Force are trained in combat hould the need arise. Most of our
perception of the Army is based on the U Army and the U Marine in
particular and that has stimulated our interest in becom ing soldiers.

The Saint Vincent contingent
BackRow (L-R}: Sig Richards, Sig Martin
Front Row (L-R}: Sig Thomas, Sig Harvey
When C arlisle Dougan Q C, St. Vincent' High Co mmi sioncr ~o
England approached me and told me about hi s encounter wi th a MaJor 111
the British Am1y. it eemed to be the answer to my prayers. St. Vincent
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EXERCISE HARROGATE FOLLY 2002
by Cpl Edd 'Token Ginger· Clnvieseni
During 8-10 March 2002, 3 qn participated in Ex Harrogate Folly.
The aim of this exerci e was to provide trainee for the R JCC where
they could instruct battle le on and to give the Phase 2 recruits some
additional experience in the field. So, on Friday 8 March, a bu loaded
with six Corporals and 24 Phase 2 recruits et off from Blandford to the
even sunnier climate of Sennybridge and the surrounding training area.
Arriving after dark we moved into our very co y accommodation at Farm
9. An empty cow shed w ensuite ' hole in the gr0tmd' ab lutions. Even
C pl G in a ' I have to volunteer agai n?' Atkinson approved of the
wonderful facilitie . After a good nights sleep we awoke and prepared for
the main part of the day, battle le son with the RSJCC. Each section was
split into fire teams taking part in each of the six lessons in tum except 2
Section who happily had myself and C pl M att ' Chi n trapped ' Williams
taking part in every le on. The les ons included fire position , ca ua lty
evacuation and a aulting a position. Everyone eemed to take omelhing
away from the battle lesson and most agreed that they were well taught
and fun to participate in. I wa especially happy when Cpl Barn ey
'Dentist ' Gray had an opportunity to make me leopard crawl for more
than half of hi le on. After all the le son were fini hed, it was then the
tum of the section commanders to take on the teaching a we all took part
in a night navigation exerci c. W02 (SSM) Da e Bousfield fir t gave a
hort les on in map and compas work which mot of the Corporals took
interest in, especially C pl 'Matt' Williams and C pl ean 'Cold ight'
Hunter who were afraid of compromi ing thei r skills. ln the end, Cpl
Williams with his nuclear powered head torch and C pl ean ' I let them
get lo t as part of learni ng' Hunter brought their fire team around the
cour e in quite reasonable time . My ection v as doing particularly well
unti l Sig 'Grid to Mag Get Rid ' Westmoreland managed to mi , a
checkpoint. Another good nights leep prepared us to leave our location
and move to our final exerci c pha e; a platoon artack. Most of the
assaults went quite well but my highlight of the exerci e came \ hen ig
' Kill Em All' Olliviere. ig ·Gun-Ho!' Petch and ig 'Trigger Happy'
Ro s decided they were going to stop giving covering fire and a ault a
mine tape emb lazoned Capt Rod Cowan. Luckily Endex was called
before they had a chance to get too clo e. On the return bus, everyone had
something good to say about the previou two day-. Even C pl Paul Bone
managed to enjoy him elf.

11 srG AL REG I ME TI NT E R SQ ADRO T G -0 - \: AR
COMPETlTrO
by ig Eddie Howarth
On Tuesday 3 Apri l 2002, 11 ig Regt returned from Ea. ter leave and
taged tl1e annual Regimental sport day. A part ofthi event each Troop
entered a tug-o-war team. With a maximum combined weight of . i.
hundred an d sixt ki logram . some team had baggage to lo c. The
come t would begin ' ith a round robin with all team pulling off again ·1
each other. Pull are cored to the be t of three. one point for an end. ''1th
an e tra point awarded for two consecutive end wins. The two highest
coring team, entered into a grand final. By tl1e end of the round robin
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onlv two points and arious war wc,md ac umul~ted from the day
tu · ing ·eparated the top three team~ Beaufighter. Ltghtnmg and lster
Tr~p.' For the final the Regiment. tumed out. to urrouwl the ~reno and
u ort their re pe ·tive competitors. DespJte tern aggres ion from
B:!utighter Tp, UL ter Tp who displayed team~ ork second to none
thank. to the effort of coach Cpl Lance Buckle. came out on top with a
i IOI). This e\'ent demon tr111ed copiou amount . of talent and \~•as
the platform to launch a Regimental te.am to compete m the fortl1commg
forri on Cup.

3-0 ,

THLETIC
H RROG TE C P - 11'TER Q AD RO
by Cpl Lake
I ·
After returning from tlle Easter bre~ the 3 qn at!1 euc team came
back re ted and fighting fit m preparatJon for the day e ents. The sun
ut in a rare April appearance and gave_Cpl ichol the chance to wear
hi ungla e· all day, (notlling to do w1tll tlle hangover though).1 A few
upgraders took the opportunity to join in the fun and guide tl1e team to

s·

victOI)'The day tarted at l IOOhrs with the Pole Yau It, w1'tli _1gs M c H a le and
.
'\1argrie howing much gusto, but unfortunately httle ta lent. Sig
Margrie had ne er even jumped before and was slotted mto the spot after
nearly breaking tiis neck to prove his commitment! ext up we~e the
Tri le Jum ers igs R ya n Jukes and Cpl Dolan. The event bem~ m
fro~t of
ta~ds tlle official didn't let us forget they were co"c;p~~n f'
The first track eve~! wa the 400m hurdles with , igs Treacy a~ V a s
hawing the crowd what it wa all about. The mens and womei_i s 3000m
were run together with igs Boot, Padle and Petherbridge gomg all out
to ho\\ 3 qn a the best
D
h
ig Rjoemoto took the men' javelin in style and Cpl . o1an t en
proved th;t all good things come in small packages by beatmg off the
talent to win tlle High Jump. ig Sykes did no~ v ant to go ?own without
a fight and proved himself capable when_ takmg t~e men s High Jump
after a clo e competition with the 2 Sqn Jumper. Sig Boot had only an
hour's rest before competing again in the 80~'!1' but had no problem
fini hing, sprinting away from the compet:tt1on to take first place

m!

1

KFOR

~

(some people just love to show offil. After the lunch break CJ>l Dolan
was up once again in the hurdles leadmg the field home and tak.mg more
points. Just a few minutes later th~ smallest man on the field . . 1.g Jones,
had an a tounding win (also with the hurdles) and ~irpr.1s111gly he
. d t clear all of them even though they were taller tllan he was!
manage o
•
·
I
·
•" ff' b
The Long Jump looked like it would reqmre a ast m111ute JI , . ut
fortunately Sig Howe managed to e cape the classroon~ and alongside
Si Theeman cored more points for the team. An 111sp1red_ run by Cpl
Hg 1 ·1 the 2000m teeplechase gave the crowd something to shout
ab~~{. ~~ Connor showed true talent in the 400m and with a strong team
for the relay, al o including Sigs Beasly, Donnelly and Cpl Bentham, 3
qn stonned home to take the up.
4 (MILITARY TRAfNING) QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan Owen
S M
W02 (S .M) Kev Read
.
The quadron 's epah cont111gent ha recently double~ .with the
arri al of Cpl Raj from QGS. ln addition the Adventure Trammg Te~m
ha a new member in the shape of ~pl Green. '.he Squadron 1 losmg
W02 K v Read on posting to 231 Sig Sqn 111 7 1g Regt and Bdr Lloyd
on posti~g to 8 TT. Congratulatio~s go to Bdr Ll?~d and Cpl Andy
Brown and their po ting on promotion to Cadet tram111.g teams leavmg
Sgt Dave ttley on his own in the Adventure Tr~111111g Team. SS~t
nthea Burdus' ha also been selected for pr?mouon to W02 and 1s
po ted to 3 (UK) Div as the MTWO. In add1t1on
gt Tara Pun. 1s
leavin the Sergeants Course team on promotion to w.02 and a postmg
to 2 ~ Regt in York. The Squadron has had a busy penod with tlle usual
large amount of courses passing through. Sgt Russ . Heynes ha~ managed
to avoid mo t of the TA courses with hi pre-trainmg for emor Brecon
leaving WOI Gary 'Frantic' Waters somewhat s~ort. taffed. In S~t
Heynes' absence Cpl Loz Sharp has been standing 111 b~t the _dnll
periods are not quite the same! The Squadron's recent sk!m~ tnp t?
Bavaria wa a resounding success with all tlle student ach1ev111g their
basic ski proficiency and some creditable suntans.

MULTINATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE)
HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

MNB(C)

Sqn Comd

RSM

Maj A. R. Blackwell
WOI (RSM) S. F. Lawes

REAR DET IL - by Sgt Johnson
.
The Rear Party of the enior Signal Squadron has been busy preparmg
for the return of the Squadron after a ix-month tour in Kosovo. ft has _not
been all work a we have also managed a few cultural and sportmg tnps.
Our fir t visit was to Bergen Belsen and Wegle_sberg Castl.e where we
spent an afternoon learning about the conc_entrat1on camps m Germ3!1Y·
During the last couple of months a lot of tun~ has b~e~ spent arrangmg
family events. The highlight of the recent family acuv1t1es was the Easter
'Egg travaganza'. There were Easter egg_ hunts? egg and spoon rac~s and
sack race split into several age groups mr:ludmg a , PC<'.1al adults ~a~.
The Adults' Race wa won by Sgt ·Compet1t:tve Dad Bailey, who d1<!n t
realise tllat he was tlle only one racing whilst the other compe_tltors Just
stood at the start line smiling! At the end of the day all the children left
w 1th lots of chocolate, big smiles and a memory of a fun Easter.
ORO HEADQ ARTERS Q AD BlKl G
Q
bl! Sgt Karen Carson
.
- It was a beautiful sunny day - in fact the first day of spring: when the
R M tasked me to organise a Quad Biking day for SHQ, ' I thmk a BBQ
would be a good idea too,' he rema~ked. 1 duly set off on m):' task . to
organi e this fun packed day. A qmck phone cal l to. the vehicle lme
company and the bikes were booked and sorted-, ext thm~ on the agenda
was the organisation of the transport that was kmdly provided by the MT
Section. Last but not least, the BBQ. One call to the Master hef, plus an
imitation for two, firmly secured the BBQ plans and of course two chefs
to cook it into the bargain.
The mornmg of unday 24 March soon came around. The fir~t day of
pnng had only been three short days ago., ~ut to our hon:or it wa a
mi. crable, freezing cold day. Gone was my v1 ion of s~nbathmg down at
the RG workshop listening to Bob Marley on my Jack box - and 111
place a packed daysack full of items of clothing one usually packs to go
on Ex Cold oldier omewhere in the Brecon Beacons! The SHQ
per onnel mu tered at 1430hrs, gloves - check, woolly hat - check,
lceka puffa jacket check, Gore-Tex waterproofs and of course the BBQ
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- CHECK! Off we headed in tlle back of a Landrover, packed together
like sardines for warmth. The 2TC, Adjt, RSM and FofS were of cour e
quite comfortably in their Landrover Dis~overy - com~lete _with fu_lly
closing door. On arriving at the RGS location we were given ms.trucbon
by Robin on how to ride the quad bikes. There was to be strictly no
driving tllrough the farmer's field! The RSM and Chief Clerk were ~he
first to go too eager to even consider the consequences of not wearing
their Gore~Tex waterproofs. The rest of us huddled around the BBQ for
warmth, patiently awaiting their.return. On hearmg the ro~r o,f th~ quad
bikes we all jostled around wantmg to make sure that we d1dn t miss our
go On seeing the RSM and Chief Clerk we all found the extra two
mi~utes to actually put on our Gore-Tex clothing, a they were splattered
in mud from head to toe!

insisting on a ' backer ', but then he did have the last laugh when it was
my tum to drive straight through the farmer' field! An excellent day
wus had by all despite the biting cold. Recklcs ly zipping through the
Kosovo countryside and scoffing sausage sandwiches was a perfect way
to spend a Sunday aflernoon in Kosovo.
RADIO TROOP - by Cpl 'len11y' lfend1y
Tp l'omd
Capt James Acton
Tp S gt
SSgt 'Buzz' Burrows
Radio Tp ran a two-day excrci eat 'The Foxhole' to practise tlle set up
of the Tac HQ in the field. The only problem encountered was that we
ended up to our knees in mud. Some of the other tasks weren't so
glamourou . I was lucky enough to be put in charge of the Portaloo
delivery, but it did at least arrive without a drop being spilt. The Exercise
was a success, partly thanks to
gt Burrows and WOI (RSM) Lawes
for sweating away behind the cookset and producing some superb bacon
and . ausage butties. We also enjoyed a two-day deployment to test the
kills of the younger members of the Troop. It also provided a good
opportunity for Cpl 'Elvis' Jones to shine as a member of the Directing
Staff, along with Cpl 'Benny' Benson, Cpl Karl Flannagan and 2Lt
Rob Bott.
EX ERCI E FLEXIBLE FIST - by Sig Steve Howdle
On Friday 22 March 2002 I set out on Ex Flexible Fist with Radio
Tp. The fir t day of the exercise largely consisted of siting and erecting
different antennae in variou locations around Multi ational Brigade
(Centre). Four detachments deployed on the exerci e, I was part of Team
I. For the majority of the day it rained heavily, making it more difficult
and le s comfortable to work. The day also consi ted of a short tab up to
Goles (one of the hilltop sites) and then locating objects by using the GPS
system. We also improvised antennae out of scrap metal, which I had
never done before and found quite intere ting. We fini hed the day setting
up the detachments for a night at the bottom of Go le . On the morning of
Day Two, after we had sorted out our admin, we set out on a day based
on signalling and military skill . These consisted of different stands such
as precision driving, first aid and cros -country driving. The whole day
finished with a stretcher race around Slim Line . with Team I winning. In
my opinion the highlight of the day wa the first aid stand, which wa an
RTA acted out by the RAMC - the ten casualties varied from being in
shock to being dead. This really showed me just how much more I could
learn about first aid. Overall tlle Exerci e was a good experience for all
tllo e who participated.
ASSAULT PIONEERS 0 IDLL-TOP ITES - by Sig Ben Day
The assault pioneer team from 200 ignal Squadron were ta ked to
enhance the defences of the Hill Top Sites in and around MNB(C). The
Team consi ted of LCpl 'Fla h' Gordon, Sig 'Gabbi' Gabbidon, Sig
' Kappa' McAskill and my elf. Once we arrived we a sessed the area and
put the barbed wire fence and stake in no time at all. When we finished
we ended up with only a few minor cuts to the body after fighting witll
the barbed wire. Our next task was digging the mortar pit. We had two
feet of granite to dig through but, in lrue assault pioneer fashion , we dug
through it and put the defence stores in. After an exhau ting few days of
digging and putting fences up we returned to camp, only topping once
for a Burger King.

Home sweet home!
BRITFOR C OMBAT ENDURANCE

OMPETITIO

by Sig McAskill

The Good, the Bad and the Muddy!
The BBQ, which had been lovingly prepared by Cpl M.cBla.in, w~.
devoured withm seconds. Apologies to Sgt Jones for spoiling his go Y
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The Squadron entered a team in a combat endurance event that took
place at the Kosovo Protection orps training area in Blenia (an area
fo~nerly u ed as Tito's hunting lodge). The event consi, ted of a nine
!llile- peed march over predominantly uphill terrain , followed
1mmcdiatcly by a physically demanding a sault cour.e and command
task. The Team arrived at the training area quietly confident of produc111g
a good performance. We made our way to tllc kit inspection area and after
a good inspection were told that we were the team to beat. This built up
our confidence even more. We made our way to the start area ready for
the tab. We set a fast pace and the uphill part eemed like it would never
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end. We got to the top of the hill and after a very short downhill we
started on another uphill part. All water was to be drunk on the move and
there were to be no stops as we were aiming for a time of around I hr
20mins. Amongst the sweat and blistering heat, we noticed that Kosovo
actually had some nice countryside.
We eventua ll y reached the end of the tab with some strong
encouragement from 2Lt Bott and Capt Acton who had been supportive
all the way round. We came off the tab and went straight onto the assault
course tllat was very demanding and required every last bit of energy.
After short water stop we moved onto the command task which involved
moving a 9x9 tent over 50m without touching the floor. We completed
this in a reasonable time and earned a well deserved re t and a bit of food
before the prize giving. The wedish Battalion won the event with the
RRW coming a close second. The Signal Squadron came sixth out often
teams. We returned to Slim Lines with high spirits after missing a day on
the tank park.
THE SWEBAT EXCH
GE - by Cpl Tim Cooper
On the morning of 11 of March Cpl Tim Cooper and LCpl 'Harry
Potter' Riley left Slim Lines to see how the Swedes operate in their
AOR. The tourists visited various troop houses guided by the helpful Lt
Anderson . The Swedes demonstrated to us their communication
equipment, which was actually very simi lar to Ptarmigan, and then some
procedures. We then went up to a hilltop site called Camp Raven that has
an unparalleled view into Serbia. The ite houses 12 personnel who were
all very ho pitable towards visitor . hortly after arriving at Camp Raven
the heavens let rip with snow. However, this didn't stop the Swede and
their snowcat tran ported us to two more troop houses for a little more
tourism. After this hectic day the snowcat trawled on to Camp 2 for
dinner and a little more wedish hospitality - a sauna. After 20 minutes
inside it was time to go out for a roll in the now! The next day the crew
travelled to SWEBAT itself, drank coffee and socialised. A packed two
days tllat was a wholly rewarding experience.
CLASS 3 - 2 UPGRADE TRAINI C FEBRUARY - MARCH 2002
by Sig McGi11n
Having spent around ten months in the unit, some of the lucky
operators from Radio Tp became eligible for their Clas 2 upgrade. I was
one of that lucky band. along with Sig 'Angry Young Man' Robson, Sig
'Wicked 'inn it' Ferris, Sig 'Biscuit ' Brown, ig ' Don ' t mention BFBS
to me' Beavis and Sig 'I'm teetotal' Harrison. The aim of the day was to
take armoured and light vehicle from the troop up to a location called
'The Foxhole', select a uitable site for our dets and establish comm . It
all ounded pretty easy - until you take 30year old armoured vehicle and
ill-fitting cam nets into consideration. We arrived in location and were
briefed by our instructors Cpl Flannagan and Cpl 'Elvi ' Jones. Our
a se or for the day. Troop QC, Capt Acton , briefed us on what he
expected and we got to work. We had been split into three teams making
a crew of two per det. It was going really well to start with but we started
to tackle the cam nets when the inevitable happened. The cam net didn't
fit. We didn't dwell too long on the camouflage as we had limited time to
complete our tasks, one of which wa to erect an HF horizontal dipole
antenna. Being part of the professional team of personnel at 200 Signal
quadron. we took it all in our tride and didn't flap about the fact we
hadn't touched anything other than a ne ted EVHF recently. With more
luck than ability we managed to erect something that re embled a dipole.
Having establi hed comm using the mandatOI)' nested EVHF, we et
about completing our la t task: etting up a remote handset to a guardpo t location. All in all it was a good day, and thankfully we all passed.
The main thing we took away from the experience wa that we never
want to touch a dipole again.
ARMOURED VEHICLE DRIVER/COMMA DER CO R E
by Cpl 'Laney' lane
As a new member of the unit. I was looking forward to the Driver Commander course, as thi would make my transition from 'Rover
Queen' to 'A rn1oured King· complete! Coming from a light unit a my
la t po ting, I wa fully aware of the importance of an armoured
headquarters in the field, but nothing could prepare me - or the re t of the
course - for what wa- to come! Sgt Tris Dunbar and Cp l John Reardon
\ ere to be our instructors for the next three weeks. They formed quite a
lege ndary double-act de cribing the power pack in unusual , but
men1orable term , the fat controller (fan controller) being either Tri or
John. depending on who wa taking the le on! However, under the
circumstances, they both did exceptionally well, and we were lucky
enough to be taught in the 'plush' surrounding of the ED's Rubb helter.
With only black na ty, a whip ection and a photocopier to aid them. they
battled against the wind and the rain on the outside and the intelligence of
the student on the inside!
With the first week of theory out of the way. i( was on to the roads
fir t stop Podujevo! Afler ma tering how to get 17 tons of metal to stop.
we were sent out on the road around Pri tina. However. ·e, ·eral trips
were mode to Camp Bondsteel , a the American, loved the 430 (but not
a much a we loved Burger King). We took it in turns to drive. with the
DMI commanding the two vehicles: Cpl Reardon had my cit: pl · tu'
Storey, Cfn Tony Hooper (REME) and ig • ndy Mc tab' l\1111 • while
Sgt Dunbar had 2Lt 'Maverick' Bott (the new Bravo Tp 0 ) L pl
'Boggy' 1arsh, pl 'Lenny ' Hcndr. and ig · ott1e-Picklc:·
icholls. A the weeks progre .ed the routine of fir t work-. hot checb
and final check- became the norm, a· <lid all the other usual routine. e.g.
·Boggy' was always foul tempered, a hi group ·allowed' him to
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knO\\ that the guys from 97 Sig Sqn have enjoyed working as part of the
ignal Squadron here, and that. at least one of us is looking for another
operational tour ~s soon as possibl e. As for me. I am getting married later
this year so t.he idea of a.nother tour f?OCs on hold for a while yet. When
the opportulllly presents itself agam, 1f the unit I am with makes me feel
as welcome and as much a part of it as 200 Sig Sqn has, then I' ll know
that I'm on to a winner. Jt may sound clichCd, but I have no hesitation in
recommending an o perational tour to other TA personnel. The
opportun ities avai lable arc in creasin g whether it be as a formed unit like
97 (BRITFOR) .Sig Sqn (V), or as an individual augmcntec to a regular
unit. Let's face 1t, there are a lot of TA personnel here in Ko ovo and we
can't all be wrong!

do the all the first works in pcctions while they drank brew..
· ·ru· and ·Laney' would ·duke it out' to ee whose tum it wa. to
dri"' first!
'Ma\'erick' Bott insisted on wearing hi blacked-out goggles. even
when it "a ·n 't unny. Gh en half a d1ancc. he would hnve bought an
F14 pilot' helmet at the merican r- '!
. .
.
Tonv in. 1 t >don telling the DMl ·that' not ho' you do 1t!
ot m
the RE\11 anyway). Thi explained why he seldom leti the safety
Rover
· cottic-Picklcs' gained full marks for precision. but 'nil point' for
·peed!
· .\.nd · \1c tab' had to have large Land R ymbol marked on hi
hand due to hi 'un ique ' commanding kills!
Tri became gt 'G unny' Dunba1· due to an encounter with ' Vidal
Baboon' at the merican PX hairdre ers!
'Lenny· was hi · usual laid-back elf. in fact he was nonnally
horizontal!
.. .and finally, pl John Reardon has the next course to .look forward to
two day after thi one fmi hes. Good luck - he II need 1t!

2Lt George and his KPC Detachment

[
HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
AND
15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
co
RSM

Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn OBE
WOt Mc aught

The Regi ment continues to move through a period of change. G6
Branch and the Regiment formally split in May with Lt Col M. P.
Llewellyn remaining as CO of the Regiment for his last six months
before promotion and posting, and Lt Col J. P. McKee taking the helm
as Chief G6. Throughout the Spring months there has been an active
adventure training and military training programme running alongside all
the preparations required for the marching season. The first of these went
off moothly. The Summer will be equally a busy, with further
preparations for the marching sea on and a variety of adventure training
expeditions, sporting competitions and military training exercises being
planned. For a static Regiment, there i certainly lots going on both
operationally and training to keep us all occupied.

Well LCpl Hilton you definitely scared him

Right a bit
1

ZLATARE RA: GES
The range day tarted with a convoy leaving Slim Lines destined for
Zlatare range in the WEBAT area. With the weatl1er not looking so
good we arrived at the range and were confronted with a rutted field , six
target and
gt 'Buzz' Burrows saying, ·Yes, this is the range.' We
tarted with the u ual rifle zeroing, which went without any problems.
Then we moved on to the pistol shoot where we selected a shooting team
for an up and coming pistol competition. There were a lot of good shots
throughout the day and one team of junior ranks and one team of officers
were elected for the competition. As the sun came out we had a
contingent of BFB crew tum up for a look at the various weapons and to
try their hand at u ing them. Surprisingly they were quite good for
beginners and could put some people in the squadron to shame, but they
looked especially fctchmg in tl1eir civvies, helmets and webbing, looking
like something from 'Dad's Army'. After that we moved on to the last
les~on of the day, which was the L96A 1 sniper rifle, which was
conducted by Cpl 'Te ll-me-a' Storey of Radio Tp. Everybody had four
hot to hit the rargets at 300m and one shot at a falling plate at 600m.
First up was the RSM who mi sed every time and blamed it all on the
weapon. The first four shots were quite easy, but the last on the falling
plate was quite hard. Unfortunately there was only one dead eye in the
quadron who could hit it apart from Cpl ' I've-got-a' Storey and that
was LCpl Oa~c 'Mr Mu~cle' Coffell. Everybody enjoyed the variety of
weapon. we hot and all had a very good day.
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FIXED C OMMS TROOP - by Cpl Evans
Tp Comd
Ca pt ofia Hughes
Tp SSgt
Sgt ' Kitch' Kitchener
With only a few weeks left to go in Ko ovo, the whole workshop has
come to the sad conclusi n that we will never again be as happy as we
have been in the last six months. We've all really been enjoying ourselves
and just knowing that we· ve helped to rebuild a country is enough reward
in it elf. This far outweighs the personal sacrifices that mu t be made
whilst on tour. We would like to wish LC pl ' Death ' Boydell and Sig
Colhoun luck as they move on.
I THE FIELD WITH THE KOSOVO PROTECTIO CORP
by 2lt Huw George
Throughout Op Agricola VT! one of the tasks that l have been entrusted
with i that of being the Liaison Officer between the KPC and the
Headquarters and Signal Squadron for M B(C) . The KPC is the
organisation that the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) has become. lffOR
has provided a variety of train ing for the KPC including fire fighttng,
HAZMAT handling, sea rch and rescue, engineering and construct1011,
first aid, operations room management and health and safety. This
included a Train the Trainer package that enabled KPC members to
become instructors in many of these areas, in order for them to pass on
the skills learned. My primary task as a liaison officer is to evaluate .the
training conducted by the KPC . Early on 1 was required to give
interviews for two TV stations and the KPC's own newsletter, becoming
something of a celebrity to the interpreters who all told me that they'd
seen me on the news.
I laving watched an FTX in December I was happy that they were able
to plan and deploy for an exercise and conduct lessons in the field,
however it was more of a demonstration of what they had been taught
rather than an assessment to confirm what they had learnt. However, the
final FTX demonstrated that the KPC proved that they were able to plan,
organ ise and execute a successful, realistic and relevant FTX with only
marginal assistance from KFOR. It was good to see that progre s lia.d
been made from the first FTX that 1 saw three months ago, which 1
indicative of the progress that has been made by the organisation as a
whole during Op Agricola VII.
l am glad that these opportunities have been presented to me. Both tl~e
opportunity for deployment to the Balkans as pa1t of 97 (BRITFOR) Sig
Sqn (V) and the opportunity to get involved with the KPC, given to me
by Multi- ational Brigade (Centre) Headquarters and Signal Squadron
(200). 1 have thoroughly enjoyed my time here in Kosovo and 1t feels
strange that l have less than a month to go before I end of tour._ I am not
only ending my tour, but also ending my attachment to 200 Sig Sqn. I
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HEADQ ARTERSQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj D. T. H. Wilson
SSM
W02 G. Steel
COMM
DI G OFFICER'S CUP COMPETITIO
CROSS COU TRY 14 MARCH 2002
by W02 (SSM) Steel
The CO's Cup X-Country Competition took place at Queen
University ports ground on the 14 March 2002. Confidence was high
after good performances in recent Mercury Cup events and a creditable
second place last year. LCpl Potter from COMMCE Tp was given the
task of assembling a team for the event. The Team comprised of The OC
quadron , Maj Wilson, Capt Hare ign, Capt Jenkins, Sgt ' Mark'
Chivers (who loves running so much he came in from leave to take part),
LCpl Potter (Team Captain), ig Lam wood, Moore, ewbold,
McDiarmid and eed ha m . To cut a long tory short, Headquarters
Squadron wa triumphant by having more runners in the top ten to count.
Even Capt Jenkins attempts to injure himself could not prevent victory!
However the winner of the race (males) was gt Kilgallon from 225 ig
Sqn. The winner of the female event wa Capt T hirsk from 233 Sig qn.
ongrat ul ations to both runners . A big ' well done ' to the Event
O~g~niser - Sgt 'Smudge ' Smith and Sgt ' Roge' Bradley (and their
w1lltng band of volunteers), who laid on a first cla s day.

HQ Squadron X-Country Team
EXERCISE CHALLE GE Ml DER II 18 - 22 MARCH 2002
hy Sig luck - COMMCEN Trnop
As the 19 March drew closer the select few that were pri ileged
enough to take part in Ex Challenge Minder II were getting ready for a
good tune at Bnllykinler Training cntre. We had the usual weather for
the week (rain) and plenty of wit to go with it. We were plit into three
~ect 1 ons .for the week and appointed section conunander . The exerci e
egan with weapon handling te t and zeroing to get us into the wing of
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things. The evening activity brought contact reports and practice on the
SAT. T~e. second day con istcd of APWT, a I (Adv.) pistol shoot and a
compct1t1on shoot. All cores to be put forward for the Best Section
Competition. Our Section's fearless leader wa Cpl 'Oops. I put the best
shot on stag' Fox . Our evening activity gave us FIBUA theory and
judgmental training. The next day was the meat of the package. The day
co11S1sted of FIBUA (under the in truction of W02 'Brad' Hogg). Pi tol
fire and manoeuvre ( Sgt 'Dave' Wilson) and a sanger shoot (SSgt 'Icky'
Gratrick. At the FIBUA we had to try climbing up a rope to the first
floor window. This is fine in theory but with CBA, webbing and weapon,
was slightly more difficult. That evening wa spent in 'Tin City. each
Section practi ing patrol and gaining an in ight into an infantry
platoon's tasks in the province. The final day saw us take part in the Fire
Team As es ment and an EOD demonstration pro ided by 321 EOD
RLC. The CO made the pre entation of the prizes to:
LCpl 'Steve' Adamso n
3rd Best Shot
Be t Section
Section 2
(con i ting of Cpl Fox, Cpl Punyer,
C pl Robson, Cpl Whatmough,
LCpl Adamson, LCpl Waters, LCpl Jones,
LCpl Brooks, Sig Hobbs and Sig Luck)
The 'Barn Door' Award winner wa Sig eedham. orry. I had to
mention it.
225 IGNAL SQ ADRO.
Sqn Comd
Maj M. J. Smith
S M
W02 R. Tborr.e
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt B. W. 1. Morri
Tp Sgt
S gt ( upvr R) Ro\\ lands
Where to begin? Another action packed quarter in 'blink and you mi
it' E Tp 225 . ig Sqn. 1 uppo· e in customary form it i right that. first off.
we bid a warm welcome to our ne1\ arrival , Capt Blaydon Morris, pl
Clare Waldron and JT Dillon Hulse who have come to hare with u the
benefit of their experience and expcrti e. However, it wouldn't be right if
we didn't lose a few as well. Fond farewell go to Cpl Thomp on who
ha decided to shape the future generation with a training posting at
Chicksands, LCpl Carlyon who leave u to become keen and green at
14 ig Regt (EW), Cpl Rimmer who heads for fun in the un at J U
(A ) Cyprus and Cpl Fox who, ever keen to blow things up. has taken
hi experience to EOD at Catterick. Be t \ i he to you all. ..
A few seed of uspicion have been SC\\ n due to the quality of gt
Steve Ayres' un tan on hi return from mountaineering i1 Autarctica.
Did tho e photos come from the Berghau catalogue or not? We'll ne\'Cr
know. The ame can be aid for W02 (SupH Radio) Rob on, gt Jon
Chambers, Cpl tcve Fox, Cpl lark Booth, pl 'Bebb · Bebbington,
LCpl Dave tephenson and LCpl Andy Fletcher who were lucky
enough to ecure them el e a place on the jaunt to outh frica. Thi
wa carefully di guised as adventure training but again sun tan , give
away the real truth . From all accounts a lot of fun was had on the
expedition and many wi h to return to outh frica. although they might
give the wimming with sharks bit a mi !
Everyone i till being kept busy at work, and arc praying for the
factory frc h T3 trade men to hurry up and pass their up-grading te ts to
relieve the pre sure on . quadron detachments. Early result arc promi ·ing.
Best not to tempt fate though! That just about conclude · the new from F
Tp 225 ig qn, with man more c ent pencilled in for the next couple of
months the next insta llment should provide an interesting read.
OMMA DI G OFFI ER'S C P 0 tPETITIO
ORIE TEERI G
The CO'· cup competition ha · been kept ali1c and has !..ept us bus
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, ith 'ot Phil Bern oru.amsing a dnllcnging S.6km orienteering route.
All orth ~ mYoln~ wish t thank h'm for organising the event through
the \\ette t and bog ndden part of 1Qrthern Ireland k~own to man .. Many
a pair of trainers were taken ca. ualty tha_t day! ~b\10'1 . ly. 225 1g Sqn
,, re, 1ctonous again. A if the keen runnmg contmgent among t u were
not catered for en~ough, the CO's cup cro. -colllttry eYcnt also took place.
L pl , "ic k Desforges-Poth took the helm for the Tro?P· an~ rapidly
, i hed he hadn't as he saw the 1ze of the hill lmountam~ winch were
mcludcd in the route. He came to work after the run lookmg decidedly
worse for wear. However, he performed very well managing not to come
in last \ju·t!).
GOLF TROOP
Tech AdJt
apt Craig
E 0 Fo
\ 02 (FofS) Roberl~
.
Well another few month have pa ed and the workshop · look buster
than ever. 'ew equipment replacing old only means that the work . hop's
man-hours have hit an all time high. This is reflected m the mannmg a
we are no'' really close 10 full manning. cw people. in the work ~op ~re
Cpls Lynn teven on, Steve Live ey and Steve Bilb along, with Jn~
Liddell. On the 1ech ide of things. hello goes out to Cpl Bt~ Matt
towell traight from hi most enjoyable tour yet at ~64 ( A ) Sig qn
and ye • Cpl 'Rod' Rouchy is till here. Congratulations go out to n?w
W02 Phil Leach,
gt Dave Kilgallon and gt Lesley Jay on gettmg
yet another tep up on the ladder to tardom!
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt P.R. Griffiths
RQM
\ 02 P. B. W.. Hogg
.
Thi month in upport Tp thmgs ha been quiet due to the fact that a
few of our m mber have been away on cour es. LCpl tuart 'When I
was at I Di ' McCrone and LCpl 'Angry Man· Fi her have both been
away on their Cla One upgrading course at Blandford and Leconfield
where they were sure to have spent their wage and overdraft. Also away
this month was Cpl ' Pickles· Hayward who spent a month at Blandford
on hi RSJCC . When he came back he wa rather tight -lipped ~bout
which po ition he came at the end of the course: The truth \ il l be
revealed. Congratulation this month to Cpl 'Kome' Kendall who 1s
expecting her first baby later this year. Support Tp would a_l _o hke to s_ay
welcome to o-t cott Davie who ha taken up the pos111on of Chief
Cleric. and the" quadron Office is all the bener for all his hard work.

Exercise Buster Finn 'The Happy Wanderers '
14 members of225. ie. Sqn were lucky enough to enjoy an adventure
training trip of a lifetime the Cape Region of South Africa. This is Cpl
·1 don"t moan' enior and C pl 'Why-ie' Gray's day to day account of

to

~~-·

.

Day One, The Flight - It all began on the 19 February 2002 with
everyone meeting at London Heathrow. We were in for an eleven hour
tnght ftom hell, made worse by the fact that the air-cond_irioning on the
aircraft was broken. o one managed to sleep on the flight due to the
heat. all except L pl 'Rip Van WinkJe' Fletcher who managed a modest
eleven hour .
Day 1\~o. Arrival in C ape Town - Even though most of us wer~ able
to catch little more than five minutes sleep, we disembarked the a1rcraft
and were ranng to go to sam ple what ape Town had to offer. Our
accommodation was basic but provided everything we needed (beds
within staggering distance of many bars). After a fantastic meal and
everal sherbets at a restaurant/bar along the beach, a couple of the group
decided to burn off the extra calories with a spot of swimming. Aller
much reasoning we managed to persuade Cpl 'Too Smooth' Fox and
LCpl 'Rip Van Winkle' Fletcher that the shark infested waters really
weren't the be t place to indulge in a quick dip.
Day Three, Road to Hell - Aller a few hours recuperation, everyone
was ready to spend the ten-hour drive sleeping, or so we thought! As it
turned out we had the worlds worst driver who seemed to be addicted to
the accelerator and afraid of the brake pedal. So aller many miles, scary
near mis es and even more stops on the Baz Bus, we eventually arrived at
'aturcs Valley. This was to be the start of the trekking phase and was our
home for the night; we managed to rustle up a fine BBQ, tucked in and
retired to our humble huts.
Da~ four. ature Valley to Blaukrrans - The Trek began just after
0900hr . After only half an hour walking, the intensity of the heat was
apparent, making progress a lot harder than people expected. Most people
found the go111g fairly hard, but combined with the heat it was too much

for a couple to handle. (We would love to ay they were both girls. but
we're too cmbarra ed to say only one was) . T he day was hard work,
howe ver. th e views were spe cta cular a nd made the h a rd work
worthwhile.
Day Five, Blaukrans to Keurbos - Due to the heat of the prcvio1;15
day we decided to set o~f earlier. By 083_0hr~ the sun wa. bcat1~g down 111
full force combined with some steep lulls 11 made progress difficult. By
now most were findin g the going difficult. It was at thi time ~hat <:apt
• tcve Irwin' Griffiths claimed he aw a nakc! After many d1scuss1ons
he came to the conclusion it was a Black Mamba. We humoured him and
had to sit through many versions of his near-death experience. We all
welcomed our arrival at the hut and everyone managed to relax and
prepare their evenin g meal. It was now apparent that everyone had
frequented the same hop and decided on pa ta as the main food for the
duration of the trekking phase.
Day ix, Kcuros to Hueningbos - We decided to get an even earlier
start to combat the heat. The sun remained under cloud for the remainder
of the day and enabled good progress. Today wa to yield another wild
discovery after Cpl 'Bebbs_' Bebbington claimed_to sec a scorpioo.
Although it kills me 10 say this, I have been told that 1l was seen by others
too . The weather was poor and was affecting everyone's morale. We
pushed on and arrived at the next hut just in time_for the sun to come out
and most of u 10 get in some valuable sunbathmg. Another pa ta meal
for everyone and off to bed.
Dav even, Hueningbos to Sleepkoof - Another early start and we
aw very different weather conditions. Apparently the route today was to
be flat. However. it became the most undulatmg flat anyone had ever
seen. At thi pomt of the rrck we could have been in the Lake District as
it wa wet and miserable. Arri al at the hut saw some glum faces but
civilisation wa a mere 3.2km away. After a secretly organi ed visit to the
nearby hop by pl 'Too mooth' Fox and W02 'Robbo' Robson, a crate
of beer and plenty of chocolate managed to put mile back on people'
faces.
.
.
Day Eight - Amazingly ev_eryone woke ranng to go with the tl1ought
of civi lisation firm in their mmd . We met the transport at Storms River
village plitting into two group for the day' adventure training which
con isted of 11 Om ab eil into the water below and from there two hours
of white water tubing. Although we had the plea ure of paradin~ .around
in ftont of the two girls in wetsuits made for twelve year old kids (well
that was Sgt 'Frodo' Frame orted), unfortunat~ly when came to the
tubing it was the dry season and we spent more time chmbmg over ro?ks
than we pent in the water. From there we fimshed the a~vcnture tram1~g
with a I Okm bike ride back to torms River where we picked up the htre
vehicles and set off to Plettenberg Bay. We arrived at our accommodation
for the night and were impres ed with the standar~. We followed
recommendations and went for a meal at the lookout pomt where we all
indulged ourselve with a nice meal and many well-deserved liquid
refreshments with stunning views.
Day ine - Today was the day we ~aw nine out of the fourteen
complete the highest commerc1al bungee Jump Ill the world! A fantastic
experience, which saw ncrv_o us smi le_s and [al e, bravado on most
people's faces. Some tried gettmg out of 1t, Cpl Olly <;;ray ev~n left 111s
wallet in Plettenberg Bay in a vain attempt to avoid the _Jump. His attempt
was halted as everyone chipped in to cover his bungee Jump. ~ fter all ~he
adrenaline, there wa plenty of time for all to calm down with the six·
hour drive back to Cape Town. It was late when we arnved and most
people had a bite to eat and an early night.
Day Te n - A lie-in was decided upon to allow people to recuperate,
however. just when everyone had seen enou~h walkmg to last th~m a
lifetime, we began our trek up Table Mountam. Once there, the views
were worth all the hard work. After lunch we took a cable car half way
down the mountain where we collected the mountain bikes. From here,
22km of mountain biking down into the heart of Cape Town. It was quite
a surprise to see all the so-called brave and bold who had completed the
bungee jump become terrified of a little mountain bik_ing. Most of the
group did not even manage to get out of first gear. That is apart from Cpl
' I' ve done a little before ' Senior.
Day E leven - Today both vehicles set off to the Cape of Good Hope
but en route, one of the vehicles took a few wrong turns and ended up on
t11c beach whi le the other went as planned. The visi t to the Cap~ of Good
Hope was in order to ee the Penguin Colony and where the Indian Ocean
and Atlantic Ocean meet. On the return journey the group al o went to
see the Penguin Colony at Simonstown. While one group had a bu y_d_ay,
the rest of us chilled out on a fantastic beach called Llandudno, admmng
all the beautiful views (mirrored sunglasses were a necessity).
.
Day Twelve and Thirteen - These were our R&R day and a t!me for
everyone to plan their own activities. Some of the group decided to
partake in a once in a lifetime opportunity of shark diving. Four members
set off early in the morning to begin a full day on the water. The long
wait was well worth it, with a frighteni ng but spectacul ar sight of seeing
a 5.Sm great white shark a foot away from inside a cage in the water.
Other people visited Robin Is land w here Ne lson Mandela was
111
imprisoned, but mo t people spent their two days relaxing on the beach
the South African sun. Plenty of bartering at the loca l market ensured
everyone managed to acquire a few bargain ouvcnir . lt was apparent
that you could quite easily pick up whatever you wanted for less than half
the adverti cd price. However, Sgt John ' It was a steal' Chambers_was
intent on paying well over the odds but was adamant that he was getting a
fantastic deal.
Day Fourteen - This was our last day in South Africa and most pe~ple
were already dreading the return journey. Plenty of la t minute shopping.

!t
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sight see111g and packing took up mo t of the day. The maj ority of people
suid that they would dcfimtel y return to tl1c c_ounl:IJ'. on personal holi days.
Look111g back over the whole trip 1t was an incredible experi enced made
even better by knowmg we were getting paid for spending two weeks in
South Afnca. It ha s been hard tryin g to sum up so much in a brief
account, but I am sure everyone involved will rem ember everything that
happ1med for a long, long time.
233 SIG AL QUADRO
Sqn omd
Maj . A. Walker
SSM
W02 P. Tasker
I DIA TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (Supvr IS) McHugh
Tp S gt:
gt Gatrick
Yt:t again another busy time for the boys and girls of India Tp with the
imminent mo ve to our plush new offices and tech work shop and
struggling to fight the battle of ever changing technology from the evil
entities of the world. The Troop would like to welcome several new
personalities into ~he Troop. Fou~ new Technicians from the top. Cpl
attic from 280 S>g Sqn along with her husband who is also serving in
the Province,_ LCp l 'The SJrey Man' Sullivan and hi family; LCpls
Brook and ~mehback straight from the Blandford reproduction centre.
We would like to congra~latc Cpl Jase ' Keeping up with the Jones'
Nicholls who ha passed _his 12 months initiation test as a IS Op and has
finally got hi s dates for his IS Operator Foundation Course in Blandford.
Although we arc apparently the lucky one as we get to have him back
upon completion of his course. One day a Sy terns Op the next an JS Op
or as we say in the trade, from ZERO to HERO! Well done to LCpi
'Straight. from the Blandford Mould ' Brook for winning the hooting
competttton on the PORT package Ex Challenge Minder JI that is run
here m the Province. When the nervous young lad went to collect the
trophy for winning_the shoot from t~e Commanding Officer, he was so
overcom~ with excitement and emotion that he forgot to put a important
part ofh1s umform on .. . HIS BERET! He stil l went through the motions
of saluting the CO. So once agam young 'Brooky' we should never ever
forget the days of our salutin~ test, or as we say, back to basics, day one
week one. When there ar~ an;1vals there are alway goodbyes. As we ay,
a fond farewell to Cpl Billy 1 was never there' Beaumont who is going
back to basic (Blandford) to reach the pinnacle of her career to become a
Tl technical expert. LCpl Steve It wasn 't my fault' Moran to pastures
new (Well actually about 300 yards side tep right) off to the nerve centre
of the Squadron the etwork Communications Centre. And we would
~ik~ to say ~ big congrat~lations to the Tp SSgt 'Icky - I haven't got a
JOb Grattnck on selection for promotion to W02. With all that extra
pay ¥OU can now afford a proper car perhaps you could upgrade to a
Capn Ghia.
NCC TROOP
Tp Comd
Tp Sgt

Capt Booker
Sgt Johnson
Although the CC Tp has had a quiet couple of months
we have een some good people escape and hopefully some good ones
arr~ve. On that note we_ bid a farewell to C pl Paul 'Lets have a curry for
tea. Westerman, his wife Carol and baby Austin who have moved on to
2 Sig Regt, Cp l Sha un Ba rton and wife Lisa who will be doing nothing
but tours at 30 Sig Regt, C pl Tony 'Gibber Gibber' Wressell who joins
21 Sig_Regt. Cpl M ik~ 'Pikey' Davies who till won't be doing any work
a~ he JOlD 94 (BY) Stg Sqn. Finally LCpl Mark Deans and SSgt Kev
Tierney who have been the luckie t of all and join the millions with
grown-up job in Civvy Street. Welcomes go out to Capt Miles Booker
as new Sqn Ops Officer, who joins us from Arborfield; S gt Jim

McEwan who jo~n s us from ~ very short stay in G6 Branch and pl
M~rk ~odge~ amves from 7 Sig Regt, who ha already felt the effects of
~ night m the Bop'. cw arrivals to the Troop from within the Regiment
1~cludc Cpl Matt C~ve~ley and L~pl tevc Moran who join us from
COMMC:E and India 1ps respectively. We would also like to take the
opportunity to.say farewell to a few blokes who will leave us m the near
future. Cpl _' '?1.rty ~arry ' l:fopgood and wife Monica who will be starting
their new c1vtl1an life m Colchester, Cpl Danny Pearson who will be in
his clement as he returns to 249 Sig Sqn and last but not lea t W02 FofS
Paul Hubble who will be spending the next 12 months in s'ierra Leone.
All the best and make sure you spare the odd thought for u in the bunker.
ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt R. A. Hamilton
YofS
W02 (YofS) . . Yate
FofS
gt (FofS) J. L. Collins
With the snow _thawing on the hills, blossom flowering on the rrees
and the locals g~tt111g re~dy for the forthcoming marching sea on, Romeo
Tp has turned 1_ts attention once more to defending the ma of port
tr?ph1es c l~ttenng up the crew room. The McKelvie Competitions are
till to begm but the CO's up has kicked off in earnest. Troop members
took part m the Strong Man competition and a new tar was found LC pl Patterson weighing in at six stone and measuring 4' O"! Romeo Tp
had five people on the recent PORT package Ex Challenge Minder fl. All
conce~ed _ thorouW!ly enjoyed putting their military kills into practice.
LCpl Chisel Chm Jones was part of the winning sccrion and put the
achievement down to his ability to hit a barn door at more than ten metres
- unlike ome people we could mention. LCpl Deas seemed relieved to
be nd of th~ prestigious toilet seat for the worst shot and happily handed
1t over to Sig ecdham ftom the QM's Department. There ' been quite a
change of per onnel over the last couple of months with plenty more
change to come. A fond farewell goes to C pl 'Prcttyboy· Rudd who
take his sparkling eyes and outrageous bouffant to 3 Cdo Bde. Best of
luck, Dean. Hellos are numerous. Contrary to popular belief Tech
Sergea~ts actually exist,_ as we've been posted a couple. gt 'Daz' 'c attle
ha amved from 280 Sig Sqn and Sgt Jones has joined us from his Tl
Cse. Warm welcomes al o go to Cpl 'I don't want to live in the mes I'd
miss Nick' Barker, Cpl 'G len· Moffat from 7 Sig Regt and LCpl .'I've
got a de~ee you know' Patterso n. Enjoy your time here and get ready
for a hectic year!
TECHNICAL IAI TE
CE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt V. Hemmings
SSgt G. Williams
Tp FofS
SSgt P. Mitchell
Tp SSgt
The Troop said goodbye this month to Sgt Kev Wood who is leaving
lCOM team at Wo:.i_hy Down and
to take up h.i new post with the
C pl M icha el 'The Silver Fox· Partridge, who ha left the tro~p to
complete his Clas I at Blandford before being posted to 16 Sig Regt.
The Troop said hello t~ _C pl_ erity Gough, who arrived from 16 Sig
Regt to take up her position 111 the PC workshop. Congratulation go to
SSgt (FofS) Caz ' Jack Move Fool' \ illiams who has recent ly been
selected for a well deserved promotion to W02. For Cpl 'Micky'
P~rtridg~'s leaving bash the Troop went to a Local Laser Que t and Ten
Pm bowlmg alley. Th.e La er Quest soon developed into the usual Techs
versu Mechs affair with th~ Techs once again di playing their superiority
wit~ _an overwhelmtng victory. The Ten Ptn Bowling wa more an
md1v1dual battle wtth Cpl Ha yden Lawer claiming victory and Cpl
'Micky· Partridge ciose behind in second place.
TOUGH GUY COMPETITIO
On Friday 8 March 2002 eight members of 233 Sig Sqn (Capt Lucy

' So this is the punishment for not carrying out First Works Parade on a Snatch? '
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Thin!... pl ·\di' Falinski. Cpl 'Bambi' Bamforth, L pl Matt Gill,
L pl arah Berr~. L pl Dave Phillips, LCpl tevc, d~mso~ . and
pl • a7 • onge) took part in the To:u,~h Guy hatleng1.:. Tiu co~ 1sted
of a gun run. <natch pull. bleep te. t ai~cl .1 swnn. We .111rted
uh the
Gun Run ,,hich w:is a . km run carry111g tyres, ammo boxes, med ball.
barrel. and a log and wa well enc~uraged along th way by ~he
pcctator; . .\Iler a ,, 'II de cr•ed IO mmute break at the end of the rst
c'cnt the team mo,ed mto the gym for the multi-stage fitnes t~S!· Le~~
:tarted s'i1ing and the cramp tarted to et in! LCpl D~,·e Ph~l hps di_
c ceptionally "ell not surpri ingly though a he has JU. I fimshed h_1s
PTI cour-;e. The ~natch pull wa · next - the encouragcn!en~ bega_n agam
from the spectator· shouting to pull harder. The team d1dn t reahse ho'
heavy the vehicle was until 20 minute _later no ?ne had any trength l~ft .
The -final event was a 'O minute w1m - trymg not _t? dro' n' htl t
towing a dummy. Overall thi wa an excellent compe1111on even thou_g h
it wa. ex tr mel) hard ,, ork. The quadron got ~ well de ·erved third
place. a good result and everyone was glad to fim h.

?ff'

EXERCI E GOLDEN FI
12 - 23 MARCH 2002
gt 'Taff' Hamblin and LCpl 'Harry' Frencl~ wcr~ rec_e ntly lucky
enough to escape Lisburn and enjoy one week s k11ng in Bavaria,
organised by SS Branch I IQ I. An advance party of scvc1~ departed at
0600hr. on the 12 April 2002 and drove all the way to Bavaria. Two days
and two ferry joumcys later, with only a brief stopover at JHQ and pizza
at the PX, an exhausted ad ance party arrived and began setting ~~ all the
necessary admini tration. Full of energy, we. bounced ol'.f the m1111bus on
14 April 2002 and immediately started prac11smg our sk 1111g .... or Apreskiing, one of the two. Five days of gloriou weather enhanc~d ever~onc's
kiing and suntans. The final two days were spoilt by rnm, but 11 ~1d
mean that there were no queues on the T-bar, a only Bnt and squad1c
ski in the rain. Due to the bad weather, no kiing was done on the last
day. giving us the chance to do a bit of sight sccin,g at the local. sauna.
Congratulations to LCpl 'Harry' French and Sgt Taff Ha m bli n '~ho
managed to achieve their Three Star Awar_d .. Everyone had a great lime
and a big Romeo Tp thanks go out to the bnlhant staff at REM ATC and
to SS Branch HQ1 I for organising the trip.
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In addition, the rugby team were runne~s up in the seven a side
competition against a trong Queen 's UOTC 1de and the ba ketball team
were al o runner up in their competition.

Farewell and good luck 10 C pl Matt Pa~kes on ~i po ting to 2 1 Sig
Rem having managed to lay with the Regiment lightly longer than he
expected. It \ a a case of leaving by one door for " 0 2 (RAO W O )
C hristine Woodrow AGC( P )(V) on her deparrure a Ch ief Clerk and
entering through another as Ca pt C hristine Woodrow R IGNAL (V),
the new p AO p qn. Welcome al o to \ 0 2 (R A O W O ) K ev
Kirkham-Brown AGC( P )(V) our new Chief !erk.
DRO
Maj M. H. Hea ney
W02( S 1) T. Johnston
PPORT Q
ORO
D E TU~ TRAI 1 I _'G
.
The NH Ho pita! lnverne found _itself trugglm~ to cope with the
sudden influx of local people uffenng from lockJaW. Tlus tran~e
phenomenon wa due to a Louri t spotted walking ab~ut_ Inverness m
February wearing horts. A local man commented: ·This 1s the colde t
month of the year. l have never seen anything like this in my life. In the
summer up here we have case of hypothem1ia. This is February for
God's sake!' The tourist that caused the emergency has been nained as
Capt Barry Skinner .
WARJ TNG: Playing golf can damage your health. After giving up skiing
for fear of injwy SSgt Jim Hagan fell off the first tee al Grantown-on·spey Golf coune. spraining his ankle.
EXERCI E H M ROCK f ST E R
107 (UL T E R) BRIGADE PORTS C~MP ETTTIO '
.
The Regiment produced a trong showmg al the I 07 (Ulster) Brigade
Sports Competition, held at Lisburn over the wee_kend 16/ 17 _Fe_bi:uary
2002. Wins were recorded in the football competition and the md1v1dua l
tenni competition. In the tennis final W02( SM) 'Tommy' Johnston
ga\'e a practical demonstration of his care free approach to the TA by
eonvmcingly beating the Brigade Commander.

r

the team Sgt ' Dave the Rave' Gallagher, being an Army squash player
was brought in to save face and re cue the competition for the Regiment.
With the inevitable wake of broken bodies and burst lungs left in his
wake Sgt Dave Gallagher came through to win the Competition with
the sound of ' ringer! ' probably still echoing in his ears to this day. A fun
day wa had by all, WOI (FofS) Russ Batley's new squash shoes are
doing him proud and LCpl ' Pottsy ' Potts has been een enjoying a new
lease of life on the Bowling Green.

107 (UL TER) BRIGADE SWIMM! G COMPETTTIO
fhe Team:

l/C

SSgt Carl ' I'm getting to old for this' Bremner
WOI R us ' I'll do this because there 's no
running Batley
SSgt Eddie 'I don ' t think l'm sober enough for
this' Rey nolds
SSgt C r aig ' See, the REME do turn up! ' tables
Sgt Bobby 'The Whale' Balla nce
C pl Lisa 'l used to wim a lot' Irwin
OCd t David 'The Fish' Ka ne
On Saturday 16 February the team got together fo r the first time just as
the comp etition was about to beg in (what no training?) Just as the
qualifiers were about to start, all the other teains were warming up and
looking good, whilst we were either smoking or doing the panic loo
routine.
The Brea t Stroke qualifiers were made up of three heats and we
actually got someone in each of the 50m heat. SSgt Carl Brem ner won
his heat after going off like a maniac, with the rest of the team shouting
for him to slow down because the rest of his heat couldn't swim. Hence
he got through easily. The other two heats didn't go quite to plan for Cpl
Lisa Irwin and Sgt ' Bobby' Ba ll a nce as the other units actually put
swimmer in them.
gts C r aig
The Freestyle, again three heats with O C dt David Kane,
tables and Carl Bremne r taking part in this 50m swim. OC dt David
'The Fish' Kane cruised through to the final. Sgt C r aig Sta bles got
through but decided to pull himself out of the final (because he decided
all the other finalists were better than him). S gt Ca rl Bremner came
fourth in his heat, fee ling rea lly rejected.
For the Backstroke (three heats yet again), this time the line was W O I
(FofS) Russ Ba tley, SSgt Eddi e Reynolds and C pl Lisa I r win . Only
SSgt Eddie Reynolds got though to the final (that's because there were
only three competitors in his heat). W OI Ru ss Batley thought his time
was fast enough to qualify, but it wasn't. When the heats were all done
and dusted, the finals took place and we had a competitor in each final. A
first for the Regiment I'm lead to believe.
The Brea t Stroke final went well with SSgt C arl Bre mn e r just
rnnning out of steam and being beaten to the touch (his excu e, ' J told
you I wa getting too old for this '), so we had to settle for second place.
The Freestyle final was a very close swim with O C dt Dav id Kan e
getting econd place. The last final, the Backstroke, with S gt E ddie
Rey nolds who swam his heart out but only managed fourth place. Then a
ru h to the toilet to bring the re t of his body part up. The last race of
the afternoon was the 6 x 50m Freestyle relay. Thi involved everybody
but SSgt E ddie Reynolds who was still throwi ng up in the toilet rather
an extreme way to get out of a race! The Team wain well and came in
second once again, a special mention for W O! Ru ss Batley who dived in
last and came first in hi leg. After all this excessive exercise the team
were told we came third out of eight overall.

R IG AL TA ORIE TEER! G CllAMPIO HIP 200 1
by SSgt Taylor
ews flash! RQMS 40 Sig Regt (V) made to order a trophy cabinet for
CO's office,_as the present shoebox is far too small for the all the trophies
that the Regiment now has. Against all odds. the Regimental Orienteering
Team has pull ed off the double, by winning both the
I TA
championships, and the Corps TA hampionships. The Team, consi ting
of the CO - Lt Col ' I' m as good as my last race' Kelly, the QM - Maj
'Lost Again' Heaney, WOl (R :'vi) 'Jedi ' Kea ne and S gt ' So that's
what an attack point is!' Taylor departed for Blandford with high hopes.
The first day was a training day, which benefited all team member ,
gt
Taylor finding out how to do thi map reading thing properly from the
RSM , and the CO keeping the QM on the right course. A dav well
utili ed by all
·
Day Two was the individual day held in a pleasant plantation known
as Bovington Range Area. This event was run in conjunction with the
RAC Championships. a well-organised event, running moothly from
start to finish. The aim of the day wa to get 10 as many checkpoints as
pos ible within the hour. The weather for the event was WET, so no
change there then, (If it ain't raining, it ain't training!) Each team
member producing good overall results, allowing us to hold our head up
high and put the pressure on our rivals 35 Sig Regt (V) the previous
Corps TA Champions. The RSM 'Jedi' W OJ Kean e finished in third
position overall, beaten by two of the Corps masters. Well done R M !
Day Three was the relay event. The Team wa in good spirit with the
CO out to beat SSgt Taylor again. However, events were not to be as the
CO took a little longer on his leg, thus allowing Sgt Taylor to pip him
for second place in our team relay, the RSM having beaten both the CO
and
gt Taylo r with hi leg. Once the results were in it wa clear we
had beaten our rival and taken the TA trophy. much to the di may of 35
ig Regt (Y) team. Better luck next time.
107 (ULSTER) BRIG DE C ROS C O UNTRY CHA llPIO HIP
The I 07 (Ulster) Brigade Cross Country Champion hip took place at
ewforge on Saturday 16 February 2002. The male team, made up of
Capt ick Morris, WOl (R M) C ed Keane, SSgt ' Bru mmie· Taylor
and C pl 'Matt' Parkes powered through the fiel d to ga in econd place in
the team competition, with the RSM winning the ind ividua l ma le event.

~~~~~~~~~~~--,

I
W0 1 (RSM) Keane
sprinting towards the camera at the end of the Cross-Country

The Reg imental Swimming Team
LCpl Potts scores another try

The Regimental Five-a-S ide Football Team

hould you make a purchase a the result of
eeing an advert in
The WIRE, pica c let them know that you saw
their advert in your Corp Magazine
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107 ( LSTER) BRIGA DE
l DI IDUAL Q A H COMPETITIO
by SSgt Dave Gallagher
..
.
As part of the I 07 (U lste r) Brigade Sports Compet1t1on du.ring Ex
Shamrock Muster, the Bri gade Jnd ivi dual Squash Champ1onsh1ps took
pl ace a t Lis bu rn S tatio n on Sa tu rd ~y _16 F e bru a ~ y 2 00 2 .. Thee
Champio nship is open to all personnel w1th111 TA U nit~ 111 the Bngad '
both male and female. T he Regiment sent along three of 1L fi nest athletes
to compete in this presti gious event. The fi rst victim came in the ample
shape of wot (FofS) R_u ss Batley wh_o on l~oking at the c~mpe1111on
rea lised that even w ith his new streamlined ha irdo, he couldn t possibl~
keep up and decided to lose his squash shoes! Victim two, LCpl ' Pott~y
Potts fa ired onl y sli ghtly be tter, sai ling th roug h th e ~ rst round wi~~
apparent ease. This was to come to an abrupt e nd when 111 round two I
came across a rather agile 70 year old and didn't get a poi nt. Two racke~
and some squash shoes were on sa le shortly after! The th ird member o
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3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)

qn Comd

Maj D. B. Warne
WOl (RSM) R. Hood
PORTADOW GOLF SOCIETY CO 1PETITIO - by LCpl /11man
As the sun ro cover Tandragee Golf ourse it wa time for Portadown
Golf Society to do battle once aga in. A lot of the u ual faces turned ~P
for the one mandatory bacon butty (as stipulated by YofS Steve White
because he wa scared there wouldn't be any left fo r him) but there were
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also some new face (bandit s), cla iming that they had not played for
years and opting fo r the fu ll handicap. fter the initial briefing and much
complaining about the wet weather. everybody eagerly found their \\B} to
the first tee, (maybe a littl e too eagerly) a they witne ·sed Fo Jim
Ross's whopping I 2yd drive. oon everybody ' a under WO). -ome
demon trating how golf hould be played and others helping the green
keeper- d ig the new bunkers for the up and coming sea o n. The " ct
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\\Cather ~oon clo ed in and Cpl ·Ba7· Barran wa regretting not b~nging
a ·iiw.le item of waterproof cloth mg r.r an .umbrella. o matter ho'' bad!
, ou ~-ere pla) inl!.. cvcn·onc was till in with a chance of grabbmg a pnze
on th' 16th hok- where a 'nearest the pin' was being played. There w~re
manv great cffo.11: but no-one could compete with 'l llfS teve Wht!e
, ho· landed his ball ju ·t two yards from the hole. After a thorough
dren·hing ever.body headed back to the club-house for a well dcser
pint and meal. and eagerly waited for the core cards to be added. up. F~rst
th~re was R '.\1 ·Rob' Hood who was one of tho e ·~e~ :ac~ 1!11~ a~
·incc h:id his handicap cut by three. econd wa Cpl Tun 0 Reill) an
~ \e • 0
Cpl ·Baz' Barran came in thi_rd . pl' tc\1e' Baxt~r won
first ~ue f.'lE.\eT)bodY had a thoroughly cnJoya~I~ day and than~ must
go. to-\\ 02 Yofs teve 'Bandit' White for orgam mg the compet111on.

.c:t

who decided to head for the control tower. I le only managed t.o avoid it
afier being 'encouraged ' to do o by the instructor (several t11ncs). He
robably realised thut if he didn't do a he wa told. the beating he woul_d
~ave received from the instructor would have been '!lore pa111n:1 than !f
he had landed again t the tower. After all had succe slull y complt:tc~ their
descent . we received a debriefing, log books and certificates. Everyone
wanted to carry out another descent. but unfortunately the weather had
other ideas so we had to rcmrn to Ponadown.
.....--~~~~~~~~-...,

,g;.

CO,tMlJ1 I ATIO
TROOP
,
.
.
1 E ECTIO - by Sig Br<!~ '1011
TE H ' IC L 1 1. 'TE.
It· been 3 bus} period for TM ect recently ' hilc finalt mg our move
to the ne\\ building and trying to create the neces nry worksho~
requirements and offices etc. We have moved from room to room and_b~
the time everything i sorted. the tore ' ill proba~ty_ ha:-re occup1e
atmo t every room in the entire building. The den11htansat1on of South
Annal!.h ha· kept the FRT bu y recently. Only a fe,~ tower.s left now.
They won'! be mi ed by the teams' ho pend~ tot ofttme flying to them
on fault . The new accommodation i startmg to take sh~pe ~ow 111
Portadown . It cannot come fa t enough as _far as th e s1nghe .are
concerned a' everybody i eager to move. gettmg ~pat 063_0hrs e\ery
day for PT i definitely not for wmners. In the arri vals straight o_ut o!
Blandford we have LCpls Brian Belshaw and Da ~ Coo~e. Cpl Baz
Barran ha arrived from 7 ig Regt and LCpl Chn Cra\en ha come
over from Gibraltar. Congratulation go out to ~gt Lloyd '~ho w~
recently elected for promotion to taffSe~eant. Thi wa not without its
pitfall· though as he received new that tlus was the day he w~s supposed
to head off to sunny Gibraltar. He now hasn'.t a ctu~ where he 1s go111g and
faces an admin nightmare trying to get his furmrure back _and find!ng
somewhere to live white manning and records 011 him out with a postmg
_ Good luck! Ahead of us in the next few month we are prepanng for the
MereuT)' Cup Competition and in May we have the Lanyard i:rophy that
promi e to be a big test for a small unit like OlJ!S· · gt. Gilchnest is also
busy organising a mast climb for charity. The chmb wilt b_e a team effon
and will invol e the team climbing the equivalent height of Mount
Everest. This will without doubt be a very hard challenge for the
personnel who undertake it.
PARACHUTING - bv Sig Hawke
.
On 1onday 11 March 2002. six aspiring paras, Lt 'Simon_' Lord,
LCpl ·Karl' Whittaker, LCpl ·Cooley' Cooke, 1:--Cpl ·Geordie Steele,
ig ' , ick' Hill and ig · ik:' Hawke from 203 Sig Sqn, tra\'e~ted.to the
Service Parachute Centre (SPC) in Ballykelly with the objective of
jumping out of a perfectly serviceable aircraft. We ~eft Portadown at
l 500hr and after three hours on the road we finally a~ved 111 Baltykelty.
After taking over the accommodation we were all fairly hungry so we
went to sample the camp cuisine, before gomg to the AAFl for a
·couple• of drinks. Early next mom~ng we reported to the SPC for ground
traming. which proved to be qune mteres11ng, esp~c.1atly when 78
members of 3 Para also turned up for the course. The tram mg tarted with
a afety briefing followed by some simple ground exerc1s_es, suc_h as how
to exit a plane correctly. Howe_ver, the para had some difficulties. After
the ground training, as the reality of what was to com~ became apparent,
vou could ·ee the fear in ome of the faces, espec1a.1ty that of LCpl
'Cooky' Cooke and ig ' ick' Hill who were both while as ~osts. The
first person out of the plane was Lt Lord who came to earth with a bang
after flaring a tiule bit too early 'ouch'. Then came LCpl Cooke who had
a nice soft landing, but omchow managed to_get dragged .12ft acr?ss t~e
ground. Everyone else had a good descent, with the exception of Sig Hill

EXERCI. E LIGHTE I G STRIKE
The select team of individuals nominated to go to SPTA to aide in the
recmiti ng of potential officers into the Corps this year were made up of
S gt Rob ' We have been told not to put anything here ' Atherton, Cpl
Gez Tierney, LCpl Stu 'The Cranium' Welton, LCpl Kelly Tweedie
and Sig ' I ain't seen it in years' Weller. Their display was made up of
CMV and anti ambush drills. After which they allowed officers who were
old enough to drive to have a shot at the vehicles round the training area
all of which were keen except one who's mum had forgotten to give him
his packed lunch, gloves, scarf and goggles.

Sig Hawke on the Comnis Tp Parachuting Day
MERC RY C P PHYSICAL CHALLE GE -: by LCpl C<!oke
.
The Mercury Cup is a Province wide compehtton for alt Signals umts,
consisting of four event . The physical challenge was the first event
compri ing of a simulated gun run. multi-stage fitness te t, rover pull and
wim held at HQ I and organised by 39 Inf Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. The
first ~vent was the simulated 'gun run'. Carrymg a two-man log, barrel,
two medicine balls, two tyres and an ammunition box over a route ~f
3km, on your marks. go! TI1is proved to be difficult due to most people s
helmets not filling correctly. especially with the log. 3 lnf Bde HQ and
Sig Sqn came econd in the event.
.
The second event was the multi-stage fitness test. LCpl ~radshaw did
especially well with a score of 13.8. A good team effort with an average
of J0.8 provided 3 Bde with a first (Jlac~. ext was a rover pull, which
would last 25 minutes around a set circuit. Whoever pulled the rover_the
furthest would win the event. Last place on the ~over pull went a ltttle
unappreciated as quaner laps weren't rounded up, JU t_ scored as ~ quarter
and a bit. A quarter and a bit with a bit more \~outd ga~n more pomts! .
Tiie swim was the final event and was spltt down 111to five .lanes w~th
the burden in the middle lane. This event la ted twenty-five minutes with
rwo points for two length and ten points for two lengths with the burden.
With Lt Lord and 2Lt Loxton taking the bulk of the task with the
burden it was later revealed th at other team had passed the burde_n
betwee~ team members. 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig qn cored fifth on this
event. A disappointing result considering the large amo_unt of effon e~ery
had put in. We had hoped for a top three finish . Maybe 111 the athletics.

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)

qn Comd
Maj 0. A. Craft
R \1
WO I (RSM) P. Marshall
Q AORO HEADQ ARTE_RS
.
TI 1e situation hasn't changed 111 SHQ, a busy schedule of meetings and
tunche~ for the Ops team with lots of courses for the Chief Clerk.
Congratulations go to Cpl Paul Ryan who leaves us on promotion. to
ergcant to go to AF ORTH (Norway). Goodbye to Capt A. J .. m1th
and hi wife Cat. 'AJ' i off on JDSC. Welcome to Capt Ed Dickson
(who use to be the YofS brew boy when they last served together at 264
qn. now the hoe is on the other foot at least the coffee should taste
nicer). Farewell to \\01 (R '.\1) • te~e Lockwood _who leaves. us ~n
commi sioning to ATR Lichfield. A big thanks to him and. LO his wife
Dawn or all he has done for the families during their tour. Welcome to
\\01 (RS\1) ·Geordie' \1arshall who arrive in the unit after a 12m nth h 1lida} m 1erra Leone (From the horse' mouth)!
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AH, MORE JO BS!
A recent spate of violent behaviour w ith in the Squadron could only
mcun one thing .... Publi c Order Training (POT). POT takes place in
Ballykinlcr and is used to prepare for the Marching Season, which begins
at th e end of Marc h and continues in vary ing degrees up unli t mid
August. The team of berserkers taking part in getting bricked, stabbed,
battonecl and petrol bombed consists of Sgt Bri ' Master of Bcrserkers'
ttawlings, Cpl Gez ' I bleed green' Tierney, LCpl Stu ' I love me who do
you love'?' Welto n, LCpl Leon ' Get them up ' Mathieson, LCpl Selena
'Plates of meat ' Moffat, LCpl Kelly ' Where's moi andrex' 1\veedie and
Sig Gordon ' Its my Sky System ' Wallace. Good effort all round and
don't worry lads the chicks dig ca rs, don't worry girls, anything is an
improvement. . . Another important part of the special to arms training for
the unit is Ex Celtic Warrior. Thi is the training that the lads and lasses
have to attend in order to be part of the Chancellor (eye in the sky) team.
Celtic Warrior is run along side the 2 Royal Iri sh POT and i needed to
give the operators an in s ight into what they may face if deployed
alongside the infantry unit s serving on the treets of Belfast, this was
attended in an instructional capacity by Cpl ' Paddy' Bevan, who got to
sit back and watch the above mentioned getting stoned.

COMM
IC TIO STROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Bennett
Tp SSgt
Sgt Atherton
.
.
Hello to LCpl Selena Moffat, who ha recently amv~d from 7 Sig
Regt and to LCpl Leon Mathieson who joins u from 14 Sig Regt. G~d
luck and we hope you enjoy your time with the SYS 0 /COMMC
and within province. Just remember, there 1s a way to get out of the
COMMCE , honest! Congratulations to newly promoted (and poste~I)
Capt Sally Richardso n. he will soon be leaving us to move t~ 7 Sig
Regt. On behalf of all the lads and lasses in omms Tp good luc~ 111 yo~}
next post and throughout your career Ma'am. We also took the. hbertyd
buying you a leaving present but you'll never find 1t because 1t is un er
the kettle. .. .
.
nt
Also congratulations go to LC)I A l Allardyce .on his rece
promotion, well clone your hard work 111 the OMM E 1s appreciated.
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EXERCI E HAGGIS Fl
Ex Haggis Finn was an exercise, which took Squadron personnel to
sunny Scotland for a week to indulge in a bit of hill walking and skiing.
Hopefull y they will recuperate before returning in time for marching
season. (More about there exploits in future publications, when they have
been released from police custody!)
OXBOW TRAI1 lNG
Jn preparation for the future phasing out of Chancellor equipment
which acts as the Army's eyes in the sky, Sgt Bri Rawlings and LCpl
Kelly Tweedie disappeared for a week to get all clued up on the new
OXBOW equipment. The cour e, which took five day apparently, could
have been queezed into a Trials team AAFI break.
TRANSPORT MAINTE A CE ECTIO
Welcome to Cpl ' Jack' Hawkins who ha arrived from l Div Sig Regt
and Cp l ' Duggie' Douglas posted from 14 Sig Regt. Congratulation to
Cpl Tony Morancie on his promotion. How doe that saying go? There
are two sure things in life; Death and Techs get promoted to Corporal?
RIGGI G SECTION
The work load has steadily in creased this past month with the
installation of the new command room at PS 1 Castlereagh which has
meant early stans and very late finishes for those in the section that were
not off kiing (again) or getting ready for the move back to civvy street.
Aside from the lack of manpower the job went well and was only delayed
by the other agencies not playing the game! Adventure training ha
played a big part of the life in the ection these pa t few months so no
exception this month when Sig Andrew Morrison and LCpl Craig Bate
went off skiing again leaving the rest of u to work through the jobs
coming in. Al o this month we aid a temporary goodbye to LCpl Craig
' La Papa' Bate, who has gone to Blandford on his Class I Course, good
tuck mate you'll need it. LCpl Lyndsey ' racked Skull' Byrne has just
returned from her resettlement course that has prepared her for life on the
dole. Finally this month a welcome goes to LCpl Bob Wells who has
arrived from 16 Sig Regt.
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
Maj 0' hea R !RI H
WO!
W02 (RQM ) Bucki11gham
REGJ 1E TAL QUARTER!WASTER' DEPARTME T
Fir tly the Department would like to ay a sad farewell to W02
(RQMS) Bclam who after serving with the Squadron for three year
must now make a huge I 0-milc move to Belfast a 1he QM of DCU.
Many congratulations on your commission into the Medical Corps and
we hope that you Debbie and the kids keeps in touch with the Corps in
the future . We wou ld like to welcome Cp l ' Iron Man' Patterson who has
come from the Iron Division. The Department has had a busy time wid1
the recent board of Officers, main PRE and preparation for POIP period;
as yet again we look forward to ano th er cha ll e nging year. The
Department welcomes back the Brigade Catering Section after a two year
absenc~ and congratulates belatedly Sgt 'Taff' Symmonds on his recent
promotion and appointlnent of Section Head. The food can now only get
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YOU

[Rl~(C~ V~NG

gt Rob Atherton , CoH Al Jenkin
better! W02 (FofS) Dave Cook,
and SSgt Martyn White all received their Long Service and Good
Conduct Medals on the Dining In of the new Commander, Brig James
Bucknall MBE. The Commander also present.ed S gt Jez Walker with
his Meritorious ervice Medal for his hard work and forthright
com mitment to the Corps over the past twenty years.
CRO S COU TRY - Cpl Mick Jennings
As the winter months slowly melt away to form spring so with it went
our last hopes of winning the I cross-country League. The unit team
finally conceded defeat to their archrivals JCU (but aren't they a Major
unit, don 't start me on that one). a defeat that heralded the end of an
arduous season of cros -country for our small but extremely enthusiastic
team. But what a season, l Minor Units Relay Champions, I Minor
Unit Champions, Third place in the Corps Championship , Fifth place in
the Army Minor Units Championships and Runner Up in the I Cross
Country League. Many thanks must go to the team manager W02 (YofS)
ick Wood who was supported by WOl (RS 1) Jed Keane, Cpl Joe
Ru hbrook, LCpl Welton, Cpl Geoff ichols, Capts Fox and eate, as
well as Cpl Mick Jennings. The most successful season in the units
history enabling us to enjoy the summer months ahead re ting our weary
limbs and polishing our silver wear, who knows we might even be able to
follow JCUs example with a quick recru iting campaign to the sunny
climbs of Kenya.
EXERCISE FREEZI G FI
- Cpl Sarah Goodwin RMP
The delights of two weeks skiing lay ahead for the seven volunteers
from the unit, but first the dreaded drive from bell! Belfast to Bavaria in
48 hours! So off we all set via the Bclfa t to Stranraer ferry in a twovehicle convoy. Four thousand toilet stops, the odd traffic accident and a
couple of fat boy breakfasts later. we arrived safely at Bruggen for a night
in the transit accommodation. After a refreshing nights sleep off we set
again for the final leg of the journey (via the PX) down to Haus
Schwaben, a comfy hotel for the two weeks to follow. This leg of the
journey proved much more succe sful with only an on the spot speeding
fine to report!
On the first day skiing Mr Keen (Capt McCauley) was raring to go.
so after being kitted out with all tbe gear it was off for the first les on.
The group started off on a green lope with the standard being set at
100% snowploughs - much to the disappointment of Mr Keen! LCpl
Craig '007' Bate and Pte Andy 'The Gwar· Morrison were of a much
higher standard than the others, so were allowed to free ki as the novices
got to grips with the general idea of keeping upright! The 'Biffs' group
consisted of Cpl Keith 'T - Bar King!' Storm, LCpl Dean 'SpeedDemon· Harper, Maj 'Rick' 0' hea and Cpl Sarah 'Admin' Goodwin.
After some impressive wipe-outs, some dubious baskei ball exercises and
plenty of 'T' bar nightmare the group were all coming on extremely
well.
The group bonded immediately with jokes and non-stop innuendo
keeping a smile on everyone' face. Maj O'Shea's rolling comedy act
had everyone in stitches with the whole group completely astonished that
one person can remember so many jokes! (They weren't all good one'
though, some were laughable purely because they were so very very
bad!) But he didn't get where he is today without knowing plenty of bad
jokes! As the week progre, ed o did the kiing standard, with different
individual chaJtenge being overcome on a daily basis. The group took
their hand to ' mogul runs ' that proved highly entertaining until it was
your tum! The phra e 'lamb to the slaughter' came to mind with ome
outstanding 'cart-wheel' wipeout from Dean. The expression 'Admin'
became part of everyone's skiing especially after a wipeout, with ski. and
poles everywhere! But then Keith was alway on queue to give a helping
hand up. The group soon ma tered the ' Banzai' method of breaking the
speed barrier to get to the bottom , together with parallel turn and
generally looking quite Gucci! The OC and SSgt Atherton's quick visit
pas ed rapidly with both undoubtedly enjoying their two day out on the
lope . An evening of Karaoke at the local bar brought plenty of laugh
together witl1 lot of sore heads the following morning! But Mr Keen wa
there to pur the group on and after a few ·Banzai' ' to clear the mind. it
was wipcouts a u ual! o problem ! Unforn111ately the joke master.
Maj O 'S hea incurred a shoulder injury on the penultimate day o the
group went down to six for the ta t day's kiing. The group oon
developed a thirst for 'air-time' a Mr Keen took hi 'l ittle lamb ' over
some very scary looking jump ! It proved to be a uccess with mo t
members of the group giving it a go with nq major disa ters! The facia l
expressions of sheer terror were pricele s! We have the photos to prove
it! All in all everybody thoroughly enjoyed their time in Bavaria, with
everyone leaving with a ,ense of achievement and plenty of bruises!
The highlight of Ex Freezing Finn for me personally eem cndlc s.
Two week of non- top laughter. Maj 0' hea's mad sen c of humour.
S gt therton's elephant joke. the con Lant requirement for 'young
boy !' singing ' Brown-eyed girl with a top bunch of people and secmg
Mr Keen buried in six foot of snow! Oh and not getting where I am today
mammoth
without remembering ' hat a brilliant time we all had!
thank you to everyone who helped organLe the trip and to the whole
skiing party for making it o very enjoyable. Thank you.
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.
\\'e say fa~cwell and good tuck to pl Lee Goldsmith and family 'kl~o
. , ff 1 JHQ Al 0 to Ptc • teff' Hart. enjoy 7 RHA and be t of luc m
ar~ o
o
· ·
b'
I
to Cpl
the Judo at the ommonwealth Games. A 1g we come go~
• athv · \lcKittrick, joining us all the way from 4 Royal. lnsh. Hello
gt an Mathieson and family on their return t~
a >ain to
L~ndonderry - the \veather isn ' t quite the ame a_ Cypr~ l}e;~~
Congratulations and ' ell done to the R M on his awb ~00 I
\,\eritorious ernce ~iedal by the GOC on 18 Decem er
·
Conl!l'atulation to
gt 1\tayell..
gt Lottrie. gt Duplock. Sgt Jones
and - gt Bell on the award of their LS and GC medals.

·
f tlie MP5K Little faces lit up everywhere especially the D
excepuon o
·
. · I Id
k' M
II
hi oh rate of fire equal home sooner!).
gt t111s s 1ou wor . . aye
0
(
•
'a.led to amaze u with the supplied range commumcauons . ·
d h
h' I t
once agam •· 1
had none. 0 hi teddy got a good k1ckmg aroun t e range, w 1 s we
~~~ited for clearance to fire. All in all. the lads had a good two days
trainin a lot wa learnt including. in I, a hfc Jacket should ?~ part of
1
your r!~ge kit. If anybody out tl1ere i due posting, come to I, 11 s ace.
CO.MM
l ATIO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. P. Wilson
Tp gt
gt S. Ma ell
.
.
.
A sad farewell to Cpl 'Danny' Adams and Angelique on. their l?ostmg
to Hohne, we hope all i going well. ~ig ·~nge' Graham is leavmg tl;e
Commcen to join the Corp Mobile Disp lay Team. LCpl C_ra1g
Buckingham and Sig 'Rob' Passey are on their way to 16 Signal
Regiment. Also to LCpl cott. , ig Id.ri_s .Dav!es, Sig Anna ;aylor and
Si ·Stu' Plant on their move into C1v1han hfe where they II hav7 to
w;rk for a living - good luck to you all. Wel~ome to LCpl Warner into
Engineering ection from Blandford and 10 1g Ward, LCpl M~Gregor,
LCpl Fotheringham into Operator Section. Have a good stay with us.
CHRISTMAS F 1CTIO - by LCpl Gibson
.
As the new year is upon us and the festive functions _are compl~te, all
but one rick in mind - the Comms Tp Christma function. The night of
the 12 December tarted off lowly with the band unable to get clearance.
Finally, after an hour of waiting, the all clear came_ through and the band
was on The band con isted of three female srnger and two male
mu icia·n (bounce 1 ). At about 2030hr the band _sta.rted to entertain
everyone some in more ways than other , but the smgmg was pleasant.
The Wat~rside Inn tarted to fill slowly as the night went _on, even the
o s/Plan team invaded the function! LCpl 'Bucky' Buckin~ham took
ctntre tage to give out the Becks 'O' Sets award.s. Th.ese are given out to
most people in Comms Tp who have been noticed m the past year. Lt
Wilson received hi half way through the awards (was he noticed _for a
good thing or bad?). After the awards the buffet was opened, kmdly
cooked by master chef Cpl 'Mick' Breydin also know as Bob the Builder
_ many thanks for the food. The raffle was drawn during the buffet with
the prize ranged from a Cliff Rid1ard calendar to a DVD player. The
band came on for the second half of the night and more, alcoh?I was
consumed. People started to fill the dance floor but 1t wasn ~ dancmg for
sure. As the night got on people filtered home_or back to _their rooms and
a good night was had by all. ow the marchmg season 1s_upon u once
again hard work is looking us all in the face and the partymg is over fo~
anoth~r year. Well done and mru:iY thanks to Cpl ' Rob' Bennett and al
his team who orgamsed the function .
THE MA TI CIDE T - by LCpl Buckingham
.
.
.
It was just another Monday in January for Engrne.enng Section.
Deployments were had , and tea was drunk. As you might recall , the
weather was somewhat blustery on 28 January. This was not _a day to fly
kite your string would have snapped but nevertheless, this did not _really
affed1 the comms of the province. Or did it? Well yes, ac.tually it dtd. As
it happened, the day went without a hitch. It wa~ the night that caused
problems. After stepping out of the shower, I receive? a phone call from
the Section Rigging ergeant - Sgt Pau l Walledge - Bucky, com~ down
to Op'sfPlans - J EEO YOU!' After pondering over what I might be
required for at eleven o'clock at night, l got Cpl Drew McMa hon out of
bed to come with me, and took a wander down to receive the bad news.

SOinC(A) - Brig C. J. Burton OBE, ADC
with SSgt Mayen and Sgts Jones and Duplock
after the medal presentations
PI . TOL SER CO R E- 20-21 JAN ARY 2002
b~· LCpl \'e/son
· On 21-22 January, 13 members of the Squadron d_eployed Lo
\tagilligan ranges for a pistol - MP5K refresher course organ~sed by SSgt
'Steve· \1ayell. On Day I, we started with confidence bu1ld111g blank
ammunition weapon handling tests. under the watchful eye of Sgt
Walledge and Cpl Ol iver, before they w~uld let us loose with . the real
rounds We then moved onto a live fmng phase advancing and
withdrawmg from contact with the pi to l 9mm. That went very well,
nobod} got any holes which is always a ?onus, especially for the RCO
SSgt \1a)'e ll. LCp l B~cki n g h am d1_d excep~1~na.lly well here
(-creaming. throwmg his pistol away, runnmg off, h1dmg m a bunker and
starting to cry - Bodie or Doyle h~ is n?t!). The magni~cent .I weather
excelled itself during the clay - ram ... ram ... an_d more ram. For the rest of
the day we did pretty much the same a did the. weather. As the_day
pro!!res ed. Magilligan range area began to tum mto Loch ,0agilhgan.
Cpl ·othe' Oli\er,. gt 'Bus Conductor' Thompson and gt 1 m the be.st
atct\ taff m the world - EVER' Wall edge. were alleged to have said
;hum up and hoot as many rounds off as possible, because it's co~d and
we hil\cn't brought a boat' Day 2 was as fun packed as day one with the

LCpl Michelle Laverick demonstrati ng the Squ.a~ron PA Eq uipment
during an Engineering S ection Training Da y
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The story was that a mast, a Rasputin type, of 30 meters in height had
blown over. We knew this because one of our teams had deployed td find
out ,d1y there were no Comms south of the said hilltop site. LCpl Eric
Low was first on the scene. Somehow he failed to see the huge metal
stnicture lying on the floor, and simply concluded that the cable tray had
fallen off - fair one, it had. It was LCpl 'Jacko' Jackson that saw the
beast, and phoned back to SYSCON to report the somewhat inconvenient
situation. The mast had toppled in the wind like a Technician after two
pints; After .the five of us were all deployed, a~d all stood on top of the
hill 1t was tune to make a plan. A plan so cunnmg and clever, that a man
wh~ specialises in being cunning and clever would not be able to fault it.
First, a discussion a to why the mast came crashing down. LCpl 'Jacko'
JNckson came up with the idea that possibly a dish had fallen off the
other ma t and struck it. LCpl Eric Low was thinking UFO landings, and
gt Paul Walledge was thinking light aircraft and hoping to nick a wallet
off 1hc wounded pilot. Cpl ' What time is it?' McMahon was still
ch untering about being woken up. At the end of the informative
di cussions tl1e work soon got underway with the professionalism that
you would expect from Engineering Section, and within two hours the
work was done with all systems in and working. We got round the
problem, by simply putting all of our kit on the adjacent ma ·t. Taking
into account the horrific weather, and the long day had by all, it's no
wonder that LCpl Low sat there looking like he's just been told Santa
doesn't exist. By five in the morning, we were all packed up and heading
home Well, we would have been if Cpl 'Stop hitting me, I'm trying to
sleep' McMahon hadn't started nodding in and out of con ciousness
behind the wheel.
The next day, all the seniors congratulated the team, and everyone was

all smiley and happy. Apart from Vodafone, who suddenly had more kit
on their mast than they bargamed for. Oh well... chin up!
MOTOR TRA SPORT SECTJO.
MTWO
W02 A. Stronach
MT Sgt
Sgt Keary
THE TRA SPORT PER PE TIVE - by Sig Bishop
The la t three months have been very busy with the quadron
preparing to go away on Christmas and ew Years leave and prcpanng
for an LSI inspection that we passed to a very high standard. We have
had to say goodbye to a lot ofpcople in the last three months. Pte 'Andy'
Saunderson who left for civilian street, Cpl 'Shane' McFadden who has
also left for a 'betler life' in civilian street. Pte 'Mick' Extance left on
promotion and Pte 'Rya n' Creed left to go to Germany. Things are
getting busy again with the Squadron preparing to go on annual banle
camp. Pte 'Rob' Locking has been back to England 10 take part in Ex
Zeus Finn which was a fitness camp in order to get himself fully fit again
and to learn about how to keep himself in the right shape for the future.
The Squadron has al o started the football season under the coaching of
the MTWO W02 'To ny' Stronach. We had a very good tart to the
season beating 3 Bde by a score of 2 - 0 with LCpl Bibby and gt
Walledge scoring. The next game we lost to Depot Royal Irish in the
league 3 - 2 with Sig Bishop and Sgt Walledge scoring. We then lo t to
Depot Royal Irish again 6 - 2 in the Army Minor Units' Cup with gt
Keogh and LCpl Bibby scoring. Our most recent match was against 15
Sig Regt in the Nl Cup. Unfortunately, this ended in another los for us
I -0.
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REGIME TAL SK.II G REPORT
by Lt Lucy Brereton Martin 211 Signal Squadron
This season has been a successful one for the I (UK) ADSR Alpine
Ski Team. In ovember, the team took part in the Royal ignals Winter
Spo1ts Training Camp and Championships in Zell-am-See, Austria. The
team won both the GS and Slalom events that made us The Royal Signals
Team Combination Champion . Cfn Bennett did particularly well and
was awarded the Best Junior Prize. Lt Brereton Martin was the female
Individual Slalom Champion and runner-up in the GS event.
In January, the team took part in the Divisional Championships in Le
Contamines, France. At the end of the competition, although the team did
not win any prizes collectively, Cfn Bennett and Lt Brereton Martin
qualified to compete in the Army Champion hips in Serre Chevalier,
France.
At the Army Championships, Cfn Bennett competed in a team with
the four 01her Royal Signals kiers who had qualified from other unit . Lt
Brereton Martin was invited to compete for the British Ladies Army Ski
Team. In the Combination event, Cfn Be nnett finished in 37th po ition,
which is extremely commendable. ln the Ladies Competition, Lt
Brereton Martin finished in 4th Position and was selected to repre ent
the Anny at the Inter-Services competition to be held at Megeve, France.
At the Inter· Services, both the Ladies and Men's Army teams were
victorious in both tl1e lnternational and British ervices Competition.
UN
EXERCISE LIO
With the new year fim1ly upon us and tl1e winter weather really getting
amongst us, 212 Sig Sqn were privileged enough to win one of the
eighteen slots available in the year for Ex Lion un in Cyprus. o on 15
January; after a omewhat later then expected start, we set out for the
island in the sun. The first week saw some of the old cobwebs blown
away as a package had been put together to instil an infantry frame of
mind on every body and in order to remind everyone of the basic skills
that had not been used for a long period of time. ome of these skills,
however, were new to all such a landing craft drills and heli exit and
entr)'. practice. But as it happened, these turned out to be very uc~e ful
and II was proved that everything the infantry can do, we can do JUSt as
well! With these new ly revised skills finely honed. we were able to move
on into the econd week that took u to the other side of the island and to
the ranges at Pyla. Whilst there, we were fortunate enough to have good
weather and therefore could take part in the range training, building
everyone up from zeroing all the way through to fire team fire and
maneuver. This was particularly rewarding a it showed that everyone
was able 10 get to a very high tandard of section level operation, as well
a giving au insight as to how things would work in a live environment.
As. the range package drew to a close, everyone's thoughts turned to
planning and preparing for the week long confinnatory exerci e that now
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came upon us. And so with the orders given and everyone knowing what
wa required. we set off before the crack of dawn. to get on board the
tran port destined for an amphibious assault 10 destroy the Peoples Front
of Paramallia. When we arrived we were subjected to a vicious on !aught
by the enemy under control of Pathfinder and ighthawk better known a
Sgts Lodge and Millington, who continued to carry out haras ment of
the friendly forces throughout the exercise.
After the weeks fierce fighting during which we were lucky enough to
not take any ca ualties, we a aulted the village of Paramalli. and
destroyed all of the enemy forces in a Company level attack which also
included the violent deaths of the two main perpetrators, this was then
followed by a beer and a well de erved breakfa t at which point the
enemy came back to life and joined in too!
After a hard and te ting exercise and with all of the Military ide of the
training now uccessfully completed it wa time to award the best ection
and best oldier award . The be t ection went to 2 ection, 2 Platoon
under the command of Cpl Hu nnsberger and the best soldier over the
excrci e went to Sig Bladen. Also with the end of the first pha e it was
time to move on to a week of well de erved R & R and adventure
training. Under the instruction of 2L t Larsen. a group of the more
adventurou ort found them elves going up to the Troodos mountains to
enjoy some kiing and bring the body temperature back down.
Meanwhile on the coast stayed the re t of the Company to take part in
some ailing, water- kiing, climbing and a number of other activitie .
By the end of our time over in unnicr place , everyone could ee how
enjoyable their experience had been. Thi , a well a the valuable
training, howed that the time we had. had not only been a very important
learning experience, but also gave us a bit of time in the sun!
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~prus ~Ex Lion un) with the only thing on Cpl 'Tank' Anderson's
mind being the sun bed before he goes and how fantastic he looks in his
de crt combats. When they return from Cyprus Sig 'Paddy' Reeves is
deploying to Canada along with a few other members of the Sqn on Ex
Cid Borealis.
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ol P. J. Da' ie
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wot (R

1) c. Kidd

With the Regiment spread 10 the four wind , it ha · once again foun.d it
-oldiers tand CO) in Op Fingal living it up in the . unn Kabul Hilton
,, ith it Egon Ronay menu and en-suite wa tewater pu ! We l?Ok forward
to getting them all back safe and sound ready for the next ta kmg.
THE REGL 1E 'TI T JOINT co 1 1
lCATION
IT
F LKL
D I LA D - by Lt Debbie Cos/ell
.
On 30 July 2001, 42 members of the ~egiment flew out of RAF Bnze
orton to relieve 2 ig Regt from 1he1r duues and so form the Army
element of the Joint Communication Unit Falkland i land (JCUFI). The
pectrum of re ponsibility to be covered ' a va t due to the. broad
requirement of communications service that needed to be delivered.
The e included:
The IT ection providing Tntranet and Internet service .
The COMCE providing the ignal Mes aging ervices ..
The Cra. h out Dets providing deployable comms at I 5 mins TM.
ysCon providing overall control of the sy tern · in place.
The FITTE T ec1 providing the trunking for DIG.IFIT to enable the
radar picture to be received from the remote mountain stte .
The MT ect who managed JCUFI 's large fleet of old vehicle .
Despite the huge amount of re pon ibility we had delivering a high
quality ervice to the users, we till fo_und ti~~ .for ome of th~ more
enjoyable actiYities on offer. The porting fa~1httes were excepuonally
good and did much to save all ou~ pare time from bemg spent .on
numerous bars! JCUFI were proud winners of the BF! cup: a culmination
of sportino victories won over a twelve-month period that re ulted in
JCUFJ ha~ing more points ~an any other unit at the end of the year.
1ctory over HQ BFFI was relished!
JCUFI entered team in the two challenging March and Shoot
competitions that were organised off the camp and, although we certainly
more than met our match against the Ghurkhas, there wa a commendable
pirit and display of motivation from all those that entered. SSgt Castle
could not be deterred from his love for running and organised two CrossCountry races for all interested personnel. These turned out to be a h.uge
ucce s with enthusiastic participation - even on a Saturday mormng!
Wearing a Father Christmas outfit in the heat of the unforgiving sun,
there wa still no real competition for the man born to run! Several
members of JCUFI also entered the Stanley half marathon in December,
taking away first female, first veteran and first team, leaving very little
for the local ! Surprise, surpri e· nor all of our time out of work was
pent in a porting nature. The battlefield Tours run both by ~he
Education Cemre and also by members of the umt provided extensive
information and a tangible insight into the events of 1982. The nature
trip that were run on Sundays offered the opportunity to view the vast
array of indigenous wildlife, which included penguins, elephant ea\ , sea
lion , dolphin and numerous species of bird.

-JCUFI personnel rushing for the sea
at the start of the Falklands' Iron Man competition
gt Kidd, Cpl Davis and LCpl Lavery all worked extremely hard to
organi e a charity auction, managing to raise over £1,000 with their
efforts Members of the committee for 'Sharkies' (the JCUFI bar),
worked hard to promote events such as a toga party and quiz nights, that
broueht in both members of JCUFI and members of outside units. We
also -h.id barbeques, dinner nights and even the odd night in the bar or
dancing on the pool table in the infamous 'Timmys'. In conclusion, it was
an cxtremdy succe sful six months away. Everyone learnt more about
different communication systems and the standard of service delivered to
the user improved dramaucally throughout our time there.

222 SIG AL SQ
DRO
qn Comd
faj James Langley
S M
W02 Matt uttall
222 Sig qn would like to extend a very warm welcome to Maj James
Lanoie . He took the helm from Capt 'Bee' Bryan who escaped to the
delights of JC . Maj Langley joins us from the Falklands where he
commanded the Regiment's JCUFl assets. Hi presence has clearly made
an immediate impression on the Squadron as it ha been hailed by
victorie in two consecutive events in the CO'
hallenge Competition.
One of these events was the ' Keep up with the Regt 21 CFT' and the
other wa a bergen run. !early 222 has fitness where it ~ounts! The last
couple of months have pro ided the Squadron with a bnef re p1te after
five so lid weeks of exercise straight after Christmas Leave. Aden Tp,
along , ith half of Oman Tp would clea rl y ~isputc this, as they were
in olved in a 19 Bde AST Exerc1 e 1n Cattenck for the first two weeks
in March. The quadron is now et to deploy a large portion ~f its
personnel on Ex Lion Sun which is to . run throughout Ap~1 l o~enng a
superb opportunity 10 improve bot~ m1htary and leadership . kill . ~gt
Love and Cpl Davies-Morris continue their efforts on Op Fmgal with
the rest of the quadron queuing up to take their slots hould any
rotation occur.
ADE TROOP
Tp omd
Lt teve Knight
Tp gt
S gt Roy Turner
Since the beoinning of the year the Troop has been extremely bu y and
0
the pa t month has been no exception. SSgt Roy Turner .disappeared off
to get himself educated (waste of the taxpayer money 1f you a k me!)
and the re t of the Troop headed for Catterick to take part in .the 19 Bde
CAST Exerci e. This Exercise provided the Troop with a good
opportunity to expand their experience. However, th~ provision of ~~nk
commu11ications to 19 Bde for what 1s a key exercise in their trammg
calendar did not seem to be at the top of the list of experience expansion
for LCpl ' Disco Dave' Hunter. During an off duty period of strutting his
stuff on the dance floor of a very classy nightclub called 'Scab ' he
managed to injure his knee, which in turn landed him in hospital needing
a serio us operation. lt eems that ·D isco Dave's' danc ing days are
definitely over! Cpl Tracey Fairbairn and Sig Lisa Win tanley are
back with us after spending several months in the physio department of
Headly Court. We would like to say congratulation to LCpl M ichelle
Crayton on her promotion, marriage and pregnancy. We would al o hke
to welcome Cpl Mike Lawrence who arrived on promotion from York.
The whole Troop is now looking forward to a well-deserved Easter leave
that sees some of us off to sunny Cyprus fo r four week on Ex Lion un.
One last thing, the whole Troop would like to say a big hello to the Tp
Comd, Lt Knight, because we are running out of beer and welcome
back to gt 'Gaz' Shilton on his return from sunny Falklands.
OMA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Ian Thompson
Tp SSgt
Sgt Paula Matheson
Oman Tp has fought off complete administrational collapse as SSgt
Paula 1atheson's departure to be educated (EFP2) left Tp Comd, 2Lt
Ian Thomp on in charge assisted by Cpl Mick 'Secretary for the Month'
Wall. The Troop's sigh of relief at SSgt Matheson's return was audible
in even the darkest depths of the regions where the boss had stuck ht
admin. The Troop has been joined by Cpl Jason Sheath, who swiftly
departed to CAST ( ) along with Cpl Bowring . . However._ back ~t
Bulford the Troop cracked on with first and second lme mspecllons. Sig
'Noah' Hawkes continued his preparation for his RCB Briefing. He
delivered two very good presentation , providing DSF and the PM with
excellent advice as to how to extract British nationals from Zimbabwe.
Also of note were Cpl 'Collie Dog' Austin's attempts to tum the Troop
Store into Battersea dogs Home. 2Lt Thompson has continued to lead
the preparation of the Regiment's Lanyard Trophy squad and 222 Sqn as
a whole looks set to provide a sturdy backbone to the team . LC~I Kell)'
and Sig Laing remain on Ops and Cpl Hoggart has exchanged Ins boot
for slippers in preparation for embarking on Ex Civi Street. The Troop
has waved goodbye to the wealth of knowledge and animals that was Cpl
Dave Knapman . We wish him all the best at ATR Bassingboum.
HARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Caroline Zelaya
Tp SSgt
S gt ' Bru' Baker
..
Following numerous exploits during weeks of intensive exercising,
Sharjah Tp has enjoyed something of a relaxation and made the mo t. of
the opportunity to dry out its flooded Admin Vehicle and repair tbe wind
damaged masts in the wake of the typhoon that was Ex iron Foray. The
Troop has had to say goodbye to two of its most valued members. Cpl
'G inge' Davies has left for a nice comfy desk job at 243 Sig Sqn in
Wilton and LCpl Jim Wright has gone to Civ Div to join the trucker_s.
Good luck to you both! The Troop arc now looking forward to a month in
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MASIRAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ' Ben' orton
Tp SSgt
SSgt Brian Clark
It ~as an exceptionally busy start to the year, with a Squadron
Exerc ise t~e second day back from Chn tmas leave but it gave our
recently arrived Troop Staff Sergeant, S gt Brian Clark his first chance
to sec the Troop d:ployed in the field . He quickly set about honing the
Troop's comm sktl~s and as a result the Troop delivered an excellent
performance by the time the Ex Iron Foray deployment came around. Cpl
·Matt' Darby has also made an immediate impression on the Troop
throwing him elf into just about every aspect of Squadron and
Regimental life. His skills as a PT! have proved very valuable to the
Lanyard Trophy squad and hould prove instrumental in rai si ng the
fitness standards of the Troop!
F?llowing successes at the Signalman - Lance Corporal Board
previously, all three member of the Troop who were due promotion have
now received their tape . Congratulations to LCpl Evans, LCpl Major
and. LCpl argent. The Troop has had to say a sad goodbye to the RF
Jedi , Sg_t Rob 'Van Smoodge' Smith whose ability to take the form of
mternat1~nal man of mystery Austin Powers is legendary. He will be
sorel,Y mi s ed by eve~o.ne 'Y~AH B.ABY!' However, the goodbyes
d1dn t end there, as Sig Danny Holhs left the Army behind and ig
'Taff' Eaton moved to 14 Sig Regt in Wales.
Wi~h the .arri.val of March. it was time for half the Troop to deploy on
Exercise, this time to Cattenck on a 19 Bde CA T Exercise. The other
half of the Troop headed for 21 Sig Regt in Colerne for a two week
MAPPS training course in preparation for the arrival of 6 MAPPS
detachmen.ts into. the Troop later this year. Following these two events
focus has 1mmed1atel.Y turned to Ex Lion Sun in Cyprus that is to take
place throughout April. It represents an excellent opportunity which mo t

of the Troop have been able to take advantage of.
ARMY URF RIDER UNIO (AGM) IO - 17 MARCH 2002
by Sgt Rob Fieldhouse
Th~s year's spring meet was held at Cawdor Barracks, Pembrokeshire
orgamsed by Sgt 'Jase' Fern REME. The week began with a meet and
greet held in the 'Duke' pub with everyone looking forward to a full
we~k of surfing. As Monday morning dawned everyone loaded the
v~h1cles and drove to Aber Mawr, a sheltered cove. On the way the van
with all t~e surfboards took a small detour and disappeared for half an
hour lea".mg those of us who had put our kit inside stood on the cliff
commenting on those in the water.
The first wave of the week was caught by Cpl 'Mau' Grant (14 Sig
Regt C?W)) who took off down the face of the wave and promptly wiped
?ut, g!vmg the rest of u.s a good idea of the size of the waves (cheers
Matt ). Also representmg the Corps were ig Chris Treweeks who
man~ged to ca.tch .soi;ne g?od wave ~n ~is 1?<>dy board commonly known
as a Sponger , Sig Dan Moony. 1g Phil ' Bailey (all of 14 Sig Regt
(EW)) ll!'d myself. After two and a half hours of a killer of paddling out
and gettmg hammered back towards the shore, it was time for a rest. In
the evenm~ the AGM was held and various future events were discussed
one of which was a tnp to the Hebrides in July. The next morning the
club surfed at ewgale as the tide went out and then moved to a break,
~h1ch shall remain nameless, to avoid the crowds. As the tide came back
in we moved back to . ewgale for the th!rd session of the day, which was
the best of the day, wuh everyone catchmg some good rides. Wedne day
was .a ad day for waves o in. the afternoon a cliff walk was organised
startmg at ewgalc and heading north around the coast ending at the
local cafe for hot tea and all day breakfasts.
The ARSU is a relati vely new organisation, having had its first meet in
March 2000. Smee then the club membership has continued to grow to
the now figure of 60. ew urfers, no matter what experience you may
have ,are a.I ways welcome. [f you have never surfed before, the club even
hold beginner courses. Anyone interested should contact gt 'Rob'
Fieldhouse on Bulford 94321 2975.

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT
ROYAL AIR FORCE DIGBY
ORIE TEERING
. Despite being busy as usual, nine personnel made the trip down from
Digby. to Bovmgto~ for the Corps Orienteering Champion hips. The
followmg are the Points Results for the Individual Championship:
Lt Col S harman
320 point
Maj Palfreyman
380 point
Capt Hutton
296 points
W02 (SupvrR) Fuller
247 point
W02 (SupvrR) Jensen 410 points
Cp l Reid
280 points
Cp l Sommerville
210 points
Cpl Fitzgibbon
170 points
Cpl Middlewick
140 points
The best performance of the day wa W02 ( upvrR) Jensen who
c.ame m eleventh, with a whole four second to spare on the one-hour
hmc limit. Provin~ the rule of officers and maps Capt Hutton got lost on
the way to the fimsh and was docked 24 points for coming in over two
mmutc late. For the Team Championships the next day, the above people
spht 111to three teams, two men's teams and one ladie ' team. To make
~ure that th?re was enough time in the day to let him get round, Capt
Capt Oate Hutton set off fir t, with Lt Col Sharman, Cpl Somerville
and the twenty or so competitors in the first leg. Cpl Julie Somerville
had a particularly good run, being the first female back in and the forth
per on .overall in 38 minutes. True to form, 'Capt Oates' was still 'out for
ome time' over an .hour after the start. His excuse of having nm into
heavy now JUSt outside Strathclyde did not go down well with the re t of
team!
BODY HEAT CHALLE GE 2002 - by Cpl Head
On 7 March , a Lifestyle Fayre was put on ill the gymna ium.
lncorpor.atcd as part of thi · was the Bodyheat Challenge 2002, an
opportumrx for all personnel at the unit to prove either their fitne s or
>port1n~ ski lls. There were two challenges on the day, the Elite for tho e
who w1~hed to challenge them elves phy ically and the fun challenge for
th?se with a more sk illful hand. The challenge got underway at 1400hrs,
;1th some people realising straight away what they had let themselves in
Or. Strategies became the main topic of discu sion. with 'Don't · tart off
too hard ' being the main phrase in use. After ju t over an hour, the Elite
Cha llenge had been completed and it was time for the fun challenge. Thi
took a lot less time as most had opted (wi ely or not) to enter the Elite
Challenge. After a lot of adding up (on many linger and feet) the re ults
were announced and arc Ii tcd below:
Under 35 Male Fun
Under 35 Male Elite
I st
LCplMclennan
CCCT Hardy
l t
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2nd
Flt Lt Taylor
2nd CCCT Stevens
3rd
Flt Lt Richardson
3rd PO Franc
Under 35 Female Fun
Under 35 Female Elite
!st
SAC Flannigan
I st
LCp I Fielder
2nd
Cpl Jordan
2nd LCpl Holmes
3rd LCpl Somerville
Over 35 Male Elite
Over 35 Male Fun
!st
Sqn Ldr Roberts
!st
Mr Plant
2nd Lt Col Sharman
2nd
Flt Lt Kelly
Capt Stapleton
3rd
Gp Capt Kiralfv
3rd
Over 35 Female Elte
Under 35 Female Fun
•
I t
WOl Gallagher
I t
\ g Cdr Johnston
Congratulations go to all who took part, e pecially the winners. !any
thank. also to. all whom helped to make the challenge a succe ,
especially the Judges. £100 was raised which will be donated to the
Lincolnshire Branch of the Downe, yndrome Association.
EXE RCI E ARRCADE G
RD
Attendance at this year' Arrcade Guard was a first a far as thi unit
was concem~d. The small contingent from the unit had deployed with
two people m the HQ and two further people at EXCO providing
exerci e cripts. By all accounts S gt orquay and LCpl Lancaster had
a .great exercise, but then clean and wann accommodation make quite a
difference. LCp I Lancaster wa particular! plea ed with the chance to
meet and brief ACE .R 1oward the end of the exerci e. By compari on,
the ~nfortunate at Mam, Capt Hutton and W02 Poulton were wi hing
they d stayed in the office and were appalled to di cover that the EX O
crew had even found the time to get out on the town "hen off-shift. The
balance was soon re-adju ted at the endex, however. as LCpl Lancaster
found himself half buried under ca es of>...,ine and beer on the drive back .

3 QUAD RO

- by Sgt Rob Jennings
Well. well , we meet again! I must have done too good a JOb in
December, as I have been ·volunteered' again for 3 qn" WIRE note . I
am assured that when the Squadron co-ordinator is posted I hall be in the
clear. The next time ome wire note arc due I hall hopefully be in outh
Africa doing my Windows 2000 M E (Re ettlement) and then learning
how to fly! I could ·tart my next career as a 'Flying PC doctor'! Moving
swiftly on \ ith hello and goodbye . hello go to\ 01 Gintv, gt
·Rocky' Mountain, LCpl Morris, LCpl Paisley, L pl Perry and
LCpl Shelly. Hello al o to Cpl 1ark Bibb) who ha rece111ly joined the
IT G( T) bay. Goodby 's to gt 1 eil 'Eddie' Mackie and
C nae
Pcnkrith-Robbins. Oh, you ma remember from previous edition tha~ I
mentioned a Cpl tevc Ma on 1 ho got a cu hy po · ting fi\'C miles closer
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to h1 - home Welt he ha . just heen nominated for a ix-Month
Deia hment to Ko ·oyo! o, te e you are this issues winner of the
Lnlucky Award.
.
'O\\ l ha\'e been reliably i11ti1rn1ed that if your name appears m The
JI/RE then vou need to get a cr.. tc in for the lad . o. as LCp l 'Coops'
ooper troin log upport Gr<'up (\.1obilc) wa trying to stitch up the
ne" l:ld (who ha~ already been mentioned in the In ti sue) I thought that
it would be morale building for LCpl 'Coops' Cooper to GET THE
BEER I'!
The O's Cup ompctition ha ·tarted again and we have just
completed our second eYent. The first event wa
olleyball and the
econd eYent was called uper- tars . uper- tar consisted of the
following event.· with the 3 and 4 qn Team re ults:

5533Mctrc · 2nd Place
Treadmill
Basketball Shots
47/2nd
Rowing Machine
S656Metres/ I st
Med ball Relay
347 Balls/2nd
tcp Machine
480 Floors/2nd
Target Hockey
101 / l st
ross Trainer
2.77 Kin/Isl
Bench Pre s
699 Pre ses/I st
Teams of ten were entered. Each event lasted for 20mins and one
person could not remain on the la k for more than five minutes. The 3
and 4 qn combined team has won both the Volleyball and upcrstars
event giving us a lead of eight points overall.

HEADQ ARTERS QUADRO MOTOR TRA SPORT
Capt C. G. McGinley
MT
Sgt 'Daz' Welch
The Troop would like to give a big welcome to Sigs Archer Loma
and .Bee~. All arrived strai ght from good old R
Blandford and all are
sctllm~ m w~ll at su~ ny Brawdy. We. woul~ also like to say goodbye to
LCpl Quesu~n time B~enna n and hi s family who are posted to 280 Sig
Sqn along wtth LCp l Codeyc' Mackay and his wife 'What's the
weather like up there?' Stacey and also to SSgt 'Half a tour' Ward who
1s posted to 16 Air Asslt Bde. June also sees the departures of LCpl
'Squeak' Evans and LCpl 'Tiger' Iles who leave us for J (UK) Div The
Troop would like to ay congratulations to LCpl ' omfy chair' Oldfield
~ho. has ~een posted on promotion to I (UK) Div. J'm sure he and his
lam1ly will be very happy, the Troop wishes them all the best and they
will be sorely missed.
MTO

LAD
OC
ASM

Capt Danny Wren
WOJ Chris Mason
First!~ the Leadership tr~i~ing d.ay._ which was designed to test the
leadership and personal .q~aht 1es of JU!llor members within the LAD and
HQ Squadron. The pan:1c1pa~ts were put into groups of five and sent on
their way around a demandmg set of stands, designed to put the team
under pressure and help the DS look for potential leaders with the
S~~adron. T.hese s~a n.ds ranged from putting up tents blindfolded to
rctnevmg Objects w1thm a given scenario using the equipment provided
As always th.e best i_s left .to last, a team effort around the off-road track
on Brawdy airfield, m which a number of teddies were left behind In all
the day. was a great success. Everyone enjoyed it, and hopefully took a lot
back with them once the long tiring day was at an end.

EXERCI E DRAGONS CLAW

THE TECH ICAL MA I TE
CE TROOP PERSPECTIVE
by LCpls Johnny Jones and Ade Nichols

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

co
R

Lt Col • . J . Borrill
1

WOI (R l\'1) A. P. Stanifo rd

HEADQ ARTE RS SQ ADR01
qn Comd
laj J ohn tanden
1
W02 ( S I) Daren 1 ewton
The quadron ha - been very bu y over the pa t rwo month providing
uppon: to the field quadrons deployed on operation as well a real ti~e
uppon: back in camp. Whilst in camp the Squadron has managed to wm
the Ru
Cup seven-a- ide rugby and the Regimental Boxing
Competition, both of which will hopefully enable u to retain the Russ
Cup for yet another year. Ex Dragons Claw \ as the deployment of the
quadron Echelon on a four-day hake out exerci e to practise movement
drills and ba ic field routine. The LAD was the busiest department,
dealing with numerou vehicle fault . (all their own vehic les). The
exerci e was a ucce s and has highligh ted areas that require
improvement before the Regimental exercise in June. This was mainly
due to the profes ionalism and sense of humour of all tho e who took
part. Finally the Squadron would like to ay farewell to the SQMS
Department. Congratulations to Sgt (SQ 1 ) · couse· imcock on hi
promotion and sub equent posting to Chicksands and farewell to C pl Ian
Phillip who departs for 36 Sig Regt (V) in the very near future.

Gem mell introduced gt Si ' o my one was bigger' Ferrer to the art of
fly-fishing, we have heard little else. Our two anglers managed 10 get
themselves on an Army- ponsored fly tying course, (not even the
Regimental Recognition lnstrnctor could beat that). However, to be fair
they have supplied both the Department and 226 Sig qn ' survival
exerci e with a large amount of fish. In fact if the RQMS carries on at
this rate. he will oon have a European quota imposed. A warm welcome
goes to Sig Ria tevens and ig Richie H er bert direct from the factory,
al o 10 Cp l ' Diz' D isley and Sa m who have recently arrived from
Alder hot. Farewell go to the Quartem1a ter, Ca pt . Tu rnbull , who
will hortly be moving on to 33 Sig Regt (V), (get your training shoes
ready lads), C pl Di Lewis and Sig Tait Lockley who both leave u to
pasture new in civilian life. Finally congratulations go to Sgt Dan ny
Ford who ha been selected for promotion to Staff Sergeant.
EXERC ISE DRAGO S CLAW
Finally on 4 March it happened: the Quarterma ter's Department
deployed on a Squadron Exercise. This wa in order to prepare for the
Regimental Exerci e taking place in June. There were quite a few major
achievements during the exercise. ig Ada m Verrill managed to erect a
cam ystem, not bad for someone who is in his seventh year of service.
well done. LC pl fatt St ratton discovered that the canva roof of a
Bedford was not the best place to tand, when you are the other side of 14
stone. eedless to say, LCpl Str atton has confirmed that the I 043 action
has been carried out to replace the said canva .

Dawn broke. on a bright Brawdy Monday morning and the most
proactive troop m HQ Sqn rocked up for work to deploy on to the airfield
to begin a wonderful adventure. Having watched three other packets
move to the airfield, SSgt 'Morale Booster' Eva ns and WOI (FofS)
'The.Navigator' Garrett led us on a parade lap of camp before finding
the right gate ~o the airfield. Wednesday brought with it vehicle rescues,
weapon trammg and the scariest ight known to man: LCpl 'Clu ter'
Bromhcad behind the wheel of a OAF (anyone having seen him drive
would understand!!). As morale was getting low the TM Troop Road
, how ,(Cpl .'Don't call :ne Jamie ' G.r~nt, LCpl 'Gaz' Va lentine and Sig
I can ~ wall to get out Ga r d ner) J.omed us o.ut in the field. What joy!
That 111ght we returned to Brawdy airfield (while the enten:ainment went
back to the1r snug, warm bed ), going via Castlemartin for a rolling
reple~. Back on the airfield t~e usual sound of etting up at night, such
as hmbone meetmg ean:h spike .and the associated expletive could be
heard. The final day of the exercise proved that TM Tp were immune 10
NBC attacks (once we had learned that we had been attacked about 40
mmutes. too late). Literally just a sniff test later, the cam came down and
the vehicles were moved into line for the final time. Suddenly ED's Sgt
'Alright is it?' Kielty and LCpl 'If you need me, I'll be in bed ' Barn
found the~ elves ~d~r attack and having problems with vast amounts of
mud m~etmg their wrndscreens, courtesy of LCpl 'Oz' Phillips and
LCpl 1chols ..Three hours later and the Troop dispersed down the A40
(but not bre_akmg the speed limit) for a well-deserved weekend. The
whole expenen.ce left everybody with the ame thought: Bring on June!
(But not too quickly.)

Cpl Banks and a friend on a Command Task

226 SIGNAL SQ ADRO. (ELE CTRO IC WARFARE)

A usual day at 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
BOX! 'G
~or the past three months the HQ quadron Boxing Team has been
undergoing a gruelling physical training reg ime to prepare fo r the
Regimental Boxing ight. Led by SSgt Bruce 'Let's go for a run'
Thornton and gt Lee ' ice one mucker· Wa rd , all the boxers showed
tremendou courage and ·kill on the night, with three out of five inter-sqn
b uts won and two exhibition bouts lost T he first scoring bout wa C fn
Jim FellO\\ S boxing well but losing on a points decision. Sig Evan s, ig
'\1cKenzie and C pl Gostelo all won their scoring bouts to bring HQ the
inter-. qn boxing trophy back to HQ for the third time in a row. SSgt
Dougla s who unfortunately lost his bout, walked away with the most
gallant runner-up trophy .• ig 'Swampy' La cey and S ig 'Rocky'
immon s (both MT) fought good fights but lost their bouts, Si g
Simmon losing on points and ig Lacey retiring after the second round.
gt Irvin e ( I) fo r everything he has done for the
A big thanks goe to
boxing, a good night was had by all.
Q TE R\1 T R (TECH IC L) DE PARTM E T
apt '. Turnbull
QM
RQ\i!S
W02 . Gemmell
A ever, the Department has been very busy supporting operations in
Kosovo. Sierra Leone and Afghanistan. The Quartermaster has two new
running partner.., '. gt Bruce Thornton and Cpl ' Diz' Di ley posted in.
Both have taken much pleasure in running the loca l routes at lunchtime.
mall weathers! Well done to L C pl 'Becky' C onnor, who gave an
excellent account of herself, a a member of the Regimenta l Cross
( ountry Team. finishing Third at the recent orps Championships. From
running to another great pastime within the QM (T) Depa rtment fi.hing. Lver ince the RQ:\1 W02 Archi e 'I've got a big one'
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LCpl Matt Stratton tries to put the cap back on the RQ ' s tea flask
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.
LCpl Bob Barn and ' Oz' Phillips
frantically try to rescue the Foreman 's wallet from a ditch
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qn Comd
M aj Jonathan Gillespie
SSM
W02 ( SM) Dave Wat on
OPERATIO FI G L
The rather grandly named team of. 14 men that i 226 Sig qn ha
~nally completed its arrival m Afghamstan and is now finnly en conced
m. Kabul. The command team of Maj Jonathan Gillespie, \J 02 Mel
Richards and
gt And Bruce has at last been reinforced by Lt Pete
J.oncs, Sgt Dave.Briscoe and LC pl 'Taff' Evans. They can now take the
tun e to c~tch their breath and enjoy a lie-in on a Friday morni ng with the
rest of Div taffi The OC, a always, en t the team to their various ta k
~vhd st he got t~ work traight away and et up his per onal dome tent
111 1de the teams 12 x 12 tent.
leanwbile, out in the ·s1ick ' Team I
consisting of W02 Gary Elliot, SSgts 1ick Brown and Dav~ can la~
and C pl dey M oseley (from JSSU (Digby)) have already · pent time
with HQ Kabul Multi- ational Brigade and " ith D Company of the 2nd
Battalion. The Parachute Re,giment. The Brigade HQ wa n 't popular, a
the work1~g a~ea wa an unlit, unheated 9 x 9 tent and the living area wa
~''o r . e. L1fo with the Paras 1s much more co ), as although the living area
1 11 11 ~ n.hl ~nd unheated, at lea t the lads can \\Ork out of the Op Room
where 1t 1s mce and wann. Add to that, the indoor ablutions and hower.
(although li ke eve rywhere el c there i· no running water!) and e en
' d~y' ~cknowlcdges that ~he. rmy is beginning to meet it "duty of
care to its taffi o uch pn vat1ons for Team 2 - \ 02 Ru ss Foster. gt
Brett Dowson (J , U (Di gby)), pl ' Lefty ' Wright and .IT 'Peanut ·
C lements. At thei r ite, compo ration. an: much ought after a - a
welco me change from stea k. d uck and frc h vegetable:! The long
workmg hour are broken on ly by. the occasional ' Pub' Quiz (which the)
won of course) and extended se ion m the gym. uch progre s i. bemg
made on the fitness front that ·Peanut' ha taken up bodybui lding and
pum ping iron and ha decided to have a crack at P Com pan) on hi
return. Even B.rett has vowed to ca t h! sli ppers and J U ways aside
and get stuck m! All the guy send he ir be't regards to everyone back
home and look forward to eeing you all in the (hopefully) not too distant
future.
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F. • R I E WHITE HOR E

Thi: was a Regimental Je-.el Ba ic ki Proficiency course at
arn1is h-Partenkir hen in Ba,·aria. run in two packages each of one
\\e k from 2 -IS February 2002. A mere 24-hour drive and unplanned
detour through .outhcrn Gennany t ok us to our destination of Kean
Lodge. a large bunkhou e ecluded in a wood ju t outside Garmisch,
"hich i. probably no bad thing considering the bui ld-up of various
n -.iou· odours by the end of the week. It took less than 24 hours before
Capt ·where's the bucket?' Quin ey left hi mark on his instructor, hi
B I ki manual and the lads' bo · of video . Leading the exerci·e was
PTI gt 'Hadmm. "hat hndmin?' Ha lam, who on the first morning . pl it
the group into the ' Mongs· under the in truction of Cpl ·H' Clarke, the
· a k technique and lets egg-it' intermediate with instructor gt 'Why'
m) ski manual got carrots on it?' Perry and the "ard a nails' ad anced
group reserved for ot 'H'. After a haky start by some, . uch as LCpl
·Rodders' Peters who got demoted from the top group to the Mongs
within the first half-hour, the blue sky. sufficient. now (except for the bit
Cpl ·Daz' Pond kindly 'decorated from the heights of the ki lift '), the
week was et to be a ucee . De pile heavy snow-fall mid-week, which
any norn1al person \. ould have u ed as an excuse to fini h early and take
root in a bar. we hard-core kiers braved the elements, and carved our
way down the meanest red run that the Hausberg and Zugsptizplntt had
to offer. .... well ome of u carved, whilst Cpl · Robbo • Robson opted for
the 'no e dive' approach and Capt ' Where ' me handbag?' Quinsey
proved that he truly is 'airborne· (in pite of him having no control o er
the speed or direction of his kis). ig ·Jonah' Jone ignored all talk of
turns and pole-plant and egged it straight down the piste. Tnank go to
gt Haslam and the instructor for an excellent week. Everyone
(including the hard-core experts) greatly improved thei r kiing and
ucces fully pa 's d the B Pa es ment on and enjoyed the odd 'Mega
Zombie' or two that came with the obligatory Apres-Ski.

re'

237 IG AL Q ADRO . (ELECTR01
ARFARE)
qn Comd
Maj Dave Drinkall
M
'\: 02 ( SM) Dave 1itchell
EXERCI E DRAGO
DA ' CE - by Sig Brown
Ex Dragons Dance was a charity event for a three year old girl called
anjae Lewis who ha a lung di order and needs to raise money to get to
merica where she can be treated. Twenty willing guys from the
quadron were tasked to complete ten peaks, in the nowdon area. in one
day. After a few delay . we finally made it to the starting point at Aber
Fall . to start our long day of climbing up into the cloud to Foel-Fras at
about 0930hrs - only two hour late!
Once at the top, with little bit of now around, and now having to put
up with the gruelling 70-80 mph winds, we carried on down and then
back up again to the next peak. Garnedd U Chaf. Having tied ig 'Little
l\facca' '.\1cMahon to our biggest body, namely LCpl ' Pete ' Russell , we
made it to the econd peak. The cloud started to rise, the view was
outstanding, eeing for miles around. Yet again, the third peak was in that
cloud again. With one step forward and three left, the third peak Foel
Grach was done and dusted. ll was now on to the highest of the peaks,
Carnedd Llewelyn, standing at 1064m, and the changeable weather was
at it> unny stage. Making a quick detour we raced aero s to Yr Ellen
before going back on track towards Camedd Dafydd. The wind started to
pick up again and more cloud was coming towards us thick and fast. We
had no\\ split into mailer groups and were to meet at the top of Pen yr
Ole Wen. The hail was still hitting hard and covering our tracks within no
time at all. We could see about 20 yards in fro nt. Once at the top, no other
groups could be seen so we started to descend ourselves. Lt 'Follow Me!'
'.\1a kell-Peder e!I decided to take the more adventurous route, which led
them down the chff. So back to camp and out to the local pub for a few
refreshments, where potential officer Oliver · ... a nd there was this one
time at Cadet Camp' Thornton-Flowers tried to out-drink Cpl 'Spick'
Lane and Cpl' eth' Campbell, not a chance. He fai led when he ended
up in the toilet with his head in the pan!
A good day was had by all even in the harsh weather cond itions.
Thanks to the in tructors gt 'Bret' ewton, FofS 'Andy' Amies and Lt
'It did eem a good idea three months ago' M-P who organised the event.
The money is still flowing in thick and fast and looks to be somewhere in
the region of £1000. not bad for one day of hard work.
ORO HEADQ
RTERS TROOP
Q
Tp Comd
Capt Rebecca Knightly Brown
MT gt
gt e\\ ton
The MT has had a fairly productive period with PREs and servicing.
As Apnl approache , everyone is preparing for different things from
las I cour _e~ 10 Balkan tours. However, former MT Corporal, LCpl
Pete Ru ~ell is off to 33 ig Regt (y) in Liverpool to continue his hobby
of ~oHectmg car stereos and old ladies' purses. Cpl Seth Campbell is off
to JOm the Im Corps so we pass on our best wishes and hope they enjoy
themselve.

day (sponsored by Orange) and the two team · were rescued before the
tide came in. The event was won by the Sqn OC - Maj Drinkall
unc ·pectedly folio' ed by Sig 'Pornstar· Mowat with Sgt ' Bully boy'
' ewton coming third. A go d day was rounded ofT with a well deserved
vi it to the pub where the prizes were handed out!
KOSOVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Eddie Maskell-Pedersen
Tp OP WO
W02 Dean Butler
Aside from all the fun that the quadron had with exercises and
adventure training, the boy have been working extremely hard to get
ready for another deployment to Ko ovo. This has proved a highly
enjoyable ta k for gt ' Taff' Baynham, who has shown no signs of stTes
what oe er. ( OT!). The advance party heads out on 15 April with the
remainder following on 22 pril. Those of you not fortunate enough to
have been deployed are bu y with the usual ta ks around the quadron
and looking forward to the Regimental Excrci e in June. Al o a brief
congratu lations to the bo ers from the quadron who were involved in
the Regimental Boxing ompcti tion on 28 April. All per onnel showed
great courage and determination, and a special 'Well done' to ig
'Bi cuif Brown who was awarded the ' Boxer of the night' award.
REGIME TAL RECR ITI G TEAM
gt Archie Gemmell
(226 Sig qn)
(237 ig Sqn)
pl Jamie Russell
LCpl Mer . n Young
(245 Sig Sqn)
ig 'Buzz' Burrows
(237 ig qn)
The Regimental Recruiting Team, even though not fully manned, has
been actively involved in Recruiting within the W Wales area. The
Team run Per onal Development Activities during the 4-day working
week dealing with Command Tasks. mall Arms Trainer, FFR Vehicle
Fit , Mast Erecting, port and PT. This give the youngsters a good
opportunity to develop their per onal kills. It also gives LCpl 'Merv '
Young a chance to develop his. We are currently involved in setting up
Recruiting Stands within the Employment Services in the local region.
Haverfordwest is the first. We have had four potential candidates from
this visit and currently three are going through the interview process
within the ACIO. ow that the good weather is looming we are going
mobile with an •Anny Be the Be t' office caravan borrowed from the
ACIO Swan ea (the caravan should not be mistaken for a AAFI
wagon).
245 SIG ' AL SQ ADRO (ELECTRO IC WARFARE)
qn Comd
Maj P. . Cubbin
SSM
W02 ( SM) K. Marsh
WHISKEY TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Kate Birmingham
Tp SSgt
gt Butler
The Troop reformed in February following a six-month operational
tour of Kosovo with our sister troop, Zulu Tp, taking over from us. We
then set about the task of rebuilding the armoured squadron after Ex Saif
Sareea, which had taken its toll mechanically and technically on the
whole ODETTE fleet. Sand was cleaned from virtually everywhere
before the parts and ancillaries were rea sembled into what looked
slightly like a 432. The squadron is now just about back on the road, and
looking forward to the ummer exercise forecast - Ex Dragon's Talon at
regimental level, and Ex Rhino Charge/Spear with I Div in Germany in
July.
Congratulations to
gt Paul 'Comrade' Timmis on
coming off the board, and good luck at 11 EOD. Finally welcome back to
2Lt Birmingham after the long Troop Commanders' course. As
Whi key Tp was in Kosovo during her attachment, she'll be starting from
scratch.

Z L TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jase Dawes
Tp OpsWO
SSgt Emmett
With the end of the tour fast approaching, people are starting to panic reference the hand over of equipment to the next lucky contestant who
have won several months full board holiday to Kosovo . Especially gt
'Du~ty' Miller who is visiting the HTS for a few days, to first-line the
vehicles. He had better be kind or he his going to be cold and hungry. Our
illustrious leader, Lt 'George' Dawes has returned from R&R so back to
the same routine. We have lost rhe original Lord Lucan ( gt Miller) to
the hill top sites in order to do some work for a change. Added to the list
of casualties of R&R is SSgt 'Look at my kiss curls' ounter, who is
supposed to look after the admin in the troop ; we have a few doubts that
he will return.

TA 'GO TROOP
1 p Comd
Lt Liz Rob on
Tp \\0
W02 '.\'fullins
OR!E 'TEERI G
The quadron departed for Pembroke hire ational Park for a spot of
·Joli) good' orienteering. The event was organized by Cpl 'Deano'
\1e er So the stage for an easy day was set, however, not everything
\\ent 10 plan with two of the teams led by . ig 'Papa' Roach and LCpl
·\\111 Young' Burgo)'ne tranded on a beach. Comms were good on the

CO

Lt Col C. J. Thackray
RSM
WO I (R M) Fisher
I can't remember
if it was Frank Sinatra , Dean Man·in or m
· d ee d bo th
•
who sang a bout these vagabond
shoes are leaving today ' . Wha tever, t he
.
w0 rds Co u Id. we 11. fi1gure in any theme song adopted for 16 Si Re
For
the fourth lime smce 1994 the Regimental Headquarters
·th
wall.' pack it bags a nd heads off into the sunset. Well to
Barr.1cks Elmpt ~formerl:t RAF Bruggen) actually, it is certainly a chan e
for the better. With superior office a.nd working accommodation and wefiappomted and sa lubri~u s surroundings for the singlies, the future looks
very bright.
·
1Another
· b big plus· 1s that we share the new ba rrac ks wit· h two
ot her 1gn~ units, oth 7 Sig Regt and 280(UK} Sig Sqn have alread
placed their feet firn1ly under the table and the prospects b d
II fi y
the future.
o e we or
The down~ide has been the lo s of 252 Sig Sqn who we left behind in
.
JHQ. ln the mtenm they will
be overseen by DCSA Ge nnany an d over
the next coup Ie o f year 1:¥'11 be completely civilianised and absorbed into
the DCSA(G) organisatio n. 1:he loss of 252 Sig Sqn has reduced the
numbers o~ the Regimen~ significantly. Subsequently the ta k of runnin
given to the Regiment and. albeit with an increa
Elmpt Station has
1n t~e number of infrastructure per onnel, there i still a plethora of
add111onal
commitments for the Headquarters element to get th e1r
· teet h
mto.

co~pl

r·
~:v~;in

~een

~

~ou~g people of Leiceste~,
~pnvc~ backgrounds, gain

especially those handicapped and from
better access to sporting facilities The
c artt¥ is well supported in the Leicester area and the Regi~ent 's
commitment to th~ .tna_thlon .aims to broaden the charity's sup ort to
The unit s hnk with Leicester extends from the
the
c!l1ment was.based at Krefeld, Germany. The twinning of Krefeld and
Leicester provides th_e Regiment with the opportunity to ex and the link
en3oys close ties with the Midlands city. buring a vi it
o t e e11ment by the Lord Mayor of Leicester, Cllr John Allan the
co~~ep: o the r;1athlon. was cracked along with a few bottles duri~g a
pa 1~u ar1Y hqm~ evening. What Maj Guy Richard thought was just
anot er one of his mad drunken ideas quickly turned into realit a the
Mayor glad ly announced to all that certain memberi' of the
eg1mehnt were. soo~ going to be in a 'world of pain '. The plan soon
approac ed reahty with the concept being to·
I Cycle from Moench~ngladbach, Ge~any to Leicester
2 Row the Channel usmg Ergo rowing machines on board a P&O
Stena Lme ferry
3 Run from Dover to Leicester.
The original i~ea ~f a;tually rowing the Channel had to be quickly
scrapped under advice from international governments who were
concerned
· m1g
· h t cause
h.
be thatfuthe usual
· attire of W02 (QMSl) Bob p nee
1m to
con sed with your average would-be immigrant
Day One - JHQ - ~rimbergen, Belgium. - The first day approached
and amid Capt Kevrn Barker 's interviews with TV radio and
newspapers the ~egiment turned out at JHQ. Rheindahlen 'to cheer the
team off .on their_ way. The General Officer Commanding. Maj Gen
Moore-Bick, received cheque from Abacus Insurance AAFI
Culpeck Insurance and presented the
MaJ Guy Richards to hand to the good people of Leicester. He then
an~o~nce_d the tnathlon open and away shot the first of the cyclists
"".1thm_ 2'0_ metre 'Y02 Dave Stewart was promptly on his back id~
wuh his bike now mmus one wheel. . . and the MTWO minus hi ride
Still he should at lea t be able to fill in h.is FMT3 we chuckled
(RQMS) Andy Baird and W02 (SSM) Al Churchward were the first
~vo nders away and made the 60 or so mile to Leopordsbura Bel ium
m four hours_ m poor weather conditions. W02 (SS I) Leigh' Cro;sing
and Cpl Gavm Pea~e were the next away a the ra in started. At the end
of a v~ry long and tmng first day, LCpl Ritson cooked ausage and eog
sandwiches and we remini ced about how well the fir t the day had go~e
and bow lucky we were that the MTwo· crash was out of ite of the
General and the rest of the Regiment.
Day Tw? - Grimbergen. Belgium - Calais - With an early tart and
the reahsanon t~at the tt;am had to catch a ferry it wa quickly back into
it Off went 1aJ Guy Richards and Cpl ·Robbo' Robson into a gale and
bhzzard. The re t of the team took up the mantle and by I OOOhrs we had
reached the Belgium town of Tielst. Dave Stewart wondered how
anyone could ever be anything but hetero exual a he bemoaned the
u~efulness . of a. addle that was de igned to clea e you in two. Gu ·
lo t his teddy as Cpl Tetley decided he was bored with ittin;,
around m the Pantec a nd o w~nt sight eeing around Belgian. Half a~
hour later. by chance. we saw him trundling pa ten route to S" itzerland
~r somewhere. · ~obbo' pby ically re trained the OC and topped him
from battenn& h11n . The re t of the day pa ed smooth ly enough a art
the howling gales that battered the riders and made riding to c:iai
difficult to say the least. Well done to all in olved - a special mention
must go to ·Robbo· and Lt Brian Jeffery for the service to advance the
morale of the rest of the team. On a Sunday morning in a little village in
the m1dd_le of rural Belgium they managed to pot the only female
Belgmm enterta1111ng her elf' in her front room. A the rest of the team
ru hed to tare through the wi!1dow to watch her impromptu perfonnancc
(not me of ~our·e as some ol u were doing work), he turned round to
ee a row of face complete ' 1th ·Army - 13e The Be t' cap examinin,
her rather mtlmate moment. Quality. It wa then down to the do k' on
the ferry and get rowing. The team made the cros ing rowing 0 ~ Eroo
machine on board the ferry well in time a nd beat the actual ferry into
port quite nicely. Well done and a good end to the day.
Dn]' Three - Dover - Tilbury Dock - Day Three has ju t commenced.
;he hr~t two runners away were Maj Guy Richards and pl Phil
R?bbo Robson. They left Dover m good time, followed by W02 Da\C
, tcwar~ and the QM ~ W02 Bob Price and Lt Brian Jeffery and Cpl
• cotty co,tt. Then 1t wa the t~rn of WOI tark Denni and i
Young Legs Hepworth , W02 Leigh ros ing and pl Danny Peak!
W02 ~ Churchward and W02 . ndy Baird. The team made the leg t~
Tilb~ry m style and pent the night m the charming company of the Royal
Engineers at Chatham. W02 · Angry' Angove and lus team of
gt
Jo~~s and gt Andy. Ha_yler made urc that everything
ready and
waitJ~g as the la_ t pair ot weary leg made it home. Atler n good night'
re t, 1t wa up bnght and early again to start Day Four.
- ·

~ermany.

ti~e

~nd ~heRRc~1ment
~or~
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' It' s all yours, Sir.'
Lt Col Morphet (R) hands over command to Lt Col Thackray

C The ot~er significant happening of late ha been the changeover of
ommandmg Officer . It wa cheerio to Lt Col Tony Morphet who e
final task was to see the Regiment into its new home before handi~g over
command to Lt C?l Jake Thackray. Col Tony's tour has been a long
1 d arduous affa ir t hat has seen th e Regiment in volved in many
pera~1onal tours, ~eorganisation and of cour e the planning and
~xecution of the Regiment's relocation to Elmpt. He will be remembered
or l11s fierce loyalty a~d total comm itment to the unit and the excellent
~a)port he bad established, panicularly with the Tom . There was a
ba iant attempt to see h11n off m tyle by di patching him in a hot air
alloon. A rather. appropriate mode of conveyance from the former RAF
8
uru_ggen.
(nothing to do with the content of the balloon ir!).
m~~? rtun<1tely the w~ather gods con pired against us and although we
f • gcd to get him mto the ba kct he left. more conventionally by way
0 . t.1ie B~B 52. Col Tony leave. to attend a cours with the 'aennan
~ 1 1nary 111 Bonn with the prospect of a, yet to be confirmed, tour in
unster to follow. All members of the Regiment wish him Kater·in and
the girl s . a II tie
I very b est for th e future. The Regiment ' con
' tinues' to
d
eve1~P its long and val ued association with the City of Leicester and
~c~;lt y, .at the reque t of the Lord Mayor, embarked on an elaborate and
. a engmg quest to raise monie for hi worthwhile appeal All tho e
·
·
· to both
mvolved 1.n ti ie PIa11n1.ng
ti·
a nd execution
brought great credit
.emse 1ves and the Regiment. A full report follow .
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PIRJT OF PORT TRIATHLON 2002

by Capt Lois Lane Barker
On an overca t lun c htime in Joint Headquarter Rh ei nd a hlen
ig • Regt's charity,
L '. 11on pmt of Sport'. The · pirit of port' is the Lord Mayor of
eicc ter's charity aimed at generating fund and resources to a ist the

ermany , 1·t w.a. a particularly
·
.
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Da' Four - Tilbur' Dock - Chicksand , Bedfordshire - Tuesda.
S<l\\ th' team runntn!,\ f• 'm Tilbury Dock to
hick and. in Bedfordshire.
Then: ''ere :om' .·tiff •.::gs and ·or.: feet in the morning but that wa all
put out of their mmds 1s the team looked to move further toward their
goal of Filbert trcet and that Lcicc · ter C·ty v Chelsea football match on
~ aturdav :! Fcbruar\ when the team will run around the pitch prior to
ki ·kThi· ''ill, i am • urc. be the tart to a good day for Leicester a I
am ure that Leicester ity's revival will continue against hclsea tsome
ma' ~av that as a Wolve fan I am not necc--arily suitably qualified to
-0~1mcnt on footballinl! matter. but I hall choo e to ignore them
gracefully). ,\ OTOhrs start aw the team progre s through the east of
London. E e. and up into Bedfordshire . I think it i merely a
coincidence that all the rendez,ou. checkpoints are sited next to pub ju~t as chance would have it, I am ure ... As ice packs were applied to
s\\Olkn ankle: and twi ·ted knee the team still managed a mile and left
in the morning with at lea t a mile on their face. This changed to a
l!rimace later for ome team members but a en.e of humour quickly
returned. I am sure it will be mile all round in time for the arrival at
Leice ter. We arnvcd at Chicksands late on the evening but that wa not
before gt nd) Ha) ler had ucce sfully tom off the tep . to a camper
van and not before the Regiment Yeoman had managed to ignore all the
warning and instruction and had pulled off the door handle of a taxi,
both \'Chicle havmg been loaned to u by companies out of the goodne s
of their heart to aid charity. Oh well, not to worry I uppo e, Tm sure
the, will never nonce.' he says.
Da' Fi\'e - Chicksands - Leicester - The team left the rather · trange
place ·that i Chick and early on the morning and completed the almost
final -1age of the run by making it into Leicester hire . It was a welcome
ight to see the Leicester hire county boundary appear and the team
breathed a collective igh of relief as they pa ed over the border. early
there! Ha,fag succes fully managed to create more traffic congestion on
Leicestershire· country roads than they'd ever een before. we finished
the day at a very nice country house. After the obligatory photo hoots
with yours truly it was time for elf-congratulations and pats on the back
all round. I have to say that for this tage of the run I did more running
than anyone el e, a I ran up and down the squad taking photos. We
enjoyed the ho pitality of 30th ignal Regiment at Bramcote on the
evening and e\en managed to have a couple of welcome beers and a nice
Gurkha curry. Only a couple of beers though ... We even saw that rarest
of ight - the in ide of laj Gu. Richards' wallet. Wow ...
Days Five and ix - Leice ter - Having completed the bulk of the
triathlon it was a chance on the e two days to try and put something back
into the Leicester community. Visits to specialist ports chool to receive
cheque , leisure centre twhere we had some very nice andwiches thank
you). classe for disabled young gymnasts and variou other
e tabli hments and group proved very rewarding. To see a young person
who i apparently clas ed as disabled by society making a mockery of
parallel bar . beam and the like whilst we all stood on in amazement
becau e few of u could do anything like it wa certainly a rewarding
experience. If the money we are raising is going to help people like this
we thought, then fantastic. It made it all \ orthwhile and our
congratulations and warmest wishe go to all those individuals and
groups that we were fortunate to meet in Leicester. It was also a time for
a bit of KAPE work and PR for the Army and Corps. The team appeared
on Midlands TV, countle s radio interview and newspapers and we
would like to believe that the profile of the Corp was raised as a result.
We e\·en paid a visit to some of the companies that had been o gracious
in helping u with the loan of vehicles. Busy days - but well worth it!

n:

Dav • enn - Leicc ter - The final day arrived and it was straight
down 'to Filbert treet football ground in anticipation or the home match
of Leicester against Chelsea. Shortly before kick-off it fell to the team to
do a qui cl, once rounJ the pitch in a lap of honour. The fans were actually
quite obliging nothing was thrown and the abuse wa quite limited! The
R M managed to get £30 out of Kevin Keegan who had arrived to watch
the game (didn't k.now he wa so short - Keegan th at is a nd not the
R M). Waiting on the pitch for the team to finis h their lap wi th the
Chelsea and Leicester players warming-up was an experience. made all
the more memorable by the R M asking if there was anyone famou . her~
today (as Enummuel Petit, Dennis Wise, Claudio Ranieri and a whole
host of other big name football celebrities sto d within 20ft). uperb
stuff. The lap of honour went very well and the team made their way out
of the tadium. nfortunately for Leice ter they were beaten by Chelsea!
The run from Filbert treet into the city centre went well and the team
fini hed their adventure at the Lord Mayors Parlour. A speech of
congratulations and warm wishes by both the Lord Mayor of Leicester
and CO 16 ig Regt wa followed by a civic reception in the team·
honour. 1.aj Guy Richards made a public comment about jumping the
bone of 14 cheerleaders and the CO rolled hi s eye upwards in dismay!
There was a very nice little 'do' on the Saturday night and many were
een enjoying tl1e evening in Leicester City centre until the small hours. It
was then up (not too early this time) and back down to Dover for the ferry
back to the continent. Many congratulations and thanks to all those
members of 16 ig Regt who took part, both team members and admin
staff alike. Al o thank you to all tho e companie who spon ored u and
all those people that put their hand in their pocket for whatever amount big or small. Thank you once again. It is becau e of your efforts, all of
you. that a con iderable amount of money is going to help the city of
Leicester promote port and sporting facilities for many of its inhabitant
(some from under-privileged or disable backgrounds) to fully enjoy the
benefits of sport. For some they may not have had this opportunity if it
wa not for you. Thank you.
HEADQ ARTERSQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Guy Richards
SSM
W02 Leigh Crossing
TRAI It 'G wr 'G
Trg WO
W02 Angove
Team
gt Bruce
Sgt Jones
gt Hayler
Sgt MacKenzie
Sgt mitb
The Regimental Training Wing has now moved to Javelin Barrack
and we are open for busine - co-located with 7 ig Regt Training Wing.
We hope to forge a valm1ble relation hip with making the joint Training
Wing a ucce s. Ex Cobweb Removal (the Regimental Pre RSSC and
RSJCC), the pre-training continues to run. Sergeants and Corporal are
fmding the training both valuable and helpful to improve their knowledge
and limes before the start of their career course. Sgt 'Andy' Hayler coordinates the exercise. Training Wing were given the task of providing
administrative support for the 'Spirit of Sport' - the fund rai ing event
was a great success apart from 'WHOOPS I've broken the Mobile Home
Hayler' . SS 1 'Mick' Angove used his famou persuasive tactics to fix it
with the sponsor . We say farewell to Cpl 'Andy' Ki ng departing to the
Regimental Gene Bay, thanks for all your hard work. We are plea ed to
welcome gt ·smudge' mith ex 230 ig Sqn (Yes I've signed back on)

and Sg~ 'De~n · ~cKe~zic ex 255. Sig S9n (Ye I' m off to Kosovo). The
Future 1s.bnght with G1een Gamb1t loom111g our new location and all
new stafi .
our

Q ARTERMASTER TECH ICAL
QM(T)
Capt P. Horton
RQMS :
W02 D. Coleman
It ha~ been a ~usy time !n the QM Dept, with the move into Brnggen
(sorry Elpmt talion!) . Dunng February to March was Ex Arrcadc Guard
2002, and men!bcrs of the department - Cp l Ellis, Cpl Pullen and LCpl
Horton (pa.rt-t imer) deployed up to Sennelager Training Area in the Ech
CP to provide QM coverage 24 hours day on, day on! During this time
the re.st of.the Department was checking out the Emergency Helicopter
Land111g sites (Go lf course) 111 Elpm.t talion , or wa it moving the
Dcpart.mcnt from JHQ to Elpmt tat1on ? We are now established m
Elmpt m a Departme1.11 that has so much space in it that the younger ones
can find pace to hide from the QM(T) and RQ(T). We say a fond
farewell to Cpl P. Munslow who has just come back from his Junio
Comma nd er's Course where he said he came last , now who woul~
b~hcve that? ':le ,leaves u~ for sunnier days in N I 8 Inf Bde (Good luck).
\\eleome to 1g N?=an Bates straight in from Blandford (the facto )
we hope that you will enJOY your tour.
ry '
MOTOR TRA SPORT TROOP
1TWO
W02 Greaves
Tp Sgt
Sgt Tanner
As. the MT prepares to depart to the land of milk and honey that is
favelm Barracks, we welcome W02 ' Gaz' Greaves into the fold and
w1 h him good luck! The Troop was delighted to learn that he i a keen
golfer and has already .reported him MIA , last seen wearing a pastel
turtleneck and "'.al Do?rucan cardigan. fl:. fond farewell goes out to the old
MTWO, WO~ Dave tewart •. and his BMW convertible. As he takes
over h1 new JOb as SSM 2.52 Sig SQ we would like to remind him to
always .r~ member to put h1~ t~p up .when its raining. Finally the troop
would. like. to co~gratulate Sig \Yhat s the weather like up there ' Barker
and hi s wife Michelle on the birth of the latest addition to the Barker
tnbe, Amber . A double celebration for Sig Barker a he is being
promoted to Lance Corporal on posting to I ADSR.
TECH ICAL MAI TE A CE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl(FofS) Guy Lewendon
Tp SSgt
SSgt Lloyd Bath
As the seasons_change from the overcoat to the T-shirt change are a
foot 111 the Technical Repair Centre of 16 Sig Regt. It i believed there
ha been a manpower explosion in thi hub of Technical excellence. The
truth is out there J.u st look at the nominal roll . Meanwhile in the real
world, congratulations, for long service and hard work, promotions to
now Cpls Bev Thornton and Graz Bourke. A new baby boom ha
occurred •. some say it is the water others say SSVC's brilliant
programming, well done Lyndsey Jarvis on the arrival of India and
L~pl Martin Jarvis on his mall bit part. Also congratulations to Cpl
Lisa. Fowler on the addition to the Fowler clan of Tyler; ' Robbie' i
ov.erJoyed. Sleepless nights here they come! Well now that the weather is
bnght.e1~111~ and our move and turbulent upheaval from JHQ is nearly
over; 1t 1s tune to say a few fond farewells. Cp l 'Frodo' Robinson ha ea
great Class I .Course (Rangers are good honest), Cpl Verity 'I like
getting naked m March ' Gough hope 15 Sig Regt can cope. Last but not
lea t, Sgt Brett 'Get your knee down ' pruce, 15 ig Regt definitely
wont cope.
Q ICK HELLO TO DETACHED FRIE DS
'Hello Falkland ,Islands. ' Hopefully.our magnificent .seven are keeping
their end up. Let name these sold iers who collectively are keeping
JCU~I a~oat Cp l Pete Stewart, LC pl 'Fe ta' Dunn, LCpl 'Rocket
'v1an B~1ggs, LC pl 'Blue Oyster ' impkins, LC pl Rick You nger and
LCpl Mick Reydon. We all hope you are being treated well and see you
m November in your new bright home.'

255 SIGNAL SQ ADRO N
Sqn omd
Maj As hley Hayden
SM
W02 Al Iron id e
Phew ... busy times! Deployment to Fl, Ex Arrcade Guard, moving to
Bruggcn ( orry Javelin .Barrack , Elm pt) ... Anyway, here we are at last
settled at Elmpt and raring to go. Well, the brew room i sorted anyway
so the Yeom~n finally has no excuse a to why he can't make the brew~
thereby forcmg the 21 to constantly feed the brew requirements for
SllQ .. The 255 JCUH element are still ab ent on holiday, no doubt
enJoymg the sunny cl11nes of the South Atlantic. I would have said no
doubt working very hard, but a all we ever eem to hear about arc visits
fr?m the BB 'Gro und Force' TV team - complete with C harlie
Dimm~ck and Alan T itchmarsh - and Maj Haydon 's exploits on hi
(uad bike. It does seem hard for tl1e remainder of the Squadron who are
el\h ere working in JHQ and Elmpt. Well anyway, not long now and
you 11 soon be back.
MA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Brian J effery
Tp SS gt
SSgt ' ick' lley
Firstly hello and congratulations to C pl · Richie' colt on his 0oreat
esca
·
MA Tp fro1!1 230 ig Sqn and LCpl Turner who ha made
th
into
. e ong move from 7 1g Rcgt. Goodbye to C pl Jas Martin who has
JOmcd the dark side (230). Al o goodbye to ig Mettam who is olT to

le

joi~ ~ Am1d
~e1d1 all the

Bde HQ and Sig qn on promotion, we all "'ish him and
best for the future. Man Tp were lucky enough to deploy on
_x Arrcade Guard to work in Rear Support Command (RSC) HQ and
EXCO as part of the ARRC's certification. Although the exercise was
fairly uneventful L~pl Carroll cannot be let off for forgetting th.e HF
trailer. After watchmg the news closely, SSgt 'Nick' lie) also decided
to set up his ver~1on of Camp X-Ray for a select few from the Troop. Cpl
Osmond and Sig Douglas were quick to volunteer to do the reccei The
Troop has been busy moving to Bruggcn/Elmpt (or whatever else. they
want to call 1t .now). Not only have they been able to move the Troop in
~ouble quick time but also the rest of the Squadron, oh, with a little help
?m the oth~r Troop . Congratulations to Sgt ' Rob 'A ustralian sunset'
Kirk on 1_>assmg h.1s Sergeant course and to Lt Brian Jeffery on his ever
a1_>pro.achm~ m~magc to ~t ue Allison from 7 Sig Regt. Just to stop the
1~ghes whmgmg a mention must. go o~t to them for commuting the ten
miles from JHQ to Bru.g gen until their accommodation is sorted out.
They have failed to realise that is what the pads have had to do for the
past few months, but never mind.
HTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Emily 'Harpo' Greenwood
Tp SSgt
SSgt MacPhee
The troops continue to be kept busy with ARRC exerci es (most
recently Ex Arrcade Guard 2002) and projects on Bruggen Camp
Deployment TrOOJ) (all 11 of us) ventured north to Seanelager for thre~
we~k to fulfil Mam, Step Up and Forward' fibre demand . It was a busy
period .fo~ a~I those concerned, but particularly S gt MacPhee and his
Joun:iahsuc mstmcts. With varyin·g· amounts of power and light the fibre
repair team contmued a fme tradition of producing an endless supply of
noah leads (:-"e've got three noah pare, Q H-M!). At the pointy end of
~e ba~le, ~ ·g Vance r:nanaged to survive Forward somewhat better than
Sig Kite - JUSt what did oak your sleeping bag? Static Troop still found
themselves throw~ to all comers of the world. Elements of the Troop are
already deployed 111 the Falklands and A cension, with further Troops to
deploy t~ Bo ma w.1th the Regiment in the near future. On camp. the
early arrival ~f 16 Sig Regt has 111creased commitments further. Ongoing
work for 7 S1.g Reg.t, 280 Sig qn and maintenance work all keep the
troops occupied! Sig Humble (or is it Crumble?) bas welcomed hi
return to. camp after bemg broken by deployment to the big bad ARRC!
The projects ha.ve been (grate~ully!) supplemented by vi iting Mechs
from 4 Bde, 2 Sig Bde and 21 Sig Regt. Our visitors from 4 Bde, though.
proved the reqmrement for the confined spaces course a they managed
to destroy the infrastructure of the bu1ldmg they were working on ... three
h?les m the ce1hng gave that one away! Many congratulation to tho e
1gnallers of the troops who are now wearing their first tape. The Troop
ha seen a number of changes over recent weeks, a we now become full
members of the glorious 255. That said the Troop independence has
largely gone w11h the retreating tide of blue(RAF)! A number of new
fac.es are expected in the coming weeks so we look forward to their
amval, already welcoming ig Goddard ( traight from Blandford).
JOINT COM 1 NICATIO
UNIT FALKLA D ISL
DS
QC JCUFI
Maj Hayden
USM
W02 Lawrence
WELCOME TO JCUFI, THE FALK LA."ID ISLAND
. This was the greeti~g from 3 Div. to a group of tired signallers from 16
1g Regt after a gruelling 34 hour flight from Hannover via Brize orion
A .ceasion Island. to MPA. The cu tomary greeting of people waving th~
Tnstar m was a 1ght to make us a!l smile. 2.55 ig Sqn. 16 Sig Regt are
the la t el~ment of a roulemont 1~a! Regiment. We were taking over
fron:1 3 Div who were ending_ their _ix m.onth ummer holiday in the
Falkland . They had fun filling u 111 with the horror storie of the
weather to come ........ We ct about the task of taking over the Joint
Communication Unit Falkland Islands, ably led by Maj Hayden· \\ho
spend .every minute on hi toy that he brought down here (Yamaha Blue
quad bike)? We arc spread broadly out and about. Lt Jo Stokoe leads her
Tri crvice . Troop, which include COM 1CE , Radcon . IT section.
UHQ contains uqM •. Sgt .Holroyd (Football Demi-God), MT, Sgt
Revell (PTI warnor) with their little helpers. Sig ·The Stud' Kelh and
~Cpl Bishop (M\ legend). U M, W02 Lawrence and Chief Clerk, gt
Ju t .a quiet one. Trowsdale supported by LCpl Harney. A Flight
contain Lme . ectton led by gt Rigby with his merry bunch of helpers.
y con and F1tte t who have all the tech (well omebo<ly ha to!) The
har~est done by arc the three h II top site at Mt Alice, pl ' leaner'
Atkin on. Mt Byron pl ·Tiger· Richardson and finally Mt Kent pl
Pinkey.
We ha~ an entertaining time vith x Purple Stike, which is the RI
(resident 111fantry company) final exercise with the mortars. A fe,, war
tori.es there and a menti.on in di patches for Sgt Wilkcock on for
tabbing 20km aero s Onion range with a very heavy Bergen (a true
hero!). Lt ' I never sl~ep on duty' · tok?e for being photographed asleep
on the JOb. ~ pl W.h 1tehurst for stagging on day night without • lecp
(Hero worship required). The COMMCE have broadened their horizon
and are providing a new service supplied by L pl 'Bagger' K nights and
gt 'Internet' Taylor calh.:d ' hat women want, all enquires pica e
FI. ati · faction guaranteed.
contact COMMCE J
It ha be.en just another day in the Corp for Linc ection which has
~een ~ere 111ce t.he ·dawn of time ' and for rhe majority of the section this
is their seco~d six - tour. F.or ms.lance ig · rgic' Grieve has requested
to stay for mne month ! G1 c this man ome therapy I sny. Lessons have
al. o been lcamed down here a Imo t at lightening speed b} some of the

The Triathlon Team 1n celebratory mood outside Leicester Town Hall , after completing the Krefeld - Leicester excursion
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ction. \\hen a hannle .• routine trip to aunder· l land turned into a
hurricane and , oaked the entire~ ction to the bone, the moral of the tory
1s to bu) a Gore-Tex jacket befo·~ a tour in the Falklands. But on a more
mello'' note here. with the inr.oduction of Proje t Lambeth, n w and
ught aft r . l..111 in the trade are being learned. T~1c newer member of
th ~froop are gaining \aluable experience, unlike LCpl 'Onion' nwin
,,ho a·k.:d 1he fault team why the phone wasn't working and was told
1hat it would help if the tel phone wa plugged in. EH Dan! The section
have integrated well into J
Fl. The only shadow on the section is that
thev came la t in the 'harkies Quiz ight and were beaten by the
I FA ·TRY! A final note, thank you to the
CO's from Bruggen for
the Chn tma • Puds we got la t week, they were only three months
lat ..
O ' -J
FI
29 Januaf} aw the entrance of the skilled 16 ig Regt techmcians into

\'

1he Falklands Operational th atre - taking over from 3 Div based at
Bui ford. The hando,er went without a hitch led by the most capable gt
·Right Grid Wrong Planet' Edwa rds. The only remaining member of the
3 Di' team i Cpl 'Big H' Haughans, who unfortunately ha had to tay
here due to the fact that the whole of tl1e Falkland I land pie upply has
not yet run out. HO\ ever. not being a quitter he will endeavour to en ure
the ituation i re olved. pecial mention to LCpl 'Trigger· Marshall
\\ho ha. the uncanny knack of breaking omething each and every shift,
therefore en uring techs actually have work to do! The JCUFl football
team has been perfonning well under the guidance of gt Des 'Where'
1he 1033' Holroyrd, captained by LCpl 'Danny' Miller. The team would
be perfonning con iderably better except for the skill of LCpl ' Bagger'
Kn ights, who, if only he could put hi bagging kills in tl1e bar to use on
the football pitch. the team would be pushing for premier league tatus.
The squash league i now into full effect thanks to Cpl • tewart meaning that people like LCpl ·Pies' Briggs and Cpl Birkbeck ha e
now no excu e for lo ing tho e extra pounds gained at Cl1ri tmas . Thanks
also to all the RAF lads here who for once eem to know what they are
doing and keep Y COi on its feet. I am sure that the re ·t of this tour
will go without a hitch as long as Ma j o r ' ! have more toys than
Harnely ' Hayden and the newly appointed W 0 2 Lawrence can keep us
on the traight and narrow.

FIITE T - J C FI
It' been a busy month for the FITTEST section. The HOTO from 3
Di\ went moothly enough. We now know all the best bar on camp,
·cheers guys!' Who would have thought you could forget o much over
Chri tmas! We'd like to welcome SSgt Daz Tu rn er : hope your wife
recovers oon. We've been trying to out do each other in the Land Rover
bogging in competition! C pl Gill is in the lead at the moment. All I can
say is that it wa a long walk back! So far nobody's written off any of the
vehicle but LCpl 'Who put that gate post there?' Younger has come the
closest. and the mechanics in Stanley are till sucking their teeth! LCpl
heehan has been crying his luck with all the tri - ervice females and the
avy element. Thu far he hasn't had any takers but we'll keep you
po ted. LCpl 'Pingu' R eydon is storming into an early lead on our fines
board. he'll be getting the beers in for some time to come if he carries on
ama ing fine at thi rate. not that we are complaining! LCpl Dun n ha
been dealt a crushing blow by the PED Department (PTJ's to you and me)
- the results from his body fat tests weren't favourable. The mountain
ites have been doing their bit for the cau e. C pl Atkinson, up at Mt
Alice, has been doing hi utmo t to keep relations between us and the St
Helenians at their best. Since then sightings have been coming in thick
and fast of a very pale topless man wandering around Mt Alice! (You
houldn't ha'e given away your only civvi top Ron!) . Up at Mt Kent C pl
Pinkn ey has been kept busy by the RAF techs blaming any problems on
DIGIFIT ! 'ot to be out done our representative at Byron Heights. Cpl
·This is how you catch sheep' Richard son has been educating his
colleagues up there in the finer arts of sheep harassing. Apparently they
can't ee you if you leopard crawl towards them, say no more! He's been
keeping the chef up there busy. All that sheep chasing is hungry work!
230 IGN L Q
DRO
Sqn Comd
Maj 1. G. Lawrence
SM
W02 ( M) MacL aren
This has been another busy period for the Squadron, involved in Ex

Arrcade uard 2002 and the move of the Regiment from JHQ to the
former RAF Bruggcn, now known as Javelin Barracks. Ex J\rrcade
Guard aw the quadron providing the close IS support for HQ RSC
and then deploying the 0
Group and TN 015 to ~rovide a capability
demonstration to llQ ARR . On return from exerc ise, we then began
planning for our move ten miles down the road the Javelin Barracks,
which was uccessfu lly completed at the end of March. with the entire
Regiment in location.
TR
K ODEOIS
Tp Comd
Lt d wift
Tp gt
gt Mc ' eil
Whal a turbulent time the Troop has recently had . The move to
Bruggen .... oop Javelin Barracks. Elmpt, has been.one .full of fast ball
and fatigues. The Troop has braved the pulls 111 all d1recnons and cracked
on with the ta k in hand and have turned their hand to ju t about
anything. February started off with Ex Arrcadc Guard and the Troop
being used to upport the Rear upport Command. After this, we became
the Brigade Demonstration team for the ARR inspection. The Troop
experts in tl1eir field gave briefs on the CRA ( entral) - LCpl Griffiths,
Radio Relay - Cpl Martin, the witch - Cpl Adam and the Node
Command 2Lt wift. After the many rehearsa ls the actual pre entation
went really well with no stuttering from either LCpl Griffiths or his
generator. On return to JHQ the Troop deployed to the ranges almost
immediately, and completed the APWT for their ITD 's. S gt McNeill
and ig Brooks were being the marksmen of the Troop. Meanwhile Sig
fatthews tried to throw himself and the 0 into a ditch en route to the
ranges, luckily witnes ed by the re t of the Troop. That'll be a few Beck.
On return from the ranges there was ju t enough time to catch our breath
before we were in the middle of 'the move' to Javelin Barracks. The first
week of the move went well with the packing taking a lot more time than
tl1e unpacking, with lots of people standing in offices wondering which
photos to put where, whil t the Troop were hoofing the kit around the
new quadron lines. A great opportunity for a frc h start in a new location
and computers in every office, no phones yet, but lot of computers with
this email and net thing, they are trange white boxes anyhow.
TRU K ODE016
Tp Comd
Lt Pithaway/Lt Hodson
Tp S gt
Sgt Shield
With February came a three-week deployment involving the ampling
of the wor t lager in the world .. . Sennelager. Thi was a mainly static
COMMEX for the Ex Arrcade Guard 2002, involving, adly, not even a
drop of lager. A week of it was pent a a demonstration of a typical
Trunk ode site for a selection of multinational Officers of ARRC. This
meant that we not only de eloped our bread and butter skills, but al o got
to dig trenche , put up defences, and practiced our silver service waiting
skills. Everything went reasonably well with the obvious hiccups being
more or less ironed out in the first couple of days. March has given us all
a multitude of taskings with the move to RAF Bruggen, or Javelin
Barracks, or Elmpt Station, our hiny new home, which is shared with
our sister regiment, 7 Sig Regt and 280 Sig Sqn. The quadron seems to
have been stripped down to a minimum, with as ets deploying to Kosovo
and Bosnia in the near future. Pre-deployment training programs such as
IT and Systems courses, the Kosovo OPTAC and the Bosnia MYRA
training, have sped people off to UK, Dusseldorf and to the COMM CE .
The move is more or less complete despite the Senior's ritually fighting
over office spaces, tores and generally being territorial. The
conscientious hand over from the RAF has been a godsend, allowing the
move happen smoothly. As far as the hierarchy is concerned Lt Sarah
Pittaway has gone off to France IO work her way through the French
Troop Commanders Course, leaving the fresh faced and tarry eyed 2Lt
Ti h Hodson , who arrived straight from Sandhurst in mid-January, to
watch over the troop, until Lt Ross (Co nnor) McLeod hows his face
again in May after his five-month stint on the British Troop
Commander's Course. The quadron has also welcomed an additional
member, with 21C Cap t Ga reth O liver's new canine friend Rommel,
here to keep poor Monty company. Our next port of call is Ex Green
Gambit where we will adding a bit of spice to our regular Trunk ode
and improving our infantry and Comms sites defence skills, training for
our war fighting role, since after all, our task in peace is to train for war.

R. 1

Lt Col Ivan Hooper
\\-01 (R M) Da ve Rook

H EA DQlA RTER
Q ADRON
Sqn omd
\1 aj To m Dean
. _.,,,_1
W0 2 { SM) Aide C ha pma n
f he Squadron has b.:en extremely busy since its return rrom Christmas

Leave. The RSIT and ECI teams were due to vi it and the word on the
street was the EC! had put most of the unit it had inspected since
January 2002 off the road due to them not confonning to new regulations
and generally poor equipment care procedures. A great deal of effort was
put in by the Regiment to find out exactly what was required and then to
ensure what was lacking was rectified before the teams arri ved. To
everyone's relief the unit passed with a Green in all departments, with
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EXERCISE SQ ADRO BEAUFIGHTER 11 - 16 MARCH
The tum of Ex Sqn Bcaufigl2tcr was to practice HQ Sqn in its war
fightin g ~ole, A I, A2 and B2 Echelon . It was a progression from our
exercise. 1n January when the Squadron was reminded what a cam net
looked like and, what It was like to sleep in a tent again!
The ec~elon s. role is to r~supply tl1e Regiment in the field and during
the. exercise. this was achieved as far west as Brawdy and East to
Salisbury plain ( PTA): By codex all three of the Regiment's Squadron 's
w~nt through the Rollmg Replen and Squadron SOi 's were scrutinized
prior to amcnd~ent 111 d~C: course. The deployment was uneventful
except for allegations ofm1lita!Y dnvers running civilian cars off the road
an? that one of the L~D vehicles was. not deploying due to the driver
bcmg admitted to ho p1tal for an operallon at short notice - in fact it was
l11s daughter.
On arri ving at the first location new boy Cpl 'Geordie' Prime got his
first taste of~ HQ Sqn exercise and managed to break his ankle whilst
JUll~p111g off his vehicle. The rest of the week went by fairly uneventfully
until the move on Wednesday night when the first packet left Bra d
airfield, f?llowed
later by the second packet. The
commander was Sgt Pete Richards. The route card said tum right at the
a1.rfie.ld g~tc, but he misread it and took the packet left. ot a problem for
him in his La~d rover, but big .a problem for the rest of the packet of
OAF and trailers! Once established 111 the new location it was time to
celebrate one of the chef' , Pte 'Carl' Butler's 18th birthday with a
birthda~ cake. The RSM visited at I 500hrs, and due to elements of the
u111t being put on tandby to deploy on operations an early codex was
~ailed as the echelon was the only quadron left in the field - upporting
itself!

I~ mi~ut7s

pa~kli

REGIME TAL AAM
:n~e ~egimental SAAM proved yet again that, 'If it ain't rain'n it ain't
tram n. Though the weather wasn't the best, the competition was. The
Squadron te~m was 9111etly confident after a day's training and entered
the competition with JUSt the right attitude.
-'.'-s we know, HQ Sqn personnel don ' t get out the office very often,
wl11ch 1s why the.Y. kept referring to the rat packs as 'The Picnic Boxes'.
Once t~e compellhon started, it wa obvious that it wasn't going to be an
easy victory for anyone: Fortunately we have some excellent shots in HQ
Sqn and a special menllon mu t go to Sgt 'Baz' Botright, who won two
of tl1e hoots and wa also best hot on the day overall. This helped the
Team end the day feeling that we had done our best. It was two days
before the final result revealed we had squeezed through in first place.
The Victory was made all the better when it was revealed that after the
fir t day on the ranges Cpl Sutton probably couldn't hit water if he fell
out of a boat. The Team felt good about the win becau e it had been such
a close and well nm competition and yet another Trophy for the Squadron
cab met.
220 SIG AL SQUAD RO
Maj Sp encer Ma nnings
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 (SSM) igel Robe r ts
The post-Christmas high was soon erased a we were hit by the
doub_le-~banuny of R IT a~d ECL The Foreman, W02 Ali Du ncan ,
was 111 h1 ~ lement as he whipped the hanger into a frenzy of equipment
care. Both mspect1on went well. All credit to the Foreman his team and
the lads in the troops.
'
Once _t he in. pections were over, our attentions turned to the
forthcoming series of exercises. First off was Ex Scorpions Crawl. The
Squadron deployed into deepe t, darkest outh Wale , not far from
B.rawdy. Mo t people were very surpri ed at ju t how out of the way 14
Sig Regt (EW) is.
.· _The Exercise wa spent practising our basic skill , from rccce-ing and
s1tmg to road moves and the black art of HF comms. ot a bad week and
the 0 was very pleased. So pleased, in fact, that he knocked u off a
early as l900hrs on a Friday night. Luxury! Thi was W0 2 (SS 1) igel
Roberts' final exercise with the squadron before he heads down to RHQ
as the new R MWO. We wish him all the be tin hi new job but as he is
Just down the road, we will not be aying goodbye just yet.
SQ ADRO HEADQ UARTER T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Jez Wadia
Tp ~Sgt
S gt Ru ss Eza rd
. _Firstly the Troop would like to welcome 2Lt ' Jez' Wadia who ha
JOmed us from Delta Tp as O Tp and Sqn Ops Offr. Leaving u soon
fr?m the Squadron MT are LC pl Nick Berry, off to 30 ig Regt, LCpl
1m L?c k wood , w ho wi ll soon be B r ig Jackson 's driver and LC pl
Lenny Leonard, who is otT to civvy street. C pl Matt ' Eagle Eye' Lee
ha kept us all amused by managing to injure hi knee again whilst on hi
7e~(dto sec an optician. He didn't sec the hole in the ground and promptly
own ll. Cpl Daz 'Go lden Boy' Cook manao-ed to demonstrate 10 the
~~is\ of the Squadron hi out landing kno~ledge of maths by getting
b g li ly confused, add mg a few zero to h1 order. We received I0,000
owl~r hats (Tech plastic things!) rather than tl1e I 00 we required. On the
~xerc1~e front, the Squadron MT ha been keeping moral high with ig
aul Robbo' Robinson decidi ng it wa a bit cold and the best way to
1~a°;;' ~p wa to start a fire . Unable to locate uitab le materia l to burn he
ceci e that it would be just a good to et fire to himse lf.

!

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)
co

some observations bcin.g made . .we await the official report to begin
rect1 :ymg the observat ion s. Units should not underestimate the EC I
1eam s scrull ny of their documentation and procedures.
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DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Pete Wright
Tp SSgt
S gt Mark Gilbert
The last few months ~ave been quite hectic for Delta Tp, with the start
of the MAPPS conversion courses meaning a solid ten weeks of hard
work ahead of them. The Troop have tackled this task with enthusiasm,
and are now coming to the end of the training phase, signalling a break
fro.m. ~APPS, and a chance for the Troop to concentrate on other
ac11v1t1es. The Troop has had several goodbyes to say over this period
namely to: newly promoted Cpl teff 'Pig Dog' Gibb who is posted to
7 1g Regt, Cpl John 'Strange' McCone who has moved to Regimental
C.rypto, wher~ he has his w~rk cut out, and to ig Mike ' Ginger'
•.mp on who 1s posted to 15 Sig Regt. The Troop will mi s them all and
wishes them the best of luck in their new jobs. As well as departures the
Troop ~as also been ' blessed' with everal new arrivals. Sigs Ji m C ullen
and 1ge M~Quilton and LCpl Ridsdale have come straight from
Blandford, Sig Jas 'Stretch' W hitehead has joined us from 19 Mech
Bde, which has pleased Sgt Lee 'I'm so great' F r ancis a he now ha a
?rather. Congr~tulat}on~ are also extended by the tr~p to
gt Mark
Boots and Hair~ut~ Gilb~rt o? coming off the Staff Sergeant to W02
board, and to Sig Proclaimer Heywood on his promotion to Lance
Corporal.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt. Kate Ha nnaford
Tp SSgt
SSgt Andy Dutton
Over the .past few months the Troop has been really busy with RSIT
and ~Cl takmg place. Howeve~, the Troop did manage to have a night out
at Bnstol .Bowhng :Iu?. The night started earlier for some, noticeably by
LCpl Bailey and ~ 1 g on- Suck' Swa nn. Straight away it was noticed
that some were gomg to be better bowlers than others. The OC Sqn Maj
'I've never bowled before' Ma nn ings, let everyone know this w~ his
first eve~ outing to a bowling alley - likely story! He was at one end of
the bowling skills department and
gt 'I've got Trophies for thi 'A nd y
D u tto~ was at the other end unfortunately the wrong end as he started
with his fast five balls down the gutter (great start Staff). With some
good bowling ~d pl~nty of shandies drunk, the match came down to the
very last end, with Stf;: ·QB' O ' Brien, M aj M annings and Sgt 'Speedy'
Speed all m the runnmg to take first prize. The pressure managed to get
to OB and t~e OC Sqn, leaving it open for 'Speedy' to take all. A big
congrntulat1ons goes to the now C pl Ri t chi e Blood worth for his
promotion, and al o its goodbye to L C pl Ben S my posted to J
[ albeit
only ~or a couple of ~onth as he recently passed his RAF Officer
sdecllon. On the portmg front well done to Si g ·Swanny' Swa nn for
bemg se!ected to represent the Army U2 I football team and to Sigs
Jason G1Uard and Andy La mpard for representi~g the Corps Rugby
team. Fmally well .done.to LCpl Ben Ford for reachmg the Inter-service
Badmmton champion hips
GOLF T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Catherine J ardine
Tp SSgt . . SSgt Wayne Hayes
Yet agam 1t ha been a quiet period for Troop turn over and events.
Blandford has proved ~hat it can breed Signallers, with the arrival of ig
Matt Gos n old and in tow ig D ave 'Am I really po ted here?'
Hansford . Als~ welcome to S ig T
h eridan who i also from the
factory .. Best w1~he go out. to ig/ LC pl Timmy ' l cant even pell
Afghamsta~· W rn za r, on his promotion on posting to I Mech Bde.
Congratulation also go out to S gt Wayne H ayes on hi election for
promotl~n. The Troop w!ll c~lebrate for you wh ile you're on that, ·Two
can rule 111 Ko ovo. Elv1 wi ll be leavmg the Troop office! Best wi hes
al o go oufto .Cpl 'Hector· Heathcote on hi deployment to Ko ovo. The
Detox. chmc 1s booked for four month time. After returning from Ex
Scorpions Crawl, a the e note are written, it's come to light that some
me~bers of the Troop have learnt that ome equipment doe need fuel to
run 1t. amely, C pl Gaz Lea after running out of die el on a roundabout
and Sig Gosnold , after being educated by LCpl Pa ul Taylor that yo~
actually need to c.onnec~ a fuel can to the generator before it will start.
The next Troop dr111ks will be a merry occasion.
244 SlG AL Q UADRO T
qn Comd
Maj David Bizley
SM
W02 (S M) Paul Williams
Th~ tart of th.e .e~ . Year has imply flown by. A Tp are nO\\
retummg from their llnt 1.n orway an '!1e remainder of the quadron
ha adJU ted to the fom1at1on of H Tp. Tlus was all pmcti ed in Ex Red
Hand .that went very well, allowing quadron Ol's to be te ted. The
Exercise had IO be cut short as recent events called for the quadron to
plan for a deployment to fghanistan. Bc:ing High Readine s quadron,
we expect om~ personnel to de~loy tmm inently to upport the hinooks
from RAF Od1ham. T he maJO ri ty of 'quadron remaining behind will
welcome a SA Group after Easter leave from 220 ig qn to give u. a
Ptarmigan capability. Following on the heel · of M Paul\ illi ams and
gt { QM )'Jack·
ofS ~1al McCorry's selection for promotion;
Hawkins ha also been elected- many congratulation.!
ALPHA T ROOP
Tp omd
apt Pete Brunton
Tp gt
gt Phil Render
ince our la t batch of note , Alpha Tp are till in orway. However.
we hav.: moved omc 500km north by road. rai l and ·ea, which proved
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wry ad,enrurous for ig's

Young and Kev Whiteley who pent
I\\ o da) on the hip - inspcctin~ the bottom f the toilet bowl. Ex trong
ro E ·erci c) i well under ' ay. with all
Re olvc W02 (an Article V
Troop asset. deployed. pi s ·Tommy' Woo da ll and ' al' \'a ll a nce,
along with ig · 1ickcy' Young are deployed on the Polar Bear RRB.
.till waiting for their ·coach full of ur,e,' re- upply. Our only loss so
far is LC pl Da' e' now. hoc' W a lker who, after surviving six month in
Antarctica, lei\ his foot outside the tent one night, then went down with a
cold weather injurv. ig K ev Whiteley enlightened the ED's by trying to
prove that the nc,\ countryman generator are multi-fuelled, and can nm
off diesel (but only for 0 e ond · at a time). The Troop VM' have
recent! di covered that 20 people can queeze into a 9x9, only when
liquid ·refre:hment are available a nd country and we tern music i
blaring out. fter ig Ly nd sey cott's appearance on Page 3 of the
'orgy Time . her fan mail has in rea ed immen ely - resulting in at lea t
one ack full every weel... The C apt P e te Brunt o n lo ok-alike
competition got off to a great tart, with entrie by C pl Jim K emp and
ig Danny Lamkin. By the time the e notes are publi hed, the Troop
should be back in K, on .ome well earned leave. Our look forward is a
four-week e ·erci e in Mun ter, Gern1any during May, where the delights
ofGern1an hospitality will be ampled by all taking part.
licllC)

BRA\'0 TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt cit C le ments
Tp gt
gt ndy Gill
After a nice fe tive break. B Tp wa traight back into the ew Year
"ith the forthcoming inspection and exercises that we had been warned
about before the end of la t year. January and February tarted off with
l t line and Troop 0 in pection , followed by a visit from RSJT. Ju t
to top it all off we enjoyed a Board of Officers as well, o all in all the
Troop wa prett) well in pected to death, ju t as
gt A ndy G ill wanted
it to be! Early February and we became High Readine Squadron. The
first e vent was Ex Bravo Bimble which consi ted of teams of five
walking along a track o c learly marked on the map that it may a well
have been brail but still, some people went the wrong way- as C pl C has
' Don't ask me anythi ng or l \ ill hout a t you!!' Charnley found out.
Nice one Chas ! After the b imble a few socia l were had before we
returned to Coleme. A day out of the Hangar and some fresh ai r was just
what was needed. The Troop function in March wa Bowling. The night
preceding the event saw the Troop gather in Bath. Some ofu had better
nights then others. as demonstrated by Sig Mike Lake w ho woke up with
not just a sore head! The bowling went down like a s tonn and then it was
time to eat. We all went to Pizza Hut and ate them dry. leaving us looking
like Pavarotti! Unfortunately we have the cu tomary goodbye , fir'tly
going to LCpl Emma McDonald who leaves us for Ireland . Good luck
al o goes to ig like Barton w ho has been granted his wish to go to Civ
Div, good luck 1ike. Our last fa rewell goes to Cpl Dicky Lane who
sadly leaves us to go to the crypto cell. Good luck Crypto! Arrivals to the
Troop this year are ig Steve Phillips, Andy Harker and Guy Tipping
who have arrived straight from the factory.
HOTEL TROOP
T p Comd
2Lt Zoe White
Tp S gt
S gt i Donnelly
Since we last wrote we have yet another round of good-byes and
hellos for Hotel T p. Firstly a sad farewell to Sig Jo ·Karaoke Queen'
o,,ens who leaves us for the sunny shores of NI - or is it mere ly a
sabbatica l before the next round of Pop Idol? Also goodbye to Sig
·Running Freak' Tucker who will be enjoying the pleasures Civ D iv
brings by the time this goes to pres5. Fresh talent from RSS come in the
form of Sig '\Vannabee O ld kool ' Blagg, Sig ' River' Phoenix and Sig
·Ridiculous . a me, R&B ' Rotherham-Bone. We also welcome L C pl
Goodall who has seen the light and made the move over the hangar from
Alpha Tp. The Exercise a lso allowed the Troop to practise those all
important field skills that we just can't tra in for in barracks. LCpl 'Colin
MacRae' Kennedy kindly gave his det a n impromptu field lecture on
how to bog a vehicle in. It must be his recently passed BIT's course that
led him to giving his Jes on in the middle of the ni ght for added training
value. ig Jesson set a personal best by bei ng taken off the Exercise after
only three hours after startmg. A ca lculated move obviously to allow a
quick rccce uf t he local MR S by Sgt ' B rooky' Brooks bank. The
Exercise ended rather abruptly, to the undisguised de1ight of not only the
three S 'CO's picked for comd tasks, b ut also 2Lt White who was
finding difficulty tracking down a fag packet large enough to write her

ord rs les on on. The months ahead look busy but, be aware that nothing
will stand in the way of some arduou cultural experience for l lotel Tp.

FIR TRE PO E
Member of 21 ig Rcgt (A ) who form Part of the Wiltshire First
Rcspon e team where in attendance at the Official launch of the Scheme
at zimghur Bk , olcrne in March. First Response i a ational charity
iaffed by members o f the rmcd Forces who, after specialist training,
olunteer their free time to man fa t re ponse vehicles and provide
frontline dynamic life support to the local community. The succe s of this
scheme was highlighted recently in a BBC2 documentary called Eight
Minute . The launch took the fonn of a imulatcd heart attack in camp.
The team responded with blue lights and horns and immediately
tabilized the casualty. Thi s was followed up by an Ambulance and it's
crew from the Wilt hire headquarters that worked together with the
respon e team . It wa at this point that it was deemed necc sary to call in
the A U (Air upport Unit). The helicopter arrived in two minutes and
whisked the casualty away. It was quite a pectacular show and was
appreciated by the TV and press reporters who attended.
~~~~~~~~~~~

Sig Ottis Whittiker on the First Aid S tand
T~e. Courage Trophy was won by a team entered by 4 Para who
surpnsmgly al~o took first place in the falling plate. We found out that we

The Regimental Service Rifle Team
Cfm Hawes standing
(L-R): Cpl FR, Sgt Hale~. Capt Bewsher, Lt McAvoy
and S ig Jardine

S gt Ralph Deega n Helped set the cheme up in Wiltshire several
months ago after being approached by the ational Co-ordinator. Thi is
the first scheme in the country manned purely by Army personnel the
other schemes are all predominantly RAF. All the volunteers go through a
stringent interview and selection process to make sure they have the right
attributes and personality. After a week of specialist training at the
Ambulance Training College, the teams are out in the local community
within days . All team member are given a driving assessment and the
lucky few will be selected to do the blue lights drivi ng course. This is a
two-week intensive course run by the Amb ulance authority's own
specialist instructors. Fir t Response are the on ly vo lunteer medical
teams in the UK authorised to drive under blue lights. A normal shift will
consist of a two-man team collecting the car from the ambulance HQ and
checking it over. They will then log on at Ambulance control, which will
deploy them to a standby location or where they arc thin on the ground
for cover. The team will then be called upon to answer cat A 999
emergency calls. This can be from a major heart attack to a drunken
collapse. Although the scheme specialises in heart problems and carry
AED's (defibrillators) they will re pond to most calls. The government
has set a response time of eight minutes for all 999 emergency calls, this
is no ea y task in a rural area like Wi ltshire. So Far the First Responders
have managed to maintain a 98% success rate. T he scheme is not there to
replace the professional ambulance technician but to stab il ise the patient
a nd maintain life support until the ambulance can arrive and provi de a
higher level of care. A ll team members gain valuable interpersonal skills
and medical train ing and the community is happy to have a loca l scheme,
w hich is saving lives.
A special thanks to Fiat and The British Heart Foundation two of our
main sponsors who provide t he equi pme n t a nd the car we need to
operate.

PS: The simulated casualty made a simulated fu ll recove1y

31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
co

R. \4

Lt ol Paul Wenlock TD
WOI (R M) Young

HE .\DQ
RT RS Q ADRO
·qn Comd
apt Guy Bew her
S \.1
\\02 ( M ) Clarke
HQ qn has continued to . upply the core elements of the Regiment as
it i emerging as a mainstay of mi litary sk ills to ri val 83 Sig Sqn. A
!f1IX d team of HQ qn and 83 Sqn personnel won first and second place
111 the D1stnct mallborc Rifle Shooting Match. The 'A' Team consisting
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morning, bu t ~ till ac hieved some c r~dibl c shoou ng. Sgt arah Hales
managed_ to wm best female shot, while Cfm llawes won the best nonRoyal .sig na ls pri ze: Cap_t Guy Bewshcr had to be s to ppe d from
rem ov in g th e G3 s nq~cr n fie from the foreign weapon s s tand . All
rumours that he used this to come second overall in the match are totall
untrue. Many th?nks arc owed to Maj Krishna Gurung for all hi s har~
work and enthusiasm 111 tram1ng the team.

of Capt Guy Bewsher, Sgt Ian King, Cpl Farquarson-Robcrts and
L pl Rich Leyland gained a place in the Land Command Fi nal at the
Ma l col~. Cooper Ra nge at Bisley. T his ma tch rapidly spli t into three
compe1111ons, one for first or second place, one for third or fourth and one
fo r the last three pl aces. The Regi mental Team were fi ghting for third
place in an exci ting match in which the lead changed pl ace several times.
l n the end we gained a c redible third pl ace by ha lf a dozen points out ofa
possible 1600. Tra ining for CORPSAAM and the District match only got
underway in March and was patchy ow ing to other commitments. ln the
end, Lt Lee McEvoy onl y managed to zero his rifl e on the Saturday
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COURA_GE T RO P HY C O MPETITIO 16-17 MARC H 2002
The time ha~ _come for the LO DIST Annual TA Competition at
Lon.g moor Tra1n111g .Arca_. sponsored by the Courage Brewery. This
sccti.on level competlt1on 1s ba ed around the !TD structure and te ted
soldier at all levels. Once again 83 Sig Sqn managed to field a team It
was lead ~Y Lt Mike Zazzi with Sgt Mark Eastwood-Bell as his 2ic.
The r~mamder of th~ team. co.nsisted of C pl Stua r t Farquh a r so nRo~c~ ts, L~p l Lou ise. W 1l k 111 s, LCp l B r ia n Jar din e, S ig O ttis
Wh itti ker, Sig_P a ul Bulliva n t and newcomer ig R aym ond Obed encio.
The competition started early on the morning of 16 March and after a
trad1t1onal ?aeon and sausage sandwich, the team headed off on foot
towards their first stand. S ue, a local reporter writing a piece on the TA
joined the team. Our first stand was the OBUA As ault Course which
both Cp l Stuart Fa rq ua r so n-Roberts and LCpl Loui e W ilkins were
relieved to get out of the way. S ue had decided to volunteer herself as a
member of the team, developing_ a true appreciation of teamwork, as
hands made contact w ith ~acks1de ! Whilst cooling down between
land , Media Ops were out m force searching for stories and events that
l~ad happened to soldier to present in an article on the TA. C pl Stuart
Far_qu harson-Rober ts was a ked to recount hi trip to Canada where
during the adventure traini ng, he managed to burst a lung. He wa~
reluctant to _tell at fir~t, but like all war stories, once you open the flood
gates there 1 no closing them! The objective of one of the stands of the
day was to rescue a member who had been injured in a minefield. We
were t.o clear a path and evacuate him. The task of clearing a afe lane
was ~1ven to LCpl Brian _Jardin e. The man did an out tanding job of
clearing the path of all anti-personnel mines and trip wires and markino
them well, rescued the casualty and completed it within the allotted tim;
We were all quite pleased until the OS told u we had lo t marks and
h_o wcd us_ why. Although LC pl Brian Jardine had found every tiny
mme he m1 sed the rather large anti tank bar mine also on his path! The
day continued wi th a Comms sta nd, followed by BFAT, both of wh ich
went rather well a lthough credit for our training must go to WOl ick
Cantrell,, the SVWO, "'.ho only the week before had en ured we were up
to date.with current editions and skill . Here we said our goodbye to ue
and with the day'. eve nts behind us it was ti me to p repa re fo r the
evemng's night navigation exercise. First priority though was some hot
P~ ta served up by our ma tcr of admin, gt Mark Eastwood-Bell. The
N1g~ t . Nav1gauon was based on a Harri relay competition and used the
trad1t1onal onenteenng map that were new to some but fami liar to
others. The team wa pl it into four pairs and with each pair taking two
controls as well as the three compulsory ones. were et off in order of
experience and di tance to cover.
We all enjoyed th i part of the day paiiicularly when we found out that
we were one of the fir t teams back. With Reveille at 0430 hrs we ct
about clearing the area and eating breakfa t before making ou r way to the
start of the I 3km March and hoot ompetit ion. ·Long legged Lou' set
the pace as she powered on leav ing most of us behi nd. In an at temp t to
low her down we re-organised the group and then pushed on. Towards
the end of the march we could see quadron members who had turned
~ ut to cheer us on. With the ight o f them and the fin ishing li ne not too
T~r ahead the team broke into double time and pu hed on to cro the line.
iough the tea m were in high spirits they reached :.i new leve l as our
supporters di shed out Mars bars and Lucozade. A ll that was le ft no' was
~ shoot con isling o f te~ rounds each with a 15-second exposure from the
land in g po 1t1o n. With th e ma in co m petit io n co mple te , fo ur tea m
"}embers went on to compete in the Falling Pl ate. The team wa made up
~ ..Cpl tu~rt Farquharson-Roberts, LCpl Louise Wilkins, LCpl
r tan Jardine and Sig Ottis Whittiker since they had been the better
8hots of the weekend.
'
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had ended up m 16th place out of 27 teams and looking at some of our
com~ttt~on we were very happy to have achieved thi position. All that
rem_ams IS to congratulate a team that went out to learn and have fun and
achieved that goal.
4 1 (P LK) IG AL SQ
ORO
qn Comd
1aj Steven Ong
SSM
W 02 (SSM) Wa tson
There ~ave been lots of changes in 41 (PLK) ig Sqn since the last
update. Fi rst ?f,all, congrat,u lauons to CJ>I C hris 'Thanksgiving· Hunter
and LC pl Phil Boy cout Davy on thetr recent promotions. Alas, a ad
farewell to Sgt lich elle C as pe_rL, who is off on FTRS. She provided
terh~g erv1ce for. the Squadron m the Pay Office, and w ill be missed. Lt
Pa ul. Empty Case
kpai has now left us to take command of a Troop at
56_ Sig Sqn. the well known re I home on the South Coa t! 41
Tp ha
gamed a new command.er. Lt George 'Sharkie' Dickey. who join the
Squadron from ?4 (Y) Sig qn. A we a ll know, initiation ceremonie are
v_ery ~uch a thmg of the past. so 4 1 N Tp treated him to a 'welcoming
ritual instead .. Lt kp ai led one of the Regiment' Courage Trophy
teams. ably assisted by Sgt Tania 'War' Camp. Unfortunately capturing
the Trop~y- proved to be out of their reach when they lo t half the team
through mJury! They don't make squaddic like they used to! Also on
duty at the Courage Trophy was Sig Arri a ne Fournier w ho was actino
as a ~asualty on the fir t s tand. Obv iou Jy the girl has mis ed he~
voca~on. she_ wa~ born to be on stage! gt Tuck excelled hi m elf with his
recru1 tmg dnve m nearby rawley and wa respon ible for bringi ng a
number of fresh face thro u~h th~ door. This was after Friday night when
the Corporals had been mvt ted mto the gt · Me s for a bit of a ba h.
Pre h faces were e'.'actly what wa n eeded looking at the state of that lot
on Saturday momm~. Jt a lso remmded W02 (SS.M) Rob ' Prank ter'
Watson why he left 11 o long to invite them upstairs that wi ll be it for
another couple of years!

56 SIG . 'AL Q UADRO. '
qn Comd
Maj arah Streete
M.
W02 ( S:\-1) Cooper
This has ~ee_n a relative ly qui.et_time fo r the Squadron, with trammg
mamly cons1stmg of Trnde Tram mg and Recruit Tra in ing. After si.
~veek. ~way, we were delighted to see the friendly, m il ing face of Sgt
W1lhe Loch back at the Squadron. He had been out on attachment with
97 (B.RITFO R) ig qn in Bo nia, checking up on our boys and girls and
?howmg them ho\ _to ' do comm · . It i good to have him back, even if it
1s only for ~ short time as he is retiring in Augu t (and he doe n ' t look a
day over 5 !). We al o welcomed to the quadron Lt Paul kpai who
ha been po ted down a? a Troop .Con~mande r from 41 Sig qn. We look
forwa rd to the contnbullon he wi ll brmg and the round of drink he will
buy on his first evening with u ! We said ·goodbye' to ig Harding who
ha JOmed the Regul m - and to ig C\ ton who is going off to Batu:.
everal of our recrulls have now compl ~ted thei r five weekend. \\i th 2
(SE) Bde and four. ig Walker, ig rignall, Sig French and ig
Roberts are currently enj oying two week at R , Bland ford.
CO RAGE TROPHY
Once again, evera l members of the quadron competed in Courage
Trophy at Longmoor thi s yea r. '.he team, headed up by Lt Paul kpai
wa unfortunate to lose three of 1t· number throuoh injury but still made
it to the end . Sig Mclluish and ig Titchener both had enough energy at
the end to say that the)' would like to do it agai n next year. A lthough they
d id not do : nough to be pl aced, th? cnthusia m i there to regai n the
Courage h1e ld next yea r. Mean\\ h1le, >ome of the older and litter t?)
members of the quadron were busy on the driv ing stand. W02 Knin
Godden, Sgt Steve Hall and , gt 'like Dowds all put the teams through
the ir paces a they passed through the ir stand .
EXERCISE HELPI G HA ' D - BLANDFORD
Four members of the quadron went do\\ n to R •. Blandfo rd to talk
o n the TA Troo p om ma nder ' Cour.e an d abo ut life as a Troop
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Commander through the eye of the OC ( 1aj Sarah Streetc).
M
(\\02 Ke\in ooden), Tp
~t ( gt Mike Dowds) and a ignaller (Sig
\\artin) II was going well un ;l gt Dowds . tood up and began to tell
them all his \\ ar storks and "h~t he got up to in his spare time. whil t the
rc~t of the team were gmdually inking in their ~,Jts. o feedback wa
recei\ ed ~o it was a urned that it wa either not too bad or too good!

83 IG ' AL Q

ORO
qn Comd
;\laj lee Fc r gu on
. M
W02 Bob tcvcn
"arm \\elcome i extended to Lt And y Knight who i · in the
proc s of transferring from 94 ig qn ( ). We congratulate him on hi

c

recent ommi sioning and look forward 10 work ing w ith him in the
future. A sad farewell is offered to apt Liz FitzPatrick, ou r current 21C
Sqn. who is moYing onto 41 (PLK) ig Sqn (Y). We wish her all the luck
in h.:r new appointment. We are pleased 10 welcome in her place Capt
1ark Windibank, who i: transferri ng from HQ qn to take over. The
Squadron would like to wish C pl Tia Snell lots o r good luck and best of
wi hes as she embarks on a new career in the City of London Police. We
are looking forward to you r passing o ut parade and party!
Congratulations to Lt Mike Zazzi , Lt Lee McEvoy, Cpl tuart
Farquarson-Robcrt s a nd LCp l Lo u ise Wilkins on their recent
promotions. T hey were all well deserved and hard earned.

JOINT SERVICE SIGNAL UNIT
(AYIOS NIKOLAOS)

Lt Col R. A. Sharp MBE
WOl (RSM) D. Richardson

0
RSM
3SQ ADRO

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Lt Col E. M. Blyth TD
WOl (RSM) . J. Ru sell

0
RM

REGl'.\IE . ' TAL HEADQ ARTERS
The end of the financial year has coincided with the restructuring of
the Brigade '' ithin cotland and HQ 2 Di\'. 32 Sig Regt (Y) are no
longer administered b) 52 Lowland Brigade. who have taken over as 52
Infantry Brigade. The Regiment is now ADM! CO 51 ( cotti h)
Bngade who have taken over the responsibility for all TA and Cadet
within cotland. The tran ition has gone moothly and the Regiment look
forward to working with the new Brigade HQ taff.
The Regimental hooting Team tarted their preparation for the
CORPSAM with a week of inten ive training based in Elgin TA Centre.
The team trained by the YWO. WOl Terry McVey, head for the
CORP A 1 at the tart of April along with a 30 man administration team
who ''ill run the Royal Signals part of the event. We wi h the team well
and hope they come back with some ilverware.
The previous and present Commanding Officers and the pem1anent
taff in RHQ would like to say farewell to the Commanding Officer's
Driver, LCpl Dave tott. He is leaving the Am1y in May and we wi h
him the be t of luck in his new career. We would like to welcome his
replacement, LCpl Bro\\n, who arrives from 7 Arrnd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn
(207) and hope he enjoys his tour in Scotland. We think he will find
Glasgow a lightly different place to live in than Honne.

51 SIG, AL SQ

ORO (YOLU TEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj A. R. Thompson TD
M
W02 { S 1) L. Bertram
Q ORO ' TRAI ·1 G
At the end of January the Squadron planned to make best use of the
excellent "kiing facilities in the Highlands of Scotland by organising an
adventurous training weekend in Aviemore. With perfect snow during the
majority of the skiing ea on the Squadron managed to pick the most
unpleasant weekend that month and unfortunately the kiing was
cancelled. Training continued and the wet weather programme wa used.
The outstanding achievement during the weekend must include a four
under p~r score from LCpl Dave Da v idson during a crazy golf
competit1on. The quadron also ran a Go-Karting Competition, which
was a particularly manic affair. ig · o brakes' Finnie confirmed to most
why women's driving skills are often que tioned. She managed 10 ram
several of the barriers on the course. However, it hould be noted that it
was not. her fault but that of the pedals combined with an uncertainty of
the racing line_ and some vagueness around the braking point! The
cracks1de official probably had the most fun and could be seen in
hy terics during each race.

SSgt Shand sorts out yet another 'kit explosion'!
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At the end of February the quadron departed for a military training
weekend in the Barry buddon area near Dundee. The weather th at
weekend was particularly Scotti h with temperatures of minu s four
degree and wind of up to 70 knots. One of the highlights from the
gt Dave Shand , called
weekend was the training tand presented by
his kit explosion, or hould we ay hi les on on 'kit in the field '. This
pro,,idcd the students with a good warm up and gave them an idea of how
to make yourself comfortable whilst on exercise. That evening a night
recce took place with one group led by Capt Linda Duncan and the
other by 2Lt Colin Bruce. 2Lt Bruce's close target rccce was on an
enemy position manned by W02 (SSM) Ly nn Bertram and Sgt Ali
Jamieson. During the recce all the defensive measures set up by the
enemy where avoided by the patrol with the exception of the OS, Capt
' Willy' Granitza, who managed to set off a trip flare . The patrol was
abandoned and the team returned to ba e for a hot debrief on why trip
flare hould be avoided at all co ts. The outcome of the evening patrols
was the identification of an enemy po ition, which became the target for
a Squadron dawn attack. The advance to the target went well until the
lead group encountered the challenge, ' Advance one and be recognised.'
To which the reply, 'Fi re,' came and ab olute madness ensued. There was
a great deal of pyro, fire, smoke and sweat, that wa just the OS. The
quadron recruits who had been playing enemy should be congratulated
for a peedy withdrawal across some fairly difficult ground. After a reorg
the patrol then tarted a move back to the harbour area and this was just
as interesting. 2Lt Colin Bruce struggled to identify the way back
without his usual trail of kit to lead him back and Sgt Ali Jamieson had
difficulties in identifying his left from his right.

SSgt Gair Sorly (L) and Sgt 'Trigger' Smith (R)
plotting each others downfall
EXERCI E HOT SKI

WORLD KJCK-BOXJ

EXER CISE WI TER WARRIOR - by 2Lt Bruce
At the tart of February 2Lt Colin Bruce and Sig William Robertson
both attended the beginners and intermediate ski course Ex Winter
Warrior in Bava ria, Gern1any. Sig Robertson proved an immediate hit
with the regular soldiers on the course, given his eccentric nature and
rather nervou~ dispo ition. Thi s was an excellent chance for TA officer
and soldiers to train with their regular counterparts. While Sig William
R ober tson struggled to make headway in the beginners group and 10
keep hold of his pack lunch while on steep slopes, 2Lt Bruce was having
an easier time of it in the Advanced Alpine Group. Sig Robe rtson should
be congratulated on passing the BSP and 2Lt Colin Bruce did have bis
usual admin problems and some deficiencie of kit contributed to him
regaining the title of the ' naked officer' yet again. Both 2Lt Bruce and
Sig Robertson had an excellent time on Ex Winter Warrior and would
recommend the exercise to all TA personnel whether they can ki or have
never tried it before.

2Lt Colin Bruce in his usual 'I am beautiful,' pose
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39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

0
R

1

Detachment from 30 1g Regt remain deployed in four separate
location in support of the ' War on Terrorism' - namely the U A.
Kuwait, Bahrain and Afghani tan. We currently have personnel deployed
at t.: CE TRAL COMMA1 D (CE TCOM) in upport of the enior
Briti h Military Advi ·or ( BMA) and in Afghani tan in support of HQ
I AF.
1ACDILL AFB FLORIDA
D

As a reward for the continuing support to Op Veritas, US CE TCOM
arranged for two personnel from each nation to visit Kennedy Space
Centre and witness the launch of the Space huttlc Columbia as
Di tinguished Visitors (DV). Cpl Durga was luck y enough to be
selected.
'We left MacDill AFB on I March at 0045hrs for the Shuttle Launch.
After a three-hour journey and rigorou security checks we were shown
to the DV area in which everything was well organised. The Shuttle
launched at 0622hrs on an I I-day servicing mis ion for the Hubble Space
Telescope. It wa an excellent and spectacular launch with everybody
cheering them on. It wa an outstanding opportunity for me to receive
such a great offer on an operational tour. I shall always cherish this
moment.'
(Cpl Durga has provided us with tire excellent photograph of this event
on tire back cover of this issue - Editor)

MILITARY TRAI ING
MilitaryIntraining
to be
majorseen
focus
for the unit and as ~hw~ys
I
I
acnvities.
the la tcontinues
two months
wea have
47 (MY) Sig Sq
tic
quadron~ and the Rc~iment seek to generate challenging and enjoyable
orchestrated Ex Messine Ridge which gave junior soldiers the ch~~e t cir own 1o; level infantry_ tactics. weekend (Exercise Yeoman Raider), 5 Sig Sqn
0
Chase, 'orthamptonshire.
comman each other during an infantry style patrolling exercise held in Yardley

OPERATIO FINGAL
PPORT TO HQ I AF, KAB L, AFGHA ISTA
At its height this deployment involved two Troop and the SHQ from
258 Sig Sqn. Lead elements and E Tp deployed over the Christma
period, in support of HQ ISAF. F Tp followed in January and finally
made it in to theatre on 28 February, having been held in The Oman for
some six weeks. Initially deployed in support of two HQs, !SAF and
KMNB, thi calcd down to one Troop and one HQ with the deployment
of Germans into K.MNB, thereby enabling E Tp to recover from theatre
in early March. F Tp remain deployed in support of HQ !SAF.

Newly promoted Lt Steve Pritchard
hands over the UK SBMA Tp to Lt Ben Davenport

VISIT TO THE LAUNCH OF THE SPACE SHUTILE
COL MBIA - by Cpl Durga Gumng

.
The Long, The Short and the Tall!
Sig Barnfield , Sig Dalby and Sig Reeves of 47 (MY) Sig Sqn
stop for a pose during Exercise Yeoman Raider.

In the depths of Longmoor Training Area, Sig Kane of 57 Sig Sqn
(V) challenges the Commanding Officer as he approaches during
Exercise Skinners Reveille

TRADE TRAI I G
uiNo ;raini~g cycle would be complete unless there_ were everal oppo\lunities to con.duct some trade training, and the soldiers in the Regiment have been
q hte usy. here hav~ been tw.o Regimental Exerc1 es (Ex Lynx Warnor and Ex Skmners Reveille) both in Longmoor and Ex Recovery Heav n and a
ve 1c1e recovery exercise organised by the REME LAD in Pirbright Training Arca.
'
•

Cpl Durga at Kennedy Space Centre

Sgt Issacs instructs as the REME lads do their best to manually
recover a Landrover in ankle deep mud during
Exercise Recovery Heaven
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.OC LAD (Steven Greenslade) - the one with the dodgy beret instructs Cfn Parsonage and Sig Pritchard in how to recover thrs
stranded AFV during Ex Recovery Heaven
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WET and MESSY! Up to their waists in water whilst rescuing this
Bedford 4T truck are Sgt Winfield and Sig Cemlyn!

SSgt Artificer Vehicles Daz Ward REME shows off his new
vehicle exhaust on the Landrover Wolf during
Exercise Skinners Reveille

RECR IT TRATNI G
/';- crucial part of R~gimental lifo is ensuring a steady flow of new recruit to fill all manner of trades. Our recruit training takes place in Bramley
Training Area near Basingstoke and 1s conducted over four progres 1ve weekends that culminate in a pass off parade and award to the recruit con idered by
the OC to have performed the best.

,-

Soldiering up! Showing us how to repair cables in the ERV is
Sig Mike Sowah of HQ Sqn during Exercise Skinners Reveille

Recruit Colin Nattress is presented with his Top Student award by
the CO, Lt Col Paul Towers
Also pictured is SSM Smith of HQ Sqn, Recruit Nattresses'
new Squadron. He will now go on to train as a chef

Success!
This group of 11 soldiers successfully passed off on the 17 March

The Recruit Training Team at Bramley.
It is this team of individuals that are responsible for
putting on the exciting and varied recruit training

OCIAL ACTIVITIES

Just to. show that there is more than ju t fun and exciting training going on in the Regiment, there are frequent opportunities to ociali e; especially in
Bn tot w1~h its new, refurbi hcd Junior Rank lub. Each year the Officers Mes get together for l\vo formal dinners. This one was the Skinner Dinner that
w~s held m Blandford. Thi ees the two key members of the Wor hipful Company of the Skinners (to which we are affiliated) vi it the Regiment along
with other honoured gue t . The kinners Dinner al o provide an opportunity for u lO say goodbye to officers vho have left u or are mo\ ing to other
UIU!S.

Sig Phil Trewin is shown the ropes by Cpl Steve Holly
putting up an NCRS mast
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POWERMAN! Sgt Kev Winfield
.
is responsible for providing power to the Electronic Repair Vehicle
and a communications detachment with this 16/24 generator
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This year saw a sad farewell to Maj Rob Stone, Capt Robertson
and Capt Dai Jones, all of 5 (QOOH) Sig Sqn
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Our Hon Col, Maj Gen Moore-Bick CBE FICE, also the Comd of
UK SC (G) at Rheindahlen was able to visit us for the evening
213

Having deployed on a Regimental Communications Exercise and two
quadron Co mmu~ications Exercise.s in the South of England during the
la~t three months m order to practise the use of new communications
equipment, we feel that we arc now ready for anything that i sent our
way. 1 he Squadron has a lot of new young soldiers and the la t series of
exercises has brought them on leaps and bounds in the communications
tie Id.

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
BEXLEYHEATH

co

R. \.1

FINALLY
The Squadron wo.uld like to congra.tulate Maj Craig Tallents, the QC
Squadron and his wife Kate on the birth of their daughter Amelia Jane
born on 13 February 2002.

Lt ol . C. R. Malik TD
WOI (RSM) . P. J . White

Regimental headquarter has had a busy period \ ith a number of
e erci.e and recce· taking place, the mot notable being the possible
deployment of 20 personnel to Antigua to participate in E. Tradewmds.
The rccce \\'ll ' conducted by the Training Major. Maj tuart Boyne and
\\'02 (Yof'S) Jason Budding. All plans were well in place for the
deployment until it was identified that SSgt (Fof'S) Dann. Fielding was
linall_ going to get out of the oflice on an 'Op ignit'_ afler taking a
month off on hi EFP2 (the commute wa n 't that hard). With government
inten·emion the exerci e wa cancelled allowing S gt (FofS) Dann y
Fielding to empty hi imray.
PERM
Et T ST FF FIRE TRAL ING D Y
With the po ibility of a heat wave thi ' ummer and the need to have
personnel trained in the method of fighting bu h lire if the need arose.
the R M organi ed a permanent taff fire training day at the chool of
Logistic - Defence Fire training school. A morning's instruction allowed
everyone to venture onto the Fire Ground and practice the new skill .
Honourable mention must go to Ir Dave Beami for u ing a month's
supply ofC02 only to enhance the fire and not actually put it ouL

68 (ICCY) Signal Squadron Courage Trophy Team
FU ' ERAL OF Q EE ELIZABETH T HE Q EE MOTHER
Over Ea ter weekend the Squadron learned the ad new of the death
of its Royal Honorary Colonel, Queen Elizabet h the Queen Mother. The
Queen Mother has been Royal Honorary Colonel of the Inns of Court
Regiment since the early 1950s and e lected to remain on when the
Regiment wa reduced to Squadron strength and then re-badged. She
retained close links and had visited on many occasions, most recently to a
lunch celebrating the centenary of the Imperial Yeomanry' deployment
to outh Africa.
·
As part of the funeral a rrangements, the Squadron provided a
detachment of four - 1aj Jonathan Man ley, W02 (SSM) Lawrence
E ans , LCp l Adam Tear and ig Ma th ew Laffan. The 68 (ICCY)
Signal quadron detachment comprised part of the regimental groups
who marched behind the Royal Party in the proce ion from St James' to
Westminster Hall on the Friday, one of the few TA units represented. For
the funeral itself, the group provided two step liner and two ushers for
the Abbey.

265 (KE T A D CITY OF LO DO YEOMA RY) SIG AL
Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Penny Wood
S M
W02 (SSM) Stephen Shelley
EXERCI ELY CH'S LAST TA D
~he time .had arrived for .the ,first infantry based exercise of the year,
which combmed with SSgt Bet Lynch's last major exercise not only in
the Squadron but also m the Corps. The advance party, con isting of the
OS and Squadron hierarchy, set off m good spirits on Friday evening
bound for Thetfor~ training area. We had several members of RHQ along
for support mcludmg W02 (YofS) Jason Budding and W02 tuart Mc
Henery making a return visit to the Squadron.
On the job training was soon taking place. As we drove along the A 11
on .route to Th~tfo rd we came aero. s a major RTA and the advance party
qu1d.ly went mto action - attendmg to casualties and directing traffic
until the emergency services arrived. For all members of the advanced
party il was the first serious RTA that we had witnessed and it was good
to see how TA trammg can be put to good use. Particular mention hould
got? the PS~O - .Capt' ed' Kelly who briefed the arriving emergency
services. MaJ Keath Duffy-Penn y who spent two hours kneeling in the
rain to comfort a young female victim and SSgt 'George Clooney' Lynch
who attended one of the most seriously injured victims. It also gave gt
' I was in the RMP' Foy the opportunity to put into practice his traffic
control skills for the first time in a real setting. After two hours most in
incre.asingly h~avy rain, all the victims were safely on thei; way to
hospital , our kit recovered and we were on our way to our exerci e
location with the thanks of the emergency services. The main party had
been warned off but took some convinci ng that this was not part of the
plan for the weekend.
On our delayed arrival at the training area the control room was set up
and the ambush set for the arrival of the main party. To say that their
arrival wen! off with a bang would be an understatement but particular
commendation should go to Lt 'Rambo' Downing for his speedy exit of

70 (ES EX YEOMANRY) JG AL SQ UADRO
CHELMSFORD A D HARLOW
Sqn Comd
Maj Craig Tallents
SSM
W02 (SSM) Jim Swain
The Squadron has been through another bu y period over the last few
months with, EC I and MEI inspections, continuing recruit induction
weekends and a parcel full ofcomms training.
W02 (YofS) 'Fireman Sam' Jase Budding burning the evidence
68 (INN OF CO RT A. ' D CITY YEOMA RY)
. IG AL Q ADRO - LT 'COL
lN ' AND WHIP CRO S
qn Comd
'.\1aj Jonathan Manley
SSM
W02 (SS 1) La1~rence Evans
If been somewhat of a mixed couple of months for the Devil's Own,
with differing training and a change in personalities. In February, the
quadron·~ second in command, Capt Philip Adams emigrated back (or
was it returned?) to Australia to take up a new job in Melbourne. He
hope to re-enlist in the Australian Reserve Army, in the Armou red
Corps. On I April, Maj Jonathan Manley assumed command of the
quadron from Maj Eddie Marshall, and Capt Jane Dodd has been
posted back from the London District Specialist Training Team as second
m command.
EXERCI E 'O\ FOX II
For the first time the Squadron took part in the RAC/Yeomanry kiing
exercise 'Sno\\ Fox VII'. This was a week's skiing tuition in the Swiss
resort of Verbier culminating in two days ' racing. The Squadron sent a
party of 12 led by 2Lt imon McMenemy and gt ' reg' Jones, and
\\hich consi ted of live beginners including Sig Ivey, an Austra lian
. oldier on attachment who had never seen snow before! The Squadron
has been in\ 1ted back to participate next year and is trying to recruit
Alain Ba1'ter as a matter of urgency.
EXERCI E 0 RAGE TROPHY
The mam traming was focused on the Squadron's entry in the London
District ·courage Trophy', where the team led by 2Lt imon
\1c'.\1enem)' put in a \'Cry creditable performance. The team of8 put their
bram and bra\\n to the te t, competing against 29 other teams from TA
unu in London Di trict at Longmoor Training Area. The chall enges
po,cd included an assault course running through the houses of th e
FIB A village whilst under fire from some rogue elements of the
l ondon cottish. The climax of the event wa the 13 km march and shoot
\\hich the 'qn were respon ible for organising and which resulted in
me \Cry ore feet the following day.
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ECI A D MEI (OLD PRE) T PECTIO S
The Squadron has worked extremely hard over the last few months in
all areas of equipment husbandry to achieve a sari factory result in their
EMI and MEI Inspections. This has been mainly due to the excellent
guidance of SSgt ' quirrel' Fensom who is the Squadron's RPS SQMS
and W02 'Pip' Pieper who is our C ivilian Fitter and the Squadrons
Training Warrant Officer.
RECRUIT I DUCTIO WEEKE OS
The Squadron has five new recruits who wi ll attend the Regimental
Induction weekends in April and May 2002 ably lead by our Recruiting
Team Cpl John Laskey, Cpl Charlotte Foakes and LCp l Richard
Marsh. Recruiting within the Squadron is going extremely well at the
moment and we arc pleased with the level of recruits we are attesting in
to our ranks. Our thanks go to Margaret utbeem the Squadron AO
who has to put up with all the paperwork we throw at her. Thank you
Margaret.
ICATIO

TRAINlNG

W02 (SSM) Jim Swain teaching the twist to his Squadron
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the 4-tonner and willin!?ness to try and single-handedly defend the
Squad~on. Afte: a fe~ mmutes the ambushmg party had taken the main
party pnsoner leadmg them t~ the control point for a briefing for the
mam part of the exercise. This mcluded a survival in the field and navex
over the training area. Th~ teai:ns did very well, helped by the delay so
that they deployed at first ltght mstead of halfway through the night. The
DS manned the checkpoints and organised the food drops. On returning
to the control point on Sunday morning the Squadron had a smoker in the
field to culminate the weekend and to ay goodbye to the QC and P I.

Maj Keith Duffy-Penny
hands over the Squadron to Maj Penny Wood
FAREWELLS
With all the dets safely back to the CP it was time for the final farewell
to the OC, Maj 'DP' Keith Duffy-Penny and the PSI, SSgt John ' Bet'
Lynch. Maj DP had spent some eighteen years with tbe Squadron both
'man and boy' and his departure at the same time as the PSI who has
been with the Squadron for the last four years (and three OCs) 'marks the
end of an era. We wish them luck in the future as Maj Keith ' DP' DuffyPenny goes off to spend more time with his family and Sgt John ' Bet'
Lynch to his new life as a civvy.

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj Mark Roberts
WOJ (RSM) Dean Ewing

T HE SQ ADRO COMMA DER'S PER PECTIVE
by Maj Mark Roberts
'.here is undoubtedly a mixed feeling of exhaustion, apprehension and
excitement around the Squadron as we pick up the pace of the Training
Year. ~rofcssiona ll y there is no better place to be than in such an active
u111t wtth a goal so clearly stated. What it means on the ground is that we
spe nd as much time 'out of bed' as we did when we were on a n
operational tour in Kosovo, but there i variety. This is the nature of an
Armoured Brigade Signal Squadron. lntere tingly, the Squadron Hi tory
reveals a simi lar tory from I 5 years ago when the international climate
was different but the role was much the same, o not much ha changed:
the vehicles and equipment certainly have not. There are probably exOCs and RSMs reading this thinking we have it lucky in comparison, as
they had to do the same and wear shirts KF. T he heavy timetable that
underpins our schedu le of work does not allow for much Oexibi lity or
breaks, but then we achieve a lot by taking opportunitie as they present
them .elves and not deliberating over the detail. By the time you read this
w. ~tll be in the midst of Ex Rat Grenade with battle camp. adventure
tra111111g and upport to recruiting all underway. It is not what you do that
counts, it is how you do it. To those reading this that have served with the
Sq uadron recently, well done, thank you and never forget the etho that
n1akcs us o successfu l. To tho e that are thinking of their next posting. if
you want promotability, profc sional and personal challenge all wrap~ed
~p with an excellent LOA package then look no further. To tho e working
111 lhe world ofprocurem.:nt, any chance of some new kit? Floreat Jerboa.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Karen Moore
Tp ~Sgt
S gt 'Eddie ' Corcoran
Firstly 'welcome ' to our new arrival ,
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ig 'Chri ' Lord,

ig ' Ben·

Carter and LCpl ·Chris' Douce who all join us from 11 Sig Regt.
'Goodbyes' to LCpl 'Magic' (thi is a name he made up him elf by the
way) McD.e rmott who goe to 8 lnfBde. LCpl 'Kev' Cannon off to 249
ig Sqn and Sig ' tu' Hill who leaves for 30 Sig Regt, congratulation on
your promotion. A pecial goodbye must al o go to gt 'Gaz' Dixon who
has apparently swapped place with Sgt 'Si' Link and deserted Alpha Tp
in exchange for the Training Wing. A big welcome to Sgt ' i' Link from
us all. lf you see him can you tell him that Alpha Tp is in Buildi ng LAD
I. The Troop has undergone a mas ive turnaround of personnel recently,
and this will continue for the fore eeable future. Tho e we've lo t eem
to be getting some really great posting and tho e we've gained all seem
to come straight from Blandford ........ ha anyone el e noticed thi ?
Anyway, we thought it might be an idea to get the thoughts and view of
a new ignaller, posted to an Armoured Brigade ignal quadron straight
from Blandford oat least you can have an idea what to expect.
IT - by Sig 'Moses' Moseley
MY FIRST WORKING
Since leaving Blandford in overrber a a Cla 3 Area Sy ·tern·
Operator l have had many new expem::nce ha,·i ng never been to a
working unit before. The first day l Oe out on the trooping flight from
Stansted to Hannover and nervous ly got on the bu going to Hahne.
When I finally arrived I wa relieved to find that the Troop was on Ex
Jerboa Launch and l thought l would have a few day to settle in and find
my way around. How wrong could I be? The ery next day I found
myself deployed into the field to meet everyone and 10 find out how the
Troop work when it's on Exercise and where I would soon fit in. I hadn't
had my kit is ued but the Troop rallied round and found me .ome wann
kit and a leeping bag for the night. ince my arrival in January I have
completed two more exerci e working ei ther on the Rad io Relay
annoured vehicle or the A /MC a a crewman. I have al o attended the
AFV 436 commander' course and qualified a a vehicle commander.
With all this time on exerc i e l had initially struggled to find my way
round the camp. on reOection of my fir t few day I houldn ' t have been
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n ·n 0 u.- b ·cause the people you Ii\ c and work wi_th hei;: .are l~ntasti ·
0
L i!C 1, certain!} acti\e due 10 it being 7 Annd Bde s fra mmg ) e.ar ~nd
\\ ithm one hour of \I ritimi. t: 1s I will again deploy on excrc1s~. tlw_time
to A. T in ennclager~ Although work can be hard at 11mcs 1.n an
mdcpentknt Brigade ·1gnal quadron, I 1n': •ld probabl.Y not gain so
much e. pcnence and know l dgc elsewhere th t I have !l-amed here o er
the la't three months. La ti I would like to say a big thank you to
C\eryonc here for makmg me feel so welcome in both the Troop and the
quadron. ,.,.-.....,...,....,.

__

HKE T ROOP
Tp Comd
C apt Dinnis
Tp SSgt
~t • andy' Sanderson
Firstly welcome to the fo llowing: LCpls Fu and Boffcy, apparently
they' re not a crime fighting duo and goodbye to LCpl ' Murf_' Murphy
who ha tran fe rred to the RLC to be a movement tcch111c1an . The
leaving do consisted of another Mike Tp ten pin bowling night to mark
the occasion. HQ joined us in oltau for a few game and a couple of
shandies.
good ni ght was had by all and the mght proved a well
de ervcd break in between hard work . The three most prest1g1ous prizes
went to: Overall Winner
Maj Mark Robert
Can' t Bowl For Toffee Mrs Tabetha Thomasson
Be-t handy Artist
LCpl aunders
THE SKI SE

0

- by LCpl Paul Wraight

Cpl O Hanlon and LCpl Honeywill with ciyilian st~ff from Bde HQ,
who enjoyed the AFV436 Driver Training
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt · ho1\ again admin' 1 icol
Tp gt
S gt 'Adie' im
.
. .
Welcome to Cpl · Llllarry_' Lamb and Cl?l 'Gorge Sp~n~e who JOIO u~
from 15 ig Regt and 11 Sig Regt respect! ely. Also Sig Harry Potter
Lang and Sig 'Legbuster' rmbru ter (the re ult of an enthusiastic fall
off a 43 · on Ex Ra~ pear). Goodbye and good luck to Cpl '!_lob'_ Luke
who goes to 16 ig Regt. ig 'Lurch' Wil_son who goes to C1v Div and
ig • tevie' Homer who goes to the mobile presentaaon team. As ever
an untold number of exercises have been experienced, the Headquarters
ha been put up and down o many times we are beginning to think it's an
elevator. The first Brigade Staff exercise was held at ennelager where
Cpl ' Barney' Beevers took the idea of a mirror ima,ge HQ Lo extrem.es
and created a perfect mirror image but with everything on the oppo 1te
side. The recent CAST went well. supported by elements from Alpha Tp
we provided the best HQ th_e COS h3:d ever seen (supposedly). Prairie
Eagle will be our next test with the maJOrtty of the Troop bemg deployed
for the whole month. Roll on Summer leave!

LCpl Wraight strutts his funky stuff on the slopes (again!)
After a tour on Op Agricola 6 I was really looking forward to the ski
season. Capt ·Qli' Dionis captained our team and oon we set off for
Zell am See in Au tria . Jn total fi e members of the umt spent four weeks
on the Kaprun glacier training for the Corps ki Competition. The race
consi ted of Giant Slalom and Slalom that are battled out m both team
and individual events. After winning the Minor Units we then had the
opportunity to compete in the Div Championships at Les Contamines in
the French Alps. Due to 'injury' Capt Dinnis was unable to head up the
trip (Gingers weren't allowed on the slopes due to Health and .Safety
reasons - 21C) so I was given this task. This time we competed m four
disciplines, Slalom, Giant Slalom, Super-G and Downh1l.l, each event
becoming faster and fa ter. After the Div Champs you receive an overall
seeding. If you are above the cut off point you g? forward to the. Army
Championships in Serre Chevelier in France. Agam you compete m .four
disciplines and there is opportunity to go forward to the ~~ter Services.
This also gains you Anny Colours. Havmg returned to Bohne from the
Anny Champs I now travel .to Bava:ia where_ I will !nstruct in the Alpin.e
and Touring phase of Ex Wmter Tram mg. Be mg an mstructor for my umt
is an advantage a it helps to keep skiing alive and a~ the fron~ of peoples
minds. It has also enabled more soldier to expenence skung and we
continue to field a good team in competitions. I'm already looking
forward Lo next season!
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jon Duckworth
Tp SSgt
Sgt Jim Pritchard
MOTOR TRANSPORT DEPARTME T
Hellos and come goodbyes first. Hello and welcome to Si~ 'Bielefe~d'
Elliott from Blandford. Goodbye to Cpl Si 'Devendra ' Pereira and S1gs
Phil 'Deevo' Brown, Mark 'Head' Barclay and Kate Hopkinson who
all leave on promotion to Lance Corporal.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTME T
Hello to gt Fitton and family and LCpl C laire Preston. Goodbye_to
Sig 'Bart' Simpson. Welcome back to C pl Jenny Hine from maternity
leave and congratulations on the birth of your son Robbie William. It is
only the start of April and already we're into the fifth exercise of the year.
Ex Rats Reminder was a Squadron level deployment conducted on the
Sennelager Training Area. There were no long road moves this time so
the old 43's held out extremely well. For the second time in two years ~he
Squadron was patched into the Ptannigan Trunk Network. A ew teethmg
problems ensued but were quickly ironed out by W02 YofS Jas 'To~
Jones/WW' Phillips and his trusty sidekick W02 Fof Steve 'HD
Erskine. Since Ex Rats Reminder we've also managed to fit in a CAST
and a couple of weeks leave. Currently the Squadron is preparing to go to
Poland for a month to conduct HICO and LOCON for the Battle
Groups.

Lt Moore and 2Lt Nicol dish up scoff at the rail-head
MmmmmYummy
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16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)
qn Comd
RSM
2 16 has been a tad busy, returning from Macedonia in mid October and
less than a week after post tour leave being placed on RI as a JTFHQ 2
and then as the lead Brigade for Op Oracle options. Throughout many
people have moved (too many to cover here), but special mention to the
21C, Capt Al Fawcett who departs on AJD and thence to !Uv1AS. He has
done a sterling job holding together a large and busy organisation. Hello
to his relief, Capt Mark Crinnion off on P Coy to escape his in tray.
Jlello also to Capt Mike Morton who arrived to take over from Capt
Jim Lambeth (getting married and going to the TA!) the day we went
back onto RI . Farewell to the ' power god' Sgt Frank Greenwood and
hortly to W02(YofS) Danny Wilson who has been completely fragged
over the last two_ years! The QMs has seen a large turnaround with SSgt
Rayson departing and SSgt ewman an.d Sgt Chaplin arriving.
Congratulations to all those on recent promotion boards. The main focus
for the Squadron recently has been ops, but due to airspace a large team
was left in Colchester. Under the 21C and Air Adjt, Capt John Griffiths
the quadron have kept training, P Coy and jumps courses, developmeni
and welfare gomg.
OPERATIO FCNGAL, AFGHA !STA (Continued)
As reported in the last WIRE, the initial deployment of the Squadron
was hampered massively by lack of airlift and some slightly dubious
decisions about priorities of equipment required in theatre. Having flown
the majority of personnel to Thumrait hoping they would fly into theatre
to marry up with the inload of Main HQ, we were infonned that it was
bumped off' (to make room for more APOD kit)! Despite it all we were
holding together. Wood was chopped to stoke burners to provide hot
water, we began to construct sangars from the limited stores available,
and suffered the bracing outdoor wa he . Meanwhile the French would
report on their fresh rations, hower units and laundry machines being up
and working within seven days of their lead Company arriving - a real
testament to the inability to resource expeditionary operations properly;
we were rapidly christened 'the Flintsones' by the other nation for our
old radios and lack of infrastructure.

The OC discusses the PRR and defence procurement with a local
Over 4 - 8 February, MArN and the rest of the FFRs arrived. We could
now start operating the Brigade properly (but remained on 24 hr ration
as an easier option for all, especially Sgt Finch and his chefs who had
become expert stokers!). On 6 February, a major snowfall at the
SALANG! tunnel, IOOkm plu from our location and 50km outside the
AO occurred up a windy. single track in a mountain pa . We were
alerted by the Red Cro s, and began to put together a force to as ist,
composed of engineers. medics and upport Coy. 2 PARA. The manning
was decided by Lt Paul Gudonis, OC Main Troop, and the cho en det
comds were LCpl Fyfe and Cpl Clancy with a support Pinz ably driven
by Sig Burgoyne. We threw together the teams to travel up, with every
bit of ropey comms kit we could. 20 vehicle were trapped. in one and a
half metres of snow and the mine threat evere. After initial recces by air
the convoys headed that night to BAGRAM. After impre sive work by
the HALO trust (who had been doing demining in the area) with
assistance from Brigade, 57 casualties were extracted with three dead.
The incident showed that we would quickly deploy beyond Kabul ,
despite those doubter , and also exposed some critical kit hortfalls which we had been reque ting for three months (including of all things
nowchains!) Meanwhile the QM. Capt John Williams, was bu y with
the laundry trial. The 'laundry roulette' sy tern wa gradually clothing the
local population in para smock so tho e wiser members of the Brigade
were still hand wa hing their smalls! Life had sorted itself into ome sort
of routine; briefings and planning groups, regular QRF and !RT crash
outs for hooting and mugging . resupply of out dets and trying to make
ORP a bit more varied after six weeks!

The Jellalabad Road - Kabul
The siting of a RRB in Kabul had been an ongoing i ue, TV hill had
been recced early in the month by the OC and Yeoman and clearance
from the Afghans wa awaited .... three weeks later, and a second recce
rcve.aled an enforced change of site ... perhap connected to the shiny new
lraman antenna tl1at had appeared. This site had at variou times been a
mountain lodge overlooking the city, a Ru sian military Relay station and
an Afghan gun position with fantastic field of fire. The lodge had taken
a direct missile hit in the centre of its circular roof and bad been riddled
with small arms and RPG fire. Rusting hulks lay bullet ridden on the site
and boxes of ammo lay ru ting by machine gun . The hill wa occupied
by lo~al Afghan force , who had a tendency to defecate in eve ry
concc1vable spot. RRB-Day turned out to be Thursday 3 1 January (four
weeks after deployment - proving the ca e for a better olut ion for
comms to the BG and forward Coys). Serious work lay ahead, however
by close of play the RRB was in and working as the fir t snow of t!1e ye~r
began to fall. The ame day, the remainder of the quadron arrived m
Kabul and after a series of briefings on the ever pre ent mine threat, local
culture and J2. we pushed out those who were due to man the RLTs and
brought the outdets up to full trength. More snow fell the next day and
the morning of Saturday 2 February wa clear and crisp with an inch on
the ground. This wa the day on which the 50 I would arrive and 30 1g
Regt could stop sru1dbagging duty!. Lt Jules ' Does your mum know
you're here? ' Tydema n whipped his troops into a frenzy and by the
morn mg there were Patron phones everywhere .....
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LCpls Wear, Blackmore and Harrison soak up the rays
Monday 11 February was the day that \ 02 (YofS) Dann) Wilson
was finally to leave theatre - he had to be phy ically ·eparated from his
'nine milly '. The focu wa now on
gt(YofS) Ben Redstone. and
during the next couple of days the pace of life went through the roof. The
pilgrimage of 9,000 to Mecca provided cover for the beating to death of
the Minister for Touri m and we began to andbag like mad as a Vehicle
Borne !ED threat wa received. The jungle drum tarted and through the
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night the ombined eff:irts of the Tc hs. ED 's and MTi pee ta. ks aw the
tran. fom1a1ion of a ci' 'lian Toyota pick. up into a ' di retc ' comms
, ehiclc. equipped with t ~·in 35
ma ·t and a full generator command
po,t lit. The team selected to go in deep wa LCpl Fyfe and Sig Ga..:
Oakes ...\f\cr numerou briefing with :>athfinder Platoon the team
deplo,ed out at 0600hrs not to be heard of again for another three day ,
when ·the team reappeared after a very succe. sful mis ion.
The Game of Cmty on IS February wa · no ordinary football match ,
held in the Olympi.c tadium (which wa used for execution during the
T• liban day ) between Kabul United (a multi ethnic team) and l AF (al~o
a muln ethnic team!). \ ith the German prmiding ecurity, we ran an
Op· Room to coordinate the event and react to any incidents. provided
comm on the ordon and of course et up the duty loudspeaker ystem.
On the dav e'erything seemed fine, until the problem of crowd control
came up. ·The local pohce cordon wa ine!Tective, reoulting in 30.000
people trying 10 cram through ix doors to be searched by increa ingly
O\ erpowered German and Au· trian troop in full riot gear. With crowds
beginning to pour over the wall , the local police beating the crowd ~ack
with tick and rifle butts. as well a letting of the odd burst of fire, thmgs
beoan to tum for the worse - and with the world's media watching began
to detract from the match. quadron personnel (including the 0 and
R M) on site had to help fill the gaps along with a few soldiers from _2
PARA. Searching the crowd coming through the doors became a frantic
task. ''hil t trying to top the local police beating them. The Gennans,
under increasing pre. ure, pulled back leaving us expo ed at the gales
with no riot gear: e\entually en e prevailed and the crowd were pulled
through at speed until the stadium was full. The German then ordered
the gate clo ed and threw smoke grenades which ended up coming back
at peed with a hail of stone -lightly injuring a couple of the quadron
in luding ig tee! and W02(FofS) Chambers. At last the ituation
calmed down and we could watch some of the match. The first goal was a
cissor kick from 35 yards by an Afghan, met be a huge cheer. a surge
from those outside to get in, more bursts of AK fire and the deployment
of the German ·war dogs'. Despite under estimating the crowd situation,
we h ad over estimated the Afghan football skill and JSAF went on to
win .)-1.

z.
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216 and 2 PARA get amongst crowd control
Over the next week or so, 2 Para's OP matrix and night patrols began
to impinge on criminal activity. A few contacts took place and quadron
p.:roonnel on QRF and lRT were kept extremely busy with an average of
two call outs a night. The MTO, Ca pt Mark Rouse, had now arrived to
takeover as the QM and that day heavy rain saw the deep trench latrines
begin to collapse. Fast work by support staff and engineers saw a rapid
move of latrines which, although creating more mud and water, (now
ankle deep in much of the site), made life at lea t bearable.
22 February was the memorial service at Gora Kabar cemetery, where
some of the British dead from the Afghan Wars of 1842 and 1879-80 are
buried. The R M managed to coordinate the various readers and wreath
layers with the Squadron providing a comms dct and marshalls. A surreal
event, with the si te overlooked by a hill on which sniper teams kept
watch. During the service there were six 'shotreps' some markedly close,
adding to the sombre mood.

A cou ple of day· later. the B ri gad e la un c hed a n ope ration on a
potent ia l weapons fi nd in KABU L, the Squa d ron depl oyed its ' low
profile " pickup with L pl C rutchley and Sig Oakes to support the op
whic h seemed to consist of lots of people in 'soflie ' jackets trying to look
inconspicuous whil st breaking open l 0 containers. A few days later we
suffered the c!Tect of an earthquake (7.4 on the Richter Scale), which
hook all the bu ildi ngs and led to an e vacuation of the HQ. The plague of
frogs never appeared but a mall lizard wandered happily across the HQ
fl oor later that night .. ...
THE E GR REAR LI K
LCPL EXCELL, LCPL M LLER, SIG CASCAR1
by LCpl Excell
.
On arri al, we were greeted by a FIBUA village. Allocated our room,
we quickly ct up the BRE T/INMARSAT. After a couple of cold days
without warmth we shelled out 20 dollars and received a shining diesel
heater. The engineers supply us with any life support that we need and
look afte r u well , although they are a bit ly when it comes to dishing
out the ' pot noodle '. The howers are state of the art (solar) and add new
meaning to the aying ' brass monkeys'.
THE BAGRAM OETACHME T
LCPL BOUR ' E, LCPL WALKER. SIG SMITH 066
by LCpl Walker
Landing at Bagram wa an experience - we came in on a high altitude
approach and slammed down on the runway. We then travelled to Kabul
to meet up with the rest of the quadron, hortly afterwards I went north
again to complete the team . One addition was still missing and it wasn 't
until a couple of day later that we met Lt Col Kemp, who was here as
the LO between KM B a nd Bag ra m unit . With our ' empire ' now
e tabli shed with th e intro duction of camp cots, additional l 2x 12 and
flooring the det was now firing on all cylinders. It wa n' t long before we
were being vi ited by Americans who would pop round for tea (here as
part of Op Enduring Freedom ) . Over the weeks we hosted French
Marines, Polish Engineers, German Airborne, Spani h Doctors, 264, 10th
(US) Mountain division, US SF ,C Coy 40 Cdo RM and many more.
Over all, we have had a good working relationship be.tween the various
agencies. Finally a pecial mention about our ' pet' mine, which we called
·Harry.' He was discovered one metre to the left of site and has sine.:
provided us with det protection from the forces of evil and been a talking
point for the many visitor .
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THE UK BG (2 PARA) REAR LI K
LCPL HARRI 0 , LCPL BLACKMORE, LCPL WEAR
by LCpl Wear
We left ' Colly ' on News Years Eve to head to Brize. On the way one
young lady celebrating outside a pub showed both coaches her top half
much ~o t~e ~pproval of the lads on board, but not to the bloke stood next
to her. , till , 11 ;vas to be the last of_that for a while as we headed to the
land of Burkas . After a short spell in the Oman we landed in darkness at
Bagram a 1r~eld on the morning of 7 January, and then drove to Kabul.
After spending a. few day~ at HQ lSAF's location (living outside on an
old balcony), while 2 Para s new location wa being prepared, we moved
mto the UKJ:lG Joe.on the 12 January. LCpl Blackmore then joined us on
~h 28 January, which meant we could. each get a break from tagging on
m the Ops Room and get out on vehicle taskings. Life with 2 Para has
been pre tty good and we have been out on a fair few patrols with the
O's rover group a_nd the forward companies. 2 Para have been bu y
patrolling and running the OP matnx as we ll as getting out and about
p_reading the ISAF message of ' Help and Cooperation '. They have had a
fair fow contacts keeping _the radio nets busy. We are soon to handover to
3 Div and the Royal Angllans as we head back home - mission complete!

THE FRE CH BG REAR LI K
CPL LANC TER. LCPL CROSBY, SIG CAS IDY, SIG STEEL
by Cpl Lancaster
After spending a few dusty days with TAC, Cpl Lancaster and Sig
Steel were tasked with providing the French RLT. Initially the facilities
left a lot to be de ired but it soon became apparent that the French like
their comforts. After moving us into a warm building a few days later
showers, cookhouse and PX (which among other things sold beer),
arrived! We had landed on our feet. Soon we were joined by LCpl
Crosby and Sig Cassidy, and far too many RAF for comfort; we tried to
avoid their Sergeant Major as much a pos ible, as he obviously didn't
understand about Ops sideburns. We began to settle into a routine
(de pite the aircraft landing outside our sleeps) with many games of
monopoly, which the French were far too good at. The running route may
have been short, however the altitude will hopefully help LCpl Crosby
and Sig Cassidy pass P Coy when we get home. All in all it has been a
rewarding tour where we have all gained some more experience, and
made more friends, although we are all very eager to get home after two
tours in eight months.

Wreckage at Kabul International Airport (KIA)
site of the French Baltlegroup

Wreath laying al Gora Kabar

?O

woul d be goi ng but on
Janu ary we were on the plane fl y ing 1· t
theatre. It wasn't long before 1 had settled into a routine manni ng the ~ ~
For the fi r ' t few weeks tl~ere wcr~ no showers, until the Germans set u; ~
sh~wcr tent tha_t made things a bit more pleasant. Ten man rations fina lly
a.i:1 ved b_u t at Innes we would rather have the boil in the bags! The local
lifesty le 1s very dd'fercnt than .th~t of the UK, the peopl e are poor and the
housing 1s very basic. The maJonty o f the loca ls appear fri e ndly and beep
their homs when they pass the camp.

THE B G SE REAR LI K
LCPL THORPE, LCPL ALLA , S IG WATTS, lG HIGGI
by LCpl Allan
Having only arrived at the 216 Sqn in October it came as a shock to be
deployed Lo Afghanistan towards the end of January. The few weeks
before deploying were frustrating as we were never certain when we
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room we were c.hu ffed: on!y to fi nd out 11 had no door or windows! One
of th ~ many delights o f bemg first in wa · the opportunity to use bin bags
as to il ets and then burn them (Hackford managed to hold out for a
week) . A fter a couple of weeks LCpl Tony Teese arrived to boost the dct
up to 3 me~. If h~ ~as n't on shift ~c was sleeJ?ing or drinking the German
supply ~f carrot JUtce. After spending a luxunous IO days in Oman at the
hospitality of the RAF Sig Ancell and LCpl Allen arrived in country to
takeover. The Germ~ n s had the camp sorted by then, soon we were in
heated tents and shanng_ their cookhousc. We have all managed to get out
an? about, accompany ing patrol . Other opportunities have included
gomg out on recc~ patrols with the Dutch Anti-Tank platoon. normally
lasting _4-5 ~ours in tripped down vch1clcs to vi ·it local villages and
gather mtel hgcnce. Our new LO, Capt laarvlerad, from 2 Para has
been given the task of teaching the Gennans rugby for the up and co~ing
rugb_y ten tou~nament. one of them have played before and it i
proving to be quite a novelty helping out with the instruction!
TV HILL-THE REBROS
by LCpl lightowler
RRB 1 - Cpl Welburn, LCpl Lightowler, Sig French
RRB 2 - Cpl Hodgson, Sig Campbell, Sig Duff
Support - Cpl Sherlock-ED, LCpl Tecse-Tech
. After weeks of !-lb-standard comms, the Ops Team decided to deploy
ehte operators, ~aving managed to convmce the local ministers at last to
let us on the hill. The _crew were required to have a high level of
competence, and the ab1hty to lo~k 'Ally' behind the trigger of a Dushka
AA gun. The site has a~azing v1~ws overlooking the destruction in the
south (2 Paras ar~a) which looks hke a scene from World War 2 and far
worse than anything anyone had seen in the Balkans.
After the initia! week of roughing it, and a lot of graft the ite was
cleared for the am val of the sec~nd RRB, just in time for the completion
?f the _hardened accommodat1on. Cpl Hodgson built a variety of
1mp_rov1scd ~ equipment, which at least looked the part. There was a
vanety of JUnk around such as Russian trucks various AA guns
thousands of rounds of ammo. plenty _of brass as w~ll as a good numbe;
of the local population paymg u a v1s1t, e pecially the bloke whose pickup truck was bulldozed by 9 Sqn on our arrival! There was also a RRB
from 7 RHA who brought 'spitfire' the earless. half tailed dog. amed
due to. the fact that the Germans wanted to kill him and even bravely
gave him a bit of a kicking, but he came through.
Other visual st1mulatio~ is provided by explosions during the day and
the_ rand<;>m tracer fire at mght. Sgt Watson pops up every few days with
mail, rations and fuel - he has been curtailed a couple of times with the
snow but we have five day of everything just in case.
THUMRAIT DETACHM_E . ".T - LCpl Hodgetts, Sig Meecham
The Thumra1t det was in1t1ally e tablished on 31 December with a
BRE T/INMARSAT for_ voice and _clat~ direct to KMNB, to try and get
soi:ne control over the mload. This link was vital to liaise with the
Bngade Movers and logistics personnel in Thumrait direct rather than
through other unwieldy ystems that were not even in tili the end of
Januarr. Jmttally_ the team wa Sgt mith and Sig Hack, who returned
after SlJC week m the sun t_o be r~placed by LCpl Hodgetts and Sig
~eecham w~o q~tckly slipped mlo the routine of 12 hour shifts
interspersed with trip to the Gym, pool and bar. A shock awaited them as
they were pulled forward to Kabul on 2 March, a workable y terns were
then in place, to stag on till the handover.

Sgt Winker Watson
ready for resupply and Silverman s Catalogue photo shoot

THE GERMAN BG REAR LI K
CPL CA T, LCPL ALLE , JG ANCELL
byLCp/ Allen
. Just after the New Year, C pl C hris Cant and Sig Hackford met up
with the Gennans just to the East of Kabul. Told we were getting our own
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MARCH - HANDI G OVER
D GOI G HOME
OR THE LO 'G WAIT
We had done.th~ entry, ~rovided C2 for a complex but slow
deployl!len_t and intt1al operation and now the force wa · tabili ing,
rat1onah atton plan were being made. A cheme was hatched to get mo t
of the guys back and get guys out from 3 Div to get their time in
Alt~ough the Germ~ Bde JIQ coul d take over on 20 March, they had n~
tactJcal com~_s, so th~ ~vould be provided by 3 Div. The plan was ound
but the prov1s1on of a1rhft wa another matter. The US then kicked off on
~P Anacon?a to destroy the Al Quaeda!faliban pocket that had build up
1n Gar?ez JU t to our outh. It made u all realise how precariou
Afghamstan really 1 - not a nonnal Peace Support Operation with the
U Forces uffere~ a number of ca .ualtie over the fir t few days.
On 6 March, KMNB uffcred 11 first lo e . An accident occurred
whil~t troops were defu ing an.
3 missile (60kg warhead. · cud' sized
mt s1lc). Dunn& the Bde evening meeting. the first report came in and
LC~I Lee. took immediate control of the net while watch-keeper ·tarted
dealing wnh the respon. e plan. Both quadron tandby vehicles were
deployed in minutes, with the QRF platoon and the EOD Medical and
RMP standby teams. Lighting from the engineers wa al o deployed a
well as ~nother Squadron FFR to provide a Brigade HQ liai on function.
The me1dent was well handled, but the los of five . oldicr from the
German _and Danish contingent', with a number of eriously wounded,
was tragic. Dunng the second week of March the delayed plan kicked in.
everal meetings were held with the Gennan comm taff to en ure a
smooth transition. 17 flew in FFR and pax from 3 Div and after
staggered handover of the outdet (following our copiou note· for 3 Di\
ops) we began to fly out the RLTs, RRBs and -upport raff. Concurrentlv
Brigade. Main down ca led to an enhanced Tac HQ with the Op: Orfr
over eemg the last few days in theatre befor1.: final e traction of our
as et . With the quadron and Brigade staff reco ered by mid March we
could all tagger our leave. turn around and reform again for whatc,·cr
awaits the Brigade in the next fe,~ month .
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In addition to re o,·cring fully from two Opemtio1_ia l Tours in six
m nth~. the . quudron "ill keep itself bu.y over the prmg _and ummer
period . \\~ "ill be running Lanyard Trophy, hopefull). catchmg up on th.e
mt> cd boxing ~eason and tryin g to get back m to pnma~· role_. An Air
:kill · \leek is being held in Jun.· to re\"ise heh-skills, a dnve will be run

on p Company and catching up on jumps cour es. and a series of air
as ault e11.ercises undertaken to get our 'knees back in the breeze! ' There
is also an arduous adventure training camp planned in June to be held in
Penhale, omwall. ure·s not all work, work. work after all.

ic~. After a two-day PACEX th~ troops set about refresher training before
bemg put to th.e test on Exercise Ace High. However. regardless of the
arduous cond1tlons, the S9ua~ron wa~ able to demonstrate its ability to
moYc and set up comm~111cat 1 ons ra~1dly - the weather stopped virtually
all movement on. the plam. Due to this restraint the Squadron wa unable
to demonstrate its true ab ility on receiving the Staff Officers for the
duration of Iron Foray.
pecial 111ention should be made of those who excelled themselves in
the field . In Bravo Tp ig 'Earthquake' Jones braved the debri s of
Coom~c Farm to set. up his masts whi lst walls collapsed around him, in
the wrnd . Young Sig nall ers E lgumaty and Treagust showed that
Blandford produces ~en ab le to cope with any task, no matter how
rando~n, that Cp l 'Tng~er' Booker can devise to test their technical
proficiency. LCpl Ratchffe - courtesy of 3 Div. - proved in true Rocky
fa hion ~hat he was more machine than man as he worked on Herculean
tasks with Ptarmigan. Meanwhile Sgt 'Sgt' argeant and Sgt Pryme
from S T showed that WA ning is nothing to be ashamed of. Over in
Alpha Tp 2Lt Barker (who was on attachment) was found hanging
hclplcs by h.is combat ja~ket from a 436 by ig Hide, (who left him
there, only briefly). Cpl Wllso~ a~empt~d to cause havoc by distributing
the Brigade Staffs broadsheets 111d1scnm111ately to tabloid lovers. But the
award for true profession.alism goes to Sp Tp where Cpl ' Dinger' Bell
made t~e comm.and dec1s1on on which was salt and which sugar, making
for an 111terestmg custard mix . F111all y, mention shou ld be made of
Quarterma ter, Maj 'Ferdinand' Payet who celebrated his fiftieth
bi.rthday in the field: hi s year's ~ay testimony to his service. A splendid
Birthday cake cooked by Sgt Wilson and a Squadron rendition of happy
birthday marked the occasion but unfortunately the celebrations were dry
We intend to rectify this as soon a we get back to Alder hot.EXERCI

E

W01 (RSM) Carter presents Maj Payet with a cake
216 Signal Squadron -

on his 50th Birthday

Operation Fingal

the d~fferent soldie~s of 'ATO. We also worked clo ·ely with the
Americans, who provided much of our logistical support. As the exercise
was o close to the September the 11th disaster, it was a privilege to be
able .to talk to them about the tragedy and get them to air their views
'straight frnm the horse's mouth' so to speak. Because of the recent
events security was step~ up, with many out 'dets' being brought in:
and people at. ome locauons were issued with live rounds. Also when
groups of vehicles moved, we had police escorts. Thi meant that good
re ults were needed :ven more and this added a rea l sense of urgency to
our work. Of course It made everyone take extra pride in what they were
domg and we an felt we were doing it for a real reason, (it was not just
another exercise). Ex Adventure Excha nge was immense fun and
everyone mvolved took a lot away with them. It was a good opportumty
for us Inst i:echs to apply our trade and show what we can do. I for one
would defimtely do it again any time.
CHRl TMAS FU CTIO -by Sgt Steve Lock RLC
Th.at time of year, the silly season (Chri stmas), has just been and gone.
Leadmg up to the Chnstmas leave, the customary squadron function had
to be. arranged, and this year it was down to Sp Tp to get things
orgamsed. W<?2 (R_QMS) Steve Gorton was to head up proceedings,
and on a mecrmg with the S CO's of Sp Tp he gave us the good news
that we would all have a part to play (boy, we were happy!), ome more
than other. He wanted thi s function to be 'a black tie do'. I volunteered
to head up the entertainment , after see ing a poster of a three-piece girl
band, .t hat to my amazement the RQMS had already booked! A small
committee from the JNCO' was assembled. This consisted of Cpl ick
Constable, Cpl Tanya Ballard, LCpl Pete 1inza LCpl Pete
R_ichard , LCpl Gaz Bailey, LCpl Ben Redfern, Sig Dave Hammond
Sig. Dave Bryne and ig Debbie Burke. After another meeting and ~
v1s1t to the venue, the RQMS came up with a few ideas of what he
wanted and how he wanted the venue to be decorated. Mess ilver,
m~roonlburgundy ta?Iecloth and napkins were to be used (maybe a Para
thmg). As 1t was gomg to be a black tie affair, we had to try and make it
look as glamourous a possible. As well a the silver, we also used the
~ess crocker)'. and glasses. After a bit of wheeling and dealing from the
ti g htest man Ill ATO. the (RQMS). plants were hired from a local
garden centre at a very good price. All transport arrangement to and
from th~ venue wa left to Sgt Pete Rouse. which worked well ,
cons1denng one of the two 52 seater coaches was involved in a RTA, and
could not be used. The day before the function, the lovely three-piece girl
band, cancelled. but fortunately we managed to find a replacement at the
last mmute. To my amazement it wa another girl band. but on the night
we were to fmd the lead singer was in posse ion of a ' bus pass'! All the
decorations had to be ~s clas .Y a possible for our money. The tightest
man m ATO came mto hi own yet again! On the night all the
commmee, myself, SSgt Pete Rouse and Sgt Daz Brown were in place
greeti!lg the guests as they arrived. A little over 180 people attended the
function, all of which were dressed appropriately, the men in their
ruxedoes and bowties and the ladies were in evening dresses. The whole
night rumed out to be a great success, and was enjoyed by all! I would
like to thank all members of the committee, for all the running around
and hard work that they put into the whole day, without them it wouldn't
of been the succes I believe it was. Thanks.

12 MECHANISED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (228)

Life in 12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (228) has cracked on as u ual.
Post BATUS turnaround moved eamlessly into High Readiness
preparation w1th a Brigade Concentration thrown in for a bit of variety. In
fact we made our preparations for High Readine s so well that the QM,
Maj 'Steely eyed dealer of death' Payet commented that he had never
erved in a unit that was so well prepared for High Readiness. ot bad
from a man who has just had his SOth Birthday (more later) and served in
Airborne Force· nearly all his career. In addition we also managed to take
3rd and 8th place, in the Brigade March and Shoot, out of 56 teams many
of whom were drawn from the Brigade's three infantry Battalions. High
Readiness achieved it was time for a bit of relaxation. culminating in a
fantastic Squadron Christmas Ball, splendidly organised by the RQMS
and his p Tp cohorts. At the same time the Ski Team were off on
holiday (they keep claiming that spending six weeks skiing is hard work! )
A particular well done goes to Capt ' I wasn't drunk every night honest'
Corkery for winning first place in the Corps Ski Championship. As
always the good time had to come to an end and the Squadron was soon
back and to a famihar stomping ground - Salisbury Plain.
BRIG DE CO
E. TRATION - by Cpl Webster
hortly after coming back from our BATUS tour of Canada, the
Squadron had its Brigade Concentration week, which consisted of several
>ports events and a gruelling March and Shoot competition. After two
week~ of hard graft at the Aldershot Training Area, two teams led by
Capt ' Ed' Dickson and SSgt 'Dickie' Dyer set off to Pirbright in the
early hour., to do an 8.4mile march, carrying 35lb plus helmet, water and
rifle. followed by a river crossing, falling plate range and several !TD
tand . After a 15minute interval, Team 2, with SSgt ' Dicki e' Oyer and
. gt ' \fat' Witham leading from the front came across a gaggle of men
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known as the KRH, who were spread over 200m, a prime example of
leading from the rear. With a lot of determination a nd effort, they
managed to overtake the KRH and finish the river crossing in a
respectable !hr 38min. However, Team 1 with Capt 'Ed' Dickson and
SSgt Sam Parke leading the way came in, at an impressive lhr 36mins.
Overall the Squadron teams finished a very respectable 3rd and 8th out of
56 teams, o well done to all participants. The following day we had the
football , cross-country, rugby and hockey competitions. The football
team , mainly consisting of the march and shoot team , was led by Cpl
' Joey' Collins, into a very fast, hard competition on surfaces more
suitable for an artillery impact area . The team played excellently, with
some good saves from Cpl Powell and a solid defence by LCpl Bob
Yuille and Cp l Chri Webster. During a hard fought semi-final, the
deadlock could not be broken and the game was decided on penalty
kicks. Unfortunately LCp l Durbin missed his penalty kick and the
Squadron team was left defeated. The hockey team , led by LCpl Jess
Limbert and Cp l Chris Bonham, managed to loose every game. The
rugby team led by Lt John Malcolm did one better by scraping through
sudden death cou11esy of leading try-scorer Cpl 'Mac' MacArthur.
Overall the Squadron did well during the Brigade Concentration .week.
and we can now look forward to leave fo ll owed by an exercise on
Salisbury plain (HOORAHH!)
EXERCISE lRO FORAY - by Lt Barker
After four months away from the field 12 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
(228) found them elves brushing away the cobwebs and the BATU.S d.ust
in a series of exercises building up to iron Foray, a Brigade Digit1sat1on
Trial. Salisbury Plain provided the terrain and the weather we have come
to know and love - loads of mud, I OOmph winds and horizontal slabs of
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Sig Stockdale, LCpl Marshal, LCpl Booker, Sig Lavenu,
Cpl Hunter, Cpl Petty, LCpl Kibble and 2Lt Barker at ENDEX
AOVE 'T RE EXCHA GE 2001
AITA CH ME T TO 249 {AMF) SIG AL Q ADRO - by Sig Popp
!'-fter s1~ weeks in Canada on BATUS, what better way to relax than
gomg straight out to Turkey, for another three week · in the field. Well
that' exactly what myself. ig Phil Popp and ig Pippa Lavenu did. We
were deployed along with five other installation technician · and
' telc-mech s' with 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L) to Turkey on Adventure
Exchange 200 I. Our mission was to provide 'comms' for ATO
command. This chieOy con i tcd of etting up and maintaining l I
(!ntegratcd taff Jnformation System). We worked close ly with the
German paratrooper linemen- teaching them our skills so that they cou ld
go a'~a~ and et up J JS and l IS type installations themselves. The ba ic
dcscnpllon of our job was to install all the fib re optic cable from the hub
to switch and cat 5 UTP cable from the switch to the ub criber . This in
itself i no easy task for six ignallcrs and a Lance Corporal but once you
added the German clement at times the job became quite intere ting. The
nature of the exercise meant that we were working at many different
locallon all over Turkey Minor. This meant we got to see mo t of the
country, which was a real treat. It al o meant that we touched all aspect
of the cxerci e and so we really had a chance to work ide by side with all
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LCpl Priestman, Sgt Brown , Sig Chappel, Cpl MacArthur
and Sig Soppit dressed to the nines

SQ DRO ALPINE SKI TEA 1- 200112002 EA 0
by LCpl Richards
The Team departed on 5 December to Zell am ee in Au tria for the
Corps Alpine Ski Championship . It wa c lear from the off: et that it was
to be a marathon journey even with Cpl C hris ·Colin McRae· Webster
in the pilot eat. It was also clear that permis ion for take-off was never
going to be granted with LEX · upplying the team with the Oattest
minibus in the fleet (incorporating a novelty napping bonnet catch
making jump tart in the morning cold far from entertaining). rrinng
too late to ki on the 6th, we ·ettled down to our first night's sleep 111
preparation for race training the following morning. I realised that night
that our team captain, Capt dam Corker), wa a fanatic . This man
kied in hi sleep, feet together; parallel turn . - the lot. ig hris
McGeorgc's twilight hour behaviour was also far from normal and C\Cry
night we would wait for his ne-..t boisterous outbun of sleep-miking ·You want a war. I'll give you n war- it'· my car and they're my key;!·
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Rac111g commenced and ronditi!'n were extreme dipping belo' . -20
degrees Cel iu on many day mak111g for a few pant ca c. of fro t mp. It
wa all too much for Cpl · 1ac' McArthur .who. had to mis ~ da 's
racing due to the effects of cute Mountarn 1ckncs . Despllc the
condition . we managed to run all the planned rac~s. and some good
competition was had. At the end
the Corp competition, the 12. l~ch
Bde team had all done fair! resp;: tably with Capt orkery achieving
second place 111 the alpine combin.ition and first . eed overall and the teai;i
!ini . hing th out of 17. l would al o like 10 ack r,owledge Cpl Phil
Green' - kiing abilitie a he was unable. 10 fmi h ~cing after a rather
specta ular '' ipe-out and a Lo to thank !um for mak.111g a pa~~ on the
quadron team allowing me 10 go to Fran<:e and the D1~ compeutton. Cpl
Green's recoYery is going well and he. is now walking. un-a1ded. The
competition in France was of a much lugher tandard with mo t of the
unit: there haYing been training ince the middle of ovember with only
a week off at Chri tmas. We therefore all had to work especially hard to
achie'e decent seed. helped every morning by a p ych-up from the
·Top-Gun' oundtrack!

0:

The Ski Team
{L-R): Cpl Webster, Cpl Green, Capt Corkery, Cpl MacArthur,
Sig McGeorge, LCpl Richards
We were also introduced to two new disciplines - night time skiing and
. kiing on ice. with the lalom course con~itions being a cro s between an
ice rink and a pebble beach. Despite tJus. the organisers were able to
produce a race piste and though there were more than a few crashes~ all
events bar the downhill were completed. By the end of the competition,
we were all tired and ready to get back to Alde~shot and a l\~o-we~k
exercise. Cpl McArthur could little afford to stay in any.case, his erratic
skiing technique being too much for his equipment leadmg to a number
of expensive breakages. Personally l needed to av01d a!lother of Cpl
Chris Webster's culinary creations. l also needed to revise my French
after much ridicule for my ' Allo Allo' school of French approach to
ordering pizzas!
..
.
Our thanks go out to the organisers of both competitions for producmg
two excellent championships. Both were well run and a pleasure to
compete in. On a personal note, thank yo!-1 to the Cavalry Officer who
gave us a lift to Villeneuve - very charitable and we hope that you
managed to hake off your pur uer'
The last l\vo month have been somewhat of a novel experience for 12
Mech Bde HQ & ig Sqn (228) in that we haven't actually been in the
field. However, true to it's nature the Squadron has not stood still but has
made the most of the opportunity to get to grips with the stores, finishing
off the outstanding ITDs and conducting some excellent trade and
Jeader.;hip training. In addition we have also taken some time to improve
the moral component of the Squadron with a singlies away weekend to
Bournemouth and mo Troop Commanders' days out which have seen a
Yanety of activities from a bird watching trip to the Isle of Wight
organi ed by the 21 through Go! f, Go-Karting and of course
Paintballing.
~Ll'.\IE WEEKE D TO BOUR EMOUTH
by Sig .'vfcGeorge
Our weekend began with much debate over where we, the Single
Living In Members Executive (SLIME), were to spend our weekend. So
after much d1scu~sion over venues such as Blackpool or a booze cruise to
France our minds were set on Bournemouth. Bournemouth was the ideal
location as it is so close to Aldershot. We decided this way we could
make best use of the time given to us. So with around £200 in our
pocket we met up at a painstakingly early I 030hrs on a Saturday
morning ready to set ourselves loose in Bournemouth. The morning
. tarted w11h a few casual beers in the bus of death driven by LCpl
Thomp,on. On arrival in Bournemouth, to our surprise we could not
book m lo the hotel until 1430hrs. o with this in mind, and with several
hour. 10 ,pare, we felt we had no alternative but to frequent the nearest
pub in town . which at the ame time just happened to be showing the
England rugby match. Lt was at this point that LCpl Wilson and LCpl
'\1c ,eorge decided to implement the drinking games. The games were
the u~ual rugby club t)lpe games with the set rules and the rules that
changed every hour ( uch as left handed drinking only and other such
game as hold your right car with your left hand and drink with your
nght). The fine for not conforming to the rules meant a 50p fine in the
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pot. Howe ver. with ome people knowing th e i.r ow n poor drinking
capabilitie they ju t put £5 in the pot ~o tart with . By the end of the
rugby there \\as over £38 in the pot. which ?ought us a.II a ni ce bottle. of
champagne in a gentleman's club. ometh1.ng that I lor~ot to mention
earlier wa · that before we left we were all given a ca rd with a task on 11.
the aim being to complete the task by the end of the ni ght. T.hc tasks
included activities like get a blokes phone number and other tlungs that
only you could get away with on a LIME w.cckend .. Aftcr the ~gby had
fini hed and some of the group had done a bit hopp111g we retired 10 the
hotel to gel showered and changed, with one or two of us finding the
wimming pool and sauna.
TROOP -TROOP COMMANDER'S DAY 0 T- by Sig Brant
The day started out nt 0800hrs with aH .of us meeting up in the crew
room where we all piled into tJ1e two min1bu es for the trip to the other
side ~f Guildford for a day of fun and mayhem Paint Balling. When \~e
arrived , e were all kitted up in the protective clothing and given
facemasks as well. With everyone ready to go we were given a afcty
brief from the people that ran the centre. We then split up in to two teams
and made our way to the first zone, which was a convoy cenario with
one team in four old vans. The other team scattered around the vehicles
with the aim to kill all the people in the vans or get into the attacking
teams ba e. The Blue Team won that one, wi th Cpl Al ' The Wizard '
\ ilson neaking into the Red Tea~ 's ?ase. Then it. was all swap around
and go again, with the Blue Team winn.ing once again.
.
With a quick five minute rest, and into the hop for more pamt balls,
grenade bombs and thunder fla he , we were .armed to the teeth a.nd
traight back out for a crazy game of peedball m an area about the size
of a football pitch with old oil ba.rrels scattered around for a bit of cover
The aim was to get 10 the other side of the. area and touch the opponent s
fence without getting shot. Of course this time the mighty Re.d Team won
the game, not o nce but twice. We then played a game. w1~h two. huts
opposite each other no more than five metres apart, the objective bemg to
have at least one member of your team in each hut. This time the two
teams drew because there was only one member of each team left alive
and it was called a draw by the mar hals. We then swapped around and
did it again, with it once more being a dra~v.
.
By this time the Red Team were losmg drastically, . and SS~t Dyer
gave us ome wise words of encouragement, along the hne of, Chuffin
hell lads we're Jo ing to the other team!' So we tarte.d the fourth game.m
the village, ' ith three objects hidden around the vi llage, with surpnse
surprise the Blue Team winning that gai:ie ~en pomts to five . Then we
started again and they did It again .. This ume ~hey won 15 po11~t to
nothing. With only a few people havmg some pamtballs left we fimshed
up with a game of free for all for about five minutes. Once everyone had
handed all of the kit back, they told us the final score, with the blue team
winning 76 points to 21 points. As in the words .of LCpl ' The PTI '
Wilson 'This is the most awesome game of all , 1t separates the men
from th~ boys!' With a few cuts and lots of brui es we all headed home
for the weekend.
B T ROOP -TROOP COMMA DER'S DAY OUT- by LCpl Kibble
Well it's been another fine month in the Royal Corps thanks to 12
Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (228). Hats off to the puzzle palace hierarchy
( qn HQ), for finding a gap in our rigorous training programme for some
well needed morale (Like the duck billed platypus, dying but not
extinct!). It took the form of a day out chosen by tl1e troops and arran~e~
with thanks, by Sgt ' Matt The Hat' Witham and LCp! 'The r~al . 1ck
icholl. The Mighty Bravo Tp decided to have a go at Air soft , s1m1lar
10 paint ball minus the paint. So a date was booked and ?ff we went to
play at being ruff tu ff soldiers or at least trying to. By the time we arnved
we had already sustai ned a casualty, one Sig 'Tasha' Fussell who pulled
out due to a depleting spine (bless)! After our safety briefing the troops
were woken up and ammo and weapons were distributed M 16's, G3 's,
Colt commandoes, you name it we had it, oh, and one times AK 47 for
our friend on loan from the Al Queda network, Sig 'Lib ' E lgumaty! The
troops were split into teams and assigned various missions. During ~he
day the Troop OC rocked up and deci~ed a good ga~~ plan was to give
his team an O Group. If only he'd realised the oppos1t1on were onlX two
metres away cheers Boss! After lunch when the troops had got the gist of
the game. the rules - how to cheat, (LCpl ' Cheers Ken ' Kibble) and
C harlie the owner decided it was time to dish out the smoke and extra
ammo. The next game was ambush and Sgt Wit~am decided he could
ambush LC pl Kibble whilst he reloaded . Little dtd he know ti at. LCpl
'The Beak ' Booker, LCpl ichol and a few others were waiting. 10
ambush him {It was a cracking sight to see a Troop Sergeant running
away). As the day came to an end, and all the ammo was spent, the troops
left the play zone and Cpl Hunter decided he would blitz everyone at
point blank range, cheers Ken .
ORWAY - by Sig Brewster
.
To start off the year I was attached to 249 Sig Sqn AMF(L) for ~heir
exercise to Norway with NATO. The trip was to be ten weeks long with a
five-weelc long Arctic Warfare: a week of R&R, followed by a trip u~
north for a four-week ATO exercise. My job along with LCpl 'Stretch
Brown, ig Chris Rutter and Sig 'Capt' Bate was t.o assist the German
Wire Company in the lying of CAT 5 and fibre optic cables. Howcvc.r,
before we could do all that we first had to complete the five-week Arctic
Warfare course, led by a Royal Marine Mountain Leader.
It started with the basics of skiing which most of us had not done
before. This included the basics of stopping and turning. With that
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mastered, the next day we went on to Vos ski slopes to the hardest black
slope to learn how to fall over like experts. The perfect example came
from the 21C who managed to break her leg after showing ofT. With that
lesson l eame~, the ~ext few weeks ?f skiing flew by with many proving
to be experts in gctung back up aga 111. After three weeks of skiing and a
few nights out under the stars we were ready for a bath in an ice hole. On
the last week of the co~rsc. we completed the warfare part that included a
six hundred metres ski, with a seventy-pound Bergen, which only took
eight hour . T lu s rate of moveme nt continued for the next three days
until we had to carry out the final attack. This was the last part of th~
traming and was to be the highlight of the last five weeks. It was a shame
that we missed it because of great map reading.
With the arctic warfare fini shed the next event on the calendar was a
week of well deserved R&R. For the installation technicians and I this
was skiing Voss ski slopes every day. That week has to be the best week J
have ever had in the Anny. After the well-deserved rest we loaded the
BV206 · onto a train and got ready for the drive up north in the Land
rovers. The trip was 700km long and on mostly snow covered roads with
the odd snowstorm. On arrival to Echelon's harbour area I was to ld that
the German Wire Company would not need our help ai{y more and the
only cables that we would be laying would be CAT 5 to foreign units
from the out <let's. This meant that for the rest of my time in Norway I
managed to lay about ten cables and sleep the rest.
QUADRO STOCKTAKJ G AND LSI
With the myriad of exercises, deployments and preparation into high
readmes from the last year behind us, the Squadron focus turned to

equipment support and so it was decided to hold a unit interna l stock
che~k. Over two weeks A I 00% check was made of all unit equipment,
se rial numb ers a nd equi pment husbandry, as wel l as accou nting
procedures. The first week focused the Radio Troops on vehicle CE and
ACEC serial numbered equipment. This wa5 done with great enthusiasm
by all and was overseen by the Quartermaster, Maj ' Fred' Payct, and his
team giving guidance where necessary. Afte r a few further checks to
clarify Troop holdings and chase up a few rogue serial number pha:,e
one was completed successfu lly and attention turned to Phase Two.
~hase Two focused on the unit's tool kits, test equipment and the B
vehicle fleet. This proved as time consuming and laborious as ever but it
was carried out with the usual professionalism and was completed well
within schedule. At the end of the stock check proce , after a full call
over of the sub account ledgers, the Troop QC ' and Department heads
'h appily' ~ig ned for their accounts. They also gained a very good
understanding of what is expected of them in May for the unit's Board of
Officers upon the QC Squadrons' posting.
Mtd March saw the unit's Logistic Support Inspection (LSI) be carried
out b)'. a much reduc.ed team than normal due to other Operational
commitments. That said, the small team that did tum up was diligent to
say the least! A few late nights extra work by all members of the QM's
Dept, including the civilian staff. were proved well utilised. The team
were generally happy with the accounts across the board and we received
the satisfactory grade required. We ca n now work on the few points
raised before our next L I this June! A year seems a very short these
days?

280 (UNITED KINGDOM)
SIGNAL SQUADRON

Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj Jim Harris
W02 (SSM) 'Dutch' Rolland

280 (UK) SlG AL SQ ADRO BIDS FAREWELL TO St. TO IS
by Helga Heine - Photographs by Rob Pollard
On Saturday, 2 March, 280 (UK) Sig Sqn held a Freedom Parade in St
Toni to say good-bye to Tonisvorst, which had been their home for a
long time. 280 Sig Sqn is in the process of moving to former RAF
Briiggen, now Javelin Barracks, in iederkriichten-Elmpt. lt was a
moving day for all involved. The weather changed just in time for the
parade from pouring rain to splendid sunshine and many local s watched
the Freedom of Tonisvorst being exercised for the last time. Under the
command of Maj James Harris, OC 280 Sig Sqn, the parade formed on
the Rathaus Square in St Tonis. The reviewing officer, Brig Tim lnshaw,
Commander I Signal Brigade and the Biirgermeister of Tonisvor t
Albert Schwarz then inspected the troops with the Cambrai Band
playing ' Don ' t cry for me Argentina'. In hi s peech, Biirgermeister
Schwarz expressed his deepest regret, tJ1at the signaller are leaving
Tonisvorst after al mo t 50 years. ' On behalf of the people of Toni vorst.
I would like to say Thank You. We have always been on extremely
friendly terms with you and your predeces ors, 28 Signal Regiment,
practising the idea of a united Europe. For over 50 years, the Briti h
Forces have been living here with us, developing bonds and lasting
friendships which we would like 10 maintain in the future.' The
Biirgermeister also thanked the Service Liaison Officer, Mr Michael
Gudgin for his continuous support. He then presented a gift to the OC
and the SLO.

Freedom OfTonisvor 1 at special occasions in the future.·
Led by the Cambrai Band and cheered by the local population, the
soldiers of280 ig Sqn then marched through the centre of the town. The
parade was followed by a reception in the Rathaus where SSgt Dave
Copley, SSgt Adam Tamea, SSgt Timothy Toml<lnson and Sgt James
McLaughlin were awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
This was followed by the igning of the Golden Book by Brig Inshaw,
Maj Harri and Mike Gudgin.
FATHER AND 0 0 PARADE
David and Geraldine Bowman from Basingstoke visited Germany 10
watch the last Freedom Of Tonisvorst being exercised la t weekend.
David took part in the very first Freedom Of Tonisvorst parade in 1976
as a Corporal in 28 (UK) Signal Regiment and their son. LCpl Gareth
Bowman, now serving with 280 (UK) ignal Squadron, wa on the last
Freedom Of Toni vorst parade. David and Geraldine found a copy of
Sixth Sense dated 1976 in the attic as well a commemorative plate of the
parade. which they showed to lbert Schwarz. the Biirgermeister of
Tonisvorst. The Biirger Meister presented Geraldine with a bouquet of
flowers and thanked them for coming back to Tonisvorst to ee their on
on parade. The Bowmans met 29 years ago in Monchengladbach, where
they were both serving in the Pay Corp . Most of their Army life wa
spent in Germany. that is in Krefeld and Tiinisvorst. Their , on Gareth
was born in Tonisvorst and the parents walked down memory lane with
him . Geraldine Bowman said. 'It i wonderful to come back after so
many years and find all our favourite place are still there, including the
baker we liked o much. We had a wonderful time here in St Tonis and I
am so pleased that our son has had the opportunity to be tationed here
for a hort while.' David added, ' l had never expected my on to join the
Army but I wa thrilled to hear two years ago that he would follow my
footsteps. I cou ldn't believe it when he announced that he wa po ted to
Tonisvorst in January thi year. We immediately made plan to visit him
and the Freedom ofTonisvorst was a perfect opportunity.'

..Brig l.nshaw , who gave his ~pcech in Germ.an. tha!1k~d the
Burgerrnc1ster and the people of Ton1svorst for their kmd ho p1tahty and
for honouring 280 Sig Sqn with the Freedom Of Tiinisvorst. He also
congratulated the unit on an excellent parade. 'It is clearly a very sad day
for the British Arn1y and the Royal Corps of ignals in particular ince
we have been based at Tonisvorst for 53 years. During this time we have
made many friends, some marriages and enjoyed the good w.111 and
hos;11tahty of the local community. We arc very orry 10 be g!'mg but
very much intend to maintain our links with Tonisvorst. I am delighted to
hear that the Biirgermeister has invited us to continue to celebrate the
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term · ofphy-ical endurance. intellectua l challenge and leadership ability.
E. ERCl E FRA 'APOGEE ll

b1 :!Lr Jo11arl11111 DcH'ies
E Fran Apogee II was a pl:!~oon-?a ed exercise. desi.gned to refre h
the quadron in ba 1c infantry s\· 111 with the emphasis being placed on to
the cction ommandcrs to C:P.vclop leadership and low-level tactical
·kills. Th battle camp wa pht into four phase:.. The first pha e wa a
key point defence problem. The second pb~ e involved battle.exercise .to
bring everyone back up 10 peed on the mfantry side of hte. The third
pha e was a defence range and the ~oui:th and li~al pha e wa the tactical
ex rc1 c puttmg all the refreshed s~1 lls mto llracuce.
The amp tarted on a high with the am~·al of the i_roops. even~ually.
In the fine ·t tradition Lt ·Jim' Barber lead mg the mam body navigated
hi. way to the training area. ignoring TAC ign and l~ading the troops ~n
a little nature ramble before the off. The battle exercise cons1 led of six
~tand in a round robin rotation, ranging from BC chemical recce to
OPs and patrolling technique . The stands required a lot of informa.tion to
be a similated but perhaps navigation kiU should have b~en. revised. a
ome ection till managed to get lo t between srands. qmte 1m.pres 1 .e
on a two square km training area (or may be they had been takmg their
le on from the subalterns). The tactical exercise be.gan with the
fortifying of the defen ive position and the es~lation ?f v10lence by the
enemy. The revolting locals, outraged by the rntroductlon of the EURO.
tarted with drive-by hootings and general hara ment, e .calatrng to full_cale civil di turbance. A certain member of the local res1 tan~e (look111g
di-tinctly like the ergeant Major). tried to ram. the ~arbed wire only to
get the vehicle caught up and then m the confusion h1 car key stolen by
the defending forces. very embarrassing.
J
\

I

J LIETTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'Jim' Barber
Tp Sgt
Sgt Paul Gartsidc
The Troop would like to wish all Coba lt Flash 01 Augmentees a very
enjoyable exerci e in Maastricht. After a successfu l move to Javelin
Barracks the Troop 1s now well settled into the very luxurious Hangar I.
Best wishes go out to the 'Troo p Operations SNCO' gt ' Paddy '
McLaughlin, who has just had a piece of his backbone removed. We all
hope that you enjoy a speedy r~cove.ry, as we can't go on f?r much longer
without an 'Operations
CO tellmg us where to go. Six members of
the Troop are away on the Corps SAAM including our Tp OC so good
luck to all of them. Finally a warm welcome to LCpl ' Dan ' Clark and
ja 'Animar Love who have just joi ned us from the Royal School of

Si~als.
KILO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Sarah Covey-Crump
Tp SSgt
S gt Ma.rk Sa.la
.
Kilo Tp ha had a bu y penod with the successfu l completion of our
move to Bruggen from Francisca Barracks. Many thanks go to the hard
working team under gt Walsh , who painted the new offices and
transformed them from the original bare and gloomy state to a
comfortable working environment. Congratulations to W02 ' Graham'
Weaver on hi promotion and sub equent posting to CDA in IBQ. Well
done to LCpl ' Pony ' Pollock and LCpl ' Coops' Cooper on their
promotion and a big welcome to SSgt Mark ala, LCpl 'Speedy' Lister
and LCpl Dave Turnball who have recently joined the Troop. LCpl eil
Gritt ha now returned from his Class I looking rather the worse for
wear and the Troop i aying farewell to Cpl ' hep ' Shepherd who
leaves shortly to go on his Tl in Blandford.
ORIE TEERI G CHAMPTO

HIPS

b)' 2Lt Jonarhan Davie
· The 200 I orp Orienteering Championships _were held in conjunction
with the Royal Armoured Corps' 2002 champ10nsh1ps. The Squadron
produced both a male and female team into the individual and team relay
event. The male team comprised of2Lt Davies, FofS 'The Foss' Stevens
and SS!!t Adam Tamea to try and keep the other two on nearly the right
track o~ failing that the correct training area. The female team included
Cpl icki Moore, Sig Donna Beardsley and Sig Marie Seymour, a
determined team , but no one is quite sure what in. The first day heralded
the individual score event. ln less than ideal circumstances all performed
magnificently and FofS ·Tue Fo ~, Stevens even managed to fini h with
a positive score, just. The second day fielded the team relay event. The
mass start of approximately 20 runner .on three .courses confus.ed
everyone. During the race the area turned mto eethmg mass of bodies
either lead ing or following depending on who took the wrong tum.
Overall a triumphant effort for the ladies coming econd in the minor
unit's competition and a courageou effort by the male team .

'YES I am bullet proof!' 2Lt Davies
\Vhilst Juliet Tp were trying to capture their rations for the next 24
hour~ the fire upport fire team lead by LCpl 'Andy' M cCrum asked the
fire-team in front of them if they were the new fire support. Slightly
confu.cd, Sgt 'Slayer of Bambi' Wea vers replied, '1 o,' released a
magazine in their general direction and added, 'We're the enemy.' The
AIAD~ sounding simulated a chemical plant explosion necessitating the
abandonment of the position in full chemical warfare suits including
r~-spirators by donning bergens and moving by foot. a new experience for
nearly all of the soldiers. The position evacuated, they then had to return
in order to pick up the two 349 that had been left. A new harbour
location \I.as occupied and th1 led on to the traditional final '2up bags of
. mol:c' assault (which even2 Lt 'Of course my beret is bullet proof'
Da~ies v.on.: a helmet for). In a blur of multi-coloured smoke, thunder
flashc , and more pyrotechnics than you could shake a stick at, the evil
hoard v.as nd from our fair lands.
In all a hard e"erci. e to which all members ro. e to the challenge in
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KAPETOUR
bv LCpl lfallsworth and Sig Ravenscroft
- THE TEAM: Capt arah Covey-C ru mp, Cpl Jo hn ' Big Man'
McGee , Cpl lain ' Gogo' Wallace, LC pl Chris ' Road Rage'
C hacksfield , LCpl Louise 'F lipper ' Hallswort h Sig Andy 'Moby'
Ravenscroft and Sig Kelly 'Barbie doll' Long.
.
On Monday 4 March the team met up at Kilo Tp ready to begrn our
journey into the unknown - the city of Liverpool! We knew within a few
hours of our trip that it was going to be 'fun'. We arrived at Blandfo.rd
Camp later that afternoon, ready for a week's preparation with the Mobile
Presentation Team. During the week we met the team and saw
demonstrations from them and you could tell that they do it everyday due
to the profe sionali m they showed -could we ever pull it off? We found
out on Friday morning, after work ing very late the previous evening due
to Ca pt 'CC' crashing the laptop, when we did our own presentation to a
team of RSS staff, they seemed impressed. Now, all that was left was to
go and do the real thing to rowdy, hormonal teenagers in Liverpool. After
an enjoyable weekend at Bournemouth, up to the land of Scousers we
went. With having a couser on the team we thought we'd have no
problem with 'the kids'. How wrong we were! Everybody. was neryous
the first time we had to give the presentation at a college 111 the Wirral.
but the size of the crowd wasn't big enough ro really bother us. Later that
day we were stood in front of 200 girls, and Sig Andy Rave nscroft and
LC pl C h r is C hacksfield were mobbed and the hal l was full of high
pitched shrieks as they all wanted pens, pencils and photographs of the
lads. The final week was the busiest and most eventful. During the day
we would go to schools, then in the evening we wou ld go around to
Cadet uniL~ to give them our presentation. One of the most memorable
times was while we were at a Roya l Signals Cadet Unit and, once aga111,
the laptop failed so we had to improvise with a few jokes between ~he
Scouser and the Mane ( ig A ndy Ra ve nsc roft and LC pl L oui se
Hall swor th), which pleased the kids while, unnoticed, C apt 'CC'. fix~
the computer! C pl Ia in Wallace was asked, 'Have you ever been k11le.d.
and, 'Can you get your Monster Truck License?' by a few of the kid ·
One of the last schools we visited was like a special operation. You had to
get in and out as fast as possible while trying to dodge ha lf eaten
baguettes, empty cans of coke and drawing pins. So now the tour was at
it's end and we can safely say 'Bring it on Bi n Laden' you're nothing
compared to those kids!
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33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

co

RM

Lt Col E. A. Davis

wot . Day

80 (CHE HIRE YEOMA RY) SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave T itheridge
SSM
W02 Hale
!he Runcorn. Squadron has cxpedenced a bu y period with many
Brigade and Reg~mental e)(er~1ses takmg place. One in particular saw the
quadro1~ deploymg on Ex Winter Falcon, an 11 Signal Brigade UK wide
CPX_, with o~rselves deploying to one of our favourite Regimental
locauons Br111shopl~11l Farm and the exposed Winter Hill. TN 033 under
command of Sgt M ick Barton not only had to contend with difficult
DTH shots from Wmter l-1111 but also providing life supp?rt to the intrepid
RCP - and we all know how that can be particularly trymg at times! The
excr...1se proved to be a great success with many lessons learned by both
young and old.
The end o.f Sept.ember saw our DE SNCO Sgt Dace deploying on Ex
Arrcade Fusion with 7 Sig Regt. When he arrived in Krefeld the lads
from Papa Tp ensured that he saw the si&hts and the best curry hou e in
Krefeld! The next. day aw him deploymg with the STAR HQ to the
enn~lager area with all those staff officers. That was an enlightening
experience for omeone from a TA Ptarmigan Regiment! The exercise
turned out to be a ~eat experience working with regular Royal Signals
tradesmen with special thanks to the OC and Troop Staff Sergeant.
The 3 ovember aw the Regimental dining out of 80 qn' MT p I
gt 'Tank' Sherman, at th.e Runcorn TAC. 'Tank' wa a very popula;
man notJUSt w1th111 the. Regiment but wllhm the Royal Signals, especially
through h1~ rugby playmg career. Many ex-rugby playing members of the
Corps servmg and rellred attended, mcluding two excellent front row of
yesteryear in _Tre~ Jo h nson, Bob~y Snow, igel Roberts, Mark
Anderson, Phtl Price and of cour e Tank·. Many expressed their regret
at .be1~1g unable to atten.d notably Brig McDowall MBE and Maj Andy
Ht~klm~ . They bo.th missed an excellent evening ably organised by Sgt
Phtl Price who did a wonderful JOb amassing all the urprise gue ts
'Tank' ~rrived. in the Squadron in Ma~ _1995 and served the Squadron and
the Reg.1ment m the best possible tradition as a PSI, we all wish him and
h1 fan11ly all the best for the future. He will be sadly missed.

office for o~er 24 years. It is almost inconceivable to think of the
Squad_ron wtthout Lilian! 'lot only is she a fountain of knowledge
regarding all TA administrative matters. but she has also been our revered
'Agony Aunt' lending a sympathetic car and providing sound advice to
many young and troubled soldiers over the years. Her office was an oasis
of calm when s1t~all0ns became hectic (yes, this can happen even in the
TA world!) Happily this is 'au revoir' to Li li an rather than goodbye as
sh7 was form~lly dined out in Al'ril together with our old OC Sqn, Maj
Mica Cumming . We w~lcome .m her pl.ace '\1rs Kate Kirk. and hope
that she can replace the oracle and enJOY an equally successful time
with the Squadron.

Lilian with her retirement cake

'Tank' directing operations from his desk
42 (CITY OF MANCH E TER) JG
L SQ ADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
M aj M . 0. C ummings/Maj C her yl J a mes
SM
W 0 2 Ma urice Arrons
CHA GE O F C O MMA D
There has been a 'c hange at the top' for 42 ig Sqn(V) with M aj
Cheryl James taking over from M aj Mica C ummings as the new 0
qn. adly M ica i hanging up his purs afier a long and succe sful T
career spent almo t entirely with 42 qn, apart from a stint a 0 55
· qn.(V) (the old HQ qn) al Huyton in Liverpool. The appointment of
MaJ C heryl J ames is a Squadron first. A dig through the archives ha
revealed that she wi ll be the only female to have commanded the
quadron in its entire h istory. It will be a case of excha nging a
choolmaster for a chool ma 'am, a 1ic a is the Headmaster of a
Greater Manchester School, while C her yl teaches at a school in Bolton.
All ranks of the Squadron congratulate her on her promotion and hope
·~at she enjoys a successful and rewarding tour at orrnan Road.
E D OFA E RA
Change i. in the air, as yet another long crving, and ome would say
long suffering, member of staff retire . I refer to Mr Lili a n Hall our
much loved Admin Officer, who has been at 1he helm in the Squadron
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OCIALSCE E
The quadron enjoyed its usual hectic round of social function over
the Christrna period with the final event being an e)(cellent all rank
dance and draw. The main movers and shakers behind the organi ation
were C pl Br e.n t Je ffe r so n, <; pl M a r k Ruth ve n and LC pl George
Evans. The drill hall was magically tran formed into a uperb function
room with all the Chrislma trimming and our resident chef, Pte Ca r ol
Owen. provided a delicious buffet. Actually, it was not quite the la t
event, as the day after the quadron function the children of the Squadron
were treated to a trip to Thamc ide Hippodrome 10 see the Pantomime
Cinderella. Thi wa followed by a slap up party back at the TA Centre.
complete with an appearance by Father Chri tmas (a lia - C pl Dave
eat, our valiant MT CO). again courte y of Ptc Ca rol O wen. It is a
great tribu.te to Carol O wen. that shemanaged all this de pite deploying
the followmg day on Op gncola. a '" month tour of Bo nia!

Mine host and hostess at the Squadron Function,
Cpl Brent Jefferson and Sig 'Monty' Montgomrie
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42 , QLADRO OFFl ER ' DI '"'IER 1 IGHT
.
In Januan. an Offict>n:.' Dinner 1 ight wa held wtth the guests of
honour being the 0. " I Elton Da' is and hi wife ue. lso prese~t
'":re the last three qu.:cmn OC together with the previous P . 0 .. Thi
had ne'er been achic,·eti before and pro\'idcd an excellent opp~rtu~tly to
n:lie\ e them of the kit they hould ha,·e h.inded in upon !eavmg Ill th~
dim and distant past. It also ga\'~ the )'.ounger. members ol ur Offic~rs
\te : the chance to wap stone with their older and m~1ch w1 .er
forebear.;, and to be told how much tougher life used to be with the TA
than it i no\\ !

(L-R): Maj (Retd) Malcolm Bradbury, Maj (Retd) !'Aartin Davis,
Maj (Retd) Brian Kennedy, Lt Col Elton Davis, MaJ Ian Kelly and
Maj Mica Cummings
C01\1 tA DING OFFICERS UNCH - 9 FEBR ARY 2002 .
On 9 February 2002 the CO, Col Elton Davi . ho ted. a lunch m the
Officers Mes- ai 42 qn, invited to which were people ot prommence m
the local area. Thi· was a deliberate policy to put quadrons firmly .on t~e
map by rai ing their profile and making them more widely recogm ed 111
their own backyards. The lunch wa a great succe and the more notable
gue ts were the Lord and Lady Mayor of Manchester. Cllr and trs
John Smith, our Honorary Co lonel, Professor P~ter Toyne. High
heriff of Merseyside and hi wife Angela, Col O ' Brien. the Dep Comd
of 42( W) Bde. Col 'Ger~ Wells-<;ole, the Chief Executive of RFCA
(NW). and hi wife Jan and upenntendant Ron Holt of the Greater
Manche ter Police.

1

The next day he travelled to Liverpool to meet the C'O, Lt Col Elton
Davis. gt icto was then thrown in at the deep end and depl~yed
immediately as a member of the Squadron Recc~ Team on Ex Wmter
Falcon. Winter Falcon i an 11 ig Bclc FTX which took place 111 and
around the Altcar Training Area and involved 34 Sig Rcgt (V), 35 ig
Regt (V), 36 ig Rcgt (V), and .40 ig .Regt (V). ": there. arc no
volunteers in the panish Army, this was l11s first experience ol sen mg
with TA soldier . He seemed to enjoy the experience, apart from the
weather and howed a keen interest in the Ptarmigan equipment, which
he compared favourably with his own country'· area communication
equipment.
.
.
.
.
.
During his fortmght with the Reg11ncnt gt . 1cto packed m an awful
lot. fter Ex Winter Eagle he spent a week takmg part m the permanent
staff adventurou training at Haltem Training amp, near Preston. and
the Lake District before bein" whi ked off to London for the weekend 10
be billeted at Chel ea Barracks. ever having been to the capital before,
he , a. taken on a whistle top tour and saw mo t of the sights. He
e pccially enjoyed a vi it to the Tower of London to. sec 'The Ce'.emony
of The Keys' and a vi it to Welli~gton Barrac~s to view the Buckmgham
Palace Guard Mount Parade. His London trip was rounded off by an
invitation 10 have lunch with the Chelsea Pensioner at their home
be ides the Thame . After London, there were visits to The Royal School
of Signals, '.!I Sig Regt (Air Support) in ol;~ne, 30 Sig Regt in
Bramcote and 'The Joint Task Force Headquarters 111 wynnerton before
heading back to Manchester.
.
.
That ended an intere ting, but quite demandmg, two weeks for gt
'Abe' , icto during which he a\ a great deal of our country and met a
cro - ection of military per onnel both regular and volunteer.. He was
probably glad to get back to his Manch.e tcr .hotel. for an eve~mgs rest
before returning to unny Valencia and h1 dulle with the S~an1sh Anny.
A an exchange visit it was a great ucce s a~d gt 1eto had the
opportunity to see how Briti h Army commu111cators ?perate and to
compare the technique and equip.ment used. He certainly seemed to
enjoy his visit and we hope he gamed a favourable 11npress1on of his
ATO counterparts.

France to tudy the battles of the ommc and Vimy Ridge in the Great
War. Our guide for the tour was Doctor Graham Watson, who is a retired
university lecltlrer and is currently writing a new history of the Royal
Corps of ignals. The party travelled to the continent by minibu via the
p&O tena Feny from Dover to Calais. Arras is. only a short drive along
the motorway and soon everyone was settled mto the 0 tel Les Trois
Luppars (The Three Wolves), a comfortable hotel in the very centre of the
town of Arras. The aim of the tour was to study the battles of the
Somme and Vimy Ridge mainly, but also to visit site of interest to the
Regiment. where soldiers fro1:n East and West Lancashire and Merseyside
fought with 4.2 and 55 Div m many of the ' Pals' Regts rai ed by Lord
Kitchener during WW l.
The first day was spent concentrating on tl1e battles of the om me with
the second day. taken up by a visit to Vimy Ridge in the morning and
vi its to other sites where 42 and 55 Divs were in action. The final act on
the last day of the tour was the laying of a wreath on the grave of Sgt
Joseph Fieldin& MM a nd bar by the CO, Lt Col Elton Davis. gt
Fielding was a direct ancestor of the Regt having served with 42 Div ig
Coy RE. He was killed in action on 19 April 1918 aged 37, and was from
Rochdale in Lanes.
The tour was a success and many lessons were learnt which relate
directly to so ldierin g in the modern era. It was also a very moving
experience as the general area surrounding Arras contains over two
thousand separate graveyards, large and small. Perhaps the most
impressive si.tes were t~e Cana~ian national memorial on Vimy Ridge,
and the mas 1ve memorial at Th1epval to commemorate all those Briti h
soldiers whose bodies were never found or identified. On a final , more
per ·onal note, one member of the party, Cpl Carl Sproston, was able to
locate the grave of his grandfather who was killed in action serving with
the Manchester Regiment during the battle of the Somme.

59 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. \!filler
SSM
W02 WILLIAMS
On Sunday 2 December 200 I the Squadron played Liverpool
University OTC in the final of the orth West Area TA Football up at
Altcar Training Camp. After a thrilling match the Squadron came out
victor by four goals to two with goals scored by Cpl 'Chalkie' White,
Sgt ' Mick' Murphy, Cpl 'Tommy' Turner and ig Paul Goulard. The
celebrations went well 11110 the night and we now look forward to
meeting the winners from Scotland.

CO GRAT LATIO
Wannest congratulations are extended to the following member of the
Squadron on their promotion , announced on the promot1?n board held at
the end of last year: LCpl Alwyn Mu rray on hi prom?tion to Coiyoral,
LCpl ue Heaps on her promotion to Corporal and Sig B.J . Snuth on
hi promotion to Lance Corporal. Also. aH ranks congratulate Cpl Steve
Oliver and hi wife Karen on the recent birth of their daughter Rebecca
and Cpl Dave C urtis and hi wife Karen on the birth of their 'TWINS'
' atban and Joanna.

An historic first - The Mayor and Lady Mayor of Manchester
flanked by the High Sheriff of Merseyside and his wife Angela
42 JG. 'AL Q 'ADR01
HO T SPA I H RMY , CO GT ' rETO
REGI'.\tE. TO DETRA SMISO ES TACTICA 21
(21 TACTICAL CO !f 1
ICATlOi S REGIME T)
br SSgt Sam Faulds
- As part of an exchange programme betw.een th~ Royal Corps of
ignals and the Spani h Army, 1 was tasked w.'th hostmg Sgt . brah~m
, ' ieto from 21 Tactical Communication Regiment of Valencia, dunng
his exchange visit to 33 Sig Regt (V). This was the return leg of the visit
programme. W02 (S M) Frank Hales, of 80 Sqn (V) in Runcorn, had
the pleasure of the initial visit to Spain earlier in the year. Sgt ' ieto
arrived at a cold wet \llanchester airport on the evening of 22 November
to be met by a reception party from the Squadron headed by SSgt Sam
Faulds and which included ig Paul Winch , a student of Manchester
l.Jniversity and a fluent Spanish speaker. After a quick visit to book in at
the Palace Hotel, gt ' ieto was shown the bright lights of Manche.ster
before being taken 10 O'Shea's Ale Hou e to watch Glasgow Celtic v
Valencia, (his home town) in the UEFA Cup.

Members of the Regiment at Vimy Ridge with the tour guide, Dr Graham Watson (in the cap)
ARMED FORCE DAY - BLACKBURN 23 MARCH 2002
A series of Armed Forces Day , representative of units in the
northwe t of England, have been organised by HQ 42 W) Bde to keep
the Anny in the publi c eye. These take place at various large town in the
region with the late t site being a hopping centre in the middle of
Blackbum. 42 Sqn, by vi rtue of it geographical position, wa elected to
represent the Regiment. A very impres ive stand wa et up consisting of
a Ptannigan Radio Relay vehicles, a paint gun stand, and the recruiting
caravan. These were adjacent to 93 Sig qn(V) from Blackburn, and
formed a large Signal comer amongst the various Infantry, Gunner and
Medics stand . One unexpected visitor was Jack Straw, the Foreign
Secretary no les . He had nothing to do with the Army display but ju t
happened to be vi iting his old constilllency on a 'tub thumping' tour.
The PSAO persuaded him to pose with two of the more attractive
member of our recruit team and to have a go on the paint ball range.

35 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Cpl Steve Oliver and his wife Karen with daughter Rebecca

Sgt Nieto pictured in the Officers Mess at 42 Sig Sqn(V)
with members of the permanent staff
Front Row (L-R): the PSAO, Capt Gerry Whelan, and the SQMS,
SSgt Bernie Meehan
Back Row (L-R): SSgt (FofS) Andy Owen, Cpl Dave Neal,
Sgt Dave Kirk and SSgt Sam Faulds
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Finally, al l ranks of the Squadron wou ld li ke to congratu late the
following on their various achievements: Cpls B1·ent Jefferson and
Mark Ruthven on their promotion to Sergeant, LCpls Alwyn Murra.Y
and Sue Heaps on their promotion to Corporal and gt Moore and his
partner on the birth of their son Nathan iel. Also ig Pete Walsh on the
presentation of his Gold Duke of Edinburgh's Award by Ru s Abbot at
St James Palace (picture in the next WIRE).
BATTLEFIELD TO R (19-22MAR02)
THE OMM E A D VIMY RIDGE
A Battlefield Tour was organised by the PSAO, Capt Gcr~y Whelan,
during which 22 members of the Regiment travelled to Arras 111 orthem
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The Foreign Secretary, Jack Straw,
flanked by Sig Bethan Sleigh and LCpl Chris Jackson

'X 'V

co
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Lt Col C. R. Owen
WOJ (R M) J. T. Cauldwell

THE SEA 0 TO BE FOLLY
When I received a 'Wonka' chocolate bar through the po. 1 with a note
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2001

from an unnamed, unreliable but hopefully comical ouree that . tatcd. 'l
saw thi and thought of you.' I ha e to admit it had the magical and
de ired effect of bringing me quickly out of the doldrums Before this
sweet gesture I had my head buried in the mountain of p:ipcnvork that we
now eem to receive on a daily basis. p until that point l "as 111 the
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procc.. of attempting to prioriti e: laction, bin _or hred) dependi~g hot'
manv duplicate or 11:i•licate copie, I had received from un~cnuonab c
wurc 's including th· ._ir.:aded fax rna~hine. Then I 1~01lced with growmg
di. may that the priority heap that l wished I co~ld either hred, compost.
dt pos or com·eniently forget, const~\ed mamly of forthcoming and
al~o-·t back 10 back inspecllon.. mild panic et in when I gathered my
~hought.' and began to recall last ye.ar' in pcc~ions and delYed thro.ugh
the il1 pecuon folder. I then crutim. ed and wmccd at the ob e:-•ahons
from which eyery mspector appears to receive .ome deep-seated mll:ne ?r
crazed lea ure. ·Ju t to keep u on our toe I am a u_red and to mamtam
the ope~tional efficiency of you~ unit, \ hilc burdening us, with another
mountain of legislation especially on the health and afc_ty front.
Irritatm"IY the ·-have the knack of finding different observations e~ch
vear. l~eresti.ngly though, wh_en demanding ome new pro~~c~i~e
clothine. I wa urpriscd to receiYe a bal of cotton \ ool - I t_ m ' y
mistake. !though I wa tempted to wrnp one or two of our old1er· 111 II
to present to tl1e inspection team - a a.1oke you understand.
.
A '1 bit into my '\\'onka' I hoped for a quick relea e of the endorphm .
which chocolate apparently relea es in your brain cell that make you feel
ood. 1 •eedJes· to .ay it didn't \\Ork and I o_pte~ for a_ trong c~_ITee
fn tead. It wa then. that a I ponde_red ov~r the let • surpnse them'' llh .a
new ob·ervation' revelation, l vlSlbly wilted a the 1g111ficance of tin
thou ht ·unk in deep into my psyche. They are always one step ahead
and fnvariably (with a wry ·gotcha' smile) produce omethmg you ha':'e
not een before, introduce a new process and constantl_y talk Ill
abbre' iation · and numbers! I reali ed my knowledge wa .1 11mted whe~
a ked to produce my HEF during the recent H& W rn~pectton.
responded that in my particular quadron we were not e tabhshed for a
cook' I did receive a comment though that my CO HH wa econd to
none·. but I am not ure whether or _not thi wa_ a ~eferenc.e to my
holding or a compliment. ome vehicle fire extmgu1sher \\ere also
found to be out of date but we promi ed not to tell the fire.

overlook.:d! Is there no end in sight to my misery as R I~. the Yeh an~
Tels PRE and a host of otl1er inspectio1~ appear on the horizon. To cap 1t
all the Trg MaJ. Maj Mick Boxall has JUSt announce? tha~ we arc to lose
our qn Tech, gt Martin Walton for a tour in 1crra Leonne.
con eniently just before RSIT rcducmg my PSI level to one and he
wants to go on a QM cour e an~ tak.e some RENLEAYE! Any~1ow, as
I'm sure you will understand, at this pomt I .must clo~c as the Audit Team
headed by Capt John Middler (togetl~er w1tln~ry, I m gomg to get you,
smile) ha just appeared at my door! C est la vie .
\:HO p TTHE PRI GI TO RECR rTI G
The new O Lt Col Ca lvin Owen must have been ple_asa ntly
urprised to have the opportunity to talk to a large group of recruit when
he joined them for lunch before their TAF pas ?IT parade on aturday 9
March. He was clearly impres ed by the quality of recruits currenUy
being proces ed through quadron~ and the RRTT and rea~surcd that th1.
a s off coincided very neatly with the start of the pnng Recrmtmg
tampa ign that will culminate with tl1e TA Day on aturday_ 18 May.
Already we arc beginning to see a regular flow of Recn11t Enquiry Form
and indi iduals appearing at TA Cen_tres ?n T~1esday even mg as a direct
result of the campaign - very prom1smg 1gns mdced.

1
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The CO enjoying

Following the parade he then joined all recruits and members of the
Training Te~m in the)unior ranks club. Herc he listened intently to their
recruit trammg experiences. It was ~lso _good to see Cap~ Skjp Whalley
return to the fold.after a long rehab1hta11on penod following a major. but
successfu l operation, on his back. Now from recruits to the experience of
one individual, LCpl .Paul Spicer who went through our recruit training
system some years ago and who has just completed his orporals Course
at Blandford with LCpl Ian Townsend. The following vivid article
~hares his experience with us, especially those who arc presently
preparing for the course or considering applying for attendance on a
course.

HOW I WEATHERED THE STORM AND MADE THE GRADE
Following an unexpected vacancy I was given five weeks notice to
prepare for my corporals course a~d as you all know in TA time that is
just a few clays. Undaunted by this LCpl Jan Townsend and I spent a
number of frenzied Tuesday drill nights gathering as much relevant
infonnation a we could to help us on the course. We were also lucky
enough to get on a pre Corporals ourse a week before, run by the
irrepress ible and energetic WO 1 Terry Douglas . As expected, this
proved tough as well as invaluable. So we vaguely knew what to expect
when we arrived at Blandford on a glorious sunny day shortly before
lun.:h, only to be told we had less than one hour to get into uniform and
get to the training wing. Here after the initial introduction and unpacking,
we were treated (exposed) to a series of induction test. Lunch I am afraid
was put on the back burner and I put the rumble in my stomach down to
nervous energy. Thus began a pattern of intensive training and testing
every two days that was to la t for the next 14 days - a literal voyage of
di covery of your own strengths and limitations. Alternatively, you could
go up the bowling alley for a beer, as things were not too strict. Though,
as I found to my cost, you should never get too complacent as I
discovered standing in full CEMO at 2230hrs on a Thursday night being
ripped to shred (future courses beware). Come Friday, after some gentle
and laid back training in the classroom we were brought firmly down to
earth with a jolt. I was expecting some time for private study but in tead,
to my horror, straight from the clas room we were introduced to the
dreaded assault course. ow I normally enjoy this but after two hours of
wanning-up, jogging on the pot and going over the cour e twice I never
want to see it agai n - but on reflection, it was really fun!

a meal with the new recruits

During the pa t year we have seen a steady increase in number and
retention, therefore, ha al o taken on a new .and important pw-pose with
dedicated retention officer already begmmng to make .an. impact and
maintaining the growth potential with their new 1111t1at1ves. It was
therefore with ome renewed confidence. that we could guarantee that
those passing off would all join well-orgamsed and motivated Squadrons.
Unfortunately because of a prior engagement tl~e CO was not able to
carry out the function of inspecting officer and this honour was devolved
to our new Adjt Capt Jack Jen ni ngs. He found cons~dera?le deh.~ht'"
presenting the award of Best Regimental Recruit to S_1g Ki~ Da\les of
89 qn and congratulated ig. eill Wool ma n on lus achievement of
being the most improved Recruit.

So finally when it is all over comes possibly the worst experience of the
lot • a night at the G-SPOT for post course celebrations.
Well what can I say a dignified si lence might be best but thankfully,
the meal in the Gurkha restaurant did make some amends. Well to sum
up, the course was hard work, rewarding (many new skills acquired) and
thought provoking as it makes you question your own abilities and do
something about it. It is also an essential qualification for promotion and
development. At the end of it all I was more than happy with my final
course position and grade. However, just a few kindly words of advice to
anyone who think· they can just turn up without doing any revision or
preparatory training. Make every effort to prepare yourself at both
Squadron and Regimental level and take advantage of any preparatory
course on offer, or be prepared to fail.
EW CLIPS
To keep you abreast of what ha been going on throughout the
Regiment here are ome brief clips of news from around the regiment i.e.
arrivals and departures, sport activities and visits. As usual one or two
changes have taken place and we have welcomed to the fold Cp l lick
Beeson (who keeps beating Martin Pointon our EO Finance at
Badminton. much to his irritation) and Cpl Geor ge Ca ll endar, We wish
both of them a happy and rewarding tour with the Regiment. On the
minus side we have bade a sad farewell to SSgt Hugo De-Burgh who
has decided to hang up his boots and to Cpl Wayne Hunt on his po ting
to 3 Div. Following RSIT we also expect to ay farewell to everal of our
Regimental Tech (only joking). Very specia l congratulations are
extended to W02 John Watson on being selected for a PSAO post with
96 Sig Sqn - our loss their gain I'm afraid but he doe join an
distinguished group of dedicated individuals. El ewhere the Regimental
Orienteering team have been maintaining their assault on a number of
competitions and have entered teams in the Corps Championship that
took place in Wareham Forest and the 5 Div Championships that took
place at Sugar Hill both during March. While not repeating their former
successe the team achieved a commendable second place in both
competitions and are to be congratulated on their sterling efforts
especially in sustaining the Regiment's sporting profile. On Saturday 9
March the Sergeant ' Mess dined in the new CO at a special dinner held
at 95 Sqn in Shrewsbury. Finally on Tuesday 9 April, 89 Sqn had the
pleasure of hosting a visit by Comd 143 Bde, Br ig And rew Mec k. The
Comd was pleasantly urprised to find a very different Squadron from the
one he visited la t year a the Squadron had grown in strength by over
25% and was continuing to grow. Thi naturally led to a very ucce ful
visit and the Brig accompanied by the OC, 1aj Ian Cassell charted to
many TA soldiers and the Permanent Staff and exchanged some positive
views about the TA ET. He also met hi namesake LCpl Maria nn e
Meek (no relation) who recently joined the Squadron from 34 Sig Regt.
He then joined all members of the quadron in the Squadron Club for a
curry supper. Here he chatted freely to all squadron member but perhap
wished he avoided Sig Stuart Linden a new recruit who aid to the
Commander, 'What' your job ir? I suppose it's going around telling
people what to do.' Happily the Commander did not choke on hi curry
and found the episode quite amu ing. or so I am led to believe!

LCpls Paul Spicer and Ian Townsend proudly displaying their
Corporals Course Certificates
During the eveni ng of the first week if we were not revising (or
foolishly bowling) we were practi ing our Drill movement for the te_ t
the following Saturday. When the day arrived the test wa conducted 111
storm force winds, driving rain and sleet - I was now begim1ing_to
acquire a rather ruddy complexion with the windburn and wa lookmg
rather weathered! Once we reached Monday, we thought we had turned
the comer only to find the worst was yet to come. Sitting there whil ton
stag at ome god-forsaken time with more gale force wind, driving rain
and yet more hail, I found myself U1inking as the cold bit deep into my
bones, did I really volunteer for this? Why didn't l ju t wait for the
comfort of a warm Summer course - I mu t be a few sandwiche short of
a picnic (along with 29 other tudent )! Then at the end when you think it
is all over comes the exhausting March and hoot. What wa the weather
like? More of the same (we were beginning to think our cour e w_as
cur ed) then we found it was, as it wa time for the assault course again.

Brig Meek meets LCpl Meek

36 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUN TEERS)
RSIT Prepa ration - Band 3 Hea~?
. . .
LCpl Ian Townsend, LCpl Simon Kavanagh & S ig Naomi Willia ms
The range inspecuon fared linlc better as my 906 was not returned to 0
folio\\ ing de-leading and this was reflected in the 907 A, 907B and 1307.
!lo" c~er. fortuitously my 904 and 905 were bang up to date as was the
lead assessment laid down in the 385. Worse was to follow though, as
honly after the Range in pection I was confronted with the nightmare of
recei' rng muluple demands for progress reports that had been

co

RSM

Sig Neill Woolman maki ng

a meal of it!
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Lt Col W. D. L. Bro' n T D
W Ol (R S 1) W. J. Morrow

REG IME T L HEA DQ ARTE R - I LFORD
RHQ continues to be a place of great frenzy. That said, our new Adjt,
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Capt Rob F rancis, has settled in well adopting a fairly relaxed laid ba k
approach to his work and exuding a air of calmnes around the top floor.
We welcome Maj Pau l F reder ic ks as our new Regimental econd in
ommand and hope hi. tour with the Regiment goes well. A succes:ion
of Comm excrci e and Trade Training have kept tht: Ops team on their
229

toes a 1· the preparation for Ex rrcade Falcon where the unit will be
d1:ploying to Gem1any in October.
ll E ADQl ARTER S , Q
ORO - l LFORD
qn Comd
1.; Pete linshall
''M
W(l2 Tern Butler
Headquarters quadron ai1d the LA1,. are now into a very bu y year.
\\ c have taken part in a Brigade Exercise, three Regimental Weekend , a
omrnanding Officers 'Battle Preparation' wceken~ and other ~vent too
numerous to mention. The eternal ta k of equipment serv1cmg and
mamtenance remam a major factor in any programme. However. the
I' l
ot •Jim ' Pollitt and the P l ot 'Griff Griffiths endeavour to
mject a ,;ricd and quality training prog.'.3mme into the chei:i1e of things.
It i. this type of training that maint~in the _oluntee~s u~terc t.- and
provide: the realism for them for their sole object , wluch 1 basically
'training for any ontingency' world wide.
The quadron's ocial life ha not been neg!ect~d. \ e have had
. ucce.sful rraining evening , which due to the leadership and example of
W02 (RQi\I ) 'Gazz' Tuff and gt 'Wantabe ig ' Graha m C arroll
RAMC. ha enhanced the bar taking and provided a forum for all to let
their hair down ( orry RQ 1S's (Plural) No Hai r to let down). The
quadron' ucce fu l recruiting effort has now slowed to a mo~e
manageable trickle. just in time for the launch of a !A _R . fG AL 111
London recruiting campaign - titled Op ' ky Wave' 1t will mvolve all R
JG,· L uni ts in London joining together in a concerted effort to
improve the overall geographic footprint of the Corp in London and the
outh East. The campaign has the upport and fu nding of the RFCA and
R JG, 'AL at Blandford. and we look fonvard to the 'Corpo rate'
approach to come.
Recent arrival on the Recruit Front
ha,·e been ios Thomasin Laming arwar Hussain Ben Worley and
Craftsman Llam Harrington (he is not Cpl Trace Harrington 's son,
brother. nephew or husband). They are welcomed to me quad.ron and
Talking of having to do
LAD re.pectively - they have it all Lo do.
thine, a number of individuals have recently attended on recrui ts cour es
and-now prize the qual ification of'TRAI ED' -oldier (pity you don't get
more money). Pte Gill King (AGC). Pte Ian Price and Pte Amanda
Waple (RAMC} cro sed the palms of the DS at Grantham with ilver and
pas ed their recruits course. Gill King had the honour of being awarded
me most mature female trophy at the end of the course. Tot to be outdone. igs Terr~ C_ ri lle. Cavin C lu nis. Tony Brace, lmra n Yo usaf and
Michelle Hodoson departed 'Mob' handed fo r the R S at Blandford
\\here they all completed the cour e with flags fl ying. Cavin C lunis
comino away with the award for the be t Physical Performance.
LCpl teYe Godfrey, tran ferred into the Squadron from 54 Sig Sqn
a he i a real 'Radio Systems Operator' having done a lot of Regular
senice in the job. However. he was brought up short when he was sent
on hi Corporals Course remi nding him that both Regular and TA have
till got thing to learn. ln the event, his Regular experience, not least as a
PTL has already been put to use within the Troop, quadron and with the
Regimental Recruit Training Team. Welcome Steve, you can guarantee
iliat we wi ll keep you busy! Other arri vals are SSgt Jeff uckli ng from
44 Sig qn into the vacant MT S gL's Po t. He is privi leged, as we
formed a Troop just for hi m. The CO decided iliat Lt Francis Koroma 's
Regular Experience with the Sierra Leone Signals (C R etc) would be
the ideal background to put him in charge of Transport and appointed him
as QC of the new ly constituted MT Troop. With Sgt uckling as tl1e
Troop Staff ergeant, gt John Mitchell looking after Driver Section and
Sgt :'.\1 ike Egu njobi lookin g after the Power Section. - an immediate
amount of Empire building started. We are now busily equipping them
with real estate. furniture, IT etc and even a few soldiers (thanks to the
success of last year's recruiti ng).
In terms of ign ifi canL events, the outgoing Adjutant, Maj Russell
Ed"ards departed. handing over to Capt Rob Fra ncis-Russell departed
the Regiment a he entered it, pockets fi rml y stitched up, and the biggest
MFO boxes seen for so me time. Cons iderin g he was goi ng o n an
Operational Tour, we wondered what the curtains and sl ippers were for.
\\ 02 Peter Froggatt, another long serving member of the TA and R
SIG. ALS has decided to hang up his boots at the end of the training
year. However, before he departed. his long, meri tori ou and valuabl e
sen ·ic.: to the TA was recogn ised with the award of a Lord Lieutenants of
London's 1ernon ous en ice Certificate which was pre ented to him at
Chd >ea on 25 February 2002 by the Lord Lieutenant.

laj Dave Watson TD has now retired from the TA from his final po 1
as Regimental 21 after an illustriou TA Career commencing as a
Signaller. going through all Lhe ranks to WO I ( YWO), to commissioning
through QM to ommand HQ Sqn and then 21C of the Regiment. I le has
given long and valuable service to the TA and the Regiment and he will
be sorely missed. However, 'Lazarus' arise. he immediately picked up the
post of RP P AO of 44 ig qn (as a aptain) and now works from
Grays. ll doesn't sound the , ame 'Captain Watson'.
Jn addition , a number of individuals were pre entcd with tl1e Volunteer
Reserve Force Medal (YR M). W02( SM) Terry Butler received his
YR 4 to top up hi s TA Medal for ten years of additional service. Sgt
Alan Logan REME received his YR M for RPS ervicc since 1987
and last. but not least, gt Jane fo ir RAM received her YRSM for ten
years scr ice. The medals were presented at llford TA cntre by the
Regimental Honorary Colonel on the occa ion of hi inaugral vi it to the
quadron on Thursday 8 March 2002. The quadron and the LAD are
bu y training for the Regimental Military kills Competition the Mount
Yoy Trophy, which it currently ho lds. A number of .Individuals have
listened to the blarney from the RSM, W Ol (RSM) Willia m Mo rrow
and have been mugged for the Lanyard Trophy Team (including LCpl
'Johnny' W al ke r at 42 years old. The LAD a l o has Ex outhern
Craftsman on the horizon. All of this mi litary tra ining and fitness staff is
making both the RAO, Maj John 'Where's my fag's?' ixon and the
P AO Capt Ernie ' I've topped' Feasey a little worried. However, both
are convincingly over the upper age for such shenanigans so tbey can
rela . A normal, the we have lost one or two individuals over the la t
couple of months. ig Lee M ar ball left due to pressure of family
commi tments, C pl D ave Worsfold (the CO's Driver) is just about to
depart for sunny Blandford and W 02 P ete r F roggatt retires on 31
March. We wish them good luck for the future. In the la t issue of The
WIRE we commented on the departure of Sig Paul Eldrid ge to join the
Regular Corps.A few weeks ago, his proud father Sgt ( Q M) Le
Eldridge attended his on's Pas Out Parade al ATR Bassingbourn. Paul
is now at the Roya l School of Signals tra in ing to be a Radio Systems
Operator. Finally just off the press we must ay congratulations to SSgt
Brett Richardson (PSI LAD) on his election for promotion.

54 (EAST A GLIA) SIG AL Q ADRO (YOLU TEERS)
. qn Comd
Maj Dennis Prince
SSM
W02 Martin Wright
. 11 is tir~ ~ ag~in for Th e WIRE notes _and news and _
gossip from the
mr~hty .54 1 . With New Year hangovers Jus.t about clearmg Maj Dennis
Prince 1mpleme11Led the great rcshuffie ofh1s command clements. Slickly
done, a.s I m sure it was a couple of weeks before some of the soldiers
recogni sed they had new Troop 0 's. Not sure what that says when
indeed t.he. g~nder of the Troop Commanders for all the Troops changed!
Maybe 1t 1s Just tesh~ony to how well oiled the wheels of productivity
for 54'11 arc ?!. .... o 1t finds goodbyes from ambridge (757 Troop) to
Lt Roz Keegan and hello from Norwich (755 Troop) where she will take
con11~and as Tp OC. _Goodbye to Sgt A nd y Osborne (755) from
orw1ch who leaves his post as Troop Staff ergeant and joins SHQ in
the po t as SQMS (Y). Hellos go to both Lt Jaso n Wragg and 2Lt
Darre~ Ambler who will be taking over as Tp Comds at Bedford and
Cambridge respectively. Farewell from Cambridge to Sgt Del Pa r ki nso n
who leaves us to become the PSI over at Bedford (heels together!).
Farewell to gt J o Ou tlaw who leaves her post as the MT Sergeant in
order to take up her new role as Troop Staff ergeant at Bedford, and
hello to gt Andy Letts who steps mto her shoes. Particular thanks must
10 Jo for the spectacular job he did whilst in MT, although it may have
appear~d a thankless task at stages. Your hard work really was much
appre~1ated by all. Farewell to M r Martin Wright (otherwise known
affectionately as Sergeant Major) in his capacity as civilian store man as
he leaves us to branch out into the world of IT and teaching at
P terb~rough College. During the week he i a much recogni ed body
and voice around the centre _and will be missed. Lucky for us we'll still
see him Thursday nights m his capacity as SM!

SSgt Dave Butler and Sgt Del Parkinson look on
as Mr Martin Wright (SSM 54 Sqn) tries to sort the bill out,
or is it his first wage slip from his new job!

. Alas a final grave farewell to Sgt Dave Butler (P I 755 Troop) who
will be leavmg due to bci~g poached back to Blandford. Thank you for
all your hard work and pauence whilst being with us at 54. We hope that
your new P?St allows you to get 'carried away' in the true meanings of
poetry as displayed at the Bums Supper. Although your new post no
~oubt will wo~k yo~ har~, we hope they are inter persed with many
comfort breaks. But m losmg one great man we gain another, m the form
of th~ new PSI, SSgt Gaz incla ir A warm welcome goes to 'Gaz' and
his wife Maggie, joining us from' unny Blandford'. We hope that you'll
e.nJOY y_o ur tour with us, welcome. Also, great to hear that in your short
lime w1~h us you've already managed to leave your mark and made a
hurlmg 1mpress1on on all tho e you've met! Welcome back to gt Kev
Ki ng (755 Troop) and W02 (FofS) Pa ul Roger s who recently returned
from the Falkland_ Islands where they say they were pu tting in
telecommunicauon Imes! A few congratulations before r ign off for a
couple of more months. Firstly to Cpl Bob Brenna nd and Cpl Ivan Kett
(755 Troop) who have both successfully completed there S CO Cadre
courses and ig Collins (754 Troop) for the uccessful completion of hi
J CO Cadre. Over to Cambridge and congratulations to the now pl
Karen Carter, C pl Trevo r Webb and LCpl Dave Brocklebank on their
recent promotions. All well deserved.
EXERC ISE FALKLA D SO U D
by Sgt Kev King
W02 (FofS) Pa ul Rogers and Sgt Kev King have recently returned
from Exercise Falkland Sound in the Falkland Islands. Unable to attend
their_ Regimental CamJl last summer they were offered an attachment to
81 Sig Sqn _(V), a spec1alist_communieations squadron comprised mai nly
of BT Engme.ers. Both be mg BT engineers in their civilian life they
mtegrat~d easily with the members of 857 Troop and the projects thac
were bemg tackled. It certainly was a different type of camp from that
which we have become accustomed. ormally it takes two days to drive
fr?m our TA centres to the far side of Germany in our Comms vehicles
with little more than the odd stop to change driver or refuel. Instead we
had 16 hours ~f sitti ng in an aircraft seat watching videos, eating pla tic
food and sleep11!g! The weather on arrival was a pleasant 2 1 degree and
st il l. Soon we discovered the beret lifting and door closing problems that
a gentle South Atlantic breeze could offer. The horizontal rain had its
moments too, _givin& ri:ie a soaki ng _from rain blow ing through the back of
the Rover whilst dn vmg! The project we were involved in was a fa irly
challengmg one of re-parenti ng some of the existing telephone extensions
from all over the Mount Pleasant complex. Just like a normal BT job!
The r~st ?f the_ Troop were invo lved in a num ber of other project
mcludmg mstallmg some new optical fibre cables and various recabling
JObs. The weekend gave us the opportunity to go on a couple of
excellent battlefield tours of Tumbledown and Goo e Green hosted by the
Officers of the servmg fnfantry Company. [t wa fascinating to ee the
sites of some of the batt le that bad changed so little from the image
beamed to our front room twenty years ago. Many still bore the cars of
the battle. Equipment dropped at ilie time still littered many of the sites.
The environment is.certainly harsh but the FalkJands posses a beauty of
the ir own perhaps JUSt a result o f their iso lation. The wi ldlife doe n 't
seem to mind it either but they all seem much hardier crearure than we
are and eat much more fish ( heep excepted). T he opportunity to work
here has been an mteresting and rewarding experience for us both.

37 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
Sig Paul Eldridge during his Pass Out Parade
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37 ig Regt i not your average TA Unit. T hi year ha seen the
outgoing 0 preside over a ucces ful tour of the Balkans in the shape of
97 (BRITFO R) ig Sq n (Y), a tec hn ica ll y compre hen ive a nd
t~formahve Sum mer Camp to riva l any from a regul ar unit, a recruitment
nsc of over 20%, a succes ·ful Trade Camp wi th a I 00% pa rate and
e;en one of it's recrui ts w inning the coveted Corp Cross Count ry
Champion hips! With all these achievements the Regiment must bid a
fond farewell 10 its Commanding Officer Lt Co l P. J. Groga n and
w_elcome Lt Col R G. Mather who joins us from The Royal chool of
, 1gna ls.

Co ngratu latio ns to ig 'Eat my dust 264 Boys!' C h ep kwo nv for
winning tl1e Corps Cro s Country Championships. This mode t Sigiia llcr
completed the distance of nearly even mi les in 38 minute 47 second .
His nearest rival was 20 econd behind .
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W02 Peter Froggart receiving his
Lord Lieutenant's Certificate of Meritorious Service
from Field Marshall Sir John Chapple GCB ,CBE,DL
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Lt Col R. G. Mather (Right) takes over at the helm
from Lt Col 'Lou Carpenter' Grogan outside Regimental HQ
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Sig Chepkwony receives his prize
from the Commander 11 Signal Brigade
Brig C. L. Le Gallias CBE
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EXER I E VIXE S OUTING
At the beginning of .March, 23 qu~dr?n members dep loyed ~n . Ex
Vixens Outing. Scenarios had been d1stnbut~d on a week ly. basis to
establi h a picture of floodi ng in the hropsh1re and York lme area .
urprisingl_ there was littl~ rain on the weekend. It was the first t11~e that
the Squadron dep loyed w1ih AM CER.P and EMS. Detachm ents w~ rc
ent to various locations in the hrewsbury area to establish a workmg
communication network. umcrous lessons were learnt on the exercise.
io Adr ian Walden' detachm ent learn t th e hard way how to use
'ag~ncy' cards. Sgt Mick Clarke sa id that there wa a hell ~arage on
the M54 whilst Sig Walden now knows first hand that there 1 n t! At the
beginnina of the month we waved goodbye to Sig teve Golbo urn who
went to Ko ovo for six month a a dog handler. L~pl latt Hodgctts
wa · meant to go to Bosn ia to i ~ tall eo mp~ters but didn't get that fa~. He
failed ltis pre-deployment medi cal fo r ha mg three bad teeth. This Oral
Hygienica lly' chall enged J CO fi na lly managed to deploy to thca t~e minus three teeth. ongratul at1ons to newl y promoted LCp ls Adnan
Wa lde n and And Pear on .

38 (CITY OF SHEFFIELD) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
H EADQ A RT ERS Q ADRO
E XERCI E WI iTER WARRIOR 2002
MY FIRST TI IE 0 ' THE LOPE - by LCpl Woodcock
\ e et off from Chelsea Ba rrack at I 600hrs for a long 16-hour
journey. \ e arrived at the lo~ge about . 090~hrs Monday morning. T he
first day wa ju t adrnin, gettmg our kn, bemg put mto team etc. We
were up at about 0700hr in the morni ng to n_iake a fla k and some
sandwiche for dinner then have breakfast. Then It wa onto the coaches
at 0830hrs and off to the lopes. What a queue. there wasn 't much snow
around o everyone was on the ame mountain . I struggle? a bit on the
first da} but I got the hang of it on the e~o n d . I wa .o ~red my body
ached al l over. but I still managed a few dnnk . The maJOnty went to the
sauna but we were duty room o I missed out. I could have done with a
massage as well. Finally we got onto a blue slope. lt was mu~h better but
my leg burned like mad. One of the lads m another Jp"OUp dislocated his
boulder o he oot heli lifted off the mountain lO hosp1taJ . It was probably
one of those C:pid snow boarders. They're a pain!
I ended up in what was nicknamed the 'not S? ex~rien ced ' group for
people who were truggling and the lad I wa paired w1.th fell .off the I-bar
lift on our first attempt. While he was on the floor he lifted h1 head onl.Y
to get hit by the lift as it went past., o we all had a go.od laug~ at his
expense. Typically on the day of the asse~sment I went sick so 1t s a day
in the lodge for me (not too far from a toilet). Th.e n~xt day w~ changed
in tructors and went on the red runs. We were gomg mto Austna as well
as Germany on these slopes. The weather suddenly turned te:ri.ble, with
gale force wind and snow it hitting you so hard m the face 1t JUSt went
numb and red raw. We were so cold we couldn ' t ta lk to each other and
under tand what we were saying. We were also nearly blown down the
mountain. The cond ition were much better the next day. The only bad
thing wa that Brian (the instructor) lost it because two of us SlOpped for
coffee at the bottom, even though we told him where we were and
bought him one a well. We kept having a laugh at the German s
expense. ome realised, ome didn ' t but they had a laugh back anyway.
We got talking to a young German girl one day and got her to teach us a
few useful words. We used some of these on the snow boarders when
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they got in the way, some ju t while we were waiting for the cable car
when we were bored.
The slope were starting to get worse now becau e of the la~k of s~ow
and we were skiing on slush by dinner. On one of the lopes 1t was JU t
heer ice. I et off started to turn and my bindings came undone on one of
my ski , o I was on my backside . liding down th.e slope, and every t11i;e
J topped and tried to get up I'd JUSt et off agam, muc~ to everyone s
amu ement. After dinner on the second Wednesday Bna n told us all
we'd passed, so one of the lads called Darren got some c?nfidence for
the first time. and gave us the best laugh of the course. Bria n told us to
stop at a sign at the bottom of. the slope, so Da rren set off and lost
control traight away. He egged 1t all the way down and decided to stop
on the sign head first (ouch ). We .all sort of skied down wh ich wa
difficult becau e we were all laughmg. When we eventuall y got to the
bottom we couldn' t move for laughing (about 20mins). He didn ' t half
make a mess of the sign.
On the la t day, the slopes were the bet they'd be~n all week. 1:he day
was going well until the very last bit when we gomg to the ski lodg,e
down the smallest bit of slope ever. I crossed my sk i and co~ldn t
uncross them. One came off and l cou ldn ' t get it back on becau e 1t wa
so slippery. This gave all the Germans in the open air bar a good laugh.
We set off for home about 2030 hr. Much of the journey wa pent
sleeping o it was uneventful , apart from when. I nearly got left in France.
I lost my camera in the duty free o I was looking for 1t. When I came out
the bus wa going towards the checkpoint to be searched before gett~ng
on the train. The look on everyone's face as ran past the police tanon
was a picture, unti l I got to the armed police and French soldiers
searching the bus and I had to explain that they ' d left me behmd. All 111
all it was hard work but it was the mo t enjoyable two weeks I've spent
with the army and wou ld love to ?o it agai~ . l wo~ l d a~vise anyone who
as never skied before to go on Wmter Wamor. Believe 1t or not there are
four lodoe in total but they never get filled so they ' re in danger of bemg
reduced in number. So get your bid in on time and keep the lodges full
so we can enjoy such good training for years to come.

FT as well as a hail storm but we still passed. We recently had a ten day
exercise on camp, which was designed to see if we wou ld be ready to
deploy in ten days, whi ch is what we would have as we are on RJ. The
week proved to be really chall enging and we were working long hours
but at the end of it all , a ll the wagons were packed and ready to go. It wa~
good that we have done thi s as we've been put at the top of the J RRF, and
we are now co nfident that we ca n deploy if the s igna l was to co me
through. The Troop has ju t been through quite a big change due to the
new six-month trial of whole fleet management. It's designed to give us
more ti me to go on courses etc. So fa r it seems okay so we' ll j ust have to
wait and see what happens.
The Troop has been doing reall y well on the sports side of thi ngs as
well. The rugby team won the Army minor units cup, beating 7 Armd
Brigade 33 - 3. LCpl Steve Potts, ig teve orton and LCpl Shaun
Brierley were j ust some of the lads who were playing. The football team
ha done really well also, getting to the final o f the Army minor units
cup. They were very unlucky to be beaten by I goa l that was scored m
the fi nal minute of extra time by 280 Sqn. The final core was 3 - 2 to
280 qn. The football league has just started and I am sure we' II do very
well in that. The hockey team is also doing well and ha j ust won the
Army minor units cup beating 14 GL, so a big well done to them as well.
omc members of the Troop have not done so well recentl y. Fir tly Sig
'Gonzo' O ldford managed to buy a car without even rcali ing he' d done
so. He eventually managed to sort it out though (what a shame!!)
LC pl Sha un Brierley fail ed in hi attempt to eat a whol e 24hr rat
pack in I hr, mi sing out by only two boilies and a couple of brews, just
another one of ha un 's mad ideas. A bi g well done for Cpl Dave 'Camp '
Doble who managed to smash hi s car up, and spent two day in hospital ,
without even telling anyone what had happened , (oh we all feel for you
Dave!) ow time to make some final farewell s. A big farewell goes to
both LCpl icky Brown and C pl Dave H a rdin g who both leave u for
civvy stree t. Farewell al so to LC pl ' Rob ' T r otte r who le ft us on
promotion and C pl 'The General ' Smith who have both gone to orthern
Ireland. Finally a farewell to LC pl Ma rk 'Taff' Eva ns who leaves us for
7 Sig Regt. The Troop would like to welcome Sig ' Baz · Barrie, Sig
Steve orto n , Sig 'Coop ' Coo p er, ig a m Mars h a nd Sig Daz
Kcwely. Welcome to the Troop guys and get the beers in.
PAPA TROOP - by lCpl Booth
Tp Comd
L t Hender son
Tp SSgt
SSgt Davis
The la t month in Papa Tp has been ex tremel y bus y with the
introduction of Whol e Fleet Managem e nt ( WFM ). 204 and other
elements of both Brigade and Di vision have been chosen from a cast of
one (spammed) to take part in it. It is aimed at identifying advantages and
disadvantages to units and individuals. [ have rea on to believe that they
will find a lot more disadvantages than advantages. Its going to be hard
work anyway with the guys who have been allocated includes Cpl eil
' Brian Dowling' M cElhinney, LCpl G ra nt ' Lazy ' Robertson and LCpl
Ian Milne. The Mercury Rat trilogy continues with Ex Mercury Rat 2. It
began with a ca ll out in the early hours in the morning for an exuberant
tart to working 14 hour days in the garages, from far too early until far
too late. It is aimed to prepare all the vehicles for LATF, and enable them
to deploy within ten days of callout. I have a funny feeling that it may
take much longer considering C pl Dibbert and Sig Andrew Sheppard 's
436 pack has been out for the last three days. Plus it is beginning to
resemble scrap, scattered around the garage.
The Troop was tasked to provide manpower for a KAPE Tour in the
orth East. Those involved consisted of C pl Dave ' Yoda ' Dowson, Sig
Craig ' Veech ' Virtue, Sig Rob 'Thursday ight Kerry ' Trotter and Sig
tu art 'Mad Dog' M urdoch. They had been selected a they come from
the North East of the U.K. On their arrival at Catterick Garrison for their
two-day training cour e they were informed that the duration of their stay
would be spent in sunny Bridlington. o three ' Geordies' and a 'Jock'
took a trip down to recruit in East Yorkshire. They had uch an impact
that at one stage a man with on ly one lung, a thma and epilepsy
approached them thin.king he wou ld fit in quite well. At the end of the
two-week operati on there wa an Army open day at Im phal Barracks in
York, where the guys found them elves acting as car park attendants and
providing a rov ing patrol for the Defence Vetting Agency. T he good thing
i they al l returned with smi ley face .
On the sports side of li fe The Squadron recently competed in the Army
Rugby Minor Unit's Cup semi-fi nal again t R.A Bovington. We did not,
despite the efforts, o f the team , quite make the grndc and were deni ed
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Sgt Ollie Oil er
The la~t two or three months has been quite busy fo r the Troop. We've
been workmg really hard getting the wagons back up to scratch afte~
Oman. We ' ve also been in and o ut of the garages on several m1111
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exercises. As soon as we came back from Chri stmas leave we went out
on a two-day infantry exerci e. It certa inly got rid of some of those New
Year beer belli es amongst the lads in the Troop. It also gave us the. chance
to put in to practice our basic infantry skills, which was good as 11 was a
long time since some of the lads had done anything like that. We've also
just fi nished our ITD week, which was a good laugh. It rained all day on
the ranges, which some of the lads blamed their bad scores on!! If that
wasn't bad enough we had a torrenti al downpour halfway through our
THE WIRE, JUNE 2002

victory, undoubtedly due to the lack of our star player. Cpl Tim Ralle} . It
didn't help when ig Matthew 'Trigger' tevenson broke a rib and
cracked another two in a particularly vicious tackle. ig ' Lego' Ward
and Sig Muirhead have been away, trying their hand at parachuting, but
Sig Muirhead has had a speedy return to us with a broken leg. We all
wish him a speedy recovery and hope that his wife is able to put up with
him for such a long period of time. We all wish Cpl 'Tim ' Railey and
Kate all the best for thei r wedding in April , and hope that the triper
(LCpl ' Kenny' Everett) contains himself better than he did at the tag
do.
Last but by no means least we would like to congratulate ig ' hep '
heppard who is promoted on posting. We give a big shout out to C pl
Colin ' Dibbs · Dibbert who has just come back off hi s DMI course about
a month earl ier than expected. I'd like to give a warm welcome to the
new people who arc Sig Gaz Hill, Sig Wayne Lockto n, Sig Jo Evan s
and the new lads that have only j ust j oined us ig Neil Dundon and ig
Terry Curtis. I would a lso like to say fare we ll to C pl Jim ' Fish'
Pearsall , who has j ust left us to go to I Div for hi s second tour, good
luck. Last and by no means least the Troop would like to congratulate
Sgt Davis on coming off the W02 board. Apparently you can teach an
old dog new tricks!
EXERCCSE lCE MO 'KEY - '7y Capt Randell
Ex Ice Monkey is a two-week ice climbing exerci e, run annually by
the Army Mountaineering Association in the Canadian Rockies. Based
ini tially at the Trails End Camp, the BATUS adventure training faci lity
,the exercise provides an intro to waterfall ice for some and a chance to
how off on the extreme stuff for others. Placed firmly in the former
category, the fir st day proved reassuring. In the un-intimidati ng
surroundings of Canmore 'Junkyards ' we practised basic technique on
short sections of ice ranging from 45 to 85 degrees. From here we moved
north, deeper into the Rockies, climbing progressively ha rder routes
arguably culminating in Louise Falls. Braving temperatures of - 30
degrees centigrade and freez ing extremities, we completed the 25-minute
walk in to gaze up at an impressive 180 metre frozen waterfall, the top
half of which in addition to being vertical, had clearly not yet formed.
Thoughts of an early retreat to a coffee shop were da hed by SSgt Brian
Parry, APTC and ex Royal Signals. our expedition leader and demon ice
climber (when not throwing away one of his ice axe half way up a
pitch! ). Apparently th is un-cl imbable looking face was indicative of
' harder climbs· . Some three hours later as I fell off for the third time, the
rope taking my weight, I wondered if perhaps I was a grade too far. After
several bout of what someone appropriately named ' liquorice arm ' I
recovered ufficiently to get some good axe placements and haul myself
up the remaining metre . Coffee in town never tasted so good.
After two days skiing ·forced' on us by a huge storm that swept
through the area. we moved on to Rampart Creek, our base for the final
ha lf of the exercise. Set literally in the middle of nowhere, this Youth
Ho tel featured basic accommodation and a newly in talled cold tap that
replaced the previous water tank, bucket and frequent trips to the creek.
The major redeeming feature wa a tiny wood tove powered auna and
watering can shower, which, whilst not exactly 4 tar, proved a Godsend
after a ha rd days climbing. To complete the experience the warden
regularly broke the ice in the nearby creek for an authentic natural cold
plunge. From here we climbed up the Weeping Wall, Canada 's ice
Mecca, which consisted ofa 4-pitch ice amphitheatre with a imilar sized
top tier. Wbi l t on the impler lines it wa marginally easier than Louise
Falls. The climb have an intimidating pre ence, compounded by a
constant barrage of falling ice knocked down by climbers higher on the
route . On the final day of cli mbing, the group plit, half of u opting for
a route called ' Pretty uts'. a gruelling two-minute wal k from a lay-by
on the Trans Canadian Highway, the others opting for 'Bow Fall '. After
an excellent climb we were more than amused on our return to find the
remainder had pent hours wading through waist deep powder and a half
melti ng lake to find the route tm-clin1bable.
That evening the zea lot pla nned to queeze in an extra ha lf day
climbing in the morning, prior to movi ng to Calgary for our flig ht home.
After a few beers the enthusia m waned and we opted for extra time
shopping at Ca lgary's outdoors shop . fo ll owed by an excellent me.i i at a
rather up market restaurant (probably slightly underdres'ed in our jean ·
and fleece' ) and the n on to sample Canada' liquid cult ure. With no
inj uries. wo rri e of 'Misery' tyle abduction by the loca l provi ng
unfounded and phenomenal roadside climbi,g. I' ll defin itely be beggmg
for time off again ne t year.

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE MOBILE FORCE (LAND))

Sqn omd

SSM

Maj Alan Hill
W02 ( SM) Shean Dewar

Currentl y in orway, 249 ig qn AMF(L) arc in their clement. Since
the last issue, everyone disa ppeared on leave - much needed after the
ex tremely hectic fin al week . hak ing off the Xma blue. and pie. the
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quadron rea :embled on 3 January ready to rock and roll. Immediately
into deployment mode. the vehi cles we re ta ken do\\ n to the boa t and
loade d and then the fl ights fo r Be rgen ta rted roll ing out of R F
Lyneham and RAF Brize orton. By 10 January all quadron personnel
and anachee were in theatre. the quadron establi ·hed it 'elf comfortably
into two different camp - Hagntun and Brandscth near Vo--.
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Thi· year·s 'orway deployment include· Ex Hardfall 2002 - the Col~
\\e:ither Warfare Training followed by Ex d enture Expre 2002 - a
full :\:>.IF(L) manoeuue exer, ise in northern orv ay. The quadron l~as
trai~ed 90 odd on the Cold cather Warfare Cour e (CWW };, which
mclude. mo troops of QDG and other attached per.onncl. A Tp, _44 Sig
qn ran the old Weather 'ourse ( WC) - (\mow a ~he. s!1ow shoe
course). which i one week long and maml for those md1v1dual n.ot
likely to deploy up on top of mounta~n-. for e ·ample hefs, Clerk ,
upplv pt.-eialists. Followmg all the trrumng the Squadron. deploys north
to the.Trondh im region of orway for the AMF(L} exercise - more fun
to come.
d
HQ in oms~ update - Intelligence sour~e have revcale_ that
"02 ·Fo ma-binladen· Coffey ha ·tarte~ setung up and ru!1mng an
A.1-Quaeda Tech Traming Camp over here m ' orway! The Chief Clerk
gt 'Cookie fon ter' Ta~1~ng ha been le'.lr!1ing ,ha~dy phrases m
. orwegian from our tru ty L1a1son Officer l\1aJ Fred Litle kare. _uch
a .. ·where do you Jive?" o he can converse w11h loca~ ony1e chat lme
m hi spare 'l\elfare internet times. The FS
. gt :Kit.bag La" son ha
been tudying for exam and been mo tly leepmg 111 his chair and LCpl
Hod on has el up her own fitness suite in the Coo~hous~ where h~
disappears e\·el)' afternoon, that's what she _says she 1 domg anyway.
The 21C. Capt Teri Downes ha bee!1 barkmg ou.t her order ~om her
little comer in the Op room every smce she decided to break her leg
whilst kiing - tupid thing to do if you ask me! The QM, Capt Steve
'Let me tell you a tory' 1organ, snook out here for a few week
without hi wife's pem1i ion! The W02 (RQM ) lac_k ha. now taken
his place and become a grown up tore-man - !lluch to his dehght. La tly,
ever ince the apparently handsome. debonair. suave. W02 YofS(Ops)
Kerr turned up, the Op Room ha become increa mg~y do~r (thmgs
haven't changed ince his young Corporal report ). Havmg said all that
many congratulations mu · t go to the greedy YofS (Ops) for com111g off
two board in a matter of weeks, the WO I Board and the LEC~ !
The Squadron has just now returned from its lengthy stay m orway
on Ex Hardfall (the old Weather Training) and the full AMF(L)
deployment in the hape of Ex Adventure Express 2002. The. quadr~n
moved by boat, train, convoy and coach to get to the Exerc1 e area 111
northern orway near Trondheim. Once settled, detachments deployed
and the war ga~e commenced! HQ has again had a rough _ride
throughout the exercise. The main chara.cters of HQ were split by
location witl1 a mobile QC, 1.aj Hill. keepmg tabs on all of us. The OC
thoroughly enjoyed hi exerci e, fighti~g enemy from ~1~ BV or whilst
visiting rebro ites skiing off the hills JU t f~r fun, oc1ahs111g and m?st
importantly visiting all the detachment connnually through the exerc_1se
during night and day - no mean feat, many a tune he was found proppmg
his eyelids up!
At HQ AMF(L) a mall 249 ig Sqn haven was developed ,
encompassing RADCO , Conuns Ops, SYSCO . elements of ISIS Tp
and the cookhouse (at one point swamped in molten water!). YofS(Ops)
·Kev' Kerr barked his orders from his seat in RADCO . That's 1f he
wa n' t up some mountain pretending to recce new rebr~ sites, doing
Crypto resups and getting arnbu hed .by the.enemy. Partn~r m cnme FofS
Coffey kept himself busy playing with rad10s and ?umpmg up the AMF
telephone bill via the internet around TOC Mam. Meanwhile YofS
Holden kept himself locked up in the SYSCON caravan with the lucky
LCpl Hodson. What they got up to we will never know! Thanks go out
to gt Bromley and Sgt Canderton for their short notice deployment
and conunitments.
Well, back at the centre of the world, that's
quadron Echelon for tho e floundering to think where that is, life ticked
along quite nicely. most of the time. The RQMS W02 Slack was lucky
enough to share the comer of the room with the 21C, .capt 'Loo~ no
Cast' Do'l\nes! We took it in turns to make breakfast 111 the mommg!
Usually the RQMS was sound asleep when I changed - well that's what I
thought anyway! The Chefs at Ech did .us.proud and kept us fighting fat
on their grand meals. Order and d1sc1phne was sternly kept by SSM
'Chilled Out' Dewar ensuring curfews were adhered to and the local
auna wasn't abused too much by frequently checking them out himself!
A hearty, well-deserved congratulations ~o~s out to -..yo2 (RQMS)
·grey fox' Slack for being selected for comm1ss1onmg. He 1s d~e to move
this summer to 14 Sig Regt as Welfare Officer. Fmally, cheerio to YofS
Kerr who 1s sneaking away on promotion to WO I acro~s the road. to 3
(UK) Di• 1g Regt, enjoy. Lastly, but not least Capt Ten Downes 1s off
to pastures new, unny Madrid to be precise, leaving the way clear for a
brand new 21C - Capt Dave Orr.
Q 'PPORT TROOP - by Sgt Alan Nuttall
Quartermaster
apt teve Morgan
RQ~S
W02 (RQMS) Andy Slack
.
The Troop would like to say goodbye and congratulallons to Sgt Kev
'The Gerbil' Crawford on his promotion and posting to I UK Div,
goodbye to gt Baz 'Joe Pasquale' Botwright who is off to 2 1 Sig Regt
and pl ~att ' hrek ' Cowlard off to scare recruits at Arborfield. The
Troop would like to give a warm welcome to gt Bruce Findlay on his
arrival from 7 ig Rcgt, Cpl 'Frankie' Frankel from 30 Sig Regt, LCpl
·mad as a fi h' Goreing from down the road, ig Abbott from I UK Div
and ig Bate , Evans and Walker all straight out of the factory, we
hope you have a pleasant stay within the Troop. Once again it's been a
bu~} period for the Troop with everyone getting ready for orway, being
the backbone of the quadron the Troop hasn't been able to get away and
earl) out any extra activities. Capt tevc 'I wish I was in Cyprus with
the RQ' Morgan will be off to pastures new this summer, (but not soon
enough - no more stories please). Basically, after spending two weeks as
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the RQM in orway. he has t':1med even greyer, and finally earned his
•
.
promotion to Major, congratulauon .
During January gt Bruce Findlay, Cpl Phyllis Dransfield and S1gs
bbott and Bates completed the arduou four weeks Cold Weather
Warfare Cour e whilst the rest of the troop led by . gt Al uttall opted
for the four- da y ovice Survival Course. Du_r111g the cot~rsc Cpl
Dransfield proved he wa more than ready for his Del Comd s cse by
getting lost on a reccc and then havmg to surrender to the enemy - a very
embarras ed young man . After _a few. days .well-deserved R & R where
mo t of the Troop participated m alpme sk11ng down Voss slope (some
more than others) it wa time to pack up down south and head north. The
move north proved that even with the han~brake applied. your Bedford
won"t stay put for long when it 's parked on ice. gt Caz Miller fot!nd out
this fact much to his horror and everyone else· amusement. During the
Exerci ~ the Troop tepped up a gear and provided the quadron with a
high level of upport that included the ';!Se of Landrovcrs, .B V206,
Helicopters, Skidoo and ifall tha_t '.ailed skis. MT provided us with ,some
much-needed safe and skilled drivmg demonstration . Cpl Andy Who
put that there?' Howe reversing over a completely hari~1~ess l 500W and
Sgt Al uttall showing us how to pa;k a wolf on 11 roof and not
damage anything! Cpl Mark Du!1nach1e after havmg had a few beer.
was caught having one of those w1l_d dreams by tlie Sqn Clerk_, LCpl Ah
Hodson. Did he dream 1t or was 1t real? You can find. ou t 111 the ne~l
edition. After such a hectic tart to the year it's almost_mce to be back m
sunny and green Bulford (did I say that?) The now m orway 1 well
behind us now and we all look forward to some well-deserved . Ea ter
leave. Cpl •Andy· Howe is unfortunately leavmg the MT _a nd leav111~ Sgt
uttall to run the show (at la t I hear him cry!) He 1s off to wmdy
Brawdy to wear three tripes and act like a real oldie! Another goodbye
goe to our illu triou leader ( hame you never got to Cypi:us!)._ Capt
Steve Morgan who i off to Coleme as OC HQ qn. We will nus the
pair of you!
OSCAR TROOP - Capt Mike Fayers
Tp Comd
Capt Mike Fayers
Tp SSgt
SSgt Jas Raybould
The Troop deployed to orway with a s1xing in its step and lot of
beer in its tomach after a well-deserved Chn tmas break. We were then
pread to the four winds in _order to conduct cold weather warfa~e
training. Many suffered hair loss (except SSgt R .a ybould and his
monstrou boufon} due to the high degree of flex1b1hty required, or as
some may view ·firing from the hip' planning. After the course wa
finished there was just enough time for a few beers and to be entertamed
by the 21C, Capt Teri Downes singing. he was persuaded to leave the
stage by UFOs other wise knovm as a beer cans. Glad to say I never
attempted the stage thing! Recently the Troop has had a large mflux of
comings and goings. So hello to; 2Lt 'Mark' Bentley taking over
command of the Troop in March, Cpl ' ice One ' Port posted on
promotion from Pap_a Tp, LCpl <?rimes, ~Cpl King, Si~ Ward and
straight from the glorious School, Sig Lee, Sig Moore and Sig Parker . A
warm welcome to you all and don't fo rg et to get th e beers in.
Furthenuore, a few sad farewells to ; Sgt 'O ld Man' Robinson who_ is
posted to 16 Regt, Sig 'Jim' Davidson who is po ted to J UNI and S1gs
'J im ' Woodhead posted to 2 Sig Regt and 'Neil' Heritage _posted _to 11
EOD both of whom are posted on promotion, congratulations! F111ally
welcome back to Sig 'Trooper' Bennett from his s~ort sh iney brass t~ur.
After a hectic year (as usual) the Troop is looking forward t_o a bit of
down time. The constant move from one thmg to another mev1tably has
taken its toll. Following the last deployment to Turkey we decided that
we needed a bit of a cooling off period and that is exactly what we got_ as
we jetted off to the sunny climes of orway f?r .three months! Followmg
return from the Winter Wonderland however, 1t 1s my unfortunate duty to
say a number of farewells within the Troop. Fir tly, there is Capt 'Drive
that desk baby!' Fayers, off to both a new position with 3 lnf Bde & HQ
Sig Sqn and a new rank slide so a congratulations must be sent out to
him. Sgt 'Tasch' Robinson, a 249 Sig Sqn sta lwart, has moved ont.o
pastures new with 7 Sig Regt. Sgt 'Lanyard Team wannabe ' Meek also is
in line for congratulations as he heads off to his Yeomans ' course. Cpl
'Jock' Jenkins moves on to 21 Sig Regt, just down the road at Coleme.
Sigs 'Skib iff' Woodhead and 'Party anim~l' Heritage bo~h move on
promotion to 2 Sig Regt and 11 EOD respectively. Our be t w1she ~o out
to them all for whatever patll they may tread in the future. Speaking of
the future, we move onto some welcomes to the Troop. Fir tly, the new
Troop QC, 2Lt. •Just a quick question Staff' Bentley, who arrived fresh
from Sandhurst ready to set the world on fire - it hasn't happened yet, so
don't worry! Fortunately the seniors in the Troop managed lo take away
his box of matches. Further ' Hellos' go out to LCpl 'Shearer' Grimes
from l Div ig 'Eh, eh. Calm down ' Lee and also ig 'Should have been
a lumberjack ' Potter.
Sig Cook Update - this quarter he has mainly been working very hard
and has successfully passed his leadership course. Great things are now
expected. World domination beckons!
PAPA TROOP - by Steve Cadywould
Tp Comd
2Lt teve Cadywould
Tp SSgt
SSgt Den Yates
A few new faces have arrived at Papa Tp on the run up !O. orway. A
warm welcome is extended to Sgt Vikki Hawtree who 1s JOmmg t~e
Troop after completing her Class 3 re-trade course. A lso. Cp~ opluc
Morris who is back to the Troop after a quick stint at 3 Div ~1~ Regt now the boys will have to start training again! ig Burrell also JOmed the
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Troop after . hristmas ~rom I Div Sig Rcgt, fornmately for him j ust in
time to experience the rigot1r of the Norwegian wmtcr. Sigs Langley and
Mc ab are the Troop's newest additions from Blandford and the boys
arc keen to train them. l am sure they will find themselves at home here
in 249 Sig Sqn . ongratulations to Cpls Mark ·~ruity' Fielding Caz
Lawson and LCpl Allan on their recent promotions. Congrats ai o to
Cpl ' Mrs Fruity' Fielding. On the trade front a big hand for both LCpls
Richie Mayba nk and 'Nobby' Clarke who have pa sed their Class I
entrance exams. Just the real thing to go now guys! Sadly there have also
been some losses. The first two deserve a huge pat on the back - Cpl
' ncaky' Sam uel who has left the Troop for pastures new. Also Cpl cil
'The Airborne Warrior' Port who left the Troop on promotion but only as
far as the other side of the vehicle park! La t but not least, farewell to my
predecessor Capt Mark 'Flower Power' toter moving up in the world
or al least as far as Bramcote where he joins 250 Ghurka Sig Sqn. I hear
he even passed his language test. This is not bad, as he had 350 words to
learn on the drive up!
Think of a harsh environment and then times it by two or three and
you might just get close to the climatic nightmare of Norway. Papa Tp
and the remainder of the squadron have ju t returned from holiday, some
much~n~edcd R and R from the toils of s_uburban life. Another way of
expla1111ng this would be that we have JU I recovered from a mindblowing experience of nature really being in control. orway is bleak,
mountainous and unforgiving. This is an environment that can only be
prepared for diligently, which is why all the new members of the
quadron embarked upon the adventure of the ' Cold Weather Warfare
Course '. The course itself is four weeks in length con isling of an array
of different disciplines, from Skiing to spending the night in a warm and
comfortable snow hole. It was this particular activity that ig 'Don't
forget your boots and Bergen' Thompson particularly enjoyed, getting so
excited he left thing behind to dig out later. If anyone would like to
watch a demonstration of how to dig the perfect now hole and the
particulars of the routine involved then ask Cpl ' Look I was on telly
once' Sustins, who I am sure wou ld be more than happy to lend out a
copy of the ' Blue Peter' programme in which he starred. A few quick
hellos, goodbyes and congratu lations, firstly hello to Sigs Fox and Barret
who have snook into the Troop from Blandford while we were away and
left taking care of all the day to day task back at Bulford. That was at
least until the QM, Capt Steve 'Quick, we could gel everything fini hed
before they get back! ' Morgan arrived in the UK. l'm sorry boys! Sadly
we bid farewell to one of the old and bold, Cpl Al ·That's just not good
enough ' Clark who is leaving us and moving north to be closer to hi
better half. The troop wishes him all the be t and apologi es for being
away at the time of his leaving do. La tly there are a couple of congrats to
go out to tl1e mas es. Firstly, a pat on the back of LCpl Ritchie 'Steely
eyed dealer of death (TA)' Maybank who not only managed to get top
student on the CWWC but he also roped his boss into packing away his
Rebro while he enjoyed a nice helicopter ride back to Ech. Last and
definitely not least, a huge well done to SSgt Den 'I would really like 10
go to 14 Sig Regt Yates who has recently gained promotion to W02.
One of the remaining true 'Arctic Warriors' soon to leave the Squadron
and definitely leaving the Troop in the lurch (who is going to do my work
now?). Oh well life goes on!

MIKE TROOP - by Cpl Wei/stead
Tp Comd
W02 (FofS) Dave Coffey
Tp Sgt
Sgt Paul Farrington
December arrived and along with it yet another addition to the Mike
Tp workshop in t11e form of LCpl Cooke. Welcome back to Cpl 'Onslo'
Davidson and LCpl 'Ginger Tech' Weight who've returned from their
six-week systems admini trators cour e in Holland at great expen e to the
taxpayer and their livers! Congratulations to Cpl Lindsey Fielding on
her promotion, having succes fully completed her Class 2 criteria. The
two weeks prior to Cl1ristmas leave were spent conducting the everpopular 1st line inspection and packing the ve hicle for winter
wonderland. Chri tmas and ew Year leave pa ed with no one getting
arrested , and we all returned full of vigour, ready for the next three
months in Norway. A prospect welcomed mo t by LCpl ·veg·
Sivewrig ht who managed to blow an entire month' wage in one
pectacular 48hr ses ion at ew Year and is going to need all the LS A
and LOA he can get. Despite being delayed by technical difficulties. The
RAF eventually delivered us all safely in orway only a day late! From
our location at Brandseth and Hagatun camps the newer member
among t us had the pleasure of attending the Cold Weather Warfare
Course, whilst the older and bolder member of the Troop provided the
personnel for the demo section, as well a finding the time to fit in ome
d~wn hill action at the local slope , which amazingly produced no
mJunes de pite some horrific crashes that people really shouldn't have
walked away from! With the training now completed, the troop i now
gearing up for the orthcrn deployment.
As usual we abandoned Bui ford for the winter in favour of somewhere
wetter and colder. Our first month out in orway was spent with the
newer ~\embers of the Troop undergoing cold weather training, tho c
who w1111ped out last year completed their training and the re t of us
swamicd off to improve our downhill ski ing. at which we have become
l""ther accompli hcd.
Following some R &R tlle comms exercise started, which for the tech
meant keeping a low profile at squadron Echelon or deploying to damage
our Land Rover and put them in ditche , (C pl ' now and Ice Di~e ·
Dyso.n) trying to find the thunderbo ·e . Cpl Wilks deserves a pecrnl
mention here as he managed to ditch not only every Tech Rover everal
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time s ~ut also the ERV., which ~as a top speed of about I Omph .
Someth1~g which p~ts us m an entirely better light, was our cnormou
contribution to th_e victorious Commander AMF(L) Challenge Cup Team.
W1~h. endex nearing we only had a couple of days to kick around town
wa1t111g to go home, (which goes against the grain a bit a!> we usually
hang around for a bit) before we got back to Blighty for leave so we can
go home and tell lies about being ' Arctic Warriors ' and 'The coldest
wmtcr ever'. Finally congratulations to LCpl 'I've got a £550 phone bill
I can't pay ' Cooke for deciding to cement his Blandford romance with
his forthcoming marriage to Susan by phone. Hellos go to the new boys
LCpls 'no one's met them so we haven't got a stupid nickname yet'
Patrick and Cairns who had just arrived as we are about to go on leave.
Lucky chaps!
ISi TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Tim Sambrook
Tp SSgt
Sgt MattTones
These fe_w weeks have been bu y and hectic for Isis Troop;
encompass111g the arrival of myself as the brand spanking new and first
ever Tr~op Commander, further 'arduous· training in Holland and the
preparallons of the troop for the Squadrons deployment to orway. A big
warm welcome to LCpl Andy Weight, LCpl 'Taff' Williams, Sig Jay
ewell, Sig Ben Samson and ig 'Bob' Morley. Congratulation go to
those of the above that have completed the System Administrators course
Ill unny Ede, Holland, all of which have very mall bank balances now!
We have a couple of big congrats to go out to the newly wed - LCpl
'Gaz' Pope who married .Jaqueline over the New Year and be t wi hes
to ig_Jay ewell and his fiance Patricia for their wedding in the Spring.
ow m orway, our mall team has been blown to the winds - we have
bad a few on the full Cold Weather Warfare Course, a few involved in
providing Admin for the course and our illustriou Sgt becoming the
paparazzi . king. gt 'The Party Planner' Tones ha now got reels of
sk11ng anncs and party blues on film and plenty of ice breaking closeu~s! Our work starts when we go nonh for Ex Adventure Express 2002,
Isis Tp will most definitely earn their money in the set up of ISIS for the
AMF(L) Headquarters.
After coming off Christmas leave, we were getting ready for a fourmonth exercise in 1orway. This wa an Exercise that not many people
were looking forward to, well except the Military Ski Jn tructors and the
RM Mountain Leader. But after the hardest four weeks of many people's
Army life it was all over even before it had began. As always the weather
m orway was never the best. It seemed to rain and not snow! We
deployed into the field on Ex Adventure Expre s where the AMF(L) was
up against orwegian special forces and American Marines who played
the enemy. The Troop continued to grow in force, so a big welcome goe
out to Cpl Griffiths and goodbye to Cpl Burr (poor chap is off to the
Tech workshop!). Well done for tying the knot for Sig Sewell and LCpl
Williams, both having recently been married to Tri h and Jodie
respectively (Jodie having given birth to a baby girl).
DIARY OF A COLD WEATHER WARFARE STUDE T
by LCpl Richie Hewitt
249 Sig Sqn arrived in orway on 10 January 2002 to partake in Ex
Hardfall 2002. Everyone on the course was a little apprehensive; the
horror stories of years gone by had filtered down and cared the lot of
u !! After the initial move in. the course began in eame t. The first week
encompa ed many aspects of urvival in cold conditions. with lecture
on clothing, cold weather injuries, mountain weather and the
fitting/adju ting of kis. When not in lectu.r es we were out practi ing our
skiing in our ability group , Group I for ski gods and Group 7 for the
hapless or screaming eagles. The first week wa capped off with a onenight stay in a I 0-man orwegian tent and day and night skiing. Group 4
soon found thar Sig ·Firestarter' loan was highly proficient at lighting
peak stoves and himself imultaneously! Thi wa the introduction week
- worse was to come. Everyone knew week two was to be more
challenging than the fir I week. lore time was pent in I 0-man tent and
4-man tents, finishing with the dreaded ice breaking drills on the Friday.
The final day of reckoning arrived and after an hour' drive we arrived at
Bomoen camp for ice break.mg drills. We lined up one by one. each a
anxiou a the ne t about their plunge into the icy lake water. The day
went well and everyone had a good laugh ta.king the micky out of thei1
mate truggling to get their name out and drag themselve from the ice.
Weck three wa the survival pha e and this .orted the wheat from the
chaff! Again more time in 4-man tent . ·.vith the introduction of more
weight on skis, causing problem for those who had not ma tercd the
skiing yet. It wa then time to pend a night in a snow hole and a
bru hwood helter. My group' now hole took even hour to dig. whil·t
groups digging 'Quincy's' or ' now mounds' were digging for up to 11
hours! We were all urpri ed at the wannth that the snow holes pro,ided.
The following day we spent 24 hours in a brush wood shelter or bivouac
that we had built ourselves. Food that ewning was two chickens tstill
alive) and some fre h vegetables. Tho c culinary exper1 among 't u ·
produced some mean chicken broth. Fortunately the weather wa kind to
us but the cold night seemed like eternity, our mokey fire was our only
comfort. Looking back the only funny part wa Sig bsolum fainting
whilst watching the butcher kill a · heep!
The final week \ as upon us. The fir t two day were quite rela'ted
with zeroing on the range , section attack drills and a k1 te ·t that
everyone successfully passed. We deployed into the field on Tuc:day
evening. The drop off point to our first harbour location wa - a stead
climb and approx , OOm, thi~ climb took five hours! By the time we got to
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)Ur 0bi<"ti\c for the e\ening e,· ryone wn' tired of c~rrying their 80lb
bcrgeris: .1lmost farcical. W pulled pole (to the no' ice cold weather
pc,>pl, out there. that mean· pacl.:i11g all kit awa~ tentagc a.nd I crson~l
kit ma record time of 15mins fron' the word ·go) next monun~ to bcgm
anoth r nil!htmare ki to our next harbour that we reached a little after
la,t h!!ht ~The next couple of da, were taken up with re~~c patrol·,
CTR. ~on enemy locations and lying in wait in honid cond11tons- there
\\3 little time for leep. The weather worsened and we were all cold and
\\et, morale ,,a, tarting to wane. The Troop attack lastc~ about .40
minutes: we won and lived to tell the talc later at the fanta uc thespian
kit night back in camp where huge quantitie of alcohol were con tuned.

ER I E AD\'E T RE EXPRE S 2002 - ' OR\ A
Probably, the be·t Exerci e in orway thi year. Exercise is_ a little of a
mi ·nomer for mam of the oldiers of the quadron. Especially 1f you
happen to be stuck on a RRB on top of what eems to be the highest peak
in t11c world. which happen to have only one track up (and down) for
a ces , and the visibility i about Sm in daylight due to the hon~ontal
nO\\. Qr the Echelon troops. ' ho although greatly under-appreciated,
pend eemingly every hour trying to get around these RRBs and other
outstations in order 10 re- upply them or fix_ the knacke~cd
generator/charging y tem or whatever. Or the TOC Mam element, trymg
to co-ordinate e erything el e and plan for t_he next move that t~e
·Exercise· will bring. One thing that orway bnng home. especially m
the really, really har h weather tliat began this year' -~dventure Expre s,
i that almo t everything i for real. le the ammumt1on that the Jaeger
Battalion i firing at you. As the Arctic Warrior veterans around the
Corps will knO\\, the environment is ideal for bringing the ~e t_out of
every a set the quadron ha . bringing it all together and making 11 work
well. Thi year wa no exception. The be t was certamly brought out of
Cpl 'The General' Griffiths, who found bis remarks on how to fight the
battle (made whit t bowering) were gre~tly appr~1ated by Gen Holmt:S
himself, who just happened to be drymg off 111 _the next room. ls 1t
coincidence that the battle plan changed pretty dra acally o e1111ght?
.
Among t fixing numerou radio r_hat jus~ happen. to go duff, there 1s
always apparently time to fix the mcer thmgs Ill hfe ... Thanks go to
technician LCpl Andy \ eight for blowmg ~p the Fo:man's Tele and
totally destroying the OC's phone charger. It 1s comforting to know that
the soldiers of the quadron are always adaptable, and ready for the
unexpected. Cpl Lee Dy on, technician by. trade. Italian inf~ntry
LO tactic ad\ iser per onal councillor as required, thoroughly enjoyed
leading his merry band of like-traded amigo on an Airborne assault...
Right up until collection time when Sig Gaz Ward managed to bog _o ne
of the recovery landrovers in one foot of snow on a perfectly ~tra1ght
crack. Interesting, you just can't teach that. Also worthy of mention are
LCpl Richie Maybank and Sig J~ Walker who managed t~ fight off a
ustained attack by a Jaeger Battallton sk1doo section from their RRB Det
for a full afternoon - without the support of the Det Comdr, LCPL Lee
'Shrek' James who' a busy at Ech, tending the rear ...
From the I JS former head honcho . gt 1att ·Choppers are me'

COMMA DER AMF(L) C P CHALLE GE 02 - by LCpl Cooke
Having already been in orway for eight weeks and uccessfully
completed the Cold Weather Warfare Course, I thought all the hard work
wa over. How wrong ould I be? I somehow managed to get selected for
the Commander AMF(L) Challenge Cup team , representing 249 Si_g Sqn
in a Ski and hoot competition over IOkm of harsh tcrrnm along with ten
others. The competition is u ually held on every AMF(L) deployment,
normally consisting of a mar~h and then a shoot. However. be111g
orway. it was deemed a good idea to ski as the now was over a foot
deep. 15 teams from seven nations within the AM F(L) took part,
w1fortunately we managed to draw the first start time and along with that
the privilege of cutting the track.
.
.
. ..
The team it elf wa made up of people with vanou ab1ht1e and
fitne s. Luckily we had a couple of Military ki Instructors, Sig Jim
Woodhead and LCpl Jaffa Jefferson who did mo t of the track cuning
making it a bit easier for the remainder. Another forn1 of support wa
received from the QC, Maj Hill and SSM Dewar ~t vanou stage~ along
the way; crie of 'keep up with u ' came from their Landrover wmdow!
ome of the nations chose to use nowshoes for the race and ome even
competed on foot with no aids at all. With _the use ?f skis and at various
points skins, we managed to cross the fimsh lme m a respectable 3hr
39mins, which gave us third place after the march. .
There was a quick pose for the camera then straight onto the shoot.
Five rounds each from the prone position at target placed at 1OOm and
300m. Some members of the team were new to the quadron and hadn't
zeroed their weapons properly and we had iron sights w_hils~ most of the
other nations carried SUSAT or eqmvalent. After con 1denng the facts
2Lt Steve Cadywould decided that we would only shoot at the lOOm
targets and tho e who hadn't zeroed properly would position themselves
clo e to someone who had so they could give them their ammunition.
Lady luck must have been with us through that shoot guiding us onto a
very pleasing second place. Overall the compet1_t10n went well, The
Squadron doing it elf proud against good _compcUt1on once .a.gam. We
were awarded first place overall in the mmor umts compet1t10n. Well
done to 2Lt teve CadywouJd and SSgt Jace 'But it's my la t orway'
Raybould who managed to lead us round unscathed.

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON

qnComd

Maj 'Wally' Drain

The quadron would like to extend a wann welcome to Sgt Pete
_·ealis and his family from Gennany, gt Judith Allsop and her fami ly
from Belgium, Cpl Andy Dob on fresh from his Tl in Blandford, Cpl
\lark Turner and hi family from 3 Div, Cpl Eddie Hart from 7 Sig
Re '.I and finally LCpl Kyle Lovell from his T3 in Blandford, we hope
thev all enjoy their time with the Squadron. The Squadron' farewells go
to ·gt Fran , orth who has been posted to 21 Sig Regt (AS). Cpl Andy
Mc · all) ''ho has been po ted to the Province, and pl Brendon
Mcllduff who has al o been posted to the Province. The Squadron would
also like to welcome LCpl lison Wilson from 36 Sig Regt (V), LCpl
\1ark Batchelor and LCpl cott Fraser from 2 Sig Sqn (V) who have
arrived in the quadron on hort-tenn detachments. The Squadron has
continued faring well on the recent round of Promotion Boards. The
quadron would like to congratulate W02 (YofS) Billy Cardwell on his
selection for promotion to WO l and also gt Fran orth who is now
S. gt orth, we wish her the best in her new posting at Corsham.
FLEET H LF 'VIARATHO
The quadron's Charity Policy continues to expand with another event
and another worthy cause added to tile Squadrons list of Charity work .
On thi occa ion it was decided that a team would enter the Fleet half
~arathon. The Team was made up of both Military and Civilian staff and
the charity cho:.en by the Team was The Foundation of Sudden Infant
Death (FS1D). Team members were: Maj 'Wally' Drain, SSgt Rick
Owen, gt Rick \\ebb, gt Fran North, Cpl Mark Igo, Mr Derek
Keen and \1r , orma Borrowdale. The weather was kind to the runners
who managed to clock up some commendable times at the same time
ra1smg a um m the region of £600. Well done to all!
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stuff)_. T? the Team's ama1emcnt, the Navy responded in style and they
were 111v1ted to tour the largest Ship of the fleet HMS Ark Rora/. Thi
even mcluded a tour ?f the. bridge, where pl Eddie Hart got earned
away and started mes mg with the controls whilst giving a fine rendition
of that famou Rod Stewart number. The installation team and the
Squadron would like ~o thank their hosts. If they arc ever in 'sunny'
Aldcrsh~t an~ would 1_1ke to have a tour of one of etwork Equipment
Rooms, Just give us a rmg (sorry lads that's the best we can do).

Tones. a special thank s goes out to the Gcnnan pov er section for
providing us with a pre World War 2 generator .that seemed to fi nd it
funny to turn itself of~ at 3:00am cv_ery mo~n1ng. 01 to fo rget the
intelligent officers running. the battle from their computers. but alwa~s
finding trouble rcmcmbenng their pas word . We mu t have been m
good hand with them, 2nd Lt Ti m (YTS) Sambrook._ Welcome to AMF,
orway and J I . All in all. there. were many magic mome~1t · on Ex
Adventure Expre . too many to list here, but the whole thmg was a
resounding success f£?m all elements of th_e Squadron who really pulled
it out of the bag agam. The biggest magic moment however, wa the
publication of the Flight ~anifest back to. UK. o matter ~ow good an
Exercise i . three months 1s a long, long ttme to be about 1t. Now, next
year. ...

BO US AWARD WJ
ER S
ln the Civil service special bonus payments can be awarded either to
an individual or to a team in recognition of exceptional performance m
some demanding task or situation at any time during the year. Eleven
members of the Squadron this year have been awarded the special bonus
payments for their efforts, they are: Mr John Ashbee (l&S Shorncl~ffe),
Mr Steve mith (l&S homcliffe), Mr Trevor Smith (IS Shomchffe),
Mr Anthony Madgewick (IS Aldershot), Mrs Pamela Bertram
(COMCE Aldershot), Mrs Christine Cole (IS Aldershot), Mr Steve
Fraser-Burton (JS Chilwell), Mrs Sonia Jamieson (lS Chilwell), M~
Alex Smith (SHQ), Mrs Chris Steeples (SHQ) and Mrs Mavis Jarvis
(SHQ). The value of awards for the individuals ranged between£ I 00 and
£1,000.

Mr John Ashbee and Mr Steve Smith in the workshop
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Mrs Sue French (CAO) and the Aldershot recipients
WHALE ISLA DI STALLATIO
A team from the tech.nical workshop was deployed to Whale Island in
order to re-locate the Wide Area Networking facility. The team consisted
of Cpl Andy Dob on, Cp l Eddie Hart, Cpl Mark Jgo and Mr John
Wynn . On arrival at Whale Island it was noticed that a substantial
amount of the Naval fleet were in port at HMS Unicorn. The team
decided it would be a good idea to estab li sh an inter- ervice relationship
with some of our sea faring counterparts (hands aero s the Ocean sort of

Cpls Dobson and Hart 'posing' on the bridge

259 SIGNAL SQUADRON

On 3 March, eighteen members of the Troop participated in the Paphos
Half Marathon and t~e Ten-Kilometre Road Race.The day started at
0700hr . Sunday mornmg, where we had to meet the tran port in Dodge
City Ep1. As 11 was so early everyone went back to sleep for the duration
of the JOurney. The weather was quite cool to start off with but it didn't
tay that. way for long and ~e soon reali ed it was going to be a scorching
day. This added to the difficu lty of the event. We arrived at around
0800hrs and the races didn't start till 0900hrs. Everyone decided it was
tune to look for ome food, to keep u going for the race ahead. As we
arnved back _from our snacks, we saw the full extent of the competition
a.nd soon realt ed that some of the people there did this type of thing for a
hvmg _therefore reahsmg. we stood no chance of winning with world
champion nmners competmg. ~owever, there were others who were just
domg 1t to ra1 e money for their chosen charity. Our Troop was raising
money for the Army Benevolent Fund. We raised around C£300 with
LCpl Parish topping £100 and ig LeCras with a respectable £60. We
watched the start of the fitnes fanatics doing the full marathon and our
Troop decided this was a bit much for a Sunday morning.
It was then time for some of our lot to take up the start of the Ha lf
Marathon while the snails of the Troop watched on, to wait for the start of
the l Okm Road Race.' At 09 1Shrs it was the start of the I Okm run and Sig
Dawn War~ley was caught on video camera tripping up the Troop QC,
Lt Kate Milner (not on purpo e though).'The first people in were from
the I Okm run, (they only did half the di tance though). First in was LCpl
Daz Ca rr c losely followed by LCpl Chris Palmer and Sig Steve
Baxter. Coming last was Sig Dawn Wardley and Sig 1arsh who were
caught having a water fight on the last bend after a few other on the way
round were accu ed of not taking it seriou ly, as the QM tried to catch
them on camera but missed. ext it was time for the half marathon
runner to come in. First place went to LCpl Kenny CambelJ who came
m 12th overall. ext to come in wa 2Lt Fiona Watson in 18th overall
and the econd female to come in. Third to fini h wa LCpl nd
Cooper.
•
At the finish there was a nice cold beer waiting provided kindly by
our Troop Sergeant, Sgt Jase Quilter who couldn't take the pace and
scared of looking like a snai l like the rest of u , didn't even attempt the
IOkm run. Unlike everyone else LCpl Dan O 'Connell ran straight to the
hot dog stand not even waiting to have hi picture taken. At the end of all
this a good time was had by all and because the bus wa n't booked until
later in the day, everyone went for a few beers afterward followed by a
Monday off work, Well worth the effort of the run.

weighed in and then begin a warm up followed by a technique and skill
lesson. T~1s 1s where the lower grades get the opportunity to throw the
more semor belts about and not worry about getting hammered. At
1200hr we knock off for lunch and parade back at 1400hrs to ort out
any adrnin and the injured people would go to physio or to see the nurse.
At 1800hrs we set offto _g? to th~ local Judo club to practice our newly
developed ski!ls on the c1v1e . This wasn't as easy as it sound . The clubs
cho en to tram at were some of the top clubs in the country and the
players t~ere _seemed to aB have Great Britain Team Member flags sewn
onto their suits which basically meant we usually got a good shoeino.
Most of the team was eithe~ dieti.ng or trying to put on weight so that th;'y
could be at the top of their weight category. For male competitor the
weight categoric were· -60kg, -66k~. -73kg -81 kg, -90kg. - I OOkg and
+IOOkg. Luckily I had to put on weight to get to 73kg unlike ·Homer'
who mana~ed to lose 9kg m one week so that he didn t have to fight the
monste~ m the +I OOkg category. He then went on to win two gold
medals m the competttton. The day before the competition there wa a
pa ta dinner, which gave us the opportunity to meet the opponents from
the RAF and the avy. The competition tarted with an opening
ceremony where everyone forn1ed up on the mat bowed to the judge
and then the fights began. ly weight category consisted of 18 players.
My first fight \ a against another Army player and after a fe\\ econds
he made a mi take enabl ing me to throw him and rake the win. After an
early victory my ~erve were chilled and l wa rea?y to go again. ty
next fight was agam t another Anny player but this tune he was a enior
gra?e to ~ne . The fight lasted a few econds and to my surprise I won
agam takmg me through to the next round of the competition. After a
short break I was called to go against a RAF opponent and ,o I wa
ab olutely gutted when he threw me up in the air and slammed me on my
back, although I was getting a bit cocky! I won two more fights and wa •
then put in for the Bronze medal play off. Just my luck my opponent wa.
PT orps and o 1 was expecting it to be a quick lo· but 10 my urpri·e
the fight went on for over four minute and we both had point but not
enough to win. l attempted a throw but wa blod.ed and knocked 10 the
floor where I wa held down for 25 second g mg my opponent the win
and the bronze medal. Throughout the day many injuries were
accumulatin~ including a cracked ternum, broken rib , broken fingers
and toe , a dislocated shoulder and one player got taken to hospital on a
pinal board and neck brace. Luckily I left with ju, t a fe\\ mall ut '.
Overall the nny won the majority of the medal including fir t place in
the Kyu grade team events and the ladie team also won. A lot of
individual medal were gai ned with Bdr Maslin winning the overall best
Judo player.

J D - by Cpl Stere Hudson
The advanced Judo skills cour e started on 18 February. I arrived a
~eek late due to duties and last minute notice of the course. The aim of
t c cour_ e was to help the top Army judo players improve their skill in
prcparallon for the Inter-services competition. The average daily routine
was, parade at the dojo (place where judo is practised) at I 030hrs to get

259 SHOOTl G TEAM
Let me take you on a journey. First, picture four lad. and one ladene
lo t beyond ight and ·ound, a handful of weapons and a pouch full of
ammo. They have l ft Cypru and entered the militari ·ed ?one
CORP AA If 200'.!. Our five intrepid firers ent red a world of mystique
and intrigue, with exotic range practi es uch as 'The \ hitehcad' and

PAPHOS HALF MARATHO - 3 MARCH 2002

by Sig Wardley
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·The
ociation · To our four lads and one ladctte this meant nothing
and. armed onl) with nonchalance. a , ense of hum~ur and an
, fPO''enng d' ire not to com<' la. t. the CORP AAM wa . upon the_m.
0
The fortnight's magical advcntu: . begai! ~fter a dawn landmg at Bnze
• "orton. here the . tof) begin . After gau!mg_the transport. - codename
·Big Red· the team moYed to TR P1rbnght. ~1oved around ATR
p·rb ght ~nd then moved around TR Pirbright a bn more. Before fin_ally
·~tt~ng down in better than previously anti_cipated accommodat1~n.
courte , of the Royal Anglian Regt. The 1kmgs.
reccc of the local
. ·1·1· • ro\ed to be worthwhile. ai1d the local pub quiz on Wednesday
I act 1 te. P
.
· 1 d.
d f play
night~ providc:d a great deal of enterta1ru11ent. me u mg a roun o
your card . right.
·Higher than a three?' '2'?'
The week. practt. e wa - a great help and. by the Friday, the team was
well armed for the Monday , tart. having practised some h?ot · The
·hoots cam thick and fa t although I won't bore the rea~cr wt~h all the
details eedle to · av. some of the firers de erve a n:ientton. Ft_rst!y, the
Comb~t snap combining all the elegance of bullet with the fimshmg _of
teve Davis (accuracy) or that wa how it wa suppo ed to be. ln reality
a mad charge bv the more intrepid members of the team, over a small
as-ault course' followed by a thunderou barrage of fire that no figure 12
could urvive. and urvive they didn't! ext to the •Jo~m 1~Clean ,
' akatami Plaza' hoot, more commonly known as 9mm Pistol ttl~ , but
will be re-named after 259 qn' performance, ·We've never seen ttles _so
cared · quoted an innocent bystander. It takes more accuracx to mt s
appare~tly! The final hoot that de erve.s a mention was the ·fire Team
menf -oom in 3mins and a da h down the ranl!e. All wa plann_ed
A
and morale was very high until the word ·Go.' Then 1t was all down htll.
The Team actually managed to hand rounds back in. courtesy of the LSW
gunner, who didn.'t need think he needed them he wa that ~ood!
by the presentation our lads and ladette had nd~en a roller-coaster
0
of anuno. emotion . baseball cap back to front, conng 20 ~ut of 200.
tropical sun et are you French and Colonel Hardacre mythe. But came
through not tasi! It was an experience to remember and there's always
next year.
RUGBY TEAM - THE VIPERS
EPI KOPI 7 R GBY TOURNAME, T
bv Sig Stu Clark
.
· It' the end of another rugby season and time agam for the annual
Epi kopi Rugby 7 Tournament. On Saturday 13 Apri l 2002 a number of
teams turned up bright and early at Happy Valley Sports Ground..A!"ong
the teams wa the 259 ig Sqn team - The Vipers - ready and wtllmg to
take on any team who came against them.
.
The first team that we faced was the United ation Team. From kick
off, The Vipers were looking good and it was not long until t;he~ were
one try up. Sig Del Burness took the ball ove~ the !me from m _ide the
oppo ition's half. Unfortunately. the conver ton attempt by 1g Gav
Prigmore was not succes fut. After a couple of minutes, the U . Team
had pulled one back and converted, putting them m the lead . Wtth the
score unchanged. The Vipers came out for the second half strong and ,
with a good team effort and good hands, sent Foreman ' To h' Leyland
over for a econd try. This time the kick was good and we were back m
the lead. The Vipers went on to win by 19- 7 with Sig George F~reman
coring a third try with a blinding_run fro~ half way and Sig <?a
Prigmore kicking hi second conversion.
Wtth the Vipers on a high ,
we went on to play the REME Team with little ,suc_ce s as we were
brought back to earth with a thud. Although we d1dn t give up, the REME
Team was too much for the smaller Royal Signals team as we truggled
to hold our own. The Vipers did manage to get one try,_ with a br~k made
and scored by ig Del Burnes and convened by 1g Gav PngmoJ"e.
The final re ult for that game was a disappointing as the REME Team
. cored five trie;. The Vipers had one remaining game and a w_1n would
end us through to the semi-finals of the Plate Compet1t1on. The
opposition was the Ayia ik Rugby Team. We started well an.d_ were
dominating the game for some tune before_ a try was s~ored by a v1s1tor to
the Island. Dale Finlay, the brother of Sig Mark Fmlay, stormed oyer
t.1e try line to touch the ball down. The Ayia Nik Team reacted by commg
back and breaking free to score their first try of the J!ame and then
converted it. The game continued with the same core mto the second
half. Then. Cpl Da\•e Heal_ saw his opportunity and broke through a gap
m the Ayia ik defence. He ran half the field and touched down under the
po t Jeavmg an easy conversion and making the score 12-7 to The
Viper~. Unfortunately the Ayia ik Team responded by pulling one back
and converting the try to put them m the lead: The final score was a close
14-12 and The Vipers were out of the compet1t1on.
.
Jn the other groups, the tournament was taken by storm by a tounng
Russian team from Moscow who convincingly beat every team they
played. winning both the Cup and the Plate in the proces~. There were
some very entertaining and close game between the Russian teams and
the KORBR teams, who were the pre-tournament favourites. However,
not e,·en the Fijian teams were competition for the Russian teams who
played some extremely impressive rugby throughout the day.
DA GERO
DAV DEFORE TATIO, - by Sig Goddard
On Tuesday 26 February, an anonymous team led by the one and only
(prat e the Lord) apt 'Dan. BELOW' herry, were asked to go and
remove ome storm damaged trees from the new Akrotiri Cat Sanctuary.
Armed with a cherry picker and some cutting equipment, the first team
member. set to work within the tree tops. After a good hour of very
arduou~ graft. the time came for our illustrious leader to demonstrate his
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expertise. After · uccessfully c utting do~n sma ll storm damaged
branche , things were looking go~d. Then d~sastcr struck! With a lot of
hacking, pulling and a shout of, BELO"".! Capt Sl.1 cny managed to
chop down one of the largest brat~chcs. Unfortunately. 1t l and~d upo~ one
of the newly built structures. ice one boss! After that mmor mishap
thing seemed to get better and there was no further damage to_th;
sanctuaiy. II in all . the afternoon was a success and Capt Sherry d1dn l
feel guilty at all_! - - - - - - - - - - - - ,....-T-w

Also we would all like to say a big good-bye and good luck to the
following people: firstly to FofS 'Tosh morning men' Leyland and his
family who have been posted all the way to the Ops Dept in Episkopi,
then to Sig 'Kev - I Need to do admin AGAIN' Orr who with his family
is posted back to the sunny UK and ig 'And y - 1 don't have a bad
attitude' Wells who will soon be a civilian soon. Finally to Sig 'Gav Man in the mirror' Prigmore(Ski). Who is also one of those lucky people
to soon be a civilian. The Troop would also l.ike to welcome back LCpl
'Rob • The Knee' Hansen from the factory on completion of his cla ·s I .
As for porting events this month we have managed to top the Hodgson
hield Table after some fine athletics. The Team was captained by ig
'Gav - You can't beat me' Prigmol"e(Ski) who lead us to a fme convincing
victory with not really a lot of competition from other teams and some
gt 'Danny - o my hair hasn't changed colour'
fine spri nting from
Cain. Finally we must say farewell to L pl 'Lewy' Lewis who is leaving
us for a short detachment in the Falkland .
DHEKELIA TROOP
Comms Section - Over the last month, the section has been kept bu y
on a number of tasks, the main one being the re-wire of the Ops room for
the second time! As Sig ' Scott' Devenay has been on more leave in
sunny Scotland for four weeks the Section has been unmanned even
more. Well done to LCpl 'Chri s' Woods who managed to talk the MO
into giving him a week off work, as he had blisters after completing a
CFT. Finally nice one to LCpl Rowland who decided to work six hours
in his own time, to complete a backlog of drivers hours and first parade
heets going back to June 200 I.
Telemech Section - With various projects going on at the moment, its
been hard to keep a track on what the Telemech Section has been up to.
However, there are a few lads who need a mention. Firstly to Sig 'Jim'
Wright who is currently on his PTI course (Lets see if he can hack it
eh?). ongratulations to Sig ' Wayne' (DK) Davis who finally made it off
his three month bender, and managed not to crash a twin-cab for a few
months, but for how long? Sig Pyle, on his engagement to Victoria. To
Cpl 'Smudge ' Smith for managing to fail all the KORBR candidates on
their sniper course. Our civilian contingent Messers Brice, McDougal
and Dunn, who are all now qualified FA coaches. Finally welcome to
Cpl Lane, be thankful you were posted to Dhekelia and not the other end
of the island.
Tech Section - Welcome to LCpl ' Rocky' Rokovada who has just
joined the Troop from Blandford and is away on a Data Communications
cour e at the moment. Cpl 'Wedge' Dorward recently passed his EFP
course, and is now re-wiring' the Ops Room again with the help of the
operator , also for giving me a hand on the Driver Familiarisation course
I ran recently. The two ection Sergeants will soon be away, gt 'The
Gaffer' M usgrove who will be leaving on his projects manager cour e
and Sgt 'Rich' Avery currently in training for his Royal Signals
Sergeants course. LCpl ' Jockey ' Joyce currently away on her Mould
course.
MT Sectio n - ot much to say except I' m the greate t member of the
Troop - Cpl 'Kurtulas lover of women , Leader of men· Molden.

EPI KOPI TROOP - by Sig Steve Baxter
Well sum mer 1s just around the comer here in Cyprus, the shorts and
shades are out, the tourists arc returning and things are starting to look
up. Firstly congratulations to the two new 'full screws' in the Troop, pl
Steve 'Shergar' Hudson and Cpl Scott 'Tony Hawks' Varle) on their
promotions. Sad farewells go to Lt Kate 'Can I walk yet?' Milner on her
posting to ATR Lichfield, Sig Will Lecras on posting to 21 Sig Regt and
LCpl Phil ' eyore' Pari sh who 1s posted on promotion back to
Blandford as part of the Royal signals recruiting team. We all wish you
the best of luck in the future. The Cypriot government would like to pass
on their gratitude to LCpl Kenny 'Car crnsher' Campbell and ig Dawn
'F l' Wardley for their joint effort in supporting the legal system wtth
financial backing for the next twelve months. During this month our new
and unfortunately rather keen troop QC 2Lt Fiona 'Was that Johnny
Wilkinson' Watson was encouraging a 'voluntary' attendance at the
Patho Marathon. I'm sure that these types of idea will eventually be
per ·uaded out of her! everal other events have kept us entertained over
recent times, for in tance LCpf Aaron ' Blobby' Wbiteway on his return
rrom the UK with a mystery illness, or Sig Phil Harris moving to the
dark side by being accepted into the RMP. I'm sure that he will see other
members of the Troop in the coming years! That ju t about wraps it up
for this month and only leaves me to mention Cpl Paul 'Fogarty' Fox
who after his first Motocross experience went out and bought a second
motorbike! Who says tech get paid too much? So it's good bye from
Cyprus. Don't believe the rumours and be as ured we do work hard out
here, occasionally.
We also wish farewell to one of the more famous (read as infamous)
members of the Troop ig Mark 'Two dinners' Finlay who is posted on
promotion to sunny 39 Bde in Lisburn and LCpl A nd y 'Where'
Lindsay?' Cooper who is currently residing in Blandford on his Cla s
One. We see the return of some old faces and the arrival of ome new
one in the coming weeks, with Cpl 'Jizz' tainer coming from hi class
one and LCpl Sean ' Fossie· Foster returning to the fold from a brief
experience of the working life in, the penal colony that is, the Falklands.
Has he become a new Jim line version of his former self or has he lived
up to all of our expectations, and put on about a stone? Only time can tell.
It has come to light that the Troop' driving record has been far from
exemplary with the latest installment being LCpl Daz 'Flip Side' Carr
rolling his car. Thankfully, it was only his pride and hi car that got
damaged. The annual Walkabout has just finished with the Troop having
entered two team , one made up of three fitness crazed lunatics and
another that finished the event. So it's congratulations to Cpl Paul
' Orange on a tooth pick' Fox, LCpls cott ' l wish I wa American'
arley and Daz ' Flip Side' Carr. There· a, 'Try harder next time,' to
LCpl Kenny Cam pbell with Sigs Adam ' BOC' Huber and George
FoJ"eman. Well, that just about does it for now and only leaves me to
remind Cpl 'Joey' Deacon that. although he loves the Balkans, it i time
to leave and come back to the laborious, all work and no play,
environn1ent that is Cyprus!

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (261)

Sqn omd
Maj M. J. Fensom
RSM
WOl (RSM) C . J. Udell
The new year ha. pro ved to be an extremely bu y period for the
Squadron. with severa l quadron and Brigade level exerci es already
under our b'elts, and plenty more to come. As you will see, life in
Aldershot ha been fast paced over the last few months, and we have
Development Courses/ Summ_er
more Exerc ises/ Signaller
Camps/Military Competitions to complete before Summer Leave. ttll,
no rest for the wicked .. ..

Capt Dan Sherry - OC Airfield Troop

AIRFIELD TROOP - by LCpl White
Airfield Tp massive has been as busy as ever, with nearly half the
Troop spread around the Four Comers or the world. For those me~b~rs
that are lucky enough to be staying in Cyprus (main ly the Troop b1fts},
we managed to put together an outstanding hockey team managed by Cpl
Jordan that became The Hodgeson Sh ield Champions for 20_02. The
team consisted of the following stars, Capt Sherry, S ~t C~tn, ~sr
(FofS) Leyland, Cpl Creeley, LCpl Lewi , LCpl Fell, Sig Ca1slc), tg
Kendal, ig Prigmore, Sig Thomas. The Troop would ltke to welcome
new arrival LCpl White and spouse. Also Sig Orr back form Kosovo,
having spent a month away, and send good wishe . to Cpl Atherton who
is on detachment with JCUFl. Cpl herratt and LCpl Hansen who are
in sunny Blandford for their Class One upgrade, also welcome back to
LCpl Thorpe after his stint away handing out public relations with the
local in the Canaries. Lastly, the Troop would like to congratulate gt
(FofS) Leyland on his promotion to W02.
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RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt C. Wootten
Tp S gt
SSgt Crowe MBE
We arc now back from the Oman/Christmas leave etc and looking
forward to the year ahead . The Troop ha received the WOLF
Landrover , thanks very much 9 upply Regiment, and is now _i n the
proces of off loading the 11 Os to some poor sod. We have so far this year
completed a Squad ron ' Shake Out' exercise, a I 0 I Bde staff exerci e, a
102 Bdc staff exercise, a battle camp, two lot of KAPE and Skiing and
we have only ju t got started. The good news i that we are no longer on
R2 with IOI Bde ready to deploy to Afghanistan, the bad new is that we
are on R2 with I 02 Bde ready to deploy to . ..The details:
.
Exe rcise Platinum Halberd: After a gruelling J 5 hour dnve our
merry band of 12, which was the Forward Headquarters under the
cor1mand of gt ' Chico' Towers arrived in Prince Royal Barrack •
Gutersloh, to support I 02 Log Bde on their first exerci e of the year.
Over the weekend we had some down time before setting up the
l!cadquarters in ennelager under some excellent weather. not. LCpl
'Chopper' Harris and ig ' mall Data' Frater engineered the !ink b.ack
to our UK dets via the WOTA who were deployed on Ex pnng Viper
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with 101 Bcle. The Exerci e was going great guns up to the point when
I 02 Bde called a halt due to a possible operational deployment. We et
off back to 'The Shot' to the reliefofCpl Paul Thurston.
Exercise Log Flake: This wa a kiing trip organi ed by I 0 I Log Bde
staff as an opportunity for the igna l quadron and the staff to get a break
from work and go skiing in the lps. The Troop personnel went on week
two (2 - 9 February) and were represented by Cpl 'Tom mo' Thomas,
LCpls · nowplough' 1\vi sell, 'Ouch' lartin. ·Teachers Pct' kelhorn ,
' mu ing Wire name' Cole, Sig ' Baby Giraffe' MaJ"tin and from the qn
IJQ Cpl Jo Hammock (AG ) came along to in truct. The D 0
1aj
hirlcy RLC and the quadron Commander Maj Fen om met us there .

'It's a hard life'
2Lt John Keith, LCpl Murray, Cpl Hammick and Sig Bannister
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whole team howed signs of impro emenl a~art fro~ Sig Tm .a 9ualificd
f' m s' throw in technique and LCpl Becks McG uckms erratic
~~rm in ;ront of watching flame LCpl ·Po h' .Ingram. Our thank. go out
t ·r r>tiring nc'tl season' Towers for all his hard work and effort
~~
gttin ,~ 1 e"tcam on to the pitch. See you in 2002/2003
1
~or ~ Orienteering Championships: Repr7sentmg ~he Squadron al
· p
pl ' Sn1all' Roberts LCpls Medium Skelhorn and
Bovmgton were
'
. '
h ? 001
' Tall' T' i sell (all from Radio Tp). The e cnl was .t e · I · d e to Foot and Mouth Day One was a trammg day to
champions 11ps
u
· . · ·
I event an d D·ay Th rec
I cob~."ebs• off·· Day Two wa the md1v1dua
bl ow lie
· to b e congra t u Iate d on
Skelhorn
1s
•Medium
'
ft
b' f h t
the team re I ay. L Pl
. · ·
· · ti
nder 25 ection in the md1\lldual event a er a 1l o e p
w1ru11ng 1e u
. ·
Th
t'd k
c tean? c.' o ay on
from WOI (R 1) Keen during the tram mg day.
D Th
however not wanting to go into too much detail, 1t wa dark
ay
ree, 11 d 't 3' day It was an eni'oyablc week and we recommend
' ·
·
· I·
when t11ey ca e 1
that teams bring a torch in ovember for the 2002 c~amp1ons 11ps.
·
A d Go1'ngs· Welcome to the followmg from the Factory:
C onungs n
·
· · k
H
· Bl I1 H'ogins
and Moore you can gues tl1eir me names. ope
1
ig
.eac '
fi"1 t toui· Goodby~ to LCpl ·Tom
_ ' Hanks on promotion
·
enJOY your r•
M
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You?49
·
LCpl 'Chopper' Harris to 238, LCpl Lee ason to
~ - n lcqnl ndy Cole to J UFl, Sig Bernie "Yil on to I Mec.h on
g q ·'
~ Daz \Vatson to 30 Sig Regt and Sig Danny 1artin 10
promonon, 1g
I ·
t th
BATUS Out of the block into the quarter: Congratu at1on goe o e
followi~g on their recent marriages: LCpl Andy Bar~erBto LL~ch't L~pl
can Martin to Li a , LCpl Lee Mason to Sam and Sig en 1g ow er
to lison.

Members of the Bde HQ and Sig Sqn
'How many crates is this photo worth?'
Combined Service J udo: LCpl ·Chopper· Harris ~vas selected to
re re ent the Army in the under 73kg and the open. weight categone ·
T~e competition was held in Aldershot at the Garrison . ports C,e~tr:.
There wa a very uood turnout and a very high standard th1 ~ear wit t e
Army team winnfng the majority of the_ medals and. troph!e on offer.
LCpl 'Chopper' Harris put in a l?t of effort and prov1d~d .his opponent
with a ood work out but dido 't \ ID anythmg. maybe next time.
Ro ~1 i nal s Leadership Course: In Jan1;1ary tl1e ~quadron ent two
\\illin~ vol!teer , both from Radio Tp (surprise, ~urpnse) to tak~ Pl~ 1 ~
the Leadership Cour e o 11 . Cpl ·Ro?bo Rob erts an
.P
·Cho
r' Harri had an enjoyable and emotional four weeks of havmg
their ~1:ises rai ed and brains te ted (which should have happen~d pnor to
the course). They were both ucce sful (Cpl 'Foghorn Leghorn Roberts
recommended to return as an instructor~ and have returned to the_Troop
put their new found skills and one liners 10 work on persuadmg the
10
next lot of victims to sign up. Well done to the both of you.
Squadron Football Team: After a late start to the season due to
exercise commitments in Oman ~·e started m the Army cup with a
romi ing 6-0 away win agam 1 2~ Trg Sp Regt at Deepcut ..ThJS was
~hon lived thanks to MCTC who knocked us out wit~ a 3_-2 wm-. ot to
be put off by this we started our campaign in the 4 ~1v_Mmor Units Cup
with win over the RLC Trg Centre and Ri~TS y1eldmg 6 una_nswered
oal between them. Better was to come m the sem1-fmals \~1th _a hat
~rick for ig 'Chubby' Duro e and a forth by 2Lt ·All Elbows Keith to
add to an own goal, which sent the team to the finaL Unfortunately ID a
somewhat · Jeckyl and Hyde· eas_on a S-1 . defea.t consi!p!ed the Squadron
Team to runners up tatus yei agam. Despite ultimate d1 appomtment, the

UPPORT T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt J. R. Keith
T SSgt
gt . Pargin
p Durin the eriod of 14 - 19 January, all JNCOs at 10_1 Log Bde .HQ
and Signii q~adron (261 ), ba ed in Aldershot, took part m an orgamsed
JNCOs development course, which took place .at Longmoor Camp. The
course wa put together to develop the lea_dersh1p ~kills and teamwork of
the J co in order to increase their confidence and improve
erforrnance. The quadron 2lC, Capt oble co~manded the course.
~ach morning was tarted with a run at 0630hrs JUSt to get rid of the
exces pounds ga ined over the Christmas leave penod. Thr~>Ugho~t the
week a number of cla sroom ubject were cove~ed mcludmg military
hi to
military law. a drugs brief, problem olvmg a_nd map readmg.
One ;{;'the first tasks et was for each person in the syndicate to stand and
produce a ten-minute icebreaker about themselv~ to the rest of the g;roup
to test their confidence. This was m preparation for a ~~tyjmmul~
resentarion to be delivered at the end of the week. The J
s a so too
~art in outside activities such a an orienteering co~rse and ~ommand
tasks putting what they had learnt in the classroom mto practice and to
see h~w they worked a a team. The most nerve-wrackmg ~oment came
when the Squadron was put through a confidence course mcludmg an
aerial slide and a tower jump tl1at was completed by most! On the la t
day at Longmoor, each individual gave a .twenty-mmute presen_ta~1on to
tbe hosted guests on a ubject brought up m their icebreakers, givmg the
opportunity to get suited and booted. Th1 was. a ne~ experience for
many and directing staff could see the obvious improvement . m
confidence from the initial icebreakers. As a final event, Exerc1stie yap1tal
Adventure wa organised by 2Lt Keith which took !lart 01~ the ol owmg
Saturday in London. This involved a day m the capital with_ set task to
be completed, giving the squadron the opportunity to let their hair down
after a hard week.

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL
COMMUNICATIONS)

1 IG. ' AL Q DRO
qn Comd
\faj . Gregory
SM
W02 (S l\1) D. cott
.
During February/March, the Squadron welcomed C pl Bad~er '.\11.iller
from 6 Bn RE 1E along with C pl Pete tainforth . and fanuly from 3
(uK) Div HQ & Sig Regt. In addition, congratulat 1~ns go to Sgt Y~
Clewor th for gaining top student ?n t.he Royal Signals Sergeants
Cour e. The latest Special Commumcauons Asse sment Course went
well with five ~ucces ·ful candidates called forwa~d fo r the 16 weeks
training to follow. The main .Special Commumcauon Course has now
begun with eight students tartmg out.

MOVING OR POSTED
DON'T FORGET TO LET US
KNOW WHENEVER YOU HAVE
A CHANGE OF ADDRESS

FIELD DET TWO - by Cpl Jay Fawcett
On a crisp February morning at an unrecognised time, all Squadron
personnel were subject to a shock call-in to get a series of detachments
prepared for immediate deployment. The decision process, in true S
style seemed to involve the OpsO hurling darts at a UK map for Phase
One followed by a re-throw at Europe for the second phase. The first
week saw FD 2 deploying to sunny Blandford Camp - joy and happines .
There is a lot to be said for Engineers' Comer; every man and his dog
took a lengthy interest and pre-booked force 8 gales were a great help to
getting the links in and working. LCp l 'Dangerous' Dave Marshall is
commended for his outstanding efforts in camming up a detachment in
the wind - unfortunately camming up the perimeter fence was not on the
M L but he did manage it. The remainder of the pha e went well with
myself and 'Dangerous' tackling the challenges of HF and SATCOM.
Following a hot turnaround, the detachment was augmented and set out
to Germany. With one none-driver, Sig 'Ginge' Gray was already leading
in the competition for the Golden Blanket. He later won thi
convincingly. After an extremely long drive, we were glad to find the
local German Constabulary so friendly. They even waved frantically at
the detachment as we headed up the autobhan. Once in location, the team
quickly set up and established shift patterns for the remainder of the
exerci e with Sgt L-G providing the vital 3000 calories needed to sit in a
warm room and knock up scenario traffic (out thanks to FHM). The
exercise went very well with some valuab le cross training. Again the

return trip was shockingly long and the detachment was particularly sad
not be approached by any local uniforms. Our very own resident Officer
of the Law Cpl Silvc Hack was good enough to advise us accurately on
the Duty Free limits which were meticulously obeyed.
FIELD DET THREE - by LCpl Tony Burton
Following a devastatingly early start, Ex Global Lynx I 2002, got
under way with myself and Cpl Al MacMillan finding oursehes heading
up to Catteriek for a week of Arctic Comms. During this time, we
managed to get all of the links in back into gt ' Bomber' Peace at Base.
This short phase of the exercise went well and our thanks go to W02
(YofS) John Wright for his support.
Phase Two saw a few extra faces on the det (Sgt 'Wez' Wesseldine,
Cpl ' houlder ' Roberts and LCpl Dan 'Driving Mi s Daisy' Perdue)
and a deployment across onto Western Cyprus. The sun hine of Cyprus
presented a welcome opportunity for us to thaw out our feet and saw us
battling with short-range HF links across the island to complete the rest
of the European net. Working through the night proved typically
challenging but any traffic shortfalls were rectified during the day thanks
to the lightning fast finger of Cpl ' peedy' Roberts. The weekend
offered a chance for the Det to link up with L gt Scouse Hardy's Base
team and Comms Ops for some welcome R&R. After very little
deliberation we decided on a day of Karting and climbing. 0 Comms
Tp should be congratulated for her rope-measuring techniques and
sympathies go to SSgt Dave 'Good' Ch urchward for the appaling rockwound to his hand measuring as much as two millimetres in length. C pl
Al MacMilla n' three-metre ascent and his acrobatics on the rock are
now legendary. All in all, the exercise aim were achieved to good effect
and a good time was had by all.
JCATIO ,
E R ICE WlTB SPECIAL COMM
The next Special Communications Asses ment Course starts on 23
September 2002 from which successful applicants will be loaded onto SC
Cour e in 1 ovember 2002. Volunteers should complete Annex C to
SOinC's PD 206.

60th SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)

ARMY
Sqn Comd
SM

Maj Jon Wopling
SSgt Jim Bole

EXERCISE SPRING FALCO - by Sig Sarah Hales
The Sq uadron deployed to Bramley and Alder hot Training Areas
alongside 94 (BY) Sig Sqn (V) on Ex Spring Falcon on 22- 24 February
2002. The exercise was part of a 11 Sig Bde tactical conunex in which 60
and 94 Sqns were testing the C R capability which they provide for tl1e
Brigade. Following two PACEX weekends in January and February
everyone was keen to get under way, but come Friday evening we left
Aylesbury a little later than planned and made our way to Bramley. On
arrival at around 0 I OOhr on Saturday morning we ser to work traight
away with Det Comds, LCp l Sarah Denley and LCpl Richie Carter
taking control. Gale force winds made setting up tentage interesting, with
OC, Maj Jon Wopling providing an intere ting ight as he attempted to
paraglide u ing the SCP tent on severa l occa ions during the night. For
the first time on exercise the Squadron deployed a radio vi ll age
consisting of a HF, a VHF and a RATT Det (the latter provided by 94 ig
qn). The exercise was also the fina l weekend on the Squadron ·s Clas 3
Radio Sy Op cour e and so also served as the final practical exam for
tbe course. On the Saturday evening we moved to Aldershot, establishing
comms only 16 miimtes after arriving in location, and headed back to
Aylesbury on the Sunday morning.
BOU TY WEEKE D - by Cpl Allan Harper
The prospect of lots of tax-free money attracted large number of
Squadron members on the Squadron' final bounty weekend of the
current training year, even for the recognition les ons and test on t~c
Friday night. On the Saturday morning the quadron headed off m
convoy to Ash Ranges. arriving in gloriou sunshine. LCpl arah
Denley then proceeded 10 put everyone through their pace with a First
Aid test whil e a backlog deve loped on the grouping and zeroi ng range MTO Ca pt Andy Brogden had omchow fo rgotten that the permitted
group size before proceedin g to the A PWT wa 200mm. not_ SOm m!
Meanwhile RCO virg in Sg t Peter As tell-Burt. fresh from hi s RMQ

EXERCI E GLOBAL LY

course, waited patiently for ome firers to turn up on his range.
Eventually the group ize issue was resolved and 26 soldiers managed to
fire their APWT, mo tty in a hail torm that had mysteriously appeared.
Lt Andy Peploe omehow managed to wap job as afety supervisor on
the hailsrone-lashed grouping and zeroing range for warm and dry
con ole operator on the APWT. He wa joined in the conso le shortly
afterwards by most of the other officer and S COs. who came up wi th
variou intere ting excuse as to why they needed to be in the re (not
wanring to get cold and wet strangely not being one of them). Following
the APWT, 'Gym Queens' LCpl Jan tott and LCpl Mick Fernyhough
took those who needed it for a CFT and then it was back to Ayle bury for
tea and medals ... actually a huge, very spicy curry prepared by M Sgt
Jim Bole. Although thi may have seemed like a good idea at the time, it
backfired (literally) for some the next morning when the quadron was
put through it pace in the Bicester Garri on CS chamber by BC gurus
gt Mark Cu rran and Cpl teve Ford.

Lt Andy Peploe entertains the Squadron with his karaoke routine

600 SIGNAL TROOP
Exercise GL 1 Base personnel enjoy some island R&R
FIELD DET 0 E - by Cpl Jay Dine
the
Following a quick deployment for a week's comm out at Braw:y, the
Det drove out to Harw ich to speed up to o rlh ern Denm ark or
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second phase of the exercise. Cpl Stu ' Benchman ' Penman sa w no
reason not to dismount the Del into the warmth of a suitable building and
once comms were in, the traffic flow into Cyprus began in earnest. The
sunshine must have got too much for Base who increased the traffi c flow
for no apparent reason that worked the links and crews much harder as
the week went on. This did not hinder the Det Conunander's success with
local liaison. This came as no surpri se to the team. Sig 'Windy' Miller
must be commended for his efforts in fault diagnosis and thanks go 10 the
local military for pointing out how to recognise a blown fuse in a British
WolfFFR.

Tp Comd
FMANYofS

Maj Ron Kirkwood
WOI (YofS) Tony Rathmell

600 SIG AL TROOP
WORK., LOOK FORWARD (A D BACKWAR DS)
It's customary al thi s time of yea r to look back at what has been
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achieved during the la ' t 12 months, and to look fo1:ward to forth~omin°
events in tl1e ew Year. The last year has been particular!) busy for 600
ig Tp· the UK Hub here al C.orsham ' a rebui lt with added support tO
'commercial ' type cornmu111cat1on ystem ', -uch a tho e m the Balkans
and ierra Leone. Members of the Royal ignals y. tem uppon Team
( K) have deployed to Bo ni a. ierra Leone. Oman. and Germany a.
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well a arrying out their c eryday func~ion , u~h a advic~ to outside
umt ·. creening procc or and atcom mstallat_10ns. e erc1 c support.
meetings and trials all over the UK. 600 1g Tp have al "o be~n
repre enting the K at the technical planning ~on~erenc~ for f:xere1se
CID Borealis. "hich is an interopcr.1b1hty exercise invol mg part1c~pants
from merica. Britain. anada, . ustralia and cw Zealand. This has
tll\oh"ed trip' to America. Australia and cw Zealand. The Troop has
also been on parade, to get pre ented with our 2 ( C1 Sig Bde tla hes as
"e are no" part of ACI G.
.
The coming year look no les busy. _Already progra_mmed m. are
numerou commirment to upport exercises. attend equipment mals,
meeting · and implementation programme along with our normal
Proce "Or and atcom screening programme which have ~een expand~d.
at rheir request. to include 3 Commando Brigade. We _will be attending
Ex Combined Endeavour 2002 a ob·erver . trovellmg to Canada to
participate in Excrci e ID Boreali and arc tood by to support any
roulemonts m Bosnia, Kosovo and ierra Leone. I al o suspect that ~e
R
T (UK) team will also be vi itit_lg one or two other more exotic
place during the course of the year, as _is n?rmal.
.
.
As well as meeting all our commumcation commitments, we ,~rill al o
be completing all our mandatory milit~ry training, o ~~e 1 roop i ready
to deploy, (providing we get ome trailer ) fully qualihed. on any . hmt
notice ommiunenl . We are aiming to complete an adven~rou trammg
exerci e in cot land a well as take a battlefield tour m Belgn:'m, _pos 1bly
combined with a tour of ome 1ATO commercial commumcallon . All
the e. as well as our numerou Troop ocial function complete a very
busy. but balanced life here at 600 ignal Troop.

IERRA LEO E DEPLOYME T
. .
. .
by LCpl John Macke11::ie
On completion of my phase two techmcian trarnmg_ at the Royal
chool of Signal in Blandfo~d, I was pos_ted t? 6~ 1g Tp m Corsl~am as
a Class 3 ystem Engineerrng techmc1an. JOimng the_ Royal Signals
ystem upport Team (RS T). I was sent on a Promma ~ult1plexcr
course back at Blandford, a the Troop supports the Promma H~b m
Corsham. and after thi I began to prepare myself for my first opera bona I
deployment to !erra Leone with S~gt \Vosika. We were to form part ?f
an implementatton team whose pnmary role wa to move the HQ m
Freetown to Jamil Lodge.
.
After two weeks of hard graft. during which I learnt a lot about ge~ng
around problems within the ystem, and with the HQ moved and all lmks
engioeered in succe sfully il was time to take a well earned break, or
should I ay weekend off, and it was destination beach. Forty five
minutes later. after enduring a road even Co lin McCrae would have
struggled on (or maybe even enjoyed) we arrived for our 'Weeken~ at
Bemies.' We were welcomed by our host and shown to our sleepmg
quarters, sorry, shown to our spot on the ~oor, amongst the cockroaches
and other African buas that licked their hps upon our arnval. Anyway
that was the least of r:y worries as now we had the beach in our ight. .
My first job was to slap on the factor fifteen, as the sun was shmmg
and there was not a single cloud in sight. Refreshments were called for
and on the menu was Sierra Leones' local beer called Star, well allegedly
it was beer but at least it was cold. The day started off with a typical
game of b~ach volleyball and my partner was SSgt ·1 used to play '
Wosika who to my surprise was not a bad player. Anyway we d1spo ed
of our first opponents, LCpl · ugget' ugent and ~aptain 'M ichael '
Knight with great ea e, but were unfortunately robbed m our next match.
My aim this weekend was to make the mo~t of the sun ?Y relax11_1g and
topping up the tan. but LCpl 'l love the sun Nugent paid the price for
usina coconut oil or rather, cooking oil as sun block, which left him
feeli~g a bit drowsy, as well as looking Lobster-like! That evening we
had a barbecue on the beach and I had some of the nicest food I have ever
tried - if you ever get the chance to try Barracuda l would seriously
recommend it! During the evening we were accompanied by some of the
locals who were keen to keep us entertained and were good fun to talk to.
Later we gathered round the burning fire, and I could not get _over the fact
it was still warm despite being early December. All was sttll. Well that
was until
gt 'What do you think of my _Six _Pack' Wosika decided to
go skinny-dipping or hould I say fat dippmg m the sea. Fortunately for
him Green Peace were patrolling the waters and were able to rescue him
and bring him ashore safely before a passing Japanese Whaler got near
him - Sorry taffi

MED L PRE E 1TATIO TO SSGT KEV WOSIKA
by gt Ta.O"Ta1111er
.
Following the last Remembrance Parade 111 N?vember, when the troop
paraded in their o2 Ores wearing all campaign and service medals,
SSgt · Kev' \Vosika a ked yet again whether or not h~ qu~ lifi cd for a
medal for the support he had given to the det_a chment m S_1erra Leone,
e pecially as he was earm:irked to go there agam before Chnstmas. After
a discu ion with a helpful clerk at the medal office, myself and Sb'l
(FofS) 'The Master Forg~r· Walton ~eci_de~ that just bccau e 'Kev' did
not qualify for the official m~dal , 1t d1dn t mean that he should not
receive one anyway. o a cunning plan was hatched, and various item ·
from around the Troop mysteriou ly disappeared. After a lot of hard graft
Sgt 'Taff 'The c £9 notes are pukka! ' Tanner and
gt (FofS) Gaz
· orry I only do Pa sports on Wedne days' Walton finally cam~ up with
the good , a giant sized medal to mark such a monumental achievement,
and a matching miniature too.
.
After the Troop hristmas meal ~t a re, taurant m, M~lksham, the
presentation wa made by the OC. MaJ Ron Bonaparte Kirkwood, and
there wa much table banging and appre~iation shown ~o S . gt K~v · 1
went to chool with the dad of the lad who mvented Ptarmigan Wos1ka.
The medal presented to SSgt Kev ' Leeds Fan®' \Vosika was the ' For
Operational Supp?rt ~o ~i:rra Leone' , or ~osstl for hort! Should_ there be
any other unit with md1v1dual~ who quahfy for medals as prestigious as
thi , contact Medal Dept. 600 Sig Tp.
ABCA - THE AU TRALIAN EPISODE
bv SSgt (FojS) Wa/ron
· ovember saw two of the Troops finest member , SSgt (FofS) Gaz
'Air Miles' Walton and
gt Ian 'I need a j~lly' M_unford depart _to
Melbourne, Australia to partake in a series ?f nsk m1ttgau_on tnals with
the Au tralian and anadians prior to Exercise CID Boreah 2002.
The intrepid duo became aware of the difficulties they faced , whe~ one
airhostes remarked on the remarkable resemblance between Gaz _Why
do I always get stopped at every security P? t' Wa,lton and President
Putin (Pre ident Who?) . Although the cabm crew s fears were oon
dispelled when Ian 'I never leave home without him' Mu nford produced
a camera and asked them to pose for a photo with his ' well travelled'
teddy bear. Things began to look brighter. upon arrival in Australia,
although this was because the sun was shmmg. ormal service was
however oon resumed when Ian 'But I ordered hee ecake' Munford
was served up some trifle by the Australian ' o, I have not been
drinking' mess stewardess.
.
Previous AB A/IET meeting had shown that the method most hkely
to succeed involved the use of IDIP (Interim Digital Interface to
Ptarmigan) and PIP (Ptarmigan Interface Point) method~logy. The team
therefore deployed with two EUROMUX stacks, yes l said EUROMUX.
This was much easier (and cheaper) to transport than a PTARMIGA
SW&FC and SAS/MC and provided sufficient functionality to simulate a
full channel interface to both the Australian PARAKEET System and the
Canadian MERIDIA Option 11 PABX. Previous inve tig_ations had
shown that the Australian PARAKEET system was virtually identical to
EUROMUX and that a group level interface may have been possible.
Work on producing channel interfaces pro&re sed and 1t . became
apparent that our options were limited due to equ1pment_constrnmts. The
methods employed by the different equipment for E+M si~nalltn~ and the
digital channel bandwidth were just two areas wh~re d1fficult1es we.re
encountered. By the end of the trials a number of options, both direct dial
and operator assisted, had uccessfully been proven. ~ffort to produce a
group level interface between UK and Australian. equipment proved to be
more problematic. Whilst all o~ the documen~at10!1 showed that the two
equipment types were compatible this was 1_nev1tably 1 not _the ca ~- A
great deal of time was spent in front of an oscilloscope Oec1pher~ng bit
streams and referencing the 'EUROCOM Standards ' to determme the
root of the problem. It wa eventually discovered that one channel of the
group was 'free' for 'nat ional usage' and that the two nations were
utilising this channel in different ways.
The ten days went very well, much was learned and the ai.ms of the
trials were successfully completed. Although all parties left with a great
deal more subsequent work than had been predicted. The results did
however how that the Canadian sy tern provided the loudest voice
quality (as expected). It wasn't all work and no-play. Some tim~ wa
taken out to enable the two 'pommies' to partake in a bit of sightseemg of
'the City' and for the Canadians to check out the local 'J iggly bar',
whatever that was!
600 SIG AL TROOP v R lT LOG RACE
by SSgt Dave Doody
.
.
In what can only be described as a moment of temporary msamty, the
Royal Signals Inspection Team (RS IT) chall enged the Troop to a L"g
Race. ow for those of you who have yet to meet RSlT, they are the team
of gents who appear every year and make sure you have polished a_nd
cleaned your installations. They vary in age from 23 to 58, and m s_tZe
from stout to portly, but at the moment the RSIT Granddaddy Centurion
'Old Git' John Payne has not committed himself to the cause.
.
The race itself is to be over a three-mile undulating course, and will be
held in April. This is to allow for training and under Health and Saf~ty
Regulations will ensure that all those taking part are capable of handling
the logs safely. It also gives QC RSIT Maj 'G ig' Plumb the chance to
get some younger and slimmer blood posted in. So with a strenu~us eve~~
looming, the Troop, well actually, myself SSgt Dave 'On lea~e m Apn
Doody decided to hold a training session, which was held 1n wet and
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muddy conditions. After an intense workout the PTls declared that RSIT
would have _no chance, smce th_cy onl;( manag_ed to move their log from
tht: Gymnasium to the field behind 2 Signal Brigade I IQ, a distance of 12
feel!
By the next ~dition of Th e WIRE the race will have been run and 600
Signal Troop will have been declared victorious. I will not be available to
take part myself, but I am sure my comrades will stuff the ' dust
inspectors'!

BO

IA DEPLOYME T - by LCpl Lester
In August. it happened, l finished my phase two training at the Royal
cho?l .Of Signals and left Blandford as a Class 3 system engineering
technician. I packed my bags and headed off in the direction of my new
h?mc. 600 Signal Troop, located at Corsham, to be part of the Royal
Signals_ System ~upport Team (UK). One of the many aims of the troop is
toyrovide technical support for the Royal Signals worldwide. It was for
this rea on that myself and LC pl 'Aye Laddie' Mackenzie were sent on
the Myra/Cleo Promina course to use the new state of the art Promina
equipment that is being used in countries such as Bosnia and Kosovo. For
the uninform~d,_ a Promina i a high speed smart Multiplexer with
ISDNX capab11It1es. The course was intense but most importantly now
all~ws me to take my tum i~ the weekly support to NCC Corsham Hub,
which 1s part of the Troop s mandate. Upon completing the course l
retumed to Corsham to prepare for my first 'adventure' with the Troop. A
~t 'When lepers get sunburn
week later I wa to be ~nt along with
their km falls off_too! Doody to Bos!1ia for two weeks providing
support to 9'.(V) Signal Squadron 111 their fir t few weeks of their six
month operational tour. I was ent round the troop making a shopping Ii t
of CDs that peoi:>le _wanted from the CD shops just outside Banja Luka
Metal Factory, thmking to myself when will I have a chance to buy these?
I wa expecting to work long hours whilst travelling from one end of the
country to the other.
At BLMF, W02 (FofS) Jackson met us and we were shown to our
corrim~chs, or, as SSgt Doody put it, ' a home away from home!'
. I amved at work the next day _and spent the day being shown round the
site. The maJonty of my tune m Bosnia was spent in ide the Theatre
Sy_ste~ Control Point watching and learning first hand what problems
an e m theatre. I did however get the chance to view the Bosnia
countryside when I joined a team down in MGSF to help with a mall
problem on the telephone system there. I finally had the chance to put my
newly acquired Promina skills to the test. One of the telephones off the
PABX would not respond to call . After interrogating the ystem we
concluded .that the problem was due to the installation and not the system
configuration. It was then that I found out that the main purpose for me
go111g out there was not ~o buy CDs and Duty free items for the Troop,
but to actually offer assistance to the resident technical squadron and
their Forward Repair Teams.
As the handover had gone so well we realised we would not be needed
for the full two weeks that were originally planned for us. Therefore my
first tour in Bosnia was cut short to a week, so I spent the last few days
out there in CD alley. Mind you, the CDs were crudely made by some
P.~opl~ who look even dodgier than our own resident pin-doctor Sgt
Iaff Bum Baby Burn' Tanner, who already had all the CDs I brought
back with m~. l arri".'ed back in England on Wednesday 28 ovember.
My first tour m Bosma was over after one week, I wonder if I could get a
quarter of a medal?

Phase 2 began w_1th a Tri-star out of BnLe orton, and seven hours
later we were back in Thumrait. After an overnight stop at Camp South
we were to set off on a long drive early the next morning to Shafa camp.
Or at least t~at ':"as the plan. We got up early ready to jump on the coach
that left at six o clock, but it was early afternoon before we finally got on
a bus. We spent most of the morning watching another party get on and
off the bus _about six ?r seven times whilst somebody tried to determine
whether this was. their bus, our bus, somebody else's bus or was it a
camel masqueradmg as a bus. Eventually two more buse turned up for
us and ?ff we went for the ~-day drive to Sha fa. This part of the exercise
was to 111 tall the network 111 the north of the country once again using
ortel P~ssport switches, and connecting various data and voice systems
througll 11 and back to the UK. We were there this time for the duration
travellmg the ~ountry solving techn ical problems as and when they arose.
Most of my ume was spent at Jebel Madmar trying to keep the Radio
Relay paths as clear as possible in order to use the passport across them.
System problems encountered were that at Jebel Madmar a GP clock
ource_was used to provide timing to the Passport Switch. It was found
that ~s111g a Band 3 Radio Relay frequency would interfere with the GPS
c_austng the Passport to 'free-run '. The rate that Ptarmigan Radio Relay
l mk~ are measured at has been sufficient in the past but there wa a
requirement to go beyond this and provide better quality links as required
by modem Data systems. There were two low points to my tour - I was
unable to attend the Steps and Geri Halliwell concert held for the aif
Sareea troops despite being promised front row seats. This hit home
harder when Steps recently sp lit - my one and on ly chance to get to see
them and an RSM and a dodgy passport foiled me!

EXERCISE SAIF SAREEA 2

by Mr Chris Ashcroft
Thumrait Oman was to be the setti ng for my first tour this year. Warm
water, sandy bea~he~ and first cla travel, wbat a way to earn a living
and all at Her MaJesttes' expense. Well that' what it sounded like when I
"'.as tasked _to support Ex Saif Sareea 2. This was suppo ed to be a little
bit of techmcal work and the rest of the time bronzing oa the beach. How
wrong could _l be_ - in reality three and a half days in a Cl30 to Oman, and
accommodallon m a luxury tent! Our remit for this phase of the exercise
wa to set up the backbone network for the southern part of the exercise
us1_n~ Nortel P~s~l?ort_ switches and the local infrastructure along with our
ex1. ttng capabilities 1.e. RTTS and Ptarmigan. Many hour were spent
trying t? hone a pe~fect radio relay path from APOD to Camp South.
Many d1 fferent location and configurations were tried and te ted and we
even managed at one point to not only bog down one or two vehicles on
our lrav_els, but on one memorable day we even lost the four tanner we
were usmg as a rebro which was only found by accident the next day and
subsequently refueled. All in all many technical break throughs were
ach1~ved (we got it to work in the end) and much enjoyment wa had
solvmg the difficulties that presented themselves as we achieved the first
phase of the installation.
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CO GRATULATIO S
H_aving left us only i months ago on promotion and ub equent
postmg to Cyprus, the Troop extend hearty congratulations to WOl
(FofS) Bob Wymer, who ha ju t been selected for an LE commi sion in
the Corp . We wish you and your family all the be t, and hope you are
po tcd somewhere wet and windy just for a change
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Corps Tra ining Periods: Two orps Training periods have been
planned for June and September to develop orienteers in preparation for
the 2002 lnm C~rp s Champioi:iships in ovember. The 2002 Corps
harnp1 on hips will take place m late October/early November in the
Blandford area.
Permanent Orie ntee r in g Co u rse, Blandford Camp: Blandford
Camp has bee~ p~ofess 1 onally mapp.ed for orienteering purposes for a few
years now. W1th111 a few month s 1t will have permanently positioned

o rienteering .controls dotted around the camp. A separate map will be
pr~duced with the controls marked on them for anyone to u e for
tra1111~g. When ~ompleted it will one of only a handful of military
establishments with a permanent course within its boundaries.
. Corps Secretary's details: Maj Terry Crosby, OC UKNDA, Basi l
~lsli Site, Park Lane, CORSHAM S 13 9NR, Tel: 94382 580 I, Fax:

4

ROYAL SIGNALS FREEFALL PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
DINGHY AND DAYBOAT SECTION

RE 1El\IBE R THIS!

The Royal Signals Yacht qub Dinghy and Dayboat Section exis~s to encourage and support the sport of Dinghy and Dayboat sai lin and racin
amongst both se~mg a~d retired members of the Corps. Membership 1s free to all Corps members and the s f
·· g
·
g
wel.l as
rae111g. Training course. are availab.le through the club for RYA recognised
Trammg cntre a.t Netley o~ by the CoT\)S m concert with 14 Signal Regiment at the Dale Sailing Club in Milford Haven in Wales In addition boats
are held at the Spinnaker a1ltng Club Rmgwood under the auspices of 11 Signal Regiment and facilities to sail exist in both Germ;n;y and Cyp~s.

By kind penni ion of the Ma ter of igi:ial , the OinC( ) and HQ
Royal ignal we a. a Co~s are now carrymg out Frcefa!l Parachuting
again. through an organi ed body called the R;oyal 1gnals Sports
Parachute A sociation (R PA). The R PA 1 broken d.o'~n mto
Di.play and Competi1ion teams. In addition to this. the Assoc~at1on '~111
be conducting Frcefall parachuting exercises _uch a~. Ex Pa~a Finn which
wa spon ored by 15 ig Regt and took place Lil F_londa dunn.g D~cember
2001. and fa Freefall Dragon pon ored by 21 1g Re~, .wh1cl~ 1s due to
take place in California during April 2002. The as ocianon will also be
conducting one-jump introduction package .
.
The R PA i open to all member of the Corps, from a _no ice .'~ho
has never parachuted 10 an expert freefaller, and from a Sol.d1er Awa11mg
Trade Training ATT to the most . ~nior comm.a nder 111 the ~orps.
Members of the Display and Compet1t1on teams will ~e u e~ 10 bring.on
inexperienced individuals during exercise or one -Jump 111troduct1on
packages. In order of priority. the RS PA's objecti e are:

e~1pet111ve

qualification:cc~~r~;~~~t~~~~ ~~t~L~!:~r~~~%~~J

The Outline Sailing Programme for 2002
6 - 7 June - Triangular (RA/RE/R SIGNALS) Regatta Seaview
20- 21 June - ASA Regatta
.
.
1 - 5 July - R Signals Dinghy Sail Training Week and Open Regatta (UK)- 14 Signal Regiment
tbc - R Signals Regatta (Germany)
~any oppo~nities exist for volunteers who wish !O e~ter or return to the sport, either as crew or 10 helm, whether to race. for pleasure or, for those
suitably expen~nced, to tram as mstructo:-;. To mamtam the Corps as one of the mo t successful teams in this sport we need your support not 1·ust
today, but to tram to represent your Corps m the future.
To regi ter your interest send an e-mail to ' rsignal d_d@btopenworld.com', or write to Royal Signals Yacht Club (Dinghies and Dayboats) c/o Maj
S. J. Turn bull , CISM 3, R~S, Bl~dford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset, DTI I 8RH.
'
Ple~ se include. the following detaiis:. Your name, kn?wn name addr~ .s or other contact details (Telephone number, e-mail address), existing sailin
quahficauon (1f applicable), past sailing expenence (1f applicable), sa1hng areas of interest (eg. racing, leisure, training, crewing helming etc.).
g

The administration of the Royal Signals Freefall Parac~1ute D.i play
Team. to provide de monst ratio ns of Co rp parachutmg kills at
regimental, military and public events.
• The admini tration of Royal Signal Freefall Competition Teams, to
compete in military and civilian competitions.
To provide an avenue for Corps personnel who wi~h t_<> ~nter th~ sport.
or for those already qualified to further their own md1v1dual skills and
progression in the port.
To offer a safe and modem parachute training facility for Corps
personnel, balancing the running of basic and continuation courses.
The As ociation is bringing together some 35 experien_ced Skydivers,
and by the end of this training year as a re~u lt of previously plai:ined
exercise it is expected that there will be 111 excess of 50 qu alified
personnel. Current RS PA Appointments are as follows:
President
Brig . C. Jackson MBE
HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde
Maj A. P. Ferris MBE
Chainnan
63 (SAS) Sig Sqn (R)
Maj D. G. Robson
Secretary
19 Mech Bde & Sig Sqn
Capt J . ttley, 63 (SAS) Sig Sqn (R)
Treasurer
Sgt T. Ewart, 63 (SAS) ig Sqn (R)
Permanent taff
Maj A. Crilly, CVHQRE
Di play Team Manager
Capt R. Hamilton, 15 Sig Regt
Competition Team Manager
Cpl D. Halbert, 21 Sig Regt (A )
Expedition Member
63 (SAS) Sig qn (R) is the RSSPA administrating unit.
Area representatives:
UK Mainland

1
BFG

SSgt T. Ewart, 63 ( AS) Sig Sqn (R)
Capt R. Hamilton . 15 Sig Regt
Sgt (FofS) R. Campbell , 16 Sig Regt

i<.S PA planned event for this year are:
Exercise Freefall Dragon California.
2 17 April
Display as part of Wh ite Helmets
26 April
Opening Show (75th Anniversary)
Blandford
cottish ationals
l-3June

8 - 15 June
29 June
17 - 24 August

IS September

Rhine Army Parachute Association
Championships
Display at RSA Blandford
(in front of HRH The Princess Royal)
Armed Forces Parachute
Championships
Display at SW Motorcycle Expo.

One Jump courses can be organised in the UK for £80 per person, for
group of between 8 -12 people. This is 50% less than i . currently being
charged at civilian centres. Freefall Parachuting ex~r~1ses can also be
organised for between five and ten stu?e~ts. Part.1c1pants would be
expected to contribute to costs, and a lead m time of six months would be
requ ired to allow for booking.
.
.
If you are interested in joining the RSSPA or arc mterested m any of
the above, including disp lays, please contact o ne of the area reps
mentioned , or get in touch with the RSSPA at:
63 (SAS) Sig Sqn (R)
Bagnold Lodge, Thorncy Island
EMSWORTH
Hampshire, PO I 0 8ER
Tel:
Mil
94295 824 1/8293
Civ
01243 38 824 1/8293
Fax:
Mil
94295 8252
01243 38 8252
Civ

CORPS ORIENTEERING
After many year in the Chair, Maj ick Bateson has tepped down
as Corps Secretary and Team Manager. Maj Terry Crosby has taken up
both positions and his firs t task was to oversee the bela te d 200 I
Individual and Team Championships, which took place in Marc h 2002.
The result arc as follows:
Royal School ofSignals/11 Signal
!Vlajor Unit
Regiment
ATFC
\.1mor Umts
AFTC
Ladie~
40 Signal Regiment
TA
W02 (FOfS) barpe
Open \.1ale
'\1aj Raynor
Open Lady

LCpl Skelhorn
U25 Male
Maj Hume
M35
Maj Bateson
M40
Maj Crosby
M45+
Cpl Thornton
U25 Lady
Other notable recent successes:
Army Short Cour e Champion hips (February 2002)
Maj Raynor
Open Lady wiru1er
M45 winner
Maj Crosby
Army Individual Championships (day - ni ght)
Sgt Emmerson
M35 3rd
W35 2nd
W02 Walker
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P a tron: HRH T he Princess Royal
President: T he M aster of Signals
C hairma n: Major Gener al

. H. Boyle CB

Y!ce C hair ma n : Brig . F. Wood Areal ; Brig W. H. Back.house rea 2; Brig S. G . M. Gordon rea 3; Big K. H. Olds Area 4·
Bn g P. J. Evan s C BE Area 5; Lt Col J . G. Billingha m Wales; Maj R. amp on CBE colland; Lt C ol C. . Lightfoot 1 Ireland
Ge ne ral Secreta r y a nd Treasurer: C ol A. R. C arte r MBE
Welfa re Secreta ry: M rs J. Cornick

Assi stant G eneral ecretar : Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
M embership: M r P. J. C uckow

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Bla ndford C amp, Blandford F orum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: lilitary System (9) 4371 2090 or
OL258 48 2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All ontributions for Th e WIRE should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignal .army.org.uk/museum/rsa.htrn

The As ociation communicates with it Branches and individual members through the pages of The WIRE, which contains acco11T11s of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast ofAssociation events.
.
~ranch .Secrerarie are asked to check that their Branch Members receive suj)lcient copies of The WIRE. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered 111 bulk to Branch Secretaries for further distribution if this i convenient: it helps 11 ro ave on postage.
Dares of Branch evellls can always be published in The Wl RE and should be s11b111i1ted to the Editor. We also welcome leuers. req11es1s to comact old
comrades and a111101111ceme11t of births. marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a short account of i1s activities. preferabfr with
photographs, at least once a yem:

NEWS FROM
THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Branch News: John Coultish is the new ecreiary of the Catterick
Branch and can be contacted at: 7 T he Bank, Catterick Vi llage, . Yorks
DL 10 7LM, Te l: 0 1748- II 055. Good new from Coventry - the Branch
has been refo rm ed unde r Chairm a nship of Mr Bernard Cross. All
fonner member of the Branch and other interested Life Members in the
area arc cordiall y invited to contact Bernard for more detail s: Tel 02476i53844. We t London Branch has a new sec retary: Mr E. Murphy, 34
ennyson Road, Ashfo rd , Middlesex TW 15 2L , Tel: 0 1784-244528.
ll oldcrs of th e 'L ist of B ra nc h ecretarics' a re a ked to ma ke the
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nece sary amendment .
Branch Contacts: A po logie to the Cot wolds Branch fo r omitt ing
their contact detail from the April WIRE. Mrs Marjorie C ropp is the
Hon Secreta ry and can be contacted on 01242-23 1530. The Branch
wo ul d be pl eased to hear from any former Corp members in the
G louce tershire and Herefordshi re area.
Furthermore the telephone number fo r 1r R. P. T hompson (Torbay) was
incorrect, it should read: 0 1803-3263 70.
Annual General Meeting: 130 members attended the A o iation'
AGM on aturday Apri l 2002. \; e were informed at four days notice that.
due to their involvement in the funeral for the Queen Mother, hel ca
Barracks cou ld no longer accommodate u . We were therefore extremely
gratefu l to Capt Da c Thomas, P AO of 83 ig qn (V) for offering us
use of hi TA Centre at \i hite City. laj Gen Bo) le B chaired an
245

interesting meeting. SS of the A o:iation' 69_ Branche . '~·ere
repre: ntcd along with se\'eral member$ rrom our affiltat~d a· _oc10t1?ns.
Our thank· also go to Maj (Retd) ·Dusty' tiller fo~ ori:enng his serv~ce.
a. our 'Regimental Policeman' on the m~in gate. ma~ntamm~ the nonunal
roll and directing members 10 the meeting. A mention mu~. b~ mad~ of
Elgan Da,ie (V.e t \Vales Branch). for running the raffle. wluch rat ed
£120. for the Bene,olent Fund.
.
s ociation pen : A smart retractable ba~lpomt _pen, l~ser engraved
with ·Royal 1gnal A · ociat_ion' i ~ow available from this office. The
pen 1· deep blue in colour. with blue mk and co ts £2.00 ~ach. Me1_nbers
are reminded that all cheques hould be made payable to Royal 1gnal
Bene\olcnt Fund'.
.
We offer a warm welcome 10 the following recently enrolled Life
Members of the A ·sociation:

-o

Rank a11d Name

Bra11cli

Sgt \1ick mart
ig ·Ted' Lewis
Cpl eil Hutchings
Sgt Gordon Pitt
W02 tewart ampbell
ig Mark Callaghan
Cpl ·Eric' Bum
ig ·, ick' Ca tro
Pte · 'od' Ferry
gt ~1ark Baxter
LCpl Ruth Harkne
Cpl ·Geoff Hopkin on
LCpl hane Freeth
LCpl Chris torey
Sig Ruth Phillip
Cpl Clive Brown
Sig Ken Martin
gt teve Bruce
Cpl Rita Hilson
Cpl Len Hi! on
Sgt teve Wright
Cpl Lyndon Williams
ig Paul Cooper
W02 Linda Cooper
W02Jim Mee
Lt Col R. F. Rutherford
Capt Paul Wallace
ig Mark Benson
SSgt ick Dobbin
Capt Phyl Gershon
ig Alan Bigmore
Sgt Da,·id Ward
Sig Dick Hutchin
Sig Fred Heaton
WO I Keith Fisher MBE
Sig John Brindle
ig John Henderson
W02 John Hurn
ig Ken Richardson
Sgt Karen Cable
LCpl John Burgoyne
Cpl Aaron Vaughan
Cpl Don Shore
WO l Dougie Tait
W02 Mark Potter
LCpl Steve Johnson
Sgt Jason Hillard
Cpl Ronald Taylor
Cpl Mike Hawkins
Sig Dave \.1owbray
Sgt Fred Peebles
LCpl Alan caife
\faj David Wing
Cpl Harold Heap
Cpl Colin Villier
Cpl Dave Chapman
Cpl 'Roley' Pearson
Cpl Carl Ashton
Capt R. C. Bamford
Cpl Raymond Turner
W02 Clifford Coultish
Cpl Daniel Daddow
SSgt 'Phil' Green
WO I Peter Davies

Berwick
Exmouth

York
York
York
Liverpool

Sheffield

Bedford
Cornwall
1211 5/18 AFSR Assn
12115/18 AFSR Assn
Rotherham

Bournemouth
Berwick
York
York
Sheffield
12115/18 AFSR A sn

Cotswolds
Exmouth
Catterick

1962-95
1956-58
1939-46
1941-46
1970-95
1992-95
1972-95
1989-95
1991-94
197 -01
1996-01
1991-01
1995-02
1996-02
1997-02
1983-98
1978-94
1982-98
1949-53
1949-55
1976-92
1981-94
1991-95
1973-95
1979-99
1966-01
1939-46
1983-95
1978-02
1960-65
1952-54
1964-90
1947-49
1945-48
1975-02
1942-47
1989-98
1955-77
1941-49
1983-95
1982-95
1988-02
1995-02
1976-02
1979-02
1992-02
1991-02
1949-51
1954-56
1956-58
1966-88
1980-90
1968-94
1945-48
1989-02
1981-95
1980-02
1992-02
1940-47
1957-59
1953-75
1990-00
1978-02
1941-67

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
On a very windy day in March a large party of members and friends
travelled b} coach 10 Blctchley Park and enjoyed a guided tour of the
v.art1me complex housing the Enigma and equipment used by what in
th 1se day· wa. known as ' pecial Wireless', by which enigmatic name
me old hands 5till arc proud 10 be idencified. The concensus of opinion
v.a that the day had ended all too soon. Our pring Luncheon and AGM

was held in April and once more we have to thank our two good looking
Warrant Officers, Ray Pritchard and Eric Udell for the roast beef and
good atmospher enjoyed in the~r Mess on .1111 very pleasant occasion
We were happy to welcome their wives, Lmda and Ann , but sorry to
hear that we arc losing the Udells shortly when they tak: off for
Germany. With them go our best .wishes and our thank to . E~1c for his
contribution to the Branch as Servmg Member on our Committee.

CHESTER AND NORTH WALES BRANCH

E-MAIL MATTERS
Bi~I Lovett, reluctant ,to. pay postage on letters. to his granddaughter
w~o 1s workmg for Chn_sttan Aid m Katmandu, 1s now corresponding
w11h her by E-Matl as his fingers fly over the keyboard with abandon.
Donald Crisp is at la l 'on line' that means that the whole of the
Committee is now communicating with each other by this means. Who
needs Consignia?
LATE SITREP ON MEMBERS
Despite Lt _Col Bert Sawyer was making a remarkable recovery in
double quick time but clearly needed more time, as he has been admitted
to ho pital again with a further heart problem. However, he i now at
home again and hopefully taking things a little easier. Not to be outdone,
Maj Chas Hughes has been adm itted to hospital with a recurrence of a
heart problem although he is, according to his wife, Rita , quite
comfortable.

(L-R): Lt Col E . A. Davies - CO 33 Signal Regiment, Liverpool
Maj Gen A. E. G. Truluck CB C:BE, Chairm~n - Charles Parsons,
President- MaJ J . D. Baldwin TD
Traditionally every third Thursday of each month, the Chester aad
orth Wales B~nch of the Royal Signals As ociation meet at the Upton
Royal British Legion. Last Thursday was the occa i?n of the 56th Annual
General Meeting when thanks were given to the reunng Branch Officers
and new officers were elected. Maj J . D. Baldwin TD wa returned as.
Pre ident. He complimented the retiring Chairman, M r C harles_ Parso_ns,
for his un tinted efforts over the year, and welcomed _the 1ncommg
Chairman, Mr Don Bell, wishing him every success for his term. lt was
at the recent Annual Dinner that Maj Gen A. E. G. Truluck CB CBE
reminded Member and guests of the part that Chester played durmg
World War IL Great Britain was divided into Command Areas_. and
Chester hou ed We tern Command. Shortly before the War the bu1ld111g
of the Command Headquarters began and occupied a large part of the
rock outcrop overlooking the River Dee and the Groves: It ~as there that
the Royal Signals played their part in constant commun1catton ~1thm the
Command et maintaining Structure, that cou ld operate as an md1v1dual
unit should it be necessary. Gen Truluck brought Members up to date
with the World activities of the Royal Signal today. Detachment.s are
operating in the Falklands, Gem~any, _Africa, Maced?nia, Af~hams1'.1n,
Bosnia and orthern Ireland. Vital !mks are e tabltshed wtth Allied
forces wherever peace-keeping activitie arc taking place. The Army
Benevolent Fund continues to provide welfare for erv1ce personnel who
have come upon hard times. Over £284,000 was collected l~st year for
the provision of such items as electnc wheelch'.1-trs for the d1_sab)ed and
special training, where incapacity needed new ski lls to earn a livehhood.

EAST KENT BRANCH

SCRIBE'S OTE
Since I took over the role of Welfare Member at the last AGM there
ha been a run on Members falling sick and coming under the umbrella of
sympathy, get-well cards, visits and general caring. ls it something l've
said? Wa nobody ill before the Branch in tituted the role? r can
thoroughly recommend that all Branches elect someone to take on a task
which is fulfilling for the Member and I'm sure, appreciated by those
he/she offers assistance and care to.

EAST LONDON BRANCH
Our Annual Dinner and Dance was held on Saturday 2 March in the
Drill Hall of 36(E) Sig Regt(V) at Gordon Road, llford, where 128
Members and guests sat down to an excellent meal, provided by Shirley
Ande rso n, a former TA cook. The guests included the Chairman of the
R A, Maj Gen To ny Boyle CB and his wife Ann, Col Stephen Foakes
TD DL, Honorary Colonel of the Regiment and his wife Heather, Lt
Col WilJiam Brown TD, and his wife C hristine, WOl (RSM) W. J.
' Paddy' Morrow and our own Branch Honorary Colonel, Chris Gale
OBE and his wife Pamela. Following the meal and toasts, there were
short speec hes from our Chairman, Maj ( Retd) Paul Burton, who
introduced the guests, Maj Gen Boyle and Lt Col Brown. The Social
Committee then speedily reorgani ed the tables to create a dance area and
the mu ic commenced. The evening fini hed with our Standard being
paraded by Roy Bilby who carried out the Last Post, The Queen and
finally the Corps March off. The Social Committee, Ted Head , Anita
and cill Keen and Linda Cooper are to be congratulated for all the
work they put in and their splendid and meticulous organisation. Other
Branches should note that, if inviting Gen Boyle and his wife, they
should not sell them raffle ticket . They said that they did not want to buy
any tickets as Ann always won and it became very embarrassing. We,
however, ignored the warning and did sell her some tickets and ye , he
did win a prize and was very reluctant to collect it.

January's programme commenced with what ha become a traditional
dinner for outgoing Members of the Committee, havmg completed thetr
time. In this case we were there to thank Marion de Rose for all her
enthusiasm and imagination in ra isi ng so much money to swell the
Branch funds through her regular raffles at our functions . Much humour
ensued at the East Kent College of Catering where the Chairman, ~r
John Ballantyne, appeared from underneath a table to present ~anon
with a silver Jimmy Signals brooch followed by a presentat10n by
Donald Crisp of a wicked cartoon illustration of Marion and husb~d
Vince, who are well known for their regular forays across the Channel m
search of quality wines with which to keep Comm itt ee cellars well
stocked.
23 February saw 31 Members enjoying a culture afternoon at the
Marlowe Theatre in Canterbury where Miss Susan Hampshire stole the
show and many heart in oel Coward's 'Relative Values'. The 'Dog and
Bear' in the village of Lenham was graced by 49 Members who sat for
lunch after listening to a most interesting talk by an ex-sapper, Mr
Martin Price, on Campanology or the art of bell -r_inging. _He then armed
seven of the Members with hand-bells who, after mstructton , rang a Few
changes whi lst managing to retain a look of angelic nonchalance as befits
practiced bell ringers. lt was a most enjoyab le lunch date.
EWS OF MEMBERS
.
Roy Andrews enjoyed the hospitality of the French Health S~rv1ce
when he was sent over by the Local Health Authority for an .ope~tton to
remove a cataract from his eye. He was accompanied by lu s wife, Pat,
and mightily impressed they were with the service Roy ~ece1ved. Mr
Pamela Hand was unfortunately admitted in_to hospital with pneumont~
that laid her low for some ttme although she is thankfully now home an
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getting stro~ge r.. Maj/Mrs K. Pascoe-Price had an unfortunate argument
with a vehicle m hatham and was hospitalised for some time with
injuries. Tony Harris has had an uncomfortable time with what
transpired to be a stone or stones taking illegal occupation of his gall
bladder. Removal of the stones put Tony back on the road to fitness and
he is now doing well. Lt Col Bert Sawyer, anticipating a little trouble,
called an ambulance which amved promptly, which was just as well as
Bert s.uffercd ~ heart attack on his way to hospital. However, after 24
hours 111 ln1ens1vc Care he was upgraded to Critical Care and thence to
Release. He is now at home and doing well.

We must not forget our achievements over the past year. Our standard
has been paraded on _various occasions. Unfortunately a number of them
were at funerals but it was also present at the dedication of a new local
REME Branch standard. Last May we vi ·ited the aval Day at Chatham.
In June the standard was on parade with other associated Branch
standar~s when our Colonel in Chief, HRH The Princes Royal, visited
36(E) Signal Regiment. Also in June, Branch members and our tandard
attended the RSA Annual Reunion at Blandford, this time in the care of
Barry Greenwood. In ovember we had our Annual Supper Dance with
140 attending and once again a great time was had by all. On
Remembrance Sunday Rob Dyball carried out the duties of Standard
Bearer with Ted He~d laying a wreath on behalf of the Branch. Barry
Greenwoo~ stepped m to carry the REME standard, as they did not have
anyone available due to other commitments. Unfortunately we have had
our very sad days, our Chairman Peter Phillips passed away suddenly in
August which left us all in great shock. We also have to report the sad
loss of W02 Keith Williams, a long time friend and member of our
Bra~~h and of the _36(E) Sig Regt(V). Our thoughts go out to both their
fam1hes. The services for both Peter and Keith were sympathetically
earned out by the Branch Padre, David Eaton.
In common with a few other RSA Branches, we have recently set up a
web page and Gen Boyle showed a positive interest in this in discussions
with our Chairman and Brian Streetly who, along with Alan Turner has
been largely insm1mental in setting up the site. The URL is
'
www.brianstreetly.f2s.com/east_london.htm
and our programme of events can be found there. Last but not least our
membership continues to grow and in the last few weeks we have
enrolled three new members who served at Wanstead in the SO's.
Although we have a thriving branch here in East London, we always
welcome more members and would encourage anybody living in the East
London, South and East Essex area to join us. Our meetings. in the Sgts'
Mess of 36(E) Sig Regt(V) in Gordon Road, llford, are held at 8pm on
the fourth Tuesday of each month except December.

GLASGOW BRANCH
The monthly meeting on 19 February was an informal night where the
Branch Chairman, Joe Keegan, introduced the new Commanding Officer
of 32 Signals Lt Col Eric Blyth TD to the members, who welcomed him
with applause. The Colonel was asked to say a few words to the
member . He intimated that he had hea rd of the rapport between the
Branch and the Regiment, which he wished to continue. The Colonel al o
said that if anything should ari e where the Branch needed his as istance,
then he would be pleased to help in any way he could. This peech was
greeted with a round of applau e from the members and he wa wi hed
well in his new post. A buffet had been prepared by the lady members,
with the members rounding off the evening with refreshments in the WO
and Sgts' Mess.
During the evening it wa announced that Branch member ndy
McArthur had arranged a visit to trathclyde Police Museum and Force
Control for members and their families. On the 26 February 2002 I
members visited the Police HQ and were introduced to Police Sgt cott
McEwan a Community Officer and Mrs 1ay Mitchell a former
constable now curator of the Strathclyde Police Museum. 1ay
enlightened the vi itors with a detailed history of the force from its
e tablishment in 1810, which predates it from the Metropolitan Police
Force. May went on to describe how the early volunteer con tables of the
early Glasgow Police Force, patrolling at night. had to remove graffiti
and wept up rubbish a part of their duties, as well a keeping the peace.
The museum boa ts a Police Post, once one of twelve located in the city.
where a Police Box could not be sited. During her talk May mentioned
that the one time Chief Con table, Sir Pere Silito. wa drafted in from
heffield. to rout out the notoriou gang active in the Glasgow area at
that time. To identify his officers from all the other uniformed public
servants, he designed the now famous chequered band round the cap, o
that the police officer wa easily recognised. A design now adopted by
police forces in Commonwealth and foreign countries. May Mitchell
handed out talion key rings to the visitors, and in turn. May wa
pre entcd with a 'Corps hield Plaque' by Andy McArthur, as a
reminder of the Branch member isit. Sgt cott then led the vi itors 10
the operations room, where Constable Martin Dob on, introduced them
to the computer which controls all the activitie on the ·tree1 • by camera .
even to a very house addre s on a map, and of the motorways. As one
member remarked 'Big Brother' i here. Having watched the trathclyde
Police Force in action, it wa time 10 leave to possibly make a return vi it
sometime in the furure.
At the meeting on the 20 March it was announced by the hairman,
Joe Keegan , that the Branch President, Maj Gen . A. G. oder on
CB, will relinquish the po t of President, as he ha moved down outh
permanently.

NORFOLK BRANCH
Maj Gen Tony Boyle (RSA Chairman) on the left
with Barry Greenwood, Branch Secretary and
Anita Keen of the Social Committee shortly after his arrival
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Folio' ing our Xma ocial at the TA entre where an c. cellcnt buffet
wa enjoyed with a few glas es of cheer. we all toasted our ho t Ke' in
and 'ancy Barnard for supplying the food and drink and creating a C'07}
atmosphere that wa · enjoyed by one and all.> c still get a very good tum
out at meetings along with peakers who speak on all sorts of topics of
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interest 10 the !\ember.. The meeting are usually very li\'ely and the
·faprit de C rp~· is \'Cry apparent.
The last meeting was the G l ;\here we underwent a change of
Branch Offi r-.. Branch President - Don EIUngworlh took the Chair for
the election "ith th' pre ent hammm - 1:ij Mike , cxton tandin g
d wn. The new officers are a follow-:
hainuan
1ike nowling
\'ice hmm1an
Brian Ireland
ecrct1ll)
teve obbs
Trea:urer
Richard Green
A· i tant
retary
Brian Gibbs
er\'iCe om er
' reg' Hammant
Rex mythe
Barry Robinson
tandard Bearer
Brian Gibbs
PR Officer
Donald Ellingworth)
(Pennanent Pre ident

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
The note this Month start on a -ad note. We very much regret to learn
of the death in England of the brother of our Hon. Treasurer. Debbie
\\olfe. The ympathy of the Branch Officers and Member are extended
to Debbie and family.
February wa . of cour e the Branch AGM. The election of Branch
officers wa conducted by our Branch President - Maj (Retd) Bill
Douglas. The Chair "ill continue to be occupied by John Brown and
most other po ition were re-elections. A welcome addition to the
Committee will be Carol Cameron who accepted the po ition of
A istant Secretary with pecial re pon ibility for ocial events (talks
ect). The , ational Chairman's seminar in London was ancnded by our I
Repre entati,·e to the Counci l, Lt Col (Retd) Terry Lightfoot and
Branch Hon ecretary, Ian Wolfe. As we have not since had a Branch
meeting we have no repon on this to date.
Once again if you are reading The WIRE and are in orthem Ireland
why don't you come along to one of our Branch meetings any third
Wednesday of each Month in Clonaver TAVR Centre, Belfast and find
out what an R A Branch does. Serving Signallers will be most welcome.

READING BRANCH
The Reading Branch AGM was held in the Sergeant ' Mes at the
Amiy Technical Foundation College, Arborfield, on 16 March 2002. Our
thanks for thi goes to the Commanding Officer and the Mess President
1) John Hogan, R Signals, who personally
but especially to W02 (
made all the arrangements for us. Before the meeting began the Branch
tandard was marched in and was dipped during the reading of the Roll
of Honour followed by a short silence in memory of our departed friends.
The news from the AGM it elf is that whilst the Committee remain
the ame and Ian Foot remains the Branch Administrator. he was also
elected to the ex-officio po t of Branch Vice-President. A suggestion
from the floor was approved that HM The Queen's Golden Jubilee should
be marked by the Branch sending a donation to the value of £1 for each
year of the Queen's reign to the Gurkha Welfare Trust's Medical Scheme.
A full programme of events has been arranged by the Committee for the
coming year, which include the ever-popular Skittles Evening, an
Informal Dinner at an ancient hostelry and more ·Qld Codgers Lunche '
for our over 55 . After the AGM, lunch was taken in the Me s Dining
Room ancl this was followed by an excellent demonstration of
' drumming' by some of the Apprentice Tradesmen who are members of
the College Band. The day was wound up with our Annual Draw. with a
record number of prizes, ably conducted by John Mumford and Cheryl
Jackson.
We are delighted to introduce into our programme a ·first-time' event
th1> year, thanks to the genero ity of member Brig Martin Roberts and
his wife Hannelore. They have kindly put their lovely home and garden
at our di poc;al for an afternoon and we have decided to ho ld a Garden
Party. The mastermmding of this event is now in the capable hands of Lt
Col Rugh '. ~Ion . who, .with a small sub-comminee, will be organising
\anous acttv1t1es mcludmg a uper buffet tea. By the time this report
appears we hall have ent representatives to both the Spring Lunch of
the.Alder hot Branch and the Annual Lunch of the Southampton Branch
which are always important dates in our calendar.

SHROPSHIRE BRANCH
We commence this contribution on a sad note, by announcing the
death of one our Branch stalwarts, Emyr Edwards at the age of77. With
deaths and illne taking it toll, a lot of time and effort has been put in
recently toward. recruitment, a necessity if the Branch is to survive. Of
the 10 or 12 regular attendees, all but one is an OAP, and two are 79 and
83 re pecuvcly.
A recent wel~ome addition to the Branch is ex-W02 (YofS) Clive
Irelan<\, who bemg a mere 35 has lowered our age profile at a stroke. His
expem. 1 already bemg put to good use, i~asmuch that he is currently
up-datmg our membership records, and combmg through the RHQ lists to
\\CCd out hkcly members of his own age who might like to join him for a
dnnk and a ' natter', at our regular monthly meetings. Incidentally, C live

joined us not through the u ual channel , but as a result o f n:admg a
report about our activities publi hed in the Shropshire tar. Cred it i due
to the persi tencc of our Welfare Officer (or should it read PRO) Brian
Harrington whose de eloping rapport with the evening newspaper's
local reporter is beginning to bear fruit. Another member he netted i exgt Philip Stephens from Telford, and his Suez Veterans Association
colleague ex-Sgt Aubrey Hollister from Church toke, Montgomeryshire
who are both scheduled to make their first visit at our April meeting. Fo;
Clive' ake, and to avoid putting off potential younger recruit s, the
Chainnnn. John Wall , is thinking of asking the elder statesmen in our
mid t to leave their zimmer frame and ear tnnnpets in the cloakroom at
future meeting . He is also contemplating writing to all members
sugge ting they brush up on pop music culture and computer technology
o they can conver c with Clive, (and hopefully his younger colleague~
when they join u ) on the same wavelength. ome indication of how
serious the Chairman is treating thi matter can be gleaned from the fact
that he has confined hi precious 'piece of wet tring' to the du tbin and
la hed out on a new computer. Mind you. he hasn't got round to telling
his wife Philomena how much it cost yet. he wa expecting a new
carpet. Clive Ireland desperately needs the support of Association
members of his own age.
The hropshire Branch that covers orth Staffordshire and Mid-Wales
ha been in existence for 44 year and is solvent. We now meet in the
WO&Sgts' Mess, opthome Barracks, hrewsbury, at I 930hrs on the
tl1ird Wednesday of the month, except during the Summer when we have
a break. If you are intere ted in coming along for a drink and a natter (we
try and keep the fonnalitie to a minimum), please contact the Chairman,
John Wall on 01743 350606, or Clive Ireland via E-mail
cliveireland a otmail.com prior to tl1e meeting. For ecurity reasons we
have to furni h the Guard Room in advance with a list of per onnel
expected to attend.

At our·drecent
Dinner
Dance one •of our members ' M r J o 1111 R eancy
d
1
was awa1 c . an I 1onour
A
·membership
·
. for services 10 th e 1nd'ran s·1gnals'
an d Roya I S igna s ssociat1ons. This was authorised b M · G B
and presented to John by Lt Col (Rctd) Gainford at
Di oylc
Dance. Maj (Retd) H. J. Crocker BEM Indi an Si nals A
. n~er
recommended John for this award on behalf of th lg d'
S~soc1at1on
Royal ignals ~ssociation as a whole. John has be~n :nian . ignals and
of the Indian Signals and has attended their reunions r:ct1ve member
John has been. Chairman, Vice Chairman and Welfare r many years.
Southport & D1stnct Branch of the Royal Signals As Offit.1cer Hfor the
~
d II f h
·
soc1a ton. e has
penorme a o t ese tasks with enthusiasm and w·th
I
· ·
1
of comradeship, which is econd to none.
an exemp ary spmt

~ur ~~ce:t"

31 SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATIO
wh~~e 5~ssociat~on '.s m~in social event of the year was held on 23 March

splendid

The Branch AGM was held on 5 March 2002. The Chairman, Sid
Smith opened the meeting with a warm welcome to our President and all
pre ent, tempered by tl1e announcement of the death of Phil Johnson.
During the year, six of our members have died and we have recruited
three new members. He paid tribute to all the Branch Officer and
Committee for all their efforts throughout the year and singled out Bryan
Littleeott, our Standard Bearer, for his achievement in the Standard
Bearers competition at Blandford in 2001 and Tony Dea r, our Secretary.
and his wife Ruth for their support throughout the year. He also
congratulated orman Davies on the brilliant ewsletters and the
support given by Margaret his wife. The Hon. Secretary, Tony Dear
then reported that we now have 69 Life Members and 17 Associate
Members. The Hon Treasurer, Chris Cluett reported that the Branch had
a balance of £ 1246. 78, and our Auditor, Maj Peter Loveless said the
Branch fund s were adequate for the demands made on it. He
congratulated the Treasurer on doing the job over 25 years and for
presenting the accounts o well, which made hi s job easier. The
1 ewsletter Editor, he said, deserves credit for producing an excellent
new letter and for keeping within the annual budget of £300. The
Thursday evening meetings, though few in number attend, will continue
and is worth the effort.
Election of Branch Officers: President - Brig Johnny Clinch CBE,
re-elected Chairman - Mr Sidney L. Smith, re-elected Vice Chairman Mr George Packer, re-elected Branch Secretary - Mr Tony Dear,
re-elected Treasurer - Mrs Claire Littlecott was elected as Branch
Treasurer on the retirement of Capt Chris Cluett which, will take effect
from the date of the Annual Lunch 21 April 2002. The Auditor - Maj
Peter Loveless agreed to carry on for another term.
Anniversary: congratulation s from the Branch Committee and all
Members to 'Jumbo' Chapman and hi s wife Cis, who celebrated their
Diamond Wedding Anniversary on 16 April 2002. We wish them many
more to come.
Branch Annual Lunch:The Branch Annual Lunch was held on
Sunday 21 April 2002 at the Kings Court Masonic Hall , Chandlers. It i.
hoped to have a full repon on the event in the next is ue of The WIRE.

s~~r~u~~~na~ o~~~tnc~ attended the Annual Dinner in the
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n 1 er, was special for two reasons

Crawfo~~ ~BEu~~~ ~~nou~, the Association's P_resident, Col D~nald
Association Chairman M w. ~ 1 ~ hi~ great surpnse was presented by
Honour Membership ofihe ~J
s· Si~pson, with his Certificate of
former CO of 31 Si R
oya. igna s Association. Col Crawford, a
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I
recog .. d yh e egimental Assoc1a11on for the pre tigious award
nise t e tremendous se rvice he h d ·
·
Association but also to the Regiment and to th: C;rp1vsei':s;1~t JUSt to the
years.
over o many

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH

.
. Maj Bob Simpson presents Col Donald Crawford
with his Honour Membership of the Royal S ignals Association
~;co~~~ t1g din~er marked the launch of the Regimenta l History

19 th

WEST LONDON BRANCH
. Our outside ocial activities lie somewhat dormant throu hout the
·
wider.months but .we still i:ieet every month, u ually on the last
the Richmond Bnt1 h Legion Club. On these occasions there is a
mix of bu mess and pleasure. Our AGM was held at the end of
h
and was. well attended. This may in no small measure be attributed
ge'.1ero 1ty of the Br~nch in treating us all to an excellent Fi h & Ch '
take-away and to the mdustry of Sheila Ruff in organisin this As
La11es Section has largely contributed to the ucces! of
Branch
t roug 1ou~ the past year. The A sociation Chairman' se minar was
convened m .A ugust and was attended by Jane Knight who made
recommendatio~s to the London yndicate on the ba is of the ucce s of
~Ir B.ranchd. ACG
hff Wood represented us at tl1e Branch Repre entative's
ee 1mg an
M held the following day.
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- . · ommis~10ned by the A. sociation to mark the Regiment'
Anniversary, cop1~s of the attractively produced, illustrated booklet
~e;: presented by Chairman, Maj Bob Simpson to Col Crawford and
Lt Col Paul Wenlock TD. After the dinner the author
o . e current
~h1aJ Paul Whittle TD wa soon doing a bri k trade in sellin'g copies to
ose present.
R ~inally,_ i!1 early April Majs Bob Simp on, Paul Whittle and John
o son visited the Corp Museum to present copies of the Re imental
.to the Museun.1 Director, Col Cliff Walters and
the
oo et is now on sale m the Museum Shop. Copies of the Re ·mental
;isto1y are available price £7 (inc p &p) from Maj p D. Whittfe TD
roadwater Close, Woodham, Woking, Surrey GU2 I 5TW
·
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YORK BRANCH
Having not figured in The WIRE for some time, it may be relevant to
stre .s thadl the York Branch of the Association is alive and well and has
contmue to thnve for the past 50 year . We have a membershi of SO
and regular attendance at our monthly meetings in the Warrant
icers and Sergeant Mess, 2 Signal Regiment of 20 members Over
recent months we ha.ve had an influx of new yo~nger members a~d our
~d~r members contmue to play their part. We were honoured to have
in 36
Tony Boyle and Mrs Ann .Boyle as guests at our annual Dinner
cccmbcr 200 I a thoroughly enjoyable evening was had by the 55
~emb~rs. and guests who attended. Gen Tony said a few words about the
h~o~iallon and ~he way ahead, words we have taken to heart and on
w ic we are actmg. At our meeting in February our President for the
r:s~~~ ~ars, Lt Co~ Ralph Plant formally handed over the Presidency
J ryan Abb1ss. another stalwart of the Association for many
y~ar · We look for the Branch to continue to flourish under Bryan's term
~hco~~e. Our p~otograph shows the moment of handover. Pictured from
\Vil . are MaJ John Lane, Bob Cook ( ec retary), Bryan Abbiss,
he Gray (Treasurer) Ralph Plant and Tony Spray (Chairman).
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MOVING OR POSTED?
DON'T FORGET TO
LET US KNOW
WHENEVER YOU HAVE
A CHANGE OF
ADDRESS
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SOUTHPORT AND DISTRICT BRANCH

The Proud Author!
Maj Paul W~ittle with The Regimental History
1n the Museum Shop
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LAST POST

CALLING ALL LINEYS
I have had a call via the R NZ Signals net from I03 soldiers serving in

31 (CITY OF LONDON)
SIG AL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
REGIME TAL HISTORY 1967 -2002
Available al £7 per copy (inc P& P) from:
taj P. D. W hittle TD
Broadwater Clo e
Woodham
Woking
urrey
GU21 5TW
Also now on sale at £5.95 in the Corps Museum hop

REUNION
34 DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION CLUB
We celebrated our Golden Anniversary this year b:y !nvit.ing a much
la er
of uests from the Regiment than u ual to 1om with u at our
A~nu!i~uni~n Luncheon held at the Victory Club m .Lon.don on
aturda 2 March 2002. Our Gue t of Honour for.this birth~ay
celebrati~n was Brig R. Baxter C BE who wa~ acco~pamed by his wife.
Gwynedd . Brig Baxter command~ the Regiment m the .early 90s and
brought them back to their old home m Bulfo~d from Soest ~n BAO~. h.
The CO of the Regiment was, and ~till ~ , 10 Afgha~1stan w~.h is
GOC and a large contingent from 3 (UK) Div HQ and 1gnal. Re,,,1ment
who have been in that unhappy land from the tan ?f operation there.
(Mind ou, ou would not find that out from the !'anonal press who can
only s:ell Iara and Marine.) Still the 21C, 1aJ Bateso n was a~le.to
mu ter a party of 32. including some of the younger and . more 1u01or
members of the Regiment to join us at our Part)'.· Th~ gathenng then took
its u ·ual course: a hort AGM , lots of soc1al~s10g fo l!owed by an
excellent lunch after which our President. B ng; R oome Sto nh a m ,
welcomed our guests and invited Brig Baxter to give ~s the news fro~
the Head Shed. Brig Baxter in response sa id how good 1t was to b~ back
with old friends and brought us up to date (or blinded u~ with sc1en~e)
·th IT which J think means lnformation Technology. This 1~ somethmg
~~t today's Signallers are very keen on an~ ri~htly so for 1t bas most
important implications for service commumcanons. It .appears that the
soldiers of the Royal Signals are very much on th~ bal,I m th~ field oOT
and the Staff is very happy with them. Ifs a good JO~ I ve re~ired as I still
find it difficult to programme my video recorder. Bng Roome then. asked
1aj Bate on to give us the news from the Regiment. He rep_hed by
saying that he had been we!I briefed by the CO. Lt C ol P. ~av1es, and
that all was well in the Regiment even though they were spread al.I over
from the Balkan through Afghanistan to The Falklan~s. The Chamnan,
faj Derck Roberts, then told us that the Club was m good heart a~d
introduced a new member M r Frank Goddard. He welcomed Bng
Ru sell , here on a flying visit from the Chann~ I Islands, an~ Bu<:k
Taylor, now an In Pensioner at Chelsea but unlll recently resident m
Germany.
. d
I b E
st
The Reunion ended with the rame organise , as usua , y m e
Packh am. Bob Piper, our in-house Treen expert excelle~ himself by
providing two raffle prizes, a jewel .box and a ~mall table with the Clubs
name and the occasion carved into 1t. M rs Edith Broad, one of ou~ Hon
Members won the table and got it safely back to Chester. After that 11 was
time to go home.

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS
ASSOCIATION
REUNION
Our next Reunion will be held on
arurday, 12 October 2002 at the
Ramada Jarvis Hotel,
Willerby, Hull
(This is 6 miles south of Beverley)
ontact Tony Hull on 01202-770261 or
E-mail: beba.tonyhull@lineone.net

East Timor. They are using Don JO cab le. They know that 'Don' is
from the old WW2 phonetic alphabet, but they want to know the origin of the designating letter 'D'. I have tried the Royal Signals Museum, but they don't know. They have asked me to let them know if I
find out. I can remember Don 8 and Don I 0 cable, and I even recall we
once had a Don 5 field telephone. So the 'D' must have some connection with lines and associated equipment. If anyone knows where the
'D' comes from, could they please E-mai l me at bernard@clottou.com,
or let the Museum know on my behalf.
BERNARD RED HAW

254 OLD BOYS ASSOCIATION
(SOUTHERN CHAPTER) DINNER
Easter is again upon us and in magnificent sunny weather ex-boy .
with their wive and invited guests, descended upon the Upland Park
Hotel for dinner. The date, Tuesday, 9 April 2002 was sixty ~ears to the
da since Boys' Training Company was formed . .one of those P•?n~ers
wfs Ron Gillman. Ron, who had only recently JO~ned our assoc1auon,
was attending his fir t reunion and thoroughly en1oyed, me.etlng those
who he had first mel so long .ago. As he wrote later, TlllS, ~y first
ontact with '254' wa an occasion to be valued and reme!°bered. A I so
~ttending their fir'st 'Droxford Dii;ner' were Ted and Claire Mellor from
Milton Keynes and Ron and hirley Shuttleworth from Horley: ~ong
Distance travellers included John and Marge Walke from Trnro JOmmg
Bill and Sheila Leech to travel together from .Exeter. From nearer home
Dave Merwood joined us for a pre-prand1al dnnk.
It was also a sad occasion a most of those _present had watched the
Queen Mother's funeral on televi ion before settmg; out. ~at oward read
out a me sage that had been ent to our Colonel~111-Ch1ef on our behalf
ex ressing our sympathy and condolence ~hi! t, at t~e same time,
re~ffirming our devotion and loyalty on the s1xt1e~ anmve~sary of the
formin of Boys' Training Company. As 1s becomm~ tradition at these
dinner; a place wa set for tho e who would be with us but who are
detained in another place. On this occasion we particularly remembered
the Rev Jim Irela nd who had frequently travelled down from York to
attend ou r dinners and who, when invited to s.ay grace, had ~!ways
included a grateful thanks for the long tand1ng comradeship that
continues to this day.
.
·
f d. h f
The chef excelled himself yet again with a choice o is es rom
which it wa difficult to make a choice. All the ~1she were well
prepared, beautifully presented and of .adequate portions to satisfy ih~
trencherman appetite of ex-boys! Dunng the meal. Jean M und.ay e I
unwell and was taken to hospital. Al the time of .wntmg ( 15 Apnl) Lou
inform me that she is still in hospital and recovering slo~ly. We wish her
a speedy and total recovery. Those staying overmght enjoyed a ~enerous
'full English breakfast' prep~ed by m.ine ho~t, ex-RSM Boy, ~nan Lay,
before setting off for home with promises to See you al Derby ·

My name is Liza van Gemerden and for more than 14 years I have
tried to find Mr William 'Bill' Wa lker . I may have found his relatives
but in order to be more certain I have sent a photograph.

I am looking for anybody who recogni es him. He was born 17
September 1917. He lived in Tipton, Stafford hire. ln 1945 he was in
Germany for the Royal Army Service Corps in a small town called
Riichershausen, near the Town of Siegen. If you knew this man or if
you know someone who knew him. please contact me:
Steekkant 75
2993 DB Barendrecht
The etherland
Tel: +3 1180 622 883

H TROOP, 13 SIGNAL REGIMENT,
DANNENBERG
The 30th Anniversary of the fonnation ofH Troop coinci.des with the
475th anniversary of the Dannenberg Schutzeng1lde
The Reunion will take place in July 2~03 at Dannenberg
For details call 01462 752114 (Mil 94649 2114).

DONATIONS
CORRESPONDENCE
From:

M r s Pa mela Piper
'Byland'
2 Welman Road
Mi llbrook
TORPO!NT
Cornwall
PLIO !QA
Tel: 01752 822580
Dear Sir,
Id '
h
as a
Perhaps somewhere there is a relative of a WW 1 so. 1er w o w .
Signaller in the Army Cyclist Corps. It is extremely difficult to obta~
information because the Cyclist Corps was disbanded in 19 19. I would 1
extremely interested to hear from anyone about the C~rps. I a~ a ~o
10
interested in the 19th Division as my fat her was a Signaller
t ~
D iv isiona l Cyclist Corps: tra ined at Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset an
Bui fo rd Camr J914 and 19 15 and served in Flanders or ~ereabouts from
1915 to 1918. Any information wi ll be very much appreciated.
Yours Faithfully........... .

LOSTCOMMS
Fred Ward is seeking anyone who remembers hi.s fa ther, ~pl Ar~
1 ~
Ward who was known as ' obby'. Arthur served m Egypt 10 the
er
and 30s and also in Victori a Barracks in Belfast (32-36). He was a occ ct
referee and a keen sportsman. Anyone who can help is asked to conta
Fred at: I Pimlico, llemel Hempstead, Hertfordshi re, HP3 8SH.

0
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R AAGM ..... .
RSA H uddersfield
RSA Rotherha m
RSA C hester... ...
RSA or fo lk ..... .
R A Tayside & F ife ...
RSA Cotswold s ... ...
Ccrta Cito Lodge ... ... ... ...
238 (Lo nd on) Signal Squad ron
56 Division Old Comrades Association
Mr A. R. Ayres .. . .. . ... ... ... ... ...
Maj (Retd) H. J . C rocker BEM ... ...
Mr A. I. M acM ill a n .... ..... .........
cit Shanley in memory of his father Len han ley

.£
.£
.... £
.£
.£
.£

.£
.£
.£
.£
.£
.£

.£
.£

120.50
100.00
50.00
300.00
100.00
44.00
20.00
10.00
180.48
480.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
60.00

BEQUEST OF THE LATE
BRIG R. H. E. ROBINSON CBE ERD
Brig R. H. E. Robinson CBE E RD, whose obituary
ap pea red in th e Ap r il iss u e of The WIRE has
bequeathed his prope1ty at Arundel, worth in excess of
£400,000 to the Corp Benevolent Fund . Thi is one of
the largest donations that has ever been made to the
Corps.
THE WIRE , JUNE 2002

1949/57
1931158
1940/45
1939/46
1930/46
1952/54

Died 28102102
Died 01104102
Died 13103/02
Died I 0102/02
Died 08/03/02
Died Mar '02

1941 /43
196719 1
1960/66
1930137
1939/45
Served 1942/46
Served 1940/46
Served 1936/47
Served 1944177
Served 1932-57
Served 1939/46
Served 1935/46
Served 1939/46
Served
Served 1950175
Served 1939/45
Served 1936/68
Served 1949/73
Served 1933/67

Died 18103/02
Died 11 /03102
Died Feb '02

Beresford - Sig M. M. Beresford
Served
Brainc - Col D. J. Draine
Served
Buckhurst- Sig C. Buckhurst
Served
Burrows - Sig T. J. Burrows
Served
Cardew - Capt F. T. Cardew
Served
Coglan - Sig . Coglan
Served
Golesworthy - gt C. W. H. Golcsworthy
Served
Served
Hammersley- Cpl R. Hammersley
Served
Hawthorne - Sig M.A. Hawthorne
Served
Hodson - W02 W. Hodson
Holt - Sig B. A. Holt
Johnson - Sig P. Johnson
Longhurst - Sgt A. A. Longhurst
McGlynn - Maj J . McGlynn
epean - Lt Col Sir Evan epca n Bt
Rylatt - Sig J. Rylatt
Shanley - W02 L. Shanley
Shepherd - Cpl D. Shepherd
Simms - Mr A. E. J. Simms
Stabler - Cpl D. Stabler
Thompson - Mr W. T hompson
Town on - Maj B. H. Townson
Wheeler - W02 W. C. W heeler
WilJiams - Maj F. T. C. Willi ams

Died 12104102
Died 24/03/02
Died 24/02/02
Died 05/04/02
Died 09/04/02
Died 11/03102
Died 09/04/02
Died 18/03/02
Died 09/03/02
Died 21102/02
Died 07/03/02
Died Mar '02
Died May '01
Died 25/02102
Died 08/04/02

Moberly - 1aj Gen Richard Moberly, C B, OBE, Kst spent 43 years of
his career in the field of military communications, 34 years in Lhe Royal
Corps of Signals and, after hi first retirement, a further nine years as a
civilian director of communication electronics on the staff of the Master-General of Ordnance. A man of vi ion, he took the lead in many of
the changes the Corps went through from the l 920's to the I 960's.
Commis ioned into the Royal Corps of Signals in 1926. he was in the
forefront of the development of the Arrny"s communications system:
first, on the orth We t frontier of India between the World Wars; then
in the Airborne forces during the Second World War: and after the War
in directing Signals policy in the War Office and Headquarters onhern
Army Group. Colleagues described him as a man of imaginative idea ,
flexibility and clarity of mind, and genuineness of purpose.
Educated at Haileybury, he went on to graduate from the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, and then to the Signals Training Centre, Catterick, where he was a member of the outstanding o 13 'Q' Course. Of
21 officers attending thi course. three ro e to be General and four to
be Brigadiers. Richard Moberly's early service was largely in India
with Pe hawar District Signals and with the 2nd Cavalry Brigade at
Sialkot. He took part in the Chitral Campaign of 1932 and was mentioned in Sir Phillip C hetwode's dispatches - a rare distinction for a
ubaltern in the 1930 . On hi return to England In 1935 he was po ted
to the I st Tank Brigade at Tidworth, which was part of the experimental
mobile force from which the armoured Divisions of the econd World
War were developed. In those days the Signal Troop Commander travelled in the Brigade Commander's tank. He returned to Catterick as an
instruc1or, where. in 1938, he retired their horse drawn cable wagon.
At the outbreak of War in 1939. he mis ed going to France with the
British Expeditionary Force, being at that time part of the cadre that was
setting up 151 Officer Cadet Training Unit in Aldershot. However, with
the rapid. formation of the armoured divisions after Dunkirk, he was
posted to the 8th Armoured Divisional Signals as a Major. He was about
to leave with them for the Western Desert when he was promoted to
command I st Airborne Divisional ignal , with whom he landed at the
opposite end of the Mediterranean - near Oran in French orth Africa
in ovember 1942. He then took part in all the airborne operation in
Tunisia, Sicily and ltaly during 1943 and wa appoi nted OBE for hi
service . When I st irborne Divi ion returned to England at the end of
1943, Moberly, as the most experienced Airborne ignal Commander,
was promoted to be Chief ignal Officer (CSO) to Gen · Boy" Browning's Headquarters Airborne Force as a full Colonel. Their task was to
plan and mount all the airborne operation in orth-We t Europe from
D-Day to the end of the War. D uring the Arnhem operation, he landed
by glider near ijmegen a C 0 of the improvi ed. tactical Hea~q uar
ters of the Airborne Corp . Sub equently, he camed out the 1gnal
planning for the airborne landings across the Rhine in March 1945 .
After VE-Day, 1oberly wa sent out to the Far East a C 0 of the
Airborne Corp for operations against the Japanese. He flew. out .to
India, but VJ-Day came before the Corps could be used. On its d1 bandment he was appointed C 0 of 8th Indian Divi ion, which had
just returned to India from Ttaly. He marched with them in the Delhi
Victory Parade. When demobil isation troub le broke out at t~e Indian
ignals Training Centre at Jubbelpore, he was sent to sort th m& o~t.
Two year later, a it Commandant, he had Lhe sad task of d1v1dm.g 1t
men, equipment and a ets between the new Indian and Pak1 tan
Arn1ies.
Back in England again at the end of 1947, he had to spend time a Commanding Officer of the 1 t Training Regiment and then as Chief
Instructor at the School of ignal , atterick, before he could tart making furt her impact on ignal policy making. He wa appo_inte~ Deputy
Director of ignal in the War Office. 1952-54, a a Bngad1er; C
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rthern Ann . roup. 19 • 4-5 7 as !\ajor Gcm~ral; and finally b~came
ho tin.t irrnal Officer-in- hicf ii' ihe War Oll'tcc 1957-60. nDt~l then
t
,,
R
Il
of ignal · had been the 1rector
Office. Mcibc;' Y.
ccr to arry the enhanced title of ig1~al. Officcr-111-;h1
~~~i ~;fo ~~e

~t ~~~i~~~-~cn;!ff0~~~r it~~l~e \\~i

'~as.th~~~· \~~~
aff

~~~;(?~~~ t:;~ 6~~~g ;~~~f~:i~ ~!i~~s~l~st~~k a \~ading ro~e it~ the

t,

planning for the Regular Army that was to be formed after ~he m~ ~~
ment of ational crvice in the early 1960 . It was he w o oun
e
..
d u hed through the pr po al to move the chool of ignal
r:n:~atfcrick to Blandford in Dorset o that it would be nearer to the
other Arm chool in the outh ofEn~land.
.
0 he
When Richard Moberl~ retired officially from ~h~ Ail?Y 111
m lo ed in the\ ar Office as a c1v1han director o comon the taff of the
od
where he served for nine more years. When he ma y rcttre _111_
devoted hi time 10 t John mbulance Brigade a it Com~1ss1_oner fo~
Dorset Richard 1oberly married 'lary Joyce helmerdme m,_1~35,
she di~d in 1964. They had three daughters. Hts .econd ~-t f~·-' '~9s~ '
~vas the widow of ol Angus Cameron, Royal rttlle~, 1e Ill
·
He i' surYived by hi three daughters of hi first marriage. and by the
three st psons of his second.

19f ·

~~m:~=~o~~~e!rro~ic

Mastefir-~~nera.l Or~~~9c;~

o

·
'ord " ll1ile in Lhasa as well as helping with fi lming
M u cum m X 1' · "'
'
b
f h ·M · ·
(16mm cine camera) he played .fo tball as a mem er o t e
1ss1on
Man' lotts' vcr·es 'Lhasa United .
.
..
M . ' •I11·1 his family had moved back to Wiltshire and wa ltvmg at
ean~\ t c. A l'ain 'ily by the name of Willoughby had come to the ncaram1ms er.
•
- · ·
l · r ·1 h t'
d
b village of Heytcsbury. It was through_101n111g 111s 1am1 y, un mg an
,~tennis that he fir t met Cicely whil ton three months. leave and
Ph aymg
1 hen he left India in 1938 They were engaged 111 October
t e n prodper Y V.: d at Heytc ·bury in Jan~ary 1940, when he was at Ml8
193 9 an mamc
·
·
· I l ·1 h
d
(Military Intelligence, London). It wa durmg th1 penoc , w 11 e e ~n
Cicel . were staying at a guest-hou e, that the landlady on heanng
· , 11~ron1 tl1cir bedroom
reported htm to the authonttes
morsc) cod e commg
• •
a a py, much to the amusement of ht ~ own men who came to 1~vestt1941
JUSt
three
days
after
the
btrth
of
eas
in
gate H e was posled Overs
8I A
· E
elde~t dau hter usan. He served in Iraq, with the t 1 rmy m gypt
·g
s Returning home in in 1945 he was po ted to Catterand t hen 111 ypru ·
.
·
d d· •I 1 J d
· k H'
· d at Catterick aw the birth of hts secon aug 1 er u y.
IC
IS peno
W'
I. l
th
In j 947 he wa posted to outhem Command at 1ton w ltC 1 sa\~ .e
start of hi a sociation with the village ofTcffont and the birth of G ill m
1950 The family remained there for almost 50 years, apart from P?Stin s ;0 Singapore and Germany from 1953 .to 1956. Wh~n he retired
fr~m the Army, he continued to work at Wilton as a Retired Officer,
.
.
h h
d ·
finally retiring in 1973.
He was an extremely active person. In lu earlter year e unte 111
w·1r hire and also in India with the Peshawar Vale Hounds. 1-!e was a
ke~n cricketer his fast bowling in ingapore eammg hm1 ~he mc~ame
of the ' Bounding Baronet'! He played for Fov~nt _on a cricket ptt~h. 111
full view of· Jimmy' carved out of the chalk h11ls1de. He loved a1lt_ng
as did all the family. On retirement he bought a GP14 nam~d Ariel,
which he ailed on Lymington _River an~ the Solen!. When 111 _his event'e and unable to be actively 111volved m sp?rt he gave up ht b~loved
~- h and took up bell ringing findmg the . mathematics of
c~:~ ~-ringing fascinating, be ides being good. exercise. .
How~ver he i best known for hi life-long mvolvement m amateur
rad io B~ilt his first crystal et when at Winchester College (for 1lltc1t
d · g 'prep' ) and obtained his first transm1ttmg ltcen e m
.
·.
I1stenmg unn
·
11
h
Id d
1927 at the age of eighteen. He has transmitted _a ove~ t e wor an_
man were known to the family as much. by thet~ call signs as by thetr
nam~ . As children the girl enjoyed talkmg to f~tend over the air long
before the age oflong-distant telephone call until the GPO put a top to
non-licen ed folk talking directly on atr. Jn t~e early days at !efont he
cau ed some consternation as hi transm1ttmg mterfe_red with n~1gh
bours' wirelesse and TV sets! When desperate to.get htm off_the atr for
a meal Cicely ha been known to tum on the spm dner, which totally
interfered with his radio.
k
Radio G5YN was on the air until a few months ago, than s to some
ood friend who were part of his regular 'sched' Ln recent years. he
~eeame very frustrated by his failing memory an~ lack of physical
strength. we have been very heartened ~y somethmg that happened
only a few weeks ago . One night be told Cicely that he had.a wond~rr:!I
dream. He was in Heaven and it was so beauttful he couldn t find v.or

W

I·

for it.

Edwards - Emyr Edwards served in the Corps (No 14594318) as a dispatch rider from 1943 to 1947, main ly in the Orkneys and the Middle
East. It was whi lst serving in Palestine that he su!Tered a serious motorcycle accident on duty. After hospitalisation in the Middle East, he was
shipped back to the UK for more operations and protracted treatment.
A ative of the Wrexham area, E myr worked in Brymbo Steel Works
before and after anny ervicc. lie married hi s childhood sweetheart
Ceridwen in 1946, and together they later set up and ran a successful
mini-bus and hire car business in Southsea Wrexham, until they retired
and moved to 0 westry about 12 years ago . A talented mechanic, some
years ago Emyr acquired a ru ting, military version of the type of
motor-cycle he used to ride in the war, and set about restoring it to full
working order complete with authentic Middle East war- time markmgs. For many years E myr used to attend rallies and vintage veh icle
shows, often in company wi th hi friend Mr S. . Eisenstein, a consultant orthopedic surgeon at the world famous Robert Jones and Dame
Agnes llunt Orthopedic Hospital in Oswestry. Both had a strong mutual
respect for each other's ski lls. Mr Eisenstein said that if E myr maintained his vehicles and kept them on the road, he would do his utmost to
keep E m y r' s badly damaged bones functioning. For those intere ted,
Em r 's motor-bike and the fully kitted out 'dummy' that he used to
take to hows, are now on permanent display in the Corps Museum in
Blandford.
A member of the Royal British Legion and Rho Male Voice Choir,
Emyr's funera l took place in Pentrebychan Crematorium, Wrexham, on
Friday 15 March 2002.The chapel was packed with Emyr's friend and
colleagues, including members of Rhos Male Voice Chair whose
singi ng was magnificent. An exce llent tum out of Shrop hire Branch
Members formed the Guard of Honour, and Colin MacMill a n carried
the Branch Standard. We were pleased to see the RSA represented by
Maj (Retd) Brian fv ison TD the Area 2 Rep. The Branch would like to
take this opportunity of extending our deepest sympathy to Emyr's
wife Cer idwen , their daughter Gaynor, son Ian , and all the fam ily on
their tragic unexpected loss.

Braid - SSgt Ed ward Braid, it is with great regret that the Gia gow
Branch of the Royal Signals Association have to announce the death of
Sgt Ed wa rd Br aid, who died suddenly but peace full y. at the age of
69, of a heart attack, on Thursday 4 April 2002, whilst recovering _from
an operation on hi knee, in the Royal Alexandra Ho pttal, Pai ley.
Renfrewshire. E ddie erved a a Switchboard Operator and B2 Storeman. In itially completing his ational Service from April 1951 until
April 1953 followed by hi three years AVR until 1956. E ddi.ejoined
the 52nd ( coltish) Signal Regiment (V) in January 1960 scrvmg unttl
January 1986. His erv ice included a spell on the Permanent taff at
Catterick, and a posting in Belgium. crving with 2/L o
Signals.
Eddie held the Long Service Meda l and Bar. On joining a.s a ~ember .of
the Glasgow Branch RSA he met up with a number oflus friends w ~ th
whom he had served whilst in 52nd ig Regt. Unfortunately due to d1 tance and ill health Eddie was not able to attend too many meetings. In
civilian life he wa; an emp loyee of the India Tyre Company at lnc.hinnan Renfrewshire until it was closed down. Later he became a Lollipop
Man, being held in high e teem by the chool authoritic for hi \. ork
and cheerfu l way he e corted the choolchildren aero s the road, and the
children themselve were appreciative of hi mi ling manner.
The funeral requiem ma . was held on Thursday 11 April in the church
of t. Fergus, Fergu lie Park, conducted by _the R ev F r ~o e Bal_m er.
The coffin was then transported to the Woodside Crematorium, Pa i Icy,
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where a sho1 t service was conducted by a nun, i ter Bread a. Member~
of the Glasgow Branch attended at both services, forming an Honour
Guard. The congregation of many friends and relatives were invited to a
buffet meal at the Royal British Legion Hall in Paisley, and there our
members were able to express their condolences in person to Margaret
and the family. The Chairman and the members of the Glasgow Branch
offer their sincere condolences to Eddie's widow Marga ret their children Marion , John, Margaret, Angela the five grandchildren and
great grandchild.
Johnson - Sig Phillip Johnson , it is with regret that we have to announce
the death of another of our long serving members, Sig Phi ll ip ' Pip'
Johnson . He died on Sunday 24 February 2002 at his home in Deal
after a long illness. Phil was 85 years old. Phil served a a Linesman in
'C' Cable Section of the 43rd Wes ex Divisional Signals from
17/0111940 to 27/0211946. His Section Sergeant, who is also a Branch
Member, has tated that Phil was a well liked and a wi lling soldier. He
was always first to volunteer and could tum his hand to anything. Prior
to the war Phil was a coal miner and after his ·demob', returned to mining at the Betteshanger Colliery in Kent. Beside being a member of
Southampton Branch, Phil was also a member of the East Kent Branch
of the RSA. His illnc~s prevented him from attending Branch meetings
and social events but he kept up to date through the Branch ewsletter
and in telephone conversations with his old comrades. After his wife
died, Phil was housebound for many years and received care from visiting nurses. Finally he was admitted to ho pital with pneuoconiosis and
subsequently died. He will be remembered by many old comrades with
affection and the Comm ittee and Members of this Branch extend their
condolences to Phil's family.
Shanley - W02 L. Shanley. it is with deep regret that the Liverpool
Branch of the Royal Signa ls Association announce the death of former
W02 Leo nard Shanley, who passed away on 16 March 2002 at Whiston Hospital, Merseyside. He enli sted in the Corps 1933. His fir t posting was to Malta in 1934. The Liverpool Branch have indeed lost one of
their senior and mo t respected members. Recently, in the February
Edition of The WIRE, Len enquired about 'lost comm '. As he was in
the process of writing hi s memoirs, be included a group photograph
taken in July 1941 whilst serving with 13th Corps in Alley Beyruth,
Syria. Len was also very interested in painting and he produced some
excellent water colours. A minute's si lence was observed at our Bra.nch
meeting place at 59 Squadron, 33 rd Signal Regiment, Aintree, Liverpool. The Branch offers its sincere condolences to his widow lris and
son eil.

Please do not ask for
photographs sent for publication
in The WIRE to be returned,
unless they are really
irreplaceable.

Was it Golf Oscar Delta ca 11·mg GSYN".
We like to think so

epean - Lt Col . ir Evan Yorke ~pean Bt, was born 23 ~ovember
1909 at Holt m Wiltshire and was hts parents only son and heir. He had
four ~Ider si ters. The fam ily moved to Winchester when he was two
and it was here he grew up. He was educated at Wmchester and Dow:ning College ambridge, he then jomed the Arrny and wa~ comm1s. 1oncd into the Royal Corps of Signals, (then a mounted re~tment) and
v.a. posted to India. It was while in India .that he was appomted_ to ~he
1935 36 Diplomatic Mission to Tibet settmg up radt? commumcauon
between the Mis:ion and the Indian Government. This .was one o~ the
highlights of his career and he brought back an amazmg an~ UntCjue
photographic record of the life of Tibet before t~c C:hmese mva~1on.
fhis ha nO\\ been given to the Michael Foundation m the Pitt Rivers
252

Burrows -Thomas James Burrow passed away on JO February 2002,
He wa~ ve1y proud of his service with the Royal Corps of Signals and
greatly enjoyed his attendances at the annual reunion weekends which
he, un fort unately, was unable to attend for the last couple of years. He
leaves his wife Betty and will be sad ly missed by his family and friends.
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Contributors should be aware of
the fact that although every care
is taken with contributions, they
should not risk losing
photographs which cannot be
replaced.
Contributors should also be
aware that unless digital photos
are saved to disk at a minimum
of 300 dpi mono and 400dpi
coloured, they will not be used.
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HEADQUARTERS 2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIG AL BRIGADE AND LAND INFORMATION
ASSURAN r.E GROUP (VOLUNTEERS)

KITCHENER COMPANY
ARMY TRAINING REGIMENT
BASSINGBOURN

ARMY
Brig , . C. Jackson MBE
ol C. J. Laurence TD

Comd
DComd

The first half of thi
ew Year has proven to bee c~pt ionally ~usy 6~
members of the Brigade. In addition to dealmg with da:( to ayb h
II
a
I d ployed world-wide on ot
operation ' we hav~ seen person~~ I e The Brigade's ORBAT has

Whether deployed in support of operations o~crseas or at home, t1;e
· d
t. ue to provide manpower and equipment for a wide range
B nga ·e con m ·
. cabhng
·
from specialist
an d ervcr ·m rras t rue t ure,
of proJeet , rangmg
.
'
through to HF and Inforn:_::
1a:::t:.:
10:.:.:n~A-=s~u~ra:::n:c:
e .::::;::;;:::;;.;,------I

~~~~~~~s t~n~v~\~'~~~~1~r:In F~)·'!i{~s;Ac~~~{ .i~~~r~~~I~: ~~~
(R;e~lar)

fh

ACI G is now very much the vanguard of
and Communications Se~viees
(IC ) capability. with TA units proVlding 2nd Echelon/follow on orces
Arm)

~:1 ~0 ;::;.~a~~~1:~~~let J~fonnat_i~n

as o'X:~rre~.rojects continue. The developmeni of CeCtral Vo~un!eer
H d uarters Royal ignal (CVHQ R SIG AL ); the ommumcauon
p::je~t Office (CPO) (which will take over from the ?,em;a~_-bas~d
Airfield Communications Planning O~ce)· and the30trans e~o t ~~= aft
· tallation technician to the Brigade from
. ig eg . .
10
·
. II CVHQ in particular is open for busmess, co-ordma~mg
progre mg we ·
fill.
· urrent manmng
the Regular and TA reserves capable of 1 mg gap m c .
·
The Land Information Assurance Group (LIAG (\/)) conttnues to grow,
with no hortage of qualified volunteers. The umt has_now. deployed
several theatres, including Bo nia, Kosovo and operations m support o
the War on Terrori m.

'r

THE GLOBAL REACH OF THE BRIGADE
.
.
.
As its full title suggests - 2 (. ational Commu01cat_1~ns) Signal
Bri ade _ the role of the fonnation i focussed on th~ pr?v1 ion o_f clo~e
g ort and deployable infom1ation and commumcatton services m
~:fuland Great Britain. During the last 18 month the Bnga~e has b~n
at the forefront of many recent high profile and other opflerat~nal ~i~~
the fonner including tile fuel crisis in Autumn 2000; the oo m
·
the foot and mouth crisis in 200 l; and most recently the ~u-~po)rt for
events surrounding the funeral of the Queen Mother (Op Tay n ge ·

An Operations Room project managed and built by Regular _and
Civil Servant manpower of the Brigade's Army C l ~ Group within
the past six months . ICS assets include_mforma.t1on systems,
radio, COMMCEN, fax an_d voice servtc.es
(This picture was taken dunng Op Tay Bndge)
However. the Brigade also continues to provid~ support to ot~er
theatres A selection of the formation's contribution to world-wide
t" on over the last six months includes:
.
opera t
Bosnia - 97 (BRITFOR) Sig Sqn (V), a highly successful
deployment which saw it return from Theatre on 1 May 02.
Kosovo - augmentee to 20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn, I RRW &
QDG.
fL.
T
Afghanistan deployment of elements o !ma p.
.
Germany - Brigade personnel on FTRS with I Ai;nd Di v
ig Regt, 7 Sig Regt, 16 Sig Regt & 102 Log Bde ~1g Sqn.
orthern Ireland - augmentees to I RS and 15 Sig Regt.
Falkland Islands - augmentees to HQ BFFL.
yprus FTR augmentee to I KORBR.
anada FTRS augmentees to BATUS.
nited tates - augmentee to S CENTCOM.
Exercise - to Austria, the Untted States and the
etherlands. UK based FTRS augmentecs to DA D, H9
OmC (A), HQ 2 Di v, HQ 49 Bde, RTM , 3 (UK) Div Sig
Regt, 14 ig Rcgt, 21 Sig Regt (AS), Royal School of
Signals. 249 ig qn, 22 AD Regt RA and 5 GS Regt RLC.

Cpl Keeler from 97 (BRITFOR) Sig Sqn (V)
hard 'at it' at HQ BRITFOR, Banja Lu~a metal Factory.
All TA personnel undertook a comprehen~1ve, Corps-sponsored
Special to arms training package pnor to deployment
BRIGADE EXTRA-M RAL ACTIVITIE
.
·d a
Lt hasn't, however, been all work fo~ the Brigade. Untts. have h~er·
busy post-Christmas programme, which has e nsured that the e ft
increa ing list of ~peratio~al. commitme_nts does not detract from(tte) i!~
side of Brigade ltfc. Aet1v1t1es have 111cluded a 38 Sig Regt
nd
deployment to the United States, which was a thorou gh succfr a
en·oyed by all. Even the Chief of taff was able to dragh.1mse . awa~
fr~m his desk and fly across to Georgia on a fact-find111g ~1a1son visit fod
a few days! All of the Brigade TA units, a well as 243 Sig_ Sqn, enterf
the Corps SAAM, with 31, 37, 39 and 71 Regiments ~n)oymg particu fr
uccess amongst the TA prizes. On the adventure trammg f~ont, 37 dg
Regt (V) have man>1ged to conduct a diverse. seri~s of exerc1s~s alrcS_Y
this year with diving in Egypt and mountameenng m Austria. 37 ig
Regt (VJ have also found time, along with 251 Sig Sqn, to enter teams
into the Fleet Half-Marathon.
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ALPH (ARMY) TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Macdonald
Tp Sgt
gt Mcintyre
Well no change at ATR Bassingbourn for the Alpha Anny. The Troop
are in and in Week 5 already. As usual the new intake think that 'They
know best' . ot much has happened apart from the odd funnies. The
Alpha ' Anny' Training team wou ld like to congratulate the prize winners
from the previous Troop who were: Best Recruit
Sig Anderson
Best PT
Sig Boyes
Best Shot
Sig Michell
Best Endeavour
ig Meridith
The Training team also gave out a few prizes of their own to the
following Recruits: Best Field Soldier
Sig Roberts
Golden Boot
Sig Whyte
The members of the Training team gave out the last two prizes to other
member· of the Training team: Golden Maggot
Capt MacDonald
(for spending two of a 3-day Exercise in his dose bag)
FriendofJoeCrow Cpl 'Richie I 'm your mate'
Birch. Cpl Birch got given the award for being the friendliest person
toward the Recruits.
Well Alpha Arrny has all but gone now. The death bell is sound ing and
shortly the Alpha Anny will become the Cambrai (Like the sheepdog
call) Anny, in the moves to bring in the changes here at Bassingboum.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Hawkins
Tp Sgt
gt Icke
The Troop has been busy the last month getting our future young
recruits through training. The last few weeks were busy, what witll the
'Final Ex' which was a good send off for the recruits. The planning for it
had bc:en done, and it was time to put the recruits and the training team to
the te t. The final attack was impressive to say the least. Each Sectton
assaulted a position, with covering fire from the remaining Sections.
There was a lot of screaming coming from all directions, and with well
timed light illumination from the Troop Sergeant, the over all picture_ was
set. With help from the provo staff we were able to man three pos1ttons,
left and right flanking and one in depth position. The recruits worked
hard practising fire and movement, and some casualty evacuation. By the
end of the attack the whole of Stanta wa awake. Cpl 'Popeye' Doyle had
the good job of playing the enemy, and at time ambulance driver, to
ferry the sick recruits we had, back to the comforts of camp. The last
week was very busy trying to admin the recruit and our selves, find all
the kit that was missing and turning the block around. Sgt 'Charity' Icke
had his work cut out getting the final steps of drill correct for the pas off
parade, which he found no problems with, a hi validation sheet by tile
S M said. With the recruits finally gone it was time for us to get some
well deserved rest and the Troop stood down for a two week break. Cpl
' Geordie' Gough and Cpl 'Popeye' Doyle. both decided that leave was
better spent not at home but at work, giving things a face lift. The block
wa to be given a lick of paint and ended up looking rather smart. The
return back to training was going to be different a we were gomg to pick
up adult entries and those of the Royal Engineer cap badge. The tart for
Cpl 'Popeye' Doyle wa. not to be a good one, a he managed to fracture
his ankle by not looking where he was walking. The Troop Comd Capt_ '
Jim ' Hawki ns had plans afoot to go skydiving and at the_ moment ts
falling at a great speed thinking, I hope thi one opens' lJ1 Amenca.
Talking of holidays Cpl ' Bazz' Bazzard and his wife Emma new ?ut to
Australia for two week rest and diving, the last for a little while as
Emma is expecting there first bundle of joy very oon. Sgt 'Charity' lc ke
is still busy raising money for the ational Deaf Children's Society. He
has, so far, raised about £ 1700.00 but hopes to reach the £2500.00 mark.
We will all be ad to say goodbye to C pl 'Lindsey' Payto n who ha
been a pillar of strength within the Troop. She will be very hard to
replace, and we wish her all the be t in 39 Inf Bde l

transfonning to Mame Platoon. Still enough time to welcome Cpl 'Dave'
Knapman to life with recruits as a Section Commander and Capt 'Ally'
Lawson to a proper training team at last. Goodbyes go out to Capt 'Can't
hack the pace' Grey as he leaves to take post as Sqn 2 IC. Special
mention must be made of Cpl ' Mark' Colli ns, stocki ng up on warrn kit in
preparation for his next posting to 249 Sig Sqn.
EXERCISE FlNAL FLING
Once again it was time to dust off the maps of STANTA in readiness
for Bravo Tp's deployment on the final field phase of the new 21 week
Junior Entry course. After weeks of hype from the Training Team, our
Infantry recruits eagerly prepared for the culmination of their field-craft
training whilst Troop OC, Capt 'Where's the sleeps' Grey stubbornly
left his trusty cap-cot in the stores. With all fonnal testing taken care of
on previous exercises it was a chance for the Training Team to give the
recruits a realistically challenging exercise, with Cpl ' PRIT HIDE
IMS!' Cogram going hell for leather on the NBC Battle Run. This saw
the recruits come under chemical attack on no less than three occasion
before being required to carry out a casualty evacuation in 3 Romeo, and
Cpl 'Wind Direction!' Cogram getting a good few mouthful himself.
After a few seconds rest and an Intelligence update it was time for the
Sections to set off on a new objective with the help of a Lynx Helicopter
provided by some rather dodgy friends of Cap t 'Old Boys etwork'
Grey. A simple task of finding and collecting rations soon turned sour for
Cpl ' Who needs the Air Corps?' Campbell's Section after the transport
mysteriou ly succumbed to a flat tyre (?!) and they found themselves
having to tab the length of the air route, find the rations and get back to
the harbour before last light. With a night full of Reece Patrol , contacts
and a surprise move of the Harbour after an Enemy attack, Bravo Tp 's
Infanteers of the future found themselves wanting some payback on the
dastardly Enemy. Their prayers were answered when Sgt 'Do you have
that in Large?' \ indsor gave Orders for a dawn attack on the Enemy
position. Heavily outnumbered they didn't stand a chance. Bravo _Tp
fought through Section by Section, Cpl ' lron Jaw' Woosnam showmg
impre sive tactical awareness by left flanking C pl ' Do or Die' Collins
and his Section to close on the enemy in true Hollywood tyle. With C pl
'Tank Action!' Campb ell providing illwnination and fire support before
getting slightiy carried away and charging the positions to 'Give 'em
Steel!' A hasty Re-Org later and the Barmy Bravo was well ready for
End-Ex to be called and tran. port back to Bassingboum, t.hi time not
courte y of those amazing men and there (un) flying machine.
PASS-OFF
After a somewhat stressful 2 I week of training lnfantry recruit from
the Guards Di v, PWRR. LI, RHF, Royal Anglian , KOSS, WFR a~d
almost every cap-badge under the sun, the Main Square w~~ once agam
calling. With so many Regime~ts .repr~sented. the tradtttonal o2's
preparation took on all the d1fficu_U1es of a spot the difference
competition. However, the day the Trammg Team had been praymg f<?r
had come, with gt 'Let's do some pre s ups ' W indso r awa)'. on his
RSSC it was Sgt 'Dodgy Tan ' R o ug hto n to the re cue. With C pl
' When's the port call?" Cogra m acting a right 1!iarker and looking
emotional. Bravo Tp marched smartly onto the Regimental quare with
families looking tearfully on. One hour later it was all over and the future
of the British Infantry marched away ix inche taller and a trained
oldier ready for Catterick and Phase 2 training. An emotional moment
for all concerned, e pecially the training team who suddenly felt that they
weren't really such a bad bunch and wished them well. ~ p l ogram,
who tend to get more sentimental than mo t, eemed po 1t1vely flu hed
with emotion at it all and wi hed all their 'isters. mothers and aunt well.
Bringing to an end of 21 week of hard "'.ork the t'.'lining team took the
chance to relax and enjoy the sounds of tlence, bnng on the ne t batch
was the cry. Watch thi space.

MARNE PLATOO
OC
Capt Laswon
Drastic changes are afoot at ATR Bassingbourn with the mo e of
l(Trg) qn , Royal Signal to ATR Lichfield in the near future . We find
ourselves in the middle of an identity crise with the Bassmgbourn
Squadron in the process of becoming Kitchener ompany and Bravo Tp
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2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
In recent month • 2 ig qn ha had a pretty hectic time of it. The year
began "ith a bang when the Commander of 2 C) Bde came to vi it a
training weekend on 12 January. with Comm Tp k eping bu y playing
"ith our hirpcomm Tran ceivers and relearning all tho e linle tricks we
used to know about impro'i ed comm . It ha been noted that L pl
·Krafty' Krawczyk ha been u ·ing little more than a bit of cable to get
comm in on the big exerci e . and didn't really need the extra practice.
Meantime MT were playing at Wack-y Races with their Gucci new trucks
- got to maintain tho e engine omehow. Sgt Heap was good enough to
gi'e the Brigadier a quick cabby in his new bab.. just before he bashed
hi head on (What did he hit it on'?). The rest of January pa . cd in a blur.
\\ ith a weekend of maintenance to finish. and then all of a udden it was
February. This kicked off with an Officers and ergeants' Mes Burn
upper, ''ith rendition of such classics a ·Tam O' Shanter' by Capt
'1 eighhhh!' Bruce and the lesser-known Burns' Poem 'To a Ferr by
Capt ·D'. The green tuff kicked in with a weekend of trade training in
the TAC to finely tune the quadron' kill , complete with mandatory
aturday night on the town. Then finally, the moment we'd all been
awaiting. BT's final trial of our big white elephant. the aerostat. It all
kicked off at the end of February with the inflation, a bit of a hairy
weekend for all concerned with one eye alway on the weather. After the
first couple of weeks it became apparent that conditions weren't quite
suitable for the trial to carry on, o the Squadron deployed for a bit more
training on the system, flying the aero tat during the day and fini hing
with a late night deflation - mo tly involving bouncy castle type activity
wearing slippers to get the helium out the balloon! Then we had the usual
fun-filled Squadron !TD weekend up at Barry Budden, in that last gasp
bid to get the beloved bounty. We then had the obligatory send off for
Cpl 'Ginge' 1cLean and LCpls 'Bart' Batchelor and Fraser, our brave
boys who were meant to be off on a jolly to the Caribbean, but who have
ended up in read cattered between Aldershot and Sali bury. For ' Bart'
and 'Ginge' the next stop is FTRS in Kosovo, so they can probably look
at this as acclimatisation. A great night was had in the local super club
watching Boy George doing his DJ bit After the fun and hilarity it wa
back to busine s again. with a combined ITO/military training weekend.
Thi culminated in a fast and furious stretcher race. with Cpl Morris'
team treaking to victory. though there were grumbles amongst the lo ing
ieams that they mu t have got rid of some of their water to move that
fast! The Squadron' now looking forward to a few comms exercises,
with Comms Tp's newly promoted SSgt 'Willie - Field Rat' Smith
looking forward to finding out what a radio looks like, and we continue
to eagerly anticipate the final trials of our big white elephant!
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ROYA L C RP
of SlGNAt

a Photographic History by Mrs Laurette Burton

The Royal Signals Magazine

The Royal Signals Museum Archive contains a plethora
of photograph s that portray the history of Army
signalling from the Crimean War onwards.

All correspondence and matter
for publication in The Wire
should be addressed to
The Head of Publications,
The Wire, RHO Roya l Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum, DT11 BAH
Dorset. Tel No: Blandford mil 2079
STD 01258 48 2079
Matter for publication must be
received by the 15th of February,
April, June, August, October and 10th December
for publication six weeks later.
All enquiries regarding subscriptions/despatch
should be made to Bla ndford Mil 2087
STD 01258 482087

Over two hundred of these graphic images have been
selected to represent both the development of
signalling and the hist ory of Royal Signals and
antecedents. The requirements of early, slow-moving
conflicts were met by messengers , flags and lamps.
The rapidity of modern warfare calls for satellite
communications and battlefield information systems.
This history presents images of the technology as it
advanced . More importantly, it tells of the innovative,
dedicated and courageous signallers who , wherever
they have served , in whatever conditions, have upheld
the Corps motto "Swift and Sure".
All of this is set within the backdrop of the Royal Signals
family in which Regular, Reserve and Retired Corps
members maintain the ethos, heritage and pride of our
forbears.
Specifications 128pp , paperback - illustrated
th roughout with ove r 230 photographs . Publ ished in
May 2002 .
ISBN : O 7524 2391 6.

£12.99
On sale now in the Museum Shop
01258 482 248
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EDITORIAL

YOUR ONE DAY S PAY - \VHAT HAPPENED TO IT IN 2001
I TRODL TIO
Your One Day's Pay is the main_ ~ource of income f< ·r Corp .Funds. It is
\Cr\ encoumging that me. cc · of 90% of the Corp mak s this generous
annual contribution. Officer arc invited to pay an addi tional 0. 75 of One
Day· Pay each year mto the Officers Fund, which i used in support of
Ollicers actintie. only. Retired Officer may volunteer to pay an. annual
sub cription of £25 or more and this al o entitle them to receive The
WIRF. and ertain facilities funded from th Otliccrs Fund.
' Os and
\\'Os may sub cribe a further 0.25 Day's Pay for their O\\ n ergeant ·
, 1e ·se fund.
Pt,RPO E OF ORP F ND
Trust Deed 1 rcgi tercd with the Chari l. Commi sion and ets out
the mam purpose for which Corp Funds may be u ed. These.arc:
The reliefofpoYert. for all members of the.Corps, servmg or
retired, their familie and dependents. This 1s the main area of
expenditure.
To maintain and improve the phy ical efficiency and morale of the
Corp at large. e.g.: Funds for · port and Adventure Training etc.
The payment of donations to charitable organisation concerned
with the welfare of ignallers and their dependents.
HO\\ ARE CORPS FU D TRUCT RED?
There are three main fund known collectively as the Royal Signal
Benevolent Fund. These are:
The Corps Fund ( oldiers activities)
The Officers Fund (Officers activitie )
.
The A sociation Fund (Welfare and Benevolence)
Expenditure can only be made in accordance w ith the Trust Deed and 111
compliance with Chari ty Law.
The chart below hows the combined income and expenditure of all funds
for the Financial Year 200 I.
I. COME
The total income for the year was £901 K. The main ource of inco~e
wa from the ub criptions of Officer and soldiers (£524K). In addition
mo t ubscribers support their ubscription by mean of a Gift Aid
Declaration. previously known as a Covenant, which enable the Coqis to
reclaim tax on ub criptions received at no cost to the subscriber
(£ t 38K). Income from our investments amounted to £I 85K and

donations accounted for the final £54 K. All legac ies and donations arc
allocated to the A ·ociation Fund for reinvestment in order to meet the
cost of future Benevolence. Tax may also be reclaimed from individual
donation . however small. supported by a Gift Aid Declaration.
EXPE1 DIT RE
omc £3 19K. or 35% of income. has been pent on benevolence in
upport of both the Serving and Retired orps. This includes a grant of
£29K to the Army Benevolent Fund that gives the Corps tremendou
upport in meeting it s financial commitment to those in need.
The orp employs a number of personnel including for example the
Corps Accountant and Welfare Officer and incurs running co t all of
which amount to £106 K. The Royal ignals fn ·tilution and Heritage cost
were £29K and this includes the cost of Lectures and orps Prize and
the lnsuran~e and Maintenance of both Corps Silver and Paintings. The
Royal Signals Corps Band was sub idi ed by £ 13 K. This wa mainly
used to support the Band in a professional way with sheet music,
instrument repairs and uniforms. The Band of 34 Sig Regt (V) and the
orp Pipe and Drum s were also subsidised by £6K and £SK
re pectively.
The Game
lub authorised expenditure of £59K in upport of Corps
port and the Royal ignals Yacht Club received £12K. The Wire wa·
ub idised by £l8K. Capital Grants of £10Kw~re approved by the
Heritage Committee for the purcha e of Corp Pa111t1ng and Silver.
The funds allocated £55K to Corp Entertainment for such occa ion
as Royal Visit to Unit and the Annual Reunion of the Royal Signals
A ociation. Further financial upport of£ 111 K wa made to the Serving
Corp and is ummarised at not.e I including £28K for Adventure
Training and grants to the Royal Signals Musum and the White Helmet
of £14K and £3K respectively.
MM ARY
The One Day' Pay Scheme continues to be extremely well supported
by the Corps and Regimental Headquarters is ~ost gratefu.1 to those who
contribute. However, the call on Corps Funds 1 an ever mcreasmg one
and every ubscription received is both valuable and important to enable
the current level of support to be maintained.
.
It is hoped that this brief explanation of our account for 2000 satisfies
the interest of ubscribers and is an encouragement to the few who for
whatever rea on. do not currently subscribe. If anyone require any
further information please ring Mr A lan Wilkinson , the Corp
Accountant. on Blandford Military exten ion 2086.

How was the money spent'! (All fi gures are in thousan ds)

W here did the money come from'!

%

£k
As ociation Welfare and
Benevolence

32

£k

%

Soldiers' ubscriptions

355

40

A ociation Grants
(Army Benevolent Fund etc.)

4

Soldiers' Gift Aid

92

II

Salaries

8

Running Expenses

4

Institution

2

169

46

Officers' Gift Aid

19

5

Investments

18

Donations

7
£901k

Heritage

10

Band

24

3

Sports

71

Wire ubsidy

18

8
2

Capital Grants

10

Entertainment

42

6

Other (Note I )

Ill

12

lnvestme,11 or Carried Forward

158

17

£90 1K

'OTE: The As ociation i shown in shaded area
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'OTEI:
Adventure Training
Grants
Recruiting
HQ Officers' Mess
I IQ Sergeants' Mess

As I mentioned in the June issue, l want to
take a long look at The WIRE to find out how
we can make it better. To do this, I need to
find out how you, the readers, feel about its
present form , and what ideas you have to
improve it. So I have included a brief Reader
Survey in this issue. Historically, almost
traditionally, surveys of this sort suffer from
one major problem - apathy. Responses arc
- - - - - - ' usually so low, the pundits say that if you get
a 10% reply, you are doing well. Given the importance of thi survey, I
would hke for u to do much better than this. Please don't bin this one.
Read the questions, think about them and give your answer . It won't
take you long. Then get it back to me by the quickest means available. I
will publish the result .
Reading through the articles submitted for this issue , it is very
apparent that there has been a lot going on out there. In addition to the
usual run of comings and goings of per onnel , a lot of training has
happened and a lot of preparation has taken place for events scheduled
for the coming summer. There have also been many successes in the field
of sport and I was particularly impressed by the many accounts of
participation in the Lanyard Trophy, particularly that of 35 Signal
Regiment (V). Knowing of the e activities gives all members of the
Corps family a great deal of pride and satisfaction. But I'm very much
aware that a lot goes on that doesn 't get reported. In the pre sand on TV
we have read and seen much of the British Anny's activities abroad, to
say nothing of the Anny' contribution to the Golden Jubilee events. We
all know that none of these things can happen without sound
communication , and we all know who it is that provide these
communications. It would be good to read much more of the Corp
involvement in the e events. So could we please have a little more from
unit about their involvement in the e activitie ?

acllv111es of the parent Corps. This is evidenced by the comments (and
accents) we hear from time to time in the Museum and from the number
of Commonwealth visitors who attend the Annual Reunion Weekend at
Blandford. There is also the ongoing programme of exchange postings
between the Corps. So I am pleased that, in this issue. we have made a
start on reflecting this interest. We have established sufficient con tacts in
Australia and New Zealand to introduce a 'From the Commonweal th '
section. and we are hoping to widen this to other Commonwealth Signal
Coiys 111 the future. l was also pleased to receive the moving report of
their A ZAC Day service in 7 ig Regt's notes. For future i sues, J
would appreciat.e receiv.ing reports from anyone on posting to a
Commonwealth Signals unit or from any RSA member who has visited a
Commonwealth Signals Association whilst abroad. I would al o like to
hear from any Commonwealth personnel on postings to UK unit .

KOREA 1950 - 53
by Maj (Retd) Bernard Redsha"· - Editor
I have been reminded that July 2003 will mark the 50th Anniversary of the igning of the cease-fire for the Korea conflict. To mark
this occasion, I am considering devoting a page or two of the June
2003 issue of The WIRE.
. I am therefore inviting readers who have any recollections, stones, photo , etc. of the Korean conflict to look through their memorabilia and start writing oon. Although the deadline is quite ome
way ahead, the sooner I receive the material the sooner I can start
planning the feature.

GENTLEMAN JIM
The Wartime Story of a Founder of the SAS - by Loma Almonds Windmill
By Mike Spence
This book is a darn good read from the first winner of the Signal
Officer in Chiefs Ro e Bowl for WRAC officers. Apart from being
written by the subject's daughter this biography is extremely well
researched and includes previously unpublished material from Public
Records about SAS operations. The book provides many fre h in ights
into SAS philosophy, forged in combat and sustained by today'
regiment , and presents new aspects on David Stirling. Jock Lewes, the
Tobruk Four, Paddy Maine and other great heroes of those early AS
days.
Jim Almonds was possibly the greatest all-rounder of the lot. A well
as being a deadly fighter he was a leader, team builder, parachutist,
navigator, field pioneer, trainer, innovator, mechanic, armourer. medic,
signaller, surveyor, escapee and surv ivor. The tory tell the personal tale
he would never have told. It took him from the Guard's Depot at Pirbright

to a commission in the field, a military medal and bar, and a
Croix-de-Guerre. It went via the Guard Commando and Layforce to L
Detachment SAS and thereafter with the regiment from the We tern
Desert to Italy and occupied France.
Throughout the story extract from his diary reveal the stres c and
strain of separation suffered by families in wartime and how individuals
coped with it. Gentleman Jim is a great man and it i good that two of his
children chose to serve in the Corp and did so with distinction.
Gemleman Jim wa published in paperback 011 27 June 2002 by
Constable and Robinson, price £7.99, ISBN 18411956 69.
The book is available.from the shop in The Royal Signals Museum,
Blundford - Tel: 01258 482248

REMEMBER 'WO'?

INC0'.\1E

Officers· Subscriptions

As an 'ex-colonial', I have been aware for some time of the 111terest

tha~ ~ommonwealth Signal Corps (both serving and retired) have in the
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At last year's reunion of the ational Malaya & Borneo Veterans·
Association (NMBVA) one of the A ociate Member , Mrs Sheila Hone
delivered the following address. 1 thought that it would ring a few bell
with Corps members, both ser ing and retired, o with hcila 's
permission 1 publish it here - Bernard RedshQI•\ Editor
I am sure you arc all famil iar with the term 'wife or. When J as a
young wife was admitted to the maternity ward of a military ho pita! and
fir t saw WO written at the end of my bed, I naively thought I had been
~1ven the honorary rank of Warrant Officer. However, r wa
0011
mfonned that it stood for 'wife of'. WO cems to be quite a derogatory
tcnn, but I for one don't sec it as uch . In the fir t instance, l am very
proud to bt: the WO a British erviceman. We are a mall nation. but
de pite thi , our Armed Force have proven themselves to be the best in
the world, having taken on all comers, and often standing alone. they
courageou ly stood fast unti l the battle was won.
I ?elieve the WO played an important upporting role to the British
Serviceman. They are there at the airfields and dockside waving their
loved ones off to who knows what. Tryi ng hard not to be si lly by crying,
but reminding him to wear hi s thermal ve t when it get cold, otherwi e
his. chest will play up again. and did he pack tho e mittens hi s an had
k1~1llcd for him? During hi absence, the WO mu t carry on daily fami ly
life alone. o matter how bad she fee ls, in her letters to him. he covers
up the fac t that she has had no sleep for 4 days bccau e the younge·t is
cutt111g her first teeth . She doesn't tell him littl e Johnny flooded th e
bathroom while playing battleships. After all she ha managed to repair
the damage, by repainting the living room walls and the watermark on the
carpel 1s barely noticeable now. Perhap it will get past the eagle eyed
barrack warden when it come to hand-over. he cannot tell him he is
worried sick that their eldest on will go blind becau c he has started
n1asturbating. She ju t writes to ay how grown up he is now and like hi
dad m so many ways.
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The WO i there at the airfield and dockside to welcome her hu band
home, a changed man to the one she waved off all tho e month ago. The
WO must now become an untrained coun ellor. She instinctively knows
when to dispense a hug, when to leave him alone with hi thought and
memories, or when best to bring him back down to ea rth with 'the
kitchen sink is blocked, the shed door is hanging off it hinges, the gra s
needs cutting and my mother i coming to stay for a week'. I would m.e
to think that I have been a good WO. I was there to upport and counsel
my hu band especially ' hen the avy or Air Force beat the Am1y at
football or rngby. He wa a broken man for a while, but thankfully thi
did not happen too often, and I was there to agree with him that the ref
wa blind and we were robbed.
Our ageing action men are slowing down a bit now. Arthriti has put
paid to their yomping over muddy fields. Poor eye ight means that they
couldn't hit a stat ionary double-decker bu · al 20 paces. However, their
battles are not yet over. as members of the MBVA the have fought for
recognition of the forgotten conflict that took place in Malaya and
Borneo. The atio nal Co mm ittee' hope that soon the , MBVA
commemorative plaques will be placed in the Arboretum in tafford hire
and at We tminster Abbey.
The MBVA continues to foster the friend.hip that were forged many
year ago. Here at this annual meeting old comrade , some of whom have
not met for year , arc re-united. It i almo t like a love affair ecing these
old friend great each other, but the WO i not jealous nor docs ·he try to
come between them. Instead he leaves them to chat on into the wee
small hours over a couple of pint · recalling wuh sndnes and mirth the
escapades they got them elve into. he know that there 1 really no one
else they can hare these memoric with .
. a long with other veterans.
Every year member. of the MB
muster on a cold ovembcr morning, wrappt:d up nice and warm on the
in ·istence of the WO. to proudly march and stand shoulder to shoulder
with erving member,· of the armed forces. to pay tribute to and to
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grace and elegance that we WO bri ng to th is auspic io us occasion t
realise hO\ fortun ate our men fo lk arc. I hope I have managed lo change
your concept o f the WO and brought to your attention what an asset we
are to the British Anned Forces.

remc mb r their fa llen comr.1de .
Ladi here we arc to m ll~lt, the WO who are honoured to be a ociate
memben; of the
1BV , still doing our bit in upportin g the as ·ociation
and ii - me mbers.
I loc k around the room th i evening and ee the

CABLES DS, D8, DlO, ETC.
l had an immediate re ponse from Lt Col (Retd) Fred Orr to my reque t in the fone edi tion of The WIRE f? r in fo rmation a~out the 'D' designation
given to field cable type . There may be other readers who were wonder111g the same th111g, o I reproduce C ol Orr s repl y. - Bem a1d Redshaw, Edt1or.
With referenc to your query in Th e WIRE regarding the use o f the Don prefi x for siiin,a l cab le, I have in my h ist~ri ca l jottings the fo llowing table, which
shows that the letter D w a a cla ification given 10 cable for fi eld u e, and the phonetic DO for the le tter D was 111 use 111 WW I . I hope that thi s helps.
0

CABLES PRE 1914 & START OF WWI
De ignation

II

For telegraphs telephone
and po ition finding. Power
up to 6 amp .
Lead covered .

Cable ElectTic A

I

Cable E lectric B

I

I

Cable Electric C

I

I

Cable Electric D

I

I

Cable Electric G

I

For la;iing dire ctl;i Qn
ground .

A for A but al o a rmoured.
For Telegraphs, telephones
and po ition find ing.

Telegraphs and telephones .
For Telegraph , telephone
and position finding .

I

Number span (1914)

I

For dra wing in to pipes.

Al Mk lto A20

the

Mis1<e l la neous .

I

fald.

I

S"bmruino.

B2 Mk I to B20

J

I
]

Cl to C21

I

DI toDS MkIV

I

G3 to G9

I

ANOTHER OF THE CORPS' BENEFACTORS
Jimmy Wild , who donated £1000 to the Corps for the commissioning
of a march to celebrate the Silver Jubilee of Her Royal Highness The
Princes Royal's becoming the Corps ' Colonel in Chief has, (as Capt
Paul i\lorrell has reponed in the Corps Band 's column) served the Corp
for 64 years. Thinking that there must be a story there, I spent a mornmg
with Jimm), and I was not disappointed. There wa enough ~ateri al for
a book, but here is brief account of those 64 years, mostly 111 Jimmy' s
own words - Bernard Redshaw, Ediror.
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AER I joi.ncd the School of Signals and worked as a civilian in the QM
Tech serving under C ol '\ilonty' Tru cott, Maj . Lane and Maj Ham.
In 1977, after a grand party attended by Brig (later Maj Gen) J. H. Hild
MBE, he sa id to me, 'When you were in the tores, I could a k for any
item, large or small, and you could prodvce it. Now that you are not here,
I can get nothing.'
ln 1966 Maj Gen R. J. Moberly CB OBE came to li ve in the area
and w~s trying to form a branch of the Association. He, am Henwood,
Bob Simpson and l became Founder Members of the Dorset Branch. I
served with the Branch a · Assistant Secretary and Sta ndard Bearer for 30
years. I led the Corps into Salisbury Cathedral in June 1970 to ce lebrate
thei r 50th Ann iversary. I ser ved o n t he Centra l Committee of the
A sociation as South We t England rep for fo ur terms between 19 70 and
1990., I was made Honour Membe r of the Association m 1972, becoming
the sixty-first member. In 200 I J was mad e Vi ce President, Dorset
Branch, Royal Signals Association.

]

I

Usage

some 500 DR 's, w ho g.avc a dai ly service travelli ng by train and boat
train to all con~ma nds 111 UK and Europe. The longest run, taking ten
days, was to Vie nna. In .June 194!'5 I took a detachment of War Office
Signaller for an mspect1 on by Princess Mary. Two days later, Maj w.
Main and I took the detachment on the Victory Parade, marching twelve
abreast for ix hours through the streets o f London.
I left the Army in May 194 7, tra nsfe rr ing to ' B ' Reserve until
February 1954 and la te r j oi nin g 22 A rmy Grou p S ig n a ls Ar m y
Emergency Reserve (AER), L iverpool. Thi s was disba nded in February
1967 to form 80 L of C Signal s A ER . Dur ing my ti me in the AER,
volunteers were ca ll ed fo r to JOlll the Crown Agents fo r service in the
Dete ntio n a mps in C ypru s. I j oin e d a nd served a t Py la. Afte r t he
troubles had ended, Gen Darling asked me to remain, as he thought the
troubles m ig ht s ta rt aga 111. So he gave me the Job of Ch ief Security
Officer, Famagusla Doc ks. I remained there until the Island was ha nded
over. On return to UK, I rejo ined my AER Regi ment. On leav ing the

Edgar Percy Wilds, a lway known as Jimmy, was born I June 1920
at St Margaret's Mar h, D o r et. In 1926 the famil y moved to Myrtle
fa rm , Greg's Marsh , w hi c h is now a pri son . Educated at St James,
Shaftsbury and Eas t Orchard Schools, T pas ed the Leavmg School Exam
at the age of 11 and was made School Captain. During my last three years
at school, I taught the children of Standard I and II. I left school at the
age of 14. On leaving chool, T worked in the stable at Melbury Abbas.
where the di scipline was fa r wor e than anything in the A rmy: When I
le ft, th e wages were I 0 s hillings for a s ix-day week work111g from
0530HRS till I 830HR each day.
I j oined the Army on 5 December 1938 and was gi ven the service
number 23 28280. T trained in Catterick, doing three months' square drill
and three months' despatch rider training. ln the evenings l studied for
my Army Education Exam , which I sat for at the C ollege of. Army
Educati o n in York. I pa s sed with distinction in Math s, History,
Geography and Map Reading. I was posted to Egypt 111 July 1939 ma
contingent of 140 others of all trades. We travelled out i.n the troop sh!P
Nevasa arriving in Port Said ten days later. We were to_JOlll 7th Arn:id Div
Sig Regt, which was jus t being formed. To my surpnse, l was reJected.
being under age. I was only 18 years old and you had to be . ~ l years old
to be in the Armoured Division. I was then posted to Bnttsh Troops.
Egypt (BT E) and sent to a val HQ A lexandria to j.oin the staff ~f
Admiral Gordon Lennox , Flag Officer, Eastern Mediterranean a his
despatch rider. During this time, I served as despatch rider to a .nun:i~er of
visiting dignitaries . I served ir Anthony Eden on all of his v1s1t? to
Egypt. He always stayed with Maj Barker at Ramley. l was a lso Dnver
to HRH The Duke of Gloucester, when he came to Egypt. The building
he used was the Officers' C lub which was next to the British Consul m
Alexandria. There were two oiher notables on my round with whom I
became a lifelong friend. These were Col aguib and Capt Abdul
Gamel asser of the Egyptian Army. Both Sandhu t were tra111ed, both
later became Presidents of Egypt.
On 6 June 1944 J was in Ca iro waiting to embark for England when
news came through about the landings in France. On the spur of the
moment the whole of the Transit Camp was fallen in and we did a victory
march through Cairo.
On returning home I took a few weeks' leave and was posted to I War
Office Signals, Eaton Square, where I became Dispatch Rido::r to the
Prime Minister, Mr Winston Churchill. As such, I freq uently delivered
his messages to War Cabinet Ministers and to HM King George VI. At
Mr Churchill's insistence, I always delivered these messages in personj
For The King, the messages were always delivered on a gold salver..
remember delivering both the VE and VJ messages to him in person 1(
thi way. Later l took on the task of organising a courier service o
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THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS BAND

ROYAL SIGNALS BA D MARCH COMPETITIO
by Capr Paul L. Murrell CA Mus, Director of Music
It is not often that someone wants to g ive you a £1000 to write a piece
of music. As an individua l who works firml y on the fringe of Army li fe, l
am used to unusual requests, but even this took me by surpri se. Jimmy
Wilds is a generous man who has faithfull y served the orps for more
than 64 years. His idea to have a piece of music written to celebrate not
only the Golden Jubilee, but also the 25th Anni versary o f the Princess
Royal as Col onel in Chief, was admirable . Le ft to consider Jimmy's
proposal, it was clear to me that hi s concept deserved far more reward
than my in gular effons at composition. I contacted the Principal Director
of Music (Army), Lt Col Geoff Kingston and uggcsted an Army wide
competition, open to all serving Bandmasters and Directors o f Music. He
felt thi s to be a good idea and immediately offered his servi ces as a judge
and techn ical advisor.
The next course of action was to dec ide who el e should take part in
judgi ng thi s compe titi o n. In the end a very di tingui s hed pane l was
selected, including Maj Gen Sprackling OBE (Master of ignals), Brig
McDowall (S O in C(A) de s), Col Donaldson ( Regt C ol ), Lt Col
Kingston (PDOM (A)), Lt Col (Retd) Hamilton (R Sigs As oc) and
Jimmy Wilds. During the next six weeks, various musical compo itions
we re rece ived , instrumental parts were distributed and the ba nd
rehearsed. At this point T would like to pay tribute to the Pipe Maj or,
CSgt Mick Elder for the e normous amount of tim e and effort in

advisi ng, me mo ris ing and performing the Bagpipe part to the final
marches that were selected.
<?n 22 May this year. the band paraded in the practice room. finely
poh sh e~ and ready to perform . The panel of judges sat waiting in
ant1c1pat1on, a did three of the composers of the five final composition .
The remit for the panel was imply to listen and to select which march
they felt was most appealing and suitable to be performed on the Princes
Royal Day Parade. It was a difficult decision . All the contenders provided
very high quality compositions and three had to be played twice in order
to reach a unanimous verdict. ln the end a verdict wa reached and the
winner declared . A very surprised WOI Bandmaster Darren
WolfendaJe of the Life Guards Band stepped forward to receive his well
deserved cheque for his march for Band and Pipe entitled ' The Garter
and The Thistle '.
My thanks go to all who took the time to compo e marches for this
competition. to those who took part on the panel. to the band who
performed without prejudice and the Corps Bandmaster WOt 'Bill'
Booth who organised behind the scenes and expertly led the band on the
day. Finally, our thanks go to Jimmy Wilds. This late t gift of £1000 as
prize money is one of many generou donations be has made to the Corps
Benevolent Fund over the years. but not hi last. As we were about to
depart for lunch another envelope appeared from his breast pocket. He
presented it to me and uttered tho e words dear to all musician · hearts.
' The lads have done great, have a drink on me.'

THE ROYAL SIGNALS MUSEUM
The notes of 34 ignal Regiment in The April WIRE advi ed that the
medal s of Col W. F. Jackson OBE MC TD would be presented 10 the
Museum at a later date. I am delighted to say that 1 had the privilege to
receive these medals into our collection on 19 April from Lt Col Ian
Westerman . To report the presentation of one set of medal s hvice is
ex tra-ordinary. However, Col W. F. ' Jacko' Jackson wa an
extra-ordinary officer.
COL W. F. ' JACKO ' JACKSO OBE MC TD
William Francis Jackson was born in Barnsley in I 6. Hi military
career panned some 32 years, beginning in March 1912 when he wa
commissioned into the orthern Telegraph ompanies, Army Troop .
and Royal Engineers. Serving in several campaign during the Fir t and
Second World Wars, he was mobilised to Gallipoli in 1915, where, as a
Lieutenant, he commanded able Section ME 7. In Augu t 1915 he
sustained a gunshot wound that left him severely injured and re ulted in a
long stay in hospital from A ugust 1915 until May 1916 . He wa
Mentioned in Di patches on IO April 1916 and awarded the Military
Cro s on 2 June 1916. Upon his recovery, he was posted to France in
Janu.ary 1917 as Officer ommanding A ompany 3rd Army ignals,
serving with 7 Corps Heavies, 2nd Tank Brigade and I th Di isional
Signals. On 2 June 1918 he was awarded a Bar to the Military ro and
was quickly promoted to Acting Captain in cptember 1918, crving as
Second in ommand 18 Divisional ignals Company, with a uccessive
pr.omotion two months later to Acting Major and Deputy Assistant
Director I st Tank Group ignals.
. He was demobilized in April 1919 and immediately joined 49 (Wet
R.id111g) Divisional Signal Company (Territorial Army), the new name of
his old Company, reverting to his substantive rank of Lieutenant.
Bchyeen the wars he rose through the rank to eventually command tl~e
Rcgnnent from 1937 to J 940. During this time Lt Col Jackson led his
men, along with additional sub-unit , on the arvik to orway and later
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to Iceland from July 1940 to April 1942, where he became Chief ignals
Officer with the rank of Colonel. Awarded the Territorial Decoration
(TD), for which he held no le s than five Bar , Order of the British
Empire (QBE) in 1940, Col Jackson was again Mentioned in Di patches
on 20 December 1940. In addition. the General Officer Commanding
Iceland granted him the Certificate of Merit. Gallantry and Good ervice
on 20 January 1942. On hi return from Iceland to England, he wa
appointed Signal Liaison Officer to the Headquarter · of the United
State Army in the United Kingdom . For the role he played in the
communication planning for the inva ion of France, he won the U
Legion of Merit and the Croix de Guerre.
Col W. F. Jack on OBE 1C TD retired in 194-1 at the age of 5 . He
wa - a man of courage. resolution and ability. a natural leader, honoured
and respected by all. He died on 9 August J<.164, after a long illne - and
received full military honours at bi funeral in Leeds that was attended in
strength by his old comrades from 49th Regiment.
The Mu eum is very grateful to the 49 Trustee for presenting thi. fine
set of medals.
TRIBUTE TO 1AJ F. T. C. 'FRA K' WILLI
I
The Ju eum taff was saddened to hear of the death on 7 April of
Maj Frank Williams. ome time ago Frank kindly pre ented to the
Mu eum the item that appeared re ently in our ' H TTER
TELEGRAPH ' Museum ncwssheel. In hi memory this article is
reproduced in full. Ho' ever, as the article tate thi i only the outline of
what wa an outstanding record , of the out tanding career of an
outstanding man.
EXCITING Tl 1E & ARRO\:
WITH MAJ F. T. . WILLI 'l
La t year the Mu eum wa pre ent d with an unusually well di played
collection of bound scrap books and other per· onal memorabilia b
Iaj
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Frank\\ illiam . "ho no\\ li\C, in orth York hire.
a young man of
20. m po· e· ion of a PMG' · iicence to work as a commercial radio
operator, he enli ted into the Ccrp. in the hope of soldiering on the orth
We. t Frontier of India - he wa n't to be dL appointl·J. The eleven volumes
beautifully illustrate highlights of Frank's crv1cc in word., photos,
verse. cartoons. pre s cuuings. drawings and maps covering the period
1933-1946. The following i an excerpt from a condensed ersion of his
albums called
'E'\citing Times a nd . arrow Squeaks·:
'Trouble 011 Tlte Fro11tier' - o blazed the time honoured headline acros
the Rawalpindi newspapers when, on the 26 ovember 1936, a mall
force ofTochi cout were ambu hed omewhere up in t11e Tochi alley,
not far from the A fohan border. The effect on u wa. ele tric. Within a
day or two we were speeding to the scene. Our personal kit wa of the
lightest. for, a one of us remarked. 'What will a tribesman do to get
him elf readv? co ff a chupatti and grab ·is bondook!' - true enough.
l Chupatti: thin piece of unleavened bread: Bondook: Fronti r rifle). We
cro ed the River Jndu at the Kushalghar Bridge and reached Bannu, a
pretty little Frontier town (called a ·Cantonmem· here about). In the grey
light of dawn the ne ·t morning K Sign~I Section, of the 2nd Indian
Infantry Brigade. marched out from Fort Edwardes, Bamm. We were 21
British rank and 60 Indian . Sjt Ellison, our Section Sergeant 1s
country-born, o he can peak to the fORs (Indian Other Rank ) in their
0\\111 language. From here we marched our first 17 mile up the Tochi
Valley. ero ing the hinki Bridge.
The 2nd Indian Infantry Brigade, with it 4, sometimes 5, infantry
battalion , its 900-odd pack mules. mountain guns (known as crew guns
because they take to piece for carrying by pack mules). Pioneer ,
appers & Miners and, of course. K ignal ection, ome 3500 men in
all. marched out imo tlle ·omber hostile and remote Tochi Valley, again t
an un een enemy who nevertheles could see US a clear target . With
our pack mules be ide us and towering crags above, we were met by. the
'tock-doom' of enemy rifle fire echoing down the Valley, and the cunous
'wheee-aaarp· of bullets overhead, Under such conditions, then, we made
our first camp in the Tochi Valley . .. ....... ... . '

I Plastic button envelope containing four Mac formatted ZLP
I 00 disks electron ic back up
In chronological order the seven volumes contain: programmes,
poster . cripts. original music cores, cast and ccncry photographs.
new clippings and the like. All of these were generously presented by
muny members of the Theatre Club, some of whom became famous
names on the tage and in the BBC when they returned to civilian life
after their service in Catterick. Various items of memorabilia from the
collection arc to be displayed in tlle Museum , but the main work will of
course be held in the archive. The Archivist will be pleased to show the
whole collection on request. The attention of visitors is particularly
drawn to the D of ' Pu s Jn Boot ' which ha been redubbed from
cas ette to make it ea ier to listen to. lt wa recorded live and members
of the Theatre Orchestra play the mu ic which is typical of the music
used in pantomime of the era. What makes it the more interesting is that
the majority of the mu ic was written by members of the Theatre Club
including Jimmy Yule who ·1earnt the busine s' whilst a prisoner of war
in Colditz Ca tle. Be sure to a k the archivist to play it for you during
your tour of the mu eum.
A booklet ha been made of the introduction to the Chronicle. opies
of both the CD and the booklet can be made ava il able by arrangement
with the author via the Curator.
0

THE MAN FROM MANNING AND CAREER MANAGEMENT DIVISION
rsignalsintcorpsmcmdiv(a;dial.pipex.com
(Maj S. G. Hutchinson MBE R SIGNALS)
With the summer now upon us and the No 4 (Pink List) and No 5
(Beige List) .Boards (you can ten I have moved across to Officer Wing)
firmly beh111d us our attention turns to the summer Roadshow
programme. With the Division soon to visit both Germany and Cyprus
and Soldier Wing to visit 3 (UK) Armd Div (not the reason why I moved
across!) tlle next few months arc a great opportunity for us to spread the
M word . In terms of MCM Div manning, we welcome Lt Col 'Roddy'
icholson who replaces Lt Col Paul Hudson as the SOI Soldiers
Stuart ~ddo n. who replaces ~onathan Whitley on the Int Corps Desk'.
and Janice Jack on and Ke1ron Durick who take up post within
Soldier Wing.
We have always said that life in the MS world rarely stands still and

more if promotion results are being released to an expectant public) then
can perhaps start to appreciate just how busy life wnhin the MCM
Div can be. Lunch 1s taken at 1205 (on the dot) and although we take it at
our desks we have to 'clock-out' for this period. The afternoon is much
the s~~e, handlin~ enquiries, producing posting orders. staffing
subm1ss1ons and puttmg together board results. If we have visitors in the
Division (always a w~lcome sight -especially if they buy lunch) then
invari~b.ly our rout111e ~as .to change. Likewise we are always
apl?rcctattve o_f offers of umt visits. Our last, a visit to 264 ig Sqn on a
training exercise! w~ great fun and. whilst it gives us the opportunity to
get out of the D1v1s1on for the day 1t also gives the soldiers a chance to
meet their relevant Desk Officers.
y~u

CO 1MONWEALTH JG AL CORP BADGES
by Maj (Retd) 8. Redshaw
ex-Royal ew Zealand Signals & Editor of The WIRE

l

All of the e scrapbooks make fa cinaring reading. The Mu eum taff
are always pleased to help anyone with re earch and acces to thi (or any
oilier) collection. Please ring and a k
THE OPE [, G OF A , EW DlSPLAY [, THEM SE M
A new interactive display on 16 Air Assault Brigade and 216 Signal
Squadron was opened at the Royal Signals Mu eum in Blandford on
\ ednesday 29 May. The display wa opened by Maj Gen (Retd)
Cbri topher Last CB OBE. seen here with Capt John Griffiths and
\\ 01 RS 1. Chris Drew of 216 Sig Sqn and Stella 1.clntyre, Curator of
the Museum. faj Gen Last is Chairman of the Trustees of the Royal
Signals Mu eum and is him elf a former QC of 216 Parachute Signal
Squadron.

R SIGNALS/INT CORPS MCM Div visit 264 Sig Sqn in the field!
Front Row (L-R): Joanne Hill??at (Civilian Management), Elaine Strachan, Liz Mooney, Eileenan McGlynn,
. Stuart Bryson (C1v1lian. Management) ~ Lesley ::;colt, Donna Manuel, Niall Montgomery
Back Row (L-R): Michelle Mclean, David Milne (Tech Services), Tnca Lang, Cathy Hendry, Annetta Mackinnon, Tracy Gahagan

the past few months have been a prime example. The introduction of
RCMO throughout the Field Army togetller witll the recruitment of one
HEO and three Executive Officers (EO ) within the Division have
significant ly enha nced both the quality and quantity of career
management provided by Soldier Wing. Likewi e the Review of Officer
Promotion Zones (ROPZ), a slight reduction in the PVR rate and an
additional officer looking after Major has given some cheer to the
Officer community. ln essence we hope that our efforts to improve Career
Management for all ranks are tarting to bear fruit, although we would be
the first to acknowledge that there i till much to be done.
In the past we have centred our WIRE otes submi sion on
policy/manning issues but, given that the ewsletter now imparts much
of thi information, r thought that readers would be interested in a 'Day
in the Life of' series. My intent is to start with the AO , moving through
the S02 {short as that may be) and hopefully culminating in the Div
Colonel. HERE GOE !

A DAY I

CHRONICLE OF THE SIG ALS (CARY) THEATRE
1945 TO 1973 - by Lt Col (Retd) N A. V. Ribchester
A 'Chronicle of the Signals (Cary) Theatre from 1945 to 1973 ·
compiled and edited by 'igel Ribchester, is now in the Royal Signals
1u:eum and the title has been added to the cata logue of The Theatre
Museum, London, which 1s the ational Museum of the Performing Arts.
Thus the selfless dedication of the Members of the Signals Theatre Club,
who entertained well over 100,000 patrons, is preserved in their honour.
The Chronicle collection consists of:
0
7 Volumes in white plastic covered A4 size 4-ring binders
each thee inche thick
0
I Green spine folder contain ing a separate copy of the
•1ntroductlon'
0
I Green spine folder containing three hand written original
\1usic Books 'Babes In The Wood' 1950
1 Plastic button envelope containing typed Copy o 21 of the
cnpt of'Puss ln Boots' 1950
I Plastic button envelope containing three Cas ettes and one
CD of'Puss In Boots' 1950
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Above is a selection of Commonwealth Signal Corps badges. How.
many can you identify? Historian Cliff Lord , who has a co llection of
2000+ worldwide Signal Corps badges and insignia, sent them in. Cliff is
tlle co-author of 'Swift and Sure' the definitive history of the Royal ew
Zealand Corps of Signals and is currently writing a hi tory of Royal
Signals. The Royal Signals Museum is now displaying a co ll ection of
Commonwea lth Signal Corps Badges and lnsignia.
The badges above are, from top left, Australia, Bangladesh, Canadn,
UK, UK (Gurk ha), India, Malaysia , New Zealand, Paki ta n, South
Africa, Sri Lanka and Zimbabwe.
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THE LIFE OF A R SIG ALS/TNT CORP MCM DI
DMI ISTRATION OFFICER (AO)
Life as an AO in R STG ALS!INT CORPS MCM Div is never du ll !
Our day start at approximate ly 0700hrs with a meander through the
lanes and tree lined avenues of Gia gow's We t End, along with all the
ot11er commuters reading their Metro ewspapers and plotting way to
'gub ' (Gia wegian for thra h) the Eng li h at football or any other
sporting activity that may be going on at t11at time. I normally reach ' ork
at about 0730hrs(a good hour before the Officers a rrive!). That is
normally a good time to take tock of the previous day's activitie and to
prep~re oneself for the rigours of the day ahead. Mind you, even at that
re~a11vely early time th e phones arc starting 10 ring - no peace for the
wicked. lf it's Board time then the first few hours will be occupied
preparing both the Board Room and R books. Generally speaking we all
try and help each other o ut. Although the Officers are a signed
responsibility for specific Boards it i · our job to muck in with all the
ot~1ers to ensure that the job gets done. If it's not Board time then the
!•llllal hours are spe nt trying to decipher the Desk Officer's cryptic
ni. t~1c.tions . A n hour and two cappuccino later the De k Officers arrive
and It 1s pay back time. A
oon a they get their jacket ofT it' time to
bombard them with que tions (but only once do we allow t11em to treat
thems~lvc to a coffee invariably using our milk!).
Daily responsibilities do change and invariably no two day are the
same. 1.n terms of re, pon ibility some of the Divisional AOs can be
responsible for up to 600 soldier , with duties ranging from the creation
of Po .ting Plots to tlle production of Post ing Orders. Place on top of this
the dally handling of telephone enquiries (anything up to 40 in one day -

The working day fini he approximately eight hours after it began at
I 530hrs (entirely dependant on the flexi -clock system - for others it may
be later). This is not to say that the Officers leave at that time (E-Mails
have been known to be received at 0 I I 5hrs). Then it i the long trek
home. Again, if we are involved in specific Boards, then the working day
cou ld be extended through to 2000hr . Days are rarely quiet although
some can be le
bu y than others. Likewise the work is never
monotonous. Having daily contact with our relevant communities
reminds you that there is a person behind every P File and CR Book. Ye
the job can be stres ful, fru !rating and, on very rare occasions.
unplea ant. but the pros far outweigh the cons. There is notlling more
rewarding than being able to deliver tlle po ting that Soldier x or Officer
y ha been striving for over the last 12 months. Likewise informing a unit
that an Officer or Soldier can be promoted i immen e ly ati fying,
although we are acutely aware that for every · promotee' there will be
omebody who is desperately di appointed. Their time will hopefully
come.
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The next edition will look at the new Executive Officers.
KEY DATES
Before igning off I just want to remind you of a number of date in
tlle MS Diary:
2 - 6 eptember
YofS election Board
9 - 13 eptcmbcr
oldier Wing UK ( outh West) RoadshO\\
12 eptember
Captain Grading Board
17 - 19 eptember E I Promotion Board
23 - 26 S ptembcr oldier \i ing Road how
E2 Promotion Board
1 - 3 October
oldier \ ing Road how ( outh)
7 - 11 October
30 October
o 5 (Beige Li. t) Pre Filter Board
Linked in to this i the oldier CR Timetable. whichis a follow
SOLDIER CR Tl 1ETABLE
Board ib
Rank
Report
Reports to
'A At' date
MC 1 Div by
LE B Jan 03
WOI
I Oct 02
30 ov o~
Feb 03 ('Al')
W02
I Oct 02
30 ov 02
Mar 03 (' 2')
I Oct 02
0 o' 02
S gt
Apr03 ('B')
gt
I Oct 02
30 o 02
Cpl
I Mar 02
~o Apr 02
Jun 03 l'C'l
ep 03 ('E'l
31 Jul 02
LCpl
I Jun 02
Oct 03 ('£'.'')
1g
I Aug 02
30 ep 02
In the meantime 1f there arc any i ·sue you \\ i h u to CO\ er please do
not hesi tate to contact u at the above E-Mail addres
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OFFl ER
J 1 E 2002
'ame and Rank
Brig D. 1cDowall MBE
Lt ol A. P. Bri to\\
Lt ol 1. A. Rough
Lt ol T. J.P. Watts
Maj J. W. ooper ...
Capt . F. Coe hott . . . . . .
Capi D. A. Deegan ... ...
Capt J.B. Duckworth . . .
Capt J. M. Evan
Capt A. Forbe . . . . . . . . .
Capt J. Fradley ... ... .. .
Capt L. J. Henderson . . .
Capt . R. Henly ... ...
Capt J.C. J. Hughe
Capt . V. D. Hughes . . .
Capt . C. Keilty . . . . ..
Capt A. S. McCole . . . . . .
Capt l. . W. MacDonald...
Capt G. Pardew...
Capt . Turnbull
Capt A. C. lack
Capt C. J. Udell
Lt K. E. Cochran
Lt . E. Pittaway
Lt C.H. Stephens
Lt E. A. Williams

...
...
...
. ..
. ..
. ..
.. .
. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..
...
.. .
. ..
. ..
...
. ..
.. .
...
...
...
...
. ..
...

Unit to which posted
HQ SOinC(A)
l (UK) Annd Di HQ & ig Regt
OCE HQ LAND
OCE HQ LA D
HQ OinC(A} CO CEPT
J U Digby
21 Signal Regiment (Air upport)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Signal Regiment
HQ 26 Engineer Regiment
2 Signal Regiment
7 Annd Bde HQ & ig Sqn (207)
2 Royal Anglian
16 ignal Regiment
HQ DC A
225 Signal Squadron
30 Signal Regiment
HQ London District
225 ignal Squadron
30 Signal Regiment
33 ignal Regiment (Volunteer )
14 ignal Regiment (EW)
16 Signal Regiment (252 Sig Sqn)
Army Tech & Foundation College
JSSU (AN)
280 (UK) Signal quadron
30 ignal Regiment

OFFICERS
JULY 2002
ame and Rank
Unit to which posted
Lt Col M. R. Comp Iin ..... . ... HQ UKSC(G) G6 Branch
. .. DCSA (G)
Lt Col P. H. Eaton . . . . . .
Lt Col S. J. Richardson
... 38 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Maj D. J. M. Bizley
. .. CAST(S) LWTC
. .. 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
Maj M. C. Burke ... ...
Maj T. 1. Carmichael . . .
. .. 3 InfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (203)
. .. 7 Signal Regiment (Corps Main HQ)
Maj A. M. Fallows . . . . . .
Maj K. A. Owen
. . . I 6 Air Asslt Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (216)
. .. SA GCOM
Maj A. C. Sarginson . . .
Maj S. J. Vickery . . . .. .
. . . 4 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
NMaj G. M. McCrindle
... HQ SOinC(A)
Capt J. R. L. Acton ... . ..
. .. 7 Signal Regiment (Corps Main HQ)
Capt 1 • D. Baker
...... 16 Signal Regiment
. .. 7 Signal Regiment
Capt S. Brant . . . . . . . . .
Capt C. D. Drew
... I (UK) Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
. .. SAA
Capt S. Gough . . . . . . . . .
Capt J. K. R. Hawkins . . .
. . . l (UK) Annd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Capt J. Howell-Walmsley ...... 39 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
Capt . Humphries ... ......... JSSU Digby
Capt L. D. Kemp . . . . . .
.. . 238 Signal Squadron
Capt D. C. Laycock
... 249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L))
Capt G. A. Lewendon ... .... .. JSSU (Ayios, ikolaos)
. . . Dl (SI)
Capt R. Q. Lifton . . . . . .
. . . 16 Signal Regiment
Capt M. C. Milne . . . . . .
. .. 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
Capt S. J. Morgan ... . ..
Capt P. J. McElwee . . . . . . . . . ... 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
Capt M. P. Purves ............ J6 Div PJHQ (UK)
Capt D. Richardson
... JSSU (Ayios ikolaos)
Capt T. Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 Signal Regiment
Capt D. Stapleton ... ... ... ... 399 SU (Anny Element)
Capt G. J. Stoker MBE
... 4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
. .. 2 Signal Regiment
Capt '. L. Taylor ... ...
. .. 2 Signal Regiment
Capt S. J. Tyler... .. . . . .
Capt C. J. Woodbridge. ..
... 7 Signal regiment (Corps Main HQ)
Lt S. R. Lord
... 7 Annd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
Lt S. M. Smith . . .
. .. ATR Lichfield
. .. Anny Tech and Foundation College
2Lt J. A. icol . . . . . . . . .
2Lt J.M. Wadia
... Arrny Training Regiment Lichfield

s ·cos

\I.OS A D
J . 'E 2002
Vame and Rank
Unit 10 which posted
WOI YofS J. T. Arthurs
I I ignal Brigade
WOI YofS M. C. McCorry
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
A WO! FofS C. B. Hamilton ... I 6 Signal Regiment
A WOl FofS D. G. Jones .. .
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
WOI R MA . . Baird .. .
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
A WOI R \1 K. Weaver
HQ 16 Air Asslt Bde & Sig Sqn (2 I 6)
W02 YofS G. K. Lloyd
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
W02 YofS J. S. Skimins
32 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
W02 For<; J. . Farrow
HQ I Signal Brigade
W02 FofS A. J. \1atle s
2 (NC) ignal Brigad..:
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W02 FofS S. A. Ruxton
W02 FofS M. R. Todd
W02 FofS J. W. Vincent
W02 RD J. J. John ton
W02 RD K. Read .. . ...
A/W02 RD P. M. Duke
V02 RD M.A. Gilbert ...
A/W02 RD P. J. Hatton
A/W02 RD P. A. Reed
A/W02 RD P. A. Yates
A/W02 D. L. Evans .. .
SSgt YofS J. J. Cade .. .
SSgt YofS D. J. Thomas
SSgt B. D. Gallagher
S gt J. M. Hoyle ...
SSgt R. T. Lee ... . ..
S gt P. G. Mathieson
Sgt D . R. Taylor
NSSgt S. R. Pope
N Sgt J. Webber
Sgt J. D. Bradley
Sgt J. C. Logan
Sgt M. 1. Lynn ...
Sgt W. P. D. Quinn ...
Sgt . J. Sanderson
WOSA DS COS
JULY2002
Name and Rank
WOI FofS R.H. Batley
A/WO I FofS K. P. Curtin ...
A/WO I FofS A. R. Dawson
A/WO! FofS R. J. Vowles ...
A/WOI RSM D. M. Forrester.. .
A/WO I RSM M. R. Neighbour
W02 YofS A. S. Campbell
W02 YofS B. J. MacDonald
W02 FofS C. J. Heath ... ...
W02 FofS S. Moore ... ...
W02 FofS . J. Trengrove
W02 RD T. J. Lappin ..... .
W02 RD C. S. Tucker... . ..
A/W02 FofS R. Pace ... ...
A/W02 RD K. D. Gratrick
A/W02 RD S. L. Griffiths
A/W02 RD J. S. McGaw ...
SSgt YofS G. Lane ... . ..
SSgt FofS G. S. Walton
SSgt R. J. Atherton
SSgt R. A. Beel AClO ...
SSgt S. A. Behan .. .
SSgt D. W. Burdus .. .
SSgt A. Butler ... . ..
SSgt D. E. Cox ... . ..
SSgt P. R. Crawford
SSgt A.G. Lewis .. .
SSgt G. McGachy .. .
SSgt S. P. Oliver
SSgt S. M. Pattenden
SSgt P. N. Render .. .
SS gt . P. Sorley .. .
SSgt C. R. P. Stuart .. .
SSgt A. J. Wyatt
A/SSgt A. D. Hayler
NSSgt F. G. Lewer
NSSgt D. Mackenzie ...
A/SSgt A. W. Smith
A/SSgt A. S. Strawn
A/SSgt M.A. Tench
Sgt S. J. Abbott .. .
Sgt A. Bolton .. .
Sgt G. P. Dixon .. .
Sgt M. Gray
SgtP. James
Sgt P. C. Jones .. .
Sgt C.H. Jones .. .
Sgt S. R. McGucken
Sgt S. McKenzie
Sgt G. E. Middleton
Sgt P. D. Millington
Sgt I. Milsom ...
Sgt D. Mordecai
Sgt C. 1. Mulligan
Sgt M. D. Preece
SgtG. West ..... .

JSSU (Ayios ikolaos)
20 Arrnd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200)
DE&!
2 1 ignal Regiment (Air Support)
7 Signal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
Southampton UOTC
19 Mech Bde HQ & Sig qn (209)
London UOTC
I 6 Signal Regiment
HQ SOinC(A)
2 Signal Regiment
16 Air As It Bde HQ & ig qn (2 16)
2 Signal Regiment
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
DCSA Eng Sys
2 I Signal Regiment (Air Support)
2 I Signal Regiment (Air Support)
40 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
225 Signal Squadron
39 Regiment RA
I 9 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (209)
ATO Comms School Latina
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt

HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)
TRJALS A D DEVELOPMENT UNlT
TROOP ACTIVITY WEEK 29 APRIL - 3 MAY 2002
by Sig John Ritchie
Tp Comd
Capt James
Tp SSgt
S gt Downing
Trials Tp didn't have any trial s on over this week so instead we had a
week of ac tivit_ies. designed to be interesting and challenging to
every bo_dy. This in c lud ed, among others, so me trade training ,
presentations, debattng, a momtng at the small arrns trainer or SAT and
some command tasks down by the as ault course. All of this was topped
off by a barbeque and drinks at the Yeoman 's house.
Monday 29 April: Beginning of the week and after recovering from
the weekend we al l did some training with Cpl ' Drew' Mechen on the
way- to discover how good a radio path is or i n' t. After that we had a
Jes on on the Highway Code by Cpl John ' Jenks ' Jenkins. We were all
surpri ed b~ how much we h ~d forgott~n abou_t _driving and probably
would all fat! our theory test without a bit of rev1s1on. After lunch and it
was onto the PRC 320 lesson again with Cpl Mechen a refresher onHF
radios. We then went out onto the airfield to meet the Yeoman W02 Rob
Barnes for a lesson in building the 'Shirley' antenna for HF comms and a
horizontal dipole. Finally at the end of the day we had a lesson on
Debating from the boss Capt 'Nicky' James.
Tuesday 30 Apri~: After. an arduous
session we went into a frenzy
1g Charlotte Ori coll talking
about our presentalto~s . First off wa
?bout th~ accommodation blocks of Blandford Camp. Then it was LCpl
Charlie Brown's tum on the history of the Royal Signal . ig ' evens
gave a talk about the finer points of rugby before we all took a much
needed break for lunch. After lunch it was m y turn to give my
presentation on 4 Annd Bde. erve wracking, I' ll ay it was, but I did
OK and it helped that, being my last posting, I knew a lot of the subject
already. Then 1t was LCpl Cranswick's tum to talk about the FCLV trial
he was recently involved in. After this we all got a big pat on the back
and well done from the bos only to be told we would be doing it again
someday.
Wednesday 1 May: Time to debate and the fir t motion was entitled
'This house believes that women make better bosses ' . Cpl Mechen
presided as chairrnan and Sig evens made the argument ' FOR', while
Sig Drisco.11 argued 'AGAINST'. It was good to see everyone 's reaction
!O the motion and the boss couldn't help but put her two pennies worth
mto the debate. The econd motion was 'Thi house believes that modem
technology is a foe and not a friend', chaired by Cpl Jenkins and argued
'.F_OR ' by LCp l Cra nswick and ' AGAINST' by LCpl Brown. We were
JOLned by ome of the members of the trials group from next door and
this made for a more heated debate. The afternoon was taken up witl1an
orienteering competi tion run by Capt James on a course around the
camp.
Th_ursday 2 May: Today was a chance for u all to improve our
sho_otmg kills at the Small Arms Trainer and we spent the morning
killtng movmg target on a video screen. This was good fun for a while
until we realised just how rusty our shooiing skills were, even after being
z~roed. Some of the Troop scored well, including LCpl Cranswick and
tg evens, but the re t of us were just mis ing more than not. Tn the
afternoon we had a bowling match and that provided ome light relief for
ever~body with a few dark horses showing ju t bow often they go
bowling.
Frida y 3 May: The la t day of the week saw u all down by the
assault course doing command tasks. Everyone found it a bit of a laugh
but 1t gave the Signallers a chance to show a bit of leadership doing the
tasks. There were different ones to do but everybody made a team effort
to complete them. After that there wa a BBQ at the Yeoman 's house
where we all gathered and had a few pints to while away the afternoon
and chat about the weeks events. Overall the week went well and I think
that everybody got omething u eful out of it. It made a change from the
norm, there were a few laughs along the way and some team building too.

pairs:
Team I - LCpl Cranswick and ig evens.
Team 2 - LCpl Brown and Sig Renshaw.
. Team 3 - Cpl Jenkins and ig Ritchie.
We ~ravelled tn cars to three separate locations and whilst on route, we
were given all the relevant paper work to say it was an official exercise.
A couple of days previously our passports had been handed in to Yo
'Rob' Barnes. This seemed quite strange and a little bit suspect but we
didn ' t think much of it at the time.
'

PT.

Unit co which posted
2 Signal Regiment
The Royal School of Signals
40 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
HQDCSA
11 Signal Regiment
JSSU (Ayios ikolaos)
30 Signal Regiment
IOI Log Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (261)
30 Signal Regiment
SHAPE Reg Signal Gp
4 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
I 5 Signal Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
Sheffield UOTC
225 Signal Squadron
2 Signal Regiment
The Royal School of Signals
2 I Signal Regiment (Air Support)
Signal Regiment
Taunton
30 Signal Regiment
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
DE& T
4 Arrnd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (204)
2 Signal Regiment
33 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
15 Signal Regiment
249 Signal Squadron (AMF(L))
SHAPE Ace Commsec
38 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
36 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
30 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School of Signals
2 Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
2 BnREME
7 Signal Regiment
HQ SOinC(A)
21 Signal Regiment (A ir Support)
35 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
259 Signal Squadron
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regiment
30 Signal Regiment
7 Signal Regiment
7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
IOI Log Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (261)
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
71 (Y) Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
30 Signal Regiment
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EXERCISE OUTWARD VE TURE 9- 12 APRIL 2002

by Sig Carl Renshaw
.It was typical sport afternoon on Wednesday 9 April with the O of
Tnals Capt James organising a glorious few hours of orienteering for the
Troop. Little did we know that this apparent 'orienteering' would la t the
be_st p~rt of 48 hours. As you can gue s, the well kept secret of a two-day
1m1tat1ve exercise was quite a surprise for the boys. We set off in our
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(L-R): Sig Nevens and LCpl Cranswick -

on the London Eye

After having a brief look at some of the tasks ahead we arrived at our
drop-off point where everything was taken away from us and we had to
start the exercise. A lot of the tasks with high point were in the London
area, ta k such as ride the London Eye and rendezvou with Cpl ' Drew'
Meche.n ~t the Union Jack Club. It wasn't es ential to go to London but
the ma1onty of the tasks could be completed in London. Two out of the
three team decided to take the London option and the third team decided
to stay down south and get as many tasks a po sible done locally. The
two teams who went to London arrived around I 700brs after blagaing the
train from Sali bury and Gillingham. On arrival, a quick recce was made
of the area and po sible ta ks for the next day nored. However, the main
aim on arrival wa to get some accommodation arranged through a
generous duty manager. The . ubject of finding somewhere to stay was
becoming somewhat harder than imagined for Team 2, and after finding
out that Team l had managed to get into the five-star Le Meridian hotel
in Piccadilly around 2000hrs, the situation became even more frustrating.
About six hotels later and after about ix mile walking we managed to
get into the Victoria Club at about 2340hrs. By no means five-star but
some where wam1 for the night. At this point we had no idea what the
other team, Team 3 were doing, or even where they were. As we arose
from a well de erved sleep the next day all the teams started cracking on
with the task ahead for example:
Feed an animal al 1he zoo
Swnd on the bridge of a Royal Navy Ship
Test drive a new car
Get photographed wi//i a MP
Visit the Angel of 1he onh
Reach the 1op of Mozml Snowden
The e were just a few of th e challenges and many more were
completed throughout the cour e of the exerc i e. lt should al o be noted
that the team had to gain all the food they needed to su tain them elves
for the duration of the exercise without the aid of money. Team 2 came in
early with an injured tcan1 member, but the other team carried on for the
second night, which meant a winning team wa in the making. After
another night in London for Team I and al o a second night without
money for Team 3, who were in the Wimbome area the team made their
way back to the fini hing point, Trial Tp, Blandford Camp. After all the
team managed to get back from their cho en area and all the point ·
were totalled up. we had a winner by a fa irly close margin, con idering
the points you get per ta k. Team I had I 5150 point and Team 3 had
10850. Congratulations to Sig evens and LCpl Cranswick on a quality
effort. We all look forward to the next one. 1 o I think Team I would
like especia ll y to thank McDonald and Burger King for being o
generou .
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HEADQUAR" ERS 2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE

ROYAL SIGNALS INSPECTION TEAM
HEADQUARTERS LAND COMMAND

ARMY
Comd

Brig

. C. Jackson IBE

The last fe\\ month ha\'e seen quite a few change. within the Brigade
taff. We welcome apt C hri Biddulph as 03 G3 Op 'Ct . On the
departure front. we say farewell to .Maj ndy McC~lc who move~ on
promotion to HQ London D1 tnct a the 02 Cl . 'laJ Paul Frcder~cks
"ho takes o'er as 21 of 36 ignal Regiment (V)., Lt ol Ian V h1ttl e
and l\laj David Harvey. Finally. cong~atulattons to Lt Co_I Paul
Willmott on hi promotion and move '''tthm the HQ to the appomtment
of 0 I Plans ( V).

2 (. ) IG1 AL BRIG DE - BRIEF HIS1:0~Y
.
.
For the uninitiated. 2 ( ational Commumcauon ) 1gnal Bnga~e
deri\'es its origins from 2 and 13 ignal Groups. The e amalgamated m
1972 to produce a formation responsible for _both Homeland De~en_ce
ignal Regiment · and Army fixed commumcanons w1thm Great Bnta1~.
By chance. both Group had a hor eshoe a . an emblem~and the 13 nail
heads in the current horse hoe emblem r nunds u of I
1gnal Gro~p .
The Brigade Headquarters moved from Alder hot to it current location
at Corsham in 19 7.
. .
.
The last I - year ha\'e een con iderable change w1thm_ the Bngade.
in line with new operational ta k , equipment and orgamsanc:inal c hange.
Jn Augu t 2000. CinC Land Command approved the Bngade ne~v
ti ion. which explicitly recogni es the breadth ?f its specified tasks m
GB and\\ ider utilitv in upport of deployed operat10ns:
To pro1·ide anti s11stai11 curre111 and fuwre 1ario'.wl ond Land
em•iro11111e11t J11for111ation and Commu111cat1011 erwce ·capability
around the specm1111 ofconflict
.
.
With operational command of seven regiments and three mdependent
"quadron pread around the Great ~ritain b_a e. the formation' Main
Effort i now centered upon fulfilling attona l, Defence and Land
Command ta k in GB . This include 1ilitary Aid to the Civil
Authoritie , lilitary upport to the Mounting of Operations and
Homeland ecurity ta k . The Brigade sustains effort through the
echeloned deployment of Regular and TA personnel and civil en'ants.
One example of this was the recent, highly ucces ful deployment of 97
(BRfTFOR) ig qn (\/) to Bosnia and Koso\'O ovember 2001 - May
2002.

To set the scene for the Exercise in eptember, there followed an
explanation of the new draft Brigade OPs from Maj Mike Lansdown
02 G3 Ops/ ts (V) and the new Brigade concept o~ operations &
deployability from Maj Paul Willmott, S02 S (V). This was followed
by a MOBE brief from Capt Dan Milnor of RTMC Chilwe!I. The
M PEX proper then commenced with. four 111d1v1dual phases, wntten to
coincide with the phases of the FTX m eptembcr. For each pha e, the
Brigade ta IT gave a short brief and then a series of questions were posed
to the assembled company for con ideration. Finally there was a back
brief by a elected unit - which was not cho.se.n until halfw~y through the
consideration time. Other Brigade staff g1v111g pre entatlons mcludcd
Maj Paul Fredericks ( 02 G4 Eqpt (V)), Maj Alisdair MacGillivray
( 02 G3 Plans (V)), Maj To ny Shaw ( 02 G6 Plans (V)) and Capt
teve later ( 03 G6 SC). ome lively discus io~s followed and many
useful and interesting points were ra1 ed. The mam 111tent1on wa to allow
the units to have a ay in the final drafting of SOPs and the format of the
FTX. A number of change have been made as a result of the feedback
received and work on this continues by Brigade staff.

0

EXERCI E HORSE ROE EAGLE - by Maj Heaf/1er Aston
The weekend of May 11-12 saw the annual Brigade PX take place at
Corsham. Thi year, it wa run a a MAPEX in preparatio11 for the
Brigade FTX, which takes place at Annua_l Camp in September. A ~ood
deal of preparation and hard work went mto producmg this exercise with the staff team lead ini tially by Lt Col Alan W hittle and lat1erly by
laj (no" Lt Col) Paul Willmott - with guidance.and help .from COS,
:\1aj Jim Forrest. Set up was completed on the Fnday evenmg and the
last handout rolled off the copier just before the witching hour late that
night. Repre entatives from the Brigade' seven regiment and two of the
independent quadrons turned out in force for the two days.
aturday ·tarted "ith a cries of briefings to bring everyone up to
speed. This included an opening addres by the Commander, Brig igel
Jackson 1BE, who explained his intent for the exercise. This was
followed by briefings from Maj \ arwick Saunder of the Joint
Planning Staff (UK) and on GB Integrated Contingency Planning Comms
from CO 39 Sig Regt, Lt Col Pa ul Towers and COS Maj Jim Forrest.

The 39 Signal Regiment command team ~onsider_ the problem,
with a gentle prod from the Training Ma1or,
Maj John MacKay
The highlight of the programme on Saturday was an address from the
GOC Theatre Troops, Maj Gen James Shaw MBE. He talked about the
current multifaceted role of Theatre Troops- I'm sure that most of us did
not rea li e Theatre Troops' breadth of the tasks an~ location - .before
speaking of future roles and his own credo. Overall 1t was a fa cmatmg
and in tructive pre entation that set a po iti ve tone for the rest of the day.
aturday night aw an informal hot buffet supper at Pockendge House
Officers' Mess, which was superb as u ual. The weather was even good
enough to sit out ide for most of the night. Many old fnendsh1ps were
renewed, particularly with the Brigade staff, when the Regimental
officer found out that we could buy drinks without cash ..... .
Sunday morning was the final phase pres7ntations and. que tion ,
followe'd by a hot wa h up. Then at lunchtune the Regunents and
Squadrons went their separate ways, leaving Brigade staff to clear up.
Makes a nice change as someone rudely said!

Members of Brigade HQ staff taking a well-earned rest Maj lain Brownlee , Maj Pau l Fredericks,
Maj Alisdair MacGillivray
The Commander and Deputy Commander
discuss a point before the MAPEX starts
(definitely one for the Brigade HQ caption competition)
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It came as a great shock to the Royal Signals Inspection Team to learn
that their newest member Sgt Rod 'l will wear my kilt on every
inspection trip' Main , after being assigned the task of military training,
had challenged 600 Tp to a log race around Basilhill Barrack . At first
RS!T were c?nfidcnt of.an ca y win but, when they discovered that a log
race did not mvolve sccmg who could eat the most chocolate logs in a set
time but carrying and - even more shocking - actually being expected to
run with a telegraph pole, panic set in.
On the afternoon of 9 May the teams began to gather outside the
gymnasium. Injury meant that Sgt Suren was assigned to camera bearing
duties and so, with only seven (almost) able-bodied men available to us
and the 600 Tp team standing at eighteen competitors, it quickly became
apparent that the RSIT team were as thin on the ground as they are on
top. The logs were produced and gt Marcus ' Are we racing by
Peterborough rules?' Bartrip was overheard to ay, 'We can't carry this.
We'll get our hands dirty!' PTI gt Steve Moore took control of
proceedings and in a val iant but futile attempt to give RSIT a fighting
chance, whittled the 600 Tp team down to even members. He then
explained that the teams would have a maximum of three men at a time
carrying the log while they covered a demanding multi-terrain course of
just over a mile. The course would include hills, road and track and there
would also be a mix of command tasks and exercises with the log. At this
point gt John 'Whose tupid idea was this anyway?' Payne had to be
revived and Sgt Tim 'I'm going to kill that bloody Scotsman' Mayner
wa seen resorting to prayer. This reporter was left in no doubt of RSlT's
potential when SSgt 'Well it seemed like a good idea at the time' 1ain
a ked whether l wa going to ' wa lk' round with them. Majs Gig 'We can
win thi' if they all fall over' Plumb and Ron 'I'd rather be war gaming'
Kirkwood took command of their respective teams who were al o
accompanied by PT! Cpls Tara Dancey and Ted Massey to ensure fair
play.
The log were hoisted aloft and the race began. 600 Tp took an early
(immediate) lead. This, pectators conjectured, would prove to be
unassailable unless they were involved in a na ty accident with the tractor
which was cutting grass nearby or R IT could persuade the driver to give
them a lift. However. R lT continued to run resolutely on and completed
the course less than two minutes behind the victors. Special mention must
be made here of Gurkha Sgt Lal who stands a few inches shorter than the
rest of his team and therefore had to race with the additional burden of
carrying the log over his head with extended arms rather than re ting it on

DEFENCE COMMUNICATION SERVICES AGENCY (GERMANY)
252 IG AL SQUADR01 MOVES TO DC A(G)
I April marked yet another chapter in the hi tory of JllQ Rheindahlenbased 252 ig Sqn,when it wa transferred to become part of The
Defence Communications crvices Agency in Germany ( DC A(G)).
Commanding Officer, Lt Col Tony Morphet. handed over a 16 ignal
Regiment plaque to commemorate the transfer to DC A(G) head, 1r Jo
Broomfield.

(L-R):

Overall an excellent weekend, with new friendship forged, fac~s put
to names and a better understanding all round of what we are trying to
achieve as a Brigade. Watch this space for the ' post-match report' after
Camp in September.
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his shoulder and also of W02 nd y 'Do we have a route card?'
Marsto n-Weston , who a toundcd his colleagues by completing the
course without making a wrong turn.
When everyone had sufficiently recovered, Maj 'Just don't ask me to
speak yef Plumb presented the RSIT Fitness Cup to 600 Tp and the
teams retired to t~e Mess for ome well deserved R&R. Congratu lations
go to the victorious 600 Tp team of Maj Kirkwood,
gt Chris
Gouldson, SSgt Dave Doody, S gt Rab Marshall, W02 Jan Wa ll ing,
gt J. C. Cowdry and Sgt ige Kenyan . Commiserations to the
gallant r~nners up: Maj Plumb, W02 Andy Marston -We ton ,
gt
Rod Mam, Sgt John Payne, gt Tim Mayner, Sgt La l and gt Ma rcus
Bartrip. However, recent informat ion has come to li ght. It can be
exclusively revealed to The WIRE that the 600 Tp team cheated and were
seen guite blatantly training prior to the race on, not just one, but several
occasions - an offence completely out of keeping with the ideals and
spirit of RS!T Fitness. The RSIT Fitness Cup now stands on a shelf in
600 Troop HQ but RSIT are confident of winning it back in next ycar·s
event - a Tiddlywinks competition.

. The move i part of the overall restructuring of the delivery of
111fom1at1on erviccs in Germany recommended by the on-Deployable
E tabhshment Review (NDER), an initiative to allow more oldier to be
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emp loyed in deployable po t , thereby helping to reduce the
under-mann ing in the Field Army.
' This. i an important acqui it ion for the Agency.' aid 1r
Br oomfie ld. ' 252 Signal Squadron bring with them ome areas of
infomiation service upport which are key to the re tructuring we are
undergoing as part of our own Bu ine s Proce s Review. They are a very
profe sional unit. who have be n committed to providing an efficient
level of ervice right aero Germany. I am looking fon ard to them
being part of my team.'
The Squadron ha enjoyed a long as ociation with Rheindahlen. fir t
moving to JHQ a I Squadron. 16 ignal Regiment in 1961. It had
responsibility for both the Telephone Exchange and the Communication
Centre, including the manning of a cri is Communication Centre en ing
HQ BAOR during the cold war period. and a Communication Centre
supporting HQ BRCOMMZ at Emblem in Belgium. Later restructuring
of 16 ignal Regiment re ulted in the quadron becoming re pon ible for
all Communication Centre throughout British Force Gennany.
'The quadron i looking forward to becoming part of the D
(G).
We are focused on delivering information service· aero . Germany,
something we have been doing for ome 40 years.' says l aj Gart h
P icke rsgill. the quadron Commander. ' !though we are now able to
concentrate on our primary task of providing infra tructure infonnation
and the Static Systems Control Point
ervice through our OMM E
in Rheindahlen. we ha e also retained o key role in upporting HQ
ARRC during operation and exerci e . Up to ten of our tradesmen will
tatc to deploy with HQ ARR to a ist in the
be held at a high readinc
me hing of static infrastructure communication y tcm with the fi eld
deployable y tem of I igll!lls Brigade.'
The move to D A(G) tart an integration programme \\ hich will
re ult in 252 ignal quudron changing it ' hape and ize dramatically
over the next two years. By mid 2004 the quadron ' ill ha\'e reduced to
a Troop of 44 military po t '. The remainder of the quadron will ha'e
been subject to either civilianisation or removal of mil ital) po. ts as a
result of restructuring.
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ARMY
COLLEGE 1 E\
The rm. Technical Foundation College continues ucce · fully to
turn out ome 200 ·oldier into Pha e 2 every 14 Week . The cour e is 28
week long and has two tenn . The first term i all about the C M(R) and
ha ome introduction to the academic side of the co llege. econd tenn is
all about the apprentice hip. The recruits tudy for an VQ qualification
in lT and for Key kills qualification in IT, communication . math ,
problem solving and working with other . Additionally the econd tenn
ha two further exerci e , which are aimed at developing leadership
qualities. The course i open to 16 -- 17 year old with the requi ite
qualification· and GT! to enter the Royal Engineer , Royal Signal ,
REME and RLC. Royal ignals trades that tudy here include Technician
Group and Operator Group. It is just as turbulent here as in the rest of the
Corp . o ome helloe and goodbye . The College welcomes it new
Adjutant, Capt Eric Warren and a new member of tl1e gym staff, Cpl
Lyons. \J e al o have to bid a fond farewell to Capt ·Roddy' Wilson and
Capt Liz \ arhur t and wi h them both luck on the Junior Command
and Staff Course. Good bye and well wishe go al o to Cpl Burroughs
who ha taken po t in 249 (AMF(L)) Sig Sqn, Sgt Roberts who is
Ii tening in at 14 ig Regt and tO Sgt Sawyers who is now at I Annd Div
igRegt.
A COMP , Y BATTLEFlELDTOUR
When A Coy went on the 3-day battlefield tour we learnt mainly about
the month of July 1916. At first we visited a mall mu ew11 called the
Flanders Field museum. The trenches used in World War I had been
tworked on to look similar to how they did in 1914 - 1918. We were
allowed to go into the trenches and through the communication turmels.
Whil tat me mu eum we '~sited Hill 60, where the British front line was
and the Germans had used a chlorine ga bomb. killing many Briti h
troops. The econd time the Germans tried thi s the direction of wind
changed and tlley ga sed them elves and thought that the British had also
developed a gas bomb. The reason that the hill is called Hill 60 is because
it i 60 feet above sea level.
After pending about an hour and a half at the museum we all got on
the coache and visited various cemeteries. We found out some very
intere ting information on the war itself, about certain soldiers and
award that were ~ on such as the Victoria Cross and the Award of
Bravery. \ e alsi attended the ceremony that takes place at 8.00pm every
evening in Ypre . AT Moore, AT Abo! and AT Bilbao laid a wreath at
the main memorial in Belgium, the Menin Gate.
At the end of the day we made our way to France, where we stayed in
a hostel. The next day we visited tragic places of the Somme battlefields.
We saw the huge mine crater at La Bobsclle, the infamous Delville Wood
and a reall y great big mine hole, the Lochnagar Crater. We learnt about
the British front line and the Gemian front line. We also learnt about the
different regiments that fought in different places of the British front line.
We found hrapnel. barbwire, parts of bayonets and also some shells that
vaned in size. We visited a few more cemeteries and the memorials
ofdifferent countries such as Canada, Northern Ireland, Wales, Gennan,
China and others. On the last day we spent most of the morning visiting
memorials and cemeteries. We visited the Vimy Ridge Canadian
memonal park. We headed back to camp at around l 600hrs.
B CO'\IPA 'Y l IT THE 1 ATfO AR.'VlY M SEUM
o what was life REALLY like for the oldiers serving on the front
hne dunng \\'WI? Prior t~ their battlefield tour to the Somme and Ypres,
6 Platoon went to the auonal Anny Museum to find out. After lookmo
around the exhibits on display for an hour, the ATs were asked t~
brain torm what they thought hould be included in a film on WWI.
Trenches half filled with bodies and mud, rain, guns, barbed wire
hundreds of soldier going 'over the top' and being mown down by
machine guns ..... The images portrayed were typical of most of the war
footage seen and have been the basis of many a good war film but the
reahty of the experiences endured by mo t of the so ldiers serving at the
time were not nece sarily like this.
Ha' ing left school aged 15, most young men had been working for at
lca~t five years before joining up and were certainly considered to be
'men' rather than 'boys'. The social conditions at the :ime also meant that
.,. . r

conditions in the arn1y were ignificantly better than their home-life had
been. with more food provided and better living conditions. Most were
therefore keen to volunteer for e rvice to their country, both their
commander and them elves having no concept as to how the war would
develop . Physically le s mature than the young people of today, the
soldiers often look younger than their years. Routine during the war
meant that on a erage, only up to a week at a time would be spent in the
front line trenches, on sentry duty or doing admin. Sometimes patrol
would go out at night to recce the enemy positions, mend the barbed wire
fences and recover any bodies. Often no enemy would be seen. Snipers
ensured that mo t of the time, staying in cover was the be t option! A
larger percentage of tl1eir time was spent further back in re erve or indeed
on leave in the local town. enjoying the odd drink in the pub and sleeping
in large barn-like accommodation. Unfortunately though , they never
knew ifand when they would have to go over the top and face the enemy
and whether they would ever return home.
Examining some old kit - webbing, W1iform, rifle and grenades - 6
Platoon al o discovered the progres that was made in this field, both
during the war years and since then. Trying on the kit made them realise
that today's uniforn1 and equipment i not that bad after all! Overall, the
vi it to the mu eum wa a thought-provoking and eye-opening experience
for 6 Platoon who began to grasp an understand.ing of what it really was
like to serve during WWJ.
SPORT PARACH TL G WITH C COMPANY
To have the opportunity to go parachuting, at the age of 16, i
absolutely an1azing. All 22 of us who went on this joy ride in the sky,
were really looking forward to the weekend a long time in advance.
When the weekend actually came around we all had very mixed feelings .
The journey there provided us with an hour to reflect on what we were
about to embark upon. However, when we arrived at the Anny Parachute
Centre at etheravon on Salisbury Plain, we got a sudden rush similar to
the feeling you get as a JW1ior when you come through the college gate
for the first time.
After a short introduction to the parachuting taff and their
expectation , we headed for the classroom to begin six hours of ground
training. This training included lectures, as well as practising in mock-up
aeroplane and hame ses. Most time was spent practising our emergency
drill in case our parachute failed to open. The ground training concluded
with an exam that we had to pass before we were allowed to jump, and
fortunately everyone aced it. We were now ready for our first opportunity
to jump out of a perfectly serviceable aeroplane. Unfortunately the
weather was against us, so we had to return to Arborfield and try again
the next day. Everyone was extremely excited when we awoke next
morning, as the sky was bright and clear, and we were sure we would get
to jump. A we arrived at etheravon the nerves slatted to grow again,
but there was more waiting to be done a the wind was too strong for
novices, so we had to satisfy ourselves with watching the experts.
Finally the call came for all students to collect and prepare our kit.
One last trip to the toilet and a fina l brief, and we were on our way to the
aerop lane. The next five minutes in the plane were extremely nerveracking as we climbed to 3500ft. The call then came to jump and AT
Kitson was the first out. He approached the door carefully and nervously,
set himself up , gave one final fearful look in to the plane, and let go.
oon enough it was my tum. l took up my position in the door as if it
were a drill movement. On the word, 'GO!' I thrust my arched body out
of the aircraft. This was the single most scary thing I had ever done, but
at the same time it was the best feeling ever. I did my check count, there
was a slight pull as the static-line opened my chute, and I breathed a igh
of relief when 1 saw that my parachute had opened properly.
The three minutes it took to descend fe lt amazing. I kept my position
over the airfield and had a little play, trying different turns, watching
other people and appreciating how peaceful it was staring out at the
whole of Salisbury Plain. At I SOOft I started my landing pattern before
finally reaching a very solid and welcoming Terra Firma. It was a truly
excellent experience. We all thanked Capt John Mayne for organising
such a good weekend for us. I strongly reco1mnend everyone to try it at
least once and J intend to take it up as a hobby when I reach Phase Two
Training.

-,.._...,..,__...,.

For opening hours ring: 01258 482248
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Tp Comd
Capt Stuart Gunson
TSM
W02 Mac Mc eill
. After a deployment _journey lasting three days, the new BRITFOR
Signal Troop from 16 Stg Regt arrived to take over from the first TA Sqn
to fill the role, 97 (BR ITFOR) Stg Sqn (V). The mission included
controlling the MYRA Red and Black telephone ystems, managing the
ISIS computer network and the ever present task of COMMCE
BRITFOR. The handover was formally concluded with a BBQ in the true
Britt h style, pou~mg ram. Thankfully for us, 97 then took the weather
with them on their return to UK. A pleasantly quiet bedding in period
~hen took place as we rapidly came to grips with all the comms systems
m t~eatre . Good weather always helps and the fact that it is civvy comms
eqmpment. The fast casualty of the tour was SSgt (FofS) Bob Pace who
used the patllettc excu e.of_Promotion and posting to depart back to
Gemiany. All the best to htm m I ADSR. The slightly hell shocked FofS
S gt Ian Glover, who replaced him, came straight from his Foreman's
course and now has five months to settle in.
As usual the weath.e r could not hold. The tropical rain finally gave way
to muc~ more tradtt1onal summer sun in time for the Golden Jubilee
celebrattons. These mcluded potted sports (naval PT! are truly a sight to
behold), a medal parade and the CSE sh~w. With the start of leave just
around the corner and th.e sun bnghtemng, everyone' morale in the
Troop t .high. It ts a good JOb co~ . are ~table as it is allowing sport and
sun bathm~ to take their correct pos1t1ons m the Troop priority lists.
A mention must be made of LCpl Sarah 'I've never been in The
WIRE'_ Baldry, our AGC Clerk who, after serving for over a year and a
half w1.th The Royal Signal , hould know better than to say things like
that. Fmally a farewell to Maj ~hil ' Just call me Bing' Osment who
leaves u after eight months of a six month tour to return to 3 Div. Thank
you for all the ~ork you have put in for the Troop and all the best.
Welcome to MaJ Butch Maycock who has arrived from HQ ARRC to
~ake over the post, of S02 G6. We could al o say farewell to SSgt Bing
Just ca!J me Phil Crosby as he ha once again taken his ' Surge ' team
back to the UK. However, we all know that he will be back . o matter
how hard he tnes not to.
ISM TEAM

IC

.
SSgt Nick Ulley
Pn.or to de~loying to the infamous Banja Luka Metal Factory on Op
Palatine an eltte section of individuals was selected to form the ISM
Team to manage the.JSTS system in theatre. The procedures used to select
the team are classified and cannot be revealed in thi publication .
However, I can reveal that, like the famous White Helmet , no previou
expenence wa required.
A number of civilian course were arranged to prepare the team for the
a trict training regime wa put in place. The course
arduous tour.
mc~uded .act1v1t1es uch as mouse manoeuvrability to FI driver level ,
typm~ with two fingers simultaneously and crashing servers and other
as ociated equipment at the press of a button. An extra dimen ion wa
added to the. courses that. involved this elite team having to beat the
German c1vtl1ans on various other cour e to the free biscuits and
sandwiches on offer at AAfl break. The outcome goe without saying.
As the courses progressed each per on on the team developed in their
own way and began .to demonstrate strength in certain areas. ig Wil on
d1sco.ver~d a previou sly unknown talent for drawing, LCp l Bill y
M:crnck ts now expert in inserting D 's upside down witl1 the wrapper
sttll attache?. Cpl Gaz Jack impressed all by pas ing the relevant
cour cs whtlst apparently paying no attention to the instructor
throughout. ewly promoted gt Osmond found himself in pired
throughout the course by Forest Gump and now firmly believes that life
1s. hk~ a box of chocolates. Sig oweU achieved the accolade of course
b1~cu1t champ and is to be applauded for hi detem1ination always to be
fiist to.t!1e plate. Cpl Ross Quinn ' perplexed look throughout the course
~vas m1trnlly thought. to be a ploy in order to teal the title of 'Grey Man
ronki_ C pl Jack. Tbts, however, was not the case and he is currently
wor mg as a painter and decorator for Turners.
"'!Ye finally arrived. in BLMF after a trip around Europe and were eager
to impress the TA w ith our professional attitude and kill learned on the
va~1ous cour es artended. We got off to a flying tart when the Fire
~ingade h~d to be ca.lied out ~o lhe Echo Centre when LCpl Jeffries got
backside tuck m a chair. After a number of hour the chair was
retufin1e? to i!S rightful owners. The TA were mightily impressed with our
pro ess1onalt m though a little amused. An impre sive start for the I M
Team, an eventful tour eems a sured!

an?
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COMM CE
JC
Cpl Andy Adam
After our thre~-day journey to Bosnia we finally arrived on
We?nesday 24 Apr~I. We had a day to go the initial admin away before
taktng over the rems o! COMMCE BR!TFOR on Friday 26 April.
Wtthm, mmutes of taking ove~ th.e c.OMMCE , Cpl ' Where's my
Sw.1tch Adam had the photocopier 111 bit . The QM's was contacted and
a c1vvy duly arrived. We .might not.be able to understand the lingo but we
could certamly tell by his expres ion as he looked at the copier that he
was not happy.
.. 8 May was 'B' day. The Bufter (LCpl. 'Buffy' Bufton ) had finally
JOtned us after ~o.weeks on a Court Martial to be greeted with the fire
CO folder. Wtthtn days pretty labels were popping up all over the
COMMC~ , and de,mands ~or h~ndreds of fire extinguishers were in the
system. Sig Where.s my Billy? Patman was overjoyed 10 find that her
other half ~Cp l 'Billy's ~all' Merrick was also due on this ix month
tour to BanJa Luka but discovered that Billy had to go to ipovo. The
first BBQ of many came around and was enjoyed by everyone. On
a~irday. 11 May the seniors were invited to the junior ranks bar for a pig
racmg mght (horse racing). LCpl Cameron and LCpl ' Paddy' Irwin
te~ed up. ~nknown to ~Cpl lrnin.' LCpl Cameron was upping the bid
With Paddy s money. This was not m vam, as they walked away with a
pretty hefty sum when their pig won . We all look forward to the re t of
the tour and plenty ofBBQ's we hope. One month down, five to go.
TCP
IC
gt Andy Simmons
Well. here we are at last. witll another wonderful tour in Banja Luka to
look forw~d to. T~e Troop formed on .1 Marc~ 2002 under the leadership
of Capt Gunny Gun . on and we 1mmed1ately tarted to run into
problems. With our Regiment, 16 S~gnal Regimeut, moving lock tock
and barrel from JHQ to Elmpt Statton, manpower and location were
hard to he down: Once the move was complete, we began our PreDeploy.ment trammg, which went off without major incident. Courses
were btd for and our bunch of merry soldiers went to such wonderful
places ~s Corsham and Blandford. The main body went on an OPTAT
course m Sennelarger, fo~ one day. We then went via Hanover, Heathrow.
and Bnze orton to BanJa Luka APOD. The next few day where spent
ha.dowmg the per onnel from 97 ignal Squadron (V), who we where
taking over from.
A.fter.a month in tlle job, we are finally getting on top of the work and
setthn.g mto our normal day to day routine. Sgt ' Deployable A set· Barr
and his FRT spend many an hour on the road and then many an hour in
th~ ECH<? . Cpl 'Look but don 't touch ' Duffield is trying hi harde t to
rmngle with t~e Du~ch Army and by the end of tour i hoping to at least
hold hand with a girl. Cpl Fin.ncy would like to take thi opportunity to
thank the Phantor_n Towel thief of !03LMF. after his sprint from the
showers back to his second floor conmec. We have a thriving 5-a- ide
fo?tball team, who narrowly lo t on penaltie in the kno kout round
mt ed by gt ' Stuart Pearce' Simmons. in the 1st tournament. ·

The Medal recipients
after being presented their meda ls by COMBRITFOR, Col King
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\\'c "ould ltl..e to :ay farewell to Sgt (For ) Pace . who ha
.:omplctcd the world's ·hortest tour of th•~ Metal Factory and has been
promoted and po ted to I (UK) AD R . Good luck Bob and good luck to
gt (FofS) G lover\\ ho ha to fill the vo1.I left by Bob.
T ll E Qt EE. ' J BI LEE WE EKE D 2 - 3 J
E 2002
The weekend eel bration began on unday morning with the medal
parade for the fir:t tuner to FRY. The lucky people were Cpl Caz Jack,
LC pls ~i c k~ Harriso n, Sa r a h Baldry, ick Jefferies and igs teve
cott. hris '.\1atthen s. Following this was the first of many ' orld cup
football matche to be watched . 1ost member howed lot of
commiseration about the result. except for Gaz Jack who is till jealous
that cotland aren't there! That night wa a BRITFOR BBQ. The night
went well for the Troop and for a few patriotic Troop members who
topped the union flag been acquired by an unknown force. Well done
gt Lan ce Barr and ig Kierone ·fa t and teady Eddie' Edwards.
The following day tarted with a potted sport competion. The Team
included gt La nce Ba r r and Andy immons, Cpls Ross Q ui nn and
latt F inn ey, LC pls · cotty' Ca m er on . ick y H a r rison, a r a h
Ba ldr), Buffy ·Jelly ankle·' Bufto n, , ick Jeffer ies and ig C hri
'\fatthe\\ S. The event• were aried. In pas the egg with your chin most
people ended up wearing egg rather then pa ing them. ext was a
coordination event in olving four plank with foot ho lds, twenty feet.
bu ket of cold water and ten very wet people. ' cotty' Camero n
ma tered the Welly Wanging by con istent ly scoring IOs. On the other
hand Matt Finney could have taken a few les on! On passing the tenni
ball with a tennis racket, ick ·not so teady hand ' Jefferies howed a
lack of kill . When it came to the blindfolded balloon bursting using a

si ·-inch nail. 'hris Matthews showed hi
orman Bate ski ll with a lot
of random slashing at the target. The overa ll competi tion was won by The
'Puppy' Dog Handlers, ,,·1th BRJTFO R Sig Tp in a clo c ninth place. A
pecial hout goe. to Capt St u Gunson , gt Pau l Hearn and Cpl
Martin • hock. Away' Dickson (both RAF FRT), gt Oz Osmond and
Cp l Andy Adam who supported us every step of the way. The weekend
wa fini hcd ofTwi th the C E show.

Pica.rs,
gt 1:ony. Dodds, and gt ue Wright who arc all promoted on
po tmg .. The 'smghc ' ntght rations might be safo now SSgt Pi ars is oO
to 1.4 S1.g Rcgt (EW). Fi nally congratulations go out to LC:pl Jane
Wamwnght who gave binh to a bouncing baby boy, weigl11ng m at 91b
I lozs, (Jack Robert ) on 28 May 2002. We send the very best of luck to
Jane, ash and Jack for the future .
GOLF TROOP
Tech Adjt
Capt R. J. Craig
ECO FofS
W02 (FofS) M. Roberts
. Over the last coup le of months G Tp has been rather quiet carryi ng on
with the . usual routine work. The Troop has seen a few people arridng
and leaving and we all express a warn1 welcome and a sad farewell. pl
'~itzy' Fitzpat~ick , has arrived from HQ Land, Wilton. C pl ·sieve'
B.rlby left 259 Sig Sqn only a couple of months later to be posted to 233
1g Sqn. S gt Lee Calvert has left us for sunny Catterick. C pl ' Robbo'
Roberts has been posted to 30 ig Regt and, lucky man, has immediately
deployed to Bosnia. Fina lly, gt Ryan Lang and Cpl Paul Caffrey arc
both off to JSSU (Oakley}. All of these will be sadly missed!
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt P. R. Gri ffi ths
RQMS
W02 P. B. W. Hogg
Sp Tp ha had a very quiet period recently with not much happening.
We have said g?odbye to two very valuable members of the Troop, L pl
Steven Worthmgto n and LCp l Pa ul Fisher . We will oon be say ing
goodbye to the Sqn 21C, Capt G riffith , who is off to be educated. \\.02
( SM) Thorne is going on holiday for the next two year· to Cyprus and
gt Bolton .is not going on holiday Lo I (UK) ADSR in Germany. Finally.
congratulation go out to Sgt cott Davies on his marriage to li chell e
Q uinn , a local girl from the Lisburn LAD. We wi h them well for the
future. Also getting married on 7 June is Cpl K a rina Kendall to C pl
'Matt' Coverley from CC Troop. They are both looking forward to a
new arrival in October.

P otted sports - No it's not the World Cup!

HQNI & 15 Signal Regiment's Triumphant Athletics Team

HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
AND
15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
co

RSM

Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn OBE
WOI J . G. M c. aught

As the second phase of the marching season rapidly approaches. the
R egimen t has been preparing for m uch increased operationa l
commitments. With the significant events in Province that have occ urred
over the last few months, it should prove to be a most interesting time for
us all. Thi has not however, denied the Regiment from embarking on
adventure training, port and mi li tary activities. The Squadron arranged
adventure training in Enniskillen and Scotland, neither of which
presented the opportunity to escape the inclement weather that this region
is infamous for. CO' Cup competitions in Cricket and Athletics were
held and the Regimental Athletics team went on to win the orthem
Ireland Championships. At the orthem Ireland Skill at Arms Meeting
the Regimental team demon trated that they were spot on target by
winning a clutch of medals and taking the overall Unit Iron Sight title.
The Regiment now looks forward to future events that are planned for the
next few month and a busy period operationally.
• I AA iJ 2002, 16 - 19 APRIL 2002 - by Cpl Rice
After a few weeks of careful selection (who are we trying to kid!), 15
Sig Regt !SAAM 2002 team was picked.

The Team relaxing prior to the fa lling plates shoot
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The team won the Moving Targets, the Fire Team Asse ment, the
Team Snap, the Roupell up and the GOC 's Cup in the Major Unit Iron
Sight Category. LC pl Steve Adamso n won the Best Individual Movi ng
Targets award, whi le Cap t M orris, C pl Rice and Sig Welch all made it
into the GOC's XII as three of the best four Iron Sight shots over the
week. The RSM must have been pleased, because he bought not one, but
two rounds in the bar! To sum it up, we all really enjoyed it.
R EGIME TAL ATHLETICS
The Regimental Athletics team ha had a most successful sea on to
date, winning the Province Mercury Cup Competition and then the
onhem Ireland Inter Unit Athletic Championships, beating 3 Royal
Irish and NICSS. The whole team turned in some good second and third
place to gain vi tal points to clinch the title. Amongst our winning
athletes were Sgt Hopkins, C apt Lucy Th irsk, LCpl ' Matt' Gill , LCpl
Potter Capt 'Vicky ' H emmin gs and the Men & Women's 4 x IOOm
Relay teams. The team will shortly be returning to the mainland to
compete in the Morrison Cup and the Army Inter Unit Semi-finals being
held in Tidwonh. Watch out 11 and 21 Sig Regts, 15 Sig Regt is a force
to be reckoned with! It con isted of C apt M orris, W02 (RQMS) Hogg,
C pls, Danny Pearson, 'P ickles' Hayward, Dave Rice and 'Foxy ' Fox.
LCpls , ' rampy' C ramp , Steve Adam son, ' Jonah ' Jones and Sig
'Scouse' Welch. At first glance they appeared to be a motley crew but
over the followi ng week they were to prove otherwise by going on Lo win
the Major Units ( Iron Sight) competi tion . The weat her for most of
!SAAM was as expected from orthern Ireland co ld, wet and windy,
but this didn't seem to get the team down.

LCpl 'Matt' Gill receiving his trophy for the 400m Hurdles
from Maj Shaw
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HEADQUARTER SQ UA DR01
qn Comd
Maj D. T. H. W ilso n
SSM
W02 G. Steel
HQ Squadron has had a good couple of months on the work front and
m the poning arena. Ensuring that the Regiment is prepared for the
upcoming busy season, the Squadron has also found time to win the CO'
Cup Cricket Competition and taken pan in the Athletics Events. We say
farewell to W0 2 (RQMS) Ma rk eighbour who is posted thi month
on promotion to RSM of JSSU (A ), in unny Cyprus - for a third time!
We wish him and his wife J a ne and children Amy and Corey all the very
be t for the future. We would also like to remind him to keep his spare
room free for all the visitors he is now going to have. We would al o like
to say a welcome to W02 (RQMS) Lappin posted in from 19 Mech Bde
in Calterick. (From one place where it rains quite a bit to another place
where it rains even more!) We wou ld also like to welcome ig ewstead
posted in from 11 Sig Regt to the QM Dept and LC pl Meadows from 3
Div ig Regt to COMMCE Troop.

225 IG AL SQ ADRO
SQ
Maj M. J . Smith
M
W 02 R. S. T horn e
ECHO T ROOP
Tp Comd
Ca pt B. W. M. M orris
Sgt (Supvr R) Rowland s
Tp S gt
The Troop has seen a number of arrival and departures over the past
couple of mon ths. Warm welcome go to LC pl 'Burt' Lancaster who
joins us from JSSU (D) , LC pl Bower and newly promoted Sgt ( upvr
R) ' Danny' O 'Neill. He return to the 'watch' just havi ng completed the
Supervisor Rad io course and leaves everyone sti ll wondering what
happened to the promotion drinks? Fond farewe ll s go to LCpl 'Taff'
T homas who leaves for the green army at 14 Sig Regt (EW), Cpl Al
Baker and LC pl Steven Walters who are off to Ch icksands on their TI
upgrading. La t but by no mea n least, C pl Dave alter who heads out
on a cour e and is praying for good weather. Good luck to you all. The
pressure on the quadron 's detachment was relieved slightly when a
gaggle of T3 trade men passed their Clas 2 exams. Congratulations go
to L C (Jl s 'Taff' Thomas, Mark Holden , A nd y Murra y, Gra ham
Cramp, teve n Taylor, Mark Tindall, ick Desforges-Poths and fare
Hyder . There were a few clo c resul ts but the previous six months
r~vi.sio~ obv ious ly paid off fo r some, with LC pl Murray achievi ng two
d1stmchons. Get the beers in chaps!
The Mercury Cup competi tion wa fi nall y concluded with the athletics
meet, held at Thiepva l Barracks. A bi g thank you goes out to the who le
team, notab ly gt Mar·k Hopkins w ho not o nl y p ut in a lot of
org~ni ~ ti o n a l effo rt, but led the team by w inning four event . Al o
puttmg 1n the miles recentl y wa · pl Mark Booth who completed the
London Marathon and ra ised £700 for the Well Ma n Ca ncer Charity.
Wh ile the Daly Thompsons of the Troop were busy in their short , the Ian
13?thams shook the dust ofT their whites fo r a game of J CO-vs- S COs'
cricket. The Seniors eventuall y came out the overa ll winners, thanks to a
fi ne performa nce from W02 ( upvr R) · Robbo" Robson who was
forced to retire at 50 runs.
OfT the recent promotion board were \ 02 Miles ' cttle hip,
gt
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CO'S. CUP CRICK ET C OM P ETIT IO - by LCpl S. M. Coffins
This ta k seemed relatively simple - arrange an Inter-Sqn Cricket
C~mpetition . However, in a part of the world that ha an average of 284
ramy days a year, a day of cricket seemed a little ambitious. The
arrangements were made, and on the 23 fay ihe Sqn of 15 Sig Regt
came to do battle on the Thiepval Barrack sports pitch in Lisburn, in a
quest to find the ultimate cricket side. Suffice to say the weather omen
were not good - it poured down the day before and we heard cries of. · ff
it's like that at 9am tomorrow I' m calling it offi ' With the pitch a little
damp but the weather holding off, the first match got under way, with HQ
qn. captained by C pl Di c kin so n , piling on the runs again t our
champions of the last six years, 233 Sig qn. captained by L C pl
ta nha m. HQ Sqn came good thi year, their Corps players helping them
to a healthy I 09 runs off their 20 overs before bowling 233 ig qn out
for 44. ot as poor a total a it sounds - they were 9 for 7 early on!
Clearly the Champion were to have their crown taken from them thi
year.
Next up was the ' Australian Second XI ', AKA 225 ig qn, captained
by Capt asscr · Morris, who faced a 233 Sig Sqn looking 10 avoid the
wooden poon. ome pirited bowling, includi ng two wickets for yours
truly, removed 233 Sig qn for a credible 67 run . Thi wa an inning
not unhindered by a touch of pectacle. The fir t toppage of play was
called a the rain started coming down thick and fa t, lea\'ing twenty-two
very wet bloke huddled in the pavilion staring at an ever-dampening
pitch. This wa hortly followed by the fir t of the day ' helicopter
landings on the boundary (the sport pitch doubles a the HL ). My
uggestion to the Brigade Operations Officer that cricket had implication.
for helicopters wa met with a touch of di <lain to ay the lea L · 1 thmk
you'll find that helicopter have implications for cricket.· That' a fair
one, Sir. A tunning batting di play from the top order then saw 225 , ig
qn take the match by nine wicket , condemning 233 ig qn 10 la t
place.
T hus it came to the decider. HQ qn v 225 ig qn. winner take all.
Unfortunately, 'Lady Luck' had taken a di like to 2r ig qn, a we
were bowled out for 49. including an inopportune ccond bull exit for
myself (the mockery conti nue to thi day). This left u wi th the difficult
task of removing the free -scoring HQ qn quickly and cheaply. The
frequent showers had by no\\ made the pi tch very oggy. anJ the ball was
now beginning 10 resemble a pongc. This made it difficult to keep the
run rate down, yet the (,ometime ) di ciplined bo1 ling of the 225 ig
qn attack took the wicket of HQ Sqn' two star players for 2 and O.
leaving 225 ig qn ensi ng a po ·ible win. Wa this to be the major
turning point in the game? Were 225 ig qn going to natch victory
from the jaw of defeat? O! The middle order dug their heels in, and
HQ qn trotted in comfortable winners by ix wickcb. The teams oon
gathered in the bar to sec the victorious captain. Cpl Dickinson presented
with the trophy by the Regt 21C. Congratulations to HQ qn on a contc. t
well won. As fo r the ulti mate cricket ide I mentioned carlt~r well,
we 're sti ll looki ng.

J COCADRECO R E
On the morning of Friday 5 pril 2002, L pl •Fi h' Fisher and L pl
'Tommo' Thompson arrived at Ball ykin ler Train ing entrc (BTCl t
partake in a Prov ince run J CO Cadre ourse. To , tart the cour'c ofT at a
bri k pace, all participant. had to complete a BPFA. This wa. one of the
ma ndatory tests that all participants had to pa:· and lucl..ily. for all
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attending. no one had any problems. '<-'e. oo~ learnt !hat the pace that
was ·ho\\ n on the BPF had to be 1: a1nta111ed during the week, as
'' hene\cr we transited from one le en or another we had to run. The
course wa broken into two pha c . Phase One was the in trnctional
pha'e with le·sons on leadership, appreciation, map reading. methods of
in.truction and not forge1ting, the le.son we all love, PT! These lessons
were a great opportunity to learn new kill and revise ome of our
pre' iou ly acquired knowledge. To fini h off the first phase of the course.
we w1dertook a written te t of all the subjects that we had been taught.
Although lightly le · phy ical than the BPFA, there were still a few
-weal) brow· by the end of the day.
After all the learning it wa now rime for the pha e everyone wa
looking forward to the mo t. the exerci e phase, cond~cted on the
training area within BTC. There wa · an Order Group the mght before o
we all knew what to expect. We patrolled over to our area of
re pon ibihty and took up our role . either Quick Reaction Force (QRF).
Guard Force (GF) or ehicle Checkpoint team s ( C'P) .. The th~ee
ection took it in turn to play out the different role , wtth varying
degre of succe . Ha' ing been out for approximately 36hrs we returned
to th accommodation. However, en-route we discovered we had one
extra task to complete, this was the ATO assault course! Thi proved to
be a challenging, if not painful, conclusion to the exerci e.
The final clay wa an adventurous training pac~age_, that wa due to
consi t of a day' hill walking followed by rock climbing and abseiling.
What better place to go than the Mourne Mountains? When w~ finally got
to the rock-climbing and ab eiling stand it was, uncharacten ncally for
orthern Ireland, too wet to climb. However, we were able to ab eil and
thi proved to be very enjoyable, e pecially the ov~rhan g ! After a ~u y
week it was time 10 unwind at the end of course drmk and BBQ, with a
pre entation ceremony for be t student and be t ection. The fo llowing
da we all returned to our respective w1its after a hard but enjoyable
week.
233 IG AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj . A. Walker
M
V 02 P. Ta ker
L DIA TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 ( upvr IS) K. :McHugh
Tp S gt
Sgt Gratrick
India Tp have had an extremely busy period over the la t couple of
months. Refurbishment of our current working environment has required
us to move locations, raking with us some expensive pieces of equipment.
This has required u having to reinstall networks and putting our han<l:5_to
a bit of interior designing. We're looking forward to a degree of tab1hty
and then the re-organisation and move back into where we have JU t
come from!

• CC TROOP - by Cpl Dave Carter
Tp Comd
Capt M. T. Booker
Tp Sgt
Sgt S. Johnson
It was yet another quiet couple of months for the etwork Control
Centre. hift life i continuing to be enjoyed to its fullest extent A very
good performance was put in by the troop in the inter-squadron hockey
competition, ecuring them a vital third place out of four. Congratulations
to ig Lind ey Rakocevic on her excellent management kills to ensure
the team were at their peak of fitne s and in the right frame of mind. Cpl
Dave Carter continues to lead the Troop in its weekly assault on the
Regiment ' bar every Friday at I 600hrs. We also have an out randing
achievement award to give to W02 (YofS) Rick Carley who managed to
tay a\\ ay from the Troop for the entire jubilee stand-down. Sadly we say
goodbye to Cpl anessa Brown who has gone to 2 Sig Regt. A big
welcome goes to W02 (FofS) Duffy who has joined us from 30 Sig
Regt. Hellos go to Cpl Paul mith, LCpl 'Rob' Trotter and LCpl Andy
heppard who joins us from 4 Annd Bde. Last, but not least, we say
hello to LCpl Lee James who has already managed to prove himself by
falling asleep on the pool table in the Regimental bar.

Ea tbome.
TECH l ALM I TENA CE TROOP - by Cpl Disley
Tp Comd
Capt V. E. Hemming
Tp Sgt
S gt P. Mitchell
A few farewells to say for this month, starting with LCpl 'Stevie'
Hicklin, (who has not only been posted to SHAPE. but has also been
promoted to Corporal) and Cpl 'Richie' Hill, has left for sunny
Blandford to complete his Class I. A fond farewell to Sig Roberts, who
ha decided to hang up his boots and join civvy street and last but by no
means least, a sad goodbye to S gt (FofS) Williams, who has left for 33
Sig Regt, Liverpool. The Troop said hello to Cpl Stuart haw and Sgt
'Bretl' pruce, who have joined us from 16 ignal Regiment. Sgt
{FofS) 'Matt' Clish joined us straight off his Foreman's course and Cpl
Brendan 1cllduff arrived from 251 ig Sqn. Straight from the factory
are LCpls ·Joe' Parke , 'Mick' Smith. Dave Glendenning and tuart
Grindle.
COS C P ATHLETIC COMPETITIO
233 Sig Sqn once again fielded a strong athletics team in the CO's Cup
Athletics Competition held at Lisburn Station on the 25 April 2002. The
competition was close between 225 Sig Sqn and 233 Sig Sqn the last
event of the day being the Men's 4 x 400m relay and both teams needing
to win to gain overall victory. 233 Sig Sqn managed to hold onto the title
for another year running, Cpl 'Daz' Ormiston, Cpl Dave Rice, LCpl
'Matt' Gill and gt 'Bret' pruce finishing with an ou tstanding
performance in the 4 x 400m relay.
1CKELVIE C P CRICKET COMPETITIO
On Thursday 9 May, thi year's lnter Troop Cricket was held on the
Lisburn cricket pitch. All four Troops entered a full team m the first
sporting event of the McKelvie Cup Competition. With the competition
clo ely run between TM and Romeo Tp last year, both were looking to
pick up early points by doing well in the cricket. While Indi a Tp wa
looking for victory in this event for the third consecutive year, NCC
obviously wanted to get a good start. The event was in the form _of two
semi-finals, a Third/Fourth place play off and then final. The semi-finals
were drawn as lndia v Romeo and TM v CC.
ln the first game between India Tp and Romeo Tp, Romeo decided to
bat first and put the runs on the board. The second over of the 12, saw
SSgt Gratrick take two wickets and Romeo Tp, who were on the back
foot, eventually totalled 34 for 7. lndia Tp then went in to bat and in the
end, the partnership between SSgt 'Tug' Wilson and Cpl 'Toff' Lucas
saw them to 36 runs in the eleventh over and lndia Tp was through to the
final. The other semi-final saw TM Tp bat first and after a decent score,
toppled CC over for 12 all out with good bowling from Capt
Hemmings and Cpl 'Bambi' Bamforth. Romeo Tp went into bat first in
the Third/Fourth play off, and a total of 54 looked to be good enough for
the win after CC's batting in the first game. Cpl 'Steph' Crouchman
scored 21 and good bowling from LCpl Lee James, LCpl Moran, and
Cpl Steven Lowery kept the score down when it looked as if Romeo Tp
would get a massive total. CC did a lot better this time with Cpl 'Rob'
Latham and gt 'Del' Richards sharing a good knock, but in the end it
wasn't good enough as they fell hort by 17 runs.
The fmaJ was the best game of all lndia Tp was put into bat first and
after a couple of early wickets, a good partnership between S gt
Gratrick and Cpl 'Toff' Lucas (scored an unbeaten 23), aw them to 64
for 3 off the 12 overs. TM Tp came into bat and went at them all guns
blazing, with Cpl Bamforth soon retiring on 25 run . India Tp pegged
them down again and in the last over TM Tp only needed seven runs to
win. They fell short by four and ended up on 61. The rule of a batsman
retiring on 25 in the end helped lndia Tp to a hat trick of wins. The point
for the McKelvie Cup were four to India Tp, three to TM Tp, two to
Romeo Tp and one to NCC. It was a good start to this year's competition,
thoroughly enjoyed by all, well done India Troop!

ROMEO TROOP - by Sgt King
Tp Comd
apt RA. Hamilton
A well as the usual level of hard work put in by one and all, Romeo
Tp managed a few sporting and leisure activities over the last couple of
months. After a tough 4 - 4 draw with 321 EOD, word got round Lisburn
that a potent force had developed on the football field. It was without fear
that the Romeo Tp footballers accepted the challenge from the Station
P\i P and played them on the hallowed turf of Lisburn Station sports
pitche . nder the leader hip of gt 'Lardy' McGibbon, R Tp delivered
what can only be described as a football le son by defeating the PVCP 41. The only sour note of the day was the ankle injury to gt King, which
could well keep him out of the approaching World Cup, much to the
d1 may of the nation.
The Troop also managed to get a few members off on the Squadron
Adventure Training down in Enniskillen, where water skiing and jet
kiing were top of the agenda. The usual Troop absentees stuck to their
tradition and apt Hamilton and Cpl Jenkins were off representing the
Corps kydiving team ... again!
The Troop would like to extend a warm welcome to W02 (FofS)
Oa\e larke and his family, who have arrived from S Tp in Blandford
and pl ·Bobby' Hill also from Blandford. Tears have been shed to say
goodbye to
gt (Fof ) 'Elvis' Collins off to Blandford to Project
Bowman and • gt Hamblin on promotion to 31 Sig Regt (V) in
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40tb (ULSTER) SIGNAL REGIME T
(VOLUNTEERS)

co
RSM

Lt C ol R. J. Kelly TD
WOJ (RSM) Keane

Anticip_ation is hig~ for_ next year's trip, with an overnight tay in the ice
holes high on the wish list (for some. anyway). Roll on Ice Warrior Ill!

66 SlG AL SQUADRO (BELFA T)
Sqn omd
Maj Robin Finlay
We welcome to the Squadron, Sigs Leanne Ashe, Simon Gibson
Ka~cn ~cGarpy, Paul McGlwaine, Anna hields, Raymond
Kns Wilson, Gary Taylor and congratulate them on their successful
selection to the Royal Signals Volunteers. Also a wann welcome goes to
SSgt Jereme Finister (Ex PSI Regular), Sgt John D. Halls (Ex Regular
Para/Royal Irish), Sgt Elizabeth Murdock (Ex Sp Sqn) and LCpl usan
Bantenback (returning to 66 Sqn), W02 Jim Clasper (Ex Sp & 85
qns) and 2Lt Ca ra Girvan (Ex QUOTC). We regretfully say farewell to
W02 ( SM) Mark Fettus and wish him well as he takes up his post as
SM of upport Squadron.
The Squadron has been involved in several recruiting events
throughout the Belfast area, which climaxed in events in the TA entre
for TA Day on 18 May 2002. These effort have been very fruitful and
hould yield a healthy crop of potential soldiers.
During Commander 11 Signal Brigade's, recent visit to the Regiment
and Province he made presentation to Sgt Wayne Dunbar on the
award of his ~S&GC medal and Sgt Colin Gordon and Cpl Matthew
Farrell on their award of the VRSM. Our congratulations go to them on
their achievements.
The Squadron ha continued with its bu y programme having taken
part in Ex Executive Stretch, Ex 'Summer Falcon, Ex Shamrock Mu ter
Ex Star Trek I & 11, Ex Flying Falcon, BAMA Rallie , Bde Sports:
CORSAAM, NlSAAM and so the hst ~oes o~. We are currently actively
preparmg for our Annual Ca mp , which, lh1 year will be Ex Arcade
Falcon, o life continues in the fast lane.
In our true (Ulster) tradition we still find time to socialise with the
usual run of Band Concerts, Disco' , farewell parties and Mes /JRC
events.

titt'.

66 (CITY OF BELFAST) SIG AL SQ ADRO '
ICE WARRIOR FINN ll, 7-10 FEBRUARY 2002
By SSgt D. J. Anthony
Ex Ice Warrior Finn, the brainchild ofW02
M Mark Fettus. was a
two-day adventure training exerci e in the Cairngorm Mountain . The
objective was to take 24 soldier into a hostile mountain environment and
teach them the skills of ice c limbing, skii ng and winter mountain
survival. The advance party was led by Maj Robin 'Ambro e· Finlay
who kindly volunteered to be our chef for the weekend. Unfortunately'.
his results did not quite match the standard of 'Ready Steady Cook', but
wa greatl y appreciated nonethele s. Al o present in the early arrival
lou_nge were SSgt Jeff McLean and Cpl 'Monty' Montgomery, who
arrived Wedne day night. The main body's arrival on the Friday wa
greatly welcomed, much to the relief of the advance party, not least
because it allowed the OC to be relieved of his cooking duties.
ext morning the group wa broken down into two syndicates, those
who wanted to go kiing under the direction of gt Chri Collins and the
real men who chose ice climbing under the direction of W02 Mark
Fettus. The first day wa pent learning ice axe drills, a well as pending
a lot of our time s liding down the mountain. A noticeable point to
~ention was that LCpl Mark Fulton can't wait to go on Ice Warrior
Fmn Ill and i even hoping to come off the valium ometime before then .
When asking him about his experiences please don't mention height . On
a less life threatening note, the team greatly enjoyed the building of ice
holes and igloo , o much that Cpl uza nne mall is now thinking of
settmg up her own ice construction company. The highlight of the day
was being told that they would only take us off the mountain ifthe winds
got up to 120 miles an hour. As the wind wa only a mere JOO mile-anhour, it was afe to crack on. However, wa this the rea on for the S M'
large pack or did his large appetite come into play? This was scant
c?mfort to ig Andy ' I can fly like a bird' Blair, who was delighted to
d1 cover that he could fly like a bird, but le delighted to discover that he
had t? climb up the mountain again when he hit the ground.
With a wealth of winter mountaineering experience now under their
bells, day two was spent putting this experience to good use on a
technical climb through the mountain . W02 Mark Fettus led the way
before die first of many falls through the ice. Whether this ' as caused by
the weight of his Bergen or the weight of 'Ambrose' ·rations is till open
lo debate. Part of the day included a confidence climb, which proved to
be a great confidence builder, e pecially for 'Monty' as he performed hi
great high wire act on top of the mountain.
Evenings were spent in Granton-On- pey ocialising in the Claymore.
much to th..: delight of the locals, e pecially as our sister quadron
(Support) were on safari as well. Due to kit shortages, one Officer wa
reduced to wearing hort trousers (remember to book early next year
lads). Particular mention must go to LCpl William Kennedy who not
co_nt~nt with drinking Granton-On- pey dry, also tried hi harde t to
ehm1_na1e all of the quadrons Budweiser supply by him elf, thus
enabling a much lighter load for the journey back home. In conclu ion,
Ex Ice Warrior Finn II was a very enjoyable two days in the Cairngorm .
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85 ( LSTER) IG AL Q ADRO (V)
by Sgt N Telford
qn Comd
Maj T. Dick
The weekend 19-21 ".'-pril 2002 saw elements of 85 qn. 69 qn and
the_ LAD at Ballykelly/L1mavady for the aptly named Ex Certain Disa ter.
This was to be a vehicle familiarisation/navigation/vehicle recovery type
affair. Indeed, the fun had just begun a packet one, under the command
of 85 2 IC Capt Ian 'Path-Finder· Craig, demonstrated their
nav1ga11onal prnwess by mis.sing their allotted 'tum-off' on the M2 only
half an hour in_to the_ exercise. Eventually arriving at Limavady, tired
from thetr exertt_ons, lime at the bar was severely limited and o all turned
m for an early rnght. Alas a good night's sleep was not on the cards as the
fire alarm mysteriously made it elf apparent at 0320hrs. Everyone duly
assem?led as require?. but unfortunately the centre Caretaker, (the only
one with the appropriate key to s\yitch the thing offi), continued to leep
soundly, blissfully unaware. This left LCpl Jamie 'Creeping Je us'
Bradley to save the day with some ad-hoc tampering and a 'mode t'
election of tools.
After an_ ex~ellent breakfast, all proceeded to Ballykelly for the main
event. Ac11v1t1es on offer were many and varied. from Bedford wheel
gt Jim
changing, (Wheel-nuts fitted 'tapered section innermo t c_1as~er) to Vehicle Orienteering with Capt Janet Wilson. The big
highlight, however, was the cha,nce to drive the LAD's 'Wrecker' .
Apparently the chaps from the REME almo t found an additional activity
- FODE gearbox changing, with accompanying Pl954 for LCpl Gillian
Winters!
Saturday night was to be a 'Game ight' and indeed everyone looked
the part, especially 85's own gt Billy Herridge, who cut a dash in rosepink chemise, sequi nned pantaloons finished off with gold lame lippers
and acces orie . A for the game themselve , we could ee we were in
for a fun time and so it transpired. Yet who would have given odds for the
winner of the last man in the bar being our very own OC, Maj Tom Dick
'and Harry'!
Sunday dawned bright and early and, oh joy. Battle PT with Sgt
'Dave-boy' Gallagher for a warm-up.This was followed by an InterTroop Assault Cour e Race, eventualiy won by a vastly superior Hotel Tp
assi ted by the 'fifth-col umnist' activitie of that master of the Tarzanwing Obstacle - Capt Ian Craig. This, however, wa preceded by
another go at the REME, (you'd think they'd have had enough of us by
now), where 2Lt icole Lamb was definitely 'The Queen of the Plant
Equipment', as she demon trated such skill, natural aptitude and
precision manoeuvring with the crane that left everyone peechle ! All
in all, Ex Certain Di aster proved a roaring ucce for all concerned and
we can't wait for Certain Di aster 2 - Ballykelly Re-Vi ited' (although,
perhap the LAD won't be o keen!).
The quadron will oon bid a ad farewell to W02
M Eddie
Hedley who's moving on to pa tures new, having completed hi time a
SM with 5 Sqn. It ha been known for ome time that he ha been
taking the adage of 'old oldiers never die, they simply fade away· a bit
too literally. He i confidently expe ted to di appear completely in the
year 2010! Leaving hi tature aside, W02 Hedle i a giant ofa man in
all re pects and he will be sadly mi ed by one and all at 85. We all wish
him well for the future.
It will al o be hug and tears to P I SSgt. Dave Gallagher, all round
Olympian and true quadron talwart. Hi experience. advice and all
round enthusiasm will be impossible to replace. who could forget hi
ma terly demonstration with PSI gt Mick 'Splendid' imcock of the
coxle s, open-deck kayak slalom at Weymouth Beach plea urc complex
during Annual Camp in 200 I'? We arc also keen to welcome on board our
former QMS, the now W02
M Tommy John ton . A colo u of the
soccer field, party on two legs and general all round 'doyen' of the Drill
quare. Let' hope he make a better
M than he did an QM '
quipped Cpl Davie 1cQuillan on hearing ofthejo_ ous new .
April was also a month for vi it by VIP . On the evening of Tue day
the ninth , Brig D. H. Keenan OBE Commander 107 (Ulster) Brigade
vi ited the quadron line at Bangor and was duly impre ed by a wanton
display of athleticism by ariou
quadron member as they
demon trated the finer point of ' et/Murder Ball' In fact the Brigadier
wa so enthu ed that he threatened lo join in, until omeone announced
that the bar wa open, whence he demon trated that a pre-requisite of
High Command, by taying there till well after midnight. Whit t on a
training night at Regimental Headquarters at Clonaver Park on Tue day
the thirtieth, quadron member were urpri cd to encounter their second
Brigadier of the month! Thi time it wa Brig . L. Legallai CBE
Commander 11 ignal Brigade, who wa e pecially keen to see what \\e
were up to. When he found out that we ' ere u ing the · T Range· he
couldn't re i t 'ha ing a bit of a go'. It' as fairly obvious to all
a embled that the Brigadier wa perhap a little rusty. Howe,cr, he wa:
oon into hi stride and respond ing well to the constn1cth e cnuci m from
the Directing taff. Indeed commen ts like. ' tene Wonder could do
better than that!' eemed to ha e the desired effect!
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ORP A't - b.l LCpl Adam King
This year we . ent niper ection off to Pirbright to compete at the
CORP Al\1, which wa being organi ed by 3'.! ig Regt (V). Captaining
the team was L t imon Lo rd with LCpl Daz Owen, LCpl Ada m K ing,
LC pl Br ia n Bel h aw and ig 'Richie' quire . The team would be
a!Tectlonatel) known through out the competition as the 'Flannelette
Five'. The Team -hould have known it wa going to be a difficult week
''hen. on the fir t day. we found out that the main hoot 'The
ociation · had been changed, and no one had decided to tell us. o ~ e
had what you call a ·flap on· whilst we were watching oth~r people do
the shoot. The weather for the CORP
M wa brilliant, not raining
onc1.:. The team picked up the name the Flarmel tte Five bccau ·e we were
u ing a piece of flanne lette to top the TMH moving. On the Robert
hoot (a hoot which involves a IOOm run followed by a series of fall
when hit targets} a very nice RE 1E ergeant. who e pa sion for the rules
wa by far his life, pointed out that we all had illegal modification to our
weapon . t which point he tarted rubbing his hands together and
aying, 'Yes, got em. got em.· o we were reported and got a slap on the
wri ts and made to take them out. From that, our action spread
throughout the CORP AAM like wildfire. It was a joi,;e between the
team that whenever we came up to hoot tl1ey would always change it so
we got a low score. Overall the team came third out of the minor unit
and ninth overall out of 16 team . On one of the range there were many
different weapon . ranging from the Lee Enfield 303 to the am1)' niper
rifle L96. Thi wa a great range that had masse of people on it all day
using each of the rifles and to compete with each other. The team had a
hoot where we all chose a weapon and a ma ll white patch wa placed
on ilie chin of a figure 12 target. Each hooter had five round and the
objective wa to see who could boot the patch without breaking any of
the lines, not surprisingly Lt imon Lord won and with the prize of £10
called it a day. Over all, a great week and we all can't wait to go back.
D\'E:\T RE TRA.I NI G 2002 EXERCISE FINAL FI1
by SSgt Rodgers
This years' event wa held at Lancaster in the rural suburbs of Halton.
A combination of fi ne Lanca hire weather, the exquisite ho liday home
dotted within the wire of Halton Training Camp and the daily cui ine
from ilie Army Chef, made it the perfect formight. The advance party hit
land fir t, e tabli hed home base and then completed a final recce, with
common MTR' to Blackpool and Liverpool prioritised. Main Body One
lucki ly had a last minute ferry change, allowi ng a nice 0400hrs early start
from Armagh. As a gift, they dragged a very nice weather front that
hovered over ilie Holiday Camp for ilie duration of the exercise.
The event was broken down into two one-week packages. During the
week package the groups attempted Rock-Climbing. Kayaking, Hill
Walking and Mounrain Biking. Mixed classes of ovices and 'even
worserer tudents' scrambled . plashed, crashed and hiked their way
every day. Even though the weather resembled that of an Exercise in
Germany. the levels of enthusiasm never fa ltered.
Week Two arrived wi th a bang. It was off the.bus and literally straight
mto the AT. Even though the weekend was overcast, it still managed to
pour duri ng every day's training. All event were carried out to the fu llest
with best students. including Cpl 'Heppi' Hepworth who was scared of
everything and C pl Dav e Ow e n , who was just scared of water.
upporting actors included igs Adam Rushton and Dave Te rron . LCpl
Chris Ath ey, ·Bucks' Buckberr y, Andy Wallace and "Stevie' Kite
finalising the male contingent and Pte Ca r oli ne Mcintyr e a nd 2Lt
Fiona Lo x ton (OlC main body two} comple ted th e star studded
perfonnanc ... The Halton experience was made possible by Director gt Rod ge r s, Costume - gt \: ilson , Expeditioner - C p l Robson,
Medical Support - Cpl Sands, Stores and Props - Cpl Hooper and final ly
LCpl E\\ing - catering (we thi nk).
THE • ORTHERN IRELA. D ARMY W IMMI G
A 'D WATER POLO CHAMPIO SHIPS by Cpl l/allwc1y
After two weeks of traini ng, (well two weeks of five people train ing),
the team was ready. All the early starts and hours of running up and down
the swimming pool had paid off. Team Captain, FofS Ros - spent hour

deliberating over a team list. (we ll actually he knocked it up on the way
to Li bum on tl1e morning ofilie race).
gt oble was doing all the hard
ones unless more people turned up! The day started with the usual Army
wait but once that ' a done, we go1 dressed and tarted playing water
polo. A hard four games. with goal ·cored by FofS R oss, C hri s Sa nkey,
Dave Ha lfway and Do m Coeh lo managing to not only throw their
teddies, but pretty much drown them as well. Al McKnight was the only
goalkeeper in Lisburn' pool history to be sent off, re ult fourth place.
The Minor Unit wimming wa next. S gt Haw kins proved that hi
'lose your temper underwater' method in the IOOmetre freestyle worked.
gt 'Tank' 1orton was able to care both the opposiiion and ourselves,
in the 50metre breaststroke. A first in the freestyle and a second in the
brea tstroke relay did the team proud. The men were winning mo trace
and when the FofS went into the official' room to find out the results, it
was no surprise that we had taken first place and were off to the Army
wimming at Alder hot in June. The excellent performance from lhe
ladies· team saw them narrowly beaten by the JSG team into second
place.

' l G GOLF COMP ETIT O N RO
D l - by Cpl Setchfield
Team members: Lt Lord
W 0 2 W hite
C pl Bax ter
C pl etcbfield
Wednesday I May was our first round of the IAG team knockout
After being drawn out of the hat, we had the choice of picking the venue.
Of course we picked our local cour e Tandragee. This course is renowned
for it w1dulation and well established surrounding that make it one of
the more difficult courses to play. ot a problem for us though, as we
play it a few time a week. Each person was paired off with one of our
opponents from Li bum (HQ Golf sharks), whose handicaps seem to
have gone up for some reason , according to a very good source.
However. they were adamant that they were tl1e correct handicaps, so we
started our round of golf that was to be played a a match play game (you
play your partner for each hole, not the total of strokes taken). Every
thing started well for us, especia ll y for me as I won ilie first three holes.
Steve Bax ter was a l o on a roll. However, the YofS 's opponent was
giving him a rea l run for his money. By ha lf way Steve had his game
pretty much in the bag and I wa winning by one hole. The YofS wa lwo
hole down but wasn't going to give up easi ly, he thought he might be
able to harpoon hi hark and reel him in. On the back nine it was getting
pretty ten e with my opponem and my elf matching each other hole for
hole until the 16th, when he drew even with me then went one ahead at
the 17th. By that time the YofS had lost to hi opponent, but Steve had
won his by four holes . That meant I had to win the 18th to bring me level
and win the match for u . It went all the way to the final putt thal I
managed to sink from around 8ft. This meant that P eter my opponent had
to putt his in one to draw the hole and they would have won. However,
the pressure got to him and he struck traight past the hole. The mighty
Portadown are through to the next round to face a semi Professional 2
Roya l lri h. Standby for the next instalment of 3 Bde Sig qn versus the
re t of the provinces in the IAGS knock out competition.

PLASTIC PUBS
Do you remember the ' Plastic Pubs'?
More specifically do you remember T he Huntsman- the plastic pub in
Mahon Barracks, Portadown? I'm looking for in forma tion on 1he
Plastic Pubs built on a number of base in orthem Ire land in the
1970s. If you know anythi ng about how and why they were built, or
even have an interesting story concerning one of these pubs, please
cont.act Fiona Loxton by e-mail : fio naloxton@ hotma il.com Tel:
(0 1202) 888939 or write to: OC Comms Tp, 3 In f Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn,
BF PO 809

If not call 01258 482087. You may have moved and forgotten to let us know,
or perhaps you need to renew your subscription
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SQ ADRON HEA DQUARTERS
After the recent spate of changes in the squadron a period of stability
has allowed everyone to settle into their roles. WOJ (R M) 'Geordie'
Marshall has settled in especially well, ensuring that he returns to Great
Britain as often as possible, giving his unde niable support to the Lanyard
Trophy team. June is always a busy time for the Squadron with the Ops
cell working hard to maintain order on the airwaves and the RSM and
RQMS organis ing the Brigade Commander's Cocktail Party at
Hillsborough Castle. Both seem to be highly involved tasks that are made
to look ea y by those participating.
COMMU ICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt S. R. Bennett
Tp Sgt
SSgt R. Ather ton
A warm welcome is extended to the new Troop Commander 2Lt
Bennett who joins us from his Troop ommander · Course. We hope
you enjoy your time with the quadron.
OPERAT IO S SECTIO
Cpl Li nd sey ' Soldier First' Payto n , has joined us from ATR
Ba singbome. A warm welcome is also extended to Sig Smith. Leaving
both the Squadron and The Corps is ig Kev 'Cocktail' Groves who is
off to the RLC a a driver. Thank you for all your work. Finally a
goodbye goes to Sig (now LCpl) Jonat ha n Pe rks who is off to EOD for
a change of pace. The Section like the rest of The Corps, ha had a busy
few months especially those on pager dutie . Whilst the Chancellor crew
wa on 15 minutes or two hours notice to move iliey were not called out.
However, just a they were put on eight hours notice they were given 45
minutes to be in Belfast town centre. LCpl Stu Welton took it all in his
stride and got there well within two hours. ot bad going considering
NASA were doing tests on his cranium when the pager went offi
Shift work remains the same for the SYSCO and COMMCE who
now work four days, four night , one sleep day and three days off.
allowing some freedom in the u e of our time off. The highlight of the
la t couple of months has been the five-a- ide football competi tion that
took place on 19 April. The Section team cal led themselves the 'Fat Far
Cars' and finished in overall last position de pite Cpl G ez 'The Cat'
Tierney saving a dodgy penalty that the referee WOI (RSM) Lockwood
gave for encroachi ng into our own area. Hmmmmm, at lea t the weather
was fair! De pite com ing last we had an outstanding afternoon and thanks
go to LC pl Allardycc for arranging the event. ext ti.me we wi ll do a
sport we are good at. After the five a side football, the ection decided to
field the stronge t team possible for 3 Friday Club tag mgby competition.
Team captain LC pl I a n Wa lker led 'Team Tennents' out to face the
mighty SHQ team fo r our firs t game. SHQ were confident of victory.
especially when they noticed that we cou ld have been called Team Tele
Tubby! Their glee was short lived becau e we had a secret weapon,
teamwork! Even wi th the de ertion of Cpl ' Paddy' Bevan to the SHQ
team, Team Tennent sea led victory within the fi rst two mi nute . The
next two teams were dispa tc hed in imilar fa hion and after 30 minutes of
rugby, the fi nal loomed. The question on everyone' lip wa ,"Have the
beefy Sy con boys saved e nough fo r the fina l?' T he fi nal was a clo e
game, with Team Tennent scraping victory five points to une . The player
of the tournament fo r us was Sig Gord on Wa llace who played in all fow·
game made no tackles. cored no trie and never touched the ba II but
till had the dirtie t stri p at the end of the day. Once aga in the T hird
Friday lub was a huge succe , with HQ coming in a de ervi ng last
and lhe Technicians fini shing a poor third, despite 2Lt Bennett' be t
effort . T ha nk go to O P fo r organi sing it and we ll -done yscon fo r
wm111ng for the fi rst ti me since June 1968.
TEC H 1 AL MAI TENANCE SECT IO
Welcome to C pl Andy Mc ally who join the section fro m '.!5 1 Sig
Sqn in Aldershot. He has journeyed to the dark side and wi ll be replac ing
Cpl Jools Roberts who, as thi goes to pre , hou ld be starting her new
role at 2 Sig Regt in York . Further welcomes are extended to Cpl Si mon
Chittick and LCpl Gary MacKenzie, both brand new arriva l to the
section. ongratulation to LC pl now C pl Frederic k Tedby and Cp l
Rob Dilger on the ir promoti on. T he ccti on 5-a-side Footba ll team i
co n&ratul a ted fo r o nce aga in d e m o nst ra ti ng Tec h s u pe ri o rity in
dom111 allng the compet it io n fro m sta rt to fi ni sh. Tha nk a re due. to
~ u pr_e~n c pe rso na l effo rt of S g t R ob
t herto n in goal, nnd so me
msp1nng end t e nd run from the likes of pi s Forrest, Burgo n and
Lord abl y a sisted by the precision pa ing work of C pl s pp al and
Mc ally. ot muc h can be sa id except, 'Them boy have sk ill. Let 's see
if they can win in the full league.'
RIGG I G ECTIO N
The ection would like to g ive a big welcome to LCpl Bob Wells who
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has joined u from 16 Sig Regt and LCpl Ma r k Finl ay who is joining us
from 259 Sig Sqn. Farewells go out to C pl a r o n Ship and L pl
Lyndsay Byrne, both posted to civvy street and much higher paid jobs.
Good luck to both of you. Also good luck goes to LCpl Dea n 'Hulio'
Roberts who leaves us for the sunnier climes of Cyprus. Congratu lations
go to C pl Al Temple who has finally decided to stay in the army after a
whole year of deliberation and has luckily been re-toured as the NBTLO.
We would also like to say well done to LC pl Bob Well for succe fu ll y
completing his Team Medics course and to Sig 'Moggsy' Morrison for
pa sing the province wide cadre course. On the work front we have been
reasonably busy with the main job, a fibre optic link at Pa lace Barracks.
However, simple cabl ing jobs have been dragged out d ue to certa in
members of the technician workshops taking what cems like forever to
produce a simple co-ax termination.
UP PORT T ROOP
Tp Comd
Maj J . O 'S hea R !RISH
WOIC
W02 (RQMS) Bucki ngham
Welcome to W 0 2 (RQMS) Dave Buckingham from I (UK) Div,
replacing Capt Kev Belam who is off to join the RAMC at Mu grave
Park Hospital. Goodbye also to newly promoted Cieri,;, gt Pau l Ryan
who i off to orway and ha taken great pride informing the Squadron
Commander that he is now on more money than hi m.
ORT HERN IRELAN D BA KET BALL CHAMPIO SHJPS
Due to construct ion work on Lisburn's gym this year's championship
were held at Portadown. The fo rmat for the openin g stages were two
group of three team . The Squadron wa drawn against 6 RM P and la t
years' c hampions. JSG. Our first match against JSG proved to be much
harder than expected. It took us seven minute to register a score, which
wasn ' t too bad considering the team had only met for the first time that
morning. The second half aw an improveme nt with the team starting to
gel and reading each others game better. Unfortunately it wa too little
too late as the damage had already been done in the fi r t half. The fin al
core wa 20 - 6 in favour of J G, a nd a val ua ble les on had bee n
learned. It wa to be a different story in the second match agai n t 6 RMP.
With JSG already through to the fina l we had only pride to play for. We
were determined to win thi match. With ome out ta nding indi vidual
performances from Cpl Forrest and Gdsm n Deen and a trong all round
team performance, wc managed to crape a narrow but we ll de erved
victory. Hav ing ended the day on a high we were till disappointed not to
be playing in the fi nal, which was de erved ly won by RECC Section
from Aldergrove. Wi th our female team pull ing out at the last minute due
to a lack of players. Cpl Don na Chivers went on to help J G pick up the
women' champion hi p, even though it was more like watching rugby
than basketba ll at time . I would like to thank Cp l Robe r ts. Cpl Lord.
C pl Forrest. Gds men Deen. Eagle and Edwards for taki ng ilie time off
to compete in the championships.
ORTHERN !REL ' D SWIM II G CHAMPIO 'SH IP
There. wa apprehension and the smell of chlorinated water in the air
as the 39 Inf Bde HQ and ig Sqn wimm ing team entered the pool. The
re ounding repetition of C pl G r aha m Forrest's ayi ng ' I don't want to
go fir r ga e u all quiet confi dence due to ilie fac t it was not u ! Afte r
the nerves had settled there were a few ' in . na mely Maj David ·The
Fish' Craft's blind ing breaststroke a nd ome la t place not o namely.
Even though the quadron put in a good performance it wa pipped at the
po t by 5 Regt AAC and .> Lnf Bde HQ and ig qn . t least we did not
come last.
O RTHE Rt TRELA D ATHLECTlC CH l P IO
HIP
The quadron teams had high hope when they arrived at the Lisburn
a thle tic track. ' ith three of the team actua ll y doi ng ome practi ·i ng
before the event. The e hope proved to be well fo unded 1 ith win in
four individual competi tion and overall succe for the male team ' ho
won the minor unit championship for the first time in the hi story of the
competition, putting them ilirough to the Anny emi-final in July.
The team captain, Sgt Brown led by example winmng 200111 overall,
and the lOOm and Long Jump 1inor Uni ~. WOI (R \ 1) Kee n put in a
sterling effort on the track in the I 500m and 5000m, winning both in the
Mi no r Uni ts compe ti tion . C pl Haw kin s had a s lipp ery ta rt to the
hurdling events, with a damp track and no running spikes but took second
place in the Minor Unit 400m hurdle'.
gt tb er to n fared better in the
I IOm hurdle . held in the afternoon . unshine, cl aiming fi r t place in an
almost dead heat with C pl Hawk.in s who had ente red the race a a guest.
Off the track there were brilliant per onal effo rt b~
gt Ga ll aghe r ,
claiming overall fir t in the Javelin, and Sgt Dun ba r, cl aimi ng overa ll
succe s in both the Discus and hot. LCpl Potts. leapt to the top of the
leader board to claim victory in the Minor Unit ' Triple Jump. The onl ·
di sappointment wa in 4x400m relay, gt Brown managed to product: a
con iderablc lead, which ' a du ly held onto by 2Lt Bennett and Cpl
Hawkin s. only for
gt Atherton to be caught and pa -. . ::d m the fi nal
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.rr:ught.
Tt in all. it "as a Yet) enjoyabl d~ ~· in which the Brigade had great
ucces •. "ith the men's team qu ,11 ify ing for the next ro u nd of
competitions on the mainland. A quite outstnndi!1g perfonnance. All that
remains no\\ i. for a deci ion on the entry date tor the cru-fi n~ l s. to "ec
1f the Brigade can field a team in the face of overwhelming work
commitment .

--- -----

The Triumphant 39 Brigade Athletics Team

L

f'i'ARD TROPHY
.
..
This year· Lanyard Trophy fou nd many of the Team Ill a fam1l.1ar
hunting ground, known from many years before as weary eyed recruits.
However. the rolling hill ofCatterick and beyond offered no re pect for
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re-unions. EYcryonc had ideas of pre-event preparation . This wa
reflected by the mood on tl~e minibus to the start point - some talkative,
some pensive, some reflective. but all 1n uproar at the deadly clouds of
ta le lager that pervaded the bus. o it was then on a cold and damp
morning at 0459hrs, 280 Bergen clad figures stood ilcnt in the gloom
like oldiers of the omme waiting for the whist le to go over the top.
Cpl Douglas was the first to cop one back to Blighty. Unfortunately
for him (with an ego the size of Mt Everest) the.compe.lit1on far surpas ed
hi tabbing ab ilities and he managed onl.Y the d1ZZ):' heights of checkpoint
4 - Tan Hill. Cpl Lord previously havmg a p1rat1ons of 264, managed
checkpoint 1-5. but checkpoint six prove.cl to be the end of him. Only 30
minutes passed before he was seen breakmg the land speed. record to get
to McDonald with Cpl Douglas hot on his heels. hcckpomt 8 aw Cpl
Jack ' Hard Man' Haw kins arrive with more hot pots than a blind
conte tant on trike It Lucky. Fortunately for him RSM Ma rshall
successfully patched him up in spite of the di straction of yet more free
pie , to enab le pl Hawkins to finis.h the c.oursc.
.
.
o Lanyard Team i complete without 1t token Wmged Warriors and
W02 (YofS) Nick Wood and SSgt teve Lynch who, li ke lcaru , found
their wings melted by the hot sun of checkpoint 14, managed to crawl the
last fe,, checkpoints to the fini h line. However, SSgt Al Hatton
managed the course with consummate. ea.se. If only he could manage our
admini tration and pay with similar ab1ht1e !
Admin upport was pro vided by LC pl Carl
Deakin and C pl To mblin, who proved to be more interested i~ ·shell
Point ' than our checkpoints, failing to tum up at our fir t admm stop,
cau ing morale to disappear in much the amc way as they did from the
county. to refuel. Do not worry, you .are f?rgiven, sort of. The Team
fini hed a the orthem Ireland champions, m a hugely respectable tenth
place, with 3 Inf Bde HQ and Sig qn failing to finish. . ot surprising,
con idering that when they finally pas ed u at checkpomt three, they
were already down to even men and by checkpoint eight they were like
the England cricket team, 'all out for very little'. Congratulations to ~he
other finishing team members 2Lt Bennett, Sgt Paul Conroy, Cpl Mick
J ennings and LCpl Stu Welton. The rest is j ust pain and hi tory.
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SQ ADRO HEADQ ARTERS
The Squadron has seen many coming and goings recently, and the
following will a ll be mi ed. Sig Graham to 2 Sig Regt , LCp l
Buckingham to 16 Sig Regt, Sig Passey to 16 ig Regt and Cpl Ma to
3 lnf Bde. Best of luck to all of you in your new po i . The Squadron also
welco mes the following : LCpl Nex from 14 Sig Regt (EW), Sig
utherland from 2 1 ig Regt (AS). LCpl kDermott from 7 Annd
Bde, ig McGeachey from 14 ig Regt (EW). Cpl Mercer from 259 Sig
qn, LCpl Pott from 259 Sig Sqn, Cpl Munslow from 16 Sig Regt and
last but by no mean least Sig Custance from 3 UK Annd Div.
Farewell WOI (RSM) P. Fleming on his retirement to "civvy street'.
We wish him and hi family all the best in the future. Also C pl
Goldsmith - Docs Supvr and LCpl Hart - Regc Clerk, have departed to
new pa tures. Welcome to Capt S. '. Gordon RE - OC Sp Tp and
family, WOt (R M) K J Simmons and his wife, also Cpl McKittrick Docs Supr, LCpl Kelly - Finance Clerk and Pte Gill - Regt Clerk. As
ever it ha been a busy time in the Squadron Headquarters and also the
cha ge of new staff. The OC has organised a Battlefield tour to Ita ly,
Chief Clerk has orga nised a Baulefield tour to France, the Finance
Sergeant has organised various activity weekends in olrai ne and as
u ual SHQ have represented the unit in various sporting activities.

r

BATTLE CAMP - by Cpl Holloway and Sig Garnett
Once more the time had come around for 218 Sig Sqn to embark on
their annual battle camp on Sennybridge Training Area (SE TA). A fine
array of the staff was put together from the masse in the qn, including
WO I (RSM) Flemin g on his final battle camp. It was good to see that
the only thing that wasn't booked was the weather. The majority of the
lads were in fine spirit and even went for the basic rraining haircut prior
to deployment from Londonderry. The first week con i ted of a military
skills package, ranging from ba ic patrol skills and section attacks to
giving fu ll ets of orders. One of our nightime excursions consisted of a
platoon ambush led by Lt ' Rip ' Wilson. All was going fine unt il we
became navigat ionally challenged, and a Skm march turned into what
seemed like a half marathon with a nice little stretche r carry of the
Squadron duty oversized soldier thrown in for good mea ure. Thi
pleased Sig ' Monkey faced' Bi shop who was o eager to carry the
GPMG. Another activity consi ted of a day' introduction to FIB UA
training. This included some confidence training in a blacked out tunnel
system which, due to the Viet Cong not being avai lable, the Trg Wng
tunnel rats took on, managing to frigh ten the life out of many including
LCpl "Jacko' J ackson who found it was not a cure for clau trophobia.
The first week culminated in a platoon attack on a et of kills house
filled with OS and the ever-increa ing amount of ca uallie that the
e1o.erci e was produci ng. After an amusing crawl th.rough the tra ining
area 's faste t fl owi ng river. we made short work of the defenders with our
finely tuned tactics. After a day's R&R in Brecon, it was time for ome
cores to be settled with a day of pai nt balling, where we were uppo eel
to put into practi ce some of the tactic learned over the previou week.
However, this proved qu ite di ffic ult once the red mi t kicked in and a free
for all soon beca me the order of the day. Congratulations to 3 ection for
winni ng the Best ection Competition and to Pte 'Cliff' Millington for
the most improved soldier award.

~~~-~

'OK Paul you can let go now! '
W01 (RSM) K. J. Simmons takes over from
W01 (RSM) 'Paul' Fleming

COMMU ICATJO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. . Wilso n
Sgt Mayell
,
Tp Sgt
Comms Tp cont inues to be a hive of acti vity. Welcome to Cpl ' Pa~I
Danie ls fr om th e Roya l We lsh Fu sili ers and hi s wi fe J uli a, ~g
McGeachy, LCpl Peter ex, LCpl Beazley and Sig uthcrland. A big
Farewell to Cpl ' Mick' Breydin and LCpl ' Dan' Tucker who are bot~
off to sli ghtl y dryer cl imates
OC Mai F. E. R. Whichelo bids farewell
to W01 (RSM) 'Paul' Fleming
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four picked to go to Majorca were LCpl Kerry orton, Sig 'Alf'
Garnett, Sig D'Lasselte and Sig ' Rob ' Vaughan. On arrival at the yacht
there was a scramble for the best bunks. Both Skippers had a double bunk
each, two ~u~rds' , c rgca~ts, : Jacko' and 'Ez', got the bunk-bed style
cab111, as did Alfie and Del which left myself and 'Kerry' with the
smallest double bunk . The walls were falling apart due to it being so
damp and a lot of the time my half collapsed. There was a constant smell
of petrol due to the din ghy's outboard motor, which was stowed
underneath our bunk. Other than that the yacht was very good. Since the
crew had been travelling from four in the morning there was no point in
.ailing that day .so we all went ?Ut to check out the nightli fe. However,
instead of checkmg out the Spamsh pubs everyone headed straight for the
British bar! After a good night out a few of the crew thought they'd try a
bit of fishing. o ' Alfie' and 'Ez' got their rods ready but after having
one too many 'Jacko' couldn't cast his rod and got so wound up he threw
his rod in.
Day Tw? and the. con~itions apparently wcrcn 't good enough due to a
lack of wmd and 1t bemg rea lly hot. .. oh well. Most people went
shopping.
Day Three and we were finally sailing. The sea was really rough and
"Del ', 'Jacko' ' Kerry ' and myself were were caught on camera whilst
suffering from seasickness. Then the skipper thought it would be funny to
go into rougher water and scare the crew - and he did. So after getting
back to the port ' Del ', ' Kerry ' and I decided it would be easier to taxi
everywhere and meet the yacht at the next port, Polencia. It wasn't too far
away o the skipper didn 't really mind because he didn 't want to force
people into it if they didn 't feel comfortable.
On Day Four the yacht set off to Polencia and the seasick squad got
taxis. We stayed in Polencia for two days ju t chill ing out and sun bathing
before heading back to Alcudia to scrub the yacht and get ready to head
back home. The last day being on the weekend, all flights.were cancelled
,o we tayed another night. We made it back to the UK then had to wait
another day in London before being able to get back to the province.
Thanks to "Kerry' for blagging the holiday in at Heathrow so that in tead
of paying £150 each we only paid £29. Everyone enjoyed themselves,
probably becau ·e it was more of a ho liday. If a sailing trip was going to
be like that aga in then most of the crew would do it again . ..all apart from
'Alfie' who still holds his head in shame. Cheer oldstreams.

A ILI C - by Sig Va ughan

Four people were picked from the Squadron to join the. Cold.stream
Guards to complete an 8-man crew to go to pai n fo r a sailing tnp. The
TH E WIR E, AU G UST 2002

EXERCISE ATAP HURDLE - by Cpl 'Ke1111y' lnvi11
How do you fa ncy a few days in Brunei? I wa asked thi by the OC
Sqn whit t on battle camp in e1rnybridgc (which as you can imagine ' as
wet and cold) and immedi ately had vision of a lub 18 - 30 style
holiday at the Army's expense. ecdl css to . ay the answer was yes. Once
ba~k in Lond onderry LCpl ·And y' Morga n and T proceeded to get
vanous injecti ons and pills and acquired all the ex tra kit we would need,
sun tan lotion etc. We left on 16 March fl ying to London where we spent
the. n.ight. before fl ying to Brunei the fo llowing day. Withi n 30mins ~of
arnv1ng m th eatre we realised our trip was go in g to be a lub 06:.>0
package tour wi th e sions of PT for acclimati ation fir t thing in the
morning. The guys we had deployed with were a composite infantry
platoon from 8 Tnf Bde. The platoon was deployed a OPFOR to the F
selection tak111g place in April. Our task was to train the platoon on the
320 and. 1he11 when in the j ungle to act as platoon ignallers. We soon had
thcn1 t}'. mg each other up in bra id and fi ghting o er who had .to carry ~he
radio kit. Ou r fir t introduction to the jungle was a 4-day trammg penod.
where. we were asses cd by our instructors and taught the bas ic . of
operatmg. patrolling and navigating in the 'sticks'. It made u apprccrn te
what the selection guys were go ing through for weeks on end.
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LCpl Morgan (L) Cpl lrwin(R)

After a couple of days back in camp we deploved back into the jungle
along with an extra section from I RGR. The 'Ghurkhas soon had us
fortifying our base camps with panji sticks and building atap shelters. We
pent twelve days patrolling and carrying out nonnal camp routine so the
election guys could recce, ambush and finally assault us. eedless to say
the enemy,. us, lost. The e twelve days were thorough ly enjoyable and
working with mfantry guys gave us a val uable tra in ing opportunity. It's
probably the fir t exercise I've been on where comm weren 't a problem
and we showed the Corp in a good light. Once all the kit was handed
back we were let loose for 24 hours on a Malaysian Is land prior to fl ying
back to province. It lived up to everything you could imagine of that part
of the world and a few people came back scratching.
A~I in, the entire trip was among the best times I've had in the Anny
and 1s well worth volunteering for if the opportunity ever arise . As in
traditional Anny fa hion some nickname should be mentioned and from
now on LCpl ' Andy' Morgan should be known as LCpl 'The Finger'
Morgan and Cpl ' Kenny' Irwin known as the 'Fish'.
MOTOR TRANSPORT SECTIO
MTWO
W02 A. Stronach RLC
MT Sgt
Sgt S. Williams RLC
MERC RY CUP - TOUGH G UY - by LCpl Eason RLC
The team con isted of eight with Sgt T hompson as team captain and
included persons from all over the Brigade Headquarters· and Signal
Squadron. The day started off wi th everybody raring to go. The fi r t
event was the gun run, where we had to carry various barrels and tyre
round a fixed route in the fastest time. Though not ea y, we managed to
put in a very fa t time. There was time for a qu ick change of footwear.
and then traight to the econd event which was the indoor multi- stage
fitnes a sessment ... the beep test. Thi again was difficul t and after about
level eight, the pressure increased and people eventually tarted dropping.
The OC Squadron 1aj 'Fast Freddy' Whi tchelo put in a great effort and
put us all to shame by dropp ing out just before Level 15. After bei ng
I Smins late for the third event and getti ng a good scolding for holdi ng up
the show we got on with the Land Rover Pull. Well I ay 'Pull' . It wa
actually a three and a half ton wagon natch. We had to pull it round a et
circuit a many time a possible within 15mins. After lots of grit and
detenn ination we managed to complete four circuits. which wa a record
for the day. A qu ick change (very qui ck) into wimm ing kit and we
tarted the final event - the swim challenge, much to the fright of Lt
Wilson who would rather have had 12 rounds with Mike Tyson, I think.
Here we u ed our tea m joker, whi ch meant that our points would be
doubled for this event. We did ery well and got the most of our point by
ta king a burden up and down the pool. On completi on of this we got
with all Mercury up competition
changed and awaited the result .
thi one was surrounded in contro er y over our tea m being late fo r
Event 2. Thi was eventually orted out and we received the re ult . \ e
came fi r t in the Land Ro er pull and the \ imming which meant that
overa ll it wa yet another victory fo r 8 In f Bde and ig qn. Other
participant in the team included LCpl Buckingham Cpl Armor, L pl
1organ and Pte Patc hniuk, well done to you all and get ready for the
next event.
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It ha· been a bu·~ time in Y CO 1 a u ual. a everybody is alway
awa) 1 L pl 'Gibbo' Gibson ' as a y on his fot lad ourse, but by the
loob of 1t he houldn 't be the only one. The games night was a roaring
~uccc s a Cpl '\1ick' Breydin proved in grand style
What a drinker!
The night pro' ed 10 be a challenge as the referee · we re throwing some
dodgy deci ion: about {senior you're never gonna ' in!). We look
fomard to foreign part · in the coming month in Brunei and the
Cambnan Patrol in Wale for some lucky people.

C0 \ 1:\1 E ' - by LCpl Andy Morgan
Well. what is ther to .ay? It's been a while inee we put an ad in the
Corp mag but here we are. Firstly like to ay welcome to ig Coli n
utherla n d who join u from 21 ig Regt (A ) . Fortunately he i
alreadv quite IT orientated so hould fit in better than the rest of u tl1at
work here. Al o welcome to LC pl Daz '1 ever een out of hi, room'
\ IcDer mott who ha come to u from 7 Armd Bdc over in Hohne. and
good luck 10 LC pl Tel Bacon ' ho is currently on hi Class I over in
sunny Dor et. ot a great deal has happened down our end of the wood
really. C pl Kenny lnvin and 1 enjoyed a break from the nonn domg a
three-week exerci e in Brunei at the end of April with members of the
P\ 0, Coldm Gds. Para Regt and Scots Gds. H wa a great experience
and a good way to keep fit. Four members of the COMM E managed a
weekend away at the onhwe t 200 Motorbike race in Portru h held
over the 18 19 May. LCpls lai n Bi bb. . C hr is Anderton. Sig Peter ' Just
another ten minute · C reith. and I all had a ma hing time and saw about
15 minute of motorbike racing during the whole weekend because of
walking around for a better place to tand but 'Bibb ' managed a bit of
extra curricular activity on the 1 th hole of the local golf course. All in
all there is not a lot to say. but we have a lot of work coming up in the
future when we'll all have to pitch in to move the COMMCE to its new
home, ·o metres away from where it is now.
EXERCl E SO 1BREROS FfNN 2002 - by Cpl Benne/I
After an eleven and a half-hour flight from Heathrow. The 12
mountain walker arrived in Mexico City. There had been a few doubts
about the organisation as no accommodation had been booked. This
meant that people were not best pleased. Then, showing hi true
leadership qualities. our illustrious Lt 'Rip van winkle' \ il son surprised
u all in finding a fairly clean and hospitable hostel. The group threw

themselves head long into the local culture. nearly getting mugged on the
first night and taking in the local food. mainly Mac Donald's and pim1
hut.
With the transport booked, kit packed and breakfast eaten the team set
ofT for our three-hour long journey. squashed into an A-team style van,
towards the volcano cvada de Toluca. Three hours later, at around
14.500ft we arrived at our base camp. After paying a local our admittance
fee and setting up our tent-, many of us were already suffering from mild
altitude ickness. The next morning we ct off toward the crater to visit
the twin lagoons of the sun and moon. Whilst the hill hungry geek
visited a few peak , and the tired and weary tried to fi h, the Engineering
cction hardcore decided that a wash in the sun lagoon was too good an
opportunity to mis . Undeterred by the waist-deep icy water LCp l 'Alfie'
Garnett and ig ' reature' Va ughan stood, covered in foam bur t, being
watched by ome rather bemu ed locals. After a few more days walking
the track and peak surrounding the volcano the Team were more than
happy to be heading back to the relative luxury of Mexico City. All
except pl Tm keen, look how fast I can walk' I r wi n, who after his
recent tint with the Regiment in Belize would probably have rather
taycd tabbing around the mountain.
Whil t most people had gained tunnel vision towards the R and R in
Acapulco the other main aim of the expedition was to take in ome
Mexican culture (not just tequila and corona). Visits to the Teotihuacan
pyramid , the presidential palace and Zocolan cathedral were a good
chance to catch up on ome well-needed lcep. After about fifteen
minute in the bus, a no singing 'going loco down in Acapulco' ban had
been enforced. Five hours later we arrived. In such a gorgeous location it
was a real pain when, during the first night out, half of the group went
down with food poi oning. However, the remainder battled on and some
may say managed to take in even more of the local culture. Ju t ask LC pl
'Ask me no que tions and I'll tell you no lies' Laveric k. Our deep- ea
fi hing wa · a wash out with a grand total of zero fish caught and one
hammerhead hark sighted at distance. LCp l 'A lfie ' Garnett was
unimpre sed when a running face-plant into a rather hefty wave, left him
with a £ 100 doctor's appointment and a perforated eardrum! Injuries and
illnesses aside, the trip was enjoyed by every one and thanks should go to
LCp l Calvert who played a major role in the organisation and Lt 'Rip the e 1' Wi lson who managed to blag a week in the sun for the boys. Tshirts depicting a well-known comatose operator being abused by a tech
and a mech are available from Engineering section, 8 Inf Bde!

in and around the piskopi area under the umbrella of the delightful
Radio Sunde Camp and inhabitant·. Skills, consisting of general fieldcraft and infantry tactics, were imparted, building up to a final 48-hour
exercise to consolidate all the lesson . After the final assault, the troops
were told there was I Okm march back to camp. At tl1is point sad faces
started to emerge. This was all a cunning ploy however, and after a
couple of kilome tres, th e troops e me rged by the reservoir to be
confronted by beers and a barbecue. All in all the hours of wandering
sorry patrolling around the outback, admiring the flora and fauna had noi
been that bad after all.
The real enjoyment began on the other side of the island in Dhekelia
with W02 Wakeling running the field firing ranges and Lt Becky
Jacques as OIC adventure training (and no it's not a swan). The
adventure-training phase had the initial two days using the fac ilit ies in
and around Episkopi, learning the basics of windsurfing, water skiing and
rock climbing. The strong offshore winds were often too much for
beginners and meant that windsu rfing cou ld not always be conducted.
This, combined with being a fairly hard sport to initially master, meant
enthu ·iasm varied somewhat. All tried, if only to confirm that they
definitely didn't like it! The second phase was held over the other ide of
the i land, where the platoons split into sections for a round robin.
Activities ranged from ridin g Satan's horse of darkne s, more
windsurfi ng, kayaking, rock climbing, trial dives, coastal walks to cliff
jumping.

10

Lt Col P. J . Davies
RSM
WOI (R M) C. Kidd
'o sooner did the CO return from Op Fingal with the first batch of
soldiers, when the econd wave of the Regiment led by Lt Col ick
Bateson flew out lo hold the fort in Afghani tan. The quality of life has
supposedly improved and along with Lt C ol B ates on 's fitness
programme. everyone should return safe and fit by the end of June.
Finally congratulations must go to the Regiment's Lanyard Trophy team
who came a credible fourth in a time of 14hrs 12mins and was one of
only two teams to fini h with all ten team members.

EXE RCI E UO
UN 2002 - by Lt Becky Jacques
The Regiment was fortunate enough to be allocated one of the coveted
slot for exercising troops in sunny Cyprus, as opposed to the appealing
thought of yet another mcursion onto the delightful Salisbury Plain. Ex
Lion un is one of a series of overseas exercises for CS and CSS units
that aim to practice individual and team skills. The exercise allows for
development of lower-level leadership and tactics and to practice the
often-neglected infantry skills in a more conducive climate.
The long awaited, 'not a break in the sun' was at last upon the
fortunate hundred elected 10 take part. As the Unit Emplanement Officer
(UEO~. Lt "Ben'
orto n had been tasked with the responsibility of
ensuring that all personnel and equipment safe ly reached their
de>tinauon. An onerous responsibility that under Lt orton 's supervision
went surprismgly smoothly, particularly considering the RAF were
heavily involved. All arrived safe and well to be transported to the main
~amp, Radio Sondc 10 Episkopi. After a few hours on the island, PT kit
Yia donned and all personnel were run around the loczl hills, in order to
en,ure they v.crc adequately acclimati ed! C apt C ourage's ginger gene
app.:arcd to make him impervious to the heat, wh ilst weaker member~
"1ltcd. l he bonus was that at least the sun was shining and that there was
a Y.hol~ month of this to look forward to! The 'planning cell ', consisting
of MaJ A nd re n White, Ca pt Toby Courage and W02 Mark Yates
pent many tortuous hours painstakingly tying up loo e ends to ensure an
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So that's a Big Mac, diet coke and extra fries?

Horse riding was possibly the most disliked of the activities,
particularly after one se ion saw three people broken and being treated
to ride s in loca l ambulances. Lt J acq u es maintained this wa a
completely ound pursuit! Fortunately the e were the only serious
injuries ustained. Go Karting wa an evening activity enjoyed by all,
although the OC often had to be forcibly removed from the car to let
everyone else have a go! Overall, the week held something for everyone
and, most importantly, the opportunity for maximum burn time,
culminating in the ·Twix man ' competition by Cpl Ly nn and
compatriot .
The well-oi led planning machine then had to make ome rapid, major
change to the programme, when HQBFC announced that the ranges
were cancelled to allow for potato picking by tl1e local farmer . ft meant
the Final Exerci e became mid way Exerci e and the troop found
themselves be ing deployed for a week into the field to hone their mi litary
skills. By the end of a week of patrol , ambu hes and platoon attacks, 3
(UK) DSR felt it only fair to demon trate folly to the exercising re idem
mfantry battalion in the area, their refined infantry skill . The 'Dawn'
beach landing timing was unaccoun tably advanced to 0730hrs by our
illustrious Sunray and in the early morning light, the rigid raiders rode
into the surf and 60 Signaller stormed out to launch their best beach
as ault. The intrepid troops continued undeterred towards the da tardly
enemy, expecting to be faced with the J CO platoon and bring about
their annihilation. Then, as a number of Light Infantry soldiers took to
their feet gesticulating to clear off, and the LI R M started picking up
1gnallers and dispensing with them, it was obvious that something wa
amiss. Dignitaries, including Commander British Force Cyprus, lining
the hill to watch the fina l assault of the LI leadership cadre, meant our
11lustnous attack was rapidly redirected up a more appropriate re-entrant
to shouts of 'Your enemy are over there' . Lucky for the LI though, we
were there to show them how to do it properly and we did. It only
remained for a fina l co uple of days (if you were lucky!) of R&R,
enjoying thi: local cu lture of Paphos with a barbecue and kit evening.

A 11 troop were assigned to one of three platoons. 1 'Gerbi I' Platoon
led by the illustrious Lt Metca lfe and gt Barringer , 2 Platoon headed
by Lt teve Knight and Cpl Lynn and last ly the J CO 3 Platoon with
Lt Ben orton and Sgt Foster at the helm. Each platoon then rotated
through the different phases with varying degrees of enjoyment and
uccess- and that was just the DS. The mil itary trai ning pha e was held

202 (A RM O RED) SJG AL Q A DRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Andrew White
S M
W02 ( M) Matt Wa keling
QUA ORO H EA DQ ARTE R
The fighting 202nd has again come up trump in the Regimental
Athletic winning almo tall the events and winning the overall men's

exciting package of productive training was arranged. Thi consisted of
four phases: the military training pha e and J CO cadre, the adventure
training package, field firing and lastly the final exerci e.
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BU SACO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Richard Bennett
Tp Sgt
S gt eil Watt
~ussaco would like to welcome and goodbye to 2Lt Richard Be nnett
obv10usly could not hack the pace in uch a high quality Armoured
Squadron. He i off to Blandford on his Troop Commanders' course to
learn all the ski lls needed to nm a troop full of lineys! Also it is a fond
farewell to Cpl Lee Elliott who is off on his T 1 and Sig teve n on who
is off to 7 Sig Regt.
I KERMA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Matt Freemantle
SSgt Pete Lawn
Tp SSgt
The Troop would like to say hello to the following new arrivals into
the 'fighting elite'. LCpl Kelly C loughton and LCpl Andy Martin who
were posted in from Overloon Tp and C pl Ric hi e Harris who wa
posted in from Waterloo Tp. It is also a big warm welcome to three new
editions straight from the 'Factory', Sigs Duke, Dean Ka ,·a nagh and
Lydia ewton. Out of those three Sigs Duke and Ka a nagh are till
keeping the 'enemy ' at bay in the 'Stan'. On the departures front we have
to say a fond farewell to LCpl Ly nette nderson who i posted to 19
Mech Bde and LCpl Lynne G ray with Sig Jackson who were promoted
to civvy street and the easy life. Good luck for the future. Finally. soon 10
leave us on posting to Germany i LC pl Ka rl Wike ley who join 4 Armd
Bde and Cp l ha un T homa who might at last have to put hi uniform
on for his posting to 230 Sig Sqn 16 Sig Regt.

Finally after a long and distinguished career,
W01 (RSM) Kidd finally manages to climb to the top

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL REGIMENT

and women's competition. This would not be abnormal for such a fine
Sqn i~ it were not ~or the fact that most of our manpower ts either sull on
Op Fmgal, Op Vcnta~ or on Post Tour Leave! It is a warm hello to ·sgt
(YofS) Heath and W~2 (FofS) Col Raynor. The Ops Cpl and senior
tech are breathtng a sigh of relief after being without an Ops team for
four months! Welcome also to our new Ops Corporal, pl Catherine
Young who is doing a grand job of keeping the 21C's head above water.
We would also like to welcome our new clerk Cpl Paul owan i\G
( P .) who, if the other clerks are anythi ng to go by, must be due a
postmg already! Of the ·ad goodbyes, it is farewell to W02 (FofS) And)
Paton who left, kicking and screaming with a well deserved promotion to
SA GCOM in Saudi. Capt dam hakespeare is leaving his JOb to Lt
Debbie Coslett to get married and educated. He leaves us to go to JCS .
Should not be too hard a job to follow!
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OVERLOO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Debbie Cos lett
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kev Cooney
There are no hellos from the Troop as the 2IC i still refusing to give
us any manpower! However. it is a fond farewell to C pl Trev Eva ns who
is off to 7 (Arrnd) Bde and C pl Moore who is off to 15 ig Regt after his
upgraders. Finally it i civ div' gain as Cpl Macgillivray leaves us to
finally work for an easy life, ju t before the exercise eason starts.
WATER LOO TROO P
Tp Comd
Lt Becky Jacq ue
gt Fra nk McG uincss
Tp gt
Life has lowly been trickling back into Waterloo Tp as more and
more of the Troop return after fulfilling other commitment . This ha
coincided with another incredibly busy period. preparing for BATUS,
exercise and inspections- much to everyone's glee! There have been a
few comings and going in the Troop. with a sad farewell to C pl Miner ,
LCpl T hompson and ig li en, who have all departed to new waters.
Fortunately che manning blow have been oftened with a big hugs
welcome to LCpl Ha rvey, LCpl W ha tmough, ig Hay, ig Hoyle and
Sig Stephen on (get the welcome crate in boy and girl ). The Troop i
now looking forward 10 not working late evening . adventure training in
Devon and mostly leave! Finally, congratulations must go to Lt Jacques
who recently returned from her second holiday in Cypru with the
Combined Services Gold for Ladies Judo.
222 IG
L Q ORO
qn Comd
Maj J ames Lan gley
SM
W0 2 (
1) Matt uttall
Q ADRO HEADQ ARTE R T ROOP
A warm welcome goe to all new arrival at HQ Tp. amely pl
Steve M urph y, pl 'Olly' orth . C pl Becky John so n. C pl Tanya
Ballard. LCpl Gav Rae and L pl Matt Dutton . We hope you enjoy
your tin1e with us. Also welcome back to gt John imon , C pl Paul
Young. C pl G reg French and C pl latt Kin g from a gloriou tour in the
Falklands. The Troop say farewell to Cpl Matt Bielski and C pl Hayle)
Mo ore who have gone to Blandford on their Tl cour e. C pl K e'
Limbert has been po tcd to 30 ig Regt where he will soon be reuni ted
wi th the
M, who. unfortunate ly for Cpl Limb ert will no\\ be the
R M C pl lark 'IUrner ha been po ted to 12 Mech Bdc and finally
C pl L esley Beck ha lefi the Army to move on to bigger and better
things.
During May. LC pl Da ve Graham and LC pl Ra e were part of the
football team wh ich took part in the annual Quadrangular football
tournament at the Royal chool of Artillery, \J oolwich. fter a hard
fought competition going into the last day. the Royal ignal were unable
to defeat the REME, and therefore handed 'ictory to the Ro)al
Engineer . better luck next rime boy . Congnnulauons to pl \tatt King,
who has finally been promoted. obod) ·eems to know ho'' or "hy he
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''a . but well done anyway. The Troop has a very busy period ahead of
them. '' ith commitments to numerou exerci e including E.
id
Boreali , Iron Furnace. Ir n An ·ii. Iron Hammer and Iron Ration . We
will e\ en get the hance for somt'. adventure training in July.
'\OE"\ TROOP
Tp omd
Lt tcye Knight
Tp gt
S gt Roy Turner
To begin with, we·d like to how a warm welcome to Sig Kim
mailman and ig a rah Cullen who have just joined u from 11 ignal
Regiment m Blandford and to ig 'Mac· McKelvie and ig can
Greener who have returned to u from Op VERITA . ext. a quick
mention for , ick • 1cRae· Graham , who on the .econd leg of hi rally
couro.e. failed to check hi · ports• Bedford in the pil , resulting in lhe
Yehicle gene getting napped almost in half! \ ell don e. More
congratulation are in order for Cpl Pete Maybead for hi effo rt
toward Ex id Boreali along with the others, Sgt tevie Pickering, C pl
Tracy Fairbairn. L pl Craig Washer. LC pl ' ick Graham and Sig
Jay Copland. Yet more congratu lation for gt S tevie Pickering for
getting his long overdue promotion 10 Staff Sergeant. nfortunately he'll
be lea ' ing us with his new rank finally to get Oman Tp into good
working order! Well done to Lt Steve Knight and
gt Roy Turner for
doing u proud by joining the Regimental Lanyard Team, well done!
Finally, we'd like to say goodbye and good luck to Sig Ian Greenfield
who leave on promotion for Gem1any and 7 Sig Regt, and 10 Sig Esther
enell who leave both the Troop and the Corps. for life as a pen pu her
in the AGC.
SHARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Caroline Zelaya
Tp S gt
gt Baker
It has been a busy few months for harjah Tp. Our S gt ' Bru ' Baker
braved the London Marathon to raise money for a charity cho en by the

Troop. children with leukaemia. We have just arrived back from Cypru ,
where we took part in Exc rci ·e Lion Sun. This involved adventure
training, li\'e firing exerc ises and a field exercise. ig tevic Jobburns
could not rock climb due Lo a severe ca e of disco leg and ig 'Graham'
McEwan had it in mid air whilst taking part in the cliff jumping. During
the escape and eva. ion phase of the exercise people were baffled at
hearing a rumbling noi e coming from the back of a Bedford, only to find
Cpl 'Tank' Anderson snoring. The Exerci e was a great success for the
members of the Troop and we are now back at work preparing for a busy
summer on exercise Iron Furnace and Exercise Iron Anvil. The Troop
say hello Lo gt 'Geordie' Green but sad ly have to say goodbye to Sig
Emma Oe'ath , LCpl Jim Wright, Cpl 'Tank ' Ander so n and Cpl Ian
Danter.
OMA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Ian T hompson
Tp Sgt
gt Paula Matheso n
Jn the last two months Oman Tp has been involved in various ta k
including military training exercise preparation and training exerci es.
While the severa l people were away in Cyprus, the rest of the Troop back
in even unnicr Bui ford were tasked with the intense cleaning of the
Ptarmigan wagons chosen for Ex Cid Boreali s in Canada in early June.
C pl Bowring and ig Co tello from the Troop are deploying on this
exercise. On his return from Cypru , Cpl Wall along with 2Lt Ian
Thompson were in the regimental Lanyard Trophy Team.
Congratulations on their fourth place. As alway , under-manning is a
problem in the Regiment, particularly losing the much needed experience
of Cp l Hogga rt and Cpl Knapman . However , the fresh legs of ig
Wa lker. ig crivens and Sig Woodland, fre h out of the operator
proce ing plant at Blandford replace them. There are two other people
leaving the Troop shortly, SSgt Paula Matheson who is posted and 2Lt
Ian Thompson to tan his troop commander course at Blandford. Good
Luck to them both.

the City, with the_salute being taken by the Mayor, Master of Signals and
Commander 11 Sig Bde - Brig Le Callais CBE.
Amazingly the weather held out, glorious sunshine bearing down on
khaki uniforms, cooking the people inside! Tourists flocked round to
watch, standing on walls and in doorways to get a better view. It was
generally acknowledged t~ be quite an impressive sight, something to
write home about. The Regiment then met up in Barracks for Lunch, with
the guests hosted by the Officers Mc s. The day ended with an Officers'
Mess Guest Dinner ight, superbly supported by the Corps Band.
LANYARD TRO PHY - by lCpl O'Mahoney-Doran
Being that time of year again, the Regiment set about mustering a team
for the Lanyard Trophy. After an appeal for volunteers the best 11 were
chosen (only I volunteered!), W02 cott, Sgt 'Taff' Kinsey, Sgt
Dee.ley, Sgt Kielty, C pl Brumfield, Cpl Woodhouse, Cp l Todd, Cpl
n11th , LCpl O'Mahoney-Doran, LCpl Si mp son and Sig 'Micky'
Lux ford.
Being in deepe t, darkest Wales, 'Taff' wa never short of hills to
make us run up and down and we were never short of excuses not to.
Loyalties were tested many a morning when the rain came in sideways
and the gales threatened to blow you into the sea, but things soon
lightened ~P · Clo er to the time, we sent a team up to reccc the area.
However, 1t seemed they misunderstood their task and recced more of
Newcastle and. Darlington at night than they did of the Lanyard Trophy
route. By the time the re t of the team artived in Catterick the lead party
were already exhausted!
Then came the big day and morale was low when we had to get up at
0230hr . We soon go_t into gear and were raring to go. We lost two
mcmb.ers of our team m the first half of the route and another picked up
an tnJury later on. We earned on and completed the course in a
respectable 9th place. Since we got back, gt Deeley has vowed never to
do it again and 'Brum mie ' has started to walk like a human again. We all
enjoyed the experience and hope to return next year to collect ome
silverware.

!

14 JG AL REGIME T WI
THE 11 S IG NAL BRIGADE BOXI G C HALLE ' GE CUP
A.fter some intense training and excellent personal performances, the
Regimental Boxmg Team raised aloft the 11 Sig Bde Boxing Challenge
Cup to the loud applau e from a packed 'stadium' at Imphal Barracks
York. Hosted by 2 Sig Regt, the event saw teams from 2 14 and
Signal Regiments compete for a newly commissioned cup ki~dly donated
by COGENT. Following the boxing, supper and ale in the WOs & Sgts
Me s finished off a very uccessful night. Thank you 2 Signal Regiment.
Evei:i the CO was heard to voice the opinion that, the boys had done
bnll1antly. Thanks to SSgt Irving APTC and his support team of io
Church er and Sig Waite, the boxers: Cpl Gostelow, Cpl Smith, LCpi
Gaulder, ig Eva ns, Sig Johnson , ig MacKenzie, Sig Webb and ig
Flook were well prepared for victory. The banter between the boxing
officer Maj Steve C larke (2 Div) in the red corner, and Maj John
Standen (14 Sig Regt) in the blue comer was an added bonus.

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
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RSM

Lt Col '. J. Borrill
\ 01 (RSM) A. P. Staniford

ROYAL CORPS OF SIG1 ALS BA ' D CO ' CERT
BISHOP' PALACE, ST DAVIDS, 31 MAY 2002
A part of the Regiment's Freedom of St Davids celebrat ion , the
Royal Signals Corps Band played a repertoire of music in lhe ruin of the
Bi hop's Palace adjacent to the magnificent St David's cathedral. The wit
and energy of the Band was greatly appreciated by the audience, who
made thi charity fund-raising event an excellent night to remember.
Thankfully we had a gorgeous summer evening, with people picnicking
in the grounds enjoying clas ics such as 'The Huntsman ' and the Welsh
1ational Anthem. Refreshments were provided by HQ Sqn in the form of
cold lager, burgers and chips - a perfect combination! The evening was a
success. bringi ng the local people of St David's and the Regiment closer
together. Our thanks go to Welsh Heritage (CADW) for allowing their
ancient site to be used for the concert.
FREEDOM OF ST DAVIDS PARADE I JUNE 2002
Adding to the Freedom of Gloucester and Cell e, the Regiment was
granted the Freedom of St David's in 1997. It was fitting therefore that
the Regiment celebrated thi s honour with the Queen Golden Jubilee
celebration by ceremoniously marching through the narrow streets of St
Davids to parade at Cro s Square, the only triangular roundabout in SW
Wales. Mathematician beware!

The Commanding Officer
explains his policy on equipment management

STRAP SO and the OC LAD listen to another story about sheep ....
(L-R): STRAPSO, OC LAD, QM (T)
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BoostP,d by the Corps Band the Regiment had rehearsed all the week
before, marching around the barracks flourishing swords and practising
rifle drill. The RSM was in his element. After a typical working Friday
(it's true!), the Regiment met up outside St David's city early Saturday
morning. After num erous 'weapon exercises on th e march ', through
crowded streets against the one-way traffic system, the Regiment paraded
for the Mayor at the City square. Accompanied by the Master of Signals·
Maj Gen 1. O. J. Sprackling OBE assisted by the AD - Capt Richard
Quinscy, the Mayor - Cllr Glenys James inspected the troops on parade
and publicly thanked th e Regiment for its community efforts over the
years. The Regiment then marched past the ity Hall on its way out of
THE WIRE, AUGUST 2002

14 SIG AL REGIMENT (EW) LAD - by Sg1 S. J. Whitehouse
qn Comd
Capt Danny Wren
ASM
WOJ Chris Mason
Thi year has been so far an extremely bu y time for the LAD. For the
first time in recent history, the LAD deployed with HQ Squadron for a
shake-out exercise before the Regimental FTX, Ex Dragon's Ta lon a
well as organising a Leadership Training Day and progres ing all the way
to the semi-fina ls of the Craftsman' Cup (the REME' pre tigious interumt football competition).
Firstly, the Leadership Training Day. I am led to believe that it i
alway important to shadow the young lads on the hop floor, en uri ng
they are receiving the correct training with regard to trade. However, their
leadership ski ll s are a lso important. In recognising the paramount
importance of leadership, the LAD conducted a Leadership Training Day
for the Regiment, which included many JN Os from the LAD and HQ
Squadron. Fo ur mixed cap-badge team were fo rmed. During the day,
there were six command ta ks to attempt, each ending with a message to
se_nd_ across the net in BATCO. There were a couple of per onalities
w1thm the LAD te ted for the fir t time. Cfn Price (being one of them),
could be heard sho uting the old cries, 'Come on boys, let' work a a
team,' and various other DS watching phra e . Al o, newly promoted
LCpl Meredith shone through as a omms pccialist. To finish olT the
day, the four teams were to compete again t each other in a race aero s
the off-road driver-training circuit. Thi proved to be a competiti ve race
through cavernous mud pits and waist-height trenches of sludge.
HQ qn go tactical. On 4 March the HQ element of the LAD
deployed on exercise in support of HQ Sqn for the first time in at lea l
two year . Other element of the LAD, namely the Radar Section also
deployed, kicking and screaming, on to the airfield. The first day of the
exerc1 ·e went well from t11e LA.D's point of view. o vehicle had broken
down, and the whole LAD deployed their cam without a hitch, apart from
OC LAD, Capt Wren , who found out that his cam net did not actually fit
his landrover and trailer. It wa n't until the final night move back to
Brawdy airfie ld that things started to go wrong, namely the Rac.lar
section 's ERV and ome heroic path-finding by a certain unnamed person
with the LAD. For the econd time on the move back to the airfield the
ERV ~roke down , losing total power on going up any hill larger than a
moleh1ll. The first time it was fix ed on the roadside, the second happened
on the assaul t up ewgale Hill. Freezing cold, pitch black and stuck on a
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blind bend, the driver, gt Whitehouse and commander gt Partington
admirably contro!led .the t~affic whilst the recovery mechanic, C pl
Tucker went to work m domg what he does best, removing the Shed!
Once the truck was hooked up everyone squeezed into the cab of the
Fode~ for the short trip, bac~ to the .airfield. Apart from this, it was a good
~xerc~se from the LAD s pomt of view. It gave us a chance to practise our
JObs m the field, brush up on military skills and above all gave the
younl?e~ members of the LAD the opportunity to get into the field and see
what 1t is all about.
Football is the sport that the LAD is most passionate about. Usually
during t_he week the emphasis is on production, with the A M providing
some friendly persuasion. Because the OC is involved with the football
this soon goe out the window. Our first game was again t 8 Regt RLC
from C:atte~ck in the Cfn Cup. The weather, as alway at Brawdy, was
torrential with 60mph winds. This provided great entertainment for the
pectators with people chasing the ball all over the place. In the end the
LAD won the _game in extra time thanks to a great goal by Cpl 'Ax le'
Rees and heroic goalkeeping by the OC. The LAD Football Team in the
subsequ~nt fixture annihilated 17 Port Maritime before narrowly losing in
the s_em1-finals. The LAD at the moment i busy preparing itself and the
Regiment for the forthcoming Regimental exercise which to the
amusement of many, falls at the same time as the World Cup.
'
REGIME TAL MlLlTARY TRAl 'l G WI G
OC
Capt . P. Fanning
. It ~as been some time since the "Wing' has been reported on in this
1llustnous Journal and therefore there is much tell. A new broom sweeps
clean. or so they say. A ~ertmcnt phrase fo r the current set-up, with lhe
prese~t merry bar,id of trainer , all hand-selected to help get a grip of the
special children . The old sweats, gts Mulligan and Mordecai have
been bolstered by t~e addition of gt Ayling from Blandford and Sgt
Crooks from 35 1g Rel?I ·. W02 And. Hartley has been posted in to
take on the mantle ofTrammg Warrant Officer with the final member of
the team being our new clerk, Pte Emma Say~r, fresh from the factory.
The net result wa an all singing. all dancing team trying to provide a
quality service to the Regiment.
Progress so far ha been the introduction of pre-courses fo r th e
Corporals' and Sergeants' courses, revita lizing JTD training, a J CO
development package and a myriad of other initiative aimed at
promoting the standard of military training acros the Regiment. One
early ucce s ~tory has been coaching the Regimental Shooting team to
collect some S!lverware at_ the WAL AAM 2002. A multitude of tasking
fr~m the Regimental Tra101ng Officer Capt Fanning. another · pecial
child', h~s led ~o some rather unusual activities being performed.
gt
Crooks is now m lme for a career on Fleet Street after spending many a
sleepless night both drafting and editing a training new letter. Meanwhile
Sgt Ayli ng i considering joining the ' Pro Ping-Pong circuit' after
entering into a 'service writing' rally with the Boss. ' BBL'. Come on sir.
it's good to talk!
As for the future, the Regimental deployment followed by a two week
cadre course are the next biggies for the team. Watch this ·pace for a full
report!
Q ARTERM STER GE ERAL'S DEPARTMENT
QM
Maj . M. Toms
gt Dean Wilson.
Welcome to the new arrivals in the Department:
SSgt Mick Dullaghan (who recently becan1e a granddad) and Sig O'\en .
After moving the Clothing Store. we are now ju t fini hing off taking
over all the Squadron' accommodation blocks.

14 SIG . L TROOP (EW)
Tp Comd
Lt Eddie Ma kell-Pedersen
Fin all y 245 Sig Sqn have left the building, leaving Lt MaskellPedersen and hi gang to take up the reins. Our first challenge wa to
complete a full tum-around of the Troop vehicles, a task that sound easy.
but as we all know ' o plan survives first contact'. The idea was that the
new vehicles would drive up to the Hill Tops. Sword and ijmegen and
wap with the old vehicles, which would then be sent back to the UK. A
the vehicle had been up on the ite for a very long period of time they
were not afe to drive, so the Rovers needed to be towed down off the
hill. Again it sound ea y, but the journey proved to be too difficult, e\'en
for the RE 1E, ending in one up ide-down Rover. Thankfully, no one was
hurt apart from the R EME' pride. The Rover will definitely need a facelift. Our first casualty of war!
It i' now two weeks 10 the day ince the wvrd Mounta in Dct formed
up, and things on the whole have been quiet. We'\'e spent most of thi
time sorting our stuff out and doing a bit of renovation. The toilet block is
no longer a thing of fear, as long a you have at lea ' t a jerry can of water
goi ng spare. However, as a morale booster. we get down to Camp
Bond teel about once a week for a 30min shower, attack ourselves with
wire brushe and Dettol, and gorge at the cookhou e until our bad. teeth
are swi mming. We ha e been plea ed by our many visits and we alwuvs
enjoy people telling us that, ·Jt could be wore ' and ' It's better than
Jiving in a shell crape. ' Obviou ly it ca n ·1 be that bad a rarely a day
pa es without a visit from a tech, and sometime they c\·c n fi our kit.
We are settling nicely into a routine, and are gettmg to know each
other really well. I' ve had to have anti-snore pray ent in for m1 own
safety as I didn't fancy haring the night with the stars and the centipede
from Hell. JT Liz Harry is getting a much football on T\ as he can
handle and refuse to mi s a game. I can tell you that he i , beside herself
with joy about the upcoming World up. The early ·tart: will ·uit her.
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unlike pl , tc' c ixon, who like. to have his ie ta at the ·tart of the
da). JT id. \\ ilkinson i: ch.aging for the belier ever day. He no
long'r has Laurence Llewelyn Bowen· haircut. thank · to pl 'It's ok.
mv "ifc' a hairdresser· Nhon. Due to the fact tlut I hav.: taken on the
cooking duties. his taste for e tremcly hot food is coming on by leaps and
bound~ He i · a great fan of Dave'. ln. anity auce and likes the neardeath effect it ha· on hun. A pole apart from him i ig Tom my Coyle,
''ho constant I) bewilder: me: 'The boy ain't right. He doesn "t sleep and
drinks Tabasco traight from the bottle. As much as I try and kt II off the
Det with CUIT). he doesn't e'en break into a sweat. The final member of
the Dct i · i~ 'Tre' · Roberts. He is banned from inging even though he
is Welsh. and he "ipe u out with hi· Chinaman radio procedure.

226 IG, AL Q ADRON (ELECTRO l C \
qn

RFARE)

omd

Maj Jonathan Gillespie
W02 J. insworth
EX RCl E DRAGO
WI TER ADVE. T RE ll
3-9 M RCH 2002
E' Dragon Winter Adventure II wa a 226 Sig qn (E ) adventurous
training exerci e held in cotland and organi ed by gt Brent 1att~e'"s.
This was based al lnveme.s Training Camp. ameron Barrack . l111t1ally
27 people were to deploy. but due to operational commitment , this had
to reduce to 17. The aim of the exerci e was to conduct a level 3
adventure training camp to enable novice ·kiers to achieve a basic ski
proficiency qualification. The group had an early tart on Sunday 3
March for the long drive up to cotland. We arrived at Cameron Barracks
at about 2030hr , where we were met by the advance party of Sgt Brent
Matthen and Cpl Brumfield and were show~1 to our accommodation. A
quick battle turnaround en ued and the party wa heading down to
[m·ernes to ample the pre-ski night-life. Predictably the local Irish bar,
'Johnny Fox' ·was found and a good night was had by all.
The next dav we drove to the local ki hire hop in Aviemore where we
were all fitted out with kis, boots. goretex and salopettes with 'Aviemore
ki Hire' emblazoned in big yellow letters. We then made our way up to
the Caimgorm Ski Re on, where we were expecting to spend the week
skiing. Unfortunately, due to very high winds. the slopes were closed and
after a 2-hour wait it looked like we weren't going to be doing any kiing.
Howe\·er. it turned out that another ski resort was having better weather
and their lope were open. o we all headed back to the minibuses and
off to the Lecht Ski Re on about an hour away.
On arrival at Lecht gt 1atthew arranged the ki pas e whilst the
group were warmed up by the in tructors. Cpl 'ff Clarke and Cpl Jim
O':Xeal. the warm-up being worthy of any PT es ion back at Brawdy. It
wa then off to the ki lifts. This in itself proved very entertaining a
quite a fe\\ ofu managed to fall off within the firs t 6 feet. One thing we
were looking forward to was a kiing display from Sig Treweeks, who
had been regaling u for the pa t two days about hi expertise on the
lope . Howner. it became apparent that he had perhaps been
exaggerating lightly. From the top of the slope the group moved off
(what co ul d only be de cribed a an an thi ll) bur at the bottom Sig
Treweeks wa nowhere to be seen. He turned up five minutes later with
ski in hands and protests of not having skied for a while and aying he'd
soon pick it up again. At tl1is poillt he walked down the mountain to join
the total beginners group with Cpl 0 ' eal. Also in the beginners group
were Sigs Mickey Luxford and Paul Tranter. After some expert
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The end of the winter port ~eason aw a number of achievements by
the Lower Limb Brigade, noticeably the x-country and orie nteering
teams. The x-country runners pretty well cleaned up in the UKSC{G)
League, scooping a host of team and individual prizes. Top of the shop
was Capt Lee Keily who followed up his success as BA(G) Individual
Champion by winning the Individual League prize. He topped off his
excellent sea son by being selected to run for the Army in this year's
London Marathon.

EXERCISE DEVIL' BOWLER, GIBRALTAR, l-29 MAY 2002
by 2Lt Kelly Rhodes

Almo t 37 hours after leaving wet and windy Brawdy, 226 Sig qn
(EW) finally touched down at wet and windy Gibraltar. Straight away the
troops began to establish a good working relation hip with the local
community that night with the 'chri tening' of the local pubs and THE
club, Sax II.
Work stancd in earnest tl1e next day with final equipment and comms
check on site ready for deployment the following day. As to be expected,
much of the first week was dogged by almost continu ou ·teething·
problems with either Pinemartin or Barracuda leaving the TCAD the
perfect opportunity to hone Solitaire and Minesweeping skills. The
second week saw the estab li shment of the rear link back to Brawdy and
deployment of twice-daily two-man 320 radio patrols around the rock. By
now the eq uipment was running smoothl y and the troops were getting
excellent practice at handling the large amount of tralftc coming into the
dets from tbe strait .
Entertainment was provided on Buffadero site by the killer seagull
attacking all who dared venture too far from the det (lives were ri ked
u ing the toilets at the FIBUA village), and by the twi ce-weekly TA
FfBUA attacks. Fortunately the fire-fighting Fourteenth were on the ball
when one of the TA's errant schmoolie set fire to the dry undergrowth of
the training area and we were heroes for tlie day, or the morning at least.
The last Friday of the exercise wa ·Rock Run ' day, although why it's
called a run and not a climb, cons idering the gradient of the roads to the
top, i questionable. Congratulations to Lt P ete Jones, OC R Tp for the
best time of 24 minute 13. The Squadron al o managed to devote a day
to Military Aid in the Civilian Community (MACC}, helping out at the
Parson 's Lodge touri t attraction bydoing ome heavy duty gardening and
painting. It was not all fun and games, however, and weekends were
spent discovering the local Span ish and Moroccan cu ltures, topping up
tans with baby oil and practical jokes.

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

0
Lt Col C. J. Thackray
R \1
WO I (RS 1) Fisher
The Regiment ha been at it new location, at Javelin Barracks for a
little over two months, and at la t things have begun to ettle down a
little. That said, we still currently have 30 odd single soldiers located in
JHQ who make the trip up the autobahn dai ly. The next couple of week
will see their accommodation come on line. On 6 May the Commanding
Olftccr. Lt ol Jake Thackray formally took over the reins of Station
Commander from Commanding Officer 7 Sig Regt , Lt Col Jim
Richardson . Of course we in Royal Signals take surh happenings in our
,tride \\ ithout all the pomp and circumstance. A brisk handshake and,
'It's all yours. mate,' was the order of the day (feeble rhetoric for
omcone who forgot to book the photographer). 1 onetheless it was many
thanks to 7 ig Regt for the excellent job they have done m laying the
foundations. We look forward to continu ing the development of the
Station.
The last couple of months have seen a couple of regimental
per. onal1ties singled out for awards. QM I W02 Bob Price, the
Regimental .\ 1uscle Buster. received a CinC Land Commendation fo r the
excellent contribution he has made to sport and fitness throughout
BA(GJ. A larger than hfc character, his input to externa l agencies and his
mtlucnce \\!Ihm the Regiment has been exceptional. Ile left in May on
promotion to \\01 . ext up was WOI Mick Williams, the AGC Del
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training from Cpl O' cal they were soon racing down the I.opes with
young children diving for cover in front of them. Another kamikaze king
was Cpl ' Tinny ' Foylc, who got a telling off from C pl C larke for taking
the direct route to the bottom . Apparently speed racing was not part of the
cour e. The rest of the week was spent at the Lecht resort as high winds
all week prevented us from u ing the Cairngorm resort. A lthough the
lopes were quite patchy and muddy in place., a snowfa ll on the
Wednesday night improved things slightly for Thursday and a great
, eek ' skiing , as had by all. Everybody achieved their Basic ki
Proficiency crti ficates and the apres- ki in downtown Inverness made it
all the better.
Friday was the last day's skiing and with an early fini h on the lopes,
it wa · back to Aviemore to hand in all the hired equipment. Then it was
time to return to Cameron Barracks for the accommodation handover the
next day. The aturday return was another early tart for the long drive
back to Brn~ dy. The irony wa that Friday night saw the biggest snowfall
of the week o far and we were only just able to traverse the Pennines
before the motorway was clo ed due to heavy now, just our luck! In all it
was an excellent exerci e with thanks going to gt Matt hews for
organi ing everyU1ing and Cpls Clarke and 0' ea! for their excellent
instruction.

Capt Lee Keily BA(G) X-Country Champion,
UKSC(G) Champion and Army Team Inter Services
The army won the Inter- ervice Trophy. It has been a fruitful season
for the orienteers . Having fini bed second in this year' Corps
Championships they kept their form to win the UKSC(G) League title.
Top of the shop was SSgt Mcphee who won the BA(G) Jndividual M2 I
category and Individua l Third Place in the league. The Regiment held its
annual battle camp Ex Green Gambit at Haltern this year. With the
Falklands and Bosnia commitment impacting heavily on the Regiment it
was on a much reduced caling tha n was anticipated but nonetheless
effective as the following report indicates.

Exercise Green Gambit - The OS and the enemy take time our
from harassing the troops for a photo call

Commander. WOl Williams has been heavily invo lved in chi ldren's
charities since Noah was a boy, and the money he has raised and the time,
both he and hi s wife have given, has been exceptional. His services were,
justifiably, acknowledged by the award of the Meritorious Service Medal.
The Medal was presented, along with a number of LS&GC medals by the
GOC, Maj Gen Moore-Bick.

Maj Gen Moore-Bick with the medal recipients and their families
and some of the Regiment's Management Team
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HEADQUA RTER SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj G. L. Richard
S M
W02 (SSM) L. Crossing
The la t few months have been a busy and hectic time, what with the
move of the Squadron into Javeli n Barracks - E lmpt tat ion and of
course. handing over all the real estate back in JHQ (not forgetting all the
normal Bumf that routine ly comes HQ ' way). Department are now
starting to settle in back into the Regimental Routine. Maj Richards'
favourite clerks - Cpl ' Perky ' Parkes and L pl ' Pi nky' ile have been
working hard to get the qn Office up and running, but ' Pinky' made
time to neak off to 'o ld bli ghty' and get married, congratulation ! We
say a sad farewell to W02 QMSI Bob Price, a larger than life character
who ha had a busy tour and we thank him for all hi hard work . In
addition we thank him for the picture he pre ented to the quaclron.
Fmally a wam1 welcome to our new mu cle buster - W02 QM I Trevor
Bowman, who is already busy and in the ' deep-end ' after re-opening the
Ehnpt Stati on pool - ju. I in time for ummer! The quadron now has
planned, th e Welsh 1000 c ha ll enge, The Three Peaks Boat Race, all
BAMA Rally events for the year, imagcn Marches, Tra il Wa lke r, Ex
l lappy Wonder and a coupl e of others in the offing.
REGIME TAL MOTOR TRA
PORT
MTWO
W02 G.Greaves
MT SN 0
Sgt G. Tanner
.
Over the past few weeks the Regiment ha been very busy wtth _Ex
Gree_n Gambit which saw Sig Gaz McQuillcn from the Regt MT bemg
nommatcd for Best Field oldier. In addition to the above LCpl Andy
Humorous Hawkes has kept morale and faith up among t the lads by
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getting a l 5 seater minibus stuck under a height restriction, proving that
matrix tests should be carried out more frequently. We would also like to
·ay a hello and welcome to W02 (MTWO) Gaz Greave and his wife
baron. The boys from the \llT would like to congratulate gt Ta nner
on his selection for promotion to Staff Sergeant and posting to 7 Sig Regt
in October this year and also Sgt John Morley on his selection for
promotion to Staff Sergeant and postmg to Blandford. Finally we would
like to wish a fond farewell and congratulations on hi> promouon from
Signalman to LCpl Daz Barker and his wife Michell e. All the best on
your new posting to I UK AD R. where we hope you find another doctor
to assist you with your career in the Med Centre.
TECHNIC L MAl1 TE, A CE TROOP
Tp Comd
W01 (FofS) G. Lewen don
Tp Sgt
S gt L. Bath
I' d like to start off by welcoming the two new arrival in the Troop
this month: LCpls Bibby and Abram. They have both fitted seamlessly
into the jovial family that is TM Tp. LCpl Bibby arrived just in the nick
of time to scrub, polish and stare blankly at Block 17 (otherwise known
as The Hell Mouth).
The most significant event this month, indeed one that i permanently
ingrained in people's minds and still causing them to wake up in a cold
sweat in the early hours, was Ex Green Gambit. In retro pect it was a
rewarding venture, although watching soldiers rocking back and forth in
their hell- scrapes trying to fashion a noose out of comms cord will
forever stick in my mind. On a serious note I believe everyone wa
impressed by the effort they put in and by the team work which
manifested itself from day one- even though the mosquitoe were quite
deadly. lt's been an eventful and challenging month culminating in the
feverish cleaning of Block 17. I'll finish by wishing good luck to LCpls
Fortune and Thornton who are back in the UK for the Lanyard Trophy
and to LCpl Samuels participating in the Combined Endeavor. The be t
of luck guys. I think we all deserve those days off for the Queen'
Jubilee ...
Q A RTERMASTE R TECH ICAL DEPARTME T
QM (T)
Capt P. A. Horto n BEM
Tp SSgt
SSgt M. J. Pollock
I'd like to start off with a warm welcome to our newest member W02
I Ironside, who we hope will enjoy being an RQ rather than a S M.
This job will give him the opportunity to improve his golf like all the
other seniors in the department. Al o ju t arrived into our department i
Cpl Martin Boswell who took the short leap from 280 ig qn to add a
bit of experience to our team. Regrettably we have to say a fond farewell
to W02 Andy Baird and LCpl 1 icki Horton who are both off to new
homes. Andy Baird is off to I (UK) ADSRjoining his new unit a R M,
which we hope he will thoroughly enjoy. l icki is off to 3 Inf Bde HQ &
Sig Sqn after serving four years here in various roles and different ubdepartment . She'll be orely mi ed but we wi h her all the be t.
Another departure if not from this department is the sad los of W02
Dave Coleman who ha decided to leave us and go aad spend time
driving around in a yellow peril, mobile office, advertising the talion
laundry service.
JOTORCYCLE ROAD RACE IEET, KEEVIL
SU DAY 12 M Y 2002 - hy Cpl Meardon
Cpl Meardon is a Tech Corpora l emp loyed in TM Tp who over the
past couple of years has taken pan in Bike racing back in the UK. funded
by him elf. He has now ri en up the ranking and is the subject of much
interest by many sponsor and one or two of the professional racing
teams. This is his late t race ..... ... .. Keevil. A track I hadn't seen before,
never mind ridden around. The evening I arrived l didn "t even knO\\ the
direction around the circuit I wa to race! After finding a pot in the
paddock and pitching the tent I ventured off to walk the track. Following
a la p on foo t it wa immediately ap parent that the track was very
' tart/stop', with a lot of heavy braking for sha rp corners after fa t
straight . It was not a very technical track which would make learning 1t
much easier. The next feature that truck me was the length of the back
traight - it was huge! [ decided that I would have to change the gearing
on the bike before practice to prevent it rewing out. It wa geared for
arou nd I -omph and the traight here ee. speeds of over I 60mph before
braking even on a 600. With daylight fading it was time to ca ll it a night
before the early tart of race day morning.

Cpl Meardon - Biker extraordinaire!
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\\ akmg at 0630hrs and era' ling out of the tent I wa greeted by a fine
mommg ~'1th plenty of un hine. Tlte ~rst thin_g to do wa _to get m_y
leathers, helmet etc on and walk O\ a with the bike to scmttmzmg. Tl11
begms at 0700hrs and 1 where the sa•ety ta ff check · over the machine
and riders afct) equipment. It wa c..nly 0650hrs and already there were
o,·er -o people ahead of me in the <lueuc. With crutin.zing pa. cd ~nd
having · ·igncd on' for the day racmg l set about altering the gearing,
finally de idinl!. on a one tooth mailer rear sprocket than the prcv1ou
track. ~ the 1~. t nut wa chccki:d my practice group wa called and it
wa out onto the track for the first time. The words of a more e:xpcrienced
ra er about '. .. track lippery ~hen cold' were still ringing in my ear
though apparently. not loudly enough a 1 et about finding braking
mart:"er and turn-in points. fter arou nd even laps at a fair pace,
ncce ·ary to properly I arn the braking distance , 1 lo t the front at
around IOOmph. The turn I era hed on was one of the fastest on the track.
·01 a good tart to the day. 1 wa up and runnin~ before_J'd even stopped
liding. cursing a I went to see what tate the ~1 kc ,~·as m. Luc~ily 1! wa~
repairable and after two hours work and a bll of 11nprov1 all on. a repa ed scrutinizing and we ju t made it to the first race. My plan wa JU ·t
10 u c the first race to see if the bike was running properly. My bank
balance couldn't afford a repeal perfon11ance of the practice crash.
A rea onable tart and an acceptable race, gi en the crash, aw me
fini h 15th out of a grid of 36 rider . 1 ot bad after starting from the
econd to la ·t row of the grid, but I ·till wa n't happy. My performance m
Race One saw me on the third row for the start of Race T\\'o. Another
average tart and I was running around twel fth place.- My pace had
1mpro\'ed ince Race One though and I wa soonyas ~ng a fe,~ more
riders, finally taking eventh place. I left Keev1 I with mixed feelings. It
wa good 10 ha\'e got away without injury from the era h and the re ults
weren ·1 loo bad all things con idered, but I was fru trated and knew l
could'\'e done better. Thi ea on is really only about attending all the
meet to lo e my novice tatus and gain my national license, but I hate
being beaten and next year wi th more experience and hopefu ll y ome
spon orship to allow a better bike, the top boy better watch out!
230 IG1 L Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj I. G. Lawrence
SM
W02 (S 1) MacLaren
On completion of the move to Javelin Barrack . the quadron was
busy pro' iding the bulk of BRJTFOR Signal Troop. in Banja Luka on Op
Palatine and bolstering the numbers of I Mech Bde in Pristina on Op
Agricola. For tho e of u left behind, the prospect of a quiet summer oon
eemed distant. We were cho en to be the Regiment' representatives in
the freedom of Krefeld parade for which we formed quarter of those on
parade. This was followed by the annual Regimental Battlecamp (Ex
Green Gambit) which saw another fo rty or so deployed to Haltern
Training Area. interrupted only by the Morri on Cup in Herford where
the majority of the now very small Squadron e ither competed or
spectated. The last other main event was the Lanyard Trophy, where both
male and female teams put in a credible perfonnance - Well done to all
those took part in both the Lanyard Trophy and the Morrison Cup.

Some members of the BRITFOR Signal Troop
proudly display their medals

There arc changes ahead in SHQ. The imminent departure of the OC
(to HQ. 'I). 21C (JCSC and then JSSU (Al\')) and FofS (to l(UK) ADSR),
all within six week of one another should be a challenge. Meanwhile,
after six months. we finally have a new YofS. A welcome goes to SSgt
Heaton. The new FofS has already been and gone, stopping off in camp
just long enough to ign for a house and deposit a family in it before
going to join the Troops in BanJa Luka.
'I Rl K ODE 015
Tp Comd
Lt . ttift
Tp S gt
S. gt \1c~eil
Follo~mg Easter Leave the Troop returned to the disruptions of the
la't t1-.o months. The aftermath of the move to Javelin Barracks has been
tmng, the plus pomts being computer access. and a centralised SllQ. The
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minus point being the garages right underneath the SSM's window. The
first two days of Ex Green Gambit were spent on omc rcvi ·ion and to
some a learning phase where the quudrons went to different standi.
including navigation where Cpl Martin excelled, not! Afier these two
days it was the Morrison Cup in Herford where Sig Smithson found his
calling as the future, human Grand ational mnner. Then back into the
field for the real exercise. we were digging shell scrapes, patrolling and
getting attacked. We spent the la t few nights at Haltem Range as we
were live firing and carrying out CQB. Towards the end of the exerci e
we had a B Ff and though it had been a long arduous exercise, 230
ignal quadron had bag of morale with the mono, 'One hour to go.'
The Troop would also like to welcome Cpl Whyte, LCpl Ridgwell, ig
Webster. and ig Gilroy.
TRU 'K ODE 016
Tp Comd
2Lt 1cLeod
Tp gt
S gt heilds
ARRI I 'G AT 16 IG AL REGIME T
EXERCISE GREE GAMBIT - by Sig Tow11se11cl
I have been asked to write a report on arriving at 16 ig Regt as well
as Ex Green Gambit. Well, where to start? When I fir t arrived at the
Regiment, I thought, 'What an unusual posting,' and so far l am
impressed. I was introduced to the Troop and quadron juni or and senior
CO's a well as commis ioned officers. Everyone gave a warm
welcome in different way . I was dreading Ex Green Gambit, as it was
my first exercise in the field army. Everyone who was deploying on thi;
exercise had already done a few day on the range and l was hearing
torie I didn't want to hear from people who did the exercise a year ago.
wries like, 'You get no sleep', 'You're always 'bugging out'. and you
are phy ically tired and mentally ex.hau ted. When we deployed on the
exercise at the beginning of May, I wa n't the only person who was a
little nervou and scared of what wa to come. After pending two days
refre hing our basic infantry skills, most of us were already tired. To our
surpri e, when the exerci e began it was not as bad a everyone expected.
Mora le was alway on a hi gh with a saying of 'o ne hour to go ' - as
ooner or later there would be on ly one hour to go. o matter what
happened, or what the OPFOR did, morale wa always high - even when
we were all in Three Romeo ... We pent four days out in the field, and
four in the portacabins on the ranges. There we did a CFT, various !TD',
and rangework. Throughout the exe rcise morale was kep t high,
intentionally or otherwise, by variou individ uals .. . Sig Webster
challenged a scramble-biker while on sentry, Sig Westfield gave fire
control order in a Jamaican accent, and one Muppet (me) completely
mi ed the BC alarm and the fact that everyone was in re pirators,
stroll ing back to the position without !PE ... Every mistake made by a
person, earned them the opportuni ty to redeem themselves in the bar.
There were quite a few redemption' earned by the end of the exercise. In
all. as my first exercise in the field army, Ex Green Gambit was a big
learning experience and a good of joining my first unit.
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Clark
Tp SSgt
S gt Lewis
Since mo t of Support Tp is flung to the four comers firstly a big hello
to all the lads in Bosnia. Also to all the lads in Kosovo, ' Keep up the
good work and hope to see you all soon.' A goodbye goes to SSgt Andy
Lewi who now finds himself a civvy after his 22 years service. Good
luck with the RSPCA.Those poor dogs and cat won't know what has hit
them.
16 IG AL REGIME TS KAPE TOUR 5 MAY- 25 MAY
The Tour got off to a good start with Sig 'Gareth Gates' Daniel
struggling with the early morning start. However, the team departed
brimming with enthusiasm at one week in Blandford and two weeks
visiting schools in London. No problem we all thought thi wi ll be a
doddle. How wrong we were. The majority of the schoo ls we visited
were all girl schools much to the delight of Sig Humble who lapped up
the attention. Sig Daniel on the other hand was almost mobbed on
various occasions because of his previously unnoticed resemb lance to
Pop Idol runner up Gates. This caused end less amusement for LCpl
Rachael Ellison and ig Shelley Briggs , as they moved unnoticed
through the crowds. The weirdest point of the tour occurred when the
whole team was asked for their autographs from a bunch of choolgirls.
Sig Humble managed to resist the temptation to jot down hi s phone
number. Last but not least a special mention is needed for LCpl Jones
for his appalling taste in music. There is something quite odd about
seeing a 24-year old man dancing badly to tunes from the sixties. Thank.
to everyone in the team the tour was a huge succe s.
255 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Hayden
SSM
W02 Yates
ot a great deal of news coming from 255 Sig Sqn HQ. One notable
event was the move that has just taken place from JHQ to Elmpt Station.
It is on ly now that Squadron business is tarting to return to normal
andthe teething problems associated with the move being sorted . The
move wa greatl y as istcd by the worthy efforts (still ongoing) by both
IS Tp and 11 Tp. Both Troops were and sti ll are heavi ly involved wilh
ensuring that two major units and one minor unit have the required
phones and IT equipment on the correct desks. BT and MICROSOFT
could not hold a torch to these two agencies. The reshuffie of some of the
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Regiment ' WOs has meant changes for us. We therefore bid a fond
farewell to W02 ( SM) ' Ginger' Ironside his wife Michelle and two
girls Abbagail and Hannah. 'Ginger' has gone to the land of golden
opportunity (and Golf) of the QM 's Dept and has taken over as
RQMS(T). In turn we say a big hello to the new SSM, W02 (S M)
Yates and his wife Sharon . Welcome to the Squadron and not too soon
as SSgt Cooper was getti ng far too comfo1table in that appointment. W~
hope you enjoy your stay in the finest fighting Squadron of 16 Sig Regt.
HTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt E. Greenwood
Tp SSgt
gt F. MacP hee
As the green tidal wave has swept into Javelin Barracks the Project
Teams from H Tp have been continually redirected to the most important
Building installations. With deadlines for the DCSA (G) hand over
getting ever closer, Sgt Hempstead's ongoing Records packages seem to
be bur ting out of the hardened bomb proof shelter called Systems
Control. On the Exercise front H Tp have had a busy period with Ex
Combined Endeavour. LCpl Vincent managed to look after all the CIS
Tp 'Cone !leads' in the south of Germany for nearly three weeks. With
Ex Arrcade Warrior l imminent, the Installation Techs have been busy
preparing for the long dri ve to the other end of Javelin Barracks for the
construction of ARRC Main in om own back yard. Arrival welcome go
to Cpls Cooper and Lake, LCpls Buckingham and Passey. As for our
porting achievements we get better with time. The first Army Bruggen
Ten aw 12 of the Troop run for glory. gt Fisher ran backwards and
came first - in the troop! Some of the Troop have been orienteering this
eason, under the guidance of SSgt MacPhee. He has certainly shown the
way, winning BA(G) M21 Champion hips in Osnabrock. Cpl Lake and
ig Kingan play for Corps (G) football, and LCpl Peart has recruited
the new boys into the swimming scene. LCpl Ford has managed to play
Cricket again with the Army and Combined Services Squad.
Congratulations al o to LCpl Ford on his recent marriage - we wi h him
all the best for the future.

MA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Brian Jeffery
Tp SSgt
S gt ick Ile)
Man Tp has been very busy in the last few months, wtth the
Regimental annual battle camp Ex Green Gambit. Congratulations to ig
Goring on winning the Best Field Soldier award.
A big welcome goes to Sig Michelle Field, and ig 'iel Hawkins,
~tra 1 ght from the School, and to LCpl Connie Turner who's made a long
Journey from 7 Sig Regt. Also hello to gt Brett Harrison, his wife
N!cky and daughter Jessica. getting back to the real world after his long
stmt at Hereford. Goodbye to Lt Brian Jeffery, who ·s off to 'ewcastlc
Uni, to live life as a student and hello to 2Lt Jane Squires freshly arrived
from Troopies Course at Blandford. Farewell also to LCpl Evo Boothby
(aka Pete Burger) who leaves us to join I Div in Herford.

S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Tara Kane
Tp SSgt
SSgt Phil Cooper
As usual it's been a busy couple of months for Support Tp with Ex
Green Gambit (which most of the Troop took part in) and working hard
moving from JHQ to our new place in the newly named Javelin Barracks.
With most of the Troop still living in JHQ, the daily trek is getting a bit
tiresome for all the single living-in personnel especially ig Dave Mark.
Ex Green Gambit was a wake up call for the younger members of the
Troop brushing up on their military kills. Everyone performed
exceptionally well, even ig McCulloch who was seen to be fighting
with the mosquitoes. Cpl Dave Durrans acting as Platoon ergeant, also
did exceptionally well. There is a dispute in the MT a to who has the
best truck gt Mick Makin or Cpl Daz Pullen. They have both refined
their trucks and show them to anybody pa sing by, thinking they are at a
car how. Finally we say goodbye to 2Lt Dorrington, who has left us to
attend his Troop Commander's course in sunny Blandford. good luck! A
big hi to 2Lt Kane. We hope you enjoy your time with us and we won't
abuse you too much.

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

co

RSM

Lt Col Ivan Hooper
WOl (RSM) Dave Rook

OPERATIO JACANA, AFGHA ISTA
OC
Capt Andy Hill
SSgt
SSgt Andy Gill
Being the largest Royal Signals contingent on Op Jacana, 21 Sig Regt
(AS) Det embarked upon the unique opportunity of deploying on the fir t
' warfighting operation' since the Gulf War. The fifteen strong det,
together with three FFRs, began deploying from the start of April and
wa complete in theatre by the start of May. Our mi ion wa to provide
IC support to 27 Sqn from RAF Odiham, who made up the Support
Helicopter Force providing five Chi nooks to 45 Commando. Worki ng for
the RAF, in support of the Royal Marine , became an instant challenge in
command relationship within the Joint environment- add to that working
with the Americans! YofS Mel McCorry had th e full joy of thi s
expe ri ence, being the first to deploy without any comm a ets.
Apparently padre . gym equipment and fridges were a higher priority. As
our operators and equipment began to arrive in drib and drab . the
Brigade Comd was keen to get his men on the ground. With our main
body still back in Colcrne, the YofS managed to get comm in just an
hour before the helicopter took off to deploy troop for the first Op (Op
Ptarmigan). This was only achieved by begging and borrowing Royal
Marine signallers and a BV. Well at lea t the Padre were in theatre!
As Op Ptarmigan fini hed, Op Snipe commenced. A few day into the
Operation, the main body arrived and immediately began to relieve the
advance party who had by now forgotten what sleep was. With Sgt 'Gaz·
Chapman, Cpl 'Chaz' Charnley and LCpl ·Jimbo' Masters deployed
at the Forward Operating Base (FOB) some l l 5km away, things were
getting quite exciti ng. That left the YofS and ig Phil 'Max Power '
Butler to man the net back at the Flying ite. The other crewman, pl
Dave Halbert wa bu y recovering in the field ho pital after falling from
~n ~SO container during frequency change . The main body arrived ju t
mllme!
Now all back in Bagram, the detachment could take stock of our new
environment. Fortunately, all of u had bee n on Ex aif arrea II ,
meaning that we were well used to livi ng in big-tented camp with du t
a.nd poor facilities. Bagram airfie ld was similar, except that we were
ltv1ng amongst a graveyard of Russian/Afghan fighter plane ~nd
surrounded by a vast number of mines. We were workmg at the Flymg
ite, right on the edge of the runway, ome 2km from Brigade HQ . For a
pla1.1e spotter, thi was heaven, with A IO , Hercule , C l 7s and a whole
variety .of helicopters passing within 20 meters of the detachm~nt. Others
would JUSt senlc for the plcndid view of the now capped Hmdu Kush
mountain range. Becau e we had not been included in any recce. no one
was aware of our J6 requirements. With no pace allocated for the
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antenna , we had to make best do by having braid going above and
through tentage. It was not until four week later that EOD were kind
enough to clear a mined area for the antenna field. Un urpri ingly, as
soon a the area was clear we had to beat off the RAF - they assumed it
had been cleared for their volleyball court! With Op Snipe continuing for
two weeks, it was soon time to deploy ome new blood into the hill . gt
Craig Brooksbank. LCpl Oli Smith deployed to the ame wadi and
soon got into the ·growing the most facial hair' competition. Out in the
FOB life was much more like it, with trip flares going off at night and the
discovery of primed I 07mm rocket ready for a spot of targei practice.
Apparently the hell scrapes were deep enough but weren't put under the
test. Pulling up sandbags, plenty of war torie were eloquently told
under a swinging lamp and the re t of the detachment drew lraw for the
next deployment. It was not long before their wi he were realised.
During .another downtime period, when the Marine had come back from
the hills to become human again. the Australian SF came under contact.
The Marine were quickly deployed in an effort to try and intercept the
enemy. We managed to deploy the FOB detachment within 30 minutes
but were still waiting for the Marines to get their act together. This Op
became known a Op Condor and la ted a week. Thi time ig Phil
Butler managed to get into the hill . After hearing the live contact
report , this Op was hyped up to become the first contact with the enemy
which it nearly was. This time the rocket were fired - but landed two
klick away. 'But we had to eat dust in our hell- crape , as they
whooshed over our head . ' remarked ig Phil Butler a he notched up
hi first experience of ' incoming'. The major contact battle wa not to be.
and all returned a little di heartened. one more o than Yo
tel
McCorry and gt Craig Brooksbank, who deployed to ac t a Force
Protection for a Chinook that was sent into the Area of Operations to
arre t a u peeled Al Quaeda member. In the end, although coming close
to tracer fire, the su pect turned out to be a rather bemu ed shepherd.
Life back in the Flying ite had ettled into a routine disliked by the
troops. who were all itching to deploy. The routine became mundane at
times, but wa · kept sane by having ig ·Gaz' El by on shift. While not
leaving his kit around all over the place, he\ ould keep hi ' tent a\\ al..e at
night by hi di turbing dreams. If only we had a shrink on site! Being one
of the few females in Bagram. L pl Kerr~ Sims set up a roaring tmde in
haircut , with customer booking appointments day in advance! With an
expected end of tour around Jun July time there i . till plenty of time lo
pu h. Thankfully. BFB TV came in the other day. ju t in time for the
\ orld Cup. All in all, the deployment ha been an experience but a bit of
an anti-climax. The pre-deployment political and media hype didn't help.
but it seems the deployment was a month or 1\\0 late. everthclcss, some
Royal ignals personnel have deployed into ho. tile territory, operating
state of the art comms equipment and hopeful!; ha\'c. 3\ed enough a:h
to have an enjoyable summer lea' e.
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completing the course and having proved something to myself wa~
equally a important. It was a good day _all round.
.
big thanks must go to ~ ur_ adm111_ team L pl_Wressell and Sig
McFarland who did a plcnd1d JOb during the trammg and on the day.
Also thanks to Maj David Bizley and the R M, WO! Dave Rook for
supporting u on t!1c day, the CO being absent at the SOinC(_A)
conference. That said the CO, Lt Col Hooper travelled to Cattcnck
overnight for the prize giving. cedless to say I am still having therapy to
overcome the fact that I have a tendency to start runnmg. no matter where
I am, if! hear that dreaded word ......... OKAY!
Post cript - igs Pa_rsons and Willi~ms were very _nearly arrested on
return to unit having bcmg good amantans by rcrurnmg tray sheep to
their pens. Their actions were misconstrued by local Yorkshire farmen;
who reported them a two young sheep rust lers to the police. Thankfully
the truth ' as brought to light in double quick time!

The Royal signals Air Support Operation Jacana Detachment
LA YARD TROPH Y 2002 - 1ALE TEAM
A Regiment has won the Lanyard Trophy for the fir t ti_me. _The
winning trophy normally resides in one of a few elect umt silver
cabinets - but not for 2002. 21 Sig Regt (A ir Sp) had an extremely good
result in this year· competition by winning the Lanyard Trophy, gaining
Second Female Team and Second ·TA Team. On reflection, carrying 401bs
for 40 mile- O\er the . orth Yorkshire Moors seemed like a good idea
when I initially added my name to the Ii t of people interested in training
for the unit team. Training started in earnest in February under Capt Al
Balsdon. the team captain. Within a short rime we were all ~o beco_me all
too familiar with the motivational mantra of. 'Okay!' the widely disliked
local training route known a the "Slaughterford Nine', and the _hared
belief system that a heavy bergen on your back was fun! To explam the
' Okay! ' training regime basically, if we found ourselves on flat ground or
going downhill, the shout of, ' Okay! ' would go :UP and that wa our cue
to start running. My own fondest memory of th1 was on one particular
training route that followed the picruresque canal that runs through Bath
and onto Bradford-on-Avon and beyond. Canals being canals, the
dreaded hout went up and we were to follow that route for what seemed
an age. A Sunday troll it was not! Enough said about the training.
, eedlc s to say we worked on stamina and endurance, completing up ro
30 mile training sessions over the route of the competition (but not
between Checkpoints 9 and I I!) To make myself popular I'll name and
shame the ten men that were eventually picked for the team; OC - Ca pt
Al Bal don, 21C - SSgt (SQMS) Pa ul Coa tes, W0 2 (Yof ) Mark
Bentl ey,
gt (FofS) Bo Pradhan, Cpl Kemp, Cpl P urcell, Cpl Stu
Tucker, ig Parsons, ig Williams and myself LCpl Mark Davey.
On the day of the competition breakfast was served at 0300hrs. After
that, the team travelled to the start point in deadly silence. I know I was
apprehen ive a :d I gues that would be true for everyone on the day. We
had our bergens weighed by 216 Sig Sqn and at 0500hrs, as part of a
mass tart, we were off! (There were teams wanning up before the start I thought the first ten mile~ would suffice as the warm up). Thankfully we
started at a steady pace, but within an hour the pace was slowly cranked
up. For those which did the competition I think it's fair to say that the
fifl>t half of the rnce was the harde t a the route traversed some of the
Yorkshire \1oor · finest marshe and bogs. It was over this part of the
compe111ion that we slowly but surely overtook many teams that had put
m an imtial burst. By Checkpoint 4 we were equal second with only 216
1g Sqn someway off in the distance. Approaching the halfway point we
had maintained our position and opened up a healthy lead on the third
team. To be clapped in at Checkpoint 8 not only by our own support team
but by the other teams supporters was extremely heartening and
.... etcoming. and gi'c~ you a real feel for what the Lanyard Trophy is all
about. However, Checkpoints 8-1 I were the hardest for myself as the
onset of cramp in both legs gave way to a sense of humour failure. With
the help and encouragement from the team I per evercd. It was at this
pomt that "'e were neck and neck with the 216 ig qn team and pushing
hard . To cut a long tory short we completed the course with eight men in
I lhr 24mins, some 70 mmutcs ahead of the second placed team, 30 ig
Rcgt We were ob~iously delighted with the team effort, not only for
oursche. but the unit a~ "'ell. For me, in my first ever Lanyard Trophy,
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day of the tour feeling a little ragged around the edges.
The tour began at Pegasus Bridge and the Cafe Gondree, where the
group refuelled on startlingly strong coffee with croissant and pastries. At
this stage, we were concerned about the Adjt, who seemed to be fading
fast after the multiple loss of his stomach contents on the yacht. After
being superbly administered by Madame Gondree, we moved to the
Glider Landing Site next to the bridge for a brief from 2Lt Zoe White.
The brief explained the actions of Maj John Howard and how hi men,
with the help of the Glider Pilot Regiment, took control of the German
held bridge until relief arrived. Maj (Retd) John Sims MC then took
over, at a vantage point to the cast of the River Orne. Maj ims was a Pl
Comd with 9 Para Bn (Yorks) and led his men into attack after an air
assault landing in the early hours of 6 June l 944. He described the
landings and his subsequent actions with a gentle, self-deprecating
humour. However it was eminently clear, despite his modesty, that hi
action on the day had proved vita l to the cohesion and control of hi
force. Merville Bty was our next port of call and provided to be a timely
reminder of how important good intelligence is to the commanders on the
battlefield. Because of scattered landing sites. the Allies attacked the Bty
with only a third of the planned force and subsequently lost half of these
men due to the tenacity of the German forces. Before a stop for lunch we
visited the museum at Arromanches, where an amusingly accented
'Pierre' told us about the floating ports, Mulberry Harbour , which were
created to support the resupply chain for the Allied Forces. The afternoon
was devoted to the beach landings, with a tour of the beaches finishing at
Pointe du Hoc, ably instructed by Lt Jez Wadia. The scale of the Allie
effort could only be appreciated with 'eyes on' the cliff face they
scrambled up and by walking around the almost lunar landscape of the
battle-scarred ground. This, coupled with a heart felt monologue from Lt
Wadia, brought the reality of their struggle into our minds.
Once the academ ic aims of the day had been achieved, we returned to
our hotel in Caen for a quick sho wer and change, then off to the
restaurant to sample some of the local cuisine. Much amusement was had
when feeding some of the more squeamish members of the tour. W02
(RQM ) Carl Budding managed to find a sand packed mussel for the
mollusc hating W02 Dave Giles, to ensure that he will never eat seafood
again. After eating enough food to impair most physical movement we
ventured into the meticulou ly pre recce'd bar for a sneaky Gin Fizz. ft
wa here that a superb French secret wa discovered. - The Explosive
Moustache. Thus was a naughty little mixture of tequila and Lager that
served as a powerful nightcap for all. The next morning an intrepid team
of seven boarded the- yacht for the final 24hr roller coa ter ride back to
Go port. Yet again the strength of the subalterns stomach was tested to
hilarious effect, although Lt Jez Wadi a may disagree ... The educational
element of the tour had not yet finished for those returning on the
minibuses, as the LE's selfle sly took the opportunity to appraise
critically the skills of Ca pt Ga ry Barker and 2Lt Zoe White. All in all.
the tour wa a great succe s ,due to a lot of hard work and keen
attendance from the messes. Many thanks must go to Ca pt Barker for
the seamless administration, but our bigge t thanks must go to 1aj or
ims. His insight into the invasion made hi tory come alive and we are
eternally grateful to him and his men for the sacrifices they made in June
1944. It is our duty to ensure that tour like this continue to take place,
for all ranks, so that we can keep the information and intere t alive within
the Corp .

deserved week away from the Regiment, so off we went to • orth Devon.
Instead of taking our own adventure training instructor·. we made u ·e of
the Guards Adventure Training Wing, which is a permanent wing based
at Fremington. The week was a huge succe s despite mixed weather
conditions. After settling in on the first day, we began the trammg v.:1th
climbing and abseiling on camp, an amusing start. A few, LCpl cott
Turnbull in particular, had their own style of abseiling which instead of
landing on their feet involved, landing with their back flat on the ground.
An interesting technique but at lea the was consistent! For the following
three days, the Troop was broken into three groups, rotating through
different activities. The coastal walk was not too long. but had plenty of
cheeky contours! It proved two things: firstly that Cpl Olly , ceve cannot
map read and secondly, it's a great way to clear a bad hangover! The
surfing and sea kayaking was deceptively tiring but a great laugh, and
those who experienced the scrambling along the coastline had a few hairy
moments. At least the ·weak' have been identified in the Troop, bottling
out of a few 'leaps of faith' from rock to rock! The last acti,ity wa
caving, which wa new to the majority. The first cave seemed large
enough until you saw the little slit at the back that you had to go through.
The ' letter box' was a very aptly named hole! Our instructor howed off
his sense of humour getti ng us to go one by one, both am1s fir ·t then
head, then body, having the next person Ii ft your legs up, straight down a
wormho le. Remember that the only light is a tiny headlamp and you
couldn't even rum your head because of the size of the helmet. Once we
were all down. we heard the instructor· voice telling us to go right and
he would meet us there. Then came the nervous laugh of the front man
who found himself standing on a ledge 6ft above an underground pitchblack lake. The instructor then got u to jump towards where hi · spotlight
shone, and as you can imagine the water was a little cold! To fini h off,
on the way out of the cavern , we had to hold our breath and swim under
a rock to the other side. By the end. all were wet, cold, covered in clay
but very proud of ourselve ! The la t day consisted of a football match
before heading home. There were, of course. the odd e ions in
Barn taple with LCpl ' Budgie' Burgess and Cpl 'Peter' Piper showing
how not to do it. Of course, in true fashion. the Troop was led from the
front! All in all a good week away, in which individuals were te ted hard
yet still managed to unwind and relax away from work.

Lanyard Trophy - the female team
~.._.--~~--.--;-:'P'§f""?'"1':r:I

The Officers and Wa rrant Officers with Maj (Retd) S imms and
Madame Gon dre e outside the Ca fe Gondre e by Pe gasus Bridge
The Fe male Tea m e n route to second place
EXERCISE BEA CAE - 0 -DAY BATTLEFIELD TOUR
As their craft lurched dangerously across the channel, those who had
volunteered for the yacht crossing found that any group bonding was best
done in the kneeling suppo1ted position, against the yacht's ra il ings. ot
that those who crossed on the ferry had a much easier time with the
endless hour of 'Europop ' in the bar, weak 'foreign' lager. and the
instruments of torture, cu nni ngly named 'reclining chairs' which. trade
descriptions may wish to investigate. All that, coupled wi th MaJ Tom
Dea ns' unnaturally loud snoring, ensured that both parties started the first
THE WIR E, AUGUST 2002

220 SIGNA L SQ A DRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Spencer Mannings
• M
W02 (
1) Kev 0 ' cill
PPORTTROOP
Ops Offrffp Comd Lt J ez Wadia
QM ffp gt
gt Ru ss Ezard
ADVE T RO
T RAlNI G
AT FREMl GTO CAMP I
ORT H DEVO
20 personnel from upport Troop deployed on Mon 27 May to
Fremington Camp for Ex unray Dragon. It wa about rime for a wellTHE WIRE, AUGUST 2002

Day lig ht at last
(L-R): LCpl Burgess, Cpl Neeve, Cpl Jim This by and LI Jez Wadia
GOLF TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Catherine Jardine
Tp SSgt
Sgt Paul Beattie
.
.
It' official. Golf Tp now has mon: seniors 111 the office than old1ers
on the ·hop tloor. \J elcomc to
gt Paul Beattie who joins the Troop
from the job of P 1 at 43 (Wx) ig qn (V) in Bath. replacmg • , gt
\ ayne Haye '. Also, welcome to L pl Ru ss Harle) . sad farewell
goes to the la t urviving founder member of Golf Tp, ig (no" L pl)
Pankhurst" ho leave u on posting to Oh .
Ex Red Bcaufighter I ha ome and gone. lca,ing m its trJil a _b~s ·
porting timetable. Regimental athlcti s and th~ Lanyard troph) tra1111ng
have all taken centre tagc. We pcrforn1ed well 111 the qn Rugb · 7s \\1th
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all en~n members of Go lf T p taki ng part. Thi;; Troop now has Ex Red
Bcaufightcr II to look forward too and a bu y ;>eriod of !TD trai ning,
where
gt Beattie will proYe ju t how many cour C' he ha got under
his belt.
The introduction of Troop study da. ha been ucces ful. with many
of the Tr p preparing lectures, including le, on in military writing, a
new and unnen mg experience for some of the younger lad and lasses.
Thi is all ke ping the Troop bu, y, as are the inevitable ta kings from
Regimental Operation, and our 'High Readine · conunitmcnt.
CHARLIE TROOP
Tp omd
2Lt Katie Hanna ford
Tp
gt
gt And~ Dutton
DYE, T RO
TRAI 1 1 G I ' SU ' Y W LE

br ig Da,·is and ig Gentle
. . .
On 12 fay 2002 Charlie Tp embarked on . a~venturous .tra111111g m

a nd followed by a short as essmen t of o ur ski in g ab ili ty by our
orwegian civi lian instructor . Once split into abili ty groups we were ofT
up the slope to gain , ome confidence, balance and, for .some, injuries.
A ll of the firs t week was spent on the standa rd issue white ' pl ank' skis
gett ing to grip with downh ill .and cross country tcc.hniques tarting with
the ba.ic and hopefu ll y working up to the di zzy he ights of the m fa mous
te lema rk tu rn. Weck 2 and 3 were a lso ·pent on the slopes and in the
mounta ins develop ing and fine-tun ing our kiing skill s. A t the same time
we \ e re taught ski instruction, th eory. and a lso began to correct each
other's bad habits on kis, whi ch proved use ful fo r the in structional
a sessment at the end of the cour c. By the fo urth week mo t students
were skiing well as we entered th e test phase. T hi s inc luded written,
practical and instructio nal test . On the la t ni ght a party and raffle wa
put on to ce lebrate the end of the course and the following mo rning we
were presented w ith our diploma .

orth Wale , Ex Charl ie Dragon. The exped111on was pht mto two
pha es to allow the majority of the Troop to panicipate. The expedition
wa ' based at Capel Curig Training Camp. wl1ich prov ided an idea l and
well-equipped home. This enabled the Troop to climb ma ny peak s
including the Glyders. nowdon , Cader Idris and Tryfan. .
.
After we had arri ed at Capel urig Camp and settled m for the mght ,
kit was is. ucd and packed for the week ahead. The next morn ing the
weather did not look good , but after a hearty breakfast we et offi A short
bu ride from camp took u to our de tination, the highe t peak in Wales
- nowdon. After a quick map check, the group started the a cent to the
top on the Pgy Track. In true Wei h fashion the wea ther closed. in
ob' curing the view, but fortunatel y not dampening morale. On reachmg
the ummit and after a quick photo stop by the Trig Point, we celebrated
with a quick brew in the cafe! The Troop then braved the conditions and
started the decent on the Miners Track in the mist. On the way down, as
the cloud lifted and the sun appeared . the group were tre a ted to
nowdon 's wonderful cenery. The cascading waterfalls and cry tal lakes
gave the Troop chance time to take a few photograph . The group arrived
at the bonom tired and ati fled after a succes ful day.
On Thur day 23 May we set off for Carnedd Llewelyn ( I 064m).
Fortunately the weather was lovely - not the usual chucking it down \'."ith
rain. Everyone wa excited about the day ahead as we had been promised
it would be great fun . The first part of the walk was a path leading up to a
rocky hill. Everyone made it up that path without any problem . We
stopped occasionally for the essentials - a good hot brew and a fag. From
here we took a rod..)' path with Sgt Speed leading the way. It wa vitally
important to watch your footing on the path because it was very narrow
and getting teeper towards the top. The group at the summit took some
well earned rest and hid from the elements in a shelter. We all squeezed
in to the helter and proceeded to drink our brews and have lunch before
we set off for the descent. Overall, it was a great succe s but thoroughly
enjoyable.
244 IG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj David Bizley
SSM
W02 (SSM) Paul Williams
This ha been another busy period for the Squadron. We continue to
upport the Regimental detachment in Kosovo and 15 members of the
qn have deployed on Op Jacana to Afghani tan. We have provided a
Mobile Air Operation Team to the night flying trials of the new EHIOI
!\1erlin helicopter and operators in Canada to support armoured
banlegroup training in BATUS. In addition we have conducted a period
of quadron build up traimng prior to a very successful Regimental
deployment to Salisbury Plain on Ex Red Beaufighter I and we have won
the Regimental Athletic Competition. With the 2IC and Sqn YofS in
Afghani>tan. Capt Pete Brunton and SSgt (YofS) ·Hutch' Hutchinson ,
both of Alpha Tp, have moved desks to fill the gaps.
LPH TROOP
Tp Comd
rapt Pete Brunton
Tp SSgt
gt cott Cain
Things are currently unsure for Alpha Tp, as the UK has decided not to
participate in any A IF(L) exercises for the foreseeable future. While
work goe · on at all levels to determine w hat happens next, the Troop
continue - with equipment care and have begun training for future
deployments with the Support Helicopter Force HQs rather than the
A\1F(L) role. We say goodbye to SSgt Phil Render who leaves us for
the Training Wmg prior to his dream posting up north in July. We are
very grateful for all his hard work and his vast experience and
mstructional ability in the cold weather environment will be sorely
m1 sed. We would also like to welcome SSgt cott Cain who joins us
from HQ qn.
\11LITARY KI I TRUCTOR CO RSE
o sooner had Alpha Tp returned from our three month long exercise
111 orway than Cpl Dan laughter and Sig Gav Hall found themselves
flying back for another four weeks in the snow. Both had been
recommended to attend the Royal Marines Ski Instructors Course
following the cold weather warfare training on Ex Hardfall 2002. As we
landed in 0,10, the sun was shining to welcome us and worryingly not a
·pot of snow was 111 sig.lit. A 3-hour coach ride later and we were in our
home for the next four weeks. The Kvitavatn Hostel was situated in the
middle of Rjukan mountain range, had ideal snow conditions and was a
perfect place to learn to ki . The fir.;t morning began with an introduction
to the traditional , ·orwegian breakfast (based largely around pickled fish)
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30 SIGNAL REGIMENT
ER

lGHT

co
RSM
TH E SWA TAKES TO THE EA
30 Sig Regt and The G renadier Guards are the Army Regiments with
whom HMS Invincible has connections. For 30 Sig Regt this involves
reciproca l Dinner ig hts a nd some Exercise . The latest one of these
dinners invo lved Capt Bill Anderson and 2Lt lex Stanger. The visi t
began with a BIG breakfast and an extensive tour of the Ship. The Royal
Navy (R ) then spent the best part of the remain ing time trying to make
the Pongoes si ck. Dinner that evening was excelle nt. Of particular note
was the free bar afterwards. The RN c learl y won the 'who has the biggest
guns' competi tion as dem onstrated by the c heesey ph oto next to the
GOALKEEPER C lose- In Wpn System.

The CO and QC Sp take the salute
on the way down the London Eye
PRE-DlN 'ER DRI KS - CORPS DI
ER NlGHT
THE FREEDOM OF
1 EATO - 26 May 2002
As part o f un eaton and Bedworth ' s Jubilee Celebrations , the
Reg iment was awa rded Free dom of the Borough on 26 May 2002.
Present were 200+ member of the Regiment, the Master of Signal and
many of the previous Commanding Officers. The Freedom was exerci ed
by a march through the Town Centre, followed by ome 'refre hment' in
the local Public House .

2 Lt Stanger (R) and Capt Anderson - Regimental Goalkeeper with the rather more effective Naval version
TR.E SWAN TAKES SECO D I

THE LA YARD TROPHY

A sterling effort by the team from the Regiment saw them clinch
econd place in the Lanyard Trophy in a time of 12hrs and 30mins.

Cpl Dan S laughter and Sig Gav Hall on top of Rjukan Mountain
BRAVO & HOTEL TROOPS
Tp Comd
2Lt Lucy Fish (Bravo)
Tp SSgt
SSgt Andy Gill (Bravo)
Tp Comd
2Lt Zoe White (Hotel)
Tp SSgt
S gt i Donnelly (Hotel)
With the absence of SSgt Andy Hill and Sgt C hapman on Op Jacana
a composite troop has been formed from Bravo and Hotel for the duration
of the Afghanistan deployment. In the meantime we say goodbye to Lt
eil C lements, who is attached to 2 Royal Angli an for the duration of
their 1orthem Ireland tour. He has been replaced as QC B Tp by 2Lt
Lucy Fish after finishing her Troop Commander course in Blandford.
As with all good fastballs , the call for Op Jacana came near the end of
an exercise. After a cold, wet week on Salis bury Plain, the Squadron
were told to return to camp early, causing smi les al l round . Unfortunately
the early ENDEX was to prepare detachments for deployment to
Afghanistan and some midnight oil was burnt turning the vehicles round
and re-packing.
.
Having being warned-off for a deployment before hristmas (which
was later cancelled) the troops were briefed that the situation .had
developed further and a short notice deployment was li kely. Eight
detachments were quickly stripped and refitted ready to deploy on Op
Jacana . Bravo Tp supplied most of the manpower and the nominated
individuals were issued desert combats, arctic smocks, cold weather
equipment and shiny new SA80 A2 rifles. A big thanks to the QM Dept,
who spent many an hour co ll ecting and issuing our bits and bobs to
ensure we were ready for anything the Afghan climate could throw at us.
The rest of the lads quickly assumed the ' on the bu s off the bus'
technique that i an inevitable part of any operational deployment and
started extra training in preparation. The deployment started in dribs and
drabs, then was sca led down to three detachments. Finally five week
later 15 Troops have deployed and are now in theatre. We hope have a
report from theatre in the next issue.
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The Team looki ng surprisingly fresh at the end of the competition

The CO receives the Freedom from
Mr Geoffrey Ashford , the Mayor of Nuneaton and Bedworth

31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RM

Lt Col Paul Wen lock TD
WOl (RSM) Pater on

EXERCISE SOUTHER CRAFTSMA I9-21APRIL2002
by W02 (AQMS) Scrivener
The pre-Exercise training out of the way, at last the weekend wa upon
u , and the LAD arrived at Longmoor with an abundance of enthusiasm
to compete and willingne s to tackle and overcome whatever. WOI
(A M) Rees MBE and hi s team of D threw at us. After a ll , this year
was 'REME 60' and we, like all other team that competed. were on ly
too plea ed to once again be there to represent tl~e Corps. All team
members performed well and thi years ' weather bemg warn1er than last
years' (held in October) meant that LCpl Kelly 's cream weren't heard
m Guildford as she entered the water ob tacle on Sunday. Thanks to the
teams for all their effort.
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HE DQ
RTERS Q
ORO
qn Comd
Capt Guy Bcwsher
M
\ 02 (SSM) Clarke
Thi ha been a bu y quarter for I IQ qn. D Tp continues to grO\\
from trength to trcngth with an influx of new recruit ' . ig A. Jardine.
ig P. Jardine, Sig Wynne Md._Sig Jones hav~ joined us ai~d arc all ex
adult cadet in tructors. They are now fully tramed T soldiers. All are
valued members of the Troop and the qn Comd. apt Gu) Be\\ sher,
has high expectations. Well done to gts Hale and \\ oodhousc for an
excellent job on planning and running the latest B
course. Our ne\\
PTI, gt Hales, i on a mis ion to improve fitncs. in the quudron . \\uh
a monthly bla ting sc sion we are lowly imprO\ ing. Good lucf.. goe. to
ig Paul Jardine who leaves us . oon for a life in the Regular Anny. HQ
qn took part in the LDRAM and CORP A M during. April and \Cl")
well they did too. The Q I. Maj Gurung, won I t place 111 the Pistol and
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fn Ha"e came 2nd m the Pistol (TA). The B..-;t F male hot went to
l thcr ann) went to Cfn llawes.

gt Hales and Be t hot

energy by u ing only one _batte.I). until it became apparem that the fumes
being given off were causmg lus De1 to pass out one by one. Meanwhile,
the L
DWARD was busy undergoing a Longhaul Exercise with the
U . though when a piece of kit faile~ it took an 7111ergency dash to
Eastboume b gt Micky Dowds to get 11 up and runn111g!
The CO, Lt Col Wenlock visited during the weekend and he and the
qn omd, 1aj Sarah trcete, vis ited HM Pu11che1; which '~as docked
in the marina and had a tour around the vessel. When a ked 1f someone
would like to jump in the water to test the .survival kit;, Maj Strccte was
vc1y reli ed when a naval officer cadet oftercd to do 1t. She thought he
might ha e to do ii j~st to a e the CO! The CO then '~ent up to
Pippingford Park 10 v1 1t the troops will! W02 (S. M) Martm Coo~er.
Whilst there, great care ' as taken to avoid being hit by those undergomg
driver training, under the in truction of a very brave gt teve Hall.
REGIME TAL COMMS EXERCISE
Thi s was Lt Paul Ukpai's first opportunity to get out in the field with
the quadron and even the rain did not dampen his enthusiasm.
Fortunately gt teve Howell was on hand to feed and water the troop..
so morale remained high. The only drawback was the fact that the
portaloo was incorrectly itcd and it involved a 2mile trek through the
woods!

Sgt Hales with all her trophies!

The team finished third overall and came first in the Team nap hoot,
a very commendable re ult by any standard. It fell upon HQ qn to
organi e and run (with some welcome a si lance) the Courage Trophy
dri' ing 1and. Thi went well. proce smg some 35 team dunng the day.
Welcome to
gt tone REME, our new Arn1ourer and farewell to Sgt
Cli ve J ones who has left us for pastures new.

41 (PLK) SIG AL Q AD RO '
qn Comd
Maj teven Ong
S.\4
W02 (SSl\I) Watson
.
Thi reporting period ees the end of a very bu y lime for the
quadron culminating in the Prince Louise's Kensmgton ~eg1mental
As ociation Dinner held at the Duke of York's Headquarters m London.
The quadron would like to welcome two new officers, Cap t Liz
Fitzpatrick and 2Lt Car oli ne Woolley. welcome to the country retreat!
The quadron al o bade farewell to Lt Pa ul Uk pai who left us for
unnier climes (well Eastbourne actually). The two PSI ,
gt haun
Fardy and gt Wilf Ke mpto n are still ploughing. on under the enormou_
strain of work and as the mo t hand ome PSls m the Regiment, find 11
hard to turn do\\ n the constant ocial invites thrust their way. The
Reoimemal weekend saw the quadron produce another good turnout and
an ~xcellenl finished product as far as communications were concerned.
U Debbie pea kman took charge of the Squadron cluster (no. that's ~
official term now!) and ot Ian Mackay ran the largest admm setup m
Western Europe. Apart frc;'m a midnight recovery mission involving half
the quadron and a lack handful of ducks. the weekend went to plan. We
were e\'en treated to a visit from the Adjt and RSM. Things must be
looking up!
Recruitinn-wise this has been an excellent three months for the
quadron . Following a strong Recruiting day in nearby Crawley,
omanised by gt 'I'm handing my tape in' Tuck, we now have eight
fi;e young men and women bolstering our ranks 10 give our Lance
Corporals omeone to boss around. There are more worrying times ahead
though. I feel, as '~e have managed Lo acquire. in the guise of our new
'\RP SQMS, none other than SSgt ' Willie' ·Carling Black Label ' Loch,
formerly of our worn enemies, 56 Sig Sqn. We lcome ' Willie' and please
try and perfect the Surey drawl before you get here!
A undoubtedly the be t Squadron in the area, we have fulfilled all of
our engagements, and, in true Coulsdon style had some fun doing it.
Looking forward, gt Traynor, gt \1ackay and gt May, have a lot of
impressing to do as it's not long until the Squadron Battlefiel~ tour to
, 'ormandy. Good luck to ig Fourn ier on her FTRS to 238 1g Sqn. I
hope they're up to your tandards. and welcome back 10 the current
· oldier of the Year· L pl Kri s Tod d after his tour in the Balkans with
97 (BRITFOR) ig qn.
56. IG
L QI,, DRO
qn (omd
:\1aj ara h treete
\1
W02 ( M) Cooper
The quadron was pleased to see Cpl Jo Rea der and LCp l Ri ch
Ba ld"i n back from 97 (BRITFOR) Sig Sqn in Bosnia and also Lt
Keiron Francis who has returned from Kesovo. We have also welcomed
l t Paul lJkpai into the Squadron from 41 (PLK) Sig Sqn and have been
relieved to sec that he ha changed his belt and that his sleeping bag has
not been potted yet! L pl 'Dolly' Dalton has also visited whilst on
lca\e from his dnnng duties m Pristina.
SQ \ DRO \HEKl'<D
The Dct C "md~ took their Dets out for a competition to kick start the
E rc1 • i'On and 1he1r soldiers were put to the te t with iting, setting
up camouflaging and movmg throughout the weekend, as well as trying
keep comm going. LC pl Ga reth Hulin thought that he would save
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ATIO AL TA DAY A D MAYOR' SU DAY
As u ual , the quadron were out in force on Nat~ona l TA Day, 18 May.
trying to persuade the public that they want to JOm the TA. Two,tcams
headed up by gt Kevin Young and gt Steve Hall, set off to Hailsham
and Ea tbourne town centres. The public were treated to various
scenario in order 10 encourage them to top and watch .. When we had
their attention someone could swoop on a poor unsuspectmg person and
sign them up!' The first aid cenario was well received with lashings of
blood, gut and screaming, all carefully arranged by LCpl • cotty' cott.
This was followed by Mayor' Sunday where members of the Squadron
were asked to support the new Mayor at her ervice an_d parade through
the town. Led by W02 J im Paine, the quadron practised the route for
the Freedom Parade, whilst the OC walked with the Mayor's contingent.
CORP AAM A D LO ' DI T HOOTI G COMPETITIO
Con"ratulation to Cfn Hawes who won a trophy at the CORPSAAM
and the~ fini hed a the runner up in the London District Individual Pistol
Shoot. A great achievement!

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RM

Lt Col E. M. Blyth TD
WOI (RSM) S. J. Russell

HEADQUARTERS QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj C. Payn
W02 ( SM) proull
S M
Once again, the Squadron was in action at the British Ski
hampionships, held in Aviemorc in early March. Representing the
Squadron were Maj Cammie Payn (Team aptain), W02 Davidson and
W02 (YofS) Lloyd . The championship went ahead despite gale force
winds being present, which happily lifted for the annua l TA race.
Unfortunately, we were not a succe sful as last year, though W02
Davidson did lift the trophy as the REME Individual Champion.
The quadron also sent a team to the ORPSAAM. The team
consisted of Capt teve Mil om (RCO), WO! Terry McVey (Senior
Range Officer), Cpl li mman (Assistant Range Officer). L_C)ll Buntin ,
ig Dorrian and Cfn Curr. Our range mcluded the Association hoot,
Combat nap, and Falling Plate. gt Jackie Dolan with Cpls
Carruthers and Beatty ran a particularly popular hamburger stand. gt
Flook also ran a very successful bar at Brunswick Camp. The Squadron
also entered a team into the ATO Officers Shoot comprising of Capt
Milsom, WO! McVcy and W02 McEvoy, winning the LSW hoot.
April was once again time for the Squadron to open it's doors for the
annual TA Open Day. This attracted quite a number of members of the
public, many of whom s_howed a definite interest in. joining the unit.
Getting down to real busmess, WOl (FofS) Ghand h1 set up an CRS
and Mould Det, which proved popular with the public. Food was
provided by W02 Wren and his staff, which wa probably the most
popular tand giving out numerous hai:iburgc:rs and cups <:>f tea. Potential
recruits were bu sed to the TAC by hmousme - otherwise known as a
oft-top double-decker bus.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,"""",.....,

BFAT stand providing the fake blood. S gt hand was on hand 10
provide a painful end to Saturday with a visit to the Respirator Training
Facility. aturday night saw the Officers and S COs go down town for
an eventful evening meal, with the Squadron mcetmg up later for a wee
night-cap in the sprawling Elgm metropolis. The weekend also saw the
squadron te ting out road moving capabilities prior to camp, by running
the four NCRS detachments to Elgin and back (Big round of applause to
the LAD for a breakdown 'clean-sheet').
52 D (LOWLA D) SIG 'AL Q AORO (VOL TEE R )
OC
Maj D. Gordon
SSM
W02 (S M) K. wan
The Squadron had a very succes ful recruiting day as part of the TA
national Open day. Although the exercise brought along many family
members both connected indirectly and directly with the soldier·. we
managed to recruit six people, who are no"' going through the training
sy tern. Although many of the ta ks laid down at the beginning of the
Trea ureflnitiative Driving exercise eemed impossible, all the teams
managed to draw on their civilian skill and, ometime dubious. hobbies
to achieve many of them. As one of the ta k stipulated a 'Freshly caught
fish intact', the quadron now ha a new Goldfish as its ma cot, and had
fresh Trout thanks to C pl hea r er . Many teams managed legally to
obtain Police headed notepaper and parking tickets. However the hardboiled egg trick escaped mo t! The afternoon was a chance to improve
and refine those off-road driving skills. As many of our soldier· arc ex
RCT, driving apparently was second nature. Most became stuck at the
Vehicle Recovery stand. ending the day knee deep in good cottish mud!
The weekend attracted a large turnout of soldiers and proved a mix of
learning skills and fun, making an interesting and productive weekend.
Well done tho e who participated as part of the Regimental Shooting
Team led by Lt Ia n Davidson on CORPSAAM. The Team should really
be called 52 Sig qn Shooting Team, as we are the majority! The
quadron also took part in The Wapin haw hoot in Elgin. Again. the
Squadron led the Regiment with Cpl Rodger winning the Runner Up
Trophy presented by Brig Jackson. Commander 5 lst Sconish Brigade.

Ctn Hawes receiving his prize at the CORPSAAM

83 SIG AL Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Alec Fe rguson
SSM
Sgt Cahill
.
Following the Squadron's showing in the competition season wit~ the
Courage Trophy and shooting, our attention has returned to the business
of communication and recruiting. Comms exercises have been commg at
us thick and fa t as we prepare for our commitments to the Briga~e
Exercise on Summer Camp. Skills are being honed and sharpened and m
the case of our newer members such as Sig E mm a Ha ll and ~ig Gary
Es prit, they are being learnt from scratch. We welcome them 11110 their
role as operators in the Squadron.
Recruiting remains a vitally important and big challenge 10 the
Squadron and we were pleased to be involved in the ational TA Open
Day in May. The Squadron opened it doors to the public a _we ll ~s
several other London TA Units who were also there to recruit. This
included the I !AC, 4 PARA and the Royal Yeomanry as well as~ Regular
Recruiting Team from 11 Sig Regt. Against this touglt co1~1pet1t1on and a
quite low turn out from tht pub Iie, the Squadron did get sever~!
applications of interest and we look forward to seeing those people in
training with us soon. As they had an enjoyable time ru1min~ over ll!c
displays, maybe in 15 or 20 years time we will ec the kids of Sig
Richard Keyte and Sig Ottis Whittaker coming through the door?
The Squadron would like to wish LC pl Colin Anderson and LCpl
Juli et J ar vis all the best for their future together as they get married. The
obligatory stag and hen events passed ofT with a_b olutcly no candal at
all, we promi e. The threat to leave the groom ued to a Pans lamppo. t
was not carried out and although there were miscellaneous fountalll
dunkings and passport losses to contend with, all got home s,afclY;
Finally, good luck to LC pl C her yl Dun can and LC pl Ke n Fish
Blackbu rn on their Corporals Course at the RSS.
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The CO - Lt Col Blyth, with the recruiting bus

Ex Executive Stretch was held in May at Redford Barracks in
Edinburgh, the purpose of which was to give bu inesse an in ight t.o
what the TA could offer them. HQ Squadron provided the admm for th1
with Sgt Wil on in charge of driving and Cpl McCorm ack in charge of
catering.

51 T (HIGHLA D) JG AL Q ADRO ' ( OLUNTEER )
qn Comd
Maj . R. T hompso n TD
SSM
W0 2 ( M) L. Bertra m
.
Firstly a big, 'Well done! ' to the quadron hootmg Team. tha~ took
part in the Wapinshaw Competition. For the only team shooting 1~ the
competition with iron sights we did particularly "'.cUw1th gt Bud Can
you tell J used to be in the Infantry?' Burnett p1ckmg up a number of
trophic including the best non -infantry shot and overall runner-up,
mi ing the top prize by one point! Other 1117~1ion go to Cpl 'Po_t Office
Pete' Br iggs, who won the shotgun compet1t1on. ll should be pomted out
that he was at a disadvan tage, as the one he norma lly use arc a 101
ligh ter at the front end! 2Lt C hris ' Tonto' Buckley won the Archery
competition and picked up a bottle of Malt as hi reward:
Following the shooting, the Squadron cnt two e cortmg officer and a
command task to assist with Ex Executive Stretch, run m Edmburgh by
the Regiment. The winning group wa expertly e·corted by ~ Lt Buckley.
Events on the aturday night proved quite entertaining w11h the
.
obligatory cro s dre ing in the kit .
More recently, the squadron completed an ITD w~ek~nd at the Bmn
Hill Training Area near Elgin. A full r~ngc of act1v1lles ba e~ on a
ection ompetition provided an extra inccnuve to do well. with the
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Cpl Rodger accepting The Runner's Up Trophy at the Wapin Show
Shoot. it is presented by Bng Jackson

Well Done 10 gt McDonag h for Be t Individual Shot. Be.1 Falling
Plate and Be t Overall hot
01 only accurate wnh a camera! Lt
Davi dso n rounded of a great weekend \\ ith taking Be ·1 Officer hot Unlucky Buckley! As ever the quadron i looking forward. to Annual
Camp. could all other quadrons plea e put forward your nonunauon for
52 quadron personnel to help your detachments!
61 (CITY OF EDI B RG ll) IG, L Q ORO (V)
qn Comd
Maj B. hankland
1) R. Clarke
.
. . .
M
W02 (
In the several months incc the quadron last reported its actl\'lty. It
has not been idle. Beginning back in ovcmber la~I year, the lughlight of
the month was Armistice Weekend, the very first m our nc\\ TA Centre.
With no n arby church, the exact form that the day hould take was the
subject of much debate . Fort_unately, our ~ I
gt Bob H ~ r H),
obviously a guard man in u prev1ou · hf~. organ1 cd a very succcsstul day
and the largest number of veterans. family memben; and other' 1s11ors we
have een on rmist ice Day for many year . This year our friends from
the German Re ervi tcnkameradnshaft ' ere represented b> . gt la rtin
larse n. The weekend concluded when the OC, Maj Brian , hanlJ and.
laid a wreath on ochalf of the quadron on Royal ignals grJ\cs 111 the
Commonwealth War Graves section in Clem11ston cemetcl) ,
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t the end of la t year a team from the quadron headed for the
u tnan Alps and the Royal ignals Alpine Ski hampionship, at Zell
am ee. Cpl Dave 'Hone t Gm I've been k1i11g for years' Crampton
e\cn managed to per uade hi fiancee. Rec J •• sie ' lalom· Chaplin to
join the quadron , o she could go with him . t la ing fallen for the line
that pl rampton "a almost up to Olympic tandard , ti
qn
21C, apt Domnhall '\\here'. yer troosers?' Dods, wa s somewhat
di . appointed to find that the enterpri.ing young man had in fact only
been on ski once (and that wa over ten years ago). However. on arrival
in Au tria Cpl Crampton wa · di mayed to find that hi plans had gone
a tray and that he was haring a room with gt Lindsay Munro rather
than hi fiancec. gt Muuro ' ubsequently proved that quiet ones really
are the wo t when he got to ·crazy Daisy·, the local bar taken o er by
the Corps for the duration. Hi kilt wa a ource of constant curio ·ity to
both locals and female members of the Corp al ike. Some kiing did take
place de pite the terrible weather condition . and although the quadron
did not win any prize , the Regiment did fini h second overall. A superb
fortnight wa had with another e ·ccllent camp and thanks are due to Maj
Hm\ Jenkins ,
gt al Bruce and Sgt Dean McKenzie for all their
hard work on our behalf.
In January, it wa back to work, in the shape of B , with the month
devoted to the ubject, much to the delight of our resident rubber ma k
feti hist. Sgt Bob 'Three Romeo ' Harvey. i ot content with the usual
BC training involving a classroom test and a couple of CS pellets in a
tent, the P I took u all off to Otterbum. Cpl Graham ·Which way i
left?' Tait establi hed a reputation for out tanding navigation by losing
the rest of the convoy at the TAC gate and wa not een again until we
reached Onerbum. The P I was o impressed, he ha suggested that Cpl
Tait na igational qualities make him an ideal candidate for a
Commission.

In April , me mbers of the quadron teamed up with others from the
Re g im e nt to take pa rt in th e annua l ORP AAM. A lthoug h no
1lverwarc ame back from this event. LCpl John ' Why are we the only
ones doing PT?' Robertson believed that hi s team had been di squalified
before firin g a h~L Thi was upp?se~l y because the tcmn allegedly did
not have the requ1 Ile number of 'Junior ' troops following a last minute
reorgani satio n by ' om e mad officer '. As none of the targets involved
were the sides of a house, this was probably the best result that the team
could have hoped fo r.
Having fini shed the year ensurin g that e ve rybod y had th e ir full
compliment of ITD' it wa time to embark on a little more ' fun· training.
Thi s took ~h e fo rm of driv~r traini~g in . a tterick. The Squadron put
everal vehicles through their pace inc luding the (very) old and fa ithful
Land Rove r, the vehicle formerl y known a Wolf. the Army's Harley
David ons and a 14-ton truck. Thanks to the PS! and
gt Roy 'I hope
you ' re going to clean those vehicles no w Taylor for organising the
weekends acti vitic .
May ha been a back to ba ic time. as the focu s hifted on to basic HF
work - revision for some, and introduction for those recently joining the
quadron followin g uccessful recruitment campaigns. Cpl Alex 'Trust
me, l m almo ta doctor ' Cook and LCpl Rob ' Thi is really interesting'
Lowe took to the tage to remind us of the basics of our trade . The
Squadron then moved out of the eta sroom as it took part in the Stirling
Military Show, led by the Yeoman , SSgt John ' British Military Fitness'
Fakh ney.
May has al o een the return from their tours in Bosnia
of Capt Jephcote , Lt Graham Gaw, Cpl Paula MacLean and LCpl
Davanna the latter of whom seem to have gone back for seconds. If the
photos are anything to go by, an enjoyable and interesting time was had
by all . Welcome back.

33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
EXERCI E l\ORTHERN REGULAR RO E
After what eemed to be one inspection after another, ince the tum of
the year. it wa at last time for the regular staff to get away and do ome
adventurous training. The chosen location for the activities was JSMTC,
Indefatigable in Angle ey. A three day package was put together for the
,,·illing volunteers_ This con isled of sailing, power-boating, climbing
and of course everybody's favourite. walking. On observing the sailing
(with my DS head on) it was clear that few people had ever considered a
career in the avy and by the end of it, were not likely to either! The
climbing wall proved to be much more a popular venue. 1othing to do
\vith the inclement weather outside and the cafe inside, I'm sure. A good
walk hould be programmed in all adventure training packages (or so I' m
told), sowhy hould we be different. With Capt Chris Hopkins and SSot
Sammy Collister leading the way. we set off for a very enjoyable walk
up Tryfan across the Glyders, then down the devils kitchen. With all these
activities, the three days flew by and under squadron movement orders
we headed for our respective TAC's and a well earned long weekend.
TANOD AT 80 Q ADRO ' - RUNCOR.
80 Cheshire Yeomanry ignal Squadron opened their doors on the
·Territorial Army ational Open Day', along with all the other Territorial
Army units in the area, with two ideas in mind. Firstly to allow their
neighbours and people living in the Runcorn area to come along and see
what we do. the equipment we use and the facilities that we have.
econdly to allow potential recruits the opportunicy to come and have an
informal look at the unit. 80 Sqn is a Ptarmigan equipped Sabre squadron
form mg pa.rt of 33 L.a ncashtre and .c~eshire (Volunteer) Signal Regiment.
Their role is to provide part of a d1g1tal, secure, Tactical communications
Y.ste~ for the u~e of various arms and Corps within the army but
pnmanly the Command elements. We also display various Anny and TA
hterat:ure an~ brochu.res, including a number of pictures of the Squadron
enjoying social acttv111es and acuon whilst on Exercise.

We had on display a Radio relay detachment manned by Sgl
Bermingham and crew. During the last three years, Sgt Birmingham
has completed six-month tours of both the Falklands and Bosnia working
along ide regular oldiers. The rad io relay detachment is capable of
providing four UHF and SHF radio links over a range of up to SOkms.
The Secondary Acces Switched Mes age Centre vehicle provides the
access into the system for a command formation providing up to 28
telephones, fax machines , data communication lines, and telegraph
capabilities. Most of our equipment is mounted on 4-Ton Bedford
Chassis. This requires that most personnel are capable of driving heavy
goods vehicles. Full training is provided, culminating in attai ning both
HGV (category C) and HGV Articulated (Category C+ E) driving
licence . We also had on display a range of the military equipment that
every soldier mu t know how to use, such as the SA80 Rifle and the
Light Support Weapon. Thi display was provided by Sgt Murphy who
has, over the last couple of years completed a tour of duty in Bosnia
serving with the regular unit in theatre. We had also arranged for the
range to be open so that visitors could try their hand with the rifle. This
was under strict and direct supervi ion by qualified personnel, and proved
popular with a number of the younger vis itors.
Visitor were welcome to walk round and quiz the various personnel
on hand to explain the different equipment that were on show. We al o
made use of the day to help us test some of the equipment in readines for
a number of Regiment and Brigade exercises. This allowed the visitor to
see the equipment in action. This year these will culminate in the
Regiment ' s participation in Exercise Flying Falcon in October in
Germany, when the squadron will deploy to Germany for its Annual
Camp and Exercise with both other TA a nd Regular Regiments. The
Regiment is al. o heading-up a Squadron of Volunteers to serve in Bosnia.
This will be made up from soldiers who wish to take this opportunity to
be called up and deployed in the place of a regular squadron next year.

35 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

xx xv
0
RSM

Lt ol C. R. Owen
WOI (RS'\1) J. T. Cauldwell

HES & P l"i
Greed got the better of me when l found a discarded packet of sweets
laying at the bottom of the fridge in the TA Centre rest room and I
gleefully ~luffed a handful into my mouth. A I chomped merrily away I
\
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felt the pain of a tooth in my lower jaw shaneri ng and was horrified to
find large chunks of enamel mixed with the sweets. However, the filling,
a lthough damaged, remained intact. ow dentists and I arc just not
compatible, but l resigned my self to the fact that l needed urgent dental
~reatment in case the rest of the tooth gave way to excruciating pain. The
Journey to Bramcote wa unmercifully quick and the dental officer
looked almost plea ed to see me. This did not fill me with confidence, as
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I know I had i nte~ptc d hi s lunch. l.t was straight into the surgery where
the dental nurse ~1ndl y. told me to sit in th.e dreaded recl ining chair, and
with a sympatheti c smile handed me a pair of protecti ve goggles. I did
not have to second-gue s what was coming nex t. Without so much of a
sni ff of Novocain, the suction pump wa in and the drill ing commenced
with a vengea nce. Within ten minu tes my tooth was alm ost back to
normal. Much to my surprise the e pi sode was entirely painless except for
the gri mace on my face that took a week to subside. The sweets I later
d isco ve re~ belonged ~o . the lanyar~ trophy team who had earlier deployed
to Ca tt~ n c k to p~r~1c1pate in thi s phys ically tough, demanding a nd
ex hau tang competataon. What follows is an inspiring and vivid article by
the Team Leader and organiser S gt ' Tosh' Hodgskins.
LA YARD TROPHY 2002 -THE LO GEST DAY
It had s~arted innoce.ntly enough ~ith a phone call. The RSM rang to
task me with the recruitment and training of a team to enter this year's
~anyard '!'rophy competition. On the face of it, this would appear to be a
simple thmg to achieve but for two key words, recruit and 1rai11. How do
you go about convincing a TA soldier that it is in their best interest to
walk 67km carrying a Bergen weighing 401b ? Add on to that the small
matter of it taking place during the week, meant that sold iers would have
to take time off from work in order to take part. Secondly, how do you
coll ectively train a group of soldiers who are s pread all ove r th e
Midlands? To make matters worse l discovered that the Regiment did not
have a uccessful Lanyard 'history'.
Over recent year~ , despite entering many teams , we have for one
reason or another failed to get even one soldier over the finishing line.
Thi s apparently simple task was becoming more complicated by the
second ! I started to recruit from within my own squadron (it' far ca ier to
brainwash soldiers who you see every Tuesday night!) Cpl Adrian
Proffitt was the first to fall. He had b~en o~ the team a few years ago
when they . had withdrawn at the 31-mile point, so he had omethiag to
prove to himself. He was closely followed by SSgt Kev Bannigan and
LCpl Ian Townsend who both Jumped at the chance to prove their
manhood to the rest of the Squadron. It wasn't long before Capt Chris
1oseley (HQ Sqn) and LCpl Tim Wallace (95 Sqn) heard what was
going on and got in touch to say they were up for it. Just as things were
starting to look promising, the volunteer pool dried up! To ensure any
degree of success, a team of ten was needed to start. Eight of the e had to
fini sh the competition allowing two to drop out in case of injuries .
Despite the setback, we decided to crack on with the training, cross our
finger and hope, that a the weeks went by, our ranks would swell with
volunteers. Collective training proved extremely difficult , so team
members engaged in a vigorous individual training programme in
preparation for the competition that wa drawing ever closer.
With just three days to go, we could muster only a team of six men.
Failure wa staring us in the face and things were not looking good. Then
two rays of light appeared in the shape of LCpl 'PH' Parry HaJI and
Sig 'Lighting' Linden, who both embarked on a crash course of physical
training. Lightning had only been in the TA for a few weeks and had no
idea what he was letting himself in for. He was relatively fit, willing and
keen. Miraculously l now found my elf with a team of eight men. This
meant we could now qualify for the TA competition but could not afford
to lose anyone through injury. Undeterred, l headed up to Wathgill Camp
on the morning of Wednesday 22 May to book the team in, sort out some
admin and await the arrival of the team. As the day progres ed, I aw the
other teams arrive, weigh in, sort their admin and retire to their room to
prepare their feet and equipment. There was still no ign of our lot!
At 2230hrs that night, ju t as the other teams were falling asleep. the
35 Sig Regt team arrived and spent two hour banging and crashing
around in the block sorting themselve out. At 0030hrs, it was lights out.
At 0230hrs on Thursday 23 May, after only two hours kip we were sitting
an the cookhou e eating a fry up and wondering what the hell we had let
ourselves in for! We were driven to the start point at Battle Hill ranges on
a dark, cold, wet morning by LCpl Marianne Meeks and after weighing
an our kit, had a bit of a team talk. We decided that whatever happened
~v~ would finish as a team even if it meant slowing down if someone got
lllJured. As we formed up at the tart point, it became obvious we were
not going to set any land peed record . Some of the regular teams had
devoted months to training for the event and it was a foregone conclu ion
that we would be no match for them. At OSOOhrs the tarting pistol
sounded and we were offi
As we arrived at checkpo int I (6kms) things were going well and
everyone felt fine, but by checkpoint 2, 'PH' wa beginning to have
problem with his feet. This wa temporarily resolved with some
painkillers. Tbe team co ntinued along the route to checkpoint 4 where
LCpl Marianne Meeks met us in the support vehicle. We moved on
through checkpoints 5, 6 and 7, by which time the strain of tabbing was
starting to take its toll on everyone. Finally, we made it to checkpoint 8
where hot food and a brew were waiting for u (or would have been if we
had arrived there a bit earlier!). By this time PH had to remove one pair
of socks and take the insoles out of hi boots as his feet were continuing
to sw~ll so much. The whole team although slightly battered and brui ed
by this time, were still in good spirits, despite the fact that we had now
been walking for nearly 14 hours and had covered about 3Skms (the
equivalent of nearly five back-to-back TA CFT's with almo t double the
weight!). Checkpoi nts 9, 10 & 11 all pas ed in a bit ofa painful blur with
no . major incidents and the whole team were coping well, although
fatigue was definitely beginning to show. As we arrived at checkpoint 12.
we r?ce1ved a devastating blow to morale. The QC, Capt Chris Moseley
was mformed that we had only one hour and ten minutes to complete the
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n ~xt leg ~ f t~e. rout~ or we w.ould be ~ithdrawn from the competition.
Picture this - 11 s 9. o clock at night, getting dark and you've been walking
fo r 17 ~ours carrym~ 401bs on your back. The regular Army teams were
averag mg l hr 3Smins over this particular leg of the journey and the
~as test ~1me was I hr (the Par~'s) . Once we started the leg it would be
1mposs1ble to recover us until we reached checkpoint 13 , which was
nearly 6kms away. The team was given the chance to withdraw and head
back to camp in the mini.bus. The alternative was virtually 1mposs1ble.
Run .6kms cross-country in the dark fa ter than teams that had been in
training for months. What choice did we have? We all agreed - go for
broke and then the adrenaline kicked in! LCpl ' PH ' Parry Hall (who
sec~ed ~o forget that he was crippled) took off up the hill like a scorched
rabbit with the rest of us trying to keep up with him! LCpl Tim Wallace
t~ok ,a tumble durmg the. final couple <;>f km's, cutting his head open but
dtdn.t feel he had the ttme to sort himself out so he ju t carried on
running. About SOOm from the checkpoint ig ' Lightning' Linden came
out of the darkness, grabbed Cpl Adria n Proffitt's arm and started
dragging him .along the road (muc~ to his immense surprise and di gust
as he was domg fine anyway). With S seconds to spare we made it in,
only to be told that the 21C of 216 Sig Sqn didn't believe that we were
actually there. R~sult: eight knackered but jubilant soldiers trying to
shout down a radio handset! We set off again in total darkness, heading
towards the next checkpoint but by now everyone was in a really bad
way. As well a the physical pain people were falling asleep whilst they
walked.

The jubilant but exhausted team on their return
This was now turning into the longest day of our lives. I have to admit
our main motiv~tor was ' Lightning· Linden. o one wanted to drop out
before the recruit did, and as long as he kept going we could still finish a
a team and achieve our initial aim . Checkpoints 14 and IS dragged by
and as we hauled ourselve into 16 we were met once again by the 21C of
216 Sqn. He could not believe that we wanted to continue. We had been
tabbing for 18 hour at thi point and things were looking dire. PH's feet
were really bad, LCpl fan Townsend wa running out of jokes and S gt
Kev Bannigan had picked up a knee injury and gone a really funny pale
colour. Once again we were set a deadline, I hr 30min to cover the next
two checkpoints or we would be withdrawn. Again the fear of failure
kicked in, PH started running, and we made the di tance in the required
time. There were only two legs of the route to go (about I 2km ) and as
long as we kept walking we would be allowed to fini h. 2km into the
penultimate leg we uffered two setbacks. Firstly. Capt Chris Mo eley
took command of the map and convinced u he knew where he wa
going. Secondly, l belie ed him!
At about 0230hrs on the morning of Friday 24 (19 1/ 2 hours after we
had started) PH took a tumble and popped the cartilage in hi knee
reducing our movement forward to a crawl. The decision wa· made to
quit the competition and casevac PH to the ncare t road. All that was
between us and the road was the small matter of 2km , a crag and a
wood! The QC went to recce a afe route to the road whit t the re tofu
collapsed onto the floor in a heap. On hi return it wa with weary leg .
back and heart that we truggled to our aching feet and made our ' ay
down to the main road to checkpoint I . We felt certain that we would be
withdrawn from the competition. a it had taken u o long co complete
thi leg whil t bringing PH down off of the hill. l ran on ahead to the
checkpoint to warn them that we ' ere bringing in a ca ualty. Here I
found that LCpl Marianne 1ecks had been so worried about u that he
had gone out in the minibus, driving around trying to find u 1 PH
struggled in to the checkpoint, leaning heavily on hi walking tick like
an old man and hi . Bergen was loaded onto the recovery vel11clc. We
were inconsolable. The team had walked 6Skms in 23 hour . we had
navigated our way cro s-country in the dark for nearly half the route
(something no other team had had to do) and now we were gomg to fail
at the la t hurdle. The 216 qn taff ergcant in charge of the checkpoint
made a call on the radio to tell Radcon that we had arrived at the
checkpoint and turned to me with a smile on hi face. 'They're going to
let you finLh,' he declared! The la t 2kms flashed by, literallyl With
afety vehicles in front and behind we fom1ed up in rwo rank· and mo\'ed
a quickly as we could do1 n the road to \ athgill amp. We rounded th·
final bend to be greeted by the
O' and soldiers of 216 ig qn who
had been manning the checkpoints throughout the day and ni >ht. The
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Para': lapped and cheered and the bird ung the dawn chorus as the
team cro · ed the finishing line 23hrs and 39mins after we had started.
· I ·it "ritmg thi article. looking back on l'rnbably the harde t 24
hour:> of my life, I can truly ay that I feel a great• · sense of achievement
than I have had in a very long time. The Lnn)'lll ti Trophy is omething
that 1 have always wanted to try but never had the bottle. I know that it
took u~ a long time to get round (the London farathon and a man m a
diving . mt spring · to mind) but r know that every single member of our
team gave l 00° o for the whole competition. The winning team gave a
l 00° o a: well but they only did it for 14 houn.. ould they have pu hed
thcmsel\e for nearly 24hrs at full capacity J wonder? I know that it was
fear (fear of failure) that kept me going when things were bad. A the
P I of a ignal quadron 1 would have been unable to look my oldiers
in the eye had I dropped out. apt Chri Mo eley couldn't drop out
becau e he was our leader. but what about the other TA soldiers who
make up this roll of honour? ig 'Lightni ng' Linden with boot · only a
fe\\ \\eeks old. no training. no infa ntry bergen and no previous
experience, but ince his expcrienc with a jar of va eline we ha e now
named him 'Grea. ed Ligthning' . ig Tim Wallace with hi face cut open
and bleeding.
gt Kev Bannigan (all 19 stone of him) and a dodgy
knee. LCpl ·PH' Parry Hall with his cartilage hanging out of his knee
and his feet in tatters. Finally. Cpl Adrian Proffit and LCpl Ian
Townsend who. near lo e hau tion, still carried on . Through their
perseveranc , pirit, hecr gut & determination and commitment as TA
oldiers they ucceeded where others would have surely failed and
deserve applau e. ee you all next ear!

Thi' honour was bestowed on Maj Mark Whittingham AGC the
Regimental RAO. who both delighted and apprehensive over his new role
and claim to fame . He wa · guided well by the VWO, WOI Terry
Douglas. Maj Whittingham took great pleasure in presenting the award
of Best Regimental Recruit to Sig Lee Kcnncford of 89 Sqn which
make it two in a row for 9 Sqn. He then congratulated all rec;.uits on
their achievement and thanked family and friends present for their
essential support.
~~--i""'-;:::17..-::,,...,...---,-==--r-r-..-.-i"T'"',..,...,..........__

rescuing pigeons! The team did, however, did display remarkable
strength of character by participating in the event on Day 2. Fi nally the
RSIT inspection was a tremendous success and all Squadrons arc to be
congratulated on their efforts.
Lost: Believed removed from th e personality board in RHQ
photograp,hs of Capt Jack Jennings and ~02 (now c;apt) John Watso~
(late AGC, now R Signals). Any 1nformallon as to their whereabouts will
lead to a substa ntial reward and hopeful embarrassment to the
perpetrators!

~;;;;;;;::==~

W02 (Now Capt) John Watson and Capt Jack Jennings
the pair of missing poseurs

Here's one for the pie -

SSgt Dave Arnot and his rescued pigeon

36 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
The certificate proves we did it!

RECR ITI 'G AND P BLICITY
Expectations were high that the TA Open Day this year would at least
~e a major improven:ient on the previous two years when, despite
immense effort" we failed t~ attract large members of the public through
~ur gates. 1:he strategy. tht year wa for joint displays with lots of
mteracuve displays both m TA Centres and in the local Town Centres. To
accommodate this even the date was changed to Saturday 18 May in the
hope of mi.Ider weather and more potential customers. As you cannot
plan for fa1l~re, all of our plans anticipated a successful day and we
eagerly awa.1ted member of the public to come flooding through the
gates or visu our external tands. The day ended with mixed results.
Re~ettably v1 its to TA Centres was down on last year, but a great deal
of mtere:.t wa shown m i:iur external displays. This seems to point the
wa':f ahead to keep the TA m the public eye! As for potential recruits. it is
a bJI early LO tell until thu ·e who expressed an interest on the day appear
m person at TA centres, but it 1s looking promising for one or two
Squadrons. On an even more positive note, another TAFS Course
complc~ed their init!~I trainin~ at Canley on aturday 25 May,
culmmatmg m the trad1ttonal badgmg parade. This particular parade was
~mque _m that for th first time it is believed in the Regiments history the
mspectmg officer was non-Royal Signals.

A view of the badge presentation
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The Course Photo!
NEW RO
D
A;gain to keep you abreast of what has been going on throughout the
Regiment, here are some brief but interesting clips of ncwswo1thy events
~rom around the regiment. On San1rday 25 May the Officers' Mess dined
m the new CO, Lt Col Calvin Owen and dined out Capt Ashley Dillon
and a li.ttle belatedly Lt Col Richard Hemmings (now in charge of the
Cadets m Shropshire) and fonner Adjt, Capt Bob Lovett. The Mess al o
extended a special welcome to the new Adjt, Capt Jack Jenning and to
Capt Pete louland who as Mr Vice made a memorable Royal Toast!
Elsewhere we have seen one or two other changes to the Regimental
Perma~en.t Staff We h~ve said farewell to Ca pt John Watson on his
com~1ss1on and appomtment as PSAO of 96 Sig Sqn , and to the
outgomg YofS, W02 Phil Tonks. We have also extended a special
welcome to their replacements W02 Chris Smith AGC and Sgt
(Y?fS) teve Hillier..Special welcomes are also extcnd~d to Sgt (FofS)
Mick Fawcett, who JOtns R.HQ and to S gt Gaz Eastlake, who joins 95
Sqn as.an SPSI. ~o all our new arrivals, we wish them a happy and
rewardmg tour with t~e Regiment. 'How the mighty are crestfallen '
would sum up the feelings of our illustrious Orienteering Team. They
approached the Army .Oricuteering Championships at Bordon Heath on
Wednesday 15 May with a great deal of confidence. Despite a hard run
on. Day I, the team comprising of Capt Tom Jeffries, Capt John
Middler, SSgt Dave Arnot and Sgt Colin Richards, were convinced
they had done well, especially since they had one or two map reading
experts m the group. But as ever there is a fine line between victory and
defeat, especially wl~en the electronic punching machine revealed that the
fourth runner had miss-punched the second control card disqualifying the
whole t~am. I p_rom1sed I would not emba rrass Tom by revealing t~e
runners name m The WIRE . These days Dave Arnot's key skill 1s
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Lt Col W. D. L. Brown TD
WOl (RSM) W. J. Morrow

REGIME TAL HEADQ ARTER - TLFORD
. As these note go to pres tho e who work in RHQ will be sighing
with relief that a hectic six month have pas ed and that some comfort
can be taken from the fact a con iderable amount has been achieved. The
relief will be hort lived for after we have returned from our break away
m t~e sunshine we will working furiously towards Ex Arrcade Falcon for
whi ch the Regiment will be deploying to Germany in October. We
welcome Cpl ' Taff' Philips the new CO's driver and his family from
sunny Brawdy. We hope you enjoy your time with the Regiment 'Taff'.
44 (Cl Q E PORTS)

lCNAL SQUADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Mark Baker
SPSI
Sgt C raig Marlow
44 qn is still alive and well and still li vi ng in Grays and Southend.
We may be out in the sticks but we arc still on the up. Welcome to our
new. PSAO Capt Dave Watson TD who joins us on retiring from the
Reg1111ent recently afler 30 years in the TA. Hopefully he will breathe
some new life into the Squadron on the admin side. We al o welcome
back LCpl Kirsty haw after 12 month away in BATU . The quadron
has ~een relatively busy lately with inspections and preparation for them.
gettmg ready for the TA ational Open Day and tl1e almost obligatory
annu~I outhcnd Airshow. The Open Day didn't provide a mass of
recn11ts but we have decided to go for quality not quantity. The enquiries
~hat we have had all turned out to be positive and hopefully in the next
is uc we can welcome some more recruits to the Squadron. The
Worslupful Mayor of Thurrock, Cllr Barrie Lawerence. visited Grays
TA Centre, as did Brig D. R. Wilson, Comd 49 (Ea t) Brigade. Both met
members of the quadron in the shopping precinct in the town centre and
to the TA Centre it If. There was a good turnout for the airshOI with
Squadron personnel coming from both from Gray and outhcnd. The
weather was kind am! over the course of the three-day . how we had
twcnty-~our serious enquiries about life in the TA. Hopefully we will be
welco111111g even more recruits. This weekend also coincided with the
Golden Jubilee and to celebrate the 50 year of Her Maje ty's reign a
JJubilee party was held at Southend TA on the afternoon of Monday 3
une.
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The local Mayor, Cllr Barrie Lawrence,
being briefed by LCpl Rob Himsworth on aspects of the Squadron

Over 140 members and their families attended and all 60 children were
presented with a Golden Jubilee Mug ns a memento. pecial thanks go to
LCpl Stu Robinson who orga ni ed the whole party with the admirable
as istancc of his wife Lisa. gt Har ry lonk and hi wife Lisa and io
Lee Pullen and his wife Linda were also in trumental in making th~
party go with a swing. Thanks to all thc · c and of course to all \\hO
allended making it a great uccc s.
\: e are looking forward now to the Freedom Parade that take · place on
arurday 8 June when the whole Regiment c erci cs it': right to the
Freedom of Redbridge. Members of the quadron and their families \\ill
be attending and we will bring you news of thi event in the nc. t edmon
of The WIRE.
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FAREWELL MESSAGE FROM
BRIGADIER C. J. BURTON OBE ADC
SOINC(A)

would sometimes make our way back into Ca mp for a quick shower and
change of clothe . Other ti mes. we wou ld j ust stay out on the ' block' and
rough it for a bit with the lads, especially if there were ni ght moves and
early morning attack planned. We 'shadowed' our Platoon all the time to
en ure their afety due to the high ri sks involved in live firing. The pace
wa fa st and you had to hove your wits about you all the time.

(L-R): Brig D.R. Wilson, Maj Ma rk Baker, LCpl Rob Himsworth,
Sig Michael Kelleher in Grays shopping precinct
Q UAD RON LADLES' DI 'NER lGHT
In December, the quadron Officers' Me and Warrant Officers' and
ergeant ' Mes combined to hold a joint Ladie · Dinner ight in order
to say farewell to three members of the Squadron, W02 Pete tockwell,
a former S 1 with the quadron, and S gt Trevor Fra n klin , the
quadron Pay ergeant. were given a fine send-off, having gi en great
upport to the quadron during many years of service. The QC thanked
them on behalf of all ranks, before making the leaving presentations. The
third person to be 'Dined Out' was the retiring PSAO, Capt Graham
Bro"n. Ca pt B row n ha erved in the Army for more years than he
cares to remember, although he did tell us all (once or twice .. . ). He
originally enlisted a a Junior oldier at only 15 year of age. He erved
his whole Army career with REME, until he 'sa" the light' and became
the P AO of 44 ig qn in 1992 on retiring from the Regular Army
under 'Option for Change'. Ca pt Brown has erved the Squadron and
Regiment devotedly, de pite his sometimes ·victor Meldrew'
manneri ms. and that he ha always been committed to the career
development and welfare of Squadron personnel. especially the Junior
Soldier . His high standard and elf-motivation ha e inspired others.
The quadron would also like to take this opportunity publicly to thank
Ca pt Bro" n, W 0 2 tockwell and SSgt F r anklin for their devotion and
commitment to 44 ig Sqn, and wi h them and their families all good
wi hes for the future.
FAREV ELL TO W0 2 ( SM) 1 ElL FAWSITT.
In April , the Squadron said farewell to W0 2 (SSM) ' eiJ Fawsitt.
S . I Fa\\ sitt served with 44 Sig Sqn , 36 Sig Regt since 1993 , after
transferring from 215 qn RCT (V) under 'Options for Change'. On bis
last parade with the quadron (was it his first as well. .. ?), we were all
treated to weapon drill followed by a 'lovely curry ' cooked by Sgt
Hila ry Higg ins and accompanied by a drink or two! The Squadron
presented W0 2 Fa\\ sitt with a bronze crouching Signaller in recognition
of hi outstanding long service and dedication to us all. All ranks of 44
ig qn would like to wish 'eil and his family all the best for the future.

(L-R): SSgt Trevor Fra n klin, Ca pt G raha m Brown,
W02 Pe te Stockwe ll
WI TE RI'\' C
A DA - by LCp/ Kirsty Shaw
ln early 200 I, I applied to the PSAO to volunteer to serve with the
regular army based in BATUS. I was successful in my application and
!le\' to Canada on a RAF Tri Star from Brize orton. I arrived at Ca lgary
International Airport in Alberta on Friday 6 April 2001. Here is where
my FTRS began! For the summer, my role was as a driver in RSCG
(Range Safety C:ontrol Group) Infantry Section. I was assigned my
calbign, 36B and a vehicle. My job was to drive my commander who
"a~ a 1ilan missile safety officer. Our job was to ensure that the Milan
Platoon of the Battle Group on cxerci e didn't breach any safety rules of
firing the \lfilan mi site. Most of the time, Milan Platoon were the
\\arrior APCs and 11 was quite hectic trying to keep up with the tracked
\chicle ma L_and Rover llO o~er the terrain of the prairie. We would stay
out on c.xcrc1sc for the duration and once the 'mi sion' was over. we
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LCpl Kirsty Shaw takes a break during Training on the Prairie
Danger came not only from the u e of live ammunition but al o from
other vehicles. We would be chasing at anything up to six Warrior and
we would be completely surrounded by them . If you didn't keep your
eyes open you could easily be squa hed . Thi could be particularly hard
when the temperature rose to around + 40 degrees centigrade. I have to
say, although it was hard work, long hours, ration packed meals and
sleeping in a sleeping bag on the roof of my Land Rover, I had an
absolutely excellent time. I saw and experienced a whole range of
fighting equipment, weapons and vehicles, tl1at the British Army bas. It is
the close t and best training a soldier can get to prepare to fight in a real
land war. I enjoyed the summer so much in Canada that I decided to
apply for an extension and stay on for the winter. J worked in the BATUS
Workshops, B - Line as a driver. My j ob was to move ' B' vehicles to and
from different parts of the workshops and all over the FMA (Force
Maintenance Area). Also to do ' A' jobs on vehicles called in to be
repaired by the REME. When tbe REME were busy we would assist them
to increase the turn over of vehicles to achieve our weekly target and be
able to knock off early on a Friday. The winter offers you loads in the
way of winter sports. Skiing, snowboarding dog sledding and ice
climbing were some of the Adventure Training packages on offer to u .
The Canadian Rocky Mountains are only three hours drive away so a
group of us took advantage of this and regularly drove there for a
weekend of kiing. A lso, Calgary is on the way and it is an excellent
place to stop for a weekend with pubs and clubs galore. There is an
ab olutely wonderful shopping mall and a zoo too! Edmonton is another
favorite to be visited, as it reportedly, bas the largest shopping mall in the
world, with an ice rink, dolphins, indoor theme park, indoor water park,
cinemas and pretty much anything else you can think of. Summer is
excellent for go! fers and water sports fans too. There are two lakes only
one hour away in either direction where you can windsurf, dinghy sail
and jet-ski .
45 (ESSEX) SIG AL SQ UADRO (VO LUNTEER S)
Sqn Comd
Maj M ike W hite
SSM
W0 2 Loui se Walker
Since the last edition of The WIRE it has been a very busy period for
the Squadron. The major focus bas been the series of communications
exercises and the completion of this years trade training modu les. Add to
that the Vehicle ECI and the annua l weapons inspection and it has been
extremely busy. For the exercises Colchester Tp bas not had to travel far.
Only all the way to Friday Woods and then straight back to the TA
Centre. 750 Troop from Warley has at least managed to drive their
vehicles up the A 12 and straight back down. Meanwhi le the Regimental
Operations Staff have been accommodated in Hotel Colchester, looked
after by the hotel manager SSgt Gerry M cG ach y. (Maybe a second
career is on the horizon). Overall the exercises have been highly
successful with a great deal of work comp leted in preparation for Annual
Camp 2002. The final Trade Training modules were completed with two
soldiers completing their Class 2 and 5 completi ng their C lass 3. A
special mention to Sig Tom Load er from 750 Tp at Warley on being the
first TA Soldier in the Squadron to comp lete his Technician Cla s 3 Trade
fo r many years. Congran1 lations to 2Lt Katherine Fisher on completion
of her TA Commissioning course at RMA Sandhurst. She now takes over
the post of Officer Commanding 750 Troop in Colchester. Also Well
Done to Cpl Ma r tin Woollard of 750 Tp on comp letion of bis PT! Class
3 course with an overa ll B grade. Also on the recent Lanyard Trophy
Team for bei ng one of on ly three finis hers in the Regiment's Team (the
other two were Regu lars). And a fina l congratul ations to Sig athan
Edn er of 751 Tp, on receiving the award for best endeavor on his recent
recruits course at Blandford.
J C O CA DRE C O R E - by Sig (now LCPL) Stuart - Top Student
Wee kend I : The four members of 45 Sqn (Warley), igs Alison
Continued on Page 313
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FROM 3 DIV TO AFRICA, ROYALTY, TELEVISIO ' ,
MOTORCYCLES FAREWELLS A D FIRE JUMPS!
On completion of The White Helmets selection course held last
November, LCpl Nick Pallis, LCpl Damien C horlton, Cpl Damien
Laws, LCpl Rich Gibson, Sig Pug Holroyde, Cpl Joh n Strachen and I
- Sig Dave Cu m berla nd (second tour) were invited to return to
Blandford for the start of our probationary two months training period
with the Team.
SOUTH AFRICA, CHARITY WORK
o ooner had LCpl ick Pallis and I arrived at Blandford than we
were a ked if we had a pa sport and £200, the answer was a definite ye ,
as we knew that we had been selected to accompany the Team on a
Charity Mission in Johannesburg outh Africa. Two days later we were
in Africa . I bad joined the Team for something different and new
challenges but I would never have expected thi ! I was in South Africa
for four week !
The Team had been invited to Africa by a British charity, Mis
Dorothy dot COM, to assist with the refurbishment of a Special cbool in
Johannesburg. Mentally and physically disabled children primarily attend
the chool , across the ethnic divide. It is particularly special in that it
concentrates in teaching the children life kill , in the hope that they will
be employable after school year . The name of the charity is about
children u ing the Internet to communicate on an international scale, and
the aim is to protect chi ldren worldwide. The Charity i proving to be a
great success, with many famous faces showing tl1eir support including
Lorraine Ke ll y, In g rid Ta rr a n t, Ly nd a B e llin g h a m , Honour
Blackman and tJ1e founder Sha ron Doughty a ky ews Reader. Being
out of sea on the Team jumped at the chance to as i t. e pecially a a
potential publicity vehicle for the Team, the Corps and the Army.

Sgt Ch ris Hu nt a nd LCpl Ma tt S cott meet HRH P rince And re w
in S . Africa
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LCpl S cot Eccott in S . Africa
Our work included re-painting 19 classroom , knocking do' n and rebuilding unsafe playground walls, a si ting in the clear-out of an old
kitchen to be utilised a a kills room and a lot of Public Relation· work.
Apart from greeting Princ e A ndrew when he arrived for a trade
conference, we vi ited a nursery for abandoned children with . ID ,
auditioned for a Burger King adverti ement, appeared on T . Radio and
in every local and ationa l . African new paper there wa . aturally we
were expected to put on a mall sho\ for the chool, Educ~tion
Department (who put us up in a Hotel). pon or' and Fund Ra1 er .
BMW and Yamaha kindly offered u the u e of their motorcycle and
LCpl ·Tonka' Richardson took charge. The how wa a succe · e'en
though the only two day we had tO train and it rained heavily!
T RAI I G
DTH E OP E l G HOW
Back in England we had four day before rravclling to Cl~e ter for four
weeks training. During the montl1 the who le team learned tncks and ndc.
to a tandard good enough to do a bow in fron t of RAF caland. On
arrival back at Blandford the team continued training on Blandford
airfield unti l ' e were ready for the Opening how _on 26 pril. "hen ~II
the fir t year received their well earned and h1ghl coYctcd \\hue
Helmets. The day proved to be very pecial for all of us. with fanuly and
friend , ponsors and VI P in attendance. It wa particularly special for
gt Chris Hunt who ' as prc.ented wit h hi Long cr\'icc and Good
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( onduct . 1ed.1I b) the OinC'(A). It was the cul:r1ina.tion of a lot of h~rd
w or and detcm1ination. and the . tar1 of a \er) , xc1tmg 3-):ear tour with
hJllen~c.·. c cit mcnt. tmvcl and camaraderie. t.Cpl. Damian .horltou
"a. pre'-eukd "1th the Luca Trophy for the. most nnpr~ved. nd ' ( ~k
couldn't ride when he arnved but went on to nde a base bike m the S1xBike Fan and learned to reverse ride!), and Cpl Ja on Hooper ( 1ypo)
the Elston Trophy for the most contribution to the Tean:i (In tructor,
Dri1cr. l'iddler. and general top bloke). Both of the Trophic, were well
de.· ·n·cd.

MULTI-NATIONAL BRIGADE (CENTRE)
1 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215)
OPERATION AGRICOLA VIII
215 SIG AL SQUADRO TAKE OVER AS FORCE IG AL
Q ADRO MULTI ATIO AL BRIGADE (CE TRE)
At 0800hrs on Monday 22 April 2002, 215 Sig Sqn officially took
over as the force ignal squadron within Multi- ational Brigade Centre,
based al Slim Lines in Pristina. They are now the KFOR oldiers
rcspon iblc for the Communications and Information Systems
Infrastructure for the whole of the Brigade area of responsibility, a key
command tool for the Brigade Commander, Brig S. Mayall. They took
over from 200 Signal quadron - their sister squadron - who return to
cnnelarger in Germany, with the outgoing Officer Commanding, Maj A.
Blackwell handing over respon ibility to the Officer Commanding 215
Sig qn Maj J. Botterill , at a handover ceremony outside the camps
main gate .
.
It ~I ·o marked the meet~ng
of three 200 Sig Sqn Regimental Sergeant Majors (RSMs). The ex1stmg
one WOl (RSM) Lawes and Majs K. Jones (200 Sigs) and T. Crane
(215 Sigs) both old RSMs of the quadron. 215 Sig S9n from Tidworth
in Wiltshire have amongst them soldiers from several different regiment
from within the Corp . These include individuals from 7 and 16 Signal
Regiments at Bruggen Gennany, 30 Signal Regiment at Bramcote in the
UK. who are providing a 501 satellite detachment, and 2 Signal Regiment
at York. In addition to this they al o have a number of Territorial Army
oldiers who have vo lunteered for the tour and number of soldiers based
in Corsham providing the rear link back to the UK.

ormally focussing upon the provi ion of. a deployab.le fie ld
hcadquaners to the brigade commander, on Op Agricola Vlll. this make
up only part of the Squadron s commitments. Elements of the quadron
have had a teep learning curve getting to grip with the modem fixed
communications systems that exi t within theatre syst~ms, that have been
especially procured for u e within Ko ovo. The e include the CLEO
ecure telephone y iems. the TETRA polygon VHF ecure radio system
and the OATlS (Op Agricola Th~atre Information Syst~m) computer
system providing e-mail and an mtra-net acros the brigade area of
respon ibility. Hand in hand with the new systems, .th~ officer an~
so ldier of 215 Sig Sqn are getting used to .working w1thm a true multi
national brigade that includes the Swedish, Fms, orwegian . Czechs and
Slovaks. The hand over of command from 200 to 215 ignal Squadron
pas ed off seam le sly by allowing the Brigade Commander and his staff
to continue their work.

Cpl Damian Laws receives his White Helmet at the Opening Show
If you are interested in joining The White Helmets call 94371 2365 for
more mformation.

THE JOURNEY TO PRJSTI A - by lCpl Win:ar
.
It was on a sunny Wednesday morning in mid April whcn.215 .1g 9n
and other element of I Mechanised Brigade left to begm their epic
journey to Pri tina in Kosovo. A en e of dread hung over mo t head as
we boarded the coaches to Brize orion. For our first challenge of the
tour, we had to fight boredom and the harshne s of airport chair . ext
we had to defeat the mo t sen itive metal detectors e er mad.e ....
Overcoming these obstacles the first part of the journey passed relat1v~ly
smoothly until we arrived at Thesoloniki. in Greece. to r7ndezvous \ 1th
the ship carrying all the Squadron equ ipment and vehicle.. The first
impression most people had wa that T homas ook had failed 111 their
brochure to mention just how bad the place sme lt. Mo t of the
inexperienced members of the quadron thought that we had alre~dy
arrived in a deprived bombed out area of Ko ovo. Still, complamts a 1dc,
we were well looked after and they even managed to book torren~ial ram
for u while we booked into theatre. The next day was spent relaxin.g and
sunbathing and preparing for the final part of the journey,. the dnve to
Pristina. At about 2300hrs we left for the port of Thes alomk1 to ~ollect
our veh icles. It was here that we began our sleep deprivation c erci e. t
I OOOhr the next day we were near to Pri tina, and our beds were all that
concerned u .

F REWELL
LT COL R. G. ' I CHOL 0 - FORMER TE M CAPTAI '
On 3 April 2002 the .0 of 11 Signal Regiment Lt Col 'Roddy'
icholson (former Team captain) was ridden away from the Officers'
\.less on top of a ladder attached to tbe back of a motorcycle, reverse
nddcn by LCpl 'Tonka' Richardson. Lt Col icholson then showed his
kill when he took charge of the centre bike of the Three-Bike Fan to exit
the camp. Chief Instructor SSgt Paul Boughey then presented him with a
new White Helmet. Both 'Tonka' and SSgt Baughey were members of
the Team during his aptaincy. The Team is very grateful for his
continued sur,pon and loyalty during his 'reign'.
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It was at Slim Lines, our home for the next ix months, that our
journey finally ended and works tickets were closed down. Any chances
of an early knock off and a warm bed went up in flame a an annoyingly
enthusiastic and happy S gt McDonald appeared \1-ith hundreds of jobs.
Whilst we fantasi ·ed about leep, we were thrust onto thiny-minure
notice to move dets, land-by dets and other shift pattern . Ju t o other
lucky people could go home. The efficiency of the Troop also amazed me
a they had even managed to plan a guard shift for us before we had left
England. However, finally darknes arrived and we were allowed to
knock off with the terrible knowledge that we still had ix months of our
sentence left to do.
The next days and weeks passed quickly and looking back it is
amazing what we have accomplished in such a hon period of time. The
vehicles have been cleaned again and again to bring them up to a
standard that Land Rover themselves would be proud of. The mud and
rain ofTidworth bas been replaced with the hot sun hine of Ko ovo. Our
armoured as ets have been parked and hidden away in garages due to a
reduction in Operational track movement, which ha rai ed morale
through the roof. All that remains now is for 215 Sig Sqn to have a safe
tour of Kosovo, where possible have some fun, and save load of money.

SLIM LINES PRISTr A HOLDS
A GOLDEN JUBJLEE WEEKE D TO REMEMBER
MNB(C) HQ and Sig Sqn engaged in a who.le-hearted ce!e.bration of
Her Maje ty Queen Elizabeth ll's Golden Jubilee by organ~smg ~vents
ranging from sport competition to a f~cy. dres pany. De p1te bemg on
Op Agricola VIH the Commander. Bng 1moo Mayall and the Offi~er
Commanding, Maj John Bottcrill were both keen to mark the occa ion
in a fitting manner.
The first event wa the rugby match between I Mech Bde HQ and ig
qn and 22 Engr Regt at the football tadium in Kosovo-Polje. Both
team had trained hard and neither team was m the mood for defeat. The
quadron team (smartly kitted out in a strip hurriedly flown out by 6 Bn
REME) took the' lead ' ith two early trie and pressured the Engineer '
team into making crucial mi t~kc . However, ~2 Engr proved to be the
stronger of the two teams with three late tnes earnmg them a w.ell
deserved 15-1 O victory. Both teams and the army of spectator , which
included a healthy contingent of locals. thoroughly enJOY~~ the event. not
to mention the loud dance music being played at the ad1ommg fau-ground.
The following day saw the opening match of Engl~n.d'
orld Cup
campaign. This event had, o! course, been e~gerly .antic1pa.ted for along
while and to mark the occa ion a number of wed1 h sold1cn• had been
invited a long to lim Lines. Luckily there wa no of crowd trouble and
both ets of s'Upponers went away contemplating the 1-1 draw.
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Monday 3 June saw the main events of Jubilee elebration when
lim Lines paraded to receive their Jubilee Medals. After presenting the
medal · the Commander read a short message from Her Majesty, adding
a few encouraging word, of his own. The parade wa · followed by a
Drumhead service where prayers were said, lessons read and hymn sung.
truly fitting end to a dignified parade in order lo mark the dedication
and commitment of I fer Maje ty' Armed Forces.
ot to be outdone by the rugby players the footballers duly set off for
the stadium in Pristina. The expectations were high going into this
prestigiou competition and the mood of the bos Maj 'Terry' Crane was
a very postive one. Thi seemed to rub off on the rest of the lad . The two
team entered from lim Lines were fairly strong sides, with the first
team including the likes of LCpl Rick, the ever-reliable Cpl 'Al' Taylor
and the midfield dynamo LCpl 'Doc' Docherty. The second team
included
gt Linton, gt 'John Boy' Manley and ig 'DJ' Latham.
The fir t game was started in a very unconvincing manner but after a
30yard deflected goal, the lads came away with three point from the
Italians. The second fixture was an all British affair agai nst UK Battle
Group 2. Once again they offered a below par performance and a penalty
miss from LCpl Hick, the side came away with a draw that left the lads
needing to beat the orwegians to progre s further in the competition.
Thi game seemed lo bring the best out of the lads but in the end the
Norwegians - the eventual crowned champ ion - proved too much and
won the game 2-1.
The build up for the Queem; Jubilee Party had started two weeks prior
to the vent. A lot of hard work and long hours were put in by all
departments, with a particular mention to Radio Tp personnel with their
bar building experti e. This wa headed up by Sgt 'Mac' McDonald
and LCpl 'Taff' Philips, with the project growing and many a teddy bear
beaten up over changing place and the whim of the QM Maj ' Lawrence
Llewlyn' Crane. On the day it elf around half of Slim Lines turned up to
take part in a 'Tent Erecting' Champion hip. Lot of pretty things were
painted on canva , thanks to Fixed Comms Tp and no one could move for
the union jack . Special thanks go to the EW Tp from 14 Sig Regt and Lt
M-P's decoration of the PU-12 guy ropes - turning his BEWCC into a
mini QE2 look like.
The fancy dress party kicked off around 2000hrs with a few
exceptional costume including Sgt Roadnight as a Gazelle Helicopter,
LCpl 'Stevie' Local as a traffic cone, the RSM as a very dodgy '60s film
star', and 22 Engr as Zulu Warriors. The music started, lights dimmed
and everyone grabbed their two cans of beer. The dancing ensued with
the St Trinians girls proving to be a big uccess - especially from the
Radio Tp perspective - and soaked up the attention. Even per onnel from
the hill top sites were brought down for the night to enjoy the merriment.
The evening rounded off with the lighting of a I 2ft beacon outside camp
by the Brigade Commander - the first in the line of beacons that stretched
right across the Brigade area.

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

·s

HQ TRAJ ' Il\G OPERATIO
DIVISIO
Lt Col Roger Batho left his post as the Chief Instructor of Training
and Operations Division on 28 March 2002, after a lengthy series of
farewell lunches and dmner~. He goos with our very best wishes to an
appointment m the Defence Expons and Sales Organisation within the
'.'vfOD.

The departing Chief Instructor, Lt Col Roger Batho,
receives his cable wagon print from the Commander RSS
Onrmg Lt Col Batho' final weeks in command, he presided over a
long awaited reorganisation of the Division that, together with other
important change~. brought the new ICT Faculty into being. The JCT
!'acuity con~i ts of five secttons covering Telecomm Fundamentals, IS,
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Digital Comms, Principles and Techniques, the latter two primarily
concerned with Phase 2 and 3 trainees. It brings together, under Mr Ray
Halliwell, the teams who are primarily responsible for providing the
underpinning knowledge and delivering the academic content of the
technical and command courses run at RSS . Another key change in
structure was the move of the Command Training Wing, now under the
command of the newly appointed Assistant Chief Instructor - a post held
by the hitherto All Arms Advisor, Maj David Cooper of The Parachute
Regiment. His portfolio within the School has now broadened which may
yet save this Infantry appo intment from the clutches of the new Land
Warfare Centre at Warminster.
HQ Training Operations Division acquired new budgetary
responsibilities as part of the reorganisation and welcomed Mr Tony
Moogan as the Cost Centre Manager. He moved up to the Rotunda from
Training Support Division whilst Mr Alex Fergu son departed his post as
the Leadership and Management Advisor to assume a new appointment
in Training Support Divi ion, that of Head of Exams and Qualifications.
Others who moved include the Power Section, now part of Radio
Systems Group and able Systems Section who are now under IS Group.
With the reorganisation complete the Division welcomed the new Chief
Instructor, Lt Col Jim Dryburgh on 22 April 2002.

11 IG AL REGIME T
1 (OUSTO ) SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. G. J. Howes Royal Canadian Signals
SSM
W02 (SSM) Andy Harriott
THE ARMY MARTIAL ARTS OPE CHAM.PIO HIP 2002
by Sig Heli11
I recently took part in the above event, coming away a very happy
man, but first let me explain my background in the Arts. Whenever
omcone asks me what martial art I do l say, ' TANG SOO DO.' They
always reply, 'TA G SOO what?' Let me clarify what this martial art is
all about.
TA G SOO DO is one of Korea 's foremost and oldest Martial Arts.
THE WIRE, AUGUST 2002
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dating back to 57BC. Around this time Korea was plit into three
kingdoms, the Silla, the Koquryo and the Packche. The Silla Kingdom
sent u corps of elite youths (known as the Hwa Rang Dan) to China to
study and learn martial art and then when the corps returned they started
to train the rest of the army. Eventually the other two kingdoms were
defeated in 668 AD, which means this martial art was honed over 700
years of war. Today TANG SOO DO is both an art form and a fighting
style, being both hard and soft in sty le. The hard style focuses in
incapacitating the opponent and the soft style focuses in discouraging the
opponent from pursuing a conflict. The success of the Association can be
attributed to it policy of retaining a strong family spirit, loyalty, respect
and discipline. This has been reflected in local, national and international
champion hips.
ow to the championships, which took place on 16 March 2002 at
Aldershot. The event was brought to my attention at short notice and so
hasty preparations were made to arrange accommodation, somewhere to
cat. transport and so on. l had no other worries except for the contest
itself. I turned up on the day, and wa asked what Martial Art I studied. I
went through usual rigmarole explain the art form to the event organiser.
It was agreed that I could participate in the three sections of the Junior
TAKWONDO competition, as it's the close t form to my own. The first
event wa forms or patterns, which is demonstrating a sequence of set
movements. I was off to a flyer, coming third. Running concurrently at
the venue was The 5 Division Martial Arts competition so I entered the
patterns event in this competition and managed to pip first place. 1
thought my day couldn't get any better after being named Di vi ional
Champion.
After breaking for lunch, it wa back to the Army Championships, and
time for the sparring or fighting to begin, o after watching the weapon
patterns (which were excellent and always a plea ure to see), 1 had a look
at my opponents. They all had at least four stone on me, so I knew I had
my work cut out if I wa to get anywhere. In my first fight, I broke my
big toe on my left foot, but didn't realise this until afterwards. Overall l
came second in the competition and was understandably beginning to feel
quite happy with myself. The man who won was definitely the best
opponent I have ever come acros and o second was an excellent re ult. I
had to keep calm as my third and final event of the day was Demolitions
which is a board-breaking event using boards graded in colour for their
varying degrees of breakability. The boards used on this day were of the
black variety, the harde t I know off, but I wasn't going to let that put me
off. Eventually it came down to a Gurkha and myself. I went first, and
broke three out of five boards. Then the judges ruled that one of my
breaks should be disallowed due to the use of an incorrect technique. so I
had two breaks in the end. The Gurkha lad tepped up and straight away
broke the first board, remaining in a forward position screaming and
shaking in true Bruce Lee fashion, much to the amu ement of all
involved. You had to admire hi strength. Unfortunately for him the break
wa di allowed and he only broke one more board, so he had one break to
my two. I became the Army Champion and it felt great. I wa ecstatic but
tried not to how it too much. Shortly after, the awards ceremony took
place and the organi ers couldn't believe that r had come out of nowhere
and ended the day with a respectable stash of trophies.
ince then I have been invited to try for the Army team at the end of
May. I can't wait.to get a piece of the avy and RAF in the Inter Services
Champion hips as the experience in itself i going to be great. I woul.d
like to take this opportunity to thank the organisers of the event for their
time and effort, and also the other contestants without whom the Army
Marital Arts Championship would not have been possible.

SUPPORT TO ARMY GOLF A 0 IATIO 'COMP TITIO
by Sig Hodgson
When we were told we were to go for a week of golf ball spoiling at
an Army golf tournament we wondered what was in store for us. Images
of standing for hours on a wet and windy golf cour ·e were conjured up
on the journey down to the West Lancashire Golf lub. Those ball
spotters chosen to attend the tournament were ig 1arshal , . ig
Williams, Sig Evans, ig Davidson , Sig Fowkes, ig Rile , ig
William , ig Torley, Sig Forsyth and myself, Sig Hodgson. We were
accommodated at Altcar Training Camp not far from West Lanes where
the competition was being held. We had no complaints about the camp
and made full use of the local entertainment, making sure it was never to
the detriment of our ball spotting abilities!
The week began at 0600hrs on unday 12 May. in high pirits with
glorious weather as we left Blandford for Liverpool. The good weather
didn't hold out for the full week and so we did end up standing on a wet
and windy golf cour e for at lea t two out of the five days we were there.
but the sun did make a very welcome appearance at times. During the day
we worked in shift and when we weren't out on he cour e we were
entertaining ourselves in the clubhouse. The atmo phere wa nice and we
were made to feel very welcome, especially as we weren't exactly
accustomed to clubhouse rule . During the day the banter flying around
the golf course was good fun and I found myself tempted to take up the
sport.
The balls weren't that hard to pot, and we also had the added
incentive of the fact that losing the Sergeant Major's ball carried the
threat of one of his Monday morning inspections! All in all we found the
experience to be good fun. It could have even recruited a few new
golfers. Apparently one of the ball spotter already looks like Tiger
Wood - so you never know.
EXERCISE LO G TRETCH
From 7-1 7 May 2002 four young, fresh-faced Pha e 2 recruits
embarked upon a I 76mile walk along the path known as Offas Dyke, the
old border between Wales and England. All four walkers were pon ored
and the money raised was split between the Army Benevolent Fund and
the SPCC charities. The format of the walk was to have three men
walking with one driving ahead us admin support. These were ig
Davies. Sig Ryder and ig palding, with Sig Bowles in the support
vehicle. The walk got off to a tough start as the support vehicle has
trouble getting to the tart location. Because of this. end we pent the first
three days carrying all our kit, which made crossing the Clwydian range
very hard. We were obviously very plea ed when Sig Bowle turned up at
the beginning of day three, leaving us with only one small bergen to carry
for the rest of the walk. With lovely weather and brilliant view along the
whole length of the walk, the days flew by and we progre ed well, oon
reaching the Black Mountain , the mo t enjoyable part of the walk.
Eventually we reached the River Wye and followed it down to the
Sedbury Cliffs. Here we were greeted by the Offas Dyke tone. a large
obelisk which reminded us of what we had achieved over the previous ten
days. All in all it was an excellent experience that will be remembered by
us all for ome time to come.

The three walkers pose in bleakest Wales

I
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Sig Helin proudly shows off his trophies
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EXERCISE POTTED DOG 4- 17 PRIL 2002
by Sig S11re11dra limbu
Ex potted Dog i an annual ·ailing exerci e that io Biraj and I
volunteered for. s neither of u had been sailing before and both of u.
had always wanted to have a go. Arriving at Heathrow Airport e~rly on
the morning of 3 April, we met the other members of the exerc1 e. and
they proved to be a fairly mi, ed bag from across all rank of the scr' ices.
John and Brian were from the RAF Regiment, James wa: a young
Lieutenant from the Royal Marines. 'Wally' wa~ a female crgcant
working in Colchc tcr, while Peter wa a civilian working for the MoD
They all had more sailing experience than u and were very keen to ·ho'"
us the rope . We left lleathrow Airpon at 0920hrs and af':er a s~ort flight
arrived in Barcelona. We then learnt that our connect111g flight from
Barcelona to La-Corunna wa cancelled so we caught a flight to an
Diego and travelled to La- onmna by coach.
Dave and Andy, our instm tors, were waiting for u: at La- orunna on
the yacht ' Tht' Lord Portal' . Dave had prcviou ly been 111 the a' y and
was the skipper, whilst Andy wa th.e Fir~l Mate . We introduce~
ourselve, 10 each other, they gave u a quick bncf, and then we wen: spht
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mto two "ate hes. ext moming Da\'e g<l\ e us a full and detailed briefing
.1bout :ailing, and what was to happen ov r the nc ·t few day-. Then that
attcm )Oil \\ left La-Corunna. heading s0uth toward Lexus. By now we
all looked like prof.: sional ·ailors in our ' harts. wcllie anJ life jackets.
mce the \\Cather \\as a bll windy, "e had to face lots of rough sea . The
bt!!. wa' e. and strong winds from the outh made the going difficult, and
had ro make lot> of 7ig zag movements. piercing through _the opposite
direction of the wmd. io Biraj uffered from a bad case o1 • cas1ckness
and I \\a, n't far behind. "ext moming I wa feeling a little better, but Sig
Bi raj "a not. and the re-t of the ere"'. helped u a lot.
\\'e finally reached Lexu on 6 April ~t 2000 hrs. ~lthough the ea was
horrendous all the way there. the experience and skill of the 111 tructors.
plu the hard \\Ork of the crew. en ured that ' e arrived afel . In Lexu
we freshened urselves up and prepared for the ne t leg of the joumey.
We et off agam on the morning of April and Andy gave u a hort
bri f on the next pha e. We were heading south to the 'i estem comer of
Portugal and then we'twards to Vilamoura.
The weather was Ye!)' wann and unny throughout the trip. From now
on ig Bi raj and I did not forget to take our easickness . tablets.
Fommately the ea on thi leg was much calm~r, and at on~ po1~t o~ne
dolphin came ro wim near our yacht. On th1 leg, the wmd d1rect10n
was from thew t and thi meant that we made good time. and we finally
reali ed the true enjoyment of ailing.
We arrived in Vilamoura on the night of 10 April and in the morning
began cleaning the yacht. We enjoyed three days in Vilamoura, which
wa ,·ery nice place as the un wa till shining. We e entually departed
from Fero Airport for Heathrow on 13 April after an adventurous and
enjoyable trip. I learnt a lot about sailing and al o developed my elfconfidcnce, leadership, initiati,·e and teamwork, whil t learning the
importance of physical fitne . Altogether it wa a brilliant experience
that ha certainly sewn the sailing bug in ide of me.

HAS YOUR APPETITE BEE WHETTED? CAN YOU E TERA
TEAM EXT YEAR'! MAJOR
IT TEAMS OF 25, MI OR
IT TEAMS OF 15 (TO COMPLETE LEGS 7 TO 15 ONLY) OR
OMPETE I THE TRIATHLO AS AN I DlVlDUAL BY
COMPLETING LEGS 13 AND 14. EXT YEAR'S EVE T IS
PLA
ED FOR 15 MAY 03. TO GET 0 THE MAILl G LIST,
CO TACT THE GYM ASIUM, 2 SlG REGT 0
YORK MIL
2132.
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Sig Surenda Limbu and Sig Biraj with fellow members of the crew

'Life on the Ocean Wave '
Neither soldier had ever seen the sea before
LA YARD TROPHY OMPETITIO
Thi year the Lanyard Trophy Competition Team consisted of two
rat her fit guys, Sgt Pa ul Howl and gt C h elsea Hug h es, plus an
a sortmcnt of others who can be de cribed as ' not quite o fit'. These
were Capt R od owa n , Capt Alex W ill iamson , Capt Lyndsay
Ca ulderhead . \J 02 Read , Sgt Paul Belcher, Sgt Rory O'Neill, Cpl
Daz Pickard and la t but by no means least WOJ Keilty.
Apart from the two ninjas. Howl and H ughes, the rest of the team were
'volunteered' on the Monday before the event. Therefore finishing 11th
in a time of I 8hrs and I 2min was an excellent re ult and says a lot for
the team resilience and determination (some would ay stupidity,
especially a one of the team has done the competition e leven times
now). The walk would not have been carried out with out the truly
admirable work of the support team, S gt Dea n Whitworth and gt
·Ginge· McNeilly, who provided go faster juice, nibbles and hot dog at
all of the check point . We may not have won the march but we definitely
won the be t admin competition! It was an emotional time when the team
crossed the line together, and it i that which makes the event so pecial.
It' not o much the time taken and the po ition gained. but completing
the competition a a team. Ca pt Rod Cowa n could be heard aying
'never again' as we cro sed the line, but he also said that in 1983 when he
did his first competition.
4 ( 1lLlT R TRA Y I G) SQ ADRO
The quadron wi hes to ay farewell to the quadron Commander,
Maj Ia n O wen who leaves for a staff job at 16 AA Bde and the rigours
of P Coy, good luck. W02 Kev R ead who is off to 7 Sig Regt, on his last
day he took part in the Lanyard Trophy Competition! In come W02
' Dickie' Dyer from 12 Mech and SSgt 'Matt' Eastman from I Mech, we
wish them both a fruitful tour.

OPERATIO SILKMA
We are now well e tablishcd in our shift pattern, which is split into a
three- hi ft rotation of two days, two nights and two days off. The shifts
consist of one Lance orporal as hi ft Commander and one Signaller as
the Operator. The PT regime is well established, we run three times a
week, twice on the beach and once up the monstrou Leicester peak,
which turns you into a physical wreck for days afterwards! We also have
gym equipment at our disposal , including steppers, rowing machines.
excrci ·e bike and some free weight. The Boss, Lt Pete Hodgkinson ,
sometimes replaces one of the beach runs for a circuit in the gym, which
is just a tiring! At night there isn't really much to do apart from sit and
read , doodle, play solitaire or look blankly at the walls. The JOCs
operators,, however, are currently running a competition to see who can
get the highest score on the pinball game on their laptop. Currently the
top score stands at 15 million. Pathetic isn ' t it!
When Sig Pau l Gowdy first arrived, he thought that he would have
not only to manage, but also to maintain the generators which are used to
power the I 0 containers, air conditioning and the main comm
equipment. He soon reali ed, however, that the generator maintenance
wa under a civilian co ntra ct, so he now keeps busy refilling the
generators, working with the MT section and helping with general admin
points. The two technicians who accompanied the detachment, Cp l
Helen Caplin and Cpl John Russell , maintain all comms kit and also are
currently fixing sky televi ion for the whole of Jamil's Lodge and the
Green House vicinities. There are also a few minor problems with the
civilian phone lines that are connected to both the FRY and Seaview
Hou e (the other two accommodation location ). They are chasing up
these problems with the managing director of Sieratel (the Sierra Leone
equivalent of BT). Cp l Russell was amazed to see that the Sieratel
engineer's equipment consisted of a pair of long no e pliers and a razor
blade, which he used to cut through an armoured cable. The problem
hould be rectified in no time!
During our days off, the majority of people sunbathe on the beaches,
which are all situated within an hour of Jamil's Lodge. However, trying
to gain access to these beaches can be a mi ion in it elf. The road are
horrendous and severely cut down our tanning time. Generally the det
morale is high, with every one happy to have been given the opportunity
ti) experience this unu ual environment and culture. It is something that
will never be forgotten , and is being archived as we speak, both in diaries
and photo albums. When the tour has drawn to an end everyone will great
tales to tell of their individua l experience when they return to the UK.
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RACE TH E
It wa a 0500hrs tart on Wednesday 9 May 2002 when LCpl Stafford
started the first leg of the long awaited Race the Sun relay race around
, orth Yorkshire. The event is a combina tion of many disciplines
including canoeing, fell running, mountain bi king, road cycling and
wimming to ·iame but a few. ft is combined into a relay race which
begins at sunrise and is to be finished before unset.
L C pl tafford set the team off to a cracking start with a tremendous
demon trat1on of his canoei ng skills. He put 2 Sig Regt into a
commanding 2-minute lead after the first leg. lt was then up to LCpls
Heron and \,\oodh ead to stretch it out on the 12-km river run. We were
up again t some tiff competition in the major units section and some
professional runners from other units were catching up with our team.
We were ttll ahead at the start of the third leg and ig G ilbert now
had a tough bike e\ent covering a total di tance of 30k.Jn. Everything was
going well and it looked as if we might extend the lead when, just after
4km. disa ter struck and ig Gilbert suffered a blow out on his rear tyre
that sent him Oying off his bike and into a ditch. Undeterred he ditched
the bike and carried on by foot! Despite his heroics, however, there was
no way that he could complete his leg within the bogey time. This meant
that the team was playing catch up by leg 4 and needed to pull someth ing
out of the bag. In the nick of time, 2L t icklin and LC pl a ylor
attacked the hill run with gusto and closed the gap. It was now leg 5 and
the tum of C pl Watts and LC pl Musgrave to put in something special
on the forced march. They clo ed the gap after only a short way into their
leg and spurred each other on to extend our lead by ome seven minutes
mer the other units, some of whom were starting to nounder.
\\'c "ere no\1 back in front yet the lead was to change a few more
lime before the end of the race. 'ig top forth stepped up for leg 6 and
the moor run throughout which he comfortab ly kept the lead for the
Regiment. We were now faced with the daunting half marathon leg, with
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known marathon runner from the other major units running, our chances
didn't look good. LCpl Maxted and ig Smith attacked the leg well but
the hill encompassed in the leg proved fatal and we had dropped 20
minutes by the end of the leg. It was now Ca pt Potterton 's tum to see if
he could close the gap on the mountain biking. A daunting prospect.
From what we could make out at the end of the checkpoint he had passed
the majority of competitors by the first hi ll climb and decreased our
deficit by 15 minute . We were now back on track and Sig C assidy and
Sig Davis were chomping at the bit to tart leg 9, the fell run. Leg I 0 was
the orienteering and some team competit ion would be going on between
W 0 2 G riffiths and
gt ymonds. It was W02 G riffiths who came in
first and closed the gap some more with S gt Symonds coming in close
behind, sporting a limp after a nasty fa ll.
SSgt Eva ns now took up the challenge on leg 11 , the forest run , which
he knew well from when he ran it in 2000. The gap was again closing and
igs M itchinson and Siwadi were spurred on in their cycle orienteering
leg. With the temperature dropping it was now the turns of W 0 2
T hornton and C pl Un to swim the Great Lake at Ca tie Howard. A cold
and not very inviting leg, they swam it well with W 02 T hornton pulling
one out of the bag and C pl Un, in j ust his swim trunks, close behind. Leg
14 was the cycle run back into York and Cpl As pden put in a tremendous
effort to go into the final leg I 5mi ns ahead in the major unit . Leg 15 the
stretcher race saw the return of C pl Watts, LC pl M usgra ve, LC pl
Naylor and LC pl Woodhead as well as the addition of LC pl Savage and
LC pl Levin . We set off on the final leg in front and never looked back.
It was a demanding day for the competitors and the admin support
team . but one that showed the determination and teamwork 2 Sig Regt
prides it elf on . With a change in leaders of seven times throughout the
day, the race was closely fought, and it will be up for us to retai n our lead
next year. Congratulation too to 34 Sig Regt (V) for winning the minor
units'. comp~tition, to C apt Scott of 34 Sig Reg! (V) who won the
1nd1v1dual triathlon trophy and to all the teams who contributed to the
sum of over £4,000 being rai ed for charity.
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EXERCISE KEY LEADER - by Sig Simon Fry and Sig Bi.1hwa Y<m1an
Key Leader was a major exercise this month for a number of junior
rank soldiers in the Regiment to improve their leadership qualittcs. Pha~e
I of Ex Key Leader was held in Imphal Barracks and rn Catterick
Garrison and Phase 2 in Garclochhead Training Area from 15-26 April. A
total of 30 soldiers including three females attended and were divided in
three sections with two DS members attached. The first phase started
early in the morning with a section competition. It was a course that all
involved were dreading, and it started with a bang. The first day began at
0700hrs with an assault course with a difference. The PTls C pl url \
Watt and LCpl Andy Savage went to work on us with a cnsc of
enjoyment as we dragged our out of shape backsides round their arena of
fun.
This set the pace for the remainder of the week in camp before we
deployed to Garelochhead for the start of our rain filled field exercise.
Here we received lessons on different type of patrols, harbour drills and
extraction of orders. We were all tested in different command
appointments and led the section in recce and clearance patrols and
harbour drills. The burden retrieval at the start of the field exercise
increased the pace and ensured we had yet more weight to carry
throughout. The deployment was at first light with a rapid insertion into
the field of Gemini speedboats, one of the highlights of the exercise. The
exercise concluded with a final attack in the early morning. later
described as one of the quickest attacks that the D. . had seen in years.
We thought we had finished but were wrong. A long tab back to camp
was in store! With everyone aching from the past four days we managed
to dig deep and all finished with maximum effort.
Having fini hed the cour e we then began the usual admin before
finally gelling our heads down for a well-earned kip. The course wa
rounded off with an end of course dinner, which allowed u to reminisce
over the previous weeks' events. Special mentions go to ig aindra
Chemjong, who became the first Gurkha oldier to win the coveted top
student prize. and to Sig Rud kin Sig Anderson and Sig G reenhalgh,
who were the first female to pass the course.
INTER- Q ' ATHLET ICS - LCpl John Marshall
The inter-squadron ath letics competi tion is an annual event held at
Rydale Stadium. home of the York Wasps RLFC. The weather couldn't
have been worse, a it rained nearly all day. but that couldn't dampen the
spirits of all us highly trained athletes! The Troop played a major role in
219 Sig Sqn ·s efforts, providing timekeepers. judges and of course a
string of fine ma le and female athlete . A few words mu t be aid of
select Troop competitors for the fine performance in their event , ig
i mo n S heph erd for his effort in the distance events. where few
competitors could keep up with the pace he set; ig Beck_ G ree nhalgh
for her efforts in the women' sprint race ; 2Lt And y icklin for
destroying the field in the 800m and 4 x 400m relay: C pl lark
E ltringha m for hi comedic performance in the men's hammer, ('Take
cover everyone, Elt i throwing next!' came the cries from the sport
field). Finally LCpls A. J . Kirkby and Jon M arsha ll for fini hing lirst
and third re pectively in the men's high jump. recording jumps of Im
90cm and Im 80cm. The competition wa eve ntua lly won most
deservedly by 219 ig Sqn. who managed to maintain a con istent
winning treak and beat 246 ig Sqn to the gold medal. with both the
men's and women's teams finishing in ftrst place.

HE DQ ARTE RSSQ ORO
Sqn Comd
1aj teve C larke G M QGM
M
W02 Pete Griffiths
There have been a number of personnel change in HQ over the last
couple of month . Fir tly we would like to say a fond farewell and good
luck for the future to
gt (SQ M ) Dave lorrison, who lea\'e us to
collect hi pen ion after 22 years loyal ervice. S gt Iorri on ha
ensured that he is well prepared for the tnm ition, after attending college
on day relea e for the last two years to tudy plumbing and ga-. I have a
suspiciou feeling that the Fire Brigade may have their work cut out once
he join the circuit! We also ay farewell and good luck to LC pl 'Vicky'
Brighton who depart to enter civil ian li fe after runni ng the PR I shop
over the last six month . Two new addi t ion to HQ are L pl
Westerman (PR1 hop) and Pte Whyman (Sqn Clk). elcome to you
both from all in HQ Sqn. Congratulation go to gt Harri s on being
elected for promotion to
gt and al o to C pl Gillin gham on being
selected for promotion to ergeant.

Sierre Leone January 2002 - Sig Bentley strikes a war-like pose
atter taking-out and armoured vehicle with his deadly stare
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REGIME T LMT
MTO
Capt Dou gie C raig
GT
gt P.C. Mill
The MT would like to welcome LC pl Paul Pierrepont and ig teve
Blackham from 30 ig Regt and al o LCp l Calladine from 7 ig Rcgt.
We . ay a fo nd farewell to S gt Vic mith , one of the la t remaming
dri er trade , who is lea ing the Army after 22 year scr,icc. \ e \\ i h
him and his family all the be t fo r the future. We also ay goodbye to ig
hedden on his urpri'e posting to 54 Tpt qn RLC. He i sure to act a a
great amba actor for the orp ~ ith his new teeth! MT will be taking
part in Ex Heavy Head, the annual road trip to Blackpool , or Out Of .\rea
Ops a the MTO calls it. Here we will say our final goodbye to
gt
mith and S ig hedd en. pl Dickinson, LC pl Dimberlin c a nd ig
Johnston e organised the ·Motorcycle ontrol Agility stand' for the
annual Div Drive Competition. The ff ha' al o managed to get 1t. hand'
on eight motorbikes to carry out much needed Dvr Trg. Ho\1 e\cr \\C ha' '
been unable to find a motorbike instructor! o if there arc any out ther<
plea e give us a ca ll. York can be very nice at this tim' of year Fmall).
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ongratulations to
gt \ 1ills O'l completion of the London marathon,
rai:.ing a l>Ubstantial amount of 111 ' ne for the illO\v Foundation charity.
He managed a ' el) respectubl •ime of 'hr 47mi ns de pite uffering
from the fl u
QlJ \RTER\l TER D P RT 1E, T
Q\l (A)
laj Brian Dalton
RQ\1 (G ):
W02 Jim tillie
It has been another bu ' y period for the QM 's Dept with the arrival of
ne\\ OR. 10R
T equipment build up preparation for the ystems
Field Trials and a Regimental Board of Officers. The Department ays a
fond farewell to L pl J im Carli n who ha been po ted on promotion to
Balado Bridge. We welcome back L pl Claire Dawson/Edwards from
Ko ·o, o after completing ix month on Op Agricola , with 20 Armd
Bd . Congratulation go to \: 02 (RQ!\l ) Jim tillic, who has been
-elected for promotion to \ OJ and is po ted to 39 ig Regt in Mar 03
and C pl Richie Ho\\ ard on ucce full y pass ing hi s Roya l ignal
Junior Commander ourse.
TE HNICAL MA I TE ' ANCE T ROO P
Tp Comd
\ OJ (FofS) Hodson
Tp gt
gt Eva ns
The la 1 few month have been busy for tl1e members of Mike Tp.
Recent commitment have included an !TD Camp, Ex Joint Venture,
Inter quadron Athletic . Ex Race The Sun and an Adventurou Training
package in Cumbria. The JTD camp at tren all meant that some of u
were unable to anend the athletic day. It would have been great to ee
C pl n receive hi standing ovation a he finished the tccplecha e e'entually! LCpl Bradley ha been bu y training for the Lanyard Trophy
competition. which is to be held on 22-24 May. The training invol ved a
week of tabbing aero s the orth York Moor and another week of
training over the propo ed route. Good luck to C pl Gittins who has gone
back down to Lympstone to finish the final three weeks of the
Commando course. which he left previously due to inj ury just three days
before earning the coveted green beret. A reward of£ I 0,000 has attracted
everal members of the Troop to pend a year po ted to Blandford. The
fir · t two to lea\'e were Cpl \ a ring and C pl Bre.wington. who were seen
off in tyle with a go-karting day at Monks Cross fo llowed by a trip down
town. The next leaving do came a few weeks later, and was for C pl
Davies. who was al o heading for Blandford. and
gt Swith enba nk
who had completed 22 year Colour Service. Congratulation to gt
Harri s on being selected for promotion to Staff Sergeant. Welcome back
to C pl Caplin after returning from ierra Leanne, C pl John so n from
Kosovo and C pl Gillard who has been down at Corsham. Al · o a waim
welcome goes to the two fresh faces of C pl C roft and Cpl Roberts. both
expecting babies in the next few moths . 1 doubt we ' ll see them at
Kamikaze Castle!
214 IG 'AL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Iaj tu Gillespie
SM
W02 Mick Ginty
EXE RCI E C HI MERA ATTAC K
On Monday 22 April , 214 Sig Sqn deployed to Warcop Training Area
to undertake a week-long range camp. The exerci e was organized by
gt .Bo b \: allace, and a1m.ed to a.llow as many soldiers possible to
expenence the fun of field finng, which turned out to be easier said than
done. The first evening was spent senling into the farm complex that was
the base of .op~ration for t~e week, and gening all firer 10 pass their
\ HTs. Agam, It was somethmg that proved more difficult than expected,
a~ ome people see"?ed to be constantly daydreaming, most notably ig
Fmlay! ~ay 2 con 1sted o.f numerou anempts to pass APWTs, which
re ulted m 6000 rounds bemg fired , 18 passes out of a possible 44 and
gt ~1ark Tench l~sing hi will to hve! Day 3 was planned to b~ the
tran 1tion co ~eld finng . T~o e who were qualified, spent the morning on
th~ IBSR. with . gt Cohn Dawson barking at them, and thoroughly
enjoyed the experience. A selection of ·failures', considered worthy, were
g1;·en a final ?PPOrtum ty to pass thei r APWT and fai led again! Sigs
Warren, Adkms and Bradley came close, but unfortunate ly, not close
enough. As everyone was boarding the transport back to the farm Sgt
Bob Wallace decided that ig Leann e O 'Toole's perfume wasn't' up to
much - the smell offre .h sheep dun~ !'roved to be far more to his liking!
Day 4 .was the culmmauon of the rrammg and consisted of section attacks
and wnhdrawals . Much to everyone's relief (especially SSgt Wallace)
there were no mi hap , even though at one point ig Finlay had to be
restrained fro_m launching .a o.ne man assault on some targets that were
beyond the hmn of exploitation. The afternoon activities consisted of
v.eapon cleaning, followed. by more weapon cleaning. The evening,
however,. wll!i far more.plea mg - a laugh and a few beers, with everyone
endeavonng to emertam and amuse themselves and the members of the
D . Friday morning aw the clean up and hand over of the complex and
the return to York, for a well-deserved weekend off.

PROJ ECT OR!\10RA T - by LCp/ Dickson
. As part of the <?ngomg the CORMORA T training, Saxon Tp was
given the opportunity to test out the patience of every Radio Relay Op in
the Corp by domg a Spot of mast erecting. This was in preparation for
the operator courses, which arc about to start prior to the System Field
Tnals m June and July. gt Hulse and Cpl 1illar were the instructors
Thank. to pl 1illar, who succeeded in provi ng that the masts don ' t g~
up v.hen msertcd into the ba c plate the wrong way round! The new mast
takes up the room ?ftwo
AM 12 masts, having 12 guy-rope and eight
>takcs "'h1ch require to be located ten metres from the base plate. The
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mast i time consuming to erect requ iri ng to the accurate measuring out
of the stakes. The mast itself is erected by use of a wi nch, and use,
nomrnl Band I antennas. However the Ba nd 3 antennas are large. All in
all they require delicate handling and carefu l management, and will take
ome time getti ng u"cd to!
DRIVE R TRAI I NG O N T H E BUCH ER DURO 6 X 6
While the re t of the Regiment wa gorging themselves on Easter eggs
two of the Regiment's DD I 's we re hard a t wo rk puttin g th e ne'~
.ORMORA T vehicle .throu.gh their paces. It i not oft en that you get
given £60.000 worth ot velucle a nd to ld to te t it to the max. Thi s
difficult task required Jim Griffin from Jack A llen ervice to put his
life in to our hand and hang on to what was left of his hair! After a nice
leisu rely drive out to Driffield Cross ou ntry ci rcuit, we tested the
vehicle to the li mi t and beyond. Managing to get four of the six wheels
off the ground. 50ft up on a kni fe-edge, much to the horror of Jim and
the pro ud de light of Cp l A nd 'Gr ingo' Preen . A trip to th e pool
fo ll owed, to test the 80cm wadi ng depth. T hi was qui ckly di proved
after about 5min and Jim wi ll be amending the manual to say 5ft. ow
'let the game begin' as the rest of axon Tp are let loose on the veh icles
and it's the DDI' turn 10 hold on to their hai r. Th e so ldi ers dri ving
package included a road drive to Driffie ld. the Cross Country Cour e and,
in the afternoon. a town drive, taking in the fi ner side of North Yorkshire
such a Yo rk. e lby a nd eve n Doncaster a nd Hull. The week wen t
without drama except for getting u ed to drivi ng a left handed vehicle on
Engli h road . with some so ld iers drift ing rig ht. This wa , however,
corrected very quickly by a fe w choice words from the DD!. After two
long wee ks o f ardu ou dri e r trai ning we man aged onl y a 3-inch
cuffinark on one of the vehicle courtesy of LCpl Warren Adkins. The
tra ining ended with a succes ful handover of the vehi cles to 30 Sig Regt
for them to conduct thei r own driver-tra ining package.

Pll OE IX T ROOP
Tp omd
2Lt Russell Plested
Tp gt
SSgt Derek Peters
~ fter .a good lea_ve period, o ur .n os~s were back to the grindstone
aga i n~ with many thmgs to accomph~ h , mclud ing JOCOMEX, Jntcr-Sqn
athlettc , and of course, all the pl anmng for the comms side of Race the
Sun. We welcome to the Troop a coupl e of new faces, and a return to the
fo ld for one of the old members of219 Sqn. Cpl Dinsdale, LCpl Kirkby
and L pl Woodhead, who join us for the first time, and welcome back
to LC pl Jo~cs , who returns to us after a short time away at the Roya l
School of ignals, 111 Bland ford. A busy spell await agai n, with more
JOCOMEX, Ex Race the un, and of course the World Cup in June.
246 GURKA SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Juli us Caesar
SSM
SSgt ( QMS) P urna
2 01
AAM (SO TH) - by Sig Chijk11mar G11rung
2 DIYSAAM (So uth) was held during the weekend of 27-28 April
2002 111 the A ltcar range complex. 2 Sig Regt having recently taken part
m the ORPS SAA M 2002 had entered a team and three individua l fi rer
with Capt Raje nd r a as the team captain. As the majority of the uni ts
were TA, there were onl y three regular major unit teams tak ing part in the
SAA M. Unrortunate ly the wea th ~r was no.I very conduc ive to good
shootmg, with. extremely trong wmds. Agamst all odds the Regiment
man age~ to wm the 2 DIVSAAM (South) major un it (regu lar). GOC 2
Div, MaJ Gen R. D. . Go rdon CBE MA, presented the prizes. Shooting

one of. the skills that we all as soldiers ho uld pos es~. is ea rn ing
mcreasmg success for the Regiment. We hope to conti nue this trend and
do bcner in forthco ming SAAMs.

Maj Gen R. D.S. Gordon CSE MA, previewing th e prize
won by the 2 Signal Regiment Team

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

219 IG AL Q ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Ash ley Stocker
SSM
W02 Ren nie Renshaw
EAGLE TROO P
Tp Comd
Lt Abi ga il Parki nson
Tp SSgt
SSgt To m Brand
EXERCI E C RYPH01 WARRIOR - by Cpl Rob Vickers
The ew Year aw 2 19 deploy on Ex Gryphons Warrior. This was to
provide all personnel with basic infantry tra ining such as navigation in
the rain, cooking in the rain, sleeping in the ra in, command tasks in the
rain and pretty much .everything done in the rain. C pl 'Mac' McDougall
eventually turned up 111 style courtesy of the AA. The week fini shed with
an inter section competition resulting in LCpl Co llin s, true to fo rm,
losing hi temper and fallin g in the lake. Lt Abby Pa r ki nso n took part in
the exercise in the Officers and S CO ' team wh.ich always managed to
be back for the hot water first. Unfortunately Cpl Ablott, LCpl Warner
and ig McHugh could not anend as they were learning how to do as
little work as possible on the AS Op conversion course. The Troop would
like to welcome back Sig An dy Wallace from her 4-month deployment
to Kosovo. A lso S igs Ad a ms, E d wa rd s and eim a n fresh from the
factory in Blandford. A bi g fa rewell goes out to SSgt Tom Bra nd who
has completed hi s 22 years of service, he will be mi sed within the Troop.

The Regimen.I has had. an incredibl y bu y and ultimate ly frui tful six
month . Follow1.ng the hi ghly successful move and the completi on of
ARRC Cer11.fi cation on Ex Arrcade Guard in March, it has been non top
for the Reg11nent with a seri es of very high profile events and a large
number of s~cce across the port:in~ spectrum. The whole regiment ha
conmbuted m some way to the runmng, supporting and promoting of all
of the events, once a~ain p~o v ing 7 Sig Regt to be capable of doing many
thmgs at the same time with a style that refl ects the profe sionali m of
the soldiers and officers of the Regi ment.
BRUGGEN 10
The RAF have organised the Bruggen 10 Mile Road Race for 22 years.
When they finally withdrew from German y, the Army took over the
respon ibil ity for organi ing and running this internationa l force event.
Th~ duty fell to 7 Sig Regt a th e fir t unit into Javelin Barrack , to
organi se this high profile event. Maj M ick C ampbell drew together a

motley crew a a committee and after over six months metic ulo us
planning and with guidance from the re ident expert, Mr\: illy Luys, the
first ever Army sponsored Bruggen 10 was competed. On 13 April over
700 runners from the force world competed for the coveted first prize.
On the day, RAF Flt Lt imon Bell won in a time of 54 minute and 31
Second , making it the fourth time he had won. The former Dutc h
Ol ympian, M Beurs kens wo n the female race in a time of !hour 2
minutes and 32 seconds. Many of the soldiers and officers form the
Regiment competed including the male Lanyard Trophy team (more of
them later) who completed the race carrying their pack and wearing
boots rather than the more popular trainer ! There were also several
people in fancy dre from choolgirls to rabbit to aliens. It was a hugely
successful day with the focu being both on the competition and as a
family day out. Everyone agreed that 7 Sig Regt had done a cracki ng job
and all look forward to next year event which i planned to be he ld on 5
April 2003 - keep your diaries free!

Soaki ng wet but still smiling!
......l;W. .. . . , . . ,....,.......,.......,..,~

The Start of the 2002 Bruggen 10 Mile Road Race

Techs from 219 Squadron showing th eir hardened battle skills
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FARE\\ LL 10 KR FELD
.
,
Hot on the h L of the Bruggen !O wa the Freedom March in Krcteld
to mark Farewell to Krefeld by Briti h troops after nearly half a cen~.
16 \pril wa a rainy day and the Burgermie· ter made reference to th1. m
h1. addres. to the troops that the rain repre ented tears from heaven on
uch a sad day that Krefeld' ties with t 1:e Bri~i h Mi~itary were toi:n
forever 'oldiel"' from 7 ig R gt paraded aJ ngs1de .old1crs from 16 1g
Re gt who aL o hold the Freedom of Krch:ld. The Band of the Royal
Coi'.p: of ignals e ccllently accompanied ,ho eon drill givin11 the whole
narade that little bit e ·tra style to make the day perfect. After the parade.
ih' soldiers led b the CO 7 ig Regt. Lt Col J.E. Richard on 1BE.
mm hed around the centre of Krefeld before returning to the Rathau for
a ci\ 1c reception. The parade doe mark the end of an era, but tie will
not be completely evered, a the regiment will continue to ponsor an
annual race day at Krefeld Rennbahn in eptember representing the
fondne s that the tadt holds for the Regiment.

note for more details!).BIRTWI TLE PEN A T
Despite being e tremely busy with exercises. the move and other more
u ual regimental acti ity, 7 Sig Regt were this year awarded the
Birtwistle Pennant of Merit for port. This award acknowledges all of the
hard work and ucce s of the many sports men and women in the
regiment and is a testament to the support that the 0 and Squadron OC\
have given their sold iers over the year. It would have been easy last year
to have put port on a back burner but instead, every effo1t wa given to
ensure that the Regiment wa represented at all levels in a great variety of
Sports. All sport men and women of whatever standard must be
congratulated for their achievement and their contribution to the overall
succes of the Regiment. Below are some statistics in individual
achie,·ement that speak for them elves.
LEVEL
MALE FEMALE
Combined ervices I
I
Anny
10
I
Corp (UK)
64
13 ( 12.93% of Held Regimental
Strength)
II
0
orps (G)
2
14
Corps (BAG)
LA YARD TROPHY
On 23 May the hugely competitive and pre tigious Lanyard Trophy
was held at atterick for the first time in two years following the
cancellation due to foot in mouth last year. Of a total of 2 teams
competed six were female teams. 7 ig Regt performed ou t of their kin
with the following re ult . The male team came third overa ll in a time of
13 hours and 24 minutes. The female team was victorious. claiming the
fir t place in the ladies' competition with a time of 14 hours and 19
minute coming a taggering fifth overall. ' Well done, to both teams you've done the Regiment proud! All of th e hard training and
organisation ha paid off and you've achieved brilliant results.' The
team were a follow :
Male - Lt 'P ycho' Joe Docherty, 2Lt Andy ·Harry Potter '
Limb, Lt ·Red ' Herring, SSgt Ian Con lan Cpl ' Kiwi' Scarcliff,
LCpl Hillyard, igs Armstrong, Jeffrey, Proudman and Wooton.
Females - Lt Harry Cairns, 2Lt Belinda Robson, Sgt ikki
Francis Cpl Kim Roberts, LCpl am C larke, LCpl arah
Hardy, LCpl Kerri O ' Connor, LCpl Shaz MacReaddie, Sig
Kate onneUy and Sig Tia Houghton.
Once again RE PECT and WELL DO E! T G-0-WAR

The CO leads the March Past and
Maj Gen I. 0 . J . Sprackling OBE takes the salute
at the farewell to Krefeld Parade
A. 'ZACD Y
On 25 April. the Regiment came together once more to celebrate
A. ·zAC day in memory of all those A ZACs who gave their lives
·upporting the allied cau e in the First World War, marked most
~ignificantly with the a sault at Gallipoli. Maj Troy Crilly Roya l
Australian Signal , OC 229 Sig Sqn, organised the day that will be
remembered for a long time in the regiment. The day began at 0430hrs
with a gunfire breakfast for the soldiers of sausage sandwiches and coffee
with rum served by the officers and S COs at their blocks. There was
then a dawn ervice at the newly named A ZAC Cove. The early
morning mist helped create an armo phere and the spot lights behind the
flag bearers of the Au tralian, ew Zealand and British flags .
It wa almost film like and nobody could help but be moved by the
tranquillity and beauty of the morning service. There followed breakfast
and then a presentation to lay out the background to A ZAC day. Later
in the morning a game of Aussie rules football was played with
commentary supplied by gt Yendell and S gt Robert on. (Say nothing
about their dodgy sen e of humour!} After the football, the regiment
gathered in what had become a beautiful sunny day to enjoy a barbecue
and an afternoon of entertainment at Archies. Well done to all who were
inrnhed in the organisation of this event that continued to honour the
m mol) of the bra'"e A Z C and all they gave in the War. (See 229's
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The 7 Signal Regiment winn ing Lanyard Trophy Team
Back Row (L-R): LCpl Sarah Hardy, Cpl Sam Clarke, LCpl Shaz
MacReadie, LCpl Kerri O'Connor, 2Lt Belinda Robson
Front Row (L-R): Cpl Kim Roberts Lt Harry Cairns, Sig Kate
Connely, Sgt Nikki Francis, Sig Tia Houghton

imilar success has shone upon the Regimental Tl!g-0-War team.
Following an impressive 'clean sheet' display at the BAG Morrison Cup
the team competed at the last ever RASS, bringing home 13 of the 14
trophies on offer and cementing their reputation as tT1e best team in every
weight in the whole of Germany. They went back to the UK at the end of
May to compete at Windsor, where they came away with third prize. A
good effort, particularly si nce they were pulling against the best tlie Army
has to ofTcr, wel I done.
REGIME TAL FOOTBA LL
They started their season off well by becoming victorious in the BAG
6's and the Corps 7-a-side competitions. ot to be outdone by other
sports, the footballers were victorious in this yea rs ignaller Cup
competition. They performed brilliantly in the final against 30 Sig Regt
to clinch a 5-0 victory. The succcs in this competition is indicative of the
excellent season they have had and reflects the long hours of training that
they have put in to achieve their goals! It is important to point out that
due to Regimental commitments, the team only had the time to play on
three league games and despite thi s they have managed to achieve an
awful lot this year, 'We ll done Lads.' Enough of how good the Regiment
is now onto News from the Squadrons ....
HEADQUARTERS SQUADRON
qn Comd
Maj Mick Campbell
S M
W02 Shepherd
QM (A) DE PARTME T
22 PER O N EL l VADE FORT EB E - EMAEL 62 YEAR 0
A group of soldier , officers and civilians from 7 ig Regt were treated
to a day of history and pleasure when asked to participate in a battlefield
tour and afternoon in a local village. The day tarted at 0800hr with a
brief of the day ahead and ome welcome morning tea. The tour of the
fort was organised to coincide with the anniversary of the battle that took
place there on I 0 May 1940. At 0845hrs the convoy of vehicles left the
QM(A) Dept on route for Fort Eben-Emael just outside Maastricht. The
tour started well with our guide giving us an insight into the battle that
took place and what happened afterwards. As we climbed the first of
many teps to get right into the fort, a faint igh of (oh no more step )
came from the ever increasing in sweat Sgt ' Dusty' M iller and Cpl Des
'Pia tic Hip ' Lang. The tour lasted in all about four hours to calls asking
when we could eat.
After the tour we made our way to a vil lage where Jos Beek (our
health and safety advisor) had chatted up all the locals and booked a meal
in a Spanish cafe. At Valkenburg a decision was made by the QM, Maj
Bob 'Where's the strongbow?' Taylor that the erotic circus (which by an
amazing coincidence was in the town the day we were there) was not to
be visited unless he got in for free. Most of the party followed Cpl Des
Lang to the best Scottish pub in the town for ome light drinks and bar
game . The QM and Capt Step henson took RQMS (A) W02 ean
'Bobby Charlton' Morgan and RQMS (T) W02 Trevor 'Amie' Henry
(with Sgt 'Du ty' Miller Begging to be taken with them) to a more
downmarket bar.
The evening mea l was a buffet meal of variou Spanish food which
was enjoyed by most, except Sig C hris Musgrave. After the meal was
decided to make our way back to Jave li n Barack . Well that would have
been the plan if we could find 2 RQMS's Sgt Miller and Sgt ' kip'
Skipper . We fou nd him 30 minutes later. It wa a great day and a good
way to end the week for the Department , so many thanks to our drivers
Jos Beek, Sgt Dave Howe and LCpl eil Crawshaw.
TECHNICAL MAINTE ANCE TROOP
Tp omd
WO! (FofS) Jenkin
Tp SSgt
SSgt Hoyle
This month TM Tp bids a sad farewell to two long- tanding members
of the Troop. Firstly S gt ' Bertie' Hoyle, who after two years a TM Tp
taff ergeant is off to sunny Osnabruck to join 4 Armd Bde, our lo is
their gai n. Al o Sig Lee Moody, who after three years in the Troop has
decided enough is enough and is returning to civvy street. The whole of
the Troop wishes them both all the be t for the future . Their leaving party
will be remembered for a long time to come.
On a brighter note the Troop would like to welcome three new
technician straight from training. A warn1 welcome to LCpl Heathcote,
LCpl Teale who, a an Arsenal supporter, is already in the Foreman:s
good books and LCpl Phipps. who a a lifelong Tottenham upporter 1s
not. ongratu lations go to gt John A hman who will be leavi ng the
Troop in eptember to return to Blandford for his Foreman of Sign.als
course. Congratulations also to Cpl 'Old wear V oodward on pa smg
his B2 to BI upgradin g exa m . Finally, congratulations to the three
members of the Troop, Cpl Morgan, Cpl icholas and LCpl Goldi~g
Smith, who along with Cfn squith, made up the HQ qn hoot11~g
Team. The Team took part in th e rece nt BA (G) DJV SAA_M in
ennelager and beat the likes of the Iri sh Guards and the Royal Regiment
of Fusiliers to achieve a highly respectable third place in the falling plate
competition.
CATERJ G DEPARTME T
Prior To The Move: It was a busy time for the catering department of
7 ig Rcgt. Mid ovember and all hristma functions rained upon u
(28 in all) from Curries in Archies to Mess Chri tmas Ball , finger
buffets everywhere and the not-to-be-mis ed traditional Junior Ranks '
Chri tmas Dinner. All thi as well a packing for the inevitable move ro
RAF Bruggcn. We were really looking forward to our leave. .
Move To Bruggen : Leave over and it wa back to reality. We had
taken over the kitchen at RAF Bruggen on 7 January 2002. \ hen we
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arrived we proceeded to change the kitchen as the RAF used a completely
different system from the one we employ in the Army. If the RAF came
back today they would think they were in the wrong bu1ldmg. ome of
the catering Department was tasked with moving all equipment from
Krefcld to RAF Bruggen, eight pantccs and several 4 tonne journeys later
and we had finally finished.
Education: The Arn1y, I Sig Brigade and this department are pushing
the promotion of NVQ's. Sgt Squire and Cpl Wiffcn both gained their
level 3 in Hotel , Catering and Hospitality Management. Pte 1elloy
gained his level 2 in Catering and Hospitality (Food prep and cooking)
and Pte Taher is on the verge of finishing his level 2. gt crupps and
gt quire have just finished their D32 asse sor awards and arc awaumg
verification . This award allows them to assess caterer working toward
an NYQ, well done to you all.
C hange Of Personalities: Sadly we had to bid a fond farewe ll to the
RCWO, WOl ( M) Good speed who was posted to Gutersloh a
GCWO, Ma. terchef and S gt Buskie, promoted to W02 and posted to
the Falklands for six months. Cpl Walton has been promoted to ergeant
and po ted to Fort George in Scotland, LCpl Johnston to Ripon and Pte
Melloy to I as a Lance Corporal. ew and sweeping changes have been
made with the arrival of the new RCWO, WOI ( M) Mullins, followed
a couple of months later by the new Mastcrchef.
gt Wattleworth. ew
and not so new civilian chefs have joined us from AAFl Support
Services, a well as the Catering Departments from 16 Sig Regt and 280
(UK) Sig qn, making this a very large and vibrant team.
Exercise: Most of the catering Department from 7 Sig Regt was
deployed on Ex Arrcade Guard. Th i was a certification exercise
therefore the feeding trength was up to 5000 between all locations so as
you can imagine, it proved to be an invaluable learning experience for all
concerned.
Events: Mid April and the Bruggen 10 wa upon us. The Catering
Department was ta ked with providing food for all runners and
spectators. Hot filled rolls, burgers, bratties and baked potatoe were the
order of the day. The weather never managed to hold out, but the catering
went without a hitch - roll on next year! Theme night are back on the
agenda again, the first being a Caribbean night where a collection wa
made for the Macmillan Cancer Re earch charity.
Looking Forward: Many social events are being organised for the
Catering Department and families, uch as skiing, adventure training, gokarting and day trip to various theme parks. The first ocial will be a
visit to a Chinese Restaurant followed by a di co. the first event since the
amalgamation of all three catering departments. We are looking forward
to a bu y, but we hope, rewarding year.
229 (BERLIN) SIG 'AL Q ADRO.
qn Comd
Maj T. A. CriUy RA Signals
SSM
W02 A. J. ( SM) Crawford
HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO
The Squadron would like to welcome in W02 (S i\1) Crawford, who
has moved across from the Training Wing and i already making the
position his own. cutting about and making things happen. The ame can
also be aid for SSgt (SQM ) Johnston who has arrived during the
middle of the Squadron reorganisation and is now pending hi time
handing over and taking on vehicles from 16 Sig Regt. Congratulations to
Sgt '1artyn Angus and hi wife icola on the birth of their new baby
boy Spencer James . We hope your new addition brings you great
happiness. A huge congratulation goes to Sgt (Pot FofS) Mick Brown
for succe fully completing hi FofS Selection board last month.
A Z C DAY 25 APRIL 2002 - by Sgt fVi-ight-McCarthy
229 (Berlin) Sig Sqn is the only quadron 'lucky' enough to have an
Au tralian for it OC. To help make Maj 'G ' Day Mate ' Crilly feel more
at home and try to make hi ojourn to the British Anny an enjoyable
one, we do a few thing that would normally only happen in Au tralia.
April 25 is one of the day s that i remembered and feted by all
Au tralians(and 1 ew Zealander ! - Ed) every year a the day when the
Au tralian and New Zealand Army landed at Gallipoli in 191 5 and faced
the Turkish Army in what wa to be one of the bloodiest battle of World
War One.
The morning of25 April 2002 tarted at 0400hrs for the eniors of229
Sig qo as they too commenced their battle . Going into the ingle
oldier accommodation at 0439hrs to gently bring them into
con ciou nes with a bacon roll and a brew is enough to make even the
bravest think twice!
The entire Regiment was then on parade at 0530hrs for the da\\ n ervice,
held in our very own A Z
Cove. The ervice was moving. face lit by
the fir t fleck of th new day and the oft, wa''Y candle light. 200
hundred voices ringing out above the bird dawn choru and the lilting
noise of Last Po t. Maj Crilly told u how the brave soldier- went to war
c pecting to be killed, but how they still went on' ith honour and gut-. It
wa a thoughtful Regiment who moved as one. almo t in ilcnce. away
from A ZAC ove each ' ith their own thought · and prayer echoing
around.
fter the dawn service a more hearty breakfa ·t wa ·erved at rchie ·,
the Regimental bar. E cryone then went to watch a pre ·entation by 1aj
rilly about
TZAC Day, to get a better under ·tand1ng of the
imporiance of what thi day mean to the u tralian-. t I OOOhrs 229 1g
qn played an inter rroop Australian Rules Football game 111 front of the
Reoiment with Charlottenburg Tp tini hing the \ ictor by a narrO\\
ma~in! The CO then . uggested that thi could become an annual eYcnt
thai°all the quadrons could participate in. with the final played on
A ZAC Day to make the occa ' ion just R little more eventful vcl)·body
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th'n \\ent for lunch at .\rch1es and pent the afternoon ociali· ing in the
. un ano.l reflecting on "hat they had een in the pre ntation . Every?ne
had a good time and the preparatory effort by the Squadron made th1 a
da~ for th~ whole Regiment to remember.

Maj T. A. Crilly RA Signals conducts the ANZAC Day dawn service
BRANDENBURG T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt ue J effery
gt Jase Wood
Tp Sgt
\'v'hat do we do first. do we bid a sad farewell to Lt Sue Jeffery, who
i not posted until September but is handing over the reins early? Or do
we say, ·G'day mate,· to our 'seen the light and tran ferred to the British
Anny' new Tp QC, Lt Peter WettenhaU? Well. glad that is out of the
way! On a erious note, thank you to the outgoing OC B Tp for her
endeavours. orry it bas been so short and we wish you well at 2 Sig
Regt. Lt Peter Wette nhall already has the respect of the Troop, not only
for being clearly mad and leaving sunny Australia for the delights of
Bruggen, but for having the guts to start Boxing Training and being
prepared to go into the ring himself. Let's hope the medical guys don't
have to save your skin next time Sir!
EXERCISE SPRI 'GENDES ROSS 14-28 APRIL 2002
After a journey of elevt:u hours to Wildflecken (almost via Holland
thanks to Cpl Hart) we finally arrived at 0130brs. A mad dash around
camp to find our accommodation and we managed to get our heads down
at about 0400brs. At 0700hrs we emerged fully refreshed and ready to go,
although first we had to endure a breakfast of cheese and rolls.
The first ~ite for our detachment was not really suitable as a Satellite
mounting area becau c of a large building directly in front of us. The
following day, after much pontificating, we moved to a much more viable
location and having set up the Most IV in record time we were ready to
go. Then followed a nail biting and stressful five days, during which time
the Promina could not make up its mind whether to work or not. This,
combined with the modems going haywire, resulted in a fractious crew
tearing their own and each other's hair out. We eventually got the link in,
and at 2230hrs on Sunday night we tore down the detachment and moved
to our next location, the local Police training camp.
On a frosty Monday morning (0330hrs) we began the enviable task of
assembling a large metal object in the freezing co ld, (luckily no fingers
were lo>t on this exercise). At 0700hrs we had comms in and were ready
to enjoy the delight.5 of a large sausage and a slice of rye bread (ah the
delight of German packed lunches). On the second day we were joined
b} pl olli ns fresh from BA(G) Rugby who could not understand why
the crew were not over enamoured to see him, arriving when all the hard
\\Or;; had been completed. On completion of a successful three days we
moved back to WildOecken camp for the final day. EndP.x was finally
called, so we packed up and enjoyed a quiet evening until 0230hrs. We
arrived back to Javelin Barracks at I 330hrs with plenty of time to tum
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round the Dcts and then head off either to bed (the dri vers) or to the bar
(the co-drivers) .
REG! 1.E TALATllLETICSDAY-30APRIL2002
This e ent wa held at the stadium at Willich and was ably orga nised
by W02 (QM I) Mason. The stadium is a great facility, and so sel the
grounding for an e ·ccllent day of athleti cs. The aim of the event was to
prepare for the Morri on Cup and to elect the Regimental Squad. 231
Sig Sqn won the event, closely fo llowed by HQ Sqn, and it was credit to
the girls from 23 1 who gave a good showing in most events, giving thei r
quadron the edge. It was good to see everyone havin g a go at events
they had not tried before, and one hi gh hurdler who, was a little verti ca lly
challenged, did manage to run under them ! Lt Joe Docherty seemed to
knock more hurdles over than he j umped during the 400m hurdles, at one
point doing a 'chariot of fi re · tyle fa ll. otable performances of the day
include Sgt esbitt's dominance of the Stceplecha e, and some strong
1500m running by gt Francis. and there were many others who put in
strong perfommnces. It bodes well for the Regimental squad when we
travel back to the U K for the Morrison Cup.
CHARLOTTE B RG TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. T. Limb
Lt A. Heidenreich RA !GS
SSgt S. E. Littlefield
Tp Sgt
C Tp have had an extremely bu y period ince the move from Krefeld
and there i no light at the end of the tunnel for the fore eeable future.
There are a lot of new face s, including our third Troop Commander in as
many weeks. We would like to welcome Lt Alex Heidenreich to the
Troop, who apparently is from the RA ignals but with a surname like hi s
,there i definitely something dodgy going on!
Charlie Tp would like to welcome Cpls Steve McNalJy and his famil y
and Cpl Wright to their mid t, as well a LCpl Evans. We hope you
enjoy y our tour here . We al o welcom e igs Green Gibson ,
Braithwaite, 'icholls and Barnaby from the factory and again we hope
they enjoy Germany and their time with the Troop. We have to say
goodbye to Lt Chris Dixon who is pending four months on Exercise
Long Look and then posted to Blandford, as well a to Sig ' Coxie' Cox
who has gone to 2 Sig Regt.
Over this busy period the Troop have carried out some low level
Training with a Study day and Troop infantry Exercise. The Study day
saw the Troop split up into Group to cover variou subjects ranging from
terrorism , moti ation and time management. Each group was finally
tasked to produce a I Sminute presentation on varied subjects. The
Corporal looked at the threat to the UK from Russia , the Lance
Corporals spoke about the SDI Project, while those who needed it the
most, the Signaller gave a presentation on Time Management. It i a
shame that Sigs Green and Barnaby did not employ it after the Jubilee
Weekend and arrive back on time!
EXERC ISE FIRST TASTE - by LCpl Rees, 2/C One Section
The Troop Deployed on a 2-day infantry exercise at Arsbeck Training
Area. It started well with Sigs C hris Stanley and Dave McCallion
leading both sections to admin glory at the end of the kit inspection. As
the exercise progressed we were given les ons from the Troop S COs on
basic infantry kills. With the un going down, the Section Corporals
began to i ue orders and it was then we knew we were not going to get
much Ieep. After a night of patrolling and stags, we had to carry out our
dawn attacks on the enemy positions. As per all good Briti h Military
scenarios we defeated the enemy, although S gt Sea n Littlefield ensured
that each Section took casualties and that we had to stretcher them back
to our harbour area. The exercise was only short but it proved to be a
good refresher for us all as well as a good laugh.
ARMY BOXING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2002 - by Cpl T. A. Booth
The Army Boxing Championships took place at Aldershot and in my
category, Super-Heavyweight, only five people initially entered. Two
dropped out a fortnight before the event one dropped out on the day of
the competition, leaving just two in the weight division. This gave me a
bye right through to the final. I faced the unbeaten P te Ar r owsmith from
I Staffordshire Regiment. He had foughtjust eight bouts previously, but
had won them all with knockouts. He weighed in at a mas ive 109kgs (18
stone), compared to my 98kgs (15 fi stone).
After the start of the first round, Pte Arrowsmith came out of his
comer hard and fast, trying to dominate the fight straight away. Hi firs1
few punches caught me, but I came back with strong jabs to keep him
away. I followed this up with some very good strong body blows, one of
which made the crowd go 'oooooh!' I figured this to be his weak spot
and continuously attacked his body. By the third round the body blows
had begun to tell on Pte Arrowsmith. I had worn him down enough. to
move in and pick him off without being caught. He received 2 standtng
counts in the last 30 seconds of round three, before the bell ounded. The
final score was 14-4 to me.
That brings to an end nearly 20 yea rs of boxing. I have boxed at both
Squadron and Regimental level throughout my career. I am now due to
retire from the Boxing arena, deemed to be too old at 35. It has been gre~t
to win my last fight with the Army Super-Heavyweight title, and it will
be a lot less painful coaching!
WI LMA DORF T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Belind a Robson
Tp SSgt
S gt W. coots
The Troop is delighted to announce the arriva l of a new baby to one of
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their number. Congratul ati ons to Cpl and Mrs Carlisle on the birth of
young Kieran, we hope he grows up looking j ust li ke his Mother! A the
Troop di d not get their act together and su bmit notes to the 21C on ti me,
she is stopping them having any further entry thi s issue. Expect reams
and pictures next month.
232 SIG AL SQUADRON
qn omd
Maj Huw Jenkins
SSM
W02 (SSM) Browitt
There have not been too many changes within the Squadron hierarchy.
Firstly hello to Sgt Russell who has joined the Squadron as part of the IS
eel. Two goodbyes to say. Yof'S kimins who is leaving us for sunny
Glasgow to play with peoples careers. Yof'S Skimins has been replaced
by YofS Cooper who has joined us from Blandford. Capt Worden who
is also in the process of leaving the Squadron to get educated on JCSC.
TAC TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Matt Bosworth
Tp SSgt
SSgt Steve Griffiths
Tac Troop are currently taking part in Ex Long Look, welcoming
LCpl ' G ' day ' Graham from Bri bane and sayin g farewell to LCpl
'fluk y' Matthews for the next six months. Sig ' Gazza' McColm ha
gone to join 30 Sig Regt. Our goodbyes were said at the local go-karting
centre where Sig ' Mansel ' Heathcote took the chequered fla g. Cpl
Williamson will be leaving us soon on hi s long trip to 280(UK) Sig Sqn,
and lucky Sig Miller will be shooting off to Japan to watch the world cup
wi th a ti cket to every match. If there 's a miracle, he m.ight get to ee
England win the world cup. SSgt Griffiths and LCpl Thomas made
their way down to Baumholder to take part in Ex Combined Endeavour
and firml y upheld the work hard play hard motto! Certain members of the
Troop, who form most of the Regimental Orienteering team, took part in
the BA(G) Champion hips, only to be disqualified!
PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Ali Youngman
Tp SSgt
SSgt George McGuire
Papa Tp ha s been continuing its long programme of changes in
personnel. The most recent departures include LCpl Grant who ha
moved next door to 16 Sig Regt, Sgt Webber has left Germany after
many years and gone off to be a Staff Sergeant after only being in the
Troop for a very short time. Finally Lt Eodean has sickeningly been
posted to ewca tie University as an undergrad for three year , his
penance being to spend the rest of his time as Sqn Ops Offr. The majority
of goodbyes were said at the local indoor go-karting track where Lt
Eodean kept winning. The Troop did its bit for the Squadron in the
Morrison Cup with people repre enting in the Tug of War, 1500m, Shot
put, IOO + 200m. Champions of the day were the Tug of War team who
remain undefeated and Sig Edmondson who won the shot put
competition. The Troop office is now fully wired with both a working
phone and email , amazing! The Troop is now preparing for the
forthcoming RSfT before bomb bursting on summer leave.
DELTA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Jo Down
SSgt To ny Taylor
Tp SSgt
It has been another busy period in the life of Delta Tp. Apart from the
normal day to day work in the Troop we have managed to carry out a
Battlefield Tour to ormandy. where we visited Omaha Beach, the DDay museum in Arromanches and al o undertook a visit to the Pega us

Bridge memorial in Ranville. Everybody who attended had a great time
gt Tony Taylor for
and tha nk s mu st go ou t to 2Lt Down and
organising a good tour (that's a crate, Boss). We also took time out to visit
the Baycux Tapestry which was wasted on some of the members of the
Troop, namely LCpl igel Green, who was heard to comment, ' o that's
where the geezer got the arrow in the head then. ' It did tum out to be the
bargain of the week. However, Cpl Perry is the olde t looking student
I've ever seen !
While the ma in body of the Troop were in ormandy, there was a
Co mbined Endea vour Exe rci se running back at camp , which
comprisedall ATO countries passing data traffic over an HF net. The
team consisted of all the TG 's in the Troop under the watchful and
sometimes glazed eyes of Cpl Sandra Evans, who was busy abusing
Belgians at every gi ven opportunity. A big shout must al o go out to
LCpl Kerry O'Connor and ig Kate Connelly (the Helgas) who
successfully completed the Lanyard Trophy as pan of the 7 ig Regt
femal e team - not onl y completing the course but coming first in the
female competition and fifth overall, well done! Al o on the sporting
front, the Squadron put up an excellent performance in the Morrison Cup
(G). otably the tug of war team, who bad a clean sweep of the board,
congrats and well done.
On the mannin g front , the Troop is in the throws of a major turn
around. Posted in are Cpl Jinks from 2 Sig Regt. Cpl Gibbs from 21 Sig
Regt, LCpl Allen from 3 Div and igs McDowall and Perki ngton from
the factory. A big welcome to you all and a quick reminder to deposit
beer in the fridge soon. On the other side of the coin, we bid farewell to
Cpl Dougie Porter who is posted back to 216 Sig Sqn (God help you),
Cpl andra Evans who is posted back to the land of sheep and love
spoons (Brawdy watch out). We also bid farewell to LCpls Craig Harri
and Col Barker who have both been posted to Blandford {you lucky
lucky boys). LCpl Rick Whatmou gb who has gone to Bulford and ig
Aaron Creighton who is off to 8 Inf Bde and last but not least ig
' Paddy' Morrison who having successfully completed hi GTl's course
is currently ootzing in the gym.
HOTEL TROO P
Tp Comd
Lt Va nes a Galloway
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mal Pa vier
As always, the Troop has been extremely busy over the la t couple of
months. A well as all of the usual mundane chores, we have been
preparing for Ex Arrcade Warrior I, conveniently placed during the
World Cup just to really boost morale. While the whole regimen! bakes in
the summer sun, supping booze and watching the footy. we are grafting.
There is no change there then - JfF Troop I believe! Anyway. its not all
bad with over half the Troop getting a week away on a battlefield tour of
Ypres and the Somme. Obviously some hard-core history le sons were
had and to be honest. some awe-in piring sites were visited. Alongside
this wa some well-needed troop bonding and supporting of the local
economy was achieved. Overall everyone bad a good time and it was nice
to take a break from work for a while. We came back from that to enjoy a
six-day stand down. You can't say fairer than that! We welcome into the
Troop Cpl Jackson who bas joined us from the dreaded Regt MT and
LCpl Wilson who has come from 3 Div. Goodbyes go to LCpl Harmon
and Cp l H urst who are off to CIVDlV and Sgt Paul Newell who is
po ted to Ireland. Good Luck to C pl linto on OP AJAX and to C pl
Scarcliff at 264 Sqn (see you when you get back!). Congratulatton to all
three of the H Tp techs who pa ed their Tl entrance. We are now
looking forward to our summer leave and then back into the manic life
that is 7 ig Regt.

642 SIGNAL TROOP
TpComd
SQMS

C apt (TOT) A. G. Woolaston
SSgt Wynn

WHO, WHERE AN D WH AT DO WE DO?
We have thought long and hard about answering these que tions in the
belief that what the Corps docsn ' t know our replacements can't volunteer
for, maybe then MRO will let us extend ! 642 ig Tp i a small but busy
unit based in Gibraltar. We are a 4-hour drive from Portugal, half an hour
to the Costa del Sol and a one-hour ferry away io Morocco. Our mis ion
is to maintain a robust cable, fibre and copper, infra truc~ure and the
provision of in ecure and secure voice services for MOD Gibraltar. Our
role is broadly split into four areas:
I. To provide and maintain the copper and fibre cable netwo~k
and in tall Structured able . ystems throughout the Command m
support of expanding IT networks.
.
.
2. To prov ide, ad m inister and mainta in t~e Gibra ltar Vo 1.ce
Switched Network 1e lcphone services 1nclud1ng mob il e
telephones, Internet acce sand a Pager system.
.
.
3. To mainta in the PATRO and BRE T ecure vo1 e s~rv 1 ee. .
4. To provide customer ervices to the Command; this includes
telephone operator and bi ll ing service and a fault desk with a
dep loyable crew.
The un it composition is 11 military and 23 Locally Employed
Civi lian (LEC). The In ti Techs work c losely. with the LE ca~le
section, headed by M r Ernest Per a lta, fonning mtegratcd m ta_llauon
teams for both SWS and loca l projects. The military e tabhshment is:
I x Capt (TOT) I x WO 2 (Fof'S)
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I x SSgt (Sup pee)
I x Sgt (Sys Eng)
2 x Sgt (Inst Tech)
3 x Cpl (lnst Tech)
2 x Sig/L pl (Inst Tech)
The last few months have been an extremely bu y period for the
Troop. In addition to our routine tasks and ongoing local LA project ,
the Troop has completed Ex Gibraltar Forum preparation, implemented
Confined paces and attained ISO 9000 certification. However. all work
make Jack a dull boy which we're not, o read on!

,\ h~llo \\as said to two ne\\ arriYals who flew in from the UK on a
challenging first po ting. igs Pa,•itt and Gorth~ . A warm welcome
from th Troop wa al:o e'\tended to QM G eordie 'Do you think the
\ IT will buy me a loped' Wynn ~'ld LCpl ·Ade - do we always work
thi late· Bennett . We hope you all ..::ljoy your time in the :un.
With the Troop bar-bell ringing ••I!' we have being -aying goodbye to a
fe\\ old faces and greeting a few r,i!\\ one-. Firstly. the old man of the
gt Q 1 ndy 'I should be a Captain' Ca~ve r not only left
Troop the Troop but also left the Army. With the world at hi feet. he cho e not
t\I .ettle in Bali, Bermuda or even Barbados but sunny Bristol, good
choice. I o ducking out from the un hine was Corporal. now gt Lee
·Billy - Baloo' , tennett who left to carry on hi monkey bu iness in
Blandford. A long farewell drink to LC pl Chris ·r love Man ' C r aven
culminating wtth a leaving run to ierra , e,·ada was an enjoyable
overnighter and an. · dio - enor · wa said to gt ' ic - I'll do that
tomorrow· MeAnulty. II lem ing the sanctuary of the Rock slightly
bro\\11ed and two tone heavier than when the, ame! TI1e ierra evada
leg of the leavi ng run for LCpl C hri C raven proved to be infom1ative
in diverse ways. Ye . ierra evada would be an ideal venue for a week
of Troop adventure training. Ye -, W02 (Fof'S) Ski ' I can do any sport
that doe n't u-e a ball · harp is a kiing champ. Yes, Sig ' Will - I\·c got
a pi lot' licence' Gorthy is an Englishman born in Winchester. Ye , Capt
·Tony - Banzi iii' \Voolaston is a typical mad rugby player once out of
green.
TROOP CH RJTY EVE T
The pa t year ha een the Troop involved in a couple of charity
event . A bed push around the treets of Gibraltar in support of 'Wirele s
for the Blind· proved to be popular event amongst the Troop. e pecially
as Mis Gibraltar graced the bed. She was chaperoned by a member of
Gibraltar Tounst Board and they were two great as ets to the bed push!
The cable ection ran riot, stopping everyone in the road. much to the
d1 quiet of the Royal Gi bra ltar Police, and demanded va t um of money
to be all owed ·afe passage past the Bed! The whole day was a great
success with the Troop rai ing just hort of £2000. There i no truth in the
rumour that Sgt Dean 'Smell my after have' Boughen pent the whole
day trying to con Miss Gibraltar into giving him a charity ki .

EX"ER r ES OW CHALLE GE 2002
In late January thi year the Troop ct it elf the task of organi. ing an
adventure-training week and the idea of now Challenge 2002 was bom.
Due to regional constraint the project had to be funded by non-military
means.

Without kind donation from Siemens and Fibrewarehouse Ltd, and
without Ba adone Motors supplying a Landcruiser for the duration of
our tay, the Challenge could have never taken place. Funding wa also
granted from two ources in Gibraltar from the Gibraltar Amenitie Fund
and the Gibraltar avel Trust, o a sincere thank you is extended to all
organi ations that helped make the Challenge po ible. With money
is ues resolved the Troop set out at 0530hrs Monday 22 March to the
Sierra evada mountain range. Flt Lt Dave ' I wi h I wa in the Army
too ' McG hie assured everyone that he would be ab le to rai e skiing
standards from kamikaze dive-bombers to Ba ic ki Proficiency (Alpine)
award graduates. With Day One nearly under our belt, it was ugge ted
by our RAF instructor that as the day had been o successfu l that we take
the ski lift back down the mountain . As the Army hurtled down the
lope led by Sgt Adam 'Does my bum look big in these?' Torrin gto n,
Flt Lt M cGhie confirmed that it was a lonely trip down in the ki lift on
hi own. Day Two saw SSgt G eordi e 'whoooaaa heeeelllp ' Wynn come
into his own on the cour e and he pretty much skied into the course of
everyone else during the day. Witl1 Day Three came the blue skies and
sunshine that saw ig Dave 'How does my lippy look?' Pavitt running to
the shops for a re-supply of hi favourite shade of white lip tick. Day
Four aw ski maintenance and avalanche awarene s along with the
nig htfall down h ill up ide down patio-tab le (IOOmph+) Skiing
Championsh ips. Some tired bodies climbed into the veh icle for the trip
back to the Rock with four good days on the piste behind us and three
good nights on the piste too. With the 30-degree temperatures looming on
the horizon and shortened working hours coming up the Troop wi ll be
preparing itself for another hard summer.

PORTSME
In Between ' duties· our more illustrious sportsman also found time to
do their thing. Apart from player managi ng Army Gib and turning out for
Combined Services Gib, gt Dea n 'Ti me off' Boughen has represented
the Army U K and Combined Service UK soccer teams again thi s
season. With a little 2-week trip to Rio de Janario in Brazil to alleviate an
otherwi se stressful technica l years hard work!
Not to be out done, the Foreman (alias Lord Lucan) drove from
Gibraltar to Bavaria (5500km) with an Army team to successfully win the
inaugural Alpine Challenge 2-day mountain marathon. This was followed
by a quick trip to Cyprus for the annual Cyprus Wa lkabout a 2-day
competition, where the mixed team finished 1st (mixed) and 2nd in the
overall competition. On the orienteering front the Foreman yet again won
the Co rp Championships and represented the Army and Combined
Services thi · season.
Finally, it ha been confirmed that the Foreman is barking mad,
spendi ng all his leave participating in Adventure Racing (AR), an
extreme port that encompa ses all e lements of adventure training in a
non-stop race format. This is a sport where typically, a mixed team of
four will sleep for less than four hours in five days and cover a distance
of +400km by a mu ltitude of non motorised means, usually incl uding
trekking, mountain biking, white water rafting, kayaking and rope work

The British Team {Salomon Pilgrims) acclimatising
in front of the Palaia Palace in Lhasa, Tibet before the start of the
10th Raid Gauloises - Trans Himalya Adventure Race

"".'ith. the ethos of ' move when you can, sleep if you dare'. Reported
s1ghtmgs of Lord Lucan include:
Queenstown New Zealand, racing with Sir Ranulph Fiennes in
the outhem Traverse AR.
Quebec in Cannonade for the UKATAK Raid International.
racing in temperatures of minus 25°C, finishing 3rd.
In the w inning team of the Adrenaline Rush /E uropean A R
Championships in a very wet Scotland .
St Maritz in Switzerland for the Discovery Channel World
Championships.
British Team Captain in the I 0th Raid Gaulo1 es - Tra ns
Himalayas race. seven days and 827km across Tibet and epal.
Lastly. a lOOOkm race aero s Vietnam in the 11th Raid Gaulo1 e
in April/May this year with members of the Finni h team that
won the I 0th Raid Gauloises.
We'll let you know if the Foreman is over worked and under paid,
when we find him!

Seven days and 827km latter - the British Team
{Salomon Pilgrims) standing on the Finish Line
in front of Janaki Temple in Janakpur, Nepal
{L-R): Russ, W02 (FofS) 'Ski' Sharp - Team Captain, Anna,
'Dickie' and 'Duggie'

The Troop was a lso fortunate to win a £200 cheque in a SAFEWAY
pnze draw j u t before Christmas. It was unanimously decided that the
money would be donated to the local special needs schoo l, St Martins.
ensuring the children's Christmas party had a few extra treats for the kids
to enjoy.

Table Top Skiing

Cneque presented by Sig 'Will' Gorthy
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CBFSHIELD
The C BF Shield has gone extremely well in the last two te rms wi th
two second pl aces consecutively. Both terms have had nail-biting ends
with th e resul ts counting on the las t eve nts. T here have been so me
o ut standi ng pe rfo rm ances, a nd so me lac klu stre perfo rm ances, one
particul arl y is when ou r A rm y foo tball represe ntati ve Dean 'S taff'
Boughen took responsibility in a penalty shootout that decided a 6-a-side
footie match and missed, without doubt the moment of the term . This
habit of missing continued when one of our civilian workforce athan
' Romario' Bagu bottl ed it at the la t mi nute on another deciding match
and fu mbled a penalty. Without doubt though, the form and fi tness of the
Troop has shone throughout on both the civi lian and mi li tary side. We are
sure to keep a high standard in the future under the pro fes ional guidance
of our PTI Owen Trimble! May he always keep us fit and keen!
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The Foreman W02 'Ski' Sharp followed by Sir Ranulph Fiennes whilst competing in Southern Traverse, near Queenstown, New Zealand
'
(Courtesy of 'Runners World')
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Continued from Page 296

BLANDFORD'S SILVER JUBILEE WEEKEND 29/30 JUNE
the front rank of97 ig qn . whilst the Master of Signal , Maj Gen I. 0. J.
prackling OBE and the OinC (A) pre cntcd them to the middle and rear
ranks respectively.
After in pecting troops of 11 Sig Regt. Her Royal Highness returned to
the dais to present her Pipe Banner to gt (Pipe Maj) John Taylor. The
Pipe Banner wa then trooped in low and Quick time. 11 ig Regt
marched past in low and Quick time and then advanced in Review Order
fo r the Royal alute.
Her Royal Highness then addre sed the parade. 'My congratulation to
all on parade,' she aid, 'With all your other commitment , I kn.o"'. it's been
difficult. but you have all done extremely well. Parade arc st ill important
to the identity of the Corp . Among other things, they reflect the expertise
we are capable of. You have done the Corps proud. In 25 years there have
been many change , but one thing has remained constant - the quality of the
people in the Corp . Over the next few yea rs you will get your taste of
operations oversea . I have no doubt that you will cope well.'
The afternoon programme commenced with a di play by the Corp freefall parachute team. Then. after a rousing programme by the Corps Band,
the Corp Pipe and Drums and the Band of 34 Sig Regt (V), there wa a
pectacular show from The White Helm ets . Another highlight was the
an nual tandard Bearers Competition, which this year was won by Barry
The Master of Signals presents Her Royal Highne~s with the Royal
Moody of the carborough Branch.
Signals 'Jimmy' previously worn by the late Princess Mary
There wa a good att endance at Sunday's
~--------------------, Drumhead Church Service on Hawke Square. It
There was a buzz in the air at Blandford Camp
was obvio u that the three padres had been
during the \\eek leading up to the Reunion
working overtime on their preparation. ot only
Weekend. From the editor' oftice you could hear
did we have a moving service, we al o had fine
quite clearly the sound of preparation - the distant
weather for it. The final event before lunch was
roar of the White Helmets practising. the sound of
the Veterans' March Past, with the Ma ter of
marching troops a they rehearsed for the big
Signals and OinC (A) taking the sa lute. A good
parade. not to mention the Band doing likewise.
number of veterans took part, including a certain
Then towards the end of tbe week. the mowers
editor and a colonial colleague.
were bu · y on the gra work and the sweepers
descended on every bit of bitumen around the
camp. In the museum, ta ff and helpers were at it
with their brooms and dusters. We even saw the
R A iember hip ecretary, Peter Cuckow
tidying up the memorial rockery and polishing the
bras plate on it. You probably wouldn 't have bad
to look far to ee stone being painted white. It
wa obvious that something was about to happen.
And happen it did. On Friday afternoon, the early
arri,·aJ - started streaming in from all pans of the
count!) - and from abroad.
By Saturday morning the Camp was as busy as
Oxford Street. By IO. I5am all was quiet again as
the spectators settled in at Hawke Square waiting
for the main event, tbe Princess Royal Day
Parade, to begin. It wa a very full parade that
formed up. The three squadrons of 11 Signal
Regiment were augmented by anotl1er, 94 Signal
quadron (V), not long returned from their
succe ful tour in Bosnia. With three bands also
on parade. there was not a lot of space to
manoeune.
At exactly J0.30am a car bearing Her Royal
Highness, The Princess Royal , moved onto
Hawke Square Accompanied by OinC (A), Brig
C. J. Burton OBE DC, she took up her position
.
.
.
on the dais to receive the Royal Salute. Escorted
b} the CO 11 Sig Regt. Lt Col Paul Hudson and
For the first time Her ~oyal Highness wears a
Escorted by Lt Col Paul Hudson , Her Royal
the
97 Sig Sqn (V), Maj Andrew Smith , Her badge on her hat - th~ 'Jim my' presented to her the
Highness inspects members of 11 Sig Regt
Royal Highncs then pre ented Bosnia Medal to
previous evening.

I

or

Her Royal Highness presents Bosnia Medals to
members of 97 Sig Sqn (V)
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Lt Col (Retd) W. G. Mathew and Maj (Retd) B. L. Redshaw wearing
New Zealand ceremonial headress talk with Maj Gen W. T. Macfarlane
CB, prior to the Veterans' March Past
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Oddy, Ali Aktash, Leroy Andrews and Lorna Stu art, arrived at
Colchester TAC to register for the course nervous and unsure of what was
ahead of them. After being greeted by S gt Stewart Bancroft and
having to hand over their more than dodgy passport photographs, the
course started in ea rnest with an entrance test. Once the formalit ies were
over it was off to do the last minute ironing and boot cleaning.
The Satu rday started with a bump when we were introduced to PT
with Sgt Sally Howson for the multi-stage fitness test, commonly (and
politely known) as the bicep test. Answers on a postcard as to what word
the bleep is replacing! A special mention must go to Sig Kim Mann who
left the majority of people in her wake. After that is was off for a well
needed shower and breakfast, as always cooked ex pertly by Cpl Jan
Molineaux. The remainder of the da y was a mixture of drill and
clas room lessons including BC with Sgt Tex Bennett, admin/stores
with Cpl John Cook, Fieldcraft with W02 (SSM) Keith Smith and
battle shock with Sgt Morris Perry. After dinner it was panic stations as
everyone prepared them se lves for giving presentations. After a
presentation on how to give a lecture 'army tylc' in the afternoon we
could all be forgiven for being more than nervous. Everyone did well to
overcome the nerves and give good presentations. A special mention has
to go to Sig Ali Aktash for what can only be described as a highly
entertaining talk on the 24 hour clock that left us all with tears in our
eyes!
On the Sunday there was some last minute map reading revision with
gt Gerard McGachy, SPSI 45 Sig Sqn. The revision was muc h
needed as SSgt McGachy soon found out. The other test on the final day
of week one was the CFT, which was very well run by Sgt Howson.
Despite the route heading back towards the TA Centre and then cruelly
turning in the oppo ite direction everyone performed really well showing
true grit to make it to the end, as I am sure the photos taken on route will
testify.
Weekend 2: Weekend 2 of the JNCO Cadre was the exercise phase.
The J CO and SNCO courses combined into Alpha, Delta and Charlie
Sections. The friendly forces were joined by a dodgy looking native,
played rather too convincingly by LCpl John Hazelton, who helped with
night recces on the Friday night when one unlucky section went out.
However, the rest of us didn ' t have it too easy doing stag throughout the
cold night.
On Saturday morning we were deployed to the training area and it was
about now when we all wished we had brought Land Rovers! Although
battle skills and tactics were being implemented in everything we did ,
time out was taken for practical lessons on Section Battle Drills and the
setting up of trip flares with W02 (SSM) Smith ably assisted by LCpl
James Crouc h. Debbie McGee wouldn't have had a look in! The
previous weekends BC training was also put into affect when the
location was attacked but there were a few people who wouldn't have
been counting past eight seconds. Sgt Bennett, who was overseeing the
BC training, decided to give us plenty of opporrunity to practice our IA
drill .
The second day of the weekend saw the final assault and I am ure, for
many, the most enjoyable part of the weekend. The Sections et off in the
morning witl1 as much ammunition and pyrotechnics that we could carry.
The purpose of the mission was to take a bridge. which was done
successfully. As the enemy continued to fire upon us the dec1 ion was
taken to at1ack and overpower the enemy. We overpowered tl1e enemy,
played by LCpl C rouch, LCpl Marina Szabo, LCpl Hazelton and ig
Richard Hazelton. all prai e must go to them for their choice of
location. Well done, you couldn't have picked a wetter. boggier place!
Thankfully after the attack and all the ammunition had been. used in true
Rambo style, it was time to h~ad back to tl1e TA Centre. Agam the lack of
vehicle was an i sue and we all set off for the march back.
Unfortunately, it transpired that the option of transport was there but .it
was not provided becau e it wasn't asked for. I would hke to ta.ke th1
opportunity to apologi e to eve1yone on both courses and to clanfy that
tabbing it back was not my favourite part of the course!
The course ended wi th tl1e presentation of certificate by Maj Prince
(QC 54 Sig Sqn) and WOI (RSM) Morrow. Congratu lations must go to
everyone for completi ng the cour e and a huge thank you to
gt ' tew '
Bancroft and the Directing tafT for all their hard work in making it a
course 10 remember.
54 (EA TA GLIA) SIG AL SQUADRO (VOLU TEER )
Sqn Comd
Maj Dennis Prince
SM
W02 1artin Wright
Another two months have quickly pas ed. Recruitment ha. been the
main drive a I'm sure all reader will appreciate, what with the TA
ationa l Open Day and local initi ative . 54 Sqn, as alway , put
maximum effort into producing high quality displays and event at all
three centres. DJ (Lt) Emma Hillyard went live over local radio .to
promote the goings on (perhap explaini ng thi s year's flood of potential
recru its to tbe gate ... or not as the case may be!) whilst the troops ra llied
to produce exceptional di play . gt Don Punter wowed local delegates
and the crowd on tl1e B stand, LCpls hearing and Rymils sp.eeded
up the production of hot dogs and light refreslunents m the. fie ld k11ch~n
and Sgt Beach (the man capabl e of juggling a thou and JOb . and till
look enthusiastic) rallied the troops to the right locauons and limes. The
result .... there were five new recruit and over a 100 people through the
doors for the Squadron. Cpl Karen Carter and Cpl Ruth Griffith
demonstrated just one of their many ta lents by catermg. for the R A. t
George's upper, a meal for over 22 member . The evemng wa a ragmg
success and received with many thanks!
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Cpl Webb tries to encourage his son to follow in his foot steps
755 Tp orwich led by Lt Roz Keegan displayed their continuing
growth and strength both physically and tactically by winning the
prestigious Mountjoy Trophy, demonstrating orwich continue to be a
Troop leading the way in the Regiment! Staying with orwich, long
awaited congratulations go to Sgt Kare n Lyons for her promotion to
Staff Sergeant. SSgt Lyon continues to deliver her expertise to the Troop
in the po ition of Troop Staff Sergeant. Finally congratulations to our
new SPSI. SSgt inclair and his wife Maggie in the arrival of their first
and very vocal son, Cameron.

(L- R): LCpl S hearing , Sgt Vickery, Lt Ambler
Sgt Vickery laughs at Lt Darren Ambler as he is handed a joke
burnt sausage by LCpl Shearing at the Field Kitchen
PERMA E 'T T FF ADVE T RE TRAI I G
by LCpl Walker
All tho e on the Adventure Training in the Lake District had a great
time. Acrivitic included Rock Climbing, Hill Walking, Canoeing and
Mountain Bikiag - not to mention a small amount of social activity! The
Canoeing proved very popular, LCpl Johnny\ alker being the first one
to capsize doing a excellent impre sion of a outboard motor on full
throttle in hi efforts to catch hi breath. Concern wa shown all round,
e pecially by S gt Gerry lcGachy our resident instructor, who almost
had a hernia from laughing. The prize for the mo ·t time pent in the vater
go to Sgt Leaa who now ha ' ebbed hands .and feet .to I?rove it. Pte
Gill King paddled around Lake Wmdern1ere ltke a maJe lie wan and
made "Teat progres (turning to the left wa her great forte). All in all
mo t g~t wet and nil had a good time.

,.----:-=--::-....-llllliiil

(L-R): Sgt J im Pollitt, Sgt Taff Lean, Sgt Andy Crabtree,
W01 (RSM) Paddy Morrow, Pte Jill King . SSgt Cra ig Marlow
trying to set sail
The hill wa lking. which was ·upcrvised by gt Griff Griffths, also
proved to be great fun . It wa led initially led by Pte Evans and \\a oon
take.n over by W02 imone Rouse who flew up many of the :teep hilt
like a forty year old cork out of bottle.
gt Jim Pollitt managed to
o ertake everyone on the down hill ection, doing a double footed shp
and landing flat on hi back, doing a wicked impres ion of a dy111g inJa
Turtle.
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An RTA strewn with potential Oscar nominees m the shape of five
screaming casualties surprised the sections at Stand 3. ommand and
control, triage, correct treatment and evacuation tested even the quah fied
medics in the Regiment. The Oscar for the category of ' Biggest Overactor in the Role of a Delirious Bums Victim' goes to .... W02 Eddie
O'Connor, HQ Sqn.
Capt Senter and
gt 'Scotty' Clay (Hq Sqn) developed an
unorthodox method of driver training to challenge the teamwork of the
Sections and the next tand. Imagine, a reversing driver that cannot hear,
a mar hal that cannot sec and an 'instruction giver' that cannot move and
you will soon realise why teams took up to 20 minutes to traverse a small
coned course, testing their trust and communication to the limit. .. Wisc
monkeys spring to mind, Sir! The individuals' grasp of current affairs,
general knowledge and the history of The Royal Signals at the final stand
ended an exhausting first morning for the competitors.
Having a lean, lightweight frame akin to running huge distances very
quickly is very rarely a disadvantage in the Army. However, in the first
event of the afternoon, it proved to be the undoing of the Tug of War
teams from 67, 93 and 96 Sqns leaving the hot favourites and reigning
heavy weight champions of HQ Sqn to face the challenge of the mighty
Welsh. Both teams' vein-popping 110% effort finally saw revenge for 53
Sqn, helped in no uncertain terms by their very vocal, hard pulling
anchor, Capt Tony Giles. Also, congratulations to gt ' Pez' Thomas for
securing the orienteering trophy for 53 Sig Sqn.

Please do not ask for photographs sent for
publication in The WIRE to be returned,
unless they are really irreplaceable.

{l-R): SSgt Gaz Sinclair, W02 Simone Rouse, SSgt Jim Pollitt
enjoy a break during the hill walking
The weather put a light dampener on things for tl1e rock climbing so
the indoor facility at Ke wick proved a good ub titute for the real thing.
gt Graig Marlow made light ' ark of what proved a difficult circuit.
The ocial side was led by
gt Gaz Sinclair and
gt Gerry
:\1cGagh_, both to be outdone by t11e RSM strutting hi luff in the
por1 man. All in all a great time was had by all and the Training Major,
:\<taj ykes managed to beat everyone into the bower each morning due.
peciaJ thank to gt Gerry McGagh_ and gt Griff Griffths for their
enthu iasm and dedicatton for a great week.

Contributors should be aware of the fact
that although every care is taken with
contributions, they should not risk losing
photographs which cannot be replaced.
Contributors shou ld also be aware that
unless digital photos are saved to disk at
a minimum of 300 dpi mono and 400dpi
coloured, they will not be used.
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'GAS, GAS, GAS!'
Members of 93 Sig Sqn's patrol sect just before the gas chamber

Lt Col R. G. Mather
V OJ (RS 1) M. C. Fisher

A cunningly constructed command task awaited the combatants at the
econd stand. SSgt John Batts' (53 Sig qn) design en ured that the only
two teams to actually complete the ta k did so with only a few seconds to
spare. Well done to 53 Sqn and 93 Sqn.

We find our elve in another busy period for the TA Regiment with it's
HQ in Redditch. The last few month have been filled with a military
kilts exercise. a skiing exercise and a diving expedition, among t others.
The Regiment would like to congratulate Maj (TOT) Da e Frayley and
the QM (V) Maj John Byrne on their promotions. The Sergeants" Mess
bid a final farewell to Lt Col PJ Grogan at his dining out. We hope you
enjoyed the evening, Sir.

W01 (RSM) M C. Fisher presents a farewell gift to

Lt Col P. J. Grogan on behalf of the Sergeants' Mess
EXERCl E REYI\ RD CHALLE GE
Ex Reynard Challenge i the RSM's, WOI (R M) M. C. Fis her,
annual military skills exerctsc. This year it was held in June at the Alter
range .complex near Southport. The exercise attracted a large and
enthusiastic attendance. The exercise encompassed a march and shoot,
patrol competition, tug of war, orienteering and finally an assault course.
learns were entered from all five squadrons. Saturday began with the
mare~ and shoot and ~atrol competitions running concurrently. Two
md1v1dual sections of eight competed from each Squadron. The keenly
onte ted march and shoot competition consisted of a 4-mile tab followed
by a IOOm range all under the watchful eye of
gt Jeremy 'Jez'
Bromley (P I 96 qn), whose ·trict penalties for rule infringements kept
the event .challeng~ng and fair. Well done to 96 Sqn, who's only team
took pan 111 the 1111t1al march and shoot and the final patrol of the day,
enabling them to complete A'IJD WI both! ongratulations to Sig
Ratcliffe (liq qn) for best hot of the day.
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Cpl Jim Wingfield as he helped the section from
96 Sig Sqn to victory in the march and shoot competition
The.patrol competition saw the sections navigating the entire length of
the training area between six stands, each with its own military skill test
to complete. A surprise bombardment greeted the cctions approaching
the first stand testing their IA drills before being assessed further in the
gas chamber.
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W02 Eddie O'Connor helps add to the realism
with his portrayal of a burns victim at the first aid stand
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HQ Sqn showing that they can pull ropes
and slide down them too!
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The ompe1i1ive pirit of the qn could not be dampened by the
weather on the morning of the econd day a the as.au It cour e race
began. Each quadron in turn aggr;: sively atracked the ob'taclc again t
the clock. p<.-cial congratulations .11ould go to the members who fought
the \'ertigo demons to complete su<. ' fully the arduou eour e showing
great courage. The mo t notable o'" these wa gt E•me Aviet from 53
ig qn. The compe tition cou ld not have been clQ er, ' ith 96 q n
beating 93 qn mto ccond place by only two seconds!
The Honorary Colonel, ol Cartwright, brought the successful.
challenging and thoroughl y enjoyable weekend to a clo e with the Award
pre entation.

~~~:::i:=='T':;:::;;:ii~

ice carting. It turned out to be slush carting.
Many of the beginners fared far better than the experts in a slalom
competition organi ed by the Austrian ski instructors. SSgt Ian 'Tomba'
Giles crashed and mi sed all the gates. Other fell at the first gate. Cpl
Greaves decided to impress with a fine descent on a snowboard. He
proceeded to eat now at the second gate. Rather a rash decision, as we
were quite hort of snow at the time. Then at last! now, snow and more
snow!
People were urpri ed and relieved how easy it was to ski on fresh
piste snow. To celebrate, the day became a 'free ki' day. We split up into
mall groups and tried out the thrill of the powder now. That evening
certificates and award were presented. gt Brian Mclean and LCpl
Garbutt decided to bum the candle at both ends. However, they arrived
in time to catch the bu in the morning and lept for most of the journey
home.

by team captain, Lt Matt Longcake were the last team to tackle the
Assault Course. Knowing exactly what they had to do and fuelled with
that vital assault course ingredient 'aggression', the team emerged
through the grime with a cracking time and another first place. Well done
96 Sig Sqn (V).
EXERCI E RED DRAGON II
Ex Red Dragon was a diving expedition based from a live-aboard boat
in the Red Sea sailing out of Hugarda. The team consisted of members
from 2 (NC) ig Bde led by 37 Sig Regt (V), not forgetting our avy
team member POPT Reid Glennie. On arrival in Hugarda we were met
with the news that we had been up-graded to the most modem boat of
their fleet called the MY Sea Serpent. With this news we would now have
to cope with a 20 berth boat instead of the original 16 berth boat we had
originally booked.
Life on board was extremely organised . Reveille was normally
between 0600hrs and 0630hrs and was announced by the dive guide
going round the cabins giving the wake-up call of, 'Let's go Diving.'
Mo 1 people had found tJ1eir sea legs by the end of the first day but a few
unlucky individuals had recurring bouts of feeling unwell. Most days we
managed to complete three dives, many of these involved the potential

dive leader training. We spent a whole day on the Thi tlgorm, by far the
best wreck I've ever dived. The night dives saw a few little mistake in
navigation. An unnamed pair was seen urfacmg far away from the boat
at the wrong side of the coral reef from where they were imtially dropped
off. They bad to wait patiently for the RIB to go out and collect them but
suddenly they seemed to be trying to run across the top of the reef (no
mean feat in full kit). Apparently something had taken offence to sharing
the reef with them!
Using a live-aboard was excellent as it enabled both dry and wet
training to be completed easily. It also allowed us to transit to the next
dive location whilst conducting other activities. Ex Red Dragon II was a
well thought out and planned exercise which achieved the majority of Its
objectives. One aim of the exercise was to qualify a many people to
BSAC Dive Leaders. Out of the nine members of the team training to
become Dive Leader , four managed to gain the qualification.
Congratulations go to Lt Col igel Harrison , Maj 'Kev' Flanagan.
Ca pt Dave Pope and gt 'Ros' Thwaites. It was only lack of diving
experience that prevented the others from qualifying, but it is hoped that
it won't be long before they are qualified. Ex Red Dragon Ill is already
being planned, so watch this space.

•
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Col Cartwright presents the first of three trophies to
96 Sqn's Section Comd, Lt Matthew Longcake
EXERCISE 0 TRAPP DRAGO
Ex Von Trapp Dragon wa the Regiment's skiing exerci se held at
Hochfilzen in the Au trian Tyrol. The exercise consi ted of alpine and
cro s-country skiing. The cros -country training took place in the local
Hochfilzen area, which is renowned for the excellent facilitie including
range for the biathlon. The alpine skiing took part on the Fieberbrunn
ki resort. The exerci e taned wel l. SSgt Pete ·Spike' Harris, (a ski
instructor with many years experience) forgot his ski boots so 93 Sig Sqn
had to do a u turn on the M65. The coach arrived at the TA centre in
Redditch on time, but failed to stan for two hours! We eventually began
the journey to the Tyrol and 24 hours later, after many video and
snoozes. we arrived in Hochfilzen to see no snow but plenty of sunshine.

Cpl Fred 'Banzai' Smart gaining some serious air-time ...
well nearly!
Despite the rain and the fast disappearing now, the exercise was a
great success with all the participants gaining the Basic Ski Proficiency
and improving their own ski standards.
96 (CITY OF COVENTRY) SIG AL SQ ADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
M aj P. H. Fowler-Smith TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) J. Convery
A number of changes have occurred recently in the Squadron. Firstly
Maj Richard Bowden left the Squadron on posting to Birmingham
UOTC as 'A' Coy Comd and the Squadron is now under command of
Maj Paul Fowler-Smith, who joins us from 67 Sig Sqn (V). The formal
handover parade took place on Tuesday 28 May 2002.

EXERCISES 'AP SKI
Everyone was issued cro -country skis. Several ski pole were broken
when we practi ed our descent sitting on ski poles between our legs. We
later practised climbing and descending techniques. This included
straight running, one- ided herringbone. full herringbone and tacking. We
then p~ogre sed onto track techniques, which included diagonal gait (with
and without poles), double pole and then 3-phase running. eedless to
say at the end of the day we were all extremely tired. SSgt Pete 'Spike'
Harri was in hi element, putting us through this extreme physical
to~re '.1fld '.\taj Marcus Co grove Jost the will to li ve a he spent most
of his hme on one cheek. All this technical training was followed by a
4km track loop th_en a furthe~ IOkm tour home. SSgt ' Buzz' Small kept
the local population emertamed for most of the evenings at the local
karaoke bar. 93 Sig Sqn (dressed as Vikings) and Mr Doubtfire (C pl
nelson ) also entertained the locals with a fine rendition of bohemian
Rhapsody lead by, yet again, SSgt ·Buzz' Small.

1
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Lt Col

. P. Harrison MBE
WOl (RSM) A. M. Maxted

Following the hectic run up to the Freedom of Sheffield Parade, life
has slowed down a little, giving those of us in RHQ a chance to catch up
on ome of the less exciting, but necessary work that always need doing.
As well as completing the inevitable MFP return and getting our heads
round OJAR for TA and Regular Officers, there has been time to enjoy
life at functions such as the Corps Officer ' Dinn'!r in London and a
Ladies' Guest ight here in Sheffield . The majority of the Regimental
hierarchy also took part in a 2 ig Bde Mapex, Ex Horse hoe Eagle HI, in
early May. RHQ bid a fond farewell to the old Adjutant, Capt Stu
Gillespie, who is off to command the CORMORA T Squadron at 2 Sig
Regt in York and welcome in hi replacement, Capt Jim Lambeth, fre h
from the joys of JCSC. Farewell also to W02 (RQMS) Mick enior
who leaves on retiring from the Army to take up an NRP appoi ntment
with Sheffield UOTC. Regimental congratulations are due to 2Lts James
Greenrod and Adie Mathews on their successful completion of the TA
commission ing course, Sgt Harding from 46 Sig Sqn (V) on coming
joint top of the RSSC, Cpl Hull from HQ Sqn on promotion to Sergeant
and to ig White from 64 Sig Sqn (V) on coming top of his TA recruit
cour e in Blandford . A warm welcome back to Maj Andy Smith and all
those who served under hi command in 97 (BRITFOR) ig Sqn (V).
Finally we wish a afe and successful tour to Capts Andy Whalen ,
Chris Kinvig and Mick Piechota and gt Pickle who have all deployed
to the Balkans on mobilisation tours.

included teams from the UK, Belgium, Poland and Denmark. 87 Sig Sqn
(V) provided an archery stand manned by Sgt Mick Hallam and Sig
' Geordie' Clark. Some competitor obviously fancied them elves as
budding Robin Hoods, shooting the trees instead of the target ! gt
' essie' esbit, Cpl 'Welshie ' We lsh and LCpl Sally Fisher manned
tbe micro na vigation tand to send a few competitor· in the wrong
direction. 87 Sig Sqn's team achieved an excellent result gaining econd
placed UK team and third overall. Team members were Cpl Kev
Bedford (Capt), Cpl Pete Houghton, Cpl James Magas and ig fark
Shipman. Most memorable was the tretcher race, where the stretcherbearers tripped, Cpl Kev Bedford was dropped and they landed on top of
him. It was a very muddy event!
CPL 'JACKO' JACK 0 SCORES!
87 Sig Sqn 's favouri te chef scored a hit on Saturday 11 May when Cpl
' Jacko' Jackson married Elizabeth in Arbroath, cotland. The wedding
was well attended by members of 87 Sqn. They had fabulou weather and
partied all night long. The happy couple later went off on honeymoon to
Largo Bay.

Maj Richard Bowden hands over to Maj Paul Fowler-Smith

SSgt Pete 'Ski God' Harris leads 93 Sig Sqn in Karaoke
!pine skung began with the troops being split up into ability groups
by the two. Austna_n Ski mstructor . However, with heavy rain tJ1e snow
wa faM d1sappearmg. We planned to incl~de a bia~hlon in the evening
but the ram demoh hed the track . The cont111uous ram was now affecting
the piste and our skiing. The evening's entertainment was supposed to be
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Capt Peter O'Gorman, the PSAO since the quadron 's formation in
1993 has also left us to take up the post of PSAO of HQ Squadron at
Redditch. We wish him well in hi s new post. The Squadron wi ll be
forever gratefu l to him for all his hard work during the past nine years.
He is succeeded by Capt John Watson a recent convert from 35 Sig
Regt (V). We welcome back, W02 Joe Krikorian, the (PSl) gt Jez
Bromley and LCpl John Ryan after their successful Operational Tour
with 97 Sig Sqn in Bosnia, and LCpl ' Rob ' Mullins on his return from
Kosovo. Congrarn lations must go to LCpl J im W ingfield on achieving
Top Student on his Det Comd Course and on his ubsequent promotion to
Corpo ral. Congrat ulati o n must go to the Team who took part in Ex
Reynards Challenge, which proved to be a very rewarding weekend. The
Squadron won three of the live trophies up for grabs during the weekend,
including the Regimental Championship awards for the March and Shoo_l,
Patrol Skills and the Assault Course competition. LCpl Jo Kellard 1s
commended on achieving the second best shot. The team displayed a
great deal of spirit and patriotism when it came to the patrol competition.
They embarked with Union Jacks flying. The fin al trophy was won in a
most enthusiastic fashion. The teams drew lots and the 96 qn team lead
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The CO and RSM present Sgt Swift (64 Sig Sqn (V) with her scroll
for the Freedom of Sheffield Parade.
All those who paraded on the day were presented with a framed
scroll as a momento of the occasion
87 (CITY OF OITI CHAM) IG AL Q ADRO
Sqn omd
Maj J. P. hcrn TD
SM
W02(SSM) V. Jackson
MILITARY KILL PRE URE TE TED!
The Reserve Forces and adet. A ociation (RF A) held an
International Military kills competition al Altcar 3-5 May 2002. It
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Sig Louise Brown uses cam cream to recruit
Chris Morledge from Nottingham into the TA
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Loui e. aged I . ha found she enjoy military hfe o much that he i
oon to lea" e the T to enli t in the Regu lar Army. good luck!
64 IG. 'AL Q ' DRO, ( OL . TEER )
Sqn Comd
laj \ . K. Carr
M
W02 P. I. Horton
FR DO\l OF THE ITY OF HEFFIELD - by Lt T. Howes
On 13 pril '.!002 3
ig Regt (V) a long with otl1e r loca l TA and
Reaular units were granted the Freedom of the Ci ty if hefficld. HQ qn
and 64 ig qn provided the Regiment' contribution to the parade and
were ably led by Maj Will Carr. T hey j oi ned fo rc es wi th o ther
contingent from the East and \Vc. t Riding Regiment , 2 12 Fd Hospital
(\'), 106 (We t Riding) Fd qn ( ) RE. I DWR and he tnut Tp I RHA
to parade through the C ity of Sheffie ld with colours fl y ing and bayonets
fixed .
Jn the weeks leading up to the parade, the troop had been thoroughly
well drilled by the R 1. Thi included the subaltern , w ho we re drafted
in as emergency replacement in case anyone who actually kne' how to
march broke their leg on the way. Throug hout the day our tra ining.
enthu iasm and pride shone almo ta much a our boot . The parade was
conducted in front of what felt and looked like a izeable chunk o f
heffield' population and passed without a hitch, save for WOI R M
Andy 1axted' voice is uing orders in the style of a hyperactive seal.
Afterward we returned to Manor Top TAC and celebrated with a few
'light ale ' rendering any training on the following day to trictl y light
and gentle dutie . Congratulations to all who participated - e peciall y
LCpl Alan Gibb and igs Hales, Carswe ll , Ka hn and Towey- fo r
marching o well!

The Freedom of the City of Sheffield Parade
15 April 2002
LONDO ' 1ARATHO - by 2Lt J Greenrod
It had seemed Iike such a good idea at the time. I'd done the Sheffield
Half-Marathon on several occasions, and the Great North Run. Hell, I'd
done the 42-mile cro s-country High Peak Marathon, even if it had taken
us thirteen hours! How tough could a marathon be? Certainly in The
Sprini;vale Beer Engine, after five pints of Guinness, it hadn't appeared a
dauntrng challenge. I filled in my application form , sent it off and
promptly forgot all about it! Jt was a miserable morning in November,
and I had a >linking hangover when I staggered into the kitchen to see the
far too brightly coloured package on the table, 'Congratulations, Your
Application to Partake in the 2002 Flora London Marathon has been
Succe sful'.
I needed to son my upper-body strength out to prepare for the dubious
delight• of the TACC at Sandhurst, so it wasn ' t until mid-February that
the Marathon became my main effort! I needed a training panner, but
although.I knew plenty of people w ho were all too happy to go for a sixto-ten mile run, the number who were up for a sixteen-to-twenty mile
effon 1 could count on the fingers of one thumb! Self-motivation it was
~hen! !hroughout March I was running about thirty mile~ a week,
mcludmg a couple of twenty milers. Still I was worried . Even the
obscenely fit and healthy people 1 knew said that they ' d ' hit the wall ' (the
pomt at which your l?<>dy stans burning fat re erves to produce energy,
and yo~ know about 1t!) at around the twenty-mile mark. Shortly before
E:ister, m t~e Beer Engine again, I vo iced a thought that maybe I should
give up drmkmg for the two week between Easter and the Race. Thi s
was met with minh, scorn and general derogatory comments about me
being a weak-willed alcoholic who could never go a fortnight without a
pmt! That ettled it. Abstention became pan of my tra ining programme!
As I was putt!ng myself thr?ugh a not inconsiderate amount of pain, I
figured that I might as well raise some money doing so, but for whom?
Run for the CO's charity!' was the advice of the squadron 21C and why
not''. ' Hope and Home for Children' it was. A worthy ca~se, their
~11. s1on ·1s to give hope to children world-wide, who have nowhere to
It.' e du" to v.ar or disaster, by providing them with loving family homes.'
( Bloody hell Sir, are you gomg for your second pip already? ' was the
SP l's reaction. ' I don't know what you're talking about Staff,' was my
k' than honest reton')
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The day itself was gloriou · . The weat her was dry but not hot, and a
slight hree.le meant that it was idea l running conditions. There were three
tan ing poin t:. , everul thou and other people and myself congregated at
the Blue tart . at Blackhcath ommon. It was fairly surreal. a massive
field filled with tents and scanti ly clad luna tics going through various
bizarre ritua l whilst mu ic blared-out over the Ta nnoy sy tern . It was
reminiscen t of the Glasto n bury Fes t iva l. As 0945 hrs approached
everyone fonned up on the road. behind w hi chever letter corrc ponded to
the one on their bib (from what 1 saw, the mas ive logi tica l operation
behi nd the Ma rathon was a well-oiled machi ne). A minute's silence for
the Queen Mother and then a barrage of fireworks heralded the start.
The next few hour passed in a conti nua l blur of fre nzied colours
c heer in.g crowd . dazz ling un hine._ band and o rc h estra~ playing
everyt hing from blues to pop to cla s1ca l, ra ndo m conversations with
peop le I'll never ee again. blokes in pubs dangling pints in front of u
(yea, very funny!) and an e ntra ncing, up li ft ing a ura of good-will
emanating from every encouragi ng ca ll a nd every pou nding foot-fall. As
the race progre ed and th ighs grew heav ier, fee t sorer, a ll it requi red wa,
to absorb the atmosphere, and you were re in vigorated. If that fai led, then
the reali sation that you were in danger of being beaten by a bl oke in a
gorill a costume would certainly keep you motivated! I hit the wa ll j u t
before the 22 mile mark, but knew that if I stopped I' d never start again.
Once aga in the crowd helped us on with c ries o f 'Come o n, Hope and
Home ,' kept me go ing. (I was obvio usly a novice. Those who'd run
marathon before had c rawled thei r name acros thei r chest . I now
understood w hy!). The last couple of mi les, running a long the Thames
were a lmo t enjoyab le, but eeing the fini h line was till a relief. I
cro sed it utterly chi n- trapped in a ti me of 3hrs 34min s 33 ecs, and
forced my pleading legs to carry me through the chai n of post-run admin.
Medal round neck, space-b lanket draped over ho ulde rs, goodie-bag in
hand and electronic chip removed from tra iners I staggered off towards
The U nderground, shattered but conte nt. At la t, I could have pint.
EXERCISE EW DAWN 2 - by 2lt S.A.Stacey
Foll owing a few low turno uts for quadron leve l exercises it was
decided that weeke nd comm s exerci es needed a bit o f a shake up. A new
focus on providing military skills trai ning balan ced with re levant trade
training w ill be delivered th rough a serie of quadron level ' ew Dawn'
exerc i e . The fi rst of the e, (bizarrely ca lled Ex ew Dawn 2!) was held
recently at Catteri ck.
With the tra ining a rea o far from heffield, Fri day night turned into a
late arriva l in camp fo llowed by a very early morning deployment into
det loca ti ons o n the Sa turday mornin g. Comms boo med in almo t
immediately and an all informed net was maintai ned for the remainder if
t he weeke nd . On ce t he d e pl oy m e nt wa co mpl e te th e Sq uadron
Command Po twas able to inst igate det by det instruction on some of the
quadron s newer equipment. By Saturday afternoon a ll det were back in
location and worki ng on harpening det drill s and the use of BATCO. The
Squadron command post made frequent vi its to the e locations under the
auspice of controlling the exercise, but in reality was dropping off rogue
enemy unit to conduc t skirmi shes aga in st the m. Thi opportunity to
prac tice de t defe nce drill s was an o bvio us highli ght of the weekend,
particularly so since much effort had been put into appl y ing cam cream
and cleaning weapons. Shooting at an o ffi cer seemed a just reward. This
was fo llowed on Saturday night by a number of c lo e target recces on an
otherwise unaware HQ quadron.
A ll w ho attended j udged the weeke nd a success. kill that . eldom
seem to get an ai ring were practi ed and refreshed , c reating more variety
in the MEL. Sunday morning saw an early c losedown to allow time to
conduct a roll ing re pl en through HQ squadron in order for th em to
practise their own drill .
873 TRAr ' I G TROOP, 64 S lG ALS SQ ADRO
by 2Lt Steve Stacey
2002 has seen a signifi cant change in 64 Sig Sqn 's ORBAT. Until
recently, 873 Tp, which had formerly been an
RS Troop, became the
new Squadron Training Troop. Our role is to provide recruit who have
compl e ted Bas ic Training w ith the lnitial Trainin g Win g with an
understanding of the quadron as well a basic detachment and ignalling
skills. At the same time they remain in an environment with those they
have passed through recruiting with. Practical and theory Troop training
takes place on drill nights, then at weekend. the Troop is divided amongst
the Squadron 's operating detachments to put the training into practice.
The Troop is headed up by myself, (2Lt Steven Stacey),
gt Trevor
Grant and C pl Stephe n ' Technical Head' F urniss. For training purposes
we are equipped with one working CRS det and s om e M-det
equipment.
As mentioned above, the Troop is trained in all elements of basic
detachment drills, s uch as the erection of mas ts and tentage, down to
smaller tasks such as using tilley lamps. Concurrently Troop members are
unde rgoing a programme of instruction in Class Three signalling skills
such as Voice Procedure, Batco, 914 Mou ld, etc. It is intended that this
will improve their skills and improve the s tandard of lass Three
operator training within the Squadron. We wi ll soon find out when the
first five of our Signallers go on their course.
l TCI CO R E - RllHIMAKI F l LA D 8-12 April 2002

by Maj Ken Rustidge, Sq11 Comd HQ Sqn
A few months ago the CO offered me the chance of a holiday. The
only catch was that it was an INT IS course and it was in Finland. I
checked the diary and booked (so I thought) all the admin and logistic
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bits and off I went. The other pre-requisite was that l had to write
something fo r The WIRE, so here it is.
A late flight was booked from Manchester and back so that I would be
back in time for the Freedom of the City of Sheffield parade on the
following Saturday. On arriva l in ll elsinki I was met by a Finnish army
cadet and told tbat my hotel denied a ll knowledge of my reservation.
Holding on to my booking confirmation we arrived in Riihimaki at about
2.30am to find the hote l in darkness and locked. As a temporary measure
1 was accommodated in the barracks and told they wou ld look into the
Hotel problem late r. The course tarted early the next day and I was
informed that a somewhat unwie ld y so lution Lo my accommodation
problem had been foun d. Th is mea nt Monday ni ght at a n alternative
hotel, Tuesday back a t the barracks, Wednesday to Friday back at the
hotel. (Mr Flex ible, that's me, well done the I lotel Booking Service).
On Monday evening fo llow ing di nner in the a ll -ranks canteen it was
over to the Officers' Mess for 'lee breakers' and a chance to get to know
the other me mber of the course. One notable drink was Ma nnerheim
Schnapps, named after the famo us Finn i h Comma nder in the wi nter war
against the Russian 1939- 1940. It is taken in th ree sips with three toasts
from a glass shaped li ke an old telegraph pot.
Tue day got off to an earl y start wi th lectures on KFO R C IS, Nordic
Brigade 'JS, Signa l O fficers Duties and Movement Control Order . In
the afternoon there was a COMM EX which involved navigating around
the camp in team of two, reportin g inc idents. urprisingly a Fin nish
Captain and I fi nished first! In the evening it was back to work to prepare
for TX Viking. I had to prepare to brief the class on details of a Frago
concerning a fictitious situa tion in Ko ovo. My team con isled of a
Finnish Captain a 2 1C, a wed ish Li eutenan t, an Eston ian Lieutenant
and a Finnish Cadet. Even though everyone poke excellent Eng lish,
ometime confusion occurs through misunderstandi ng. For example in
Kosovo a radio report of a m inor accident wa taken to mean a m ine
accident!
Wednesday saw a erie of lecture on security, ADP, E DP regulations.
information sy terns a nd the Fin n is h Batta lion in Kosovo. In the
afternoon presentations were g iven on !CS issues in the various nations
rep resented. Maj John Lambton, Capt Pete Mouland (both 35 Sig
Regt) and I gave the British contr ibut ion. In the eveni ng the co urse
travelled to He lsi nki fo r a brief tour of the capital and a sauna at the
Military Academy.

Thur day and there was a further series of lectures on ombined
Endeavour and Interoperabili ty. I was selected to give the situation brief
to the class on the scenario in Kosovo on the border with the FYR of
Macedonia. The remainder of the day involved group activi tte dealing
with further task from the init ial Frag 0 and M ulti ational Brigade
Operations. In the even mg there was a presenta ti on o n th e F inni sh
Signals Museum fo llowed by an excellent course dinner in the O fficers'
Mes.
Friday saw examples from an operationa l poi nt of view in Ko ovo and
a cour e debrief followed by a presentation of certifica tes. I travell ed
back to Helsi nki with the Swedish delegation, as my pl ane headed back
to Manche ter via Stockholm.
Overall this was a timulat ing a nd wonhwhile experie nce, and I till
managed to get back in time for the Freedom Parade in Sheffi eld.

Without the use of a safety net, and in his best Finnish,
Maj Ken Rustidge briefs on the Kosovo/FYROM border situation

4th ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (204)
OSC R TROOP - by Sig Daz Kewley
Tp Comd
2Lt Limbrey
Sgt S haun Oliver
Tp S gt
This past month ha een a large change in personnel in the Troop.
Tho e we say goodbye to are LCpl ean Bricrl. and Sig ·Sly' Fo und
who are both going to ! (U K) Armd Di v, and our Troop Staff ergeant.
Sgt Oliver who depa rt s for 249 ig qn. S gt Oliver wa nearly
se lec te d to re pre ent th e Squa dron in the re cent Lanyard Trophy
competition, in which the team came an impre ive eighth.
;,,.....,_,_

....__.,...._

During the Lanyard Trophy W02 (FofS) Steve 'lronman' Moore
wipes the sweat from his brow
Other members of the Troop who took part were Cpl ' Wills ' Williams
and ig teve orton. We also welcome 2L t Limbrey back to the Troop
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after his Troop Commanders Course at Blandford. One of his first ta ks
ha been to organise the Squadron hooting Team for the annual BA(G)
SAAM at STC ennelager. The Squadron performed well and beat a
number of major units in the various competition . Team members from
the Troop included Sig 'Wizza· Whitham, LCpl ' Kev' Hellyer and
myself. The Troop al o welcomes Sig Greg Rhode and ig Din dale in
from Blandford. everal member of the Troop have managed to get
away to adventure training in Bavaria, including Sig ·Baz ' Barrie and
Sig Tony Richard. ' ho managed to go . ~hite water rafting. ig ' Coop ·
C ooper and Sio Sam Marsh went athng tn Denmark for the week.
Finally. good lu;k to LCpl ·TaIT' Roderick who is going to outh Africa
in June to run 56 mile · in the omrades Marathon. everal member of
the Squadron arc competing (Fool ) and are hoping to rai e a large
amount of money for Charity.
PAPA TROOP - by Sig Jo E vans
Tp Comd
Lt Bridie Hender on
Tp
gt
SSgt Paul Davis
.
.
.
\ ell , it's been a busy couple of' eek m the quadron withe.. erct , e .
adventure training and second line in pection . Recently the maJonty of
the quadron disappeared off to Hohnc on ex rci ·e RJ1ino word. Welldone LCpl Kenny Everett for your fantastic fire fighting skill . Very
impre ive. Also a big well done to Cpl ' wampy' Pollitt who checked
that Sig 'Ched' Richardson 's kit was properly waterproofed before they
went into the field. ig eil Dundon and Sig Lacey Moran ha\e nearly
completed their FV 432 Dri er cour. ~ an~ hop~fully will be qualified
to drive 43 ' . some better than other , w11h Sig e1l Dundon mtroducmg
the front of the 432 he wa - driving to a tree at clo e range.
On the porting ide of life. somebody thought 1t would be a great idea
to drag the quadron in early on n . aturday morning to run round ".1th
hockey tick , and general.ly. make tool . of ourseh'es. (cheer: ha.rhe )
On the whole. it ~ a a bnlhant day, wtth a few reahsttc dt\'es 1g Jo
Eva ns di e was a bit too reali tic and he i now off PT and on crutches
with torn ligament ! Well done to Papa Tp. who were Yery proud to \\m
the wooden spoon! I o, the ·tore · were , ·ery happ) to be rid of , i ~
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·Gaz' Hill. who disappeared off :o ennelagcr Training Area for a week.
rcpre:enting the quadron on 1 hooting competition. W came a
re·pectable 'not last' and ig • ;,z· Hill thoroughly enjoyed him elf. Sig
Jo E\Sn nd ig Wa)·ne Locku>n went ailing for four day , from Kiel
to Denmarl.. and de ided , olid ground\ as definitely the way ahead! ig
Wa) nc Loct..con pent the first day either a leep or feeding the fi h.
Congratulations go ut to S gt Paul Davis, gt tevcn Tressider and
Cpl Glen Haye for receh ing your quadron porting colours. The
Troop would like to ay a big hello to Sig ·Terry' Curtis, Sig eil
Dundon and ig. ' ick rwin who have joined us from the dark depth of
11 ig Regt. Blandford. Al o a wanu welcome to Sgt ·Willy 1otu who
ha joined us for four month , on Ex Long Look. from cw Zealand. We
all hope you enjov vour time here.
A sad furewcllto Cpl Dave Dowson, Cpl . eil 1celhinney, C pl Glen
Hayes and LCpl · hep' beppard, who have all been posted out to
pa·ture ne'' - good luck to you all. Also. good-bye and good lu.ck to
LCpl te\Cn Moran. who will be leaving the army. We would all hke to
wi h him luck for 14 June, when he has hi final interview for the Police
Force.
4 BRIG HQ AND IG Q

(204) KAPE TO R

PRI

2002

by Sig Bosher
On Monday April eight carefully chosen members of 4 Armd Bde
HQ and igs qn (204) arriYed back in unny old Blandford ready to take
on the KAPE Tour (Keeping the Army in the Public Eye). Three weeks of
what ome might think a a glorified kive but let me tell you it wasn't
thatat all!
The first week was pent in Blandford sorting out the kit we would
need and rehearsing the pre entations. We were given some exercises to

carry out with the student , a radio exercise and a logic problem. ow
with u all being intelligent oldiers of the Royal orps of Signal , you
would think that non e of us would have a prob lem with th e logic
exerci e, considering it was aimed at school level. But it proved harder
than it looked. It was left to our only technician on the tour LCpl Dave
Davi , operators Sig ·sty ' Found and Sig 'Becky' Bosher to run with the
problem. The radio exercise wa given to Sig ' Shep· Shepherd and Sig
Jo Evans. This left gt ' Mac ' McGregor and LCpl Sean Brieley to
concentrate on their personal career profile presentations. All was going
well until Friday moming when gt 'Mac' McGregor was taken off the
career profile and replaced by Sig ' Shep' Shepard, leaving him only one
day ' preparation time but they worked hard and managed to please ju t
about everyone . The second week was spent in the outh East of
England, in and around Maidstone, Chatham and Folkestone. The first
school of the tour wa daunting but once we got into the swing of the tour
there was no stopping u . A a KAPE team we generated a great deal of
interest in thi area for the Royal ignal and the Am1y in general. We
also attended Folkestone Cadet Detachment. Around 40 cadet turned up
and took pan in the activitie . The third week took place in Cheshire with
the team staying in Dale Barracks. We worked mainly in colleges instead
of schools for thi " last week and the age group varied, anything from
se enteen and upwards. This meant that we had to adapt the activities to
make it more enjoyable for the student . This turned out to be another
e entful week when Sig ' hep' Shepard decided to have an argument
with a tiletto and LCpl ean Brieley brightened up an ancillarie bag.
Friday 26 April marked the end of the KAPE Tour and wacky race
back to Germany. We all had a good time. Hopefully the Corp will
benefit from tJ1e hard work put in by Lt Bridie Henderson and her team!

morning of 3 April. The first casualty of the Exercise happened IOkm
down the road when Sig Marsh and Sig Lord found out they no longer
had brakes on the Bedford they were driving. As they limped back to
camp the rest of the convoy carried on to Poland. After a stop in Prenzlau
we finally got to the Konotop Hotel and started sorting the place out with
comms and masts in abundance.
The first day of work got underway and it was hectic at first ,
especially for the Guard Force which consisted of Cpl Wood, Cpl Clark,
Cpl Lee, LCp l Barr, Sig M~rsh, ig Lord and Sig tee!. All their
valiant efforts deserve a menhon. Radcon was another task to be filled
and was completed with dedication by Cpl Angus, LCpl Thompson,
LCpl Codak Sig Castles and ig 'Yeoman ' Howard. After a while
thing started to calm down in Excon, especially as all was well up at the
rebro site, Cpl Underwood, Cpl Margie, LCpl Honeywill, Sig Epton
and ig 'Proff' O'Connorseemed to be enjoying life especially ig
Epton's voice procedure.
The personality drivers (LCp l Jennings, LCpl Smith 450 and ig
• ol' Brown 919) were deploying about every ten minutes. More and
more people were drafted in for Op Guard Force which was becoming
increa ingly stretched as a certain Bn could not keep their doors secure.
The only people that were capable of guarding it properly were the Signal
Squadron .. .. .. obviously. The day started to pass quite quickly and the
guard patrols frequently found Polish civilians rooting through bins. This
up et ig 'Grace' Howard with her sympathetic comments. Less
sympathetic however wasCpl 'Woody' Wood and S gt ' Eddie'
Corcoran who had far more unpleasant ideas for dealing with them. All
this excitement had the four weeks flying by and all too soon we were
lining up again ready to go back to sunny Hohne and Battle Camp one
day later.

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

qo Comd
faj Mark Roberts
RSM
WOl (RS f) Dean Ewing
If you want to work hard and get recognition for it come to an
Armoured Brigade ignal Squadron! As the last round of Sergeant to
taff Sergeant promotions proves, our S CO's have certainly got
something to smile about. Congratulations to Sgt 'Scott' McKenzie, Sgt
'Al' Finn, Sgt 'Gaz' Dixon and Sgt 'Lee' Clark on your recent
promotions and good luck in your subsequent postings.

W02 (RQMS) Jim Duncan receives his Op Agricola 6 medal from
the OC, Maj Mark Roberts
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Karen Moore
Tp SSgt
SSgt Corcoran
First a few hellos go to Sigs Huck, Anderson and Kendrick straight
from training. Goodbyes go to Cpl 'Jinty' McTurk who's now trainin.g
recruits (our thoughts are with you all), LCpl ' Kev' Cannon who 1s
going to 249 AMF (L) in Bulford, Sig ' Roy ' Castles who is going to3
Inf Bde and last but not least Sig ' Pam ' Dunkerley who leaves for C1v
Div.
EXERCI E PRAIRIE EAGLE - by Sig 'Jerboa Boy' Marsh
The Squadron deployed on Exercise Prairie Eagle at 0200hrs on the
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MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd Capt Dinnis
Tp SSgt SSgt Sanderson
BATTLE CAMP - by LCpl Saunders
This month the Desen Rats main effon was concentrated on the first
battle camp in five years. It was held at Haltem Range and split into two
phases. The fir t phase concentrated on refre hing the basic skills of
oldiering and adding some competition among t the troops in the form
of a log run, bayonet drills and a respirator run. We al o took great
pleasure in a day on the ranges to conduct weapon handling tests and
APWT. When it came round to practising section attacks, there was a
point where staying upright seemed more of a problem than trying to
return fire. This occurred as Sigs 'Beer Epton and 'S immo' Sim found,
during an assault on an enemy po ition, a few blades of tangled gras can
form the most effective trip wires to the unwary.

Sig Lord and Sig Marsh
show the local Poles the full extent of the 207 deterrent
during Exercise Prairie Eagle ...... a small stick!

Celebrating the recent promotions from Sergeant to Staff Sergeant
(L-R): Sgt Scott McKenzie, Sgt Al Flynn,
W01 (RSM) Ewing, Maj Mark Roberts, Sgt Gaz Dixon,
Sgt Lee Roberts
Another occasion to celebrate was the presentation of Op Agricola 6
medals by the OC, this coupled with the Sergeant' promotion board and
an ·in-house' promotion for ig mith 450 a nd Hopkinson gave us all
omething to celebrate with a few sherbets in the Squadron Bar.

stands, build a fence. pull up some carpet that might as well have been a
ten meter square slab of concrete ...... .. .. .. not a problem. Members of the
Exerci e would like to say thankyou to the children and staff off the
school for the brews, sandwiches and cake, the lovely card and the cold
crate of well-deserved Stella. The third school was Asterdale ituated 111
Spondon near Derby. The job sounded simple (didn't they all): 'assist
with the School Fete'. Soon we had finished painting the School Hall and
3 Classrooms but thanks for the tea and biscuits. Hopefully the children
of Asterdale School will have a constant reminder of our time there, a
Desert Rat in each room for many a year to come.
Phase 3 was RandR. After more threats of parachuting we moved back
to Cambridge for a few quiet beers and a BBQ. We were al o introduced
to the curious art of punting. This involved pushing yourself around a
river in a long boat using a big stick while trying to avoid LCpl '450'
mith who would appear from the depths like a U-Boat and try to sink
you. The two weeks proved hugely succes ful. Where else can you pull
down a school, set fire to the debris and get paid for it? A big thank-you
to 2Lt 'GR-7' icol for organising the trip and for all his hard work
'liaising· with the ladies from Q107 radio station and the teacher from
the various schools. (Must have been a nightmare!)
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BRAVO TROOP
Tp omd 2Lt icol
Tp SSgt SSgt Sims
A warm welcome to LCpl Bell and a fond farewell to Sig Brogan,
LCpl Harris, Sig Epton, Cpl Beevers and our illustrious leader Lt 'The
Boy' icol.
EXERCISE RATS RALLY - by Cpl Mark Angus
On 17 May 2002, 32 men and two women deployed on Ex Rats Rally
(Exerci e formerly known as Op PR). The brief was simple, to deploy to
the UK and conduct public relation , KAPE and recruiting. It was a threephase operation:
Phase I: To make the soldiers totally compliant, through fear, by
forcing them to jump out of a perfectly serviceable aircraftcommonly known as parachuting.
.
.
Phase 2 : To work the oldiers to the bone domg vanou
DIY/gardening tasks at 3 different schoo ls. 2 in Cambridge and
I in Derby.
. ..
Phase 3: Keep the Army in the Public Eye and let the c1vihan
world know that soldier know how to make the most of Re t
and Recuperation
For Phase I our luxury accommodation wa situated in Tidworth and
our catering needs were provided for by I RHA (nice toast!) Parachuung
took place at ether Avon and under I st Cla s instruc_tion we .learned ~he
fine art of launching one elf out of an aeroplane hangmg by bits of stnng
attached to a piece of nylon. In the end only eight personnel were able to
jump due to high winds this left Sig ' Iceman· O'Connor .praymg thank
to the God of wind and promising never to be naughty agam.
Phase 2 found us at Netherall choo l in Cambridge. Our ta k was to
pull down a hed and dig up a , mall area of grass. In vague tenns th_i
was correct. The shed turned out to be three temporary port-a -cab m
classrooms joined together and the mall area of gras turned out to .be
hard mud and two even harder ten-meter square labs of concrete. W1tJ1
health and safety at the forefront of everyone's mind we set abou.t the
building with sledgehammer , pick axes, a Landover and the occa 10nal
curious child. By the end of day one our work area looked hke a bad da,Y
in the Balkan . The building was down and the lab ' er~. mashed. This
task was made easier and more enjoyable by tJ1e acqu1 1t10n of a small
tracked digger, a jackhammer and a chainsaw thank to Cpl 'Barney'
Beever . It is best not to write how he acquired them. The next schoo.1 we
ewnham Croft. The brief was ·a bit of pain~i~g and bull? a
helped wa
·hed'. It transpired that we also had to dig up and repo 1t10n some bike
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W02 (RQMS Jim Duncan
remembers the 'good old days' during the log run
The second pha e was the exercise itself and the qua.dron wa s~lit
down into two Platoon to perform regular Infantry trammg and tactics
including harbour drills, patrol . ambu he and advance to c:ontact. The
DS staff played the enemy for the exerci e, although the b1gge t pests
were definitely the mosquitoes tJiat dined delightful!Y on the Squadron's
blood for the entire exercise. Mo t notably they dmed dunng the long
awaited ambu h where tho e lying in silence felt they were almo t bitten
to death. On the fina l attack the whole quadron reli hed the chance to
put all the recem training into practice (and pay back the D taff for
keeping them waiting and urrounded by mo q~Jtoes). The two platoon
moved swiftly over the battlefield and uccesstully destroyed all enemy
they encountered within the tactical area of re·pon ibility.

LCpl Boffey gets to grips with the 'enemy' during bayonet training
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ome notable like Tp perfonnance were a fo llows: on the APWT
ig O'Brien - ored an impressive .vo o~ t of 60. ongratul auon on ~our
promotion b · the '' ay. Duri ng the <ectJon attack ~ pl Fu got a htt ~c
over e.xcited and turned into Capt aveman. charging off from Charlie
tire t ams a ·sault and pru si ng in front of Delta Fire Te;.:n ·s covering fi re.
·B ·t Fall during a ccti on Attack· undoubtedl y goe to Cpl ' SoFofS'
Hamilton . s fo r the si mpler ta ks in life. LCpl Barney so mehow
managed to ·et hi trou ers alight while att: mpting to brew up a .c up of
tea.
for the Foreman of ignals' attemptmg to u-e the throat piece of
hi· radio a a microphone, what can we ay ? (How do you soar with the
agle when turkey urround you?)
On returning fro m Battle Camp, Mike Tp gave a good send off tofour
of the Troop who are due for po ting shortl y. Goodbye and Good Luck to
gt ' Andy' Grai nger, gt 'Al' Fin n and igs 'Gavin ' Stubbs and
' Gaz· Hatton. A large portion of the quadron had only ~ day o~ two
before they et off for Ex Rat Rally. a PR tnp back to UK to a 1st m
keeping the rmy in the public eye and to celebrate the Queen·s Jubi lee.

ig ' Cheryl ' myth helped with the di ggi~g. Even BFB c~1mc along to
televise the action and much to the old QM d1 dam he received a slot on
prime time cene Hear TV!

Sgt Fitton shows members of Montgomery School t~e finer a rt of
basha building during grounds week - 16 Apnl 2002
10RRISO C UP - by LCpl Paul Wraight
Half way through Battle Camp the Morrison Cu p. Team was chosen.
Yes, it' the taking part that c~unt . Early one mornm~ we ventured to
Herford to compete in the Momsoo Cup. Once reg1strat1on was complete
we were ready to take on the world. A little bi t ti red fro m the previou
days acti vitie , but not deterred, we put in a 100% effo rt and did the
De ert Rat proud. otable succe e inc luded LC pl P hilli ps bronze
medal for the Pole Vaul t and Sig Blakeley fi nishing the 5000m, well
done! All those who took part ha d a n enjoya ble and fu n time, but
probably not a much fu n a the spectators of the hurdles!

gai ning the vast knowledge on llM S Belfast. Although HMS Belfas1 had
been reduced to scrap many years pri or to the fu nction, we manage to be
seated and enj oy a wonderful mea l. Arter the speecht!S and the toasts
especially the toast of .the evening, ' TO Tll E CO D WA RS!' the real
portying got under way mto the earl y hours.

These climbs were all in the Very Difficult to Severe categories and all
who ' topped out ' on the climbs felt a great sense of achievement. On
days when the weather did not pennit a ' afe' climb, the climbing wall at
Indefati gabl e was us ed to impro ve the students ' techniq ue. After
climbing solidly all day one would expect the instructors to want to relax.
They did, by visiti ng Plas Y Brenin outdoor pursuits centre, and yes you
guessed it, went climbing for a few hours! The walkers went on .several
arduous routes, aro und the Capel Curig area notably conquering the
Glyders, Tryfan, Moel Siabod, the Devil 's Kitchen and many other peaks
in the area.

, QUA DRO ADVENT UR E T RA INING - by 2Lt Darke, Bravo T~oop
Adventure training for the Squadron took pl ace at Capel Cung m
orth Wales and was conducted over a two-week period, with half the
quadron exercis ing durin g the fir t week and th e remainder in the
second. The activit ies on offer to the participants were Rock Climbing led
by the OC, Maj David Robson who was ably assisted by Lt Clarke and
pl Ma r y Anderson. Hill Walking was conducted by C pl Pendleton
and Cpl ' Shackleton' mith. The Rock-Climbing took place around the
Snowdon area with mu lti pitch climbs of variou rock face s including
fogwyn Yr Oen at 240ft, ldwa l Slabs at 470ft and the East Face of
Tryfan at 560ft.

LCpl Mick Jennings is awarded 'Best Field Soldie r'
from the QC followi ng Battle Camp
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt John Fradley
gt Jim Pritchard
Tp SSgt
Welcome to Capt (Q 1) Fradley as the new QM and goodbye to Capt
(QM ) Duckworth , C lar e and George who leave for 3 UK Div.
Montgomery School ' Gardens Week' was a smal l task which kept us
occupied during those quiet Summer Months! Picture the scene. The 2£C
Capt 'Boy Band' Whittley is having a few beers in the Mess and ki ndly
volunteers I.he Squadrons ervices to a teacher at the school. He leaves a
small scribbled note on QC A Tp 's door that it's in our ' best interests ' to
help out, QC A Tp has no manpower because it's all in Pola nd and
requests the as i tance of upport Troop. How could we refu se? On 16
April we deployed to t he s chool to help out w ith s ome gard e n
development and a· couple of intere t le sons for the children. Sgt Fitton
demonstrated the fi ner art of basha bui lding and Cpl 'Jenny' Hine and

S ig 'Stu' Blakeley recovers after the 5000m a t the Morrison Cup
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Q ADRO. ' HEADQ ARTE RS
Congratulations to WOI (R M) Webb who leaves the quadron to
take up hi next post as Corps RSM; all the best Sir to you and your
famil y. Farewell al. o to YofS Wright who has left us for 30 Sig Regt,
well done for breaking the 3-hour mark on the London Marathon. Finall y
a wann welcome to WOJ (R M) Gorton who joins us from 12 Mech
Bde, hope you are looking forward to BATUS (again).
Q ADRO, EW - by Cpl Moore, Alpha Troop
The build up for BATUS in eptem ber for 209 Sig Sqn is slow ly
gathenng momentum . Ou r battle g roups need exercising, we need
exercising, our vehicles need to be prepared and the garages need
sweeping. In between ITDs need to be completed, various courses need
attending, school visits to try and recruit youngsters into the Roya l Corps,
leave need to be taken and good reasons not to be on exercise during the
World Cup need to be thought up.
Two quadron sports days went off well. An inter-troop football
compet.llon sa" upport Tp lift the winner 's Trophy (funn ily enough,
most of the quadron football team are in Support Tp. The next event
wa · a "1mming competition and allowed various members of the
Brigade to be seen in all the ir glory. The Brigade Headquarters team
cho e to ignore the ' no ~o ldi e r should wear ti ght fitting speedos ever'
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The next morni ng, after wak ing in a tender condi tion that onl y a Mes
dinner can provoke, the Squadron seni ors toured the C~bmet War room
to ee how Sir Winston Churchill conducted the campaign m World War
2. After the War Rooms we depa rted to a battleground of a di ffe rent
nature, to watch the Army face the avy at Twickenham. Well, ne.arly
everyone as beca usebonce we a rrived at Twickenham we rea li sed
someone was mi s ing. The un fortunate Lt Gra ham .Clarke had uttered
the fatefu l wo rd , ' G uy wai t fo r me,' before going to the totlet at
Waterloo Station. Sorry, I hope your tax i didn 't cosu oo m.uch. After a
few pi nts in the Signals bar and meeting many old friends, mcludmg L t
Clarke, everyone agreed that the weekend had been a great succe s.

L PHA TROOPS VI IT TOH DRIAN WALL
by Sig Smith. Alpha Troop
.
.
.
.
On a wet and windy pring morning m Apnl , eight members from
Alpha Tp set out on a cultural vi it to Hadrian 's wall led by 2Lt Taylor.
The da y tarted by looking at a mall ection of the wa.11 where the
corporals did pre entations on different a pects oT Roman hfe. After the
presentations bad ended we went to a museum to . look at the find of the
many archaeological digs that have taken place 111 tJ1e area of the. wall.
There were a lot of intere ting things on display from Roman fa h1on to
the simplest of fighting weapon from t.h~ surroun?inl! area. The weapon
were still in surpri ingl y good cond 111on consid ering they were two
thousand years old (a bit like LC pl treet's stores). The next par: of our
wet and \vindy visit wa. a th ree mile. walk. along the ~vall, wluch \\.a ·
thoroughly enjoyed by all, e pec1ally 1g m1th who wh111i;cd all th~ ''ay
about the weather. Apart from the horrcndou meteorolog1cal conditions.
it was very enjoyable looki ng at the ground th<: Roman patrolled to keep
the Scottish out. The route was well planned by 2Lt Taylor as we ended
up in a pub for a cracking pub !unch. Overa!I the da) ~va ·.a .refreshmg
break from work a , well as very mteresting. It s a hame 1t ramcd though .

unwritten rule. A menti on must go out to my boss, Alpha Tp 0 - 2Lt
Will Taylor for try in g to sw im whi lst wea rin g, what ca n onl y be
described as, a Mohair jumper.
Q ADRO
T DY PERIOD - by 2lt Darke, Bravo Troop
The Officers, Warrant Officers and SNCOs took part in a weekend
study period in London. The combined messes left Catterick earl y on a
Frida y morn ing for the long drive down to the big smoke. When we
arrived in London we booked into the Victory Services Club and dumped
our kit off, before setting off to the MOD mai n bui lding. Whilst at the
MOD we had a variety of interesting presentations that dealt with how
the MOD operates, how the MOD interacts with government and how
several departments within the MOD affect the Royal igna ls with
regards to equipment procurement and Corps After ex t stud ie . We also
had a gu ided tour of the media ops faci lities in London and were sh?wn
how I.he combined services interact with the press on a day-to-day basis.
That evening WO! (R M) Webb received a good send ofT from the
squadron on HM Belfast. On arrival to the function, 2Lt Gavin Darke
gave a brief, but very descriptive insight into the history of HMS Belfast
and the many tasks she had carried out during her yea rs of service. Capts
Cli xby and Lumley (Aussie) had sabotaged hi s research for the bnef,
with the aforementioned getting to hi reliab le source prior to 2Lt Darke
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TH E LA YARD TROPH - By llt Taylor. Alpha Tmop
.
The Lanyard Trophy which involve. running._Joggmg, walkmg and
crawli ng (dependi ng upon your tamma) 40 mile · with 401b. m the
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fa test ume pos ible was held this year over the York hire Dal . The
Q, 1. Da' e acree trained a dedicated ten-man team for thirteen weeks
prior to the event. Initially it wa 1wo se sion a day; a run before
breal..fast and a hard cs ion in the cvei,ing, u ually sprints up Richmond
Hill or .omething that brought a similar pain. The team trainer, (often in
hi· Red , is an high performance motor vehicle) would hout
moti\'ational phra ·e•. The culmination of the training ' as two ' eeks in
nowdonia "here the team worked incredibly hard and achieved a very
high lc\'el of fitne: .
The e\ent 1tselfwa tougher than ·ome imagined. being challenged not
lea t by the \'aried weather condition let alone the con tant pounding
upon the feet. lthough only half the team completed the gruelling
course and a team po·ition wa not achieved, the time of l 2hrs 46mins
achie\'ed by tho e who did fini h would have put them in fifth position
out of the twenty- even taking part. Congratulations must go to all those
who endured the training, made the tart line and ultimately those who
cro ed the fini h line ha ing completed what some described a ·tJie
toughe t thing they had ever done in the Army'. ee you next year?
ALPH TROOP
A wann welcome to the quadron is extended to Cpls Al C lark and
'Gaz' Moore, LCpl Lynette Anderson and ig ·Brad' Arm trong, Jim
Keery and imon Rankin . Farewell go out to Sigs 'Dan' Bright. And y

Ca in , Lee Davison, Rachael Kenyon and Steven Richardson .
ongratulations to Al and Kelly Clark on the birth of their son Jame
Allen. Get the beers in!
BRAVO TROOP
Hello to igs Stafford, ·Taff' Thomas and ' Reg' Holdsworth
arriving in their tin uit from the factory and Sig Bielby po ted in from I
Div. Welcome back to our Troop Commander, 2Lt Darke, back after
completing the gruelling Troop Commanders Course in Blandford.
Farewell to Cpl •Bill ' Russell, posted to 3 Div, lucky you! LCpl
rmatage leave. in the fom1 of Cpl Armatage to 12 Mech, LCpl Kelly
Ed!'n joins hubby Eve at 2 Sig Regt and LCpl To ny Cr utchley leaves
for 4 Armd Bde. Goodbye al o to Sigs Kerr and Baron, who have left
for 2 ig Regt and 30 ig Regt respectively. Fina lly one last goodbye to
Lt 'Penguin' Clarke, who leaves us for Lichfield. Congratulations on
recently pas ing P ompany. Hope you get the jumps in soon.
SUPPORT TROOP
Farewell and Arrivals are in large number this month with the MT
saying goodbye to Andy Langan and ' halky ' W hit e. The Tech
Workshops have seen the last of ·Kev' Cooper-Shaw. ewly arrived are
'Billy' Evans, Reuben Johnson, Lee Calvert and Chris Kelly.

THE MACEDO IA A D THE QUEEN'S J BILEE MEDALS
PRE ENTATIO 7 JU E 2002
The quadron personnel who deployed to Macedonia on Op Bessemer
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qn Comd
RSM

laj eil Fra er
WOl (RS 1) C. Drew

Life in the Brigade ha continued to be as busy as ever. The turn
around from Afghanistan is now pretty much complete. RSlT passed
(with a good result) and a Board of Officers inspection just about
fini heel Postings in and out are as frequent as ever, with the Squadron
eemingly lo ing a large number of Para trained personnel (all those of
you out there who funcy a crack at the course should see SOinC's PDs for
direction ). Too many to mention all, but farewells go to Lt Dean
tkin on, who ha been po ted to Blandford (a just reward after the
Lanyard!), SSgt Hatton. who bas left C Tp on promotion as RQMS 19
tech Bde, and gt Greenwood, who has managed to escape the MT. All
are thanked for their efforts on Ops and in the Squadron. We've had
numerous posting in, including W02 (Yof'S) Thomas, po ted in from
Blandford to the sleepy Ops Room, gt Coxon, posted in from 2 R to B
Tp. and Sgt Ward , who ha taken over the generator fleet. A big farewell
goe to WOI (R M) C Drew who leaves, o n Com miss ioning, for
Herford, having stayed to complete one final operational tour. Swiftly
following him will be the S02 J6, Maj Andy Fallows, off to 7 Sig Regt
after two gruelling years in the Squadron. Arriving for the badge is WO I
(RSM) Weaver. Welcome to 216 Sig Sqn!
EXERCI E CHARLrE TRJKE, 27-30 MAY 2002

by Sig Afaclachlan
Ex Charlie Strike was to be the first proper exercise for the Troop
ince before Macedonia and Afghanistan. The general idea was to have a
thorough run out in the picturesque scenery of Pippingford Park. As per
usual the original plan didn ·t last very long. in true British Army fashion ,
we scraped together what we had and came up with a new plan. The
Exercise turned out to be an ideal opport un ity for the new Troop
hierarchy to experiment with the capabilities of Charlie Tp. It also turned
out to be an excellent chance for new members to become famil iar with
the Troop and some of it possible ta ks on exercise and operations. An
opportu.,ity also arose for the more experienced but non-ferocious
members of the Troop to see how Light Tac works after a para insertion.
The exercise was planned for two phases, firstly the lecture and practice
phase and then the main exercise phase. Phase one consisted of2-man, 4man, Section and Light Tac contact drills, Para Tac set-up and the
familiarisation with the Troop radios and SOPs. Finally the main exercise
kicked off, and urprise, surprise it was raining! The idea was to
incorporate all the les ons and practicals from the first phase into one
eamle exercise so that the Troop could train for the future exercises
and operations at Squadron and Brigade level. In the end, despite the
occa ional panner in the works, the outcome was good and the Troop
somehow managed to avoid becoming too disheartened by the con tant
downpour. All ma ll , a worthwh ile week spent training.
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2 16 ig Sqn going across the finish line first in 11 hours. The Regimental
Col onel , Col Donaldson, and many othe rs from the Squadro n and
support tea ms cheered them in. After having kit wei g hed and photos
taken , they joined the crowd to cheer in 2 l Sig Regt who crossed the line
to take the Lanyard Trophy. The teams came in throughout the evening,
with 7 Sig Regt finishing first of the ladies and 63 Sqn (V) the first TA
units. Col Donaldson and Maj Fraser continued to meet all the teams as
they came in. A mention must also go to 35 ig Regt (V) who crossed the
line in just under 24 hours after a gutsy performance. They had just lost a
man at the final checkpoint and finished with seven at 0430hrs to be met
by the OC and RSM.
With all the competitors in, the checkpoint teams made their way back
in and everyone got their heads down. Apart, that is, from the Chief
Clerk, Sgt Stapleton, who spent the night typing up the certificates for
all who had completed the route . Under the RSM, everyone was formed
up for a parade for the trophy winners, with Col Donaldson making the
pre entation to the winners and runner up in all three competitions.
Congratulations went out to all who had taken part and also to those who
had organi ed the competition, particularly Capt Griffith and WOJ
(RSM) Drew. The organisation of next years Lanyard Trophy now
passes to its winners 21 Sig Regt and the Squadron's efforts turn to
winning back the trophy in 2003 .

were to receive their medals, and those people who qualtficd would
receive their Queen 's Jubilee medal. This of course rang alarm bells to
the RSM, the Squadron doing drill. It was all destined to end in tear;. The
day for the parade wa to be the same day England were to play
Argentina in the World up, two good reasons for the quadron to retire
to the ' Tab Inn' after the parade. After a few rehear als the RSM resigned
himself to the fact that the Squadron was just no good at drill and that
even if we practised all week we'd still be poor.
Col Lacey, the Garri on Commander, arrived and presented the
medals to all those who qualified. Whether or not he wanted to watch the
football is unknown but the parade didn't last too long and the Squadron
made its way to the bar. You all know the score, and what a re 1,1lt,
unlucky Argentina!
WHAT NEXT?
The quadron is currently on an Air As ault Skills week, consisting of
Rigger/ Marshallers and Landing Point Commanders courses and
refresher training (the qualifications needed to undersling loads, an
essential part of Air Assault operations). Then at the end of the month the
Squadron is off to sunny ewquay for a few days of well deserved
Adventurous Training and maybe a bit of 'team building' in the bar. July
then brings the first Brigade exercise in a long time, Ex Eagles trike in
the lovely Scottish country ide! It is an exercise that is definitely needed
as the Squadron and Brigade have been preparing for, going on, or
recovering from operations for over a year.
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LANYARD TROPHY 2002, 23 1AY 02
After a busy turnaround following the Squadron's RSIT inspection,
preparations were completed for tl1e movement of nearly I 00 personnel
and over 35 vehicle up to Yorkshire. A snake of vehicl es then made it
way up the A I on 2 1 May to Wathgill Camp, where the quadron was
hosting thi year' event. The final recces were made for the location of
checkpoint by Capt Griffith, SSgt Bartliff and SSgt E ldridge. This,
however, became a trip to mediate with the local fa rmers who had
allowed us to put the route of the competition over their private land.
On the day before the start the communications plan, the work of SSgt
(Yof'S) Redstone, was implemented. With 26 team of ten going aero s
some severe terrain it was vital that this worked to allow the monitoring
of all the teams ' progress and ensure no one was going to be left
wandering arow1d the hills when the event was over. As expected there
were no problems and by the afternoon a net with all 18 checkpoints and
the start point was establ i bed. All but four of the checkpoints then
remained in place overnight ready for the tarting pistol the following
morning at 0500hrs.
With Wathgill Camp cookhouse filled with teams at the ungodly
breakfast hour of 0300hr , the movement out to the start of the 40-mile
route began. Here S g t E ldridge and his men were taking the teams
through a weigh in to the start area, although many did not seem too
fussed with the sausage rolls that had been supplied by W02 (RQMS)
Smith as nourishment. The quadron's team rocked up at the last minute.
easing the worried tension that was beginning to appear. All formed up
on the tart line under the direction of WOI (RSM) Drew. The start
produced a sprint to the end of the ranges, with the maroon machine
leading from the front. The work back in the Ops room at Wathgill now
began in earnest, with S gt (YofS) R e d stone running a gro up of
operators taking the details of the competitors as they came over the net
from the checkpoints. By the time all the teams had been through
Checkpoint 4 (the first location where the support vehi cles were allowed
to meet with them), there were already over two hours between the first
and last man . The weather played a large part in the first few hours and
many teams left to go onto CPS with on ly eight or nine members. The
checkpoints closed down as soon as all the team s had been through them.
Whilst the first few CP details were back in camp for lunchtime it was
apparent that the latter ones and the rebros were in for a long day. The
next checkpoint where the support vehicles could access was CP8, by
then the spread of the times was increasi ng. The front-runners, 216 Sig
Sqn with 21 Sig Regt chasing, were stead ily moving away from the rest.
W02 (RQMS) mith had prov ided food a nd hot brews for the teams
and they were sorely needed, with a steep climb up to CP9 clearly visible
from CP8.
The confusion that followed CP9 is now common knowledge. With
the 216 Sig Sqn team leading, they took a wrong route to get to what was
an old grid for CPI 0, and fai ling to find it, headed down to P 11. Having
missed out a c heckpoint the team were the n automatically di squa lified
from the compet ition and became ineligible for the trophy. The team then
turned their foc us into to regaining the lead from 2 l Sig Regt, who had
gone ahead. By the time the frontru nners reached P 15, the next support
vehic le location, 216 had regai ned the lead and put an impressive
distance between 21 Sig Regt (AS) and themselves. The teams continued
to move through the c heckpoints with the hours between first and last
man moving into double figures, and the number of teams keeping eight
members for the trophy decreasing. Thi kept the pick-up vehicle busy
as they made many journeys out to pick up the injured and ex hausted. By
late afternoon the quickest were starting to come towards Wathgill with
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Ah , the end of another busy period for the Squadron. High readine s
year is not proving quite as busy as last year, but it is not far behind.
After learning how to fight as part of a division last year, the 'Top Brass'
realised we needed to practise how to fight with all the other ervices!
Step forward 12 Brigade, the Land Component Headquarter of a Joint
Force. More about that later. Beside the exercise and normal work. we
found time as ever for ome more entertaining activities. More Troop
Commander's day , sporting achievement, shooting and long weekends.
Special mention should go to the hooting team for holdiJJg their own in
the Div SAAM. Lots of hard work paid off.
EXERCISE JOI T FALCO A D JOi i T E TURE
Following all the high intensity training last year, it was time for u to
learn how to fight 'joined up'. This entailed quite a departure for us as we
left our fami liar stomping grounds and SOPs to adapt to something never
tried before a Brigade Signal Squadron providing a completely static and
extremely large Land Component Headquarters. Deploying a horribly
over ized (a een by Bravo Tp) HQ to South Cerney, we et up next to
the Air Force, avy, SF and the RLC (ably upported by IOI Log Bde
HQ and Sig qn (26 1)). This provided it own challenges, a we were
determined to prove our con ummate professionalism to all those
amateurs . The lead was taken by Bravo Troop who normally provide
Brigade Forward. ot used to Staff for long period . and certainly unu ed
to never moving, some swift le ons in service provision were learnt.
Cpl Dale Petty, Al Wilson and Joey Collins provided the friendly
'service with a smi le', whi le Lt Jon Malcolm hid in Comm Ops.
Morale was sustained by a fully equipped refreshment tent. TV, video,
newspape rs, end less brews and a constant ly frying Burger Bar wa
provided by SSgt Pete Mullen and hi eager Burger flippers, i~s Dan
Tasker and T im Bartlett. As the Exercise continued and the shifts all
merged into one, we quickly ettled into a routine. The night hift felt a
little hard done by a the rest of the component all seemed to stop the
war at I 800hrs. After two week of comp lete ly static and not very
challenging work, endex provided a welcome chance to get some work
done. A complex that had taken two and a half days to et up and had
been constan tly added to over a month and a half, took even hours flat to
.
completely pack away. It was a tremendou effort al~ round.
All in all it wa an unusual exercise that required some adaptation
from our no~al SOPs. We provided our customary out tanding ervice
to the staff and everyone involved learned a great dea l abo ut JOlllt
operations.
·
AL PHA TROOP COMMA DER ' DAY - byLtJones
The latest Troop Commanders' Day Out fo r the men and women of
Alpha Tp was an organi ed pitch and putt at the local 9-holc course m
Pirbr ight. Our resident foo tbal I ' professio na l', Cpl 'Joey' Collins
decided to put the Troop tlll'ough its paces in a most gentlemanly port
and orga nised a 4-ba ll tournament witl1 five teams goi ng round after each
other. The day began with overcast weather and a ubducd atmosphere.
The phrase 'fish out of water' was aptly appli ed. Fi nally the moment
cou ld not be delayed any longer and off set the first four with a flurry of
wlld swi ng and lumps of fa irway sent ky' ard . lmtt ally ~here. w~ !Ob~
a five-minute gap between gro ups. but the trend wa set with Sig Kille~
Webb taking a gallant nine shot to complete the first par 3-hole. This
was fo ll owed by ome smooth play from ig i Goundry and LCpl
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'Bob' Yuille. Every bunker, hedge and water hole was to be vi ited at
least once by one of the players . lndeed, as we played out the back
ection of the course, a select crowd of amused people had gathered to
watch the spectacle. It was not all doom and gloom though. Some real
golfing talent was born, to which the group paid its homage. otable
performance came from Sig Jim Brant. Sgt Ray Pendrich a nd ig
Vince. A bargain day out and enjoyed by the whole Troop.

ARMY INDOOR CLIMBl G C H MPJONSHfPS
byLCp/Lamb
On Friday 3 May 2002 a team of eight competitors from 12 Mech Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn (228), travelled up to Hull to take part in the Army Indoor
Climbing Championships. The first category was Very ervere (V ). ig
dam 'Pez' Perry was first and flew up the wall to progre s to the next
category, Hard Very Severe (HVS). Cpl Chri Webster and LCpl Ben
Redfern al o completed V a nd progressed to the next tage.
Unfortunately LCpl Dan 'Q' mith and [ failed to progre s, as we
narrowly mi sed the la t handhold. Thi gave us a place in the V finals.
This took place on the HV route, LCp l Smith gained sixth place with
an excellent effort. I ended up in 13th place.
The next category wa HV . LCpl Pete 1inza and LCpl Cbris
1cGeorge both entered the competition in this category, completed the
route with ease and were promoted to the E I comp. LCpl Ben Redfern
(who progressed from the VS competition) completed the HV and al o
progres ed to the EI comp. In the EI eventCapt Adam Corkery made
the route look ea y with an excellent climb and was promoted to the E2
competition. The El competition was to prove difficult for the rest of the
12 Bde team. Only Capt Corkery progres ed to E2. The E2 competition
was the time for the big boy to how everyone how it i real ly done.
There would be two route . Each competitor wa to climb the first route
and get as far as they can. Then after a ten-mi nute rest they were to climb
the second route, which looked a lot harder than the first. Before the tart.
Briti h Climbing Champion, Ben Moon , demon tratcd them. He made
both climb look like a walk in the park. Capt Corkery was next. He
produced a great effort by getti ng fl of the way up. After hi ten-m inute
break he started hi econd climb. Tiredne and severe difficulty got the
better of him and he fi nished in joint 3 I t place.
The high light of the day was to watch the Belgian am1y climbing team
do their tu ff as they all entered the competition in the E2 category. It just
"hows the benefits of training. We will all have to take a leaf out of their
book for next year. Overall it was a tremendou effort by all competitors.
pec ial thank go to L pl Pet e Minza who worked very hard 111
organising our entry into the competition.
TTACHME T TO 12 MECH BDE HQ & SlG Q '(228)

b11 2Lt Barker

· People occa. ionally a k me what a Second Lieutenant who ha n't done
his Troop Commander's course actually doc on attachment to a Bnga<l •
ignal quadron as a Troop 21 . My reply i a m_uch _a pos ·ible. On
arri val at the qua<lron in January I was thrown straight mto the tluck of
things, heading down to alisb~ Plain al mo t in:imedia~ely on . E.. Iron
Foray. I OOmph wind and ho n zon.tal ram combmc~ wl!h a d1strnctly
limited working know ledge \ ere m danger of turnrng thmg Forrc~t
Gump. But after being educated libe~lly in e~erythi1~g from pan _ba'h to
the SA , I quickly fe lt comfortable wi th the bigger picture. C\Cn if . om
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of the finer details wer· 'till blurred.
Back in Aldershot three ;, eeks later, I wa ta ked with trying to
produce an award-winning honting team to compete in CORPS M and
DIV A\.1. For those \\ho hav· not been lucky enough to deal close ly
\\ ith Am1y ompetition hol•ting, it i a trick . ta k of finding keen
. old1ers with the right rank and date of birth to make a team, trying to
find the nght ranges to train on. getting the ammunition and safety staff
and under landing and teaching the hoot . Pam 20 becomes a close
fnend . In addition I et about organising an Adventure Training exerci e
for July (which -adly I am unable to go on). Thi ha proved to be a
roller-coa ter ride of emotions. being informed daily of booking
cancellation . fltght unavailability, would-be in crnctor failing course
and trying to communicate in wedish. I handover to Lt 1alcolm what I
hope i a ready-to-go all- inging all-dancing exerci e .. .It eem a hame
that some of the be I training the Army can offer can be such a nightmare
lo organi e.
Jn between the e two on-going task and everyday Troop activitie . I
have been lucky enough lo gain place on the BC Training Officer and
the Landing Point ommander course . Both were enjoyable in their
different way . If you like the smell of rubber and
gas do the former.
If you like the prospect of being blown 20 feet by the down-bla. t of a

hinook (or even its static charge) do the latter. At the Squadron tinder
the watchful eye of Cpl Al Wi lson , I completed m y AFV43
ommander's ourse and achieved a lifelong ambition of driving a tank
(close enough anyway!).
Other notable events have included a visit to the Magistrates' Court as
an A1tending Officer. T he preparation required was totally
di proportionate lo the 3.5 minutes it took to deal with the case, but J can
assure everyone that a copy of Queen's Regulations is a thoroughly good
read. I also helped in the quadron's participation with the Garrison
Officers' Mess Ladies ight. Yet again it required a good deal of
organisation and liai on, but the evening seemed to go with a bang.
Thi brief resume in no way doe ju tice to what l have learnt and
done at the quadron, but hopefully gives an idea of the variety of work
achievable on a nachment. It omits some of the major ocia l functions and
dealing of Me
life. which have been equa ll y enjoyable. Most
importantly. it omit · the numerou personalities l have met and worked
with in my ix month at the quadron. I now look foiward to my Troop
Commander's Cour e at lea t with an insight lo the ort of thing l need
to know, and an insight to the personalities I hope to return to in
ovcmber.
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EXERCI E
OWBALL COCKNEY - by LCpl Lee
Ex nowball Cockney wa a two-week skiing exercise in ontofen,
Germany. To cut down the co t of the exerci e we decided to drive to
Germany, but this was not without incident. A we left Chelsea Barracks
we only made it 100 metres down the road before LCp l can Dinsdale
decided to te t the clutch cable's durability. Four hours later, after the
replacement came, we were on our way.
On arrival thing did not look very promising, becau e there wa not a
drop of now anywhere. After a few beers and ome hoping. the heavens
op~~ed and there was enough snow. There being varied level of skiing
ab1hty, we took 1t easy for the first few days. S gt Ian Tait was brave
enough to instruct us. with some varied levels of succes .
As a skiing veteran, 1aj Carl Store. seemed so relaxed that at times he
looked as though he was going to fall asleep. LCpl Jon Lee on the other
hand, didn't look o relaxed as he tried to find out the meaning of control
with little ucces .
'
After kiing for about six hours a day it leaves you feeling quite tired
m the evening. o after a tough day's skiing the least you can do is go
back to the lodge and have a nice hot meal and a few beers. As the bar
~pened at 5pm it would have been rude not to have gone in there at that
time. A couple of hours later, in the bar, Capt Andy Wilson decided to
off~r everyone a shot of a drink he bought in one of tJ1e supermarkets.
This was not the nicest of drinks and certainly not the weakest. Only
three managed to keep it down. There were many but good things said
about the exercise and we are all looking forward to the return next year.
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A reader survey is included with this issue
Please complete it and get it back to us as
soon as you can
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Sqn Comd
SM

Maj Alan Hill
W02 (SSM) hean Dewar

Q ADRO HEADQ ARTER - by Capt Dave Orr
The Squadron is experiencing a period of uncertainty as this goes to
press. In early May we learned that funding for our AMF(L) commitment
was to be withdrawn thereby rendering us ' Signal Squadron without
portfolio'. 249 Sig Sqn has become the epicentre of rumour control since
then, as everyone seems to have their own theories of what is to become
of us. It now eems likely that we will wind the Squadron down in the
early pa~t of next year and ~hen go job hunting. With that said, we are yet
to hear 1f wmter tra111111g 1s to be cancelled so it may yet all change.
Watch this space ....
Despite the above, we are keeping very busy al 249 ig Sqn. Ex Clear
Voice is once again reinforcing old friendships as we play host to 25
ATO_ Officer and Soldiers for a week of training. Concurrently battle
camp 1 ongomg for the lucky few who are running around the Plain
chscovering once again that ' the rain on the plain falls mainly during
ambu hes'. In the near future we have a deployment to the Ukraine to
look forward to as well as a number of exercises including Raynard's
Chase in ovember when we will be providing support to the Reece Bde.
0 CAR TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Mark Bentley
Tp SSgt
SSgt Jase Raybould
After an all expenses paid skiing holiday to orway, the Troop
returned from a well-deserved leave to find a glorious era coming to an
end with the possibility of the Squadron disbanding. Several rumour are
flying around regarding what may happen in the next twelve months.
with Afghanistan, Reece Bde, Germany and complete disbandment all
possible options. One thing for ure though , work has carried on as
nonnal with the lads preparing for the next deployment, wherever that
may be! With a fair bit of time on our hands, opportunities have risen for
personal development and great 'character building' periods. A few
members of the Troop have been away training for that ever so hard
bimble, known as 'Lanyard Trophy'. Congratulations to all those who
took part. A l o congratulations are in order for igs 'Rocky' Rocket,
'Equalizer' Woodward, C raig Moore, Ash Ward and 'Scou e' Lee for
passing their MSJ courses. Others dived head first into map reading,
patrolling, section battle drills, PT and of course the grand finale 'Battle
Camp' - a four day extravaganza in the beautiful countryside known as
the 'Plain'. A few more comms exercises, participating in 14 ig Regt's
major exercise 'Dragons Talon' and a Reece Bde CAST, should see the
lad ready and prepared to tackle the unknown future! After summer
leave of course!
There have been quite a few alteration to the Troop nominal role over
the past few months. Sgt 'Kev' Meek ha jetted off to sunny Blandford to
become a future Yeoman of the Corps. Cpl 'The Teeth' Robertso n
returned to the Squadron from sick leave to be pa sed onto 216 Sqn. P
Don't break a leg! He'll be joined by Cpl Neil Port shortly, once he's
returned from trying to influence 'joe public' to join the army by pres
ganging lad on Saturday night a part of an ongoing KAPE tour. Cpl
'Taff' Jenkin is off to 21 Sig Regt. Glyn nsell is off to Ireland where at
least he wont have to pay £4.40 to cross the bridge any more! Cpl 'H'
Henderson takes the hairiest back in the world after Big Foot back to the
TA and Sig 'Cookie' Cook, made famou by the cookie report has gone
off lo whinge at 2 Sig Regt. A fond farewell to all you lad , wishing you
all the be t in the future. Lastly, Sig Tim Macgregor goes to the
Falklands, but he'll be back. ha!
Obviously to fill tJ1c gaps we have some arrival . A big hello goc to
Cpl Caz Burrows who I believe to be the fir t female in the Troop (but
that could be debateable). Cpl Danny Pearson from Ireland, Tom Hanks
from 604 Signal Tp, LCpl Kev Cannon and 'Ando' Anderson from
Germany. pl Adam Wilkie, returns to the gloriou two hundred and
forty ninth, also from the factory, igs Burnand, Hetherington and
Price. Hope you all enjoy what's left of the uncertain future.

SEMBLY
T TE OPE I G OF THE COTTISH
by LCpl :Hocke11. LCpl Reeve and Sig Pegg
C_er:tam l'!cky. el~ments of Radio Tp and Mike Tp were selected tp
part1c1pate m this important Royal event. We et off on the 12-hour
Journey five days before the event and morale was high. Before arriving
at Re?ford Cavalry Barracks, we were fed and watered by Cpl Jay
Beathe's 1 an and we then met other members of his Highland Clan. At
Redford Barrack we were briefed by Sgt 'Bob' Garlick. We then went
off to sample the delightful ale of Edinburgh. During the short break that
fol_lowed _we we~e able to ee more of Edinbu rgh and later other Highland
umts durmg their rehearsals. Two more days and it was time for the real
ho· . We were rudely awoken from our deep slumbers by YofS Milne
from 242 Sig qn, who gave us a briefing on the day's events. The whole
event went moothly and to plan - to the relief of everyone. All that was
left to do was to say a final farewell to Edinburgh. The whole Troop
went mto Edmburgh for a few sociable drinks.

Vj\j~
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Lining the Golden Mile
THE QU EE 'S GOLDE JUBIL EE PARADE 2002 - by LCpl Harris
On Tucscay 4 June the Queens Golden Jubilee Parade took place in
London. The parade involved over three thousand troops including Radio
Tp and Mike Tp from the Squadron. With careful planning, late night
re~earsals a_nd a lot of effort from everyone, the celebrations went off
without a_ hitch. Thc_parade was timed perfectly with the Queen's Gold
Coach bemg 111 the nght place at the right time and the guns being fired
when they were supl?osed to. Thousand of people lined the route, adding
~o the spectacle. This was a fantastic experience for everyone who wa
mvolv~d 111 thi ~ once in a lifetime opportunity. We knew that we had done
a mentono~s JOb. One lucky member of the quadron actually got a
chance to dme at the Guild Hall with Her Majesty. ongratulations to
Cpl 'Ban'. torcy for taking part in his second jubilee celebration.
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PAPA TROOP - by 2Lt Steve Cadywould
Tp Comd
2Lt teve Cadywould
Tp ~gt
Sgt Viki Hawtrec
mce the return from orway it has been a barren time filled with re"t,
recuperation and a lot of detachment tum arou nd. By the time we had
r~turned from our well deserved week's re t we were straight into econd
line preparation. This wa to prove more difficult than fir t imagined as
administration was in hort supply. As always, e eryone pulled together
and the initial hu tie and bustle wa soon over. The Troop was ettling
back into its u ual routine when the bombshell hit • o more funding for
the ~F(L)'. What does this mean? E sentia lly it mean lots of people
run_nmg around a king a lot of quc tions and getting very few answer
whil t pondering their futures both individually and collectively. With the
new came the cancellation of most of our AMF(L) commitment for the
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y~ar, so the Lanyard Trophy competition became the quadron focus.
Eight members of the Troop were selected to represent the Squadron in
the Lanyard Trophy squad that consisted of thirty members.
The next major event on the Troop calendar was the Army v avy
ru~by match . A strong Papa Tp compliment boarded the bus to
Twickenham early on the Saturday morning, most of them already feeling
under the w~ath~r from the night before. The fun and games commenced
w ith Cpls F1eldmg, Turner and Law on heading up the Troop comer. A
good day was had by all, with most members taking advantage of the
transport that had been laid on. Yes Mr Sambrook that's you I am
talking_~bout. Friday 10 May, and the Inter Troop Cross-Country
Competition was scheduled to get under way. As I arrived to cheer the
boys on, it was a hot da:t and the administration staff wa up early
preparing the cou~e. I noticed that Oscar Tp had all come lo work early
and were completmg a full troop warm up. This worried me a little as
Papa Tp was nowhere to be seen. Then from the mi t covered
accommodation front door staggered a few sleepy eyed members dressed
in their Adidas and ike fa hion trainers, football shorts hanging below
the knees and big sweatshirts or coats looking nothing like athelete .
Papa Tp won the quadron cross-country. I don 't mean to rub salt into the
wounds of Oscar Tp.
Finally time to say a few hellos, well done and, I am sorry 10 say,
goodbyes as well. Firstly a warm welcome is extended to Cpls Boyle and
Sivewright joining us from as far afield as the tech work hops aero s the
compound. Hello to LCpl Mason, joining the Troop from 604 Sig Tp.
One relaxed environment to another! Also a warm welcome to LCpl
icholls who, like the techs, has had a long journey moving all his
equipment all the way from 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt. The directions were
described as out the camp gate, past the burger van. in the camp gate and
keep walking until you see us. Finally on the hellos front it wouldn't be
the ame without our regular influx of people from the School, o
welcome to Sigs Barrett, Bennett, Fox and O 'Tuite on their arrival from
the factory. May you now go forth and enjoy learning about the Army,
your trade and pretty much everything. Congratulation to Cpl 'Marathon
Runner· Sustins who managed to complete the London Marathon. After
he told me he would take under three hours he only ju t beat the guy
dragging the diver uit. On the trade side, congratulations are due again
to Cpl Gordon Su tins and LCpls Clarke and Maybank for pas ing
their clas one entrance exam. Last but not lea t a tearful goodbye to a
few key members of the Troop, firstly LCpl 'Gripper' James, who has
moved onto 15 Sig Regt, probably to answer the telephones. His presence
among t the Troop will be sorely missed . To Cpl Jones, who has al o
moved on to 15 Sig Regt on promotion to ergeant. our best wishes go
with him as he move on and up in the world. Finally goodbye to Papa
Tp' very own father figure, SSgt 'Den' Yates who i po ted aero s the
M. He will be tremendously hard
water to 16 Sig Regt on promotion to
to replace and we wish him the best of luck in his new and hopefully
challenging po t.

ISIS TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Tim Sambrook
Tp gt
Sgt Matt Tones
Have you heard the one about the ignal quadron. the AMF (L), and
the accounrant? Well. if you have. then you probably know what I'm
talking about, if not, then you're probably thinking that I'm just another
mad officer muttering to him 'elf in an attempt to spice up a WIRE ote;
but either way, I implore you to read on ...
Although the funding for the BritLh element of the AMF (L) ha
been removed, 1 IS Tp have been reque ted to conti nue their provision of
a BMS capability for the upcoming ATO exercise in the Ukraine.
Becau e of this, the Troop's timetable has continued relatively unchanged
a we prepare for the three-week erver configuration in Ede. Holland,
and the ummer deployment. In the meantime-, the Troop ha tepped up
its 'tactical training' in preparation for any po ible operational
deployment. although the choice of a paint balling ite for the exercise
did rai ea few eyebrow -.
An ISI Tp 'Welcome back ' goes out to LCpl Dickson, a veteran of
249 ig Sqn, who ha recently rejoined the Troop. Farewell had to be aid
to two of the brothers few thi month LCpl Pope left both the Troop and
the army to begin a new life as a civ , where he promise- us he will do
more exerci e. econdly, the man who. for a long time, filled the role of
'Chief Cone-head'. gt Tone leave us to join the rank of llyboy in the
AAC. So, a another chapter pa cs in I I Tp hi tory, I find our numbers
yet again dwindling while our work load teadily increase and I \ onder
i it really only me who has gone mad.
11KE TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 Fo Dave offey
Tp Sgt
gt Paul Farrington
In the la t few month ' we have caught up on all the job in the
work-hop and even had a clean up. Whil t thi. ha· been gomg on \\
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hav' h. d pl D) on . pl Wilks and LCpl Reeve training hard in
Catten k for the Lan •ard Trophy (good luck) . Unfortunately L pl
R '
\On·t be taking part as th broke him. Al o L pl ookc ha
• n I ted hi · :at om course and gt ·Faz' Farrinoton has r 'ls ·ed his
_J.t ·\,m manag r" · course. pl i \ ell stead ha· been gcning some fre~ h
1th pl Linzi Fielding from the top of a BV206 whit t on their
• u -. I think i need. the fresh air after his la. s I entrance
th Cpl "en Bo) le whil · t they ,,. at out the\ ait for their
- ru: t been all work though . We all had a good day out to the
·ar lu· eum and ome tayed on in London to have a great
' \\ell. 1 e:1.t we look forward to get ready for Battle Camp,
mi:e · to be a barrel oflaugh when we are mi · ing the England
'"" :na ~ame (great planning) Congratulation to Cpl i cwright on
ti n to Corporal. It wa well de erved but how long can you
,
n f r"? Lastly a big welcome to some new arri al , LCpl Cairns.
P:atri k. Gemson. and Binder , who have all com e tra ight from
Blandford.

ha e been rel ati vely ca y. ot know n fo r his per ona l ad ministration
skill . it i amazing he got there with hi kit in the fi rst place. The two
re ma inin g mus ke teer , LCpl ' J a ffa ' Jefferson a nd Sig ' Biscuit"
Biscombe have allegedl y been doing the work although Bi ·cui t, who is
hoping to transfer to REME, spends all his time training to be a fitter by
drinking tea in the LAD.

QTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Steve 1organ
RQ 1
W02 Andy Slack
There i little interest to report for 1hi edition of The WIRE from Q
Tp. 249 ig qn' dedicated band of Service Suppliers. 0 er the last few
week the Troop has been through a quiet time. It i . however. onl y
·quiet' in the en e that the workJoad is o heavy we are all are all too
hattered to peak! We did manage to fit in an afternoon·s relaxation
around the QM" house for a Troop BBQ - obviously there i absolutely
nothing wrong with ha,,ing your CD ' arranged in alphabetical order!
While everyone seem to enjoy reading Th e WIRE it i always a
nightmare to get anyone to contribute and thi time was no exception. In
accordance with the long e tabli hed military tradition of ' volunteering·
the Roya.I ignal elements of the Troop has put together the following
in ight into what they have been up to of late. They really should all
report ick.

MT ECTIO
The MT has been running much better of late, po sibly due to the fact
that gt uttall i away in Blandford taking it easy with Sgt Findlay.
Should he require skiing lessons Sig Abbott can help him out. The whole
ection now appears to work part time but at least they are smiling a lot
mo re . LCpl Rodgers i to be heartil y con g ratulated on be in g the
youngest man ever to pass the Driving In tructors Course at Leconfield.
Hi fir t two trainee will be Sgt uttall and Cpl Raymond Howe, who
respectively managed to put a Land Rover on it roof and spin a BV 180
degrees while in orway. All things considered, orway was relati vely
accident free for the quadron and it was amusing that the Force RMP
managed to write off all but one of their entire vehicle fl eet.

POWE R SECTIO
Compri ing four dedi ated personnel belonging to ' God' Trade ' it
would take divine intervention to get them all in the ame room at the
same time. gt Bru ce Fi ndl ay is currently attending a course in
Blandford. Apparently once the CFT has been completed it' just four
weeks drinking in a different Mess. Cpl Dransfi eld has now completed
his Junior Commanders' Cour e and since he appeared to pas . it must

TORES ECTTO
ln addit ion to the norma l hectic workload , the tores Secti on have
been undertaking a period of spring-cleaning and getting rid of a lot of
stuff that appears to have been lying around for years. gt ' miler' Binns
had to be re cued from the kip. SSgt Dean Wilson ha hit the unit hke a
whirl ing dervish and ha s had Sigs Pat Patterson , ·Taff' Evans and
Chris Walker thinking they now work for Pickfords Remova ls. Mr Don
Chart, almost as much a part of the place as the fittin gs, has een it all
before and knows that every change will be reversed when the new QM
and RQ arri ve.

FO D FAREWELLS
o contribution to Th e WIRE would be the same without the allimportant Ii t howing the lucky few leaving for pastures new and the
soon to be overworked new blood coming in . The QM , Capt Steve
Morgan, is soon to depart for 21 Sig Regt and the RQ, W02 ' Chimpy'
lack i leaving for 14 Sig Regt on comm is ioning. One benefit of being
an officer will be that he can grow his hair longer and hide the attributes
that cau ed the nickname in the first place. Also leaving is Cpl, oon to
be Sgt, Raymond Howe and LCpl Huggett. A big warm 249 Sig Sqn
welcome goes to the new RQ , ' Robbo ' Robertson and Cpl Mark
Collins. Your nervous breakdowns a.re in your in-trays.

luck to them in their new postings. On the work front several members of
the Troop deployed to Baumholder fo r Ex Combined Endeavour, where
they allegedly worked very hard . However, no one is convinced. Whilst
they were away th e remaind er we nt for a medi eval night in nea rby
Brnggen. It was excellent. Entertainm ent was provided by a succession of
jesters who kept getting sacked by the King, Cpl ' DJ' Seymour, and
some very ' elegant' dancin g by the Troop QC and Staff Sergeant. Finally
a big hello goes to our Bosni a detachment.
MOTOR TRA SPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Mark chofield
Tp gt
SSgt Dave Copley
With th e Sqn MT up a nd running at the ir new hom e in Jave lin
Barracks, life in the slow lane was able to continue, with the departure of
Sgt 'Taff' John , and the arri va l of SSgt Dave ' Hot shot ' Copley, and
LCpl Keys. Congratulations go out to ig ' obby' oble and his wi fe
Abigail on the safe arrival of their son Marcus. A big cheer goes to
LCpl ' Dav' Evans and Sig Dean Lunn on completing a full exercise at
last, and a pat on the back for the Servicing bay Brady Bunch consisting
of Cpl Pete McDermott, LC pis ' Mase ' Mason , Densil Denham ,
' Monty' Learmonth and igs Dean Lunn and Chris Patton for finally
getting the ervicing bay painted.
CORPSAAM 2002 - by Cpl Marcus Leslie
Another successful year has come to pass for the Squadron Rifle team
at the Corps Skill at Arms meeting. We left the competition with the
Worrin Cup for the Bet Minor Unit and the ol HQ Signals Inter Coy
Cup for the Pistol Tiles competition. The team was placed third overall,
whi ch in itself was a fine achievement considering the competition from
2 Sig Regt and 30 Sig Regt. The team admit that it would not have beea
pos ible but for the hours of diligent training provided by S gt Dave
Copley and Lt Jim Barber, who was awarded the Best Young Officer of
the competition.
Congratulations to the team members, including Cpl Marcus Leslie.
Cpl Jim Booth, LCpl Graham Le May, who qualified as Pistol Tile
semi-finalists. The winning Pistol Tiles team consisted of Lt Barber,
SSgt Copley and Cpl Sally Hubble.
One of the other two members of the team was LCpl Chackslield,
who must have been sleeping not to reali e that the word ' GO ' usually
follows the word 'STANDBY' . He decided to tay on the point for a few
minutes more, but the airborne mammoth still made it onto the point first.
La st, but by no means least, LCpl Rach Allen shot with exceptional
consistency throughout the competition. The whole team would like to
thank SSgt Andy Dixon and his team for their support.
BA(G) ORIE TEER! G CHAMPIO 'SHIP

by Sig Vicky Seymour

280 (UNITED KINGDOM)
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qn Comd
SM

Maj Jim Harri s
W02 (SSM) Holl and

RD TROPHY - by Sig Ragni
260 oldiers (26 Learns) ready to go were waiting for the start of the
40-mile hike over the hills a.round Catterick. In command of our team
was 2Lt Davies. ext as 21C was Sgt 'Stevie' Templeman. The re;,t of
the team comprised of C pl 13en Pearmain, LC pl Fox, Sig Gaz James,
ig ean Presto n, Sig Daz Da le, ig Nelson. ig Jo hn Hampson, Sig
Gaz 'This is your last hill, promise' Beatson, Sig ick Abbott and
myself ig Ragni.
The gun sounded and our long arduous journey began with a hell-forleather print to get near the front and thus not spend time later fighting
through all the other teams. We settled in about fifth place and picked our
pace. The fir t three legs pas ed without incident. Then disaster struck
when ig Da z elson came down with an injury. He struggled on
fighting the pain so we wouldn't have to backtrack. A few teams passed
us, but we weren't too worried. It was early day yet. We knew we were
fit and could regain the ground. At checkpoint four Sig Daz elso n
wt hed us well and we set off with grim determination.
Too soon it seemed, for our second casualty was C pl Ben Pearmain
and we were on po sibly the longest most difficult leg. The treacherous
ground caused even the uninjured team members trouble, but we made it
to the next checkpoint. After ending C pl Pearmain to the medic we set
off once more, unhappy a Iler discovering we'd dropped 11 places to 17th.
Over the next couple of checkpoints we gained five positions and mora le
improved rapidly. However, the gods weren't smiling on us as once more
we uffered an injury. LCpl Robb Fox suffered with severe cramp at just
over the halfway mark, but sheer determination and willpower saw him
c mplctc the course with us.
We finished with a ume of l 5hrs 28mins and the feeling was amazing.
We could now ditch our 401b bergens, get ourselves washed, tend our
w_ounJ and get a pint before a very welcome Jeep. The next day we
discovered that due to our per evcrance our prize was eventh place. To
us it wa worth the injuric . Finally the team thanks ig ick Abbott and
·1g Gu Beatso n for their admin and moral support.
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JULIET TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Jim Barber
Tp SSgt
Sgt Paul Gartside
First of all the Troop would like to welcome LCpl 'Steve' Mackay
who joins us from 14 Sig Regt . Welcome to the Troop. Goodbye and
good luck to Cpl ' Geordie ' Kirkwood who leaves us for 15 Sig Regt and
to LCpl Tony Hogan and Sig Vicky Seymour, who jet off to new lives
in Civ Div. Welcome back to the Troop Operations S CO, Sgt 'Paddy'
McLaugh lin, who returns from sick leave after an operation on his back.
Of course we welcome back those members who have recently returned
from a tour of Bosnia. The Troop has had a busy month, what with Ex
Combined Endeavour, the Lanyard Trophy and the RASS.
Congratulations to all members of the Troop who took part in the
Lanyard Trophy and a special mention to Sig ick A bbot who surprised
us all by heading off to the UK with the team, even if he was only there
as part of the admin party. The next highlight of the Troop 's month was
the deployment of some members on Ex Combined Endeavour. The
exercise proved to be a huge hit and those members of the Troop
involved continued the 280 Sig Sqn tradition of improving international
relations. Finally the main highlight of the month was the RASS. Several
members of the Troop headed off for a weekend of fun up in sunny
Sennelager. Congratulations to C pl Ma rcus Leslie who won himself a
ferry ticket for being the loudest person in the BFBS Audience.
K IL O T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Sarah Covey-Crump
Tp SSgt
S gt Ma rk Sala
Kilo Tp would like to welcome three new members Sgt Atkinson, Cpl
Turnball and LCpl M ick Brennan . Hope you're all getti ng used to the
culture shock. Congratulations to a ll the Troop ath letes whose
outstanding performances gained us first place in the In ter Troop
Athletics particularly Sig 'Trigger' C ooper for his strong run in the
grueling steeplechase event. Secondly congratulations to 2Lt Jon Davies
who recently passed P Company, straight aft.er which he led the Squadron
team for Lanyard Trophy. Sadly we have to ay goodbye to two 'longserving' J COs C pl 'DJ' Seymour and LC pl A ndy Harvey. Be t of
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The Team was made up of SSgt Adam Ta m ea, FofS ' Skippy'
tevens, Cpl 'DJ' Seymour, LCp l 'Foxy' Fox, Capt Sara h CoveyCrump, Cp l Sarah Fin n ey, Sig Hannah Heywood and Sig icky
Seymour. It was an eventful mioi-bus journey on a lovely sunny day up
to Osnabrock to take pa.rt in the BA (G) Orienteering Championships. To
our amazement, we managed to get there in one piece, no thanks to
'Tiffy ' for being the most dangerous driver I know. Arriving in the nick
of time, we were all raring to go, a you can imagine.
The first team event was the relay. With LCpl 'Foxy' Fox whipping
round a fa t as he did, you would ' ve thought that it woufd have tood u
in good stead, but that was before we sent FofS ' Skippy' Stevens, out on
the cour e. ever mind, SSgt Adam Tamea and C pl 'DJ' Seymour till
managed to pull it back ever so lightly. The girls did pretty well ,
especially Sig Ha nn a h Heywood who had never done an orienteering
course before. Capt Sarah Covey-Cru mp did a good time, while C pl
Sarah Finney decided to run the course with a duff compass, still doing
the team proud. Sig Vicky eym our brought the girls home in good
form, beating the 7 Sig Regt girl by 14mins.

The girl s team in the Harris Relay, were the fi rst to have all member.. of
the team back, which should have put us in second position overall. It
was very tense waiting for the results at the presentation. Much to our
di appoi ntment all we were awarded was a round of applause for our fine
efforts. I (UK) ADSR won the big trophy and 7 Sig Regt picked up the
runners up trophies. After a team discussion, we decided to approach the
scorers to check the results. As we had predicted that there had been a
mistake and we were actually the runners up. Unfortunately 7 Sig Regt
had already left, with the trophies.
We went back to work on Monday morning feeling hard done by and
robbed of the glory, only to discover that, after further checking by the
scorers, 280 (UK) Sig Sqn Ladies ' Team had actually come fir t in the
Championship by 30mins and the lads had come an excellent third place.
All in all it was a good couple of days competition, despite the terrain
bei ng s lightly more billy than we are used in Bruggen, but more
importantly, a couple of days out of work!
ARMY CUP FOOTBALL
A big well done goes to the 280 (UK) Sig Sqn football team, who have
had a fantastic season. After winning the BA(G) Army cup 3-2 against
204 Sig Sqn in which goals from Cpl ' DJ' Seymo ur, Cp l ' Tommo '
Tomlinson and Cpl 'Eddy' Head earned us a place in the Semi-Final of
the Army Cup proper.
Ahead were waiting 43 Eng Regt, who we were determined to beat
after losing on penalties at the same stage la.st sea on. The game started
off fast and furious, with a number of crunching tackles. The first break
ca.me when Cpl ' DJ' Seymour hammered a left foot drive from 25 yards.
From then on we at back and paid the price when 43 Eng Regt scored an
equally impres ive goal from outside the box. Into the second half and
280 Sig Sqn ca.me out of the traps quickest. When C pl G ran shaw la.id
Cpl eymour in, he made no mistake from eight yards to put the
quadron 2- l up. Back came 43 Eng Regt and soon they made it 2-2 due,
mainly to shocking defending by the oldest back four in ATO. So to
extra-time and for the second year running, the dreaded penalties. C pl
eymour got 280 Sig Sqn off to a sound tart with a solid penalty, but
with misses from the Captain. C pl Head. C pl Taylor, LCpl J ack on and
LCpl Pollock, it waso "t to last. What ma.de it even more depressing wa
that last year it finished 2-2 at full-time and 4-3 on penalties to the
Engineers. ever mind, we will give it our best shot next season.
MORRISO CUP 2002 - by LCpl Chacksfield
As the runners up of the BA (G) Morri on Cup 200 l we had a lot to
prove this time round a last year the cup was stolen from us at the la.st
minute by one point. The team wa in high spirits a we set off for
Herford, and evea though it was OS30hrs our athletes were not phased.
Due to ome poor driving from 'the Germans· we arrived late which
resulted in getting disqualified from the pole vau.lt event, meaning from
the start we had lost valuable points and were at a disadvantage. A we
tarted gaining points, we were on a roll and the Squadron eemed to be
dominating the podium. This gave the remainder of the Squadron, as
spectators, a chance to be beard, creating a great atmosphere.

The winning team , but fo r some it has all been loo much,
'LCPL MCSWEEN WAKE UP!'

At least we found these flags
The second day's event aw a few member of the team . a litt le the
worse for wear after bei ng et lose for a night out on the town 111 Traz, but
who would have noticed from ou r performance out in the wood '? The
boys did very well , but not qui te enougb to catch up from the day before.
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We had many excellent individual performance , but to name ju t a
few, C pl D a i Jon es, wi nn ing all but one of hi event . I o o rs
'Timmy' Tornkinson, who made everyone eat his dirt. with an ~mazing_
win in the l IOm hurdle and ig Ange Fcwster ta.kmg part m many
events for the women' team. They all gained us the point \ e needed to
put u in a good po ition. earing the end of the day we had the potential
to gai n a mas ive lead on all the other quadron and a guarantee~ fi t
place. However, disaster truck a the 4x400m relay team, after wummg
the heat by a huge lead, \ ere disqualified which left us in a unknown
position and wait ing for the fina l announcement.
.
Final ly 2 O (UK) ig qn were announced a the clear winners and
iu cott els on went forward to collect our ' cl I-earned trophy.
h~wing it really doc pay to be a winner! Overal~ a big congratul~tion ·
goe out to all those who took part for 2 0 (UK) 1g qn. as we achieved
what we et out to do, take the trophy back to Bruggen. We couldn't have
done it without the high morale of the quadron and the team captain and
chief meda l collector Lt Jim Barber who encouraged u all to compete.
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1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQl1ADRON (SPECIAL
COMMUNICATIONS)

qnComd
• \1

\.Jaj . Gregory
\\02 (

\ 1) D. cott

GE ..ERAL
The lo t month hns been typically frantic with the unit getting to grip
"ith the new e ·tabli-11ment. new building and a new com ms system.
pecial Communications Cour e li02 roll on with the sntdent entering
Phn e 3 of the training and preparing for the final test exercise in the Far
Ea t. The quadron welcome gt Gary Patchett and fami ly from the
Field Training Centre and Cpl 'Cla ' I' Yvon ne \J alker from EME.
With most Regular per onncl conducting adva nced pee-to-role and
LOCK training, Bletchley has been alarmingl y quiet allowing for
planning for a bu y summer in pread between Singapore, ew Zealand,
Papua ew Guinea. Au cralia, U A and the operational detachment .

PROJE T LOCK ARRIVES - by W02 (FojS) Ted Heath
At last, the long-waited-for Project Lock communications system has
arrived a.t I qn. Lock replaces the aged Kaynard HF system; although
superb, 11 needed a lot of ca re and a fair amount of luck to keep it
·working' over the past few years. It's a shame to see the old workhorse
go?
Afler many years, two Fof'S and fo1.1r User Trials, the sy tern was
delivered to th e unit in the middle of May, a day most people went
outsi?e to actua_ll y see the s~stem drive the through the gates to ensure
that 1t was n?t JUSt an appant1011. W02 (RQMS) 'Willy' Ironside was
overcome with emotion with the prospect of the impending HO/TO
weekends to come. The system was built by European Aeronautical
Defence ai?d Space Company (EADS) which, luckily for the unit, is
based at Milton Keynes a mere ten minutes drive from the unit lines. The
1>ystem com prises of two main types of installation, the Mobile Base
Station (MBS) mounted on Leyland DAF vehicles (Qty 2 x 2 vehicles per
MBS) and the Field Communications Detachment (FCD) mounted on
P1~~&auer 6 x 6 vehicles (Q_
ty_ six). The capabi lity of the systems is huge,
ut1hsmg HF, SATCOM, D1g1tal Exchanges and numerous IT systems.
The MBS is th e fir t full size communications installation that can be
l ~ered for 'fast' air portability using the Cl30.

Sgt Golt winds up the MBS on User Trial 3

The TA installations were recently signed over to their TA Del Comds
LCpl 'Nick' Vern was like a child with a new toy after finally getting hi~
hands on the much hyped FCD. Cpl Peter Litchfie ld is still in a state of
shock after seeing the amount of equipment that he was due to sign for
wh~n _Sgt 'Bi& Dave' T homas laid it out in the garages. After signing for
their mstallatlons each Del Comd wa given an identification colour
LCpl Karen Bramley was lucky to have ig ' Picas o' 1iller on her det!
The Train The Trainers C?ur es arc nearly complete, and hopefully (third
time lucky) _the un it will be ~ hi e to complete its training camp in
September without too many hiccups. After the camp we are hoping to
show off the new capability during the 2 (NC) Sig Bde FTX - Horse
Shoe 3.

)

Mobile Bus Station being prepared for a fast air-lift

Cpl Roberts in the FCD operating position

60th SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)

Sgt Mick 'The Bomb' Peace
tackles the E1 climb at the Army Sports Climbi,ng Championships

The guadro_n climbing te~m (?5% non-climbers) put in a remarkably
com1nc1ng display of climbrng at the Army Sports Climbing
Champion_hip~ in Hull in May. They were almost put to shame by gt
Ken ·celuc mJa' Wa inn right's recent grad ing in his Karate pursuits.
Well done to all.

MOVING OR POSTED
DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW
WHENEVER YOU HAVE A CHANGE
OF ADDRESS
Cpl Pete Stainforth tackles the Red Route
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PEC COMM COURSE
As a re ult of an increa e in the establishment for Regular oldiers in
the pecial Communications environment, additional trades are being
ought in the forthcoming year. Current and future operation exerci e
present high calibre Soldiers and Officers with a unique opportunity for
challenging and exciting work at home and abroad. The next pecial
Communication
se ment Course will be held between 23 eptcmber
and 4 October 2002. uitable candidate from the current C Course will
commence Special Communications Course 1/02 commencing on April
2002 and succes ful applicant from the Aug A se sment Cour c will
commence SC training in ovember 2002 . lot arc avai lable in the
following trade : Rad Sy Op, R Signal Elec, Sy Eng Tech and R
Signals Driver. More information can be gained from the unit training
wing on 94240 8517.
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qn omd
Maj Jon Wopling
SSM
S gt Jim Bole
The past few months have proved to be a bu y time for the quadron.
In AprH it deployed in support of 11 ig Bde on Ex ummer Eagle, and
at the tune of writing, it is gearing itself up for Ex Flying Falcon. MTO
Ca pt Andy Brogden organised a high ly uccessful driver-training
weekend at Alder hot. Most Squadron members managed to pa their
mandatory !TD during a training weekend held at Bicester Garrison and
Otmoor Range . On top of thi , the quadron has al o found time to
undertake a number of other exercises and events. The quadron'
shooting team returned from the ORP AAM at Pirbright with a variety
of meda ls and trophie . Congratulation go to ig And rew Howse for hi
success in the Pistol competition. The quadron al o contributed a stand
on Ex Executive tretch at Longmoor, putting team of managers and
executives from around the outh East through their paces. A quadron
team has also ju t ren1rncd from the Lanyard Trophy competition, having
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finished 18th out of 27 team (and ha ing beaten the 16 Air A It Bde
HQ and Sig qn team!). Well done to Lt Gary Taylor, gt Jim Watt,
Cpl Jan Stott, LC pl Mick Fcrnyhough and ig haun taunton for
fini hing the cour e. The quadron ha also seen ome arri al and
departures, bidding farewell to 0 RTT Lt Gary Taylor and welcoming
Sg t (FofS) John Cla rk e and Sg t Trevor Jakem a n to the Tech
Workshops.
I IT BY THE COM IA DER I I IG AL BRIGA DE
On 23 April 2002 Comd 11 ig Bde, Brig C. L. Le Gallais BE (late
R IG AL ) vi ited the qundron. After a dinner with the Officers.
WO and
Os and a tour of the quadron, he pre ented medals and
promotion to various quadron members. ongratulations go to
gt
( QM ) Terry Young MBE. gl Grah am Richards and pl tc\C
Ford on each being awarded a First Bar to their Terril rml fficienc)
Medal , and to ig Anthon y 1cKl.'cver on being awarded the Volunteer
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Re:1.:n1.: 'en·1c \le<lal. ongra1ulation. al o go to igs Patr:.k Bone.
Ruth Deraed :md Giles Taylor 1.m their promotion to Lance ( c rpora.1,
L pl \lartin Bro''"· Richard Carter and Ian tott 0 11. their
promotion to orporal, pl atasha Haley on her prom •) t1on to
erge: nt. and gt Karl Henry on his promotion to taff ergeant.
i!.R I E E • C Tl\'E TRETCH - hy LCpl Giles Taylor
apt ngu EHrs. gt Mark Curran and LCp! Gile Taylor
provided a . tand alon.g ide other Reserve Forces umts from outh East
Di trict on Ee Execull\·e tretch over the weekend of 12-14 Apnl 2002.
Taking place on Longmoor training area, the e ·erci ~ w.a intended to
increa e awarene of the Re erve Force among c1vtl1an employers
throul!hout U1e outh Ea t. Around 120 junior manager and executives
\\ere put through their pace '. tarting on the Friday. evening with le on
m basic fieldcraft, map readmg and weapon handling. A darkne s fell,
they were plit into team and marched off onto the training area to a
harbour area for a night under the tarS, led by a guide from the Re erve
Force . On the aturday the teams moved around the training area
through a serie of tand ranging from river cros. ings to tactical
exerci e . The aim of the rands wa to provide the team with both
mental and physical challenge , to be completed within set time frame to
gain maximum point . A combination of lack of sleep, 24 hour ration
pack and a mixed bag of weather ensured that by lunch time ou the
aturday more than a few people already had a ' what am I doing here?
look on their face .
The quadron provided a stand called Ex Blind Panic - a comms
exerci e with a difference. in which a team leader gave direction via a
PRC 349 to their blindfolded team, guiding them through a zigzagging,
ob ·tacle-ridden lane leading through a minefield and collecting e sential
equipment en route . Any movement out ide the lane re ulted in the
removal of the offending team member and lo t points. The day went
well. even though the heavens opened every five minutes and the team '
energy levels decrea·ed rapidly towards the end of the day.
As night fell on the aturday food and drink were laid on for the weary
teams. I don't think I've ever een such a long queue at a burger van!
Most teams dispersed quite early in the evening and faced another night
in their bashas in the pouring rain. Early to ri e again on Sunday, the
weekend culminated with an as ault course, a raft race and a march and
hoot competition. The whole weekend wellt without a hitch and (apart
from a few blisters and cut finger ) the feedback from the teams was
good. The Roya l Rifle Volunteers' organi ation of the weekend wa
excellent and it was a nice change co our usual exercise eenarios!

On. the Sunday ev.eni.ng the Squadron deployed en-masse on a night

exe~c1se. After a pun1shmg sc~e~ule of night ambushes, fightmg patrols,
section attacks, N~ , fibre JOmtmg and VCP training we launched into
th;: BFA and section attack rol.e. It \~as here, from Section l, that ig

Vmny Marsh went mto battle m full Braveheart' fa hion taking on the
~ull !llig~t of.t?e cadre! As ~e advanced he seemrngly became
mv1s1ble- magic and we all cried and the as cadre flinched in awe.
However, minut~s lat~r having been retrieved from a 'deep' weet
smelling bog our illustrious hero appeared slightly heavier than when he
went. At endex the Troop embarked on the TACFT! This was particularly
challenging as little sleep had been had and the exercise phase JUSt
finished .
We were pipped at the post for the Squadron Trophy. Here's to next
year's sweet revenge. During the evening's presentations and curry mght
we drowned our sorrows and later re-visited those hostelries in
Shrewsbury that made us so welcome at the start. This rounded off one of
the best and most successful Out of Camp Training weekends anybody in
856 Tp can remember! On the final night the Squadron came together in
Junior Ranks Club where the pre tigious 'Selector Trophy' was this year
presented to 786 Sig Tp. An exce llent evening en ued culminating in
LCpl Pye's Kareoke.

Sig Catherine Jones
'I just love that gas in the NBC chamber - can I go again?'

Another team of corporate high-flyers tackles a minefield crossing
while blindfolded on Exercise Executive Stretch

81 SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)

Sqn Comd
SSM W02

Maj Craig Tillotson
Innes Penman

OPERATIO FALK.LA D 0 ND
857 IG1 L TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Robin Tuke
January 2002 saw 857 Tp back in the Falklands. This time our task
were to: pull 2.6[m) of external Fibre. tap out and pull back the long line
extensions around Mount Pleasant Airfield (MPA) in preparation for
Project Lambeth, and make good some of the structured cabling in the
corridors between the Oasis and the cinema. Some modem and router
work kept our intrepid Systems Tech entertained whilst 45 minutes on
the parade square kept gt faj Craig Bruce extremely happy! After ten
months absence for us ·specia lists· we were obviously a little rusty.
However, it is amazing how quickly one learns under the direction of our
·friendly' ho t SSM.
Falklands weather, as an;;:one who has been there knows, is
changeable! We had days of 26 C, sunshine that left your skin bubbling
(e\'cn with factor 60!), sleet, hail and lots of rain, and of course lots and
lot of' fresh' air. ow on a day to day basis that not a problem, but when
you get the lot in one morning it can leave you a little confused as to
what kit to wear. mall wonder that the penguins can look so huddled and
miserable when a storm blows. However, their predicament paled in to
msignificance when Cpl Cook got caught out in the open in an
excruciatingly painful 'hail' storm. Guess who wished he'd taken his
GORTEX'?
After fourteen days on the island. a satisfying book of work completed
was handed over Lo the incoming Line Section. We had the opportunity to
ee such places as Stanley, Tumbledown and Goose Green. The memory
of the Stanley from MPA in the back of a 4-toner will remain embedded
in our minds, backs and rear end for many a year to come! Special thanks
go to gr 'Trigger' Rigby for organising the games night. We wish him
well in his new post, which he took up in June 2002. Again the Troop
thoroughly enjoyed working with our Regular counterparts in JCUFI ,
the) are a truly great bunch of lads.
OUT OF

MP TR I L ' G (OOCT)

h.l PSAO- Capt la11 Dudding
Thi> year· annual 00 T took place at

E

'Take that!' - Not the pop group!
Just two of the lads getting angry with each other
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Elvis 'I am still alive' (but only just) Andy Wheeler
(our favourite Snr Storeman)
As for the future, the Squadron currently has 70 personnel in Brunei
completing a cable project task in Tuker Lines and another 50 personnel
in Episkopi. Cyprus completing projects for HQ BFC. Deployments in
support of HQ Gibraltar and JCUF I are planned for September and
October 2002 respectively. Operational tour exist for those who can
commit. If you are leaving or about to leave the Corps and have the
necessary Technician or Telemech (IT) skills then why not come and join
the Squadron. You commitment is 19 days training a year. Phone me, the
PSAO, Capt Ian Dudding on 01225 8 L4799 for more information.

2SQUADRON
ROYAL NEW ZEALAND SIGNALS
Sqn Comd
RSM

CLIFF APRIL 2002

e sclifTTraining Camp near
. hrcY.sb f). Thb 1s the one t1111e m the year when the Squadron gets
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together as a full compliment and this year saw the attendance of some
135 personnel. The weather was extremely kind to us with sunshine all
the way. Our VIP guest at camp thi year was Maj Gen F. R. Viggers
MBE COS LAND who not on ly saw the Squadron in training but also
very kindly agreed to take up the mantle and present 38 VRSM and
Efficiency Medals. In the evening, having recovered from the parade
hand hakes, the General returned to dine with the Officers. All were
wonderfully entertained by the superb playing of the pipes by S gt Ian
King who used to be the Queen Mother's Piper. Our conti.ngent of Old
and Bold Officers kept him busy and amused with their stories of the
past. We bade him farewell in the early hours of the following day.
Having succe fully completed the mandatory ITD training our
illustrious 2IC struck out into the wilds of e sclitT, Squadron in tow, to
engage in a night exercise. As the photographs show the exercise and the
NBC phase was, as always, a great success!856 SIG AL TROOP

APRIL 2002 NE SCLIFF
81 Sig Sqn de-camps to esscliff near Shrewsbury - therefore it must
be wet, damp and mi crable! Actually it wa quite pleasant and an ideal
etting in which to build upon the previous two years Out of Camp
Training with a field exercise. 856 Tp, were ably led by Capt Andy
Kenned and OCdt Tom Bond , S COs Phil Murnane, Ritchie
Fo rster, Al Rosser, Eamon Read and Andy McEvoy. The Troop was
raring to go. Our main aim was to wreste the annual Squadron
'SELE TOR' Trophy from the present holders (854 Tp). The lads were
especially excited this year and were intrigued by a new member -Sig
Hunton . What did he look like? Where was his form? Was he another of
the long line of BT recruits? However, the boys nearly fell off their beer
bellies when it wa found that the ' he ' was in fact a top class recruit
called Louise Hunton - straight in from the Regular's - and a very
welcome and experienced member of the Troop.
After an early night on Friday we were up early Saturday morning and
were first on parade. Following a rapid fir t works the Troop embarked
on the usual round oflTD training and presentations. Sig Louise Hunton
and LCpl John Vincent led the WHT and a lesson in true Squadron style
- leading-the way for all other Troop to fo llow. LCpl Steve Mutchell
gave hi usual excellent les on on duties of a sentry, something both Sig
Dave Flynn and Sig Darren Lavin were both eager to find out about
e pecially after their little chat with the SSM in the previous year. After a
hard day' toil in the classroom the Troop moved to Shrewsbury u ing
their newly acquired ski ll in map reading to find the right ho telrie . A
good night tern1inated in a hot cocoa and an early night!

Maj Karyn Te Moana

WHO ARE WE, A D WHAT DO WE DO? - by Maj Te Moana
A a re ult ofa series of change re ulting from the restructuring of the
cw Zealand Army, 2 qn i now the only remaining complete squadron
in the Royal ew Zealand Signal Corps. We arc based in Linton Camp
(near Palmerston orth) with a Troop detached to Burnham Camp (near
Chri ·tchurch)
The mis. ion of 2 qn i to command, generate and sustain a igncd
force clements to meet 11 series of directed output . At present these
output range from providing C IS in s upp ort of counter-tcrro~ist
operations, to providing C J in upport of a Headquarter conduct111g
operations in defence of the Australia- ew Zealand Strategic Area, to
mid level sy task in the Asia-Pacific Region. Another output i the
provi ion of C l for multi-national peace upport operations. Routme
tasks see 2 Sqn as a centre of excellence providing CJ training upport
to various Territorial Force (TA equivalent) units throughout the country.
The quadron has to be prepared to provide personnel and equipment at
hort notice for Civil Defence, di a tcr relief and peace-keeping
operations and it regularly contributes to ceremonial and miscellancou
activitie · (inc luding cw Zealand Defence Force review projects). In its
tatic role, 2 Sqn provides full OMMCE faci lities for both Linton and
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Burnham Camps, including me age handling facilities. public telephone
service , non-operational ystem management, I help desk facilitie ,
and the management of Cl asset including LA s.

chool of ignal

(\\ aiouru)

2 ig qn (Linton)

:\-tanning DC[ (\\ cllington)

3 Sig Tp (Burnham)
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2 qn is currently undergoing further reorganisation which will see it
compri ing a Headquarters, Operations and Training ell , Unit uppon
Team. 25 Cipher ection. 20 Information ystem Troop, 21 Operator
Troop ( ational Command Element ode), 22 Operator Troop (Battalion
Group ode), 23 Operator Troop (Combat Support Group ode) and 3
Signal Troop (located in Burnham). The organisation of 3 i1,'11al Troop
has yet to be confirmed. but it current ly con ists of a Headquarters
Operation and Training Cell. Technical Workshop. 33 lnformatio 1;
y tems ection. and 31 Operator Section ( ational Support Element
ode). 2 Sqn e tablishment compri e 181 Regular Force personnel, J~
Territorial Force and ten civilians, a total of 224 per onnel.
Currently we ha e 2 qn members serving in Canada, Au tralia, inai
Bougainville, and Ea t Timor. We also have 3, Lt Richard inclair, Cpi
G le n Kerr and LCp l Do uga l Ca m e r o n , on exchange in UK on Ex
Longlook.
This is our first contribution to The WIRE. We look forward to
providing more.

rhe Service lasted about 4 5 minutes and, as in prev iou yea rs, the ·
tuni ngs were pe rfect - th e La st Post, the 2-minute sil e nce a nd th e n
Reve ille, w ith the fly past by th e RAAF right on time for the start of
Reveill e. The service ended with the playing of the Australian National
Anthem. we then made our way back to our parked cars. We then headed
from Perth lo I 09 Sig Sqn for lunch and to meet old fri ends and make
man y new ones. l wa s accompani ed on thi s year ' s March by Phil
Johnson , ex RSM of the orp s and hi s wife, Thea. Phil wa s very
impressed with the number marching and also with the number of th e
spectators. 1-!e also had a_ great time at _I 09 _Sqn. We sat with two very
yo ung so ldi e rs and th e ir wife and g irlfriend , a nd th e y were very
interested m where we had served and what we had done during ou r time
in the Roya l Australian ignal s. It was a great day all round and we were
very sorry when it had to come to an end at around 1600hrs. There will
always be another year.

FOOT OTE
A!ec Campbell, Australia_'s last Gallipoli A ZAC, after attending this
year s A ZAC Day parade m Hobart, passed away on 16 May. He \\as
103 year old and was the last known survivor of the Gallipoli campaign
Alec had lied about his a_g e and enlisted at the tend~r age of 16 years. W~
have only 16 WWI survivors all over 100 years, with the youngest being
l 00 and _the oldest 111. • The cynics who thought that the A ZAC spirit
~a s dy111g a few years ago hav~ been confounded by the new
mvol vement of the younger generation over the past three years. With
more and more yo~~g people goi~g ofT to Gallipoli for A ZAC Day than
ever before, the spmt of A ZAC 1s alive and well.

* Since I wrote this

I have learned that we lost our oldest member and
WW I veteran, Jack Lockett aged 111 last month, so we are now down to
a total of 15 WW1 survivors.

L TE E\ S
QC Karyn Tc Moa na gave birth to Jos hu a on 21 March. Whilst she
i on maternity leave, her husband , Maj Rob Tc Moa na is acting OC in
addition to hi job as CO HQ 2 LSG. Our congratulations to Karyn and
Rob.

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN SIGNALS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED
WESTERN AUSTRALIA BRANCH
A'.'\ZAC Day 25 April 2002 - by Bob Shaw
ANZAC Day tart with the dawn ervice at the war memorial located
in Kings Pa rk overlooking the city of Perth. There is now a flame of
remembrance there. which was lit by H er Maje ty Queen Elizabeth II
on I April 2000. Around this flame are 17 plaques bearing the names of
We tern Au tra lia n ervice personnel who were awarded the highe t
honour for valour since 1914, 16 Victoria Cro es and l George Cro .
This year over 20,000 peop le a ttended the ervice, t he largest in
Au tralia. Many of these were young people that demonstrates that the
ZAC lives on. Local dawn services were also held around the
pi1it of
suburb and around the nation.
The service was followed by the A ZAC parade, for which we all
formed up in the ide treets leadi ng onto St George ·s Terrace. Ho pita!
cars and jeeps carrying elderly veteran and Legacy, followed by the
regular anned forces avy, Army, and Air Force, and then by the rest of
the vete rans ' g roup~, led the march. A total of 94 groups in all,
accompanied by 11 bands, the whole parade took 2 hours to pa the
saluting base. 1 should think there must have been well over 5000 people
taking part in the parade itself. Thea. wife of Phil John son a well known
member, took off into the crowds armed with a video camera to record
the march, but she got carried away and by the time the Royals Australian
Signal Association came into view, her tape had run out, so she got none
of us.

The Royal Australian ignals group forn1ed up at 09.30 hours in Pier
Street and moved off onto t Georges Terrace at IO. l 0 hours led by our
Patron, Major General K.J Taylo r AO and our Colonel Commandant,
Colonel P eter F itzp atric k AM - about 85 members in all. Our Corps
standard wa carried by two serving members of 152 Signal Squadron.
and the seven historic Unit A ociations' standards by members of the
local Anny Cadet Corps. As we marched past the dai , Hi Excellency Lt
Gen John M . a nd er son AC, Governor of Western Australia. took the
salute. The parade turned left into William treet and left again onto the
Esplru1ade where the Service was held at 1100 hours. The route is approx
2kms long and was lined ix-eight deep with people cheering and
clapping, and calling out, 'Thank you lads' - an estimated 20.000
pectators.
Thi is my fourth A ZAC parade and I still cannot get over the feeling
you get while marching through the crowds. On the last three marche I
have taken someone from the UK on the march and they have all been
overwhelmed with emotions and have all aid that they have never before
been affected by a parade like this. Old men seem to find the energy to
straighten their backs, chin in. chest out, their meda ls shining in the
morning sun, proud and young again for the duration of the march. More
and more youngsters. are marching proud ly wearing their grandfathers' or
fathers ' medals, and more are coming to watch the parade each year, or
attending the dawn service. The pirit of A ZAC wi ll live on forever.

ROYAL SIGNALS SPORTS PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION (RSSPA)
RS PA EXERC ISE FREEFALL DRAGO 2 -17 APRI L 2002
Ex Freefall Dragon was a 21 Sig Regt (AS) sponsored Royal ignals
Sports Parachute As ociation (RSSPA) skydiving expedition to Skydive
El sinore in Southern California. C pl Dave Ha lbe r t conceived and
planned the expedition, but alas operational deployment meant that he
could not take part. SSgt ' Tam ' Ewart stepped in at short notice to take
up the reins . The main aims of the expedition were to qualify four
members of 21 Sig Regt (AS) as ba ic qualified skydivers (Category 8)
through the Accelerated Free Fall (AFF) ystem , and progress eight
members of the RSSPA to advanced (Category 10) level.
Once in California the AFF student , C pl Aaron Eva ns, Sig ' Alex'
Beesley, ig Ca rl J es o n and Sig Da mi a n Shepherd , were taken under
the wing of LCpl Dave Ballard (ex Red Devils) and Marti n W illiam
(ex Red Devils and owner of PhD Skydiving) to be through the AFF
system . This involves being taken up to 13000ft and thrown out of the
aircraft with the AFF instructors keeping both a watcllful eye and very
firm grip of you . During these jump the tudent carry out a series of
manoeuvres such as 180° turns, 360° turns and forward movement, only
progressing to the next level when successfully completing the last. Once
all eight levels have been completed, the students carry out a further ten
jumps where they practise manoeuvres learnt during levels one to eight.
Thet then move onto more advanced equipment and gradually lower their
canopy opening heights (always handy to open if you wish to stay in the
sport). Once all of this has been completed, students are awarded British
Parachute Association (BPA) Category 8 status. Thi allows them to hurl
themselves out of aircraft at the drop zone of their choice. Both Carl
Beesley ru1d Sig Damia n hepherd successfully qualified to Cat 8 statu ,
with C pl Aa r on Eva ns and Sig ' Alex' Bee ley qualifying to level 4. ig
•Alex ' Bees ley should have been awarded his di play licence for
succes fully carrying out his fir t parachute demo by opting not to land at
the drop zone (an area large enough to land one of C pl J e rkin s'
ideboard in), choosing in tead, (not by choice) to land rwo mile away.
in somebody 's back garden. To ay this was omewhat of a hock to the
elderly grandmother itting in her rocking chair taking in the evening sun
when . ome geographically embarrassed Briti h oldier lands in her back
garden is an understatement. Crie of, ' Invasion! ' were tifled and ig
Beesley wa returned safely to the DZ.

Capt Hamilton , SSgt (FofS) Campbell, Maj 'Tony' Crilly and
SSgt Tam Ewart, 12000ft over Lake Elsinore, California
during Exercise Freefall Dragon, April 2002
The eight inte rmedia te R PA members, Capt Grey, Capt ·J im'
Hawkins , Sgt Wrenn , Cpl M. J. Holt, Cpl Jerkins, Cpl Andy
Butterfield, Cpl 'M ini' mith and pl 'Gaz' Humphreys were all pul
th rough the Worl dw ide Approved Relative Work Progres ion (WA RP)

The War Memorial in King's Park overlooking the city of Perth
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system by the remaining experienced RSSPA skyd iver and WA RP
mstructors, M aj 'Tony' C hilly, Capt Hamilton, SSgt (FolS) Campbell,
SSgt Ta m Ewart and Cpl Ian haw. The aim of the WARP ystem i to
fine tune the skydivers ski lls so as to allow them to jump safely with
other skydivers. Thi is especially important when Cpl M. J. Holt can
fall at 185mph. Those who know him will agree that being hit by hi m at
that speed would be far from pleasant. This would not be a problem for
Ca pt 'J im' Ha w kin who is now the pro ud owner of ' Havoc'. a
s~ydiving helmet that wou ld not look out of place on an X - Wing Fighter
p1l0Cs head! By the end of the exercise, six of the eight intermediate
skydivers had succe sfully completed their WA RP cou rse, with Cpl
'Gaz' Humphreys and C pl 'Mini' mith being requi red to pas only one
more level each, to be awarded Category I 0 statu .
RSSPA COMPETITIO T EA II (ME RCURY 4 ( K))
COTIISH ATIO AL I- 3 J .E 2002
The RSSPA's 4-Way comperition training didn't get off to a good tart.
The UK weather did it best to keep al l concerned on the ground on the
first training camp. However, unde r the di rection of the Com petition
Team manager. Capt Hamilton. the team practised the mechanic of
4-Way competition. With a jump from l I OOOft lasting only 55 econds,
where there is on ly 35 econds of working time to compl ete as many
formations a po ible, time pent on the ground preparing. menta lly and
physically. for the jump is e sentia l. The skill we practi sed whil t
grounded proved successfu l in the team's performance at the Scottish
ationals at Skydive Strathall an from 1-3 Ju ne. Because the category is
detennined by the number of jumps done. thi year · team, consisting of
C apt Grey, Sgt Tam Ewart, gt Wrenn and Cpl Jerkin entered the
junior category. The rules for this category tate that th ree of the team
members must have a total of le than 900 j umps between them, with the
fourth member allowed an unlimited number. Even with in thi category.
Mercury 4 (UK) was the mo t junior team with Capt Grey, Sgt Wrenn
and C pl J erkins having a total of only 200 jumps. fier the first round of
competition, Mercury 4 (UK) was in econd place. a po ition that was
held through the second and third rounds, giving the ream the s ilver
medal. Th i i· a mo re than cred ib le re u lt, give n th e leve l of the
competition and the fact that the fi r t jump of the compet iti on wa only
the team' econd jump together.

Silver Medal winners at the Scottish Nationals
SSgt Tam Ewart, Sgt Wrenn, Capt Grey
and Vern Metcalf (freefall cameraman).
Missing from the photograph is Cpl Jenkins
Skydive Strathallan 3 June 2002
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ftcr two very su ces ful in house displays in front rif Gen haw and
Brig . J. Jack on on the 28 April, the Royal ignals Freefall Parachute
Di play Team gave their first public demon tration at the RAF
Brampton Gold n Jubilee Celebration on Monday 3 June. Led by Maj
'Tony' rill). the team consisting of Capt Hamilton,
gt (Fof )
Campbe ll , pl Ian haw carried out two di play- in front of
appro. imately l 0.000 pectator .
C pl Ian haw had a very hectic weekend prior to the di play a on the
Fnday he had l 2 jump- to hi credit, 12 hort of the required 200 jump
which you mu t have before you can carry out public di·plays (he pa sed
hi di play pamchuti t te t while on Ex Freefall Dragon). He therefore

spent Friday. ~turd'.lY and unday at the Join~ ervic.cs Parachute Centre
at etheravon JUmpmg from all and any available aircraft. His patience
wa rewarded and by late Sunday he had completed his 200th jump and
was abl to join the Royal ignals Freefa ll Parachute Display Team.
. On the Saturday morning, the team got into the aircraft at kydivc
1bson and set off for RAF Brampton. At 5000ft over the display arena
they leflthe aircraft with leg mounted smoke canister lit to form a 4-way
tar, which they held until 2500ft. when they deployed their canopies
Led by Capt Hamilton, they flew in formation into the arena. Once th~
team line up was completed, they quickly packed their canopies made
their way back to kydive ib on, got back into the aircraft and were
back in the air ready to carry out their second display. The team 's
performance was a glowmg success. They were a ked to sign autograph
by many members of the public after the displays were over.

variable wind racing for the afternoon had to be abandoned.
. The regatta ended with the tradi tional prize giving. The OinC(A)
kmdly travelled to eav1ew to see the final day's racing and to award the
prize . Prize were awarded for the teams in the fir t four place . Fourth
went to a team that had travelled from Gem1any to take part, the ACCAP
B team of Lt Col Kieth White head,
gt Lee Rotherforth and imon
Nice. In third place wa one of 11 ignal Regiment's teams led by Cpl
tu outhan with Maj Mark Butler and gt ' Windy' Gayle. Second
place wa taken by the team led by Lt Col David Ellis with Maj Nick
Massey and ick cullion, wh.o were just pipped for the top prize by the
2002 Sea 1ew Regatta Champion Team led by George Odling with Lt
Col Calvin Owen and Lee Elliot. The winner of the Robin on Salver for
the best oldier helm of the regatta was awarded to Cpl Stu Southan,
whose team also claimed the trophy a the winning unit team on behalf of
11 Signal Regiment. At the end of the regatta the Corps team to take part
in the Triangular Regatta again t the RA and RE over 6 and 7 June wa
announced.
Our thank go to the eaview Yacht Club, our host for the evem
especially to John Taylor and Sally Vinson from the eaview Club wh~
acted as ou.r race officers for the event and to Hunterskil Howard Projects
Ltd who kindly agreed to sponsor the event thi year. Finally a date for
your diarie , next year the RSYC Seaview Regatta will take place on 3
and 4 June 2003 .

GOLF
RO YAL Sl G i AL G O LFING SO CIETY
PRING 2002 CHAMPIO SHIPS
The R IGNALS Golf Championships took place on 29 - 30 May
2002 at 'The Ashley Wood Golf Club', Blandford. The event was well
supported W:ith the maximum of 96 golfers taking part on the first day
and I 00 taking part on the second day. The first day comprised of two
1edal Round with players teeing off in handicap order. This was
followed on the econd day with a Stableford and a Greensome
Competitions. The cour e was in excellent condition and the weather
although windy, stayed dry which led to some very good golf score~
being recorded and a very enjoyable two days golf, even for those who
did not records good scores. The main result:, were:
R Signals 2002 Scratch Champion
Runner up

SSgt Rob H are
JSSU(D)
Sgt Brian Turn er
3 (UK) Div Sig Regt

Handicap Winner
Runner Up
tableford Winner
Greensomes Winners
inter Unit Team Winners
Runner Up

President: The Master of Signals
Chairman: Major General A. H. Boyle CB
V~ce Chairman: Brig . F. Wood Areal; B~i~ W. H. Backhou e Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3; Big K. H. Olds Area 4;
Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland; Lt Col C. . Lightfoot Ireland

General Secretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Cornick

SAILING
EAVlE\: REGATTA 2002
The Annual Royal ignal Yacht Club eaview Regatta took place on
Thursday and Friday 30 and 31 May 2002. The regatta was ponsored by
Hunterskil Howard Projects Ltd and ho ted by the eaview Yacht Club
on the I le of Wight, with racing talcing place over the two days in the
eaview Yacht Club' one-class Mennaid keel-boats. For the first time in
a number of year , the full thirteen-boat fleet wa required to
accommodate team from all around the Corps. In addition to regular
kippers from both the regular and retired Corps, there were a nwnber of
newcomers to the event who braved the changeable condition for their
first regatta.
The weather over the two days could not have been more different.
Strong winds, up to 25 knots, saw the Thursday fleet sailing without
pinnakers, with jib ails and reefed mainsails. lo a new development this
year, the first race of the day was a practice race to allow new helm and
crews to get accustomed to the boats before the seriou racing began.
Four more race were completed on the first day with close racing taking
place on the start-line and at the first windward mark before the fleet
pread out. The old firm as erted itself from the start, with two wins to Lt
Col David Elli s and one to Geor ge Odling. The other race went to C pl
Stu out ban of 11 Signal Regiment. The second day saw much Jiohter
0
winds. All boats required full ails including spinnakers and genoas. Two
race were completed before lunch with another win for Geor oe Odli no
and a win for taj Fred Calvert. Sadly due to the increasingly light and

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal

WO 1 (Fofs) Mick Cowie
30 Sig Regt
Maj Pau l Bos her
DTSL
LC pl Gaz Brisba ne
30 Sig Regt
Mr Chris Brow n and
Capt P hil Ashworth
14 Sig Regt (EW)
30 Sig Regt
RSS

The Autumn meeting will take place on the 11 • 12 September 2002 at
The Ashley Wood Golf Cl ub, Blandford. Detail· will be sent out late July
2002. Contact for details is Les Rix, Blandford Mil (94371) 2676, Civil
0 l258 482676 (W) or e-mai l lesrix@ milnet.uk.net.

Assistant Genera l ecretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Membership: Mr P. J. Cuckow

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2090 or
01258 48 2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for Tire WIRE should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum

The Association communicates with its Bra11che and individual members through the pages o/The WIRE, which contai11s accounts of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast ofAssociation events.
Bra11ch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch Members receive sufficient copies o/The WfRE. Association HQ ca11 arra11ge for copies to be
delivered in bulk lo Branch Secretaries/or further distribution if this is convenient: it helps us to save on postage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The WIRE and should be submitted to the Editor. We also welcome letters, requests to contact old
comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch will contribute a sho11 account of its activities, preferably with
photographs, al least once a year.

THE NATIONAL MEMORIAL ARBORETUM
Lt Col (Retd) P. F. Soward

The ational Memorial Arboretum is presently planted with over
40,000 trees and occupies a I 50acre site by the River Tame at Alrewas in
South Staffordshire. It is being created as a living tribute to the people of
the Twentieth Century and a gift in their memory for future generations to
reflect upon and to enjoy. Although over 60 plots are linked to
organizations, it is mostly individuals who are remembered at The
Arboretum.
The idea to create a ational Memorial Arboretum was conceived in
1988 and got under way in ovember 1994 when the then Prime
Minister, John Major , launched the appeal to raise funds. The ational
Lottery Millennium Commission made a grant of £1. 78 million •
provided it was matched pound-for-pound. This was achieved a year
earlier than expected and the grant was used to build a fine visitor '
centre and the only Chapel in the country to be erected to celebrate the
millennium.
Soon after the appeal was launched there was sufficient indication of
support for the Royal avy, Army and Royal Air Force. plot to be
planned. The Merchant avy Welfare Board arranged for a tree to be
planted for each of the 2,536 British flagged merchant ship lo t in the
Second World War. Smaller ervice organisations, the Veterans of the
Greek Campaign, Burma Star, Dunkirk and ormandy Veteran , and the
Berlin Airlift Association followed oon after. As well as the Armed
Forces, plots have been established by, an10ng many others, Police and
Fire Services, Rotary and Inner Wheel, Road-Peace (which cares for the
relatives of those killed on the roads) and A DS (The Stillbirth and
eo Natal Death Society).
.
The Royal S ignals Association was among the fir t to have a tree
dedicated in the Army area. Three other trees, in the Mediterranean Area,
ha ve been dedicated to 'The Linemen of I t Army', 'Royal igna l
ection, AA Brigade' and 'Royal Signals 'G' Section Attached to 138 City
of London Field Regiment 1942-46'.
Early in 2002 a member of the Air Formation Signal Regiment
Association suggested that the assoc iation consider perpetuating the
memory of those who had served as Air Formation ignallers, o the
committee agreed that the will of the members be tested by asking for
donation . By May enough money had been received to reali e that the
project had sufficient support to make it viable: the only que tion being
'How many trees can we eventually sponsor?' Commanders of units with
an Air Formation Signals ro le or heritage have been told of this project
and asked if they would like to be a soc iated w ith it as have the

secretaries of reunion associations with an Air Formation Signals
connection. Reader of The WIRE who would like to contribute
personally towards a tree in an Air Formation Signals Grove, may end
contributions to me:
Lt Col (Retd) P. F. owa rd
'Shipton', The Hollow
CHlLD OKEFORD
Blandford Forum
Dorset, DTI I 8EX
Cheques should be made payable to the 'Air Formation Signal
Regiments Association'. To keep cost to a minimum, plea e enclose a
postage stamp for the acknowledgement of such cheques. Progress of the
project will be reported in The WIRE and in regimental association
newsletters. It is anticipated that thi appeal will close in the autumn.
If any readers would like to pon or a tree in memory of a loved one
and would like that tree to be planted in the Air Fonnation ignal Grove,
I would be grateful if they would make their wishe known to me so that
the planting can be coordinated. The number of options and permutation
that the arboretum can offer are exten ive but the cost of the most
popular·options are:
A tree for an individual, club or association with white
lettering on a black label (ten words)
A tree with a metal plaque, up to 30 words and a ere t,
badge, flower, bird etc
A hardwood outdoor bench complete with brass plaque
and concrete fixings
Ashes interred at the ide of a tree or scattered round a tree

£50
£150
£500
£50

Further information may be obtai ned from the arboretum:
The ational Memorial Arboretum
Croxall Road
ALREWA
Stafford hire DE 13 7 AR
Tel: 01283-792333
e-mail: nmarboretum@btconnect.com
web ite: www.nationalmemorialarboretum.co.uk

THE STORY OF AC4YN - A RADIO ADVENTURE IN TIBET - 1936
As a follow-up to the obi111ary for Lt Col Sir Eva11 Yorke epean Bi.
published in the June edition of The WIRE, the following acco1111t ofsome
of his activities in Tibet in 1936 i published here. It is abridged from an
account submitted by Roger Crosto11, who k11ew Sir Evan well ~md i a
friend of his family. Both photos are reproduced by kind perm1ss1on of
Lady Cicely Nepeon - Editor
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On 31 July 1936, Lt Ev an ep eao , a ubaltern in the Peshawar
Di trict Signal on the orth '> est Frontier of India, ct off from
Gangtok, Sikkim, a one of two radio operators accompanying a Briti h
Political Mission to Lha a led by Basil (later ir Basil) G o uld . The
econd wireles operator wa Lt idne Dagg and the Mi ion mcluded
Rugh Richardson, Dr Bill lorgan, Brig Philip Neam e V . F redd ~
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pencer-Chapman (who 'erved with Force 136 in Malaya during
\\'\\II) and Rai Bahadur , ·orbhu.
t the time. Tibet wa till nn indep .ndent nacion state. ruled by the
Dalai Lama. HO\\Cver. the 13th Dalai Lama had died in 1933 an in
1936 ht . ucce sor had not ·ct emerged. The Briti h Political t is ion
wa. invited by the Tibetan Go,·ernment and had two objective . The first
wa to help per ·uade the Tashi Lama. regarded a· next in impo1iance to
the Dalai Lama. to return to Lha a. He had fled the country in 1923. The
econd objective wa to a e . the Tibetan army and advi e on its
. ..
improvement.
.
ommunication between India and Tibet were rather pnm1t1ve. A
telegraph line and mounted po tal runner service reached only a !ar, as
Lha a. so tran portable wirele equipment wa necessary for the M1ss1on
to tra,·el beyond there. The presence of British wirele s equipment in
Lhasa would al o ·erve another purpo e - to ·outface' the Chinese, who
al o had wirele equipment there.
Lt Dagg had been given the respon ibility for procurin~ the r?dio
equipment, which. in tho c day . \ as large and heavy. He had 11 pecially
built so it could be broken down into load weighing le s than 0 I b. The
heavie t load wa the battery-charging engine. weighing 120 I b,
accompanied by O gallon of aviation spirit to fuel it wi th . All of it was
carried from the railhead at Gangtok to lha a. by a 50 strong party
(includi1ig porters) accompanied by 25 pack animal (ponie and yak ).

The Radio Equipment used
With increasing altirude and decrea ing oxygen level , the charging
engine delivered les and less power until, at 10 .000ft it no longer
functioned. Dagg returned to Calcutta to build a hand-cranked charging
machine, and, since there were no longer any means of charging batteries,
the Mi sion proceeded without Nepean to Lhasa. where they arrived on
24 Augu t When it wa discovered that power was available from the
city's 220V hydroelectric plant, epean moved up with the wireless set
13 days later and made hi first transmission at l .OOpm on 8 September.
The aerial was supported on a 40ft mast and regular contact was

maintained with India on a wavelength of 30mctrcs. ontact was also
made with many amateurs on the 20m band and epean's cull-sign of
AC4
became much ·ought after world-wide - AC4 being the prefh
for Tibet. There being no radio licen ·i ng authority, Nepean had made up
his own call- ign u ing the last two letters of his British one, G5Y .

Nepean's Radio Station in Lhasa
On 7 eptember the Mission reviewed the Tibetan troops at the
Trapchi ar enal, where they were received by a g uard of honour, the
Kashag and the Prime Minister, neither of whom had ever inspected the
am1y. Almo t the whole population of Lhasa had turned out for the
review including the Chinese wireless official whom the British ignored.
The Chinese later prote ted to the Tibetan government about the rival
Briti h radio. but the compla int went unheeded. On 27 October, epean
and other Mis ion members went to the bazaar, ostensibly to photograph
the roof of Lha a, but actually to look at the Chinese radio aerial to
estimate what wavelength it operated on. However, having worked out
the frequency, they never heard it transmit during the whole of their stay.
epea n and Dagg also operated a loudspeaker system, a gramophone
player and a cine-projector, all of which entailed hours of work to
prepare. These cau ed con iderable excitement amongst the Tibetans.
The Regent wa particularly plea ed to hear his own voice booming out
over the loud peakers and the citizens were amazed to see themselves
and their friend in the film taken by the Mission in Lha a.
epean was active as AC4Y for about three month s until , in
December 1936, he was commanded to return to India. He left Lhasa at
5.00am on 14 December in a temperature of -J0°C., travelling light and
wearing the ame yellow fur-lined Afghan coat he was photographed
wearing some 65 years later. His place was taken by a Royal Signals
officer, R eg Fox, who wa sent from Calcutta to keep the official radio
link in operation. Fox too operated on the amateur bands as AC4YN, and
stayed on in Lhasa after the British Political Mission was closed in 1937.
Eventually marrying a Tibetan girl , he continued to be active a AC4YN
for a number of years.

NEWS FROM THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
A. '. . AL RE
IO'.'\ 2002
Well over 800 members and guests attended the Annual Reunion, held
at Blandford over the weekend 29 -30 June 2002. Although not an
A ociation event in itself. the Saturday morning Princess Royal Day
Parade, by 11 ignal Regiment was graced with the presence of HRH
T he Princess Royal. who took the Salute. lt was a wonderful display of
drill by the Regiment that was enjoyed by the crowd.
The afternoon arena display was started by a display of marching and
music by the Corp Band, the Corps TA Band and the Corps Pipes and
Drum . Members then enjoyed a thrilling di play by the newly reformed
'Blue Helmets' Free Fall Parachute Team. The parachutists were: Maj
'Tony' Crilly, Capt 'Rob' Hamilton (15 Sig Regt), SSgt Tam Ewa rt
(63 Sig Sqn) and
gt 'Rob' Ca mpbell (16 Sig Regt). The equally
important ground crew were; Capt Hawkins, C pl Ian haw (14 ig
Regt). Cpl ' ick' J e nkins (15 Sig Regt), Sgt M. J . Holt (15 Sig Regt)
and ig Clare-Loui Hodge (63 Sig Sqn). The team used an Augu ta I 09
helicopter and Jumped from 5,000 feet on a cloudy, windy day. Our
thanks go to Maj Paul Fe rri s, OC 63 Sig Sqn (V) for the Team's
perfomance. The White Helmets Motor Cycle Display Team then gave
their usual polished performance.
everal hundred members crammed into the Sergeants' Mess in the
e\'ening for their social 'gathering' and our thanks go to R M Harry
Kemp for allowing Association members to use his Mess. After a
'Drumhead Service' on Hawke Square on the Sunday morning, 192
member fom.ed up behind the orps Band for the March Past, with the
Ma. tcr of ignals taking the Salute. Make a note of the date for '!ext
)ear's Reunion, 28 29 June. Remember, it is never too early to book
accommodation.
Branch 'e"' : The Cambridge Branch has a new secretary; Mr Ken
Grange. who can be contacted at - 323 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4
I "Q, Tel: 01223-424829. Our sincere thanks go to Dave Watson for his
ork a Secretary of the Cambridge Branch for the past 17 years.
Congratulations to Dennh Wilson, Hon Secretary of the Hartlepool
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Branch, who ha won a regional adult learner award at the age of 75, in
recognition of him gaining his BSc. C hri s Co lli er is the new
Member hip ecretary of the ' Air Formation Signal Regiments
A sociation' (formerly 12th, 15th & 18th AFSR Assn), C hri can be
contacted at - 32 Mason Crescent Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 4DU, Tel:
01902-338662.
For Branch ecretaries: please note that the car stickers are now sold
out.
ACM 2003: Area officials, branch secretaries, plus any interested Life
Members hould make a diary note that the next RSA AGM will be held
at I 030hrs on Saturday 5 April 2003 in the Victory ervices Club,
Seymour Street, London. The Club can provide accommodation and
nearby car parking,
The Queen's Golden Jubil ee : Amongst a ll the recent celebration
wa a massed parade of Services, Corps, Regiments and Associations in
London on 4 June. The Association was represented by Standard Bearers
F red Bridges (A ldershot), John Mumford (Reading), Trevor Holyoake
(Bedford) and Brian Littlccott (Southampton).
Service r ecords enquiries: For many years staff at the Record Office,
Hayes have handled requests for information relating to ex-Army
personnel, but with effect from I July 2002, the work has been
undertaken by staff at the Army Personnel cntre (APC) in Gia gow. The
new address for all requests is: Army Personnel Centre, Historical
Di closures, Mai lpoint 400, Kentigern House, 65 Brown Str, Glasgow G2
8EX.
Opening of the F ield of Remembrance: The opening ceremony for
this year's Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey will take place
at approx I I 20hrs on Thursday 7 ovembcr. A II those attending hould
be in place by 11 OOhrs. The Chairman of the RSA and the staff of HQ
will be there and would be pleased to meet any members who can attend.
Cenotaph Parade: The Parade at the Cenotaph, Whitehall, London,
will take place en Remembrance Sunday, l O ovember 2002. All RSA
members arc eligible to attend. Tickers, o n a 'first come, first served
ba is', will be available from the A sociation HQ.
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Life Mem bers: A warm welcome is extended to the following new
Life Members of the Assoc iation :

Rank & Name
ig Tom Jones
LCpl Gareth Roscoe
Cpl Jason Randles
W02 Eric O ' Halloran
Cpl onnan Tate
ig Ian Cameron
W02 Leonard Burritt
Sig Claire orton
Sig Gemma hippin
Dvr Barry Patrick
Sig Jim Loma
Brig J. R. B. Cook
Cpl Bert Willian1s
Sgt Roland Jones
LCpl Denis Oakley
Sgt Tony Mellett
W02 George Webb
Cpl Pete Burges
Sgt John Leach
Maj Graham Barber
Maj Jul es Swindells
WO I Peter Waring
gt Keith Hibbins
LCpl Ross Pemble
Maj Bob Williamson
Capt Kevin Fitzpatrick
Lt Col Colin Whittaker
Capt tephen Hutchinson
Lt Col Tony Manders
Maj Murray Coleman
Capt Peter Gower
Lt Col Peter Gillespie
Capt Paul McTurk
Capt David Stewart
Lt Col Dick Strawbridge
Capt Peter Loew
Maj Phil Dai ey
Lt Col Ian Griffith
Maj Jim Body
Maj Adrian Metcalfe
Capt Christopher Preston
Sig Dick Percy
Sig Ted Hammond
Sig Fred Peebles
Sgt igel Weir
LCpl Lee Coupland
Cpl Christine Doc
Sig Kenny Waring
Capt Eric Udell
Cpl Alex Smart
Cpl Peter De Boltz
LCpl Ian Tozzi
Cpl Andrew Armitage
Sig Idris Davies
LCpl Greg Burgess
Cpl Darran Thoma
ig Martin Gilroy
Cpl Ivan Oakey
SSgt raig Wrath
Cpl Dai Mundy
Sgt A. T. M ill ard
Sgt D. R. Morgan
Sgt Dani Thwaite
W02 Pat mith
S gt Martin Stebbing
Pte Pat Clarke
LCpl Barry Smith
Dvr Alf Hoare
Maj Wally Drain
Maj Man Fen om
LCpl Mark Langhorne
gt Lee Warren
ig David Lancaster
Sig Gerald Harp
Sgt Rob SmiU1
Col Gordon Barnett MBE
Sgt John Hod on
S gt Pete Mi ll s
W02 Fred Smi th
Cpl Simon Rose
LC pl hane Rankin
WOI Kevin Smith
Cpl Mike Butchers
W02 Dave Carr
Sig Joanne Ambler
ig Sally Buck
gt Keith Brewer
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Branch

AFSR Assn
Leeds
Leeds

AFSR Assn
AFSR Assn

Hull

AFSRAssn
AF R Assn
York

AFSR Assn
AFSRAs n

West Wales
West Wales
West Wales

AFSRA sn
Reading

Leeds
Leeds
Leeds
Southampton

Service
1952-54
1994-0 I
1986-00
1985-02
1953-57
1946-48
1936-46
2000-date
2001-date
1946-49
1955-57
1970-02
1942-47
1943-47
1955-57
1975-94
1978-02
1996-02
1980-date
1969-02
1984-01
1964-88
1972-94
1999-date
1972-02
1975-02
1973-02
1991-02
1969-02
1985-01
1979-01
1979-01
1997-01
1975-01
1978-01
1978-01
1964-01
1972-01
1979-01
1982-01
1997-01
1943-47
1941-46
1989-01
1983-02
1972-95
1991-02
1996-02
1979-date
1944-46
1945-49
1972- 4
1991-95
1995-02
1995-02
1988-01
1957-59
1978-02
1978-02
1990-date
1980-datc
1983-date
1986-date
1984-date
1982-date
1965-6
1964-77
1951-53
1974-date
1983-date
1990-02
1985-01
1956-5
1945-48
1988-02
1958-89
1973-95
1960-85
1974-02
1973-87
1995-02
1980-date
1961-73
1974-date
200 I-date
1999-date
1946-48

SSgt Bob Hutchinson
Sig Pete Tucker
Pte Theresa Smith(nee Kenny)
Sig Rod Hogarth
Sig Robert Reid
Sig Donald Dallimore
Sig Ken Gabriel
SSgt Mark Morgan
SSgt Spike Hughes
WOI Huw Phillips
Cpl Matthew Rigby
Sgt Mark Wyllie
Sgt Mick Brown
2Lt Peter Wheeler
SSgt Bill Barnett
W02 Jim Besant
Cpl Bill Jackson
LCpl Dave Pilgrim
Cpl Mark Compton
LCpl Mark Leak
Cpl Roger Bousfield
Cpl Bill Maddocks
Sig John Walker
Cpl Terry Gibbs
Sgt Doc Docherty
Maj Stuart Read
Sgt 'J P' Partridge
Cpl Paul Chipperfield
W02 Eric Rendell
Sig Alan Glover
Capt Alan Dudley
Capt Chris Dennis
Cpl Maldwyn Evans
Sig John Dixon
LCpl Mick Kitson
Sig Stephen Whalley
LCpl Martin Avins
W02 Ted Weaver
SSgt Steve Roberts
SSgt Andy Craig

260 Sig Sqn Assn
West Wales
West Wales
West Wales
West Wales
West Wales

Harrogate
Harrogate
Harrogate
Harrogate

Dorset
Dorset

Dorset
ewcastle
ewcastle
Liverpool
Liverpool
AFSR Assn
AFSR Assn
. lreland
WesrWales
West Wale

1972-94
1998-02
1966-67
1969-72
1949-51
1951-53
1951-53
1988-date
1979-datc
1981-date
1995-99
1989-02
197 -02
1948-49
1971-93
1960-97
1966-80
1985-99
1978-02
1985-02
1985-00
1943-47
1943-47
1960-62
1974-96
1955-83
1980-02
1986-98
1949-5 l
1953-55
1977-93
1963-99
1943-47
1981-89
1982-89
1980-85
1983-91
1936-58
1975-date
1983-date

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
One of the highlights of the year has been our Annual Quiz, which was
held in May. This was a very ucces ful evening was attended by nearly a
hundred members and gue ts and we were delighted that many of these
were serving members of the Corps. The quadrons are always welcome.
As on previou occa ion , we were joined by members from the Reading
Branch and the WRAC A ociation. An excellent buffet was erved, for
which our appreciation goe to the staff of the Garrison ergeants' Me s,
and we have to thank the Warrant Officers and ergeants for the
hospitality of the me s and the excellent organisation. eville Lyons did
an outstanding job a Quiz Master. ably as i ted by Edelgard Jo s and
Ca role Thomas . It was Eric Udell's last appearance a our erving
liai on and be was worked hard all evening and not allowed to lack just
becau e he's being promoted. We wish him well but shall miss him. Thi
wa a most enjoyable evening.

BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH
At the Bath Branch Annual General Meeting in April Maj (Retd)
John Everett MBE TD 1A announced that he thought that it was time
for him to stand down as Pre ident. After active ervice with the Corp
from 1940 to 194 , John served with the Corp TA until 1967. He was
one of the founde r members of the Branch in 1949 and took o er a
Pre ident in 1976. He has given enthu iastic support and encouragement
ever since. John has g iven 60 years of active in olvement and support of
the Corp and out tanding ervice to the Association. He wa appointed
and Honour Member of the Association in 2000. John wa 90 years old
on l 9 May. The Branch Chairman, on behalf of the Member , reluctantly
accepted Maj (Retd) Everett's resignation, thanked him for his very
long and loyal service and offe red him an appointment a Life Vice
Pre ident.

CAMBRIDGE BRANCH
The Cambridge Branch he ld th<:ir annual t George's Day upper at
Coldham lane TA entre on Wedne day 24 April this year. A· in
previou year LCpl Karen Carter from 54 (EA) ignal quadron
(Volunteers) provided a , uperb bulTet meal which twenty members and
their familie enjoyed in the 54 quadron bar. Thank mu t also go to the
P AO, Capt Len Carr. for all of the hard work that he put in getting the
bar ready and sorting out the cutlery, crockery and gla e etc Fe\\.
people apprecia te the amount of organi a tion and work that goe · on
behind the ·cene to make the e c ent succe fut. t the end of the
evening Maj Dave Watson , who ha · been the Branch ccrcary since it
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fom1ed in 19· . handed o\ r the ' Branch Briefcase ' to Ken Grange.
He ha' , olunteer ·d to take on the mantle of Branch ecr" tary at lea t
until Oct< ber "hen he will almost c ·rtainly be voted in a pe rmanent
Hon ~. Dan ha - just retired after serving for more than thirty years
"ith th Corp · . nd has nO\\ taken up the post of P AO wil11 44 (Cinque
Pons) ignal quadron (Volunteers) ba ·ed :it Grays in Es ex.
,, 3 :

Ken Grange receiving the 'Branch Briefcase'
from Maj Dave Watson

DORSET BRANCH
MEETI G HELD 0
21 MAY 2002 - AT HUMPH BAHAD RS
REST
RA -T 0 ' THE O CCASIO OF THE PRE E TATIO
OF H01 0 R MEMBERSHIP TO MAJ (Retd) PAT LAFFERTY
As u ual, the members gathered with wives and partners at Humph
Bahadur restaurant for yet another delicious buffet Ghurka meal, for
w~a.t was thought to be ju t an ordinary meeting of the Branch. However,
3ommg u as an honoured guest was Maj Gen A. Yeomans CB who was
to pre ent an award to 1aj Pat Lafferty. Indeed, when the Major
General stood up to give a speech and surprise Pat with the award, you
could have knocked Pat down with a feather. This award is in recognition
of over 23 years of outstandmg service to the Branch and the Association.
R.arely has Pat failed to attend a funeral of past Branch Members, the
Field of Remembrance and the Corps Carol Service in London. or can it
be remembered when he last failed to attend a Royal Signals Reunion
Weekend. The award recognises Pat's drive, charisma and common sense
approach LO all matter concerning the Branch and the Association. I am
sure everyo~e wh? knows _Pat both here and in other Branches join us in
con~ratulatmg him on his achievement. Well done Pat long may it
contmue.

EAST KENT BRANCH
On 14 April 49 Member took passage and a Ploughman' Lunch on
board the Eas t Kent and Su sex Light Railway from Tent erden to
orthiam, pa ing gently through the lovely Kenti sh countryside with
much good humour a always. Pausing only to acknowledge the waves
and assorted strange local gestures from the natives of these pans by
waving the odd sprig of lettuce or raising a gla , but both with uitable
but silent rejoinders, a mo t enjoyable time wa had by all on a lovely
pring day.
Having got the Travel Bug firmly in our loins, 52 Members boarded
the good hip Pocohonta at Gravesend on 12 May and sailed up (or is it
down?) the Thames Estuary to outhend. that Mecca of so many
childhood memorie to o many aboard. A most interes t ing and
entertaining history of the Thames, it's hips and it's character was the
subject of a commentary by the kipper during the !hour SO minute trip.
We _fina!ly berthed at the end of the 1 t14 mile pier, e ntrainin g on the
m1111-tram to the fleshpots of the town. Most of the Members repaired
fairly swiftly to one of the many Fish and Chip Restaurants, that togeU1cr
with Pubs, Amu emcnt Arcades and stomach-churning Roundabouts, are
the main hives of entertainment on the waterfront. Appetites sati fied and
thirsts quenched , ome even ventured into the splendid new shopping
centre to spend more money before we once more boarded the good ship
for the return trip at 4.1 Spm.
The kipper continued to entertain u with nippet of interest and
halfway down (or was it up?) river he was suitably rewarded by the
Chairman. John Ballpntyne, who presented him with a Branch Plaque
(obtainable from our Hon Sec at a very reasonable price) to hang above
the hip's bar to commemorate our presence. Me sr De Rose bles ed u
with yet another raffle, much to the enjoyment of the present writer who
won fir t prize. Cream Teas were served to those who had the room and
the good ship Pocohontas docked at Gravesend, where 52 very tired but
very satisfied passenger made their respective way home to the many
parts of Kent after yet another very happy day.
EWS OF THE MEMBERS
It wa a delight to ee Tom and Doris Bewsey on board the
Pocohonta a they had only recently returned from a cruise that included
a 900mile voyage up the Amazon . To follow that with a further
expedition up the Thames to Southend really deserves recognition. Mr
Roy Andrews, Maj Charles Hughe and Lt Col Bert Sawyer are still
not yet up to scratch health-wise and we all wish U1em well. Mrs June
Buchanan is making good progress recovering from a broken hip that
was the result of being blown over by the wind during a torm some
weeks ago.

BELATED THANKS
Mike and Sydney Enright were Members of our Branch for some
years and Mike wa heavi ly involved for a period as Treasurer. Both he
and Sydney were great friends and va luable Members until they moved
to deepest Cornwall where they are now involved with the local Branch.
However, de pite moving down to the West Country both Mike and
Sydney continued, for a time, to be Members of our Branch keeping in
touch via a ewsletter and by personal contact with old friends. They
have now discontinued Membership and it is time to thank them both for
their support and friendship whilst they were here.

GLASGOW BRANCH
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and members of 246 Gurkha Signal Squadron. A presentation of a RSA
Huddersfi eld plaque was presented to Mr Brown to be di~played at the
club m apprec1a11on for all owmg our meetings to be held there. W02
( SM) irmal Gu rung gave a short talk on the forming of an exserviceme n's club in Nepal.

The Female Party

MIDDLESBROUGH BRANCH

NEW MEMBER
Mr Michael 'Mick' Tait served as a Regular from 1974 until 1998,
serving in wondrous climes such as Belize, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Canada,
Bristol and Leeds. He completed his service as a W02 and we welcome
him to the Branch

The Branch members regret the loss of member ex SSgt Eddie Braid,
who died suddenly on Monday 8 April. Several Branch Member
attended the funeral on the 11 April 2002.
The Branch AGM was held on 16 April 2002 at Jardine Street
Glasgow. The Branch President, Maj Ge n A. A. G. Ande rso n CB, who
was making his farewell appearance as Branch President, spoke of the
pleasure he and hi s wife Ma rgaret had had during his years as Honorary
Branch President. Having moved to the south of England, he would not
be in a position to fulfill the function of Branch President. He did wish
the Glasgow Branch every success in the future. He hoped it would retain
the spirit and comradeship it had fostered to date . The President also
thanked the Branch committee and the members for their commitment to
the runn~ng of the Bran_ch and the Commanding Officer and members of
32 Scotltsh Signal Regiment (V) for supporting the Branch members in
their activities. Maj Gen Anderson sai d he was pleased to be able to
announce that Lt Co l Alastair Petri e C tJ TD .JP who had been
approached to take the position as Branch President, l;ad accepted the
position. The General introduced Lt C ol P etrie as a distinguished
member of the orps, who had at one time been the Commanding Officer
and al~o Honorary Colonel of 32 Scottish igna l Regiment (V). Jn
acceptmg the role of Branch President, Lt Col Petrie said he wa
honoured to accept the position. He knew quite a number of the Branch
members and the officers and per onnel of 32 Signal Regiment. He
would work on behalf of the Branch to maintain the standards already set
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by Maj Gen Anderson and the Branch Committee, with the co-operation
and rapport that already exists between the Branch a nd the Regiment.
O mem bers and six associate members attended the AG M. Branch
Chairman, Joe Keegan, thanked the members for their support over the
past year, and the National President, Maj Gen Tony Boyle CB, for
attendi ng the annual Bums Supper. He also thanked Lt Col Eric M .
Blyth TD and WOI RSM Steve Russell of 32 Scottish Signal Regiment
(V) for their support of the Branch. He went on to thank Ivana, Eric and
ex Chainnan Bill Taylor, together with the ladies of the Branch for their
help and assistance. Joe then mentioned that he had been informed of the
death of member Eddie Braid, on the day he returned from holiday. He
asked Branch members to stand to observe a minute's silence in tribute to
an old comrade. The Branch Secretary Ivana Muir, reported on her visit
to the seminar organi ed by the ational Chairman, Maj Gen T. Boyle
CB. She reported that discus sions had taken place on suggestions
regarding future possible alternative venues available, biannually, with
Blandford, for the Annual Reunion of the Royal Signals Association.
Thi s sugge tion is being looked into by RHQ to allow more members
from the UK to attend. Ivana thanked the members (whose average
tumout for meetings was 32), the rest of the committee and the Regiment
for their support. The Branch Trea urer, Eric Mc Waters produced copies
of the figures in his report, showing that the accounts of the Branch are in
a healthy state. The Branch continues to maintain a sound relationship
with it suppliers. It does , however, rely on its members' sub cription to
maintain the running costs of the Branch and subsidies to limit the costs
for the organised function arranged by the committee.
As the po ts of Chairman and Secretary are up for election next year,
the President asked for nominations for Vice Chairman and an understudy
to the ecretary. Having members in position before the election of these
office , to enable them to have some idea of the duties involved. Bill
Mc amara and Eliza beth Graham were nominated , Bill as Vice
Chairman and Liz as Secretary understudy. Both agreed to the
nominations and the members ' vote for them was unanimous. Jan Woods
i already acting as understudy to the Branch Treasurer. Under AOB, Jim
Prentice mentioned that having attended Branch member Eddie Braid's
funeral (as already reported in Th e WIRE) , with no advice from the Chair
regarding dress, Branch members did not have headress, medals, the
Branch Standard or the Corps colours flag, (made e pecially for uch an
occasion) to be placed on the coffin. He said it was not right for the
decea ed (with 21 years service in the Corps, mainly with 32 Signal
Regiment) not to have been afforded the honours from the Branch. TI1e
Chairman replied that the comment wa noted. He bad been on holiday at
the time, but some form of in truction will be laid down to contact the
family for their views in the event of deaths of Branch members. or R A
Life Members notified to the Branch by RHQ, before the funeral takes
place.

The new Branch President, Lt Col Petrie. presented a plaque to Gen
An derson on behalf of the Glasgow Branch Members with the wording
'Presented to Major General A. A. G. Ander on CB with gratitude/or his
dedicated service as Honorary President to the Royal Signal · Association
Glasgow Branch 1991-2002.' A photograph was taken of the members
present with the General. This will be proce sed and put on to a tartan
background, as a collage and will be sent to him later at his new home
address. Bill Taylor the ex Cha irman, (still doing exce llent work for
activities of members), will undertake to complete thi task of obtaining
the photograph to be framed.
E leven member had accepted the invitation to attend the church
service in Jamestown Parish hurch Balloch, on Sunday 19 May in
remembrance of the Dunkirk Veterans. Bill Mc amara, the Branch
Standard Bearer, paraded the Branch Standard.
In my report in the Apr il issue of The WlRE, l wrote the word
' Ilirling ', (a good old Scot Word), but it was published a 'Biding '
changing the meaning of the entence.

HUDDERSFIELD BRANCH
The Branch Annual Dinner was attended by member and gue t . The
gue ·ts were were Mr Stuart brown (Kirkheaten Liberal Club ecretary)
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Since our last report we have continued to hold our u ual activities.
Meetings are held the last Thursday of each month in the WO ' and gt '
Me s of the 34 (Northern) ignal Regiment (V), and the c are ~ ell
attended by members and a ociate member . We held our u ual Annual
Christmas Raffle in late ovember and the ladie provided an excellent
Buffett. Our former Chairman, Colin Dadson organi ed a trip to vi it the
Christmas Markets at Valkenburg and this wa attended and enjoyed by a
number of members and friends of the Branch. The Annual Dinner was
again held at the Marton Country Club in March and was well attended.
We were privileged to have it in the candinavian uite and afterward
had reserved eat in the Ballroom. There i little doubt that our uccess
a a Branch i due to the dedication and enthusiasm of our Official . and
thi was apparent at our AGM held in April. A udrey Graingc wa
re-elected as Chai rper on, ' ith husband Dick continuing a ViceChairman. Marga ret Dadso n continued to hold Office a our efficient
Secretary with hu band Colin (who was our Chairman for 13 year ·),
acting in an advisory capacity. Dave Bailey takes office a Trea urer, and
joins an excellent team. Our tundard Bearer for several year , John
Grange bas carried out hi office extremely con cientiously and with
great dignity, but now is omewhat reluctantly Landing down. A alway .
John will be prepared to stand on the ide-lines, but Mick Little ha
offered and been accepted to take o er. At our May meeting, Bob Cook
ecretary of York Branch and the rea Representative vi ited u , gave a
very informal account of s·ociation affa irs , and di cus ed variou
matters relating to recruitment and Branch activities. Member appreciated hi obvious enthusia ' m and wish him well in hi new
Appointment.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
The Branch formal nnual Dinner wa held once again in I naver TA
Centre on Friday 3 May 2002. Although numbers were down this year we
all had a mo t enjoyable even ing. The frcquem applau e -bowed that the
guests much appreciah.:d the music provided during the meal by the priLe
winning Ravenhill Temperance Flute Band conducted by 1r George
Hawthorne. The Branch Pre ident. 1aj (Retd) Bill Dou gla opened
proceeding by welcoming all the gue·t·. particularly our Gue ·ts of
Honour. After dining and ' ining and the loyal and other toa ts, the
Branch Chainnan , John Brown . introduced our t p table gue ·t . Lt Col
M. P. Llewellyn OBE - Commander omm
orthem Ireland, Lt ol R.
J. Kelly TD - CO 40 (U) ig Regt (V) and V 01 (R 1) G. C. . Keane.
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Lt ol Lie\\ ellyn and Lt ol Kelly replied. Members and gue t then
retired to the \VO ' and gt Me for refre hment and a chat. Mrs
Reill) and \tr
titt persuaded everyone to pan \ith a goodly um of
mone) for the u ual rame. The thank of the B>Jnch go to Ian and
Debbie Wolfe for their work in organising the even~ and to~all others who
helped both administrati,·ely and manually.
Gk11 Greer recently represented the Branch at a ceremony held by tne
Wandsworth Branch of the Royal Briti h Legion. We are pleased to say
that the Branch no" ha an interne1 web page accessible via the Branche
Ii ·t of the main R A site. While it i .till in it, infancy it is hoped,
-hortl). to enhance the ite with photograph etc. The te t was put
together by Vice President taj (Retd) ' oel John~ton and the web ite
opened and set up by Paul Douglas. ( on of our Branch Pre ident) to
whom we are mo~t grateful.
Edgar i\lc all made the arrangements for tho e who attended the
Blandford Reunion. although becau e of ill health he wa unable to
anend thi. year. Once again, if you are reading The WIRE and are in
t 'orihern Ireland why don't you come along to one of our Branch
meetmgs, find out what an R A Branch doe ? The.c take place on the
third Wedne day of each month in Clonaver TA Centre, Belfast. erving
members of the Corps will be most welcome.

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH
BRANCH A, NUAL L
CH
The Branch Annual Lunch was held on Sunday 21 April 2002 at the
King Court Masonic Hall, Chandlers Ford. It wa a bright warm pring
day a 62 members and gue ts at down to a very good lunch. preceded
by grace said by Capt Chris Cluett. Col Michael Hickey, the President
of the Korean Veteran A ociation (Wes ex Branch) and hi wife
Bridget, were guest of honour and we were pleased to give them, and
the other guest from the Reading, Sali bury, Winchester and Aldershot
Branches. a warm welcome. At the end of the lunch, toa ts were
proposed -The Queen by our Treasurer, Chris Cluett, The Princess Royal
by our President, Brig. Johnny Clinch CBE and The Corp and The RSA
by our Branch ews Editor, orman Davies.

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS ASSOCIATION
The Branch Secretary, Tony Hull and his wife, Beryl, decided to
travel to Guemse~ 1_11 Marc~1 to hold a 'Meet & Greet' so that ex-boys
from 6 (Boys) Trammg Regiment 1950-55 could get together and look at
the memorabilia and photos that have been accumulated over the pa t
four years, si nce the Association was started in 1998.
Eric Le Quesne met us at the airport and escorted us to our hotel.
After lunch we went round part of the Island, of which Eric is very
proud. On the Saturday, he showed us round the remainder of the Island
which i · very bea_utiful and int~resting. On Sunday, Eric had arranged ~
lunch at the Peninsula Hotel in the north of the Isla nd which seven
members and their wive attended and where they were able to see the
photos and have a good chat. At the time of the Meet & Greet we had
eight members in Guernsey and were hoping to recruit some new
mcmher.

BRA ' CH EWS
Maj John Daw BEM - John, a long serving member of the Branch
wa also the President of the West London Branch of the RSA until Aprii
2002 when he retired. He joined the London Branch in 1975 and became
Chairman of the West London Branch in 1982. He subsequently served as
the President of that Branch until thi year, and in 1986 was awarded
Honour Membership of the Association. To mark the event of John'
retirement, the Chairman of the RSA, Maj Gen Tony Boyle CB, wrote to
Maj R. L. Miller TD , the Chairman of the We t London Branch
complimenting John a a truly remarkable person. He highlighted John'~
career in the Corp from his en listment in 1938 until his retirement as a
Major in 1974. He then asked Maj Miller to extend his sincere thanks to
John for hi terling service and offered his best wishes for the future. He
is hoping to repeat tho e entiments in person at the RSA Reunion at
Blandford in June thi year.
Our Standard Bearer, Bryan Littlecott, paraded the Branch Standard
on the Queen's Jubilee Parade held on 4 June in London. As one of four
RSA Branch Standards on parade. this was a great privilege and honour
for Bryan and the Branch. In Bryan's own words, ' As we entered the
Mal_! the music from the Massed Bands brought u all into step, our back
straightened, and l felt immen e pride in representing my Branch, the
RSA and the Corps.'
Apart from the Re-union at Blandford, the Branch is quite busy on the
social front over the summer period. A Sunday lunch at the Rockingham
Arms, Canada, Skittle evening at the Ship Inn, Redbridge and a picnic in
the ew Forest are among the event . Jn pite of the inevitable ageing of
the members, the Branch is thriving and in good heart.

WEST LONDON BRANCH
Our President then introduced Col Hickey and gave a brief rundown
of the Colonel's background , including the facts that - he was
commi sioned into the RASC and served two tours in Korea. ln the first
tour he commanded a RASC transport platoon. He then transferred to the
Glider Pilot Regiment and trained as a pilot on fixed wing aircraft. He
returned to Korea where he flew Austers. When the Glider Pilot
Regi~ent dis_banded he stayed on in the Army Air Corps, and flew
operationally in Korea, Malaya, East Africa and the ear East as well as
Germany. He also taught at the Royal Military College of Science. He is
a Defence Fellow at King's College. London and is also Director of the
Museum of Army Flying. A military historian of note he is the author of
many military historic including - Gallipoli. The Unforgettable Army, on
lim the 14th Army in Burma. The Korean War.
'
In response Col lickey paid tribute to the RSA and all like
Associ~tion who, he_said, tended to be forgotten by the present
g~n~ratl~n. He then lightened the moment by introducing several
~1lanous Joke and stories associated with flying, before relating a most
mt~re un~ story about his _time in East Africa serving with the East
African Rifle~. A story, wh1c~ had humour and some grue ome details
ended wuh his encounters with that notorious dictator- ldi Amin The
audience ga_ve him a hearty round of applause to show their appreciation.
Our Chairman then announced the standing down of Chris Cluett as
our Treasurer and introduced our new Treasurer Clare Littlecott. He
then surpri_ ed 1aj Peter Lovelace by ask~ng hi;n to say a few words
about Chn , as Peter had been an almost hfe long friend of Chris and
her late husband, and 1s the Branch Auditor. His speech was both
nostalgic and warm, sentiment~ echoed by all those pre ent. He touched
on 1he fact that hri had been Treasurer for over twemy years and was
abo responsible for successfully arranging all the Branch annual
functtons. Knt-wing that hris is a crossword buff, the Branch presented
her ;-"Ith a Word Power Dictionary in appreciation of her dedicated

Member:; and friends gathered for a most enjoyable dinner night at the
end of Apnl. It had been several years since we held an annual event of
this nature and it was made possible by the Richmond RBL who afforded
us the hospitality of their Cl ub and presented an excellent meal
beautifully served by beautiful girls. The night was made memorable by
the anendance of our President, for the last time in the office, sad though
it was to be losing him after so many years. John Daw was a member of
the London Branch in the seventies, when we used to meet in the Bruno
Club at Hounslow Barracks in the day of I 0 Signal Regiment. When we
lo t our venue and subsequently took on our new identity as the West
London John Daw was one of a number of stalwart formed th e
backbone of the Branch. He was elected President when he and
Marg~ret move~ down to _the Hampshire coast. Since then they have
both ir;1vcn us their support 111 no small measure, attending meeting and
function on every occasion they were able, whatever the weather.
Marga ret made her contribution as a member of our Ladies Section who
have produced many delicious buffets for us in the pa st. John and
Margaret remain members and will still join us whenever they are able.
It was a fitting occa ion for a presentation to be made to John by the
Branch and for Ron Miller , our Chairman to read a letter of
commendation that had been written by Maj Gen Tony Boyle recalling
that he once had been one of John Daw's students. John was later heard
to remark that he had given instruction to more than one general
(technical, of course).

'>Cf\"ICC.

The 2002 Annual Branch Lunch drew to a close with the raffle
organ1. ed by Ruth Dear and ably assisted at the draw by Tony Dear,
,eorge and Vera Packer and Bryan Littlecott ( ot sure if they
~olunte red or were ordered). Excellent prias were donated by Branch
kmbcrs and the raffle realised the magnificent um of £139.
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Maj 'Dusty' Miller making the presentation to Maj John Daw BEM
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Frank Webber and Jim Remfrey

(this photo appears courtesy of the Guernsey Press Co Ltd)
George Bennett
The photo shows one new member, George Bennett, standing with
our banner flag. When we fir t tarted the A sociation we tried to find the
old tandard from 6 (B) TR but we were informed that it wa so
dilapidated that it had been destroyed. As a new tandard would be so
expensive, and we did not have the funds at that time, we purchased a
banner with the Secretary and some of the members donating toward the
cost. We display the banner at our Reunions and any get-togethers that
we have. At the Royal Signals Association AGM in London we were
asked to try to recruit new member . From this visit to Guernsey we have
two new members, George Bennett and Mick Hall, and the photo taken
outside the Peninsula Hotel shows that it had been a very enjoyable
occasion.

Ooe of our members. Frank Webber. returned to Guern ey, the i land
of his birth, to attend the Liberation Day Tea Party. An article in the
·Guernsey Press' new paper said, 'Dre sed in his suit, Frank Webber
wa also wearing a special medal to the Liberation Tea Party.' "Everyone
at my chool got a badge if they were here during the Occupation,' he
aid. Mr Webber and his family were living in a bungalow in the Rouge
Rue. but they were told that the Germans wanted their house to use a a
dental surgery. We were moved to Victoria Road. We did not have an
option.' Mr Webber went to England to join the army. He is now a local
councillor in north Dorset but comes back every year to ee hi family.
' My cousin, Jim Remfrcy, (al o a Beverley Ex-Boy) i here now. Their
whole family wa deported to Germany during the war becau e hi dad
was not born in Guernsey. My dad was though'. They met again in 1945.'

(L-R): Jim Remfrey, Rex Williams-Yeagers, Tony Hull, Victor Jinks,
George Stewart, Alf La ine, Eric Le Quesne, Dave Bichard
Prior to the vi it to Guernsey I had al o arranged a Meet & Greet in
1he north of England for the guys that cannot make it to our Reunions. It
was held on Friday, 12 April at the Families Club in Loos Road ,
Catterick. This was arranged through the Social ecretary of the anerick
Branch, Mr Stan Perkin and thank arc due to tan . BEBA Branch
Secretary, Tony Hull. travelled to atterick on his own a his wife'
si ter had recently had a stroke and cou ld not be left. There wa a good
turn out at Catterick and we had a vi ·i1 from Maj Ccn A. C. Birtwi tie
who knows that ome of the Beverley Ex-Boys went out to Korea . We
would like to thank Maj Gen Birtwistle for paring us th~ time and for
talking to members of 6 (B) TR. Altogether we had 23 members pr.:sent,
one of whom was on a vi it from South Africa, together with 11 ' ives
and guests. A buffet lunch was laid on and a good time wa. had by all .
We were also able to welcome another new member at this gathering.
Cliff Coultish, who has just joined us. We would also like to extend a
warn1 welcome to David Francis, a new member living in Bournemouth.
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This old photo shows Jim and Frank as boys on leave in 1952
in Trafalgar Square
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THE AIR FORMATION SIGNAL
REGIMENTS ASSOCIATION
aturday, 11 May and once again members oftt.c !2th/15th/I th Air
Formation ignal Regiments
ociation gathered ac toke-on-Trent for
their annual dinner. Cliff Clifford was one of the fir t on the cen ',
putting in an appearance at breakfast, having travelled by train from
Cornwall the previous evening. Jobn Stockton cnt hi apologies a
illne cau ed him to cancel at the last minute. We wish him a complete
and speedy recovery. Particularly welcome wa Bill Gardener attending
hi first reunion. He immediately recognised Harry Carver, whom he
had not een for 55 year , and they spent much time looking at
photographs of their time together in 148 DR ection. John Horne
travelled from hi new home in Henley-in-Arden telling us with some
glee of the car that had been set on fire out ide his previou home in
Redditch shortly after he had left!
Chairman, Gerald Eva ns, called for a minute's silence in memory of
John Warke, Arthur Dav ies, Harold Miller, Dick Hoppitt and
Gordon Parlett who had all pa sed on since our la t reunion. Io his post
dinner addre Pat oward again reminded tho e pre ent of the need to
record the memorie of their experiences otherwise they would merely be
hadowy figure to their grandchildren! He expres ed horror that detail
of events that happened only forty years ago have been lost due to lack of
records. He went on to describe the ational Memorial Arboretum
project that i being created a a living tribute to the people of the
twentieth century. He reported that tl1e Association' appeal for donations
toward tree where the deed of Air Formation ignallers could be
remembered wa going well and that we were well on the way to funding
tv10 trees. He then howed a short video of the arboretum that he had
taken the previous evening and members expressed surpri eat the size of
the project.
Colin Morgan, joint membership secretary with his wife, Pam, then
thanked all tho e who made the a sociation tick. He particularly
mentioned the sterling efforts of Pa ul Q uinn the new letter editor and
instigator of the very successful South East Area Group that meets twice
each year at Bex.hill. He thanked secretary and treasurer, Dennis Egan,
for his tireless work noting that Pat Soward's latest publicity effort,
resulting in the recruitment of ome 20 new members, had contributed to
that workload! Ma ureen Sowar d was thanked for her contribution to
A sociation fund from the sale of regalia and he thanked Geral d Evans
for masterminding the reunion and for his wise advice and unstinting help
as chairman of the committee and of the association.
After dinner Ge r a ld Evans opened our very first Annual General
Meeting. The committee members were re-elected without contest and a
proposal to change the name of the association to 'The Air Formation
Signal Regiment Association' was passed unanimously both by those
present and by those who had voted by post. As alway , the staff of the
centrally located North Stafford Hotel made us very welcome. Good food
and drink, efficient service, cheerful staff and, at the end of the day,
comfortable beds! Gerald Evan's last duty was to book the hotel for next
year's reunion, Saturday, I 0 May 2003 !

Helicopter Force). Throughout the day Dennis contacted 63 tations on
S B, mostly in UK, whilst John, working CW worked 26 stations from
Italy to nearer home. During a lull in the proceedings our hairman
Gerald Evans, called a jildi 'O' Group: two items on the agenda, both
di patched rapidly. It wa agreed unanimously and without reservation
that the Commanding Officer of 21 ig Regt. Lt Col Ivan Hooper, be
invited to become the Association's fir t president. With some sadnes
Pam Morgan's re ignation as Membership ecretary was accepted and it
wa agreed that Chris Collier's generous offer to assume that post be
accepted. Maureen Soward then produced a gold 'Jimmy' broach which
Gerald presented to Pam with the committee's thanks for her hard work
as Membership Secretary during eight of the Association's formative
years and, until recently, as ews letter Editor. Pam was delighted and,
for once, peechle s!

Lt Col Hooper called at the Association stand and Gerald Evans
formally invited him to become our president. To our delight, he accepted
without hesitation and , when presented with an Association tie,
immediately donned it and wore it for the rest of the afternoon. In all it
was an exceptional ly good day. Magnificent entertainment and large
number of visitors, many calling at the Association stand and taking a
particular interest in the photographic display of the activities of the
Bar-None Motor Cycle Club, Egypt, 1947.
[aj Tom Dean is to be congratulated for master minding this, his
second open day. As a reward for good behaviour he will shortly be
moving to Corsham! Lastly we must thank LCpl Tom Cowell who was
detailed to help us. othing was too difficult or too much trouble. A
Munxman with a wealth of stories to tell of his experiences as a
'foreigner' on mainland UK, he charmed the ladies in the group and was
great company.

REUNIONS
Did you serve with Victor Troop, 233 Sig Sqn in the late 70s early 80s?
! f so why not come along to the reunion being held in

Northampton on
Saturday 14 September 2002
For further details please e-mail
taffwebb@hotrnail.com
kevin.robinson@lionbridge-technologies.com
david williams9@msn.com
or log onto
www.msnusers.com/victortroop

Pam Morgan Proudly wea ring her new brooch
Meanwhile, back in the arena, th e hard fought unit Tug-of-War
championship were taking place where, as happens, technique and
practice triumphed over brute force. This was fo llowed by a Tai Kwando
demon tration and a display by a stunt motorcycle display team. Doing
wheelies round the arena, four up on what is best described as 'a three
wheel quad bike', the driver announced that the manufacturer's instruction
book stated that the vehicle should not be used to carry passengers! We
were then treated to a demonstration of precision driving of a totally
different sort as a Puma was put through its paces. A low, fast, pass over
the arena was followed by an ever steeper climb. At the near vertical a
sta ll turn and back across the crowd, it repeated the manoeuvre for the
benefit of those on the other side. This machine is 46ft long and will lift
three tons yet the pilot was throwing it about like a James Bond autogiro!

OPE. DAY, 21st JG AL REGIME T, COLERNE
Saturday, 8 June, was a bright, sunny, day sandwiched between days
unseasonably wet and cold_ Dennis Egan P am and Coli n Morgan, Pat
and Ma uree n owa rd of the Air Formation Signal Regiment s
Association had arrived at Colerne the previous evening ready for an
early start. By 8.00am the site was a hive of activity with a multitude of
stall holders setting up shop, the Light Infantry erecting their climbing
wall , Logistic Corps creating their side-show, the Artillery setting up their
paint-ball range and 21 Sig Regt demonstrating their role and
communication skills.

BIRGELEN VETERANS
ASSOCIATION
The second Association Reunion will be held
at Babbacombe Torquay, in the Trecam
Hotel over the weekend
21-23 September
91 members have already booked
Details from:www.birgelenvets.org
OR the Secretary
14 Park Close Abergavenny
Mons
NP7 SSU
Tele:O1873-856021
01903-786549

O ne of the RAF Falcons P arach ute Display Team about to land
The Red Arrows treated us to a totally different precision display, with
a cloud ceiling around 5,000ft they had plenty of elbowroom to
demonstrate their formation flying. The team of nine aircraft split into
two, passing each other precisely over the arena at closing speeds
approaching 800mph and separation distances measured in feet. For the
last event in an action packed day, three members of the Falcons, RAF
Parachute Display Team, jumped from 5,000ft to land precisely in the
centre of the arena.

25 years ago men and machines rolled out of this gate for the la 't time.
The married quarters began to empty as the families moved off to
pastures new with their husbands on posting to new units, or on to iv
Div, settling in Germany or returning to the U.K. Packing up seven years
of memories of the hard and good times into the trusty kit bag and settmg
off to make new friends and acquaintances leaving behind thoughts of
what will become of the old place. The photo shows little more than a
rundown establishment protected by security personnell and a dog. We
almost came face to nose but not for long - I stepped back a few paces in
double quick time. A small band of men and women put out the word that
we merry men and women who lived and worked in the shadow of
apier Barracks would like to have knees up to celebrate the fact that
some 25 Years ago most of us got together to say good bye.
260 Signal Squadron (S.A.M.) Association was formed some five
years ago to try to bring tho e merry ouls back together again to relive
some of those hard and good times we had by dusting off that kit bag full
of memories and sharing them again with others at our Annual Reunions.
At last year's reunion Roy Andrews, our Secretary, was asked to go for a
big shindig. With thi aim in mind, Roy and his wife Pat were let loose to
find a hostelry suitable for such an occasion - well actually an AA road
map of the Midlands and the usual blindfold and pin. With their skill,
they selected one of the ex-homes of the Royal Signals, Loughborough.
They proceeded to book a dozen or so rooms and send out the word to
come and join us for this celebratory knees up.
By the autumn of 200 I thing were looking quite good. rch ie
Cairns, our Webmaster, (may the forces be with you) was going full
gu to which was really painful for those living north of the border. The
electronic page of our new Web Site were getting bigger by the month
and winging around the world in seconds for all to see. By the time of the
reunion some 43 room had been taken. Last year (2001) Roy, our two
ladies and 1 were invited to attend the last reunion of 36 Heavy Air
Defence Regt RA organised by Jan Greenland their outgoing Secretary.
During our initial visit she showed us the new flag she had made for their
Regimental A sociation and we got to thinking that it would be a good
idea to have a Standard made for our Association. After some thought,
Roy suggested we asked Jan to make the Standard for us o we borrowed
the Standard from the Norfolk Branch to use as a pattern. J a n had a
major task before her and she began electing the colours. Making up the
'Jimmy' and the letters wa no mean feat but things came together quite
moothly. Our biggest stumbling block was the fringe. The supplier told
u that it had to come all the way from Taiwan and the pos ibility of the
fringe arriving before the reunion weekend was looking very remote
indeed. Then things started to come together a fortnight before the
reunion and Jan made a great effort to get the Standard fini hed in time.
We collected the completed Standard, assembled the pole ju t in time to
take it to the reunion.
Having waited for the Seymours to join us from Germany. we now
travelled northwest to Loughborough and the tart of the reunion proper.
When we arrived we ran onto a sea of face , about four or five couples
already sitting in the lobby. The sea began to grow as more faces turned
round the comer from the reception desk clutching handfuls of ca e and
uit carriers and trying to make the stairs or lift at the other end of the
lobby. I triednot to be spotted. to no avail as yet another voice rang out,
' ice to see you after such along time,' or words to that effect. Many
more people turned up and all who had been booked for the Friday
arrived in time for the evening meal. Then we retired to the bar for
drinks. As we had yet another invitation to visit the RBL club a majority
of the now assembled crowed headed off to make their presence known.
We enjoyed the ho pitality of the local members and many thank go to
them for the invite. Afterward we had a nice troll back to the hotel,
watching with envy the younger element of Loughborough di appear into
one or two night clubs.
After a hearty breakfast we wandered around the town and ma~ket,
meeting several of our clansmen .clutchmg feath~r dusters and a pair .of
pla tic boob . Then before lunch 1t wa mto Legion club for a w1ft pmt
to set the pace for the day. ln the meantime our ranks had begun to well
as the remainina member continued to join us throughout the afternoon .
When the time ~ame to tart with evenings entertainment. we a sembled
into the hotel quadrangle for the Squadron photograph.

260 SIGNAL SQUADRON (SAM) REUNIO N
25 YEARS
AFTER THEY CL OSE D THE GATE

(L-R): Bl•Je (on four legs!), Colin Morga n, Maureen Soward,
LCpl Tom Cowell, Pam Morg~n , Clif Cl ifford, Gerald Evans,
Johnnie Egan
,. Gerald Evan~ arri~ed carryi.ng our new banner proudly announcing
rhe Air Formation Signal Regiments Association' and installed it in a
prominent place in front of the stand. Denn i Ega n and J ohn Densem set
up ~pecial event amateur radio stations GB2 l SHF (21 Sig Regt, Support
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RAF Re d Arrows Displa y
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The Mai n Gate Na pier Barra cks 2000
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Grou p Photograph Reunion April 2002
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Thi· \\a: followed b) the AGM and a very nice three course meal
accompanied b) a drink or two. After the meal Jill Daniels entertained us
,jnging ·ong· of pre 1960 before the intem1i.sion and pot 1960 after the
mtenui · ion. During the intermis ion ome thirry gifts donated by the
member attending were raffied off to boost o •r coffers by over one
hundred and fifty pound . o on behalf of the ommittee many, many
thanks. After the entertainment it was a slow drift back to the bar a.-d by
Cinderella' bed time, people drifted up the stairs and away to their b ·d .
On unda mo t people took a lei urely breakfast and then gathered in
the lobby to ay their farewell and expre ed their hope to ee ourselve
and ma) be even more member of the quadron next year. We left with
heayy heart. lea\ ing behind rc hie our Webma ter, Peter ' aptain
Birdseye' Lori, Ro) ·1 don't flap a lot I'm alway 6ft above the ground'
and Pat 'Mi s Moneypenny' Andrews. Thru1k you all for turning up and
giving everybody a great time. Rope in as many new people as you can
for next year. ce you at our next meeting in great pirits if not full of
them . Plea e vi it our Web ite and ign the Guest Book at
www.260sig qn am.abelgrati .co.uk. If you know anybody who served
with quadron a k them to get in touch Roy and .Pat Andrew . Thank
you teve Freeman - Pannett.

1960s
16 SIGNAL REGIMENT REUNION CLUB
The next reunion of the 1960s 16 ignal Regiment Reunion Club will
take place from 25 - 28 October at the Lyndene Hotel in Blackpool. Were
you a member of 16th Signal Regiment during the 1960s? If so you
might be interc ted in joining our reunion club. We meet once a yea~ but
of cour e many members are now renewing old friend hips and kc~p in
contact with one another throughout the year. Thi year will be our 7th
reunion and the club i going from trength to trength. If you are
interested in attending the reunion plea e contact Gordon Harper on
01302 844246. La t year' reunion at Butlin's kcgnes wa a great
ucccss and a good time wa had by all. Many more new member
attended and the general erdict by everyone wa that they were looking
:oi:war~ to the next one - even after. they had been ser.enaded by Jan
Rmgo Radford playing the bagpipes at breakfa t time. A it was
Remembrance weekend, we also joined with the British Legion to parade
through kegne sand we all marched in tep! Old habits die hard! If you
would like more information about the club plea e contact Ted and Hazel
Hebden 01706 42829 or email us at tedhebden@bigfoot.com and you
will also find u on our website at www.the-60's-16cr .~ net.co.uk

19th SIGNAL REGIMENT
ASSOCIATION
The tenth annual reunion of the 19th ignal Regiment A sociation
will be held in the Warrant Officers and Sergeants 1es ,
the Household Cavalry and Mounted Regiment, Hyde Park
Barrack
Thursday. 26 eptember
Lunch at l.30pm
The Guest of Honour will be Maj Gen Tony Boyle CB
Chainnan of the Royal Signal A sociation
All past members of 19 Air Fonnation ignals
and CAFSO BraJlch Far East, will be welcome
Details rrom:
Dennis lsaacs
7 Crane Furlong
High worth
SWINDO
Wiltshire S 6 7JX
Tel: 01793-762745

PLEASE DO NOT FORGET THE
REUNION
AT BEVERLEY
12 OCTOBER 2002
Contact Tony Hull on 01202-770261

Did you serve in 16 Signal Regiment
Krefeld between 1988 and 1992?
Stuart Constantine is hoping to
organise a get-together for those who did
It is to be held mid 2003

Please contact Stuart if you are
interested on
Tel: 01495 294067
or E-mail:
stuart_constantineOll@hotmail.com

LOSTCOMMS
Anyone who knows the present whereabout of Jim Ost i a ked to
contact his old ervice pal David Brightman at: Darralea, ew Byth
Turriff, cotland, AB53 SXR. Jim wa tationed in Munster in 1968169
and Pergamos Camp in Dheklia, Cyprus in 1973174.

from:

Mike Rugby
2 Attleborough Road
Little Ellingham
ATTLEBOROUGH
orfolkNRl7 IJH
Tel: 01953 851706
Mobile: 07940 910223 (office hours)
Dear Sir,
I have been pointed in your direction by Tim Stankus of the Royal
Signals Museum. I am trying to find out some infonnation about what
happened to my grandfather during the war. Whilst he was alive, he
understandably wouldn't discu s it and since my grandmother died, we
have found a lot of his personal effects from that time, including a
photograph album.
All I know for sure is the following: His name was John Rigby and he
served as part of the 8th Army in North Africa and Italy. He was attached
to ' Inf Bde Signal ection' and sa iled for orth Africa from
Port mouth on board the SS Duchess of Bedford. I have also found out
that one of his officers was a Capt A. W. Woods and that at some stage
they served alongside or were attached to, an Australian unit. They took
their leave, at some point, on board the Signals houseboat, SS Arabia.
I would love to hear from anyone who knows anything about the
photos and my grandfather's unit. l hope someone can hed light on what
happened to him, hi comrades and his unit during the war.
Your Faithfully ....

Calling all Royal Signals personnel who are

ex-World War II N.Africa/ltaly Campaign Veterans
On Monday 8 April I received a call from the Darlington Memorial
Hospital about a patient, aged 81, who had died the previou week
with no known next of kin. Hi name was Alfred McLochlin, he had
served with the Royal Signals during 1941146 and in orth
Africa/[taly during 1943/45. They had a probable Service umber 2368272. Alfred was not known at RHQ or by any Member of the
Darlington Branch of the RSA. After a date for the funeral was
arranged, it was decided that Members of our Branch would provide a
funeral party together with the Branch Standard to give him a 0<>ood
send off. This we did on 17 April 2002 .
ow for your assistance please. It would be very interesting, both to
my elf and our Members, if some of the blanks in this old comrade's
ervice could be filled in. I look forward, hopefully, to hearing from
readers who might have known him, or of him. Please contact me:
Cyril Cooke
95 Stooperdale Avenue
DARLI GTO
Co. Durham
DL3 OUF
Tel: 01325 354611
J eremy Banks is trying to trace anyone who knew his father during the
Second :Vorld War. His father LCpl Peter William Banks served with the
Royal Signals from October 1941 to August 1946. He served with 4th
Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals ( 1941-1943) then in . Africa and Italy
( 1943-1946) and the Middle East (1946). If anybody can help, contact him
at: Jeremy Banks,
35 Woodland Park Road,
GREENWICH,
London, SE I0 9XE
Tel. 020 8858 3370
Fax: 020 8858 3839
E-mail: jeremy@banx.demon.co.uk
website: www.jbanx.com
The West Wales Branch of the RSA arc seeking the following former
of the Corps: Tony Ennis - served 1958-60 (Catterick and
Dro1tw1ch), Harry Maughn - served 1957-59 (Droitwich and Co.
Durham) and orman Ridley - served 1959-62. Please call Elgan Davies
on 01554 776493 if you can help.
me~be!s

Terry Bates is a Canadian Signaller and is seeking his old friend Al
Rowe. They served together at Verden with I Armoured Div igs in
1980. If you can help contact him at: bates. ts@forces.ca

DON'T SEND U~ fOIGJTAl PHOTOS
as most .of them ~~!ltffi1Y,;,~aved at 72dpi, for
publication they rmJtllbsa mlnimur11 of 300.imodl
'•• pi
:,_-~:--··.,.
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The former Cpl 'Ted' Trott REME, would like to hear from anyone
who ervcd in 237 Sig Sqn (FAR LF) during 1958-62. Please contact
Ted on 0208 691 2957.
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On Board Th e Duchess of Bedford - My Grandfather, John Rigby is third from the right in the third row
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CORRESPONDENCE
From:

E. \\'. Iarsh
76 labworth Road
Camey Island
E e .
DF

Dear ir.
Is it pos ible though The WIRE to gain ome infom1ation'? I was bom
in pril 1931 and commenced ational Service when I wa· 18. I served
. even months at atterick Campand was then posted to Headquarters
quadron in Meidling Barracks in Vienna. I am trying to trace the route
we took in 1949 from Hook-of-Holland to Vieima, by troop train, also the
name of the camp we topped at for a short while. All J remember is ii
wa an ex-POW Camp, with a concrete execution wall at one end of the
camp, a machine gun located in front of it and thousand of bullet holes
in the wall at about wai t high. Of my am1y record all l have i my
number 22172607. We were one of the first intakes, after I 7 1/ 2 months
ervice to be told that we had 10 do two years.
Thanking you .......... .
From:

Col P. D. Randall M BE TD
Keri lee
Wet treet
CORFE CASTLE

Dear ir,
It occurs to me that you may care to ee the enclo ed pboto. It how
1he th Army HQ ignal Centre in i orthem Italy 1944. It was taken a
couple of month before the Luftwaffe bombed the Centre in Cesena,
resulting in the lo of nine lives and a move into the field as a result
Yours Faithfully........

Lt Col (Retd) P. F. Soward
Honorary Publicity Officer - 19th Sig Regt Assoc
'Shipton' The Hollow
CHILD OKEFORD
Blandford Forum
Dorset
DTll SEX
Tel: 01258 860647
E-mail: pat. sowardgrdplus. net
Dear Sir,
Within the 19th Signal Regiment Association members have engaged
in a long running discussion as to whether or not the Regimental arm
badge, a Red Beaufighter with a Red Star oflndia above on a blue and
white diamond, actually included the star. The question was again aired
in the last edition of The Bulletin, the Association's newsletter and again
drew a divided response.
Whilst the majority ent evidence in the form of badges and
ph~tocopies of badges to prove that there was a star, a small number still
claim that 'they never saw a star' on any aim badges during their time in
interesting that opinions are divided even amongst
the Regiment. It
tho e ' ho served m the same place and at the same time!
Perhaps some of your readers who served in the Far East between late
1944 (when 19 Air Formation Signals arrived in Burma) and 1948 (when
the ~ed Beaufighter on. a rectangular background of the Corps colours
was mtroduced world wide) can throw some light on this matter.
Yours Sincerely .......

From:

!s

From:

Ir Harry Orton
43 Greno 'view Road,
Highgrcen,
HEFF!ELD
35 4GX.
Tele: 0114 2847598
Dear Ed itor,
I lir t end my gratitude to Mr Ken Taylor of upar Fife (ex Royal
Signals?) and Mr 'Wally' F letcher of Gloucc ter who, on reading my
letter in The WIRE put me in touch with Maj . (Retd) R. Sampson. l
hope to be able to make a clo er liaison, once he ha s fini hed his
wanderings, ome time in June. He has ent me a couple of hi s Os. So
much then for the power of the pres . Again in reading through The
WIRE I ca nnot tell you how impre ed l am with the format and the
tories from past years. My sincere t congratulations.
Of note is the letter from Mr Donald Crisp of Biddenden, Kent
telling about his initial training as an OWL. l well remember my training
as an OWL Bill at Mons Lines, Canerick Camp. The billet J occupied
was immediately opposite The fish and chip shop and I dare not mention
the many times the lads of our lines were driven rrantic by the mell.
Mr Crisp's mention of the 22Set and the I 9Set, brings to mind those
pieces of communications technology of the day. T wonder if he also
remember the ol I Set which taxed my wi dom when earching for
faults.
I had come to Canerick by mi take. One of my Company of the 70th
Battalion, We t Yorkshire Regiment had already been there for an initial
test to see if he had the brains for the ignals. His name was Pat Orgil
but on Company Orders, my name, Orton, appeared as the one to be
posted to the Royal Signals. When I pointed thi out to him, Pat said,
'You go, Harry becau e an old school mate of mine has just joined the
Battalion and I' d rather stay with him.' As my own particular ' pal ' was
being posted to The Royal Signals ('Mick' Al len of Bradford) l was
more than willing to oblige.
On the subject of Army Communications, WWII, I well remember at
a lecture by a high ranking officer who spoke at length of 'Morse'
becoming ob olete to be replaced in the distant future by someone being
able to write the 'message' on a pad which would be received at the
distant end as it was being written. 'How daft! ' I thought, 'How can you
ubstitute the Morse Code with anything other than a better sender on
each end?' Well, look at where we are today!
Before leaving Mr C ri sps's letter I would bring a couple of other
points to mind. When he speaks about 'coal ' fatigues, he doesn't know
the half of it. When being visited by any VIP at Canerick Camp we had
to whitewash the coal and go out with bucket and stirrup pump with a
mixture of pea-green blanco to spray the grass verge.
Before closing I note with pride the poem 'Korea - The Forgotten
War'. Having written many a poem on Korea, I am concerned about how
easily it eems to be to forget there ever was such a place. Each poem you
read on Korea carries the san1e sadness and remorse in remembering
young ones who where killed and yet, fifty years on, no-one wants to
know. I wonder why? I spoke previously of the power of the press and
note the Journal of The KOSB. On writing to this well known Regiment
and asking for information regarding Pte W illia m Speakman VC, a man
whose hand I was proud to have shaken on the morning of 5 ovember
1951, I sent with it a poem about the 5th and 6th of ovember 1951. I am
happy to report that the Regimental Secretary, of the KOSB Lt Col
Hogg, asked that he be allowed to print my 'Korea - The UnknoW11 War'.
Needless to say I informed him that I would be more than honoured to
have it printed in their journal and look forward to this being done, for it
is my true belief that Regimental journals should also be proud to print
the words of one of their own. l end with a poem written by Sig C har lie
Taylor and myself whilst in Maadi awaiting our nex.t posting:
When 1hey sound the last' Vic-Ack. '
How happy The Signals will be.
When they switch off the sets.
And there's no more ' Pip -Mets'.
And ' Ark -R's' a memory.
ever more will we erect 'End-Feds '.
Or under a truck pitch our beds.
For the 'Ark - R' will ring.
And the ' Signals' will sing.
When they sound the last 'Vic - Ack.'
End of my transmissions Sir, I appreciate the length of letter and well
realise. the implication. Again my thanks for printing my letter and my
compliment on the layout of the regimental magazine.
Yours Sincerely ........ .
PS: Nothing from the lads of 28 Commonwealth Infantry Brigade Signal
Troop. Come On! Surely you're not all dead!
(Sorry Harry, but I had to abridge thi." a little - Editor)

T. S. Crawford
One Mapledurham View
Oak Tree Road
TlLEHURST
Reading
RG31 6LF
Tel: 0118 942 6939 (A/P)
Dear Editor,
I _wonder if a~y readers have information, including photograph~ ,
relatmg to the wireless station three miles north-east of Devize that 1s
said to have been one of three invo lved in the detection of Zeppelins

From:

(A version of the badge in question (with the star)
is shown here - Editor)
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during the Great War. I have seen the Royal Engineers plan of J 915 in the
Public Record Office which shows 300-foot high masts stretching over
t '1 miles, and have read War, Wireless and Wangles by E W B Gill, who
2
worked at the station but even in 1934 was discreet about its role. He
wrote that an army intelligence unit moved there from Slough and that by
1918 it was the headquarters for all wireless stations in England and was
a training centre for wireless operators involved in signals intelligence. In
1920 it reverted to civilian use and was demolished in 1929. Some
concrete foundations, a few links of chain and one hut, now a farm
building, remain.
l ha.ve seen various references in Post Office archives, Committee of
lmpcnal Defence papers and contemporary local newspapers to the
building of the prewar imperial Wireless Chain Station, which formed the
basis of the wartime facility. However, very little appears to have been
recorded about the latter, despite, or because of it having such a key role.
Yours Faithfully .......... ..

DONATIONS
.£ 200.00
RSA East London
.£ 150.00
RSA Eastbourne
.£ 100.00
RSA Cardiff .. .
.£ 50.00
R A Leeds .. .
.£ 50.00
RSA windon
.£ 100.00
RS Guernsey
.£
5.00
Raymond Day
.£ 60.00
D. & K. Hopkins
...
Bournmouth & Poole Medical Society for speech by
Maj Gen A. Yeoman CBE
.£ 50.00
Mr A. E. Hoare ... ... ...
.£ 10.00
Certa Cito Lodge
.£ 30.00
Mr D. MeUor
.£ 25.00
Lt Col (Retd) D. W. Gent
£ 18.00
RSA Bristol in memory of Bernard E. Clarke... ...
.£ 50.00
Mrs 0. Milne in memory of her husband, Peter Milne
.£ 150.00
Mr & Mrs D. Hooper in memory of Joseph McGlynn
.£ 50.00
W. T. & B. J . Piper in memory of Joseph McGlynn ...
.£ 30.00
3 Cheq ues in memory of Joseph McGlynn... ... ...
.£ 150.00
In Memory ofYeggy Ro alind Barren
.£ 225.00
56 Div Si gs Assn in memory of Mrs Peggy Barrett
.£ 20.00
RSA West Wa les in memory of Hugh John ... ...
.£ 20.00
Maj (Retd) . G . Wilson in memory of Capt F. Shore
.£ 25.00
3 Div Reunion Club in memory of Col J. W. Eagle MBE ERO.£ 10.00
Lt Col (Retd) P. McNa ughton
in memory of Maj (Retd) R. W. Kay ... ...
.. . . £ 25.00
Mr F. F. C hamberlain-Page from his Will
....£ 100.00
Mr W. J. G. Com ns rrom his Will ... .. . ...
... £50,000.00
' Gift Aid' declarations totalling £ 173 have been received from the
following member of the the Aldershot Branch of the RSA: Bruce
Beattie, Ian Swa n, .oel Moss, Denis Oakley, Louis M unday, igel
Ribchester, Peter Hoare, John Larke, Alison Sc hofi eld and Ian
Ronald .

LAST POST
Bateman - gt G. P. Bateman
Bingly - Ca pt R. A. J . Singly
Braid - SSgt E. Braid
Carroll - Mr B. C .CarrolJ
Clarke - WOl B. E . Clarke
Collins - Mr W. J. G. Collins
Doy - Pte T. E . Doy
Dudman - Mr J.M. Dudman
Dyte - Sig A. E. Dyte
Eagle - Col J. W. Eagle MBE
Eason - W02 B. E. Eason
Edison - Sgt J.P. E dison
Eskcll - LCpl D. B. Eskell
Furneaux Putt - Mr G. Furncaux Putt
Gardner - Maj R. A. J . Gardner
Gibbons - ig R. D. Gibbons
Goom - ig H. H. Goom
Grec h - W02 J. Greeb BEM
Hampson - Sig W. E. Hampson
Hesketh - Mr T. I. B. Hesketh
He keth - Sig W. A. Hesketh
John - LCpl E. H. John
Jon es - Capt R. K . Jones
Kay - Maj R. W. Kay
Kerr - Col I. E . Kerr
Matthews - Sig R. C. Matthews
Mellor - Hon Capt J . R. B. Mellor
Milne - S gt P. J. Milne
oon - Sig . C. oon
Roe - ig T. Roe
Rowlands - Pte M Rowlands
Shore - Capt F. Shore ERD
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Served 1945/49
Served
erved 1951/86
Served
Served 1936/7 1
Served 1924/50
erved 1943/46
Served 1944/45
erved 1940/46
Served 1938/69
erved 1959/82
erved 1951176
Served 1942/44
erved 1938/46
Served 1966/94
erved 1940/46
Served 1940/46
erved
Served 1938/46
erved 1939/46
Served 1941 /46
Served 1947/49
erved 1975/80
erved 1946/83
Served 1960/89
Served 1938/46
crved 1941/45
Served 1950174
erved 1943/47
erved 1943/4 7
erved 1954/57
erved 1939/64

Died 09/05/02
Died
Died 08/04/02
Died
Died 23/05/02
Died 29/ 11/01
Died 18/07/01
Died Feb '02
Died 27/04/02
Died 08/05/02
Died 05/05/02
Died 30/06/02
Died Apr '02
Died 25/04/02
Died I 0105102
Died Jun '02
Died 17/04/02
Died Mar '02
Died Apr '02
Died 0 1/06/02
Died 05105102
Died 17/05/02
Died 20/05/02
Died 13/06/02
Died 05/06/02
Died 22/06/02
Died 24/04/02
Died 11/06/02
Died 26/11/0 1
Died 12/06/02
Died 03/04/02
Died 08/05/02

Thompson - S gt E. V. Thompson
West - Cpl H. E. West

Served 1957171
erved 1951 /76

Died 16.06.'02
Died

Eagle - Col Joseph William Eagle served in . Africa Italy, Hong Kong,
German):' and Canerick. H~ ended up running the Army Apprentices'
College m Harrogate. He died at home after a short illness. He is survived by his widow Anne Eagle.
Grech - W02 Joe Greeb BEM - anyone who served in Malta and more
particularly in 234 Signal Squadron in the 60s and 70s will certainly
remember Joe Grech who was 'Mr Line Troop'. He was one of the
mainstays of the island 's military telephone system for many year.. He
wa~ awarded the BEM in 1969 and was, l beleive, the only locally
~nhsted member of the Corps to be honoured in this way. Joe sadly died
m March aged 70 years, after many years of illness and a number of
lengthy stays in hospital. He leaves his brother Ralph (who also served
many years in 234 Sig Sqn) and his daughter Grace.
Gooch - John Gooch was born 28/08/12 and died 30/03/02. John started
work at 16, in January 1928, with
the War Department as directly
employed labour with the then
War Office Inspector, W. Brown.
Over the ensuing 11 years, prior
to the start of the Second World
War, he was involved in repair
work and inspecting many of the
office blocks in Chester. In 1942.
when Prime Minister Aneurin
Bevan released the building-trade
workers from rheir reserved occupations, he was conscripted for
the army. He joined the Royal
Signals and ended up in Beirut,
finally being de-mobbed in 1946
to re ume work as a carpenter and
joiner for the War Department.
Appointed Clerk of Works in 1949, he was responsible for Mostyn Hospital and the Dale and Saighton Camps. In 1959, following promotion,
he was moved to Manchester. Once again he was respon ible for many
Ministry of Defence properties in the orth Wesl He finally moved
back to Chester with the Ministry; in all a Civil Servant for 50 years.
After retirement he was awarded the Imperial Service medal
John married Jay Welton in 1939 and had thcee children Richard , Gill
and Max. Tragically Richard accidentally drowned when he was only
eight years old. Whit t John was a man of few word he enjoyed
humour and was never happier than when gardening on his allotments
or in the countryside close to nature. Such was his knowledge. tha1 he
knew exactly where to look to show his children the nest of a particular
bird or where a certain wild flower grew. The expense of a motor car
was not for John . He preferred his bike and was frequently seen
throughout his li fe, riding around the City, even as recently a just a
couple of months ago. He i urvived by Gill Max, four grandchi ldren
and hi brother Charlie.
Besant - Michael Andrew William Besant, it i with deep regret that we
announce the loss of Michael
Besant who, tragically. died on
15 December 200 I after a brave
fight agai n t cancer. 1ichael \ a
born of a French mother and
Briti h/lri b father in Gia gow on
19 December 1944. His parent
were both teachers and Michael
attended School at St Mirin Primary and then t Aloy ius College and t Thomas Aquinas in
Gia gow. After leaving school, he
trained in sale and then a a
Medical Photographer and briefly
con idered a career with the
Royal Air Force. On 30 April
1965 aged 20. he enlisted in the
Royal Signals at the Army Information Oftlce in Glasgow.
Michael completed l1is military training with JI igna l Regiment and
trade training as an Electronic Technician with Signal Regimelll at
Canerick. He was po tedto 14 ignalRegimentBAORon 15July 1966
and married Jennifer 1argaret Carson in G ia gow on 17 March
1967. Their son, Gary Michael, was born on 3 Augu t 1968. He served
at 22 igna l Regiment in BAOR from 14 Augu t 1969 to I pril 1975
during which time he returned to Catterick to complete his Cla s I
course on the renamed trade of Terminal Equipment Technician.
M ichael was a very keen and succes ful ·occer player, oach and referee and often represented hi Regiment at hockey. Their daughter,
Colette Ann wa born on I February 1971 and 1ichael wa· promoted
to ergeant later the ame year. During hi time at 22 ignal Regiment.
he put hi colloquial French to good effect to promote an e. cellent relation hip with French Forces during joint exerci e . Michael wa al o
keen on amateur dramatic both on ·tage and at most social events. He
al o produced a very succe ful Lipp tadt muon Pantomime in 1974.
He wa promoted and po tcd to the Army pprcnticc College Harro-
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gat' as the
' 0 I TE Work hops on I April 1975 and remained
there until promoted 10 W02 to take up the appointment of
M of
Headquarters qundron on 6 Febru~ry 197 . There followed a 6-month
tour in yprus as
M of 2 4 (U1'1TICYP) ig qn. On 7 January 1981
he returned 10 B OR as the RQl\J (Gen) of 13 ignal Regiment in
Btrgelen, then on 9 March 19 4 he was promoted to \ 0 I and po ted
back to Cyprus a· the Regimental rgeant Major of9 'ignal Regiment.
By now \lichael was al o a very keen golfer.
elected for a hort . ervice Commi sion in the Royal ignal on 2
December 19 6. lichacl was po ted as 21 of24 (Air 1obile) Brigade
HQ and ignal quadron {210) at Catterick. He wa promoted to Captam on 2 June 19 and hi conuni -ion converted lo a Regular Commission (Late Entr)') on l January 19 9. Michael completed the All
Arm Quartenn:i ters Course from 13 June - 14 July 19 9 and wa
po 1ed a Q\.1, 32 { cotti h) ignal R giment ( ) on 14 ovember
19 9. Tie lo\'ed hi time with the Regiment. back in hi hometown and
·en ing with his be t friend Capt Peter ·pc Campbell where, together
a· QM and Adjt. they both made the most of the Gia gow ocial scene.
On 12 October 1992 he was po ted a QM (A) of 3 (UK) Armoured
Dtvi ion Headquarters and ignal Regiment and was in trumental in
succe fully receiving the Regiment in Bulford when they moved from
Gerniany to UK. He was promoted to Major on 30 cptcmber 1993 and
completed a 6 month tour in Bo nia before taking up hi final posting
with the Coip on I 0 March 1997 a- QC HQ Squadron, of 2 ignal
Regiment in York where he demon trated that rare ability to gain both
the respect as well a deep aflection of all his oldiers.
'.\1ichael reque ted early release from the active list on I June 199 to
RP ) P AO of C Company, Kings
take up the position of Captain
Own York hire Yeomanry (LI) (V). When the unit disbanded following
DR he transferred to 124 Recovery Company. 102 Battalion REME
{\')as P AO on I July 1999.
Hi pas ion were reading, golf and following Glasgow Rangers Football Club. Michael erved for 34 ye.a.rs and throughout that time was
known for hi professionalism and dedication to the units and Corp he
erved. He had a great sense of humour and will be remembered for the
fun he always injected into work and play. He was utterly loyal to his
oldiers and alway available to provide a friendly word of advice. All
those who en·ed witb him and knew him throughout his long ervice
ha,·e met the new of his early death with shock and sadne s. Brig
Robert Baxter read a touching eulogy at hi funeral and Lt Col Peter
Whitehead spoke fondly of Michael at the Royal Signals Quartern1asters Dinner in April 2002. Michael will be deeply missed by all who
knew him and our deepest sympathie are extended to his wife Jennjfer
and their children Gar. and Colette.
born in St Peter· Port.
Guernsey on 30 June
1909 and died in
Worcester Park on 29
ovember 2001 after
a
long
illness.
William's
father,
Capt W. H. Collins
MC, I st Hampshire
Regiment, was on
posting to Cairo in
1924. It was there, in
June of that year that
the young William
enlisted as a boy soldier in the Royal
Coips of Signals. He
was 14 years old.
With
his
father's
encouragement,
he
continued hi education, passing the First
Class Army Certificate of Education in
October the same
year. By 1931 he had obtained Special Class Passes in English, Mathematic . Geography, French, Physics and Map Reading. William's trade
training commenced a a WT Operator in his enlisrment, and by early
1932 he had qualified as a Bl Operator, Wireless and Line. He was an
'unpaid' Lance Coiporal as early as 1927 and attained the rank of Warrant Officer Clas I in August 1941. Always extremely fit, he was a
keen sportsman and became a hockey umpire in 1946. During his 26
>'.ears "'ith Ro>'.al Signals, William saw service abroad in Egypt, Palestme, We~ Afnca. India, Burma and Batavia. On retirement from the
Ann} in 1950, he took up a career in administration as a Civil Servant
with the \llmistry of Defence, fina lly retiring in 1974. With his wife
Eil_ en, wh?m he had married in 1939, he spent a long and enjoyable
retirement m Worcester Park. The couple spent many happy hours
!Ogcthcr ballroom dancing and pursuing their keen interest in gardenmg. Durmg his retirement, William kept little or no contact with the
Corp,. It was therefore a great uiprise that, in June this year, his solicitors advised u that he had bequeathed £50,000 to the Corps Benevolent
Fund. At around the same time, his neighbour of more than 20 years
~tr J. \\ood . sent in this Obituary together with a number of William'~
documents. These include his Attestation ertificate his education certificate . his immaculately filled-in AB64 and his W~rrant.
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Bateman, it is with deep regret that we
. . - - - -......-~......-~"""'.--, announce that he died on 9 May
2002. aged 76. Peter was awarded the 50-Year Badge in recognition of 50 years ervice to the
Royal ignals and the Royal ignals As ociation, Scarborough
Branch. After leaving the Anny,
Peter worked as a Radio Officer
from which his hobby grew. H~
enjoyed communicating with his
friend through amateur radio
and became a Radio Ham. His
funeral wa held at Scarborough
Crematorium that was full to
capacity. Amongst the mourners
were members of the carborough Branch of the Royal ignal Association. with Keith Parsons bearing the tandard and a Guard of Honour
wa made up from Maj Watson Harry Harper, Dave Hill, Derck
Fo\ ler, Brian Mortimer and Mike Stanger. Our deepest sympathy is
extended to Peter's wife, Celia, and to all his family.
Pritchard - Maj (TOT) Arthur George Pritchard wa born on 17 April
1920 al Aldershot into a mlliiary
family. On I May 1935, at the age
of 15, he joined F Company as a
Boy AfT stationed at Catterick. At
18 he entered Man Service a an
Instrument
Mechanic.
From May 1938 until July 1939 he
served in the Tank Brigade Signals
in UK, he then embarked for India
for service in the Kohat District
Signal on the orth West Frontier. In ovember 1940 he went to
9th Indian Divisional Signals in
Meerut, but in March 1941 hi unit
emba rked for Malaya. Arthur,
now a Coiporal, was involved in
the fierce fighting from Kelantan
down to Singapore. It was in Singapore that Arthur wa taken pri oner on 15 February 1942: he wa in for a rough time, as were all the
Japanese· POWs. He was taken to Changi Camp where he laboured for
about 12 months and was then sent to Camp Kanu to work on the
Burn1a Siam Railway at 'Hell Fire Pa '.On completion of the railway,
in October 1943, he was sent to Tamuang sick camp for three months
and then to Havelock Road Tran it camp in Singapore to await tran portation to Japan. In September 1944 he was embarked in a ship called
·Kachidoki Maru' which had been the United States cargo ship 'President Harrison' before its capture by the Japanese in 1941 . The convoy
he set sai l in wa attacked by wolf pack of United States submarines
and hi ship was sunk. He was adrift in the South China Sea for nearly
two days before being re cued by the Japane e and taken on to the POW
amp at Sakata in the North West of Honshu Island. He arrived there on
28 September 1944. Unfortunately a diary he had managed to secrete
from his captors was lost at sea, but he managed to keep another that it
is hoped will be published at a later date.
Wben prisoners were released in mid August 1945 Roya l avy ships
and American aircraft took him to Vancouver, then via the Canadian
Pacific Railway to Halifax where he boarded the 'lie de France' for
England. He fina lly arrived home in ovember 1945. During bis homecoming party Arth ur met his wife to be. After leave Arthur was determined to rebuild his military career. As an experienced tech nician NCO
he attended a FofS Course. On passing out in December 1946 he was
posted to HQ BAOR Signal Regiment and was later accompanied by
Audrey his wife whom he mruTied in Weedon on 15 November 1947.
Ln BAOR they enjoyed a happier more colourful life than he had been
used to for ome year ! He returned to UK for a short tour at the
Amphibious Warfare chool in orth Devon where, amongst other
things, he taught senior officer students how lo waterproof their communications equipment. After each course, to test their prowess, the students were ' di embarked' from a landing craft, but the water was rather
deeper than they expected so they got a ducking. If they found their
equipment would not operate he smiled as he watched their faces!
rthur was commissioned as a Lieutenant (TOT) in 1952 and was
posted to BETFOR Signal Squadron, Trieste, where he was re ponsiblc
for communications systems provided for the All ied Military Govcniment. Whilst taking over from him in Singapore District Signal R-:giment in 1955 he showed me round the cable system in Keppel Harbour
docks. With a twinkle in his eye, and with some pride I might add, he
indicated a spot where he had stolen rice from the Japanese whilst on
working parties. In 1957 he was back in UK with 3 In fantry Divisional
Signal Regiment and was temporarily deployed lo ypru with them
during the Jordan cri is. We next met in April 1961 at 226 Signal
Squadron initially based at RAF Scharfoldendorf on the Ith Hills near
Hameln and later based at a disused railway siding at Wescndorf, a village close to the East German border. The Squadron' ta k was Elint
and we had to install and maintain state of the art equipment with only
blueprints to go by - no handbooks! We had lo rely on cientists visit111g from G HQ and engineers from Decca ifwc were in trouble but we
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enjoyed a fascinating existence in a very happy Mike Troop! When it
came to dealing with GCHQ I found Arthur to be a calm and efficient
mentor with a laconic wit and a tenacious but cheerful resolve.
Arthur's last posting to a hot climate was to Aden in December 1963 as
the planning officer on the CSO's ta ff responsible for Air Formation
command and control projects at RAF Khormaksar. He returned to UK
in December 1965 to command the Signals Works Services Troop at
Taunton until September 1969, when he was sent to HQ 2ATF in Maastricht as Deputy Commander Signal Support Group. Finally, he commanded the SWS Group at the School of ignals until retirement on 17
April 1973. Thus he completed 38 years service that, as we have seen,
included an involuntary world tour! After a short period as a clerical
officer in the Motor Tax Office he decided, in 1975, to accept a 'retired
officers' po tin HQ South West District. He finally 'retired' in September 1984.
From his school days Arthur was an outstanding games player. He
played for his Regiment or the Coips at cricket, soccer, cross country
running and hockey. He played tenaciously to win but was ever a
sportsman. There are many photographs of him in the family albums as
captain of the hockey and cricket teams, in some far-flung country. In
retirement Arthur remained enthusiastic about sport and spent many a
day attend ihg county and test cricket. For a long time Arthur suffe red
from painful skin problems but in 1993 a more serious illness was diagno ed. This was successfully managed for several years, but unfortunately a number of complications followed which required several
major operations. Arthur lost the use of his legs during a number of
the e episodes but with his characteristic dogged determination, the
help of physiotherapy, and considerable uppon from his family, he
managed each time to regain their use. However, early in 2002 he finally lost his battle although his indomitable spirit remained to the end.
Arthur died quietly on 30 March 2002, the same afternoon as Queen
Elizabeth, The Queen Mother. With the Coips flag draping his coffin,
he was buried at Weedon on 8 April 2002. Since the Queen Mother's
death much has been written about duty and fortitude: Arthur di played all of that with characteristic courage and a cheerful,
indomitab le smile on hi face to the very end. He wa proud to have
been an ex-boy and his energetic attitude inspired all who knew him. He
was a gentleman and he certainly did his duty. Arthur leaves hi wife
Aud rey, and his children Susan, Janet and David to whom we offer
our sincerest sympathy.
Furneaux-Putt - Geoffrey Furneaux Putt of Mitcham, Surrey, died on
25 Apri l. He enlisted in 56 Div in 1938 and served as a Dispatch Rider
until the war when, a a trained Draughtsman he was transferred to the
Royal Engineer . He served with distinction in the Far East and was
awarded the Burn1a Star. After the war he joined 56 OCA and was a
member of the City of London Signals Dispatch Riders Motorcycle
Display Team who performed at the Royal Tournament in 1987 10 celebrate the 50th Anniversary of their first appearance at the Tournament.
He also appeared with 'Tho e Magnificent Men on Their Ancient
Machines' at the Royal Tournaments in 1990, 1993, 1996 and 1997. He
leaves a widow, May, with whom he celebrated their Diamond Wedding Anniversary in February thi year.

Cook - George W. Cook It 1s with our deepest regret and sorrow that we
have to inform you that the 'last
post' sounded on the 29th day of
December, 2001, at 12 noon for
our dear father and beloved husband (of 58 years) George
William Cook ex Royal Coips of
Signals. For many years the
Department of ational Defence
in Ottawa employed George until
he retired. He was then employed
by a Californian company. who
were engaged in the development
of corntnunications equipment.
George was deeply interested in
the evolution of communications
and was actually working on-line
regularly with many of his colleagues and fellow veterans up to a week before he passed away. He
will surely be missed. He was for many years a radio amateur and never
lost his Signals' 'Morse touch'. Some of his contacts were as far away
as India and Pakistan. He had in his early days seen service with the
cavalry in a Signals capacity with the Scinde Horse and the Bengal
Lancers in India and on the orth We t Frontier. During his employment with the Californian engineering company he also a isted with
the operation of prototype corntnunications equipment from the A cension Islands during the Falklands' War. George succumbed to aplastic
anaemia, which was not diagnosed until three weeks before he passed
away. George is sadly missed by his many friends and his family.
Jones - Richard Kirk Jones joined in the Loyal orth Lanes in L947 as a
Private. He attended Sandhur tin 1949 and was promoted to Lieutenant
1951 and Captain 1954. He served in the RASC o l Coy GT in 1950
at Benghazi. o 73 Coy RASC AD, 1951-53 Fanara Egypt. o 47 Coy
RASC AD 1953-55 in Shrivenham. Richard retired from full service in
1955. He later served with the 4 Bn East Lancashire Regt TA 1955-58
as Coy Comd D Coy, then HQRA 42 inf Div TA a Intelligence Officer
1965-69 and 126 Sqn RCT 2JC 1970-71. Finally Richard served with
33 Sig Regt TA as PSAO 1975-80. He later became a AAFl Manager
with his wife, eventually retiring from Goojerat Barracks, Colchester.
Richard is sadly missed by his wife and family.
Hesketh - Thomas Ian Bennett Hesketh of Rom ford, Essex, died on I
June aged 87. 'Benny' was one of the founding members of the As ociation in 1946 after serving with 56 Div in the war. including service in
orth Africa and Italy. He was a Dispatch Rider and another member of
the display team which performed at the Royal Tournament in 1937 and
again in 1987, 1990, 1993. 1996 and 1997 - another one of the original
'Magnificent Men on Their Ancient Machines'.
Self - LCpl James Self of Hillingdon, Middlesex, died on I January 2002.
James was a driver during the war including service in orth Africa
and Italy and was one of the founding members of the Association in
1946. He left a widow, Winifred and daughter Joan.

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON

qn Comd

Maj W. Drain

A warm welcome from the Squadron goes to Capt Colin Mackay
who joins u on commi sioning from Blandford where he ' a the
Regimental Foreman. Another welcome from the quadron goes to Sgt
Jim Bromfield who join u from 35 ignal Regiment (V).
VI IT OF COMMANDER 2 ( C) BRIGADE
BRIG . C. JACKSO MBE
Brig Jackson visited the Squadron on 29 May. The visit tarted '~ith a
welcome to the Squadron from Maj Drain and S gt Owen. Follow111g a
briefing in the Squadron onference room given by Capt Roach
outlining the current tasks undertaken by the quadron. The Commander
loured the Squadron department· that are situated in Alder hot. Wlul ton
the tour Brig Jackson discu sed with various _Squadron personnel the
roles they play in the quadron and how th111gs ~ould pos 1bly bl'.
m1proved. The visit finished with a curry lunch held w1th111 the ergeanl
Mess, which was well attended by both military and civilian members of
the quadron.
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PORTI 'G CHIEVE IE T
quadron personnel have excelled them elve in recent months in a
varied array of sporting event . First up are Capt Keith Roach and Cpl
Mark Turner who\ hile playing Hockey for HQ 4 Div, reached th.: final
of the rmy 1inor Units up, held at Aldershot on 16 pril. ~he fi~1al
was again t Upavon upport Unit; the game wa a clo e run affair dunng
which Capt Roach cored an excellent goal. ' o blame can be placed on
the team eoalkeeper Cpl Turner for letting in even goals, e pecially a
five of them were rather dubiou penalties, enough said. However. the
final core of 7-3 doe n 't do ju tice to the clo ene of the game and in
no way diminishes the team's achievement in reaching the final in what
was an e cellent all round effort from the whole team.
, ext up i Mr Jan Stiener who represented England at the Senior
Triple Crown for Tenpin Bowling held in Dublin during April. Jan's
achievement included Gold Medals in the following events: Singles.
Double and Trios. Jan al o won a bronze medal in the 5-person team
event. England a ' a team \ as al o ucce sful in winning the Triple
Crown.

Finally Mrs Wilson and Mrs Llewelyn who both work in the
COMMCE who recently won the Ladies Pairs and Ladies Team al the
MOD 2002 Darts C hampionships which were held at Telford. Mr ·
Wil on and Mrs Llcwelyn with their male counter parts reached the
quarterfinals in the mixed pairs . Mrs Llewellyn played in the ladies
ingle final but narrowly missed winning.
VI IT OF COM 1A DER ALDERSHOT GARRISO
The nev Garri son Commander, Col S. J. Oxlade MBE vi ited the
quadron on the occa ion of hi assumption of duties as Garri on
Commander. Maj Drain and SSgt Owen at HQ greeted Col Oxlade
who wa accompanied by the Garrison ergeant Major, WOt Graham
Mc ally. Then the party visited the Squadron Operation Room where
Capt Roach explained the working of the Squadron and the
re ponsibilities of 25 I ignal quadron detachments outside of the
garrison. This was followed by a tour of the crypto cell, tech workshops,
COMM E and tore .

Operations Room
Maj Drain, Capt Roach, Col Oxlade and Mr Derek Keen

P. J. Ea rl
1400 Layer Road
COLCHESTER
E ex
C02 7JX
Dear Editor.
• earing the Golden Aniversary of my Life Membership of the
RSA, I would like to locate a friend who joined the Corps with me
in 1937 and enclose a photograph we had taken at Catterick Camp
whilst in training.
A lfi e Patience is the slightly shorter 'rookie· to the left
(looking at the photo). His o: 866019? As he transferred from
another regiment, po sibly the RA.
I joined on 20103137, on my 18th birthday.
I hope you can help. It's worth a try.
meercly.............. .
From:
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Please do not ask for
photographs sent for
publication in The WIRE to be
returned, unless they are
really irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware
of the fact that although every
care is taken with contributions,
they should not risk losing
photographs which cannot
be replaced.
Contributors should also be
aware that unless digital photos
are saved to disk at a minimum
of 300 dpi mono and 400dpi
coloured, they will not be used.
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SIGNALS omcER IN CIIlEF (ARMY)
The Royal Signals Magazine

Brioadier David McDowall MBE ADC considers that his career to date has given him ideal preparation
for 11E r cent appointm nt as SOinC (A). 'I an1 immen ely proud to be Head of a Corps that has allowed
m to make the journey from Signaller to Sig11al Officer in Chief,' he says. 'Six years in the ranks and
command experience at every level says a
lot about the Corps' approach to equality
and how the Corps can let it people
progres . I remember when I wa a
Corporal thinking that, if I was really
lucky I might eventually make Captain. I
never dreamed that I would reach SO in .'
'During my career I have been lucky
enough to serve with the best soldiers and
commanders in our Corps, and I have
learned a great deal from them. I have
been equally fortunate to se rve under
uperb Commander in the Army at
Brigade, Divi ion and Corps level, as well
a in the MOD . It is one of the huge
benefits of the Corps that we serve
regularly in the All-Arm environment at
Formation Headquarters level. We not
only contribute a vital military capability,
we also have the opportunity to observe
command at its highest levels.'
'Being fresh from command of a
signals brigade, I feel confident that I am
well prepared to address today's issues,
whilst preparing the Corps for the future . I
intend to build on the tremendous work
carried out by my predecessor, Brigadier
Cedric Burton, in the Corps After Next
study that he led. In taking forward the
issues , I will balance my priorities
between visiting commanders and
soldiers, to engage with them and hear
their views, whilst representing the Corps
on key Army and Defence level
committees, and with Industry.'
'As I commence my role as SOinC (A),
I do so with a genuine feeling of
enormous pride in what our Corp ha
achieved. Despite under-manning, training
and equipment challenges, our officer
and soldiers have continued to provide a
key military capability in barracks, on
exercises and , most importantly, on
operations world-wide. Regardless of the
challenges, they have found solutions, and
they should be extremely proud of their
achievements. Their efforts inspire me
greatly.'
'Every individual in the Corps, male or
female, Regular or TA, of every rank and
trade is making a contribution that counts.
That is why f am immensely proud to be
their Head of Arm.'
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61 (City of Edinburgh) 32 ( cottish) Signal Regiment sent the cover
photograph. It shows Edinburgh Castle, prior to the Edinburgh Military
Tattoo, splendidly lit in the Royal ignals colours. Members of
Edinburgh's TA Signal Squadron form part of the lighting crew.
BACK COVER
This photo comes to us courtesy of the Editor, Bernard Redshaw and
shows LCpl Adele Murray, the new R ignals female member of the
Red Devils Freefall Parachute Display Team - See article on Page 412
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'The Report Of My Death Was An Exageration'
(A cable from Mark Twain to the As ociated Press: c. 1909)
Like Mark Twain, Lt Col (Retd) I. M. G. Strong MBE, i very
plea ed, through The WJRE, to inform members of The Royal Corp
of Signal that, contrary to the ·error' printed in the 2002 edition of
the Retired List, he is still very much in the land of the living.
To conclude thi epi ode may he also gives you a further quote from
Mr Twain:
'It is by the goodnes of God that in our country we have
tho,e three unspeakably preciou things: freedom of peech,
freedom of conscience and the prudence never to practi e either of
them'
(Following the Equator ( 1897))
With regard · and good wi he to all in the Corp

Authors alone are responsible for the content of their articles. The opinions e ·pre ed in the articles of thi publication are tho ·e of the individual
authors and do not necessarily reflect the policy and views. official or otherwi e, of the Royal ignal or the Mini try of Defen e . Thi publ icmion
hould be treated with discretion by the recipient.

© Crown Copyright

Disclaimer: o responsibility for the quality of good or ervices advertised in thi magazine can be accepted by the Publi her or their Agent~.
Adverti ements are included 'in good fa ith'.
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EDlTORIAL
o far. there ha been a gooJ respon c to
the Reader Survey. Around 339 completed
forms have been returned so far. ome
reader have also ent in letters with further
views, idea, and uggestions on how to
improve The WIRE. My thank go to all who
have replied o far. To th?se who hav~ ye~ to.
there is till time to ·end m your contribution.
I intend 10 publish a ummary of the results
in the December i sue.
1any of you have commented fa ourably
- - - - - - o n the centre colour ection that wa
inrroduced in the June i. ue and would like it to continue. You will notice
that we have now gone a tage further by i_ntroducin~ c~anges to b?th the
format and the typeface of the colour ·ect1on. The aim _i to make 11 look
more attra tive and to make it easier to read. I would hke any comments
you may have on thi . Whilst mentioning ~e colour cct1on. l would hke
to re-empha ·ise that only contnbut~on wit!~ the ,be t colour photo are
cho en for thi part of the magazine. By best l mean not only _the
technical quality of the picture (good_ contrast!. harp _focu and 400 dp1 or
better for digital photo ). but also it artistic quality (balanc~, layout,
mtere t, impact, etc.). Remember a_l o that p1c~res alone don t always
make a contribution good. The quality of the wntmg counts too. To help
you further, an updated version of Guidelines for Co111ributors to The
WIRE will be going out early in ovember.
. ..
As intended I have made a start in my programme of vi 1tmg
Uni
ub-unit ~nd will hortly include, where pos ible, RSA Branches.
My objective here are to _e tablish face to face contact with readers and
contributors. to get your view on and ideas for The WIRE, and to see for
my elf\\hat you do. It help me no end to gain a better understanding of
what you write about when l have met )'.Ou and seen you.~ operation. I
am delighted at the reception I have received dunng my 1s1ts so far, and
with the views and practical ideas thal have been put forward to me. I
intend to \ i il as many Unit ub-units and Branches a I can .. o if you
haven't yet received a vi it and would like to, please call or wnte to me
as oon a possible.
.
.
. .
Whil"t reading through the many articles submitted for this issue, I am
again impres ed with what is bein~ ac!lleved b¥ membe~ of the Corps,
particularly the guts and determmauon that is shown m the face of
difficult conditions. In the 21 Sig Regt (AS) we read of W02 (YofS)
l\lcCorl")' on Op Jacana, faced with missing_ equipment o~ ~rriva_I.
craping and scrounging kit to g~t co_mm estabh~hed? and_ he_ did it! Thi
typifies what OinC(A) ays m h1 contnbuuon m this is ue about
individuals being able to find olutions despite the challenges. I was also
impre sed by ig Ken Ad oplhe's accoum of hi~ team's. p_e~ormance in
Ex Enduring Help (see 11 Sig Regt report). De p1te their mJunes the team
tuck it and completed the challenge. Then there ·s the Lory of 203 Sig

qn · Charity Everest Mast Climb. I find these thing really inspiring. It
shows what great people we_have i~ lhc_Corps, whe~evcr we look.
Once again the TA are m the hmehght. Following the success of 97
qn (V), another. TA sub-u1_1it. 98~qn (V) is in the process of bcii~g
established for a similar role m Bo nm next year. I am sure that they will
not only do the Corps proud, but will demonstrate once more how
capable the TA is. Whit t on this s~bject, Soldier beat me to the story of
there being two grandmothers 111 97 qn(V), W02 (YofS) Helen
Jephcote and Sgt Julie Moulson. What Soldier missed in their story
though, was the sheer dedicatio_n that tho_sc two ladie gave to their job
despite their .having such family commitment . Well done to both of
them!

THE ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS BAND

Director of Music
Bandmaster

Maj P. L. Murrcl psm CA Mus
WOl A. Booth BA(Music) LRSM CA Mus

The Corps Band has had a very busy and successful year, the vast
majority of our time being spent in support of Royal Signals Units both
home and abroad. The Band kickstarted the run up to summer in April
with a short tour to Germany to assist 7 and 16 Sig Regts with their
combined move to Javelin Bks Elmpt and finished the tour with the
Freedom of Krefeld Pde and a highly successful dinner night.
As soon as we returned to UK we performed at the now annual Poole
Arts entre Concert in aid of the Museum Education Trust. As well as
performances by our own pipes and drums the Meridian Winds Concert
Band al o a sisted us and everyone enjoyed a successful evening.
May saw the traditional Blandford Georgian Fayre and then the band
wa off on the road again undertaking Freedom Parades for 35 Sig Regt,
30 Sig Regt, 14 Sig Regt and 36 Sig Regt in a very short space of time as
well a celebrating the Queen's Jubilee by taking part in the 21 Gun
alute in Cardiff.
June turned out to be a very exciting month for the Band. Firstly we
undertook a short Tour of Bosnia to help in the celebrations for the
Queen's Jubilee for HQ BRJTFOR and The British Emba sy in Sarajevo.
The hort time spent there wa very informative for all concerned and the

IMPORTANT DATES

SNAP!
In my first Editorial (June
issue) I said that my vision was
for The WIRE ' .. to become the
magazine that all other Corps
publications will eek to emulate - a bench-mark in its field.' Well, as
the two front covers reproduced above show, it seems that they are doing
it already. The Sustainer claims that they thought of the idea first, but I
know better. The WIRE was out a full week earlier. My thanks to their
editor, Maj (Retd) David Glossop for a llowing us to publish The Su tainer' front cover.

highlight was when the Band marched through the centre of arajevo on
a Saturday afternoon and then performed a Concert for the residents in
the Town Square. We arrived back in UK and were immediately off to
Catterick for their Garrison Open Day. o sooner had we returned to
Blandford than the big event of the year was upon us: RSA Weekend!
HRH, The Princess Royal was the in pecting officer for The Prince
Royal Day Parade and we managed to have the combined Bands of the
Corps on ~arade. Elements of both the orthem Band of The Royal
Corps of Signals and the Corp Pipes and Drums joined us and we had
?ver 80_ musicians on parade, an impressive sight and certainly an
1mpress1ve sound that added much to the whole spectacle. The Parade
was also the premiere performance of a new march, commissioned by M r
Jimmy Wilds for the Corps Pipes and Drums.
The summer season drew to a close with another round of visits to the
Corps, 21 Sig Regt Open Day, I 0 Sig Regt Reformation Parade, The
Freedom of Ea tbourne, the Freedom of Blandford for 11 Sig Regt, 35
Sig Regt Open Day and 2 Sig Regt Open Day. As the Band finishes for
some well earned leave we say farewell to the following personnel:
LCpl Simon Walls on posting to QARA C, and the following on
completion of 22yrs service or over! WOl (BM) Booth, W 0 2 Ru ss
Duckworth, W02 (ABSM) Doyle, Sgt Dugald C lark and gt Colin
Driver. We wish them all the best for the future.

Thursday
11 00hrs
1200hrs approx

7 November 2002
Opening of the Field of Remembrance
Westminster Abbey
Drinks and Buffet, 238 Sig Sqn, Chelsea Barracks,
transport is available from the Abbey

Thursday
1800hrs

19 December 2002
Corps Carol Service
Church of St Stephen with St John, Rochester Row, Westminster
Afterwards Sherry and Mince Pies at Napier Hall , Hide Place

BOOK REVIEW

THE TATTERED RE 1NANTS BY ERIC BURGOY E
by Bemard Redshaw
Another of the many storie about Allied POWs forced by the
Japane e to work on the Bum1a Siam Railway during WW2, this is one
with a difference. The Tattered Remnants has only just been written - 60
years after the event. Whal makes it even more remarkable is that
Burgoyne ~rites with all the clarity as if the events had happened only
ye terday. He uses soldierly language, though not too strong, and his
writing style is unusual in that it is modern whilst still renecting the
views held at the time. In other words, he writes as someone who thinks
like the younger people of today, but by subtle inference, he manages to
help his readers understand the way that people thought and felt in the
1940s.
The tory commences with the fall of Singapore in February 1942.
Burgoyne, drawing on his brief experiences of boating as a child, finds an
old sampan and with a small crew of equally determined men, rows out
to Sumatra. With incredible luck and a following storm, he reaches
umatra only to be captured by the Japanese and added to the self-styled
Briti h umatra Battalion that is taken to work on the Burma section of
the infamous railway. The rest is a tale of personal courage and utter
determination - determination to survive, but not at the expense of others.
The book gets its name from the opening of an address made to the
Battalion by a senior Japanese officer before they leave Sumatra. 'You
are the tattered remnants of a degenerate nation!' he had said. Rather than
b<!ing cowed by these remarks, as the Japanese had intended, the group
seems to have taken some defiant pride in the sobriquet. Indeed Burgoyne

claims that the feeling that this address had instilled in him erved to
sustain him through the following three and a half years. .
..
Another means of maintaining morale wa the retention of military
structures and discipline - particularly by the British. This also ensured a
more equitable welfare (such as it was) and la~our distrib~tion for the
prisoners. Burgoyne, then a Sergeant, was appomted Battalion Sergeant
Major to the group. Although the survival rate for the rai lway workers
was horrendous, Burgoyne maintains that this disciplined approach,
where each member had a role to fu lfil, undoubtedly saved the lives of
many of the 'tattered remnants'. As well as giving a fir t hand description
of the sufferings, atrocities and loss of life we read about m other
accounts of the building of the railway, the author notes a few les erknown aspect. For instance, although a Japanes~ pr_e-war planning; paper
had estimated that it would take five years to build JUSt the mo t difficult
section alone, Allied POW 's completed the whole 260 mile railway in
one and a half years. Also, because of its design, the famous wooden
'bridge over the River Kwai' was serviceable for only a few months and
was replaced by a steel bridge by the Japanese Army.
Burgoyne makes no secret of his continuing hatred for the Japanese
people for what he and his colleagues have suffered, both during and a.s a
resu lt of the event. He is also fiercely critical of the way that successive
British governments have pur ued their case for compensation by Japan.
For those of us who have previously g iven little thought to this issue, The
Tattered Remnants puts a very strong case for us to reconsider our views.

The Tauered Remnan1s is published by The Book Guild ltd, price £17.95, ISBN 1 85776 666 0

THE MAN FROM MANNING AND CAREER MANAGEMENT DIVISION
rsignalsintcorpsmcmdiv@dial.pipex.com
(Major S. G. Hwchinson MBE R SIGNALS)

You would not believe that this is summer in Glasgow, as it has not
stopped raining . Having recently returned from some extremely
uccessful Roadshows together with a fortnight's Re t and
Recuperation.' we are preparing ourselves for the Autumn onslaught:
Captains' Gradings Board, Majors' Gradings Board and Beige Li t/ASSB
Pre-Filter. Sadly though we are oon to ay farewell to both Lt C ol
Steven Richard son and Lt Col Dave L umb . Lt Col Rich ard son is off
to command 38 Signa l Regiment (or what will be left of it by the time we
have gapped all the post ) and Lt Col Dave L umb has decided to leave
the Army and pick up employment in the South West (a clande tine
golfing appointment we think!) . We also say a sad farewell to
And rewina Ball (AO Litigation) and Ja nice J a ckson (AO promotions)
whom we wish all the very be t for the future. The Division will,
however, soon welcome L t C ol Alistair H a rwell (Again!) and Lt C ol
Joh n M ullender who arrives on promotion from 2 1 Signal Regiment.
I alluded to the fact that it ha not topped raining here in Gia gow and
that has been in mo re ways than one. The changes to the LE to DE
conversio n reg ul at io ns, bro ught abo u t by the Review of Officer
Promotion Zones have taken up much o f our time. L ikewise managing
Trade restructuring toget11er with the never-ending proces of Promotion
and election Boards has generated considerable thought and action. O n
a positive note there has been a marked reduction in both the Officer and
~oldier PVR rate, a lthough the rates still remain too high. The downturn
m economic growth, especially in the te lecommunications sector. has
played its part in reducing the ' in year PVR rate' but, with uggestions
that economic recovery may be as little as eight to twelve months away, it
1 likely that PV R rates amongst the 35-45 age group will again rise.
There has neve r been a time when it ha been more appropriate to
ba lance both the needs of the Army and the individual.
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In the last Edition of Tire WIRE we included a 'Day in the Life" of
article on an AO . As promised this edition we have foeu ed in on our
new Executive Officers (EOs). De pite having been with us for liitle over
l 2 months their introduction to the Division has ignificantly enhanced
the way in which we undertake our business whilst pro iding some much
needed intellectual hor e-power. All ou r four EO are now in situ:
'Tommy ' Taylor, ia ll M ontgomery, Joa n Sha rp and 'Chris' Wa lli s.
A DAY 1N T HE LI FE O F A R IGN LS/I T C ORP
ICM DI
EXECUTIVE O FFICER (EO) - by iall Momgomery
My day, as an EO in the Divi ion, tart at approximately 07 I 5hrs with
a 30 minute car journey along the infamous M . Listen to Radio 2 m the
morning and count how many time you hear The King ton Bridge
mentioned on the Traffic Report - well generally peaking I'm on it! till
it is my choice to live outside Glasgow (Quality of Life) e en if I do have
to take a Double Expre o once I've fought everybody off for the la t
remaining parki ng place . Once in work the pace doe not slacken. Our
duties a Executive Officers (Captain equivalent !) are wide-ranging and
very different from tho e of an AO. My principle role i · to en, ure
effective and su tainable career management for the soldiers in my
domain (Supervi or Radio, Area Sy tem Operator and peciali t
Operator ). Linked in to thi i the requirement to meet Key Targets. For
example, I am required to try to provide a minimum of three month·
notice for any impending po, ring. For ome thi might .ound extreme!
ea y, but others do not make it ea y for us. l al o try keeping an overarching iew of E2 appointment thereby gh ing oldiers the opportunity
to diversify and enhance future mplo bility. If in d?ubt then I nonnall)
approach my Wing O
a pt hane Knight. for guidance when he 1
not on the GolfCour e I should add!
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I am fortunate to be the Line Manager (bo:" 1 for three Administration
Otlicers and one .-\dminbtration As Ltant, whr in terms of time served,
ure all :enior in the Di' ision to m) ·elf. I promised not t name them but
Tracey, Elaine, Donna and ngela all work tir::le sly to keep me _on the
tra1ght and arro". I did try a find omc uitable photogropns but
nothing uitable wa a,·ailable! \i e al o attend the Soldier Road-shO\ s,
gi, e pre:cntations and pro' ide career interview for the soldiers who
iia,c reque tcd them; this duty i shared among t the three E<? ' . I had
the opportunity recently to attend the Joint Ollicer and old1er Road. ho" to Cypru which gave me for the first time the _opportunity to meet
ome of the ·oldiers for whom I am actually re pons1blc. It al o gave me
an invaluable in · ight into m1y life and the high and lo": of bein,g
employed in Cypru·, but despite offers of money or the Postu1g of their
Dream nobody "ould take me to Ayia appa. Perhap tl1ey will next
time! It wa a great vi it though and one which I am unlikely to forget for
a while.
A good part of our time is spent producing career profile '.or the
ne\\ ly e tablished Regional Career Management Officers. Despite our
10,·e hate relationship with the RCMO I am convinced that by using
them we hould be able dramatically to improve the level of service that
we pro' ide to tl1e soldier community. T~e day finishes an¥time betwee_n
I630hrs and 1730hrs depending on the tune of year. As with all of us, 1f
there is a Board in progre . then we will inevitably end up working " '.ell
into the evening, but this is one of the most interesting and rewarding
aspect of my work. Once the desk ha been locked up then its back to
fight with the Gia gow traffic. Glasgow has many drawbacks, the
weather being one, but what it can offer is an ab olutely cracking night
out. Who need Ayia appal

The next edition will look at the Wing 0 s - that 's if we can get them
otTthe GolfCour e!

9/11 COMMEMORATION AT BLANDFORD

KEY DATE
Before signing off I ju ·t want to remind you or a number of date in the
M Diary:
E2 Promotion Board
I - 3 October
oldier Wing Roadshow (South)
7 - 11 October
Officer onver ion of ommi sion Board
14 - 15 October
o 5 (Beige Li t) Pre Filter Board
30 October
F Promotion Board
4 - 8 November
Majors Gradings Board
14/ 15 ovembcr
o 5 (Beige List) Main Board
2 - 6 December

A brief, but moving ceremony was held at Blandford Camp on
11 September to remember the many who perished in ew York,
Washington ~d. ~ennsylvania a year ago. Those who could leave
their work acttv1ttes gathered at the Roosevelt Memorial Garden
where Padre Roy Hemmings opened the proceedings with a brief
prayer. LCpl John Bailey from the Corps Band then played the
L~t Post and at e~actl)'. 13.46 (08.46 ew York time) the grim
wail of the ~amp siren signalled the start of one minute's ilence.
After the men sounded again to end the silence LC pl Bailey
played Taps (the US equivalent of the Last Post) 'and the Corp
B~nd played the ational Anthem and The Srar Spangled Banner.
We pray for peace among the children of Abraham ' aid Padre
Hemn;iings in his closing prayer, 'Where Jews, Mo !ems and
C~nstians, oppressed by their history, are able to restrain the
wicked and strengthen the peacemakers. '

Linked in to thi is the oldier CR Timetable which i as follows:
Rank
WOI
W02
SS gt
gt
Cpl
LC pl
Sig

Report 'As At' date Reports to MCM Div by Board Sits
LECB Jan 03
30 No 02
I Oct 02
30 ov 02
Feb 03 ('Al')
I Oct02
30 ov 02
Mar 03 ('A2')
I Oct02
30 ov 02
Apr 03 ('B')
I Oct02
30 Apr 02
Jun 03 ('C')
I Mar 02
3 I Jul 02
Sep 03 ('E')
I Jun 02
30 ep 02
Oct 03 ('F')
I Aug02

In the meantime if there are any is ues you wish us to cover please do not
hesitate to contact us at the above E-Mail address

HANDOVER OF CORPS RSMS
The appointment of Corps Regimental Sergeant Major wa handed
over from WOI (RSM) Sean Kielty (now Captain) to WOI (Corps
RSM) 1iles Webb on Thursday 30 May 2002.

During this tour, he served in the Gulf Campaign, Oman , Greece,
orway, Italy, Falkland Islands , France, Denmark, Gibraltar and
Morocco. The then Cpl Webb moved to 8 Sig Regt to take part in Part I
of the Yeoman of Signals course. On successful completion of Part I he
was posted to the Royal School of ignal , Blandford to complete Part 2.
He wa po ted to 7 Sig Regt, Herford as a Sergeant and assumed the
duties of Forward Troop Sergeant. In 1988 he was posted to 30 Sig Regt,
Bramcote where he assumed the post of JTFHQ HQ & Sig Sqn SSM.
During this tour he was responsible for building a new Task Force
Headquarter and pulling it into practice. This saw him travelling to
Canada, U A and Egypt.
ln I 994 he was posted to 2 Sig Regt on promotion to Staff Sergeant
where he assumed the duties of a Troop Staff Sergeant. During this tour,
he carried out a tour of Bosnia (Operation Hamden) with the Multiational Brigade HQ in Tomislavgrad along with detachments in Spain.
ln 1996 Miles Webb was promoted to W02 and po ted to JCU (NI) to
take up the post of RQMS (T).
In 2000 be was promoted to WO! and posted to 19 Mech Bde HQ &
Sig Sqn as the RSM. During this tour he deployed to Kosovo on
Operation Agrjcola 5. In Jan 2001 he was selected for a commission. In
January 2002 WOl Webb deferred his commission to take up the
appo intment of Corps RSM in Blandford.
WOl (Corps RSM) Webb is married to Ruth and has four children,
two boys Tom and Harry and two girls, Rosie and Isobel. He ha
enjoyed sports throughout his career notably winning an Army gold
medal at the Army Swimming Championships in Aldershot and winning
the BAOR Triathlon championships. He has organised and participated in
the last three 'ijmegen marches and currently represents the Corps at
Hockey (veterans). WOI (Corps RSM) Webb is presently on his third
-year of a Geography degree.

WOI (Corps R '1) Mile Webb en listed into the Royal Corps of
1gnals in Manchester in Jan 1980. He joined the Army as an adult
soldier in Apr of that year at 11 Sig Regt, Helles Barracks, Catterick
Garrison before moving across to Vimy Barracks, 8 Sig Regt to complete
his trade training as a Radio Telegraphist.
In Feb 1982 he was posted to 604 Sig Tp, Munster, Germany where he
completed his Class 2 and carried out the appointment of the
Commanding Officer's Operator in a uclear Controller's role. In July
1985, he was posted back to 8 Sig Regt, Catterick Garrison where he
completed h1 Radio Telegraphist Class I upgrade. In January 1980 Miles
wa:. posted to 4 Armd Bde HQ and Sig qn where he gained the rank of
Lance Corporal. During this tour, he was posted to the Falkland Islands
having been mi~takenly processed as a Class I Technician. He
ubsequ_cntly carried out the tour fulfilling the role of a Class I
Technician controlling the Falkland Isla nds Trunking ystem as the
ctwork Controller. In 1988 he was posted to 244 Sig Sqn (AS) as a
orporal v. here he assumed the role of a Radio Detachment Commander.
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'Old Glory' flies over the proceedings

OFFICERS
AUGUST2002
Name and Rank
Brig C. J. Burton OBE ADC
Brig J. E. Thomas MBE ...
Col P. T. Innocent ... .. . ...
Lt Col I. Cameron-Mowat...
Lt Col . P. Harrison MBE .. .
Lt Col A. A. S. Harwell ... ...
Lt Col S. K. MacRostie MBE ...
Ma~ R. M. Brown . . . . . .
.. .
Ma~ L. D. Burrell . . . . . . .
. ..
Ma~ A. M . hurch1ll . ..
Ma~ S. J. McConnell ...
. ..
Ma~ E. A. Dallyn
...
Ma~ T. A. Dean . . . . . . . . .
. ..
Ma~ . A. ~onovan... . . .
. ..
Maj D. Drinkall
. .. .. .
. ..
Ma~ G. W. Duncan . . . . . .
. ..
Ma~ R. J. G. Edwards . . .
. ..
MaJ M. J.M. Emslie ..... ....
Ma~ G. W. Fletcher ... ... .. . ...
Maj S, C. Green
...
Ma~ S. Gregory...
. ..
MaJ M. J. Hanby
...
Ma~ M. G. Hanson
...
Ma~ G. H. Hume
...
MaJ I. N. Hunter ... ...
. ..
Ma.! G. lngli
. .. . .. .. .
. ..
Ma~ R. W. Lapslie MBE
Ma~ I. G. Lawrence... . . .
. ..
Ma~ G. F. Manning . . . . . .
. ..
Ma~ K. Manning
. .. . ..
. ..
Ma~ J. E. Mullender
.. .
...
Ma~ P.A. Osment . . . . . .
. ..
Ma.i . Palfreyman . . . . . .
. ..
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Uni I 10 which posted
Manning (A)
2 (National Communications) ig Bde
HQ 143 (WM) Bde/9 Reg AFHQ
OCE HQ LA D (UNM IK)
DEi & I DCSA
R. Signal l1Jtelligence Division
2 Signal Regiment
Unit Computing ( !COM) Team
R. ignal Intelligence Division
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
15 ignal Regiment
HQ SOinC(A)
W Troop 240 ig Sqn Det
30 Signal Regiment
Theatre & Information Comm !PT
DCSA ervice Operations
280 ignal Squadron
HQ Briti h Force Falkland l land
Army Exchange Posts BOS (W)
Information lnfrastmcture
Ministry of Defence
EC- CCII - HORG
259 ignal quadron
J6 Div PJHQ (UK)
C & E ector - Fort Halstead
225 ignal quadron
ATO 3 Agency (BAE)
15 Signal Regi ment
Headquarter I Signal Brigade
51 ( cotti h) Brigade
R. ignals/lnt MCM Div
3 (UK) Div HQ & ig Regt
J U Oakley US Detachment

Garrison Commander, Col John Ewebank and
US Exchange Officer, LtCol Mark Powell flank Mrs Powell
as they pay their respects

Maj A. E. Percival ... ... ... ...
Maj M. C. Roberts ............
Maj A. B. . locker ............
Maj J.E. Sutton
......
Maj K. P. Thomber ... ...
. ..
Maj K. A. Townsend MBE ...
Maj P. I. Turner...
. ..
Maj J.M. tanden ......... .. .
Maj D. B. Warne
...
Maj R. C. Young
...
A/Maj C. l. Russell... . . .
. ..
A/Maj M. J. mith ... ...
. ..
Capt P. R. Abbou . . . . . .
. ..
Capt D.S. Alexander ...
. ..
...
Capt G. L. Benson
Capt H. L. Bosley
...
...
Capt M. P. Boyle
Capt D. Briers . . .
. ..
Capt . C. Bruce
...
Capt B. H. Bryan
...
Capt R. J. Carter
...
...
Capt P. J. Day MBE
Capt J. M. W. Ewart
...
Capt I. R. Hargreaves . . .
. ..
Capt . J. Harri Id ...... ... ...
CaptJ . G. Hill ...............
Capt A. . F. Hutton ... ......
Capt . C. John ton MBE ... ...
Capt G. J. Kemp ......... ...
Capt A. J. Law on ... ... ... ...
Capt . W. Massey... . . . . . . . ..
Capt P. j_ McElwee. .. ... . .. ...
Capt . J. O'Kelly ........... .
Capt J.M. 0 borne ...... · ......
Capt . P. M . Pritchell...
Capt ~- R. Purve ..... . ......

HQ Army Rapid Reaction Corps
Theatre & Formation Comm IPT
J6 Div PJHQ (UK)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
16 Signal Regiment
SA GCOM
264 Signal Squadron (SA
30 Signal Regiment
HQ DC A
2 ignal Regiment
Royal School of ignal
HQ 11 ignal Brigade
J U Corsham
15 Signal Regiment
Royal chool of Signal
G6 Branch HQ LA 'D Command
I Mil Int Bn
HQ British Force Falkland I lands
30 Signal Regiment
Royal chool of ignals
Concepts HQ OinC(A)
Joint taff Div 16 HQ BF Cyprus
7 ignal Regiment
G6 HQ LA D
34 orthern) ignal Regiment (V)
7 ignal regiment ( orp Main HQ)
HQ l ignal Brigade
03(W) Comms ( !TE )
40 ignal Regiment
3 (UK) Oh. HQ & ig Regt
2 ignal Regiment
14 ignal Regiment (EW)
D
1001
RAF Oakhnnger
Roya l chool of ignals
15 ignal Regiment
14 ignal Regiment (E\ )
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apt R. J P)e ............... I ( K) rmd Di HQ & Sig Regt
Capt A. cott .............. I-IQ SOinC(A) OR L
Capt . G. cott... .. ....... Royal chool of ignals
Capt J. 'hort ...
.. 15 ignal Regi ment
Capt M. C. idera
... 21 ignal Regi ment (Air upport)
Capt A. J mllh
. . . 16 ignal Regiment
... The Royal School of ignal
apt D. l mith
apt 11.\. .\ . Solomons ........ . Defence Comm "-ervice Agency
Capt . te\ en .. . .. .... . ..... DC A (AE)
Capt J. E. Toze ............... HQ SOinC(A) Trial
... ... ... ... Royal chool of ignal
apt C. L. Ward
...... HQ OinC(A) COS
apt L. C. We terman
... B 1~TT (Free~own) i~rra Leone
Capt B. G. White
... 21 1gnal Regiment (A ir upport)
apt W. D. J. \Vil on
OFFICER
EPTEMBER 2002

:Vame and Rank

Unit to which posted

Brig . C. Jack on MBE
Info TRATGO
Col J Blake... ... ... ...
HAPE tafT(BAE)
Lt Col J. \ . Clark ... .. . ... ... ATO High Readines Force (G)
Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn OBE ... DCSA Eng Services/lnfo ect
Lt Col . P. Metcalfe MBE ... 15 Signal Regiment
Maj J. . Chamock.. . .. .
. .. JSC C . .
.
Maj M. C. Cornell ............ Royal M1htary College hrivenham
Maj J. H. Fra er
... HQ Anny Rapid Recaclion Corp
1aj K. \ . Goodfellow.. . . . . ... 2 Si~al Brigade
1aj K. J. Graham ............ 242 1gaal quadron
Maj '. J. Griffith ............ 102 Log Bde HQ & ig qn (262)
Maj J.M A. Harri ..... . .. .... HQ 15 (NE Brigade
Maj R.H . King .. . ......... ... Weste.m European Lang Wg
Maj W. R. Kirbvood .. . .. . .. . 242 1gnal Squadron
Maj . J. May ......... ...... CA T (N) LWTC .
.
. . . . .. Headquarters 11 Signal Bngade
Maj C. D. McGrory
Maj A. J. E. J. Parson . . . . . . ... HQ DFTS
.
Maj f. J. Rayner ............ DCOS HQ SomC(A) .
Maj H. A- Ross ...... ......... BMATT (Freetown) Sierra Leone
Maj M. hawyer I Eng .... .. ... Royal School of Signals
Maj A. Wea,er ... ... ... ... ... JSSU Oa~ey
.
Maj R. J. Webb ............... Royal M1htary College Shnvenham
Maj 0. Wright BEM ... ... ... HQ DFTS
Capt A. R. Aitken ...... . .. .. . Royal School of Signals
Capt D. Briers .... ...... .. .. . HQ British Forces Falkland islands
Capt L. J. Calderhead ..... .... 21 Signal Regimem (Air Support)
Capt P. J. Cooper .. . ...
. .. 600 Signal Troop
Capt M.A. Fleming
... 11 Signal Brigade
Capt C. P. Gill . . .
ATO SET Fl7 Balado Bridge
Capt A.G. Jenkins . . . . . .
. .. l (UK) Arrnd Di HQ & Sig Regt
Capt C. 0. Kidd
... HQ 2 (NC) Signal Brigade
Capt G. E. Marsh ... ...
.. . Royal School of Signals
Capt R. J. Pye .. . ... ...
. .. 1 (UK) Annd Di HQ & Sig Regt
Capt D. M. T. Shipley .. .
.. . Royal School of Signals CJSM Course
Capt G. E. Stratton .. . .. .
.. . HQ ARRC
Lt S. C. Allison ............... 2 Signal Regiment
Lt C. M. Dixon . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . HQ SOinC(A)
Lt G. P. Endean .. . .. . . ..
.. . Royal Military College Shrivenham
Lt P.A. Hodgkinson
... Royal Military College Shrivenharn
Lt B. K. Jeffery ... . .. ...
... Royal Military College Shriven ham
WOSA D
CO
A G ST2002

ame and Rank

Unit to which posted

WOI FofS T. M. Brown
16 Signal Regiment
WOI FofS P. S. Hodson
... 243 Signal Squadron
JSSU (Ayios ikolaos)
\VOi FofS A. Holyoak.
A!WOl fofS 0. D. Petty
SA. GCOM
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
A!WOI RD D. J. Kelly
NWOI RD M.A. uttall ...
30 Signal Regiment
W02 FofS A. F. oward
HQ Signal Officer in Chief(Anny)
W02 FofS C. M. Wilson . .. .. . 1 Templar Coy
W02 RD D. M. Abson
... 2 Signal Regiment
W02 RD M. Jolly ... ......... 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
W02 RD C 0. Lloyd ...... ... I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
\! 02 RD R. S. Thome . . ...... JSSU (Ayios ikolaos)
W02 RD D. J. White . ... .... . 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
W02 G. S. Bennett
...... 21 Signal Regiment (Air Suppon)
W02 P. J. Holmes .. . ...
. .. 225 Signal Squadron
W02 V. K. Tipple . .. . .. .. . .. . 30 Signal Regiment
A/W02 FofS S. Brown
.. 35 Signal Regiment (V)
AIW02 RD A. Burdus .. ....... 3 (U K) Div HQ & Sig Regt
W02 RD C. R. Hawkins ... DEl DIS Hen low
AIW02 '. A. Evan
... 7 Signal Regiment
Sgt P. C. Asplen . .. .. . .. . .. . 225 Signal Squadron
gt A. M. Black ............ 16 Signal Regiment
gt D. W. Dunbar.. . ...
.. . 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
S gt \1. J. tebbing
... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
3t M. Zaar
... SHAPE
A gt D. Boughen
... 15 Signal Regiment
AS gt R. M . Goldsmith
... 16 ignal Regiment

Sgt M. . Hcm5tead
Al gt P. Ingham ......
Al • gt P. A. Jordan
Al gt . 1arshall ..... .
Al gt A. P. Rosen ..... .
gt K. V. astledinc
gt A. W. L. D'or .. ... .
gt R. D. Fieldhouse .. .
Sgt R. J. Garlick
gt D. W. Holman
Sgt C. W. Kama
gt P. A. Knight
Sgi D. W. Lyons
gt P. Mc eilly ...
gt P. A. Meredith
Sgt . P. Mile ...
gt G. R. W. Paterson .. .
gt A. J. argeant ..... .
Sgt P. H. Shawcros
Sgt J. Shuttleworth
gt J. R. Thoma
Sgt . J. White ...... .. .
A/Sgt L. J. Law on .... ..
gt S. J. Pringle .. . .. .
Al gt R. irignano ..... .
WOSA OS COS
SEPTE <IBER 2002

ameand Rank
A!WO l YofS W. J. Cardwell
A!WOI FofS M. J. Swill
A/WO I RD A. J. Harriot
A!WOI RD A. M. Kelly
W02 Fof'S A. J. Maul ...
W02 RD . J. Roberts
W02 RD D. P. Sheerin
A/W02 RD A. B . Dixon
A!W02 RD W. M . Hamlett
A/W02 RD D. B. Kleppang
A!W02 RD C. Symonds
A/W02 J. Whiting .... ..
SSgt M. 0. Buffery .. .. . .
SSgt C. Calabrese ..... .
SSgt P. Ceaser .. . .. . .. .
SS gt T. W. Ewart ..... .
SSgt . W. Holloway .. .
SSgt 0. G. Ware
A/SSgt K. Allen
A/SSgt P. J. Challis ..... .
A/SS gt K. P. East ... .. .
A/SSgt K . A. Mcintosh
A/SSgt A. P. Miller ... ...
Sgt J. S. Ashman
SgtR. M. Avery
Sgt R. E. Avery ...
Sgt I. J. Barnett .. .
Sgt P. D. Bartliff
Sgt J. D. Bean ...
gt M. A. J. Brown ......
Sgt G. M. Cassidy
Sgt S. E Colbeck ... . . .
Sgt B . A. Flynn ........ .
Sgt C. K. Gaul .. . .. .. ..
Sgt A. R. Gutteridge .. .
Sgt M.A. Holloway
Sgt D. K. !eke .. .
Sgt M. W. Ind .. .
Sgt Y. L. Jones .. .
Sgt C. K. 1. Kielty
Sgt M. P. Lee .. .
Sgt R. G. Lees .. .
Sgt A. J. Lloyd .. .
Sgt R. J. Lougher
Sgt 0. J. Mulhearn ..... .
Sgt S. J. ice .. . .. .. ..
Sgt L. M . Openshaw ...
Sgt J. D. Parkinson .. . ...
Sgt P. G. Preece .. . .. . . ..
Sgt M. J. Pryme
Sgt B. A. Randerson ...
Sgt D. J. Thwaite
Sgt S. J. Tresiddcr ......
Sgt G. J. Watkins
Sgt S. S. Welch .. . .. .. ..
SgtC. M. Williams ..... .
Sgt P. E. Wright
A/Sgt S. A. Hoskins
A/Sgt J. 0. Sneath .. . .. .

.. .
...
...
...
...

259 ignul quadron
1 (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
259 ignal quadron
DEi Con fig Man Branch Blandford
JSSU (Ayios Niko laos)
16 Signal Regiment
11 Signa l Regiment
2 Signal Regiment
HAC
15 Signal Regiment
ATR Litchfield
HQ ignal Officer in Chief(Army)
RHQ AF outh
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
DST Leconfield
. . . 38 ignal Regiment (V)
... The Royal School of Signals
... The Royal School of Signals
... 16 Air Assault Brigade
. . . 7 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
... HQ D SA
... 3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
HQD SA
16 Signal Regiment
. . . I (U K) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt

Unit to which posted
7 Signal Regi ment
... 7 Signal Regiment
Bristol UOTC
. . . 37 Signal Regiment (V)
... HQ Signal Officer in Chief(Army)
. . . 11 Signal Regiment
. . . 30 Signal Regiment
.. . 280 (UK) Signal Squadron
CardifTUOTC
Tayfonh UOTC
.. . Queens UOTC
.. . RHQ AFSouth
. .. JACIG
... HQDCSA
... The Royal School of Signals
... 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
.. . HQ Signal Officer in Chief(Army)
. .. The Royal School of Signals
.. . 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
.. . The Royal School of Signals
. . . 7 Signal Regiment
... 3 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (213)
. . . 15 Signal Regiment
.. . The Royal School of Signals
. .. The Royal School of Signals
... The Royal School of Signals
.. . 7 Signal Regiment
... 2 ignal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
. .. The Royal School of Signals
... 34 Signal Regiment (V)
... The Royal School of Signals
... 71 (Y) ignal Regiment (V)
.. . 264 (SAS) Signal Squadron
. .. 2 Signal Regiment
... The Royal School of Signa ls
.. . 2 Signal Regiment
... The Royal School of Signals
. . . 16 ignal Regiment
.. . ATFC Arborfield
... The Royal School of Signals
.. . 21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
... 16 Signal Regiment
. . . 16 Signal Regiment
... The Royal School of Signals
... HQ Signal Officer in Chief(Army)
The Royal School of Signals
16 Signal Regiment
I (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
... RHQ AFSouth
. . . 1 (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
... 243 Signa l Squadron
. .. I (UK} Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
... The Royal School of Signals
. .. The Royal School of Signals
. .. Project CASH
.. . The Royal School of Signa ls
... RTMC
. .. 14 Signal Regiment (EW)
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HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)
TRIAL & DEVELOPMl: T TROOP

by LCpl Brown
Tp omd
Capt James
Tp SSgt
SSgt Downing
Between the date of 27 and 3 1 May Trials and Development Troop,
gratefully a ided by the Bowman Trials Team were deployed on Ex
Topham Hatt. The aim of the week was to weed and c ut back a storage
area near the station at Herston Halt, Swanage for WOl (RSM ) ' Frank '
Roberts. The Troop deployed as a whole with the notable exception of
W02 (Yo~) ' Rob ' Barnes, who was detained at Blandford Camp on
Troop Business.
The Troop e~barked for Swa nagc at 0830hr . Upon arrivi ng in
wanage we awaited WOJ (RSM) ' Frank ' Roberts to brief us on the
day's activi ti es. Much to our am usement we realised our initial task
would be to free the yard of the odds and ends the railway workers had
left. behind, to make a clearing, t~at would allow us to erect the tentage
which wou ld be our accommodation and the cook's area for the duration
of o~r attach ment. It was o ur good fortune that we had been able to
acquire the skills of Chef, Cpl Swanson, from 2 RGR, Warminster to
ensure our culinary skil!s were not needed! So for the rest of the day the
Troop worked hard putting up tent and shifting metal. Mid-afternoon the
RSM returned to ~ive us a full briefing on the purpose or our visit, what
the rules were whilst we were there and a brief history of the railway and
Swanage itself.

. On Day Two, after the gloriou_ sunshine of the previous day, thing
did not look so bnght a the morning started off with a heavy drizzle that
proved to make our task even harder. Our first objective was to empty a
coal carriage of all the ah left over from the locomotive . With tight time
constraint _. the assignment al?peared mammoth. However, the Troop
attacked with a vengeance and 1t was not long until we had accomplished
our goal and it became evident that we had mana<>ed to move over a
tonne of a h out of the carriage and onto the side of the line. Our
achievement was made all the sweeter by the welcome improvement in
the weather. Later that day the Troop wa divided into three teams with
each team having it 's own target to achieve. LCpl Cranswick ma~aged
to evade the physical req uirements of the more heavy work and wa
allowed to demon trate his arti tic side by strimm ing the sides of the
track . The rest of the team hacked back undergrowth. cut down tree

(and generally got cut to shreds by thorn bushes), to clear the storage area
a_nd make 1t more presentable. By the end of the day everyone was fairly
tired and happy to retreat to the cook tent to sample the delights the chef
had prepared .

Day Three proved just as .challenging as the previous day, yet this went
unnoticed due to the fantastic weather that we were experiencing. A we
worked the amount of cut down tree , bramble bushes and oeneral garden
waste. started to accumulate. o sooner had this been brought to our
attention th_an the pyromaniacs in our midst came forward and happily
sta~ed to d1 pose of the was~e. After a long hard day of cutting. burning,
cuttmg and a bit more burrung, (purely as a precautionary measure you
must understand), the teams brought their attention to the erection of
ome ~ew fencing along the side of the track. This wa when ig evens
came into his own and dug hke there was no tomorrow. which enabled
the fen~e posts to be ecured. That evening, after another culinary
masterpiece, the bos . Capt James, decided to offer us some form of
mental sti~ulation,. with a dollop of competition added for good measure.
by prov1dmg us with a genera l knowledge quiz. After a few clo e round .
Cpl Mechen, LCpl Brown and Sig Driscoll emerged victorious.
OlJ! deployment t? Swanage culminated in a final day of that classic
combination of burning sun and burning waste. Frighteningly the mo t
enthusiastic pyromaniacs amon~st us emer~ed. as Cpl Parrott and ig
evens whom on several occasions nearly 1gn1ted a few of their fellow
Troop members. Purely accidentally, we were reliably informed' That
aflemoon Lt Col llardice, ll~j _Youngson and everal others, primarily
from the ~owman Tnals Team JOmed us. By the end of Day Four it was
clearly evident that we had exceeded our goals and we retired to the
RSM ' house to be rewarded with a bar-be-que, at which we all had a
great time. LC pl Brown did not join the celebrations, a he had to travel
home to finah e the arrangements for his forthcoming wedding on 3 June
2002 .
The next morning the Troop di mantled the tcntage and prepared to
~eturn to Blandford Camp , to enjoy a lon g weekend that would
lllCOfJ)Orate the Queen's Jubilee Celebration, along with LCpl Bro\\n's
wedding. Congratulation· to him and hi new wife Kelly and all the be ·t
for the future .

MOVING OR POSTED?
DON'T FORGET TO LET US
KNOW W·HENEVER YOU HAVE
A CHANGE OF ADDRESS
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002
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HEADQUARTERS 2 (NATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS)
SIGNAL BRIGADE

ARMY
Comd

Brig J. E. Thomas 1BE

CH, ·cE OF CO 1.M
OERS
Jul\ and ugust saw a flurry of activity, as it wa announced that the
Comd, Brig 'igel Jackson MBE, was 10 depart the Brigade and mo e to
the newly created po t of Director Banlespace Management/Defence J6
in London. We wi h Brig 'igel and hi ' ife Lyn all the very best for the
future. Jn particular, we thank him for introducing and overseeing a
tran formation of the formation o er the last l'.vo and a half years, ill line
"ith its reYi ed mi ion and role. A warm welcome is extended to the
new Commander, Brig John Thoma J\1BE and hi wife Janet.

BOMEL
D DEFE CE AND SECURITY
The Brigade's role in Homeland Defence and ecurity has had a higher
profile recen tly ' ith the announcement of the work on the SOR el\
Chapter in June. Already providing the deployable element of a ational
Communications infrastructure, it is intended that the formation's role is
formalised ill upporting operational con tinuity. Among other propo als,
this will include a re-equipping programme that will allO\\
interoperability with the civil police and emergency services.
SUPPORT TO THE MA CHESTER COMMONWEALTH GAMES
In July/ August, the formation provided communicat ions and
information service for military units deployed in sup port of the
Manchester Commonwealth Games. Under the lead of 37 Sig Regt (V),
20 personnel from throughout the Brigade ORBAT operated a range of
secure and insecure equipment to the lead military commander on the
ground. Welcome respites came in the form of acce to the Games
them el es between hifts. Thanks go to 75 Engr Regt (V) and Greater
Manchester Police for the mutual upport throughout the operation.
LA Dr FORMATIO ASSURA CE GRO P (VOLUNTEERS)
LIAG(V)
In April, LIAG (V) dined out its first Commanding Officer, Lt Col
John Kirby OBE (finally retiring after hi sixth command appointment}.
Capt fark Carter is now busy pursuing bi MBA. The new CO is Lt
Col Alan Evans. LIAG (V) has continued to develop. information
assurance capability, and has been involved in further 'interesting' tasks
throughout 2002. Capt David Moore ( ee photo receiving a CinC's coin
from CinC CE TCOM, (Gen Franks)) has been deployed on mobilised
ervice since January 2002 at the forward edge of Op Veritas in Tampa,
Florida. He is working in the coalition headquarters at the US Central
Command, developing coalition-wide information security procedures, at
the same time uffering field condition in the form of a high quality
hotel. ..

As President of the Royal Signals Freefall Parachute Display
Team, Brig Jackson meets squad members, led by
Maj Tony Crilly, who presented him with their own gift.
Sadly, stormy weather forced cancellation of their 'Jump In'
at the last minute.
OTHER CO 1I GS AND GOINGS
The u ual comings and goings in the Summer Season have started. We
say goodbye to Capt Gareth Marsh, who shortly embarks on the MSc
CI M cour e at Blandford, Padre McKnight goes to ITC Catterick and
1aj Jill Pease, Mrs ibohan Woolgar and Mrs Dunbar (of RHQ 10
Sig Regt} , off to an MEd at Southampton , teaching and DCSA
respectively. We welcome 1aj Dean as S02 G4 Eqpt; Capt eil Taylor
as S03 Tel Eqpt and Capt Bruce as Adjt 10 Sig Regt.

United States Central Command
Operation Enduring Freedom, 5 June 2002
Gen Franks commanding, presents
CINC Coin to Capt D. J . Moore
Brig Jackson presents a leaving gift to Capt Lee Hawkes former
Adjt 32 Sig Regt (V) and temporarily attached to'
Bde HQ as S03 Ops/FTX

In February 2002, a team of five carried out an lA review in Bosnia.
The team, shown below, included two members (Capt Cockburn and
Capt imon Jenner) who have previously completed operatiollal tours
in Bosnia.

The Bosnia team illustrates the All Arms nature of LIAG (V)
(L-R): Maj Steven Largue WFR,
Capt Cockburn R SIGNALS, Maj Fairfax QOY,
Capt Simon Jenner R S IGNALS
and Lt Col Barrington Brown RA
In June 2002, a team of three (M aj John Burnage, Maj John Bosley
and Capt John Pringle) visited the Sultan of Oman s Armed Forces to
carry out an initia.1 revie~ .or information assurance for SAF Signals. This
ta k arose following a .visit to Oman by the SOinC(A), who was keen to
offer the unique capability of LIAG (V) to deliver high-level information
lrategy .co~sultancy. The Commander SAF Signals, Brig Suleiman alKhadun, v1s1ted HQ 2 (NC) Sig Bde and LIAG(V) as part of a wider trip
to the UK in July.
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.LIAG (Y) ha~ some room for information security profes ional whose
skills and ~xpenence. could enhance the Group's capability. If you think
you are suitably qualified and are interested in j oining the Group contact
the LIAG(V) office on Cor ham Mil 4322 (01225 814322) or ~-mail a
CV to liagoflice@tinyonline.co.uk.

REGIONAL HEADQUARTER ALLIED
FORCES NORTH EUROPE
BRUNSSUM, THE NETHERLANDS
CAPE ARGUS CYCLE.TOUR 2002-b;: SSgt (YojS) M Murray
On 2 March 2002, a mixed team of Bnush servicemen, servicewomen
and.c.ivi lia.ns from RHQ AFNORTH travelled to Cape Town to
part1c1pa~e m the Calle Argus international cycle race, which is held
annual ly m South Africa. The race is both an individual and team event
and consists of racing over a distance of I09kms in less than 7'/. hours.
The race. is the main sporting event in South Africa's sporting calendar
and the b1~gest limed cycle race in the world, with approximately 35,000
people taking part. Competitors range from the seasoned profes ionals
vymg for the lir t place and prize money, to complete novices in earch
of a .c hallen~e . The AF ORTH BRIT (Bike Riding In The Sun)
certamly fancied the challenge and in doing o hoped to raise money for
the Children's Care Foundation, a trust fund set up by the local Atrium
Ho p1tal 111 nearby Heerlen . Thi foundation is committed to the
treatment and care of children within the outh East Limburg region, one
pe 1tic programme being the treatment of children' diabete . The team
hope that the money raised will benefit the clinical re earch and
development that goes towards providing this vital care for children.
R ~ignals ~crso.n.nel in the race were OIC exercise, Maj Robert
Parkinson. His ab~hty was undoubtedly due to the extensive knowledge
and experience gamed during similar expedition to Kathmandu! This
must also have been the place where he acquired his taste for the exotic
di h ' mice and tuna ' for this is all he wa ever reported to have eaten.
Also taking part wa media guru, SSgt (YofS) 'Muz' Murray. With such
a line selection of physical specimen taking part in this momentous
challenge, the almost urreal beauty of the place and the many e capades
t~at would undoubtedly come to pa s, it would be a sin not to provide a
visual or writteo account of th is epic ad enture. Armed with laptop.
camera and camcorder, thi s technophile et out to provide ju t uch a
record. Accompanying him was his wife, team vocalist and physiotorturer, Sharon Murray. When 'Muz' decided to participate in this
event, he had vi ions of a lovely new Gucci racing bike, unfortunately
these do not come cheap, so when Sharon decided he also wanted to
take up the challenge, a tortuous decision had to be made. 'Muz' still
covets the scrappy piece of paper depicting hi dream bike, but i
res1goed to the reality that it was ju ta pipe dream!
The team had set their sights on completing the course within the 7
hours I 5 minutes time constraint. Thi resu lted in hours of dedicated
team and individual training (once the minor hurdle of ill adju ted scats,
handlebars and brakes had been overcome!) Team member ' thoughts
turned to the race requirements and bicycle de ign . The local bike , hops
were pleased with the new bu iness but were not familiar with term such
as 'low gear output ratios for the mountain · and 'hybrid slick ' . ome
har9core members even re 01tcd to cycling a whole training ses ion with
t~e1r brake on in order to simu late the advcr e condition they were
likely to encounter on the day! Others, not content with the high
pcrfom1ance of their new racing bike , resorted to purchasing inferior
mo~n!ain bikes in order to ensure they endured even more pain and
uffenng than neces ary. That is dedication!
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002
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Maj John Bumage, Capt John Pringle and Maj John Bosley
posing at HQ SAF Signals, Muscat

SSgt (YofS) Murray ascending Ou Kaapse Weg
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BRUNSSU M Brits before the race
By the time the team arrived in South Africa. most were confident .and
excited about the race and for the first few day the team cycled secuon
of the courst:, including the lOkm hill climb ·ou Kaap e Weg' to get a
feel for the route. Race Day turned out the be the hotte t daif' of the year
and the hottest race to date with temperature a eraging 39 el iu and
peaking at 42 on the hill furt!1er inland. A. the heat contin u~d to soar
and water point reported running out of flmd , the race organisers were

forced to u pend the race early leaving thousands of cyclists out on the
sun baked course. Organiser were faced with the task of ensuring that all
these cycli ts were a sistcd back to the fi ni sh area. This was eventually
achieved. thanks to a well-executed emergency pl an.
Of the 31,400 tartcrs, 28,440 finis hers were recorded . Unfort unately,
not everyone wa o lucky. Tragically, two loca l riders, both Cape Argu
vetera ns. died of heat related inj uries and countl ess other had to be
treated or hospita lised for all sort s of compl ai nts, many brought on by the
inten e heat. The following are just a few of the more serious statistics
from the day: three heart attacks, 129 cyc li ts exam ined 32 of wh ich were
admitted to hospi tal, 12 of which needed intensive care; 22 ca es of
evere dehydration and five cases of heat stroke. Among t the trauma
cases there were. ten head inj urie , three be ing modera te ly severe.
Fortunately, all the AF ORTH BRITS managed to complete the race,
arri ving at the fi ni h line afcly.
T he fi nal day was pent recovering and celebrating. The team indul ged
in so me last m inute shoppi ng and enjoyed a lap up BBQ feas t. A
welcoming leg mas age from the team physios, SAC Sheryl Barnett and
Sharon Murray helped ease any ac he and pa in s. On return to the
ethcrland s, we managed to collect over € 3,000 spon orship money,
which was presented to the Foundation Chairman at the Paediatrics Ward
of Heerlen Hospi tal. All in all, it was a chall enging and enjoyable event
that he lped o ut a worthwhil e cau se. With only one puncture (during
training) and no adver e effects after the race, the training, preparation
and teamwork paid off. Well done to everyone in the team and ro ll on
next year for Cape Argus 2003 !

his uitability fo r a ommission. Soon after lunch he disappeared without
trace into the fores t accom panied by W Ol Dave Watson . The search
party l~d (a nd co n s~s t i n g so lely of). WOI Gary Wa ters responded
immediately to the 111c1dcnt. A co mica l shouting repertoire between
Harry and Gary fin ally located the missing duo who rec ited the emai l
written by Capt Richard Byfield , about the walk being a simple route
which was i!11~oss ibl e to get lost on,. The rest of the group unconcerned
about the m1ssmg R~ M located an ice cream van and sat pondering his
whereabouts. Fa ntastic weather made the day more enjoyabl e and even
members of the group who were sceptica l about missing a day at the desk
commented that a repeat perfo rmance would be required. The walk ended
at a pub for dinner before an early pick up at l 930hrs. A day of fresh air,
a good mea l and a couple of beers proved too much for some members of
the group an d many tired heads nodded off on the return journey to
Blandford Camp.

The Squ.ad ron says farewell to W02 (S M) Harriott who leaves us
on promotion to take up the appoi nt ment of WO I (RS M ) at Bristo l
UOTC. This will be his fi nal opportun ity to get his photo m The WIRE
but we are all sure he wi ll be featu1ing between these pages in the fu ture.
We ~xten d a wa nn welcome to W02 (SSM) igel Robert~, hi s wife
Mana ~n d newly born son William . The Squadro n wishes them the best
of luck m Blandford and hopes they all have a rewarding tour.
RHI OTROOP
Tp Comd
W01 Clubb
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Smith
1 Sqn has done much for charity in the past year and raised well over
£4000 for good causes. So when Rhmo Tp received a call from a local
pre-school organ isation for children with special needs asking if we could
help w i ~h some manual labour within the gardens the QC couldn 't say no.
OC Rhmo Tp? W01 Clubb, Si.g Clark and ig Goodall spent a couple
of day.s of their own time, clearing the land ready for the profe sionals to
come ~n and.turn the ~ard ens into something the cltildren can enjoy. After
spending th is short time with the Blandford Opportunity group, W 01
Clubb deci ded we could do more for this school and approached the QC
quadron , Maj Jeff Howe , to ask if we could take the school on as a
regular charity event. The QC was more than keen to sanction thi
request and w ithin three day we had made our first donation to the
group. On the day that the first donation occurred two members of Rhino
Tp, S.ig Cla.rk and ig Ric h ~ rd s, s pent the morning becoming
acquamted with the staff and children from the Blandford Opportunity
Group. It was a real eye opener and members of I qn are looking
forward to assisting this worthwhile cause.

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
DIRECTORATE OF LAND DIGITIZATION
FIRST TIME R TRIES L O DON T RIATHLO '
M aj Ade C lewlow R SIG AL . who works in the MoD' Directorate
of Land Digitization, completed his first ever triathlon in London's
Dockland on unday 11 Augu t. He completed the London Triathlon
Sprint distance (750m swim in wetsuit. 20km bike and 5km. r~) in a time
of I hr 31 min . The event wa centred on the Excel Exh1b1t1on Centre
with the swim taking place in the Royal Victoria Dock. The competition
attracted 3400 competitors, including most of the elite field from the
Commonwealth Game Triathlon the previous weekend. A ked why he
did it Maj C l ewlo'~ said, ·1 had shoulder urgery in February and needed
a target to regain my fitne .' He added. 'lt wa a fantastic experience
and I want to do another one already!'
Anyone interested in competing in a Triathlon should vi it the Army
site: www.armytriathlon.co.uk
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Maj Clewlow after the race

Rear Row: Maj Al Hoensch , Padre Bria n Woolaston ,
Maj (Reid!) Mick Pawlak, Maj Jeff Howes, Capt Nigel Sherwood ,
LI Col (SMO) Chris Hands, W01 Gary Pickford ,
Maj Ray Palrickson, W0 1 (now Capt) Harry Kemp,
Capt Rod Cowan, LI Col Paul Hudson (CO), W01 Dave Watson,
W01 Shaun Carey
Front Row: Maj Glenis Maloney, Maj Robert Gibson ,
Capt Richard Byfield, Capt Black, W01 Gary Walters,
LI Col (QM) Peter Whitehead , W0 1 Robert Clubb
1 (OU T O ) SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj J. G. J. Howes Royal Canadian Signals
W02 (SSM) igel Roberts
SSM

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

R EGIME .TAL H EADQUARTERS 11 SIG AL R EGIME T
CO
Lt Col A. P. Hudson M BE
R M
W Ol (RSM) D. Forrester
Life continues apace in the ' Tower of Power ' or 'Tower of Pain ',
whichever side of the fence you are on. The CO, Lt Col Paul Hudson is
now firmly in command and is relieved to be able to spend a little time at
h1 · de~k following the challenges of the Morrison Cup and the Royal
ignal As ociation Weekend. A fond farewell is due to Maj ' Mick'
Paw lak, the outgoing 21C Regt, on his retirement to take up the post of
Commandant of Pcnhale Training Camp, which is situated approximately
15 minute. away from his home in Truro. Thanks for your sense of
humour and hard work 'M ick ' and the very best of luck to you and Jenny
m the future. Don ' t forget to keep an available slot in the camp training
programme for the Regiment! The role of 2IC has passed temporari ly to
OC Blandford Support Squadron, Maj Pat rickson, who will keep the
cat warm until a replacement is found from Glasgow. Best esti mates in
the sweepstake currently make six months the favourite, but they will
find a replacement before then , won't they? Farewell also on
commissioning to C apt Kemp, the outgoi ng RSM , who has left to take
up the post of RCMO London District. Surely a man of his charm and
compassion should have been selected for a Unit Welfare Officers post!
\1any thanks for setting the standards we all aspire to and the very best of
luck to you and Dee for the futu re. A warm welcome to the new RSM,
\\ 01 Fo rrester and his wife, Corinne, who join the Regiment from
<.unny Brarncotc. We sincerely hope you enjoy your tou r. As we go to
prc,s, RHQ waits with bated breath fo r the patter of tiny feet because
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C orinne is almost ful l term and the RSM is hovering with his Paternity
Leave Pass! Standby for many sleepless nights! Congratul ations to our
hard working Adjutant, Maj Glenis Malon ey, who has deservedly been
promoted following beige listing in Jan uary. A mention for the Assistant
Adjutant WOl Katrina Whalley AOC (SPS), due to leave the services
in ovember, to be replaced at the end of October by a certai n WOI
John Walley AOC (SPS), who just happens to be her husband! A cla sic
example of MCM Div co-operat ion! Finally, a word about our iwo
stalwarts, Jan et and Margaret in the Registry, who keep us all on the
straight and narrow and provide an oasis of sanity amid the chaos! There,
do I get my fiver?
MA AG EMENT DEVE LOPME T DAY
On 4 July the Officers and Warrant Officers Class I of 11 Sig Regt
we re dragged fro m their offices, du ted off and forced to enjoy
themselve . The aim of the day was for the seni or management to mix in
an informal atmosphere and get to know the new 0, Lt Col AP
Hudson MBE . T he sprightly bun ch (without maps) we re led 18km
across The ew Forest by Capt Ri chard Byfield and WOl Robert
C lubb who had wa lked the tracks a few days prior. The route was kept
simple and member of the group merely had to keep up with the over
50s who trai lblazed. Despite this, after 6km the Master at A rms Capt
Black APTC managed to get bli sters. It wa great to see all members of
the Regi ment take a day o ut of their busy schedule witb even the SMO,
Col C hris Ha nds RAMC attending until lunch. Obviously thi s was the
perfect opportunity for WOI (R M) Harry Kemp to prove completely
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W02 (SSM) Andy Harriott (R) handing over to
W02 (SSM) Nigel Roberts (L)
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Maj Jeff Howes, Sig Clark and Sig Richards
with the Blandford Opportunity Group
2 (CATTERICK) SQ ADRO
Sqn comd
Maj Robert Gibson
SSM
W02 (SSM) Haynes
IRO TROOP
Tp Comd
W OI Craig Kearney
SSgt M eek
Tp SSgt
11 SlG t AL REGI ME T CRICKET - by Sig Kelly
Tbe cricket season has been enjoyable o far for 11 Sig Regt as we are
doing reasonably well. I have played for the Regiment and I wa elected
to play for the succe ful Corp team again t Welbeck College .
Unfortunately in the Army up we only managed to reach the th ird round
where we were knocked out by 2 RGJ losing by one single run. We have
been more successfu l in the 5 Di vision Cup, as we have reached the
finals. The cricket eason ha been a great experience for me o far and I
look forward to playing for the Corp in thi: future .
BEAU FIGHTE R TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI George Coffin
Sgt Dave Allan
Tp SSgt
ROYAL SIG ALS S OCIATIOI'< DRILL 2002
by Sig Perelrinec, Sig Stm11d. Sig Wood, Sig Wallace, Sig Forster and ig
Durham
When we were elected to participate in the Royal 1gnal Association
parade and expected to practise drill three times a week for almo t three
months. we were note actly over the moon with glee. However. as
gt
Allan explained to us, ' Drill i a pi ll and it hould be taken twice daily.'
We were not going to argue and we were plea ed that our olon el in
Chief would be on the parade a the Inspecting Officer. which made it all
worthwh ile.
When the practices started it seemed like everyone had skipped all the
drill ses ions in bas ic traini ng, a no one had a clue what they \\ere
suppo ed to be doing. ome people could not even distmgu1sh their left
from thei r right!
gt Allan' expectations were very high and we failed
to meet the m fo r quite some time. Thi re ultcd in extra drill for the
Troop after uom1al R A sessions. fle r ome e tra drill and a broken
pace tick we started to look good. Two weeks before the Pnnccss Royal
Day Parade we had the Harrogate Cup Dri ll Compcuuon and of cour. e
after our extra dri ll cssions we won. again! While \\C were bathmg m
Harrogate up Drill glory, our confidence grew, we tarted to make fewer
mistake and the parode fonnat became econd nature to us. It \\3: then
time for the officer of the Regiment, including our Bos:,, Maj G ibson to
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begin their practices. By thi time we all lO<'-. ed a ·mart a carrots so the
offi ers ob' iousl had a fair amount of work to do!
On the day everything went a planned. The Princess Ro al arrived
and in pected the front rank of every Squadron. he stopped r.nd chatted
to .ome of the tr11inee about a pects of their training and questioned
them about their time at Blandford. Ultimately
gt Han had achieved
his aim. which wa to produce a squad of oldiers that were proud, alert
and that worked together and moved a one. On the da everyone felt
proud to be part of the Corps, it wa re-ally hard work but the end result
\~a really worth it.
WOME

' ARMY FOOTBALL TEA 1 I ' THE

b1· Sig Bloor

S

- The \ omen' Army Football team et off on their end of season tour
on a high after beating the RAF 5-0 to win the Tri- ervice Cup again.
Repre enting the Royal ignal were Cpl Portlock (Right defence), ig
Bloor (Goalkeeper) and 1ickey Harman as (Kit Manager).
We had four matche to play and the first wa against the ava l
Academy in Annapolis. We tarted off' ery well but it ' a clear from the
start that the avy Team had plenty of talent and we tarted the second
half 1-0 down after losing our best midfielder to injury. During the
second half the weather became hotter and the air very humid, making
playing condition increasingly difficult. We were not acclimatised to the
heat and the avy eventually beat us 3-0. Our next mat h took us to West
Point. the American equivalent of andhurst. Everyone was amazed at
the facilities but unfortunately, in a hard fought match, the Army came
out lo ing 0-6 but our spirits till remained high.
On our day off between the matches and training we were lei loose on
America visiting Washington D.C and eeing the White House,
\Va hington Monument and other historical site . Our next trip was to
ew York where we again spent the day ight seeing. We were given
another free day o we decided to relax in the golden un on Virginia
Beach.

With more game to play, we moved to Bethesdes where we played the
semi-professional team , Bethesdes Furie. This is where we took our
bigge t defeat. losing 1-9. The final team we played was the profe sional
team Hampton Road Pirhanas. There was a large crowd and lots of
upport for this match, o everyone was on edge. The weather was
extremely humid even for the American players, and we went in at half
time 4-0 down. After the half lime chat we were determined to improve
on our performance, and during the econd half with ten minute of the
match left to play we had a penalty awarded against us, which was saved
by ig Bloor. The Army team broke away with Cpl Portlock coring and
' e came out winning the second half 1-0! After the match some of the
girls ' ere invited back to ign autographs and have their pictures taken.
All in all we had an extremely enjoyable tour, gaining valuable
experience against ome quality team .
3 (HARROGATE) SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Alan Hoensch
SSM
W02 (S M) Dave Bousefield
THE 3 SQUADRON CHARITY BREAKFAST I BED EVENT
by Sig McHale
On I l June 2002, all Phase Two oldiers from 3 (Harrogate) Squadron
were invited by the Troop Cadre of Lightning Troop to take part in a fund
raising event in order to raise money for British Ex-Services Wheelchair
As ociation (BEW A). BEWSA primarily supports ex-service personnel
who have been injured during their time in the ervices. The a sociation
helps them to maintain an active lifestyle through sport and social events,
uch a wheelchair basketball and para-olympic sports. Money raised is
channelled into specially adapted wheelchairs and equipment, transport
and education. SSgt Cowlard and hi s two henchmen, Cpl Dave
Worsfold and Cpl Lance Buckle from Lightning Tp came up with the
cunning plan, and decided to do something a bit out of the ordinary.
Rather than planning the usual ponsored runs, rowing machine relays
and sponsored swims, the Squadron decided to do something a little
original. ln fact it involved u doing abso lutely nothing strenuous at all!
From the soldiers point of view, all we had to do was be woken up to a
full English breakfast, served to us by our waiters. They consisted of
Squadron personalities who all took advantage of the event by dressing as
waiters and chefs, led by QC 3 Squadron, Maj Alan Hoensch. For this
privilege all we were asked to do was make a vo luntary donation of £3.
An added bonus to this event was that it replaced our usual Tuesday
morning block inspection!
Altogether a grand total of £ 14 70 was rai ed. This would not have
been possible without the tremendous efforts of the SODEXHO staff, in
particular Hazel Adams, Alan Reddy and Kevin Hessel, who worked
furiously in the early hours to get the meals prepared on time. Thanks are
to be extended to all those who participated in the event for such a worthy
cause.

4 (MILITARY TRAl 1 G) SQUADRO
4_ ( Milit~ ry Training) Sqn continues to deliver career leadership and
tacti cal trammg to R SIGNAL personnel. In conjunction with SOinC(A)
and TOT, a.greement has been reached to shorten the RSS C to four
weeks, startmg from I September 2002. The Squadron looks forward to
the unplcmentatton of Command, Leadership and Management Training
(CLM) as part of a pan-Army package of NCO training, which could be
delivered here at RS 111 early 2004. The Squadron says farewell to Maj
Alan Owen who 1s on P oy pnor to arrival at 16 AA Bde and we extend
a warm welcome t.o. Maj Colin Russell who assumes command in late
August. Some add1t1o_nal farewells and best wishes go to W02 Anthea
Burdus (MTWO 3 Div), Sgt Mc eilly (I Div) SSgt Rowe (IS Op Cse)
'
and Sgt Sharp (RSS Trade instructor).
ON ATTACHME T TO 4 (MILITARY TRAINING) SQUADRO
PTE AULD, FROM THE JAMAICA DEFE CE FORCE
Pte oel Auld of the Jamaican Defence Force arrived in Blandford on
a.n exch.ange scheme to experience life with the Royal Signals. During his
time with 11 Sig Rcgt he worked with. TM Tp, GJSST and 4 Sqn. His
attachment to the Squadron was spent wit~ the ~MSR (R~ course training
team so that he could ge.t a taste of life w1thrn a military training
environment. Pte Auld sat m on all of the basic lessons including Skill at
~ s, BFAT, Map Readmg and BC Defence; all of which he seemed to
enJOY thoroughly. He was keen to share his knowledge of training back
home m the Canbbc;an. Pte Auld had a very successful attachment with 4
qn and he 1s looking forward to sharing his experiences with the boys
bac_k home. The ms~ctors here are, of course, looking forward to their
mvlles to spend Chri tmas with him!

Pte Auld instructing CMS (R) students
RACE THE SCROLL 5 AUGUST 2002
On Monda)' 5 Au1:1ust 2002, the Signal Officer in Chief (Army)
pre~ented 1I Sig Regunent a scroll, which commemorated the Queen ·s
Jul11lee. The challenge was to relay the scroll to 7 Armd Bde & Sig Sq
(204), based m Hahne Germany faster than an identical scroll which was
being sent via the Royal Mail.
'

The CO 11 Signal Regiment, members of 3 (Harrogate) Squad ron and the helpers from SODEXO
present a cheque to BEWSA for the money raised through the 'Breakfast in Bed' Charity event
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A mountain bike and rov. ing machine were lashed to the back of a
Bedford truck (taking account of current health and safety regulations)
~nd the Scroll ~as cycled or rowed during the whole journey a total of
JUst over 180 Miles.
'

Whilst in . Brighton, after hours of rowing and cycling the team went
f?r a swim m the ea to cool down. C pl Yogi Welch managed to get
himself arrested by the local constabulary. but after a brief explanation,
they. let htm go without charge. On. Wedne day 7 August. the rowing and
cyclmg came to an end, as 11 was ltme for the scroll to become airborne.
Cpl Welc h and the croll were collected from Roche ter Airport by 3 Flt
AAC who flew out of England over Dover and after a clo e look at some
cross Channel Ferries the Gazelle flew onto Bruggen. At Bruggen the
Scroll and C pl Welch just ha~ long enough for half a cup of tea and a
packet of en p , before changmg to another aircraft, supplied by 12 Flt
AAC, who volunteered to transport the scroll and it keeper to its final
destination - Hahne.
As they sped towards journeys end they reached the Bielefield ridge
near Herford and due .to bad weather and poor visibility, the helicopter
was ~orced lo land at l (UK) Div. The pilot used his years of flying
expenence and knowledge to elect a suitable landing place. Hi choice
wa the rather small football pitch. Although the crew seemed to be in
full control of the situation, their pa enger wa n 't. C pl Welch was een
ru~mng away from the stricken aircraft at lightning speed the econd the
skids. made contact w1_th the ground ..Then he wa een running back to
the aircraft to collect his bergen contammg the Scroll, and to thank the air
crew.

The !norning was spent preparing the scroll for its journey. It was
packed u1to a weatherproof tube, which was then covered with the Corps
~olo.urs. SSgt Da ve All an gave us hi years of experience and the word
w1ft and Sure, communications over land, sea and air' were embo sed
on to the tube ready for its journey. The afternoon saw the 'volunteers' on
mountain bike riding around Blandford Garrison collecting money from
every department, for the cho en charity that was the Great Ormond
Street J:lospital. On the following day, Tue day 6 August, the scroll
started us JOUrney to Dover via a tour of the outh Coast and towns of
Bournemo~th, Southampton, Brighton. Hastings, Folke tone. The team
ac:companymg the croll comprised of C pls ean Mich and Tony Raby,
S1gs Ben Doher ty, Dani el Dixon, J ame Tucker, Graham Robinson
and Andy Telfor d, and was led by C pl Yogi Welch.
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After a fe\\ frantic phone call . 7 Am1d Bde agreed to end a driver to
collect him and the scroll from H rford. Leaving the pilot and navigator
to head tO\\ ard Herford Bahnhotl. Cpl \ elch ped off for a short but
uneventful joum ) to Hohne arrivh.g at about 0200hrs on the Thursday 8
Augu:t. t 0745hrs the ·:ime day. following a fabul011 fry up. the scroll
and keeper paraded out ide 207 Signal quadron Headquarters.
Following a short ceremony, the scroll was handed over to the quadron
2 IC. much to the relief of Cpl Welch . The team from I 1 ignal
Regiment rai cd ju t under £800 for the Great Omlond trcet Hospital
and would like to thank everyone who helped. It wa · great fun and mo t
importantly, the nd re ult ju tified the means.

EXERCl E E ' D RING HELP 2002
by Signaller Ken Adolphe - Ulster Troop
Team A - Bike no 65
gt Bob Sizeland (Team Capt}
W02 Andy Harriott
Cpl Mo syKeatley
ig Paul Ho,~e
Team B - Bike no 64
WOI DaYe Watson (Team Capt)
LCpl Kam Kaminski
Sig Ken Adolphe
Sig teve Marshall
Admin Support Crew
SSgt Martin Cowlard
ig Tracey Jones
I heard that the Troop OC, WOl Dave Watson. was apparently
organising two 4-man teams to compete in a 24hr-charity motorcycle
enduro event. The last time I'd ridden a bike had been four years earlier,
approaching the sound barrier on the M27 on my old ZXR750. The last
time I'd ridden a trail bike was even longer ago than that, but hey, you
only live once, and after all it was for charity. The bikes we were to be
using were 350cc Harley Davidsons borrowed from 3 UK Div at Bulford.
Compared with the Honda CRs and Huskys in the White Helmets'
workshop , the Harleys looked like tanks, and as I soon found out, they
handled in a similar fashion. We had a week to prepare, consisting of
lunchtimes stripping breakable bits off, and evenings tearing about the
disused airfield. Our confidence was high, but most of us had little real
off road experience. By Friday morning the kit was all packed, and we
finished work early for a photo call on the parade square with the CO and
RSM. The pantech crewed by Cpl Keatley and LCpl Kamin ki set off
for Longmoor Training Area, and a bit later the remainder of us left in a
minibus. On the way we got slightly, (ahem), tactically misplaced. I
believe that's the correct teml, eh, Sir?
On arrival, we found we were missing vital parts for the tents, ie: the
poles. Thankfully the lovely TA medics came to the rescue and lent us
one of their massive 18 x 24's. It wasn't to be the last time our team
would need their help over the weekend. After some initial head
scratching. we got the tent up and all our gear offioaded. Whilst everyone
else was watching the dancing girls in the Red Bull tent, we were out
lookmg for a 24-hour supemlarket. I should add at this point, that this
wa the meet and greet BBQ arranged by the organisers the night before
the event. On our return we found that most of the other teams had gone
to bed. That didn't deter us, and soon the drinking games started,
encouraged by a certain WO 1 whose Tommy Cooper impressions had me
crymg with laughter. I still struggle to keep a straight face when talking
to him, and also when I see the 2 Provost Cpls (C pl Keatley and LCpl
Kamin~ki) beasting us poor pha e 2 trainees, I have a little chuckle to
my elf.
The. next oay we were rudely woken by the noise and smell of
motorb1!.c . but we were more concerned about breakfast. I noticed some
teams were running Honda XR250s, a bike far more suitable than o ur
llarleys Also quite a few guys had full on moto-cross gear; I had an
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Army issue wax jacket. Hmmm ...
The tart Line - The start was a Le Mans tyle affair with three rows
of bikes setting off at minute intervals. The . tart area was crowded with
people and a mobile DJ in a six wheel Pinzguacr played dance music so
loud you couldn ' t hear a thing. Charlie Dimmock waved a flag and the
fir t row et otT, then the second, then it was my tum. I managed to stall
twice. o on my third attempt I wound the throttle open, dumped the
clutch and wheelicd otT the line. Around the first bend, and there were
about eight or nine bikes in a heap. Everyone behind me and myself
joined them on the floor. I survived the next few bends, but as I crested a
big hill there was another pile up. With nowhere to go l braked as hard as
I could but managed to hit a bloke and sent him flying. He wa OK and I
helped pick his bike up and got back on my own. Altogether I came otT
ix times on my first lap.
Back in the pit .I handed the bike over to Sig Howe, took my sweaty
kit off and wa handed a brew by Sig Tracey Jones, our admin upport
roady. The only girl with us, he was always on hand with food , drink
and a first aid kit. Then the bike was back in, the rider having come off a
few time . It had a puncture; because the tyre pressures were so low, the
valve had been ripped out of the inner tube. We put the pare wheel on,
and the next rider wa off. Shortly after, we heard that Sgt Robert
izeland on the other team wa in the field hospital with a bad shoulder
injury. Trace took Robert to ho pita! to get an X ray. It was my tum
again and I wa doing quite well. I wa over halfway round and had only
come off once. A faster rider overtook me and I thought I' d try and keep
up. As I hit the ground I knew I'd dislocated my shoulder because I'd
done it before. Lt' an incredibly nauseating type of pain and I just wanted
to curl up in a ball. After he stopped laughing a mar ha! took me to an
RV point and called an ambulance. A I stood up to get in it, my shoulder
popped back in. I'd just like to apologi e to the female TA officer for my
misu e of the English language. Being a bit of a Land Rover enthusiast
( ad I know) it was great to go in the back of the new 130 Wolf
ambulance. The medics were obviously bored, and I had about four
women undressing me. One girl even took a photo. 1 didn't really look
my be t, pale as a heet, covered in sweat, being poked by a doctor. As
big WOI Dave Watson, (my Troop OC) came in I gave him a sheepish
grin as he good humouredly reminded him elf wby he bates all Techs. l
was taken to hospital and it was confimled that my shoulder was back in
place and I was told not to do anything until I had been to the fracture
clinic. It is not an easy thing to do, when you're living in field conditions.
I arrived at the hospital less than two hours after the race began. There
were eight soldiers there, including Robert and me, all as a result of
falling off. Well, it gave them something to do and it cheered up the
people in the already busy Casualty Dept.
I got a lift back with Robert and Tracey. The lads were pleased with
the chips we brought them. I was a mechanic in a former life, and I did
my best to help my old troop Staffy, SSgt Martin Cowlard in the
spannering department. ot ea y with one arm in a sling. There was
plenty to do, fuel, oil, tyres and straightening the bent bits. Later that
evening we heard that W02 (SSM) Harriot was in the med tent quite
badly injured. It turned out another bike had hit him after he had crashed
and made a bit of a mess of his, er, backside. He was OK thankfully, but
decided to head for home.
Early next morning, LCpl Kaminski had a nasty tumble and returned
to our tent with his aml in a sling (yet another displaced shoulder). We
were four men down now, and it was decided that we would concentrate
our effort on running one team. Little Dave, a fellow pha e 2, got hi
chance to ride. By now we were all very tired. I'd had a decent kip, but
God knows how the other riders felt. The decision was taken that anyone
not riding would be packing away, with riders swapping over until we
were ready to go. As the bike went round for the last time, we returned
the tent to the medics, along with a few beers left over from the Friday
night BBQ, as a token of our appreciation for all their hard work. We had
completed the 24 hours and for me it had been an excellent weekend. In
fact it was the best time I've had in the Army, even though I injured
myself. It gave me a real insight into the field Amly and the teamwork
involved in competing in this kind of event. The weekend was a real
turning point for me, and my whole altitude has changed for the better,
towards the Amly and training as well. Would l do it again? Yes, but next
time I wouldn't ride, I'm far better suited to spannering and making the
tea. My arm's a lot better now, but if it goes again it'll need surgery. C'e t
la vie. I've finished phase 2 and I'm off to orthem Ireland soon.
After note from WO I Dave Watson
Ex Enduring Help is an annual motorcycle driver training exercise
organised by HQ REME with the aim of improving rider abi lity over
arduous terrain, promoting motor sport within the Army and raising
money for deserving causes. This event was an extremely gruelling and
arduous challenge and for the majority of the two teams from 11 Sig
Regt, it was the first time they had ridden in a competition, never mind an
enduro event held over 24 hours. The course was staged over an 8km
circuit with each rider returning to their pit tent after each lap to change
riders and carry out repairs etc. All the riders and support crew did a
fantastic job to keep riding and keep the bikes going for the duration of
the event. Four of the riders had 10 retire due to injury. A big thanks to
Sgt Robert izeland who lasted half a lap before breaking his shou lder
after a bad landing. Well he did used to be in The White Helmets! All the
injuries were regrettable. However, motor port is by its very nature a
dangerous sport but most were back in training or instructing soon after
the event.
The event raised over £14,500 for the Childline charity and the Army
Benevolent Fund. It was definitely a worthwhile exerciseibat all enjoyed
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and would do again, although some may need more encouragement than
others. A big thanks to the MTWO, W02 Paul McGarry who managed
to get 3 Ml Oct and the RMP Del at.Bulford, to loan us the bikes, (in the
certain knowledge that they wcr~ going to get seriously bent). Also a big
thank goes to Barclays Tyres 111 Bournemouth who supplied us with
tyres for the event. The admin support crew with SSgt Martin Cowlard
and Sig Tracey Jones deserve a special mention, as without their
dedication and hard work we could not have seen the event through.
W02 (S. M) 8:arriott has now been put out to grass at Bristol UOTC to
recover from his wounds after an Ariel assault by a special forces rider
and bike combination. This has now given him a completely different

angle on the foot peg of a Harley Davidson. Good luck in your new post
RSM. Remember. ' Bend and Drive' . Many thanks to WOI ( S f) John
ween~y and his bike mcchamcs from the LAD for the sterling work
t~ey did a~ter the event to get the bikes back to a roadworthy state.
Finally, a big thank you to Cpl Keatley who did more than his fair share
of humping and dumping and getting the admin squared" away prior to
and after the event, (pity about the tent angle ). Anyone interested in
taking part in next year's event should watch out for the DCI, which is
normally out during March each year and is open to all serving MOD
personnel with a full motorcycle licence.

THE ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY OF SANDHURST
(RMAS)

TERRITORIAL ARMY COMMISSIONI G COURSE (TACC) 026
3 AUGUST 2002

Maj R. J . Beanie Farrimond the Adjutant Old College, Sandhurst
commanding the Territorial Army Commissioning Course

Maj Gen J. D. Stokoe CB CBE
inspecting officer of the parade takes the salute as
Maj Farrimond leads the March Past

In March this year Maj R. J. Farrimond became the fir t female R.
ignal officer to be Adjutant of Old College RMAS. On 3 August 2002.
she commanded her la t parade whilst in post which wa the

Commissioning Parade for the Territorial Amly Commi ioning Course
026. Maj Gen J. D. Stokoe CB CBE wa the inspecting Officer and took
the salute as Maj Farrimond led the March Past.

BRITFOR
SIGNAL TROOP
OPERATION PALATINE

Tp Comd
Capt Stuart Gunson
Tp SSM
W02 Mc eill
. As the mid point of the tour draw towards u the Troop ha settled
into operational routine. All department have mastered their tasks and
the running around of the first month is, thankfully becoming a hazy
memory. The last month has been characterised by vi its. We have hosted
PJHQ, Land , DCSA and TOT and the most important visit of all, the
reccc party from 7 Sig Regt. Our sporting prowes amongst BRITFOR
troops continues, our semi final defeat in the hockey wa followed by a
stunning victory in the mountain bike relay race. Congratulation to Sgt
MacKenzie on his 'we ll de erved' promotion to taff ergeant.
Fan:wells now for LCpl Hill, ig Mills and Sig Ferris who return to
t~lemeching back in the ' real world'. Their replacement LCpl Downey,
1g Musgrave and ig Hansen are very welcome. Also LCpl Brooke
who replace LCpl Baldry, who goe back to keeping 230 Sig qn on
the straight and narrow. Thanks for all your hard work and all the be t
back with the Regiment.
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SSgt Dean MacKenzie receives his promotion
from the Troop Commander
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Hockey Team 'MYRA Black' discusses tactics
prior to the semi finals of the BRITFOR Hockey Competition
COM 1.
ICATIO SCE TRE-CplAndyAdam
O\erall a busy month for lhe COMMCE . With people away on R&R
and adventure training, the time ha flown for those of u left to man the
offt e! With Cpl Adam away on his EFP I in Mrkonjic Grad the running
of the COMMCE 1 has been left to LCpl Bufto n. ig Matthews has
been printing every ACP and JSP known to man , in an attempt to update
the departmem· publication . He was la t seen trying to avoid the QM
after ha ing u ed a unit 's monthly supply of paper in one night. ig Scott
i the latest member to the COM 1CE temporarily to defect to TSCP.
"here operators have been cross training in order to cover a shortfall in
manpower over the R&R period. He will no doubt be glad of lhe return to
normality, atler being stranded in Split with all the tyres on his Land
Rover ha\ ing been lashed by lhe natives. LCp l Irwin has been doing
the rounds since his return from R&R. A ' eekend trip to Sarajevo ' as
followed by a jolly on a ea King. We hope you will soon recover from
the jet lag. Congratulations on her election for QARANC training go to
Sig Patma n, and welcome back from your R&R.

IS t TEAM - SSgt Nick Ulley
The IS M team in theatre is cur rently sp lit into two separate
elements. the main one including the ISM work hop operating from
Ba nj a Luka Metal Factory (BL MF) nn d the seco nd smaller tea m
operating from ipovo Top Camp. A we approach the mid to ur
point, the team have been kep t bu y over the previou month
tryi ng to categorise and update th e numerous tand a lone IT sys tems
throughout theatre. Thi invo lved gt Osmond getting a definitive
Ii t of systems on issue from th e QM 's depanmenl and checking
eac h and every department's holdings . Thi s ha s generated an
enormous amount of work as a lot of the equipment ha s been in
theatre ince the ear ly Op Grapple deployments. gt Osmond's
upgrades have generated more th at enough work for the remainder
of the I M Team and a ne' fault category ha s been introduced to
the help de k, ' The Osmond Syndrome ' which covers mo st
eventualitie . Cpl Preuss and LCpl Siddall have been kept on a
tight rein in order to stop them annoyin g/ baffling the civilian
helpde k staff at Wilton with their alleged IT excellence. The
add itional ta kings are carried out in addition to the day to day ISi
administration tasks . This in itself can employ two of the team nonstop for days at a time , creati ng, changing and unlocking account
and admini tering the inevitable paperwork a ociated with the
account . The day to day responsibility for nir naf and trivia has
now been returned to Sig Wilson on her return from R&R .
Congratulation and one ugar in mine! The team based at Sipovo
has the additional burden of looking after the Mrkonjic Grad Bus
Depot site a well as both the top a nd bottom camp at Sipovo.
LCpl Merrick i providing a sterling service to the staff whilst
looking after ig owell who i forced to vi it the ECHO at least
three time a day in order to keep his condition in check . Sig
owell's condition is not an unfamiliar one for young ignallers on
isolated detachments , too many pizza and not enough PT, a
condition that will urely be rectified when he returns to the fold in
BLMF. The team continue to strive for perfection and are now
beg inning to see a glimmer of light at the end of the proverbial
tunnel. Or is that fibre ?

xv
HEADQUARTERS NORTHERN IRELAND
AND
15 SIGNAL REGIMENT
CO
Lt Col M. P. Llewellyn OB.E
R M
WOI '\>k 'a ught
The third phase of the Marching Season i now upon us and has
started off fairly smoothly. Long may it continue. Regimental Life is
still as full as ever, jam-packed with sport, adventure training, visits
and ocial functions. However, the next few months will be marked
by a large tum around of officers. In August Maj Walker, OC 233
ig qn i ~ po ted to D Info (A) and hands over to Maj St uart
Mcconnel from DCSA. Maj Mark mi t h OC 225 Sig Sqn is posted
to I I ig Bde HQ prior to Staff College and hands over to Maj
Graham Inglis from our favourite G6 Branch. However, September
\\ill see the biggest change of all with the CO posted and promoted
into the post of Assistant Director Information Assurance at DCSA,
congratulations and all the best for your next job. Prior to donning
hi red tab , the CO hands over the helm to Lt Co l . Metca lfe
1BE QG!\1, on a day still to be finalised . Once the dust has settled
from the hand-overs the Regiment looks forward to the operationally
quieter autumn months and hopefully a visit from the M a st er of
ign als.
PRl CE ROYAL DAY CELEBRATIO S- 28 J
E 2002
hySigAcock
The preparation for the morning progre sed well as the tentage and
fairground rides began to arrive and were set up by a band of helpers. All
that "as needed now were a few more decorations. At 1400hrs the
cclehrat1ons began with a church service and everyone was in good voice
- kecnl) momtorcd by the RSM. If only the same could be said for the
o!gamst. During the service there was an excel lent reading by ig
eedham. \\hob the youngc t soldier in the Squadron. It was then time
to change for the entertainment centred on the Peake Inn. The
entertainment included fair rides, pony rides, ice cream stalls for the
)oung and not o young. For the not so young the entertainment included
a bucking bronco and a boxing ring.
Melissa daughter of C pl P aul C a rrington 225 Sig Sqn , 15 Sig Reg!
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The St~tion c,ookhouse provided a superb BBQ and Sig Penman and I
ran the children s ice crea m and (non-a lcoholic) cocktail stand. To round
off the day thc~e was an evening of entertainment, also in the Peake Jnn.
which comprised of a band and a disco. There was also some
ente~ainmen t , however not intentiona l, from ig tratton who spent the
cvenmg ~retendmg to be upcrman and making strange bets with the
S M, which he . urpn s111gly lost! The whole day was great fun and a
huge. ·uccess with lots of happy children, happy fami lies and slightly
disorientated s111ghes.

Cpl Steven Lowery NCC Tp, 233 Sig Sqn, 15 Sig Regt
demonstrating his range drills
EXERCISE CAPA FI N 2002
by Capt S. A. Dickson
It w~s 21 June 1919 a~d 74 of the most modem and powerful ship
ever built rode at anchor m the afety of Scapa Flow, Orkney. The sight
was not unusual , the flow had been home to the Royal avy's Grand
Fleet throughout World War I, but the more observant would have
noticed the 11:1st and genera l di repair of the ships at anchor. They may
also have noticed the Admiral of ~he Fleet in his dress unifonn, standing
on the 9uarterdeck of ht flagship. Shortly after I 030hr , signal flag
~ere ra1 ed. The mes age was a simple one, 'Paragraph 11 , Confinn' and
111 turn each ship in the fleet replied, ' Paragraph 11 is confinned.' Of
course that's not exactly how it happened, the message was in Gennan,
and the large t act of naval suicide in history had begun. Rear Adm iral
Von Reuter scuttled his fleet to prevent the vessels falling into British
hands, an act born of desperation and misinfonnation which sent shock
wave around the world as nations clamoured for the hips as pan of the
war restitution to be paid by Germany. Almost 80 year on and the
remnants of the . Imperial High Sea Fleet are one of Orkneys large t
attractions. Despite many salvage operation over the years during which
~o t of the wrecks were recovered, many still remain, including four
hght cru1 ers and three of the huge battleship weighing in at some
26,0.00 ton each. Ex Scapa Finn was an expedition run by the Li bum
tat1on sub-aqua club for its members to visit Scapa Flow and dive as
many of the wrecks as po ible. With only two dive a day, con idering
that many of the wrecks rest in water as deep as 40m it i only po sible to
do most , but not all of them. Expedition personnel included other
members of Royal ignals with Scots Guards, REME, RLC, AGC( P ),
Con t. Karen Moore P NI and an MOD Civil ervant made up the
remainder of the crew.
Diving in Orkney is usually excellent with vi ibility of at least 5-6m
underwater and little or no current on the major wrecks. Thi trip was no
exception and from the first dive we all knew we were in for good things.
SMS Dresden lie on her side in water 33m deep and apart from salvage
dama.ge is .i nta?t and still recognisable as a hip. With a little knowledge
and 1mag111at1on most of what made this crui er and the fleet o
dangerous to the allies can be seen. The forward turret can be located
easily although the guns them elve have been removed. Behind these is
the annoured fire control centre. The Gernian considered the secrets of
their fire control system worth pre erving even after the war and o
re~1oved all the optics from the turret before leaving their homeport.
With the guidance di abled and the guns partially di mantled the whole
fleet was for all intents and purpo es a mobile crap heap.
If the crui er are large then the ballle hip are truly awesome. With
ten 12-inch gun a her main armourmcnt and at 575ft long the M
Kronprinz Wilhelm is the sballowc t of the three remain ing battle hip . It
take a full half-hour to swim the length of these monsters and at 34m
that can result in lengthy decompression stops. so careful time and air
manage~ent is a must. Due to the weight of the armour mid the turrets.
battleships fa ll nations tend to capsize before ·inking, which mean that
unfortunately all the intere ting parts are under the ship buried in the
seabed or .imply cru hed by the weight of the ship on top of them. Only
a gap between the muddy bottom and hull 2-3111 high allow a view into
the mverted remains. In order to see the turrets a diver has to get under
what, on the surface, would be the deck but under water has become a
roof. Once een gun · of that size are not ea ily forgotten , lhe barrels are a
meter across at their wide t and the turrets themselve can be mi taken
for parts of the bridge they are o large.
Not all the wreck in capa are of warship-. The penul timate dive of
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the trip was to be the James BanJ•: a trawler . unk in 1964. This i a small
wreck, a lt~ ough diving at 40m again carries large penalties 1n
decompression . LCpl Mike Robinson (RM P) and I dropped onto the
bow and started heading afi. From !Om out we could sec the dark hapc
of th~ wheelhouse ahead. This finned up as we got closer to reveal a row
of wmdows, the glass smashed in all but one which fla shed as torch
beams I?as ed over it. ~n intact window afier ~Imo t forty years on the
seabed 1s an unusual sight and not one I have seen before. We moved
astern past. the engine r~m vents until finally reaching the rudder and
after 20 mmutes 1t was time to head home. A brisk swim to the ·urface
lme gave us a total . of half an hour on the bottom for which we paid the
pnce of hangmg 111 n_i1d w!lte.r for 25 minutes at a depth of 6m to
decompress. It was dunng this lime that LCpl Robinson scraped a large
lump of black sludge off my back. It was oil! Hanging in the water not
able to see how badly I wa covered let my imagination run wild. Finally
surfacmg and c.limbing back on t~e boat I was greeted by screams and
laughter. tandmg on .the deck with all my kit on being told not to sit
d~wn for fear of covermg everythmg else was a painful experience as my
kit weighs upwards of 45kg. I was slowly and carefully stripped by the
boat's crewman. who was the only per on willing to come near me and
was rel.1eved to see that it wasn't as bad as I had expected. I at out for the
fin~I d!ve of the expedition with a bottle of Fairy liquid and a hosepipe
trymg m v.a111 .to remove 40 year old engine oil from my cylinders whilst
not spreadmg 1t all over my dry suit or the boat. I was tried and convicted
by kangaroo court and forced to wear a Jesters Hat for the evening, but
by far the worst result of my unfortunate fouling was the name that
haunt me to this day, ' grease monkey'. Oh how original soldiers are.
THE MORRISO ' CUP THLETlCS COMPETITIO
AND I TER
IT SEMI-Fl AL
On lhe morning of the 21 June 2002, England's World Cup glory wa
cut short by Brazil, but we didn't have time to mourn because the sun
was shini ng and we had our own challenge to meet. The events started at
0900hrs sharp with Cpl Ja ime Di ley running the lovely 400m hurdles
(wa n't she the lucky one!) and the long jump straight afterwards. The
SOOOm followed, ran by Cp l Go u g h with the rest of the team
encouragmg her by asking Big Brother questions!
TM .TP OC, Capt Hemmi ngs made us all proud by getting our first
full po111ts m the Javelm and a econd place in the di cus. Lt Bashu m
gained a third place in the high jump and ran the 200m to come fourth.
Sig Lindsay Rakocevic got pipped at the post to come a close third in
the I OOm. Unf~rtunate ly all she got in the Triple Jump was andy. Other
team members mcluded Capt Lucy Tb irsk who ran the 800m and came
fourth in the 400m, gaining us more points. Ca pt Harrild who's 5ft
gave an amazing perfo~ance in the I OOm hurdles, surprising us all with
a fourth place and helpmg the team to an overall fourth place in the
competit ion. The award for best effort goes to Cpl Bowden who ran the
l SOOm whilst clutching her leg. with Sig Rakocevic houting death
threats to her in case she did not finish. The lads' day wasn't a
succe . ful , with first full point coming from LCpl Dave PhiJlip who
ran out o.f his skin in the 3000m teeplechase. Cpl Lowe racked up' more
pomts wt.th a &ood econd place in the I OOm, third in the high jump and
pole pos1t10.n 111 the I OOm. hurdle , .getting the team full point again .
LCpl Martin Potter ran like the wmd to come first in the 800m. The
400m proved to be an interesting race with Capt Law rence Fowkes
~nning an. ex~ellent race. LCpl Craig Je nkins did really well in the
d1 cus commg m second place. He al o did the javelin, but we won't talk
about that. The rest of the day was uneventful for lhe men until the la t
event. Everyone was full of admiration for the 400m relay 'let' not even
bother' team!

Cpl Dave P hilips NCC Tp, 233 Sig Sqn, 15 Sig Regt
4x400m Re lay battling it out until the end
Both teams stayed in Blandford over the weekend for extra training in
preparation for the Inter Units semi-final in Tid' orth, on the Tue day.
Over the weekend training \ as taken cry eriou ly. Beach training at
Bournemouth seemed to work well with LCpl raig J enki ns and p l
Gough doing some upper body training. trying to paddle past the pier 111
a dingy with a padc and a frisbee. He finished off the weekend with a
BBQ and a few light beers ready for the ne t athletics meet. The girl ,•
team strngglcd to get any point except for a pt Hemmings "ho had to
ettle for second place in the javelin and third in the discu and shot. The
only other point cored for the team were from ig Lind ay Rakocc' ic
who leaped into second place in the long jump and apt Harrild coming
in th ird in the IOOm hurdles with a personal b t perfonnancc. Dc ·p1tc
the lad' team being short on numbers they still managed to gain a IC"
top mark . L pl Martin Potter again with a first pla c in the OOm and
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pl Lowe a brilliant ·econd in both the I !Om hordlcs and IOOm. Ca pt
Fon ke came econd in the 400m and LCpl Gill. despite pulling hi
ham. tnng, still manag d to come econd in the 400m hurdle .. Despite all
our elfon both team lini hed in ixth place and returned to Province
"ith some sore limbs.

LCpl Matt Gill , R Tp, 233 S ig Sqn , 15 S ig Regt

co·

CUP HOCKEY
The first match started in unu ually hot weather with 225 ig qn -vsHQ qn . From the out et it wa a one sided game w ith 225 ig Sqn
ha\ ing all of the play. There was good inter-play through the centre by
gt (Supvr) shworth/Ball combo and hard defensive work from
the
the likes of LCpl Tindall and Sgt treet. The econd half aw an
excellent olo e!Tort goal, with gt Berry taking on two defenders from
the second half whistle and scoring in under ien seconds. The game
fini hed 5-0 with 225 Sig Sqn coming out on top. Being the reigning
champions and usually the ictors at hockey we seemed confident going
immediately into the last match against 233 Sig Sqn. Unfortunately a
combination of the heat, a greatly improved 233 Sig Sqn and a ·tack of
fitne · played their part against us, as we went down 3-0 in the first half.
We battled valiantly in the second half with ome excellent saves from
Cpl Howe but the game ended 3-0 in the opposition' favour.
HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj D. T. H. Wilson
SM
W02 G Steel
Thi period has een the squadron recovering from Op Crookham,
which has been the main focus of its attention. That is not to ay it has
been all hard work. Headquarters Squadron along with the re t of the
Regiment celebrated Princess Roya l Day on the 28 June 2002. The event
was co-ordinated by the 21C, Capt Dickson and organised by Sgt
Godwin from 233 Sig Sqn (A more in depth report to follow). Fir t of all
the quadron would like to welcome W02 (RQMS) Lappin his wife
Jenn. and family. We hope you have an enjoyable tour. Welcome al o to
S gt McGachy from 36 Sig Regt, who is posted in to COMMCEN
Troop. PO Griffith from S ONI, who is also po ied into COMMCEN
Troop and to LCpl Prince from 2 Sig Regt posted into COMMCE
Troop. Farewells to LCpl Hayden from COMMCEN Troop who leaves
u for Cin y Street. \ e wish you success in your future career.
233 SIGNAL SQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj . A. Walker
S \it
W02 P. Tasker
ROl\1EO TROOP - by Cpl Ormiston
Tp Comd
Capt RA Hamilton
Tp YofS
\ 02 (YofS) Yates
Tp FofS
W02 (FofS) Clarke
Thi month has seen the troop gain some much-needed manpower
\\ ith three new arrivals and only one departure. lo comes Sgt King fro m
I A& H (rear link detachment), Cp l Murray from 216 Sig Sqn and
L pl Burns straight from the factory. Goodbye and good luck goes to
Cpl 'Andy' Berry, off to 30 Sig Regt via R S and the small matter of a
re-trade to IS Op. Up until this point 'Andy', we had some respect for
you!
Amidst a busy equipment rollout programme, Troop personnel have
again been involved in various sporting act ivities. First up was the lnterTroop Hockey Competition, which provided another trophy for the
cabinet. pecial mention has to be given to the player of the tournament,
gt Booth. I'm not sure if it was sheer skill or sheer size that did it but
not a single goal was conceded! The Troop also entered the Cheviot 2000
ti:ll race. The team consisted of LCpl Gill, LCpl Springett and my good
;.:It: \ e completed the race tn a respectable time of 8 hours, despite the
har~h conditions (a combi nation of the weather and Friday night in
\\oolcr).
ongratulauo ns go to pl Crouchman, Cpl Collins and LCpl
Bo. tock , all of whom have recently been promoted or se lected for
promotion. Cpl Crouchman al o scores to make it a double celebration
after ht
tfe KathT)n gave birth to a beautiful baby daughter, Zoe. Best
""he\ go to the "hole family. A final mention goe to gt Cattle after
he wa badly injured during the recent Army Paragl id ing Champs in
Ba\ana. All at the Troop wish him a full and speedy recovery.
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I DIA T ROOP
Tp Comd
W02 McHugh
Tp
gt
SSgt Gratrick
This month India Tp bid a fond farewell to the illustrious S gt
Gratrick and Le ter. Also departing our company thi month was ig
Bridger off to her final po ting in iv Div. India Tp wishe them all the
best and good luck for the future. Indi a Tp also welcomes CJ.>l Hubble
from 280 ig qn. he will joi n the Data Engineering section of the
Troop helping to maintain comms throughout the Province. This has been
another typically busy period for India Tp. The contractors have
completed the installation of the new ceiling, n or and elecu·ics. TM Tp
has now moved in for the re tructuring phase, which will enable us 10
remain fully functional throughout all the disruption.
India Top had a le s than impre sive affect on the sporting world this
month. Firstly on the football field we managed to throw away a 4-1 lead
against G6, to lose 5-4 in the fi nal minute. Secondly, despite being the
current Squadron Cricket champions, we failed to reach a target of 104 in
30 over et by IDM Section of the Int Corps. Admittedly it eemed to be
an off day for more than one or two players.
NCC TROOP - by LCpl Palmer
Tp Comd
Capt M. Booker
Tp gt
Sgt S. Johnson
.
Another gloriou month ha come and gone in this line theatre they
call orthern Ireland and with it members of the Troop have also come,
and gone. Firstly, we ay goodbye to gt Cathrew who has left the unit,
though not the camp to go to EOD here in Lisburn. With a brand new pair
of hobnailed boots and a Sib lump hammer, he ha darkened the door of
the CC for the la t time. Thankfully he is the only farewell for this
month. ew arrivals are Cpl Murphy all the way from 21 Sig Regt, Cpl
Roberts joining u from the heart of communications in Germany, 7 Sig
Regt, Cpl Banks freshly released from 14 Sig Regt and last but not lea t,
LCpl Toner, I Div's sad loss, and our joyful gai n. Finally, as this months
crazed rambling draw to a close, a couple of congratulations, fir tly to
C pl Ca rter for selection to Sergeant and econdly to Cpl Fox and his
bride Amy on their wedding.
TECHNICAL MAI n : 'A 'CE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt V. Hemmings
Tp SSgt
SSgt Goodwin
We ay goodbye to Cpls Paul Harris, Renshaw and Hill who have
become slaves to the cause and are currently on their Tl course, newly
promoted teven Hicklin, who has successfully grabbed another Gucci
po ting at SHAPE in Belgium and finally Cpl Dave Rice who is off to
his dream posting at 3 Commando Brigade. Good luck and best wishes
go to all the above. The Troop welcome Cpl Stuart Shaw from 16 Sig
Regt, Cpl Toner who arrived from I UK Di v, LCpls Stuart Grindle,
Dave Glendenning, Smith, Parkes and Sig Stevens, who have all
arrived traight from the factory. God help us all! A special mention goes
o ut to LCpl Chelsea Reynolds who ha also arrived from Blandford.
Many congratulations to him and his wife on the birth of their baby
daughter Emily. May the sleeple s nights begin!
THE TECHNO-GYM WELL ' E S SYSTEM
by Sgt Sergant and Cpl Bamforth
The QMS I for Lisburn Station wished to deliver a service in the
Fitness Centre, which would provide a state of the art monitoring system
for per onal train ing. The total co t of the project was approximately
£35K, funded by an under spe nd in the Defence C lothin g Trainin g
Agency (DCTA).
TM Tp's installation section, led by Cpl Bamforth a nd Small
Computers' Section, led by Sgt Sergant, were requested to install CAT 5
ca bl e, hardware and softwa re for thi s ' Techno-Gym Wellness ' key
system. The project involved planning a local area network (LA ) to
connect forty items of gym eq uipment to a central data terminal and two
computers. One of these wou ld be the server, the other used by the PT
staff to monitor and record data collected on the system. The justification
for the project was to monitor effective ly the training of the Stations
down graded personnel. Research found that monitoring the minority
group of permanently down graded personnel proved difficult for the PT
staff to assess in their continuity of training to regain full fitn ess. The
system would enable the PT staff to design an individual progra m for the
user and down load all relevant work-out data onto a small key. The key
i activated when the user logs onto the central data terminal. When the
individual then inserts the key into any of the pieces of gym equipment
connected to the network their specific workout starts auto matically.
Once the training session is finished, the user inscn s the key into the
main tenninal again and the tra ining effort i recorded, so the system is
upgraded every time the user logs on. The best asset of the system is that
the PT staff can use the computer in their office to monitor what
individuals are doing and what progress is bei ng made. There is now no
escaping the ' beast-ins ' from those PT! s. With 120 keys ava ilable the
first priority will go lo the pennanently down graded personnel, who will
receive them free as part of the assessment to monitor the success of the
project. For all others who wish to use the system a fee of £12.50 will be
charged initially, although £7.50 will be refunded on return ofa key.
THE I DIA TROOP REWIRE
by LCpl Holley
Tm Tp was tasked to rewire India Tp, so the Tele-mech leader Cpl
Walsh rounded up his seven merry mechs and off we went Lo I Tp. It was
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a large tasking so we called in the help of Sig Topping and Sig Brock
from 3 Brigade. Many thanks go to their Unit for releasing them. Copper
king, Cpl Bamforth was straight into his copper cab while Cpl Lowe,
LCpl Duffie, L pl Bell, LCpl Reynolds, LCpl Hatton and I were left
to do a cable-rat's job of pulling in the fibre-optic cables. After a few
changes of plans we got all our fibre cables in place. Then came the job
of terminating the 1200 ST hot-melt heads. We managed to terminate all
the hot-melt in a few days and it all seemed to go smoothly, but as
always, you don't know how well it's gone until you test it all. So next
came the job of testing the internal fibre-optic cables. LCpl Bell and I
tarted to test all the internal fibres while the others started to swing some
of the old fibre tie cables to our new fibre cabi nets. As always for the TM
Mechs. there were no problems with the internal fibre, which we had
pulled in and terminated. They all passed the required, testing standards
ca ily.
225 IGNAL SQUADRO
qn omd
Maj M. J. Smith
SM
W02 (SSM) Hogg
ECHO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt B. W. M Morris
As u ual, E Tp 225 Sig Sqn has to bid farewell to a number of people.
Cpl Lindsey Bebbington leaves us to make Civvy treet a safer place
with the Lincolnshire Police. Most of the troops will sleep easier now that
SSgt( upvr Radio) Ian Piears aka ' Jiff-Meister' departs for 14 Sig Regt
(EW) on promotion to W02. We al o lose C pl Hauxwell who moves to
be beside the sea at Scarborough. Last but by no means least, Cpl Mark
Booth has decided to swap uniform for suit and tie for three years with a
posting to JSSU Oakley. Sincere best wishes to Cpl Booth and especially
Vanessa and their expected new arrival later in the year. The blow of
their departures has been softened by the eagerly anticipated arrival of
LCp ls Holliday, T homas and Fraser stra ight from the production line at
Chick ands whilst we also welcome Cpl Keen from 14 ig Regt(EW). A
veteran returns! Congratulations go out to LCpl Fenton who return after
successfu lly completing his Tl Upgrading course and good luck to Sgt
Mark Hopkins who will be attending the very fir t upvr Radio
election Board to be held at RSS Blandford in September.
The E Tp seniors proved that they are not quite over the hill yet by
emerging victorious in the young -v- older Sgt Livingstone Memorial
Football Match. Although, some might say they were helped to their 5-4
victory by Cpl Ware who scored a suspiciously well placed winning own
goal to clinch it in the dying minutes for the eniors. The Squadron ·s
hockey players also deserve a mention for finishing second in the CO's
Cup hockey competition.
Meanwhile, whilst most lucky Squadron personnel held the fort, nine
poor sou ls were forced to undertake a gruelling few days of adventure
training in the Portru h area! Sgt Berry, Sgt John Brooke. LCpl Mark
Holden, Cpl Paul Howe, LCpl H yder, Cpl CaJJaway, gt Ian Frame
SSgt Dave Wilson and SSgt Dave Kilgallon braved the harsh conditions
while mountain biking and hiking on the mountains of orth Antrim!
SSgt Brooke had great difficulty tearing himself away from hi precious
mobile phone and it is nothing short of a miracle that he wa n't mowed
down in traffic whilst cycling and chatting! LCpl Mark Holden
astounded everyone with hi amazing map reading kills by leading the
group to the top of a hill via the wettest, boggiest, most energy-sapping
route pos ible! They also received some trange looks from the loca ls a
they wadd led down the beach in wetsuits at 0830hrs in the morning to
show off their body-boarding ski lls!
TRAJL PLUS ADVE TURE RACE - SA DHURST 20 JUL 2002
After three months of hard training the competition was finally upon
us. It seemed to creep up all too quickly, and deep down I think we were
all concerned whether we had prepared ufficiently. The team compri ed
W02 Robson, Sgt Kilgallon and Cpl Welsh. During registration we
fou nd out t11e format of the main discipl ines - run, mountain bike then
kayak - which certai nly favoured us. We were soon under starter's orders
along with the other 82 teams. The nerves and adrenal in were all too
evident! The gun sounded and off we went on a 1.5-mile run around the
Sandhu r t lakes carrying a n egg! The fi rst cha llen ge, Egg Stream ,
required the team lo throw th e egg over 2x I 0 metre gap from one person
to the other and back again. Unfortunately, Cpl Wei h ended up with egg
on his face and the learn incurred a 5-min utc penalty; and this after only
eight minute of the competition! However. looking on the bright side,
and much to our surprise, the team was in pole position.
Next, we were off on a further 7-mile run around the andhurst
training area in t11c blazing sunshine. The team wa welcomed half '~ay
by another challenge - memori c 20 item that would ha e to be recited
later in the competition. The rest of tl1e run wa done in silence as our
minds were ticking over 'badge, whistle, compa , peg, ' atch .. .erm ...
what was the last one I was supposed to rememb r'. All this and another
challenge en route - over and under an obstacle course. At the end of the.
nm ca me yet another challenge! The team wa gi en two plank of\yood
with rope binding at the front and back. As a team "e had to navigate
our way around a course of 400 metres back to the tart line . Then,
finally, we wrote down the items ve had been storing in our head for the
past 30 minutes. Unfortunately, two of the items were lo t somewhere in
the bogs of andhur t and a further I-minute penalty ungratefully
rece ived! The good news was . .. our lead had now been extended to
some four minutes! ext came the 15-mile mountain bike o er extremely
a.rduous and very challenging terrain. ome of the hills definitely ~ee med
hke mountain , and on numerous occas ions we ended up pu hmg the
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bikes up steep ascents. The longer the ride went on the more we expected
teau:is to pass us but to our amazement, this did not happen! We were
obviously stronger than we thought! Just as we arrived back at the
transition area we were finally caught. However, an 800 metre run to the
kayaks meant we still had a narrow lead. Although, we had tramed hard
for the run and mountain bike ride, we had done no training for the
inflatable kayaks and tried to 'cuff' it. The first of two laps around a 1mile course was our downfall! Once we had mastered the best method we
quickly regained some of the lost ground, but had slipped to second in the
competition.
Eventually, we completed the kayak, having only two more challenges
to go. Firstly, we had to fill a plastic tube with water by doing shuttle runs
(with cups) to the lake. The purpo e of this was to raise a ping-pong ball
to the top of the tube. Furthermore, the tube had holes strategically placed
m 11 which meant as the water level got higher we went from 3 to 2 to I
member filling the tube. Well done Cpl Welsh, rank has its privileges!
We were quick. and regained some of the lost ground. The final da h wa
on to the last challenge; a I0-foot inverted V wall covered in vegetable
oil! After two hour and 50 minutes of hard competition, up and over we
went only to be met on the other side by the sight of the wmning team
crossing the line just 40 metres in front of us. ot bad for first timer .
Unfortunately, the team suffered a final blow when the team that crossed
the line third only received a I-minute penalty. The egg cost us and we
were relegated to third place! All in all a terling effort in what was a
thoroughly enjoyable competition and well recommended.
FOOTBALL lATCH- 225 v 12 MJ
by LCpl Hyder
On Monday 29 July the 'l ikely lads' of 225 Sig Sqn took on the
members of 12 Ml in a friendly game of football on the Astro tur f.
Considering it was the middle of su mmer. the weather was, to say the
leasl miserable. Braving the monsoon cond itions were SSgt Rowlands,
SSgt BalJ, Sgt Beckett, gt Chambers, Sgt Wayne Robson, Cpl Welsh,
Cpl Ware, Cpl Punyer, Cpl ash, JT Hui e, LCpl Stuart McCrone,
LCpl Knowles and LCpl Collins. The game kicked off at 3 o'clock and
within ten minutes SSgt Ball had given 225 Sig Sqn the perfect start. A
lovely through ball by Cpl Wei h set him racing clear and he made no
mistake with the finish. However, constant pressure by the opposition
eventually led to an equaliser mid way through the half. Only a superb
goal line clearance by LCpl McCrone prevented 225 Sig Sqn going into
the econd half behind. During the break came a stern talking to from gt
Mark Beckett, as well as a change of tactics and formation. The second
half started much better with 12 Ml holding on by the skins of their teeth.
However, as time wore on the fact that this wa the first game 225 ig
qn had played together showed. In a troke of inspiration, 12 Ml broke
through the seemingly impenetrable defensive li ne lo steal two goals,
making the final score 3-1. It was a good game played in high pirits (and
plenty of water) and not bad for a fir t outing. with Cpl Wei h
de ervedly being the Squadron's outstanding player. pecial thank must
go to LCpl Collins for organising what was a mo t enjoyable event.
CRICKET 225 SIG
L SQUADRO v JSG
by Cpl Nash
A typical summer afternoon in orthern Ireland, the sun wa binning.
the temperature soaring and the old dears had brought their deck chairs to
watch an afternoons gloriou game of cricket. Or in reality. it was the
u ual rain, the pitch was drenched and the call of, ·well, bener crack on,'
could be heard from the pavilion. We could tell straight away that the
inning were going to go well when only eight members of the quadron
turned up and we had to borrow our star player from EOD as well a
ome tail enders from JSG to help prop up the fielding.
The bowl ing wa opened with
gt Ambrose and Capt 1orri . It
oon became apparent however that we were going to be in trouble as the
opening two batters piled on 37 nm each in hort time. A break through
wa required and blissfully delivered by gt 1ark Beckett "ho
delivered another lightning fast ball which the batman ju t got an edge to
deli ering it into the waiting hand of Cpl Howe. During the next fe"
overs the chance came, but were not taken a Capt lorris ju t couldn't
catch the ball and squandered the po sibility of another two wicket .
We'll just put that down to wet condition hall we ir! Fair play, he did
get a wicket on his next over to omewhat Jes en the blO\ . ow that '"e
~ere under way, the wickets started to fall, with Sgt mbrose and
LCpl Collins demoli hing the mid field with ome deva tating bo" ling,_
gt Partington demon trated that hi hand were afe a hou·es a he
caught a couple of na ty balls. J G were kept to \\hat appeared to be an
attainable total, 162 for 8 after 30 o ers.
row came 225 ig qn · chance of hO\\ ing their worth . \ itl1 the
word of 'we 're not a batting ide · ringing in our ear from our team
Captain, gt Beckett and Capt Morris took the long walk to the crea ·e.
Unfortunately they did not get tl1e opportunity to get too lonely out there .
ftcr ucces fully managing to hit the ba ll with item of their bod1c.
more tl1an the bat. both were out for a orry I nm each! pl Ho\' e and
LCpl Collin attempted to ready the hip but were both out for 4 and I
run re pe Lively. Things were looking dire a both gt Partington and
ig James were out for a duck. The batting "a tarting to look like a
traditional England again ·t tl1e Aussies at the Oval, but cometh tl1e hnur.
cometh the man. Cpl ash took to tl1e crea c to defend the honour of the
quadron . He slowly, ooh o very lo\\ ly. tarted to pile up the runs.
broken linger and all. Thi looked like a mini re O\ery from our haps
and all tarted to seem not totally lost. Would \\e be able to hreak 11110
double figure '? omc more batting from
gt Beckett and L pl Collins
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l n their . econd innings due to lack of manpow~r) h~'ped pu h u on to a
resp.: table 94 all out off 25 oYcrs. In the end II w::, a_good effort from

the quadron and an enjoyable afte~oon 's worth of cricket. Maybe next
ume when ome of our more c;;tabhshcd players return from courses anJ

leave we can field a full eleven. Who knows? Thanks to JSG fo r a good
game and we will see you next time after we have recovered from the
injurie !

39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)

CH RlTY E\'ERE T MA T LI fB - by L pl Jackson
The 2002 Mou111 Evere t Mast Climb took place at Portadown over
2 -29 fay and wa the ide~ of gt Gilch1:iest. He manag~d to muster a
team of even Riggers to climb a ma t equivalent to _the height _of Mount
faere t. for the charity PAPA (Parent ' and Professionals_ Autism). The
team of even Riggers were Sgt Gilchriest our 111trep1d leader, Cpl
Topping the 21C of the climb, LCpl Belshaw. LCpl Cooke_, LCpl
Jackson , LCpl \. hittaker, ig Topping and a three-man admm team
LCpl King. LCpl Murray and ig Bradshaw.
On the morning of 28 May we paraded at the mast to put ~P the
po ters and the bunting to add a jubilee flavour to our exped1t1on. In
order to make our climb the same height a Mount Evere teach member
of the team would have to ascend and descend the ma t thirteen times. To
add to our 40m Challenge we et our elve a 24-hour time limit. At
0900hrs Sgt Gilchrie t led the way with Cpl Topping in do e pursuit to
maximi e our time we ent two up and two down at a ttme. We were
making good time by I 200hrs with everyone already having completed
three climb . While we were slogging our gut out going up and down
the ma t. LCpl King wa at the front gate using his chann and panache
to get donations from people entering camp. By l 300hrs we were looking
good, getting a nice rhythm going. Then we got a bit of bad news, a
lighting warning state starting at I SOOhrs. We had planned to complete
half of the climb by ISOOhrs, when the warning rate was to start. To
en ure we reached our objective out came Sgt Gilchriest's leather glove
and whip to make u move a little faster, and it worked! By 1500hrs we
had all completed even climbs up the ma t.
By 2100hrs the lightning warning had diminished o we pu hed on
eager to get to the top. By late evening there were some very tired leg
and we found it difficult to get back into our rhythm. However, by
0300hrs we had reached the ' ummit' and it was all over. Not only had
we enjoyed our selve and had a good work out, we bad also raised
£2000 for a very worthwhile charity, PAPA. Special thanks go to Sala,
BT and Thomp on building and joinery who made particularly large
donation.

Top Row: Sig Topping and LCpl Jackson
Middle Row - LCpl Cooke, Cpl Topping, LCpl Murray
and LCpl Belshaw
Bottom Row - LCpl King. Sgt Gilchriest, Fiona and Sig Bradshaw
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COMMANDER'S ROVER GROUP - by Cpl Manns .
With the quadron all settled into it sparkling new accommodation in
Portadown, it was time to pring into action for another marching sea on
and Drumcree, with all the a ociated tension it entails. The quadron
performed flawlessl y in supporting the visitin g urge units providing;
accommodation, food , loos and lots of other welfare requirements for the
hoard of troop and not forgetting comms. In true Royal ignals style we
rose to the occasion. making it one of the smoothest running Drumcree
march in the hi tory of the Brigade - in my vast experience .. ..
The Squadron was also re ponsible for the Commanders protection
whilst out and about on the ground . Once again the infamous Rover
Group was cobbled together under our illu triou leader Lt Lord. After
an intensive block of training in Ballykinler's tin city, we soon became
the slick fighting machines needed for the job. The Rover Group for a
hort period became the Rover, when LCpl Howard filled one of the
petrol natche with diesel. Despite a very quiet marching season,
deployment for the group were quite frequent giving us a chance to see
more than the usual four wall of our offices. The Commander al o
appeared to enjoy the break as he walked straight through an Orange
parade not once but twice, which wa fun .
ow the marche are over, the troops are gone and Portadown ha
returned to nonnality, it i time to bid a fond farewell to Maj Warne,
ha ing been promoted to Lieutenant Colonel. ongratulations and a large
thank you for all your hard work. Also leaving us is Lt Lord, who is
going to 7 Annd Bde to do a proper job and Sig Price, bound for 21 Sig
Regt (AS). 1 hope ig Price is able to get all the leave he needs for the
filming of Star Wars 3, where his stretchy green skin will be much in
demand! Finally. a wann welcome to the new OC, Maj Carmicheal,
whose first priority will undoubtedly be a quadron bar.
ARMY WIMMING CHAMPIO SHIPS 26 JU E 2002
by Cpl Hallway.
After a glorious victory in the orthern Ireland Minor Swimming Unit
Championship, 3 In f Bde HQ & ig Sqn swimming team led by W02
(FofS) Ross found themselves en route to Aldershot for the Army
Champion hips. Con trained by the lack of water in Portadown in the
shape of a swimming pool (although there is plenty of rainwater), the
team travelled far and wide in search of a training venue. Eventually we
made Lisburn our surrogate home, which meant an unearthly start in
order to beat the crowds. The early mornings were thoroughly enjoyed by
all team members especially S gt oble and Cpl Hallway.
The team arrived in Aldersbot the day before the event to find that the
location had been changed to RMA Sandhurst. This change of venue
raised a few eyebrows of the more observant participator . The Sandhurst
pool was 33m in length therefore a SOm race had now become a 66m
race. After the first few races the team were lying in second place.
However, hopes of an early lead were soon dashed when both LCpl
Coehelo and Lt Lord were disqualified. Not to be disheartened by thi ,
the team dug deep and produced some excellent individual and relay
results to achieve fifth place overall. A special mention must go to
gt
oble for his spectacular performance in the individual medley and to
Sgt Morton for winner of the tightest trunks competitio n. Prior to
returning to Province the team ampled the delights of Gui ld ford , where
Cpl Hallway was given a lifetime membership of Domitree's Kebab
Shop and LCpl ankey applied for a bank loan to pay for his taxi fare
back to Aldershot.

The swimming team couldn't find a sponsor
so they went along to an identity parade instead
(L-R): Sig King, Sgt Hutton, SSgt Noble, LCpl Sankey,
Cpl Hallway, W02 (FofS) Ross, Cpl McKnight,
SSgt Hawkins and LCpl Coehelo
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Sqn Comd
RM

Maj D. A. Craft
WOl (RSM) P Marshall

SQ ADRO HEADQ ARTERS
The management team was kept on their toes over the 'Twelfth' period,
ensuring that everybody and everything was in the right place at the
correct time, as, once the masses began marching, all other movement
came to an abrupt stand till. Therefore forward planning was essential.
Fortuitously, events were reasonably calm, resulting in a mercifully quiet,
albeit ten e, period.
The Sqn HQ team was victorious in the Lisburn Support Battalion
Triathlon Relay. The competition included a gruelling rowing sprint, a
te ·ting cycling phase and finally some detennined running. Maj Dave
Craft, Capt Steven McCauley, Yeoman Wood and Sgt Mark Murphy
represented the Sqn HQ. 54 Sqn RLC fini shed second. However, our
intrepid four had finished their final run relay before the second fastest
team had started, a convincing win from an extremely fit and detennined
bunch of guys . Our other two teams in the event also acquitted
th emselve extremely well. Cpl Donna Chivers could not muster a
female team. Leave and courses had depleted her choice of female
gladiator so she joined the men's team producing impressive times in all
three events.
Jn order to acquire an insight into Rigging duties, Maj Craft, Maj 0 '
Shea and WOl (RSM) Marshall donned climbing rig and helmet to
undergo the orthern Ireland Suitable to Climb Cour e (NlSCC). Under
the expert supervision of Sig Morrison and Sig Slowey, the group
cautiously a cended the 45m ma t at the rear of the headquarters.
Practical as essments included reach and grab, climbing down from 30m
to 20m, assuming the angel position at dizzy heights (outside the tower},
shimmying and rapid descent from 40m. They found it hairy enough,
de pite the sunshine and lack of wind! We'll leave the night climbs, icy,
windy and wet conditions to the experts thank you very much!
Hearty congratulations to LCpl Sarah Howell on her well de erved
promotion to Cpl. Apart from that and LCpl Leon Pears arriving to
replace C pl Paul Ryan in the Sqn Office, events of late have been few
and far between - long may it o remain!
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj J. F. O' hea R rRISH
W02 (RQMS) Buckingham
WOlC
Firstly we have to say goodbye to LCpl Kevin Pack and his wife
Rachael who is leaving u to go to 7 Sig Regt. We would al o like to
thank Kevin for all his hard work over his four-year tour and to wish him
and Rachael the best of luck for the future. Finally we would like to
welcome Sig Yates to the Department. He ha ju t joined us from
Blandford. On 11 July, Sgt Hawkswortb was awarded the LS & G and
The Joint Commander's Certificate of Commendation for Operation
Palatine in the Balkan region. His wife, Ella, and daughters Amanda and
Rachael, watched proudly as The Brigade Commander, Brig J. J . C.
Bucknall MBE, conducted the pre entation .

orthern Ireland. Op Crookham 2 dominated the work scene with all the
Techs working their socks off to ensure that any communicaiions failures
were dealt with before the Chief of Staff knew about them . We now look
forward to Op Croo~ham 3 and more hard work . A quiet Marching
Season left plenty of lime for us to pursue other avenues both in and out
of 'The Shoe'. A well done goes to Cpl Ted by, gt Mark Murphy, Sgt
Br.o wn, :WOI (R_S M) M_arshall _and_Lt Bennett for representing the
Brigade m the Mmor Unit Athleuc m Alderhsot They achieved third
place overall. The Section welcomes LCpl Gary MacKenzie and Cpl
Simon Chittick. There were loads of tears with the departure of four of
our family. Cpl Lord leaves us for l Div, Cpl Jack Hawkins is off to AF
orth, LCl?l Kate Anderson returns to Blandford and S gt Robert
Atherton ts off to create a new fan club at 7 Sig Regt. Finally,
congratulations to Cpl Vicky Roissetter on her promotion.
RIGGI G SECTIO - by Sig Slowey
Firstly congratulations go out to gt Renforth and his wife Maud on
the birth of their little girl ikki. We are trying to get her a rigging
harness made so she can boost the manpower in ihe Section.
Congratulations and all the best for the future from all the lads in the
Section. The Section has only had a few jobs on over the Op Crookham 2
period, because most of the work for this crucial period had been
comp leted before hand. The Section has taken advantage of this by
starting PORT training with the A and SH Highlanders in Belfast to get a
taste of what being on a base line is like. Also. this month ig Morrison
is on EPORT training in Stranrear with the RAF Regiment providing
radio coverage for their exerci e.
ARMY ATHLETICS - by Cpl Tedby
Anticipation wa high as we boarded the aeroplane bound for London
Heathrow, and the Army Semi-finals held at Aldershot Military town . o
one expected our eight-man team to even figure in the top four tean1s. as
it would be up against team uch as the ASPT and ATR Ba ingboume,
whose reputations preceded them to the field. On the day, only four of the
seven teams stepped up to the challenge; the previously mentioned teams.
imjegen Coy, The Green Guards and us. From the tart we knew that
we could contend for second place with ATR Bassingbourne fielding an
under strength team. However, the ASPT team, (or should I ay one-man
team). streaked ahead proving that we were in no shape to challenge for
the premier pot. After ome hard fought battle we emerged in the
runners-up position with the Army Final to look forward to in two
weeks. ome grumbles floated around when we realised that we would
have to go through it all again. Final day crept up on us like old age. It
just seemed to arrive, and we reali ed that once again we were ill
prepared. The day staned \vith gt Brown juggling the Pole Vault and
Triple Jump competition . doing one jump in one event then one jump in
the other and earning a third and fourth place re pective ly.

COMMU ICATIO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt S. R. Bennett
Tp S gt
SSgt P. P. Corcoran
A warm welcome is extended to SSgt Eddie Corcoran who is taking
over as the new Troop Staff e rgeant. His arrival ha relieved the
pressure on the Troop Commander Lt . R. Bennett, who now ha
someone to talk to.
OPERATIO
ECTlO - by Sig Wallace
Another Marching Season over and finally the Brigade can relax a
little knowing that everybody has done a good job. Comm Tp would like
to say goodbye to S gt Atherton. Thanks for everything and maybe
we'll meet again. We would also like to welcome the troop latest arrivals
Cpl Grimes, ig Cooper, Sig Prince. Sorry lads, there is no e cape from
the OMM E I yscon. Cpl Bevan is welcomed back to shift work in
Sy con proving there is no escape! ongratulation goes to Helen and Sig
Wallace, on their recent marriage. I hope all goes well for the future.
This month's Third Friday lub wa upposed to be High land Game
organised by ig Philips, but due to bad weather everybody opted for the
eco nd choice, a pub quiz. The winners were the Comm Tp team
con i ting of pl Humphrey , Cpl Tierney and urprise, urpri e Sgt
Atherton. Later that evening (with many drinks and much per uasion)
we managed to convince S gt Atherton that he should have ofT his
moustache for charity. A Ithough there were not many people in the bar at
the time, we managed to raise £21 O for The Malone Road harity. Thank
you all for helping. You know who you are.
TECH ICAL MAI TE A CE ECTIO - by LCpl Ma Ke11Zie
All work and no play makes Frank a dull boy, and ·to be Frank' there
have been ample of both in TM Sect over the late t bu y period in
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Sgt Brown grappling with a very long pole!
gt Wayne Dunbar, our field e ent uper tar. easily won us a
second in the Hammer. A ·tring of third and fourths along with a couple
of second kept u in contention for the econd place. a. the top three
team, pulled away from the rest of the field. We con tantl wappcd
place with 2 0 K ig Sqn a the comp titian for ·econd place heated
up.
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Moultn Rouge. All had an expensive but very enjoyable day before we
headed back to that metropolis called Londonderry - some by plane and
some by a clapped out old minibus.

A ll the golf you can play over THREE days plus B & B for £90!

Cpl Tedby looking tired as he warms up for the 4x400m relay by
doing the 400m hurd le s
As the day went by we realised that it' as going to come down to the
last
event and the 4x400m relay. All we had to do ' as to fim h
ahead of them. Thi pro' ed to be too great a task as their uperior
4x400m team finished ahead of us. They say ic never rains but it pour .
The umpire approached u at the en~ of the race to di quali fy us f?r
breaking early on the second lap. A dire blo' to our hopes but we ull
had a guaranteed third place. ot bad for a team that did not even expect
to qualify. We will be back next year.

re,,

• "ORTHER.: lRELA D ROUNDERS CO ·JPETITION
The I lnter Rounders Competition saw the quadron unable to enter a
full girl team. However, C pl P ayton and LC pl M offat anached
themselves to a needy HQNI Sp Bn. TI1e rules had changed considerably
since their school days, but the basics were the same - get to the fo-st post
before the girl with the ball in her hand does. Thi look LCpl 1offat
quite a while fathom. eventually getting there and even scoring half
rounders, along with C pl Payton. Dives, splits. and even cartwheels were
seen. At the end the girls were joint second with !CS and after a replay
both teams ended up having the same amount of rounders, requiring
another replay. Again the teams managed to have the same amount of
rounders, o the team captains looked at their team , saw how tired they
were and decided on finishing joint second. Well done to everyone who
took part.
EXERC ISE U NI MI NDER
The day started with Jes ons on the Yellow Card and driver train ing,
before practi ing navigation and contact reports in the Jnvertron. With the
indoor phase completed, the exercise moved outs ide for lessons on
searching, driver training and base dri lls. With the lessons completed it
was time for dinner before the light faded and lhe exercise phase began.
The exercise was divided into two phases, the first being practisi ng the
driving kill learnt during the day and the second a base defence
exercise. C pl Chivers did a great job as guard com mander, eventually
being forced out of the guard room by a bomb and made to set up again
down the road by holding the radio, logbook and Barracks Incident Plan
in her arms.

........
•c•••••
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Q ADRO
qn Comd
R "\1

Mo t Golf Played
Tuesday's Prize
Wednesday's Prize
Thursday' Prize
Overall Winner
Special Prize

Swiss Army Knife
mall Shield
Large Sh ield
Large Shield
Bronze Statuette
Palm Top Computer

Ia n Wa lker
' Jim ' O 'Shea
John Peach
Brian Welton
'Matt' G ibbons
'Matt' G ibbons

8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (218)

HEADQ ARTERS
Maj F. E.R. Whichelo
WOt (RSM) K. Simmons

Maj \\hich elo has finally completed his tour here in Londonderry and
move on to \foD Main Building. We wish him, Gillian and little Lucy
all the \ery best for the future and many happy days of hopping on the
Kings Road. At least someone else wi ll have a chance of winning the
BPFA now! • gt Dave Mc all has been granted hi s wish and has now
been given a well-dcscf\'cd rest from the bars of Londonderry. His is a
,,ad l1»s, lea\ing u after just six months and returning lo 30 Sig Regt.
\Velcome to \t aj D.C. G aul and fami ly who join us from Sh rivenham
and am\c ID early August. A belated and warm welcome to WO! (RSM)
Ke, in Simm o n ~ and wife C laire along with lhc crazy mutts who arrived
ID earl} 1ay from I (UK) Armd Div ig Regt. Hello also to Sgt Sean
Keenan and 111fe Lo ui e from MoD, LC pl icky Ke!Jy from 100 yards
away at R Bdc HQ, \ pl Ta rrv from 39 Inf Bde and C pl McC readdie
from 7 Sig Rcgt.
•
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'Where's the catch?' I asked my elf. Sgt Robert Atherton, as u ual,
had played a blinder. doing a lot of shopping around, securing a dea l with
Brighou e Bay Holiday Park and Kirkudbright Golf Courses. After an
early start from Lisburn, we sailed from Lame to Caimryan an~ arrived
in Brighouse Bay Holiday Park at 08001trs, where br~akfa l awaited. We
met up with ' Matt ' Gibbons who was on lea ve tn Merseyside but
couldn't resist a cheap holiday. LCpl Stuart Welton's father, Brian, was
due to arri e from Bristol, and would join u later on. Suitably refreshed,
we sp lit into 3 ·3 ball groups and set off for a nine-hole warm-up, in
preparation for the afternoon' competition. (Yes, we know it's against the
rule in troke play but it was the same for c crybody!)
The Brighouse cour e is rolling links, with. ?me interesting water
feature and tricky greens. The cores were scrutm1sed over a good lunch
and handicaps allocated to tho c who hadn't an official tandard. Brian
Welton arrived, bringing with him a number or prizes, including a palm
top computer, a Swi Army knife and enough Tee-shirts for everybody. I
began to under tand why the morning cores had been so high, as we
were basing the handicap on the morning's performance. We had al o
brought our own prizes of course. After such a lovely morning, the
afternoon deteriorated into driving heavy rain, putting off the le s
determined. Gue who was the first to retire? ... Cpl torm !
Considering tbc atrocious weather, the cores were impres ive.
Following a shower and a change into dry clothes, '~e were ready fo; a
pint and a good feed. Our accommodation wa a pair of chalets, .wh ich
were very well appointed. (I'm sure there must have been a rambow
o erhead from all our wet gear!) After uch an early start and 27 holes
(plus a beer or two) we were ready for an early night.
We drove to (nearby) Kirkudbright next morning for Pha c 2.
Following a hearty breakfast and rearranging the four ball groups and we
headed off around quite a hilly front nine. The back nine was a little
ea ier on the thigh , descending back to sea level. There were some tricky
drives over quarries and streams. A shot saver would have revealed some
of the hidden watercourses. They were discovered only on final approach
when one's ball was found nestling in a babbling brook. The scores at
lunch showed no clear leader, but with another 18 holes to come, no bets
were taken. After an abysmal morning's golf, ' Matt' Gibbo ns played a
blinder in the afternoon, relegating the morning's leader, Maj O'Shea,
into second place. After 36 holes, we were more than ready for the
excellent spread provided by the Kirkudbright catering staff. eedles to
say a pint or t\ o was enjoyed back in Brighouse Bay bar.
To help those with a long drive home, our final day's golf saw a
0700hrs tee-off. Poor old LCpl Stu art Welton retired afler the first hole
with a tenacious tummy bug that floored him for the rest of the week. His
father, Brian, playing off single figures, claimed the honours throughout
the morning, playing exce llent golf. Flagging somewhat, the Club
Professional enjoyed a brisk trade in golf buggies, giving the guys a boost
for the final 18 holes. The sun came out for the final match and heads
lifted as the end loomed large. There were a lot of tired teddies when we
arrived home after 99 holes in three days - especia ll y those who play
more golf than the average. Prizes were presented prior to departure:

BATTLEFIELD TO R TO BASTOGNE
SSgt Mark Cla rke orga nised a very interesting ba ttlefie ld tour. to
Bastogne, St Vith and the Eben Emae l fortress in Belgium over the penod
3 - 7 June 2002. Over th is period ten members of the sq uadron fo llowed
in the footsteps of the All ied forces down to the Ardennes fo rest to cover
Hitler's fina l gamb le on the Western Front. On Day One, we were lucky
enough to meet a WWII veteran Don Worsley who served in the IOlst
Airborne, 505 Coy in Bastognc during December 1944. Don gave the
group a soldi er's perspective of the siege and he also too k lhe group to
the d iffe ren t locations w here the I 0 I st dug in aroun d Bastogne. In
a pprec iati on, we loo ked after him in the eveni ngs. As we ll as the
Arden nes offen ive, Maj Whichelo gave the group a presentation at the
Eben Emael fort ress. T his skirmish happened in May 1940 when the
Ger man used a su rp rise g li de r attack ca rry in g 80 e ng in eers a nd
explosives to capture a Garrison of over 500 Belgiu m troops and the most
heavi ly fortified posi tion ever created wi th considera ble ease. After a
busy 3-day batt lefield tour, the group had a break in Paris where some
went to the Louvre Museum but most went to the pub and ended up at the
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BRIGADE MARCH AND SHOOT COMPETITIO

marching season. We were all fortunate enough to be involved with the
Civ pop side of the Public Order Training prior to the Op period. ome of
us had never been involved in this kind of training before and it was a
real eye opener! Sig Del D'lasselle seemed to end every session with
more bruises than anybody. This proved to be a great way to break the
routine of normal work - organised chaos all in the aid of training. Here'
looking forward to next year.

Mixing it up a t P ublic O rder Training

1

The Team - 8 Infantry Brigade March and Shoot Competition
Back Row (L-R): Maj Wichelo, LCpl Jackson, Cpl Bennett,
LCpl Beazley, Cpl Irwin, W01 (RSM) Simmons and Pte Payne
Front Row (L-R): LCpl McDermott, SSgt Mayell, LCpl Epson,
Sgt Thompson and Cpl Low
The day started early in preparation for the march and shoot; a bit too
early for some including myself who were till a bit fragile from the
night's karaoke session at Maydown. We all met at the armoury where
Maj Whichelo, LCpl McDermott and LCp l Stuart Easto n were told
the good news that they will be carrying LSWs. On arrival we were given
our tart timings and a chance to have a go on the paintball and shotgun
ranges, the quad and mountain bikes and all the other Brigade welfare
equipment that had been brought together for the day. The time had
finally come to start the 7-mile march to the start of the 3-mile navex.
After a boggy start we finally made it to the hard standing which gave us
a chance to up the pace and open our legs a bit. The miles flew by and we
soon found ourselve at the start of the 3-mile navigation phase. The map
was then handed over to Sgt T hompson who was fresh back from his
Map Reading Instructors Course. The pressure was on him but he came
through with flying colours. Fatigue and cramps tarted to et in and
LCpl Jackso n tried to get through it by shouting, 'Ouuww man this is
weak, you little Geordie maggot,' at himself which we all found quite
amusing. Also C pl Bennett found him elf weapon and weight-le sat the
back of the squad. Better luck next time ' Bobby'. We then finally arrived
at the 300m point for the shoot phase where we had to sprint down to the
IOOm point. We soon di po ed of the 25 plates, thanks to the efforts of
the lightning quick LCpl Low's amazing tum of peed and sheer luck at
lhe firing point. Our illustriou SSgt Mayell and the rest of the team
quickly dispatched the rest. With that out the way it was time to relax and
get some well deserved food, kindly prepared by our chefs who had
entered the Brigade cooking competition. At the presentation we found
we had come I 1th of 16 teams (mostly infantry) and with a re pectable
time of 2hrs and 12 minutes. Thanks to the WO! (R M) Simmons as
team captain for guiding u through the course and getting us all through
it in one piece.
MOTOR TRANSPORT T ROOP - by Sig Davies
MTWO
W02 Tony Stronach
Yet another busy couple of months with the fast and furious tart to the

Even though this is a busy time, there is still the normal comings and
goings within the Troop. The first of these is C pl Roy Park who i going
on to bigger things in civvy treet. LCpl L und and family and LC pl
Ada ms and family are both off to Sup Bn ARRC within a couple of
weeks of each other. All our thanks and best wishes for the future go with
them. Where there are departures there are always arrivals, and big
welcomes go to Sgt Shelley Willi ams RLC, C pl John Mercer and Pte
Co ultas.
REG IMENTAL Q ARTERM ASTERS DEPARTME T
RQMS
W0 2 Dave Inman
S CO
gt Bria n Robson
The department has had an interesting couple of months. We have all
been busy sorting out the account after the board of officers. The
department also helped the RQMS with the organisation of the CSE
show which was a great event that took place in late June. We have al o
been trying to get away for some golfing sports afternoon . It's hard to fit
in around a busy schedule bu1, when we all ma nage to get away its
definitely fun and games. The RQMS held a BBQ at the Foyle bar. After
the hard work that's been achieved in the department it was a very
relaxed enjoyable day for everyone that attended. At the end of the BBQ
C pl O ' Reilly. LCpl Stuart Eason and LCpl Lee Fowler put on a little
show which ended up with them losing their clothes. Some of the other
non-military gue t certain ly appreciated the gesture and there wa a
smile from ear to ear on the RQ' sister in laws face.
C OMM
l CATIO S T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Wilson
Tp gt
Sgt Steven Maycll
Once again, th is Troop has seen many come and go. Welcome to Cpl
(soon to be Sergeant) Gina Atkinson , Cpl Peter Thorpe, Cpl Keith
Knox (congratulat ion on your marriage to Jill), Cpl Erin Bridger,
LCpls Chris Beazley, McDermott, Dion Fotheringham, Peter ex and
Lauren Haworth and also to Sigs C reighton and Sutherland . Farewell
to ·the following who will all be sorely mi sed; C pl Ward , C pl Breydin ,
LCpl Gibson (well done on the promotion) and Paisley and finally to
Sigs herrin-Jones, Tucker (well done on the promotion) idorowi cz
and Preece. Also congratu lations to ig Garnett on hi long awaited
promotion and to LCpl E ric Low who i al o promoted to Corporal thi
month.

JE
1st (UNITED KINGDOM)
ARMOURED DIVISION HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL REGIMENT

211 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn omd
Maj Andy Luca
SSM
W02 (S M) hris Lloyd
He ll o aga in after a time from D iv Mai n, w here we have see n
widespread change to the Squadron with move ment both in and out
being plent iful , and new add itio n to the quadron fami ly. Firstly we
mu t say goodbye to a num ber of peop le from the quadron. Maj eil
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Makepeace and Georgie are returni ng to JHQ. All the be t in the nc"
job Bo . Foll owing c lo ely on his heel
apt John on and Deborah
(and Bump) moving to JH Q after JC C. II the best and we hope )Our
new family member doc n ' t tay in for too much longer.
Congratulation· on a num ber of promotion . firstly to gt Maj Ke ll~
leaving us on promotion to R 'I 3 Div, (it ha got quiett.•r here already).
To all rho e in 3 Di , remember to keep your ear defence to hand at all
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tim~ . and he has tea, white. '' ith lot of sugar. W02 (FofS) Dave Petty
has left for the sunnier clime· of audi Arabia, now as WO l. S gt (YofS)
John hon has 'Cl another departure due to promotion . He ha
ev ntuall) managed to clear everything ' ith the _es~ape committee.
although the tunn l made a la ·1 minute detour 'Tom l) 1gs to 21 1g . 15
ig. lo.. is defimtely 21' gain, good luck 10 both John and Andrea.
, gt Reed ha. now al o left us and i terrori ·ing the , tudent of Lon~on
OT . With a shin) ne\\ badge and ' earing his AG ., SOIT) Manne
Corp· Beret, the ne\\ W02 (
1.) Reed is back on the loo e. Hello al o
10 new members of the quadron. :\laj Lucas the new OC, W02 (SS f)
Llovd back in the Corps fold after baby itting tudcnt in heffield
UOTC. \\ 02 (FofS) Robert Pace arriving from 16 ig Regt and finally
m HQ.
ot (YofS) Peter Em en who ha e caped the wheelies of201
qn to do s;me real work. Other notable arri als are 2Lt C lare Cassidy.
fre h from 'andhurst.
gt Lee, back from exile wi th l Bn REME and
gt McKensie arriving on promotion from 7 Bde.
Finally in the promotion take • well done and at last Cpl Ale ander,
Cpl Vicker and Cpl Teale all now awaiting their entry to the me s. All
the be t fella . Congratulations al o go to Cpl Emma Opie our _newc t
mum on the birth of her on, Kee an. To Cpl Oldfield congratulanons on
the eventual arrival of your boy, (third time lucky). There are two 1~1orc
birth in the pipeline with borh igs Phoenix and Dave Jones, awaiting
their own arrivals, all the be t to you pair and your spouses. Al o
congratulation to LCpl Darroch nee Barnes on her marriage to Phil. lf
l have mi ed anyone out ·orry, and we'll get you next time.

212 IG 'AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Brian Alderson
M
W02 lartin Walsh
COMM • 'JCATIO. TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lesley Mccafferty
Tp 'CO
gt Duggan
The initial phase of the mighty tri -exerci eathon tarted with Ex
Premier Chain which invQlved 212 Sig Sqn deploying to good old
Sennelager Training Area. The route wa marked out well, not by MT Tp,
but with the trail of hazard warning triangles belonging to 211 ig Sqn's
vehicles. The exercise kicked off with 'BC training and the training
wing bombarded us with many fact and figures in preparation for future
BC attacks. It ju t so happened that, when 211 Sig Sqn bumped us
(their own exercise cenario), lhe attack was carried out in Dress
Category2.
Following an attack after a rolling replenishment on the night move to
Antwerp Barrack . we set up the complex for Ex Rhino Spear where
Papa HQ re-roled as a DSG, the first time in two years. DSG Forward
was also deployed, a mere 600m up the road. A the tent was dragged out
of the stores and du ted off, many holes were located on the roof, thus
waterproofs were required in ide the tent as the heavens opened for the
duration of the deployment. 1everthele s it turned out a success and 20
Bde now have the pleasure of providing DSG. A few detachments
enjoyed a culture change and deployed wirb the Czech and Danish
Brigade . The language barrier turned out to be larger than first thought
and the lad managed to improve their band signa ls and sign language
kills by the end of the exercise.
After reverting back to HQ Alt we had a stand down period that
included a families' day on site. The wives and children enjoyed GPMG
firing. 432 driving, off road driving in Land Rovers, and some unusual
blindfolded ob tacle courses. All in all, amongst the rain and muddy
shoe , the familie ' day was a success. We sadly waved them off and
continued with squadron training. For the fmale, Ex Rhino Charge, our
location mimicked the omme or other Great War mud baths. Cpl Brown
managed to keep his unbroken ·towed in ' record for four consecutive
exercises, with eight breakdown over the four exercises. Hi s parting
comment only being 'It wasn't me'.
C0'\1MAXD TROOP
Tp Comd
gt Buckle
gt Dean Rawlings
Tp S ·co
During the latest Rhino trilogy the Squadron were lucky enough to be
gi\'en two days awav to recharge their batteries. Pads went home to mow
the grass and the singlies attempted to spend a month's wages in the local
\\Stering hole scattered around Herford in the days allotted. However, it
\\asn 't all suru.hine and happinc. s. Two days go by quickly and then it
wa time to return to Sennelager to ee off the remainder of the exercise.
Some brave spouses, girlfriends and children had the courage to brave the
elements and join their partners. They came to see how the Squadron

works in the field. Such courage mu t be commended a in true British
tradition (even when in Germ a ny ) the day wa plagued by rain .
Thankfully spirit were not as dampened as clothes and most people
eemed to enjoy the day. Activitie on offer included 432 driving under
the watchful eye of gt Rawlings. o mean feat taking civvies into a
vehicle that weighs 17 tons when they don 't know what they are doing!
We suspect he had a hidden agenda a most of hi ginger locks have now
turned grey. Another feeble attempt at shedding your fox-like appearance
Rawlings? GPMG firing wa ~lso available. yve ' re quite glad we ' re not
mind reader a ome of the wives had a particularly malevolent stare as
they opened up. Husbands beware the ne~t time a ~c s mee~ing ' ov~r
runs ' . II in all the day wa a success with the fanuhcs gett111g a bncf
insight into the quadron in the field and go_ing home happy, albeit
covered in cam cream and mud. ·oaked to the km.
S PPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Michael Parke
Tp
CO
Sgt eil McKenzie
.
The mighty 212 p Tp returns from a months camping. The three
Exercise Rhino Spear, Rhino pear 2 and Rhino Charge took their toll.
ome have faltered and ome have triumphed , but all bodged! The three
exercise were a combination of staff upport (DSG), field craft ,
divi ional headquarter and a fighting headquarter . Our leaders excelled
themselves.
gt McKenzie the man who can't be gassed, was olid and
gt Lodge, who is in charge of our Line, det.even managed to grow ome
hair, (the Beckham look). Mo t of the fighting force these guys led was
young and inexperienced. We would like to say h~llo to Cpl Byrne,
LCpl El ton and Sig Bennet who are new to the Div and thanks to the
guys in Glasgow for sending the reinforcement right on time. We would
like to congratulate the ' big' man himself Cpl Sheard on coming off the
board (you ' ll have a desk job soon mate). The Techs sustained the only
two ca ualties of the exerci e . We'd like to ay well done to Cpl
Hunsperger whose fieldcraft and night navigation skill are, let's just
say, awesome also congratulation to newly promoted Cp l I~in , Good.
We leave our epic story with the return to, as the GOC puts 1t, Happy
Herford ' , a little battered, brui ed, but as always still smi ling. Roll on
Poland. One for the newly posted in is SSgt (FofS) Frangleton. How'
the project coming along?
HEADQUARTERSSQUADRO
TECHNICAL MAI TE ANCE TROOP
Congratulations and farewell to newly promoted Capt (TOT) Henly,
who has been posted to 252 Sig Sqn. Goodbye to LCpl Bentley, who has
been posted to Bulford 3 (UK) Div. Welcome to the new Regimental
Foreman of Signals, (FofS) Jones, who has only been here for six weeks
and bas already completed a four-week exercise. Welcome to LCpls
Alward- mith, Grears and Poole, fresh from Blandford on their first
tour. Welcome also to Cpl Poole, who is starting his second term in the
army with TM Troop, I (UK) ADSR. Congratulations to the Troop
contingent, Cpls Andrews and Torode and LCpl Alward-Smith, who
took part in the Lanyard Trophy this year (which was a very tough course
over the Yorkshire Moors). and finished in a very respectable sixth
po ition overall. Well done also to Cpl Rathbone on his well contended
boxing match against 7 Sig Regt, which J (UK) ADSR went on to win.
The RSAAM team which comprised largely TM Tp, three of which went
on to repre ent the Regiment at the BA (G) SAAM. We welcome a new
PT! into the Troop, Cpl ea l Prickett after passing his PTI cour e.
Finally congratulations to newly promoted Cpls Layfield, Johnston and
F rost.
REGIME TAL GENERATOR BAY - by LCpl Laverick
The Regimental Generator Bay (RGB) has been quite a busy place
recently with Ex Premier Chain and Rhino Spear which saw those of us
that made it out of camp back on surmy Sennelager AGAJN. As is always
the case with STA, it was unseasonably wet, but this did not dampen the
enthusiasm of the Regimental Ech and all had a productive time. We also
had the privilege of ' ho ting' the Div NBC Evaluation Team on one of
the only hot and sunny days! This is the first opportunity that we have
had to welcome two new faces into the Regimental Generator Bay
(RGB), ig Brindley straight from Blandford and Cpl Hudson from TM
Tp. The first sign of any manual labour finds C pl Hudson disappearing
down to the Battery Shop. On a farewell note, LCpl Akrill left earlier
this year on promotion for 2 Sig Regt and the boys wish him all the luck
for the future. La t but not least has any one seen SSgt Dave Keenan?
Rumour has it that on Wednesday afternoons he can be found at the
stables. (Ln training for the Grand ational?).

.I

train arrived at the precise time it aid it would on the timetable. Already
we were beg inning to realise we were a Jon i? way from home. Sigs
Bishnu and Prem Samphahade soon got stuck mto the on-board kiddies
playground and particularly enjoyed the slide and roundabout. After we
arri ved in Wilderswil we had a short walk to the campsite, a quick look at
the Alpine giants. The ~onch, The Eiger and The Jungfrau quickly
dispelled any ideas that this would be a leisurely week strolling through
Ipine meadows. A shakeout walk on the first day gave u a taste of the
unforgi ving gradients and the heat that would stay with us for the whole
exercise period.
Day One of the trek and I 500m of mountain lay above us. There were
two routes to the top of Schynigc Platte, the train or the path. For some
reason we chose the latter and cheerily returned the waves of the
pa sengers on the mountain railway. After about five hours climbing we
hit the station at Lhe top and after lunch set out on a spectacular ridge
walk to our campsite at Lake Sagistalse. Lt Pete Hodgkinson was the
first to take a dip ~or a wash .and exclaimed it was a bit on the nippy side,
apparently something not evident from the patches of snow falling into it.
Day Two and it was on to Lake Bachsee via the summit of the
Faulhom, at 2680m quite literally the high point of the expedition. After
a particularly forlorn look from LCpl Mark Dimberline, the owner of
the Faulhom Mountain Hotel were persuaded to open the shop a week
early for drinks and chocolate. The next day we were forced to take a
cable car down into the town of Grindelwald due to pressing
circumstances (ie: England v Brazil) and were more than a little miffed
when the car was delayed due to the previous nights hailstorm which had
caused some damage. After re-supplying in Grindenwald it was up onto
the Eigertrail, which runs along at about 2000m at the base of the
mountain. Again everyone else was taking advantage of the mountain
railway. From Stn Eigergletscher we could celebrate the fact that it was
all downhill from then on. However, the downhills were just about as bad
a the uphill and we were relieved to finally get our feet on some tlat
ground in the Lauterbrunnen Valley, widely regarded by Alpinists as the
most spectacular in Europe. We followed the Weisse Lutschine (White
River) down the valley to our final stop in Interlaken. After a free day in
Interlaken we headed up the Grindelwald valley for a mornings white
water rafting. About 2km up from the put in point the river was still a
glacier. after a quick splash and a check on who e heart was still bearing,
we all decided that it would be an extremely bad idea to end up on the
outside side of the boat. It made little difference as the guide was
determined to get as much of the river inside the boat as possible.
We pent the final evening in Geneva before beading back to the
airport where LCpl Dimberline, Sig Bishnu !ind Sig Prem were all
made to unpack their bergens after trying to smuggle Coleman Stoves
back into the UK. After an explanation of what the QM would do to them
and a quick consultation of whether that would be against the Geneva
Convention, the border official relented and allowed them to board the
plane. Despite the expedition being very physically demanding, we all
had a very enjoyable time and look forward to experiencing the Berne e
Alps again sometime - by train. Expedition Members were, Lt Frazer
Keith, Lt Peter Hodgkinson , LCpl Mark Dimberline, Sig Bishnu
Gurung, Sig Jyoti Gurung, Sig Gautam Gurung and Sig Premkumar
Samphahade.

2 Signal Regiment Athletics Team - 2 Div Champions

Lt Peter Hodgkinson leads the way on our shake out walk

2 SIGNAL REGIMENT

co

RS\f

Lt Col I. Cameron-Mowat
WOJ (RSM) A. J. Frost

EXERCISE BER E E 1 ORTHER
Ix Bernese 'orthem was a trekking expedition in the Swiss Alps
01 •,mi ~d by Lt Keith. even members of the Regiment left York early
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on Monday 17 June for the drive down to Luton Airport. Cpl Carter
nimbly negotiated the busy MI traffic and ensured the party made our
flight to Geneva in the lap of Easy Jet luxury. After a few dubious
glances were made at our epa lese contingent at immigration we headed
through the airport to the rail station for a three-hour journey to the
Bemer Oberland region of Switzerland. Imagine our surprise when the
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2 DIV! IO ATHLETICS CHAMPION HIP
The Regimental Athletics team travelled to auerick for the 2nd
Division Athletics Championships expecting minimum competition as no
other major unit had entered! The appearance of I QLR and ITC
Catterick in the men's competition and 3 CS Med Regt and AF
llarrogate in the women's meant that the teams would have to overcome
some opposition if they were to win the coveted title .
For the men the day started well on the field with Lt Keith and
gt
Wyatt completing an A and B string 1st and 2nd in the hammer and on
the track LCpl Dev cruised to a fine victory in the 400m Hurdle . In the
sprints the 2 Sig Regt speed kings were unstoppable as gt Pope and ig
Jones did the double in the I OOm and LCpl Levin teamed up with gt
Pope to record a clean sweep in the 200m. ln the 400m it was LCpl
Parkinson and LCpl Bradley who did the damage. The opposition
began to think turning up might not have been such a good idea. In the
distance events LCpl Woodhead, LCpl Maxted, LCpl Bradle , Sig
Sheppard and Cpl Clarke had to do ten times the work of the sprinters
to ensure the 2 ig Regt team stayed on top. LCpl Warner was in
devastating form in the long and triple jump, ably backed up by Sig
Jones and LCpl Dev. LCpl Klrkby bagged second place in an evenly
fought high jump competition and by the time the relays came the results
were academic. 2 Sig Regt von both the 4xl00 and 4x400 for good
measure anyway. The final result was a resounding win by a clear 17
points from I QLR.
In the women's match, where 2 ig Regt were competing under York
Garrison. LCpl Dickson showed the oppo ition a clean pair of heel in
the lOOm and ig Green halgh made her long awaited return to the track,
just being pipped al the line in the 200m. Sig Anderson was a clear
winner in the 400m as was LCpl Dickson in the 400m Hurdle . Cpl
Caplin was narrowly beaten in a hard fought l 500m but the AFC
Harrogate runner had to work her eyeballs out to grab the win. If anyone
has the strength to run 12.5 laps of the track it was Sig Rudkin, ' ho
must have been dizzy by the time she finished the 5000m in third place.
Yet more wins by Sig Greenhalgh ia the triple jump and Cpl Caplin in
the long jump were backed up by a ound third from Lt Crawford in the
long jump. Sgt McChesney recorded third in the shot, as did Sig Hudd
in the discus whilst Sig Kerr launched the Javelin to a winning distance.
The women were runaway winners in the 4x I OOm and ea ured the bus
would return to York with both trophies on board.

Looking towards the Jungfrau - 4158m
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LANYARD TROPHY 2002
. Squad recruitment for the Lanyard Trophy began in March 2002.
Initially a group of about 20 'volunteers' assembled for a briefing by the
team manager, W02 (SSM) Peter Griffith . The training trategy wa
outlined, with variou week away for some gentle ambling around the
countryside. The training programme wa viewed by ome a being
overly ambitious, con idering the Regimental Forecast of Events. Indeed
thi proved to be the case as the quad wa eaten away at variou time
by the Regimental Cadre Cour e, Corp Football and the inevitable
exerci e and injury problem . The week before the competition itself
found the team conducting the e ential route recce, (le s the out of
bound area naturally, out of bound for ome rather than other ). A
couple of day before the competition saw the fina l pieces of team
support being put into place and ome final adjustments to our bergen .
The team left on Wedne day afternoon for Wathgill Training Camp "here
the competition was ba ed. On arrival the final team Ii t was announced.
icklin, 2Lt Kieth, W02 Griffiths, gt
The team con isted of 2Lt
Lee Ford, Cpl Watts, LCpl Musgrave, LCpl aylor. L pl Bradley,
Sig Stopforth and ig Gokul. Admin upport wa to be ably upplied by
gt Brotherston and the two unlucky reser es, LCpl Levin and ig
Smith.
Apparently, I've been reliably infom1ed that one of the best rea on
for the competition is bumping into the ame old faces, tho e that are ad
enough to do the Lanyard time atlcr time. long after they hould be old
enough to kno\ better.
Up early, Thursday morning at dark o'clock. The team arriYed at the
start line at 0430hr for the weighing of the bergen . It wa · a dark. c Id
and wet morning - ju t right! At 0500hrs the horn sounded fi r the mas ·
tart. early all teams et off at a sprint, a everyone tried to get ahead of
the Ramblers A sociarion, ' hich would slO\\ them down on the narro''
track but in the early tages. The team oon cttled into a rca. onablc
pace, unfortw1ately an early injury meant that '' e lo t 2Lt Keith at the
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econd checkpomt. everal team were nee\,. and neck comi~g up to Tan
Hill. Checkpoint 4. However. the game plan a not surv1vmg the pace.
LCpl ' a~lor wa the econd lo sand had to be dropped at Tan Hill.with
back problem . This meant we could not afford to lose anyone '.I c 1fwe
were to gain a team placing. The team wa well placed and look.mg good
for a high po'ition. However, five mil~s further on LCpl Stopfort~ wa
unu ually quiet. and concern was growmg. Another four miles and 1t wa
clear • couse · could not be allowed to continue for afety reasons. After
dropping him at Checkpoint 7 to await 1edevac, the remainder of the
team pu hed on, de pite knowing that a team placing wa now 1~ot on the
card . With the remaining even gritting their teeth, and wtt~ m~ch
muttering under breath, the team went on to complete the 40 mile m a
time of I ~hrs 49min .
An experience that many others and I wear will be the la ·t.
Apparently the Lanyard Trophy ha an uncanny knack of drawing you
back for 'ju tone more'. ee you all next year!
TRAILWALKER 2002
Congrarulations go out 10 2 ig Regt's Trailwalker teams . No team
training wa carried out ~rior to the event due to. other commitments o
individual were responsible for conductmg their own per onal fitnes
preparations. Thi en ured, however, that we did not run out of
conversation on the big day! The male team completed the IOOkm .race m
a tonning 13hr 47min . W02 Evans and ig Dean expenen~mg the
pain for the first time, and S gt Symonds (Team Leader) and 1g Stev.e
topforth returning to the event a hardened veteran and masbmg their
previou- time. A big well done goes to the female team who hobbled
home to receive the first female team award. The team, headed up by Lt
Crawford. con i ted of ig Anderson , ig Rudkin and ig
Greenhalgh. The girl had no intention of .racing as the aim w~s simply
to complete the di tance. However, after JUSt a few check pomt they
reali ed that they tood a good chance of getting a good time. After l 8hrs
20min the girls knew everything there was to kno"". about each other ~d
had sung their way through every album and mu teal. they .knew, while
listening to ivid descriptions of Sig Anderson's bursting blisters as they
walked! At 0130hrs the team arri ed at the finish line to a hard core few
who had waited up to ee them fini h the event The sense of pride and
achievement felt by all the team was unbelievable, especially having won
the award for the fa test female team.
Thanks also go out to the two excellent admin team including LCpl
andeman. ig mith for the lads and for the girls team, ig FinJay and
ig Rees. ig Rees i to be congratulated on managing to park as far
away as pos ible at every check point increasing the girl' mileage ~d
topping up the tan nicely into the bargain! All the team members. put in
100% effort and a well-deserved curry was gladly had on completmg the
course before collapsing into an aching, brufen-fuelled sleep. Altogether
2 Sig Regt has managed to rai e around £2000 for the Gurkha Welfare
Trust and Oxfam.

The two Tra ilwalker Teams
Obviously before the event as they are still smiling!
. ' IJMEGE
f RCHE - b_l Sig Rudkin
Ha,·ing completed Trailwalker, Sig Rudkin then went off to sunny
Holland to complete the I 00-mile walk in Nijmegen as part of the 2 Sig
Regt team. 65,000 people both civilian and military from around the
world took part in the event. The team had been training for the event
·ince March and after doing so well on Trail Walker, l thought I was at
my fitte t. However, after sampling the local beverages combined with
the heat wave it appeared that all the training went down the pan! We
eventually got a grip and made good time on all four days. The pain,
however, was something else. By Day Four it felt like 1 was walking on
stumps and every step felt like I was being hit in the heel with a hammer.
The "l1Jmegen Marches were an incredible event and I recommend it to
anyone who believe they have experienced pain before.
Hl OQ
RTER • Q ADRO '
qn Comd
Maj Clarke
M
W02 Griffiths
REGl\1E, T L MOTOR TRA. PORT
ffO
apt Craig
Ml SSgt
• gt '\1ills
Thi has been another busy penod that has seen the MT involved in
the introduction of onnorant, variou exercises and the continual merrygo-round of servicing and in pection . The MT would like to welcome
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LCpls Calladine from 7 ig Regt and Paul. Pierp?int from 30 Sig Rcgt
and at the same lime we would ltke to w1 h a fond farewell to Sgt
mith and gt Hall (RHA) after completing 22 years service. Good luck
in Civvy treet. We would like to congratulate L pl Brown ~d his wife
Gina on the birth of their son Hamish. Also congratu lations to gt
Beswick on being granted two years continuance. Also SSgt Mills on
pa sing his motorcycle instructors course and igs Condren and
Lofthouse on completing their UBRE course. Cpl Dickinson take heed!
RA GE WITH 264 (SAS) IG AL SQUADRO
by SSgt Mills
It wa late April /early May that I received a phone call from the
RQMS at 264 ig qn informing me of vacancies on a range package
they were running and did I think I could get any volunteers to attend.
Having worked with thc.m pre'.'iously I jumped at.the chan~e. Volunteers
came flooding forward, mcludmg some from 34 Field Hospital, and I had
oon filled the vacancic . We deployed from York on tl1e morn mg of 27
May and arrived at Warcop ranges at lunchtime, where we were met by
the S M and the remai nder of the DS . Once settled m, we were given a
demon tration on different fonns of fire and manoeuvre. This showed
just how professionally the lad from 264 Sig Sqn work together. Once
they had showed us how it was done, it ~as our tum. ~though not as
profes ional, after a few attempts we did get some kmd of fire and
manoeuvre together.
Day Two was the APWT, which had to be completed before we would
be allowed to go any further on the range package. After much coaching
and patience from the DS we eventually completed the APWT and from
there we went onto fire the new SF weapon (Demarcio). What a weapon!
The re t of the week saw us fire the 94mm LAW GPMG, MINIME,
throw grenades, learn how to blow things up u ing demolition kits (which
really got tl1e girls nervous), live pairs fire and manoeuvre and section
fire and manoeuvre, and to cap it all off, section in defence. By the final
day although we were all exhau ted, we had learnt a lot and had fired
we~pons that we wouldn 't normally get to fire. It was hard and physical
but also very rewarding and enjoyable.
I would like to thank those at 264 Sig Sqn for letting us take part on
their range package and for pa ing on their experience and
professionali m to us. Also thanks to 3.4 Field Ho pita!. A!though being
very busy with deployment to Afgham tan they sttll provided help that
enabled us to fill tl1e range package. If any one is ever offered the chance
to attend a range package with 264 Signal Squadron I suggest they jump
at the chance.
RAO DEPARTME T
RAO
Capt Potterton
AGC Det Comd Capt Lockitt
The RAO has seen quite a change around of personnel recently with
W02 (SQMS) Fulton, SSgt King and LCpl Bartholomew all departing
on posting or di charge. e have also welcomed W02 (SQMS) Dunne
as FSA, Sgt Wells as Regt Acct and LCpl Williamson as Fin Clk. Out
oftbe office the RAO were quite heavily involved in Race The Sun, with
W02 ( QMS) Hubbert heading up the Stats Team along with SSgt
King and gt Shaw. At the same time the RAO, Capt Potterton, took
part in the race itself competing on the Mountain Bike phase of the race.
Much to the amazement of the Stats Team the RAO produced the fastest
time to move the Regiment up into first place, which is where they
remained for the rest of the race. The RAO has also recently represented
the Anny at the Inter-Services Hang Gliding championships in South
Wales.
ISM DEPARTME T - by Cpl Warren
ISM
WOl Hague
Tp Sgt
Sgt McKnight
l have only been in the Troop for two weeks and it has been hard to
fathom out my true niche in this particular page in my li fe. However,
what has become quite evident is that this is a busy place! Most of the
Department are either committed on the Cormorant Systems Field Trials
at the moment or busy on courses learning more about their chosen art.
Due to that, and also because be is a good egg Cpl Froggett has been
extremely busy with hi s finger in the 2 Sig Regt dyke! Our two
Installation Techs LCpl ugent and Sig Binner have been installing the
trunking that will support the Regimental LAN, therefore improving the
communications around camp (unusual I know). For my part, I have been
trying to come to terms with a shift in lifestyle from life in a busy
medical centre to a more sedate life of courses and talking to my new
friends (The Computers). We are all now looking forward to summer
leave, after which there will be more trials, more trunking and of course
more courses! Finally everyone in the Department would like to say
congratulations and well done to WOt Hague on his recent promotion.
LAD

oc

Capt Devlin
WOl Bennington
ASM
REPORTO THE ARMY MARTIAL ART CHAMPIO SHlPS
by Sig Bishnu
On 16 March 2002 the Anny Martial Art Open hampionships were
held in Fox Gym, Aldershot. l competed in the Tae-Kwon - Do
competition. There were many competitors from different units and all
were looking forward to the competition, which started with briefings on
safety and rules of the day before all competitors were then divided i~to
three groups. First was pattern, which is a very important part of marital
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art, and is all about movement and technique. Aller lunch we had a
second event, which was the main fighting event in which I took part.
There were about 14 competitors in our event and my opponent was very
big and very heavy. ln the first fight I felt very nervous but slowly L
started to get the better of him by using all my skills, techniques and
using some of my experiences from Nepal. At the end of the day there
were three competitors !ell, by which time we were all tired and were
losing our stamina. After a short rest we were called forward for the final
match. In that match I tried my best to win but my opponent was very big
and very strong and as a result I lost, which meant that overall l stood
third in the competition. At the end of the competition the President of
the Army Martial Art Association, Brig G, O. Hopkins QHP, conducted
the presentation. . At the end of the presentation I was called forward and
was awarded the trophy for best player of the day, I was very surprised
and felt very proud of myself.

Sig Bishnu completing his patterns
REGIMENTAL GENE BAY
SSgt Wyatt
Dept SSgt
The members of the Regt Gene Bay and LAD would like to extend a
very wann welcome to Cpl Shepley from 216 Sig Sqn, Cpl Trotman
from 600 Signal Troop and to Sig Fallon and Sig Young from 1 l Signal
Regiment. At the same ti.me we would like to take this opportunity to say
a fond farewell and good luck to SSgt Wyatt on his posting to 7 Sig Regt
and Sgt Stanley-Jones on leaving the Anny after 22 years. Thanks from
all of us for the hard work and friendship that you have given us during
your tour of2 Sig Regt.
TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOI (FofS) Hodson
Tp Sgt
Sgt Norris
TM Tp would like to say farewell to FofS Hodson and would like to
wish him all the best in his new posting and also good luck with the
commissioning board next January. Other farewells go out to gt Lovick
and LCpl Ishwar who both leave for a 4-month tour of the Falkland
I lands. Also everybody in the Troop would like to say congratulations
and farewell to W02 Evans on hi recent promotion and po ting to 1 Sig
Bde, and to Cpl Gittins who has left to attend his Clas l in Blandford. A
wann welcome goe to Cpl Croft who has just celebrated the birth of her
first child (Nicholas), and her marriage to Michael. Hello al o goe out
to Cpl Roberts, Cpl Brown and LCpl Wood on their recent arrival in
the Troop. TM Tp personnel have also been busy with the
CORMORANT ystcms Field Trials with up to hal f of the Department
attending the trials down at Grantham. On the porting front Cpl Brown
and LCpl Lomax have both represented the Regiment at rounders,
helping the team win the 2 Div District Competition. Cpls Brown,
Caplin and LCpl Parkinson have represented the Regiment in the 2 Di
Athletic Championships. The Regiment won the competition and in
doing o qualified for the Army semi-finals. LCpl Parkinson ha
represented the Corps at Rugby League against the Medical Corp and
the Royal Engineers and i due to depart very oon on the Anny Under
21 s Rugby Union Tour to Canada. LCpl Lomax has ju t returned from a
week's canoeing and LCpl Holland has just deployed to Sweden for two
weeks of adventure training. As you can see it is a very busy time in the
Department!
214 IGNAL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Gillespie
SSM
W02 Ginty
SYSTEM FIELD TRIALS
On 17 June 2002, 214 Sig qn from 2 ig Regt and ~56 i& qn from
30 Sig Regt deployed on the CORMORANT System Field Trials, wh1~h
were held at HQ RLC TA in Grantham. The first week, although quite
hectic, turned out to have ome funny moment . For example when the
'Trials Team' said that we had to conduct a mast lift from tl1e roof of a
vehicle to the floor and then back up again, we all had to wear hame ses
when we were on the top of the wagon, to co~ply with heal~ and safety.
Sgt Brown thought that he was still at 216 1g qn and decided he was
going to jump ofT the side of the wagon to prove that the harne s worked.
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However, it all went wrong as the harness failed to lock and he ended up
on crutches. This just goes to prove that not all 'Paras' can fly! The week
continued as the BMs (Bearer Modules) put up masts and tried to achieve
insecure voice communications, which proved difficult at first but
worked with time and practice.
The second week saw most of us dismounting and remounting kit nonstop. Kit from the BMs, CE (Core Element) and LASP (Local Area
Support) were loaded into the buildings to see how long n would take us.
After all this hard work we were all in need of a drink. so the quadron
arranged a night out in Nottingham. Refreshed and raring to go the next
day, the crews started engineering the links.
Week three, the main week for putting the theory and practice together,
went quite well. Most of us started to understand and so the jigsaw was
beginning to tit together. Lots of the kit was working and OPs were
emerging. For example, people could now power up with ease, except of
course for LCpl Moore who was too busy walking into earth spikes.
The fourth week saw us doing 24hr sh ifts to make sure the links were
permanently established to enab le work to continue. Having
accomplished this it was time for some of us to get down to Chicago's
where Sig Dean strutted bi~ stuff and LCpl Maxted danced the night
away.
The final week saw us returning the kit and hosting a VIP visitors' day
followed by a barbeque. Then it was off back to our respective units to
continue further specific detachment training in preparation for the
acceptance of the equipment late in 2002.
EXERCISE WYVERN SPEAR
Ex Wyvern Spear is a UOTC exercise carried out by Exeter UOTC
each year. This year 214 Sig Sqn was called upon to provide 'highly
trained', 'keen' 'profes ional' soldiers to act as enemy and inject some
realism into the exercise. On Tuesday 2 July we all deployed to Otterbum
Training area to prepare for the Officer Cadets to arrive. Our main role
was to provide an enemy force to attack their patrols and act as a target
on which they could carry out their final attack - and of course defeat!
The most fun came when we were tasked with interrogating the cadets
during the Escape and Evasion pha e of the exercise to extract any vital
information and teach them what it would be like to be captured.
Methods of interrogation varied from giving them sweets to an incident
with a landrover tyre - perhaps the less said about that one the better!
Once we had extracted the required information we chilled out and had
the opportunity to speak to the cadets in a relaxed environment and
answer any questions they had on what serving in the Regular Anny was
all about. The exercise was a definite success and provided a great
opportunity for the younger soldiers to experience time spent in the field.
Moreover everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
219 SIGNAL SQ ADRON
Sqa Comd
Maj Stocker
SSM
W02 Renshaw
The Sqn has been through a busy period and with the summer
maximum leave period approaching it is time to ay farewell lo the Sqn
Comd, laj Stocker and the Sqn SSM W02 Renshaw . We will be
welcoming Maj Young into the Squadron from 11 ig Bde and \ 02
(SSM) Ab on from JCU(NI).

PHOENIX TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Plested
Tp SSgt
SSgt Peters
The start of the month saw Cpl Eltringham and LC pl Kirkb going
off the coast of Spain with the Royal avy on a JOCOMMEX. Although
they protested at how hard they were working all the time. the untans
they came back with seem to sugge t otherwise? The re t of us however
were left to carry on in sunny England with a mall contingent going off
to alisbury plain to play enemy for 14 Sig Regt on Ex Dragon' Talon.
This involved driving round the Training Area ending the tran mis ions
of the invading force. This brought the actor out in many of u and
produced some rather dodgy accents!
This month the Troop welcome LCpl Brown and Cpl Allardyce. We
al o say farewell to LCpl Hensel and ig Prince.
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Parkinson
Tp SSgt
gt Gallagher
It' been a busy la t t o months in the troop with exercises,
Regimental Boxing and Inter quadron competitions. The Boxing night
was a big ucce s with two of the troop fighting. A big well done to L pl
Collins on his victory. Commiseration to Sig McHugh ''ho lo t on
points to his good mate, L pl Andy Naylor of Falcon Tp. Unlucky al o
to Cpl McDougall who lot his first ever fight witl1 a RA AL 12 mast. It
wa a stwmi ng blow to the forehead that had ' Mac ent packing to the
Medical Centre.
Well done to everyone in the Troop who helped the quadron ' alk
away with the Inter quadron Athletic , e pe ially L pl Ga7 V arner
who won the Triple Jump, and ' a in the winning relay team.Good efTort
to all tho e in the rugby team, and the superstar team . Three e\ent ·
down with three victories. Keep up the good work! Come on the re t of2
ig Regt we need some competition!
With Ex Eagle' trike just finished it's good to ee that \\C ha\e at
lea tone vehicle in the troop that' ork . A for the others it's back ofTto
the LAD for a few more ' eeks. Well done to ig V allace for keeping
her truck pointing the right' ay down the motorway thi time
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PPORTTR OP
Tp Comd
apt Cro legh
Tp gt
gt {FofS) '\1orrison
\\e say h llo to L pl turra. , who comes frvm 7 ig Regt, to take
o,·er tl1e qn 1T from Cpl Fitzgerald, who is po t,·d , to join the elite. at
.\TR Lichfield. Good luck to him. We also say our fond farewell to ig
\\ hite. who ha taken up his place in 5 hairbome Bdc. Hello to Sig
raig Reed, who ha ju t recently been married (rather him than me)!
The qn ._.!T·Gcne bay ha,·e bad a busy time with Cpl Lee Starr on
e. erci ·e with 214 ig qn, giving them a kick witJ1 their Gene 's down at
Grantham on the Cormorant Field Trial . Al o Sig Flaherty, ig Craig
Reed and ig Kaan Turgut, providing ED cover for Ex Reynard's Cast,
and finally co ig Hilton who found him elf attached with 216 ig qn
for Ex Eagle's trike, well done lads! Al o well done to LCpl 1urray
for keeping the vehicle fleet on the road. We say an early farewell to
LCpl tusgrave who i posted on promotion to 216 ig qn, also wc
wish to congratulate Cpl tarr on being selected for promotion to
crgeant.
FALCO T ROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt kklin
Tp gt
SSgt Cassidy
EX RE\: ARD' CAST
Ex Reynard's Cast wa 219 ig qn 's first Brigade exercise in a year.
The exerci e proved to be a succe s witll a lot of much needed training
achieved. It began with a plug up whilst waiting for the Brigade to tum
up. For mo t of u it was a non-tactica.l exerci e, but 2Lt icklin ran tJ1e
tactical A GP. The fact that there was a BBQ and a volleyball
competition tells how relaxed it was at Lt Pa r kinson's SA location. A
big cheer to LCpl And y 1 aylor. The 'Golden Blanket' Award goes 10
C pl R~ an · 1 hrs in a oner· Clarke.
246 G RKHA SIG AL SQ AD RO
qn Comd
faj J . Caesar
SSM
W0 2 (SSM) Tarabahadu r P un
RACE THE UN - by Cpl Unbahadur Thapa
Race the Sun is the annual charity relay event, organised by 2 ig Regt
in York andspon ored by Ne tie. The aim is to raise money in aid oflocal
charitie , especially children's. Due to the Foot and Mouth disease, the
event could not be run last year. This year 's event was held on Thursday
9 May 2002, with many teams en tering, including 30 Sig Regt and The
Defence School of Transport. The event comprises of 15 stages, which
include variou disciplines such a Run, Canoe, Forced March,
Orienteering, Cycling, Swimming. Biathlon, Triathlon, Mountain Bike
and Stretcher Race. BBC Radio York was there to give coverage of rhe
event.

To take part in the event. teams must enter at least one but not more
than t\ o competitors for each leg. Also competitors may take part in
more than one leg, but not in two legs of the amc category. It starts at
0500 hrs and finishes at approx I 800hr (hence the nanie Race the Sun)
in amp. Since this event starts very early in the morning most of the
competitors arrive the night before the event and are accommodated in
the Regimental Gymnasium o that the final briefing for all Team
Captain can be done at approx 1800hrs the even ing before. 246 Gurkha
ignal quadron played a vital role for the very first time since the
quadron was formed recently last year. The Squadron provided
communication and support to as i t with the smooth running of the
e ent.
Luckily I was elected to represent 2 ig Regt in the swimming. This
event took place in the great lake at astle Howard, where we have to
wim acros the freezing cold water from one end to tJ1e otJ1er, a distance
of approx I km. After a mas start the competitors must run or walk a
hort di tanc e to en ter the lake and on completion of the swim
competitors mu t run or walk to the changeover box some 300m from the
lake. The CO of 30 ig Regt, Lt Col N. A. W. Pope, tarted the leg at
J 530hrs. There were many other officers and spectators present to
suppo1t their competitor . Very good encouragement was given all the
way to the finish from the Sqn 2 lC, Capt (QGO) Rajendra Gorung
which helped me to achieve fourth po ition.
'
The very last event of the Race was a stretcher run carrying a 40 kg
weight, which finished at approx 1800 hrs. Now was the time to relax and
talk about the whole day' events. There were refreshments and a bar
awaiti11g the competitors and supporters alike at tJ1e finish line. Finally
the CO Lt Col Cameron-Mowat announced the final result. It was music
to our ears to discover that 2 Sig Regt had actually won the event again t
some really tough opposition. A good and rewarding day was had by all.

the back m the second. Probably the first and only time we will get
chance to do that Thursday evening was the last evening on camp and a
BBQ was orgamsed for us on Westward Ho! beach that was more like a
m.ountain range. Duty Chef, YofS Heath, supplied burnt sausages,
cremated _chicken and crispy burgers. After plenty of beer and a knock
around with the football we went back to camp for a little bit of leisure on
the grass watching the sun go down.

(L-R): SSgt Cooney, W02 (FofS) Raynor, W02 (SSM) Wakeling
and Cpl Evans
202 SQUADRO WINS ARMY 10,000M
This was not the best supported of Army competitions it must be said.
In fact 3 Div & Sig Regt and 202 Sqn made up 60% of the field. Anyone
who has run 5km on the track will realize why the thought of25 laps puts
off the majority of potential competitors. Not so for our brave boys from
202 Sqn. Under the_ persuasive eye of SSgt Castle, Cpls Smith and Cpl
Conlon toed the lme with young Sig Wylie and the other two lone
runners, represent in~ the remainder of the Army. It soon developed into a
three horse race with Castle, Conlon and Smith fighting it out at an
average of 80secs per lap. The final result was a sprint finish with
Con lon _and Smith finally getting the b~tter of Castle by a couple of
seconds 111 33mms and I sec. Just to put this achievement into per pective
in ca e you really do think that you too could beat Cpl Conlon and
become '!ie Army IOkm Champion. Fir t of all you have to be able to run
a BPFA 111 7.55, then run three more back to back in exactly the same
amount of time, with no rest in between! Finally you will have to sprint a
further 400m .... Now do you under tand why angling i so popular?

Cpl Un (Race the Sun) Red Cap

Seen more fat on a chip! - SSgt Castle, Cpl Conlon and Cpl Smith

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL REGIMENT

OVERLOON TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Coslett
Tp gt
SSgt Cooney
ADVENTURE TRAINING - FREMINGTON CAMP 8-19 J uly 2002

by Cpl Lawrence
H EADQ ARTERS (THE SOMME) SQ UADRO
qn Comd
M aj Morrow PWRR
W0 2 (SSM) Low
S M
Life within .~eadquarter Squadron continues at a pace, much like the
re>~ of the British Army_. ... However, the tumuver in key personnel
dunng the recent months ts likened to having a visit from the 'Changing
Rooms' teani - out goes the reliable chintz and in comes the outlandish
(draw your own conclusions)! What better place to begin than to say
hello and goodbye to the following:

OUT

AL O FFICER IN CHIEF

IN

~faj

Bailie (QC Sqn)
Maj Morrow (Free transfer)
Ca pt tachini (QM)
Capt Duckworth
Capt Ki tchener
Capt Har r is (QC LAD)
Capt Corker (RAO)
Maj Dewber ry
\ 01 (YofS) J one (Regt YofS) W0 2 (YofS) Lloyd (On loan)
W02 Bruce to 222 Sig Sqn
W02 (MTWO) Burdus
W02 (RQ 1 ) Fa rra r
W02 (RQ 1 ) Lothian
C gt A ton ( QM )
C gt T homas
A if the disruption of these changes was not enough the Squadron has
deployed soldiers on Op Fingal, Ex Lion Sun and to Canada. Those that
have stayed behind have kept the home fires burning particular on the
19t.h hole where the like ofSSgt Jan Stallard (TM), Sgt Brian Tu rner
(M f) and gt Wollasto n (LAD) competed in and won the Army Golf
Championship - well done.
1:h7 chefs too, ~ave also been busy gaining a respectable Third in the
D1v1s1onal Improvised Catering Competition at which Pte Ca meron was
voted a the Best Chef.
gt '\1 ui r (LAD) also managed to find time to take a party of intrepid
explon:rs to the Red Sea on a scuba diving expedition, although stories of
thc1~ c plo!h arc few and far between 'What happens on tour stays on
tour. I will find out! It all goes to prove that no matter what is thrown at
u hfe still goes on - and it will continue after our summer block leave
~here, hopefully, we will return to a period of normality. Battle camp,
drc course, new R M ....... Help!
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Visit of Russian SOinC
SPIRE FM AS AULT COURSE C HALLE GE
SSgt Cooney organised and led the 202 Sig Sqn team for the Sali bury
S~ire FM Cha rity Assau lt Course Challenge. Jn all , over £1 175 was
raised for Cancer Research UK. A Bank piped them at the post - but
atlcast 202 Sig Sqn completed the challenge in drag! Below is the picture
they didn't want you to see.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002

The Squadron Adventure Training Camp was a two-week camp down
in Fremington, orth Devon. Half of the quadron attended the first
week with the others enjoying the much better weather the following
week. For Overloon Tp it all started off a a nice day with everything
organised. With roll call done; we set off on the journey from Bui ford to
Fremington. Our first stop was at a greasy trailer cafe for bacon and
burger baps all round which went down a treat. Then we reali ed that
S?mething or someone wa missing! It was Cp l S m it h who had
d1 appeared to the accommodation to collect his KFS.
On arrival at Fremington we got straight into the first activities, with
the climbing wall and the high level aerial slide. Apparently if you are
holding the brake ropes at the end of the slide, you are suppo ed to run to
slow tJ1e per on on the slide down. It was Sgt Coo ney ' ho bore the
bru!lt of a fast learning curve when hi arms were nearly ripped out of
their sockets by a sudden stop! Over the next three day it was rock
climbing, sailing and ab eiling. There was a panoramic view from the
rock-climbing site and it wa a real cliflhanger special witJ1 the climbs
over the clifTs. Many arms were getting cut and brui ed and even teeth
chipped from using five point of contact at all time . ailing was even
~ore amusing w ith a quick, 'This is a sai l and this i a rudder,'
mstructio11 before being let loo e on a tidal estuary to try o ut our
newfound skills. After find ing o ut that a little bit of wind in the ail
makes the boat lean to one ide, most opted for the option of floating up
the :stuary to the limit of vision whilst trying to sail into the wind.
lnevJtab ly rescue was needed and the Marines launched their boat and
towed back six toppas.
. Other groups had managed to go hi ll wa lking down on Dartmoor, but
w1tJ1 a shortage of time on the la t day it wa a ca e of forget the map and
follow sign along the tourist path that aid 'Fremi ngton'. Thursday
aft~rnoon _was all fun and pai11 with i;>aint-balling. After the ma ndatory
safety bnef and torics from previous groups, we set out for the
battlefield. At firs t it was the long-range hot , which ju t rolled along the
fl o_or. T~en as we got more confident there were more clo e-range beaters
be111~ directed at senior rank within the group. The quadron 0 bought
a pamtball between tJ1e eyes in tJ1e first game and a lot of paint ba lls in
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WATERLOO TROOP
EXERCISE ROVI GB LL 2002 18 - 19 JULY 2002
Ju s~ another exerc~se, or so we thought! This exercise, however, was
orgamse~ by the skill and cunning ?f (W03) Cpl Mullett and Cpl
Proctor, m order to educate the vast mflux of new Troop members ie:
(t~e sprogs): LC~I Whatmough and LCpl Harvey. The day tarted off
with a mce SOP kn check for all the Signalmen, of course it was to be
co!1duct~d by LCpl Ross Dourley and hi Lance Corporal understudies.
Wuh this out of tbe way we proceeded to our second home 'Sa lisbury
Plain '.
The drive do~n was somewhat frightening with LCpl mi th and
LCpl Hus ey 111 the SA /MC of Death. Once into location we
dem?nstrated ~hat.we set ou~ to do. This consisted of: - Convoy drills,
Tactically mov111g m to locallon, Cam and De-Cani drill Det Routine
ight Moving and an introduction to AFV 436/439 for th~ non-armoured
personnel. The driver training side of the day was a good experience for
all ao.n 43 drivers, as _they wer: guided under our own OM!, LC pl
Hockmg._ After the Dnver Trammg was complete we moved into our
hide location for about three hours, before moving to our final location.
As _we pulled ia~o location after the night move, we arrived with lights
on, wmky pots gomg and three very loud engines roaring. The unit that
wa_s leavmg that loc~llon was fully TAC and didn ' t look happy. After a
quiet but eventful mgbt we tore down in the early hours and made our
way to tbe wash down tben back to camp.
We would just like to say a big welcome to all our armour new
comers: Cp l Proctor returns to the army after 18 month as a civvy.
LCpls Wh~tmoug h and Harvey and Sigs Ad a m Steven on, fa r tin
Hoyle, Atkinson, Dowson, Ra chel H ay and atalie C anava n.
A big farewell to all our guys leaving for pastures new: LBdr's Dave
~aJI and Ian Costello, both gone to Civ Div, L Cpl Ian Cottrell off to 21
Sig Regt, LCpl Atkinson off to 7 Sig Regt, LCpl Evans of to 7 Armd
Bde, Sgt Barri n ger gone to work in Regt Ops and S ot A drian
Blanchette promoted on po ting to Larkhill to attend the gun':iery career
course.
206 SIG AL SQUADRO
qn Comd
Maj Freeman
SSM
W 0 2 ( SM) P aul Buckley
Over the past couple of months. SHQ ha seen a few changes. We
welcome our new Sqn Comd, Maj R oy F r eema n and our Second in
Command Ca p t Ha nn a h O we n . The Squadron would like to say
farewell to Cap t Ga reth K emp and wi h him all tbe best in 40 Sig Regt.
~fter the short trip to Afghanistan and the small i sue of leave, everyone
1 slowly gettmg back to normal. After !TD" and adventurous training,
the guys are waiting for the equipment to arrive from Afghani tan before
we can fully prepare for the long awaited Regiment and Divi ional
Exercises. SSgt G r een wood and 2L t F or d have topped whingeing
about the lack of man power after a large influx of AS Op that have
ince arrived from Blandford. Over the pa t few months there have been
a few arrival and departures.
Farewells go to SSgt Crowton and cruflY Dog, Cpl Alan Fraser.
C pl Stu C ripps, C pl Binnie, C pl E rin Bridger . LCpl Steven , ig
J ason Hart, Sig (now LCpl) J ohn Evans and I am sure that there are a
lot more.
We wou ld like to welcome all the new face around the quadron and
welcome everyone back from Afghanistan. A warm welcome goe to
C pl H omewood, M c 1illi an, ealy, LCpls Bla ck, E nnis, Tunnard,
Pickles and all the ne' AS Op that have arri ed over the past couple of
month . l would like to apologise if we have mi sed any of you out.
'OR.M ANDY T RIP
On 4 June 2002 personnel fro m the Regiment and six personnel from
the Royal Signal Reunion club left Bulford for ormandy. Under the
watchful! eye of Maj F r eem a n and C apt Hilborn. w departed to
Portsmouth to board hip. On arrival in France it wa a h rt trip to the
Univer ity then after breakfast it wa time for the rehearsa l to start.
Three hours later the group departed to vi it the Battlefield . On arrival at
word Beach the group listened to the events of 6 June 1944. There wa
talk on the trip from Engla nd to France by boat and then the famou
beach landing . The group vi ited the town of Caen in the evening for a
bit of ight- eeing and to try the loca l ale. The parade the fo lio" ing day
went as plan ned with a visit to Pega u Bridge in the afternoon. The
evening ' as rounded off 1 itb a parade, followed by an inv itation to an
evening reception in Herman ville. The group arri ed back in Bui ford the
fo llow ing evening.
222 SIG AL SQ UADRON
qn Comd
M aj Jim Langley
W02 Bruce
M
After an arduous but enjoyable month in yprus. on fa Lion un. 222
ig qn was brought back to reality with preparation of \'Chicle and
equipment for Ex Cid Borcnli . This wa a multinational commu111cat1on
trial exercise in anada, working with anadian and mcrican force-, to
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name but a le\\. ince June the quadron ha been preparing for yet
anther globe trot to Canada on Ex Iron An ii, ' hich will take place in
eptembt:r through to October. Jn July the quadron held it annual
.ummer camp in Barn taple, which proved to be yet ag:;m the highlight
of the quadron' ocial calendar. This included waler port , rock

climbing, mountain biking and hill walking, not to mention the additional
'recreational' evening activities. The quote of the week was awarded to
Sig Huggins, Masirah Tp when the CO a ked for directions when stuck
on the rock face, Sig Huggins replied, 'To the top. jus' follow de rope
man!' But for now, some wcll earned leave!

mode_m, t_he exer~ise was as smooth as the Irish Coffee served every
mornmg m the Eire contmgents tent. Thanks go to Majs Poland and
Barron for their tireless support at work and play. fruely an exercise we
shall not forget in a long while.
EXERCISE ARRCADE TALON ..... . (now it works ... now it
doesn't .... now it works ..... etc, etc)
With memories of their training courses still fresh in their minds, the
steely eyed warriors of B Tp deployed to the field to test the recently
arrived TALO TSGTs. Well, perhaps not the field, but at least as far as
two good cable lengths from the nearest building. Arrcade Talon was a I
Sig Bdc directed exercise designed lo prove the training conducted by
BAE and to prove the new equipment fit for purpo e. The exercise was
an excellent opportunity to consolidate training and to become familiar
with the kit, whilst meeting the exercise objectives. To say a good time
was had by all might be stretching it a little, but everyone involved
learned a lot and the Troop is now comfortable in its ability to deploy the
latest addition to the ARRC arsenal.

7 SIGNAL REGIMENT

CO
Lt Col J. E. Richardson fBE
R I\
WOl (R 1) S. Archer
A alwa , it ha been a bu y time for the Regiment. quadron battlecamp have been run. battlefield tours have been organised, RSIT had its
day and adventure train ing by the bucketful has been enjoyed. Many have
come and many have gone. One thing remains constant, 7 Sig Regt are
bu y and due to summer leave no doubt, are happier than ever! Before we
get onto new of the quadron . an update on the glorious Tug of War
team.
TUG OF WAR TEAM SUM!"1ER CAMP 2002
The 7 Sig Regt Tug of War team travelled from their barracks in
Gennany to the chool of Signals in Blandford for two weeks on 30
June. The two-week training camp incorporated three competitions. Both
the Gunner Open and the Army Championships were entered a 7 Sig
Regt, wherea the Inter-Corps Championship were entered as a Corps,
utili ingpuller from l(UK)ADSRand 14SigRegt(EW).
The Gunner Open Competition took place on the 3 July at Larkhill
camp. The 560kg, 600kg and 640kg weight categories were entered, with
the 640kg team corning second to 40 field Regt RA. After training hard
for the remainder of the week, the team travelled to Aldershot for the
Army Tug of War Championships. The competition this year was doubly
significant because of the Golden Jubilee and also because it is the 50th
year of tug of war in the anny. 7 Sig Regt entered four teams at 560kg,
600kg, 640kg, and 680kg. After an excellent competition and a hard days
pulling, the 680kg team won second place, with 40 Sig Regt. coming
first The 600kg team finished third, as did the 640kg team. Both female
team came third in the 520kg and 560kg events.
Again, hard training was the o rd er of th e day until the final
competition of the two weeks, the Inter Corps Championships. This time
it was the Royal Signals team, many of whom were from 7 Sig Regt, who
entered. It was a clean sweep fo r the Royal Corps, which won 560kg,
600kg, 640kg, 680kg weight categories. The 640kg B Team came second.
The female team came first in the 520kg and second in the 560kg events.
All pullers enjoyed a bard, but extremely rewarding two weeks. The 7
Sig Regt team are: Capt Hymas (coach), SSgt Concepcion , SSgt
German, Sgt Orr, Sgt Randerson , Sgt Yuill, Cpl Barnett, Cpl Brown,
Cpl Jackson, Cpl Roberts, LCpl Bargery, LCpl Cave, LCpl Clarke,
LCpl Hall, LCpl Mark, LCpl Martin, LCpl Petch, LCpl Phipps, Sig
Houghton, Sig McCallion, Sig Mulholland, Sig Williams.
EXERCISE CEREBAL JAVELIN
Ex Cerebal Javelin was a Battlefield Tour fo r the Officers and Warrant
Officers of the Ist Sig Bde. The Tour started on possibly the hottest day
of the year with only a couple of sensible Subbies adopting the 'tailored
horts' approach on the journey from Javelin Barracks to The Ardennes.
The first half of the Tour followed the route of Kampf Piper and the 2nd
Panzer Division. This part of the tour culminated in the laying of a
"-Teath at the Mardasson Memorial in Bastogne in memory of those who
lost their lives during tile Battle of the Bulge from the Officers and
Warrant Officers of I Sig Bde. After an interesting and thought
provoking tour tracking events of the Battle of the Bulge, we were off to
Waterloo.

Although hard to switch from a Second World War campaign to events
of 1815, a night out in Waterloo soon helped. It was hard to imagine that
the fields we walked through around Waterloo were the actual places
where apoleon 's and the Duke of Wellington's Armies had fought. With
the numerous monuments and memorial as a reminder, it was easy to
imagine what went on during the bloody battles of Waterloo. The most
striking monument was the Lion Mound, which stands close to I OOm
high and allows you to overlook the battlefield of Waterloo. Coupled with
the short film shown at the visitors ' centre, this wa one of the highlights
of the tour.
On the final evening a Mess Dinner was laid on for us at a local
restaurant. The night wa a fitting end to a very enjoyable and interesting
week. With the tour being wrapped up the fo llowing day and a quick stop
a McDonalds the Tour was on its way back to Javelin Barracks. Thanks
must go to Maj H uw Jenkin s for organising a very ucce sful and
enjoyable battlefield tour.
229 (BERLIN) SIGNAL SQ UADRON
Maj T. A. Crilly RA Signals
Sqn Comd
SSM
W02 A. J. (SSM) C rawford
SQ ADRON HEADQUARTERS
A sad farewell is bid to Sgt (Pot FofS) Mick Brown who is leaving us
to go onto his Foreman of Signals course. We wish you well and thank
you for your outstanding contribution within the Squadron. A huge
welcome to SSgt Chris tuart who is taking over as FofS 229. We hope
you will be very happy here. Javelin Barracks bas to be better than Sierra
Leone, doesn't it? We also welcome Sgt Abbott to the Squadron in his
capacity as Gene Bay S CO, with no Gene Bay to work from. The MT
have doubled in size since the last edition so we must say hello to our
new arrivals LCpl Stevens and LCpl E llen Eva ns, not forgetting Sig
Dean Lunn, recently transferred from HQ Sqn. We would like to
congratulate Sig Hawsley on find ing his way from the Regimenta l MT to
229 Sqn, and only hope he can make his way back lo the block each night
EXERCISE BERLI BACKSTOP 9-24 JUNE 2002
After extensive thought, the Squadron decided to go away for two
weeks adventurous training. The Harz Mountains near Hannover were to
be our destination. On the recce in April Sgt Lamont and C pl Shillito
found tbata beautiful spring morning in the mountains is actually
torrential rain with three feet of snow falling over night. On return in
June the participants found that the weather has not im proved, but Kurt
the Lodge Manager assured everyone it was about to change. The first
week saw the usual antics.

Sigs G ibson and Mitchell and LCpls Cain and Page
stand slightly back
so as not to be associated with Sig Spotswood's t-shirt

Officers a~d W~rrant Officers of 7 Sig Regt on battlefield tour
with Bng l}m !~shaw - Comd 1 Sig Bde and
Lt Col Jim Richardson - CO 7 Sig Regt
on top of the Lion Mound overlooking the battlefield of Waterloo
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Cpl Morris showed all the bikers hi s stunt of dismounting the bike at
full speed. LCpl Brown fo und a much quicker way of scaling the indoor
wall when belayed by Sig Byrne. All the climbers watched as Sig
Byrne's 6ft 4inch, I 8slone frame lifted LCpl Brown high into the air to
much laughter. The kayakers fo und the launch area with ease as W02
(QMSI) Mason flexed constan tly towards the beach. Sig Barnaby
helped LCpl John Graham practise hi s capsize drill during a game of
kayak foot ball. Week Two started just as well with W02 (RQMS)
Morgan's card school from the first night in full sw ing.
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LCpl Mark tries to swallow the yellow ball to prevent
Sig Blackburn from scoring
Everyone was worried when the Squadron Scousers got bold of the
canoe trailer. Lucki ly LCpl Page saved it from being ' robbed' by driving
it everywhere with the trailers handbrake on. Even Sgt Lamont led tbe
walkers out for a day to see some interesting sights across the lake. As
the sun came out lobster suntans appeared with Sig Nicholls somewhat
over doing it.

Cpl Hewitt tries to look cultural while the others relax
The entire trip was thoroughly enjoyed by all tho e who took part.
ow we can all look forward to next year's expedition to. plea e God,
California South Africa, Canada, or even worst case scenario, Bavaria.
BRANDENBURG TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. Wettenhall
Tp Sgts
Sgt J. Wood
Sgt A. Delaney
Tbe last two months have been a busy time for the recently
re-furbished Satellite Tp. The introduction of the new TALO TSGT has
required significant restructuring and has seen a large influx and egres of
both personnel and equipment. New in thi month from W Tp i Sig
Dave Baugh who e exemplary performance on his TALO course made
him a 'must have' satellite oldier. Fre h from the factory are Sigs Da\'e
E\'a ns and Nob le . To keep the young'uns in line. well de erved
promotions go to Cpls Hislop, Roberts and Collins. For those in the
Troop not sent to Exercise Combined Endeavour, the months have been
taken up with R IT prep, TALO cour es in the UK, Troop and
Squadron restructures TALO trials and a weekend off in the midd le to
avoid low morale.
Three TALON TSGT Courses were run o er June at BAE
Ch ri stch urch. The cour. es were one week long and consisted of hand -<>n
practical and snap tests. Although the course was, for some, their first
experience of the wonderfi.tl world of atellite, by the end of it we could
all manually track Low Earth Orbitals using the naked eye and fa hion
Orthogonal Mode Transducer out of tin-foil and mall bits of wood. On
the last day of the course everyone passed their fi nal exams and decided
to reward themselves with a well deserved cu ltural vi it to Bournemouth
(agai n).
EXERCISE COMBINED E DEAVOUR
(40 COU TRIES ...... 40 DIFFERENT SOIREE )
The ai m o f the exerci e was to test inte roperability between 40
d_itferent nations to ensure that eq uipment and personnel were compatible
(m the military communications sense of the word). The detachment ent
down consisted of four Troop members. Cpl Hart, LCpl Jules ~olan,
Sig Bowler and Sig Holbourn assigned them elves to HQ I Sig Bde
under the guidance of Majs Barron and Mick Pol11nd. In amongst the
social whirl some excell ent commu ni cation · testing wa achieved. The
det worked with U AF and U Army satell ites and gained an enonnou
amount of experience in the art of a1com. De pite a sma ll hitch where
the Ita lians decided to u e their det a an ofTensive weapon and fry our
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CHARLOTTENBURGTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt A. T. Limb
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. E. Littlefield
QUADRON BBQ - by LCpl Bolden
The event took place on Saturday 6 July, after weeks of planning and
organisation by Charlottenburg Tp. It was headed up by gt Guiseppe
Poppa and Cpl MacPherson. All members of the Troop turned up on
Saturday morning to set up, the sun was shining and all looked well for
what turned out to be a fantastic day for young and old alike.
EXERCISE CID BOREALIS-Kl GSTO CA A DA - LCpl
Pember
At the beginning of June, LC pl Ben Pember, Sigs John Bolam,
Trevor Woodward and Da\'id Tuck deployed to Kingston , Ontario,
Canada, to support 222 Sqn of 3 (UK) Di" on Ex CTD (Communications
Interoperability Demon tration) Borealis. Canadians, Americans.
Australians and ew Zealanders were also on the exercise. The aim of
the exercise was to see all the nations represented communicate together
in as many way as possible. With a couple of days R+R before the
Detachments arrived, the Brits deployed to iagra Falls. After a good
soaking and a night spent in the casinos we moved on to Toronto where
we went up the CN Tower, the tallest free standing building in the world.
In between watching the World Cup and improving international
relations, the exercise ran smoothly. Sigs Bolam and Tuck u ed all their
knowledge to collect data, LCpl Pember and Sig Woodward topped up
their tans. The highlight of the time spent in Canada was when the Brits
thrashed the Canadian Garrison football team I 0- 1 with several
outstanding goals from Sig Bolam. Yes we did actually manage to fit
some communication in there somewhere. At the End of Ex BBQ the
ew Zealanders performed the 'Haka' for us, ending CID Boreali 2002
on a high point for everyone. Roll oa the next demo in 2004.
WILMERSDORFTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt B. R. N. Robson
Tp SS gt
SSgt W. Scoots
The Troop would like to congratulate Lt Robson on her recent
promotion. We are sure you thoroughly deserve it. We have had to say
goodbye to Sig Jolene Blackburn wbo is leavi ng the army to have a
baby. The Troop wishes you both all the best for the future. We have al o
welcomed into the ·whi key ' Troop ranks LCpl incent, Cain and Jan
Greenfield as well as Sigs Mitchell and Haywood . However. we must
not forget the many arrivals straight fro m the factory ig Bartlett,
Churchill, Golding, Harrington, Seaton, Smith and Wildman.
SQU DRON DAY 0 T
The Squadron travelled to e u s for a day of kiing and
nowboarding. Cpl Turney and Sig Riches led the way by teaching the
beginners the ba ic of snowboarding. 2Lt Belinda Robson taught the
remainder how to stay upright on two planks of wood. There were ome
notable performance , ma inl y from th e you nger member of the
sq uadron. LCpl Logan had an excellent couple of run down the slope,
which would have been good if only he was going forward instead of
backward . We all had a good day and a return visit is called for in the
not too distant futu re. Thank Bos for letting us have the day ofT preRSJT!
231 SIGNAL SQ
DRON
Maj A. Fallows
qn Comd
M
W02 (SSM) Reed
231 A NUAL BATTLECA IP - OB A TRAINI G
The fighting 23 1 qn were sen t in to action in late 1ay. Tin City,
ennelager was the theatre, FIB U was the warfare. ftcr being taught
the ba ic entry and a au Iting method t.he cction · were keen to deploy
and after a number of failed mi ion we regrouped.
The assaulting phase improved dramat ically, so we moved to defence.
ext we were shown the usefulnes • of a imple Moloto\ cocktail again. t
armour. The troo ps were then a ll o \\ ed to ha c a go. fler man)
improvised petrol bombs were thrO\ n, it was found that the mi. turc of
fuel and type of wick u ed influenced ignition, but the OYef\\ helming tilt
on failure wa if you were a Technician and threw like a girl., gt Topps
unwittingly vo lunteered to assist in the conduct after capture le on, not
!!I Ian
reali ing that it would in oh·c the kicking of hi life from
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Thorburn and gt Robinson. The troop eemcd to enjoy the how and
that'' what count'! After all the. training, the ballle was to commence. A
Platoon wa lefi in defence while the two attacking platoons left the
locallon to prepare for the 'Big Thrust'. There followed a night of
continued preparations for defence and waiting in anticipation for the
d fenders. The early morning air carried the acrid smells from the smoke.
GPMG . rifle and grenade . From there on in, three hard fought hour of
defending. a aulting, clearing and fighting took place. The de! ·rmination
aggr s ion and enthusiasm "a clear on all faces of tho,c taki11g part in
the operation. However. L pl Sinclair found himself defe11ciing from
in idea portaloo. This as he found wa a job that literally tank.
After the reorgani ation, the body count found one broken ankle. one
broken no-e and a chipped nail for one of the technicians. It wa a tine
week for the quadron, a large number completing their !TD , practising
and 1mpro' ing their basic soldiering kill . They demonstrated the kind
of attributes that are charactcri tic of the Corp tod ay. enthu iasm,
determination and ze 110 succeed (from the newest solider to the Platoon
Commanders).
\\'e ay goodbye to score of personalitie from the quadron, many on
promotion. A farewell and good luck goe out to the following: SSM
Weaver and ue, Sgt R obertson and Aggie, FofS Ruxton and Lou,
Capt Pritchett, C pl A ll ardyce and S bil, LCpl Roberts, LCpl
McRea ddie, Cp l cu illion. A good year for the promotions board seeing
gts Topp , Yendell and M iddleton selected for taff ergeant.
BASIC PARACH TE FREE FALL COURSE 9-18 JULY
On 9 July 2002, a dozen members of 23 .1 Sqn proceeded to ennelager
Training Area to Rhine Army Parachute Association where they would
attend a Basic Free Fall Course. At the eompul ory briefing we were told
we hould all have the chance to do a minimum of 12jumps. This was an
understatement as most of the course managed to jump at least 18 times,
ometime willing ometime not. For anybody who doesn't know about
parachuting the idea is to climb aboard an aircraft be taken to the de ired
height, climb into the door and exit in a confident and positive manner.
Once out of the aircraft you hould adopt a wide starfi h shape and arch.
from here your canopy opens and you float gracefully to the DZ where
you hould be aiming for the middle. Sounds easy, but you should see the
course video. If climbing into the door and looking like death was the
thing to do then Sig Aaron Lightly is your man. If exiting like a rag doll
wa the thing to do Sig Tom Barratt, i your man. If landing the furthest
from the centre of the DZ was what wa being asked of us then Sig Dave
Aitken. would be a professional 'golfer' (that's where he cho e to land).
Although jumping out of an aircraft is quite an insane thing to do
everybody from 231 Sqn managed to get out of the door. Granted some
with hesitation, some with a death wish (like leaving backwards and
up ide down on your first free fall, (Sig Broga n}, but in the end we all
achieved our primary aim and that was purely to j ump to show we had
the mental steel. We had a few people progress on to free fall, which is a
new challenge altogether so they deserve a mention, they are: Lt
Docherty, Cpl Martin Kennie, C pl Rich ardson, Sig Broga n and Sig
Don n a wingler. The remainder from 23 l Sqn who all deserve a
mention are ig Bolton, (for continuing to jump even after a funny exit
where he produced more flips than a diving team and shook himself up
some what). Sig Donn a Cicconi (who had an awesomely heavy landing

atler a 30fi flare). Sig Neil Davies, (purely for looking like an umpa
lumps on exiting the aircraft) and last but not least Sig Edwards, (the
only non-Radio Troop member to embark on the trip).
Q EBECTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Cairns
Tp gt
Sgt Conlan
ome time has pa sed since the name of Quebec Tp has graced these
pages. so U1ere is a fair amount to say. Fi r I off then, ins, outs and ups (no
downs fortunately}. Hello and welcome to Sgt Francis, Sgt Hugh
Wakeham, gt Mark Ward, Cpl Denzil Depport, LCpl Gillian Cave,
LCpl Sila, ig John Johnson, Sig Ian Edwards and Sig Lisa Gavin.
Farewell to Cpl cullion, Cpl Michelle Gilmour, Cpl Claire Dignall,
LCpl Sharpe, Sig Calladine and Sig Barclay. Steadily making their way
up the promotion ladder are LCpl Pear on, Cpl lark Shirley and soon
to reach the dizzy height of Sergeant is Cpl Mark Blears. Welcome
back to Cpls Whitehead, Mark Shirley and LCpl Mc eil who have
recently returned from Ex Combined Endeavour. Apparently they did
good old Blighly proud by showing that us Brits have livers of steel.
Tugging themselves si lly are Cpl Brown, LCpls Michelle Bargery and
Jill Cave who did very well in the Corps Tug of War Championship. A
big 'bravo' to Lt Cairns who just competed in the army swimming
champion hips, helping the Regiment secure a very re pectable third
place, Sgt Francis wins the GI Jane award thi month for becoming the
firs t female FIBUA instructor in the British Army. The sky's the limit for
Sig Ian Edwards who ha ju I returned from a two-week kydiving
course. He's done a great job of jumping out of speeding planes at the
right moment, but still can't jump out of bed on time. A quick hello for
Sgt Hugh Wakeham, whose can-cru shing abilities have attracted the
intere t of a few aluminium recycling plants. Last but by no means least,
our favourite little brummy Sig Lisa Gavin is getti ng married to a
Liverpudlian next week. Congratulations to you and your hubby.

.

RADIO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt J. Docherty
Tp Sgt
SSgt l. Thorburn
1 shall begin with the obligatory hello and farewells for personnel
slowly filtering through Radio Tp's garages. They are Sgt Paul Young,
Cp l Mark Spear point, Cpl Critchlow, LCpl Simon Jones, Sig
Brogan, LCpl Cra ig Rathie, Sig Craig Ollivant and it's a farewell and
good luck to Sgt Gary Mid dleton
231 SQUADRON BBQ
You may all remember 7 June as the day England beat Argentina in the
World Cup. However, 231 Sqn will remember it for the Squadron'
summer BBQ. The BBQ had a triple function, one was a blatant excuse
to get a day off work. The other two were to wish our Sqn OC, Maj Jan
H un ter and our SSM, WOI Weaver (who is off to bigger and better
things as RSM 216 Sig Sqn) farewell and welcome to our new SSM,
W02 Reed. The day was enjoyed by everyone and progressed without a
hitch. We even managed to get a big screen in a tent so the majority of
people could get to see the footy. Of course England won so that helped
with the mood and also the flow of alcohol from our beer tent. The wee
ones were kept out from under our feet by the bouncy castle, face painter
and our magician/entertainer.

232 SIGNAL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Ruw Jenkins
SSM
W02 SSM Mark Browitt
New arri".al.s to the Squadron this month include the new 21C, Capt
Acton who JOins us from 20 Armd Bde. The quadron has been fairly
busy with Ex Arrcade Warrior, Squadron adventure training and most
importantly RS!T. Luckily everyone made it through okay and we are
now into the summer leave season, Hurrah!

Meanwhile, Sgt Smith holds the fort as RSIT shadows our door . He's
rallied the troops and all is in order, except for lg Bain and ig
Johnstone who both gained their unofficial ' aked Submariners'
qualification. Need we say more? Let's not forget ig Miller who i half
way through the BITS course. All the best to LCpl Johnson and L pl
Thomas, who roll out to Bo nia and Kosovo in October. That just leaves
me and a few others to help tum the cogs before August (How many days
till Christmas?).

PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Youngman
Tp SSgt
SSgt George McGuire
It's been a busy few months for Papa Tp. The Troop went on the
Queen's Jubilee leave only after they had finished the COs fun run on 29
May. We came back on 5 June ready to deploy on Ex Arcade Warrior I
which was held on camp. The exerci e ended on 14 June after th~
successful move of the HQ. A few members of the Troop went to
Manheim to celebrate the hand over takeover of COs for the l OI st
Airborne Battalion, whose motto is 'Always tit lo fight'. The lads had a
couple of days lo practise a they had to learn drill commands from a flag
bearer. On the day of the parade no one could see the flag bearer so they
ju t blagged it. The Americans were so chuffed with us joining their
parade that a few tears were shed in honour. We would like to welcome to
the Troop two new members LCpl Andy Heney and Sig Peter Hall who
arrived near the end of July. Sig Hall had not been in the Troop very long
before he had to leave us for a few weeks to do his HGV driving. Morale
dropped slightly due to leave being changed to only 50 % of the
Squadron on leave at one time. Once it was all sorted out morale soon
grew, and then it was RSIT. This knocked it back down, but the end result
overall made everyone relieved and a lot happier as the pressure was ofT.
RSIT for the system garage went really well. One of the switche
would have got away with no A jobs but the Del Commander, Sig
Edmondson, told the RSIT inspector that he had missed one on her
vehicle.

HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Vanessa Galloway
Tp SSgt
SSgt Pavier
. A successful battlefield tour was had by mo t of the Troop recently,
with an m-depth look at some of the major sites of The First World War
including Ypres and the Somme. Even some of the more 'mature:
members of the Troop managed to unwind, including Cpl Rees who in
~e end was showing signs of being 'flawed'. Departure from the Troop
mclude LCpl Ross Harmon and Cpl Hurst (who have decided to return
lo normality in civvy street) and deployments to the Fallies for ig
Morris and Cpl Johnson and a wee stint in Boznia for ig Rory
Musgrave. We hope you all have a good tour lads. Two new arrivals in
the Tech workshops recently are Cpl Paul Bone fresh from his year and a
bit Tl jolly in Blandford and to Cpl tooney who has come across from
good old Blighty: All troop members involved would like to ay a big
thank you to Staff P for organising an excellent adventure training
package. Sig Taylor's still disappointed that he never turned into a
pumpkin after midnight though!

DELTA TROOP
TpComd .
2LtDown
Tp S gt
SSgt Taylor
Over the last few months it has been busy in the Troop as usual, with
the Troop going on a battle field tour to view the ormandy landing site
(primarily Omaha Beach), staying at a campsite and visiting the museums
and places of interest during the day. Co-ordinated by Lt Down, a superb
time wa had by all, Cpl Gibbs en uring our burnt offerings were eaten
before we took to the local sites in the evening. All in all the Troop pulled
together to make yet aga in another worth while trip out of the garages.
Some of the Troop have moved on to pastures new. We say farewell to
A!LCpls Barker and Whatmough and more recently Cpl Porter and
A/Cpl Sandra Evans, good luck to you all and all the best for the future.
Hello to Sigs Perkington and McDowell . Get stuck in, it's really great
here. Ask anyone.

i

TAC TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Bosworth
Tp SSgt
S gt Griffiths
This month in Tac Troop it has been rather chaotic to ay the least. The
boss, Lt Bosworth, slipped away for some adventure training with new
Troop arrivals whilst SSgt Griffiths just returned from his RQM cour e
held at Deepcut. Just as we say welcome back he's off to 15 Sig as the
RQ! Good luck and from all of us best wishes for the future. Speaking of
leaving, LCpl Becdie prepares to go very soon. He is away to 3 Div.

HEADQUARTERS QUADRO
MOTOR TRA SPORT
SSgt Hay is posted to JS . U (A ) Cyprus as SSM I Sqn.
Congratulations to LCpl Jo hnson on winning his boxing match against l
UK Div. The bout was against LC pl Dea rin g who has joined the MT
after being posted from Herford. We would like to say a fond farewell to
Sig Clarke who is posted to 54 RLC in I, and to Sig Ma nnion who i
off to 19 Mech Bde in Sunny Catterick. We would like to welcome Sgt
Paul Millington and his family joining us from I UK Div. Sig C heryl
Stevenson who is posted in from 3 UK Div and to ig Lawren ce
Clarkin who is posted in from Blandford. The Troop finally got out for
the day waler-skiing where a good time was had by all and then on to a
Battlefield tour to Arnheim. Everyone in the Troop has now tarted
training for 16 Air Asslt Bde.
TECHNICAL fAINTE A CE TROO P
Tp Comd
W01 (Fof'S) Jen kins
It 's been a busy month for TM Tp so far with activities ranging from
adventure training through to RSIT inspections. The month started with
nearly everyone going to the Hartz Mountains for a week's adventure
training, where the activities ranged from rock climbing through to hill
walking and kayaking. Congratulations mu t be given to ig J ohn Devlin
(MT Rep) for the excellent work keeping the minibus up to date with the
correct fuel. A day out was organised by Cpl Tyro nn e Woodward to the
Roermond sailing club and all in TM Tp had fun. However, the Troop
soon had to knuckle back down to 'real' work a we prepared our
vehicles and Troop for what turned out to be a successful RSIT
inspection. Goodbye are also aid to C pl Lloyd Morgan who will be
leaving the regiment after years of dedicated service. Best wi hes from
TM Tp go to Cpl Paul 1cCor mick and Lisa Gavin on their wedding.
lastly a mention to gt Jo hn Ashm an, gt Willia ms and WOI (FofS)
Jen kins for no other reason than they get slabbed.

10 SIGNAL REGIMENT

co
REFORMATIO

Lt Col Si mon Leigh
OF 10th SJG AL REGIME T

'This reformation is in recognition of the operational imperative for
g11ara111eed Command and Conlro/ that is resilient and dependable
in this increasingly uncertain world. Thal we should recognise the
requirement for a dedicated Regular Regiment, who are ready and
commi11ed to providing that continuous and high quality service that
all Commanders desire, and with the ability to respond quickly in an
emergenc;\ is a tribute to your forebears and is a challenge lo you
for thefu ure.'
With these words the General Officer Commanding, Theatre Troops,
Maj Gen J a m es h aw M BE Late R IG AL , addressed the
reformation parade of I Oth Signal Regiment at Basil Hill Barracks,
Corsham on Thur day 4 July 2002.
After an absence of 15 year from the Royal ignal Order of Battle,
I 0th ignal Regiment has been re-established by retitling and re-roling
I G) to
the Army ommunications and Information Systems Group (
provide close support Information and Communication ervices (JC ) for
Land ommand and Home land , ecurity. The O. Lt Col imon Leigh,
now has an inc reased, but more coherent command o er a widely

Members of 2 31 Signal Squadron who attended the Basic Freefall Course in July
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dispersed organisation comprLing; RHQ/Ops, 238, 241. 242, 243 and
251 Signal quadrons along with 600 ignal Troop and Lima Troop, in
all some 23 officers, 202 soldiers and 545 civil servanis. The Regiment
remains at very high readine s and is now the regular ational
Communication Regiment for 2nd
ational Communication ) ignal
Brigade. It provides the day-to-day command and control
communications required by Land Command throughout the UK
mainland and upports expeditionary operation . It i al o ready to
upport contingency plans in re ponse 10 incidents at hort or no notice.
The Regiment al o provide the key IC required to enable military
headquarter , unit and specia lists to execute their mis ion when called
upon to assi t in po t incident management or the security of the home
ba e.
To mark, formally, this important oeea ion, a reformation parade \\as
held at Corsham, in the pre ence of omd 2
) ig Bdc, Brig Nigel
J ackson MBE, e era I former commanding officers and other gue. t . An
award ceremony and lunch followed the parade. Led by the orps Band.
U1e 0, Adjt, Ca pt Jill Pea e AG (ET ) and two composite squadron
group under the command of Maj s Ian Seraph (QC 23 ) and ·wally'
Drain (OC 251) paraded to recei e and rai e U1e ne" Regimental Flag.
The highlight of the parade included a re ie\\ and addre b GO
Theatre Troops. raising tl1e new regimental flag and final! a march pa 1.
The ceremonial events were con iderably enhanced by the pre cnce of
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Shaft who unfortunately was a ' scouser' and a bit pale (he used the same
doctor as Wacko Jacko). The cclebs and the ' Mad ow' then decided to
hit the town for a few ' wet ones ', which funnily enough turned a few
heads.
The Troop wou.ld l i~e to say fond farewells to W02 (SSM) Dave
Watson and his wife Lindsey, (he leaves us on promotion to WO L as a
Tp . omd at RSS Blandford}, W02 Mel Ric hard s, Ann Marie and
farmly on post111g to HQNl, SSgt eil Sorley, Karen and their family
who are posted to 3 UK Div & Sig Regt. Goodbye to LCpl Cooke and
ig Liam Cade on their transfer to civi lian life. All the best and good
luck for the future. Warm welcomes go out to the new SSM and his
family, W02 ( SM) John Ainsworth and to Sgt Hayes as the new
SQM following successful promotion and an even more succc ful
internal move from 245 Sig Sqn to 226 Sig Sqn.

the Corps Band. the support pro' ided by J
Corsham and in particular
th, t;S \I. \\ I ( ' '\1) 'Ton)· Barry. Following the parade tJ1e GOC
pr'~entcd a'' ard and medals to members of the R~giment and J
Corsham in the ollicers' me marquee before a splend id all "!mks lunch.
Tho~e members of the Regiment, both mili tary and civil sc:·vants who
were able to witne· the reformation e\ ent, were high ly imp1es cd with
the standard aclm:ved b) those on parade. The otli ers, RD, Technician,
Radio and CO -t 1 E 1affs requir d only two full rehearsals under the
Jir•won of
1 243, W02 (S l\1) Paul Brown as i ted b Q 1 238.
gt Ian ait to learn and prcfe l tJ1e drill r quired.
Finall). readers will be intere tcd LO know that the tatue of Bruno the
Bear. the regimental ma cot. "ill hortly be relocated lo Basil Hill
Barrack> at Cor ha m from it urrent location at Erskine Barracks,
Wilton.

ROMEO TROOP
Tp omd
Lt P eter Jon es
SSgt Bruce T hornton
Tp SSgt
EXERCISE DRAGO
TALO
hy LCpl Standish
The deployment went well for all concerned at the BEWC which was
mainly due to the fact that Sig Ed ge flapping around the detachment
con tantly entertained us. Th is is probably because he has been so used to
relaxing and chi lli ng out on a Rebro, where you are out of the physical
reach of the Yeoman, OpsWO and their magical emptying brew mug. A
'wel.1 done' on the .deployment shou ld also go to LCpl C layton for
mak111g sure that whilst dnv111g the Officer Commanding he en ured that
he applied driver's hours ru les at all times, (thus without doubt being the
'golden blanket' winne r) A if it was not enough to win the coveted
golde_n bla~et after a week L C pl Clayton went off to play rugby. It was
at this pornt Sig We bb took over the task of driving the Officer
Command111g. After numerous other dodgy driving incidents ' endex' was
called.

GOC Th Tps, presents the new Regimental Flag to the CO,
Lt Col Simon Leigh
The Flag NCO, Cpl Jasen Beattie of 238 Sig Sqn
waits to take the flag and raise it before the GOC's address

GOC and CO with the Award and Medal Recipients
and their guests
Back Row; Maj Fred Calvert (CinC's Commendation),
W02 Jon Heaton (LS&GC).
W02 Craig Collins (GOC Ni 's Commendation), CO,
Sgt Micky Mann (ACSM), SSgt John Cordery (LS&GC),
Sgt Kim Castledine (LS&GCM)
Front Row; Mrs Julie Heaton, GOC ,
Miss Jennifer Earley (SSgt Cordery's partner) and
Mrs Watson (Sgt Castledine's mother)

14 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(ELECTRONIC WARFARE)

co

RS\-1

Lt Col '. J. Borrill

WOl (RSM) A. P. Staniford

FREEDOM OF T DAVfD'S PARADE.
The Freedom of St David's Parade in June was a high light of the year.
\lfember of the Regiment marched th rough the narrow streets of St
Da,id's (the smallest city in the country}, and were granted the freedom
by the 1ayoress. Unusuall y for West Wales, the sun was hot which was
perfect , o 2 dre s weather! The surpri sing wea th er brought out the
toun. ts 111 force and they will now expect such entertainment next year.
After the parade, the so ldier and families retired to Cawdor Barracks for
lunch and n:freshments. With all the hard work behind us, we could relax
and take a well-earned Golden Jubilee week break.
HEADQ ARTER SQ ADRO
qn Comd
'\1aj John tanden
SS \ 1
W02 ( M) Daren Newton
OPER TIO. STROOP
I\> e' er, the hub or the Regiment is as busy as it has always been. In
add1uon to the high number of operations and exercise , we have een a
h1gh_turno,er of JX-'Tsonnel. '\1aj Bradshaw has departed in a shiny new
~.\-Irr.: cart? Germany on promotion, (congratulat ions) and in hi s place
!JU' ) 1 MaJ '\tark ;\dam~ ._ The SIO, .Maj Dave Ja r ratt , US Army, is
m the process of lea' mg (aga111! ) but we do know he is going this time as
hi- rcpla..:emcnt. '\1aj Jim Craig, has a rri ved. Other recent arri va ls
rncl udc Sig Da\C Eaton, Sig adler and Cpl Mundy who are all settled
mto hie 111 the Regiment.
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226 SIG AL SQUADRO (ELECTRO re WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj J onathan G illes pie
SSM
W02 J. Ainsworth
The Squadron has been extremely busy over the past few· months with
the Regimenta l Exercise, support ing 16 Air Assa ult Bde on Ex Eagles
Strike, various demos, NAVEXs range days and the Regimenta l Open
Day. T hey a re curre ntl y crack in g on wi th pre pari ng fo r th e CO'
Managerial Inspection in August.
SQ ADRO ' HEADQUARTERS TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Q uinsey
Tp SSgt
SSgt Morgan
The Troop had a day out on 10 July 2002 that invo lved a AVEX in
th e morn ing fo llowed by a Fa nc y Dress Go lf o m petition in th e
afternoon. The NAVEX took place on the Preseli Hills in glorious sunny
weather (hard to beli eve fo r Wales I know) and provided an excellent
opportunity fo r the Troop to practise th eir map-readin g skill s. Most
amusing to watch on thi s phase of the day out was C 1>l McSherry taking
two steps forward and fi ve back as he graduall y cl imbed the major peak
o f th e d ay, and o n that note we will move sw iftl y o n. Th e go lf
competition was held at the loca l club in Rosemarket, where the brave
decision was made to break the Club ' strict rules, by turning up in fancy
dress. The game started so well with SSgt Morga n takin g 17 shots to
complete the first hole that is only a par 5 and was closely foll owed by
Cap t Q uinsey on I 6. The game also set a new world record for the first
'cow' in hi story to complete nin e hol es at thi s luxurious course. Among
the famous celebrities on the course was Elvis in hi s cowboy outfit and
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THE CAWDOR FAYRE - by LCpl Pete Armour
On Sat urda.y 13 July Romeo Tp de pl oyed one vehicle, several
handsome soldiers and LC pl Clayton on to Brawdy Airfield in support
of the Cawdor Fayre (Regimental Open Day). The mis ion wa to raise
money for the Army Benevolent Fund and the Paul Sartori foundation, a
local cancer charity. This was to be achieved by selling rides in a Wolf
Land Rover. We had been slowly preparing all week and were happy with
the results de pite jibes coming from the non-participating members of
the Troop. They believed that the vehicle was none other than the dog car
used in the fi lm 'Dumb an d Dumber' (the resemblance was quite
uncanny). Desp ite the jibes we drew a large number of people who
wanted a ride - so many people that at one point, there was a ten-minute
queue .
. The crowds were quite a surprise, bearing in mind Sig Edge wa doing
his best to put people off by resembling a seedy cab driver, arm hangi ng
out of the wi ndow, o ne hand on th e wheel and eyes fixe d on the
passenger who he had. managed to coax into the front (despite the ample
room 111 the back). This smooth operator used up his complete repertoire
of cheesy lines (to no effect I may add). As if this was not enough, Sig
Ward was doi ng his best to u e the driving opportunity to practise at high
peeds cross-country, rather than around the track (this need to drive at a
speed at least 30 mph or over is probably due to the fact that he drive a
Ford Sierra on a daily basis).
. Despite a ll of tbi and the ni ghtmare of obtaining perm ission and
111surance to carry out the tand, we did manage to draw the crowds and
were kept busy throughout the day. The combination of good weather and
an excellent sales pitch meant that we did well and managed to entertain
144 people at 50p a ride, ra ising £72 fo r charity. Thi combi ned with
SHQ Troop's excellent golf stand and a ll the other Regi mental effort
will no doubt have ra ised a large amowlt for the two deserving cau es.
237 IGNAL SQUADRO ' (ELECTRO IC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Dave Drinkall
SM
W0 2 (SSM) K. cott
HEADQUARTERS T ROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Knightly Brown
MT gt
Sgt ewton
.The majori ty of the Troop were lucky enough to go adventure training
wi th the Foreman, W02 (Fof ) Amies to climb Mont Blanc on Ex
Dragon's Dance 3. Dragon' Dance 4 is still to come, therefore totalling 4
adventuro u tra inin g expediti on thi s year! The OC qn. Maj Dave
Dri n ka ll has been Mi ss in g in Action , last heard of some whe re in
Bavaria. He is due to leave u hortly for pastures new and we wi h him.
Bcthan, Edwar d and Lydia all the be t. A warm welcome goes to Maj
John u tton, fresh from orway ( ame climate as Brawdy, but more
dayltght hours). A fa rewe ll is also extended to C pl Livesy and a welcome
to Cpl Leddy. At la t the sun has appeared in West Wale . which ha the
added benefit of scenic runs on the coa ta l path and wimming in the sea.
The Troop is now looking forward to tJ1e quadron comms/battlecamp in
September.

attempting to escape ~ia the All Arms Commando ourse. We have every
confidence that he will pass, because all that time he spent in the gym
couldn ' t have been wasted. ew to the Troop from trainmg are ig
Spalding, ig ur e and ig Bowles (watch out White Helmets!).
Dunng June the Troop deployed on Ex Dragons Talon 'run' by the
R~g1me~t. The first week aw Lt Liz Robson (0 T Tp) rule TCAD
with an iron rod. The remainder of the Troop occupied the slack period
playing such games as 'Hunt the Jockey Wheel' (always a favounte) and
The Great Blu~ Roll Paper Chase' with 'Lumber Jacking· (logging!) as a
concurrent activity. Week Two saw an end to all frivolity with a live
ene.m.y O.UT Tl:JERE. The outdets spent much time panicking and
anttc1pat111g bemg bumped. They were finally rewarded when the
gt e'~ton
' enemy' attacked throu~h the gully. Repulsing one attack,
R_o berts perfected his SAS rolling into cover techniques, which
frightened the enemy as much as it did him. Almo ta self-inflicted injury
was caused 111 both sensors wh~n bumped by members of TCAD, just so
they wouldn't feel left out! LCpl Burgoyne, leading the counter attack
from sen_sor 2~ engaged the enemy with his GPMG de pite being under
heavy fire himself, bravely fighting off the 'baddies'. ensor 4
underestimating their ammunition holdings, were completely
?verwhelmed, by the 'baddies', despite Cpl Howard urgi ng his troops to
fix bayonets .
TANGO T ROO P
Tp Comd
Lt E. Rob on
Tp WO
W02 M ullings
REG IME TAL EXERCI E DRAGO ' TALO
Tani;;o Tp would like to congratulate LCpl Rice and LCpl ppleby
for their bravery on the attempted launch of the fir t wheel-based OF
wagon. ~ord for the wise: wheels = land, not small lakes, lads! Overall,
the exercise was a good learni ng curve for all, especially with so many
new and as yet inexperienced crewmen. All showed an eageme to learn
from the likes of Cpl trange in his Rad Op Chief Technician role and
Sig F raser. Also ig eale deserves a special mention for his attempt to
kill off the ci.uadron hierarchy and by shocking 2IC, Capt K nightly
Brown with his frank confession of why he is called Ding.
OTHER ME TIO
Sig .Flook's reputation as a boxer has obviously grown as he recently
won his fight by default when his opponent decided not to bother after
al~. Well done t~ Cpl ha' fo~ taki ng the Tango Tp fl ag to new heights
with Ii! efforts _m the Royal S1gi:al ~kydiving Team with them taking
s1Jver Ill the Rhme Army Champ10nsh1ps and for taking part in so many
demos recently. Congrats to 'Mini Sarge', Sgt Potton, on the birth of his
latest addition to the family.
Goodbyes to Sig Clarke, gone to greener pasture of I UK Civ Div.
Cpl B~nks, returni1W across the water to Ireland and Sig T homson. off
on holiday - correction - posted to Cyprus. To all we wish good luck for
the future. Hello go to Sig Hol1 a11d. Sig Botchett, ig Parker and C pl
Evans, newly arrived from 7 Sig Regt.
The combat capabil ities of the quadron were clearly demon trated on
the Pai ntball games for Sigs T hom on's and Par ker 's leaving party. The
shooting kills of Sig Roach and his accurate headshot on Sig McGough
demonstrated good knowledge o f the marksman hip principles. ROE
understanding however appeared to be lacking when ig Lee C hurcher.
after trying to save himself by throwing away his gun and houting 'I'm
unarmed ' was shot to pieces. Tango Tp would like to add a final thank
you to all those not yet mentioned. C pl Me ser. C pl Carnell, Cpl Keen,
LCpl Blockley, LCp l B urgoyne, LCpl Fielding, LCpl G r een, ig
B.a in , Sig Carter. ig as h and of cour e our e teemed leader L t
Robson for all their effort in recent months.
245 SIGNAL Q ADRO (ELECTRO l C WARF RE)
by Cpl Gunn
qn Comd
!J:aj P. . C ubbi n
W0 2 (S M) K. Mar sh
SSM
With the return of Zulu Tp from the ir tour in Ko ovo the quadron
wa reunited j ust in time to deploy on the Regimental exerci e - Ex
Dragon ·s Ta lon. Overall the Regimen tal exerc i e went we ll for the
Squadron with some of the personnel heading straight out on Ex Rhino
Charge/Spear with I Div in Gennany on our return. O\ the quadron
can look forward to the ummer months with a BBQ in July for all the
famili e , evenin g time i adults onl y! We can a l o look ahe ad to
adventure training in Capel urig organ ized by W02 ( M) tar h (we
need to tan thinking green now and sharpen up our military kill ·). We
would like to ay goodbye to Sgt (YofS} 1acDonald on hi po ting to
pl
Aldershot. Cpls Pa ul and Pa ul on their po ting to 7 ig Regt and
gt
Dave G rim es on hi departure to 39 Inf Bde. Hello to our new
(FofS) ichols - big reputation to live up to! A welcome goc· to gt
Barker and gt Badger. Hello again to L pl 1 cGo ,~a n on his return
from Civvy treet and goodbye to Sig Tower . Sig oles and ig
Heathcote, good lu k with your ne\ posting to Civ Div. Congratulations
to SSgt (YofS) MacDonald and C pls Rees. Flannaga n and Da niel on
coming off the Board.

VICTOR T ROOP
Tp SSgt
gt ewton-Robcrts
The loss of the Troop O , Lt Lis h, to hi s Tp omd 's cour e, ha
forced sen ior members of the Troop to do ome work for a change! Those
fl ee rn g th e ne s t for go od ha ve included ig Steele to J U I on
prom otion, and ig Rya n Parker to 15 Sig Regt. LCp l In gham i
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16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

. J. T hackray
I) Fisher
Good Hea\'cn , the ink eem barely dry on the la t batch of WIRE
otes and here we are agl!iii. lncid ntally authorship is now under new
management and tho e disciples of long unpunctuated sentences are
gomg to be bitterly di appointed! From here on in it is going to be hort.
punchy taccato pro e accurate and to the point, and quite rightly o.
Other than the fact that the Regiment till maintains two large
contingents down in the Falkland Islands and Bosnia from a
communications point of view things have been relatively quiet. We
were, however OPEYAL'ed (if that's the correct term) whereby a team of
highly powered 1 TO bods took time out to c heck out on our
effecti,·ene· . This indeed coincided with a regimental Exerci e that was
quite handy in ironing out ome wrinkles before the Big Cheeses arrived.
As I am here to tell the talc, the Regiment pa ed ' ith tlying colours and
remain ready for anything.
With the Commanding Officer double hatted a the tation
Commander a number of Station activities merge into Reg imental
bu iness, none more so than the recent Formal opening of Javelin
Barrack . The e' ent took place on 2 June and ' as a miracle of
organization by Station and · ub unit taff. The GOC, Maj Gen MooreBick CBE, led an impressive list of gui:sts that included Brig lnsbaw,
the Brigade and Garrison Commander and a number of official local
dignitarie . The day started with a flag raising ceremony at the main gate
followed by a march past of a composite body representing all talion
units. The parade was led by Maj la n Lawrence, who having fronted the
Regiment's contingen t a t the Fare' ell to K.refeld Parade, was again
singled out from a cast of......... well one actually. He is posted to Nl thi
August and is bitterly disappointed at bei ng too late for the marching
season. After the march past, the GOC gave a short speech before
unveiling a notice board displaying a pecially commissioned plan of the
Station amenitie . The remainder of the isit was taken up by visits to
facilities and equipment demonstrations.

CO

Lt

R M

\ 01 (R

HEADQ ARTER SQ ADRON 16 lG AL REGI 1E. 'T
Signed Unknown Soldier, died on Trailwalker. late of HQ Sqn
qn Comd
Maj Guy Richards
SSM
W02 Crossing
It's been a busy couple of months yet again for HQ qn doing what we
normally do. However, when you have an QC who believes the S CO'
sh.ould, be .orga~izing other things, ('Do not do things better, do better
things, bemg his war cry), you tend to be involved in lots of out-of-thi wo~ld ventures. Therefore, events during this period here included
Tra1lwalker, BAMA rally again, ten Squadron runs, Welsh I 000 and to
cap the whole lot a Squadron party m an old nuclear power tation!
Please d? not ask too !llany question , we know that he is deranged and
are now JUSt about getting used to him and hi imagination.

ol

Cpl Thornton presents the BA(G) Swimming Trophy
to the CO. Both Cpl Thornton and Cpl Peart (R)
went on to represent the Army at swimming

The PRI Shop's Grand Opening by the wives of the co owners
(L-R): Rachel Thackray (16), Paula Richardson (7)
and Fiona Harris (280)
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
A recent innovation in the Regiment has been the introducti on of
development training. The training takes place on selected Friday
mornings and will be geared to the development of trade and military
skills as well leadership. The first development period took place on
Friday 5 July and took the fom1 of a number of tands scattered around
the Barracks. The troops were split into seciion and patrolled between
stands, tactically. The stand provided were a mixture of relearning old
kills sncb as first aid, duties of a sentry etc and developing some some
new ones like heli-handling, water obstacle cros ing etc. The exercise
proved very popular with soldiers and provided a welcome distraction
from tbe normal routine of equipment maintenance.

I TER SERVICES PARAGUDING CHAMPIO SHIPS 2002
by SSgt Ca/um Bnice
The Inter Services Paragliding Championships 2002 were held in
Bavaria, from 30 May - 9 June 2002. The Royal Signal Corps team
C?nsisted of SSgt Calum Bruce (16 Sig Regt), gt Gareth Pope (264
~1g Sqn .(SAS)) and Sgt C~ttle (HQ 1). This year was slightly different
m that 11 had an lnternat1onal e lement with the participation of the
Belgian ational Team.
Aft~r three days of excellent weather and training the championships
began 111 earnest.. It was to be .a d~y of bad news when on his fir t flight
Sgt Cattle got into d1fficulues JUSt after launch a nd ended up being
hospitalised with a broken ankle and a ruptured knee. ADAPT,
lNM'.ROYISE, OVE~COME and this the team did, Sgt Les Brooks (LI)
who 1s a Regimental Signaller was drafted into the team as a replacement.
Because the team was not all Royal Signals, another name had to be
found. One thing that all three team members had in common wa that
they were all British Association of Snowsport Instructors, so the team
became known as Team BAST. The championships are scored on various
di ciplines, timed flights to different locations, endurance flights,
accuracy on landmg, race to goal, flight out to a location and back and
various other tasks. The weather was good for the first three days of the
championships before rain and high winds from tbe south stopped flying.
The end of the third day after all the scores were added up saw Team
BASI leading the Army Championships with a score of 5126. This was
500 points in front of the econd team. On Friday 7 June 2002 after a
patien.t wait the conditions did not improve, so the Championship
committee decreed the day a wash out and the Championship closed.
Final Results were as follows:
INDIVTDUAL ARMY
SSgt Ca lu m Bruce
5th
Sgt Brooks
6th
Sgt Gareth Pope
13th
TEAM
Army Champion Team 2002
Team BA I
Inter Sv lntermed Champions 2002 Ar my Team
(of which all three were tean1 members)
Inter Services Fairness Award
Sgt Brooks
British Team
International Champion
. On Saturday 8 June 2002 the weather cleared and a Paragliding
display was organised as a thank you to the village of Wertach. This aw
some 81 paragliders in the air at the same time flying around and over the
fields of the vi llage, with some excellent demonstrations from the Service
flyers and the NOYA Test Pilot .

Sig Lewin (L) grapples with Sig Norcroft
under the watchful eye of Sgt Kirk
at the unarmed combat stand during Development Training

The GOC (R) with the CO unveils the area map
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SPORT
S ince the s uccesses of the wi nter season t he summer has been
somewha.t Spartan in terms of achievement. T he loss of 252 Sig qn and
the ongomg operational deployments saw disappointing results in this
year 's Morrison Cup up in Herford. We did pick up some individual
award and LC pl s Bucking ham and Dela ney, C pl A plin and Sg t
Tindale all de erve credit for their performances and subseq uent gongs.
The disappointments of the Morrison up were quick ly forgo tten
whe~ water sports time came along. For the third consecutive year the
Reg1me~t won the BA(G) Major Units Swimm ing Title and went one
better this year by becommg Major Un it Water Polo Champions.
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Paragliders extrordinaire SSgt Calum Bruce flanked by
Sgt Brooks (R) and Sgt Pope
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TRAILWALKER UK 2002 - by Sig Jmran Hamid
Team Captain:
gt Collins
ig lmran Hamid
ig Kelly Butterfield
ig raig Toshack
Trailwalker UK, although a relatively short challenge, was quite an
a.rduou~ onl'.. Especially if you i_i.re foolish .enough to attempt a challenge
hke this with .no formal traming and without support from a highly
organized admm team of one thousand caterers and GD men like most of
the civvy tean:is had. No~ being uUer.ly professional and ha ing spheres
of steel we dispensed. w1.th the tr~mmg and decided to wing our way
through the I OOkm w1~h JUSt a driver to meet u at each checkpoint to
supply our food and drink. We even planned to celebrate this feat with a
whole day on the Brighton front. Unsurprisingly even the best-laid plans
g'! to pot when faced with a principle known a ·sod' law'. Our first
misfortune happened to our original team captain Sgt Ia n Taylor who
had to drop out the day we departed due to unforeseen circumstances, so
a replacement had to be drafted in pretty sharpish. Phone calls were made
and arms twisted and unfortunately (depends on your viewpoint) gt
Collins was volunteered to lead us on the challenge. We set off on the
morning of the 5th in our minibus, which was driven by our admin team
Sig Lester. We experienced no hitches in getting to our start point (which
wa located i~ the Queen Elizabeth Country Park approximately SOkm
away from Bnghton) and duly set up our tentage for the night. ow for
those of you who have done events that include tabbing large distances
you can appreciate what we did but for those of you who haven't, here
are a few words to describe the next 23hrs 22mins and 48secs of the
challenge:
Arduous
Character te ting
Monotonous
Team building
Enjoyable (spotting the fi nish line)
pbere busting
Even though we found the event hard we tried to persevere as best we
could. but unfortunately not all of us finished. Kelly Butterfield dropped
out early on due to a niggling foot injury, and a gutsy perfo rmance from
Sgt C olJins aw him bow out in the latter tages, due to a leg injury.
These setbacks forced C raig Tos hack and I to join onto a team of PE
teachers from just out ide London, who bad been roped in to do this
event by one of their colleagues who worked out in epal as a Gurkha
recruitment officer. ow these gentlemen and we were not doing this
event just to prove omething to ourselves, but to raise money for two
re peeled charitie ie: the Oxfam Appeal and The Gurkha Welfare Trust.
It is expected thai we will be sending in a cheque to the e charities for
approximately one thousand pounds by tbe enc! of eptember. What did
we get out of it but sore feet? Well I for one know a lot more about
myself now then l did before I left the start. Concerns? I do not think my
mates in that foreign land called civvy street will ever believe ' hat I did
and wa able to do.ju t off the cuff.
TECHNI CAL MAINTE A CE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOJ Hamilton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Bath
TM Tp ha had an eventful month, we ha e continued to adapt to our
new surrounding of the newly o pened Jave lin Barracks, in Elmpt
Garri on. The official opening held on 2 July 2002, wa graced with the
pre ence of the GO . The GO also had the pleasure of in pectin the
ne\ accommodation fo r the ingle men of TM Tp. Although the
inspection went we ll, the block is not pleased all it new tenants. The ants
and moth seem happy enough. Howe er, it i tbe human vho are not so
pleased at hari ng ' ith them. TM Tp ha participated in a couple of
exerci es this last month. The Operational Evaluation wa here to see
ho' effective 16 ig Regt was in the field.
lot of hard work and late
nights went into making urc everyth ing went olT well and it did. OP
in pections of kit were done wit11 a light heart and due to S gt Ba th 's
usua l high standard beer was owed by mo t.
The World up held in Japan and Korea entertained the troop for a
while as 'Des Crnic · the Troo p bar wa opened to watch the England
ga mes. If the matche d id not e ntertain the c hef who ooked the
breakfast alway d id. tatT ilcnced the foreign contingent (main!)
cotti h) who supported Brazil wi th pa sport check . Friday morning
came to be a regular occurrence for football in the Troop a England
played igeria then Brazil. pl Bennett had omething to dcbrate a· he
obta ined Brazil in the weep and collected his loot a \Cry happy man.
The CO of 16 ig Regt introduced developmem Friday ·, th.: fiN of
whi h seemed a great success a we learnt new military kills. , tall. '' re
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. .:t up ,, 1th bayonet skills (I shall not .tell oi_i who wa f3in.ted on my
dumm}; 1.1ff ergcant) and mer cro smgs bemg am.ong t!!< ~n. Laugh.
1 near!\ \\et m) . clf on the unarmed combat stand until I war. picked from
the bunch 10 be thrown around the field. The future look bright for the e
d1 . ,, uh such things a trade training and command task cc:immg up.
Trade training day. ' ill be especially u~eful _to ome of u . JUdgmg by the
tc>t re ults of our trade exam taken earlier this ~1onth.
.
There h ve been some good perfonnances 111 the_ S\ 1mm111g pool by
gt Carnegie and hi team. The Troop has excelled m ~he water ~ecently
"ith !rt Lloyd Bath leading the 1 ater polo team to victory, a 1stcd by
a ne" m';:mber of the Troop, LCpl Knight.
·ew face ha'e appeared in the Troop a regular a cl?c~work. IL
eem · the Blandford comeyor belt is mming somewhat fu l (1 1t becau e
of the trnining deficiencie certificate I wonder?). We welcome LCpl
Parker-Pollard, L pl Bibby, LC pl Yeatman and my elf.
Unfortunately, we have said goodbye LO our FofS, wot Lewendon. He
has been de ervedly promoted and moved on to Cypru . We ha~ a couple
of good farewell celebration in Dusseldorf on a boat on the Rhme, ~nd a
barbecue in the ·Das Craic'. We have a new foreman WOt Hanulton
11ho arri\'e from Cypru and i accompanied by hi wife We~d. an_d
daughter Jodie. \ e wish them all the be l and hope that they enJOY their
tour with 16 ig Regt.
HEADQ ARTERS MOTOR TRANSPORT
1TWO
W02 Greaves
~ff gt
gt Tanner
Firstly we would like to ay welcome to LCpl_Evans from 2 0 (UK)
ig qn and Christian our new Details Clerk. It _1s good.to ee someone
who can do the job properly. Then we would hke to bid farewell to a
couple of guys who definitely made their mark in this place. ln the red
comer. I gi\'e you the one the only Cpl Thomas who ha left us for the
unny Blandford . In the blue corner, the champion of LSl 's the
undisputed destroyer of young Lineys, LCpl Scott who 's gone to the
po ting of men not mice, the lovely SHOT. As a department we have
weated ome blood over the last few weeks and as everybody who is
reading thi know , the infamou , LSI is not to be me sed with. Lads,
from the Bos , cracking job guys! Let's look forward to more!

crious Del maintenance and aluable trade tra ining wa very much the
order of the day. There were a few mi hap of cou rse. One that springs to
mind wa the instance when Sigs Adam Hindson and Paul Wood's
attempted to erect a 9x9 Lent.
ot a .go?d idea putting th ~ canva on
inside out lads! Especia lly when the nun 1s commg down thick and fast.
Many congratulations to SSg~ Russ Shield for s urvivin~ his last exercise
with the Troop, and for sa lutmg an R.MP Sergeant MaJor. Another well
done goes to Cpl Brameld for finally getting out of hi doss bag. 'Matt',
the Golden Blanket i definitely yours. A final word of congratulations
to the Troop QC whose promotion to Full Lieutenant in the field was met
with the promise of beers all round.
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Laura Clark
Tp gt
gt Brett Harrison
KAPE TO R 5-25 MAY
The Tour got off to a good tart with Sig Daniel struggling with the
early morning start. The le~s aid on _that one the better.. everth ~less the
team departed bnmmmg with enthusiasm for one week m Blandford and
two , eek vi iting schools in London. 'No problem ', we all though.I 'this
w ill be a doddle' .... How wrong we we re . All respect to those 111 the
teaching profc sion. How they maintain themse lves with some of the kids
we faced, goodne s only knows. The majority of the school s we vi ited
were all girl school much to the delight of ig Humble who lapped up
the atte ntion. ig Daniel o n the other ha nd was a lm o t mobbed on
variou occasions due to his previously unnoticed re embl ance to Pop
Idol runner-up Gareth Gates. This caused endles amusement for ~Cpl
Racheal Ellison and Sig Shelley Briggs, as they moved unnollced
through the crowds. The wcirde t point of the tour occurred when the
whole team was asked for their autographs by a bunch of schoolgirls. ig
Humble managed to re ist the temptation lo jot down hi s phone number,
thankfu ll y. Cpl Whyte receives th e Tour award for never ceasing to
amaze all and his ability to get off doing any actua l work. Last but not
least a special mention is needed for LCpl Jones for his appalling taste in
music. There is something quite odd about seeing a 24-year-old man
dancing badly to tunes from the sixties. Thanks to everyone in the team
the tour was a huge success.

230 IG, AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
1aj I. G Lawrence
S 1
W02 (SS 1) MacLaren
As the quadron en Ies into the frantic pace of Jave! in Barrac~ life, it
is also experiencing a period of grO\vth. Future plans of expandmg tbe
quadron from two trunk nodes to fo ur are finally becoming current
plan . \! ith 255 Sig Sqn reluctantly relinquishing only the most taknted
of its operators to bolster our numbers we could soon be almost as big as
HQ Battalion. A the numbers of the Squadron c hange, so too do the
personalities. Oddly posted at around tbe same time, the Squadron lost
both it Officer Commanding, Maj Ian Lawrence and its Second in
Command. Capt Gareth Oliver. Tbe Squadron will sorely miss them
both. But they will tay in touch. SQMS Brodie bas a small carpetcleaning bill for their dogs.

TRUNK , ODE 015
Tp Comd
Lt Ed Swift
Tp SSgt
gt John McNeill
In the past couple of months, Trunk ode 015 has had quite a busy
period firstly taking part in exerci e Instant Whip. This was a fast moving
exercise which involved a lot of hard work and sleep deprivation but due
to a good team effort, everyone's moral was high and after a few ups and
down e\eryone wa rewarded a pat on the back from the CO. There was
also sailing last month, which a few members of the Troop got to take
part in. E\eryone \\ho got the chance bad a cracking day with plenty of
capsizing and the chance to relax and have a laugh. We would like to
thank Lt wift and Cpl Kirby for teaching us the basic .
This month some of the Troor· members got to take part in the GOC's
parade, during the opening ceremony of Elmpt station. It involved a lot of
kit in pection and rifle drill parade, which paid ofT with an excellent
parade on the day. We would like to congratulate Cpl Luke on his
promotion to ergeant. We were sad to see Cpl John Hall leave. We
v. ish him all the best for his new posting. He will be missed. We would
also like to welcome the new members into the Troop, the boys from I
lUK) Di1, LCpl Mark Ridgewell and Sig Carl ickers and from 255
qn. LCpl \1acDonald , LCpl KelJy Johnson and ig orcross. Well
done guy~ you got here just in time for RS!T.
TR '. ' K "ODE 016
T p Comd
Lt Ross McLeod
Tp SSgt
gt helld
It'~ been another productive and busy month in the Troop that has seen
a few per<onality changes. A hearty welcome is extended to LCpl Paul
King and hi wife from sunny Paderbom. Hope you both enjoy your time
~1th u at the sharp end. Many congratulations go to ig Lisa Harris
and Lee airns on their marriage. On the negative side it was a sad
farewell to two of the Troop characters, LCpl Graham Rennie, ofT to I
(liK) Ci' Di\, and L pl Dave mith , away to 2 1g Regt.
Between the 4 -23 July the , ode deployed on Ex Rhino Charge/Spear
m . upport of our friends up the road in I (UK) Div. The first week was
rx.-nt at T \\here there was a chance to get on with some cross training
for the }Oun 0 cr member~ of the Troop, including SHF and SCRA(T). The
n:maind of the time was spent up on the Bielefeld Ridge where some
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There was time, however, to enjoy a cultural evening out in the form
of a Chinese meal in the local Stadt lo say good bye to Lt Brian Jeffery
and Sig Douglas. As one would expect, both the food and the drmk
Oowed well.
Ex Instant Whip came and went during one sunny week in June. The
troop as usual managed lo gel omms in with speed and case. It was a
pleasure having Sig Wood joi_n us. from 230 for the week, and he finally
managed to get a work in g 1111k m as ENDEX was called (blame Sig
Cooke for that one)! Thanks also to 2Lt Tara Kane for keeping gt
Kirk amused in ode ' ommode' 095. Something else that's happening
as this goes to press is that those who Oew to the Falkland Islands for six
months are now starting to tri ckle back into normal work. We all hope
that they appreciate the work that we left for their return! Welcome back
folks and in case you've been wondering ................ no, nothing change !
Congratulations must go to Sig Michelle Jelfs and LCpl Spot wood
on the birth of their baby daughter Catlyn, and Cpl cott and his wife
Kay on the birth of their daughter Phoebe Grace.
HTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt E mily Greenwood
Tp SSgt
S gt MacPhee
Summer is apparently here, the roar of Tornadoes on full reheat is long
gone only to be replaced by the roar of a scary number of Sergeant
Majors, and SSgt MacPhee continues to go around the Troop with his
dose of salts. estling gently on the German/Dutch border is the newest
Garrison in the British Army, called Elmpt tation/Javelin
Barracks/Bruggen, depending on whom you are talking to. The old RAF
occupant have vacated, and now a large chunk of The Royal Corps of
Signals call it 'home'.
In true military tradition, on 2 July a March-on parade was held, now
that everyone had finally moved into their new locations. The band
played, the Troop suppli ed men to march, and others winced at the
impending fatigues. Those marching included SSgt MacPhee, and Cpl
Lake. In the 'Screws and Wires ' arena, SSgt Watkins, is sti ll to be
found pulling out what little hair he has left, either because DCSA throw
yet another spanner at his plan , or stores fail to arrive in time. It makes
for an interesting time for the crew commanders, Cpls Ian Farrow and
Cpl Mark Aplin trying to get the Army's requirements into place and
remove the surpl u . (H's amazing just how many telephones and data
equipment the RAF had! ). In the ' Guns and Fibre' Deployment troop, Sgt
Fisher is busy getting ready for yet another exercise. Who aid
Telemechs don't know the dangerous end of one of those gun thing ? It'
a seemingly endless cycle for these guys of exercises and prep work and
somethi ng of a culture shock for some of them. Still, I'm sure we'll
survive.
On the social scene, the Troop continue to make it mark, supporting
any function that comes along. We also have a new crew-room, expertly

MA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Jane Squires
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ulley
It's been like any other build up to RSIT, LSI and squeezing in all the
vehicles for servicing. Someone in their wisdom ran off last year
schedu le to save time. Well we weren't going to come in for a MEI on 13
July, (a Saturday)! Unfortunately it has been more work than fun in the
Troop of late, which we hasten to add is not a bad thing, as the Troop
excels on work, (once motivated)! The following have been 'chosen' for
posting to 230 Sqn were Sgt Brett Harrison, Cpl Appleby, LCpls
Kelly John on and MacDonald, Sigs Marcus Taylor, Sharon . o~cros_s
and eil Hawkins. It's always said in all The WIRE notes but this 11me_it
is true that the rest of MA Tp are sad to see them all leave. Let's face it,
who's going to do all the work for the next R IT?
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CISTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Rutherford
Tp SSgt
Sgt Kielty
Being the new guy on station it as been put to me to come up with thi
months offerings. lt has been a busy few months on Elmpt tation with
exercise , adventure training, opening parades and other commitments.
We are sad to say farewell to Capt Herbert, W02 Paul Holmes and gt
Dave Cox. Jn replace we would like to welcome Capt Rutherford,
WOI Jarnell, Cpl Kenning and LCpl Epton. We are looking forward to
a bit of time off before we start again with all guns blazing in August.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Kane
Tp Sgt
SSgt Cooper
It has been a busy month for Support Tp with Ex Instant Whip 2002
and busy at work as usual. The Troop performed well on Ex Instant Whip
with Cpl Pullen at the helm. igs 1ark and Fowler took the baby linie
under their wings and pa on as much of their vast knowledge of the Jedi
Master Art of laying cable. 2Lt Tara Kane now know how to lay cable,
fix subsets and beat the Sqn FofS at banana throwing (they know what it
means!) Sigs Kelly and Bryant now know how to lay a field phoneline
after 2 fi hours of trying. On a sadder note we have to say goodbye to
ig Merrills who is departing us to join 21 Sig Regt. Good Luck and a
big farewell to ig McCulloch wbo is leaving the army to join Civ Div.

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

Sig Briggs
with some of the students of the Walthamstow Girls School
during a recent KAPE tour
255 SIGNAL SQUADRON
OC/OC JCUFI Maj Hayden
SSM
W02 (SSM) Yates
Maj Hayden continues his year long holiday down south a pparently
enjoying the coldest June in Falklands history, whilst we ar~ forced to
slog it out in a 38 degrees swelter of a German Summer. W1tb the OC
away the 21C, Capt Kevin Barker continues to steer the good sh~p 255
Sig Sqn ably a sisted by the Morecambe and Wise of the Royal Signals,
also known as W02 (YofS) Kilburn and SSgt (FofS) Campbell. W02
(SSM) Ironside was head-bunted to be RQMS(T) leavi ng the path clear
for the arrival of a brand spanking new SSM in the shape of W02 (SSM)
Yates. A big welcome goes to the new SSM and family. Rumour had 11
that he was a bit of a footie fan but as he insists on using an Arsenal mug
l think we will delay judgement.
Congratulations to Cpl Howard on selection for promotion to Sergeant
and to LCpl nsworth AGC on selection for promotion to Corporal.
There is currently a reward out for any information as to the whereabouts
of W02 (l Supvr) Hurge Mogg. Answers on a postcard please to the
usual address.

crafted by Cpl Cooper and his army of reborn chippies painter and
brass polishers, who mcludc (just for the slab of beer) LCpl Vincent,
Sigs Young and Aston . Sports wise the Troop have been busy in the
swimming pool, with several members representing the Regiment m the
BA (G) and Army Swimming and Waterpolo championships. A very well
deserved win in the BA (G) s was followed up by a Third place back in
the UK. Troop members e njoying time off of work were Cpl 'VI ark
Aplin, LCpl Peart, igs McEwan and Kingan. On the (dreaded?) PT
front, the Troop ' level of fit ness climbs steadily, although a special
mention should go to C pl Cooper, who has found out that he doesn't
float very well in the pool, even if he is the size ofa brick outhouse.
Congratulations and well-done are sent to ig potswood and his
wife-to-be Sig Michelle .Jelfs on the birth of their daughter aitlyn .
Welcomes to the Troop include greetings to Cpl Cooper and h1 ~ family
freshly arrived from sunny Cyprus, Cpl Lake and his wife unn} , L pis
Passey, Craig Buckingham, Dave anderson , igs Bishop, McE"an
from the Light Dragoons, and finally Ryan Wake and Craig Larkin
from the factory.
Goodbyes are extended to gt Hemstead, who is off to Epi Tp, LCpls
Paul Walker who has decided he really doesn't like it here much, so he's
off to 250 Sig Sqn after only a short time. Terry McGrouther off to 39
Bde, and finally ig Steve Kite off to Civ Div.

co
RSM

Lt Col Ivan Hooper
WOl (R M) Dave Rook

EXERCISE RED BEA FIGHTER lI
Ex Red Beaufighter II was a 2-week battle. camp designed to tak.e
everyone in the Regt past ITD standard (that 1s everyone who wa n t
involved in swimming or athletics!) The Battle Camp was spht mto two
phases. The first three days at Tregantle Fort Cornwall were de igne~ a a
form of beat up training for the Field Firing at Okehampton. The trammg
concentrated on the Fire Team A se sment and OBUA at Scraesdon Fort.
Also covered were BC, Mine Awareness, Map Reading and Battlefield
COs who might
First Aid, with a lot of the in truction coming from
not nom1ally get the chance.
. .
When the coaches first arrived at Trcgantle after an epic Journey from
Coleme, everyone was looking forward to a nice meal, that is if S gt
Jack Hawkins had remembered to get the chefs there! The OBUA pha e
M
was a day long package organised by Cpl Hopkins, a si ted by
Kevin 0' eil who relished the role of the 'na ty' instructor. The lesson
culminated in an attack , incorporating Bat ims to add realism: All the
tudents said that it was the highlight of the three day . The Fire Team
As cssment consisted of 4-man team headed by S gt imon Donnelley
and was a two mile run (in some case ) followed by a shoot on what can
only be described as the most strange t range anyone had ever s~en.
Shooting down hill into the ea! The route of the run went pa t the Mmes
Stand and by some trange quirk of fate the stand's D . ah ays eemed to
be sitting down having a brew when the lads were ruruimg by.
After the three days a t Tregantlc the buses turned up an~ took
everyone to Okehampton Camp where the Cadre Course '~ent t~eir own
way and Capt Griffith (l Cadre Cse) wa cen mb~mg h1~ hands
together. While the Cadre our e concentrated on Military skill • the
remainder were to have a varied training and leader hip package that
would take them onto Dartmoor more often than they would prefer. This
began on the Friday with an FA (Forward Air Control) Demo run by
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gt Cox from 43 (We ex) ig Sqn. This howed the ability of our TA
FAC to call in Jaguars and Sea Harrier with live commentary coming
from the pilots - afte r SM Giles taped the headphone onto the
microphone PA system. A shame that the Tech couldn't sort _it out! Later
that day the troop went onto the Moors to do an Onenteenng exercise
led by W02 (YofS) Bentley. The troops did well and most importantly
no one got too lost. Over the weekend the troops were plit into -man
ections and took part in Ex Tor Reach, a 36 hour long exercise that
consi ted of them navigating around Dartmoor to variou tand , uch a
Comms, BC etc. At variou times during the night a figure could ~
een walking out of the mi t and heading toward th~ lands. Wa~ 1_h1s
ome trange visitor from the depths of the moors? o 1t was the Trammg
Officer, Capt Brian Johnson , an officer not lo t. That can ' t be right'
Capt Phillip \ addell, who was rarely seen a he wa at EXdY~ ,
headed the exerci e. The ection that won \ ich the be Loverall time. "as
from 43 (We sex) ig qn.
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On the Monday mo. t of the Regt got the chance to get under a
Chinook during the Helicopter Handling Drill . Tho e that were still able
to . land then moved to the urvival tand, headed by Cpl
ton and Sgt
ick Homer. ome of the troop are till getting coui;~elling after
watching him demon trate how to kill a chicken.\ e reckon he enjoyed it
far too much a. he keep on olunteering hi ·ervices. The highlight of
the Ok hnmpton pha e was the Field Firing. gai n
gts Donnelly and
Cain headed thi. with a i·tance from Sgt Gronn who did the Batsims,
mor.. about that in the minute! The troops had to complete a pairs firing
range before they could move onto the section attack range. Thi range
tarted with the troop firing a 94mm Out Door Trainer, which had a
simulated batsim explo ion for when the HEAT round hit the target. That
i if gt Grona hadn't wired up the explo,ion to cause maximum
battlefield confu ion. He still wears it wa safe! The troops would then
make their way down a rream and proceeded to take an enemy position.
Sgt Donnelly volunteered ome word of encouragement to motivate
the odd ection ommander! As the troop took the final po ition they.
and half of the Moor ' ere covered with simulated mortar fire. All the
effort that went into the organisation of the ranges paid off. as the troops
aid that the field firing was the highlight of the whole e erci e.
The training package wa rounded off nicely with the CO's Cha llenge,
a timed section competition around the moors. S gt Jack Hawkins and
hi ection tarted confidently. Well they did have a taff Sergeant on
their team who know the area 'like the back of his hand'. So was that
period of navigational embarras ment just an extra map reading le son?
All the troop were nicely surprised when the CO turned up and cut the
route hort as a reward for e eryone 's effort over the previous two
week . All the prize were pre ented on the la t night with 244 ig Sqn
\\inning be t ection for the co· Challenge and Sig Hankey getting top
tudent for the Cadre Course. All in all the overall instruction and attitude
to training wa superb and everyone remarked on what a great time they
had. \ ith this in mind everyone hould be looking forward to Red
Beaufighter Ill in eptember!

Cpl Stuart Tucker on the assault course during Battlecamp
\\1MMI GA D WATERPOLO
CCES
by SSgt Spencer Ord (Team Captain)
2~02 has ?ertainly been the year for water sports in the Regiment,
tartmg off with the Inter Squadron competition held in February. A good
turnout from all elements of the Regiment meant the selection process
was fairly simple for a reasonable swimming and waterpolo squad. Due
to commitments there was little, or in ome cases no training. Our sights
were soon set on the defence of the 5 Div swimming championships. The
only upset at this level was in the waterpolo where, with only 11 Sig Regt
and ourselve. entered, we received an unexpected defeat. The UK Semi
finals were a much closer competition with old rivals such as the RMAS
and 11 Sig Regt fighting for top positions in both the male and female
conte ts . The final result saw thi.; male team take a first place and the
female team take second. The waterpolo team were more apprehensive
after .their earlier defeat but this was soon proved wrong after a few
~thmg words from Capt Peter Griffiths and four wins in four games.
With only one pomt scored agamst us all day (Capt Griffiths was asleep
for that one) we returned to barracks with spirits high for the next stage,
the Army finals.
With Battlecamp to contend with, the Waterpolo team left Dartmoor
for Arborfield. Again Capt Griffiths inspired us with a good talking to
before our semi-final match against 16 Sig Regt (The BAG Champions).
Many old score~ were fought out in this match, which also meant a few
old .colleagues being sent ofTI A 7/4 victory was our route to the Final
agam~t 2 PWRR. Complacency against a previously beaten team left us
even at ~vcn pomts each at the end of four quarters. 26 years without an
Army "mners medal meant Capt Peter Griffit hs needed another team
talk (and son:iething to lower his blood pressure). With most of us lucky
m retammg hmbs and appe11dages, we held the first session of extra time
\\1th no goals scored or conceded. The second se sion saw us score twice
the final goal coming from Cpl Stavros Angelidi. The Army Waterpol~
Championship was ours. Two days later we were back from Dartmoor
agam to RMA for the Army wimming Championships. This was really
a two hor c race for both the male and female competitions between
RM S and ourselve . Wmning performances from Cpl Woodall, Capt
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Ian Hargreaves, ig Sara Parker, ig Davies and LCpl Stacy Fayers
in their individual races left both team in the lead going into the relays.
The female team never really looked back and romped home with a
victory as Army Female hampions. In the male competition the team
captain,
gt Ord found out why Capt Griffiths look and acts as he
does. High blood pres ure and mild heart attacks contribute to all his
attribute . oming second to RMAS in the first two relays left us three
points behind, with only four points available if both relays were won. It
was time for the fabled team talk as handed down from one coach to
another. This worked for the Medley relay but we were still one point
behind. Time for another team talk! The combination of Sig Davies. Sgt
Russ Clash, LCpl Barnard and SSgt Beattie saw a heart stopping final
relay with both coaches jockeying for position at the iclc of the pool.
What had been achieved had never been done before, 21 Sig Regt
(A ) had a clean sweep. Army Waterpolo hampions , Female Army
wimming Champions and Male Army Swimming Champions. It was
now back to Dartmoor to pre ent the ilvcr to the CO and celebration .
everal of our team members have gone on for Army selection and we
wish them good luck.
21 SIG AL REGfl\fE T (AS) 2002 ATHLETICS SEASO
by LCpl Helen Co11pe
The 2002 athletics season has been a massive success for 21 Sig Regt
(A ). The male and female teams both achieved out tanding results that
led to the majority of the quad making up the Corps team.
Congratulation to LCpls Williams, Tagilala and ig Cartwright who
have just returned from representing the Army, with LCpl Tagilala
coming first in both discus and shot putt. Sig Cartwright came third in
the 400m and the high jump and LCpl Williams jumping third in the
male high jump . Once again the team was managed by the ever
enthusiastic Capt Alec Masson.
The fir t event of the ea on, the 5 Div Championships, proved the
strength of the squad when the team produced some excellent results with
the male team becoming the 5 Div Champion and the female team
coming econd, both teams qualifying for the emi-finals. The athletic
team needed to get down to ome erious training. Unfortunately, the
Regimental battle camp clashed with the sea on and the team was cut
down. Tears were shed as the rest of the squad had to stay behind for a
hard training programme and some serious time off work. The Morrison
Cup started badly due to England being knocked out of the World Cup.
However our luck changed and everyone cheered up as Sgt Karl
Hannah, Cpls Kemp, ye, LCpl Lee So uth ernwood, Peter Beardsley
and Sigs Hall, Horan, Smith and Jesson all excelled themselves and
produced the goods for the Regiment. All our training paid off and our
small female team consisting of Lt Catherine Jardine, LCpls Helen
Coupe and Tagilala and Sigs Laura Lambert, Julia Cartwright, at
Curtis and Lyndsey Scott, lead the team to victory ahead of the larger 11
Sig Regt quad. Unfortunately the strength of 11 Sig Regt male team beat
our lads into second place. More success in the semi finals meant both
teams would make the Army Finals. Capt Masson's great idea of taking
the quad down the night before the Army Finals backfired when he kept
some of the team awake with his snoring. Our sympathy goes out to Mrs
Masson. Everyone put in a brilliant perforn1ru1ce. A well done goes to the
Male team for coming second, also it goes to the female team on coming
a very close third. Unfortunately not all the team survived the season
without injury. We hope for the speedy recovery of Sgt Kidd and Sig
Kevin Whitely. Overall the season was a great success and a big thank
you goes to Capt Alec Masson and Maj Spencer Mannings for all their
hard work throughout this extremely succes ful season.
DRAW DOW OF JHF(A)
A D CLOSURE OF TRENCHARD LINE
Ever since the establishment of the APOD at Pristina, 21 Sig Rcgt
(AS) has supported the Joint Helicopter Force (Agricola) (JHF(A)) at
Trenchard Lines. The RAF run detachment consisted of approximately
170 British personnel, nine of which were supplied by 21 Sig Regt (AS).
Its role was to supply and support two Pumas provided by the RAF, and
two Gazelle helicopters from the AAC. The Pumas were employed as an
Immediate Response Team (JRT) for MNB(C) and were tasked to assist
with casevac and ATO emergencies. The Gazelles' role was to supply
illumination and observation as directed by the ground forces. Our role as
21 Sig Regt (AS) was to 24hr man the Ops room, supplying a VHF Bdc
Comd net, VHF and UHF ground to air nets and an HF net. We also
supplied and manned the Spec Task Dct, in case the helicopters required
comms in an area out of coverage. This det was equipped with the same
comms as the Ops room and was directly tasked by the Ground Liaison
Officer (GLO).
In Apri l 2002 the decision was made to close down the APOD at
Trenchard Lines and to relocate JHF (A). The actua l move was to be
carried out late June or early July 2002. From April there was a steady
trickle of Puma assets back to the UK. Manning was steadily reduced
until by mid Jun 02 when there were approximately 40 personnel
remaining in Trenchard Lines. The Pumas were finally withdrawn from
the~tre in ~pril 2002, carrying out their last fly past before embarking on
their long Journey back to RAF Benson. Important decisions bad to be
made uch as where was JHF (A) going to be relocated? What manning
would be required for the new slim line JHF (A)? What sort of final bash
would befit the closure of Trenchard Lines? The decision was made to
relocate JHF (A) to Waterloo Lines at Podejevo, north of Pristina, where
UKBG2 were located. Several recces were conducted until a suitable Ops
room was found. The final move date depended upon other agencies
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comp leting some work, cg: th e new ly enlarged HLS. The date for the
move was finally confirmed as 25 Ju ne 02.
The .manning of the relocated JHF {A) was to be just 24 pax, including
thrc~ from 21 Sig Regt.(AS), LCpl Eldridge, Sig Croston and Sig
Whitton. The move, which was cond~cted over a six-day period, went
very smoothly and was completed on t1111e. Once in location there was a
tim e fo r obvious testing and adju sting, to ensure all system s were
installed correctly and that the personnel were happy with the new layout.
Cpl Heathcote, LCpl Kingshott and Sig Lee left theatre on 27 June
2002. After a bout of serious fatigues (lockers, tables, chairs and beds)
Sgt Hayes, Sig Campbell and ig Grisdale left theatre on I July 2002.
The outlook for the JHF (A) remains nuid. They are due to be relocated
aga in sometime in September, as Waterloo Lines will be closing as well.
The most likely locat1011 will be Camp Bondsteel co-located with the US
forces. Good luck to those who remain with JHF (A).
244 SIG AL QUADRO

qn Comd
Maj Steve France
SSM
W02 ( SM) Carl Budding
The ummer is now upon us, and the Squadron has welcomed a fresh
innux of new faces. Most importantly, we say farewell to Maj David
Bizley and welcome M.aj Steven France as our new quadron
Commander. ot domg thmgs by halves, we also bid fare\ ell to W02
(S M) Paul Williams, W02 (YofS) Mel McCorry and the SQMS, SSgt
Jack Hawkins. Jumping straight into their shoes, we welcome W02
(S M) Carl Budding and SSgt Dave Taylor. Having enjoyed a busy
Regimental Battle Camp on Ex Red Beaufighter II, part of the Squadron
have deployed on Ex Eagles Strike in Scotland and the Op Jacana
Detachment have recovered back home from the sweltering heat of
Afghanistan. With summer leave looming, we look forward to taking on
High Readiness for the rest of the year.

LCpl Ranson and Sig Smith (886) in a Puma
during Ex Eagles Strike
REGIMETAL CADR E COURSE 17- 28 JUNE 2002
by Sig Hankey Alpha Troop
Ex Red Bcaufighter Tl wa the Regimental e ercise based in
Cornwall's Tregantle Fort and on the Dartmoor training area. The
deployment took place over two week in June and was plit into a Battle
Camp for the majority of the Regiment and a Cadre Course for selected
junior ranks. Under the close guidance of the QM(Tech) Capt Peter
Griffiths and W02 (SSM) Chapman from HQ qn, the aim of the
course was to develop the skill , military knowledge and leadership
potelltial of the 36 J COs and Signaller who took part. The course
began as it intended to carry on with an early morning PT ses ion at the
crack of dawn with the course PTl, Cp l Carl Bennet. As the course
progres ed all aspects of oldiering skills were covered from the basics of
packing a bergen to more difficult tasks like military analy is, estimate
and writing and presenting orders. Thi proved more difficult for some
than for others. LCpl Whyte spent mo t of the night drawing preuy
pictures on his map of Dartmoor when he was suppo ed to be producing
a route card.
Throughout the course the ection v ere battling it out for the top
prize. 4 ection gained the upper hand in the log and tretcher races, with
the Sigs Coyle and Long giving their all. Hot on their heels in a very
competitive series of races were 2 ection being screamed on by LCpl
Haden and Pte Wood. Despite trailing in some of the competitions, 5
Section, under the supervision of Sgt Pool, managed to prove their worth.
By the beginning of the field deployment aggression was high thank to
the bayonet drill lesson conducted by Cpl Woodall.
the exercise
progressed all five ections were put through their paces on rccce patrols
standing patrols and section ba tie drills. With 2 ection providing enemy
the remaining ections formed together to carry out an assault on a
position under the watchful eye of the CO and RSM .
The whole of the adre Cour e was run excellently and ~ a very
demanding. We all enjoyed it. Top tudent went to ig Mark Hankey of
A .Tp 244, with LC pl Haden and ig Gemma Collins ta~ing ~cond and
third places. Best cction wa a tic between 2 and 4 ecllons with all the
prizes being presented by the O prior to the end of exerci c barbecue.
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CO presenting Sig Mark Hankey
with the prize for best student on the Cadre Course
BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Lucy Fish
Tp SSgt
Sgt Gill
Bravo Tp has continued to spread itself far and wide over the past
couple of months, the majority having been away on Op Agricola and
Jacana and the remainder sulking back in camp and preparing for much
swingmg of lamps and pulling up of sandbags on their return! The recent
!TD week allowed some rather unexpected Troop skills to be displayed to
the Squadron. Sig Bogart stunned everyone by climbing up the range
flagpole. shunning the traditional pulley ystem, only to find the pole
came crashing down with her still attached to it! Cpl Steve Ire on used
Ex Eagle's Strike as a superb opportunity to give his det extra BC
training. Or was there another reason for him ordering the lads into Three
Romeo after hearing a vehicle reversing siren. Shiny new arrivals to the
Troop include: Sgt Paul Jones, LCpl Ian Cottrell, Sig Bogart, Sig
Allerton and Sig Peter 1cAskill. Standby, Standby! Goodbyes go to:
LCpl Jack on: off to orthem lreland after spending far too long here,
Sig Paul Baker going to 238 Sqn and Sig Megraw, off to a new life at
30 ig Regt.
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Zoe White
Tp SSgt
SSgt Simon Donnelly
Our Afghanistan wanderers have returned! We thought for a brief
moment that the troop would have its hierarchy complete for once. These
thoughts were dashed firstly by Sgt Craig Brooksbanks' arduou rugby
training programme followed by his mercy dash to the hospital for
emergency surgery after breaking his little finger. Some people will do
anything to get out of the hangars ... Away from the hangars we recently
deployed most of the Troop dets on Ex Eagles Lill based on West Freugh
Airfield in Scotland. If you're looking for it on the map. try and find the
place that time forgot and then go slightly further west. .. The exercise
utilised a large number of the JHC assets and it was a good opportunity
for some of the newer member of the Troop to have first hand
experience of working with the RAF. It al o gave some of the lads the
chance to go up in the helicopters when there was any free flying time. A
bit of good luck and being in the right place at the right time meant that a
number of u managed to watch one of the Hercules practising circuits of
bumps on the local beach. ot a frequent sight by any mean , although I
suspect that most people were watching to see how they were going to
n;cover the aircraft if it got bogged in! Many congratulation go to Cpl
Dave Ha lbert for coming off the ergeants' Board whil t on Op Jacana.
It's your tum to get the beers in. Alongside Cpl H at the bar will be the
following newcomer to the Troop: Sigs Blake, Grace and Parker from
RSS. Sio Sim from I Div and Cpl Dow on from 4 (UK) rmd Bdc.
Good luck and goodbye to LCpl Griffith and Sig Coyle.
OP JACA
- AFGHA ISTA 14 APRIL 2002 - 19 J LY 2002
by Sig Phil Butler. Hotel Troop
The first to deploy wa W02 (YofS) 1cCorry. Dropped into connict
armed with only his personal kit and cigar tin, the RAF wa under the
mi conception that he could pluck comms of thin air. He's good but not
that good! o with only 24 hours to go before the start of the tir t
Operation YofS lcCorry could be found frantically craping togethei'Kit
from 3 Cdo Bde. After much 'on the bus ofT the bu ' action back at
barrack . it 1 a time for Pha ·e Two of the deployment. The arrival of
Cpl Dave Halbert. Sig Butler and LCp l Masters meant the team wa
getting bigger, whil t YofS McCorry's hair los increa ed proportionally.
We were ta ked to pro ide ground to air comm for the RAF hinook
using HF and the old but ery ver ati le !COM kit. We also provided a
ecure net for the camp, essentially a basic telephone er ice for the
many officers to use with their intere ting version of voice pro edure.
The secure net al o provided vital comms between the Medical upport
staff and our det. When an lRT 1 as called the Chinooks could be
deployed at best pos ible speed. However. the QRF being made up of
Royal Marines, OD and the RMP often ended up arriving without one
or the other. As a re ult of an I 0 container related injury to pl Oa' e
Halbert, the Yeoman wa' required to stag on hill and for the first time
in many years 1 a woken with the phra e 'You're on shill mate!' Fmally
the main body arrived and we were able to r ute per.; nnd around the
FOB with ot Craig Brooksbank and LCpl mith tasting the first 1\eat
ofbaulc.
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The begmning of June sa'' th ·tart of the World C ui> and the
or~· and Sig Paul Bakt'r: With the C?P
dra" ing to a clo ·e '' e were ·et on gettmg home, but not b_~toi:e gt Gill
could phy. us to the _ma; _wi.th ~>nc .of his many hardcore circuits. The .late
ddition or showering lac1ht1e mcrea ed our enJOyment of phy 1cal
cti' it) ten fold. It was during one shower • es ion that .Sig Elsby was
propositioned bY a gruff looking marine. ' l t11ere room 111 there for one
mor ~ate?' · ·o!' wa · tlu: reply before he scuttled back to the tent. All

u·partun:, fCapt Hill, YofS '.\k

deployment members were safely returned by 19 July 2002 with baths
beer and bed at the forefront of people' minds. With a ale return
everyone, all we ha e now is memories and tories to tell down at the
Fox and Hounds. We did, however. man age to leave one mark in
Afghani tan. If you happen to come acros a tortoise with th e 244 ig
qn ·ti cker on it back then could you plea e return it to LCpl Masters
who would like it back.

EXERCI E TRAMU TA 'A DRAGO
by Sig McCal/11m

fo;

27 ~AY - 07 J

E 2002

30 SIGNAL REGIMENT

pecial Mentions - A broken nose for Maj Wright, in what \\a a
rel ati vely light training session, failed to dampen hi s enthusiasm or
dedication towards the team or to slop him delivering his quiet and cairn
(ahem, polite cough) half-time talks. There was also Sgt lngham's ability
to book the after-match cuny at the wrong time, every time afier home
games during the eason. The compulsory 'KFC' stops on away games
helped maintain the high fimess levels of Capt (TOT) Steele and Capt
( djt) iall tokoe. La tl y thanks to LCpl Whelan , who must be
mentioned a her 'woman's touch' ensured our ky blue strip stayed that
colour and smelt ' eet before each game.
Donkey of the Year - The award o f 'Donkey of the Year', voted for by
the players, goe to Cpl Henderson who received 100% of the votes .

Rogue's Gallery - the Team prior to the Signaller Cup Final

SUPPORT SQUADRO - EXERCISE RAMPA T LIO
Sqn Comd
Maj R. C. Cory
SM
W02 (SSM) R. Dalton
At 0300hrs on 9 July 2002 W02 (SSM) Russ Dalton called the
nomina l roll of tho e personnel departing on Ex Rampant Lion, the
quadron's annual migration to Alderney where we exercise the
Regiment's Freedom of Alderney, provide MACC and al o indulge in

by Cpl ,\,fen• Ovenden
League - After personally playing for six ea on with the team, we
finally became We t Midlands inter ervices League champion , lo ing
only the ftrst game of the season and winning every game from then on,
conceding only !he goals on the way to the title.
Cups - Early exits in both the Anny cup and the 5 Div cup saw the
Regiment reach the semifinal of the League Cup only to lose 3-0 away
to RAF Co ford, who were the only ceam to beat us in the league.
Highlights - One of the nvo most memorable league games of the
season wa bearing RAF Cosford 3-0 at home in t11e mud and rain after
six sea ons of trying. The other was our unforgettable, yet slightly
obscure 3-0 away win at RAF Shawbury with only nine men after LCpl
Yoxall and Cpl Ovenden saw red and took the long walk to the dres ing
room for an early bath. RAF Sha\ bury then went on to miss nvo secondhalf penalties.
ignaller Cup - The climax of the team's season came in April when
we rt!llched the final of the Signaller Cup via a rewarding 2-1 win over 2
Sig Regt in York. The match was at home and our opponents on the day
were 7 Sig Regt, a well respected and highly talented football team. This
was pro,ed with a 5-0 win lo 7 Sig Regt on wbat was a good day for
Corps football.

The Team at Endex

SSgt Goldsmith
receives the RSM's opinion on the Freedom Parade

During the week the soldiers played the Islanders at five port for the
win ning team receiving the Gamecock Cup, which is competed for
annually. The football match wa drawn with the game going to penaltie ,
the golf was not so successful, the Regiment lo t 2-1 and we were told we
were not to use the phrase 'local knowledge '! On arrival at the cricket
pitch it was noticed that the Islanders had three 11 year old children
playing and we wondered if they were taking the mick. It soon became
apparent they were not, as LCpl Murray wa bowled out by one of them
for I. Cpl Dawson saved the day by scoring a century - and amazingly
the match was drawn with 166 runs a piece. The match was well
spectated and we were joined by an old member of the Corps who now
lives on the Island, Brig John Russell .
Finally after eight days of hard labour, the last evening arrived and a
farewell BBQ was in order. All the Islanders turned out. The Squadron
did the hosting, and thank you' were the order of the day. A formal
atmosphere was broken up with some music from the pipers, Cpl
Narendra and LCp l Thambahadir, which was thoroughly appreciated.
A cracking party followed this where the SSM burst into ong.
This affiliation between 30 Sig Regt and Alderney is 31 year old and
continues to be appreciated. The Island also has an affiliation with HMS
Alderney, this ship is to be de-commis ioned this year and the importance
of the annual migration of Support Squadron will undoubtedly increase in
t11e years to come.

. Ex Trarnuntana Dra~on was a 256 Sig Sqn Sp Tp AT expedition to the
Sierra de Tramuntana 111 Mallorca. The aim of the exercise wa to hike
aero s the I 20km ridge on the orth of the Island. After an EasyJet flight
from London Gatwick the group arrived and quickly set about their
mission. Realising that time was of the essence, the group tabbed hard,
with the aim of freeing up time to watch England play Sweden in the fir t
round of the World Cup. Unfortunately they worked o hard that after
four hours tabbing three of the group, including Cpl C hris Lowe. had
quaffed their four litres water supply caused a minor detour via the
nearest Supermarkedo. After seven days of waking up at 0500hrs, being
accosted by heep, Capt Rhidian Jones and climbing over 1400 m in
temperatures exceeding 30 degrees, the group had finally reached its
destination. All that wa left was for Sig Jamie avoury to organise
accommodation for the short R&R phase and for Sgt Graham, LCpl
Kevin Cranney and LCpl Stanley to show the group their famou
monkey dance in the local bar.
EXERCISE CYG ET ROCK - by Sig Hanes
Friday 24 May, Big Brother starts but the Channel 4 camera crew
definitely cho e to film the wrong adventure. We arrive in Gibraltar with
a bang. 5min in and 2Lt Barratt has already pranged the hire car. After
the comms ide wa fini hed the new tour guide of the i land, Sgt
Wagstaff introduced u to the sights of Gibraltar namely the caves,
monkeys and impressive views of the Rock. The exercise wa n't all work
though. We did get to relax with a BBQ, a banana boat ride and a
2.7-mile vertical run up the Rock.

- -~-========..J
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The Library diggers soon after their £1 million discovery

The authN meets Col John Ewbank at the Signaller Cup
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sport and social events.
Eleven hours on a Rigid Craft Logistic ( RCL) in a Force 6 ga le is
ample time to get seasick. However, following a quick admin set up and a
night's sleep, the soldiers were ready to start the community projects.
These included digging a foundation for the Island 's new library, shoring
up a railway siding, building an assault course for the i land's militia and
cutting a pathway into a bird watching sa nctuary. Maj C ory gave the
soldiers a two-hour start prior to visiting the projects and on arrival at the
library site found ten shovels and no men. A quick investi gat ion and the
men, led by SSgt Goldsmith, were located in 'The rown and Anchor'. It
t11en transpired that LCpl Gill had started digging and found a French
coin dating 1840 and deciding he was now a millionaire, he invited the
'diggers' for a drink. It was a few days later when the 0 asked for the
coin to enable it to be framed and presented to the library with a short
write up on it's discovery, that LCpl Gill sadly explained that the night
before, an attractive young lady was in the pub collecting money for the
RNLI, and he had put all his loose change into the collection box. The
rest is history! All t11e community projects were completed during the
exerci e and the Islanders were extremely grateful.
The weekend aw the arrival of the 0, Lt Col Pope and the R M,
WOI (RSM) Pye for a visi t and to partake in the Freedom parade on
Saturday 13 July 2002. The un came out. The parade was hi gh ly
successful and was immediately followed by the Islanders, led by their
President ir orman Browse, inviting the member of the Regiment to
Yin d'l loneur.
THE WIRE , OCTOBER 2002

Posing following the post Parade festivities

The famous monkeys of the Rock

31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
co
RSM

Lt Col Paul Wenlock TD
WOI (RSM) Paterson

PERMA E T STAFF DYE TURE TRAI 1 G
ORTH DEVON 14-20 JULY 2002
The Permanent StafT could not have chosen a better week for t11eir
adventure training. The accommodation wasn't up to much, but the sun
shone all week with record temperatures. S gt Fardy and his able 21 ,
gt Carter had prepared an arduous week of cycling, walking and
surfing to put us through our paces and develop team cohe ion amongst
the Regular and RP tafT. The week started wit11 a 30-mile cycle on t11e
Tarka Trail. A few members of the group were still suffering after the
weekend ' indulgence but most had a good day.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002

Cheesy grins all round - the arduous Tarka Trail
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off at midnight on the Friday evening and complete the arduous 40 miles
throughout Friday night and Saturday. Having won the event for a
number of consecutive years now, we now realise that our 'support' is an
elaborate cover for our PSAO, Capt Ian Murray, to show his fitness to
the wider world. This no longer misleads us and next year readers should
find that our PSAO has single-handedly provided comm support for the
event and that the Sqn has produced the winning team.

o } 2 started off\\ ith a few aching mu clcs and ?elicate head from
the pre\ ious da) and night' - activitie . The 20-mile walk al~ng the
coastal path offered stunning view of the orth De·1on country 1de and
co:i,tline. The weather could not have been better n11d there were plenty
of ice-cream sta nd and watering holes to re t at en route. A few
members of the group u ed more initiative than other and ended the d~y
with e>.xra time in the pub. but we all had a fun day.

EXERCISE EXECUTIVE STRETC H
As part of the 2 Inf Bde Exercise, 56 Sqn provided a stand to test the
mettle of the unsuspecting teams as they moved around. The young
middle managers were confronted with a COMMCEN in pieces and
under the command of a blind and raving soldier (about par for the course
for Sgt Dowds); a mast that needed erecting under the command of a
'hann less ' (l mean 'ann less') LCpl E ric Gardyne and a line that needed
repair under the guidance of Sig Andrew Martin . All of this was
coupled with the unwanted attentions ofa couple of thieving 'locals' ( ig
Steven Jukes on a nonnal day). Nevertheless, good won over evil, the
area was made wo rkabl e and the Gazelle Helicopter from AAC was
radioed in to save the day every time.
FREEDOM OF THE BOROUGH OF EASTBOURNE PARADE
Undoubtedly, the high light of this quarter was the Squadron exercising
their new ly gai ned right to march through the streets of Eastbourne
bearing arms. The event occurred on a clear and balmy day and two
troops marched their way through town to the excellent music of the
Royal Signals Corps Band. After being inspected by the Mayor of
Eastbourne, Counci llor Olive Woodall and the Hon Col, Maj Geo J. D.
tokoe CB CBE, the Squadron then marched past. The salute was taken
and a reception with the customary exchange of gifts followed.
That evening there wa a combined reunion dinner and dining out of
SSgt Loch and Capt Tony Potter. The former was caught early enough
in the evening for his speech to be decipherable (the 'Glasgee' accent is
hard going after a few drinks). The latter made sure that any ground made
up by the short speech of the former was well and truly lost as the
Squadron was regaled with a detai led analysis of the not too ancient foot
and mouth outbreak. Regardless, both of these war dogs have given many
years to the Squadron, have been vital assets and will be sorely missed.

A LOOK FORWARD
Having had a very successful recruiting drive last year (the Squadron
took on a further 31 new soldiers) it is time agam to kick off the next
recruiting initiative with our participation in the Eastbourne Airborne
Weekend. Planning is well under way and we are looking forward to
moving from strength to strength over the next twelve months. Camp i
also on the horizon in September, and we are now busily preparing for
deployment to various points around the UK.
83 SIG AL Q ADRO
Sqo Comd
Maj Alec Ferguson
SSM
W02 (SSM) Cahill
Following the ('amp work up Exercises in the Spring, the Squadron
has been ensuring through rigorous socialising that morale is high in
preparation for nnual Camp.
SQUADRO BBQ
This main social event for the Squadron this summer, snappily called
the 'Summer BBQ' wa organised this year by Cpl Jay Eastwood-Bell
and Cpl Stuart. The event was open to all members of the Squadron,
friends, fami ly and work mates - even gatecrashers if they had the cash to
buy a ticket on the night. Fancy dress was the order of the day, but
without any specific theme - somehow we still ended up with a full set of
the village people ... it can only happen in White City. Lt Mike Zazzi
was most convincing in his fancy dress, either that or he had come to the
party straight from a trainspotters' convention - but by the time he
arrived the drink in his ' thennos' was cold.
REGIME 'TAL 35TH AN fVERSARY
As part of the 35th Anniversary celebrations at Kneller Hall on
Saturday 27 July 2002 SSgt Cahill organised the most popular (and
lucrative) stand of the day - 'The Tom 's Revenge· - basically throwing
wet sponges at willing volunteers in the stocks. By exercising his
exten sive powers of persuasion and peer pressure all in the name of
charity SSgt Cahill wa ab le to ensure that the vast majority of the
hierarchy of the Regiment ended up in the stocks. Demonstrating
entrepreneurial style he successfully diversified from wet sponges to full
buckets for a fiver. Popular victims were the CO, RSM and Lt Knight.

The future of the Corps?
Children from the local school help LCpl Jardine out!

SSgt Fardy, W02 (FofS) Pearson and Sgt Carter
resting after exhausting their initiative
The remainder of the week was spent indulging in water-sports and a
few rounds of golf. The week was a great success and a much needed
break for the con tantly overworked and underpaid Pennanent Staff at 31
Sig Regt (V)!

W02 (FofS) Pearson and SSgt Fardy
indulge in some arduous beach activity!
HEADQ ARTERSSQ ADRON
SSM
W02 ( M) Clarke
HQ qn ha had a fairly quiet period leading up to Annual Camp,
which takes place in mid-September. Without doubt the pace of life will
no\\ mcrease considerably. One notable event was the assistance that HQ
qn gave to 56 Sig qn for their Freedom of Eastbourne Parade on 13
July 2002. The nine members of the Squadron who took part thoroughly
enjoyed the experience and had a good day out by the sea. Recruiting has
continued to 1JT1prove with three recruits Cfn oakes, Cfn Gilbert and
ig Jones completing their recruit training. Both Pte Dawson and Smith
completed their Class 3 medical training (well done to Pte Dawson who
achieved a Distinction!). The Recruiting Team has also been actively
taking part in many local events to increase the awareness of the
Squadron within the local community, in most instances this was led by
L pl Paul Jardine. We congratulate LCpl Paul Jardine who has been
accepted into the Regular Anny, Royal Signals.
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The Squadron provided both a Barbeque and the Beer Tent at the 35th
Anniversary Fun Day at Twickenham. This proved a popular event that
raised over £ J 00 for charity. Our thanks go to a ll those who helped
including SSgt Dee Peart, SSgt Loxley Trype, Sgt Martin. Oliver, _Cpl
Cameron, Pte Pryce and Cfo oakes. Much to our surprise, a mixed
badge team from HQ Sqn woo the 5-a-side football competition. The
team included W02 (RQMS) Hadley, W02 John McGowan, W02
(FofS) Pearson, Capt Walton and LCpl Lafferty.
41 (PLK) SIGNAL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj teveo Ong
SSM
W02 (SSM) Watson
The range weekend organised by Lt Dickey in July IJroved to be a
huge succe s with the troops. The body armour was subjected to some
unorthodox testing meth ods, the thinking being that if it coul.d stop a
bullet then it must be able to withhold, say, a small stone for mstance!
The bruise on Sgt Bedwell's back after SSgt Bell lobbed a half brick at
him proved the opposite. Back at camp in the evening it was time for
some peaceful recreation before bedtime. Sig Dolman enterta ined the
Squadron wi th his impersonation of Lt Dickey, whil st Maj ~ng_, cloth.ed
from head to toe in black, was asked if he'd been out delivering Milk
Tray or maybe protecting Inspector Cleuseau's Paris nat. Meanwhile,
outside LCpl Hornibrook was busy with his intrepid recruits trying to
work out how to u e the fire fighting equipment.
56 SIGNAL QUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj arah Streete
SSM
W02 (SSM) Cooper
The Squadron has had a few personality changes over the last few
months. Congratulations to Capt Anthony Lamb as he moves into the
2JC's slot and welcome to our new PSI - SSgt Hamblin who joins us on
promotion from R Tp, 233 Sqn. Having just compled a tour in Kosovo,
our intrepid Lt Kciron Francis popped in lon g enough to get a brew
before moving straight on into a post as Pl Com d wit h I RRW in
Germany. Similarly, Cpl Baldwin has jumped strai ght into a fur.tiler
FTRS with 262 Sqn in Gutersloh, Germany. We can also now officia ll,Y
welcome SSgt Poole who, having moved to 56 Sqn to complete l11s
resettlement training an.er an illustrious career with the Regular Army,
has now decided that the TA is not a bad place after all and joins us also.
.In terms of activities, it is the sunny season (after all Eastbourne is the
sunniest place in the UK!) and as well as the normal compliment of
training courses and comms weekends , this mean s that many of the
events have a distinctly light green colouring to them!

1

EXERCI E PHOTOPLOD 14-16 .June 2002
For many years now, the Squadron has provided much needed conuns
support to this fundraising ' yomp' across the South Downs. Teams step
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002

The Squadron march pass the Town Hall during the Freedom Parade
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002
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32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

R. 1

a yacht cockpit for pos ibly the first time ever.
Day Six - Rothesay to Faslane - by WOJ (RSM) Steve Russell
A good day's ailing in variable wind and weather. It was a good run

Lt Col E.M. Blyth TD
V 01 (RSM) .J. Russell

EXER I E 'ORT HERN GRA T 16- 22 J

E 2002

by WOJ (RSM) Sieve Russell
Anne-. A to the Regimental Plan. 'RSM' Ta ks and Objectives' . erial
19: L;nit ailing Officer, remit - 'En ure one Unit ailing expedition i
conducted each year. It i a rough life but omeone has to do it. One great
advantage of serving in a volunteer regiment is that there is always
' omeon 'who know • omeone' . In this ca e it was Maj John Chown,
the Regiment' former RAO(V) who ju t happens to own a superb 36'
We terly Conway Ketch by the name of Beija Flor. Poim 1 of the
expedition action plan fim1ly ticked. The aim of the e:1.ercise wa to
introduce novice ailors to thi challenging sport with th e intention of
getting al many of them as pos ible firm ly bitten by the ailing bug. The
folio\\ ing omments ugge tit worked!
Introduction - by LCpl Donna Buntine
As we were all under the illusion that we were joining an 18-30 cruise,
you can imagine our faces when we saw xactly what a 36' ketch looks
like. Despite being well briefed on what kit to take (no suitcases, no
framed bergens etc), why did ig Kirsty McLaren tum up with four bags
and till manage to forget her oilskins and Jeeping bag? At least she
remembered her hair-dryer! With exerci e and safety briefs out of the
way it was time for a beer prior to the exenions of Day One.
Day One - Fas lane to Ho!. Loch - by Sig Kirsty .McLaren.
Breakfa t wa courtesy ofWOl (RSM) teve Ru ell and then we all
had a go at parking the boat (pontoon ba hing to the initiated) and getting
underway. Once the skipper 1aj Steve Jones had decided that no amount
of time was going to make u any better, we set sail heading for Holy
Loch. The water was calm, the wind ju t right until Sig Kirsty McLaren
took over the helm. Within a minute the wind was force 7 with 30kts
aero s the deck and the boat over on its ear. This continued for the rest of
the day making for a great (but slightly damp) trip.
Day 1\rn - Holy Loch to Holy Loch via Loch Long
by LCpl Donna B11111ine
A late start today due Lo a trip to the ho pita! for myself escorted by
Sig Kir ty 1cLaren. Back just in time to be hoisted to the top of the
fain Mast. We set off for Loch Long. Anchoring of Carrick Castle, Sig
Chris Law on and Sig Phil Brown decided to use the tender to explore
the culture on the shore. All they got was wet feet. Hard work sailing
back to Holy Loch beating into the wind in worsening weather. Having
lost count of the number of tacks we put in, it was back to the marina for
a curry, courtesy of the RSM.
Day Three - Holy Loch to Largs - by Sig Chris Lawson
Following the return of the girls from ho pita! with the repaired LCpl
Donna Buntine, the boat et sail for Largs with great weather and a good
day' sailing round the south of Great Cumbrae. On arrival at Largs, the
crew set about preparing the boat for the arrival of the new skipper Maj
John Chown. Additional! it wa intended to conduct an HF schedule to
Jardine Street. thi was aboned when the RSM suffered an RF bum due
to a kn fault and went all grumpy. The evening finished at Largs Sailing
Club ''here a fond farewell was wished to l\1aj Steve Jones and the new
skipper welcomed.
Day Four - Larg to East Loch Tarbert - by Sgt Hamish Graham
After a good night's rest, we left Largs (KA30) with a new skipper
aboard. Maj Chown had finally joined us . Heading out to sea and
hoi ting sail, tranquillity was broken by the throwing of a fender into the
\\ater and '\1an Overboard' drills, but this time under sail. The
unfortunate fender was finally rescued by Sig Kirsty McLaren.
ormality restored, it was off to the southern point of the Isle of Bute
(PA20) for a photo shoot. The sun was out, regimental flag flying at the
masthead and everyone trying to look their best. 2 o'clock, where is the
helicopter? Thank god for mobile phones, the helicopter will be an hour
late. With us tack~ng and gybing for a while (hard work) the aircraft
finally tum .up. With everyone up on the windward rail (less the skipper)
a good oakmg for all. Let's hope the shots were worth it! We then head
up to East Loch Tarbert (PA29) for a hot meal courtesy of Sig Kirsty
:\1cLaren. It turned out to be excellent but where was the Garlic Bread?
Day Five - East Loch Tarbert to Rothesay - by LCpl Phil Brown
A ftcr enjoying the hospitality of East Loch Tarbert, it was supposed to
be an ear!y start for the English members of the crew, namely, the RSM,
LCpl Phil Brown and ig Chris Lawson. Only one made it up in time to
'\atch the England \ Brazil match. Yes you've guessed it, the Badge; he
did manage to drag LCpl Donna Buntine (a true Scot) along to watch
the match also. There was a smell of tension between the English and
cots on the boat for the rest of the day, or was it the heads in its last
stages ofl1te? A great day' sai ling around the Kyle of Bute and down to
Rothesa) \\here the obligatory crew meal was scheduled to celebrate the
last ~1ght of the Exercise. With the girls determined to wear the glad-rags
they. d carefully stored all week, and with all the preparation that this
require , Rot11csa) harbour was treated to the sight of armpit depilation in
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for the bulk of the 22nm trip home ' ith the odd gybe to tum the comers.
' Big Flo' urfed beautifully in a following sea. hilling 7.Skts in fairly
light wind . The two incidents of note during the day were firstly, the
ight of a shark's dorsal fin cutting through the water ofT Wemy s Bay.
Yes, it was a ba king hark, but would you tru t a tarving vegetarian to
look after your last roll and au age? econdly, Sig }(jrsty McLaren
committed the cardinal in of blocking the heads. There was a stopover in
Rhu Marina for the offender to gel elbow deep in sea toilet and a
valuable lesson learnt. All in all it wa a very successful expedition. Well
done to the novice crew and many thank to Maj John Chown for the
useof'Big Flo '.
EXERCISE TARTAN TERRAIN V
Ex Tartan Terrain is an annual event undertaken by the Regiment, run
by Capt John Lynch, P AO HQ Sqn. The exercise usually involve one
week walking through the arduous country ide of Scotland. However,
this year's Tartan Terrain had a more conti nental feel to it and took the
form of a Battlefield Tour of northern France and Belgium. The aim of
the tour wa to promote awareness of the sacrifices made by both allied
and German forces throughout the events of the First World War.The
party was ba ed at a campsite in Authuille near the Town of Albert in the
Picardy area of northern France. With over 80 taking part, the French
cl imate and culture was obviously more alluring than the bleak
conditions encountered in last years exercise in the Scottish Highland !!
Personnel were split into four groups Plumer, Haig, Rawlinson and
Gough. All named after famous Generals of the Great War. Each group
rotated around the 4-day event planned throughout the exercise.
Tour I leader was Cpl Brannagan , more often fo und with the
Regiment' Pipe and Drums than on the Battlefields of northern France.
This event consisted of 17-mile walk around the ites of the first day of
the Battle of the Somme, which took place on Saturday I July 1916 and
on which day there were almost 60,000 British casualties. The tour
eocompas ed many war cemeteries and memorials and for those involved
it became the first awakening of the tragedies, which unfolded throughout
the Great War. The walk took the group to Lochnager crater, one of 17
mines that were set off on the first day of the omme and which it is
estimated re ulted in almost 4000 British casualties. It was then onto
orfolk cemetery, the site of a YC action, one of nine YCs won on this
day. This cemetery is also the final resting place of Sapper Wilkinson,
one of the soldiers of the Royal Engineers from Jardine Street, Glasgow,
where HQ Sqn and many those on the walk are now based, bringing a
more personal note to the tour.
After hearing of the horrors inflicted upon the British and Allied forces
it felt slightly unsettling to be visi ting Fricourt cemetery, which is
German. It was however understood that the German soldiers were doing
their duty to fight for their country for a cause they believed in. Manfred
Yon Richthofen , the feared flying ace, the Red Baron, had also been
buried here before being reinterred in Germany. The day concluded with
a walk via Danzig Alley to Longeuval. It was a g loriou walk through the
French countryside and with the poppies blooming in the field it wa
difficult to imagine it had been a sight of such carnage only 86 years
earlier.
Cpl Brannagan's extensive knowledge of the Great War and of the
tour itself made it an extremely enlightening experience. However, the
34°C sunshine and the extended lunch in the French Beer Gardea wa a
little too much for many and there were a few light beaded peopl e
wandering aimlessly in the campsite that evening. Cpl Brannagan 's feet
had also taken a pounding by the fourth time he led the walk and the
blisters ensured he spent R & R in bed.
Tour 2 was a visit to the Ypres area of Belgium. The tour was led by
Sgt Jackie Sliman, and was a chance to rest sore feet in the mini bus.
The tour included visits to more graves of soldiers from the Regiment
who lost their lives in the Great War and to the grave of the Capt oel
Chavaase YC and Bar, MC, RAMC. The first of his V s was won at
the Battle of the Somme, August 1916 and the second in the Ypres
Salient in 1917. There was a visit to the site of the Battle of Passchendale
where Tynecott cemetery is situated. This is the largest Commonwealth
~metery in Belgium and a beautiful and peaceful memorial to the fallen.
Fmally, onto to Langcmarke cemetery, the seco nd biggest German
cemetery in Belgium and site of the famous battle. A Visit to Talbot
Hous~ (Toe H as it was universally known by the British soldiers) in
Popennge was a chance to see how the soldiers of the war spent their R
& R. Toe H was a I ittle paradise escape from the horrors of the
battlefields and the trenches, where rank was left at the door and many
lifetime friendships were formed. The final stops were the Menin Gate,
where the Commanding Officer laid a wreath, and the In Flanders Field
Museum in Ypres, showing photographs and memorabilia from he war.
The museum is based in a pectacular Belgium building known as the
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cloth hall and rebuilt after its destruction during the war. There was then a
chanc.e to sa ~1ple the deli cacies ?f Belg ium (well the beer at least) in the
beautiful mam square before the Journey back to the campsite.
The T hi rd Tour wa s a 16-mile walk o f a no the r battlefie ld of the
Somme. ll covered the Great Dawn Attack on Benzentin Ridge of 14 July
19 16 and was led by WOI Terry McVey SVWO. The walk leads the
group thro ug h the actual field s where the battle took pl ace with the
so ldier's objective of Longeuval still clearly visible to thi s day. This
battl e involved t.he 9th Sc?ttish Division, incorporating many highl and
and lowland regiments. With Mr McYey's knowledge and imaginati ve
desc ription of the events of that day, it gave the group a clea re r
understanding of the sacrifices e ndured in this battle. The walk al so
included the site of the YC action and grave of Sgt John Turnbull of the
17 th Hi g hland Light Infantry (Glasgow Chamber of C ommerce
Battalion) in Lonsdale cemetery. It concluded in Delville Wood (known
by the soldiers at the time as Devil 's Wood as many never expected to
return from the horrific battles which raged there throughout the Summer
o f 1916). Oelville Wood hou es the South African war memorial
museum , which, with its pictures and bronze sculptures was a poignant
reminder of the horrors of this war. Within thi museum a Regimental
plaque now proudly hangs. Longeuval is also now the site of the
memorial to the pipers who courageously piped the Jocks over the top in
t he attack of Longeuval. There was then a vi it to the regularly
frequented Le Tommy Bar in Pozieres, where by now the bar taff was
learning as much of the English language a the Regiment was of French.
For their staff's efforts and the efforts of the other faithful drinking den,
the Highlander (in Albert) Regimental plaques are now housed behind
the respective bar !
The final tour, Tour Four was led by SSgt Steve McLean . Thi s
included a vi it to Yimy Ridge Memorial Park, dedicated to the memory
of the Canadians who fought alongside the British in the Great War. This
beautiful park includes trenches of both the Allies and German and
underground tunnels used to conceal troops as they were brought forward
to the front lines. It is also the ite of a spectacular memorial to the brave
Canadians.
The tour also included a visit to Beaumont-Hamel, covering the 51 st
(Highland) Division 's successful attack of November 19 16 and where a
proud monument to the kilted heroes looks over the site of the battle.
Then it was on to the Ulster Tower. This is an exact replica of what is
known as Helen's Tower in County Down and is dedicated to the 36
(Ulster) Division and where another Regimental plaque hangs. Then to
the final memorial of Tbiepval, a magnificent monument to the mi sing
British soldiers of the Somme, where no one could be left untouched by
Capt Lynch's tribute and the wreath laying ceremony. The only thing
then left of the tour was the rigours of R&R. Being in France, there were
a number of options available to spend this day. the mo t popular being a
trip to Pari . Many chose to leave the night before to en ure they had a
good chance to ample Pari ian beer and catch up on the World Cup.
They were not too concerned with the plendid sights which lay beyond
the pub doors. Those with weaker stomachs left in the morning and made
full use of the opportunity to see around this beautiful city.
The exercise wa a resounding success due to the efforts of the tour
leaders, organi er , SSgt Doyle and his admin staff of gt Doll an and Sgt
Beattie ensuring the camp ran smoothly. I would like to dedicate this
memory to W02 John Wren, Sgt Crawford, Cpl Carruthers, LCpl
Christine McCormack and Pte Stephen Tinney.

W02 Addison and Sig Beaton at the Piper's Memorial, Longueval
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The local community invited the Regiment back to the unveiling of the
Piper Memorial at Longueval, on 20 July. W02 (RQM ' ) Addison, pl
Brannagan and Sig Beaton made the event on a proud return journey.
SlST (HIGHLA D) IGNAL Q ADRO ' (VOL 'TE R )
Sqn Comd
Maj A. T hompson TD
SSM
W02 (SSM) L. Bertram
Congratulations go to Cpl Alison MacKay on her recent, but well
deserved promotion following on from her Detachment Commanders
c~ur~e at the tail end of 2001. Cpl MacKay was also on hand a · a First
Aid instructor for the Squadron's !TO weekend in Elgin which saw 30
souls venture out onto the dunes of Lossiemouth for a variety of training
exercises ranging from 1 BC, through Battlefield First Aid and the
APWT. The weekend was characterised by the deep blue kies, bright
yellow Broom and earthly team bonding on show throughout
(particularly on the very warm CFT). Everyone had a great time given the
format of the event, which themed the ITDs around a Casevac under
sniper cover, mine clearance and 'advance to BC contact'. Yet again
S gt ' The Great Shandini ' Shand provided some of the greatest
entertainment, although Group 2, featuring LCpl ' JJ' Gray and his
sidekick Lt Bruce exercised better judgement in deciding not to carry out
an ambu h on the already stressed and decaffeinated in tructor, for fear of
failing the ITD. Lt 'Purple Haze' Bruce gained the fir t prize for best
hades worn on the ranges, although SSgt ndy Iinorcyk remarked he
would have had more succes with a guitar than he had with his rifle on
the APWT shoot. Later that day the senior rank took to the streets of
Elgin for a curry evening, which was a great hit. However, a number
were in desperate need of cooling baby wipes the next morning! One
other notable highlight concerns Cpl Briggs who was propo itioned in a
toilet in Keith whilst the squadron waited for an overheating landrover to
cool down. Always known for a keen sense of political correctne s, he
wisely declined any possible entertainment whilst on duty. Many thanks
to everyone who set up, upervised and attended the weekend. It was very
enjoyable and urely a template to be recommended to all those TA units
out there who'd like to try something different.
61 (ClTY OF EDI BURGH) SJG AL QUADRON M
Sqn Comd
Maj B. Shankland
SSM
W02 (SSM) R. Clarke
ln June. the Squadron was once again helping to keeping the Army in
the public eye, as a group of about 20 provided the safety comms for the
Caledonian Challenge. This particular piece of annual madnes ee some
1600 competitors set off from Fort William at times between 0800hrs and
I 200hr with the target of reaching Loch Lomond some time the
following day. This represented a trip of some 54 miles. which ome have
completed in eight hours. The Squadron had dets at the start. at five
checkpoints and at the fini h. Each checkpoint. in addition to its
complement of signallers, also had a range of facilitie to aid the weary
athlete. Checkpoint 4, for example, hosted the more-than-welcome leg
massages. accompanied by a live jazz quartet, although sadly the belly
dancers present last year did not put in an appearance. As he retired, at
about OIOOhrs, the Squadron 2lC wa beginning to wonder if they were
going to play right through the night. The snore that met hi question
bowed that he was alone in thi concern. Meanwhile, back at Checkpoint
3 the 'lucky' competitors (or their support teams) were being given the
opportunity of having free al a clas es. A real must after hiking 32
miles across undulating hills in the pouring rain! There are, however,
unconfirmed report that our very own SQM , S gt McGinley was een
tripping the light fantastic. This was after leading a raid on the nearby
army mobile recruiting tand to loot a many freebies as could be cajoled
from our friends in the Regulars.
El ewhere, life back under canvas was revealing hitherto unknown
aspect of quadron members· private live . Cpl Cook. pecifically
di armed of hi beloved bagpipe for the weekend, revealed the
disturbing birthday present that he ha received from hi tepmother.
Mind you this was less puzzling than why baby oil was part of his kit for
the exerci e. Meanwhile, LCpl Traynor was coping adn1irably with the
gradually declining hygiene of the portable loo , ha\·ing been 'taught to
'dangle' at an early age'. An unknown and lone piper had taken on piping
duties el ewherc along the cour e. Thi· character eemed to be
omnipotent, much to the di may of a good many of those pre ent, and he
liked hi beer, much to the dismay of the lads at heckpoim 2. in
particular our MT rep gt lark Kelly . Finally. no activity would be
complete without mention of Cpl Fair. who took advantage of this rare
opportunity to sleep under canva . In fact he did precisely that all
weekend, leaving the running of hi det to Sig orma lorrisoo. All m
all. thi was another succes ful venture for the quadron. everal of tho:c
that took part came away d termincd to follow in the footstep of tho ·e
800 or o that completed the trek. Mind you lot ofu ,aid that last year!
We shall ee what the summer tand-do' n ha done to the level of
enthusiasm!
61 SIG AL Q ADRO ( JTY OF EDI B RGH) (V)
MARCHE TO HERFORD
Having a PSI recently ,tationed in Gemiany proved very lucky for a
privileged few of the regiment.
gt Harve) organi ed a trip to Genuany
at the end of May, which wa centred on a competition march on
aturday 24 May, known a the Herford Marche . Thi · C\ ent has been
run since 1974 for both Regular and TA soldier~ Four teams were
entered and all were brave enough to tackle the cour ·' ·ct for Regulars.
The ladie ' team put up a ,terling performance and managed not nly to
win the cup but al o achieved the be t ever time for a femal team The
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lad also did well. "ith one team coming fou•th . ol bad for a first
auempl and prompted the braYado in the claim, 'Wait until next year
\\hen we will actually be fit!"
One thing the were all fit for was the local culture. Later Cpl Alex
Cook strangled his bagpipes, much to the confu ion of other diner and
to the embarrn , ment of hi fellow Scots who had een him play with his
"doodle sack" once too often.
On unda) .ome of the group vi ited the Bel en Concentration Camp
\\ hil t others took part in their econd challenge of the !rip. · 1 it a bird or
i it a plane?' Ye , there was a plane and LCpl usan Traynor and ig

Cornwall . Thi s wa t he s ig ht t ha t g reeted oth e r memb e rs o f the
Regiment who were stood w ith the ir feet firmly on the ground hav ing
witnc sed the two plucky wee lass ies' first attempt at skydiving.
The prospect of fallin g 13000 feet initially terrified both but they were
heard to procl aim , ' Again! Again! " when they hit the ground running.
ot to be outdone the lads were represemed by Cpl Graeme Harvey.
adly, a alway , all good things musl come to an end but not before the
group made a visit. to the a irbo rne mu seum at Arnhem. Finally. they
caught the ferry home, having to face once more, and with heavy hearts,
yet anotl1er ni ght of drinking and squeezing into their di sco pants.

from the UK. It was an inte ns ive two weeks; but it was n't all in the
clas ro~ m . T here was a day's sightsee ing built into the programme and
socializing with the students t? fu rther develop their language skill s. The
Armed Force Di vin& Scho? l _i s al?o bas~d in Gdyni a. I even managed to
get a coupl e of evenings d1v111g, 1ncludmg one in a 1941 German built
!Om dive tank with a false bol!om for practising escaping from sunken
ships! I' ll be back, g.i ~e n th e o pportunity. Next year the Academy is
pl ~nned for Hunga~y. if.all ~oes well. So there'll probably be no diving to
enJOY or cheeky Brigadiers 111 my class, but there's bound to be something
new!

33 (LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)
qn Comd
S\1

1aj heryl James
W02 Maurice Aarons

The quadron deployed to the wynnerton Training Area over the
weekend 12-14 July 2002 to carry out a Comms Training Ex. The main
aim of the training was to familiari e soldiers with SHF R/R equipment.
Howe er. other a sociated training was undertaken to provide variety and
to inject a competitive element. Various stands were set up for team
from the Squadron lo visit in turn . The e con isted of a cable wind and
pole cro ing, obstacle course, command ta k, chemical spill, trailer
recovery and HF radio relay stand . The team s had to negotiate
successfully each land, collecting an item of HF equipment on the way.
Al the final tand the HF equipment was assembled , placed onto a
stretcher and , as part of a race, taken to th e top of a hill for
communications lo be established. After a ery close competition, Cpl
Kenny Bryan's team of Cpl Alwyn Murray, Sig Walsh and Sig Paul
Winch were adjudged the winners and received a well deserved crate of
beer from the Sqn Comd, Maj Cheryl James. As a footnote , our
FofSW02 Andy Owen MBE, is still couring Swynnerton for missing
part of HF equipment!

The Instructors on the CIOR Language Academy
IMPERIAL SERVICE MEDAL
Members of the quadron were delighted lo hear that Mrs Lilian Hall
our former Admin Officer, had been awarded the Imperial ervice Medal'.
Lilian retired at the end of March after 24 years with the Squadron and it
was a great plea ure to invite her back again to have her medal presented
at a function held in her honour.

SQUADRON TRAI ING
During the last two months a lot of Squadron training has taken place
with cross-country driving preceding the comms ex in early July. Another
successful event was the range day at Strensal, held on the first weekend
in August in blistering unshine. The day after it was back to Sale Water
Park near Manchester lo take part in a Squadron Triathlon, organised by
Sgt Mountfield. True to form the Manchester weather provided rain on
the day. everthele s, the cycling, swimming and running went ahead,
with Sig Gooderson winning the overall event despite having to rescue
two of his fellow competitors from their capsized canoes on the way
down the canal. As we go to print preparations are in full swing for the
Squadron Adventure Training weekend in Capel Curig training camp in
orth West Wales. Acti ities on offer will be rock climbing, abseiling,
slate mine exploration, mountain biking, trekking and canoeing. (Report
in the next WIRE) .
55 (HEADQUARTERS) SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Bill Wyper
SSM
W02 Robertson
The quadron is preparing for Ex Arcade Falcon, which lakes place in
October this year and will see the Regiment deploying to Germany. In
anticipation lo having to drive on the wrong side of the road, we thought
it would be a good idea lO try our skills on the Continental driving Circuit
al Swynnerton Training Area. To this end Ex Continental Drive was born.
We moved down to Swynnerton Training Area on 22 June in glori ous
sunshine, very unusual for this year. We set up on area KP and started to
drive round the circuit. For the old hands it did not take long for them to
get back into the swing of driving on the right. Our newer members did
have a few problems with the priority road system but all became clear in
the long run. As this was going on, we also carried out the Matrex test for
Driving in Germany. Cpl Haseldean was heard to say, 'Why can't they
speak English like we do?' and W02 (RQMS) Guy said that tl1is was
sneaky as there are Dutch words in this test as well as German. We also
took the opportunity to try oul the cross-country circu it. gt Buchanan
tried to see how far he could sink a Land Rover and nearly managed to
bury it. After a few minor fender benders, where a 4 ton Oaf was seen
wilh a newly designed footrest, we moved back to our rest area for a well
deserved BBQ. The next day we washed the Swynnerton mud off our
vehicles and moved back to Huyton. All the quadron's focus is now
towards Ex Arcade Falcon, which is approaching us like an express train.
We all hope the German weather is kinder than the weather we have been
having in England.

Cpl Kenny Bryan's winning team
successfully set up their line pole crossing
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CfOR LA G AGE ACADEMY POLAND - by Capt Richard Koss
The Language Academy is an Annual event, which ha now been run
for three years. This year it took place in the Polish aval University,
Gdynia. The Reserve Forces Association (RFA) and the lnlerallied
Confederation of Reserve Officers (CIOR) sponsor it. The Academy's
purpo e is to teach Reserve officers English and from this year French. It
is open to all members of Reserve Force Associations of ATO and PIP
countries. We also discuss the ethos of ATO and PfP, within the
language limitations of the students. This year there were fifty students:
forty-nine from across Eastern Europe and one American student learning
French. Amazingly this is the fir t year that there were any instructors
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Lilian being presented with her medal by the CO

It is not an auto~atic ~ward. It is awarded al the prerogati\.e of the
Sovereign to eligible c1v1I servants who, on leaving the service, ha\e
given not less t~~n 25 years' merilorio.us ervice. During her sen ice with
the Squadron L1ban had worked for eight Sqn Comd's and it was a great
tnbute to. her that four of them were there to witness her medal
pre sentat1~n : T~rough the medium of Th e WIRE, all ranks of the
Squadron JOrn. in congratulating Lilian on her award , which is a
remarkable achievement by any standards and wish her and her husband
Les a Jong and happy retirement
AD E TURE TRAI I G 9-11 A GUST 2002
by Cpls Callow and Gallagher
On 9 August 2002, twenty-four. keen volunteer soldiers from 55 Sig
Sqn set off fo~ t~e h1ghlig~t of their military year - Ex Alamein Dragon
Adventure i:rainmg. Anllc1pat1on was mounting as the group was greeted
at Naval Air Comd Centre, Bethesda by the smiling faces of Capt
~onton (PSAO) and Maj Quayle (RAO). Proceedings got off on the
nghl footing with a beer and a healthy pie and good night's sleep.
The first hurdle of the weekend was getting the two Signalman Trans
lo decide between hill walking across Snowdonia and the indoor
climbing wall al Plas Y Brenin ational Mountain Centre. With much
negotiation and many lame exc~ses like, 'We've got no boots ir.' they
and eight others set off for the indoor climbing wall, whilst nine others
gt Collister for the
set o~ with Capt Hopkins (PSAO 80 Sqn) and
~al.king_. As Corporal , we wanted lo set an inspirational example to our
JUmors m the quadron by opting for what we considered to be the mo l
challe_nging of the two activities. Therefore, we went hill walking (this
dec1s1on was not innuenced in any way by the mental images we
conjured up of our backsides in a safety hames !). Therefore this article
may be biased toward the experiences of the hill walkers. To say that il
was a challenge would be an underestimation. Quite frankly we are
~onsi_dering auditioning to play the heroines alongside Sylvester' tallone
m Cliff Hanger 2! After Capt Hopkins indiscretion wilh the map reading
we realised that backsides in a safety harness wa exactly what we
wanted! With one of us being afra id of heigh ls we did find our elve in a
sticky situation. Picture this if you will: Cpl Gallagher frozen, clinging
on to the cliff edge with anything that would grip (we are ure that teeth
were used!) with Cpl Callow attempting to coax her upwards, debating
w~ether or not nm was a good time to tell her he'd broken three finger
nails (for those who know Cpl Gallagher you will appreciate that this
was a huge drama). However, do not be fooled into thinking that this is
only the behaviour of females in the group, for just when we were feeling
a little bii stupid, we looked and aw Sig Pendleton. The sight was of
t~ars, SJ?luUering and a re cue afety rope. Later he did explain he was
simply msp1red by Cp l Gallagher lo get in touch with his feminine side
(as always an in piration). As a result of this saga, the group wa split
and their sense of humour began to fail a the walk turned into a march ia
an anempt to re-group. It must be aid, that when the five-hour walk was
still going eighl hours later, the group as a whole was ju t a touch
demorali ed. The only soldier unaffected by this ordeal was Sig Mann.
We did make it back in one piece, however. and were pleased to find the
separated walkers already returned. Furthermore, il mu l be admitted that
seeing the wall climber's in ect bile gave us some adistic pleasure.
Morale improved after a couple of beers and a BBQ prepared by the
RCWO back at the accommodation and our spirits were further lifted
with a few alcoholic hots down the local bar in Bangor. Much
amusement wa also gained upon eeing LCpl Woolerton' attempt al
dancing, which it has to be said, resembled a very ill funky chicken. On
returning to camp afier a neaky McDonalds (sorry Capt Ponton) it wa
concluded that exercise Alamein Dragon certainly had been adventurous
bul most of all an enjoyable experience for those volunteer soldiers \\hO
took part.
59 SIG AL SQUADRO WIRE OTES
qn Comd
Maj John Miller
SM
W02 Paul Wiliams
We have recently said goodbye to our long en ing 21C, Capt Cheryl
James who is congratulated on her promotion to take up her nev. posl as
OC 42 qn in lanche ter. Al o leaving i Cpl Thoma to ciwy lreel.
We wish him well and welcome his replacement Cpl lark inammon
together with SSgt (FofS) 1ark Saxton who take, O\ r from a gap.
DYE T RE TRAI ING
The quadron recently carried oul a very ucce ful adventurou.
training ' eekcnd at Capel Curig camp in 'orlh Wales. The acti' itie
included:

Lilian proudly wearing her medal
ll was standing room only in a packed crgeants' Mc. s a quadron
members, past and present, came to witness the pre en tat ion of the medal
~y the ommanding Officer, Lt Col Elton Davis. King Edward . 11
instituted the Imperial Service Medal in 1902. He wished lo recognise
more fully the services rendered to him by member of the ci ii ser ice.
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Hill Walking
Members of the Squadron about to take on Mount Snowdon
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r~freshme nt break in . Larkhill, all. parties. headed off to bed for an early
night start. The morning sta rted with a briefing and introduction to the kit
to be used and, not a complete shock, the CO invited Cpl Bland to join
the WO 's & Sgt's Mess on promotion. A full .and busy day's training then
commenced punctuated wtth various expletives on the functionality of
both FA!"1E and. the SMT. Sa.turday evening was s pent in Humph
Bahadur s sampling their delicious wares and rounded o!T with a trip
to ... ... yes, you've guessed the Forum. Sunday continued with the
training (and less expletives) and was rounded off with a truly ' een to be
believed ' trip back North. NC033 will undoubtedly be all the better for
this weekend's training on Arrcade Falcon in October.

TRADE TRAINING 23 JULY - 2 AUGUST 2002
Due to the Regt being c?~mitted to the CCF Annual Camp in early
July, the full Regt trade training had to be cancelled. However, with the
quadron bein g ever short of Switch and RR ops, the SPSI and PSI
decided they could cope with running a shortened course for the two ops
of each trade that were available from the Squadron (and I from 42 Sqn).
Hence on 23 July, five hopeful, bright-eyed and enthusiastic recruits
began their trade training under the watchful eyes of the two trade Chief
Instructors, SSgt . Paul Langley (SPSI} and Sgt Phil Price (PSI). Sgt
Murphy was to instruct the RR course and Sgt Phil Price the switch
course. Much to-ing and fro-ing was to be heard over the next fortnight
a th~ students, Sigs ~rown, Hidderley and Webster (RR) and igs
Caphn and Brew (Switch), went through the whole gamut of emotions
from joy to despair. Sig Ju li e Brew can still be heard around the
Squadron lines reciting 'engineer, get, begin'. At the conclusion of the
training I am glad to say that all the students, who worked very long
hours, success fully completed all the TOs set and are now almost at the
end of the trade training tunnel. Special thanks must go to Cpl Caroline
Patton for her invaluable assistance on the Switch course.

Cpl Cliff Doyle and Sgt Hankin preparing to go
The weekend fini hed with a potted sport competition that aw
Ptarmigan Tp cru h Radio Tp by 12 points to 11

FINALLY!!!! ......... .
There have been some changes in the sqn as of late. Firstly farewell to
SSgt Owen, the Squadron's stalwart in the recruiting office, and Sgt

Jenkins, our man of legendary status (he knows). Also farewell to \ 02
(SSM) Hale who leaves us to move to the Regiment as the E.LC
~epresentative . In .his stead we welcome W02 (
1) Eddowe who
JOins us on promouon from 59 Sqn. Many readers may know the SM as
SSgt Edd~wes , ex 22 year Corps man and SPSI of 59 Sig qn.
Congratulations must go to Cpl John King (MT P I) on selection for
promotion lo Sergeant and his posting to 21 Sig Regt next year and also
Sgt Bland on bis promotion.
98TH (BRITFOR) IG AL SQUADRON (VOLU TEER )
OPERATION PALATI E DEPLOYMDE T- 1 MAY 2003
Sqn Comd
Maj Edwards (35 Sig Regt)
SSM
W02 Dixon (34 ig Regt)
Ye s tbt:y ' re back! Since the s uccess of 97 (BRITFOR) Signal
Squadron (Volu~teer~). raised and staffed by 2. CJ Sig Bde, 11 ig Bdc
b~v~ muscled m on the act and are supplymg a Squadron minus of
w1llmg volunteer to look after MYRA and associated equipment for a 6mon~h t~ur in Bosnia. The Squadron will be composed in the main by
Temtonals but will be well supported from Regular oldiers and
augmen~ed with RAF technicians for Satellite repair. 33 Sig Rcgt are
responsible for our operational readiness prior to Chilwell and will
support us throughout this Operation. Our Thanks goes to the CO and his
Ops Team for their support. The tour will commence around about I May
2003 subject to flight availability from our brothers in light blue!
However, mobilisation start 17 March with training at Chilwell and
special to arm training all over the UK. Pre ently we have Volunteers
from 33, 34, 35, 36 and 40 Sig Regts and from 60 and 94 Sig Sqn . We
still require technician and COMMCEN Operators and so are looking
for more volunteers to join this happy band. There will be two troop led
by TA officers as well as a technical troop headed up by FofS Owen. The
Squadron bas me t for the first time at 33 Sig Regt RHQ and will
commence warm up weekend training late in September. The quadron is
enthusia tic and looks forward to supporting ibe Peace Support
Operations in The Balkans as well as enhancing the Capability of the TA
in the modern day ORBAT of the British Armed Forces.

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
A Radio Troop Penalty, 'It's just not football .'

co

This event is set to continue on R and R during our annual camp in
Germany at the beginning of October
80 (CHESHIRE YEOMA RY) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
ADVE TURE TRAI I G - HMS INDEFATIGABLE, ANGLESEY
The Squadron decided to return to Indy (as it is affectionately known),
Anglesey for this year 's AT, ably organised by Cpl Bland and guided by
SSgt (A!FoS) Paul Rich a rd s. On Friday night approximately 26
members of the Squadron and permanent staff gathered for the journey lo
the dark side of Wales. The weekend's activities were to consist of a hike
around the Watkin Pass, Snowdonia, topper sailing and the indoor
climbing wall. Saturday morning started off in glorious sunshine. Ala
there was no wind and the sailing was cancelled. Much to the joy of the
PSAO, Ca pt Hopkins (ex Welsh Guards} and SSgt ( QMS) Steven
Collister ( RPS) (ex Irish Guards) whose walking party increased
sizeably. So, o!T our intrepid adventurers set. Unknown to them, it was to
be a trip back in time for the PSAO who took them along the route of his
boyhood paper round of some 40 years ago, where he imparted his full
repertoire of Welsh folklore en-route. On the Snowdon Horseshoe Sig
Gaynor Tyrrell, the Squadron vertigo expert, firmly pulled the peak of
her cap down and, looking only at the floor with a FIRM grip on the
PSAO, successfully traversed across. When we came upon the lake and
Aber waterfalls, two of our more senior Squadron members Sgt Paul
Bermingham and Cpl Adams, decided it was time for their monthly
bathe and so plunged in fearlessly, only for Sgt Bermingham to note, in
somewhat colourful language, the temperature of the mountain spri ng.
On return to Indy, that evening, a BBQ was prepared by our very own
'FLOYD JN THE MED ', Pte Dave Jones and the SP J, after which a
cultural excursion to Bangor took place. This proved to be somewhat
taxing to the non-Welsh speaking members of the Squadron. Oll Sunday
morning our own auditions for Spiderman II took place in the excellent
indoor climbing wa ll facility. The Squadron is fortunate to have two very
experienced climbers in SSgt Paul Langley and Cpl John King, the PSI
and MT NCO ands the newly qualified Sig Tim Hooper. The stars of the
morning's auditions were undoubted ly Sgt Chris Murphy , who
inexp licably thought the wa ll was on ly some 9ft tall, as he departed
company from it al approximately 4ft; and Sig Webster, wbo appeared to
be listening to 'a ir-guitar' music as be was jiggling and shaking all the
way up. All in all an excellent weekend's AT was had by one and all. We
can't wait for next year.

Abseiling
Local Shantel Doyle going over the edge
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0 PREY TRAr I G 3-4 AUGUST 2002
The ode Comd element of the Squadron, Lt Lorraine Cox and Cpl
Bland, went o!T Lo Blandford in August for Osprey training led by the
Regimental Yof'S. After a considerably long journey down, aided by a
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RSM

r'I

Lt Col I. D. Westerman
WOl (RSM) M. J.P. Anderson

CELEBRITY CHARITY GOLF DRIVE
Sometimes things don ' t happen in the most straightforward of ways
and the opportunity for 34 Sig Regt to a sist in the running of a local
charity celebrity golf competition was one of tho e occasions. Through a
series of coincidences it was discovered that Brian C ullen, the Secretary
of Brancepeth Castle Golf Club near Durham, was an ex-RSM in the
Corps. For the last few years Brancepeth have run a celebrity golf
competition in support of the Butterwick Hospice - a charity that, by a
further coincidence, the Regiment also supports. To cut a long story bort
Brian Cu llen asked the Regiment if we could provide transport and
drivers to ferry the celebrities to and from the cour e, which we were
happy to do.
On the day it wa the R M 's job to try to organi e a photo call with
these celebrities. In true Anny style the RSM was careful not to bruise
any fragile egos: ' Right then, all you who think you are celebrities come
over here. I sha ll be vetting you and if I don't think you are famous
enough you won't get on the photo.' As the' Celebrities' trooped passed,
the RSM was heard to say. It's a good job I had a tele in the 70's'. To be
fair, there were some pretty famous people including Rick Wakeman ,
Willie Morgan (50 caps for cotland) and the bloke from the OXO
family (who drives a taxi in Blandford now.)
Four minibu es, driven by four golfing entbusia ts from the permanent
staff, turned up at the ve ry picturesque and equally challenging
Brancepeth Castle Golf Club to do the busine s. In fact not only did we
provide the transport but, when two players failed to turn up, we also
provided replacement . S gt Deakin, the LAD SPS I, and S gt Ogg the
SPSJ from Newcastle nobly offered to step into the breach. In true 34 Sig
Rcgt style Rob Deakin won the competition, picking up some very
worthwhile prizes in the proces . All in all it was good day that raised
money for a worthwhile charily and raised the profile of the Regiment in
1he North East.

49 (WEST RIDJ G) SIGNAL SQ ADRO (VOLU TEERS)
qn Comd
Maj Mark Finch
SSM
W02 ( SM) Dave Carr
BIRTWTSTLE TROPHY -6/7 JULY 2002
The Birtwistle Trophy competition took place on Otterbum Trg Area
on a beautiful summer's weekend in early July. The weekend. took ~he
form of an inter-squadron military ski ll competit ion, stands. includ!ng
map reading, BFAT, recognition , march and shoot and a rather mtcrestmg
assau lt course. The stands were all organised by the permanent taff and
jolly good they were to, thank-you. The Regiment was honoured to have
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Maj Gen Archie Birtwistle, himself, presenting the trophies on the
Sunday morning. All the Squadron teams put on a magnificent show and
once again 49 Sig Sqn came away with the overall trophy. There was an
extra bonus in the fact that Potential Officer ' Doc' McKerr 's team also
came in as top team. Yes, it was just like watching Brazil! This years
Birtwistle Trophy proved to be a nail biting and close run experience in
which 49 and 90 Sqn 'battled it out' for first place. The Military kills
competition was so fierce ly contested that the winning team was not
revealed until the final event. Enthusiasm for the competition led to some
remarkable feats. 2Lt Jo Barr of SO ig qn failed to see the need for
jacks, lever or fulcrums to lift a Land Rover. In tead he employed the
brawn of her team to lift the Land Rover with their bare hand in order to
change a wheel. otwithstanding the ruptures this aved vital minutes!

Someone tell LCpl Tony Standing his Airbag just went off
The vehicle recovery stand foun d 2Lt Helen Baxter of 90 ig qn
being sabotaged by a fit of adder-phobia when her own team di covered a
beadles and ery dead adder in the tool box of the vehicle they were
recovering. The veiled suggestion of the snake finding 11 wa 11110 her
sleeping bag meant that she spent the rest of the weekend pre-occupied
' ith random kit-checks! aturday' day patrol left ig Zahuur of llQ
qn with an assured future in the Royal Manne . She proved her subaqua aptitude when completely disappearing under the water m a ri\cr
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.:ros:1ng ongmally de.1gn d a a wading e erci~·~. The weekend' s
m' ·tumal manoeuvres were no le s entertaining. Tl;t' night Patrol in
"h1ch a building "a' to be cleared left Sgt Ros of 1l() Sqn frustrating
The R . f. ''ho had boob)-trapped a door to electrii:1 anyone grasping
the handle. The R M had not accounted for Sj!t Ross 's use of the
·ttartkp<.,ol Knock· - opening the door with a size ten boot which aved
\Hal time call)tng 90 ig qn S\\iftly into the lead.
Cpl Ton) landing of 50 Sqn provided everybody pre cnt with a
brilhant demonstration of how ingle-handed an CO can hold up a
com o~ of vehicles without o much a. a single hot heing fired. kilfully
bringing his Land Rover off the road he re.! ourcefully placed it in uch a
position that for 25 minute nothing moved! ome of the terrain proved
to be a challeng for man ' experienced driver . However, the quote of
the weekend came from Capt Bowes of 90 qn ' ho, upon seeing a
leading 'chicle getting 'bogged in', nervously enquired a to whether the
\ehicle he wa tra\·elling in wa in four wheel drive. Her driver replied
qmte pohtely that the Yehicle she wa travelling in had been in fourwheel dri'c since setting off and that we now would be taking a different
route from the vehicle ahead. A a measure of how clo e the competition
came, 90 qn \ ere ·beaten to the po t' on the marcl1 and hoot by a mere
one ·econd on the march and 3mm on the shoot. A tremendou
competition left 49 qn the rightful winners of the '49 Birtwi tie
Trophy', a the Trg Maj and ex OC 49 Maj ixsmith decided to call it.
H?wever, it \~ii! ne~er be kn?wn whether it was co-incidence, genuine
mistake or d1v111e mtervenllon that left 90 Sqn inadvertently being
pre ented with the winner ' hields al the pre entation tand.

. The intr?duction of the Euro b~ought with it, total frustration for Capt
, 1mon nuth ~ho , ha mg been. c~ught short and needing urgently to
pen~ a. penn~ , found that he d1dn t have one to spend. Employing his
negottatmg k1 Its he assures us that he managed to persuade the toilet
attendant to let him u e the porta-loo free of charge or suffer the
conseque~ccs. The Marches were .concluded with a visi t to, and shuftle
around V1my Ridge, where the guide likened the team to 'slightly slower
than a group of OAPs' Out of thel7 qualifiers ten oldiers from the
Regiment competed ~t ijmegen for the 86th ijmcgen Marches. Due to
the team numbers bemg below 11 we were combined with a team from
RAF Conings~y - Pongoes and Blue Jobs. We wondcrered, how will that
work? In fact 1t worked very well, with the bi- ervice team achieving the
team award. Flyi~g Ofi!c~r Greenhill ably led the team and he hould be
commended for his flex1b1hty and management kills. All ten members of
the Regimental team fimshed and collected their award - from 4th timer
to I st timer medal .
50 ( ORTHERN) IG AL QUADRO (VOLU TEERS)
qn Comd
Maj Jennings
SSM
W02 Middleton
50 Sig Sqn would like to welcome SSgt Heather Fraser, who has
taken up po t a PSI. We are sure she will have her hands full in the
future dealing with the quadron we all love. A very sad farewell to Cpl
Randal. who has left for the umt for 40 Sig Regt on marriage (our los ,
your gam)
EWCASTLE ARMED FORCES GALA
To mark the Queen.'s Golden Jubilee the City of ewcastle organised a
parade tl1rough the city centre. The parade con i ted of Civics Armed
forces and other dignitaries. Amongst the unit represented ~vas 742
Troop (the Squadron's access troop)_. The parade took us through the
crow~ed street of ewca tie filled with Saturday hoppers enjoying the
uns.hme and th~ spectacle of the pageantry. A great day was ended by
our Troop manmng the Citic exhibition park.

The victorious squadron team
The su~ce s of the Birtwistle Trophy was a credit to the organisers
who provided excellent and challenging stands, testing the skills and
knowle?!le of the Regiment. However, nothing that formed part of the
competition could ~omp~e with tt_ie endurance challenge created by the
cloud~ ofOtterburman midges. wluch proved to be more debilitating than
anythmg c_
on1ured up by the BC stand! Also much credit should be
g1".en to Sig Clare orton who battled on for a day and a half with a
twisted ankle thereby assuring 49 Sig Sqn the Birtwi tie Trophy.

1J 1EGE:'ll MARCHES-16-19 JUNE 2002
Af'\ecllonately kno\.vn as 'a '~~lk in the Park ' (usually by those who
ha\ en ~ taken part) this years IJmegen Marches took its annual toll of
casualues. Some of the regular attendees are being closely monitored to
measure what degree of pleasure they derive from pain. Sig Paul Tate
returned to Holland in hot pursuit of a large bottle of Archers Peach
Sc_h~apps to replace la t year's breakages - a reque~t from Cpl
\\ tlhamson_who was unable to complete her fourth year at ijmegen due
to ~ hand~ 1~!ury. Amongst the more unusual injuries was that of Capt
Keith \\ 1lha~~ of 49 S_qn who sustamed numerous self-inflicted
Leatherman lllJUnes to hrs inner thighs when trying to remove half a yard
of zmc oxide tape fr~m th offending area. It was suggested that the
resulta~t. mJury left lum walking like a saddle sore cowboy! In close
compeuuon for _'The most pain at Nijmegen' award was Capt Bailey of
50 Sqn who~ with feet that resembled the shredded canvas of the gun
ports of a pnfire, could manage nothing more than a soft shoe shuffle in
hrs effort to complete the marches.

742 Access Troop March Past
90 ( ORTH RIDI G) lG AL SQ ADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj
SSM
W02 SSM Ian Ward
ITD WEEKEND - STRE SALL
The Yi_king party held over the ITO weekend at Queen Elizabeth
Barrack ~ m Stren.sall pr?ved that the Viking community were still very
much alive ~nd k1ckmg m York. SSgt Stimson of 90 Sig Sqn found that
Skol beer dtdn 't reach parts that other beers couldn't when hi Viking
headdress severely restricted the ability to get his mouth around a pint of
beer. ora Batty wou ld have been very proud of the leg bandages used by
2Lt Wedgewood-Jo nes of 49 Sig Sqn who, with her equestrian
background appeared to have bandaged her legs in more of an effort to
protect her fetlocks than prove her Viking origins. This was a wise move
as the e~thusiasm for authentic dress and weaponry had extended to the
possession of MOD approved axes circa .1975. As the beer flowed it
became ~rudent to introduc~ '.Chopper Free' zones in order to prevent the
loss of d1g1ts_! In the true V1kmg tradition of Pillage, 49 Sig Sqn's Viking
Longboat disappeared that evening. Its whereabouts sti 11 remain a
mystery, although rumour has it that ransom demands have been received
at Leeds TA centre, a~d a ceremonial burning is being lined up at
HarHepool. The evemng was a fantastic success enjoyed by all,
particularly the Honorary Colonel, Si r Ro n or man, who had
spec11ically. requested an all ranks do to celebrate his retirement. Finally,
congratulations go to 2Lt Helen Baxter on passing her commissioning
course. at Sandhurst, and to Cpl Karee n a K ni bbs on her recent
promotion . Also congratu lations to the Adjutant for, Getting Married,
W111~mg the 111d1v1dual Race the Sun Triathlon and his successful
handmg over of The WIRE Notes duties to the RSM before his posting to
Blandford. If you are reading this, it worked. If you are not?

RUSSIANS VISIT BLANDFORD
by Maj (Retd) Bernard Redshaw
Blandford Camp had a visit from a
high-powe red Russian signals
delegation in July. Col Gen Yuri
Mikhaylovich Zalogin , Signals
Commander (S<?inC(A) equivalent)
and deputy Chief of the Russian
General Staff was accompanied by
his two deputies, Maj Gen
Aleksander
Alekseyevich
Zatsarinnyi
and
Maj
Gen
Aleksander Valentinovich Smelov
his Aide de Camp, Col Aleksey
Georgiyevich Balukin , and Assistant
Naval Attache, Capt Andrey
Vanchugov . Mrs Nadia BourovaChandler accompanied them as their
interpreter.
Accompanied by Lt Col lain
Standen, S01 O&D, Maj Angela
Scott-Galli , S02 O&D, Maj John
Carr, S02 Plans and W01 Friskney,
1nterpeter, they were welcomed to
Blandford by Col Neil Donaldson
OBE, DCOS/Regimental Col, on the
evening of Monday 22 July. The
following morning, after a briefing by
SOinC(A) Brig David McDowall
MBE, ADC , they commenced their
week's tour of Blandford units and
establishments. In between these
their social engagements included ~
formal dinner in the Garrison Officers'
Mess, dinner at the Castleman Hotel
and a skittles evening at the Langton
Arms. I interviewed the party after
breakfast on Friday, just before they
departed Blandford.
To help them , I had submitted a
series of questions earli er in the
week. I wanted to find out how
Russian Signallers operated .
' Russian Forces still rely on
~onscription,' Col Gen Zal og in said,
Although I would li ke to see us
transfer to a contractual arrangement
like yours. I have seen the benefits of
th_is in Britain. There is currently a
widespread debate on this issue in
Russia , but at present, the economic
situation prevents it.'
The Russian signa ll er receives five
months' training before being attached to a
unit to apply and further his learning on the
job. At this point he is a 3rd Class Private.
After one year's service and having passed
a number of trade tests and exams, he
achieves 2nd Class rank. Then, after a

. Col Gen Yuri Mikhaylovich Zalogin signs the visitors' book at HQ SO in C(A) whilst
Mai Gen Aleksandr Alekseyevich Zatsarinnyi (left) and Col Aleksey Georgiyevich Balukin look on
further year's service with more tests and
exams, 1st Class rank is achieved.
Most officers are commissioned after
graduating from a military university. These
are the career officers who form the cadre
of officer structure in all units. A smaller
number are commissioned from graduates
of universities that have a military training
department. These latter serve two years,

· ~W~tQ,pt _v),~it!n_~. ~QY?.L_, 1grH~ls -. .
Nijmegan Marches 2002
Capt W1lhams, Capt Smith, Cpl Kitching, Sig Tate, Capt Bailey,
Lt Holdstock, LCpl Hewitt, 2 Lt Wedgewood Jones
'
2 Lt Ford, Sig Davey
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Maj Gen Aleksandr Alekseyevich Zatsarinnyi (L) and Col Aleksey Georgiyevich Balukin (R)
discuss a point with Maj Ian Favager whilst visiting a training activity.
Interpreter W01 Friskney (Far L)
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after which they have the option of signing
on for a longer term. They all receive
rigorous training at a Signals University or
Signals College before assuming their first
command. After three to seven years
service, certain officers are selected for
higher training at a military academy (Staff
College equivalent) . These officers then
move on to staff and higher command
appointments.
The Colonel General himself enlisted in
1962 and was commissioned in 1965.
From 1971-76 he served as a Platoon
Commander in the Far East and as a
~qua d ron Commander in Germany. Then,
in 1977 he attended the St Petersburg
Military Academy, before being posted to
staff and command appointments in
Siberia. He attained his first General's
appointment in 1989, rising to his present
position in April 1997.
Although there is not a definite Signal
Corps like ours, Russian signallers have
much in common with their British and
Commonwealth counterparts. Originally
part of the Engineers, separate Signals
units were first formed on 20 October 1919,
a date they celebrate each year. Like us,
they go everywhere and like us, they are
proud of being 'first in, last out.' They
jealousy guard the traditions that Russian
s·gnallers have built up over the years and
they 'respect and honour their retired
comrades' .
When I asked the Colonel General to
sum up his visit to Blandford , he smiled
and replied with the single word,
'Fascinating.' His colleagues nodded in
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INFOSEC COMMAND

co

Col Peter Parfitt

by W02 (FofS) Alex Groves

INFOSEC Command is the operational
Information Security Command for NATO.
It is the only organisation within NATO to
do this serving NATO , Allied Command
Europe (ACE) and Allied Command
Atlantic (ACLANT). INFOSEC Command is
situated at the SHAPE headquarters in
Belgium and is a Tri - Service and
multinational organisation, with serving
personnel coming from many of the NATO
nations. The R. Signals make a large
contribution and commitment to this
organisation, including both the Comd, Col
Peter Parfitt and the Deputy Comd, Lt Col
Drew Robertson TOT.
Currently INFOSEC Command is
organised into Computer Security Branch,
Implementation Branch, Comsec Technical
Support Branch (which encompasses
Emission Security and Crypto Logistics
Section) , Transmission Security Branch
and Crypto Management. Above the
Branches reside the Operations Cell and
the Plans and Sup po rt Cell. The
establishment has increased during the last
year to 86 personnel, which still includes
seven serving Royal Signals personnel and
four ex-Corps members working in NATO
civilian posts within the Command.
This year has been the busiest year for
the Command since it s creation. The 11
September, 2001 incident thrust security
and of particular importance Information
Security, to the forefront of NATO planning.
The end of 2001 saw a flurry of activity and
meetings . A revolving door to INFOSEC
Command would have been more apt than
the steel security doors that presently
reside there!
Within the Branches , Implementation
Branch is working flat out in their efforts to
fulfil the commitments to the NNCCRS and
SHED COINS projects. This has been
amplified by NATOs commitment to the
new High Readiness Forces (HRF) and the
impending decision on the expansion of
NATO with the Accession Nations. All this
will take a great deal of planning and
INFOSEC Command s personnel will be at
full stretch to cover all these demands.
Transmission Security and Emission
Security carry on business as usual, with
their new equipments received last year,
steadily building up experience and making
their presence felt throughout NATO. Many
of the NATO Commands have been very
impressed with the new level of expertise
shown and grateful for the heightened
awareness of security vulnerabilities and
risks that are being highlighted and
overcome. This is due in large part to the
introduction of these new equipments and
the skill shown with its usage by the
INFOSEC Command personnel. The
biggest change , has come within Crypto
Management Branch.
The System Management Centre (SMC)
is taking on heightened importance with the
NNCCRS and SHED COINS projects
reaching fruition , and with other new IP
Crypto systems actively being looked at.
The management of all tt.ese new systems
will be Jf increasing primary importance to
NATO cryptographic security. It is not quite
the end of the road of the paper tape, but it
is certainly some of first steps on the path
to a diminished role for it. The
establishment of five new posts within
INFOSEC Command, specifically for IP
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Crypto personnel , understates this
importance.
The Command welcomed one
newcomer this year, SSgt Steve
Pattenden, fresh from 21 Sig Regt (AS) .
We bade farewell to SSgt Glen Shipman
retiring to a bit of grass cutting up at 38 Sig
Regt (V) in Sheffield before leaving the
army, and also newly wedded Sgt Judith
Chapple on posting to 251 Sig Sqn to be
near her husband , W02 Larry Allsop of
the Royal Engineers. We wish both of them
all the best for the future.
TRAIL WALKER (UK) - 6 JULY 2002
by Sgt Chris O'Neill
Trailwalker (UK) , for those who like me
had never heard of it before, is an annual
100km run (depending on how quickly you
want to gel it over with). It was originally
designed as a walk with a cut off time of 30
hours but as the Gurkha times gradually
decreased , the misguided delusion of
ageing Brits trying to beat them increases.
The competition beg ins and is now over
and done with before bedtime. The race
starts in Petersfield and finishes in Brighton
along the hilly South Downs Way in aid of
the Gurkha Welfare Trust Fund. This year
Oxfam decided to get involved as well. The
team consisted of Fg Offr Karl McCarthy
RAF (built like a jockey's whip, and without
doubt the team ninja on the day) , SSgt
Angus MacPherson (three times veteran,
the only man shorter than any Gurkha, who
I blame entirely for talking me into
entering), Capt Sean Keilty (30 Sig Regt,
again a veteran of four times in a row,
nothing wrong with him then!) and myself
who was completely prepared after two
training runs beforehand. After a nervous
nights sleep and the biggest fatboy
breakfast we could manage, we made our
way to the start line in Petersfield . After
many hellos and good luck gestures to our
fellow runners we were on our way at
0700hrs. Conversation was jovial and
spirits were high for about the first 30
minutes until we realised what we had let
ourselves in for, the rest of the day was a
blur. There were 11 Checkpoints and it was
our aim to get to Checkpoint Three in three
hours, which we managed and our
predicted ti me of 14 hours seemed
achievable. On arrival at Checkpoint
Seven, the food stop, we were all too full
up with Ibuprofen to eat very much so we
continu ed to tick off one checkpoint at a
time. By this time we all running on empty

and cursing Angus for coming up with
idea . The hardest point being the second
marathon point knowing that there was still
a good three hours running left to do.
Everyone had to dig deep to finish , which
we did amazingly enough in a respectable
time of 13hrs 51mins raising roughly £1400
pounds for charity. I d like to say what a fun
time I had, but I wont!
EXERCISE SOUTHERN BACKSTOPSOUTH AFRICA
30 APRIL -16 MAY 2002
by SSgt Angus MacPherson MBE
Nine British members of SHAPE, three
Army, three Navy, three RAF and one
Mountain Guide from the Territorial Army in
London recently conducted an expedition
to South Africa . It all started on the evening
of 30 April , when we left SHAPE by
minibus to Brussels in order to catch the
TGV fast train to Paris . It was all going
very well at this point as we sat in fi rst
class, sipping free champagne, travelling at
200mph! One hour later we arrived at
Paris , Charles De Gaulle Airport and
connected with our flight to Johannesburg.
The following morning we arrived in South
Africa , collected our two hire minibuses
and started on our adventure with a fivehour drive south , down through the plains
to the Drakensberg mountain range with
peaks soaring above 3000m . Our
accommodation
was
surprisingly
comfortable , with absolute first class
service from the staff at our lodge . The
following day we set off on our beat-up
trek up Baboon Rock. This was not too
difficult , a lthough the weather was
surprisingly hot considering it is winter in
South Africa at this time of year. More of
the same type of trekking was conducted
the following day in preparation for our
attempt at climbing cathedral peak on the
third day. Cathedral Peak at 3005m was
the second highest mountain we planned
to climb during the expedition . Although the
cloud was low on day three we set off
anyway and by the time we were halfway
up the mountain , we could see cathedral
peak as clear as day. After two rock band
traverses and a 20ft ladder c limb five
members of the group made it to the top.
The party were all back down the mountain
eight hours later in time for tea and medals,
with a few hotspots on our feet and some
great photographs.
After such an arduous trek we headed
off the next morning to Durban and the

Gold Coast for an overn ight stop prior to a
visit to Umfo lozi Gam e Reser ve. Once
again we were surprised to see tha t our
accommodation was off outstanding quality
and ve ry cheap . T he following day we
headed off to Umfolozi in the northern part
of the Zulu-Natal reg ion. Once there, we
spent the afternoon chasing Gira ffes ,
Rhinos, and Buffalo around the park in our
minibuses, whilst Sgt Tyson RLC snapped
away furiously with his camera . We stayed
in our Safari huts that evening and had a
BB Q for supper, also receiving a few
visitors from the bush : porcupines the size
of small cars , warthogs , baboons and
gazell es , all hanging around close by,
hoping for a free hot dog! This would turn
out to be the most sleepless night of the
expedition.
We were up early the next day with the
hope of catching the animals feeding at
their watering holes at first light. However,
most of the watering holes seemed to be
dried up and we were out of luck. The
highlight of the morning had to be when a
few of the team tried to get far too close to
a bull elephant. As Sgt Tyson snapped
away, the
elephant turned towards him and started
charging , knocking down a few trees on the
way. All three of them managed to get back
to the minibus in quite a hurry and we were
off aga i n to view other wildlife . That
afternoon we moved on again , heading
ba ck south this time to the southern
Drakensberg mountain range , where we
were going to attempt Giants Castle, the
biggest peak around at 3314m .

meant an early start to enable us to get to
the summit and back down to Giants hut
before last light. Early breakfast and we
were trekking by 0500hrs, not much to see
at this time in the morn ing, head torches
on, pitch black, just watching where your
feet are going . Once the sun came up, an
amazing orange glow appeared all around
us, a really phenomenal sight and definitely
worth getting up early to see. We trekked
up the mountain , which had some testing
gullies and was very hard under foot , with
some stretching to over 2km in length. We
finally reached the summit at 1400hrs, took
our photos, and descended at a slightly
brisker pace to ensure we got the hut
before dark. On arrival at the hut we tucked
into some tuna pasta bake before jumping
into our sleeping bags. A well-earned rest
for the team .
Up again at first light, we set off down
the mountain , legs all feeling a bit stiff but
nevertheless the team was in good spirits.
On arrival back at the park hotel we were
met by our excellent base camp crew and
moved to the White Mountain Lodge, about
20km away for our last night in the
Drakensberg area. The next morning we
relaxed by the lake for a few hours then set
off for Dundee , where we planned to
conduct a few battlefield tours. We arrived
early evening in Dundee and visited a local
curio shop to purchase some authentic
Zulu shields and spears (how we got full
size weapons onto the plane on the way
home , who knows?) . Next morning the
weather was gleaming again as we met our
gu ide , Pat Rundgren and set off for
lsandlwana, sight of the famous massacre

of British troops by the Zulus. He gave us a
very interesting insight into the battle
(maybe slaughter would be a better word
than battle) then moved onto Rorke's Drift
to visit that battle sight (famously depicted
in the film 'ZULU'). Thereafter we moved
back to our accommodation in Dundee to
pack up all our kit in preparation for R&R in
Durban . The evening was spent sampling a
few local beers to celebrate my birthday,
(30 again!!). We arrived at Zeranka Lodge
the following afternoon and wasted no time
stripping off and headed straight for the
beach and the shark infested waters of the
Indian Ocean. We spent that evening at the
revolving restaurant towering above the city
lights of Durban, a magnificent view of the
town and harbour. The next morning, I and
four other members went sea fishing and
we managed to catch a great tuna for our
last supper that evening. Our mountain
guide, John Howie went scuba diving
around a local wreck and the others hit the
beach for some emergency suntan drills
before returning to Belgium! That evening
we had the last supper, a great BBQ with
some great freshly caught fish, then off to
bed ready for the long drive back to
Johannesburg the next morning. On arrival
at the airport, we handed the vehicles back
to Avis, checked in our baggage and chilled
out whilst waiting to board our overnight
flight back to Paris. On return to Paris, we
jumped back on the fast train to Brussels,
all a little bit quieter than on the way out to
South Africa and probably a bit
disappointed that it had come to an end
really, as it was an amazing expedition, a
real once in a lifetime opportunity.

Giants Castle Peak 3314m
SSgt Angus MacPherson,
Fig Offr Karl McCarthy (RAF)
Once we arrived at the park entrance we
booked in to our accommodation , and
sorted our kit for the next day. As the
weather was looking good we decided to
attempt the peak the very next day, which

lsandlwana
site of the famous battle between the Zulus and the British

36 SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

co

RSM

Lt Col W. D. L Brown TD

W01 (RSM) W. J. Morrow

44th (CINQUE PORTS)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Mark Baker
SPSI
SSgt Craig Marlowe
TA PTI COURSE NO 1 - by LCpl Bland
After being lucky enough ~o be gi':'e~ a
recommendation for Physical Training
Instructor (PTI) on my JNCO Cadre, the

course was booked and I was on my way. I
was suffering the usual pre-course nerves,
but after the work I had put in preparing for
it. I was willing and determined to get
through it. I had asked ~dv1ce frOf!l the
various PTls that I knew 1n the Regiment
about what to expect. The general
consensus had been that it would be a
relatively relaxed cour~e th~ugh a little on
the physically challenging side. The TA PTI
Course has recently been redesigned with
a content more specific to the requirements

of the TA. I soon discovered that all the
advice I had taken on board turned out to
be as useful as a chocolate fireguard .
Arrival was for the Sunday afternoon .
This passed without incident , drama or
anything happening other than meeting the
other students. All this served to do was lull
us into a false sense of security and non
expectation of the physical ragging we
were about to go through the following day.
As this was the first of the newly designed
course, the standards had not yet been set
407
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for physical or mental ability. It was made
clear to us early in the first week that we
were to be the basis of the new standards,
entry requirements and content of the new
TA PTI Course. Early on Monday, with this
in mind. we partook of some light exe rci~e.
more affectionately known as the Territorial
Army Combat Fitness Training (TACFT) .
The surprising pa rt, wa s that it was 'all
arms' which of course meant maximum
weight - a meaty 25kg. It had been written
on the joining instructions, but due to the
shiny new nature of the course, I received
them onl y three days befor e arr iva l.
Unfortunately, there were some who were
less prepared for this task and failed the
Combat Fitness Test (CFT), resulting in an
automa tic Return To Unit (RT U) . The
second day consisted of a Basic Personal
Fitness Assessment (BPFA) and a Military
Swim Test. The PT Corps Instructors told
us that the BPFA was li ke ly to be
introdu ced into the TA as a mandatory
element of assessment in the training year,
so once again, we were to set the entry
standards for the TA PTI Course.
The first week was predominantly theory,
since ii is much more useful to know and
understand what and why you are doing ,
before you do it. The content was a very
condensed version of the Regular Class 3
PTI course. We were taught everything that
would enab le us to give a safe and
effective PT lesson and then tasked with
different lessons to give to the rest of the
class . These varied between the basic
endurance run to the much loved obstacle
courses. We were assessed on a minimum
of two lessons each . In my opinion , the
course content was very specific to the
TA's requirements and I would recommend
it to any keen potential PTI. The need to
irain and prepare for this course is very
important! I found it physically demanding
(as it should be!) but very enjoyable. The
staff were very profess ional and the
teaching methods reflected the way the
Army is developing its attitu de with the
safety of so ldiers in mind and
improvi ng /maintain i ng fitness without
unnecessary complications.
54 (EAST ANGLIA)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Dennis Prince
SSM
W02 Martin Wright
AND SO THE FAT LADY SINGS ..... .
by Lt E. Hillyard

Alas these will, in essence, be the last
notes I write for The WIRE as the time has
come to bid my farewells and wish you all
well in your TA careers and lives. It has
been eight years for me in the TNOTC,
time which has flown by and has not been
without its ups and downs. More ups than
downs I might add. 36 Sig Regt has been
by far the most rewarding Regiment I have
been with!

Lt Emma Hillyard
on her 2nd Degree Graduation
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This probably reflects having my first
proper command positions and striving
towards a degree that I always wanted to
do, but 36th Sig Regt has given me the
most treasured memories and has been
,'\/here I have met some amazing people.
I arrived at 36 Sig Regt from a brief affair
with the Royal Eng ineers and after three
years w ith the Officer Tr ai nin g Cor ps .
Those who knew me then wou ld probably
report on me as being ENTHUSATIC and
fluffy aro und the edges. It was down to
Norwich Troop to break this young officer
in! My long- sufferi ng Staffie was the now
SS M (W02 Martin Wright) who was to
become not only a good colleague but also
a very valued fri end. He steered me to
becoming half useful, rath er th an jus t
enthusiastic. He took the mickey when I
made it easy for him to do so. One such
incident was going on a magical mystery
tour to Bremen, after bei ng given a fi vemi nu te warn ing I would be lead ing the
convoy. Scared witless, off I went with out
fully knowing where I was going! Doh!
Although I have been geographically
challenged since, it has never been to the
same scale! I than k Norwich Troop (in
particular Sgt King) for the handy compass
they mounted on a block of wood for my
leaving pressie. The compass guides my
way and the big block of wood prevents me
from putting it down! Another tra it I'll be
known for! From experience I still have fond
memories of Sig Brian Bartram being my
driver and being stressed enough to have
five fags lit at once and puffi ng away
saying, 'No problem Ma'am!'
Then of course there is Sgt Medley.
What can be said abo ut th is gem of a
man? He is knowledgeable, hard working,
has a good sense of humour and is very
supportive to Young Officers but never fear,
the man has a sense of humour as well
and always being found in the midst of a
good prank, (usually with Cpl 'Addie' King
close by). It took me ages to recogn ise that
'Addie ' was there (not only as a skilled
sold ier) but ma inly to tease and prank
Young Officers. In the best possible sense
of the word , of course! The number of
times I was sure I had left my beret on the
desk, lectern etc only to find it somewhere
totally obscure!
I must mention 45 Squadron with whom I
spent a very brief but thoroughly enjoyable
time . This Troop recharged me at a point
when I was running low. They reminded me
of the glories of Troop Command (most of
you will know me in the Squadron role) and
boy, did they work hard and put up with my
changes without complaint. An amazing
Troop! Thanks to all , especially Sgt Elliot a
fountain of knowledge and organisation , to
Sgt Pr i nce and to Cpl Ian St rain who
backboned and supported throughout.
Then of course I have some very fond
memories of and with Lt 'Roz' Keeg an. An
exceptional and dedicated officer and an
extreme beer monster! For someone so
short she can pack a lot into it and boy, can
she party! I have 'Roz' lo thank for the
messy birthday party at our favourite haunt,
the Chicago Rock Cafe, and for the many
other enjoyable occasions. Then of course
there is Capt Carr, has been my saviour
when the chips have been up and down.
This man manages to keep us (the
Squadron) on our feet against the oddest
of odds and yet always manages to find
time for a chat, and of course vet my love
interests! I will miss him most of all.
Am I the same pe rson who walked
through the doors looking for sport and
something different to keep me busy, eight
years ago? In essence yes, but in terms of
my command and officership, no. Now I am
a very different person . I am stronger in
myself and more confident of my abilities. I
am aware of my short-falls and am happier
to accept help. I am better at delegating

(an area I find very difficult) and better on
the
whole
at
negotiating
and
communicating. I am less prepared to put
up with people who waste my tim e, as 1
endeavour not to waste theirs. The biggest
lesson learned wh ilst in the TA was that it is
there to be enjoyed. If you fi nd yourself
wo rking for the money rat her than the
enjoyment. ... then it's time to go! Try to
keep it in balance with home and work life
because when all is said and done it is
family and friends that matter. The TA can
incorporate them but should never compete
with them! Easier said than done with all
the demands placed upon us. The TA has
been a tru ly valued experience but not for
the mega organisation it is, but for the
people I have met and the experiences we
have shared . For that I must say a big
THANK YOU. Thank you to all those, (too
many to mention in one piece of writing),
wh o have been so sup po r tive of my
co mman d a nd offered friendship
th rou ghout the yea rs. As graduation into
the rea lms of physiotherapy, the call of a
new job at Norfolk and Norwich Hospital,
partner and life beckons, it just remains to
wish you all good luck and keep in touch.
Farewell to Sgt 'Del' Parkinson who has
been with the Squadron fo r just over two
years, 'Del' thanks for al l your ha rd work
during your time with the Squadron . We
wish you and your family all the best duri ng
your tour with 16 Sig Regt. We welcome
Sgt Jason Woosnam fro m ATR
Bassingbourne , and hope you enjoy your
time with the Squadron.
LANYARD TROPHY 2002
T h e RS M , w ho is v eteran of two
prev ious Lan yards , d ec id ed from the
comfort of his office tha t th e Regim ent
shou ld ente r a t eam into t his yea r' s
Lanyard Trophy, wh ich was being held in
the Richmondshire District over the period
22- 24 May 2002. Now trawling for potential
team members is always a diffi cult one, the
more so in a TA unit. The RSM briefed the
PSls , ' Find me volun t eers or co nsi der
yourself on the team ,' and funny enough
volunteers d id com e forward as di d a
nu mber o f PSls . Confident that t he
Regiment could field a team , the RSM sent
off the application .
Given the nature of the unit, training was

(L-R) : RSM , Sig Roberts, Sgt Farnes, SSgt
Craig Marlowe and Cpl Martin Woolard
leaving Checkpoint 8
very much left to the individuals with LCpl
Walker (age 46) of HQ Sqn dil igently
clocking up the miles . The RSM ,
accompanied by SSgt Cr aig Ma r lowe,
Sgt s Farnes, and Lean (Admin SNCO) ,
and L Cp l Walker set off on a recce to
Catterick the week before the competition .
The course this year was set over the
Pennine Way, a very challenging route. The
weather conditions on the recce were poor
indeed with the very wet ground underfoot.
It was certainly an eye opener. The
undulations were a far cry from the flats of
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The RSM ponders on his future
whilst taking a break at Checkpoint 15
llford and certainly proved challenging . On
returning to llford , the RSM told the recce
party not to say t oo much about the
horrendous conditions for fear of scaring off
the other team members.
As th e day of th e deploym e nt to
Catte rick approach ed , t he inev itabl e
phone s call s came wi th th e sa me ol d
excuses as to why people cou ld not turn
up, but there were still enough personnel to
form a team . Sgt Farnes thought all his
Christmases had all come at once when it
was thought he would not be required on
the team, however, Cpl 'Eddie' Allen whom
we were supposed to pick up at a service
station en route had made the mistake of
thinking we were moving to Catterick the
next day. After that 'Eddie', you owe Sgt
Farnes a beer.
The team arrived at Catterick and settled
in . The RSM attended the Team Captains'
briefing and in turn briefed the team. It was
at this point he highlighted how difficult the
route was going to be. The team members
se emed undisturbed by th is news
outwardly, but were no doubt nervous. The
remainder of the team was Cp ls Martin
Woola rd , C l a re Bu r r ows and Si gs
Flemmin g , James A n derson , Leek ,
Roberts and LCpl Cu ll umbine (Admin).
Th e team assembled on the start line at
0500hrs with a mixture of anticipation and
nervousness. Once again, as for the recce,
the pace was fairly sedate (well so the
RSM thought) . As the team progressed the
weather conditions gradually got worse, as
did the conditions underfoot. I don 't think
any of those in the team , other than those
who had competed in the competition
before , realised how arduous the
competition would be.
Suffice to say we lost team members
along the way due to injury or extreme
fatigue. Unfortunately only three extremely
exhausted members of the team completed
the course in a time of 16hrs 45mins . Well
done to everyone who took part and also to
the admin support. An especial well done
goes to W01 (RSM) Morrow, SSgt Craig
Marlowe and Cpl Martin Woo lard who
completed the competition . The RSM was
heard to say, 'Never again ,' and promises
to be back next year as a spectator. SSgt
Craig Marlowe and Sgt Griffths are now
looking for volunteers for next year (both
female and male) . Go on , give it a go.
EXERCISE BALTIC PUGWASH
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SAILING IN THE BALTIC
Very earlyon the morning of Saturday 29
Ju ne seven me mbe rs of the Reg iment
(both regu lar and TA) met up at llford to
head off for a week's sailing in the sunny
Baltic. LCpl 'Johnny' Walker had obviously
mi sunderstood the init ial brief and
assumed that we were off on a cruise so
packed appropriately. An hour later, when
we had fi nished cramming Johnny's bags
onto the minibus, we set off for Stanstead
and a fairly long journey to Kiel on the
north coast of Germany.
We flew by budget 'Buddy Holly' Airline
i nto Hamburg Lubeck , bussed up to
Hamburg then caught the train to Kiel , only
to discover that we had arrived during
Kiel's version of Cowes Week and the town
was in full swing. We signed for the boat, a
Rustler 36 named 'Kitiwake ', loaded
'Johnny's' luggage and went through some
fam iliarisation and safety training before

catching one or two beers in town.
The next day saw us out of Kiel and onto
the open seas under the direction of our
skipper SSgt Mcintyre, head ing for the
aptly named Damp Marina. We arrived late
that afternoon, after having a rather closer
look than we meant to at an international
dingy sailing event, much to the disgust of
the race organisers. However, we definitely
didn 't get in th e way of th e GB boat so
that's OK. Over the next few days we spent
our time sa ilin g firs t to Sonderborg in
Denm ark then back to Flensberg in
Germany and then on to the quiet Marina
of Ge ll ing er Bue hl (whose i ncredib ly
narrow channel we eventually found in the
fog). Still it was worth it for the cracking
cream cakes etc, few of which were left
aft er W02 (Yo f S) Sim o ne Ro u se had
done her best. Evenings were generally
spen t having the odd beer ashore after
excellent slap up meals on board . The Adjt,
Capt Francis made the mistake of
teaching the crew how to play Mexicans a
game that came to dominate our evenings.
It took LCpl Manifield and LCpl 'Johnny'
Walker a little longer than the rest to figure
out the very simple rules, which obviously
meant that they incurred slightly more than
their fair share of fines . Still no one was
seas ick although the erstwh i le LCp l
Walker managed to be sick whilst still in
the harbour. Must have been a bad pint.
Well he soon got to know the intricacies
and workings of the Heads (loo for you
landlubbers) as he spent hours in his
marigolds taking it apart to find out just
where all that Blueroll had got stuck.
Our days were spent sa iling across
between the various marinas in a variety of
weather conditions - mostly wet and windy
with the occasional very windy and very
wet. The wind speeds varied constantly
and the crew became dab hands at putting
reefs in and taking them out, putting them
in again, out again etc. We were, however,
lucky enough to see a dolphin , although it
didn't hang around with LCpl Manifield
and Sig Garrett, who were practising their
man overboard drills. The Chief Clerk W02
Marlow, spent most of his time looking
slightly uncomfortable as though he wished
he were on dry land . Excitement was
provided by the eng ine breaking down in
30 knots of wind and rain just outside
Damp Harbour. Sig Garrett and the Adjt

The intrepid crew of Kitiwake on one of the sunnier days
(L-R): Sig Garrett, Cpl Manifield , Capt Francis, W02 Simone Rouse,
LCpl Walker, W02 Marlow
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did their best to fix the ageing diesel - well
they hit it a lot with the hammer and
generally stayed dry inside while the others
on deck coped with skipper 'Terry's' patient
and calm manner. A passing German boat
was kind enough to begin towing us into
harbour before the wind generator did its
thing and we had enough power to start
our own engine. The skipper's crowning

moment was when we managed to get twin
headsails up and sailing , instead of the
riore obvious spinnaker. It's obviously the
small things in life that keep him amused .
C:u r week's sailing ended with us back into
Damp for a night before returning to Kiel
and our night's R&R in Hamburg. We
eventually managed to hand the boat back.
Well there is little to be said for R&R in

Hamburg except that when we arrived at
our little hotel just off the Reiperbahn we
couldn 't help but notice that we had arrived
in the middle of the town 's biggest street
festival!
(Pull the other one! I know the Reiperbahn
well - Editor)

71st (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
CO
RSM

Lt Col S. C. R. Malik TD
W01 (RSM) S. P. J. White

REGIMENTAL MILITARY TRAINING
TEAM (MTT)
RTWO
W02(RTWO) S.

was always in the right place at the right
time, which did help, but not enough to
maintain the early pace. The aim was for the
whole team to finish as a team, and this was
achieved in a not outstanding, but creditable
time of 19 hours 50 mins, putting them 57th
in a field of 120. Many of the teams did not
complete in their original fours, making up
scratch teams from the remnants in the later
stages. As the team carried out no special
training for this event, completion itself was
satisfying , let alone the £1300 or so that they
raised in sponsorship for the good causes.
As an exercise in determination and refusal
to submit to natural urges to quit. it certainly
challenged the team. It was helped by Cpl
Foxwell's sister's boyfriend (serving in 2
Para) texting him with the helpful advice to
'Use the pain!'

SSgt (YofS) Perry. It was designed to
assess fully the capabilities of Whitman
offering data & e-mail over an HF network'.
The exercise achieved all its aims, as well
as giving the Troops an opportunity to
demonstrate their creativity with a digital
camera, top marks went to re cently
promoted Cpl Richard Marsh, for his 'Man
with Friesian cow' montage.

Recruiting is g.oing well and we already
have four recruits for the Induction training
that commences in October 2002. Finally
the OC and all ranks would like to
congratulate LCpl Natasha Brown on her
marriage that took place in July 2002 .
265 (KENT AND COUNTY OF LONDON
YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
BEXLEYHEATH & BRIGHTON
Sqn Comd Maj Penny Wood
SSM
W02 (SSM) Stephen Shelley
THE ALAM EL HALFA PARADE
HEVER CASTLE
71 st (Y) Sig Regt , as a Yeomanry
Regiment, has the unique distinction of
including squadrons with a long and varied
history, ranging from cavalry/armour and
infantry to artillery and, since 1969
communications with the Corps. 265 (Kent
and County of London Yeomanry) Sig Sqn

the Sharpshooters' Honorary Colonel Col
J. Radcliffe OBE TD . As the pa~ade
formed-up, a passage was read from
Sharpshooters at War ' describing the
battle. The 265 (KCLY) Sig Sqn contingent
commander was Capt Keith Wrate
accompanied by W02 (SSM) Steven
Shelley . A contingent of Old Comrades
including a former Sharpshooter aged 93:
was led by the Sharpshooters Association
Chairman, Maj (Retd) David Hannam (a
former 265 OC who is far from 93 but will
be one day). The setting, with the castle in
the background, was outstanding and the
weather just about behaved itself. Soldiers
were able to visit the Ken t and
Sharpshooters Yeomanry Museum in the
Castle (a lso open to the public) which
added to the sense of history. Afterwards
families and friends who enjoyed an
excellent day out in the grounds joined
them .

spot the military tie competition. It was an
excellent event and reminded all of their
military roots and traditions.
HEADQUARTERS
(KENT AND COUNTY OF LONDON
YEOMANRY) SIGNAL SQUADRON
BEXLEYHEATH
Sqn Comd
Maj Michael Mustoe
SSM
W02 (SSM) Ian Lappidge
Headquarters Squadron has once again
had an action packed time. It was with
regret that Maj Pamela Suddens handed
over the OC's Sweatshirt to Maj Michael
Mustoe. Maj Suddens has relinquished
command in order to spend more time with
her family. Congratulations go to Maj
Mustoe on his assuming command and
gaining promotion . HQ warmly welcomes
Cpl Morse and Sig Hockley on their
transfer into the Squadron . We are also
very pleased to welcome Capt Steven

The Team at the start
(L-R): Cpl Foxwell (265), Cpl Keeler (265),
W02 McHenery (RHQ) and LCpl Tear (68)
Mc Henery
TRAILWALKER 2002 MTT ON THE
ROAD
Whilst the remainder of the
Regiment were having a 'weekend off' on 6
and 7 July, the Military Training Team were
honing their 'travelling on foot for extremely
long distances' skills in an event called
Trailwalker. This is an event organised by
Oxfam in aid of it's main charity and the
Gurkha wetfare Trust, a charity which exists
to improve the infrastructure in Nepal,
specifically to assist the dependants of and
directly ex Gurkha soldiers . The
event takes place every year in three
places around the world, Australia , Hong
Kong, and the UK. Unfortunately, the MTT
could not find a sponsor generous enough
to send them to Hong Kong, and so settled
for the UK event, which takes place along
the South Downs, between Petersfield
(near Longmoor) and Brighton (home of
884 Sig Tp), a distance of 100Km, some 63
miles. The event requires that the distance
be covered in one go, in less than 30
hours.
The members of the team consisted of
W02 Stuart McHenery (RHQ), Cpl
Kenneth Foxwell (265), Cpl Keeler (265),
and LCpl Adam Tear (68). To help them
along the way with warm ribena, jam
sandwiches and bananas , were the
support crew of Cpl John Laskey (70),
and Cpl Matt Cox (265).
. The event started for the team on Friday
night, when they assembled at Brighton TAC
for pre-event pizza eating and jam sandwich
making After reveille at 0415hrs on
Saturday morning they travelled from
Brighton to arrive in time for the 0700hrs
start at Petersfield. The first 20 miles went
well, the team making excellent time, but the
first in a series of leg muscle strains slowed
things towards the half way mark. Covering
the remainder of the route got progressively
slower, as fatigue and further injuries finally
reduced the pace to a kind of stiff-legged
stagger towards the end The support team
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Sig Gary Turner (L) and Sgt Nick Wilks (R)
communicating
from the summit of Ben Nevis
The Squadron welcomed a number of
visitors, including the Hon Colonel , Col
David Casstles, the CO, Lt Col Simon
Malik, W01 (RSM) Steven White , SSgt
(FofS) Fielding and the Squadron OC, Maj
Craig Tallents , who couldn 't join us for the
full camp as he was off to TA CSC.

Cpl Keeler
exercising his 'Bosnia' war wound?
70 (ESSEX YEOMANRY) SIGNAL
SQUADRON
CHELMSFORD AND HARLOW
Sqn Comd
Maj Craig Tallents
SSM
W02 (SSM) Jim Swain
The Squadron has been through another
busy period over the last few months with a
RSIT Inspection , Annual Camp and
continuing Recruit Induction Weekends.
RSIT INSPECTION
During June the Squadron hosted the
RSIT Team who went away pleased with
our presentation of equipment for their
Inspection. Our thanks go to in particular
SSgt (SQMS) John Fensom and Sgt
Dave Catlett (PSl(T)) for all their hard work
in achieving a 'Satisfactory' Grade.
ANNUAL CAMP
The Squadron has just returned from an
extremely successful annual camp. With
SCP at Halton in Lancashire, detachments
were deployed across England, Scotland
and Wales to trial the Project Whitman
communications system . The 10-day
exercise was the brainchild of the Sqn PSI,
SSgt Jason Barsley and the Yeoman,

Cpl Pete Young
at Kinlochleven ordering his lunch with
the Royal Marine Pilots
Camp finished with most of the
Squadron attempting the Three Peaks
challenge while keeping the comms in .
Despite the usual summer weather of snow
on Ben Nevis, torrential rain on Scafell Pike
and gale force winds on Snowdon , 37
successfully completed their walk. This
was followed by the Squadron smoker and
a well-deserved day off, with most of the
Squadron going to (surprise , surprise)
Blackpool for a quiet rest. All in all a good
camp for all involved .
RECRUIT INDUCTION WEEKENDS
The Squadron has five new recruits who
will attend the Regimental Induction
weekends in July and August 2002 .
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265 (Kent and County of London Yeomanry) Signal Squadron parade at Hever Castle
Slaney to the Squadron staff. Capt Slaney
It was also the first outing for those
are one of the current bearers of the Kent
has been 'promoted' from the role of
recently
acquired
Golden
Jubilee
medals
.
Yeomanry title, (established in 1794) and
Regular Soldier to that of NRPS as he has
Cpl Peter Alsop christened his VRSM .
the County of London Yeomanry (raised in
just swapped the job of RQMS for that of
Cpls Keeble, Keeler, LCpl Ian Uscoe and
1901 during the Boar War and known as
PSAO.
Sig John Bracho-Cooke proudly wore
~he Sharpshooters). The Squadron , which
Now that he is fully acquainted with the
their NATO medals, presented by the
1s based at Bexleyheath and Brighton,
new role, Capt Slaney is available to give
Colonel-in-Chief the Princess Royal at
wear the Corps badge on headdress .
advice on Equal Opportunities, IT Security,
Blandford a few weeks earlier. for service
However, below the collar-line it wears the
Health and Safety, and Squadron Security.
with 97 (SFOR) Signal Squadron. The
Sharpshooters insignia. It shares its history
Congratulations also go to W02 (SSM) Ian
parade included a number of recruits who
with C Squadron (KSY) the Royal
Lapidge the new SSM of HQ, who has
had not yet completed their basic training
Yeomanry of the Royal Armoured Corps.
taken over from W02 'Andy' Church .
and who were baptised into ceremonial
The
Alam
el
Haifa
parade,
'Andy' has moved on to the position of
parades. PSI (Tech), Sgt Weeks, covertly
commemorating the tank battle in North
RQMS (V). Thank you for all your hard
disguised in blazer and tie, provided the
Africa in WWII of both Sharpshooter
work as the SSM , and good luck in your
technical support as the duty photographer
Squadrons, was held at Hever Castle in
new post. Congratulations also to SSgt
and W01 (RSM) Steven White won the
Kent on the 21 July, and was inspected by
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Continued from Page 404
Twose , Sgt Woo (now SQMS HQ), Sgt
Jason Bontoft and Cpl Mark Butler on their
recent promotions and new appointments.
Other new appoin t ments within HO
Squadron include Cpl Morse taking control
of the MT admin and Cpl Myers who is
assuming responsibility for the MT Store.

SOCIAL EVENTS
As well as working hard, HQ Sqn also
has a vibrant soc ial calendar. We are
looking forward to Ex Santa Support. This
will take place on 7 December and will be
the occasior- of the HQ Christmas Dinner.
THE QUEEN'S GOLDEN JUBILEE VISIT

TO PORTSMOUTH ARMED FORCES
Capt Basey and Cpl Butler represented
HQ Squadron wh e n Th e Queen visited
HMS Excellent at Portsmouth on 27 June.
This was a very enjoyable occasion for all
those who attended .

35 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

AN AERIAL PRESENTATION
by Maj (Retd) Bernard Redshaw - Editor

co
'Welcome to Airfield Camp, S ir,' she
said , 'I'm LCp l Murray .' It was a whi le
before it dawned on me that this diminutive
young lady dressed in black PT gear
meeting me at the guardroom with a
confident smile was the very person at the
centre of the ceremony I had come to
witness. LCpl Ad ele Murray, ex 228 Sig
Sqn had become the fourth ever woman
and the second Roya l Signa ls fema le
member of the elite Red Devils , The
Parachute Regiment's freefall parachute
team . Having recently qualified as a full
member of the team , she was today to
receive her coveted red beret.
However, the big event didn't seem to be
fazing her. Nor was it detracting her from
the many things she had to attend to. After
taking me to the team canteen for coffee,
she introduced me to the Red Devil's OC,
Capt Stuart Russell and then excused
herself. 'I have a few things to do,' she said .
As Stuart Russell outlined the afternoon's
programme, it became clear that these 'few
things to do' included three freefall jumps
alongside tandem jumps being made for
charitie s including Mencap. After each
jump there was a debriefing before repacking her parachute for the next one.
I had to sit in during one of these re-

'There we are. It's in the bag.'
pc:icks to get her story. Adele Mu r ray
iomed the Corps in 1995 and after initial
training at Bassingbourn and trade training
at Blandford, she was posted to 212 Sqn,
Herford . One and a half years later she
moved to 1 Mech Bde Sig Sqn (215) for
two and a half years. During this time she
was promoted to Lance Corporal. After a
period with 8 Inf Bde Sig Sqn (218) in
Northern Ireland, she was posted to 12
Mech Bde Sig Sqn (228) in Aldershot. It
was during tliis time that she applied for
membership of the Red Devils. The move
was driven by fact that she already d id
freefall parachuting for a hobby. This must
have helped in her being invited to come to
Netheravon for an interview.
'It commenced with an initial trial period
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of one month,' she
said, 'The tour was
c on fi rmed at t h e
end of that period,
and now I' m here
for three years.' To
date she had
already competed
32 0 j u mps ( th is
was to become
325 by the end of
the day). The most
r ecent hi gh l ight
had been the Army
Freefall
Championships at
Netheravon , when
the Team had not
only won Gold , but
had also broken
the Army record
with 66 points.

T

h

RSM

'Don't drop it Colonel .'

e

stacking formation .
In between these two displays were LCpl
~--~--------------------~ Murray ,
Lt
Col
Simon Barry , former
Reg imenta l Co lo nel
and cameraman Cpl
Chris Good. At about
8,000 feet the Colonel
and
the
Lance
Corporal
came
together. W ith a deft
movement , de~p i t e
travelling at arou nd
120mph, Lt Col Berry
formally handed over
to LC p l Mu rray her
prec ious red bere t,
both of them the n
turned tr iumphantly
towards the camera.
Minutes later all
members of the team
were on the ground ,
and after secur ing
their parachutes, lined
'Got it!'
up for a formal salute.
There on the left flank
was Adele Murray wearing her red beret
run in the family. Adele's boyfriend, Jason
with its 'Jimmy' shining in the afternoon
Thompson was a member of the
sun .
Pathfinder Platoon of the Parachute
Regiment before leaving to set up his own
skydiving business, . - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - .
and both her parents
have recently done
tandem jumps.
So after another
quick , but thorough
re-pack , a briefing
and a meticulous
harness check, LCpl
Murray piled into
the Islander aircraft
with the eight other
Team memb ers for
her big event. At
12 ,000 feet nine
small specs could
be seen leaving the
plane.
The
first
two
members proceeded
to perform a zigzag
manoeuvre , whilst
the
last
four '--------------------------~
assembled for a
'We did it!'
passion for freefall parachuting seems to
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L t Col C. R. Owen
WOI (RSM) J. T. Cauldwell

LOVELY JUBILEE
When the RSM first mooted the idea of combining the Queens Jubi lee
Me~a l Presentation .with the Regiment's 35th Birthday celebrations, I
do1~ t believe he reah~ed the amount of work involved in mounting such a
lavish event and that 11 would prove to be an organisational and logistical
nightmare. If he had, the idea would still be gathering dust in a remote
comer in RHQ. Fortunately Yogi Cauldwell is made of sterner stuff and
he i:nobiliscd his troops a1~d regimenta l resources to make it happen,
bcgmmg the search for a suitable venue to house such a prominent event!
Rumours abound that later in the planning stage he gained inspiration
from the Party in the Palace, the Parade in the Mall and London's
Burning, with a little bit of Dad's Army thrown in for good measure.
Well the Mall wasn't available and Buckingham Palace Gardens still
resembled a land fi ll site but the Wind Breaks at Gamecock Barracks
Bramcote was made availab le fo r Sunday 21 July, thanks to t h ~
generosity of 30 Sig Regt. The Plan was to make the day a unique and
lavish occasion, combining a formal parade with fun .for all the family,
with a free lunch and luxury coach travel to the event all thrown in for
good measure. When it was fi nally put together it would include a full
programme of entertaining activities and events that would appeal to all
generations and prove to be the envy of every TA unit in the UK. The
highlight of the day would be the medal pre entations. The Lord Mayors
and Mayors from the Regiment's wide pread geographical locations
agreed to carry out this important function, this would be followed by a
full programme of entertainment and displays provided by the Corps
Parachute Displ ay Tean1, The White Helmets, the Corps Band and many
other family orientated attraction .

l volunteered to lend a hand but, was slightly amused to find a high
level table erection team being directed by QM, Maj Jim Coffey,
supe_rv1sed by RQM W02 teven Cherry tand supported by the
Regimental Foreman, Yeoman, Artificer REM E and fi ve Se nior
Pe~anent _taff instructor putting together a large round table. Despite
the1r efforts 11 refused to stay up. By teatime Saturday 20 July everything
was neatly in place ready for the main event, but would it all work out as
planned?

Parade Highlights - Maj Ian Cassell remembers to salute!
A FAMILY AFF IR

The final admin instruction was quite clear - All Squadron marching
contingents, together with family members and other gue t had to be in
location by l l 30hrs, with VLP hosts and escorts in po ition by l l 45hrs.
This part of the programme went like clockwork and everyone arrived at
Bramcote on time. Family members quickly claimed their favourite spot
close to the arena as an air of excitement began to develop and their loved
ones began to .form up for the big parade.

The Mayoral contingent
Time was though moving on rapidl y. As the RSM realised that the
grand event was but a few days away and many tasks still had to be
completed. The display arena had to be marked out, tcntage moved and
erected, parking arrangements and tran sport finali ed, VIP reception
arrangements fine tw1ed, tatic displays positioned and a massive catering
facility e tablished. To add to his woe there wasn't even time for a dres
rehearsal and it now included a Recruit Pa s Off Parade - and all of thi
on uneven gra s. It was now time to move en mas e to Bramcote and put
the whole thing together. Troops, tran port and equipment trundled into
Bramcote during the preceding week and much io the QM ' relief, the
skips to the Ioos were already neatly in place, a wa the Grand Marquee
hired from Blandford. ow it was time to put the rest of it together and
execute the master plan.

The Adj! going through fina l parade arrangements with the RSM
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A quick peek into the marquee
o far o good a ho t began to meet and e cort the VIPs. These
included the Lord Mayor of Birmingham Cllr Mahmood Hus ain and
his con ort agina K auser, the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayore s of
Coventry Cllr KennethTaylor and 1rs M ary Taylor, the Mayor and
Mayores of Shrew bury Cllr Geor ge Richey and M r s Mar y-Anne
Richey, The Mayor and Mayoress of tafford Cllr Ralph ooke and
M r s Lyn Cooke and finally the Deputy Mayor and Mayore · of Rugh)
Cllr L aurie Wright and M r s Jennifer Wright. A ·pecial welcome was
extended to Maj Gen Paul Alexander a fonncr Honorary olonel who
had agreed to take the parade salute and also act a inspecung officer at
the Recruit Pas Off Parade. A warm welcome wa al o c. tended to
.former Commanding Officer • including (in order of command) L t ol J.
MacLea n MA, (the Regiments fir t Commanding Officer from 1967
- 70), Col Ke nneth mit h, Col John Ewba nk and Lt ol tephcn
Porter. A pecial warm welcome was re ·erved for 1r Jane tockdale
and family. lt wa al o good to ce man y former member · of the
Regiment in attendance to give their upport to this unique, pleasant and
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Next it was mountain bike riding. Guess what, it was raining and
everyone got soaked. The weather was clearly going to set the tone of the
weekend and it stayed that way, but at least in the evening everyone
settled down to watch the World Cup semi final in the comfort and
warmth of the bar. l could go on and relate identical stories from 48 and
HQ Squadron who engaged in similar activities, but as I am sure you will
agree, I think I have given you at least a flavour of what was a very
entertaining but exhausting weekend away.

pre. tigiou oc a ion, I do hope that David Hardy and John James found
the culprit who lifled their wine - all in the pirit of the grand occa ion!
With IP Gue·t in position. the parade got off to a grand tart a the
Regiment formed up in the arena to the accompaniment of the Corp
Band. The L rd Mayor and Mayor then tovi: up position with their
e corts and were im ited by the CO, Lt Col Cal . in Owen to present the
Queen's Jubilee medal to their re,pective quadron . All went according
to plan and the R 1 wa looking particularly pl ased especially as no
one wa out of tep during the march pa t. Coincidentally we were also
treated to a fly pa t by 15 bi-plane , not pan of the programme but
neverthele s memorable and appreciated.
Once the main parade wa over attention turned to the Recruit Pass
Off Parade, our large t in over two years and a clear indication that our
recruiting Fortun had turned the corner at la t. Here Maj Ge n Pa ul
Ale a nder pre ented the award of Be t Recruit to Pte Richard Rill, a
new recruit with HQ qn.

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)
Now it's time to wave goodbye

P resenta tion of th e Best Recruit award to P te Ric hard Hill
This award gave Rich a rd from Wyken, Coventry, double cause for
celebration during the weekend as his wife Sara h bad recently presented
him with a baby daughter, Sarah Louise. Richard who is a Registered
General urse at Walsgrave Hospital now shares the night shift at home
when he is not at work or training with the TA. Keep it up Richa rd!
Before the arena displays commenced lunch was announced over the PA
system. This led to a mad scramble to the buffet area and never ending
queues quickly develo ped. Eventually everyone was well fed and
refreshed, thanks to the magnificent efforts of W02 Kea rn ey and his
catering team. They coped brilliantly with over 500 visitors, including the
parachute display team who dropped in for lunc h ! This exciting,
memorable and marvellous family day drew to an earlier than expected
close following unforgettable displays by the Wh ite Hel mets, the
' uneaton Fire Service and the outstand ing Corps Band at the final
Beating Retreat ceremony. As families and guests departed, dismantling
had already begun under the eagle eye of the QM, who was anx ious not
to lo e any tentage. By Monday morning the only visible sign that a
major event had taken place was the scorch mark left by the Motor Cycle
Display Team and the impression of someone kneeling on the ground in
thanks to the Almighty for making it all go off wi thout a hitch.

Re cruit Pas s Off Photo!
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THE TIES THAT BI D
Finally, a note of some mo' ements in and out of the Regiment and a
special congratu lations. We have bade a sad farewell to W02 (FofS)
Wilson, gt James Anyon and S gt Raines but have also welcomed gt
teveo Macpherson to the QM Dept and to Sgt Chris .Jones to 89 Sqn
and wish them both a happy and rewarding tour with the Regiment. To
close these notes, all members of the Regiment extend their warm
congratulations to the Adjt, Capt Jack Jennings on his recent marriage
to Tam and wish them a long, happy and fruitful life together

CAMBRAICHALLENGE
Following the ground breaking and inspired article ubmitted by SSgt
Hodgskins on the Lanyard Tropy, I expected to be inundated with similar
articles after our tremendous a saults on the Cambrai Challenge
competition that took place at Altcar during the weekend 29-30 June. For
the uninformed Cambrai Challenge i a 143 Bde sponsored Infantry
military kills competion that consists of 15 demanding stands. Teams
entered are subjected to intensive tasks designed to test not only their
basic military skills but also their endurance and performance under
extreme pre sure. This year the Regiment entered two team one from 58
Sqn (the B Team) the other from 95 Sqn (the A Team). While not as vivid
as the Lanyard article SSgt Balfo r t h from 58 qn did submit the
following glimpse of the competition:
The competition started early Saturday morning at 0600hrs leaving
little time for breakfast before we had to report to the first stand. Our
closest regimental competitors, the A Team, lost three member but
managed to continue undaunted and complete all the mandatory tasks.
They can be proud of their final position. My team which wa composed
ofFofS Miller, SSgt Carter, C pl C raddock, C pl O liver, Sig Myer s, Sig
James, Sig Salter and yours truly. Thi dynamite team wa on a short
fuse and raged through the competition, taking no prisoners in their wake.
We were on a roll and out of the 15 stands, we won the 6mile navigation
cour e (by 65 minute ), the Battlefield First Aid tand , the relaxi ng
Military Knowledge stand and the tough Command Task Stand. This was
looking good. We were mercilessly routing the competition and by the
end of the first day, we had a comfortable, and what we considered to be
a winni ng lead of 28 points. We were certainly strutting our stuff and the
team took on a renewed air of confidence and vigour, especially against
the infantry, who had now changed the cam cream on their face to egg!
Our jubilation though tu rned to inconsolable misery when we were
inexplicably disqualified for a breach of the rules which we were not
aware of and were only produced at the end of the first day. A number of
conspiracy theories abounded but we took it in bad heart and carried on
regardless. Both regimenta l teams continued with the second day's
testing and tribulations. It is to the A Team 's credit that they still
continued when down to five men and managed to complete the
competition with a fire team. My team although disqualified did so well
with non-infantry regula r staff (no I'm not bitter) . As we crowned
ourselves unofficial winners, we reflected on how well we actually did,
congratulating ourselves on our infantry skills. ' What about next year?' I
can hear you ask.
CE M ORE DOWN T O THE BEAC H DEAR FRIENDS
At least three Squadrons in the Regiment invaded the coastal area of
Wales for the traditiona l adventure-training breakaway weekend also
during the last weekend in June. Most were expecting to soak up the sun
on the nearest beach, but little did they know what their organisers had
planned for them. 1 did expect o ne or two artic les that most of the
participants could relate to and bring back some fond memories. Alas the
Summer leave period has taken its toll leaving me to give you a brief
summary of what HQ Sqn, 48 Sqn and 89 Sqn got up to over that
weekend. 89 Sqn headed across to Brawdy with sixteen adventurous
members of the Squadron to do something completely different, which
amongst other things included 'coasteering'.
This for those in the know is an interesting activity w here you
voluntarily throw yourself off some cliffs, swim for your life, clamber up
some more clifTs and deliberately throw yo urself off agai n into what
appeared to be fo ur inches of water - great fun. At least Pte Dawn Gibbs
showed a bit of moral fi bre and set an examp le to the more re luctant
adventurers by hurling herself off every ava ilable rock. At the end of this
daunting activity, the reluctant participants found themselves faced with a
45 foot drop into the raging sea below. Well it was once more down to the
beach dear friends as Dawn leapt from the cliff top closely fo llowe~ ~y
LCpl Hall, Paul picer and imon Claydon. At least before the activity
these unwi tting (or rather witless) trekkers were treated to a stomach
churning but exhil arati ng high-speed ride on a rigid raider, courtesy of a
local li feboat station. Only one problem, not enough waterproofs to go
round, as a soaked but cheerful LCpl Claire amuel testi fi ed when she
fe ll out of the rigi d raider absolutely drenched fo llowed by a rather pa le
looking M aj Ian Cassell. The dolphins, porpoises and seals that joined
the ride seemed to find it amusing.

MILITARY TRAI I G
SECTION E TRY
This has been an active and successful period for the Regiment. Firstly there was the success of our Regimental Shooting team at the TA Corp SAAM,
where they ran away with most of the silver! Then there has been two battlefield tours in Europe, run at Squadron level by 47 (MY) ig Sqn and 5
(QOOH) Sig Sqn (V) (more of them below). Finally there has been a Regimental !TD weekend, combined with our Skinners visit. This is an annual vi _it
of the Skinner Compa ny to the unit to see what we are up to! Congratulations to Capt Timmy Godde n and his AGC team for their efforts m
orche trating the all ranks bar-b-que and party on the Saturday night!

Congratulations to the Regimental Shooting Team! All the hard
work by shooters, coaches and managers seemed to have paid off
as they cleared up 90% of the silver available. This was much to
the chagrin of some of the other units who normally clean up ...

0
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W02 (SSM) Ray Ph illips shows ne wly promoted LCpl Polly
Ca mpbell how to adju s t her rear sight after severa l atte mpts to
group and zero! She fin a lly ma de it to attempt her APWT some
time later!

TH E WIR E, DECEMBER 2001

The Regt 21C, Maj Rosemary Tuhey gets to g rips with the Basic
Fi rst Aid Test (BFAT) duri ng Ex J upiters Gold
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Still smiling half-way through their Combat Fitness Test, ably
escorted around by APTls S gt Belcher of 5 (QOOH) S ig Sqn 0/)
and Cpl Jones of 57 S ig Sqn (V)

ON PARADE! Are members of 47 (MY) Sig Sqn during the
presentations of the Skinners Awards on Ex JUPITERS GOLD.
Shown nearest is W02 (SSM) Gilfrin trying to stay awake!

EXERCI E

LIE T CANTE R - BATTLEFIELD TO R
The Oxfordshire Hu ars tepped back in time to WW I to help lobby again ta 3rd Paris lntemationa l Airport.
Over the weekend 12 - 14 April 2002 several of 5 (QOOH) Signal Squadron (Volunteers) and the Oxford hire Yeomanry
Association ba ed in Banbury and Oxford walked the actual battlefield where their forbears had fought and died in 1917. In so
doing they raised tl1e profile ofa group of The Canadian Maple Leaf A sociation who are fighting against the proposals for a new
Pari Airport that will mean the movement and po ible de truction of many Commonwealth War Grave . French TV Interviewed
Capt Ru th Em pson (our Squadron 2JC) where she expressed that it would be wrong to di rupl the grave of servicemen burial
grounds in the area of the proposed airport.
Using the recorded hi tory of the Queen's Own Oxford hire Hus ar tlie Squadron retraced the footsteps of their forebears on
two battlefields, one in Belgium at Me sines Ridge, South of Ypres and one in France at Rifle Wood, ear Amiens.
The visit to Rifle Wood was organised by Monsieur Marc Pilot of the Maple Leaf Association in Domart sur la Luce near
Am iens. He took us to the Hangard Orchard where the soldiers had hidden before starting tl1eir assault on Rifle Wood. The group
were then able to walk tlie same 600 yard route up the teep incline that the QOOH had been forced to u e in their attack on the heavily machine gun
defended Rifle Wood in 1917. The ituation in 1917 wa desperate, and desperate tactics were u ed to halt the Germans. Out of 124 soldiers who started the
attack, 16 were killed and 24 wounded, but the peed of the attack meant tlie Wood was successfully taken from the Germans.

Ca pta in Ruth Em pson and Mons ie ur Ma rc Pilot in the Ha nga rd
O rchard, looking up towa rds Rifle Wo od

Pa d re Da vid S utch a nd S ign aller Ruth Chilve rs fo llowin g the
service a t the grave of Sgt Roberts QOOH

A DVENT RE RAINING & C O MM
ITY SE RVICE
A~ ever, all work and no play would make the Regiment a very dull place to be! HQ ( SY) Sqn took themselves away for a nautica lly themed weekend
with some sea cadets .. ..

Cpl S~eve Roberts smiling and looking confident. Actually, the
water m the photo is only 2 inches dee p, a nd he is just posing!
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Not s ure how you wou ld 'sail' this s lowly si nking raft . Cpl Steve
Ro berts a nd C apt Stephe n Gree ns lade s how tha t paddle powe r is
still a viable fo rm of tra ns po rt!
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In what looks like a momentary pause during hard work ,
Maj Clive Dawes, the OC of HQ Sqn proves his skill
at supporting this awkwardly balanced pickaxe.
He did this for one hour ... still , he is getting on a bit!

On Board, there was total luxury, many stewa rds to help us to our
cabins and some fetching little uniforms ... Pictured are OC LAD,
Capt Steve Greenslade, W02 Dicky Lee and crew ...

Ex Water Tight took place in the middle of April, and was located at the Training Ship Tiger; a Sea Cadet unit based in Chippenham, Wiltshire. The
emphasis of the exercise was canoeing but also included a treasure hunt walk along a national cycle way path, a raft building competition and a race again t
TS Tiger.
On Saturday morning, after a few warm up drinks in TS Tiger's Wardroom (nautical speak for the bar .. .. ) - we split into two groups. Half went walking,
whilst the other half went canoeing. Despite the fact tliat the walk was only seven miles, along ational Cycle Way umber 4 (complete with ignpo ts ... ).
from Caine to Chippenham, the Squadron Commander, Maj Clive Dawes got lost! Some of you cynics will no doubt immediately put this down LO the
traditional and eternal problem Officers have with maps and compasses. Be assured, however, that on this occasion, it was because he was looking for a
shop ... .apparently!
The canoeing took place in mildly warm weather along a calm, meandering river. For safety. before anyone entered the water. we all undertook Basic
Shore Training and thi was made easier witll a provided slip-way. After a bit of splashing and nervous laughter, the group finally managed to raft up
(nautical term for _getting it together, in an organised formation!). lt did appear strange tliat we were still, yet moving silently downstream! We practiced
what we bad been taught, and off we went again, but doing each a number of tinies to improve skill and confidence. The distance canoed was about four
miles. A number of the more 'challenged' members decided to check the bottom of the river, but after splashing around like upside down helicopter we
spluttered to the urfaced to tlie applause of the re t. The water was warm but remained very wet! At this point, we spotted sustenance in the form of the
Golden Arches; well, tlie military kind! Cpl 'Ski' trawowski met us with a beefburger and a promise of curry later on!
In a moment of service pride. we had challenged the Navy to a few game , so we got changed and into clean, dry clothe . As we suspected. it turned out
to be a mistake to let SSgt obby' C la r ke and SSgt 'Daz' Ward organise the games! We found our elves hitting a spud around with another spud dangling
on a piece of tring and throwing a small ledge hammer at a tin of compo marge balancing on a pade handle. I'm not sure who won. in tlie end, but it was
good fun!
Bright and early Sunday morning, the program said a community project followed by a raft race. You see, the Sea Cadets, who e equipment we were
using is a charity. This means that tliey pay for everything at their unit - electricity, water, heating etc. Therefore, the community project was our way of
aying thank you to them. We got a little worried when the SQMS tarted i uing pick and shovels. The plan was to dig out their slipway as it had become
overgrown. This would pre ent no problem for 20 fit soldiers, working flat out for an hour and half. That is ju L what we did. The Cadets are now able to
launch a large Viking boat they are going to set fire to as part of the Jubilee celebrations. .
.
.
Worn out from a frenzy of labour (seemingly part of the cadets plan), we were faced with the Rafi Race! The rules were 1mple; build a raft out of the
material provided board it, then saii to the other side of the water. Sounds simple .... We made a fe~ trial plans. tried a few techniques and were sati tied
that our Jolly Roger would not only float, but that we would beat their unwieldy contraptio1_1. The be t ~aid plan alway ~ave a flaw.... ever let pomms try
to beat tlie matelot at tlieir own game! We were well beaten! Grumbling about youtli and vigour, we tned to be gracious m defeat!
This wa the conclusion of the weekend, and after some plea antrie with plaque exchange , we were invited back by their CO, Lt Barry Archer!
TRADE TRAINING
A major focus of the unit in April was the generation and management ofa nine-day trade camp for members of the TA from all aero s 2 C) Sig Bde &
Cot wold Garrison. This wa a major success for the Regiment and the culmination of a lot of weeks of hard work. Forty-five student tarted the course
and forty-five student were awarded passes by the D Comd oftlie Brigade. Col Chri Laurence on a rainy und~y afternoon.
..
.
ln addition there has been a CIS training weekend run in the TA Centres, the provi ion ofComms and admm p to the Ten Tor compet1uon by 57 1g
Sqn (V) and 47 (MY) Sig Sqn's Ex Horse hoe Eagle. This exercise saw the quadron deploy to ~F orthol ~ to et up_ an CRS etwork Management
Centre to support a 2 (NC) Sig Bde sponsored ex where 47 (MY) Sig Sqn was the hub around which the entire UK wide CRS network wa operated.
More of this exercise below ...
;;.::.:.::..:....:..:..:..:._~~~~~~~~~....----,

LCpl Spittle in cha rge of the Ne twork Management Ce ntre of
NCRS during Ex Horshoe Eag le
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S ig 'Killer' Clarke at the helm d uri ng Ex Ho rshoe Eagle
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EXER I E H R HOE EAGLE
.
For once an exerci e ensibly located! Tum d ght, out of the TA Centre and anive in ~oeation fifteen minutes l~ted Why can't all .exer:1ses be hke this''
There wa a good turnout on the Friday evening; 111 of whom were treated to the sight of Lt Cornick sort ing out ht kit for the cxerc1 c. Empty the Bergen,
:ort out the kanc t kit and shove it back in ... .s\Jrted!
.
.
.
On aniYal at RAF 1 ortholt the quadron wa greeted by Sgt C la hire ('stand-in' SQM ). He ·tarted to erect tent city, wluch actua ll y looked more like a
refugee camp initiall . Once the Troop O sand Troop ergeants were briefed, the site was soon. completed. gt Lamberts and gt Lane ~et up the . MC
and pretty . 0011 we had a functional comm a · et with power and everything. The quadron semor management were not excused tent erection or.their part
in ·etting up comm . The 21C and
M were detailed to erect tents (enabling them to commence the lcep cycle! ). The Troop Officers were given mat
errc non. om the morning not all oldiers were believing Lt Cornie ks' tory that all mast · had to be bent to follow the curvature of the .earth.
Once all the RAF Football pitches were covered with mast , LCpl pittle was tasked to set up the FFR Det. Left to her own devices, the task was
completed to ver) high tandard . It\ a only late; that she reveale~ that he had never actually done that before! For s~me reason bes~ ~nown to them , the
DE' hose to put up their own ba ha near the pen meter fe1~ce Im~. LC!>l Atkey was heard to . muncr t~at con~1.denng we were ni;:xt to th.c RAF Dog
Compound. they weren't in e'idence. The evidence oon mamfe ted 1t el'. m the hapc of a sla,:enng Al anon the size of a small elephant. This seemed to
pro\ ide ufficient reason to persuade the DE team to move back to the mam tented accommodation!
.
.
.
Our compliments must go to LCpl IacFarlane who is the find of t~e decade, as. h~ produced a culinary mast~rp1ece. ~II efforts will now ~e made to
retain thi man at any cost! Everyone sated with a full belly, the exerc1 e could beg111 m came t. It had been decided to tnal a new configuration for t~e
MC . etting up in the field. a few tweak here and there and it mig~t even be fca ible. The problems of cammmg ~p large tentage once al?am reared its
ugl) head, and it wa the DE'. who finally pointed out that ,it ~v~. easiest 1f you put the cam over the t0cnt before ~re~ttng! Wei} mto the ~~erc1 e and the kit
1
wa. still \\orking (no small miracle). Commence the cro s-trauung pha e (or as the DE s hked to ay, cros dressm~ ). Cpl Jomer a.nd ~i gang wer7 given
a tour of the comm as ets and all the added bits of the NMC. The Operators tried to explam how each bit functioned and what 1t did. ome DE were
heard 10 a k technical questions involving some tring and empty ti~ cans, which, remai1.1ed unan wered. In ~he end, all they really wanted .to know wa •
when they could wap generators without comm bein~ lo t - ometh1i:i1? they had n t warned about m the past. In re~m the operato.rs were given a tour of
the gene area 0 they could learn where their elec~nc1ty for kettle bo1llllf? came from! Come the a~emoon, 1~ was time for the amval of 2 (NC) .Sig Bde
guests m the gui ·e of the Brigade Yeoman and Regunental Yeoman. Luckily, the kettle had JUSt boiled o their fir t reque t were at least met swiftly and
urely ! The QC, Maj Carla Lankester had been a\ ay participating in a Brigade study penod. and she escaped from Cor ham to ee how we were getting
onAt the end of our manimoth drive back to our pri tine TA Centre at Uxbridge we ensured our equipment was turned aroun~ to in pection stand~d . The
dreaded RSIT team wa arriving in two weeks! All in all. it wa a ver)' good weekend. Plenty of enthusiasm and effort were displayed by the old1ers who
learned ome very va luable le on (apparently there wa even some fun! ).
RECR IT TRAl 1 G
·
·
d · 9
Another cycle of recruit training has ucce fully been completed, allowing another 17 recruit to join the regim~nt. Our ~rget 1s to recruit an tram 0
oldiers in the next 12 month ! Congratulation must go to Pte licbael Santos RLC who wa awarded Be t Recruit (shown m photo below front left). He
pa ed out with seven others of 5 (QOOH) Sig qn (V), al o hown below.

2 (CITY OF DUNDEE) SIGNAL SQUADRON
(VOLUNTEERS)
Once again, 2 Sqn have fou nd that the summer is upon us, marked in
Dundee by the way in which the rain falls in a slightly less horizontal
fa hion, with all the T~ personnel straining to be away on Annual Camp,
and all the PS!s heading off on leave. Yeoman Goodenough certainly
didn't get his tan from basking· on the banks of the Tay, or even from his
regular rounds of golf. However, fo r those of us who haven't been sliding
off to sunnier climes, it's been a busy few months.
Once again, the Squadron is preparing for the tria ls of our new Gucci
kit to begin, spending a recent weekend in the not so glorious sunshine at
Arbroath , working. late into the night and then through Sunday morning
to get our balloon mflated and prepared for the BT crew to have a tinker
about with it before the t~ ial s start in earnest. While everyone was
exhausted after the long stint, those who had attended Cpl Mollison's
late night session on Friday night seemed to look a linle worse off than
most! It's now down to the committed , dedicated few (read cheap
students) amongst the Squadron to support BT for the duration of the
trials. There' no doubt that Sigs MiJlar, Mullen and Goetz will greatly
benefit for this add itional training time to fine tune their brew making
abilitie . Who knows, they may even learn something about the ystem!
The Squadron was also kept busy with Horseshoe Eagle 2, when as

well as taking part in the Brigade exercise and a JO OMMEX, we were
testing new equipment configurations. Fortunately, good old pl Joe
Wiggins and his trusty 21C, LCpl Martin Krawczyk were on hand to
sort things out, along with the timely return of LCpl Mark Batchelor.
While the Squadron deployed to the field, two lucky troop , Cpl ' Billy'
Morris and ig Fiona Scott, got to go for a jolly to HMS Ark Royal at
the other end of the JOCOMMEX - but they as ure us it wasn't all pink
gin and sunbathing.
Members of the Squadron have also been kept busy in assisting local
events, with an enlarged detachment headed by Capt Robert Davidson
running the Signal stand at the UOTC competition, Ex orthem Light .
eedless to say, all at the party night had a good time on the aturday.
The Squadron also sent along 2Lt Kevin Demp ey to assist at the local
Ex Executive Stretch - much fun. We're now getting ready for the
culmination of the year' training (no, not Annual Camp, that's not until
September), the All-Ranks Summer Party, which this year is a fancy
dress Rodeo ight, complete with Bucking Bronco. Look out for picture
and a full account next time. All that's left to say is good luck to Cpl
Kevin McLean and LCpl Mark Batchelor, who are both off to Ko ovo
for a while. See you at the Christmas Party, guys!

20 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (200)
Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj A. R. Blackwell
WOI (RSM) A. Burdge

SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS
Tp Comd
Capt P. Muir
Tp SSgt
SSgt P. Scotney
SHQ have to say goodbye and congratulations to WOI (RSM) Lawes
who has been commissioned and goodbye to W02 (FofS) A Dawson;
WOJ (RSM) Burdge has now taken over and we welcome him in time
for a very busy training year.

During the first of our four recruit training weekends , new recruits
are training in the ubiquitous army green coveralls, and numbered
bibs. Quite a motley crew!

From white bibs and coveralls to (partially) trained TA soldiers,
ready to join their Squadron in Banbury takes just four weekends
of challenging training.
Just Passed Out Signaller Nick Carpenter, Pte Michael Santos,
S ignaller Darren Kidley, Rachel Morris, Lee Fox, Gemma Norris,
Kerry Butt. & Tim Miles

PROMOTIONS, HO OURS A, D AWARD
It has been an eventful and happy period for the unit. We recently ran a promotion board that have resulted in 13 promotions to Lance Corporal, and
there are another 11 promotions pending with Glasgow! Congratu lations go to all of you! We have also seen Cpl Palmer and LCpl Spittle be awarded the
kinners Award for 2002. This is an award that recognises the contributions of soldiers up to the rank of Corporal in the last year, very similar to the Best
oldier Awards.

Congratulations to newly promoted LCpls James Osborn and
Steve Bennett. Shown outside Christchurch Cathedral in Oxford
prior to the Golden Jubilee Service held on 2 June
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LCpl Spittle poses with her brooch and certificate presented by
Mr Christopher Everett,
the Master of the Worshipful Company of Skinners
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002

The Sqn Comd , Maj Alan Blackwell ~resenting
W01 (RSM) Sean Lawes his Captains rank slide
before being invited into the Officers' Mess
THE W IRE, OCTOBER 2002

ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt H. toy
Tp SSgt
SSgt R. Burrows
After safely returning to Germany from Kosovo. Alpha Tp has to ay
goodbye to various characters: Capt Hughes, Cpl 'Mal' Donaghy. Cpl
' Jon' Reardon, LCpl ' Taff' Barritt, LCpl Keith Knox, LCpl · hakey'
Sheppard and ig 'Smudge' Smith. With so many leaving it i with a
sigh of relief that we welcome Cpl Campion, Sig McGregor and ig
Welburn - they have some big characters to replace! Since returning, the
Troop have worked hard to tum around the vehicles and equipment, and a
large proportion of manpower and time ha been taken up preparing for
(Rhine Army Summer
and taking part in the Golden Jubilee RA
Show). The Troop are about to embark on some much needed Po t
Operational Tour Leave, which will include an ' unofficial' football tour
to Ibiza and a rugby tour to Barbado . After this the training year
commences with the quadron providing D G to l(UK) Div. Two
successful day were spent on the range and fortunately the tandard of
hooting improved as the days progressed.

Shooting from the sitting position during the APWT
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BRAVO TROOP
Tp Comd.
2Lt R. W. Bott
Tp gt
gt Gibbins
ince returning from Op gricola Vil, the Troop ha experienced a
large turnaround of personnel. We ay g•iodbye to Capt cton , Sgt
BaiJeY. pl Harris. pl 'latthews. Cpl ' • ., LCpl 'Elvi ' Jones, LCp l
King~ LCpl Leni , ig rmour, ig Light, ig icGin n. and ig Riley
''ho ha,·e either already left u or will be doing ,o in the very aear future .
We ay hello to LCpl Brennan ~vho joined u whilst the troop w~ out in
Kosovo. There will be a long h t of hello to all those posted m to t11e
unit m the next i ue. Having ju t completed the final RASS weekend,
which was a great ucces , the troop i no getting it elf ready for four
week well de ·erved Post Operational Tour Leave. 2Lt Bott will not be
returning to the troop until rovember. a he will be attending his Troop
Commanders Cour e. That means that the troop will be left in the trusted
hand of gt Gibbins for the interim period.
lJPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt K. Jones
Tp gt
S gt A. Fensom
The QM's Department are now happily ettled back into the comfort
of their working environment. They were thrilled at their result in the
quadron gardening competition with the Troop taking first and econd
places. The plan for next year' water feature are already in place!

1Al TE Al CE TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt J. Lyons
Tp
gt
S gt C. Kitchener
We have recently fini bed our tour of Ko ovo and are at the moment
re-familiarising ourselves with Paderborn, before taking our post tour
leave. The la t ix month have had their up and down , we all have a
few new memories, and luckily for some of the more junior members of
the Troop, they will get to return in less than 18 month . Since returning
from Ko ovo, we were given only 24 hours to catch our breath, before
returning to our normal working routine. and to adjust to the many
changes that are taking place within the Troop and the Squadron a a
whole. We mu t say goodbye to the 200 Sig Sqn Gene Bay, who haven 't
actually moved anywhere but now come under MT in Support Troop.
Fond farewells go to SSgt Rookes, LCpl Levi and Sig Pidh aj eckyj .
'CORP OFFICERS' DIN ER NIGHT' - by 2lt Rob Bou
All of the officers from the Squadron returned to the UK for the Corps
Officer · Dinner ight. An outstanding evening was had by all ,
particularly the Ops Officer from I Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn (215) who
felt privileged LO be sitting at the table of the Senior Signal Squadron! He
kept the balloon as a souvenir!
HEAD l ' THE CLOUDS! - by 2lt Ha11110h S10y
Why do people wave at hot air balloons? It is not a question l had ever
really con idered, nor had the need to until this May when I was given
the opportunity to experience a hot air balloon flight first hand. During
RASS 2002, I was asked to take part in the hosting of various VIP guests
who had been invited to attend. One of the gentlemen I was fortunate
enough to meet was the owner of Herforder - one of Germany's larger
breweries, and a sponsor of the event.

Herforder brewery about to put to flight one of its hot air balloons
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He invited me to be one of his guests in one of hi s five hot air balloons
that he wa going to put to flight from the main arena. A large crowd
watched a five hot air balloon took off and to my amazement people
tood and wa ed in va t numbers and t11cn rushed to be at the landing
site. Our flight la ted just over one hour, fortunately there was no wind
and you could see for mile . For thos~ who have not exp~rienced a flight,
it i a very . urreal expcnence knowmg that you are bemg held up by a
bag of hot air. The feelings peace and still ness are quite unique. Our
landing was very gentle and once the balloons were packed away, we
watched the last of the evening light fade into darkness over a chilled
bonle of Herforder Pilsner!
Over the la t few months The Senior Signa l Squadron has carried out
a range of varying activities and roles. During Po t Operational Tour
Leave both a rugby tour and football tour were held. The football team
braved Ibiza whilst the rugby players went for t11e more glamorous option
of Barbado . Meanwhile in Bavaria a two-week adventurous training
camp was being run pro iding opportunities to be challenged, both
physically and mentally. The Squadron were proud to invite Brig
Rutherford-Jones to present five Long Service and Good Conduct
Medals to the following, who are congratulated: SSgt Burrows, SSgt
Fensom, Sgt Lee (REME), gt Managau (AGC) and S~t Tiley (RL ).
Our congratulations are also pa sed to the QM, Capt Jones who wa
awarded a Commendation from Commander KFOR for his services in
Kosovo.
Members of the Squadron recently took part in Ex Rhino Spear
providing the Divisional Support Group to l(UK) Armd Div. This for
many of the squadron was the first time t11ey had seen a headquarters set
up and they were quick to be told that the Brigade Headquarters would be
a very different ize and environment. Cpl Dunbar and LCpl Armitage
have just completed running a Driver/Commander Course that had a
I 00% succe rate and they ensured that as well a the serious elements
of the course there wa a lot of fun to be had. The run up to summer leave
saw the unit running an ITD package, Ex Ready Gauntlet. This ranged
from BPFAs and NBC training to talks on STDs and Substance Misuse.
The week culminated in an orienteering competition that was as much a
challenge to not be eaten by mosquitoes and tick as it was to find the
markers!
20 Arrnd Bde HQ & ig Sqn (200) are now ready to hit their training
year running. It start in October and plans are already in place for
exercise in Gennany, Poland and Canada.
ADVE TURO S TRAl I GIN BAVARIA - by Sig Riley
A week after arriving at 200 Sig Sqn, my first po ting, I was invited to
go on the squadron adventurous training trip to Gannisch, Bavaria. It was
a scenic seven-hour drive for some, and an uncomfortable seven hours
sleep for others. On arrival at Kean ' s Lodge the instructors for each
activity - which included rock climbing, canoeing, hill walking and a day
of white water rafting - tried to recruit willing pupils with persuasive and
infonnative opening briefings. 1 chose rock cli mbing - more for the fact
that I'd done it before and enjoyed it, rather than SSgt Kitc hener's
selling angle.
The first day was boiling hot, we were learning the basics of the rock
in the beating su n, but there were no complaints. SSgt Kitc hener's
willing and very capable assistant Sig Beavis went about setting up some
climbs to test our capabilities. The likes of Sig McG regor and Cpl Reid
shot up the rock with the speed of a thou and Gazelles. The rest of us
mere mortals were simply left in their wake. Sig Bell and I began a slow
ascent. Sig Bell got into some difficulty as she had a considerable fear of
heights, which she was there to conquer, but she got there in the end. We
progressed as the day went on and all of us had fun - especially when I
did some acrobatic stunts and I ended up dangling upside down with Sig
C h r istie Pro ud foot belaying for me. When just about everyone was
burnt out we decided to sack it for the day and go into town for a pat on
the back and some drink .
The week carried on much in this manner, wit11 us getting better every
day. However we became aware of SSgt Kitche ner's dislike of rain and
love of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, as I found myself following in the pa~h
of the ramblers, climbing up a large hill to see the castle featured on 1t.
The view was worth it though, as was meeting the German bridge keeper
(don't ask!) I also did a bit of fear conquering myself on the white water
rafting trip. l'm not too keen on the water (too many Jaws fi lms when I
was a kid), but it was an excellent day and even though we nearly .lost
LCpl Gordon to the wilds of the rapids, we all returned in one piece
(just!). The week as a whole was productive and a good laugh at points. It
was even better for the fact that 1 got to know some of the people 1n the
Squadron, even though there were loads still to meet back in Sennelager.
I'm looking forward to next time, where l hope to be a little bit more
graceful in my rock climbing skills, (not as much sweat and falling of!).
Generally, I just want to say cheers to everyone at 200 ig Sqn for
welcoming me to the Squadron with open arms. Lets just hope I'm say111g
that next year!
·
EL AGER HA RK BA RBADOS B A A ATO UR
T H ESE
by Cpl Troll
.
After a hard, stressful six-mont h tour in Kosovo The Senior
Squadron's rugby team returned looking forward to spending ten days
playing rugby in Barbados. It all started back in October when the rugby
tour was announced. Out of the hundreds of people who wanted to g.o .we
cou ld only take a team of 23, so after six months of vigorous trammg
sessions and early morning runs 23 players shone above the rest of the
budding hopefu ls and a squad was formed .
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On 20 June the team assembled at Gatwick airport full of spirit. After
a long flight we were met at Barbados airpo1t by Mr Banks, who was to
be our tour guide for the next ten days. The first day was free to relax and
take up some sights that the island had to offer. The second day was our
first and last training session - fortunately the heat was too much for
some people and so it was cut short giving us more time to enjoy the
sights of the island. The first match was against the Presi dents XV, which
would have been played on a rock-infested pitch if it weren't for the two
head groundsmen, LCpl Davies and myself. gt Bean scored a try but it
wasn't enough and we lost by a couple of points. Blunder of the Match
went to 2Lt Hugh George, as thanks to him we didn ' t win any line-outs.
Before the next match we managed to go charter fishing and caught
nothing, although LCpl Cooper and ig Dickinson did enjoy riding the
waves. We also set sai l on the 'seven seas' riding a catamaran where it
was free drinks all round . On our return to the hotel we managed to
broaden our knowledge of 'Team' sports by watching a netball match
involving some lovely ladies!
Yet again we narrowly missed winning the second match but SSgt
Gibbins scored a gloriou try. Before the last match, most of the team
went scuba diving to relax and rest their injuries, while the rest of us
enjoyed more sights of the island. With the last match upon us and only a
one day left, we gave it 110%, but still we came up a couple of points
short. Hats off to the team medic Sgt Amanda Coles, without whom we
wouldn't have fielded a side. Three game-, three loses, it didn't matter,
we all had a good time. Unfortunately for the Corps I have announced my
retireme nt from professional rugby and I am off to seek a career
managing ladies netball!
A ATIACHME T TO THE SE IOR SIG AL SQ ADRO
by OCdt McKenzie
' Two weeks in Gennany with the Royal Signals at 20th Arrnd Bde HQ
and Sig Sqn (200). Leaving in four days' - not the most detailed brief I'd
ever been presented, but having nothing else to do and being a student
ever on the scrounge, what could I do but accept! This was to be my first
experience of the ' real anny ' and my first evening in the mess certainly
did it justice, encompassing an uou ual 18 to dinner and a constant

supply of Chablis. eed I say the uncharacteri tic rise at 0700hrs the next
morning was not greatly welcomed. Having no expectation of the visit I
was entirely at the Squadron's mercy. Thankfully the first day' activity
of a driver-training course proved to be great fun. Caked in mud and knee
deep in puddles, we rescued broken down vehicles and ca ualties before a
pleasant cross-country drive home. The next few days involved visiting
each department, learning how they all contributed to the Brigade and the
great infrastructure of the British Anny. A visit to the infamous Ex Rhino
Spear taught me the Squadron's role during battle and the work involved•
The arrival of the weekend was gladly welcomed. Drinks at the 0 's
on Friday night and after such a busy week what better to do than jump
out of a plane! Having vowed never to do such a thing. I uddenly saw
this as an opportunity that I could not tum down . I and five other brave
soldiers underwent intense traming and finally took to the skies at
I 830hrs on Saturday. Being the only girl, I was made to go first to raise
testosterone among the fearful male team. I had successful and highly
exhilarating jump that was accompanied by an amazingly peaceful
descent. Unfortunately the weather prevented me from jumping again on
Sunday, so water-skiing was cheduled instead.
Back to camp for another fun filled week, including digging holes and
ervicing the AFV 436's engine with the LAD REME team and a trip to
the QRH where I was introduced to the mighty Challenger 2 Battle Tank.
In between this 1 attended a thoroughly enjoyable black tie Ladies Dinner
ight and copious amounts of port and champagne were thrown in my
direction. My final weekend saw a hopping trip, evening entertainment
in Paderborn at the Libori Festival and a relaxing sunbathe at the open-air
pool. What a way to fini h the attachment. All in all 1 had a thoroughly
enjoyable two weeks. I've experienced the complexity of a divi ional
exercise, been mind-boggled with technical data (which will remain in
my little grey cells until the most opportune moment when I will astound
someone with an interesting ignals fact) and overcome personal fears.
What staggered me most were the exten ive luxuries and benefits of
living the Officer's life in the Me s, such as the impressive choice in
menu and the extremely low alcohol prices. Certainly a life worth
considering!
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OSCAR TROOP - by Sig Basher
Tp Comd
2Lt Limbrey
Tp SSgt
SSgt Cox
Fir tly a big welcome to SSgt Cox, ig Peter Bolton, Sig Rhodes, Sig
Goff and la t but not least Sig Rogers. The month got off to a flying start
here at 204 Sqn with a visit from HRH T he Princes Royal to mark the
occasion of the Queen's Golden Jubilee. The Royal Open Day was held
at Belfast Barrack , Osnabruck. Several members from the quadron
were cho en to take part in ome of the day 's event , the first being the
gun nm. Those chosen to represent the Squadron included 2Lt Li mbrey,
W02 (YofS) Tabo r , C pl W illi a ms, C pl MeAlpin e, C pl Rees, LCpl
utto n, Sig Tait and ig M urdoc h. The te~m cai:ne second on timi~gs
but due to a certain per on' lack of balancmg skills, ended up commg
eighth. The younge t member of the Troop, ig Kewley, was cho en to
have lunch with H RH T he Prin ces R oya l. At the end of the day
Pri ncess Anne walked around the display and there to welcome her was
Lt Henderson, C pl U pcra ft, LCpl teven P otts, ig Becki i Bo he.r,
ig teve n o r ton and ig S t acy Lyo n . The Open Day was a big
uccess and was enjoyed by all.
More recently 12 members from the Squadron vol~nteered for the
Nijmcgen marches, which is an annual event, but a first for the Squa?r?n.
It consi ts of four days of marches covering l 60kms. After many trammg
session and an 80km qualification march, the team went off to Holland.
The team con isted of2Lt Limbrey, W02 YofS) Tabor , C pl Willia ms,
LCpl utton, ig Bosher, Sig Steven orion, Sig Ric hard, ig Male.o m,
Sig Marsh, Sig Rhodes , Sig Ba rrie and fina ll y Sig Urwin. We amved
on the Saturday prior to the march to ort out the admm and to do a little
'team bonding' . A lot of money wa spent and a lot of laughs w~re had
during the weekend but in the early hours of Tue day mornmg the
marches started. As the days pa ed, the earlier the tart times got and the
harder the marches became. Well done to everyone on the team for
finishing. The Dutch were brilliant, lining the route most of the way
aro\llld and giving every team a great deal of encouragement.
Last of all we say good-bye to S gt 'Ollie' Oli ve r , LC pl ean
Brierley and newly promoted LC pl 'Sly' Found .
PA PA T ROOP - by Sig Evc111 · and Sig Lyon
Tp Comd
Lt Henderson
Tp SSb'I
gt Davis
.
Fir tly a big 'Hello' to the new arrivals. C pl Bruce Mornso.n, who
has joined us fro m 3 Inf Bde, C pl Dave Vakalala, who has JOllled us
from I (UK) AD R, LCpl Tucker who ha come from 8 Bde . Ireland
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and also Sig Alis tair McGowa n and Sig Bow, who have been flown
straight in from the factory. Goodbye to C pl Polli tt, J ulie and the girls.
Congratulations on your promotion to ergeant. Also congratulation go
out to C pl Upcraft and C pl Railey on your promotions to Sergeant, well
deserved.
The quadron deployed one headquarters to Achmer Training Area for
the purpo e of refreshing skill and teaching new member of the
quadron the complex layout. During the Exercise we had to et up and
tear down numerous times in temperatures of up to 38 degree and as
always, the Squadron managed to fit in some infantry tactics. Thank to
gt Motu for hi enthu iasm and morale boo t during this phase of the
Exerci e. We did enjoy it!
We have also had the privilege to deploy one of our 43' over to a
nearby Barracks to take part in a display for HRH T he Prin cess Royal.
That went well and was thoroughly enjoyable. Well done everyone for
the effort involved.
Over the past month the Troop ha been bu y in cnnelager, taking
part in Ex Rhino Charge/Spear. During the Exercise everyone had the
luxury of painting Paderborn town red. C pl Bruc e 1.o rri son wa
especially keen (it's only a shower mate, no need to get excned}. It wa · a
long month for some of the Troop but the ~xercise wem well, o good
effort guys. La t but by no means least. a big well done goe out LO the
guy who travelled to Holland t? walk 100 ~ile for the . ijmeean
Marches. Everyone in the team firnshed and received a nice hmy medal
for their trouble. Well done again and r hope that the blister · don't hurt
too much.
EXERC I E RU
I G R T- 'THE CO 1RAD£S 1 RATHO '
The challenge: 56 miles in under 11 hours. up hill. The payback, a
week in South Africa including a game reserve visit. Welcome to Ex
Running Rat the quadron's entry into the Comrade Marathon! The race
wa first run in 1921 to commemorate fallen comrade from WW I and 1s
now run annually between Pietern1aritzburg and Durban. the direction
changing annua lly and with between 12,000 and. 15,000 runner
competing. The aim was to complete the race and raise money for the
Multiple Sclerosi Re ourcc en~re.
.
.
Day On e - After a ten-hour flight from Am:terdam the team amved m
Johannesburg. Once our bag were found we picked ':IP our hire car from
outside the term inal only to find that due to age requ1rem nts Capt Pa ul
Randell and ig Parrington had to do all ~he driving. The first half of
the journey was uneventful except for a quick pit top at a KF . apt
Ra ndell drove the second leg through hilly rural areas where the children
returning from a day at chool all had bare feet and 11 appeared quite
surreal. After driving through several well cammed peed trap. we
arrived at our destination for the next day and a half. Hluhluwc- mfolz1
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game re. er•e. On arri\·al at the gate we tarted to book in when LCpl
Rodderirk spotted a young boy dressed in full ceremonial Zulu
battlcdre. and it didn't take long for him to , tar. to dance. A payment
he wanted a I-shirt or pnir of trou ·ers, in tead he got LC pl Rodderick s
loo e hange. On e we were in the re crve we had to drive some 1Okm to
the lodge we were staying at. About I km in, ig Parrington ordered the
car to stop as he had seen a lion. He quickly changed his mind and aid it
\\BS a kangaroo but on in\'e tigation it turned out to be a warthog! hortly
afterward we nearly hit a rhino cros ing the road. an awesome sight
eeing the animal in the wild. Before getting to our lodge we were also
lucky enough to ee a herd of zebra and an elephant feeding on some
tree . Our lodge room. were very ba ic but they had all we needed and
the whole ite was just like something out of a holiday program. The pool
was oon tested but somehow the African midday heat never managed to
raise the temperature above zero degrees. n excellent meal and a few
beers were soon onsumed in the bar and restaurant then we were early 10
bed ready for the next day' trip around the game re erve.
Day 1\rn - After an early breakfast and a look around the · hops for a
few Zulu hields and -pears. we were ready for the off. Unfortw1ately the
animal were not quite so ready! For the better part of the morning we
only managed to find a huge turtle and a few pringboks. We decided to
top at the re crves animal relocation centre that ell the exces animals
from the reserve · (rhino , hippo , giraffe and elephants) to other re erves
and zoo . Thi helps maintain a well pread population of rarer animal
aero
outh Africa and en ure they are not all in the same area. The
relocation centre also had a large craft market where local women sold
hand made souvenir , mostly carved out of wood and all very cheaply
priced. ig Parrington managed to care the whole market with hi
cream after picking up a candle holder attached to a rather large spider.
Our animal hunring continued around the park and thing picked up a
we managed to see some giraffe, eagle , zebra, more turtles and ome
nyala (a deer like animal that we had also seen at the relocation centre).
We al o came across two or three big troops of baboon who all had the
reddest rears I have ever seen! We think we saw a lione s, however, it
quickly moved out of ight before we could get a proper look. As it got
dark at around I 700hrs, our time searching for animals wa cut shorter
than we would have liked. Once we had found our way back to our lodge
the re taurant had prepared a big barbecue that once again surpassed our
expectations. One of the meats available was the nyala that we had seen
earlier. It was imilar to beef but the nyala had its revenge whe_n we all
had dodgy tomachs the next day. A few quiet beers and it was back to
our rooms for another early night in preparation for our journey to
Durban.
Day Three - The following morning, acting on advice from others
staying at our lodge, three of us got up at 0600hrs to go ' hunting'. Sig
Parrington decided it would be more beneficial to sleep in and was
almo t right. The first half of the drive we spotted nothing and had given
up hope when, after turning back to the lodge, we rounded a comer to
find a huge elephant stood at the side of the road. We left the reserve
around IOOOhrs. The drive to Durban took about 2 fi hours which passed
quickly leeping in the back of the car! At Durban we found the hotel ,
one of several Holiday Inns along the beachfront and quickly moved to
the bar to catch the first half of the England Denmark game. Later that
afternoon we headed to the Exhibition Centre and after queuing with
what seemed like just about every nationality, we regi tered for the race,
picking up our race numbers, a free goody bag and T-Shirts. lt was a
brilliant place, ports kit and fitne s equipment galore, not to mention
free sports massage stands and the ivea Visage girl' head and facial
massage. Once we had fini hed wandering around the centre we headed
back for the first stage of carbo-loading and a quick dip in the swimming
pool that somehow also managed to stay at a cool 4 degrees.
Day Four - Pasta day had come! The build up of carbohydrate and
fluids was e semial for the mammoth run ahead so energy drinks were
consumed as oon as the alann clock had gone off. Waking up in the
morning was made better by looking out the window to see the beach
already occupied with holidaymakers. After a quick breakfast we all
headed down for a spot of wave surfing that was a great laugh. In the
afternoon we headed bark to the Exhibition Centre to take advantage of
the cheap ;iasta, tock up on some energy bars and soak up the
atmosphere. The evening was spent forcing down more pasta after which
we settled in for an early night ready for the big day!
Day Five - LCpl Rodderick and I were rudely awakened at around
0400hrs by Capt Randell (which was nice of him) and left the rooms to
go down to the earliest breakfast ever. For some reason my appetite

wasn 't playing thi early but we all managed to put something away. On
the way down to the tart line nerve and tJ1c excitement challenged us all
in some way but unfortunately the toilets were crammed with a I Sminute
queue. After hand ing in our bags and stumping out my la t cigarette for
the next eleven hour we proceeded to the start line or as near as we
could amongst the 12000 that were pa~ticipating. The un was lowly
trying to come up only to be drowned out by the clouds above. The clock
seemed to top ticking in anticipation as we waited to get on with it. Then
the predictable marathon song ' ha riot of Fire' sent goo e bumps
crawling and adrena line pumping. The clock that every one wa watching
on the town hall struck ix, people sta.rted topwatche and marked time
for about five minutes a the ma sive queue started . After moving off the
treet were lined with support, the runners looking like a massive
millipede from the back a we went up the first hill of many. About ten
minute into the run I eparated from our group, ettling into a pace I felt
comfortable with which oon became uncomfortable after tJ1e long stretch
of hill l encountered. People jogged alongside me talking and a king
where [ came from and other questions, which seemed to take away the
bad parts. I was over taken at the half way point by Capt Randell who
seemed to be at ca e. I decided to stop for a massage on my aching body
but then every checkpoint after that I was tempted to call in for another
rub down. l watched every I and 2km sign gradually go past slower as I
neared the last I Okm. The hardest part of the race had taken its toll and at
I Okm from tJ1e finish there was a virtually vertica l hill , followed luckily
by some flat parts. People everywhere were walking, physically and
mentally wrecked. A mini-bu went by and I was told I wouldn't make
the time and that I should get into the bus to which l replied, ' I' m gonna
finish no matter what!' I eventually fini hed. The time was 11 hrs 20 min
and I felt as through I' d ju t been taught to walk. I was dehydrated and
wa taken to the med tent where they orted me out within a few hours
and the help of a drip. I managed to get a lift back from some locals as all
the bu e had now left and then collap ed on my bed back at the hotel. I
swapped stories with the lads on the day's events di covering Capt
Randell had finished in !Ohrs 31 mins but adly LCpl Rodderick and
Cfn Clark had both been forced to pull out with injuries around the 2/3
mark. Finally it was time to Jeep but it was as if l was too tired to sleep
and my sunburn hurt like hell. Still I knew I had completed an ultra
marathon, maybe not in the time allotted, but for personal pride and it
was well worth it.
Day Six - The day after the race was, not surprisingly, a quiet one.
After a well de erved lie in we taggered off into town in an attempt to
ease off our aching muscle . After a journey reminiscent of Monty
Python's Ministry of Silly Walks we made it into town wincing and
groaning at each curb or dip in the pavement. LCpl Rodderick whose
left leg had the unfortwlate habit of occa ionally collapsing under him
and leaving him in the prone position on the tannac provided light relief.
An hour in the Nike and Reebok factory outlets, making full use of any
eats, and we were staggering back again towards the hotel for food ,
fluids and some more well deserved rest.
Day Seven - The journey back to Johannesburg took some six hours.
However an accident on the airport junction and the rush hour traffic
made for a bit of last minute excitement as we raced to make the flight.
Safely aboard we relaxed as far as wa po sible with the cramped leg
room and settled in for the flight back to Amsterdam .

been around the unit in the last few weeks JUSt how hard it is for an
independent 0 to relinquish hi s command after such an enjoyable time
with the Squadron. Maj Roberts leaves us to work at Abbey Wood on
Project Falcon (at least we know who to blame now). We would all like
to say thank you, congratulations on your selection for promotion and
wish you, Suzie, Emily and Jacob all the best for the future.

My group's first activity wa& hill walkmg wnh Lt Karen foore. It
consisted of walking around a group of hills. through small village and
then back to the accommodation where we were Layi ng. Even though we
were just walki ng the lads in the group kept everyo ne laughing and
having a good time, especially LCpl Jennings.
The next day's act ivity was rock climbing. This was my favourite
activity because I had done it before and had an interest in the sport. We
used an indoor climbing wall that had many excellent climbs. We tried
several different route in the morning and in the afternoon had a
competition. The competition consisted of only using the green grip to
climb the wall. It was hard but everyone enjoyed themselves.

Maj Mark Roberts (L) hands over the Squadron pennant to Maj
Chris Ford (R)

ALPHA TROOP - by LCpl Stuart Codack
Tp Comd
2Lt Aileen Grant
Tp SSgt
SSgt Corco ran
Firstly congratul ation go to Lt Karen Moore on her marriage. The
troops wish you all the best Mrs Thompson! Also congratulations to Sig
Howard on finally getting her man and becoming Mr McSharry.
Congratu lations are also due to Cpl Margie on the good news that his
better half, Cpl Samantha Margie, is expecting their fir t nipper. Let's
hope you can follow through and give up smoki ng now that you are back
in the UK! We ' d also like to take the chance to ay goodbye to SSgt
Corcoran, thanks for the €50. Finally, but by no means least, Sig tuart
Marsh , the boy is off to 3 Div. Thanks for all the hard work over the
years. I' d like to take the chance to welcome all the new faces to the
Troop. A warm welcome goes out to 2Lt Aileen Grant who join us
straight from Sandhurst. Welcome also to SSgt teven Walton who
joined us on loan from Blandford for Rhino Charge with a view to a
permanent transfer. A big hello goe to Cpl Trevor Evans and LCpl
Claire Ashdown . Welcome to LCpl Bailey and family, Sig tuart
Barley, Sig Melvin Evans and Sig Daley Thompson. Then of course we
have the three amigo , Main, Step up and Ech; Sigs Sara Fisher, Louise
Ronay and Zoe Beckett. Lastly, there is Sig Robert mith , to be known
as 698. He has succes fully completed his handover/takeover with Cpl
Margie and moved into the Alpha Tp ward in Marian trasse Hospital. As
the Troop's expansion continues I would just like to mention a few names
in order that they can be slabbed too - Cpl Jim O'Mahoney and Cpl
Steven Wood .

Lt Karen Moore does her best Spiderman impression
On the third day in the morning we went wimming. This was a nice
relaxing change from the hill walking and the rock climbing. In the
afternoon we all went mountain biking down two different slopes. This
was exciting becau e the tracks were long and straight which allowed u
to build up a lot of speed. That night we had a BBQ and a few beers.
Everyone enjoyed the meal even though Pte Hobbs cooked it!

EXERCISE RAT S REVELRY - by Sig Miller
On the fir t week in June Lt Karen Moore and Sgt Higham took
members of the Squadron away on adventure training. lt was held in the
Harz Mountains ju t outheast of Hannover. The activitie that we took
part in were swimming, mountain biking, hill walking and rock climbing.

Sig Parrington spots another kangaroo

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)
Sgt Gaz Highman (RLC) proves that Scousers can nick anything!

·qnComd
RS\.1

faj Mark Roberts
WO! (R M) Dean E\~i n g

The quadron has expeneneed a lot of changes over the last few
months but nothing quite as significant as the handover of command from
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Maj Mark Roberts to Maj C hris Ford . Maj Fo rd who briefly joined
the Squadron for Ex Rhino Charge in order to gain an in ight into the
'De ert Rats ' will officially takeover on 19 August. We would like to take
this opportunity to welcome both him and E mm a, and pass on our best
wishes for their imminent new arrival! It is obvious to anyone who ha
TH E WIRE, OCTOBER 2002

(L-R): Sigs Blakeley, Brown, Swann and Lang enjoy the view from
the top of the Bracken
THE W IRE, OCTOBER 2002

Overall I really enjoyed m self on adventure !mining becau ·cit \\U a
chance to get away and do omcthing different. I just hope \\C do more
things like thi in the future.
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BRA\ TROOP - by pl .H. Clark
Tp Comd
2Lt ' icol
Tp gt
gt ims
.
First!\ hclio' to a gaggle of ne'' people arnved fre ' h fac~'' and bushy
railed from the Factory Blandford. Welcome to Sigs Craggs, Evans,
arp. Fletcher, ichol, Woodward and Swan (who has already escaped
Hohl' for a ·hort course on driving in York hire). Al o welcome to the
famih Evan "ho will be attempting to replace the family 1argle who
arc I 'a\mg on posting back to the UK with the news that Samantha i
finall\ m the ·family wav'. Congratulation from the \ hole quadron.
,\lso ~ capmg Hohne i · pl Beevers who is off to 7 Sig Regt down in
Elmpt. ome quieter members of the Troop ha:e ~I o departed fr?m the
ranks, namely io Simon Rowe and the ever-tmu~ gt McKenzie, ~nd
hi wife Harriet, who ha been po ted on promonon to I Div. 1enuon
mu t al o be made of gt ims receiving his L & GC Medal from the
GOC UK C (G), taj Gen loore-Bick. Well done on not being caught!

SSgt Adie Sims speaking with GOC UKSC (G)
after being presented his LS&GC
We also ay goodbye to our illustrious leader 2Lt icol who has given
tllis Troop a lot of morale through the past few month with his storie of
how he did mach ten above an unmentioned city!
EXERCISE RHI. 0 CHARGE - by Cpl Danny Adams
It is coming clo e to the end of the training year for 7 Armd Bde and
with the Squadron being a major player, this was yet again our chance to
shine. All started on Monday I July (or wa it the day before?). E ither
way, it was early. It seemed to go without any problems, well apart from
having to be up from 0330hrs, (not the best time of day) and then
~'llpposedly having breakfast at 0400hrs. Unfortunately the chef decided
we all needed a diet so didn't bother to come into work. Once under way
the amoured vehicles left for the railhead and were loaded onto the fastest
train the British army can acquire (top speed 5mph going down hill).
On arrival at Seruielager Training Area we set up both of our HQ's in
separate locations. Bravo Tp went on the fabulous my tery tour courtesy
of the RMP road show. They ended up at the centre of excellence for fly
breeding and were given 'access all areas' to the colony. After the usual
preparation for the Brigade Staff, the Squadron completed their own
training. Because the unit was facing a large turnaround of personnel, the
newer members had to learn quickly. Trade training took place with
in truction from the best operators in the quadron. However, it is
obvious that some people still need extra lessons in map reading and
driving. (without knocking down the RSM. Cpl Saunders!). The morale
amongst the troops was still high, except for Sig Steven Barton who has
to go down as the most chivalrous member of the unit since he
volunteered to pay £1,750 for an eqmpment fault.
Alpha Tp had to contend with the exercise death of their illustrious
leader Lt Karen Moore, the battle replacement sent forward was 2Lt
Aileen Grant. The battle around Alpha Tp's location was intense and
both Sgt Corcoran and Sgt Walton were casualties, leaving the new
OC qn with no choice but to promote Sgt Link in the field. With such
leaders in charge 11 was no wonder that the battle changed direction. Yes

we won .. .. .... . Again. With the war won all that was lefl to do was return
to peacetime location, not before Bravo Tp said goodbye to 2Lt icol,
207 ig Sqn' own Biggie .
MIKE TROOP
Tp omd
Capt Dinnis
Tp
gt
S gt anderson
A warm welcome goes to all the new arrivals at Mike Tp , namely
LCpl Brian Clark, LCpl Ian Bourne, LCpl Gary Westmoreland and
ig teven Baxter . We hope your time with u s is enj oy a ble .
Unfortunately we have to say farewell to Sgt Finn and his wife Vanessa,
Cpl Worsdall (now 1r Worsdall), Sig Hatton and his wife Claire, and
la tly but not lea t. we bid farewell to Si~ tubbs who is soon due to
married to Kate, so all the be t of luck for the both of you.
BA (G) 11 OR

by Cpl Thomas

ITS BOWLING CHAMPIONSHIPS

from the students has been extremely positi ve and the course was deemed
to be a great success.
ADVE TURE TRATNI G
The Squadron is managing to conduct one-da y ad venture train ing
packages - predominantly walking in Southern Kosovo - in addition to
the one-week packages delivered centrally at Brae.
QM Adventure Training - The Return of Some E lements of Radio
Troop - A change in force posture in Kosovo and confidence in the
commercial communications ha s enabled the Squadron to re move the
requirement for an armoured headquarters and our trusty lansman radio
equipment from M B(C). Thi s will result in the armoured ve hicles and
some equipment returning to Tidworth via the early-September mid-tour
boat. In addition, 15 personnel from Lt Clowes' Troop will return to
Tidworth in early September so that they can prepare the vehicles and
equipment for the Main Body return at the end of October
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Under the esteemed leadership of Cpl Lomas, the Signa ls quadron
gathered a band of merry bowlers and sent them down to the BA (G )
Bowling Champion hip being held in Bielefeld. The skill of the team
varied immen ely with some bowlers aiming to score over 200 whilst the
others where happy to beat 100. The champion hips were held over two
day with day one being the si~gles and doubles ga~es and day two
being the team event. After the smgle senes anyone with a total score of
les than 700 was awarded a handicap (which was the entire team
excluding
gt anderson). The award on day one for the mo t
outlandish bowler hould have gone to ig Moseley whose bouncing
bombs down the lane were terrifying everyone on the surrounding lanes.
Day Two saw a plethora of award go into the Squadron trophy cabinet as
the quadron' fir t team of Sgt Sander on, Cpl Thomasson, Cpl
Lomas and LCpl Wells won the Minor Unit Trophy and the econd
team of LCpl Bourne, LCpl Douce, Sig Moseley and Sig Paul
Kendrick came third. Individual trophies were awarded to LCpl Wells
for having the best overall score for a handicapped bowler and Cpl
Thomasson for having the nighest individual handicapped score with a
maje tic 235. Congratu lations to all who took part and we'll see you in
Leeds at the Army Championships next year.
BA (G) SPORT CLIMBT G CHAMPIO SHIPS 2002

by LCpl Brian Clark
The very first BA (G) Sport Climbing Championships was held on 12
June 2002 at the Munster Climbing Centre. Despite this being the first
competition of its kind, there was a good turnout of competitors from all
over BFG. This event' purpose was to select the team from BFG to
compete in the Army Climbing Championships 2003. The competition
was broken down into two categories, Very Severe and the Open. Points
in this competition were awarded for height gained. In the event of a
draw time would also be considered. The VS Category had two
qualifying routes. The first of these was a warm-up to everyone as
everybody topped out on this climb. The second route was more difficult
with a slight overhang towards the top of the climb. Out of the original 15
competitors only nine proceeded to the VS final. The VS final was by all
means a challenge, not on.ly did the climbers have to lead climb, but they
had to do so with some tricky moves and an overhang. Unlike the
qualification routes, all climber were put into isolation prior to the climb
to ensure no one had an unfair advantage. As a result there were nerves in
the air in the holding area, but morale was high and the sportsmanship
unreal. Out of the nine competitor only one topped out yet 207's LCpl
Brian C lark finished in a commendable sixth over all. The Open
Category also had two qualification routes, both of which were
demanding, and had to be lead climbed. All ten competitors gained the
respect of those present because of the effort and determined climbing
that went on. The Open Category fo1al was extremely difficult. There
were many small grabs and few features, not to mention having the
challenge of an overhang, only to be confronted by another which you
had to climb around a right hand bend ju t to get to the bottom of it. Out
of the five climbers only one topped out with C pl Brewer almost getting
there but having to settle for second place in the end. Special thanks
should go to Capt Richard Baker and WOt M. Smith for organising
this event, which was superbly run.

LIM Ll ES RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB
I Mechanized Brigade Headquarters and Signal Squadron arri ved in
Kosovo on Op Agricola in April 2002 and quickly discovered a ready
pool of rugby talent, not just amongst themselves but also across Kosovo
itself. The fact that the ground was a · hard as concrete and the sun very
unforgiving was conveniently forgotten as teams sprung up across the
area with players often having to make an ' emergency ' call home in order
to have their rugby kit posted out!
One such team to emerge was our , named after our barracks, Slim
Lines, and we quickly established a routine under Flt Lt Ramsden , the
Brigade Air Liaison Officer and newly appointed Club Captain. As
training numbers grew and many took the opportunity to escape the
office and make their way along, it was not long before a challenge was
issued to 22 Engineer Regiment. It was a hot June evening in Kosovo
Polje, a small suburb on the outskirts of Pristina, and both Slim Lines and
2 2 Engr Regt arrived to do battle on a threadbare football pitch
surrounded by flats and a fair belting out the latest dance hits. After a
strong start by Slim Lines which saw them open up a two try lead the
Engineers quickly drew level with some strong play through the latter
tages of the game. The game looked to be heading for a draw until the
Engineers mustered one last effort and crashed over in the comer to take
victory.
ow with the 'season' fully underway training became more intense
and a second match was arran~d against the Kosovo Internationals - a
team comprising players from U MIK, the U and other onGovemmental Organisations. Once again the venue was Kosovo Polje
(minus the fair this time) aod after kick off it quickly became apparent
that this was going to be a very close match indeed. The Ko ovo
Internationals used their big Fijian players to good effect, regularly
blasting up the centre of the field and were rewarded with an early try.
Slim Lines quickly replied with a well worked try that ended with LCpl
Podesta sending Lt King in at the comer. The remainder of the game
saw some end to end play and another try each before the pressure finally
told and Slim Lines conceded another and with it victory. At the final
whistle play quickly proceeded to the Slim Lines barbecue area for the
third half, which saw each ide trying to outdo the other on the inging
front. Eventually nominations for man-of-the-match were made and
Lance Cp l Matthews was cho en for the lim Line XV. He duly
tepped up to drink against the Fijian man-of-the-match until it wa
discovered that he did not drink alcohol. After a hurried conference the
Ko ovo International nominated a replacement who quite clearly had
been practising the art of drinking for a number of years! A very good
night wa had by all and eventually all players retired to their beds
feeling a little bumped and bruised but very happy!
Following a two-week break, Slim Line moved to the football pitch at
Gracanica to play the French MSU (Gendamerie). ln the days preceding
the match it quickly became billed as an England-France clash and
motivation for victory reached new peaks. The game kicked off to the
cheers of a multitude of supporters from both sides and it quickly became
apparent that it would be a magnificent contest. The French quickly
scored after a dominant period by their forwards only for Slim Lines to
reply through their equally dominant back line, Cpl Merideth flying in at

the corner. What followed was 60 minutes of hard physical rugby with
both teams clashing repeatedly in the fairest sense. Both of the side
came close to scoring on several occasions, however the game remained
very much a forwards game and victory finally went to the French who
cored a second in the dying minutes of the game.
All the players then retired to the bar at Slim Lmes to recount their
personal fl ashes of brilliance and provide expert commentary on the
game and their part in it. Despite the drawdown of the Forces in Kosovo
Slim Lines Rugby Team continues to train hard. They have challenged all
previous opponents to rematches and will continue in search of the all
important victory.
PRISTI AFC YO TH V BRITISH KFOR FOOTBALL TEA '1
On Sunday e vening, the long awaited rematch between KFOR and
Pristina FC was held in the Pristina Stadium. Team Manager, Maj Crane
feeling up beat and confident and with the rain avoiding Pristina, was
conditions were cool and sunny. A change in the Kosovo League starting
date had meant Pristina FC's first team had left the country to undertake a
pre-season tour of FYROM. so the British team fancied their chance of
avenging the 4-1 defeat they had received last time the two clubs met.
However, it was not to be as the energetic Pristina team exposed the lack
of team practice of their visitors and won the game 2-1.
The game started at a frantic pace with both team constantly harrying
the opposition playmakers. Pristina made good use of the offside trap
repeatedly catching the over eager Britfor strikers. The solid Britfor
midfield meant that the game took some time to find its shape. Pristina
had the best of the opening exchanges, creating two good chances, one of
which was excellently saved, Colin Davies the Britfor Goalkeeper
denying Gezim Sfarga in a one on one break. The Britfor team also
created chances, pressuring the opposition goalkeeper Besart lsmajli
with the high ball, but few shots were on target. Despite an early injury to
one of their strikers 'un lucky' Kev Phillips, the Britfor team started to
dominate producing two good shot , well saved and in quick ucce sion.
However, Pristina broke and won a comer. It was headed past the keeper
slotting the ball into the top left comer of the net. Minutes later the
Britfor team drew even. The constant harrying of the Pristina defence
allowed John Peart to dispossess a defender. step in idea lunging tackle
and calmly slid a shot under the despairing goalkeeper to bring the teams
level at 1- 1.
Half time allowed some of the crowd to take to the pitch and di play
their skills while the rest basked in the late evening un hine. Pri tina
were slow to emerge from the dre sing room but both team had
obviou ly u ed the time to think about their tactic . Pristina had
obviously played together before., switching play skilfully from one side
of the field to the other. The British team doggedly pressed down the
flanks, particularly on the right where Gary Borges both broke forward
with urging runs and contributed several goal saving tackles. Pri tina
were starting to look the better team with Atdhetar Hetemi occupying a
threatening position behind the trikers. Ekrezjim Gashi broke down the
Pristina left, after they had pressured the Britfor defence, and delivered a
perfect cross to E krem Rama for a free back po t header into the
unguarded net. Pristina led 2-1. Gradually the British team got back into
the game. Sgt Alford, split the centre back with a well weighted pa ,
allowing LCpl Hick to beat the off: ide trap only to square the ball to the
referee who had made a n unmarked run towards the goal. Pristina
continued to stroke the ball around the pitch making the British team
work hard to win the ball back. The introduction of Dannv Purvis on
Britfor left flank posed real problems for Pristina . Hi ·pace wa a
con rant worry and stretching the Pristina midfield. Cpl I Talyor
launched a bli tering hot that wa acrobatically tipped over the bar by
the Pri tina keeper. Britfor earched frantically fo r an equali er with
several half chances missed a tiredne began to tell.
Pristina held on for victory a nd their obvious pleasure in continuing
the winning ways of their senior team brought warm applau e from the
crowd. The Britfor team had worked very ha rd and with more match
practice could have won the game. However. both teams were anxious to
receive their trophies. The mayor of Pristina prese nted the runner -up
prize and Deputy commander of KFOR pre ented prizes to the winners

1 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (215)

KO OVO PROTECTIO CORPS (KPC)
SOth C0\1\1 NIC TIO S BATTA LIO - MATICA E
The KPC is non-military organisation and exists to provide disaster
reltefand c1v1l cmergen::y assistance. The KPC currently comprises 5000
men and women, of which 2000 are re ervists. Within the KPC there are
ten unit of which one i' the 50th Communications Battalion. They and
other umts such as the Engineer and Logistic units work directly to KPC
HQ in Pri tina.
The Battalion is located in the village of Maticane, south east of
Pri ;tina at what was ongmally mtended to be an interim site by virtue of
it being in a steep sided valley, and not ideally uited to a
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communications unit. There are 50 personnel in the Battalion, of which
ten are reservists. Not al l personnel based w ith the uni t have a
communications background and are based there for geographi cal reasons
rather than trade skills. The unit conducts regular and structured training,
ranging from basic theory to field exercises. They have a range of kit and
equipment that they use regularly, with deficiencies over-come by
initiative and inventive solutions. They are well -motivated and keen to
progress . Their willi ngness to co -operate with the 215 Sig Sqn is
excellent and good relationships exist between the two organisations. .
The Squadron has also been heavily involved with training bemg
conducted by KFOR at the Pristina Leader hip Academy. The response
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Slim Lines RFC in action in Kosovo
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16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)
. qn Comd
faj , 'eil Fraser
R M
WO I (R M) C. Wea er
Once agam the quadron ha been rushed off it f~et. with _a?venturou
training, Yariou- recruiting tasks and Ex Eagles trike. Add1t1011all:r, _the
Qin . Brig IcDowall IBE and Corp R M, \: 01 Webb have .vi 1ted
the quadron. Posting in and out are a frequent as ever with the
quadron lo ing yet more Para trained per onnel., fortunatel:r some
mdi' iduals who have already pa· ed P-Coy arc bemg posted m. The
quadron bids farewell to 1aj eil Fra er on his po ting to HQ L
D.
Thank you for your hard work and best of luck for the future (article to
follow in next issue). Among t others. furewcll al o go to Sgt Bartliff.
who leave B Tp for York. Cpl Browning, leaving the tech work hop
for 39 ig Regt (possibly a more edate pace of life!) and three of our
more experienced and Para trai ned J COs. LCpls Blackmore,
Crutch ley and Thorpe. A warm welcome i extended to Maj Paul
mith , a- the new QC, and his family. A welcome goes to 2Lt King,
future QC C Tp, Sgt Shawcross and gt Lloyd who together will take
on B Tp.
E:\.""ERCISE PUl ' TIGER (14 - 25 JU fE 2002)
Cpl Robertson
The recent Squadron leve l adventurous training, planned and
organi ed by
gt 1orris, took place at Penhale Camp. ewquay. To
everyone' delight there was the u ual early tan 0500hr on I 4 June
2002 for the journey down. When we eventually arrived at Penhale Camp
we dined to our surprise in the Officers' Mess, before moving into ten
man billet· for sleep . ig uter wa ted no time in winning the Squadron
golden blanket award. He could alway be found tucked up afe and
warm while the rest of the lads sampled the local delights! There were
ome good activities on offer; amongst these were rock climbing,
mountain biking, coarse fi hing, trekking. surfing and clay p igeon
hooting. ig mith 066. surfed every day and yet never managed to
stand once, while gt Dimmack pent two week fishing, catching
nothing but a suntan! For the first couple of days the weather wasn't on
our ide but eventually the sun graced us with its presence. Also there
were the vital breaks in training due to the World Cup. Additionally, we
had the good fortune of being in 'ewquay at the same time as the Radio
One road show, which provided the lads with a bit of alternative
entertainment. ig mitb 658 managed to lo e his wallet only to find it
again half an hour later in the crowd of I S,000 people. A very lucky
bloke!
gt , ewman took the lads trekking to some picture que
locations, among them Lizard Point and Lands End. Lt Higginson was
responsible for the rock climbing and Sgt Walker for the Clay Pigeon
shooting.
b.~·

THE Q EE 'S GOLDE J BILEE PRE ENTATION (27 JU E
2002)
bv Lt Gudonis
· When the Air Adjutant, Capt Dagless, approached me with details of
the Queens Golden Jubilee Presentation in Portsmouth, l imagined ctting
up a recruiting style presentation for the Queen to visit. How wrong I
was! It wa 01Jly when I attended a briefing at HQ LA D that I realised
ju t how different this was going to be from anything I had ever
participated in before. The general idea wa to give Her Majesty The
Queen an overvie~ of the capability of her Anned Force . ot an ea y
ta k. The visit began with a parade con i ting of Royal avy, Army and
Royal Air Force personnel before T he Queen wa e corted through four
'Quadrants' each howing different a pects of the Services.
The first quadrant wa a 'Theatre Entry' demon tration with lots of
pyro and shouting by 3 Commando Brigade, followed closely by a
display of ·combat Power' by 3 (UK) Div, including Challenger, Warrior
and yet more pyro. The third exhibit was of' Peace Support' a theatrical
demonstration of potential problems faced in countries such as Kosovo.
The demonstration was a little unreali tic but it gave a good impre sion
of the amount of manpower needed to sort out even the mo t minor of
problems often faced on Peace Support Operations. Civi lians played
refugees and the Royal Irish, supported by members of 216 ig qn ,
patrolled into the 'village'. The patrol was presented with the problem of
missing refugees and the need to provide aid to the village. Different
agencie from all three services entered the stage area to show briefly
what input they would have in solving uch problems. For example, ig
Etchell talking in a helicopter laden with aid u ing a 346 UHF ground to
air radio. The whole event was presented through the eyes of Kate Adie
reporting on the fictional ituation and was broadcast live on BBC 24 and
later on national news.
At the end of the presentation members of the team from 216 met
either The Queen or T he Duke of E dinburgh, except for Sig Etchell
who had the pleasure of meeting them both at a buffet style lunch. The
Queen moved on to the last quadrant 'Service Support' where she met
various individuals who support our Anned Forces in times of peace and
conflict. Finally the day wa ended by a fly past and brief attack on an
'island' by the Royal Marines. The whole event cost over a million
pounds and took a year to plan , but proved popular with Her Majesty
and the audience of civilians and military both present and watching at
home. More importantly it proved to be an unforgettable week for the
four of us lucky enough to take part.

the o~ly one cxpcrienc!ng hi s first ct-up of the Main Headquarters in
exercise time. Many of the Troop had never been on exerci ·e with the
Squadron and this took its toll on the et-up. However, lessons were
learned and filed away for the inevitable next move.
C Tp were having probl!;!mS of their own, comms were proving to be
elusive and OC C Tp, Lt Higginson and SSgt (YofS) Redstone were
beginning to tear their hair out. Better they did it than the Chief of Staff!
Eventually at, near enough dead on 21 OOhrs Main was ready to take over
control and C Tp could begin their recovery to West Freugh and some
rest. The temporary additions to Main proved to be a source of
amusement, with special thanks to Sig Whyte from 2 l Sig Regt (AS) for
her humorous screen savers. I'm not sure how funny W02 (YofS)
Bentley (also from 21 Sig Regt (A )), found them. Some 24hrs later
Main was still sorting out a few small yet important problems that had the
Ops Officer, Capt Morton snapping at the heels of QC Main and his
Complex Corpoq1ls, Cpls Sharp and Welburn. Gradually the
hea~quarters started to take shape, rebros began to be pushed out, LCpl
Lees underslung by CH47 to a very remote hill top and recces began for
future sites for both Tac and Main. ·

VISIT OF SOINC BRIGADIER MCDOWALL MBE ADC
A D CORP RSM WO! WEBB
In the week after Ex Eagles Strike and prior to the summer leave tand
down, the OinC and Corps RSM visited the Squadron. The morning was
spent_ b~iefin.& them both on the Squadron's role and deployable
c~pa~1htt.es, citing Op. Bessemer and Op Fingal as recent example and
h1ghh~tmg the capab1hty gaps that currently exist. They were then taken
on a bneftour, which afforded them the opportunity to speak to members
of the Squadron. A buffet style lunch was organised in the Tab Jnn and
provided a perfect opportunity for the OinC to present Long service and
Good Conduct Medals to SSgt (YofS) Redstone and Sgt Finch. Prior to
departing for Blandford , the SOinC addressed the Squadron
congratulating all on their successful operational tours over the last year'.
In addition, the OC, Maj Fraser presented Brig McDowall MBE with
the War Diaries for both Op Be semer and Op Fingal.

LCpl Lee's det being airlifted to a hilltop location

Maj AJan Hill
W02 (SSM) Shean Dewar

Q UAD RO HEADQUARTERS - by Capt Dave Orr
Despite the impending draw down and the continued uncertainty
surrounding our collective futures, June and July have been exceptionally
busy for 249 Sig Sqn. We have been involved in all manner of activities
from support to training with 14 Sig Regt, our own Battle Camp and the
annual exercise for training representatives from AMF(L) units in
Comms procedures and VP. We have also said goodbye to Capt Slack
who is off to 14 Sig Regt (if he ever recovers from hi commi ioning
do). On the arrivals front, Capt Chris Laycock ha joined u as our new
QM. So far he 's divided his time evenly between court appearances (not
his own!) and teaching the 21 how to fly fi h. What else is a QM
for .... !?

LCpl Lee leading a group of climbers
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EXERCISE EAGLE STRIKE (7-19 JULY 2002)
Ex Eagles Strike was to be the first major exercise the Brigade had
deployed on in 18 months. The exercise started with C Tp moving down
to South Cerney, the Air Mounting Centre, on Sunday 7 July in order to
start low-level training for the para insertion into Scotland. The so-ca lled
Main Tp, comprising of Alpha and Bravo Tps with add itions from 2 ig
Regt and 2 1 Sig Regt (AS) deployed down to the AMC on the following
Monday. After a few days planning, training and genera lly waiti ng for the
off, Main Tp began the long road move up to We t Freugh on the west
coast of Scotland via Carlisle on the Wednesday night. During the move
C Tp began the preparation for its para insertion of Light Tac, whi ch was
due to go in at I 600hr on Thursday. The road move went on and finally,
at approximately l 700hr on Thursday, Main arrived in West Freugh.
After a rather soft landing, due to marsh,
Tp wa now on the DZ.
Unfortunately the marsh, which not so long ago had been a bonus, made
the tab to the RV point very difficult. ig French can vouch for that! Al
this point it became obvious to QC Main, Lt Gudonis, that he was not
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WHAT EXT?
At the time of publishing the Squadron, after even hectic months will
be enjoying some well-deserved leave. On return we can look forwa'.rd to
Ex Eagles Claw and Ex Eagles Lift, some five weeks exercising, various
other lower level exercises and even some Troop level adventurou
training.

249 SIGNAL SQUADRON
(ALLIED COMMAND EUROPE MOBILE FORCE (LAND))

Sqn Comd
SSM

Sig Etchell, Lt Gudonis, Kate Adie, Cpl Sharp and Cpl Hughes

Even.tually Tac moved as a training exerci e for C Tp but \fain stayed
put. This was due to the RAF cluster bombing a beach, nece sitating a
road needed to .return to Wes_t Freugh to be closed. On the following
Monday, Tac, wit~ some additions, ~ook over command and Main began
the tear down for Hs. RAL mto C~rh le on Tuesday. The set-up thi time
was to be of a trainmg nature with the more experienced taking a tep
back so that the newer members of A Tp could get to grips with the
tentage, remotes and other bits and pieces needed to set up Main.
Generally the et-up went well , but comm on the other hand proved a
problem. Because of the distance from Carlisle to West Freugh, HF was
the only option for comms. As usual, HF was not playing the game and in
the end Cpl Welburn bet S gt (YofS) Redstone that he wouldn't be able
to g.et comms in. Fift~en minutes later West Freugh and Carlisle were
talkmg to each other via HF. Gradually the staff arrived in Carlisle, until
on Thursday morning Main took back control and the Para trained
members of 216 began to get ready for the jump into Thetford for the
COS' !ast lob with the quadron. Although fru trating at times, a lot was
learnt m Scotland. As the RSM put it, 'Everyday is a training day.'

0 CARTROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Mark Bentley
Tp SSgt
S gt Jase Raybould
As ever this has been a very busy time for the Troop despite being
withdrawn from all AMF(L) Exercises. lt all began with the Squadron
Battle Camp where we deployed to Salisbury Plain for a week of blood,
weat and tear . The first day was u ed a a training package (which
acted a something of a refresher for the majority) followed nicely by a
stroll through the cotu1tryside to our harbour location. Once in location
the inte lligence gathering began a a number of patrols were sent out.
This carried on quite uccessfully until Wedne day morning when a
ceasefire was ca ll ed so that both Troops cou ld watch England play
igeria. ff on ly all wars were thi accommodating. After parring all
week it finally came time for the ' Big Push'. Victory wa secured once
the enemy leader was killed fleein g the battlefield. The Troop would
particularly like to thank Sig Al Weaver for all bis hard work throughout.
With all that fresh in our mind the Troop depl yed onto Ex Dragon's
Ta lon in order to a sist 14 Sig Regt on what wa their first Regimental
Exerci e for a number of year . The Troop itself was pl it into two. One
group was to act as enemy target detachments to transmit ct serial that
were to be intercepted and analysed in order to build up their intelligence
picture. The other group meanwhile wa ta kcd to act as an enemy fo rce
on the gro und . The task. for this group involved a mixture of TR' ,
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OP' as well as a number of small raids.
On top of all this there was the Troop's on-going commitment to the
quadron' recruiting drive that took the form of the KA PE cour. The
team went forth consisted of Sig Chris Parker, Sig John Woodward,
ig A l Weaver and LCpl Richard Hewitt. The travel of the team
ranged from deepest darkest Scotland to sunny Ba ingbourn.
Interpersonal skill seemed to have been developed to an all -new level.
When it was time to return to the Squadron there were a number of goodbye to be said a well a new faces to welcome. We ay fond farewell to
Cpl Robertson , Cpl eil Port, Cpl Glynn 'Taff' Ansell and Sig Cooke.
A for welcomes into the Troop we ay a warm hello to pis Danny
Pearson, Tom Hanks , Caz Burrows and Sig Price.
P PA TROOP - by Sgt Vikki Hawtree
Tp Comd
2Lt teve Cadywould
Tp Sgt
gt Vikki Hawtree
After a well-de rved quiet period, the normal rn hing around of the
AMF(L) was to come into form. Papa Tp had two exercise running
together as well a trade training. A usual all hands were to the pump to
muck in and perform to our usual high standard.
EXERCISE DRAGO 'S TALO - by Sig Jim Walker
Al though it was a 14 ig Regt exerci eon Salisbury Plain, the a<l of
249 Sig qn jumped at the chance to play enemy but only a elect (elite)
few were chosen for the ta k. Thi involved conducting CTR , Ops and
more importantly lightning fa t attack keeping 14 ig Regt up the
majority of night . Leading the charge into the fray wa 2Lt Bentley
closely followed by his hardened veteran.
gt Raybould and gt Pay.
After only a few day we were already getting on ex 249 W02 ( l\1)
Mars h ' s ner es Uu t like the good old day ) by bumping his new
quadron. Speaking of old Squadron per onalitie , apparently we
bumped into Sgt ndy Howe but we didn't see him, o he mu ·t by 1 mg!
On the\ hole it wa a very enjoyable exerci e and 14 ig Regt were kept
on their toe . One for the Lewt Tp - w hall low down for you nc. t
time!
EXERCI E CLEAR VOICE - by Sig Whitelaw
lcar Voice wa an cxerci e de igned to prepare foreign nationals to
gainmore knowledge and undenanding of the in and out· of omm·
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and Oct et up.. I o included in thi short exerci e \ as a full et up of
one our RRB Del . AT 0 1 and RADCO . Thi was to enable the
foreign national to ec the kit and imulatc the C'omms dcts in their
location~. They al o took the opportunit to have a hat with the lads.
The foreigner cem d very keen to get in the b:i•;k and have a look
around our kit. A round robin navigational exerci c was planned which
gave our 'i itors the chance not only to get them elves lo t in oi.:r
beautiful country ide, try out a few local pub (the football was on at the
time) but use the ncwl} learned kill of AMF(L) Voice Procedure. l \ as
pretty 1mpre ·ed. Thi. year the exerci e consLted of CO who actually
work in Comm . (Hopefully they will pa their newfound knowledge
on). The E DE wa a edate ocial gathering in The Ro e and rown,
where in true AMF(L) tyle, we entertained our foreign gue ts. Finally
let' welcome into the Troop
gt Oliver to fill the post of Troop ta ff
ergeant (thi means gt Vikki Hawtree can now put her feet up and get
he elf away on ome porting swan). Cpl Everleigh has come to us
from unn Blandford. nfortunately for Papa Tp no new, fre h blood
straight from the factory thi time round. Hope you both enjoy what's left
of the uncertain future.
I !STROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Tim ambrook
Tp gt
gt Matt Tones
The la t two month have been interesting to ay the lea t. First of all
there was the lo of our Troop ergeant, Sgt Tones, and hi leaving party
which mu t have been the only one this year to have actually had an
admin in truction, warning order and FJBUA assault in !PE. ig
Glam·ille continued with his campaign to woo the elderly ladie of
Salisbury back into the dating game with what I am told was omething
called a MJLF. I am pre urning that thi is some native form of elk. I was

QTROOP

Capt Andy Slack
learns some key Officer skills shortly after his commissioning

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON

qn Comd

PRINCE
ROY L DAY CELEBRATIO S
The quadron celebrated the Princess Royal Day with a fami ly
barbecue held in the Sergeants' Mess. The format for the day started off
with people being split into teams to partake in a round robin of
leadership games. A barbecue followed with a bouncy castle for the
children.
REFORMATIO OF 10 SIG AL REGIME T
Most of the military members of the squadron were sent to Corsham at
the beginning of the month to start practising for this parade. The parade
was to celebrate the disbanding of ACISG and the reformation of I 0 Sig
Regt. On 4 July, after a number of practices, we marched on to the Parade
Square in brilliant weather to be inspected by the GOC Theatre Troops
1aj Gen baw MBE. The Parade wa then followed by medal
presentations by the GOC and a curry lunch.

BIG BE
I IT
While on a meeting in London the Squadron Civil Admin Officer, Mrs
ue French organi ed a visit for members of the Squadron to Big Ben.
The visit included a tour of inside the Tower, a view of the mechanism
and the bells.
EXERCI E ANDOW ' GALLOP
Ex andown Gallop was a Team Building Exercise at Sandown races
and wa enjoyed by all Squadron members who attended. Mrs Alex
mith (Chief Clerk) was the luckiest on the betting side by picking the
33. I 11. mner of the first race because it had 'Irish' in its name. The
Squadron's top tipster l\llr Derek Keen even with the hat couldn't beat
that
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The Motley Crew at Sandown Races
VISIT BY GOC 4 DIVTSIO
Maj Gen Ritchie visited the Squadron on 29 July. The GOC was
shown around the different departments of the Squadron and briefed on
t~e. role and re ponsibilities of the Unit. It was a fleeting but enjoyable
VISll.

S PERTEAM'S COMPETITIO
A competition organised by G3 PAT in the headquarters was run on 31
July. Four gallant members of the Squadron, gt Peter ealis, Cpl Mark
Igo, Cpl Steven Davies and LCpl Kyle Lovell took up the challenge.
The competition was loosely based on the 'Superstars' competition, but
unlike the TV show there was no rest between events, so after eight
gruelling events the scores were counted, with the whole team flaked out
on the track.
DE TAL OFFICER MILITARY I DUCTlO COURSE.
This course is run for the new Army Denti sts before they go to
Sandhurst for their military tra in ing. SSgt Owen was asked for the
second ye~r to be the Drill Instructor. The Drill ends in a competition and
the most improved student is se lected to receive the Robin son Drill
Cup'.
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DEFENCE COMMUNICATION SERVICES AGE CY
(GERMANY)
252 SIGNAL SQUADRON

DCSA(G)
QUADRO HEADQ ARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj G. Pickersgill
S M
W02 (SSM) D.W. tewart
Who aid life in an infrastructure CIS support Squadron was mundane
and boring? Getting used to daily routine in the Agency is proving a
challenge as we go through the change management proce s required for
our re-organisation. The buzzwords ' stay fl exible' and ' the only constant
is change' are as pertinent today as they have ever been. The Squadron
has undergone a number of internal changes over the past couple of
months. We offer a warm welcome to the new Squadron 2JC, Capt Eric
Ud.ell and his family w.ho have now arrived and settled in JIIQ . The
arrival of the 21C has given the welcome opportunity for the Squadron
Commander to d~wnload some of the more time consuming tasks. The
21 so.on found himself engro ss~d in the daily round of manning is ue ,
establishment table and fulfill mg the recommendations of the Non
Deployable Establishment Review
DER). These task are set to be his
main focus for the coming two years. We welcome Capt Udell, Anne
and the kids and wish you an enjoyable tour in Germany. We also extend
a warm welcome to Capt eil Henly who arrived to fill the gap vacated
by Capt Steven. As Troop Commander of the former Singapore Tp we
we lcome Capt Henly, Bianca and Mark to JHQ DCSA(G) and the
Squadron. We say farewell to W02 (YofS) Stuart Hartshorne who has
moved to establish 010, (Defence Information Operations) a new
department within DCSA(G), Capt Steven has moved corridors to
e tablish, and now sits a !PG LO, (Integrated Planning Group Liaison
Officer) .. Again a new department within the Agency. Although neither
has physically departed JHQ, we do hope that they will both still remain
in contact with the Squadron, particularly on the social front.
KOWLOO
Tp Comd
Tp SS gt

faj V. Drain

HEADQ ARTERS 4 DfVISIO F , D Y
The Squadron as u ual entered this annual event and yet again we
were dressed as women. That was an idea from Sgt Webb. So in our
hockey outfits we took on the rest of the headquarters in some lighthearted games. The Fun Day culminated in a tug of war competition.
A~er coming second in this part of the competition last year, the aim was
to improve. After seven pulls (and with the help of anny issue boots) the
quadron Team were crowned winners.

~

following the exemplary performance that Cpl Griffiths was setting on
the dance floor. and was soon found to be pistol dancing to my heart'
content; and not as some people suggested. having an epilepti c fi t. After
all the excitement of the night out it was time for a well-earned rest, so
off the Troop went to Holland for three weeks. ow, ome cynica l people
have uggested th at it mi ght not ha ve bee n a coinciden ce that thi s
happened to cover the quadron battle camp. All r have to say to tho c
people is tl1at de pite the double pay, cheap booze, beautiful women and
late starts there was a lot of work to do.

TROOP
WOI (YofS) Moody
SSgt Moore

EXERCISE CHATURANGA 21-30 JUNE 2002
Chata .. ... what?, Chaturanga i an annual as ault course and shooting
competition run by the Belgium Logistics Corp over three days at
Chaturanga Field, Toumai, Belgium. Having trained since early April on
weapons and any available assault course, Kowloon Tp deployed to
Belgium for the period 21-30 June 2002. The first weekend being taken
up with cultural and social endeavors. Monday, Day One of on course
training started early and finished with our team plant in tatters. Cpl
Ironmonger and Sig Brioney Wheal lost their battle with the course and
ended up visiting the local hospital. This required a rethink of the team
plan. WOI (YofS) Moody now fou nd his calling a the travelling reserve
and Cpl Dean was called up from JHQ to fill the breach. From Tuesday
onward the plan was to enter two mixed and one all male team.
Teams consist of four people, one designated a sniper and for the
mixed at lea t one female. Prior to the competition, two confidence trials
had to be completed by all team member in order for the team to
participate. The ftrst confidence test being a rope crawl over an m high
valley, the second was an ab eil descent from a 30111 platform with the
only one minor problem of scaling the tower by metal rope ladder. ot
exactly WOI (YofS) Moody's cup of tea. The competition con isted of
two circuits with a total of 36 different tands ranging from the standard
obstacles to fast rope descent, crossbow shoot and grenade throwing.
Competitors ranged from the loca l Logistics Corps unit , Belgium Para
Commando Battalion , German and Dutch Army units and 'SWAT' teams
from various European police forces. First to compete was the all male

team of WOI (YofS) Moody, S gt Moore, Sgt Eva ns and ig Gwar
Gregory. OC 252 Sig Sqn, Maj Pickersgill and the 2IC, Capt dell ,
drove up for the day to offer their support. This team was in the harder of
th e categor ies due to the fact th ey were competing against the
Commandos and SWAT teams who had trained for mo t of the year. Even
though they had stiff opposition they manage a very re pectable 15th out
of 57. The first mixed team next to go next Cpl Dean, LCpl Redpath
LCpl Pirie and ig Houston. This team ran an extremely quick cours~
but _the shooting stands got the better of them. Finally the last team of Cpl
Smith, LCpl Wilson, LCpl Cullern and Sig Barwick went for glory
al ~o runnmg a quick course and achieving a very high hoot. The two
mixed teams came fifth and second respectively.
The time in Belgium was not all about Chaturanga, aad one of the
days was spent with the ombre reflection visiting the WW! War
Cemeteries at Tyne Cot and Essex farm. Later in the town of leper
(Ypres) we attended the playing of the last post at the Menin Gate. Thi
turned out to be the most poignant moment of the trip. Over 54.000
names of the fallen during the various battles for the town, whose bodies
were never recovered , are inscribed on the walls of the gate. The
Chaturanga experience is one not to be missed and was enjoyed by all
those attending, some for the first time and some, surprisingly, for their
third. 252 Sig Sqn will be entering again next year and other units are
encouraged to participate so that the Union Flag isn't flown just for us.
Details of how to enter can be obtained by contacting S gt Moore
DCSA(G) 252 Signal Squadron Telephone: Herford Military 3662.
BORNEO TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 (YofS) Hartshorne
Tp Sgt
Sgt Churchward
As with most static unit within the Corps environment, the inevitable
amalgamation and re-naming has also been knocking on our door. With
this in mind, and also to say farewell to the Troop as we know it, the
heads of sheds in the Department came up with an idea. It wa to get as
many people as possible together to enjoy a visit to a nearby hostelry on
the Dutch/German border that just happened to have a damn fine gokarting racetrack inside it... This Troop bash also had another motive. It
was a chance to say a ad farewell to on of the Squadron talwarts Sig
Parkes who had been with the Squadron so long that she was virtually
blending in with the wallpaper. The bash included an all you can drink
and eat night. Talk about being locked in the sweet shop. Aver a few
'sherbets' the Troop was called forward to tart the race proceedings just big kid with big toy involving extremely fa t go-karts. Everyone,
especially W02 Hartshorne, who was tearing round the chicanes like a
demented chicken, enjoyed the racing! The re t of the Troop had their
racing heads on. except the 'Driving Miss Daisy' impersonator Mrs
Coatsworth. The race wa 15 times around the course and Cpl nnette
1cChesney was having her own personal race with Cpl Dean .
Meanwhile Sgt Churchward was tearing around trying to keep up with
all the you ng pup , who con isled of Sig Patrick. ig Johnston, ig
Peter Shaw, Sig Chri Jone , Sig Jord an, LCpl Skyvington, Cpl
Parkes, and la tly the civvie Mrs Trudie Flatman and 1r taureen
Abraham. The eventua l winner was Sig Johnston . After taking full
advantage of the food and drink on offer the speeche came and a very
warm one from the Yo ser went to ig 'Vicky' Parkes who not only wa
leaving the Troop but was leaving the Army. 'Vicky' will be mi ed by
all the Squadron members especially new D O' as she wa the fountain
of all knowledge in the COMMCE . 'Vicky' i al o expecting another
addition to her and husband Kevin's brood and we all wish her. Kevin
and little Caitlin the be t of luck in the future.

101 LOGISTIC BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND

SIGNAL SQUADRON (261)
Sqn Comd
Maj M. J. Fensom
R M
WOt (RSM) K. R. J. Smith
This spring ha een an influx of new life into the Squadron in the
form of a 'Kiwi ' and a 'Scouscr'. In exchange for Lt Wootten, 2Lt
inclaJr joins us from the only ignal quadron in e~ Zealand, for the
next five months on Ex Long Look. Keen to take full advantage of hi
first trip to England, our antipodean counterpart ha been lead around the
drinking establishments of Alder hot by 2Lt Keith. Impressi ng all with
her bowling skills 2Lt 'Liz' Pointon joins the quadron straight from
andhur t and ha been made to feel very welcome by all, especially by
LCpl Twissell.
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LA YARD TROPHY COMPETITIO 2002
There aren't many unit in the Corp who can dedicate time and
manpower solely for training towards the Lanyard Trophy ompetition.
Thi. unit is no exception to that rule. To have had two of the ame faces
for more than two consecutive training e ion wa an added bonu .
Training tarted mid March. The initial interest \ a rather plea ·ing,
but thi oon d' indled a· training proved to be a little fa ter and longer
than the average CFT. II orts of excu e were u ed to get out of
training and the ompetition. LCpl keggs e en tried thrO\ ing himself
off a motorbike two days prior to the competition. Thi would have
meant drawing on the ervice of the re erve \ 02 (RQ I ) Jim lger
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e dk t a} L pl keggs "as convinced that it wa in hi be t
1ntere t to continue. Training wound down fn Ea ter Leave, hut
C\ Cf) one promi ed faithfully 10 Continue in their OWli time (not).
On return to \\ ork, training re-commenced, interrupted only by
exerci es. duties and injuries. We needed to recce the cour e, so a
deci ion wa taken to deplo the team to Catterick and navigate the
course over a period of three day . Thi proved very beneficial and
reduced the amount of wrong tum~ taken on the competition.
0500hrs Thursday 23 fay wa on us before we kne\ it. The team wa
a. read and prepared a the could be, given the limited amount of
training already undertaken. The start commenci:d at a con iderable pace
with only a fe\\ team opting to\\ alk rat11er than run. Thi quickly sorted
the team out into a pecking order, which did not change a great deal
during the competit1 n. Cpl Durnell picked up a back injury and had to
be depo ned off at checkpoint 2. By checkpoint 4, the team was tretched
over a con iderable di lance and ·ome of the guys were truggling to
keep up. ig Burrows was ready to call it a day, but wa persuaded to
continue. He howed great gut and determination b carrying on, but
had fallen back too much by checkpoint 5 and he had 10 be left t11ere. At
this tage, to drop one more person would have meant not finishing the
competition with a placing on the final score board. The whole team
demonstrated considerable drive and fought the pain and bli ters to
continue and fini h in good order. There wa no letting up at the
checkpoints where the Admin Team met the team. Water and food were
di hed out. first aid wa administered. but no shoulders were offered to
cry on or any sympathy given. This made the team more determined to
carry on and continue to the end. By checkpoint 15 the team had regained
their composure and mo t of them had found their econd wind. They
stayed together as a clo e-knit team knowing t11at the finish wa les ilian
4 hours away and there weren't many hills left. Finally after a very brave,
wet, windy. sunny and dry 14 hours 39 minutes and l 5 econd , ilie team
crossed the finish line, happy within themselves knowing that they had
gained fifth place overall and th first minor unit team to succes fully
complete the course. The team consisted of:
2Lt Keith
LCpl Twis el
Sgt Doe
LCpl Skeggs
Cpl Fitzpatrick
LCpl Durnell
Cpl Roberts
LCpl Stevenson
Cpl Wayne Stewart
Sig Justin Burrows
Well done to all units who entered a team and thank to 216 Sig Sqn
for organising a ery well run competition.

been greatly beneficial to all our efforts. By Aug thi s year the 20 FT RS
volunteers and Regular AG and RLC personnel already posted in will
be able to provide a full Tac llQ capabili ty.
January 2003 will see the arri val of 30 Reg ulars in cluding 18 R
Signals Personnel and the cqpt to provide a Fwd HQ and small Support
element. L~1 April _2003 we should sec ~he remainder of the Sqn formin g
up, preparing for its confimatory exercise, Ex Forges Halberd, in Poland

280 (UNITED KINGDOM)
SIGNAL SQUADRON

The OC says a final farewell
and congratulates a newly promoted Capt Udell
EXERCI E SAMMY PRUCE II
Happy with the revamp the Squadron gave the Fulcher School last
summer. head teacher John Meek asked SSgt Rutt and SSgt Crowe for
their help to extend the chool's drive and car park. Armed with mallets,
spades, and delightful T-shirt . Radio Tp headed down to Portsmouth for
the challeng~. Ln true 261 Sig Sqn style, everyone got stuck in straight
away. That 1s to say, everyone except LCpl Tom Beerling whose sole
role it seemed was to care the pupils! Expecting some light relief from
SSgt Rutt ' harsh work regime in the form of a 'friendly' game of
football, the lads were shocked to find the pupils gave as good as they
got. Unfortunately for the seven year olds, they found it hard to compete
again t the undiscriminating enthusiasm ofSigs Frater and Shepley! The
quadron is looking forward to iis next challenge at ilie school in the near
future.

FAREWELL TO WOI (RSM) DELL
ln a blaze ofphy cedelic 70's glory, WOl (RS 'I) dell left us in May
upon commi sioning to go to 252 Sig Sqn in Rheindhalen. All ranks of
the Squadron would like to thank him for his outstanding contribution to
Squadron life during his tenure, and we wish him and his family all the
very be t for the future . We would like to say welcome to WOI (RSM)
mith who ha joined us from Exeter UOTC.

Sqn Comd
Maj Harris
SM
W02 ( SM) Holland
Sqn HQ is undergoing a changeover of command with the departure of
the OC Sqn., Maj Harris, along with his wife Fiona, Ellie and their new
baby daughter who are all off to York. The Squadron would like to wi h
them the best of luck for the future. We also have a new 2IC, Capt
tephens, who has recently arrived from I Div Sig Regt. Sad goodbyes
to Sgt Brooks (previou ly Mason) the SSI who is off to Blandford (lucky
for some!) and Sgt owosiel ki who i off to Ireland on promotion.
MORRISO CUP UK 2002 - by Sig long
The Morrison Cup for. 280 (UK) Sig Sqn went off with a bang when
all three vehicles got a bit too close for comfort, but luckily none of the
Olympic team was hurt. Having finally arrived at Blandford we then,
unfortunately lost a member of our team. Sig Shaun Preston never got to
see the track. Luckily 2Lt Jon Davies wa at Blandford on his Troop
Commander's course and having recently completed P Coy, kindly
stepped m to run the 5000 metre . The day didn't get off to a particularly
mooth start when Sig Kelly Long finished her 5000 metre race one lap,
early, thanks to the lap counter ! The main event of the day was the Male
Minor Unit's 100 metre sprint, with Cpl Dai Jones partaking against
some tough competition, mainly from our guest runner LCpl David
McSween, who to the disappointment of Cp l Jones led from tart to
finish.

Cpl Jones puts on a brave face after his defeat by LCpl Mcsween
Handing over the stick of power
W01 (RSM) Udell hands over to W01 (RSM) Smith

Sig Simpson and SSgt Rutt supervise work at the school

The other hero of the day was LCpl Keys who won all three of his
events.

ARMY
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Bdes, particularly to 102 Log Bdc during its six-month deployment on
Exercise SA!F SAREAA II in Oman last year. In that time the G6 staff at
102 Log Bde, S02(W) G6/CJS Maj Lee Smart, 03 Comms Maj F red
ilsson from 38 Sig Regt (Y), and W02 (YofS) 'Taff' Thomas have had
to fight off r~peated budget inspired plans to sta ll the sq n's formation (in
on~ case unu.l 2008!). A lot of bard work and lobbying has now come to
fru111on. An mtenm scheme was dreamt up to fill the gap employ in g a
small troop of FTRS R SIG ALS soldiers. This has ince become a
reality and ~as provided a limited capability to 102 Log Bde which has
deplo)led with the e .TA volunteers on Ex Saif Screa II and now as part of
the Jomt . Force Log1st1~ Component (J FLog ) on Op Veritas in support
of operations m Afghanistan.
As al"'.ays with any~~ involvement, the volunteers brought with them
many skills and capab1ltties including a Microbiologist, a College IT
lecturer•. a plumber,. a welder, two chefs, an RAF PTI, a MS E Engineer
and a P1lo!! More importantly they brought their enth usiasm which has
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ig Fewste~, who managed to come third in the high jump. The day
finished on a high wtth the lads winning the Minor Units competition.
The fun and games were not comp letely over as the remainder of the
team had to travel back to Germany in the alvageable Landrovers.
J LlETTROOP
Tp Come/
Lt Jim Barber
Tp SSgr
S gt Paul Gartside
It 's been quite a bu y time for Juliet Tp. A number of the troop have
been away on Exercise Combined Endeavour and Exercise Cobalt Flash.
Whilst these exercises have been going, on we have also had per,onnel
away competing in various athletics and swimming competitions.
Congratulations to all members of the Troop who took part. We have a
few hello and goodbyes this month. Firstly goodbye to Cpl Sally
Hubble and Cpl Ian Wallace, who are leaving us for IS Sig Regt. Bye to
Cpl Marcus Lesl ie, who is off to 21 Sig Regt. ow for the hellos.
Welcome to Cpl Lake, who has joined us fresh from her Class I all the
way from sunny Blandford. Congratulations to the Troop OC, Lt Barber
and Cpl Sally Hubble, who have just returned from the Corps SAAM
and who have taken their places in the Army JOO. We would like to wish
the OC the best of luck. He is now away AGAJ having been elected
for the Army shooting team who i at this moment in time are training in
Canada. Some people have all the luck! Finally our thoughts go out to
LCpl eil Haggar, who i suffering from a broken heart after the sad
departure of his all time true love Cpl Sally Hubble. All the Troop are
here for you eil. Try and be brave and remember it' okay to cry.
KILO TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt arah Covey-Crump
Tp SSgt
SSgt 'lark Sala
The Troop has been going through a fairly hectic schedule in
preparation for OC Troop handover/takeover. There have been CES
check and equipment checks to ensure she is not left with a hefty bill
before she departs us for l (UK) Civ Div. The Troop are still getting their
adventure training perks though as Sgt Mark Sala has managed to
squeeze a few Squadron members onto an ARRC run exerci e in Bavaria
(notes to follow). The Troop would like to welcome LCpl Durbridge
from Blandford and hope you enjoy your stay with u . Congratulation
go to Sig Long on achieving fir t place in the Corps wind urfing
championship held in Wales. he wa the only female participant. A few
Troop members lead by gt Butterfield have ju t returned from ATO
exerci e Cobalt Flash 2 in unny Maastricht. De pite a few language
barriers with the Italians, the exercise wa a complete ucces . The troop
is enjoying the physical training ide of things especially Cpl Wil on. He
broke his nose coring the winning goal during an Lnter Troop Football
Match. He was then taken to Dulken ho pita! where he was admitted.
After two weeks and a blood infection whilst in ho pita! he wa finally
allowed home. People will do anything to get out of work.
MOTOR TRA SPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt 1ark Schofield
Tp Sgt
SSgt Dave Copley
The MT ha seen a few departures over the la t month with LCpl
la on and LCpl Evan of to sunny 16 ig Regt, and ig Dean Lunn
off to 7 ig Regt (unlucky lad ). The MT would like to welcome pl
lbinson and his family from 14 Sig Regt. Congratulation go out to ig
Ragui. for getting his driving licence ba k after a nice one- ear ban, and
gt Barnett and L pl Keys for ilieir athletics achievement , back in the
UK. With the MT very bu y at the moment preparing for the L I nothing
much ha been happening apart from LCpl Keys beating gt Barnett at
squa h.

HEADQUARTERS 102 LOGISTIC BRIGADE
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (262)
'Two 1x Who?!' .. He asked incredulously,
'T\\O ix Two!!' ... I replied assuredly.
'You mu t be mi taken ... no such unit.. .they disbanded in Cyprus ten
years ago!'
Well, not any more. The phoenix has ri sen from the ashes albeit
slowly and with much gnashing of teeth, to become the Corps' 'newest
>quadron
262 ig Sqn 's previous guise in Cyprus was the provision of fixed
eommun1cat1on ba ed m Dekelia, providing the Tropospheric scatter link
to Tur~t:y from Cape Greco and the control stations for the Islands g:iard
and satct}" radio nets.
. The ne\\ 262 ig qn ... or 102 Logistic Brigade Headquarters and
Signal. Squadron (262), to give it its full title ... i now very much alive
and k1ckm,g. As ~ result of DR, the Combat erviees Support Group
ha'e tran~torm~d mto IOI and 102 Log Bdes. The first Log Bde Sig Sqn,
(26 l) formt:d m January 2000 and has provided support to both Log

next September. For now, we continue the work supporting the Brigade
Hcadqua~ers on Op Veritas .in Oman, Pakistan and Afghanistan as well
as preparing the accomodauon and real estate to receive the eqpt and
personnel in th~ ~ew year. Congr.atulations go to L pl Weston and gt
Paton (both ongmally from 38 Sig Regt (V)) on their recent promotions
and we say farewell to Maj Lee mart, Gillian, amcron and the hound
of the Baskervilles, Elsa, who all depart for 2 Sig Rcgt in York.

LCpl Keys wins yet again in the 400m
The ladies' team had to struggle on after losing one of their tar
athletes, gt Brookes. Luckily all the ladies were keen to tcp in and
enter every event. For omc it was fir t at certain event . including ig
Julie Kavanagh, who took part in the I 00 metre hurdle for the fir'! time
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ATISFlED OLDIER ATIACHME T- by Sig Ravenscro{l
After doing a Royal ignal KAPE Tour in March this year I wa
a. ked if I would like to work in the UK for t\ o week . Whil.t on
placement \ ith Army areer· I arri ed back in to the UK to find my 'elf
tarting nice and early on the unday morning. recruiting for three day at
the Liverpool show. Thi i held every year in ariou parks aero
Mersey.ide recruiting not only for t11e Ro al ignal , but for the British
Army. Once I'd done that, I till had another nine days to go. I \\as g1\c11
the do 's and don 'ts of recruiting then I found myscl f w rking behind a
de -k along with a recruiting crgeant going through all of the papemork
with t11e applicants. Through the week I'd take it in turns to h Ip out on
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the front de k. a.. i ting with te ting and ta.I king to applicant about anny
life and al o what life i like in Gemlany.
EXER I E RIDGE 'lA TER - by gt B111te1:fi Id
2 0 ( K) ig qn on d cnture Training.
big thanks goe to HQ
RRC for allowing u to join in on their exerci e. We arrived in high
pirit late on aturday and then contributed to the Lodge bar fund!
There were many actiYitie to participate in including hill walking.
kiing. whit water rafting, kayaking, canyoning, mountain biking, rock
limbing and finally swimming. A couple of highlights to this exerci e
wa. the four. (YE I said four) raft pile up and a you can guess bodic
were getting to sed out of the raft left. right and centre.
gt ala was
powerles to ave anybody from the raging river due to hi laughing too
hard at the predicament that we had got our el e into. Cpl Head took an
additional dip later on down the river, but unlike the mayhem before, Cp l

Head decided to back fl ip out of the raft. ot happy with thi . and
ignoring the in tructions given before our journey of disaster, he
proceeded swimming down the river away from the safety line and raft!
Mountain biking wa a special highlight for one individual, Sgt ahill.
Whilst attempting to avoid being ga rrotted by an electric fence, he
managed to fly over hi handlebars straight into, (you've guessed it). a
fresh cow pat. After picking him elf up, rather smelly and damp, he
asses ed the ituation, only to find U1at the electric fence he feared o
much was only a piece of string! Hill walking, or beast session, was an
experience not to forget, especially for Sig Heywood whose language
can't be repeated , even for The WIRE, but let's say we were all shocked.
On the exerci e we aid a final farewell to Sgt Mason who we will all
sadly mi . apart from her PT lessons. enjoy ! 11 ig Rcgt. Finally the
six-day adventure training was an enjoyable experience for all those who
actually attended, LCpl Gritt! Once again, a big thank to HQ ARRC

LAMBETH WALK- I JU E 2002 - by Sgt Adams AGC(SPS) JCVFI
On I June 2002 three members of Linc ection J UFI took part m the Lambeth Walk. The event was undertaken in overcast, misty conditions to
commemorate the 20th Anniversary of the British Forces landmg on East Falkland and making the 20mi lc march from Port San Carlos to Goose Green.
True to the actual event itscl f, teams taking part also covered the same route after a mass start from the settlement of Port San Carlos.
Iligh expectations were placed on the resident Parachute Regiment and they did not disappoint. After a blistering start several teams settled into a routine
with the many Para teams strung out in lead positions and elements of the RAF and other units in hot pursuit. It was only after the LOmilc point that Line
Section's .tea~n of Sgt Powell, LCpl Lewis and Si~ Grieves solidly took up the chase of the Infantry's rear flank.
The wmnmg team was from the Parachute Regiment who covered the 22miles in 2hr 50mins. All the teams that uccessfully completed the route gained
the coveted Lambeth Walk T- hirts and baseball caps and enjoyed hot oup and rolls on the finish line.
.--~=-~~~~~~~~~-:

JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

The Winning Team arrive at Goose Green

ER\'ICE OF REME 'lBRANCE
On a bitterly cold, snowy 6 June 2002 the Roya.I ignal oldiers based at MPA and JCUF!, gathered at the bottom cross on Mount Pleasant peak, to
remember Maj 1ike Forge - R. Signals, SSgt (YofS) Joe Baker - R. Signals, SSgt C hris Griffin - Anny Air Corps, LCpl imon Cockto n - Army Air
Corps. the four soldier who lost their lives in a Gazelle helicopter crash on 6 June 1982 at Pleasant Peak.

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL
COMMUNICATIONS)

Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj S. Gregory
W02 (SSM) Scott

EXERCISE GLOBAL LYNX 3/2001
EXERCISE PLANNING - by W02 (YojS) Hughes
Life in Special Communications has never been busier nor has it been
more rewarding. The Special Communications Course has just gone
through a complete Systems Approach to Training (SAT) review and it
was therefore imperative that the locations that we picked for the end of
course exercise were both challenging and demanding, and needless to
say within the boundaries of exercising UK troops. The exercise wa
planned using Singapore, Papua ew Guinea, Australia and ew
Zealand, each country holding its own set of unique challenges. Below
are the notes from the various detachments detailing what was achieved
during their exerci e. lf you think you have what it takes for a career in
Special CoIDJns then please read the last paragraph and note the cour e
dates.
Maj Hayden laying a wreath in memory of Maj Mike Forge

Cpl Stewart laying the Army Air Corps wreath
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W02 (FofS) Kevin Peters laying a wreath in memory of
SSgt (YofS) Joe Baker

A general view of the JCFUI personnel and associated hierarchy
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The Winning Team

DARWIN, AUSTRALIA - by LCpl Ceri Taylor
Again it was that time of the year when one of the Squadron' mo t
eagerly awaited exercise was creeping closer and closer. With past
exercise locations in South Africa and Canada, Australia was definitely
one of the best. Darwin was the base station for exercise Global Lynx 3
with fie ld detachments in Papua New Guinea, Singapore, Canberra,
Sydney and Wellington. After a very long 24-hour flight we finally
touched down at Darwin Airport. A hort IS-minute drive we arrived at
HMAS Coonawara Bks. After quickly changing we were soon on our
way to set up the base station in a typical Aus ie house. From the outside
nobody would have thought that this hou e had been transfonned mto a
busy base location. o thank to Wellington 's time difference we started
our very early hifts. 'A' shift comprised Sgt Peace, Cpl amuel, LCpl
Ce ri Taylor and HQSC COMM E No 2, Mr Bimson Livesey. 'B'
shift comprised SSgt Dave Churchward Cpl Hill, LCpl Burton and
HQ C COMMCE operator Dave. The exercise started without any
major problems and rayed that way throughout. With good comms to all
field detachments, we were kept very busy. The exerci econ isted of two
main phases. The firsi was a three-day shake out Squadron phase to
confirm and practise the Squadron's conununication procedure . It wa
also a valuable time to prepare the course for the second phase, which
was operating and working out of a field detachment with an array of
exerci c scenarios masterminded by Maj Miller.
.
Between shift we regularly visited Darwin city centre, becommg very
fami liar with Rorke's Drift Bar, which was tarting to become the local .
The beaches are everything you expect them to be with the added danger
of Sm long sa lt water crocodile · to watch out for. We rill managed to go
parasailing and jet skii ng.
After a busy two week on exerci e it fina.ll y came to R&.R. We
decided to go for a three-day tou r of Kakadu auonal Park (sleepmg .out
in tbe bu h, mate). Our tour guide Pat picked u up ai 7an1. A typical
Aussie croco dil e Dundee we started to wonder what we had got
ourselves into. The firs t top was Barramundi Gorge, a picturesque
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waterfall in the middle nowhere. Before setting up the camp site we first
joined the rest of the backpackers up on a l:tigh point of a mountain and
watched the sun set with a couple of stubbies. After another early
reluctant start the next day, we tarted a walk up to the top of Jim Jim
Falls. Tl:tree hours later after a vaguely strenuou walk, 'Jimmy' oon wa
regretting carrying everyone's kit for the:n. Again we set up camp for the
last night and tried the didgeridoo, Dave Churchward you're a natural.
Pat cooked great food for us over the two day , but we are till bit
worried about the after effects of the kangaroo's tail some people tried.
Definitely the best was saved until last - the crocodile feeding. As Pat
was madly taunting these huge crocs with lumps of meat on a tick we all
rushed to the ame side of the boat with cameras reali ing quickly we
were precariously rocking the boat towards the 4m long croc with it
jaws wide open towards us - nice one. Altogether everyone thoroughly
enjoyed our time in Darwin. The exercise went very well and the R&R
package was exceptional.

Darwin Oet are oblivious to the fashion icon
in the form of Sgt ~eace . He was later arrested
PORT MORE BY, PAP A EW G lNEA
by Sgt Jim Gray and Cpl tel'e Dowell
As the countries were being given out. it didn't look too bad. cw
Zea land, Au tra li a, ingapore. What did Cpl teve n Dowell and gt
Gray aet? Papua ew Guinea! it, ounds hot o it can't be all that bad. o
wa set the location for our final exercise, the culmination in 16 week of
training for a place in I ig qn. Who would be coming with w on thi
grand adventure? Cpl Woolley our D and course guru, gt '\' e eldine,
Tech Cover (because Steven and Jim are notoriously well kno\\ n for
their ability to break thing ) and pl Peter tainforth. MT rep to take
care of all thing with wheel .
We gathered on a aturday morning, all pa ked and ready to go. The
exercise kit had already been di patched, o the only humping and
dumping to be done wa ' ju t our personal gear, a.II 20kg ofu. lE. ception
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to the rule wa L pl Fallows. He managed to beat the record for amount
paid on personal exec, baggage. Kitchen- ink dnyone? The atmosph~re
on the bu \la one of great expectation. Even though SteYen and Jim
had tud1ed the country where we had to go to, h was till a step into the
unkOO\\n. The bu driver (a surl individual) m<Jde good time and got u
to the airport with time to pare. o it wa hurry up and wait for th., long
flight to P G. a hort trip of ju t 22 hours. The tlight was split into five
legs. Gsz \ oolley got to stay in busine s cla s and chil~ with a glass of
hnmpagne. V e weren't jealou , oh no! We o enjoyed the cosy
atmo phere of 'Cattle Cla s' with the comfy .eat . ill kid and stran.ge
mell . till the terwarde se were a prett d1 traeuon, as were the mllight mo,·ies. game and ports programmes on the in eat entertainment
ystem. You could even phone home if you 1 ere prepared to re-mortgage
your hou e! We topped ofT in Bangkok for a couple of hours, where we
nearly lost te\•en. He wandered off to imm igration, (bypa sing the
tran. fers de k) mumbling omething about 'Go Go Bars' and 'Pataya
Beach'. Jet lag wa setting in true and proper. Our next stop was Sydney,
"ith yet more waiting around, in a very clo ed looking airp~rt. After that,
Bri bane (will thi torture never end?) and another long wait. The planes
were getting smaller and more ropy looking - not a good sign. We made
landfall at Jack on' Airport in Port foresby, P G. To be honest the
travel brochures lied, whoever wok the photo of P G had spent too
much time in the editing uite.
Jt was hot so that did make up for it, but you could tell we had walked
into a third world country. Luckily the Deputy High Commissioner,
Jonathan Drew, was there to greet u and ensure our mooth transfer to
our primary location. We collected our hire vehicle and with help from
the P G Army loaded up our personal kit and followed the DHC to tbe
High Commi ion to collect our Comms kit, which had survived th trip.
By no" we had quite a large convoy of vehicles, and once the pickup
trucks bad been loaded, we set off to Tarawna Bks, our primary location
and the finest on offer from the P G defence force. As we travelled
toward the barracks, our first true sight of P G finally sank in.
Everyone seemed lO be chewing omethiag. We found it wa Betel ut.
U ed in the same way as the Gurkha u e Kyni, except that Betel Nut
produces loads of red spit. ot very pleasant and it ensured the locals had
permanently red teeth.
Comms ~ ere no problem during tbe exercise, thanks to the fine tuition
of Gaz and Cpl Stuart Penman. The nightlife oa the other hand was a
different matter. 'Mustang Sally's' was oae of the 'better' places to go - we
lasted half aad hour! Another hindrance was Cpl Peter Stainforth's
outstanding ability to sleep where he stood. Carrying him around was
quite a challenge. Our tay in a nice hotel for some R and R served as a
break. Our final Rand R day was outstanding. Sailing around the Pacific
in the High Commissioners Yacht with a buffet and ice-cold beer just
about sum it up! Various island visits broke the sailing up during the day,
and we had a chance to meet the local populations on each island. We
were well looked after by an expat couple, Dave and Jenny ewton who
worked at the British High Commi sion. We were invited to a BBQ with
the High Commissioner, Mr Simon Scadden, Deputy High
Commissioner and friends. The BBQ was full of interesting characters, to
say the least. We all had a great time, feasting on the fresh lob ter, crab,
prawns and various other local dishes, with a few ice-cold beers to wash
it do,vn with. Afler 16 weeks of training, we were all stood al the P G
airport waiting to fly home having achieved so much during our stay.
Tired, burnt to a crisp, we were all reluctant to leave such a interesting
country.

Michael McGhee diligently remained behind. The Comms pha e had
gone well and we were soon into the 'scenario' phase, which gathered
pace rapidly. After several days it dictated that we moved back down to
Wellington's British High ommission. from here we struggled to erect
the 12m ma ton top of the roof using the dubious roof anchor points.
Once the exercise finally came to a close Simon, Andy, John and the
Bos headed up north towards Waka Papa, in the hired camper van.
Michael, however, had managed to wangle tickets to the All Black v
The pringboks Tri ations game. Kate and Michael met up later and
drove up ·pending the night in a one-horse town called Foxton. Kate,
thinking this wa al last her chance to enjoy a lie in, wa awoken by a
phone call from our 'friendly quadron Commander ' asking their
' hereabouts. It wa around this time that John decided to test the
lavatory facilitie in the camper van. The Boss was not impre sed and
decreed that from that moment on everyone who needed to go had to
light a match.
Simon and John spent the first day on the slopes cutting about on their
snowboards. Howe er, the good living of the past few days had taken its
toll and they both came down looking totally exhausted. After a few
beers in the bar it was decided that an early night was in order. The
exerci e ran smoothly thanks to the staff of the British High Commission
and 2 ignal Squadron, RNZ igs. lt proved to be a worthwhile exerci e
with experience gained by all the detachment.

0

The Papua New Guinea Det enjoy a night out on the town
WELLI 'GTO. , EW ZEALAND
''Y Cpl Kale Deal and LCp/ Mike McGhee
On 6 July 2002, three members of the quadron and two members of
the C course embarked on a 26 hour plane journey to ew Zealand for
the start of Ex Global Lynx 03/01. Upon arrival in Wellington, also
knO\\n as the 'windy city' we were literally blown away and soon had to
ort oul'belv~ out before deploying to Linton Camp.
The nPxt morning we were rudely awakened by a bugle, which was
tannoyed across the whole camp at 06 I 5hrs, again 15 minutes later and
then randomly throughout the day - something we didn't get used too. So
w 1th a pleasant start lO the morning we started to set the detachment up o
\e could work to our base station located in Darwin, Australia. With
omm in we tarted to get familiar with the local area, more specifically
th local ban.. pl imon Hodgson, our ever-enthusiastic leader, led the
"a} and \\a w1lhngly followed by Cpl Andy Miller (REME) and Cpl ·J.
P. Thoma . The t"o members of the SC cour e Cpl Kate Deal and LCpl
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LCpl McGee hopes the mast will stay upright on top of the BHC
The building to the right is the NZ Parliament House

SINGAPORE - by LCpl Dannie/ Fallows and LCpl Jenny Read
SC course 120/02 started on 8 April 2002 with eight 'wannabes '
tipping up to start the course in sunny Bletchley. Four long and sense of
humor testing months later we arrived at the end of course FTX, which
was to be conducted in Singapore, Papua ew Guinea, Darwin, Canberra,
Sydney and Wellington. The northern most detachment, Singapore was
tbe first to get into location . Detachment members included, the det
commander LCpl Elliston, detachment technician Sgt LumsdenGordon. The SC course personnel were my self LCpl Fallows and LCpl
Read. After a relatively short 13 hour flight, we arrived at Changi
Airport, Singapore and were met by our LO for the duration of our stay
W02 Mark Hincks , a clerk working at the High Commission in
Singapore. So off we went to collect all our comms kit, which had been
dispatched approximately a fortnight before our departure. It was here
that we also met our LO from Singaporean Armed Forces, WOI
Lachma n. Without a shadow of a doubt he was the most colourful,
likable and helpful character we were lucky enough lo have as an LO.
Our initial location was the borne of the SAF 2nd Signal Battalion,
Stagmont Complex and we were provided with the conference room to
set up our comms equipment. It was also one of the only air-conditioned
rooms in the whole place ... nice! After much struggling to put up a pole
crossing on a dead tree which was the home of the worlds largest ant
farm, LCpls Read and Fallows managed lo put up the primary and
secondary HF antennas right opposite our location. Then the comms
phase and all the fun started! After the initial comms shakeout pha ewe
moved into the scenario phase, which include such delights a early
morning moves, and evacuations! Our second location was the more
plush British High Commission that saw us working in shirt and tie for
the duration. Our time there was well spent and a lot was learnt about
working in a different environment. Our last phase of the exercise was
the R&R phase which was well spent by the detachment, visiting the
fonner prisoner of war camp at Changi Prison. We also had chance to
sample the expensive nightlife of Boat and Clarke Quay where we were
happy to find Guinness and Stella at a very reasonable £6:50 a pint.
eedless to say we stayed on the local tipples.
All in all our exercise was a great success, albeit with a few minor
administrative problems along the way. All of the detachment gained a lot
from the exercise and look forward to visiting the bright lights, hustle and
bustle, expensive beer, cheap food , hot weather and colourful people of
Singapore in the very near future.
CA BERRA, A STRALIA - by LCpl Andy S1ephen
Saturday 6 July 2002, I Sig Sqn ( C) set off on Ex Global Lynx 3/0 I.
The confirmation exercise to test all the SC course students on all the
skills they had learnt over the last 13 weeks. I was on a 4-man det with
Cpl tuart Penman as det comd. His right hand man was pl Hardy,
and then there was the det tech Cpl Jay Dine. The four of us were
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headi~g

to Canberra. When we arri ved. in Australia's capital on Monday
mommg we collected all our comms kit from the High Commission. We
then headed to naval base HMAS Harman, which would be our home for
the duration.
Within HMAS Harman we were given a cottage in a secluded area of
!he camp to .li ve and work in. On arrival we set about turning the lounge
mto a workmg area and set up our comms systems. Outside we had a
large field surrounding the cottage where we set up our HF and satellite
antennas. We were working into comms ops based up in Darwin, which
was about 3,000km away. Comms proved to work well and we continued
to make ourselves at home. The camp offered us use of all their facilities
including their cookhouse"gym and in the evenings their bar! Fortunately
we had the benefit of a hire car, so we were able to travel further into
Canberra city centre during quiet times. We worked out of this site for
approximately a week then we moved to the British High Commission
for the rest of the working phase. This proved trickier than it sounds as
the only place to site an antenna was on the roof, which was completely
flat with no anchor points. After a number of attempts we finally
manage.d to cons~ruct a working antenna. Once the work pha e was over
1t was ~1me to enJOY the country. W~ spent a couple of days exploring the
sights m Canberra. We found the nightlife was excellent that was until a
club we were in burnt down around us. Fortunately no ~ne was hurt and
we all got out before the roof caved in.
Once Canberra had nothing else to offer us we ventured down to
Sydney where we met up with LCpl Paul Clarke. Paul had spent the
last couple of weeks here and promised to show us the sites. With the
assistance of 126 Commando Sig Sqn RA Sigs, who he had been working
'~ith , it m~de for an inte rest in ~ and .enjoyable stay in the country's second
city. We did all the. usual tounst thmgs, the harbour bridge and the opera
house. ln the evenmgs we sampled some of the fine cuisine on offer in
and around Darling harbour then ventured into the clubbing area for a
few drinks and all had a good time. All in all the exercise was a great
success, with both a steep learning curve and a lot of bard work balanced
with some time to appreciate the country and enjoy our elves.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALJA - by LCpl Paul Clarke
LCpl Paul Clarke de)Jloyed to 660 Tp, 126 Commando Signal
Squadron RA S1gs, based m Holdsworthy Barracks, about a 40minute
journey west of Sydney. 126 Sqn are part of the SF communications
fraternity, support ing the Aussie SF and commando squadrons in
Airborne and Commando roles. Within 126, 660 Tp are the equivalent of
I Squadron and the aim of the visit was to compare sy terns and
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FUT RE SC COURSES
As stated in the opening paragraph, Special Comms have never been
busier nor has the job ever been so rewarding. If you fancy taking the
challenge then you will be pleased to hear that the Special Comm
Assessment Course has now been reduced to 4 Yi workmg days. Course
dates are as follows:
1/02 - 23 - 27 September 2002
Asst Cses
2/02 - 30 Sep - 4 May 2002
3/02 - 20 - 24 January 2003
SC Course
2/02 - 4 ovember 2002
To apply, fill in Annex E to SOinC PD 206, and send a copy to C Wing in
91asgo~ and The Training Wing Bletchley. If you require further
mfonnallon then call 94240 8517 or 01908 638517 (Trg Wing).

81 SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)

Maj C. F. Tillotson
W02 I. Penman

PROJECT JAGUAR- TUKER LINES BRUNEI MAY 2002
81 Sig Sqn (V) are tbe Corps' specialist TA unit who deploy around
the world to complete major telecommunications projects. Thi year aw
our first major deployment to Brunei and Darussalam. Throughout May
and June over seventy soldiers in four partie deployed to the Sultanate.
The Task - The challenging l?rojecl focu ed upon the build of new
communications infra tructure including significant external and internal
work within Tuker and Medicina Line . Theatre condition provided
plenty of local difficultie .
The Move to Theatre - With a little trepidation, the advance party
from 81 Sig Sqn (V) for Project Jaguar - Brunei, flew out of Heathrow on
unday 12 May 2002. After a long flight and stopover in Dubai, the
Detachment Commander, Capt Ian Calvert led the team, for the first Far
East Troop deployment for the Squadron. The project involved the first
phase of the total upgrade of the underground and overhead telephone
network for Brunei Garrison. Following on from pre-planning visits, the
advance party of nine had arrived to ensure that the project began
smoothly and efficiently for the first work party the following week. SSgt
Gordon was assisted by gt McEvoy. The advance party consisting of
Cpl Colin Donkin, Sig Marsh, Sig Stevens and two regular oldiers
from Lima Tp at Corsham - Sig Kerr and Sig Mason. Following 18
hours plus travelling, the team recced the job and settled into the Tuker
lines accommodation on the first evening. The hot and humid conditions
took some getting used lo as well as the seven hours time difference.
However, the boys from 81 ig qn are mde of stern stum
Theatre familiarisation - With thi being our first time in Brunei we
were determined to fully familiarise oursel es fully with the new theatre.
Whilst Brunei does not permit alcohol we could drink freely in the
garrison. This was essential when following the progress of England in
the World Cup (soon to play Brazil al the time of writing). Brunei
presented plenty of surprises, not least the fact that Capital radio appears
to be the most popular radio station. It was very trange listening to hris
~a rent in the afternoon. Apparently a member of the Brunei Royal family
liked Capital o much they arranged for it to be broadcast across the
whole country. Afier the first works parade on the Tuesday, the top team
completed some seriou 'meeting and greeting' with key personnel on the
ground both at Tuker and Medicina Lines. Contacts were establ ished with
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procedu.res with the aim of improving current operating technique · within
both Ulllts.
After an introduction to the Squadron pcrsonaliucs, L pl larke
embarked on . a two-week training package, covering HF Theory,
Squadron Equ.'pment and Squadron Antennas. The Squadron was split
mto two ynd1cates, Alpha and Bravo Dets. The first week aw Bravo
Del deploying to the Blue Mountains National Park and Jervis Bay.
Bravo Det worked back into Darwin using RACE HF on a I qn antenna
and back into Sydney using their version of a man portable HF data
transfer radio. The second week saw Alpha Det go through the same
exercises and lessons but deploying to Gosforth and central ydney.
Alpha Det.took a trip midweek into Canberra to compare their
detachment 111 the Department of Defence with the I Sqn Det in the BH .
On top of normal training usually began at 0730hrs, Sqn PT dominated
every morning with variations on long runs, a touch of Battle PT and the
occa ional circuit. This finished with an Aussie CFT - I 5kms with 35kg
over 2hr 1Smins on the last Friday that LCpl Clarke was at work. An
extremely fruitful and worthwhile exercise, and a lot was gained by this
short liai~on visit. LCpl Clarke was made to feel extremely welcome,
and was impressed by the standards of professionalism demonstrated by
660Tp.
For the R and R pha e, LCpl Clarke and Canberra Det met up in
central Sydney, to take the tourist trail round the city itself. The guys got
the opportunity to vi it the Sydney Harbour bridge, the Opera hou e, to
get .some. qual.ity shopping time in the Pitt Street Mall and to sample the
var17d nightlife that Sydney. has to offer. Fine food was sam pled in
Darling Harbour, and the evenmgs usually progressed through to Circular
Quay, tini hing ofTin the Rocks.

tbe resident Ghurkba Signal Troop and after etting up the project office
close to the COMMCE , the scene wa et to kick-start the project.
Immediately it was realised that a major problem wa to be the water
table, which ensured all cable pits resembled plunge pools and required
frequent pumping - a task performed admirably by W02 (S 1) Jnncs
Penman and SSgt tew Beveridge. The extremely high temperature
and humidity made external work very hard and led to plenty of early
starts to try (unsucce fully) and find cooler conditions in which to work.
However, the SSM eventually got hi own back by renting a rickshaw to
get him around!
Early difficulties were overcome with a delayed start to the civil works
programme and concurrent activite were programmed into the chedule.
Led by ection commander Cpl Donkin, duct preparation and tortuous
manual cable pulling occupied most of the first week. A 'gentle' game of
volleyball with the permanent Signal Troop on the Wedne day afternoon
proved particularly tretching but fun was had by all, followed by a very
ociable evening at the Troop community centre. A friendlier bunch you
could never meet, many thanks to the OC ignals Troop, Lt Tek and the
Troop tafT ergeant, SSgt urya.
Following a late Friday night finish to ensure a mooth start to the
econd ' eek, a short aturday/ unday break to Mirri in arawak
(Malaysia) was arranged. In the plcndid surrounding of a uitably
comfortable hostelry, the team relaxed and planned ahead for the arrival
of the first work party. ig 1arsh continued his m bile phone ' IM
card nightmare', whilst trying to communicate back home and in the
process managed to confu e half of Malaysia with his reque t for a
refund! ft.er much haggling he finally received hi call minute , then
continued to te. t long into the night in complete happine . Memorie of
many requc ts for Kylie Mynouge dance tracks eem to have been
my teriou ly forgotten by certain enior Troop member - a well a.
playing table football in total darkness at 0500hr ! By th e econd
Monday the work pro$ramme had tabilised and most of the
early ad aace party issue had been ironed out. Credit mu.t go to
gt
Gordon for much perseverance and tenacity in overcoming "hat
appeared to be in urmountable problems so far from our normal area of
operations - ably upported by the rest of the team.
Monday, late aflernoon, the fir t works party had arrived. mo:t ofthern
were rather jet lagged and somewhat shocked at the high temp and 1icky.
humid atmosphere. Long friendship. were renewed in the evening \\IHI. t
preparations ensued with the Troop Commander, apt Robin Tuke and
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at Richard quancc and Gan• Jones. With the combined effo11s of
1h°';: ad' an e and the first work partie., the project wa now in full S\~' ing.
Deta hments were detailed to various locations l)n Tuker and Med1c1na
Im s \\ith both intemal and extemal ta ks forging ahead. After a couple
of dav' acclimati ation, the first works party was now in 'Far Ea t mode'
read), for anything 10 be thrown at them. LCpl John Dickinson t?lus
Cpl John le rone and Jnoleson were detailed to choose the best tam
of players on earth for the 1. ig qn represenla~ive football team, to do
battle "ith the Ghurka 1gnal Troop. After a clo e run game
(considering the httle or no acclimatisation time) the Ghurka's ran out 3-1
to the good.
.
.
That said, the game wa very close for long .Penods - 1~e ~ool water.
(ye it really was "ater.... ) wa abundant! Agam the hosp1tah1y' as ol
the first order, with a mo t enjoyable curry evening enjoyed in the Troop
familie·' community centre, whil l putting the world to right over o. cool
drink or two. I ig qn OC, 1aj Craig Tillotson thanked our ho. is
for a uperb eyening and outlined the clo e tie enjo):ed by the worl.dw1de
Royal ignal family. The advance party ~ ere dispatched for ~ungle
manoeuvre toward the latter pan of the econd week. It was a tnp that
none of us will ever forget. a totally unforgettable experience that serves
as a reminder of the great jungle warfare kill ~btutdant withi~ Brunei
Garrison. Our sincere thanks go to the resident Army Air Corp
detachment for looking after u so well -despite the old adage of 'don't
mix map reading and commissioned officer , holding true en route to the
RVP with the AAC!
The ad' ance team then enjoyed some bard earned R&R and before tbe
long there "a the flight home. Half of the party enjoyed the sights and
delights of Brunei ' hil t others pent time offshore on the 1 land of
Labaun. Both thoroughly enjoyed the experience of a totally fantastic
deployment. Time had then arrived for the nine intrepid souls 10 depart,
ju t as the second works party.arri _ed - read.Y to take on _the mantel for
Project Jaguar. The overall project 1s well smted to the skills tl?at 81 1g
qn has within its rank with the third and fourth wor~ p~rt1es d.ue .to
follow on. The project hould improve the telecommumcauon fac1h11es
for a far-flung comer of the British Anny.
PROJECT JAG AR - PARTY 4 (9-24 JUNE 2002)
The local wild life was not as daunting as we had imagined with only
LCpl Dunn and Cpl Paul Chadwick falling victim to leeches after a
visit to the jungle. Mosquito's didn't pose a threat, as Sig Griffiths
pointed out when not receiving one bite, ' I mu I caste like s**t'. Les
bardy soul crossed the border into Malay ian Sawawak to sa~ple a very
different culture. Sgt Blatcher led from the front when fully mtegratmg
with the local population. It was not until the final days that the first
snake incident occurred. Whilst clearing spare cable Sig Paul Brittain
came face to face with a five-incb long snake (or was it a worm) and
caused panic. Young Brittain later explained his concern was over
meeting the parents of the fore-mentioned snake.
The Brunei Garrison was extremely welcoming with everyone going
out of their way to help us. Special thanks must go to the Gurkha Signal
Troop led by Lt Tek, RE, RLC and I RGR who allowed us the use their
accommodation and messes. Tbe deployment ended with Gurkha Signal
Troop/81 spon followed by an exchange of plaques in recognition of the
great comrade hip built during the project.

OC, Maj Craig Tillotson, SSgt Gordon and
the 21C - Capt Ian Calvert, Brunei Garrison June 2002

PROJECT APHRODITE - CYPR S 2002
855 SlGNAL TROOP - DEPLOYME T APHRODITE
EPI KOPI A1 0 DHEKELIA
Ex Aphrodi te saw the full deployment of 855 Sig Tp to Cyprus in mid
May 2002. Under the command of Capt Lane the Troop undertook a
number of challenging comm unications projects. Work to improve the
diH:r~ity and flexibility of the Communications etwork in ESBA and
\\' BA had been identified. The progress and completion of this work
\\as seen as an opportunity for the Squadron lo exercise and practise the
hort-term planning and flexib le rcspon c methodology known as ' PlanDo'. It was also an opportunity for the integration of regular soldiers of
259 Sig qn and their TA counterparts of 81 Sig Sqn (V). The work
carried out by 855 Tp wa~ plit over both Episkopi and Dhekelia.
The Troop had a renewed sense of excitement about this year's
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deployment to ypru following a vcrx uccessfu! and enjoyable .out of
camp training weekend at -unny eschffe m Apnl. where 8S5 1g Sqn
held the annual BBQ on exercise (expertly arranged by Sig Williams).
The weather in esclifTe proved lo be a good warm-weather training
weekend, which also provided opportunity for our new OCdt Reynolds
to lead the Trollp during the 24-hr exercise. Al I of th is was good
preparation for our deployment to yprus! Botl~ of the t~o stagge~cd
arrival parties of the SS Tp were greeted by glorious unshme and high
temperature at RAF Akrotiri. It was clear that th~re were ~oing to be
ome red face and bli tered noses on the return flight to Bnze orion,
de pite the i ue un cream! Troop SSgt Carruthers was unable to camp
with 855 ig qn whichgave us an opportunity to use our newly
appointed gt Fardon as acting Troop taff ergeant. Hi good
organisational kills and hi ability to get on with the locals enabled the
Troop to deploy across the two locations eparated by IOOkm.
Work at Episkopi involved work in building o 40, which incidentally
bou cs the Re idenl Infantry Battalion (RIB). The project was to upgrade
the cabling in the 2-storey buildiJ1g. amed Project Hunte~, i.t wa a plando ta king for the quadron. A 'plan-do' recce by th.e m111al ~dvance
party of Sgt Reid and Cpl Pascoe was completed m good tune for
allocation to the first pany, a detachment led by the Squadron's footballer
of the year, LCpl Lazenby. The detachment installed a 100 pair UG frOJ!l
pit 164 into Armoury Workshop on the ground. ~oor, fed a I o.o patr
internal through the ground floor suspended ce1lmg to the stairwell,
added telephones identified to building plans, measured and installed
4x20 pair distribution cables to Electricity Cupboards on the ground
floor. This work was carried out at good peed and with due
con ideration for safety and minimum di ruption to our customers. The
most labour inten ive work completed at Episkopi was undertaken at A
Block. The project was raised to provide a new tructured Cabling
network in A Block. This involved the installation of 3x floor distributor
cabinets the in tallation of 200 wire cable links between a new
Te l epho~e Distribution Box (Krone 520) and the Cabinets, the
ins tallation of Fibre Optic Backbone (Riser) cabling between the
Cabinets and the installation ofa CATS network within the building.
The 259 Sig Sqn project was owned by Sgt Rogers (of 259 Sig Sqn)
and was undertaken jointly by the integration of 259 Sig Sqn and 81 Sig
Sqn members. Sig Williams of 855 Tp was, as part of hi s continued
development, was chosen as IC of the detachment for the work in A
Block. Sig Williams demonstrated excellent organisation skill, good
command and technical ability. He instigated a change to the fibre routing
ba ed upon his operational experience gained in both Bosnia and Kosovo
and his day to day knowledge utilised within BT. Despite working
afternoons in Episkopi, (due to office di ruption and access requirements)
tbe Troop took full advantage of the excellent facilities at the Episkopi
Garrison for rest and recreation. Onsite faci lities in this 'plum location
included a large swimming pool, the newest gym, Happy Valley tennis
courts and the local beaches for topping up tbe burns! Some budding
tennis stars of the future were seen in action in the form of Sigs Gray,
McRitchie and Pearson and LCpl Lazenby. In addition to the facilities
in Episkopi, members of 81 ig Sqn were invited to join 2S9 Sig Sqn in
arranged events as part of the integration of the two Squadrons, the first
was a Young Drivers competition in which Sigs Pearson, Ward and
LCpl Brittain, (young not taken literally!) enjoyed an on-road/off-road
driving experience and with driving skill being put to tbe real test, they
showed you do not have to be young to enjoy yourselfl The second part
to the scheduled events was a cricket match at Happy Valley, where
OCdt Rey nold joined 2S9 Epi Tp in a knockout match. Despite not
baving played cricket for nine years, two catches were made and a
respectable batting performance was put in. He was asked to stay for the
.
rest of the cricket season!
ln Dhekelia the focus of the deployment was integration with Dhekelia
2S9 Tp. The first week was under the experienced hand of Sgt Moore,
fo llowed by Sgt Spasic. Both were ably assisted by a welcome return to
855 Tp by Cpl tuart. Work in Dhekelia was part project, with projects
Nimrod and Phantom being completed. Work during the project Phantom
put teamwork to the test with heavy cabling activity combined with very
high temperatures (+28 degrees C) putting pressure on both physical and
mental resol ve. Thankfu lly due to the close cohesion of the detachment
during this project, all difficulties faced were overcome as the team
pulled together. All other time was spent working alongside members of
Dhekelia Tp in their normal day-to-day activities. Daily cool-down was
via cold beers/showers at the end of the working day.
Work at both locations was very hot, whether working outdoors in
Dhekelia or indoors in Episkopi. Sufficient watering saw the whole Troop
through the entire camp wi thout any incidence o f heat illness. A lesson in
care in the sun when not working was given by SSgt FofS Lockey,
whom kind ly opted to wear a red bandana across his head and part of his
fo rehead to h ighl ight the strength of the su n and its tanning/burning
power. At the end of hi s day-long lesson, the bandana was unwrapped to
revea l a band of pearly white forehead that was visible in direct contrast
with the rest of hi s bronzed head. Lt was both a valuabl e and thoroughly
entertaining lesson enjoyed by 855 Tp and all others that came across
him! Towards the end of the deployment our Officer Com manding, Maj
Craig Tillotson, visited the Troop in Epis kopi . This was the OC's
seventh consecutive visit to Cyprus and he was impressed with the team
spirit and quality of work. During the guided tour of the ' Bl.ock A' project
by Cpl Ruby he had a chance to meet all of the soldiers on the ground .
He was particularly interested in 85S Tp's resident CATS specia list Sig
Manning and one of our few females, ex Regu lar Sig Lo uise Hunton's
work on the finer arts of CATS termination.
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856 SIG AL TROOP 'OVER TO YOU ' ......
Ex Aphrodite saw the deployment of 8S6 Tp in early June, under the
command of Lt .Sebastian Phillips, to continue the hard work put in by
855 Tp the previous month. The lads and lass from 856 Tp started ofT in
usual Tro~p ' ':"e' re together again' st.YI~ at the Gateway, only to be split
up on arrival m Cyprus. The Dhckeha JOb for 856 Tp started off with a
walk through-talk through by SSgt Forster. The guys quickly had their
heads arou nd the work and in no time at all the jointing be gan.
Imminently 1t became clear to us that gt Spasic and Sig Anderson of
855 Tp cou ld not keep up with the high quality of the top jointing skills
of8S6 Tp, in particular the super duo of Flynn and Dryden!
After a short, yet fulfilled weekend consisting of water sport and
broken ribs, it was back to the grindstone for the Troop. The hard work
during the Queen 's jubilee holiday, whilst the rest of the army were
relaxing and enjoying the celebrations and parties over the extended
weekend, proved beyond doubt the dedication of 8S6 Tp. The three lads
at Dhekelia had their spirits kept high with the promise of reinforcements
arriving on Wednesday. The now well matured section at Dhekelia soon
cracked on with the tasks in hand.
Back in Episkopi, the remaining ten oldiers were split up between the
tasks at A Block, and the RIB, to complete the work which 8SS Tp had
well under way prior to their departure from the Island. The lads working
in the RJB had an unfortunate set-back when an all island exercise was
called, so for forty-eight hours their main task had to be delayed. At this
stage, the true professionalism and flexibility of the Troop shone through.
At a moment's notice they were in Block A assisting, not wanting to
wa te a minute of the working day! On the Thursday the guys were
privileged to have a vi it from our Hon Co l, Brig (Retd} Martin
Roberts. After meeting the lads at work at Dhekelia, in addition to those
working at both sites in Episkopi, the Brigadier then had the opportunity
to see them at play, as the whole of the elite Troop met up for the
weekend in order to let off some steam . The busy weekend was ideal for
everyone to get to know the new members of the Troop, Sigs Richard
Cane, Louise Hunton, and Waddington.
On 12 June our illustrious PSAO, Ca pt Ian Dudding, arrived to assist
with the proceedings and to help organise the visit of Commander 2 Sig
Bde, Brig igel Jackson . The Commander was given two detailed
briefs, one by Sgt Rosser on the work carried out in Epi kopi and our
' Plan Do' system and the other by Sgt Helm on the work carried in
Dhekelia. After this extremely enlightening and productive brief the
Commander moved on to visit to the remainder of the Troop in both the
RlB and A Block. The Commander also managed time for a quick coffee
with the CO of the~esident Infantry Battalion. ln the evening the Troop
entertained the Commander and his wife Lyn to supper at a rather
pleasant restaurant overlooking the Mediterranean. The Squadron wishes
him well in his new appointment in the Ministry. Again an ex.cellent and
fulfilling year for 8SS and 8S6 Sig Tps. Our thanks go out to our PA 0,
Capt Ian Dudding, and his team (back at the ranch) as well as the
management team from 259 Sig Sqn for all their help, support, dedication
and comradeship in making this one of our troops best deployments ever!

On a warm and humid 20 July at 6.30pm 96 Officer's, cnior CO's
and Old and Bold mess members met at the onh Parade in Bath to
board what we thought would be an evening of cruising and dancing!
There she was, our vessel, the 'Pride of Bath ' tied up to the bank just
under the orth Parade Bridge. However. ' What's that mell of charcoal,
smoke and fire extinguishers' someone asked? 'Oh! No!' the gathered
throng cried ' It's our Summer Ball going up in SMOKE!' Yes, there she
was the 'charcoaled ' remains of the now ' ot so Proud' 'Pride of Bath'
completely burnt out. She had caught fire during the afternoon trip prior
to ours. Our hopes were dashed! However, the 96 Officers/ COs fully
attired in Mess Kit standing by the burnt hulk were not to be outdone! A
quick sortie across the bridge to the ' Maharaja' Indian (no not take-away)
Re taurant found us 96 place and plenty of booze! With a welcoming
Pimm we watched, on the opposite bank, the 'Pride of Bath' smoulder
and shimmer on the ripple free fire foamed waters of the Avon! The
amassed ranks of signallers, in their red mess jackets (or should it have
been life jackets) and black ties, lining the balconies of the Maharaja
struck an awesome sight with holidaymakers and revellers of all
nationalities. An American was heard to a k, 'Are you the UK Basketball
Team playing in Bath?'
What a quaint old country we must seem to our American allies - but
basketball players in Mess Kit, medals and all! Ind ividuals we re
nominated for 'SHA RKWATCH' . However. this caused some
consternation, as most were unaware that sharks exi ted in the Avon?
Dumping 96 hungry mes members and their guests on an ill-prepared
Jndian Restaurant did cause some problem and the food took some tidy
time to arrive. Salad first then a delay of some two hours before the next
course! However, like all good 81 Sig Sqn members we ensured that the
evening was a great success and our aim of being together worked.

COMBINED OFFICER'S/S CO'S SUMMER BALL
20 JULY 2002

SSgt Alan Lockey and SSgt Richie Forster
('The Summer Ball Twins from the North')

Maj Craig Tillotson and our Hon Col's wife Hannelore Roberts

During the summer ball festivities our Hon Col, Brig (Retd) Martin
Roberts OBE, had the honour to pre ent three Volunteer Re erve ervice
fedals (VRSM). The e were to '\: 01 (Retd) George Johnson IBE,
Sgt Alastair Carruthers and gt (Retd) Dave Tibbles. ' Drink all
round!' went up the merry cry, it wa then that Alastair Carruther had
to be pulled back from going over the parapet into the Avon.

660 (EDINBURGH) SIGNAL TROOP
THE THREE PEAKS CHALLE GE, 20-23 JUNE 2002
I great ideas
LCp l Dave Boyle
Sgt Ewan MacDonald
A willing volunteer
' f-la anybody ecn my adrnin' Sgt Jones (Royal Logi Lie Corp )
1 have to start by sayi ng that if ever LCp l Dave Boyle phones you
AWAY!
when you arc on leave and say that he ha a great idea - R
Without hesitation I foolishly volunteered to take part in the ati onal
Three Peak Challenge. At no time was it mentioned that two of the three
peaks would be c limbed al night! The challenge wa to walk up
Snowdon, Scaffell Pike and Ben ev is within a 36-hour period. This
ounds easy, however, it turned out to be ate ting challenge. ln order to
participate in the challenge, each individual had to raise a minimum of
£3S O in sponsor money fo r the eurofibroma-Tosis Charity.
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Leeds City entre was to be the meeting point for challengers drawn
from throughout UK. After an uneventful coach journey our team arri,·ed
at Llanberi in orth Wales at approximately 21 OOhr and were briefed
that our team was to et off for the nowdon ummit at 2200hrs. Whilst
waiting to tan it immediately became apparent that the midge were
attracted to u . There were absolutely million of the little blighters. The
ferocity and persistence of V el h midges take ome beating. We loaded
our overnight bag onto a pallet and that wa the la I we would ec of our
kit until we arrived in Gia gow 36 hours later.
It was apparent from the offret that L pl DaH Boyle thought that he
was on P ompany. In the first kilometre he expelled the nervous energy
he had accu mul a ted in the fi c months leading up to the e'cnt.
Thankfully the pa e quickly calmed down. The summit wa · rca hcd 111
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route ahead of us. The path up Ben evis took us from the Tourist ·cntre
pa t a small loch just short of the waterfall at the half\vay point and into
the clouds. We earned every penny of our sponsor money getting to the
summit of Ben evis. I cannot recall doing anything that has tested my
will power more. The top half of ' The Ben' was covered in cloud that
made judging distance very tricky. At the summit we were greeted by a
large banner, which sported the logo of the charity we had sacrificed our
bodies for! Aller a quick nip from the hip na k we celebrated the fact that
it was downhill to the finish. By this time our leg had turned to jelly and
the conversation became stilted as we tried to maintain our concentration
on the task at hand. Every muscle, tendon and bone was ached and to
make matters worse, supplies of Mars Bars and Kendal Mint Cake had
run out.
Arrival at the finish point was celebrated with three hu ge sighs of
relief. All of us agreed that the event was one of the most testing things
we had done. Thank go out to all those who contributed to our efforts in particular Expote l (Central Hotel Booking ervice) for their
contributions and to the member of HQ 2 Div who made donations. Jn
total the team raised£ 1700 for a very worthy cause. Maybe we will do it
agai n some day. Don't wait for the phone to ring though!

good time though the vie' wa. n't at all r~warding due to darkne s and
hill fog.
we ·et off n the long d ent 1ve pas ed a group of' alkcrs
making their way to the ummit to watch the m!d- umn:ier _sun rise. One
of their group caught our eye as he was dres ed m a demm JJ ·ket. ~ions,
flip-flops with a can of beer in hi hand! The journey to Cumbria 1 as
broken by a 1 i it to the ervice and a chance for tho e who were
interested to catch up with the England football match. Dave on the other
hand persi ted "ith an (un ponsored) attempt to win the ·golden blanket' .
He applied him elf to thi ta k with the same inten ity a. the start of the
walk up nowdon. The England game was too appealing for one of our
party and the coa h departed without him!

Thanks to John for providing a distant station for the cadets to talk to.
l lowever, after ~so had met. some o~ the young ladies from St Margarets
she seemed rapidly to lose mterest m radio operating! John Wresdell
was able to introduce Cdt gt Alex May Bournemouth School C'F and
some of hi s friends into the mysteries of'Data transmission by HF Radio
and it is hoped that Alex might be able to try out the system when he gets
back to base. (If anyone has a spa re 232 modem, please contact
Bournemouth School CCF).
On the Tuesday evening the ACF cadets from South Yorkshire and
Humbersi_de ACF, Hu l_I joi~ed the net and, although operating conditions
were not ideal at the time, 1t wa great hearing the cadets talking to each
other about camps. It was very disappointing not to have a contact with
cadets at an~ other CCF Camp locations. We had expected to speak to
Edwa rd .Briste r , Kmgs School, Grantham and possibly cadets from
Cow_es High School, who were both at STANTA camps in Norfolk. In the
daytime the Signals package was spht mto two groups on a daily basis.
LCpl Hodges and two Signallers from 3 Amid Div Sig Regt showed
some of the cadets the standard radios such as PRC 349 PRC 351 and
PRC 320, together with mast erection. Races were held amongst the
various ~roups and_ a good time seem~d to be had by all. Our thanks to
the soldiers for g1vmg up some of their post - Afghan leave time for our
benefit, although they did seem to have pretty good tans to show for their
labours! Rwming parallel to this activity, Lt Col (Retd) Chri Townend
from the Queen Mary's and Yyne School CCF, Basingstoke and l, who
were both attached to the Churchers College CCF Petersfield contingent
organi ed daily Cadet Radio Users courses. Lt Wresdell and Ca p t
Foster ab ly assisted us in this task.
A total of 106 cadets were i sued with their CRU certificates and only
five cadets failed to meet the written test standard. The CRU badges are

available from the Royal Signals Museum shop Blandford Camp Dorset
at a cost of something just over£ I each.
'
'
Altogether we all had a good time. Undoubtedly the excellent weather
assisted in making the camp a great success for us. Thanks are due to all
of th~ Regular Army staff from 43 Wessex Brigade, without whose
unfa1lmg support, cheerfulness and tireless enthusiasm much less would
have been achieved.
'

A group of ~adets. from Wells Cathedral School CCF just about to
practise Voice Procedure on their first radio exercise

CADET FORCES SIGNALS ADVISOR AND NATIONAL ACF/CCF
INTER-DISTRICT RADIO NET

The Team at the base of Snowdon
(L-R): Sgt Jones, Sgt MacDonald and LCpl Boyle

On arrival in The Lake District it was time to slip on soggy boot . The
rain was our most avid companion up A D DOWN Scafell Pike - ever
present. testing our will to carry on. False wmnits repeatedly dashed our
hopes. Our arrival al the summit was celebrated by a few Mars bars
which helped fight off the fatigue. On our descent through the clouds, the
long nake of competitors tra elling in the other direction ustained our
morale. We reached the finish after a respectable 4hrs 54mins. Sgt Ewan
1acdonald was heard to say, ' Only Ben evis to go. Lt's a walk in the
park. There's a ·granny path' all the way up!' Our bus arrived in Fort
William in total darkne s; the town was deserted apart from the local
, ova RI 'cruisers' checking us out. After six hours in the cramped
coach we were keen to et off. A nake of head torches gave away the

A well earned rest
(L-R): Sgt Jones, LCpl Boyle and Sgt MacDonald

ARMY CADET FORCE

PENHALE CAMP 2002 - CCF ANN AL CAi"1P 3rd WEEK
Some reflections by Maj Mike Vokes ....
The third week of the Annual CCF Camp season in the wami sunshine
at Penhale, Cornwall was very much a cadet Signals fami ly gathering. A
number of the schools attending were those well known for their Signals
actiYities and this proved to be infectious amongst the other schools. It
was particularly nice to meet several of the cadets who had previously
been only voices operating on the National Radio et.

up his bed ..... Additionally, a 5.4 mast was erected to support a droopy
dipole measured for use on 5345 Mhz. Cdt Cpl Jenny Stringer from
Bridlington CCF was the first cadet whom I had the pleasure of meeting
in person for the first time. Capt Mike Foster came along with his newly
formed unit of smartly turned out yo un g ladi es from St Margaret's
School, Exeter CCF. Capt Mike was about to take over the Cadet Forces
Signals Adviser post from Capt Mike Buckley, so the adults had plenty
of cadet signalling business to bend his ear about.

ASSISTANCE TO THE CADET FORCES - ACF AND CCF
It always seems to be sunny when the cadet courses are run in
Blandford -well nearly always! This year was no exception both in June
and July when the Advanced Adult Signalling instructors and the Basic
In tructors _courses took place. Once more a group of new Instructors
hav_e _been mtroduced to signalling and in parricular the Cadet Signal
Trammg Syllabus, the PRC341/PRC351, masts and antennas. It is a real
delight to see the enthusiasm of these Officers and Adult Instructors as
they pro~ess from a knowledge base of NIL to a fair level of competence
by day six. ow they are back with the ACF and CCF's spreading the
good news that Blandford is there to help and that there is a local Regular
or TA Signal Regiment or Squadron who are ta ked to offer them help, as
well.
Don't be foo led by the photograph, we are not still in the age of horses.
It is just a demonstration in Cable System , of how to erect a l 7ft pole
crossing. In a more 'cool' mood this year we have demonstrated and used
ST!CJS and the Ch irp ounder system to good effect on the cadet course .
ST!CIS can allow emergency voice radio contact through the telephone
system, particularly important now that Portisbead Radi o no longer
exists. The chirp sounder i a great help to establi hing which frequencies
can or cannot support HF Skywave communications in the UK, always
provided the radio tation bas an accurate watch available.
There is a limit to how many course can be run in Blandford or by the
Cadet Forces Signals Advisor, and a propo al i currently being fielded

that more courses should be run. locally, within the Brigade structure,
presumably by ot her Signal Reg iments within the UK. Some TA
Regiments have done this in the past and it will be a welcome return
spreading the signalling message further.
'

JE

JE
OPERATION WOMBAT
by Bob Shaw

Capt Mike Foster (L) Cadet Forces Signals Advisor (Designate)
chats to two Cadets from Plymouth College CCF

Bridlington chool CCF travelled nearly 400 miles to Cornwall and
ha\ mg arrived safe and sound, Lt John Wresdell was, of course, very
keen to get his mast quickly erected and attach his renowned doublet
antenna to a tandard PRC 320, using hi special Antenna Tuning Unit
"1th 1t. Li ke all good Signallers this task was perfomied before he made
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Lt Col Chris Townsend , Queen Mary and Vyne School CCF,
demonstrates, to a group of young cadets, how to connect up a
headset to a PRC349 rad io
Cdt RSM Zoso Davies of Haberdashers Aske' s CCF was another
cadet, whom I had not prev iously met Zoso did quite a bit of evening
R operating mainly to Mr John Weston, back at his base in Bath.
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Op Wombat is now entering its eventh consecutive year and had its
beginning in I 996 when three ex-members of Combat Operation
Squadron, I Signal Regiment. Hired a houseboat and took a cruise on
the Murray River in South Au. tralia. They were:
Ex RSM WOl Pat Buckley
Ex SSM W02 Bert Lane
Ex Sig Win Keightley
Win Keightley lives in the ' Ri verland ' of A (Lexton) and i the man
on site t plan all Wombat activities. Bert Lane is the Pre ident of
Wombat Operations, (which i a take off of Combat Operations), li ve in
Perth WA. Whit t Wombat River cruises are the perfect venue to enable a
big crowd of ex work mate to get together and tell lie , we al o en ure
that orps protocol is respected. All participants MU T have a en e of
humour.
The now familiar Wombat serie of reunion exerci es for members and
ex-members of the Royal Au tralian Corps of Signals and is staged
during the first hat f of September each year. Usually taking on the ame
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fom1at, it i growing in recognition and popularity. The primary aim of
any Wombat activity i to allow people to renew acquaintance and meet
new friends. The empha i i on entertainment, enjoyment and laughter.
and woe betide any participant who ha lo t their cnsc of humour. The
response to Operation Wombat took the organi ·crs by surpri e. This wa
the large t gathering si nce Op Wombat tarted in 1996, with I 5
attending the All Ranks Fomial Dinner and 140 plus on the Murra River
Cmise. Ln this, the year of the 75th Anniversary of the Royal Au trahan
Corps of ignals, the opening event for Op Wombat was the erta Cito
75 Celebratory All Rank Corp Dinner. held in the Functions Centre of
the Renmark Hotel on Saturday 2 eptcmber.
185 diners attended this dinner, v hich i designated a. 'Forn1ar and
adhered to the protocol/dignity, commen urate with a typical Corps le. ·
fomial dinner. The . tipulated dre ·s code for the dinner wa , gentlem<!n mess kit or dinner/lounge uit or slack , coat and tie, ladie · - aft.:r five
attire, trouser suits were acceptable. The dining Pre ident for the night
was Bert Lane and the Keynote peaker who delivered an 'Address' to
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th
orp-· was ol Phillips kelton AM. a past Dire~tor of the orps
and current! the Colonel ommandant Western Region. Col. Skel.ton
remained in ihc Riverland and participated in the Wombat Reumon River
ruise which commenced the following d y, unday 3 cptember and
concluded on unday I 0 September. Also attending the Dinner were the
orp, Colonel Commandant for Central Region Col C\'ille l'ergen and
Mr Bergen , the Mayor of Renmark - 1r Rod Thoma.s a nd 1rs
Thoma , serving member of 144 ig Sqn , represcmauves of the
Renmark R L and bu ine s representattves of the R1 ver la nd . All
participant of the \\'ombat Reunion River Cruise, 140 in total, (I fully
crewed Hou cboat ) \ ere in attendance at the dinner and we proudly
announced that they included contingents from all the tate and
Territorie of Au tralia , representative from the ew Zealand ortl~ern
Region ignals and the RAEME Colonel Commandant We tern Region,
Col Ian tewart
1 and 1r tewart. The Riverland Cadets were on
hand 10 a· ist with marshalling duties during the dinner and participated.
in the Remembrance ervice Nreath laying at the Renmark Cross ot
acrifice on unday I 0 September.
.
The V ombat Reunion River Cruise commenced m Renmark on
unday 3 eptember with a ceremonial 'Sail Pat' by the e1~tire fleet 18
hou eboat forming up in ' Line a tern ' well decked with flags , at
approximately 1400hr . The saluting point w~ on the bank of the
Murrav River in the centre of Renmark, Oppo tte the Renmark Hotel.
Col , e'ille Bergen took the salute, perched on top. of a lar&e conc.rete
pylon on the picturesque bank of th~ Murray and wh1l t adoptmg vanous
po e . including that of Mercury. wished the fleet calm waters and safe

ailing. From t11ere, the. fleet traversed the Murray . Riv~r, enjoying the
delights and w1spoiled v1 ta of tliree States and expencncmg a J?l7thora of
activities along the way. The all ranks, flag bedecked flotilla v1s1ted such
place as the Old Cu toms House on the A/Vic border, Chowilla tation
Wool hed where a 1940s theme cabaret was held (under the auspices of
Ian Ha cock), Wompinni tation .in . S~ and ~c ruins of the WW2
Japanese intemmcnt camp. Travelh.ng 1~ Packet , f?r cas~ of control,
tlic fleet negotiated Lock 6 in both directions took part 111 fish111$ contest ,
campfire ingalongs, BBQ and a range of other pleasures wh1 l t afloat.
The distance travelled from Renmark to the border ofN W above Lock 6
was approximately 90kms.
On Saturday 9 eptember, the ' Wombateers ' returned to Renmark
where tlie entire fleet berthed in the centre of town and prepared for the
second Forma l Dinner, which is traditionally referred to as 'The Last
upper' . Thi Dinner was presided _over by ~aj Don Sutherland and the
venue once agai n was at the beautiful Funcuons Centre of the Reni:nark
Hotel. The reunion drew to a close on Sunday I 0 September with a
Remembrance Service and Wreath Layi ng Ceremony at the Renmark
Cros of acrifice at 11 OOhrs. It was conducted by the honorary Wombat
Chaplain the Reverend Canon James Stacy. This included members of
the Rem~ark R L, elements of the Riverland Brass Band and Cadet Unit
and the Mayor and local citizens. After the ceremon)'.. the Wombateers
retired to tlie Clubrooms of the Renmark RSL for a light luncheon and
fa rewells. We would like to thank all the people that made Wombat
another succe , but there are too many to name them all. A special
thank to Wombateers for your participation. The Corps is alive and well.

2SQUADRON
ROYAL NEW ZEALAND SIGNALS

2 NEW ZEALA..ND IG AL SQ ADRO
FOR THE FALLE
by courtesy of Katie Drake, NZ Army News

BEATS THE RETREAT

Ridge. This battle in orth Africa was me bloodiest fought in WW2 by 2
Z Div and cost the lives of 1415 men.
Particular recognition during the ceremony was given to two JU:!Z Sigs
officers who were killed, Capt Tom Patterson of 4 Bde and Bng Sam
Allen, the first CO of 2 Z Sig Regt. Capt Patterson's brother, Bryce
Patterson, had pecifically requested that 2 Sig Sqn commemorate the
Battle.
The event also gave 2 Sig Sqn the opportunity to parade the Royal
ew Zealand Corps of S ignal s' Princess Anne Banner, which wa
presented to the Z Corps in 1999 by HRH The Princess Royal, who 1s
also their Commander in Chief.
A separate ceremony was held later to present 2 ig Sqn me mbers with
the new Z Operational Service Medal.
THE EW ZEALAND ARMY CELEBRATE
25 YEARS OF THE INTEGRATIO OF WOME
by courtesy of the NZ Army News
.
.
Relationships going back years were re-kindled when th~ Chief of Z
General Staff, Maj Gen Jerry Mateparae, hosted a cockta1.l party _on 19
July as part of the Z Army's celebration of 25 years of the mtegration of
women into the ew Zealand Defence Force.
Servicewomen of today and yesteryear, from before and after 1977,
when integration began, came from all over the country to meet, to share
a glass of wine, to talk about old times and to just mingle. Some 140
people attended.

Sigs Kristin Laskey, Rebecca Syme, Genevieve Craddock and
Kylie Ratapu , serving RNZ Sigs members who joined the
celebrations
The RNZSigs' Princess Anne Banner is marched on by members
of 2 NZ Sig Sqn for the Beating of the Retreat ceremony
2 Z Sig qn conducted the Beating of the Retreat at Linton Camp on
27 July to commemorate the 60th Anniversary of the Battle of Ruweisat
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Among well-known women there were Maj (Retd) J ude Kelly, a
former OC of ZWRAC and Maj (Retd} Yvonne Hall, a f_ormer
ZWRAC Director. Maj Hall was commissioned in 1965 and retired in
1985. ' Integration had started to happen during my time,' she sa id, ' and
women in combat are OK, if that's what they want.'
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Maj Gen Mateparae welcomed everyone to the party. 'Thi event.'
he said, ' is to celebrate the progress we, in the Army, have made over the
pat 25 years in integrating women.' He acknowledged the contribution
of some 'co lourfu l characters' suc h as Jessie Gunn , Anne Campbell and
Janet C astell who were present. ' We recognise the milestones and the
progress we have made, and we celebrate with some of those who have
achieved those milestones. Most of all, though, we celebrate the fact that,
as a Defence Force and as an Army, we are thoroughly more professional,
capable and effective, because we do not discriminate against talented

people.' He sa id that women were just five and a half percent of the
Regular Force at the beginning of integration, but that ratio had no\\
grown to thirteen per cent.
Sigs Kristin Laskey, Rebecca yme, Genevieve Craddock and
Kylie Ratapu were among the current Regular R Z Signals per onnel
present. They agreed with Maj Dave amucls view that it was not a
matter of political correctne s: it was operational cffectivene s that was
driving integration. 'Gender is no longer a big issue,' they said. ' We JUSt
blend in with everyone else and get on with the job.'

FOOTBALL
CORPS FOOTBALL - by Capt Steele
Afte r an indifferent seaso n last year the new football season wa
approached with some obvious reservations. The need to improve was
uppermost in our minds. With direct in tructions from the Pre ident of
Corps Football to clean things up ringing in my ears, I decided to start the
season off with a pre-season tour. The first choice was Washington (not
Tyne & Wear). After some discu ion it was thought better to go to
Germany to work hard and look for talent in 7 and 16 Signal Regiments
rather than have what I would consider a unshine tour to a nice location.
After all it would not be the right mes age to send out, e pecially after
wbat was a poor season. Off to Germany we went with W02 Bell being
the tour organiser. The bu s set off from that fine football town of
Middlesbrough, then onto Bramcote and Bulford before a rri ving in
Krefeld in the very earl y hours of the morning.
The Corps played a total three games over five days. The first game
agai nst the Corps side from Germany was a real cracker, a very youthful
Corps UK side against a German side consisting totally of the 7 Signal
Regiment side, a settled and well-drilled outfit. The game was a frantic
and full-blooded affair. The Corps UK-side was 2-1 down at the break
and was down--to ten men after ome handbags at ten pace . The German
outfit eventually finished on top winning the game 4:3. The next day a
training game was arranged to look more clo ely at the players before the
fina l game against a local German side Spiel Verein St Tonis at St Tonis.
This was to be the very la t time that a Corps side would grace the turf
used by 28 Signal Regiment when they dominated Anny football in the
80s. Unfortunately the game was stopped due to bad light with the Corps
winn ing by 3-2.
The first important game was only a week after tlie tour finished. The
Corps had started its' Massey Trophy campaign against the RLC in
Blandford on 12 October 200 I. The tour to Germany wa deliberately
undertaken to prepare the side for this very match. Playing a 3-5-2
system, the Corps got off to flyer again ta very tough and highly skilled
side but were down to ten men after 30 minutes due to a refereeing
decision that could have bee n very co tly. The RLC were well organi ed
and had some very ex p er ie nced players, especially the big
uncompromi ing centre forward Cpl Maynard who gave a masterful
perfonnance on how to play up front. The Corps ran out winners by three
goals to two but it could have and should have been by a much greater
margin. otable performance were made by Cpl Collins, Cpl Ross and
ig Murray, who wa playing his la t game for the Corps before leaving
the Anny. Sig Murray ha been an excellent servant to Corps Football
and will be sore ly missed. We wish him well for the future . After a
superb start the Corps next played the RAFPTC in a friendly winning 5: I
before playing the 2nd Massey Trophy fixture again t the AGC. The
Corps played some superb tuff, totally de troying the opposition by five
goa l to nil. Cpl Collins scored a fine hat trick and Cpl Ross was the
man of the match. On to the game again t the Infantry at Pirbright. After
a difficult fir t period where the Infantry as wned the ascendancy in the
middle of the park and scoring a freak and disputed goal the Corp
dominated the second half with Cpl O'Connor scoring a fine cquali er.
With the Corps pu hing hard to get the winner our skipper mi sed from
clo c range! Two points dropped rather than a point gained wa the
general feeling after the game. The next two game against the
Intelligence Corp and the RAC represented a potential six ea y points.
However, these two games were very much the low points of our sea on,
losing to both teams for probably the first time in the Corps history! o
excuses for either result. Poor Fini bing against tlie Int Corp, co t us
dearly. We missed five one on ones against their keeper in the first 30
minutes! The Int Corps got into our box once during the whole 90
minutes, gained a soft penalty and cored. In the second half we were
down to ten men when the referee ent off our most influential player for
swea ring at his team-mate. We also managed to mis a penalty \ itli
probably the wor t penalty I have ever seen in 20 year of playing
football. hilst throwing everything but the kitchen ink trying to get the
equaliser our keeper was caught 25 yards off hi line and wa lobbed with
a Imo t the last kick of the game, an ab olute calamity of a result! ext up
a home fixture again t the RA wa an even lower point of the ea on!
Despite bei11g two goal to one up at half time and in complete control,
the team committed suicide during the half-time break. After an argument
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with Sgt Alford , Cpl Ross stormed off and refused to come out for the
second half despite my best efforts to coax him back on. With the team in
some disarray the RAC's centre forward scored twice, leaving us totally
embarrassed! After this result my dri ve back to Bramcote seemed like the
longest journey of my life!
The next match was in six weeks time against the PT Corp , plenty of
time for players to reflect on those recent poor performances. The Corp
et about th is game in an extremely positive and determined manner,
desperate to make up for recent results! Despite conceding an early goal
the Corps played some good stuff and forged a 3:2 lead with only ten
minutes remaining in the game. Again we were in total control and the
PT Corps never looked liked scoring when they got a soft free kick on the
extreme right hand edge of the penalty area. The wall was in the right
place and they bit the ball traight at it but like the parting of the Red Sea
Sgt Brady and Sig Fil on allowed the ball to pass between them along
the ground and roll into the back of the net with the keeper totally
unsighted to equalise. Another mention for Cpl Collins, who scored his
second Hat Trick of the eason. The Massey Trophy was by now well out
of reach (Played 7, Won 3, Drew 2, Lost 2, \vith the game again t the
AMS awarded to the Corps as they failed to tum up). The Quadrangular
Tournament wa now j ust over a month away. Jt was decided to get the
squad together on the Thursday before the competition to get some
training in and to play the AAC on the Friday in preparation for an
assault on the Quad . A quality training ession by our Coach, gt
Hukin, put the team in good shape for tlie game again t the AA . The
Manager, Capt Steele, also added to the teams morale by breaking his
knee cap during training. My sincere appreciation goe to the Phy io,
W02 ' Richy ' Bell, for his quick as essment of a j arred knee. It 's j ust as
well we have profes ional about! On to the game and with the skipper
left out recovering from injury. Cpl O'Connor was a ked to kipper the
side. The Corps played some great football and ran out comfortable
winners by four goal to two. Sig Rizza scored and wa the man of the
match and gt Kidd cored hi first goals for the Corp in over two
years. Going in to the Quads it wa just tlie tonic we required .
We all moved up to Woolwich on Saturday and took over our
accommodation for the next week wa . quite the wor t tran it
accommodation I ha e ever come acros . I wouldn't keep my pigeon in
uch surroundings! On to our first training se sion and our coach Sgt
Hukin decided to take ome time off to Jct the lad relax a little. The fir t
game was against the RE who were hot favourite to win the competition
and the Massey Trophy. What a game it turned out to be. The defence
was magnificent, the RE love to hit diagonal long balls from almo t
anywhere on the park but we coped and looked extremely confidant. We
dominated the game but could not find a way past their keeper, and the
ball certainly \ ouldn 't fall kindly for u in their box . The biggest
complement they gave u wa to change their system, as they could not
cope in midfield. With only 20 minutes remaining, one mistake at the
back aw them have their very first goal scoring opportunity. Ye you'\'e
gue ' ed it, they cored. The lads were gutted but to their enormou credit
they lifted their game by another 10% and went on to equali e. with a
fine goal by the skipper. At the end of the match the RE were relieved to
take a point.
The next game wa · against the RA. a crucial game and one we needed
to win to tand a chance of winning the competition. With the b t
performance of the sea:on \ e thra hed them 5-1 an absolutely
out landing performance that tunned the oppo ition. With five different
goal scorers it is di fficull to ingle out any one goal. but the goal by gt
Kidd wa spectacular. He will never score a goal like that again! There
were e ·cellcnt performance - all round, but LCpl Lennard wa imply
awesome and was awarded man of the match. Into the last game against
the old enemy the REME, a win would enable u to win the competition
for the fir t time in 17 years. The Corp took the lead in the 60th minute
after a very -crappy fir t half. Thing looked like they were going our
way until with five minute to go, the REME put the ball 11110 the bo.
from the far left hand side. n innocent looking cro s wa mis:ed by our
keeper and a· our defender fell unchallenged in the box it hit him in the
chest and fi II agonising! in to the back of the net. llO\\ cruel football
can be. Victory wa , natched from us in the wickede:t of, ays. The lads
\ ere distraught and inconsolable! Finishing econd 111 the Quad: and
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being unbeaten wa a line aehiev~ment , but alas that ' not "hat we
''anted!
A ~!range sea on O\'eralt, we lini hcd 4th in the Mas ey Trophy and
2nd in the Quad . Looking back, the game again t the Int Corp and the
R '\ "ill haunt u for year to come . 1y sincere thank go to
\\ 0 2 ·Rich}· Bell. Iaj 'Paul' mith and Sgt 'Dave· H ukin for alt the
a sistance and guidance throughout the wht}k: ea on . I would al o like to
thank LI CotLice nse for hi in piratio:i during the Qu ~rl rangular
Tournament. In summar> the Corps had played 11 matche.>, Won 5,
Drnwn 4 and Lo ·t 2.
Plav.:r of the ea on
C pl ollins
Pia- crs' player of the eason
Cpl Colli ns
Top Goal corer
Cpl Collins
The folio" ing ha\'e been recommended to recei\'c orp Colour :
Ma( mith
C pl Richa r ds
gt Hukin
Cpl Watts
gt Brad y
LCpl tevenso n
gt Kidd

THE SIG 'ALLE R

P - by Capt 'Tommy ' teele
A oon as I was appointed the Manager of the Corp Football Team l
immediately d.:cided to put in to place my driving ambition of trying to
impro\'e football at alt levels across the Corps.
The last Royal ignal Unit to win the Army Cup wa 2 ignal
Regiment in 1995?. The Corp· la t won the Quadrangular competition in
19 6. 7 and the Corp ha never won the Masey Trophy! E entialty the
Corp ha been • tiding in to the porting wildeme s for far too long and it
i about time everyone who can do omething to prevent the lide. hould
de> so! To win the Anny Cup you need a senled side, (not necessarily all
the be t players but a large percentage), trong management and a unit
that wants to win. fo t of our sides are out by Chri tmas and therefore
have nothing let1 to look forward to apart from playing their remaining
league fixture. The Signaller Cup is a Royal ignals Knockout
Competition for all regular Royal ignals units, both major and minor.
The aims of for the competition are threefold: firstly to promote football
acros· the Corps, econdly to identify players of Corps tandard and
finally to promote Regimental/Squadron pride and identity through sport.
co ts down to an abso lute
The competition is de' ised to keep T &
minimum, i.e. the competition is split in to four zones, 'orthem Ireland,
1
Germany, England outh and England orth.
Mrs Yvonn e E dw a rd s and SSgt E va ns made the dra' on 24
eptember 200 1 at 30 Sig Regt. As 20 teams initially entered it was
necessar y to ha e a preliminary round to get to 16 teams. Due to
operational rea on 243 Sig qn pulled out of the competition and were
replaced by 21 ig Regt.
There were no shocks in the preliminary round with 11 ig Regt
beating 238 Sig qn 4-2 despi te the valiant efforts of C pl · Wes'
O'Connor. HQ SOinC was well beaten by 12 Mech Bde, but worthy of
mention is the oldest player to score a goal (Lt Col Hea rn) and also the
only R M to score a goal (WOl Ca rter). Also worthy of mention in that
game wa LCpl Durbin who scored five goals. 3 Division saw off I
Mech Bde comfortably and finally 2 1 Sig Regt beat 14 ig Regt by three
goal to one.
Into the first round proper and 15 Sig Regt and 3 Inf Bde were victors
in orthem Ireland, 7 Sig Regt and I Div were victors in Germany, 2 Sig
Regt and 30 ig Regt were victors in England (North) and 11 Sig Regt
and 21 Sig Regt were victor in England (South). The quarter-finals saw
15 Sig Regt beat 3 Inf Bde by four goals to one (with C pl L ower y
scoring twice-), 7 ig Regt beat I Div by six goals to two (with LC pl
Harri scoring a hat-trick), 11 Sig Regt saw of.T 21 Sig Regt by three
goals to one and 30 Sig Regt beat 2 Sig Regt by two goa ls to one.

The . emi-tinals took place in Bruggen in Germany, and in Bramcotc in
England. The fi rst semi saw 30 ig Regt beat 15 ig Regt by six goals to
nil. Although a hea\'y score line, the game was by no means one sided
but the home side d id take th e ir ch ance well. 15 S ig Rcgt put up a
pirited performance and were sporting both on and off the pi tch. The
second semi-fi nal saw 11 ig Regt venture to Germany. With a mixture of
young train ees and some old experienced head they went in to battle
again t a strong 7 ig Regt side. Jn a very close game 7 Si g Regt were
winners by two goals l nil (with two goa ls by LCpl tevenson).
The fin al took place in Bramcote on 19 April 2002. A huge amount of
preparation went into getting the pitch and the surroundings ready for the
occasion. Both teams took to the pitch to warm up before meeting the
President of Corp Football, Col Ewbank was introduced to 7 Sig Regt
by their aptain, Cpl Brown and to 30 ig Regt by their Captain, Sig
Roberts. LCpl Harris, Sig Rizza and Sig Creighton dominating the
middle oon carved out ome opening for the front men of Sig Scott and
LCpl tevenson . The home side defence was having to work overtime
to try to deal with the silky skill of 'Stevo '. A goal by Sig Creighton
after a poor miss from five yards by Sig cott gave seven the lead and
before long, when Sig Creighton scored again and now it was two nil.

Cpl Collins (Army Capta in) kindly agreed to pre ent the Man-of-the
Match award. He elected L~pl tevcn on and pre ·cntcd him Y.ith the
trophy. After the game both sides and guests Y.Cre treated to a traditional
Gurkha Bhart _before g? ing off into the uneaton night to celebrate a
fa bulous occasion. My sincere congratulations go to 7 Sig Regt but I have
to warn them that it won 't be so easy next year!

LCpl Stevenson receives the Man-of-the Match award
from the Army Football Captain - Cpl Collins

Both teams with the Signaller Cup

The Royal Signals Squash Championships 2002
13-15 November 2002, at The Army Foundation College, Harrogate
(Entry forms have been sent to all Units)
For further information contact:Capt Bason on Northwood Mil 33098
Capt Stokoe receives a yellow card for being Ginger!
At the beginning of the second half, with harsh words ringing in their

ears, the home side went on the offensive to try and reduce their deficit.
After 20 minutes of constant home pressure 7 Sig Regt then took total
control and cored a soft goal from a central free kick 25 yards from goal.
A good strike from LC pl Ha r ris bit the back of the net through the goal
keepers outstretched arms right down the middle. Total dominance
followed with 7 Sig Regt playing some quality football ' Stevo' tortured
the home defence time and time again . He set up two further goals for Sig
Blac kb urn and gave the oldest man on the pitch C pl Ove nd en the
roasting of his entire football career. The game finished live nil to the
inaugural ~ inner of the Signaller Cup, 7 Sig Regt. A fir t class
performance by thoroughly deserved winners. C ol J. K. Ewba n k
pre ented the prizes to all the players and C pl Brow n received the
Signaller Cup.

GOLF
CAGE 2002
by Col (Retd) C. J. Walters, CAGE Chairman
The _Corps' annual Celebrity Amateur Golf Event (CAGE) 2002 was
held th1 year at the Ashley Wood Golf Club on 8 July. The build up to
the great day was dominated by very wet weather and the dawn looked
gloomy to say the lea t. Fortunately, the cour e bad managed to soak up
the rain that had fallen during the previou week and as the fir t of the
124 golfers teed off there were igns above chat the gloom was lifiing.
Sure enough, our prayers were answered, and it was not long before the
waterproof clothing was being shed to everyone's delight.

'!J

David Wake (R), AMS main sponsor, presents the Trend Team of
Peter Walker, Arthur Fisher, Stuart Muirhead and Garry Thompson
with their prizes

Sig Smith keeps an eye on LCpl Stevenson who is in full control
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LCpl Harris receives the Signaller Cup from Col J. K. Ewbank
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The course was in excell ent condition and S gt Dave Allen and his
band of helpers had ct it out to look like Muirfield on Open Day. The
lad ies section were mann ing the chipping and putti ng compet itions. Once
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again our faithful_celebrities had turned up in great numbers to give their
full support and industry found the pull to be irresistible; we had a full
hou~e. Moreover, there wer': no igns that the cocktail party of the
prev1ou night had held any pn oners. The day got better a it progressed
and ther~ wer~ rumours ?f omc very good scores. Our newe t celebrity,
G ~ry G 1Iles p1e (2 handicap), won the longe t drive with an enormous
tnke! One of our longest standing celebrities Brian Clo e won the be l
celebrity prize. Following the prizegivi ng we all returned to the Officer'
Mes where the Corps Band gave one of their superb performance . Brig
David . M cDowalJ, on hi first official occasion ince taking up the po t
of OmC(A). thanked everyone for their support. Jimmy Quinn , at
CAGE for the first time, replied with ten of the funniest minute
imaginable.
The result was a resounding success that will benefit both The Corp
!fu eum and loca l chi ldren with pecial needs. We would like to thank a ll
of our sponsors who continue to give u their support and to LOG ICA
and General Dynamic for joining us for the first time.
C ORPS GOLFERS WI THE RE ' S N I GDA L E C P
The Army Officer · Golfi ng ociety ummer Meeting 2002 wa held
from 11 to 14 June at the famous Royal t George' and Royal Cinque
Ports Golf Clubs near andwich. Kem. The Corp was "ell represented
with over 25 pa t and pre ent participants in what were, ::ompared with
recent years, fairly benign conditions. There was no rain t-ut a trong
breeze prevented co~np lacency. Added to thi the Royal t George's
course 1s already being prepared for the 2003 Open by narro\\ ing the
fairways. One metre off target was a recipe for di · a ter and made Jo,\
scori ng difficult. In the individual event C ol M ike Hales started the
week in tremendou form and wa winner of both the Blac ·Watch iher
Medal and Grenadier Guards up. Maj Paul Bosher w a the sweep
winner of the C inq ue Ports stab leford on Tue day and Lt C ol John
McFarlane ' on the Thur day tableford with 39 po111 t . For the team
events the Corps was represented by :
R SIG 'AL 'A'
Len Yale (4), Mike Gilyeat (7), Da\ id Palmer ( ), M ike Hales (9), Paul
Bo her (8)
R lG ALS 'B'
Ian leightho lm ( ), George Finney (9), liff Walters (I 0), Olly Halstead
(1 1), Jon Wi ll iam- (9)
R JG ALS I I
tan Gordon ( 13), Tony Wil cox ( 13), Trevor Keate ( 11 }, Bill Kent ( 15),
Don Lonsdale ( 11)
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R I .

L '0'

kip Redman (14). Eddie Marsh (14). Le, Waumsley (IS), Les Rix (17).
1c icol (21)
(Their ha11dicaps are i11 bracket )
The ·A' Team tarted well in the Ordnance Cup with a very clo e
conte t again t th RLC. which we won on the fir t extra !iole.
nfortunatcly, they came up against a very strong RA team in the emifinal and \\ere knocked out by being three holes down in a competition
that we had won in 200 I.
For the first ume since 1996 the 'B' Team lifted the RE' unningdale
Cup. \\'e beat the Royal Engineers in our fir t game and then went on to
beat a yery . trong RADC (who had won a trophy in seven of the la t
elc\'en year:;), by a re.ounding ten up. Jon \! ill iams played a very
trong game to succeed by • i · holes.
The ·C' and ·D' Team were unfortunate to be drawn again teach
other m the Egypt up. The 'C', went through and when they then beat
the RA 1C ·B' by 18 holes. we were hopeful for a fir·t e er win in thi
competition ·ince its inception in 1983. Unfortunately, it wa not to be a
they came up again ta very trong RA ·c and lo t by eleven holes ..
The week 's golfing event were punctuated on Wednesday cvemng by
an excellent dinner at the Royal St George's lub which was ably
organised by J ackie Ha lstead and attended by 28 members and ladies.
We must aLo thank Col Mike Hales for providing the wine from 'his
winnings'. Our thank must also go to Ca pt Peter Dixon (ably a sisted
by Veli a) who i· Hon ec of AOGS and ha for six years arranged the
golfing week with great attention to detail. This week wa no exception.
, ext year will be at Hill ide and any officer wishing to attend should
contact Lieutenant Col O lly Halstead on hrivenham 4259.

BL 1 0FORO GARRISO GOLFI G 0 IETY (BGG )
MMER MEETI G - SPO SORED BY NEXTRA
bl' Col (Retd) C. Walters.
·
T he BGG Summer meeting wa. held at the
alisbury and outh Wilts Golf Club 25 July. 24
members of the society and five members from
our spon ors EXTRA enjoyed the day. We
were bles ed with exce ll ent weather and a
course that was in 'tip-top' condition. The
mom ing round was for the Gaz Wilson Chalice.
Jt wa won by Sgt Dave Allen with the
out tanding score of 48 points for which our
handicap secretary reduced his handicap to 17.
Other winners were:
Division I: Andy Armitage (38 pts)
Di vi ion 2: Col (Retd) Cliff Walters (39)
Division 3: Maj (Retd) Les Rix (33)
Longe t Drive: W02 Matt Dale
earest the Pin: Mr Anderton
Pro's Approach: Col (Retd) Cliff Walters
The afternoon comprised a Team Monte Carlo Stableford in which at
each hole the two highest scores in each team of three were multiplied
together. The winners with 94 points were W02 Matt Dale, Lt Col Alan
Browne and S gt Dave Allen. We would like to thank Mr Peter Laney
for presenting the prize providing support to the Society again in 2002.
Re ults of Friendly Matche :
At Ashley Wood golf Club IO July
BGGS 4 - TREND I
At Sandford prings 17 July
BGGS 3- EXTRA 2
BGG 3.5 - BAE Y TEMS 1.5 At Broad tone I August

ARMY HUNDRED
1rd
SSgt Dave Copley
11th
LCpl Oevprakash Gu rung
15th
Sgt ombahadur Chochangi
21 st
Maj Krishna Gurung BEM
22nd
Lt Jim Barber
29th
Lt Yamkumar Gurung
36th
Sig Ourga Gurung
37th
SSgt Jay aunders
60th
Lt Col Richard Hoole
LCpl Lalitbahadur Thapa
64th
Cpl I. J. McGonigle REME
66th
71 st
Sig ekendra Gurung
73rd
gt 'Dinger' Bell
93rd
Cpl Sally Hubble

CE TSAAM 2002 RESULTS
Winner of the ARA Bronze Jewel in the Queen 's Medal Competition
S gt Dave Copley
280(UK) Sig Sqn

Cpl Sally Hubble is all smiles as the first female Signaller
to make the Army Hundred

CORPS SHOOTING 2002
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female Royal Signaller in the Army Hundred, Cp l Sally H ubble. So a
very special well done to both of them. The rest of the results are given
below.
CORPSAM 2002 Champion-at-Arms

ig qn

Capt Colin Kell being presented with the Goulding Bowl
by Brig C. L. Le Gallais CBE

Why not pay your subscription by Direct Debit?
IMM9.,.~82fr1'"9 and we wil1 send you a form

C ORP SKILL-AT-ARMS MEETI1 G (CO RPSAM),
T HE CE 'TRAL SKI LL-AT-ARMS MEETING (CE TSAM)
AN O T HE Q EE ' 1EOAL C 0 .1PETIO (Q MC)
Maj Kris/ma Gunmg BEM (Capt of Corps Shooti11g)
Contrary to belief in some quarters of the Corps and indeed the Army,
that service competition hooting is just another sport, it is actually about
practising kill-at-arms and marksmanship for combat - a core military
skill - and not just another sport. Neither is it ·gravel belly hooting', as
also mistakenly perceived by the uninitiated, because all the matches
involve running, firing from positions other than in the prone and firing
under a certain amount of duress. The aim of competition hooting is, to
quote lnfantry Training Volume IV Pamphlet Number 20, 'to promote
intere t in mall arms shooting for Service purposes by means of
mdividual and collective competitions, framed to include practice in
methods which will lead to increased EFFICJE CY ON THE
BATTLEFIELD' . Service competition shooting also enhances team spirit
and team bonding, a. every member of the team knows that he or she
must hoot to the best of his or her ability for the team and cannot afford
to let the team down by poor performance. Our soldiers, those that get the
opportunity to train for and take part in these competitions, invariably
thoroughly enjoy the challenges and thrills they experience and emerge
better motivated soldiers each time. At worst they have increased
confidence in their weapon handling and marksmanship skills, and at best
they have been victorious and won prizes to take back lo their units.
Unfortunately, not enough of our soldiers get the opportunity to
participate, either becau e of operations or other reasons. I beseech all
readers, especially you young officers, S COs and young soldiers, to
form or join unit shooting teams and take part in Divi ional and District
kill-at-Arms meetings, not forgetting CORPSAM . All those who do so
on a regular basis will certainly discover that it will be an experience,
well worth the effort, and beneficial to your un it in terms of soldier
morale.
CORPSAM, the joint competition run concurrently by R SIG ALS,
RE, RLC, REME and AGC was held from 5 to 12 April 2002 on Ash and
Pirbright Ranges. CE T AM incorporating QMC, the premier combat
hooting competition of the world, was held at Bisley and Pi rbright
Ranges from 18 to 20 Jun 02. with the ational Rifle Association (NRA)
Service Weapons events taking place from 24 to 27 June 2002. This year,
there we.e in total 131 regular competitors from 18 units and 130 TA
competitor from 13 units who took part in CORPSAM 2002; and 19
regular competitors who qualified through their Div/ Dist SAMs for a
place on CE T A\.!. Thi year there were 181 British Army competitors
(competitor~ from the armies of Australia, Canada, USA, South Africa
an~ Oman .were also participating). Of the 19 Corps participants, 14 shot
their way mto the Al1!1Y Hundred. including notably, the Bronze Jewel
v.mner (third top shot in the Army), gt Dave C opley and the first ever

280(1.JK) Sig qn
2 ig Rcgt
30 Sig Regt
31 Sig Regt(V)
280(UK) Sig qn
30 Sig Regt
30 Sig Regt
39 Sig Regt(V)
HQ ARA
30 Sig Regt
12 Mech Bde HQ &
30 Sig Regt
39 Sig Regt(V)
280(UK) ig qn

Lt Jim Barber, Sig Durga Gurung and SSgt Dave Copley
with their trophies after Stage 1 of the Queen's Medal
Winn er of t he Roupell C up

Remai ning Positions (o ut of 181)
16 ig Regt
107th C pl ' Hutch ' L ittle
16 igRegt
I 08th
ig D. R. Tra nter
30 Sig Regt
I 16th Sig ushil Li mbu
12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig qn
I 17th LCpl 8. Redfern
I ADSR
I 72nd LC pl D. T. eil
Win ners of the Britanni a Trophy
(I nternational Team C ombat Snapshooting M atch)
(Representing the British Army)
30 ig Regt
Lt Yamkum ar G urung
30 Sig Regt
Sgt Som bahadur C hochangi
30 Sig Regt
LCpl Lalitbahadur T ha pa
30 Sig Regt
Sig Durga Gurung
Methu en C up (I nter-Corps/Division/Service Rifle Ma tch)
4th ROYAL SIG ALS comprising:
31 Sig Regt (V)
Maj Kris hna G urung BE I
30 ig Regt
Lt Ya mkumar G uru ng
2 O(UK) ig qn
Lt J. C. Barber
280(UK) Sig qn
SSgt D. C opley
30 ig Regt
Sgt So mba hadur C hocbangi
2 Sig Regt
LCpl Devprakash G uruno
Reserves:
30 Sig Regt
LCpl La litbah adur T hapa
30 ig Regt
Sig Durga G urun g

SSgt Dave Copley (280 (UK) Sig Sqn)
receiving the Roupell Cup from Lord Meth uen

Member of the Army 8 for th e
Rifle Ma tch)
Sgt Sombahadur C hochan gi

nited Services

up (Inter-Serv ice

30 ig Regt

Winner of the Henry W h itehead C up (Class B)
30 ig Regt
Sig Ourga G ur ung

1ember of th e Army FIB A Team for the Inter- ervice FIB
latch
30 ig Regt
Lt Yamkuma r Gurung
30 ig Regt
Sgt ombahadur hochan gi

Winn er of the Henry W hitehead Youn g Officer 's C up
and ARA Spoon
Lt Jim Ba r ber _,,,,.,.,,.,,.,...........,_ _ __

Winner of the Kinnaird Trophy ( RA en•ice Rifle leeting)
Lt J .C. Ba rber
280(UK) Sig qn
T he Senice Pistol C hampionship (T he Pl TO L X X. )
5th Lt Col Richard Hoole
HQ ARA
18th 'laj Krishna Gurung BE I
31 ig Regt (V)

Capt Colin Kell (2 Sig Regt),
CORPSAM 2002 Ch ampion-at-Arms
Being chaired off with Capt Graham Reith and
Lt Col Richard Hoole as lead bearers
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Lt Jim Barber receiving one of his trophies
fro m Brig A. P. Farquhar MBE Vice-President ARA
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(EXERCISE SHARPSHOOT ER 12 J ULY - 5 A G T 2002)
1aj Krishna G urung BE M
31 Sig Regt ( )
Lt Yamkumar Gurung
30 ig Regt
Lt Jim Barber
2, 0( K) ig qn
30 ig Rcgt
gt Som Chochan gi
Finally, thank you to a fe \\ people on behalf of the orp · en ice
hoot ing fra ternity. Thi year we were the lead Corps for CORP
1
2002, \Yhich mean t our Corp ecretary, C apt G raham Reith had to
work overtime for its preparation and admini tration (111cludmg liaison
with the other Corps). ll is hard work undoubted! played a major part
behind a hugely ucce ful ORP M 2002. Our hearttClt thanks to him
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behind a hugel) :ucce · ·fut CORP AM 2002. Our heartfe lt thank to him
for that K p up the good work! Our thank also g to CO and all rank
32 ig Regt (V) for providing the main administra:inn for the Meeting.
Without the ignallers from Gia go\\ , the meeting would not have been
po. sible. \Ve are also incerely grateful for the trcmendou support from

our new Chairman of Corps Shooting. Col Mike Lithgow MBE, who is
such a protagonist of our cause. Thanks for all your help o far 1r. We
look forward 10 your continued support in the years to come. Last but no1
least, our grateful thanks go to the COs and OCs of all those who were
able 10 hoot in the various competitions this year for upporting service
shooting our core mil itary skill. We beg you 10 continue to do so.

JfIBI R
Patron: HRH T he Princess Royal

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
Admiral
ommodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodore :
Off hore
Dinghy and Day boats
\ indsurfing
Yachtmaster (U K)
(Gern1any)
Relired Member Repre entative
ecrelarie :
General
Windsurfing
oldier !embers:
Offshore
Dinghy
Wind urfing

ROYAL SIGNALS YACHT CLUB
R SIG, AL S IL TRAI 11 G WEEK - KIEL 2002
The R IG1 AL sail training week wa held in the Baltic Sea in July.
A total of nine yachts ( ajad 33 ls) were chartered on behalf of R
SIGNALS YC from the Kiel Training Centre. Adventure training
requirement demand that each yacht is skippered by a minimum of RYA
Coastal kipper. Where unit could not provide their own kipper, R
JG AL YC arranged this from known Royal ignai personnel. The
STW consi ted of five training day under the supervi ion of qualified
skippers followed by five days Offshore Racing. 54 Royal Signals
personnel took part, with 34 arriving as novices and leaving with the
RYA Competent Crew qualification. During the Offshore Racing Phase
each day started with a hort race round chosen local marks and was
followed by a pas age race of between 35 and 80 Iautical Miles. The
weather conditions varied from a flat calm to gale Force 8, gusting Force
9 (for the novice kippers race!). This event i held in July every year and
has developed into one of the most demanding Corps sail training weeks
10 be held at Kiel. Results were:
Overall Results:
Skipper
Yacht
C rew
Lt Col Keith Whitehead
Petrel
1st ACCAP Bn
Maj Fred Calvert
Teal
2nd 3 Sig Regt
Sgt Windy Gale
Widgeon
3rd 30 Sig Regt
Maj Mark Butler
Tern
4th DCSA
gt Dave Sangster
Pintail
5th 81 ig Sqn
Maj Ian Blower
Curlew
6th 7 ig Regt
Sgt Martin Kendell
Grebe
7th 11 Sig Regt
Skua
8th 1 (UK) AD R Sgt Stu Reynolds
Maj Bob Appleton
Pocbard
9th Compo ite
(HQ 11 Sig Bde/7 Sig Regt/11 Sig Regt)
·ovice kipper.
1st
ig Johnson
2nd LCpl ixon
3rd Capt Fletcher
4th W02 Cundy

30 Sig Regt
II Sig Regt
HQ 2 igBde
38 Sig Regt

The fleet sailing under spinnakers in light airs
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President: Th e Master of Signals

Brig . J. Burton QBE
Col M. Lithgow MB E
Maj D. C. A. Ell is (9437 1 5299)

Chairman: Major General A . H. Boyle CB
Vice Chairman: Brig . F. Wood Area 1; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M . Gordon Area 3; Big K. H. Olds Area 4;
Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CB E cotland; Lt Col C. . Lightfoot Ireland

Lt ol A. A. Ewell
Maj . J. Turnbull
Maj P. Bowle

General Secretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare eeretary: Mrs J. Cornick

Maj J. S. tuart (Mob: 0796 7043868)
Maj I. Gray

Assistant General ecretary: Lt Col I. J . Hamilton
Membership: Mr P. J. Cuckow

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTU 8RH. Telephone: Military ystem (9) 4371 2090 or
01258 48 2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
Maj T. Pender-Johns (94561 2288)
Capt A. J. Mould (94344 5111 )

All contributions for Th e WIRE should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uklmuseum

Sgt D. angster
LCpl . outhan
Cpl A. Varney
Mermaid Cup - Long Race, and the Round the Cans
Petrel - ACCAP Bn
Jack- Homeward Bound Trophy
Widgeon - 30 Sig Regt.

The Association communicates with its Branches and individual members through the pages o/The WIRE, which contains accounts of Branch affairs as
well as a forecast ofAssociation events.
Branch Secre/aries are asked to check that their Branch Members receive sufficiem copies o/The WIRE. A socialion HQ can arrange /or copies 10 be
delivered in bulk to Branch Secrelariesfor fur/her dislribution if this is convenient: it helps us lo save on poslage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published in The WIR E and should be submiffed to the Edi/or. We also welcome le11ers, requesls 10 contact old
comrades and announcements of births, marriages and deaths. We hope thal each Branch will contribule a shon accoum of ils aclivilies, pref erably with
photographs, at leas/ once a year.

CITO Cannon - Runners Up
Teal - 38 Sig Regt

EXERCISE GB21 SHF COLERNE 2002
by D. K. Egan GW4XKE

Dickenson Telescope - Overall Winners
Petrel - ACCAP Bn
Don Shaw Trophy - Spirit of the Event Award
Skua - 7 Sig Regt

Force 8 for the Novice Helmsman's race

Relaxing on the quayside after a hard days sailing
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Day One - Over 24-28 June 2002 a tea m gathered together at the
Training Wing 21 Sig Regt (Air Support), Co lerne a few miles northeast
of Bath, Wiltshire, by the kind permi sion of the CO Col Ivan Hooper,
who is al so the Pres ident of The Air Formation Signal Reg iment '
Association. The Royal Signals and the Royal Air Force Amateur Radio
Soc ie ti e and th e ir me mber also supported th is event. The initial
o peration o f thi s ve ry Spe cial (s pec ia l) c all ign GB 2 1 HF
(Signals/Support Helicopter Force) took place at the Regiment's Open
Day on Saturday 8 June and ha been the subject of a previou report.
Upon arrival , on Monday morning Day One, the first task wa setting
up tation o. I of the planned four tations in Lecture Room o.3, after
first reporting to Eilean Robinson in charge of the Training Wing Office.
Permi sion given, the next task wa to check the aerial ma ts, positions of
the three set up previously by Cpl Tony Wressel, who had been a signed
10 ass ist our team by the OC HQ quadron , Maj Tom Dean. These ' ere
orientated in such a position that a l 32ft wire doublet would be almo t
orth/South a11d about 50ft high with a cemre ma t. The second aerial
was to be a GSRV total length 10211 located East/West with it end
attached to the third mast so that the centre mast wa shared by both
aerials, one end ma t al o doubled up to fl y the R AR flag .
In the meantime an early arrival was John Densem G4KJV with hi
purpose buill blue i san mobile station completely kitted out with a
'brew up ' area a een at many pecial event . It was not long before he
had erected his portable masts with his full size GSRV aerial as Station
No .3 . He was first on the air at 1131 hr GMT and started his ' ke
bashing' and some SSB contact until he had to lea e after lunch but left
his masts up for a return on Wednesday 26 June.
A test tran mission was made at I 454hrs B T and th e CQ wa
answered by 0 6 TZ/P Wim at Knokke-Hclst not far from Middleburgh
on the Belgium Dutch border, who had a kite upported aerial.
a
matter of interest to the writer, Zierikzee was al o not far away and the
birthplace of his grandfather. The ccond contact was nearer home being
GOVT Ron RSAR member 3304 . Just al this time John Dixon
MOBZG arrived on his Triumph Twin 750cc motorcycle all the way from
orfolk o he needed a si tance to set up the second talion in lecture
Room o.2. with his aerial etc, before more serious operation could
commence.
It was getting on to late afternoon by the time we had put up the GSRV
and got the station for John MOBZG for his first contact in Log Book
No.2 at l 700hrs BST with lan 1M3LGU R ARS 2925 Haddingtun and
then Hasso GQ4BY J/ P R ARS 0896 near Ludlow with a elo e down at
1745 BST with a further four station all W a he bad 10 get ettlcd in at
the ergeants' Mes aller the long ride from his home. talion o. l in
Room3 , closed down at 1823hrs with John F/GOCJ P R AR 2236 at
Picardix last in that log for Day One. After dinner a relax~d evening wa
spenl having a jar or two in the Me s Bar and an early 111ght. o endcth
Day One.
Day 1\vo - An early morning tart ' a made by Denni Egan
GW4XKE from hi. station in Room 3 with the first call of the day at
B 7.068 Uli Duscldorf 5/9 both
0533hrs GMT from DF4JG on 40m
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ways then OZ6ZV Leo from Copenhagen with a local call from G3
Y
Walt from Tewkisbury. By now it was just past 0715hrs B T and time for
breakfast so a quick trundle to the OR's Me as this wa in use for all
ranks as most of the Regiment were away on exerci e and not due back
until the end of the week.
Soon back to the Shack for some erious operating SSB with John
Dixon MOBZG in CW mode from Room 2 with the sound of 'dah di dah'
etc echoing throughout the corridors of the Training Wing. This ' trange
sound ' had not been heard since July 2001 and GB4AF brought various
people in uniform 10 see what was afoot with the words, 'l thought that
CW was dead. ' Soon we had visitors who were not on the exercise
popping in and out as word got around during the course of the week.
All of a udden the familiar voice of GORGB was heard in the
di tance, Peter Fletcher no less of 'Red Green Blue' fame, accompanied
by a new member of the Team, one Vic F Webb G3RE RAFARS 43'4
who had been pres ganged by Peter and arrived in Vic' car with a TS
530 etc as Station o. 4 allocated in Room 4.
ow come the interesting part. A Peter and Vic were left 10 et up
the tation and 'THE AERIAL', Peter a ked where could it be ited?
'Where i it then? ' we asked. ' Outside in a bag,' wa the reply. ·rn a
bag?' 'Yes, ready for as embly. It' a vertical you know. 'Home Brew· o
it doe n"t need much space and it' adjustable. I have got my MFJ aerial
analy er you know! Oh well best to leave them to it. I'll come back later
and ha e a huffii.' He then carried on with my station in Room 3.
After ome lunch the sound of activity came from the GORGB/G3RE
team room working the higher frequency part of the bands to station
worldwide both
B and CW from I 300hr GMT 10 clo e dO\\ n al
1950hrs GMT of lation o.4. An intere ting AP2J B call from Bob in
Karachi on
B together with VQ9FW Phil. Diego Garcia and another
notable call by Peter wa with DU I BP in the Philippine . Al the end of
the day many stations were in the log S B and CW with John MOBZG
operation station o. l, from late afternoon until I 952hrs GMT, the last
station worked being IZSEBL.
After locking up lhe Training V ing and lowering and removing the
R AR flag we all went 10 the ergeants' Mc s Bar and talked about
·THE AERIAL' al o to get some photograph the next day. It wa
sugge ted to Peter that ii would be an intcrc ting anicl for Mercury and
QRV.
Day Three - Th 26 June 2002 started much the amc a before from
the writer's tation o. l except that it wa not a early. The first call ''as
at 0736hr GMT with Z I BGP Volmer from a place called Yngb , all
the contacts being 40m
B throughout the K and Europe with three
page in the logbook and la.t contact at I 609hrs GMT \\ ith R AR.
member Mike GJOOQ R AR 06 5. A notable call \\3 from
DL/G4ETG/ M Da' e R
R 0963 at Fredrickha\'en . ic G3RE. .
through the per ua. ive tongue of Peter GORGB al. o used this . talion
from ju t before 1600hr B T 10 clo c down for a photo call.
We were plea ed 10 ce the return or John Den cm G4KJV to operate
tation o.3. He had arrived early and got off 10 a good tart ju l before
0900hrs B T working many of the band
Band W but had 10 lca\c
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by 1-lOOhrs B T for hou, hold chor s. The logbook for John Di ·on
tOBZG make, inttire ting reading for thi day. He was very busy on B
and \\ though he did ha\·e a bit of difficulty with 1,i Trio T 50 AT so
h::id to sort thi, out and tation o.2 went off th air at I 700hrs BST.
Peter GOR B and Vic G3RE ' w re operating on the higher freqma1cy
bands. both
Band CW. on 15m and 17m and worked D 17GPT/3 on
'.!1.290
B Korea and ome other e ·otic calls all on 'THE ERIAL'
\\ hich ha. nO\\ been photographed at variou angle . They tl1ought it was
time to clo e down. remove the flag from the ma ·t and pack up for the
day at 1 OOhrs B T. It\ as tim to get ready for the evening meal.
Da) Four - Thursday 27 Jw1e 2002 saw the return of John Den em
G4KJ to \\Ork a few tations in logbook o.3. He signed off 20m CW
at 1250hrs B 'T and he ·tarted to take down his portable masts and pack
them awa). ready to move off after a quick photo-call. He advi-ed us that
he would be unable to return for the la t day on Friday.
Peter GORGB and Yi G3RE tarted off the day at 0839hrs GMT on
B and al o with a mixture of 1Sm with A61AS in
I 7m with CW and
the United Arab Emirates and a 4X4ER Ashdod Israel and many other
teve at the Eastern overeign Base
station , to fini h off with ZC40B
Cypru . They clo ed log 'o.4 at L600hr GMT. Lt was decided that they
would al o pack up to depart a little later so as to miss the homebound
afternoon traffic. It wa decided by John Dixon MOBZG that he al o
would leave the same afternoon, a the weather wa good. He opened hi
logbook .2 at 0 2Q GMT on and off during the morning and afternoon.
on various bands, CW igning off at l 520hrs GMT to pack up for the
long ride home to Wyberton near orwich.
To complete the report for Day Four and tation o. l, tl1e first call of
the day was with PA3FEM Lambert at Boxmeer etherlands and contacts
continued for the re t of the day with a break for lunch, to ee the other
team member John G4KJV. Peter GORGB, ic G3RE and John
MOBZG leave with thanks.

A return to the talion in the evening for the 80m net controlled by
Alan G4BXQ gave away a few more points then back to 40m until the
tat ion wa clo cd down at 20 l 9hrs GMT = 2 I I 9hrs BST.
Day Fi e - the final day. 28 June star ted at 0709hr GMT with
M3AME Dave ottingham and others in the UK and Europe, all on 40m
B witl1 many R ARS, RAFARS and R AR members looking far the
final contacts with GB21 HF (and the special QSL card). Jn the hort
period a ailablc until tl1e tation closed at 11 OOhrs GMT (I 200hrs B T)
some 40 talion \ ere recorded the last being Vic G3RE .
To conclude our tliank mu t go to the CO - Lt ol Ivan Hopper. OC
HQ quadron - Maj Tom A. Dean. Training Wing Office IC - Eilean
Robinson, pl Tony Wres el for the aerial work etc. al o to tho e who
visited the talion. Our thanks al o go to R M Dave Rook for u e of the
ergeant ' Mes with Carol Rowlands Mess ccretary. An apology if
anyone who has been left out. La t but not least to tho e who gave
support to obtain the call ign GB2 I HF with special acknowledgement
to RAFAR management who gave some financial support toward the
Q L card costs.
Finally, thank to all th e tations that called us, nearl y 500, with
apologies to those who did not get tl1rough the pile up. Regards go to the
Short Wave Listener who sent report and cards. At the date of this
report all Q L cards have been dispatched . Thanks go to those who
travelled quite long distances at their own expense and equipment to man
the four Station without whom we could not operate so they are Ii ted
below:
R ARS/RAFARS
GW4XKE
D. K . Egan
RSARS/RAFARS
G4KJV
J. H. Den em
RSAR
MOBXG
J. . Dixon
RSAR
GORGB
P. Fletcher
RA FARS
G3RE
V. F. Webb

NOTES FROM THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY'S DESK
Branch ews: Holders of Ille 'Branch Secretarie List' and members
of the '602 ig Tp AOF', should note the cbange of addre for Mr G.
\ . Duncan. He i now at - 23 Park Avenue, RUDLOE, Wiltshire S 13
OJT. Brian Fisher ha handed over as Secretary of the 254 OBA to Lt
Col (Retd) W. Weir. Jess can be contacted at 40 King Richard Drive,
Bearwood, BOURNE 10UTH BHl I 9PE. Tel: 01202-572690. Charles
Little. Hon ecretary oftbe 19 Sig Regt Assn, has moved to - 47 Rowan
Place, Locking Castle, \VESTO SUPER MARE, Somer et BS24 7RQ,
Tel: 01934-522514. 'F' Boy Company 1920-41 has a new Secretary.
After many years in office. ictor Dugdale has handed over to Frank
Betts, who can be contacted at: 11 Rowan Dale, The Grange. CHURCH
CROOKHAM, Fleet, Hants GU52 6Q , Tel: 01252-616408.
Please remember that rank should not be shown on envelopes.
World Wide Web: The Association' web ite can now be found at
www.army.mod.u royalsignal rsa Branches and affiliated a sociations
are welcome (and indeed encouraged) to add their own page to the site.
interested secretarie hould contact Assn HQ for more details.
Lost property: A eiko gents' watch was left in the sports pavilion
during the RSA Reunion in June. This is of sentimental value to Fred
Bridges, who would be extremely grateful for its return. If you can help,
please call A sn HQ. A gents' summer cap was also found - claimant to
A n HQ please.
Reunion \ideo: A 30mins video recording, howing Ille highliohts of
this year' annual reunion at Blandford is available on order fro; Assn
HQ. The cost i £8.00, which includes p & p. All proceeds will go into
the Benevolent Fund. Cheques should be payable to ·Royal Signals
Benevolent Fund'. Please ensure the address to which the tape hould be
ent 1 made clear. The tape captures all the colour, music and activity of
~he weekend, plus the Princess Royal's address Lo the troops. lt also
inclu~es. the first playing in public, of the new march spec iall y
comm1 stoned by Jimmy Wilds, for the ilver anniversary of HRH's
appointment as Colonel in Chief.
Field of Remembrance - Westminster Abbey: The opening
ceremony for thi year' Fie ld of Remembrance will take place at
approximately I 120hrs on Thursday 7 ovember. All members of the
A ociati~n a~e cordially invited to join the Chairman at the ceremony
and for drink 111 helsea Barracks afterwards. Transport will be provided
from the Abbey to Chelsea Barracks. All who intend attending should be
in place by 11 OOhrs.
. Corps Carol ~rvice: This year's Corps Carol Service will take place
111 St Stephens wnh t John, Rochester Row, Westminster, London at
l 800hrs on Thursday 19 December. All member of the Association and
their_families are invited to attend. this highly popular event. Call Assn
HQ 1f you. are unsu.re of ~he locat10.n of .the Church. Warm mince pies,
plus a C~nstmas dnnk will be provided 111 the nearby Napier Hall after
the erv1ce. Come along, meet old friends and new. Al o enjoy the
performance or the 'Corps Choir', which is comprised of serving and
retired members of the Corps and their families.
e~ '1embers: A warm welcome is given to the following recently
enrolled life "1embers of the A~sociation:

Rank &: .\ame
.. gt Jim Pritchard
\\02 Mike Flanagan
P e Beverly McAnulty
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Branch
Preston/Blackburn
Manchester

Service
1987-date
1964-86
1964

LCpl Paul Prior
Cpl Alan Smith
W02 Geoff Back
Sgt Trish Back
Cpl Gary Leadbitter
Sig Shaun McMahon
Sig orman Finnegan
WOI Lan Flippance
W02 Rick Hughes
Sgt Dave Lloyd
Cpl Reg Banks
LCpl Matthew Hardy
2Lt Geoffrey Darby
Maj Mike Gilyeat(Sen)
LCpl Margaret Waterson
LCpl Tony Waterson
W02 Jonatllan Love
Sig Henry Cullen
Sig Ray Cotton
LCpl Thomas Helsby
Cpl John Wright
Sig John Simpson
Cpl Chris Sheridan
LCpl John Packer
SSgt Andrew Carver
SSgt Richie Maddock
Sgt Gary Corrigan
Sig Mark Cowley
Sig Jamie Churchyard
Sgt Douglas Dorian
Cpl Andrea Sanders-Fox
W02 Denver Owens
Pte Barbara Wilkes
(Nee TaJlentire)
Capt Steve Slaney
Sig Andrew Doherty
SSgt Jill Summers
Cpl Greg Moger
Lt Col Ian Strong MBE
Sig Steven Fisher
Sig Ian Colledge
Sig Dawn Green
SSgt Mark Eaton
Capt Bill Budden
Sig John Brown
LCpl Graham Kneafi ey
Cpl Martin Cartwright
Maj Jim Sykes
W02 Dave Green
W02 Jim Golding
Sig athan Fraine
WO I Dave Parker
LCpl Maven Larmon!
Sig Gary Spicer
Cpl David Gordon

Middx Yeomanry Assn

Cambridge
Cambridge
East Kent
East Kent
Liverpool

Spennymoor

Colchester
Berwick
Middx Yeomanry Assn
1988-99

Darlington
ewcastle

1960-69
1954-56
1963-86
1982-92
1989-02
1980-83
1980-01
1978-02
1978-02
1978-02
1952-87
1991-94
1946-48
1947-79
1976-81
1976-82
1978-01
1954-56
1935-46
1968-91
1952-54
1996-01
1990-02
1956-58
1978-02
1978-02
1979-0 I
1989-92
1990-95
1973-95
1990-99
1978-02
1942-45
1978-02
1996-02
1977-00
1962-70
1968-02
1992-95
1989-95
1991-95
1964-95
1945-70
1973-87
1991 -98
1972-date
l 972-95
1956-95
1988-94
1958-80
1946-48
1969-73
1985-95
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Sig John Graham
Sgt Kevin Hayfield
SSgt Roy Holcolme
W02 Peter Halstead
Sig Matt Hart
W02 Robert Hamilton
Cpl Dale Denton
Sgt Kevin Lugg
Cpl Mark Hammond
Sig Marc Rigby
SSgt Bob Hall
LCpl David Harman
Sgt David Hineson
L pl Anthony Hodgins
gt William Miller
W02 Mike Everett
Sgt Geoff Frazer
Si,rt Andrew Kay
Cpl Noel Morris
gt John Thompson
SSgt Paul Jude
Sgt Dave Hartshorne
Sig Simon Laird
SSgt Wyndham Neish
Sig Tony Humphries
Cpl Brian Gibbons
SSgt Nigel Grant
ig Vinny Murphy
S gt Stephen Owen
Sig Viv Henry
LCpl Christopher Whiteley
LCpl Michael Lowe
SSgt Wullie McPhee
Sig Steven Mercer
Sig Dean Small
Sgt Jo Walton
gt Pat Paterson
SSgt Bob Shortis
Cpl Robert Dixon
Cpl John Freegard
Cpl Andrew Hall
LCpl Edward McYeigh
W02 David Smy
Sig Darren Rowcroft
LCpl Derek Robinson
gtJim Lynch
Sig Stuart Jone
Sig Gary Rice
Sig Alan Hemming
Cpl Kev Downer
Sgt Andrew Sinclair
Cpl Jim Green
WOl Billy Comer
Lt Col Bill White MBE
Cpl Les Cranston
LCpl Eric Brunyee
gt Howard Ripley
Sig Joe Collins
LCpl Debra Fitzpatrick
Sig Scott Maclennan
ig Ben Pimlott
gt Dave Ryan
W02 Ken Sirr
SSgt Tony Talbott
W02 Marie Watkinson
W02 Robin West
Sgt Don Ward
ig Vicky Seymour
pl Bill 1-lutcheon
W02 Bill Stewart
ig raig Pullman
Sig Mitchell Taylor
Cpl Alan Yerkess
ig George Turnbull
Brig David Lynam MBE
LCpl Mark Preece
Sig Ja on Craig
ig Andrew ewton
Sgt Tony Scoins
Capt Geoff Hodgson
Cpl Tim Bagnall
LCpl Tony Hill
SSgt Andy Whitmore
Sgt Andy Foster
Cpl Paul Morland
LCpl Gill Wakerley
Sig Dougla Christie
Sig Bill Hearn
Cpl Bob Hammersley
WO! Bob lubb
Maj tephen Whytock MBE
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Band Reunion Club

Middx Yeomanry Assn

Poole

Preston & Blackbum

Huddersfield

AFSRAssn
Rotllerham

Berwick

AFSR A sn
Eat London
olchester

1992-95
1980-95
1970-95
1969-95
1990-95
1971-95
1980-02
1973-95
198 1-95
1997-02
1959-95
1987-95
1981-date
1988-95
1970-95
1964-95
1972-95
1984-95
1936-46
1961-73
1980-02
1972-95
1993-95
1970-95
1991-95
1971-83
1970-95
1991-95
1973-95
1980-95
1996-02
1983-95
1977-94
1992-95
1990-95
1991-date
1991-date
1973-95
1949-54
1973-95
1981 -95
1988-95
1971-95
1990-95
1943-47
1971-95
1988-95
1990-95
1991-95
1984-95
1986-95
1977-02
1978-02
1964-02
1942-47
1966- 0
1974-95
1990-95
1992-95
1988-95
1991-95
1971-95
1972-95
1965-96
1983-95
1972-95
1973-95
1997-02
1951-57
1962- 4
1989-95
1992-95
1978-95
1955-57
1971-02
1980-95
1991-95
19 9-95
197 -95
1980-02
1987-02
1955-57
1979-95
1972-95
1988-95
1986-95
1945-48
1954-56
1943-47
1979-date
1972-date

LCpl Matthew Towers
SSgt David Till
Sig Christine Oliver
W02 John Mountcastle
Cpl Gareth McKee
Sig Richard White
LCpl Simon icholson
LCpl Toby Masters
Sgt Albert Godfrey
Sgt Graham Freak
Sgt Steve Burrows
Sig Mark Davis
Sig Karl Hughes
Sig Andrew Mayne
SSgt Charlie Starbuck
Sig Alan Chick
Cpl Mataby Abdul Rahman

AFSR Assn

1986-94
1971-95
1991-95
1970-92
1993-02
1989-95
1986-95
1986-95
1940-46
1982-95
1979-02
1990-95
1991-95
1990-95
1965-95
1945-48
1959-70

The second edition of 'Jimmy's Apprentices', a short
pictorial record of those apprentices who joined Boys
Company, Royal Corps of Signals between 1942 and
1948, is now available from:
Lt Col D. P. Herring
5 Fishers Close
BLANDFORD
Dorset
DT11 7EL
£10 plus Postage and Package
There are only 200 copies of this book, in this print run
and there is unlikely to be a further one.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
A number of our members attended the A ociation weekend and it
was our pleasure to witness the excellent parade by the serving oldiers of
our Corps for our Colonel in Chief on thi auspicious occasion. In July
we enjoyed a barbecue, kindly hosted at Hindhead by Carole and Hywel
Thomas. Shortly before going to pre s came our great Augu I double
function, a day which proved to be like the curate's egg. ln the morning,
fiiends, many from other branches, joined us to attend the final rehearsal
of the Sovereign' Parade at the RMA Sandhur t and to picnic together
after the excellent parade. ft was a very fine day and a great plea ure to
meet so many fiiends. Following thi beautiful morning, albeit rather hot,
we looked forward to attending the concert that evening at Kneller Hall,
the Royal School of Mu ic. otwithstanding that our picnic in the
growid was taken in motor cars, under umbrellas and beneath Hywel
and Carole's tented gazebo, and de pite Ille rumbling of di tam thunder,
the outlook was still encouraging when we made our way to the leafy
outdoor auditorium. Ala , halfway through the highly entertaining
performance the heaven opened. The deluge that followed quickly
flooded the grounds. oaked all of u and put an end to the entertainment.
Better luck next rime!

BEDFORD BRANCH

('A Year in the Life Of or thereabout )
The Branch ha a member hip which spread from D r!.>y hire to
Canterbury, al o Eastbourne to Port mouth, in-bet\ een Luton,
orthampton and Heme! Hempstead and of course Bedford. Their
upport to the Annual Branch Draw and Branch Subscriptions i keeping
them involved with Ille activirie and role of the A ociation to maintain
and keep in touch as many a pos ible service men and women of the
Royal Corp of Signal . During the pat year two member ha\'e recei\ed
assi lance in acquiring Mobility Chairs, one member ha benefited from a
break at the Briti h Legion Home in Weston-Super-Mare and others by
just keeping in touch. That' the Family to which they all belong.
A Festival of Remembrance ervice - The 2000 Fe 11 al took place
in the Corn Ex hange, t Paul' quarc Bedford on 9 ovembcr 2000.
There wa a Parade of tandards and the ervicc of Remembrance. witll a
fall of Poppies from the roof.
1J th Day 11th Hour 2000 - This took place on 11 ovember at the
I I th hour on the Harpur quare Bedford, for a two minute silence.
following a call from me. Roy Barfoot carried our tandard \\ith great
pride, hi nephew being at the front carrying the Union tandnrd. It was a
good tum out and was re pected by the crowd
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nnual Branch Ora'~ - The Bedford Branch Annual Draw took place
on Thursday 14 December 2000 at the orth End Working Men's Club,
Roff venue, Bedford. Most ticket were old and we did make a profit,
e\·en giving larger prize money. Many thanks go to tho e donating prizes
(a total of23 making 26 in all).
nnual Dinner 24th March 2001 - wa held at Bedford and Count
Golf lub. Green Lane. lapham, Bedford. :: was another great evening.
6- actuall at down for dinner including o•tr gue ts, Peter Cuckow. the
Membership ccretary at RHQ Royal ignhls with his wife "heila and
Doug Woollford a Branch member who i an In-Pen ioner. Member
ame from a far away as orth York hire. Portsmouth, Warwick hire
and the local area including Luton and Cambridge. The meal was
e. cellent with good conver ation and good friend . Indeed Peter met
\\ith hi old pal Terry from ome twenty years pa L Peter gave a short
·peech on hi job within the A ociation HQ. Then came tl1e surpri e
from 'Taff' and ' herry· (Bob S heridan ). They came over and tood
behind me. At first I thought nothing of it. that it wa for something or
omeone else, until 'Bob', giving a great unrehear-ed speech then likened
omething to me that only he could have known and made a pre·entation
to me for my 21 years a Branch ecretary
1onthly leeting - Members attending were till not happy with the
Drill Hall arrangement , with no bar facilitie a ailable at the end of
meetings. Capt Alan ewberry (Branch member) was OC for the
Bedford Troop and he did hi be t to improve things, but under staffing
and programme change· made it difficult.
Brewery Vi it at Charles Wells Bedford - 26 attended, made up of
members, their friend and the Village Links taxi driver (who has become
alma t Branch appointed for mini-bus tax is). Following a video and talk
on Charles \ ell and a walk around the at and plant room, we
concluded with a few sample and curry upper in the hospitality bar.
Queen' Birthday Parade a nd Reviews Saturday 2nd June 2001 My reque t for 20 tickets to the Major General' Re iew was granted and
tho e who went had a great day out, with the best of weather, (better than
that of the Queen on the day he attended). l sent our cheque for £50-00
to the Household Division Charity.
Founders Da. Royal Ho pita! Chelsea 7 June 2001 - I received the
four ticket reque ted and another good day was had by those who went.
tonthl. 1eetings - We had to cancel September's meeting, a with
both Barry and I away on our holidays it would have been unfair to leave
everything to 'Taff'. Following a Committee Meeting on 28 Augu t, all
future meetings from now on will be back to the Last Tue day each
month until further notice at The Melling Pot (fonnal ly BUSA).
Bletchley Park Center 22 July 2001 - Arrangements for 27 interested
members and friends were eventually made, with two mini coaches in
convoy from just out ide Bedford picking up at variou place in
Bedford. The cost was kept to £10 per person inclusive of admission. We
arrived about 1200hrs and left at 1800hrs. This, everyone agreed, was not
long enough for the varied attractions around the campus. As it was, this
was the 60th Anniversary of the hand over of an Enigma from the Poli h
Intelligence when the Germans changed the machine from three wheel
to four wheel . Therefore there was Polish dancing, a memorial service,
history re-enactments and Polish food stalls that made the day that extra
bit pecial. 1ir John Lio. d and his wife were our guests for the day.
pecial ervice 4 'ovember 2001 - A Special Church Service for the
Soldiers of World War I who were billeted in Bedford and died of 'The
Plague' and illness, while in Bedford. was held at the Bedford Foster Hill
Road Cemetery on the above date. There are 150 Soldiers buried in an
area of the cemetery. Her Worship The Mayor of Bedford laid poppy
wreath . This was a well organized occasion with 27 Standards from
various ~s ociations and Branches of the RBL. The small chapel at
Foster Hill Road Cemetery was overflowing for the service. This was
follO\\ ed by a parade to the Memorial site where these young soldiers are
buried far from their homes having never travelled any further than
Bedford. Bedford Branch was well represented and involved with the
organi ing and attendance, the main in stiga tor and organizer being
Patrick aughton (Councillor), now President of the Bedford Branch of
the RBL. fatthew Mc Hugh, a lay-preacher sharing the ervice with the
Salvation Army Chapl.ain, Ian Slatter, Pre ident of the Scots Society for
t Andrew. He also laid a wreath along with Brig Peter Dally, President
of the of the Bedford Branch of the RBL. Roy Barfoot proudly carried
o~r Branch Standard. The congregation included C ol Brian Proph et,
Bill Gardener, . Alan Welch and myself along with our wives (Did you
all cat~h a glimpse of me on Anglia TV news?). Following the
proceedmgs a buffet was enjoyed at the Melting Pot.
Festival Of Re membrance er ice by Kempston RBL, S ovember
2001 - A Fe uval of Remembrance and Celebration' on 5 ovember
2001 was held at the Addison entre Kempston Bedford, where the
Bedford Branch Standard was paraded. It was well attended by Branch
member~.

11th Day llth Hour and Remembrance Day Parade 11 ovember
2001 - Another day to be proud of your Branch with a few more names
mvolved: Bob Barker as Parade Marshal, Owen Parker as Standard
1ar~hal. Our Branch wreath was laid by Ian latter and as on both
previous occa ions, the Branch Standard carried by Roy Barfoot. On
parade were Ted Hunt and John Lloyd both in their 80s. Roy Smith
Journeyed from Port mouth so John Hawkins had no excuses this year co
get out of marching. tan DeQuincey, Den Wenman and I made up the
number· "Ith Pat • a ugh ton as Section Commander of the 'Old
Comrades'. When t.he ervice was being taken and the parading along the
Embankment, l no~1ced at leru.t another 14 or so Branch members joining
m as spectators. With these numbers, at least one third of Bedford Branch
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members were there that day. Again a buffet wa held at the Melting Pot
These ervicc arc of great importance for the remembrance of those thai
arc left and do the organising o that 'We Will Remember Them ' . Well
done Bedford Branch members for your resounding support
Annual Branch Draw 11 December 2001 - with over 400 books sold
once again there was a great deal of support. Members contributed 24
prizes, from the ' cuddly ' toy, bottles of wine and chocolates to the bottle
of brandy. With member , families and friends attending, there were
about 35 people, ~vho enjoye.d a good ocial evening .. Liz provided a very
mce buffet and with most dr111k at 'Happy Hour ' prices the evening was
succe ful.
ommittee Meeting, Vouchers - All members eligible received
'Chri Ima Voucher ' for 200 I. Barry, ' Taff' and 1 checked the
member hip records back from 1999 to 1994 to agree members •
eligibility. We also u ed our judgment and knowledge of locations for
upermarket nearest to tl1e addressees of member . We then chose to
break the amoun t down into what we con idered suitable redeemable
values. Barry, 'Taff' and l hope we made the right deci ions and the
vouchers were put to good use. Judging by the response we did. This will
not set a precedence for the future but of course will be considered at
suitable dates.
Bletchley Park, Polish Memorial - Our ' Brick' has been ordered at a
co t of £250. 'Taff' chose the inscription that will read,
'WlTH DEEPEST GRATITUDE AND ADMIRATIO FROM
THE BEDFORD BRA
H OF THE ROYAL SIG ALS
ASSOCIATJO '.
The memorial was unveiled in a private ceremony on l I July 2002,
available to be seen by all at the Polish Fe tival on Sunday 14 July 2002.
G urkh a Contribution - A warm hearted letter was received as
acknowledgment for tl1e £250 sent from Bedford Branch
Month ly 1eetings - Attendance have improved since our move in
October and I hope they remain so now that Summer is upon us. With
Branch membership at around 70, with two new members and no known
bereavements, the addresses of Member remain as before.
E lection of Branch Officials AGM 2002 - After 22 years on the
committee and nine years as Chainnan, Barry Goodson advised us that
he did not wish to continue. Co l Prophet proposed to members that
Barry should now hold the title of Vice-President of the Branch and
members gave their unanimou support. With only one other nominee Ala n ewberry is now Branch Chairman. There being no other nominee
for Secretary, Trevor would continue. 'Taff' Gorri nge is to continue as
Trea urer until, John Hawkins takes over in May. The Committee
members are:
Welfare
- Mr Ala n Welch
Member
- Mr Jean Wenman
- Mr Rodney Hawkins
- Mr tan DeQuincey
Standard Bearers - Mr Roy Barfoot
- Mr Dennis Wenman
- Mr Mathew McH ug h
Branch Auditors - Mr Ian Slatter
- M r Robert Sheridan
A nnual Dinner 2 March 2002 - This was held at the Bedford and
County Golf Club again With 64 diners enjoying good company and
good food. I received letters from Roy Smith, in Portsmouth and Trevor
Kilby and his wife in Eastbourne who travelled to the dinner. Also there
were members and friends who had traveled from Portsmouth, Melton in
Yorkshire, orwich, Kidderminster and E ly. Our guests were Jn
Pensioner Dougy Woollford and the Assistant Regimental Secretary - Lt
Col Ian Hamilton and his wife. Following a speech from Col Ian (as be
is known), on HQ activities for the Corps, he presented me with my
'Honour Membership' of the Association. It was a true privilege and I
offer my smcere thanks to all. The provisional date for next year's dinner
is 29 March 2003.
The Battlefields of F la nd ers Weekend 12-15 April 2002 - Ten
members, three wives and the father of one of our member travelled to
enjoy a very moving and emotional experience, vi iting' the area of
Paschendaele to see Tyne Cott Cemetery and then on to Ypres and the 'In
Flanders Field' museum. In the evening at 2000hrs we were at the Menin
Gate for the 'Last Post' ceremony. The following day it was on to Vimy
Ridge to see the Canadian memorial Park and the bunkers of the front
line.' then into Arras, which had been rebuilt after extensive damage
during the war. Thomas Cook arranged the trip in conjunction with
Wallace Arnold Tours and should there be another trip many of us would
like to return.
Glen M ill er Memorial Twinwood Clapham Bedford shire - On
Sunday 2 June the old control tower on the Twinwood Airfield where
Glen ~iller took off from, on his last flight, was opened as a museum and
memonal. l earned the Branch Standard on the short parade and service
Queens Golden Jubilee Monday 3 June 2002 - A parade took place
from the Town Hall Bedford to St Peter's Church for a half hour service,
then formed up and marched to Bedford Park for entertainment. All the
Associations were invited to parade their standards and were led by the
Bedford Pipe Band. Den Wenman carried the Bedford Standard .
Queen 's Jubilee Parad e The Mall London - On this occasion 1 was
there proudly carrying the Bedford Branch Standard along with the
Standards from Reading, Southampton and Aldershot'. How proud we
were. Did you get a glimpse of us on BB TV?
As you can all see the Bedford Branch has been very active lately with
not much time for reporting in. However I hope you enjoy reading the
last year's events and we will catch up with you again soon.
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EAST KENT BRANCH
The RSA Reunion at Blandford - This will be reported more fully in

The WIRE but .su~licc to say that 28 members attended and one way or
another the ma1onty seem to come across each other at sometime during
the weekend. The weather. that had threatened to be changeable but
rcma1~ed dry a.nd sunn.y, .which added to t~e general enjoyment. This year
was different 1!1 that 1t 1s the 25th Anniversary of the appointment of
HR~ The Princess Royal as .our Colonel in Chief. On Saturday
mom1~g, as has been the custom 1n recent years, I I Sig Regt has marked
the Princess Royal Day w1tl1 a formal parade but this year the salute was
taken by the Prmcess Royal. She herself, only a week before had ridden
to and watched the Queen's Jubilee Trooping of the' Colour at
llorseguards and those who watched both, like her must have wondered
wheth~r ~here was any difference in standards. Als~ on the Saturday, the
Association Standard Bearers competed in a competition to be judged
who was .the best. Brian.Calladine, carrying our Standard, was excellent
but so h1.gh is the quality that the slightest lip can mean demotion.
Another 111novat1on was that the Sunday morning Church Service was
held. as a Drum Head Service on the parade ground using the stands as
seatmg for the congregation. This virtually meant that there was no
escape for those pr~sent to form up on parade for the formal march past
"'.1th the salute bemg taken by the Master of Signals - and then to
d1 perse.
The Branch Annual Cricket Match - At the preceding Committee
Meetm~ there was talk of cancellation in view of the reduced numbers
who said that they would play and a very indifferent weather forecast.
Come the day and it could.not have been lovelier and the ground at the
DYRMS at Dover was a picture. Some forty members arrived of which
15 elected to play but not enough for two sides as in previous years.
Amongst these ~ere the us~al spread of age and experience that ranged
from two of Bnan Call adme's grandson's school friends to a 'mature'
grandmother who scared the living daylights out of the close in fielders
when battmg. The normal Branch Rules for this event were further
skillfully modified by Mike Barrett who deemed that it would be based
on 'singles', that is the bat men would each bat in tum but alone at one
end for two overs bowled by each other player in tum. The fielders were
set at the beginning but moved round one place at the end of each two
overs. The batsman/woman would bat for twelve balls and their score
divided by the number of times they were out. By the end of the two
hour of play everyone was exhausted either by the e1Jergy displayed or
through the strain of continuou laughter! There followed a break for
lunch when the display of hampers would have been the envy of Fortnurn
and Mason. There was no room for complacency or siestas as the Branch
Bat and Trap equipment was deployed and all those who had been
sedentary were soon involved. The Raffle (£28 profit) and prize giving to
the Chairman for the be t bat and to Stella Overton for the best lady
were undertaken. Perhaps the best asse sment of the day was evident
when both Dave and C hris, the two young lads, asked if they could come
agam next year.
EW MEMBER , EWS O F MEMBERS
ew Me mb ers ~.A prece.dent i being set in welcoming five oew
members m one ed1t~on and 1s the result of the Hon ec doing a trawl
through the known Life Member m the CT postcode. He now intends to
try the ME and DA postcodes. They are:
M r (SSgt) Rob e rt 'Bob' and Mrs C lare Carroll of 17
Musgrave Close, Manston, Ramsgate, CT12 SLU, Tel: OI 843
825406 and E-mail rob_ carroll@ li.neone.net 'Bob' served as
a Regular from 1977 to 2001 starting at Harrogate and then
through 19 Inf Bde Sig Sqn, 229 (Berlin) Sig qn, 4 Armd
Div Sig Regt, 8 Sig Regt, 227 ig Sqn, ACIO Dover, 30 ig
Regt and 600 Sig.
Mr (SSgt) John Cave of 10 Stanbury Crescent, Folke tone,
CTl9 6PB, Tel: 01303 285294, also a Regular from 1931 to
'45 and his service took him from Catterick to Alder hot,
Malaya Comd Sig Sqn (34/37), I AA ig , orth Africa
40/43, Egypt (Maadi) icily. cotland, 12 Air Form ig in
Belgium.
Mr (Sig) Ra y mond ' Ray ' Cotton of 3 Grenville Way,
Broadstairs, CT 10 2JR, Tel: 01843 865395. Also a Regular
from 1935 to 46 during which he went from
Catterick to E Tp Tidworth (36), Hong Kong (37) and then
became a FE POW in oygoya and Toyama in Japan.
Marjorie Riggs who met him at FE POW Service in London
introduced him to u .
Mr (Sig) Henry Cullen of 84 Woodlands E tate, Blean,
Canterbury, T2 9JN, Tel : 0 1227 472609 and E-ma il :
hencullen@roadtransport.com Henry did ational Service in
7 Trg Rcgt, 5 Trg Regt, was a member of the White Helmet
and a Courier for the War Office in London.
Maj Robin and Mrs Frances Hutley of Merlot, ea View
Road, St Margaret's Bay, Dover, TIS 6EE, Tel: 01304
852274 and E-ma il : robi n@ hutley.frccserve.co.uk. He served
from 1947 to 77 in STC Mhow, GHQ ig India, chool of
Signals, Southern Command. Gold oast ig qn , RA
Bovingdon, I Div, 2 Div, 30 ig , Air Form Sig , 10 igs
Hounslow, Winchester, EME and MOD and W Aldershot.
We ~ook forwa rd to seeing all the e in the near future. Their combined
service and experience make for some intere ting conversation .
ews of Members - A dicky bird ha told u that Alan and Clare
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Sunnucks ~ave celebrated their 55th Wedding Anniversary and earn our
congratulattons. Rob Mason very kindly donated three tickets for the
Qu~n's Jubilee Trooping the .Colour .Parade and these were taken up by
Keith Loney. By an extraordmary comc1dence, Rosalind Mc rthur the
daug~ter of.the.late .Maj Pierce R Signals sat next to the Hon ec (wtth
two tickets m his bn?f case) whilst waiting for a London bus she and her
husban~ were on their way to see the Parade but had no tickets. We hope
they will soon become members. Donald Crisp JOined a party who
mvad.ed ormandy to celebrate the landings on 6 June with mixed
exp.enen~e . o sooner had he returned than he was off with Marie for a
holiday m !ersey but spent th7 first four days in bed in agony until the
local. medics made a good J<1h of his recovery. They enjoyed the
remamder of tt very much.
THE DAY I PLAYED FOR FGHA1 JSTA
by Tom Bewsey. OC Signals OTS 1945146
Two current events have reminded me of the occasion when J played
football for an Afghanistan team. At STC Mhow on ew Year's Day
1946 the annual England versus Scotland match was extended tO become
an International Knock-Out competition. Teams labelled England,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland were conjured up with volunteers as
necessary, to which was added India - (there was no Pakistan yet) - and
Afghanistan.
After YE Day, GHQ De~hi. was pleased to secure a training
program~e for newly-comm1ss1oned Afghan officer against strong
competttton from elsewhere. These were spread throughout Corps' and
Infa~try Officers' Training Schools, and the Signals OTS at Mhow STC
received ten officers for the full cour e of six months. We added
Afghanistan to our tournament, making six countrie . Although they
knew little or nothing about playing football I am not sure whether they
were reliev~d or dismayed when l offe~ed. t~ be the eleventh man. They
n.o doubt, aimed to please when. they ms1sted that I should captain the
side. It was not so easy when I did not even know what 'off side' was in
~ushtu, and they knew very little English . The position I played was
nght-half. (Ask the nearest OAP what this was.) I say 'position', but my
mei:iiory of the game was that I was running all over the field . Jn fact, J
believe l became the fir t 'sweeper', although this title ha another
c.onnotation in !ndia. At one point l picked up a pass about the half-way
lme and ran with the ball along the line. The out idc right wa ahead
(they always see.med to stand there and wait for the ball). Choosing not to
pass forward I aimed for the edge of the 18-yard box in front of the goal.
The ball rose above the heads of the defenders and the attackers and
dropped neatly beyond the outstretched arm of the goalkeeper into the
far comer of the net,. exactly a you saw Brazil' second goal that ealed
the fate of England m the quarterfinal of the World Cup. This wa the
only goal we scored against many more scored by the Scot who.
(thankfully) knocked us out. The eventual winners were England - not
surprising when they had 'Bobby' Campbell, a Chelsea player. and a
couple of the le ser-known professional player in the team! 'Golden
goal' awards were unknown in those days. but if there had been a
'Golden fluke' award I would have known in my heart that l had truly
won 1t!

GLASGOW BRANCH
Regretfully due to age and illne s James Prentice (your cribe), wa
unable to attend this year's reunion but he received reports from one of
our member , who did attend. Eight member left the dull kies of
Gl.asgow departing by train to the unnier clime of Blandford. They
enJ.oyed a great weekend. After the Princes Royal ilver Jubilee parade
on the Saturday morning, the Branch member met the ex President of
the Branch. Maj Gen A. A. G . Anderson CB with 1rs 1argaret
Anderson . The members pre entcd the General with the framed Collage
which had the photograph of the General and the Branch members, take~
at the Branch AGM. 2002.

Maj Gen A . A. G. Anderson CB and Mrs Margaret Anderson
with the Collage
The ollage wa in recognition of the friend hip and loyalty to the
Branch d ur ing t!le General' period as Honorary Pre· 1dent.
Congratu lations to Bill lac amara the Branch tandard Dearer. in
again making it into the final six in the tnndard Bearers Contest. thL
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time a· runner up. Bill's result i ju t reward for all the hard work and
hours of procticc h' put in prior to the conte'l. ::: ngratulations are also
due to be given to Bill Taylor who wa bis m n:o1.

Entertainment Officer. During the proceedings George Woods was
presented with a Jimmy statuette by W02 ( M) Maurice Aarons, of
42 ig Sqn (V). George recently retired from the Squadron with the rank
of Staff Sergeant. Our thank go to the OC and the WO ' and Sgts' Mess
42 ig qn for kindly allowi ng us the use of thei r facility for our meeting.
Branch me mber. Terry Hearldcn, ha s been appointed MADLEA
ecretary. the first R Signals member to be given thi s office. Terry is also
SSA FA a ·eworker for Warrington, County Debt Advisor ( heshire) and
Town Councillor for the Borough of Birchwood. A very busy man
indeed.
The end of June of course was the ann ua l pilgrimage down to
Bla ndford for the RSA weekend. Ten member made the journey and
again thi year we enjoyed lovely weather, with the various wateri ng
hole oon being fully utilised. On Saturday morning the Princes Royal
Day parade was held with Her Royal Highn ess T he Pri ncess Royal
her elf taking the a lute on the 25th Anniversary of her appointment as
Colonel in hief. The recruits of 11 Sig Regt put on an astounding
display of smannes and drill. Our thanks go to them and WO l (RSM)
Kem p for the hard work they must have put in to achieve such a
standard. They made us all feel very proud. There was diversion for some
of the member this year. On Saturday evening Geo r ge Wood , Pete
G riffin , Alber t Hitchin and Harry J ones visited the Blandford Branch
of the RBL and were wannly welcomed. Maj J im Lawson was the only
officer-member present this year and very quickly visited the bar on our
beha lf. Jim was also potted doing what wa thought to be a guest
orderly officer tint at the junior ranks restaurant on Saturday lunchtime.
On unday the sun shone again for the drumhead ervice on Hawk
Square. Tho e of us that were able paraded and marched past our
President, The Master of Signals. The good humoured banter of RSM
K emp and his taff went down very well during the muster as did the
extraord inary appearance of Joe J ennings on parade for the second year
running. On Sunday evening Sid Leah managed to ach ieve perhap a
rather dubious record for the Manchester Branch or perhaps any Branch.
Sid, fee ling the ravages of over indulgence beginning to creep up on him,
decided on an early night but with our quarters being lockable this year,
Sid did not know the whereabouts of the key holder. Our desperate and
blitzed member decided to call out the guard comma nder. ln the
meantime (back at the ranch) THE Key-holder had returned and Sid
(with Guard Commander in tow) looked decidedly ' behind the 8 ball'.
Our thanks go to all at 11 Sig Regt and the Royal School of Signals for
their ho pitality during a very memorable RSA weekend.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH

The Colla g e
The Branch members attended an arranged social evening on 18 Jul y
with the patient and staff' at the Erskine Hospital Bishopton. The
Hospital staff provided drinks and a buffet. The members, numbering
about a dozen. wish to convey their thanks for the generous treatment
afforded, them and to say how much they enjoyed them elves. The
evening tarted at 1900hrs and finished around 2100hrs, members having
been entertained and joining in games of carpet bowl , card , dominoes,
darts etc.
On Saturday 3 August the Branch members were invited to attend an
Old Comrade occasion, held by 52 Squadron Royal Signals at their HQ
in Ea t Kilbride, this included a show of current equipment in the
afternoon and a meal at the ·Jimmy Club' in the evening. A dozen Branch
members attended. W02 Karen Swan organised the proceedings. There
was a display of drill by an army cadet force, and the cadets also showed
their skills on an as a ult cour e. T he 'Jimmy' dinner supervised by
Karen and provided by the staff chefs was, as usual, an excellent meal.
The Branch member wish to extend thanks to Karen and the chefs of 52
Squadron Royal Signals for their efforts in making this an enjoyable day.
Branch member Donnie Sheridan a nd his wife Ann celebrated their
Ruby Wedding on Friday 9 August, and invited branch members to
celebrate with them, at the WOs' and Sergeants' Mess in Jardine Street.
Congratulations to you both.
I have been inforn1ed by the Branch Treasurer, Eric McWaters, that
the photographers, who took the photograph for the Coll age Mr & Mr s
harp, kindly donated their fee of £30 to the Branch to be forwarded to
the Er~kine Hospital. This amount together with the' fi nal amount, to be
collected on the sale of photographs to the members who have ordered
copies, (to be paid for at the next Branch meeting on 20 August), will
then be added to the £30 for the Erskine Hospital Appeal Fund. There are
some ex Royal _Si~als patients in the hospi tal, which is run entirely on
public subscriptions and do nat io ns, so a littl e extra cash fo r the
photographs by the members. won't go amiss. It's all in a very good
cause.

MANCHESTER BRANCH
1 he Branch held its AGM on 27 pnl. The committee was re-elected
for a funher term of office, with the exception of Ian Ashford Davies
who resigned. We all thanked Ian for the hard work he p ut in as
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Due to the TA stand down the Branch had no meeting in July,
therefore news for this article is pretty par e. The Blandford re-union is
over for another year. A total of ten Members attended. Vice Chainnan,
Jim Reilly travelled from Belfast with five other Members in a hired
people carrier driven by Andy Leishman . John and Heather Loveday
took their caravan across while Bill and Parn O gd en and Mark Barrass
joined the group at Blandford. Unfortunate ly our standard was not
paraded this year due, I believe to a misunderstanding. I did hear that Jim
Weir was on his best behavior but that he found his case to be rather
heavy on his way home. I believe one or two people who were travelling
with him might be able to clear the matter up!
The Branch web site is now firmly up and rurming and we are very
pleased with it. It can be accessed via the RSA main web site Do visit it
and let u know you have been there by using the ' Hit ' facil ity on it. A
note to our Bra nch members: have you looked at your B ranch
subscription card recently? Please do so now and ensure you pay any
arrears to the Branch Treasurer. Branch bye- laws state that after three
years non-payment you will be removed from Branch Membersh ip.
Once again if you are reading The WIRE and are in Northern Ireland
why don't you come along to one of our Branch meetings any third
Wednesday of each month in Clonaver TAV R Centre, Belfast and fi nd out
what an RSA Branch does. Serving Signall ers wi ll be most welcome.

gazebos), ch ~tt in g t~ friends .and perhaps oc~asionally pl_a)_'ing some very
gentle games or taking pan 111 a quiz. all this and a dehc1ous tea with a
wond~rful array of sa ndwi ches (courtesy of the Branch Master
• andw1ch-Maker, John Wakefield), cakes of all sorts and strawberries
and cream. There were Panama hats and summer dresses. No sunshades
in evidence but it really was that son of a ft ernoon . The only sad thing
were that_at least ten of the ~xpected guests had to spend the afternoon
like fli es 111 amber caught up in the aftennath of a serious traffic accident
on the M4. Fortunately none of them was involved in the accident
By the time you read this, we shall have had our 2002 Barbcc~e at the
home of our Bra1.1ch S_e~rcta~ (hoping for a much drier evening than we
had last yc~r!) this acuv1ty being our annual fund-raising event to support
our on-go ing com mitment to the Gurkha Welfare Trust. We shal l be
gearmg up for our 32nd Annual Reuni on Dinner to be held in Reading on
12 October. 2002.

LINCOLN BRANCH
We c~mmence our contribution on a sad note, by announcing the death
of our Vice Chainnan, Capt (Retd) Charles Goodsir a Branch stalwart.
The sympathy of the Branch Office rs and Members are extended to
Mab le and family. On Sunday the 23 June 2002 the Lincoln Branch
ce_lebrated its 25th An~iversary at our church, The Parish St icholas
with St John Ne~ort Lincoln. Our Standard Bearer, Bill Doyle, was well
supported by eight other Association Standards invited to attend our
ervice. Our Vicar, Davi ~ Yabbacombe, put together a superb service to
commemorate the occasion, le ons were read by the Chainnan, Fred
Patma n and Lt Col (Retd) Ian Graham. The Roll of Honour and the
Royal Sign.als Collect were_ read .by !-he Branch President, Maj F ra nk
Ph1lp. In his sennon, our Vicar h1ghhghted the year of the fonnation of
our Corps as well as t~e fonnation of our Branch. He went on to say that
the means to commumcate had moved on a pace since the fonnation of
the Corps but that communication was all important in a County as wide
spread a Lincolnsh ire where members would travel up to 40 miles to
attend occasions such as today. He went on to say that the very fact that
so many founder members were present bore witness that the Branch was
as strong today. as when it was formed. He highlighted the fact that our
President, MaJ (Retd) Fra nk Philp as the founder member had the
foresi~ht 25 :i:ears ago to get the Branch up and running, and that he had
been _m a pnme .P?Stt1on as the County Army Recrniting Officer to
orgamse and admin1 trate the fonnation of our Branch. A dinner will be
held in September to celebrate our 25th year funher. It ha been many
years since we published the names of Branch Officers:
Chainnan
F red P atm an
Vice Chainnan
Vacant
Secretary
Maj (Retd) Derek Wood MBE
Treasurer
Jim Ban ks
Standard Bearer
Bill Doyle
Welfare
Maj (Retd} Derek Wood MBE
Jim Ba nks
Entertainment
Pennanent President M aj (Retd) Frank Philp

A big thank you must go to the Hon Treasurer, Jim Banks . who has
looked a~er our funds over the past 15 years and presents the accounts so
well. With a .br~nch balance of £1300 we arc in a good position
fina nc_iall y. Jim 111 the absence of volunteers for the enterta mments
comm ittee does the job with a little help from his friends. A really first
class curry suppe.rs and a dinner in the pipeline. Many thanks Jim . red
Patman our Cha1nnan and ex-Headmaster keeps the Branch Meetings in
good . order. We meet the first Wednesday of the month (less August).
Meetings are well attended and lively. Bil l Doyle our loyal and devoted
Standard Bear~r for over 20 years carries out his dutie throughout the
year, representing the Branch at other Branch Rededication ervicc and
other Official Occasions throughout the year.
Welf~re report: Our best wishes go out to members who are unable to
attend either through 111 health or family circumstance . In our thoughts
are Jack Roome, Gordon Fa_ckrcll, F r a nk Ro binso n, LtCol (Retd)
Peter Mc. oughton OBE, Maj (Retd) Charles Kilminste r . Best wishes
go to Maj (Retd) Vic Clarke for his pending hip replacement operation.
To anyone I have missed, I apologise.
I single out a special thought for Fra nk Robin so n he has not been
well after his final Annual trip to Dunkirk where he ' laid a wreath on
behalf of the Royal Signal Association Lincoln Branch. Fra nk i also a
founder member and has been Hon Secretary of the Branch for over 18
years .. He was also the ~ecretary of the Dunkirk Veterans Association and
orgamsed their many tnps to honour their comrades who gave their lives
so long ago.

Fra nk Robinson centre picture prior to the wreath laying ceremony
Dunkirk Memorial Cemetery
F rank is a well- l ove~ figure aro ~nd the City of Linco ln. Always
fl ying the Corps flag, a wil hng helper in support of other A sociations in
the County he bas for many year set up the Poppy Appeal in the Lincoln
Town Centre on behalf of the Royal British Legion. He regularly feature

~,...-

READING BRANCH
Reading Branch has been fa irly busy in recent months. Starting with
our Annual lnfonnal Dinner that, as usual, was held at an ancient hostelry
where good company, good food and good wine made for a spl endid
evening. Then a small party enjoyed a very good day out at Bletch lcy
Park during their 'Mili taria Weekend '. 26 June saw us attend ing the
Grand Concert to celebrate the Queen's Golden Jubilee at Kneller Hall.
We started the evening with a communal picnic in the car park (actuall y a
beautifu lly kept sports fie ld). The musica l programme was not perhaps to
everyone's taste but we all enjoyed the sing-along to wartime tu nes. Next,
of course, came the Bl andford Re uni on, whic h we attend ed on th e
Saturday. It was a highly uccessful event in almost all aspects.
In !uly we broke new ground by having a Ga rden Party. Brig and Mrs
Martin Roberts most generously lent their lovely home fo r this event.
The sub-com_m itt~e who ran the party not only worked long and hard to
have eve_ryt~ing in perfect order but also seemed to have a good line of
commun1catton to the weather clerk who la id on someth ing reall y special.
Around seventy peopl e attended and those who weren't wo rking their
fingers to the bone enjoyed a wonderfu ll y peaceful afternoon doin g
nothing b ut sitti ng comforta bl y in th e su n o r shade, ( prov ider! by
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Members at Frank Robinson's presentation
just after we had attended the Funeral of Our Vice Chairman CC:1pt Charles Goodsir
Membe_rs (L-R) : Jack Room~. Maj (Retd)Vic Clarke, J im Banks, Bill Doyle, Ernest Harris, Fred Patman , Cyril Teague, Tony Ede ns,
MaJ(Retd) Charles K1hrnnster, Ken Maxfield , Eddy Brewer MBE, Capt (Reid) F. H. Spenc er, Maj (Reid ) Derek Wood MBE ,
Maj (Reid) Frank Ph ilp - Frank Robinson Centre Picture with framed Poster
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m the I al pre and on local radio, and is known a 'The Little oldier'
The Branch 1embers who attended the Blandford Reuni n thi year
brought a White Helmet poster igned by all the White Helmet Team
Mem~ben;. The team had hoped to pre ent the po ter to Fra nk in per on.
but due to ill health Frank wa - unable to attend . im Banks our
Treasurer had the po ter framed and it wa presented to Fra~k. It came
a a complete urpri e and he was a speechlc s, a he was dehght~d. The
connection between the Team and Frank was that Fra nk wa · a D1 patch
Rid r throughom the War Years in Europe and We t. Africa. Dcliverin.g
the all important di patche , he recalls ome pretty hairy moments on his
trust) motor cycle. The \! hite Helmet Team can .rest ~ u:ed .that the
poster will give Frank much plea ureas 1t hang - with pnde m lus hom.c.
Frank now 83 and in failing health, pends a lot of time at home. It will
h Ip brie.hten his day. Frank will no doubt be writing a letter of than.ks to
the Tea.;;. We the Member hip thank the Team for giving one old oldier
a , pecial momem to treasure.

REUNIONS

0

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH
The Augu t I ue of The WIRE made menrion of our tandard Bearer,
Brvan Littlccott. who repre ented our Branch and the R A at the
Queen's Golden Jubilee Parade in London, t?gether v ith three othe~ R A
tandard Bearers. John Mumford, Read111g Branch, Fred Bridges,
Aldershot Branch and Trevor Holyoak. Bedford Branch. A Bryan said,
'It wa a great honour'. However, the story doe not end there. On
unday 16 June. Bryan carried our tandard on the Veteran's Parade at
Weymouth. the only RSA Standard on parade. Then came the Bl~ndford
Reunion and finally he wa asked by Peter Cuckow and Maj John
Turner to repre cm the R A in the Sunset Ceremony at the Army 2002
how at the Royal chool of Artillery, Lark.hill on 6 July.

Fred , Bryan and John
Bryan's report on the Army 2002 Show, quote: 'I thoroughly enjoyed
the various entertainment and the displays from the different Army
Regiments. The live firing and the final firepower demonstration. when
e1·erything was let loose at once was awesome. My one concem was that
my Granny, who was buried just down the road at Durri11gton, hadn't
been woken up by all that firepowe1: At the Sunset Ceremony there were
38 Standards from various Regime111s. We marched on and halted in ji-0111
of the saluting dais where we dipped our Standards as Sunset was played
by the massed ba11ds. WP marched i11 from of the grandstands, about
turned (there was a little confusion which way do we turn?) and retreated
ready for dispersal, a1•oiding the clods of earth which the horses had sell/
up and also ai·oiding their 'piles of you know what'. The RASM was
brillia111. lie had never been involved with Standard Bearers before. It
was certainly a day to remember' Unquote ...
Our Chairman, id mith and member, Ernie Budd were invited to
represent the RSA and the Branch and join the · ot Forgotten
A ociation' on board the boat 'Ocean Scene' in Portsmouth Harbour to
participate and view the Queen's Jubilee Celebrations. He reports - Quote
'What a loi·eZv day! What a spectacula1; memorable day! About 200 exservicemen left Southampton at noon. On board we were treated to an
excellent lunch before e111ering Portsmouth Harbour for a quick tour
around the harbour with all the ships dressed overall and lined with the
. h1p'1 companies who gave us a wave, which we returned wi th
entliuvia.1111. Our boat then took statfr:m and was in position to see all - the
mock a/lack of fighter planes and small craft. This was followed by
numerou.s aircruft flying past, including the Red Arrows issuing red,
"hite and blue smoke trails. The Queen then boarded HMS Bango1;
rcvie>1ed the ships on lier way to G1111whatf Q11ays. When Her Majesty's
.\htp pa\ ·ed the last ship in the line, it took a hard turn to starboard and
CC!me nght the way to our boat The wnnoy came to life - 'Not Forgotten
A 1oc1ation C'np.1 off. Three cheers for Her Majesty. Hip, Hip J/urrah!
What a day - what a day'' - Unquote
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AIRFIELD COMMUNICATIONS
PLANNING OFFICE
16 SIG REGT/21 SIG REGT {AS)
REUNION/FAREWELL
The Branch Sunday Lunch held at the Rockingham Anns, Canada on
23 June, wa a great succe . However our Newsletter Editor, orman
Davies and his wife 1argaret, never got there due to horrendous traffic
jam . They did get a refund and many suggestions of alternative routes in
the future. orman did say he had an Army I st Class in Map Reading
but as it was awarded in 1953 and it hadn't been much help. A Skittle
Evening at the hip Inn, Rcdbridge on 25 July, wa also a well attended
and jolly occasion due in no small measure to George Packer's (our
previou Chairman) inimitable tyle. The Branch now ha a Web Site,
organised and set up by our yow1gest member, Wayne Broadhurst. It is
an excellent site and is linked to many other sites of the Corps and
Military organizations.

The plug has finally been pulled on ACPO and we will be closing
in the very near future. To celebrate, also to mourn, the passing of
our little office in the cellar we arc planning to hold a farewell
function on 29 November 2002, in Rheindalen, Germany, for past
and serving members. For further information contact:
Mrs M. Matthew
ACPO
U/660
BFPO 140
Tel: 004921614724410

3rd DIVISIONAL SIGNALS
REUNION CLUB
A party of Normandy veterans from the Club gathered at Bui ford on 4
June to join the Regimental contingent that represents the 3rd Division at
the ' D' Day conunemoration ervice held in France each year. For some
time now thi combining the veterans with today's young soldiers has
enabled the youngsters more fully to relate to what the pilgrimage is all
about when they visit the cemeteries at Hermanville and Caen and to
realise that these old men were the contemporaries those 19 and 20 year
olds buried there.
This year, with most of the soldiers back in Bui ford from various
operational tasks, the Regiment kindly invited the Club to join in the
Regimental Weekend over 5-7 July. To call it the 'Regimental Weekend '
doesn't really convey what the weekend is all about. It' a family time,
like a village fete with kids all over the place tumbling head over heels
down a grassy bank and never seeming to run out of energy, proud young
parents pushing buggies and we, the in loco parentis. Grandparent ,
gazing fondly on them as they enjoy themselves. The weekend proper
started on Saturday morning when the CO, Lt Col P. Davies, and the
RSM, Chris Kidd, formally welcomed us to the Weekend. After a quick
cup of coffee SSM (now RSM) uttall gave an informative, and
amusing account of an adventurous expedition to Nepal to climb one of
the smaller mountains there. Aided by the wonders of computer
technology he made even me , who thinks that those who climb
mountains for fun would go to hell for a pastime think it must be
worthwhile. Then it was the turn of Cpl Richardson to tell us of his
exploits in Afghanistan. He was quite brill iant, coping with a balky
computer which kept putting up the wrong picture or diagram, but the
young Corpora l just kept talking, adlibbing all the way and keeping us in
stitches. The pity is he wants to become a full time PT wallah. What a
loss to the Corps.
The weather at the start of the weekend had been a bit iffy, but as we
moved down to the field for the start of the fete the sun came out and it
turned into a glorious day. At the fete we were entertained by a good
band and side shows organised by the Squadrons, one of which had to do
with golf and was won by our Margaret Barnard (m uch to the chagrin
of the Divisional Golf Champion). The Blue Helmets dropped in and the
chefs served a first e tas. barbecue lunch. Our President Brig Ronnie
ton ham presented The Ernest Bayley award to Cpl Thomas of 202 Sig
Sqn. On Saturday evening we were royally entertained in the Sergeants'
Mess by the PMC, SSM Craig Bruce BEM, and his En tertainment
Committee.
Sunday saw u attending a family service in the Garrison Church
where we watched the Beavers and Brownies parade their Standard into
church. We enjoyed some good singing and then listened to the visitin.g
curate from Australia charm the children, and us, with tales from his
homeland finishing up by giving each child a little memento of Au tralia.
Then it was back to the Sergeant's Mess for a carvery lunch and a final
chat before dispersing. We thank. everyone at Bulford for a mo st
enjoyable weekend where we felt very much at home.

From :

Mick Teague
43 Hunford Grow
BLYTH
orthumbcrland
E244LY
Dear Sir,
Ref - 5 Construction Troop
ls it possible, through The WIRE, to gain information on the above
unit, in which I served from 1955-57 at District Signal Regiment,
Princess Mary Barracks, Singapore.
I would like to know the history. where it served and who served
with the Troop? I am in contact with two ex-members, Cpl Bill
Grey and ig ' Taffy' tockdale
Many Thanks ......... ... .

LOST COMMUNICATIONS
Does anyone have any information on former Capt James Wade, who
served during the Korean War? lfyou can help, please contact Mrs Julie
Hussey on; jyhussey@yahoo.com
Mr E.W. H. Huntley
58 Langton Road,
London,
Ontario,
Canada, 5Y 2Ml
Tel: +519 455 9306
Dear Editor,
It has been quite a while ince I wa last in touch with anyone at
the RHQ, but through The WIRE I am more or le s kept up to date.
Throughout the years I have tried hard to either regain contact with
pa t comrades or retain what I have already successfully achieved.
Unfortunately there is a gap which covers the period between 1937
and 1940, during which time I served as a member of F Troop, 2
Company Egypt Command Signals which much later (after several
other name changes) becan1e 7th Armd Div ignal .
Below is a copy of a photo ta.ken while on manoeuvres in 1938 a
the Signal Troop of, I think, the 3rd RHA or possibly the 4th RHA at
REBIQUE, which is on the north side of the Cairo to Suez Road.
This is not the complete Troop as mo t of the Line element was out
'doing their thing'. I have listed the names and 'trades' a I remember
them. I think Cpl Gant was granted a Wartime Commi ion later on.
Looking at the photo, crouching in front are Jimmie Beale - Operator, 'Tottie' Tate - Driver. 'Deadlcgs' Williams later transferred to
the Military Police.
Standing there is Cpl 'Gary' Gant, Operator Sigs 'Paddy'
McCabe ???, Raymond Moreby - Dvr Mech. 'Jock' Crerar ???
(Regimental wimrner), 'Jiddy' Donaldson - Operator Sig ., Cpl
Urick Oliver - Operator Sig, Ernie Huntley - Operator ig, 'Wally'
Keeley - Operator Sigs. Tom Vineyard - Operator ig .. LCpl 'Vas'
Vasilla, Line. On top of vehicle 'Jock' Marks - Radio Tech. Mis ing
were, Sgt lvison - Troop Sgt (who took the photo), 'Bu ty' Hicks Line, Bill Clements - Line and ' obby' Clarke? (Regimental
Boxer.)
.
As an aging Octogenarian, I think trying to find many of tho e m
the photo may be too late. but there is always hope. This will be my
last try to rekindle old friend hips, for like many other , when I
attend re-unions and look around (to hopefu lly see someone I know,)
I am afraid to a k., for fear of hearing the ad news. Sincerely and
Forever Aye .. ..... .
From :

From:

Andy Ward
17 Ashmore House
69 Russell Road, Kensington
LO DO , Wl4 8JB
Tel: 020 7460 71 l3
Mob: 07931887184
E-mai l: andypiehead@yahoo.co.uk
Dear Sir,
1 am de perately trying to track down and po ibly purchase a book
that I believe is called:

The Royal Sig11als Motorcycle Team: A Histof}' of the White Helmets

I think that the author may have been Jame Ladd and I believe that it
is now out-of-print.. I have done a lot of searching on the internet and
was advised to contact you by the Royal Signals Museum who uggested
that you may be able to ask reader of your magazine if they know the
whereabouts ofa copy.
If your readers could help me in any way I would be very grateful o
please do not hesitate to contact me if necessary.
! look forward to hearing from you oon and wou ld like to thank you
in advance for any assistance from you and your readers.
Yours Faithfully.......... .

Ex WOl Robin G . Stanley-Jone (married to Tngeborg)is trying to
make contact with an old friend. He i Ex gt Michael Scott (married to Gerda). He is a former member of the Roya l orp of Signals and he last had contact with him in 1978, when he' a tationed
with 14 Signal Regiment at Celle in Germany. Michael wa planning on settling in outhend-on- ea but he can't be traced there. If
anybody can help Robin then plea e contact him at: chlesier
tra e 7, 29303 Bergen, Germany, Tel: 05051 3409.
(Robin wa one of the ex el by/Beverley Boys pictured in the photograph of the Podmore Mu eum article publi hcd in pre ious i sue
of The WIRE)
Frampton - Freddie Frampton is looking for any of 49 DR section,
ignals 1943-44. He would like to get in touch with Cpl Jack
Corp
Holliday. LCpl Ted Mortimer, Jack Cunliffe. George Wright, Louis
Springall and 'Blondie' Baum al o 'Ginge r ' Hoyle. the Wirele ·
Operator who volunteered with him for a parachute drop on a ·ecret
mi sion. Freddie's home address, 5160 Ivanhoe t. Bassendean. Perth,
West Au tralia 6054 or E-mail: E-mail addre i framp l@inet.n t.au

WEST LONDON BRANCH
Those of our members who attended the Association weekend in
Blandford witnessed the excellent parade by the serving Corps for our
Colonel-in-Chief and enjoyed the hospita lity of the Semaphore Arm and
the Sergeants Mess. The Mess cook should be congratulated on the curry.
In August we joined the Aldershot Branch in attending the final rehearsal
of the Sovereign's Parade at the RMA Sandhurst. It was a fine sunny day
and we picnicked after the parade with friends from many other branches
whom we look forward to meeting on these rare occasions.
THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002

David Bridle is seeking the present whereabouts or information on his
grandfather, David Regan. Mr Regan , who came from cotland, served
during WWII and was based at Catterick. in the late 1940s as a RQM .
Anyone who can help is asked to contact Mr Brindle on 0771 273 6020

On 9 May 1967, I and several others arrived at the Army Apprentice
College, at Harrogate. We were collectively known a 67B. Anyone
out there \ ho wa there plea c get in tou h, al o if you remember
Gary piccr. 24105105, ela 2 radio elegraphi t, in German) and
ingapore (January to May 1971). In particular CRUFF. aka Bill
Huffey. Contact Gary on E-mail: gary picer@ ti cali.co.uk

THE WIRE, OCTOBER 2002
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Bill Hutcheon is seeking hi fonncr pal John E"ans. John an,l Bill
"ere Operator.: Wire le Lme (O~'L) and served tog~thcr at H_Q
Main} a in the earl] 1950s. John ongma_ted from auch1e. neru; llrling.
otlnnd. An ·cme "ho can help 1s asked to contact B11l on
\\.I IUlcheonra ntworld .com
Doe anyone kno\\ the pre ent whereabouts ofU1e former Cpl
n t h o n} c hofield ? Hi Ia t known addre s wa 111 y~e
trect,
tockport. h shire. Juliette chott and Anthony became friend · 111 the
then Briti h Guyana in 1965. Howe er. after many ye~rs of
corresponding. nth on mo,ed, without infom1ing J uliette of his new
addre ·. Anyone who can help is asked to contact J uliette at Giselher
tnL e 13. -3179 Bonn. Germany.

separate cover I waited, NOTH! G. I again wrote to the palace, the reply
stated I could now obtain pictures from a listed address . l phoned and
a ked if they had a catalogue. Yes they would send _it. Weeks passed,
OTHI G. I phoned and the person at the other end quite frankly had not
a clue. After six minutes of ilence l hung up. I have managed to obtain
for my friend a framed picture of HRH a nd the Duke of Edinburg,
through a national new paper. l explained in my lcuer to the palace that
as ex members of HM Forces, we belong to a large family. If we are
asked by ex-servicemen to do something we will bloody well try bm I
must mention my disgust at how one can be treated when you try to
obtain something for friends who are loyal to this country. I did purchase
post card etc from the Royal Mews shop.

l WILL KEEP TRYING TO OBTAfN
A GROUP Pl TURE OF THE ROYAL FAMILY
Yours incerely .... ..... . .

E:I. LCpl G reg Tyler i trying to trace _any one \\:ho remembers hi~
or hi '' ife ue. They pent most of his erv1ce 111 Herford at 7 1g
Regt or 4ADSR. He al o served in !AD R. G reg served '~ith the
Corp from 197 until 1993 when he took redunda~cy. He ts e (>Ccially trying to make contact with S gt R. J . V lute and ht wife
Linda, la t known to be in Bulford. G reg and Sue would like to let
them knO\\ thev are till here and that ata sha got engaged in April.
Hope to hear from you oon. Plea e contact them at: 235 Ifield road,
We t Green, CRAWLEY. us ex, RH 11 7HX, or Tel: 01293
52770 , Mobile: 07990520526 or E-mail: greg@tyler27.f1net.co.uk

CORRESPONDENCE
From:

Reg Briggs
15 7 Chaucer Road
Peterborough

Dear ir,

A SIMPLE REQUEST
In February and March of this year, my wife Ma r garet and l again
Yisited Austr.ilia and Hong Kong. In Perth we met Ter ry Beare. Ter ry is
an ex 254 Boy, l am an ex Harrogate boy. Ter ry had arranged several
trip for us that we enjoyed. We had hoped to meet Bob Shaw another ex
boy but thi was not to be. Perhaps we might meet another time Bob? In
ydney we met Ron Cas hman holder of the MM won in Korea serving
v,;ith 3 RAR. Terry, Bob and I are all Korean veterans.
On to Hong Kong where we me t old Gurkha friends and were
entertained in the Asian Restaurant Jordan Kowloon.

(L-R): Mr Bir Bahadir Thepa , Mrs Muna Gurung (daughter)
Mrs Thepa (wife), Mrs Margaret Briggs, Mr Reg Briggs,
Mr Namsing Thepa
These are wonderful people and we were made very welcome. They
are still loyal to the Crown. Margaret and I were presented with hats
embroidered with Gurkha emblem and 6 RGR Queen Elizabeth's Own
Regimental Association.
In conversation I asked if there was anything I might send them as
gifts from England. Mr am sing Thepa wanted a poster of all the
British Army badges. On our return to Peterborough my wife went into
the Peterborough recruiting office and they kindly gave her the large
poster also containing all the Gurkha badges. We got a marvelous letter
of thanks. M r Bi r Ba hadir Thepa and his wife were return ing to Nepal
later and asked if I could obtain a picture of the Royal fa mily (as a
family). This was for his wife for their home in epa l. He would return
to Hong Kong after their holiday and his wife would retu rn in September.
~tr Bi r Bahadir Thapa retired as a Captain. From
epal he sent me a
beautiful Kukri knife and which now has a place of honour in our lounge.
Remember his wife wanted a Royal family picture. We visited London
t\\ ice and could not obtain one. The Royal Mews shop had to apologise
as they did not have one. I wrote to the director of the Queen's Gallery
Buckingham Palace and did not even get the courtesy of a reply. Later I
\HOte to the Queen's ecretary. The letter was passed to the C hief
Correspondence Officer \\ho replied stating she had enclosed a list for
my perusal. 0 LI T WAS E CLOSED. Thinking it might come under
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Mr H. Orton ex R.Sigs, WWII and The Korean War
43 Greno View Road,
High green,
heffield, S35 4Gx
Tel: 0114 284759
Dear Editor,
May I request the print of a word of ' thanks' to th e producers of
'Lad ' Army ', hannel 3 ITV, for a rem a rkable misconception of
ational Service. Pointing out that ' Army Training ' is based on the
principle of taking ' men ' and making 'better men ' of them . l only hope
that would be olumeers to the Armed Forces of today are not deterred
by what they will have seen in this programme. Service life is still a good
life ' hard' but ' rewarding in many ways. Appreciating that the
distribution of ational ervicemen was to all three service and within
the Army to different Regiments, I can only speak with respect to my
own Regiment, the Royal Corp of Signals. 1 wish first and foremost to
defend the honour of a good Regiment, from the pen of producer , who in
my opinion went a bit over the top.
It should be stressed that ational Service Basic Training wa for six
weeks (note the word training as opposed to 'disciplining' - they didn't
need disciplining in those days, mo t came from families who had long
since been taught the meaning of discipline). The War Department
accepted just how long was needed to produce a trained soldier. As these
elected 30 ational Servicemen Volunteers were merely play-actmg and
four weeks were considered to be suffice/cost effective. I would like to
stress that one week of their pay would have paid for 500 ational
Servicemen of the era. They received the miserly sum of approx £I .30p
per week! or could ational Servicemen tum round and say 'I have had
enough of this, I want to go home to Mum.' I would further suggest that
their drop out percentages were ba ed on the training staff of this unit
who, from officer down should have been charged with misconduct and
being improperly dressed throughout. The Junior NCOs' turnout would
shame Junior NCOs within any traini ng uni t in those days. How could the
NCOs on this programme expect to instill the idea of personal
cleanliness?
My 'thanks' then, to the producers of this programme, are in the
sincere hope that it will benefit those who keep crying out for the return
of ational Service as being a means of disciplining the youth of today.
They will ask, 'Why should our sons and daughters be subjected to thi s
form of abuse when they haven't done anything wrong to warrant this?'
With regards to the statistics of how many National Servicemen gave
their lives for their country, I simply recall a Military Cemetery
somewhere in Puns - Korea. Here the majority of the e young souls are
buried forgotten by their country. Suffice to po int out that, if but one
ational Serviceman was killed in action, in whatever region he fe ll, it is
disgusting when one considers that with a bit of fores ight they could have
so easily been replaced by a Regu lar soldier whose job it was. After all
these young lads didn't volunteer their services. They thought they were
just being called upon, as so many others did, to fill the castle's breach.
Yours Sincerely........ .

From :

M r W. Cameron
I Westland Drive
Ardersies
Inverness
Tel: 01667 463161
Dear Sir,
In your April issue of The WIR E, J was most interested in the letter in
the 'Correspondence' page, fro m Donald C risp about the Grand Hotel in
Scarborough. M r Crisp may remember the Receiving Transmitter Units
that were there, all manned by former 'O perator S ig nals' who were
reclass ified 'Operator Wire less & Line' at Catteri ck before movi ng to
Scarborough. We didn 't have much to do in the Grand Hotel as the team
was always out on the road training an d learning to dr ive artic ulated
vehicles. Each me mber of the team had to pass a driving test to receive
the appropriate Iicence.
J am sure Mr Crisp wi ll appreciate that 1945 is a long time ago and
lots of things th at happened then, w ill never be recalled. I do remember
the Hotel we were bi lleted in - but not the name. It was next to a hotel
ca ll ed Zyeph a, where the AT S (ladi es) were bill eted. Does that r ing a
bell? I cannot remember the date and how long I was there but it was in
1945. I did my training at Mons Lines, Catterick, in 1938 as an Operator
Signals. I was then posted to Palestine in March 1939. f spent the next
five and a half years in various parts of Africa including all of tb e East

From:

THE WIRE , OCTOBER 2002

Africa Ca mpaign . There was a short spell in Madagascar clearing the
'Vichy French' problems up . I returned to the UK with first convoy
through the Suez Canal. During the last part of the trip home 'D Day' had
begun. After leave etc we were all billeted on the racecour eat Thirsk but
I wonder if Donald ever had to cut down dandelion s, with jack-knives!
This is what we had to do whilst there. No wonder so many disappeared
for days at a tim e a nd on their re turn , nothing came of it! They just
received a slap on the wrist! Does anyone e lse remember this? This will
have happened around 1944.
For your information Harry I came home from Korea with Bill
peakman - who joined us in Hong Kong with and escort and served 28
days on board for mi sbehaving in Hong Kong. My last ten years was an
Operator Keyboard and Cipher. A ll of my service in Korea was with the
!st ommonwealth Division Signal Regiment. You wi ll remember Toby
eymour? He spent some time with 28 Brigade. We worked together and
still keep in touch.
My service number was 2326505 (85 Sqn) in Kemme! Lines, October
1937. I decided to leave the army in 1950. After a short period in civili an
life I re-enlisted, but had to accept a new number which was 22540221. I
went on to complete 24 years in the Corps. The last years I spent in
Germany with 7 Armd Div which changed to 5th Signal Regiment in the
late 50s.
Should this bring back memories to anyone, I would be pleased to hear
from them . I have been unable to attend the Corps Reunions for the past
three years due to age (81) and ill health.
Yours .... ....... .... .
From:

Mr E. C. Harrison
33 Great Pulteney Street
Apartment 177
BATH
Somerset, BA2 4BX
Tel: 01225 445965

had been l.ed to believe that this would be a erious look at the reason for
National Service in the years fo llowing WW2 and the role that ational
Servicemen would play in Britain 's military commitments, particularly
overseas during this period. Instead we got a 'Fly on the Wall ' type
programme bearing little resemblance to the real thing.
'
o mention that after basic training there wou ld be many more months
of extensive field or Trade ~raining, no mention that after the Passi ng
Out Parade fo r the second ttme they cou ld be posted to British Army
units anywhere in the world_. Certainly there was no ment ion that they
could be put m harms way tn such places as Pale tine, Malaya, Korea,
The Cana l Zone, Cyprus, Kenya and Aden. o mention that 395 ational
Servicemen were killed in action. Many more were wounded a nd
hundreds died in battle accidents, training mishaps and traffic deaths al o
from illness or diseases contracted in foreign climes, many of the m from
the R. Signals.
20/20 and TV had a great opportunity to put the record straight on
Nationa l Servicemen and their contribution to those post war years. They
failed to do so and another chance may never arise!
ational Serviceman - 22429040 Sig Larby R.
Yours Sincerely ..... .

(Having seen some of the programme, I could not agree more with these
comments and others made elsewhere. The problem I find with docudrama is that the producers and writers want to make the programmes
'exciting ' so the stories we see are highly dramatised. The result is that
many of the 'duller' aspects of the stories (the tn1th) are often neglected
or left 0111 altogether. Sadly, I find many of todays viewers regard what
they see on TV as the truth. In fact they tend lo rely on such programmes
for their historical education. The producers have a lot to answer for Editor).
From:

Dear Sir,
The story of AC4 YN - A Radio Adventure in Tibet 1936
In the August 2002 publication of Th e WIRE reminds me of my
experience as a ' Ham ' in China 1933/38. During this time I served with
the Peking, Tientsin, Shanhaikuan and Shanhai Signals Sections and also
briefly with the Hong Kong Signals section. I became very interested in
Amateur Radio and operated under the callsigns XU2UU, XU8VW and
XU8VX . We made our own tran milters and receivers. In my case the
receiver was reaction tuned and the transmitter TPTG (Tuned Plate Tuned
Grid). The maximum output never exceeded 25watts.
Should an accurate log of AC4YN be extant, it will show exchanges
with XU8VW in 1936 and 193 7. I well recall these contacts.
I last met Sir Eva n at Great Wishford during the celebration of
' Oakapple Day'. On this day the villagers commemorate the occasion
when they successfully petitioned King Charles to be allowed to obtain
wood from Grovely Wood, the local Lord having forbidden such wood
gathering. Sir Evan had set up a ' Ham ' station in a tent on the common.
We reminisced, at length, about the Corps and amateur radio.
Yours Sincerely..... .
Ron Larby
178 Braemar Avenue
EA DE
WIOOD
Tel: 020 8450 6885
Dear Sir,
ALLIED POW'S L OST T O AVAL ACTIO
I read with interest the obituary in the last is ue of The WIRE, of Maj
Arthur Pritcha r d who survived the sinking of the Kachidoki Maru by
the submarine U
Pampanito .
An excellent account of the last voyage of the Kachidoki Maru and of the
Rakayo Mam in the same convoy by the USS Growler can be read in
THE RETURN FROM THE RIVE R KWAI by Joan and lay Blair
... ISBN 0-14-0 12237-0
Both hip carrying British and Australian POW' were in convoy
from Singapore to Japan when they were unk on 11 eptember 1944 in
the South China Sea. The Kachidoki Maru sank fairly close to land and
those survivors picked up were landed in Japanese held territory. However,
the Rakuyo Maru was sunk further out and the Japanese escort picked up
their own peop le a nd left hundreds of POWs struggling in the water,
some on makesh ift rafts an d fl oati ng wreckage. O n eptember the
Pampa11ito s ig hted the wreckage of the Rakuyo and urfaced to
investigate. Finding many POWs till alive in the water she summoned
the remainder of the wolf-pack to the scene, whereupon they picked up a
many surv ivors as it wa possible to accommodate in the narro' confi ne
of a submarine, 157 in total, of ' hich e en died in tran it to U
a al
Ba es. The 92 Austral ian and 60 Briti h survivors were then debriefed by
Intelligence Officers and they were able to confirm rumours of conditions
in the POW camps on the Burma Railway. The rescued prisoners were, in
fact, the first to return from the river Kwai!
It i, believed that no fewer than 25 ships carrying All ied POW' were
unk by either A llied subs or ai rcraft with the probable los of 10,000
live , the Japanese never notify ing Neutral source of the transportation
of PO Ws. Thi may be of interest to readers and we could po ibly hear
fro m any Roya l Signa ls surv ivor of the e dreadful aud tragic events.
From:

J.C. E. Prentice
7 Hilton Court
Hilton Road
BISHOPBR!GGS
G64 3EA

Dear Sir.
Reference the insert in the August edition of The WIRE entitled.
Harrogate Apprenrices, with the POSED photographs of the two Guards
RSMs. They must surely have been embarra sed on seeing the prints,
after having carefully posed for the photographer.
The RSM on the left has part of his ash tucked under his buttons and
his sword sheath ticking out forward instead of being at his side. The
one on the right has his Bearskin cocked to one side and his belt buckle is
not central in line with bis jacket buttons.
Any other Guardsman wou ld be on a charge if his dre s code were as
bad as these two Senior Warrant Officers. One other point, neither of
them have the fur of their Bearskins brushed down over their eye , a i
the normal way of wearing that type of headgear. They certainly weren't
on the enior CO's Guard drill course I attended in the 1940 .
incerely .. ...... .
From:

Ir P. C. Mitchell
I 0 Devon Road

Failsworth
MA CHE TER
M350NR
Tel: 0161 681 7158
E-mai l: omickiam@lineone.net
Dear Sir,

Bishop. lord George Murray 1761-1803
Julm Gamble circa 1760-1811
I am researching certa in clergymen/ cientists and ' ould be interested
to learn if you or any of your readers, ha e any data on the two gent lemen
mentioned above. Both \ ere con nected with the introduction of the
optical telegraph in thi country. Thi played an important part in the
Admiralty ignalling bet\ een London and Port mouth. Information on
Murray and Gamble in the Dictionary of National Biography i ery
limited . I am hoping tha t o ne or two ignalle rs may hold thi
information. All replie will be acknowledged.
Your incerely...... .

LAOS ARMY
Hav ing been in touc h wi th 20120 TV, makers of the se rie L D
ARMY, I have to ay that I was extremely d isappointed at the contenL I
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DONATIONS
n .\non) mous Donation
.£I 000.00
\I r A. R. A) r s ... ...
.£ 20.00
Ir D. mith ... ... ... ...
.£
8.00
\Ir . I. mac1 lilla n ... ...
.£ 10.00
'.\t r G. :\loger
.£
5.00
15 . ignal Regiment pon sored Prin ces~ Ro. a l Day Scn •ice .£ 98.53
Certs C ito Lodge ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
.£ 15.00
"larrant \'all ey 10 R ace ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
.£ 50.00
F. T. Rastrick in m morv of Mr B. E. Clarke... ...
.£ 25.00
\I P. I sac in memory
apt (Retd) F. ha'
.£ I S.00
tr D. Kemp in memory of Capt (Retd) F. Shaw...
.£ 15.00
Mrs J . tokes in memory of Capt (Retd) F. haw...
.£ 30.00
Mr & Mr B. hore in memory of Capt (Retd} F. haw...
.£ 25.00
M J . L. Mann in memory of apt (Retd) F. haw ... ...
.£ 20.00
B. K. M . hore in memory of Capt (Retd) F. Shaw .. . ...
.£ 30.00
Mr W. E lvin in memory of apt (Retd) F. haw ... ... ...
.£ 100.00
tr & Mrs J. Bianchi, 1rs 'f. Short and M r & M rs P. Bianchi
in memory of Capt (Retd) F. haw ... ......... ............ .£ 50.00
Donation in memory of Maj (Retd) l McGlynn ... ... ... ... .£ 85.00
L. M. & A. A. 'lann in memory of faj (Retd) J. McGlynn ... .£ 10.00
'.\laj (Retd) J. C rocker in memory of Maj (Retd) J. 1cGlynn .£ 25.00
Mr C. A. Brown in memory of Maj (Retd) J. McGlynn ...... .£ 25.00
T. M. G. 1alone-Lee in memory of Maj (Retd) J. McGlynn .£ 25.00
Donations in memory of Col (Retd) J. W. Eagle MBE
.£ 614.00
F rank tockdale in memory of hi dear wife Margaret
.£ I 00.00
Work Colleagues GCHQ
in memory of \! 02 (Retd) G. A. 1. Feake
.£ 45.00
Donations in memory of Jack Smith ... ... ... ... ...
.£ 190 00

of

LAST POST
Barclay - Capt C. Barclay
Bladen - Sig K. Bladen
Bowers - \! 02 H. W. Bowers
Brigg - tr H. Briggs
Burrows - Brig J . R. Burrows
Camplin - ig L. E. Camplin
C lark - Maj J.C. Clark TD
C larke - fr D. J. . Clarke
Close - ig E. . Close
Cockcroft - Maj R. Cockcroft
Cocks - Maj H.J. Cocks
Cooper - Sgt\ . R. Cooper
Crew tone!. - Brig Crew lonely
Cri ell - Capt F. L. Crisell
Davies - Maj D. A. Davies
Dearden - W02 J. Dearden
Dugdale - Mr K. Dugdale
Eason - W02 Brian Eason
Evans - ig 1. R. J. Evans
Enrett - 1.aj J. F. Everett MBE TD
Feakes - W02 G. A. J. Feakes
Ferrier - \ 02 A. R. Ferrier
Glover - Sig A. G lover
Good ir - Capt C. Goodsir
Gunn - W02 P. Cl Gunn
Hembra - Cpl A. C. Hembra
Horne - WOJ J. Horne
Ho) le - Cpl F. R. W. Hoyle
Iggo - L. l ggo
Knott - Lt Col P. J. Knott
'.\taguire - 1.aj V. D. Maguire
Meehan - gt H. Meehan
Phil mister - Sig M. Pbi lmister
Purves - Mr J. Purves
Redford - ig M. Redford
Reece - Cpl A. E. Reece
Reed - LCpl L. D. Reed
Richardson - LCpl R. Richardson
Rimel! - gt A. P. Rimel!
Ring - ig E. Ring
Rodger - Mr P. C. Rodger
Royle - LCpl P. Royle
belle) - lg (The Revd) G. Shelley
Sim - Maj A. E. im
mith - WOI (R M) J. Smith
mith - Pte M. mitb
mith - L pl R. mith
. tace) - ig E. W. tacey
. tephenson - Mr. R. tepbenson
toncley - Brig C. H. toneley OBE
Thornton - Maj G. Thornton
Turnbull - LCpl D. W. Turnbull
Walter - ig L. E. V alter~
\\right - Capt H. E. \ right
\\ halle) - WOJ . Whalley
Vork-\tiller - \taj \1 . York-'Vliller
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erved Wartime
erved 1938/47
Served 1937/67
erved 1940s
erved 1954/86
Served
Served 1942/82
erved
Served 1940/46
erved 195 1/85
Served 1935/45
Served 1940/46
Served
erved 1934/45
Served 1953/69
Served 1949173
Served
Served 1959/95
Served 1945/48
Served 1936/67
Served 1932/53
Served 1942/65
erved 1953/SS
Served 1939/60
Served 1926/52
Served 1943/47
Served 1953/88
Served 1932/46
erved WW2
Served 1946/77
Served
Served 1944/47
Served 1976/84
Served
Served 1953/57
Served 1940/46
Served 1944/48
erved 1943/47
erved 197 1/95
Served 19471??
Served Wartime
Served 1964/72
Served 1940/45
served 1939/56
Served 1933/55
Served 1942/46
Served 1972/84
Served 1940/46
Served 1955/57
Served 1931164
Served 1929/63
Served 1954/63
Served 1958/60
Served 1948/76
Served
Served 1959/84

Died 05/07/02
Died 18/07/02
Died circa '99
Died Dec '00
Died
Died 25/08/02
Died
Died 14/07/02
Died 22/07/02
Died I 0/08/02
Died
Died 10/07/02
Died 26/08/02
Died
Died July '02
Died 17/07/02
Died 14/06/02
Died 05/05/02
Died Aug '02
Died
Died 20/07/02
Died 29/07/02
Died 0 1/07/02
Died 03/07/02
Died circa ' 00
Died 15/07/02
Died 25/08/02
Died 15/07/02
Died 28/02/00
Died I 0/08/02
Died 26/03/02
Died 0 1/07/02
Died 05/07/02
Died Aug '02
Died July '02
Died 20/06/02
Died 28/08/02
Died 25/ 08/02
Died 27/04/00
Died June '02
Died 08/07/02
Died early 'O I
Died 10/07/02
Died 2 1/02/02
Died 16/06/02
Di ed 09/07/02
Died 0 1/07/02
Died 14/07/02
Died Aug ·02
Died 27/08/02
Died 13/07 /02
Died 08/03/02
Died 20/07/02
Died 199 1
Died 2000
Died 07/07/02

West - gt . H . B. We t, Norman ( arge) joined the Corp in 1939 and
erved with 43rd (Wessex) Divi ional Signal . He landed in France at
D+5 and then was involved in Operation Market Garden. He finished
his war in Germany in 1945. He was discharged in 1946 and returned to
become a BT Engi neer. He wa · an active member of the NVA and
Briti h Legion. He became Vice President of the Torbay Branch of the
A for two years from 1983- 5. orman was 82 when he died. orman and his wife, Margery, celebrated their Diamond Wedding
Anniversary in June 2002. To Margery and her two daughters we send
our depest sympathy.
Feakes - Gordon Arthu r James Feakes (' Teaker'), died aged 88 on 20
July 2002. He joined the Signals in 1935
and saw service in India, the orth West
Frontier, Malaya and Europe. Whilst
erving in India, he met his future wife
and they got married at a hilll station in
the Murree Hill s in 1941 .
After leaving the Army in 1953, he
joined Rolls Royce in Derby and worked
for them until taking early retirement in
1974. Retirement certainly never slowed
him down. He continued the writing he
had started in hi Army days and his
writing career produced several short
stories and a novel ' Moonrakers and
Mischief'. Apart from hi s family, especially hi s four children, his interests
included his immaculately kept garden,
holidays and walking, especially in the
Peak District.
Even after leaving the Corps, his heart
remained very much with it. He attended
reunions whenever possible and retained
many clo e friendship with his Army pals. He alway spoke of the
Corps with affection and respect and remained grateful for the training
and opportunitie it had given him, throughout hi life. He was very
proud to serve in ' the fine t Corp ' and his loyalty, commitment and
sen e of ervice are qualities we are fortunate to have passed on to us.
The funeral was held at Markeaton Crematorium, Derby on 25 July.
with an ex-Anny chaplain officiating. The Family was very honoured
and grateful that a member of the Signals Association was able to
attend.
Eagle - C ol Jo epb William E agle MBE, ERO died on 8 May 2002 in
orfolk aged 87. The cry, 'Anyone for
tennis?' had long since been replaced
by an offer to partner anyone for a
round of golf; and what a happy morning that would have been. Joe was perpetually cheerful and inspired others
around him to follow his example.
Thus, it was in all the postings Joe
enjoyed. He cou ld be serious when necessary - but on ly for as long as it was
neces ary!
Joe was born in Swindon as one of four
and left school quite early to go to London to fo llow his interest in mending
radio . During the pre-war tension he
en listed and was conunissioned into the
Supplementary Reserve Royal Signals
on 3 December 1938. During the war he
saw service in Algeria, Tunisia, Italy
and , later, Palestine. From 1945 to 1947 he commanded the Army
Training School in the Midd le East. His subsequent UK post ings
included a spell on the taff of the RCB where bis relaxed attitude
would have helped the candidates but wou ld not have distorted hi s
j udgement. He commanded 24 Signa l Regiment in Catterick in the late
1950s and was then sent to airobi a CSO East Africa. After thi Joe
wa appointed CSO 3 Division at a time of great deployment activity. It
was noticeable that Signa ls were always among the key factors considered by the staff a tribute to the knack Joe had of ' gai ning the ea r' of
his genera ls. His fi nal posting, as Commandant of the Apprentices Co llege Harrogate, could not have been more suitabl e fo r someone so in
tune with people. He reti red from the Army in 1969 and was oon
appoi nted as Pri ncipa l of the Constructi on Industry Train ing Board in
Norfol k.
Joe and Jane had one on, An th ony, but Jan e died in 1977. Joe leaves
a wi dow, Anne, whom he married in 1980 and they lived in north orfo lk.
Ea on - W02 Br ian Eason joined the Bri tish Anny as a boy sold ier at
the age of 16 in 1959 and made the Anny his entire career. During his
time with the Royal Corps of ignals he was po ted to the Far East, the
Middle East and Germany. He left the regular Anny in 1982 a a
Sergeant Maj or with 22 Signal Regiment. In November 1982 Brian
joined 7 1 (Yeomanry) Signal Regiment and was po ted to 884 Signal
Troop, Brighton as the Troop TSJ, where he remained until he retired in
May 1995. Brian spent 22 years in the regular Army and 13 years in
the TA. Brian dedi cated 35 years of his life to the Army and the Corps.
Last year Brian and hi wife Trud ie moved to Spain to start a new life,
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but returned to the UK a few weeks before he died on 5 May. TI1ose
mcm.bers who served with or knew Brian have been deeply saddened
~y his death. Our thoughts are with Trudie and Brian's family at this
time.
Edison - SSgt John Pearson - It is with deep regret that we announce the
loss of John 'Edd ie' Edison, who
sadly died on 30 June 2002 after a
brave fight aga inst cancer. John started his career as a boy in 6 (Boys)
Training Regiment at Beverley in
October 195 I . In January 1954 at the
age of 171 /2 he went to Catterick for
hi s basic training then on to trade
training at I TR Catterick. From
1955-57 he was stationed in Benghazi
and then on to Malta for one year.
After a year in the UK he was sent to
Singapore and Hong Kong until January 1963, during which time he met
and married his wife, Sue, on 16
December 1961 . He returned to the
UK for a couple of months and then
went to BAOR for three years and a
further three years at Catterick. From
1969 to 1971 he was in Bahrain with
Air Formation Signals. He was again
with BAOR from 1971 to 1973 and
then went to Banglade h for three
months. After three more years in
Germany he came back home to be
demobbed on 19 June 1976.
After his time in the army, J ohn worked fo r Lambeth Borough Council
and also joined the local TA unit. In 1998 we formed an association for
ex-boy from 6 (Boys) Training Regiment and John was asked to be
hairman so that we could get the association up and running. J ohn
wa the Chairman of Beverley Ex-Boys Association for three and a half
years until earlier this year when he was forced to retire due to
ill-hea lth. The funeral wa held at Chichester Crematorium on 10 July
and was attended by friends and colleagues from work, members of
BEBA and the Chairman and Standard Bearer from Southampton
Branch. We extend our deepest sympathy to his wife, S ue, daughter
Ja nette and on Andrew and three grandchildren.
adly announce the death of Peter M iJne
on 11 June 2002 after a short fight
against cancer. P eter tarted his
service on I May 1950 as a boy at
Beverley with 6 (Boys) Training
Regiment. At the age of 17 1/ 2 he
went to Catterick for his bas ic
train in g and then trade training,
where be became a Lineman (PL) in
I 953. He was sen t to orthern
Ireland until 1955 and then served in
Gibraltar from 1955 to 1958. Jn 1958
be returned to the UK and served at
Crowborough Ea tern Command
Signals for four yea rs. In 1962 he
went to BAO R for three years with
Air Formation on an RAF Station .
After two month back in the UK, he
was on the move again, this time to
Aden from I 965 u n til 1967. He
returned to the UK for ix weeks and
the n in August 1967 was sent to
Sotau fo r four years. He eventually
go t a home po ting to Scotland in
Glasgow and Ed inburgh for three years. He came out on 8 April 1974
with exemplary conduct. He wa awarded the GSM wi th clasp 1962.
Our deepest sympathies are extended to hi wife, OUve, and daughters,
Maureen and Linda .

,...~...... . . - - - - - -......--

Goodsir - Capt C harles Goodsir, it is with deep regret that the Li nco ln
Bra nch of the Roya l igna ls A ociation an nounces the death of another long serving member of the orp and the A sociation. Charles died
on Wednesday 3 Ju ly in the Lincoln ounty Hospital after a very hort
illness. He was 86 years old. C harles pent much of his Am1y li fe in
India, in Wariston District ignals from 1939 to 1942. and with SO Para
Brigade Signals in DeU1i from 1942 ti ll September 1943. He was commi s ioocd in the fie ld into the Corps at Mhow in April 1944 and erved
in Corps Signals in Burma until December 1945. Later on he served in
the UK and yprus until his retirement in 1960. He then went on to
trai n a a co t accountant emp loyed in the London area unti l hi retirement. The last 14 years were spent in Hornca tie where he moved to on
the death of hi wife. 12 years ago he meet Mable and since that meeting they have been friends and companions with Mable nu rsing
Charles through two seriou illnessc . The fact that the Hornca tie
church of t Mary' wa full of friend . neighbours and members of the
va rious clubs and as ociations, in which Charles had taken an acti ve
interest, bore witness to his popularity in his cho en commun ity. Later
at the crematorium in Lincoln we, the As ociation member , took our
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place to form a guard of honour, medals proudly worn and with our
Branch Standard un.furled, we attended the last parade of a soldier. a fellow signaller and frien~ who h_ad given loyal service to the Corp over a
great many years. llavmg enlisted mto the Corps in 1936 as a ignalman, over the years he was promoted to Senior CO rank. He was an
outstanding sportsman in his youth , a keen boxer, athlete and hockey
play~r. W~ the. Li.ncoln Branch will miss harles greatly. He was our
servmg Vice Chairman and a popular member. We, the Committee and
~II mem?ers, o~er our s in~re condolences to Mable his close companion, to hi s relatives, and friends. We will remember him.
gt John D. M. Dad well, I first met John at Catterick Camp
in July 1939 when we were both Boy
•
Apprentices aged 14 years. He was
training as a wireless operator in 'F'
Boy Company a part of the Royal ignals Training Battalion. He was nicknamed ' Daddy' and was always smiling or laughing and generally liked by
all of us, especially tho e who were in
the same barrack room.
He was posted to the War Office Communication Centre in London when
seventeen and a half (which he found
rather dull). When the Airborne were
looking for wirele s operators. he volunteered as a paratrooper with the 6th Airborne Di.vi ion and wore his
Wings with pride. J ohn was involved in a rather na ty action during the
Battle of The Bulge at ' bloody Bure' when attached to the 13th (Lancashire) Battalion. The 13th were taken into action clinging onto the
snow-covered tankl of 29th Armoured Brigade, (I Ith Armoured Division) with whom I was erving. The snow and ice were enemie enough
by themselves, wi~hout the German 88mm guns and the ever frighten mg Panther and Tiger tanks. The 13th lost 61 officers and men in that
battle from 3-5 January 1945. John and I had intended to visit the battle
area and to see a plaque with all the names of tho e of the 13th Lancashires who lie in that part of Belgiwn together with the 29th
Armoured tank crew casualties. After the war he went with the 6th Airborne to Pale tine and later to Malaya. On return to the UK he was on
duty for the Queen's Coronation Parade and later was posted to Freetown in Sierra Leone.
Whi lst on leave in 1953 he met Betty, (who has been a wonderful wife
to him) in Birmingham. He married her and took her back to Sierra
Leone for another fifteen months. The Captain then in charge of the unit
was K. E. P. Andrews . I first met him when worki ng as a volunteer at
Regimental Headquarter Royal Signal . at 56 Regency Street, London,
( 1986-1995). He was then a Lt Colonel and Editor of The WIRE and
The Journal. John found Capt Andrews to be a fi r t cla s officer in
every way and bad a lot of respect for him.
On return to the UK John was posted to Bulford with married quarters
in Tidworth . He left the army in 1959 and settled at Sydenham . Later he
moved to Beckeoham in Kent and then moved to Witney. Oxon. Those
of us who knew him well persuaded him to fill the place of Chairman
of the 'F' Boy Company Roya l Signals Branch, which he occupied
efficiently with his u ual pleasant mile. We have not yet managed to
find a uccessor. 'Daddy' died on Wedne day 16 January 2002 and will
be mis ed by all hi re lat ions, as we who served in 'F' Company R. igoals, wi ll mourn hi passing. I later heard that his wife Betty had died
on 16 July, 2002.
by Capt (Retd) V. L. R. Dugdale
Stoneley - Brig Crew toneley, who has died aged 9 1. wa one of the relatively few Regular Army officers who have repre ented Great Britain
in the Olymp ic Games at Athletics. He al o had the di tioction, a Chief
Signal Officer, London District of givi ng the signals for the Royal
Arti llery gun salute and for starting the proce ion from Westmin ter
Abbey, at Queen Elizabeth Il's Coronation.
Cre\\ Had lett toneley was educated at Blundell's and the RMA Woolwich. He was commi sioned into Roya l Signals in 1931. Ha, ing won
the 'Shop Bugle' at Woolwich. he went on to win the nny 440yd in
193 1 and became the British AAA 440yds champion in 1932 and was
elected to run for Great Britai n in the 400 metre at the 1932 Lo
Angeles Olympic Game . He was al o a member of the British Olyn1pic
4x400metres relay team {with Lord Burgbley, Tom Hampson and
Godfrey Ram pling) which ga ined a ilver Medal. He ubsequentl y
represented England in a number of International Athletics Meeting
and in the London Empire Game of 1934.
Duri ng 1934 he served with the igna l ection, International aar
Plebiscite Force. et up by the League of ation in aarbrucken,
returning to Aldershot to become ignal Officer, I t Guards Brigade.
Jn 1935 he went out to Ea t Afri ca to join the King's African Rifle as
igna ls Officer. orthern Brigade. On the outbreak of war in 1939 he
was po ted to the staff of HQ Ea t Africa Command and took part in the
inva ion of Italian omal il and and Aby inia, being mentioned in di patche . ub equent po ting took him to Egypt as ignal tafTOfficer
at GHQ Cairo. then the ta fT College. Haifa and I st Infantry Divi.1on
ignal Regiment in Tuni ia. Hav ing landed in Anzio in February 1944
with 1st Division. he wa po ted t0 AF HQ in lgicrs j ust before the
break-out from the beach-head. However, in ugu. t 1944 he returned t
I s1 Di ision to command the ignal Regiment during the capture of
Florence and the advance northwards to the Gothic Line. In January
1945 he moved to Pale tine with l ' t Division, and . em !d there during
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the Arab Jc\\ conflict until po. Led to the War Oftice in January I 946 ..
Following a cour eat the Joint Cf\ ices taff ollegc, he w_as posted m.
19-tt to the British 1ilitary Mis ion, Greece, a an Intelligence tafl
Otliccr, during the clo ing year of the 'bandit war' that nearly overran
Greece. On completion of his tour. he ' as posted to GHQ MELF,
Favid. a~ a General ta ff Officer, returning to the' ' K to become Chief
'ienal Officer. London Di trict for three years hich included the
funeral of King eorge VJ anal the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II .
T he a rl 1arshal p rsonally arranged hi positioning in the Triforiun
of\\'e tmin ter bbey during the Coronation ef\•ice ·o that signal for
the gun salute could be given at the moment of the actual ~rowning.
ffo next po ting wa back to GHQ llddlc Ea L a the emor Army
Intelligence tatTOffic r. a position that he held during the uez Operation. Returning to the UK in 1957, he was personally elected by F ield
1\1arshal ir Ger a ld. Templer - on behalf of the Modern Pentathlon
s. ociation of Great Britain - to organise a World odern Pentathlon
Championship. This was uccessfully taged in the Aldershot area in
O tober 195 with eight nation competing. including the USA and
U R. In later years the Modern Pentathlon wa included in the
Olympic Game .
.
.
.
After ef\ing for three • ears as Deputy 1gnal Officer m Chief War
Oflice, he went out to ingapore a Deputy Commander, ingapo~e
Base Di trict, later becoming Commander, ingapore Area on reorgamsation. He was appointed AD to HM The Qu een from 1960 to 1964.
He retired in 1964. and became Colonel Commandant of the Royal Signals from 1965 to 1970.
Jn retirement he was appointed a Mini try of Defence Civilian ecurity
Officer. For ome twelve years he visited armored unit in many parts
of the world. He was Church Warden of h is pari h in Dorset for 16 years
and took a gre.at interest in local affair . He wa appointed an MBE in
1941 and an OBE in 1945. In 1944 he married S heela h Bir c henough,
then erving a a FA Y in Italy, who predecea ed him.

have been discharged from wartime duty at this time. However, the
delay in enlistment by Po t Office duty in 1939, with a Demob number
of27. meant Alce was po ted to 5th Para Bde. In July 1945, the Brigade
and Alec sailed to ingapore for the inva ion of Malaya. The bombing
of Hiroshima and surrender of Japanese Forces, cancelled a planned
parachute landing on Singapore Island, much to the reliefofthe troops.
By Christmas that year. 5th Para Bde was in Java. Based in Batavia it
wa heavily involved in the maintenance of law and order throughout
the islands.
On 21 May 1946, Alec was demobbed. He re-joiued the Post Office at
Fort William, where he worked for the next 32 year . He and Catherine
raised their children, andy and Kathleen, there. Jn 1978, having
become an Accounts Over cer, Alec finally retired. His Post Office ervice totalled 43 years. He and Catherin e moved bou c lo Auchterarder,
Perthshire, where grandchildren and a large garden, kept them happily
occupied. adly, in July 1988, A lec wa diagnosed with a large brain
tumour. There\ as a successful operation to remove the tumour, but hi
blood did not clot aflerwards. This led to dreadful complications and
brain damage. It was doubted whether he would survive. cverthelc s
he did, remaining in hospital care for eight months. Catherine then
nursed him at home until January 1999, when he suffered a stroke. Aller
a further seven months in ho pita!, Alec was allowed home once more.
By tJ1i time, increasingly paralysed, he was unable to peak or swallow,
and could hardly see. Undaunted, Catherine battled on. She managed
to sustain Alec until only a few days before he died on 20 June 2002. He
had been nursed at home for thirteen of his last fourteen years. An
untimely end for an o ld 'Red Devil' who, in t11e early days of Briti h
Airborne Forces, survived the rigours of war on three continent .
Wartime comrades from I st and 5th Parachute Brigade and members
of Airborne Signals OCA, extend their deepest sympathy lo Catherine
and family for their ad loss.
'Farewell old chum, until we meet at the final DZ RV.'

Reece - Cpl Alec E. R eece. late Airborne Signal . has died aged 83. He
\as born in Fon William in 1918. Jn the
1
years before the war, he worked as a
Teleprinter Operator with the Post
Office where Catherin e, hi wife-to-be,
was a fellow operator. In 1939, Alec was
keen to enlist. but the Post Office insisted on retaining him unti l after their
'Christmas Ru h.' Thi resulted in
A lec 's demob number of 27. H is peers
were given number 26, but more of that
later. He enlisted, as soon as he could, in
January 1940.
orth Africa - By May 1942 Alec, a
RoyaJ Signals Operator Wireless &
Line, had been promoted to Corporal. He then volunteered for Airborne
Forces. Together with his chum, C pl Don C ollins, he was tested and
selected to join the Signal Section of I l Parachute Brigade. He served
with them in 'orth Africa, throughout the fierce battles of 1942-43.
This, during a campaign when the fighting exploits of 1st Para Bde
earned themselves the nickname of 'Red Devils' from their German
opponents.
Sicily - In July 1943, Alec flew with I st Para Bde, now pan of Bri tish
I st Airborne Division, to jump on the Prirnosole Bridge, in the invasion
of icily. Along with many of hi s comrades, A lec landed on the slopes
of Mount Etna, before joining battle. Subsequently, the Division fought
up and onto the Italian mainland, before returning to UK in ovember,
in preparation for the invasion of Europe.
rnhem - In the autumn 1944, Alec was attached to HQ Company 3rd
Para Bn, for his pan in 'Operation Market Garden'. After the massed
drop on 17 September, elements of 3rd Para Bn made some progres
towards Arnhem Bridge, eight miles from their DZ. Some time later
Alec found himself trapped in the attic ofa house near the St Elizabeth
Hospital. He was injured and separated from the rest of his Company.
His radio was lost, his ammo, food and rations were al l expended and
there were German Panzers in the street below. Jn the confusion of battle, disgui ed by old clothes from a wardrobe, he managed to evade capture. He escaped from the 'Cauldron' into the countryside, w here the
Dutch nderground movement looked after and hid him. [For many
years afterwards, Alec kept strong links with tho e splendid ly courageous Dutch men and women, the 'Good etherlanders', who helped
and befriended him and many others in a time of great need. A lec's
story can be found in the Dutch book 'De wane Herfst' by Dek.kers &
Vroeman]. Through the bravery and guidance of the Dutch, he was able
to join •Pegasus I ', a large-scale river crossing. This enabled 120 sur\ ivors of the Battle to be ferried back safely to All ied Lines. Other
..: capees included A lec's own Commander, Brig Lathbury and fell ow
travellers ndy A nder son , I 0th Para Bn, and Chris Glidle, 11th Para
Bn. [The tale of'Pegasus I' can be found in 'The Grey Goose of Arnhem' by Leo Heaps]. Alec was flown back to U K on 25 October w here
he was horrified to discover that of the eighty men in the Signal Section of I \t Para Bde who had flown to Arnhem, on ly three had returned!
That evening, those three, Alec, gt Currie and C pl Don Collins,
joined survivors of 4th Para Bde at a civic reception in Melton Mowh ay, given by the local council for the 'Heroes of Arnhem'.
Far Ea t & .Java - Later in 1944, duri ng ' R & R' in Fort William, he
met-up with ath erine his pre-war colleague. They were married in
rcbruary 1945. Had Alec been issued with Demob number 26 he would

S mith - Brother Matthew Smith, OFM Conv, Brother Matthew died
in the Franciscan ursing Home, Littleharnpton Sussex on 9 July 2002,
aged 77. Matthew was born in Leith,
Edinburgh on 19 ovember 1924.
He left school at I 5 and got a job al
the Post Office a a Telegraph Boy
(uniform and all!). During the war he
served in the Royal Signals in India
and Ceylon. As he said, his war ' ...
was plea ant and they played a lot of
football there ' . Matthew became a
Catho lic after the war when he was
25 years of age. He trained as a nurse
in London . He came to the Franciscan Order in 1965 and was solemnly
professed on 31 August 1970. He
served the Order in
orthampton,
Rye, London, and All Saints, Barton.
He was a devoted member and supporter of the Crusade with a great
love for Our Lady. Fairly recently a symposium was held in Brazil on
the life and work ofSt Maximilian Kolbe and Matthew was able to go
there. M a tthew was an extremely good chess player. A calm, cool, collected character, who was rarely ruffled or flustered.
His funeral took place on 15 July 2002, the feast of t Bonaventure. II
was interesting that among those present, as well as the fria rs from England and Ireland, were men from Brazil, Indonesia, India, Poland, and
Australia - a repre entative group, reflecting M atthew's life at home
and abroad. His funeral Mas was quiet and prayerful. His sister and
niece came from the family with a few parishioners from t Anthony of
Padua, Mossley Hill. The hym n Be Slil/ my Soul reflected his lovable
and quiet character. A much loved friar who wi ll be greatly missed.
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C larke - Bernard C la rke known as 'Nobby' to a ll, passed away on 23
May 2002. 'Nobby' joined the army in 1936 completing his training in
1937. As a memberof5 Div Signals, he first saw duty that year in India,
on the Northwe t Frontier. The following even years saw d uty continue
in India (Rawalpindi, Razmak, Lahore, Meerut, Agra, Delh i), returning
home in 1944, for a shon time, before being posted back to Burma.
From 1946/49 the service took him back to Catterick before moving to
Of\vich for four years. ln 1953 he was posted to Egypt.
' obby' retired a Regimeatal Sergeant Major, after 26 years service. He
then joined the TA for a further nine years. Of his many meda ls he
part icul arly valued the orthwest Frontier and Long Serv ice medals .
When ' obby' arrived in Bristol th e loca l Signa ls Association was
poorly s upported. His enthusiasm and determ ination soon changed all
this. Five years ago he received hi s 50 years Membership badge.
' obby' was also a founder member of the Avon Combined Messes
Association. He leaves his widow, orah (married 58 year ), and two
sons.
C ockcroft - M aj (Retd) R. 'Ginger ' Cockcroft died on 10 Aug ust, 20~2
aged 69. 'G inger' joined the Corps in January 195 1 and crved 111
Kenya (51/57), Borneo (63/64), 16 ig Regt (64/65), Malaya G urkha
Signals (65/67) and 99 Gurkha Brigade before being commissioned in
1970. He then served at Catterick, 4UD R and fi na lly 11 Sig Rcgt unt il
he retired in 1985. Maj (QM) Cockcroft is surv ived by his widow,
Betty to whom we offer our condolences.
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Kay - Maj R. W. Kay was born on 23 October 1928, in Weobley. He
joined the Corps at the age of 18 in May 1946. He carried out his basic
truining at Retfordand and hi s Trade Training at Catterick. He served in
Aden, BAOR, Beli7c, Bcnghat:i, Malta and the UK. lie was commissioned in 1966 and served a further 23 years in BAOR and the Middle
ast. He retired from the Regular Army in 1983, took up a post as a
PA 0 (NRPS), with 36 (E) Signal Regiment (V) and served with 54
(EA) ignal Squadron (V). He remained there until 1989 when he
retired and went to live in Wales. He leaves a widow, Kathleen , and a
son, Peter. All our ·ympathies are with his family.

presented with a 50 Year ervice award in 1994 and he was awarded
Honour Membership, of the Association in ovembcr 2000.
In civilian l_i fe J~h n ta!-lght_ at Wimborn; chool before joining the education service with W11tsh1re County Council, where he became Chief
Education officer before retiring in I 977. He then involved himself with
the Briti h ~oun~il setting ~p schools abroad and was a very active volunteer official with the auonal Trust, English Meritage and the Council for the Protection of Rural England.
John leaves his ":ife Vivienne, three children, five grandchildren and
five great grandchildren to whom we offer our sincerest sympathy.

Turnbull- Derek William Turnbull was always known as ' Bill '. He was
born on Tyneside in 1938 and joined 6 (Boys) Training Regiment in
1954. Aller training at Cattcrick in 1955 he was sent to Malaya where
he served for five years. He finished his service in I 963 then joined the
TA at Ipswich. He was a silent wireless operator for the Ipswich Branch
and his call sign was MOBLG. 'Bill' died from a stroke on 8 March
2002 at the age of64. We offer Cynth ia, his wife, our sincerest sympathy.
Everett - Maj John F. Everett MBE TD MA, it is with regret that The
Bath & District Branch of the RSA announce the death of John Frederick Everett on 2 September 2002 al 90 years of age.
John was educated at Cranleigh School before going on to study at
Cambridge University, where he graduated with an Honours degree in
Biology. He taught at Felstead School near London. He was commissioned into the Royal Corps of Signals in 1940 and did war service firstly in the Channel Islands and then in Mhow and New Delhi in India. ln
194 7 Joh n joined the Royal Signals Territorial Army when he served,
primarily, in 125 Wireless Troop (TA) in Bristol, until 1967.
In I 949 Maj Everett was one of the founder members of the Bath &
Di trict Branch of the RSA. For 53 years he gave the Branch his full
support and interest. In ovember 1976 he took over as Branch President, an appointment he held with enthusiasm for over 25 years. He was

Please do not ask for photographs sent for publication
in The WIRE to be retu rned , unless they are really
irreplaceable.
Contributors should be aware of the fact that although
every care is taken with contributions, they should not
risk losing photographs which cannot be replaced .
Contributors should also be aware that unless digital
photos are saved to CD at a minimum of 300 dpi mono
and 400 dpi coloured , they will not be used.

SAINT DUNSTAN'S
caring/or blind ex-servicemen and women

ST D U STAN'S ' BLIND AMBITION CAMPAIG ' ?
A EW W ORLD RECORD SET
On Sunday 18 August, blind t Dunslaner Mark T h readgold , achieved
his Blind Ambition and et a new powerboat World Record, by driving a
Rigid Inflatable Boat around the Isle of Wight. The record wa achieved
in a superb time, with Ma rk taking only lhr 50mins to complete the
course.
Mark drove the custom made Humber Ocean Pro 6.5m R!B around a
single lap of the Isle of Wight - a total distance of 57.74 nautical miles,
and in doing so, set the World Endurance Record in the Blind Unlimited
Cla s. M ark was in sole charge of the boat, with a pper Steve Board
navigating and acting as safety supervisor. Having completed his
challenge, Mar k was presented with an official certificate by J o hn
P uddifoot - adjudicator from the Royal Yachting Association and current
record holder for the fa test circuit around the Isle of Wight. Ma rk was
elated with his record- etting performance on the day. 'I'm thrilled with
how everything went. The conditions were perfect and everything went
according to plan, I couldn't have asked for anything more,' aid M ark.
'I'm very gratefu l to everyone who played a part in helping me achieve
this, and now I'm plann ing what record I can set next!' The event wa an
extreme cha llenge for M ark, who i completely blind after suffering a
erious head injury in 1999. With the support of I Dun tan' Ma rk has
been ab le to rebuild his life, continuously striving to achieve the ordinary
and the extraordinary.
Ma rk 's chal lenge was part of the t Dunstan' Blind Ambition
Campaign, wh ic h a ims to ra ise awarenc s of the Charity, through the
extraord inary achievements of its I Dun taners. The campaign hopes to
rai c in excess of£ I 00,000 to enable blind ex- ervice men and women to
achieve their Blind Ambi tion . T hi s record break ing attempt took place in
conjunction with Ex Rigid Lion, which invo lved a team of 13 soldiers
circumnavigating Britai n in two 6.5m Rigid Inflatable Boats between 6
and 17 August 2002. Ex Rigid Lion, led by Maj John Winskill, involved
young o ldiers from across the Army navigati ng and driving high
performance powerboats some 3,200 mi le around the coa t of mainland
Great Brita in . T he a im of the event was to ra ise the profile of Army
careers to young people by demonstrati ng the divers ity of opportunitie
availab le to t he m . T he exerci e a lso u p ported I Du n tan's by
highli ghting its work and increasin g it national profile.
M ark Threadgold joi ne d t he J u n ior A r my in 1984 w he re he
com pl e ted a 2-year te lecom mu nica t io ns e le ct ro ni c eng inee r s
apprenti ceship. Following this Mark erved in the Regular Arn1y for 15
years, reach ing the rank of ergea nt. Jn 1999 1ark lo t his s ig ht
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following a serious head injury. Upon leavi ng hospital M ark was
referred to St Dunstan's and it was here that Mark 's retraining began.

Mark Threadgold at the wheel
I Dunstan' prov ides li felong care fo r blind ex- ef\1ice men, women
and their families, encompa sing nursi ng, residentia l care. training, and
re habi litation a nd hol iday faci litic. in ce it · fo undation in 19 15 t
Dun tan' has he lped some 7000 blinded men and women come to terms
\\ ith the ir handicap, which freq ue ntly invol e more than just blindne s.
Many St Dun staner ' ha e a l o uflered lo of limb ', other sen e. and m
some case e' ere bra in damage. t t Dun Ian' the acqui sition of ' ital
living kill enables indi idua l to retu rn to employment. This, coupled
with the inva luab le mora l and material a i ta nce, has he lped many I
Dunstan's beneficiaries to 'live aga in '.
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1 MECHANISED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (209)

THE LO 'GEST D Y
by LCpl Wei/burn, Brat•o Troop
1embers of 19 Mech Bde HQ and ig qn (209) recently went on a
battlefield tour of orthem France to learn about the D Day Landings and
the effect thi had on World War II. Our tour gmde for the duration of the
vi it was laj hepherd from 40 Regt RA. Departmg Dover only 90
minute late, '' e set ail for France.
.
.
On arrival at the hotel we were all astounded to find , that po s1bly m
the pirit of the new laws on Equal Oppor.t unitie , ex-~VO I (RSM)
Webb had booked u all into double rooms mstead of twm o~es. Once
the accommodation had been rectified we all unwound with a fe,
beverages in the local bars.

Day 1\vo of the tour: this centred on the British part of the D-Day
Landings. The day started well when Sgt Gidd.e ns demonstrated how to
hell a boiled egg on your head, only he ha_d picked up an eg~ from the
raw egg basket. With egg everywhere and with the 0 Sqn fallmg .around
on the noor laughing , Sgt Giddens apologised and left will~ ~he
pro erbial egg on his face. We tarted at Gold ~each where the Bnt1 h,
using different tactics from those of the Americans, gamed the upper
hand. We al o learned about CSM Stan Holli s VC - Green Ho~ards,
who took out a German position and brought back everal PWs mglehanded. The tour ended in a mall British Cemetery where everyone
seemed to get a little misty eyed a ~ m~rk of respect to the 47 British
oldiers and one Czech laymg at rest m th1 peaceful area. '.he mood was
very somber for the retu:n trip bac~ to the HoteL The last mght was. spent
enjoying the local hosp1tahty and 111 the mornmg we left for Calais and
Engli h soil.
.
I would like to thank Maj Shepherd on behalf of tho e attending for
all the work that had obviou ly been put into the presentation and
recommend him to any unit thinking of doing a imilar tour. Hopefully
the quadron will be doing omething again next year.
ARMY SWIMMING CHAMPIO SHIP
by LCpl Harper, Bravo Troop.
On Wednesday 26 June 2002, the Squadron travelled down to Royal
Military Academy Sandhurst to compete in the fina.ls of. the Army
Swimming Champion hips. Competing as the 2 Div Mmor Units
Champion , a title we had obtained just a few weeks before, we had
nothing to lo e and everything to gain.

Members of 209 Signal Squadron on the Battlefield Tour with
Pegasus Bridge in the background
Day One of the tour: the weather was excellent not a cloud in the_ sky.
Maj hepherd began with a very informative brief on Pegasus Bndge,
where we learned that the bridge had been fa lsely named. lt had been
captured by the Ox and Bucks and later backed up by the '_maroon
machine', getting its name from the umt flash. From the bndge we
moved off to Merville to visit the German gun emplacement that was
causing o much havoc on the beaches. Here there was also a small but
very good museum showing some of Britain's fine t. including 1944
Hard ut of The Year 'Marra McGuinness'. In the afternoon we went to
see 'SaYing Private Ryan' country and Omaha Beach. This _part of the
tour howed the difficulty of the Americans' task, the heavmess of the
German defences and the difficult terrain they had to cross. We then
moved along the beach and up into one of the American cemeteries
holding over 9000 graves. That took us to the end of day one an~ after a
short end of day brief we set out to try some fine French cuisine and
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OUT WITH THE OLD I WITH THE NEW
HANDOVER - OFFICER COMMANDING
The recent Handoverffakeover of Officer Commanding was a 'Pink'
event indeed. Both the outgoing (Maj Graham Mc iell) and incoming
(Maj Rupert Janes) were winners in the annual promotion draw, 'The
Pink List' . Graham leave the Squadron for a long degree course at the
Royal School of Signals while Rupert (recently tran ferred into the
Corps) joins us from the staff of G6 HQ Land Command. The photograph
below shows Maj Janes (L) formally accepting command of the
Squadron from Maj McNeill (R) with Bruno the Bear (he is the one in
the background) present to witness the occa ion.

Everything started off badly. We came last in our first race! LCpl
Harper then bravely took. on the chall enge of the 100 metres freestyle.
After completing the race 111 last place, he complamed that the last length
was uphill. Capt Clixby, our 21C did hi s best in the breaststroke race and
got disqualified. We had one good re ult when Cfn Golden was asked to
return for the Army trials.
.
Things did pick up though (typically once the Brigade ommander,
Brig Moore, had left) and some excellent performances were put m,
particularly in the relays. This allo_wed us to claw our way up the leader
board and into a very creditable th1rd place. The quickest race of the day
was from the bus to the steps of the Old College for our team p~otograph
and back to the bus again before we were caught! We enjoyed ~he
competition immensely and decided the event was a good. learn mg
experience for the team. We were pleased to walk .away havmg come
third in the Army. Lt was no easy feat and we hope this bodes well for the
future.
86th IJMEGE MARCHES - by Cpl Anderson, Bravo Troop .
I 00 miles over four days, it's not for the weak hearted. This year
exactly 5690 so ldiers from 22 different countries _entered the event.
ijmegen is an international event, which promotes mtegrat1on between
soldiers from different services and nationalities. After 17 hours on a
coach the I L ijmegen warriors were ready to go to bed. We had a few
days to recover and prep for the walk that started on Tuesday 16 July
2002 at the ungodly hour of0430ltrs.

Poignant Moments
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Day Three: By this time it was getting harder to get out of bed .
Unfortunately we (the females) had to attend to breakfast and make our
lunch for the day, unlike the lads who had a la(ge admin team getting
their breakfast and lunch for them. It was a slow start to the day but
morale was high . Our singing voices left a lot to be desired, but this
didn't stop us belting out a few tunes along the way. By this time we all
felt as if we were walking on lava: hot molten lava. The constant
pounding of our feet on the concrete was beginning to take its toll. As we
all marched into camp and into the international tent for a beer or three
we knew that we only had 25 miles to go.
Day Four - The Survivors:
SSgt 'SuUivan (Leader)
Cpl McM ullen
Cpl Mary Anderson
Cpl David Pendleto n
LCpl Mansell
As we lined up on the final day there were mixed emotions. Everyone
was happy it was the last day but we still had 25 miles to go. 'Briti h
Contingents are you ready?" Everyone in the line up cheered. The first
two checkpoints were hard going and everyone wa feeling it, but a we
came closer to tbe end the crowds were getting bigger and morale was at
an all time high. When we came into the final checkpoint we were given
our medals and we proceeded to the final march through the town behind
the band. The people in the town were fantastic and their support was
brilliant. As we made our way through the town we were given flowers
and standing ovations.

243 SIGNAL SQUADRON

Army Swimming Championship's Team
Maj Robson, Capt Clixby, Sgt Lynn, Cpl _Moore, LCpl Harper,
Sig Holdsworth , Cfn Golden and SSgt Wilson (Team Manager)

\\inc.

1

The Team consisted of:
SSgt Steve Morea (Leader) SSgt ullivan (21C)
Sgt Giddens
Sgt Jim MacKay
Cpl Mary Anderson
Cpl McMullen
Cpl David Pendleton
LCpl Mansell
Sig Paul Birkett
Sig Danby
Sig Kerry
Day One: Extremely early Tuesday morning we all lined up ready to
set off on the first 25 miles of the hundred. 'Great Britain Contingents are
you ready?' came over the loud speakers and there was a brief silence.
We all marched out to the beat of the band, heads up and ready to go. We
couldn't believe the number of people out on the street at that time in the
morning. As we made our way through the towns we were met by bands
and hordes of people. lt was a great atmosphere. Some of the members of
the group were already starting to suffer from the extreme heat and weary
feet, but they kept on going. On the final leg back to camp we all thought
it was never going to end. People in the team were suffering really badly
and we didn't know who was going to start the second day.
Day 1\vo: As we lined up for the off, we had to be the smallest team
there and unfortunately we lost another person at Checkpoint One. The
day seemed to fly by after that, until we came to the final leg from
ijmegen town up to the camp. As we marched into camp the guys who
had dropped out were cheering us in. We marched straight into the
international tent to have a beer or two.

EXERCISE BR
0 DRAGONS - 23 JULY 2002
Ex Bruno Dragon seemed an appropriate name this year with I 0 Sig
Regt being reformed as the regular national communication regiment for
2 Sig Bde on 4 July. The name comes from Bruno the Bear which stand
proud outside Caen Block at HQ LA D Command. Last year's
expedition went so well that SSgt Jim Robertson decided to organise
another one for the Squadron. The expedition members were Maj
Gra ham Mc eill, Maj Da ve Drinkall, SSgt Jim Robertson , S gt
Lindsey Manktelow, Sgt Gary Holston (RA Signals - Ex Longlook),
Sgt Mann, Sgt Pearson, gt Joe Smith, Cpl Steve Davies, LCpl Ian
Brown, LC pl Johnson-Birks , LCpl McMillan, LCpl Roy Organ,
LCpl Julie Richards (MedCen), Sig Long, Sig Kerry Stewart. The aim
was to have three walking partie to complete as many klettersteigs a
po sible, (high ridge walking/scrambling paths), in four locations and to
introduce soldiers to the Alpine Mountain Hut System. We all met on 5
July at J230hr , packed the minibu es and set off on our 18-day
expedition. We cros ed ia Dover to Calais and drove through the night
to the campsite, stopp ing for our traditional McDonalds breakfa t at
onthofen for ham and egg . On arriving at the camp ite in Lmmen tadt.
with the rain still falling, we set about the task of building the campsite
up and making it our for the next three day . With all the shopping
collected SSgt Manktelow et about cooking the communal bologne e.
We started the first day of climbing in high spirit . The brief wa .
'Don't worry the climb wi ll be fairly ea y.' After a hort journey we
arrived at the Tai Station in Obersdorf where we caught the cable car to
the ebelhorn Gipfel. We donned our full body harnesses and klettersteig
ets and tarted the Hindelanger Klettersteig, which tarted with a 20 foot
ru ty ladder. After a couple of hours walking dead man's ridge we came
to probably the mo t dangerou place on earth, a climb down I SOm of
shear craziness. One ide was a traight drop to death. the other side wa
only slightly better. The majority of the group forgot the three points of
contact and chose for 50 point of contact whil t praying to God and
ensuring that their will were completed. One local virtually ran pa ·1 u
all. with no afety gear at all, wearing trainer and a track uit top tied
around his wai t. With a 2-hour walk back to the cable car and all intact
we returned to the camp ite. The next day we were heading for Riczlern
for an out of this world experience. We travelled up the Kanzelwandbahn
for the beginning of the next two days. After a four-hour walk we had
lunch at the Ficlerepasshulte and were introduced to the chcewas. er. The
view were amazing, and we don' t mean of the valley! We et ofT again
to tackle the Mindelheimer Klettersteig. Of the three groups. two
completed the entire length of the klettersteig but some in gt 1ann 's
group were finding the heer drop worrying and were guided by 111m
using his afety rope. This wa hard going and lowed the group down ·o
much. it wa decided to take an e cape route vertically down, ju t after
the halfway point of the route. This wa a good deci ion as the group
would have completed the kletkr teig u ·i ng their head torche·. Once all
the groups had converged on the Mindelheimer Hutte they \\ere
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introdu cd to the mountain hut yst"m and the u e of their chlafensacks.
The next morning we woke in the '!ir1dclheimcr Hutle at 06 I 5hrs and by
O OOhrs we were off on our merry way. The three groups set off on the
I 2km trek downhill to Budd. We topped for lunch after which those who
didn "t want to mi · the climbing opportunity to reach the ummit of the
\\'idderstein, (a 500 foot vertical climb) made a quick da h. Before long
all the group "ere meandering dm\ n into Budd town centre to be met by
the tran port that took u back to the base camp at lmmerstadt.
On 10 July \\e packed the tent away and set off to Langenfeld. _After a
top of a couple of hours at Ganni ch we were on our way again. The
next . top was the ommer-Rodelbahn where Sig tewart managed_ to
leave a lot of skin behind from her hip, left arm and shoulder! Good JOb
we im ited L pl Richards along from the MED E who treated her.
We el up camp at Langenfeld and go! ready for the e':'ening
entertainment at the local re taurant. T he next day started wuh a 20
minute "alk from the camp ite to the Lehner Wa crfall K.lellersteig for
an introduction to ·Sport Klettersteig '. Everyone completed it with
relati\·e ea ·e, returned for lunch and then headed for the Reinhard
chie ti klettersteig, which wa again a 20 minute walk from the ite. The
Reinhard chie ti climb wa 300m in length and 200m in height gain. o
real problem for two of the group , but it proved a little demanding at
thi stage for a couple of climbers who neverthele s gave 100% effort.
On return to the camp ite a couple of the lad tried their hand at whitewater rafting with an airbed. Full safety precautions were observed and
all turned out fine. However. the airbed was la l seen heading for die
ile!

Traverse on the Lehner Wasserfall Klettersteig
(L-R): LCpl Ian Brown, Sgt Joe Smith , LCpl Johnson-Birks,
SSgt Lindsey Manktelow, Maj Dave Drinkall
On 12 July we moved our campsite to eefeld whilst Sgt Pearson was
handed a shopping list and set about practising his finest English
language to obtain all our needs. The following morning after a sluggish,
weary-eyed, wake up, we crammed into the sunshine variety club
minibus to head lo dizzy heights and dangers unknown. On arrival at the
lnnsbrucker klellcr leig it was evident that rain stopped play. Our
suspicions were confirmed by the 'Big Brother' type 'eye in !he sky'
mountain top web-cam viewed from the cable car control room. On
retummg to camp we passed the Kaiser Maximillian Klenersteig and the
weather ~eemed clear. The Kaiser Max is classed as one of the
penultimate klettersteigs in the area. However, halfway up the climb the
weather clo ed in rapidly with thunder and lightning so the escape route
was taken as no one wanted lo get fried up there! (The climb could wail
for another day).
We returned to camp and prepared ourselves for the two-day over
night at the olsteinhaus. Shortly after getting off the Seefeld
Stand cilbahn Tai Station cable car we reached the 'Freyungenweg' and
de cended to the RosseHuue for some light refreshments. The
RosseHuue appeared to be guarded by the hounds of hell! There were
two giant t Bernards, who after initial investigations, had an extreme
craving for chocolate and repaid by slobbering all over yo u. As we
trekked on into the wilderness it was amusing to see another party of our
fine troop~ slightly geographically challenged, but they were soon back
on track. In all faimes , the cloud cover was so thick that you couldn't
see five feet ahead. After a long day's slog, the end was in sight and the
be,t way down was to race down !he scree in a sort of skiing fashion.
15 July soon arrived and we left the Solstcinhaus after a breakfast
comprising dry bread, salami, cheese and jam - a real 'mountain mans'
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breakfast! The route up to the lnnsbruckcr Klcllcrsteig was a nightmare
a we meandered up 600111, down 800111, up 400111, down 200111 . However,
the 600111 scree climb at the end definitely had a mixed reception! Due to
the length of time on reaching the klettersteig, only one group managed
to complete the full lengd1, catching the last cable car for the day down
the mountain. On reaching base camp once more it appeared that one tent
had a water feature in the middle, o the occupants slept in the camp's TV
room for die night.
TI1e next day, a Iler reveille, we set off for our final camp. Thi was the
Zug pitze camping site with a beautiful view of the Zugspitze. Morale
was high as the ne\ camp site was of 5-star standard with sauna, Jacuzzi,
, hirlpool and damp room. The only problem was that the actual camping
area wa solid and most pegs would only go in halfway. The following
day started with a long minibus ride to chwangau, where we walked up
800 metres in height to the lop of the Tagelberg. Al the top we had ome
lunch and then followed a long winding path through the forest along the
side of a mountain. The views were spectacular and the lakes were
blue/green. The best view was of the two castle , which we could see
below us. These were the Konnig chlo s castle which is pale orange in
colour and looked amazing almost glowing in the faint sunlight, which
' as trying to penetrate the grey skies. The main attraction, however, was
the eu chwanstein chlo s castle. ll looked like a fairy tale castle,
which i probably why they u ed it as the etting for the film 'Chilly
Chitty Bang Bang.' This is the ca tie we were heading for on our forest
path. King Ludwig II had the castle built in 1867. As we talked about the
day· activities we all agreed that it had been a great uccess.
There wa the u ual hu tie and bustle of confusion at the base camp
the next morning. We arrived at the Mittenwald K.lettersleig, after a very
long cable car ride in to the mi t. Visibility was not good and it was too
dangerous to attempt the kJenersteig. I! was decided to head to Garmisch
for the day and have a barbecue at night whilst enjoying the 5 tar
facilities on the campsite.
The next day we again headed for the Mittenwald K.lettersteig and this
time the weather was clear. With no time wasted we et off across the
klettersteig with an audience of 30 . By midday we were at the
Gamsangerl, where ate our packed lunches. In the distance, we could hear
a land tide of rocks falling on another mountain adjacent to our . It went
on for a good 50 seconds and we could see the huge puffs of smoke as it
billowed up toward the ky. With no time to waste, we carried on and on
reaching the Brunnensteinanger, turned off and started zig-zagging
downhill to the Brunnstein Hutte, which would be our bed for the night.
The sun beamed down and everyone agreed it was a perfect evening to
sit outside and watch the sun disappear from the sky. A it did, some fit
aged locals who had walked the hour to the hut from the bottom of the
hill arrived for an overnight stay and a few beers. By 2230hrs the hut was
silent, but for the 15 heads snoring in unison. By 0730hrs, the next day
we were again on our way downhill to meet the minibu . We then headed
straight for Ehiwald to complete the Seebener K.lettersteig. It was a 30
minute walk to the start. The first 30 metres was really hard going and the
remainder of the two-hour slog was demanding to say the least. The
leaders were constantly shouting 'below!' as the rock face was really
loose.
On reaching the top we stopped for refreshments in a local hut. The
day was scorching and a lot of families were out for the day and had the
same idea of converging on the hut. We could have stayed, but after 30
minutes set off down the knee-jerking route to meet the minibus. We all
went to Garmisch for an evening meal. Some spent the night seeing what
the nightlife was like, the rest returned to the campsite for a good night's
sleep ready for another quality mountain day.
This was lo be a rest day for some, but for the hardened few like LCpl
McMillan and LCpl Organ led by Maj Drinkall an extra day in the
mountains was a must. By 0800hrs they were dropped off ready to tackle
the Zugspitze. Not to be outdone, a group of five consisting of SSgt
Robertson, gt Holston, Sgt Mann, Cpl Davies and LCpl JohnsonBirks headed for the KaiserMax kleuersteig, with a view to completing
the entire length.
This klettersteig started with a 45-minute climb to the Grotto and
everyone's arm mu cles were warm from constant use. All tried in vain to
use their legs, which are the biggest muscles in the body, but some parts
of the climb required an extra help from the anns. The Grotto was not
even halfway, we had another two hours of climbing and so we carried on
steadily to find a log-book to sign, three quarters of the way up. With no
time to waste we set off back to the campsite an d were soon in the pool,
Jacuzzi or sauna to relax.
By 0800hrs the next day the minibuses were packed and we were on
the long crawl back to Calais to catch the ferry. We stopped in Fussen at
the traditional Golden Arches (Macdonalds) for breakfast and quickly
continued the journey. We arrived in Dover, headed for the nearest KFC
and then carried on back to Wilton for ome shut eye. The final day we
all met up ready for the turn round of equipment. The minibuses and
cooking utensils were all cleaned and returned and the tents were hosed,
scrubbed and hung up inside to dry. We then had a final debrief and
knocked off for the remainder ofd1e day to sort out personal admin.
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Leaving the Army so?
Looking for a job that sets the future?
Looking for a job that you are experienced in?..
Looking for a job that gives development opportunities?
Looking for a job that is based in a be~utiful part of the coui:~ry?
Looking for a job that offers great social and sport opportunities?
LOOK NO FURTHER
The Royal School of Signals has opportunities and appointme.nts in n1any discipline
that YOU are qualified and expenenced 1n.
To find out how you can become a member of a professional team th.at i taking
new technology forward in training contact one of the following:
Jim Taylor on: Blandford Milita!J:' 2524 or 01258 482524 or
Richard Rogers on: Blandford Mthtary 2251or01258 482251
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THE MASTER'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE

The Royal Signals Magazine

2002 was a great year for the Royal Corps, a year of p1ide, pro pect and celebration
for the whole of the 'Corp Fami ly.' And a I enter my final year a Ma ter, I am thrilled
b) the opportunitie ahead and am brimming with confideo e in our ability to make the
mot of them.
r have immen e pride in the kill. panache and profc sionalism with which the serving
Corps houlders it operational load . !he ustained year-in year-out. excellence .of ?ur
conrribution. in orthem Ireland and 111 the Balkan ; the way 111 which our Temtonals
ha\e tepped up to the mark to bol ter our pre ence around the globe: and our ability
always to be ready to re pond with peed and inno ation t.o un een challenge. ahead.
Thi year 111 fghani tan. ne t year. \ ho know ? Whatever 1t turns out to be, tht
orp
·tands ready.
_
I am excited too by our pro pect . Over much of the last decac_le the Corp has pent
much wit and energy to meet po t-Cold War . challenges with ageing old W~r
equipment. ln the year ahead the long-held pro1111 e of new 21 t. entu ry yst~m wi ll
tart to be r ali ed and with it, the opportunity fo r the orps to fill its full potential.
2002 wa. a Jubilee year for the whole country. but for the Corp , it ~as also the S il ~er
Jubilee of the appoin tment of our Colonel- in-Chi~f. \~hat a .celebrat10n! The Reumon
Weekend at Blandford will be fortunate ever to see 1t hke aga111. Glonou weather and a
parade of a richne s and qua lity that many hundred o~ pec~ator . and participant are
unlikely to forger. A she ha always done. our Colonel-111-Ch1ef dtd u proud. From the
warmth of her~ peech on the parade ground to her ea y engagement with the familie
and ·Old Comrade ' a he left it, our good fo rtune in her appointment wa clear. We
look forward to the next 25 years together.
.
This Corp i a family. Like all fam ilie at Chri tma our thoughts a.re fi~st with those
who cannot be with u . To all of them and to all of you, nme and l will ra1 ea gla on
Chri tmas morning.
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for pub lication in The Wire
shou ld be addressed to
The Head of Publications,
The Wire, RHO Royal Signals,
Blandford Camp,
Blandford Forum, DT11 SRH
Dorset. Tel No: Blandford mil 2079
STD 01258 48 2079
Matter for publication must be
received by the 15th of February,
April, June, August, October and 10th December
for publication six weeks later.
All enquiries regarding subscriptions/despatch
should be made to Blandford Mil 2087
STD 01258 482087
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The Church of St Stephen with St John, Rochester Row, Westminster.
Afterwards Sherry and Mince Pies at Napier Hall, Hide Place
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SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)'S
CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
This is my first Christmas message as Signal Officer in Chief (Army) and, even in my
relatively hort time in post, it i abundantly clear to me that the Corps is in very good
health. On unit visits l have met high quality, enthusiastic and professional individuals,
who are enjoying their work and relishing the challenge . lam extremely proud of this
and am confident that we are well poised to meet the challenges of the future.
2002 has been another busy year for the Corps. Both the Regular and Territorial
elements of the Corps have continued to contribute greatly to the Army's operational
commitments worldwide, including Afghanistan, th e B a lka ns, Sierra Leone and
orthern Ireland . ln doing so the professionali sm of our officers and soldiers has
allowed us to provide key elements of military capability to the highest tandard . Tiu
year the Corps has also been proud to celebrate the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of Her
Royal Highne s The Princess Royal becoming our Colonel-in-Chief. The culmination ?f
this wa a superb parade in Blandford during the Royal Signal s Association weekend 111
June.
Next year we look forward to yet more challenges as the Army' Digitisation proces
continues. ln 2003 BOWMA and CORMORANT will move from concept to reality
and will enable us to further enhance the capability we deliver to the Army. Building on
the excellent groundwork sta11ed by my predece or in the 'Corps after Next' study. I
believe we are now very well placed to allow us to contribute to the Army 's Force
Structures 2010 work and beyond, whil tat the ame time dealing with issues facing the
Corp today.
Finally Christmas is a family time, but in these continu ing times of uncertainty and
ongoing operational commitment, it is not always pos ible for u to be with our
families. I therefore hope that if you are not together thi
hristmas, you are a~le to
have time with them on your return . In the meantime both Valerie and I would like to
wish you and your familie a very Happy Chri tmas and a Peaceful, and Prosperous
New Year.
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CORRIGENDUM
The correct date for the R I eminar in 2003 i I May and not
I April a published in the Autumn R I Journal. The Editor of
the Journal offers apologie to all concerned.

COVER

A REUNION WEB SITE

T~is

photo comes to us from I {Royal Buckingham hire Yeomanry)
Signal Squadron (Special Communication ) and shows the Grand
Canyon. Colorado, where their adventurous training Exercise Canyon
Lynx was held in Aub'11St. It comprised an unsupported route march
from the south rim to the north rim and back in a set time and wa ·
accomplished with 24 hours to spare, despite daytime temperatures of
llO"F. (See I (RBY) Sqn (SC) report on page 521) The cover de ign is
by Assistant Editor, Jacky Herring.

Anyone trying to trace friend and forn1er colleague in the Force ·
could try the force reunion ite:
httpl/www.Comrade andColleague .com
It has been running for over i months now and during thi. time ha reunited thousand of er ing and ex- ervice personnel. It is a site
rving ew Zealand, Au tralia and Great Britain.

Authors alone are responsible for tJ1e content of thei r articles. The opinion expressed in tJ1e article of thi publication are tho, c of the individual
authors and do not nece arily reflect the policy and views, official or otherwi e, of the Royal ignals or the Ministry of Defence. This publi ation
hould be treated with di scretion by the recipient.

© Crown Copyright
Di claimer: o re ponsibility for the quality of good or service advertised in thi · magazine can be accepted by the Publ i hers or their
Advertisements are included ' in good faith'.
Printed by Holbrook Printer Ltd,
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gents

orway Road, Hil ea, Portsmouth
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EDITORl L
Many unit have been heavily
involved on exercises during the la t
couple of months. and thdr reports
make interesting reading. f' ·t of these
report. end with comment ·uch as 'it
was all worthwhile - ma11y !es on
were learned' hawing that not only are
the exercise planners getting it right.
but that the participants are involving
them elve seriou ly and reflecting
well afterwards.
I ' a able to witne thi first hand
when I i ited 71 (Y) ig Regt at Leek
Camp in eptember. 2 1C) Sig Bde's
Ex Hor· eshoe Jll was in full wing and
71 Regt were providing comm for
both EX 0
and E
0 . From
following progress on the cxerci e Op
Map, it was ob,,iou that the exercise
---~--- was proceeding moothly and from
reading ome of the traffic, it could be seen that not only were the CIS
functioning well. but that the outdet were able to maintain the link in
pile of vigorou enemy activity. Having ob erved what wa going on at
E CO ('Kaba h Main'), it was interesting to note the incoming report
from friendly forces . On one particular day, the enemy were given 29
serials to accomplish. This re ulted in 39 reports of enemy activity,
demon trating to all how effective guerrilla activity, us ing limited
resources can be - a very strong learning point to reflect on.
With regards the Reader urvey, I have decided to let it run for a few
more week to allow more to participate, but ome interesting facts have
emerged already. From an interim analysi of 357 returned forms, ix
letters, four phone calls and fa e-to-face conver ation with 20+ people, l
find that 72% of reader read 50% or more of The WIRE. To the question,
'What do you like most about The WIRE?' most said the contellt and the
balance and frequent comments were: · r like articles about the past,'
' ome photos are good. especially colour,' and 'It' good for keeping
track of old units and friends.' To the question. 'What do you like least
about The WIRE?' most aid the layout and the writing sryle and frequent
comment were: 'Too many words.' 'Too much trivia,' ' ome
Unit/Branch notes are of intere t to only a few people; 'The Typeface is
too mall,' and 'Some pictures say very little.' To the question, 'What
changes do you think would make The WIRE more attractive to read?'
many aid: 'Articles of a much wider interest,' 'Less words and larger
typeface.' ·More attractive page layout' ' More historical articles,' ' Better
use of photographs - larger, more colour, more impact; 'More use of the
Correspondence section for debate,' and 'Article about new equipment,
new developments. new training methods, written in a not too technical
way for wide appeal.' These initial result have given me a lot of good
guidance for the changes I have in mind and I am already taking note of
them as I write the revi ed Guidance Notes for Contributors to The
WIRE.
I hope that the different approach of this issue's cover will inspire
other contributors. It ha been made po sible by an excellent photo from
I (RBY) Sig Sqn (SC) and a good story (Ex Canyon Lynx) to back it up.
I congratulate our Assistant Editor, Mrs Jacky Herring, for the design,
Unfortunately, we say a sad farewell to Jacky, who is leaving us after
se\'en years in this office. We owe a lot to Jacky. It was she who took the
production of The WIRE from the physical cutting and pasting day to the
complete desk-top publishing system we use today. This has not only
reduced considerably the co ts of production, it ha also given us the
flexibility to produce a much better magazine. l hall be building on the
solid foundation that Jacky has laid down to take The WIRE forward. I am
sure that readers and contributors will join me in wishing Jacky all the
be t for the future.
Finally, I would like to wish you all a peacefu l, joyful and happy
Christmas and everything that's best for 2003.
Bernard Red haw

COMPANIES SUPPORT THE MILITARY
The 'viilitary ational Employers Liaison Committee invited a number
of companies from the orth West to see the Territorial Army displays at
the Southport Air Show. This was to thank them for supporting their
employees, who serve in the TA. One hu ndred and fifty executives
accepted the Sunday invitation and a visit was al~o made by the Mayor
and Mayoress of efton, C llr Kevin and Linda Cluskey. They were all
welcomed by Col ir David Trippler, Chairman of the Reserve Forces
and Cadets A sociation (North West), Brig Mike Whar mby, 42 (North
\\e t) Brigade Commander and Col Gerry Well -Col e, Chief Executive
also of RF and CA ( W). The executives spent the fir t three hours being
escorted around the stands by senior officers. They had the opportunity of
seeing the vital role •hat their employees play serving in the Territorial
rmy, augmenting the Regular Anny not only in the UK but also in many
other parts of the world. The Volunteers were from the 42 (NW) Brigade
area and they serve with the different TA regiments who manned the
displays. One of the largest was run by 33 Signals Regiment (Volunteers),
who were only too pleased to explain their major role, not only to the
busmcs cxccutl\'CS but also to the estimated quarter of a mill ion people
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who vi ·itcd the Air how. Many of the public sought more in fonnation
on how to join as a Volunteer. There are now many thou sands of
companic around the country who have pledged their support to the
Military ational Employers Liason ommittcc. Details can be obtained
from the Reserve Forces and Cadets Association ( W) on 0 151 727
4552.

Sgt Karl Davies of 33 Sig Regt (V), was kept very busy at the
Southport Air Show. He must have used a 'ton of camm cream' on
the continuous stream of youngsters, (potential future recruits) ,
including 12 year old Craig Barr,
who wanted his plaster cast cammed as well

Three of the Volunteers from 59 Sqn, 33 Sig Regt (V)
(Centre) LCpl Chantelle Doyle with
(Modelling MOD Caps) Cpl Steve Jollife and Sig Brian Hardy

60 YEARS' SERVICE WITH THE CORPS
October 2002 marked 60 years ' service with
the C orps for Maj (Rctd) Pat Lafferty
currently the Corps Property Officer. To mark
th e occa s ion ., RHQ arranged a lunch in
Blandford Gamson Officers' Mess for him and
hi s wife, Judith. The Master of Signals Maj
Gen I. .o. J. Sprackling OBE and' Mrs
prackhng attended, together with most of the
officers ofRHQ.
After lunch, the Master gave a brief address
co~plimenting Pat on some of hi~
?c.h1e ve,ments and presented him with a
Jimmy statuette and Judith with a large
bouquet of flowers. Pat's reply was somewhat
longer - considerably longer as he recalled
some of the highlights of his 60 years with the
Corps. and kept everyone present in stitches.
One vignette saw the young Pat as a member of
the L.oc~I Defence Volunteers (LDV) - the
orgamsat1on that was eventually to become the
Home Guard. Most other LDV units met in
reasonable buildings such as church halls
Pat's uni~ had an old chicken shed, whos~
former res1~ents had only recently been evicted.
Pat descnbed how he and his comrades
paraded in the chicken shed, almost overcome
by the malodorous debris beneath their
marchm~ feet. The OC had an old Lee Enfield
nfle, whilst Pat had a pitchfork. ' Dad's Army '
was not entirely fiction!
Where d id . t~ose 60 years go? 'In 1940 I
volunteered to JOm the Cheshire Regiment. I am
not sure wh;ther I enlisted or not, but it wa not
for long.... So commences the memoir notes
that Pat passed to me on the day we celebrated
his 60 years of service with and to the Corps.
Pat had to wait two year more before he
coul.d enlist. With the discovery of TB in his
family, he was considered a possible carrier
and so was placed with the Forestry
Commission 'working with lrish labourers and
conscientious objectors.' Pat comments
ruefully that he was 'kept well away from the
Land Army girl .' Finally, in 1942, he entered
Prestatyn Camp for basic infantry training.
1:hen, because he ' could read, write, drive and
ride a motor bike,' he became a DR instructor
in Royal Signals.
Later that year, after an anxious and
unpleasant sea voyage, P at arrived in India to

Pat commences the story of his career

A Celebration ofthelOOth Anniversary of Military
Communications in Canada, will be held over the Labour
Day weekend
29 August- l September 2003, at Yimy Barracks,
Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
All who served on exchange duty with the
Communications & Electronics Branch and its
predecessor , the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, the
RCAF Telecommunications Branch and the RC
Communications Research Branch are welcome to attend
and participate.
Information: www.commelec2003.ca
or write to:
Celebrations 2003 Kingston,
CFSCE King ton,
PO Box 17000 Stn Forces,
Kingston,
ON K7K 7B4
Canada
Tel: (613)541 -50 10 Ext 5164 or 5165
The young Pat as a member of LDV in 1940
In those days he was known as Henry
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join 107 DR Tp at Meerut. A few mon~ later, he moved up to A am
and thence to Burma where he erved wi th 14th Anny Signal until the
end of the War. He then had a · pell' first as Me Corporal then Me
Sergeant ma Rangoon Officers' Mes , before moving to 12th Army
Signal , eventually t? become its RSM. 12th Army Signal became
Burma Com.mand 1 gnal~ and Pat took up a new role instructing
~urmese a it became 111d1gem ed. In 1948. when Burma gained her
mdependence .an~ the Bri1 i ~ Military Mis ion wa formed, Pat ser\'ed
for a short while m the a sociated ignal un it.
Pa ~ retl!-rned to the UK in 1949 but his Army records had nol cauglit
up with him o he could n.ot draw pay. The RTO at outhampton i ued
h m~ with a Tim~ Cla ra1! warrant to ~o home with, but the only train
available ~ t the t~me ~as First Class. With characteristic understatement,
Pat des~n bes hts berng treated like a third cla ci tizen after having
erved his c?untry .abr?ad for seven year as ·a bit off'.
After a bnef per:od !n cot land as a recruiter, Pat was oon ba k to the
Corp proper, -~rvmg m B OR, Aden, Libya and UK, eventually retiring
from the Army m 1978. However, he didn't (and still ha n 't) retired from
the Corp . He wa ecrctary to Blandford Garrison Officers· 1e s until
I?93. then. afler a hort period working in t~e Mu eum, he became (and
till 1 ) the Corps Prol?erty ~a~ager. In th1 role he is respon ·ible for
c. £2M worth of trophies, pamtmg , artefact , etc. in 74 locattons. It 1
very likely that Pat contmues to f.nd memorie of hi si~ty years' ser\'ice
among th1 lot.
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WHY JIMMY?

Ronald Stanley Ford

by Col (Reid} C. J. Walters - MllSeum Director

Ju:t a· we were about to go to pre s. we were alerted that Ronald
mnley Ford had gone mis ing whilst on holiday in the Ga'11bia and we
had be n a~kcd by the police to place a mi sing pe1 on n tice in this
pace. adly, we ha e nO\\ received new tha t he ha been found
murdered th re. o we replace the notice with thi' tribute to Ron.
Ron Ford wa · born on I I th eptemb r 1936 and joined the Royal
C rp. of 1gnal a. a Beverie Boy on 5th Febrnary 1952. He saw service
in lalaya. ingapore. Germany, orthern Ireland an d UK before
completing hi ·en ·ice a Familie Officer attached to 4 Regt, Arn1y Air
Corps in Detmold on I o•h cptember 1991. He than return d to his family
home in Cowplain, Hamp hire.
Throughout hi ervice and during hi retirement, Ron was an a id
radio ham. and in the true Royal igna l tradition , whene er he wa
confronted with a problem he could alway find a solution. tories
abound about hi imaginative approaches to erecting antennae. He was a
pa t master in using helicopters lO place VHF aerials on hills and high
buildings, and whil t po ted to Germany, he thought nothing of taking
tile off the roof of hi quaners to push up a large vertical antenna. At hi
home in Cowplain he amazed his neighbours by finding way to sati fy
local planning authorities when he erected a 40 ft antenna tower in his
garden. Whilst on holiday in Antigua, he set up ration in the hotel he was
staying in. When a hurricane evcrely damaged the hotel (and took away
his antennae) Ron and his family were moved to a safer hotel in Grenada.
Within hour he had erected a temporary aerial and wa back on the air.
ome eighteen month ago Ron built a property in the Gambia. where
he had the space to build really large and ophisticated antennae. It was
whilst he was there in eptember/October tl1is year that his regular 'skeds'
with UK ham udden ly cea ed, giving ri e to fears about his safety.
Enquiries revealed that Ron had gone to visit neighbouring Senegal and
on 30th October hi body was discovered in a shallow grave in that

, The. si~gle question that l am most often asked by members of the
Corps is, Why do we call our cap badge Jimmy?' The answer is 'W
don't know!' Of.co urse this is then followed by a Jot of possibilities.'
e
~he .old soldiers 111 the Corps may well remember an article in the
~1~~1tut10~ !y.umal ,obf Sud~dmer 1984 by Maj Alan Harfield. It gave the
is. ory o
1mmy u.t 1 not attempt to answer, 'Why Jimmy?' The
~rt1cle generated con ·1derable correspondence and a few theories The
favoured answer, _proposed by Lt Col E. J. Beale, was that it ste~med
from a Corps box111g hero of the 1921 to 1929 era - Jimmy Emblem H
~ad been an Army champion and it was thought somewhere along. th~
h~e someone had remarked that, 'Jimmy is our emblem' and so
h
th1 had stuck.
'
me ow
However, more recently I was earching through early WIRE
~agaz111es. and m, the magazine of June 1920 I unearthed new information
m the sectton on SPORTS NEWS'. It states:

t~ tbhe figu re of Mercury Ofl top. This figure was known as 'Jimmy· and
1a o. v1ous 1y been known as such for some time.'
, Jh 1s ~ay be a mystery that is. best not resolved so that it can live on
an cont111ue. to be a source of mtrigue. For me, J have now resi ncd
mthyselkf to dabtmg the mystery as 'pre-1904' unless of course anyon; out
ere nows etter!

Offi~ers and,N(en E?~itled to Wear 'Jimmies' for Season I919-1920. The
Reg1111e111al J1111111y is a figure of Mercury with winged head complete,
red, emblazoned 011 field whtle. b111rnate acquaintance with this exalted
gentleman, the f?od of Speed, is denoted by the fact that he is known
througho111 the Signal Service as 'Jim'.

country. Four people have been arrested and investigations continue.
Ron 's body wa brought back to UK on 2nd ovember and he wa
buried in Waterlooville at 11 ,00 on Armistice Day alongside his wife,
Betty (who died in 1999) and his son Colin (who died in 200 I). A bugler
from the Corps band ounded the last po t and reveille.
1 know that all members of the Corps will join me in expressing our
condolences to Ron 's family.
Bernard Redshaw, Editor

MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS AND NIGHT VISION
P e t er Fra n cis i beside the plaque commemorating the
groundbreaking work on Military Communications and ight Vision
carried out at SRDE before it was closed and moved to RRE Malvern,
(QuinetiQ). The plaque is on a plinth standing on the concrete base of one
of the Radome that u ed to O\'erlook Friars Cliff beach at Christchurch,
Do rset, and used for the first Skynet Satellite experiments. Peter
n:members the challenge of working on projects that varied from
receiving signals bounced off the moon in the very early days of satellite
communication research to battlefield urveillance with night vision
devices.
With his daughter Evelyn, a joumali t and website designer, they have
produced a web ite www.srde.co.uk on tlle Technical History of SRDE.
He would like to incorporate into the site any personal and teclinical
recollections of people who used to work at SRDE and moved to Malvern
to join RRE/QuinetiQ when SRDE closed. O n t11e website there are
details of email and po tal addresses to which tl1ese can be sent. Peter
has cho en the internet to record the history of SRDE because it is
interactive, can be upgraded as more information is made available and
should reach a wider audie nce. With the multimedia possib ilities
available with the computer, the technical content of the work at SRDE
can be made interesting to all ages.

The a.rticle goes on to state the rules for me award of' Jimmies' which
are <;>bv1ously ports colours, and give a list of the recipient~ This
implies .th_a! the term 'Jimmy' relates to the days when ignalling ;as the
re J?On 1b1hty of the RE Signal Service because tbe Corps was not formed
until June 1920.
I was about to resign myself to dating the problem as 'pre-1919' when
I came across two further relevant letters in our archives. The first was
rrom Col J.P. G. WorU edge OBE of County Limerick and he state that
Mercio?' w~~ used as the notepaper crest by the Telegraph Compani~
RE 111 l1111e11ck in 19~ 7- l~ ..... ..... The 1~1ck11a111e 'Jimmy' was in common
us~. at any rate 111 lunenck, al that tune.' The second letter was from
Bn~ Clementi-Smit h DSO who states, '.... on my return from South
Afnc~ at the end of 1904, I had the honour to be posted to the Signal
Service RE at 1-ldershot. This unit had a very good voluntary
Band...... The act111g Drum Ma1or earned the drum stick, so well known.

Above is one of the first photo~raphs of Jin:imy circa 189 1 showing
membe~s o~ the Telegraph Battalion RE outside their tent on which

Jimmy is displayed. Lt J. S. Fowl er , who later as Lt Ge ~ Sir John
Sharma n Fow ler KCB KCM G DS O , became the first Colonel
~omman~ant of ilie Corps from 1923 to 1924, i standing second from
nght. MaJ Beresford CFC who introduced Mercury a the emblem of
the Telegraph Battalion, i itting in the centre.

THE WHISTLER SUBALTERNS' TROPHY
ln May 1963 ha~ing relinquished the appointment of SOinC(A), Maj
Gen A. M. W. W histler CB CBE, presented a Georgian silver tankard to
be awarded annually to the outstanding Royal Signals subaltern who is
considered to have contributed the most to his/her regiment in terms of
what he/she has do_ne for his/her men, the enterprise that he/she has
shown and the contnbutton mat he/ he has made to
Royal Signals
The Trophy for the year April 200 I-March 2002 was pre ented at the
Master of Signals' Dinner ight in Blandford on Thursday 10 October.
The .Trophy was awarded to Capt David Orr for his endeavours whil t
servmg as ~ Liutenant at 1 (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt. To win tlle
award, David had performed above and beyond that which is expected of
a s ub.a~tern._ He performed exceptionally well and under difficult
cond1t1ons tn O~an on Ex Saif Sareea. He then continued this
perform~nce back u1 barracks 111 Germany in term of his day-to-day
lead_er htp of his Tro<;>p and the extra-cumcular responsibilities that he
w1llmgly assumed. H1 . CO stated that he is an exceptional young first
tour officer, who c?ns1ste~tly_ di.splayed .the highest levels of energy, a
detenmnallon to se1.zc tlie m1tiat1ve and 1mpres ive leadership. David i
congratulated for his effort and the pre tige of w inning The Whistler
Subalterns Trophy.

me

MICK BESANT MEMORIAL TROPHY

The SOinC (A) Brig David McDowall MBE ADC presents the
Whistler Trophy to Capt David Orr

by Maj Eric Ingram {JI)
In the August edition of The WIRE we can·ied the obituary of M ichael
''.fick ' Besant, who died tragically on 15 December 2001 after a brave
fight against cancer. After his retirement from R Signals, Mick was
ei·en/ually PSAO in 102 Bn REME (JI), where he soon earned the high
regard of his new colleagues in much the same way as he had done in our
Corps. Thi popularity has been recognised by REME in the institution of
the Mick Besant Memorial Trophy. By courtesy of The Craftsman, we
reproduce their story on this trophy - Bernard Redshaw, Edi101:

THE AGAR MEMORIAL

which he was the resident expert. The Mick Besant Trophy is a fitting
tribute to a true gentleman. He may be gone but the Trophy will en ure
that he will not be forgotten. We are hoping that M ick's widow J enny
will feel up to presenti ng the Trophy next year.

The ~gar Memoria l Prize i awarded in m~m?ry of L t John Agar,
Royal 1gnals .who. on 27 Augu t 1933 gave h1 hfe to a\'e tl1e live of
others under lu s c_ommand. Lt gar had gone to the re cue of two of hi
soldiers who got mto trouble whilst barning in the ea near wanage He
aved one old i7r ~ nd immediately returned fo r the other. adly: the
second re cue 111 1 s1011 ex hau ted 111111 and, although the soldier ·unived.
Lt Agar was drowned.
The Agar. Memorial Prize wa e tabli "hed by Lt gar 's brother
officer and ts awarded to the Roya l ignal officer who as an Officer
Ca~e~ at andhu rst? achieve th highe t p lace in the order of mcnt 111
their mtake. The pn ze for _lntake numb1;r Ol l wa awarded to 2Lt Fiona
Loxton at the Ma ter of 1gna1s· Dinner ight in Blandford on Thursday
10 October 2002.
Fiona was co~i sioned on 15 December 2001 and wa po ted to 3
lnf Bde HQ & 1g qn (203). fier six months she moved to Blandford
where ._he is currently attending the Troop ommanders our e. o~
completion of tl1e course he wiU rejoin her Troop in orthern Ireland.
The photograph shows - T he 0 111 (A}. Brig Da' id 1cDowall '\.lB E
ADC pre entmg the Agar Memorial Prize to 2Lt Fiona Lo:\ton.

Following the tragic d_eath of C apt :vtick Besa nt from ca ncer last
December, 102 Battalion REME(V) donated a trophy to be competed for
annually at Mick's favourite pastime, gol f. The first competi tion was held
at ~cwton Aycliffe on 27 June 2002, and was won by gt Graham
T hompson
\ 1ick wa:. a very popular member of the Battalion, highly respected by
all military ranks and civilian taff. His regular career was in the Royal
1gnals. where he reached the rank of Major (QM) before retiring to take
up a P. AO appointmem. Mick was very proud of his career in the Royal
ignab so 11 was fitting therefore that his son Gary, himself an ex Royal
. 1gnal ergeant and a keen golfer, should pre ent the Trophy.
\\.'c all greatly miss Mick's presence. He had a great sense of humour
and was alway there to help when 'leeded especially regarding IT, of
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OFFICER
OBER2002
0
.\'amt and Rank
MaJ P. Dean ...
Maj K. J. Graham
MaJ \\. R. Kirkwood
Maj T. R. mi1h
Capt P. J. Cooper
Capt C. P. Gill .. .
Capt A. Jenkins .. .

Unir to which posred
Land \ arfare Training Centre
242 ignal quadron
24 l ignal quadron
Royal Military College hrivenham
600 Signal Troop
ATO Set Fl7 Balado Bridge
R Signals/Intelligence Divi ion

OFFICER
O\'E fBER 2002
Name and Rank
Lt Col I. P. F. Vingoe
Maj R. . J. Brannigan ...
faj . P. Crowther ...
Maj . R. Renfrey
Capt . J. Bri tow .. .
Capt P. J. Brunton .. .
Capt M. W. Davis .. .
Capt H. J. P. Hebblethwaite
Capt V. E. Mc aught BEM
Capt G. P. Will
Lt C. M. Holland ... ... ...
UK.Moore ......... ... ...
Lt E. D. L. 1askell-Pedersen .. .
Lt A. enneck ... ...
2Lt S. G. Davis... . ..

Unit to which posted
30 ignal Regiment
2 Signal Regiment
Headquarters LWCTR (G)
Royal chool of Signals
15 ignal Regiment
2 0 (United Kingdom) Signal quadron
I (RBY) Signal quadron (SC) (V)
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
15 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
Army Technical & Foundation College
Anny Training Regiment Lichfield
1 (UK) Armd Div HQ & Sig Regt
Private Office, GOC TH TP HQ
Arn1y Training Regiment Bassingboum

WOSA DS COS
OCTOBER 2002
Name and Rank
WOl YofS W. J. Cardwell
A!WOl RD R. A. Bell .. .
NWO 1 RD M. Jolly .. .
W02 Yof'S P. . Smith
W02 RD I. E. Evans ...
W02 RD R. W. Hannah
W02 RD B. Rigby ... . ..
A/W02 RD M. S. Ord ...
SSgt Yof'S M. J. R. Mitchell
SSgt H. Baker ...
SSgt J. Barr ..... .
SSgt R. A. Ezard
SSgt P. A. Hay .. .
SS gt E. J. Head .. .
Sgt R. C. Matless .. .
SSgt G. l. Murray .. .
SSgt J. R. Raybould
SSgt A. W. Smith ...
SSgt I. A. Thornbum
SSgt T. J. Ward... ...
SSgt R. J. White
A.iSSgt YofS S. L. Barker ...
AISSgt YofS l. M. Fawcett
A/S gt YofS A. L. Johns
Sgt P. C. Cleet ...
Sgt T. J. Croxon
Sgt R. Dray ... ... .. .
Sgt C.H. Giles ... . ..
Sgt J. M.A. Hoskins
Sgt G. R. Inn

Unit to which posted
7 Signal Regiment
Birmingham UOTC
CISS Latina
25 l Signal Squadron
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
34 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
ATR Bassingbourn
FSST(UK)
2 Signal Regiment
DEI Config Man Branch Blandford
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
JSSU (Ayios ikolaos)
7 Signal Regiment
DEI Config Man Branch Blandford
The Royal School of Signals
30 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
BMATT Freetown
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
16 Signal Regiment
RMAS Training taff
UKNMRSHAPE
243 Signal Squadron
16 Signal Regiment
228 Signal Squadron
T he Royal School of Signals
243 Signal Squadron
20 Armd Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (200)
39 Signal Regiment (Volunteers)

gt S. A. Marritt
Sgt W. J. F. Mo1Ti
gt . M . Riley ...
Sgt G. . Tanner
Sgt J. . Thomson
Sgt J. L. White ...
gt M. C. D. Yendell
Sgt H. L. olan ...
Sgt YofS T. R. Anscombe
gt YofS M. P. Bailey ...
Sgt YofS A. R. Barker ... ...
Sgt YofS G. J. Cochran
gt YofS M. S. Gibbs ... ... ...
gt YofS D. J. Martin-Woodgate
Sgt Yof'S B. Plant ... ...
gt YofS I. Rutland ... ...
Sgt YofS K. D. Tharby
Sgt YofS I. Wi l on ...

12 Mech Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (228)
2 1 ignal Regiment (Air Support)
7 Signal Regime nt
7 ignal Regiment
S Troop HQ SOinC(A)
UKNMR SHAPE
7 Am1d Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (207)
21 ignal Regiment (Air Support)
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
DCSA DEi lnfonnation As urance
16 Air Assault Bdc HQ
The Royal School of Signal
14 Signal Regiment (EW)
The Royal School of ignals
2 Si gnal Regiment
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)

WO A DS COS
' OVEMBER
Name and Rank
A/WO! RD M.A. Giles
W02 RD R. Buxton
A/W02 YofS S. Wolf ...
SSgt YofS D. M. E. Heatb
SSgt YofS M. Hill ... ...
SSgt YofS M. A. Jones
SSgt YofS M. I. Murphy
SSgt Yof'S M. P. Murray
SSgt Yof'S B. Redstone
SSgt Yof'S D. J. Tulk ...
SSgt YofS M . E . Wyldes
SSgt T. R. J. Austin
SS gt L. V. Bath .. .
SS gt P. C. Mills .. .
Sgt . C. Cathrew
Sgt A. Cecil
Sgt E. A. Cowie
Sgt P. T. Davies ...
Sgt S. J. B. Davies ...
Sgt A. W. Dawson
Sgt S. D. Day ...
Sgt J.B . Findlay
Sgt G . T. Gibson
Sgt D. Graham .. .
Sgt J. Holt ..... .
Sgt C. L. King .. .
Sgt T. Lees ..... .
Sgt A. R. McDonald
Sgt S. D. Meadows ...
Sgt J. E. Morley.. .
Sgt S. J. Munro .. .
Sgt S. J. Nice .. .
Sgt K. Oliver .. .
Sgt G. Padfield .. .
Sgt J. W. Pritchard ...
Sgt B. Robson .. . ...
Sgt l. D. C. Strachan
Sgt P. B. Szeremeta ...
Sgt 1. Taylor
Sgt D. Uttley
Sgt S. J. Williamson

Unit to which posted
The Royal School of Signals
4 TT
39 Signal Regiment (V)
60 Signal Squadron (V)
I (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
RHQAfnorth
21 Signal Regiment (Air Support)
8 lnfBde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)
SHAPE
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
94 (BY) Squadron (Volunteers)
The Royal School of Signals
15 Signal Regiment
I (Templer) Trg Coy .
7 Signal Regiment
3 Inf Bde Hq & Sig Sqn (203)
The Royal School of Signals
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
The Royal School of Signals
7 Signal Regiment
AFCO Edinburgh
15 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
RHQ Afnorth
7 Signal Regiment
16 Signal Regiment
101 Log Bde Hq & Sig Sqn (261)
AFCO Southend
The Royal School of Signals
The Royal School of Signals
System HQ SOinC(A)
HQ Strikeforce South
17CTT
16 Signal Regiment
3 (UK) Div HQ & Sig Regt
7 Signal Regiment
15 Signal Regiment
8 Inf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn (218)

8CTT
7 Armd Bdc HQ & Sig Sqn (207)

IBA
HEADQUARTERS SIGNAL OFFICER IN CHIEF (ARMY)
fRI L A D DEVELOPMENT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Jez Toze
Tp Sgt
gt Tony Downing
Once again this Troop has seen many come and go. Firstly we
welcome Capt Jez Toze and family who join us from Bramcote, Sgt Jon
Thomson from 11 Signal Regiment who went straight into the Bowman
building to take on the lD&C JOb from SSgt (FofS) John Collins and
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he's still climbing. Farewell to Capt icky James the outgoing Troop
Commander who goes into civ div teaching key stage2 children 7-11 year
olds in Lancaster. All the best icky in yo ur new ca reer and enjoy
stud e nt life again. Cpl Andy Parrott, a lso leav in g us for civ div
somehow managed in his final week in the army to go sa iling. Finally Sig
even is changing hi s beret for a blue one at Middle Wallop, good luck
to you all. Co ngratulations to Cpl Ian Wardle and LCp l Ritchie
Cranswick on your recent promotions.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2002

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF SIGNALS

RADIO SYSTEMS GROUP
H EADQUARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj Guy Benson
SSM
W02 R. Melotte
It i _w ith.much regret th at the Group bid farewell to Maj Ian Favager,
who with hi s wife, Wendy, has supported the un it so well over the past
two years. We all hope he enjoys the next year as a mature student on the
Cl M course . Welcom e to Maj Guy Benson who has arri ved from
JCU(Nl).
COMMA D SECTIO
Tp Comd
Capt Darren Cooper
Yet another busy period for Comd Sect who have been invol ved with
two Yeoman of Signals, one Troop Commanders and one Foreman of
Signals courses. Capt Darren Cooper has come back from Morecambe
looking bronzed, fit and ready to get back to some real work YofS White
continue to save for his holiday of a lifetime and FofS ruch Conwav
continues to be spotted at car auction . Meanwhile CSgt Hayward Royal
Marines and Sgt Jackson have now adopted a clear desk and clo ed door
policy, in order to keep out of the way of the new OC.

POWER SECTIO
S CO TC
SSgt Williams
The Section continues to work hard and is just about to release another
course of R SIGNALS Ele_ctricians loose into the Corps. Sgt Amrit and
Bowmai;i are a~ay on their RSSC, currently enjoying life in the field at
Sennybndge. Fmally, after 22 years loyal service. Pwr Sect would like to
wish farewell and good luck to SSgt Williams as he embarks on a new
career with white van and coveralls.
EQUIPME "T SECTIO
HIO
Mr Peter Braithwaite
Our congratulations go to Sgt Chandra on his recent promotion 10
Staff Sergeant. . ot only has he performed outstandingly at work but he
has also been 111strumental in training the 11 Sig Regt Ghurka Trial
Walker Team who managed a creditable fourth place and raised a large
amount of money for the Ghurka Welfare Trust.

1 (OUSTON) SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj JGJ Howes Royal Canadian Signals
SSM
W02 (SSM) igel Roberts
EXERCISE OUSTO W RRJOR ll
On 6 _Septem?er _over sixty members of 1 Squadron set off for the
countryside_destmanon of Holton Lee to carry out a charitable mission
for local d1_sabled people who use thi area for rest and relaxation.
Accompanymg the Squadron were volunteers from the Supply pecialist
Up grader Cour e number 02/00160. The two-day task was to lay a
crushed gravel and sand path. extending from a tretch built last year by
the Squadron. Soldiers and staff alike worked very hard and by l 400hrs
on the second day the task was complete. A great deal had been learnt
and the soldiers of the Fighting First returned to Blandford tired but
happy.

The Comd Team pose!
(L-R): Maj Guy Benson, Capt Alex Williamson RM,
FofS Rich Conway and YofS Paul White
OPERATIONS SECTIO
1-110
Mr M. Altham BEM
Tp SSgt
SSgt Steve Bartleet
Changes that have taken place over the past couple of month include
Mr Mick Altham BEM, who assumes command of the Section and
Tour Luckman :-v~10 moves to 9roup HQ. Mr Andy Jesson, an ex Royal
Mar111e, ~as JUSt 30111ed the Section and has already proved how hard he is
by catch111g a falling antenna braid in his mouth.
RADEXTROOP
Tp SSgt
SSgt John Batts
Th.e T~oop ~oes from rrength to trength with too many changes to
mention 111 thts report. However, we continue to work hard and play
harder.
THE. OTIJNGHAM MARAT HO - by LCpl Stevie Johnson
This month the Troop entered a team into the Robin Hood Marathon in
Nottingham. The Team compri ed of LCpl Gav Wilson, LCpl Tony
Traynor, LCpl Paul Cooper, LCpl Stevie Johnston, Sig arah
McGuinness, Sig Mac McClennon, ig Paul Kennedy and LCpl Dave
Drummond (the latter's son provided admin and moral support along the
route). Any funds raised were to go to the Bud Flanagan Ward, Royal
Mar den Hospital (Sutton), where ig arah McGuinness' mother wa
formerly a patient. The team travelled to ottingham the day prior to the
Marathon. On the morning of the event LCpl Traynor awoke with a bug
of unknown origin , which put him out of the race. The race tarted
promptly at lOOOhrs and then 26.2 miles of pain began. All the team
achieved their aim of completing the course and returned home relatively
free from injury but with great satisfaction and a sense of achievement.
Back in Blandford the team was invited to take part in their annual BPFA
and BCFT!
THE WIRE, JUNE 2002

Sig Sykes stops work to pose
A CTE T ROUND HUT REPAIR
On Monday, 16 eptember 2002, Sig Stewart, ig Bluer and ig
Taylor deployed to Downland First chool located on Blandford Camp
to a ist in the refurbishment of a wattle and daub roundbou e. Expert
from the Ancient Technology Centre from Cranborne Middle chool
were o~ site to lend a helping hand. The Cra~borne Ancient Technology
Centre JS part of the Dor et Out-Door Education Service provide -hand on learning e. peri~nce to support curriculum tudics in H1 tory.
Geography and Design & Technology (amongst other ). Of particular
intere t to th~ Centre i ancie.nt building recon truction. The ignallers'
JOb was to mix the daub, a nuxture of clay and straw for the children to
apply to the wattle wall . It was an excellent opportunity to help the Year
4 student at Downlands First School to complete a project of thi nature.
The_ weather co:operated. and it was fun playing in the mud/clay. We left
hav111g accomplished an mtere ung task and at the ame time helping out
the local community in one of their many projects.
KOHr 1A TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Dean Atkinson
Tp gt
gt Ton. Caulfield
The Troop welcome their new OC, Lt Dean Atkinson , from 16 /\1r
A sit Bde. We say a fond farewell nnd good luck to pl Barne) Rumble,
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Trace' and the kid who have moved to 7 Armd Bde. The Troop
continue~ to be pennanently in flux and a bu y a ever, with an average
''eekly head count of 130. The big push for the T~oop i ·to get all ATT
through the dri\ ing theory test prior 10 trade 1.,rt date. Many of the
oldiers awaiting trade training have been employed on a range of tasks
recently. including attachments to the Army chool of Recruiting at
Bovington.
T and ad\'enture training. While at Bovington, the soldiers
are tasked to put prospe ti\'e recruiters through their paces. Our tanding
ta.ks continue and we regularly ·end soldiers away to act a enemy forces
for the Ph c 1 Royal 'v1arine at Lympstone, an interc ting in ight and
well njoyed by all.
2 (C TIERI K) Q
ORO
qn Comd
1aj R. Gibson
M
W02 Ha~nes
IRO ' TROOP
Tp omd
WOl raig Kearney
Sgt Chalky 1eek
Tp gt
BRAEMAR HlGHL
D G 1ES - by Sig Robert Yo1111g
I wa selected to represent 11 ignal Regiment at the 2002 Bracmar
Highland Game . It i a great honour to be invited 10 the games to
compete in the Tug of War and the sprinting medley (we had won the
medley the previou year). On arrival in Braemar it was obviou that the
town wa ho ting a major event as it had erupted into a mu ic fe tival
with pipes and drum playing.
On race day the weather wa appalling but it did not dampen our
spirits nor did it spoil the enthu iasm and cheering of the 25.000 strong
crowd. Her Maje ty the Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh arrived to
watch the finals of the game . The tug-of-war team, coached by Sgt
Pope competed well throughout the day but were not strong enough to
beat all of the other teams. The Medley event consi ted of I OOyard, 300
yard. 300 yard and l OOyard legs and Sgt Kane, Sig Young from 2 Sqn,
Sig Connor from 3 Sqn an d Sig Duke from 3 qn made up the
Regimental team. The crowd roared. After a false tart, the ten ion grew,
the gun fired again and we sprinted as hard as we could. After two of the
legs we managed a 90-yard lead and maintained this over the final two
leg to win the event. Her fajesty presented only a few of the winning
prize and we were fortunate when she presented the shield to Sig
Connor. It was a fantastic weekend away and once again l l Signal
Regiment came home with some silver.

a we know it better often puts fear into the heart of all those who
ha en't yet been there. I hope that what I write will dispel a few of the
myths and give ome helpful hints to those who arc preparing to go in the
near future. onnally attendees attend a pre-deities course but thi wab
not possible for me. From what l have heard, it is an informative course
and includes all of the mandatory ITDs that you require to attend RSJCC.
The course itself tarted ofT with the BCFT, which we fini shed in the
correct time. There was no hidden agenda or special time to achieve. I
would ay that preparation is the key. The first week wa on leadership
and took the form of command tasks. Everyone enjoyed this and it
bonded the section well, a we all had to work hard together under a
certain amount of stress . We all learnt new kills and the general
con en u wa that everyone enjoyed the fir t week. The next phase of
the course compri ed pre entation (teachi ng) skills, the Army ode of
Conduct and some basic tactics incl uding the use of TAMs. The
pre cntations we gave were a mixture of urvival skills and military
kills, which were intere ting and refreshed some of the old skills that we
don' t get to practise much in the Corps.
The Army Code of Conduct was also very interesti ng, being based on
scenario that you might encounter when you become a Troop Sergeant.
It was omething that most people had never really thought about, but as
almost all of the Technichians on the course were leaving as Sergeant, it
was therefore very practical. The tactics phase was also u efu l. A lot of it
was refreshing the basic Infantry skills that we all have, but when we
moved onto orders it wa good to learn about the TAM . I had on ly ever
u ed my order book. and the TAM are o much more user friend ly. In
between the lessons we had a good few PT essions, focussing on combat
endurance.
ext was the Brecon phase. where we commenced with a little
navigation over the fla t terrain. After more tactics les on , we did the
range package, which for most was the first time they had done live firing
section attack . The ranges were very well organised, with a lot of
realistic scenarios and culminated in a ection attack. There was also a bit
of ni ght navigation which was really hard work. I would seriously
reconunend brushing up on your map reading ski lls, as it will save you a
lot of heartache when you deploy!
On the Friday, after an intelligence update, we moved off into the field
phase, where the scenarios were very realistic. This fi nal phase wa my
favourite and although it was hard work and there was not a lot of sleep,
everyone pulled together and worked fo r each other. The mis ions we
were given were good but never ran exactly true to plan, as there wa
alway a little something extra involved (no plan urvives contact with the
enemy and all that). The exercise phase fi nished with a large platoon
attack, which everyone enjoyed. On the last evening of the course we had
an introduction to Sergeants Mess etiquette, with a large Regimental
dinner, lots of fine food, some wine, port and lots of ale. It was a good
evening that rounded off a good course.
AREA SYSTEMS GROUP
GROUP HEADQUARTERS
Gp Comd
Maj D. G. Macaulay
SSM
W02 eil Roome
We all wish a fond farewell to the outgoing Group Commander, Maj
Grant Hume. Many thanks for your hard work over the last two years
and good luck in your new post in PJHQ. A very warm welcome goes to
the new boss. Maj Don Macaulay.

Sig Connor receives the sprinting medley shield from Her Majesty

GORDO "SC P COMPETITIO - by Sig Russell (3 Sqn)
On I0 and I I September 2002, six teams from the three trade training
squadrons at Blandford Camp took part in a military kills competition,
the Gordon 's Cup. This is an annual military skills competition designed
to test all the discipline a soldier uses in the field. Each squadron entered
two teams, with Lightning and Ulster Troops from 3 Sqn being the best
prepared for the competition. Their training had been carefully planned
and supervised b; Cpl Buckle. Cpl Wor fold and Cpl Stojanovic.
The first day was a written test on topics such as Corps history and
NBC, in which both teams from 3 Sqn secured maximum points. The first
event on the second day was a loaded march followed by a shoot on the
25mtr range. Lightning Tp were the last team to set off and had five
minutes to make up. They put in maximum effort, gaining the qui.eke t
time and maximum points. With little rest time between events, the teams
moved to the assault course. This was the final event and the whole team
continued to put their heart and soul into the competition. Lightning Tp
didn't make quickest time but were good enough to gain third place
behmd Ulster Tp.
The re ults showed that with Lighting Tp gaining maximum points in
all ix events bar one, with Ulster Tp securing second place, 3 Sqn won
first and ccond places overall . Ali in all it was an enjoyable but arduous
two <lay competition. All our hard work paid off with the Gordon 's Cup
being presented to 3 Sqn, where it will stay for another year!
4 (l\flLITARY TRAI I G) Q ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Colin Russell
M
W02 Dickie Dyer
ROY\L SIG AL J ' IOR COMMA DER CO R E
by Cpl C Fogarty (A TR Ba.Hingbourn)
The Royal ignals Junior Commanders Cour e (RSJCC) or ' Dettics'
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KUKRl TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt (Tfc) Mark Harris
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dewhurst
Life in the Troop is a hectic round of command training exercises (the
Troop Commanders, the Yeoman of Signals and the Foreman of Signals
courses), short notice visits and the joys of preparing for RSIT.
Hello to WOl (FofS) K. P. Curtin (FofS Ops}, WOl Ian Toft (FofS
Plans) and W02 (YofS) Phil Tonks(Group YofS) who have joined the
Command Training Team, while the garage staff have increased with the
addition of Cpls Donaldson, Harris and Savage. Goodbye to Cpl Dave
McGuiness, of to the delights of hi s Tl cour c, Cpl Shoebridge, to
sunnier climates in Cyprus and SSgt Openshaw, who has moved aero s
to Battleaxe Troop.
' Batman' W02 (FofS) Steve Davis has been busy at weekends and
evenings. A member of the Dorset Bat Group, he has been involved in
many late nights sitting in a cave carrying out bat survey work. His latest
claim to fame was supporting the team that caught, ringed and released
207 bats in one night (a UK record)! To join the new Defence Estates
initiative of establishing an MoD network of Bat Worker , contact FofS
Davis (Blandford Mil 2939) or Mr Ian Davidson-Watts (Aldershot Mil
3978 , ian .davidson-watts@dc.mod.uk). No previous experience is
necessary.
BATTLEAXE TROOP - by SSgt Openshaw
Tp Comd
Capt (Tfc) Mark Harris
Tp SSgt
SSgt Mick Openshaw
Battleaxe Tp has had a busy time with a very full programme of
training courses and visits. We arc now 'spotters' in uniform recognition,
having enjoyed visits from senior Russian, Omani , Polish, German and
Kuwaiti officers, to name just a few. Even with the pressures of
undermanning, the troops are still managing to get away on some career
and Adventurous Training courses. We recently had to force Sgt White to
go to Cyprus for 12 days on a Cyprus Radio course. The Troop would
like to pass on their congratulations to W02 (Fof ) McGregor and
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Lorraine on the recent birth of a bouncing baby boy. Welcome to Sgt
Paters?n, Sgt Wa lton, gt Gil l, Cpl Gaw, Cpl Anderson, Cpl ccrcws
and LCpl Pease. Farewells to SSgt Krishna, Sgt (Pot FofS) Openshaw,
Sgt Jones, gt Barnes, Cpl alter and soon to be departing Sgt Davis
MBE.
SYSEX TROOP - by LCpl Steve Vose
Tp Comd
Lt Ma hendra Limbu
1 p SSgt
SSgt Dewhurst
First of al l we would all like to say goodbye to SSgt Andy Smith. He
has been a great Troop t~fT Sergea.nt and the Troop has liked him. We
hope he gets on well at h1 n.ext unit ( 16 Sig Regt). Thank you to S gt
Dewhurst who has stood in for three weeks and welcome to the
permanent replacement, S gt Pollit.
RADIO RELAY SECTIO
A lot has happened in the Radio Relay Section. Since March we have
had lwo new arrivals LCpl Calero Jones from 12 Mech Bde' and Cpl
Lee S ha~kleton from 16 Sig Regt. Lee has recently become a proud
father. His ~aughter Alisha was born in Augu t. The 21C, Cpl eil
Hemley has JUSt been rep laced and he is posted to 21 Sig Regt (AS). Cpl
t~vc Pountney ta~es over. A.s for the rest of the Section, LCpl Phil
Price has been tra111mg hard m preparation for the Great orth Run.

LCpl Jamie Ma ter ~as done his Class 2 PT! course. pl Ga reth
Mcfarland. has done his Oct Comds, Cpl Chris Gle nnard is ofT on a
snowboardrng adventure and Cpl Bill Watt i on a Map Reading
Course.
SYSTEMS SECTIO
We wou ld like to welcome back Cpl Mark Avery, who ha been out
of the Troop for ~he .last three months on Op Veritas. The recent ASB Rs
haye gone bJ'. with rntense stress but the Troop have taken 11 in their
stride, producmg some t?P quality students (even though m their debriet:
they described the Ptarmigan system as a cotti h game bird).
T~ree of the Troop mem.bers have been placed on their Class 1.
They ve all report~d back with a serious case of culture shock, due to
bulled boots, mornmg parades and lots of time off. TI1e lucky few are Cpl
Tony Eyre, LCpl Cr~ ig Harri and LCpl at Jackson (prc~iou ly
Whitmore congratulations to her and her mamage to Del Jackson )
Still plodding on i~ the Troop arc,. Cpl Dave Beel, LCpl teve Boon
and LCpl Jayne Robmso n who ha. JUSt returned from doing the dnving
for the LA.D Three Pe~ks Challenge team. She managed to make it to the
petrol station after dnvmg on fumes for quite a few miles. We are all
lookmg forward t? the Class I course finishing so that life can return to
nOJmal and we will have enough manpower to instruct and maintain our
equipment.

JOINT SERVICES COMMAND AND STAFF
COLLEGE

'

TERRITORIAL ARMY COMMA D A D STAFF COURSE o 26
The TA Command and Staff Cour e is the senior course run for TA
Majors. Lt a11n to pro.duce officers capable of holding their own in staff
po ts m a busy operatl?nal hcadquartc.rs and helps to prepare officers for
command and promotion. The material covered is similar to the Land
Component of the Regular Advanced Command and Staff course but in
the case of the TA, thi i delivered over three weekends a 2-w~ek
course,. P!U~ a ~ountain of distance learning!
'
Ac11v1!1es rnclude com_puter~ba ed training, directed reading ,
presentat10ns, syndicate d1scuss1on, map exercise . TEWTs, and a
re earch t~p 1 c. Al o there are debate on current TA topic with senior
officers. It s n~t all hard work though - somehow a number of reception
and a course dmner get squeezed in. It is even thought that students may
have left the Co ll e~e for a pu~ at some point during the fortnight. The
course concl udes with a staff nde (battlefield tour). This year we went to
France a.nd followed the progress of Australian and Canadian reserve
um ts durmg the last I 00 days of WWI.

Maj Steve Baker (R) unwisely asks his battlegroup engineer to tell
him all about bridge demolition on a TACSC mapex

Stude.n~s are selected nationally with no arm or geographical quota , so
compe t1t1 on for the 48 places each year is intense. Success ful R
SIG. ALS students ~m TACSC 26 were Maj David Tomlinson TD, Maj
Craig Tallents, Maj J~hn Russell and Maj Steve Baker. The College's
e~ttre R SlG A.LS se~ior capability was devoted to the course this year.
with both Lt <;ol David Hud on and Lt Col John Crackett TD acting
as syndicate direct mg staff. Lt Col Crackett is one of the four TA SO l
DS (V) who form the nucleus of the course writing team. He and his
colleagues now start all over again planning TACSC 27.

Royal Signals at JSCSC
(L-R): Maj Steve Baker, Lt Col David Hudson
Lt Col John Crackett TD, Maj Craig Tallents, Maj John Russell
and Maj David Tomlinson TD

HJRJEJLA
JOINT COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

ROYAL IGNAL CORPS R GBY
The initial training camp for the 2002/03 eason was held at Blandford
over the period 23-25 eptember 2002. Corp Rugby ha not fulfilled it
full potential over the past few ea ons and the Corp had returned rather
poor results in the Merit I Table fixtures. This eason has een a total
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revision of the Corp · Rugby tructure with a new President. Chairman
ecretary and Director of Rugby (Brig Thoma , omd 2 (' Bdc. Lt
Col Joe. Cooper, W02 ( M) Nigel Robert and Jaj Trevor Keate
re. pecuvely) and the Training Camp wa · the first step to\\ard a
ucce fol ea on
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The amp wa conducted in beautiful conditions in Blandford under
careful dire tton from the head coach 1aj Trevor Keates. More than 30
players attended the three days that culn1111ated in a four-quarter training
match against the Corps Ofticers team. The match, that many expecte~ to
be the ultimate Officers ver us ORs fixture, normally chedu led dunng
the hri tma fe th ities wa ferociou ly conte ted . The full Corps XV.
though lightly weaker 'up front, were overall better drilled than their
Offic-er colinterpart· and managed a try in each of the first three quarters.
A plethora of rolling sub titution . a luxury the Officer d!d not have,
meant that ultimately the final quarter was much more one 1ded that the
three that had preceded it. The Corp back howed glimps of their true
potential, linked up for some lick moves and ran in three trie . The

core, in what was above all a training match , was academic. What wa of
encouragement wa the pa sion and potential which both teams d isplayed
which bodes well for the forthcoming season.
There are many fixtures in the sea on ahead including a Corps tour to
Germany in late April early May 2003. Anyone who fee ls they have
omething to offer Corps Rugby should co ntact W02 (SSM) igel
Roberts ,
M I Sqn, 11 Sig Regt (94371 2849). Si milarly the Corp
Officer· XV who primarily play recruiting matche , have on average a
match a month. Any Officer, serving or retired, who would like to
participate should contact Capt Bobby trawbridge (9491 63565/028
922 63565).

3 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (203)

qn Comd
RM

1aj T. Carmichael
WOI (RS 1) Rob Hood

Q ADRO HEADQ
RTERS
ince the la t i ue the Squadron has een a change in command. On
the way out is Maj Duncan Warne who leave us on promotion to take
up the appointment of MA to CE DC A. We wi h him and h.i family all
the best on their new po ting. Taking over at the helm we welco!11e Maj
Tim Carmichael and hi family from the MoD. We hope you enJOY your
tour in the province with us. With the extension in responsibility now to
include the tation, this ha brought more expertise in to the Squadron
headquarters. The e include the following· S gt Francis a FSA, SSgt
T hoburn a the Regimental Accountant, Sgt Mullen as Training Wing
S CO, Pte Bevan and Pte Harrison. We welcome you all into the Corps
fold for your tour in the quadron.

The cheesy hand over photograph
Maj Tim Carmichael and Maj Duncan Warne

no s

C0:\1 fUNIC
TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt F. Loxton
SSgt
gt Mcintosh
The Troop has hardly had time to catch breath since Drumcree, what
with Battle Camp and a long deserved leave period. In this time we have
said hello and goodbye to a number of personnel within the Troop. Hello
gt 1clntosh, Cpl Hine , Sig Fitzpatrick and Sig Ridgeon.
to
Welcome to the Troop. Farewell and good luck to LCpl Wood (off to
sunny Brawdy), LCpl Howard (who is off to 4 Annd Bde), Cpl Dawson
(to JSSU) and ig Terron who makes a mall jump to civvy street.
CORP AAMINI A~l\1 2002 - by LCpl Belshaw
This year we sent our very own sniper section (well nearly ... ) to both
CORPSAAM in Pirbright and NTSAAM in Ballykinler. The
CORPSAAM Team con isted of Lt Lord, LCp l Owens, LCpl King,
LCpl Belshaw and ig quires. Confidence was high on arrival, but this
soon turned to horror and despair, as we realised that most of the shoots
had changed! Despite this minor hurdle the team performed very well and
took the opportunity to bask in the glorious sunshine, a rare occurrence
for Portadown dwellers. The team managed a respectable third place in
the minor urnts and 9th overall o ut of 16 teams.

The following week. still feeling confident we cou ld improve on our
Pirbright performance tbe tean1 entered ISSAM with the addition of
Cpl etchfi eld. In true I tradition, the rain tarted with the first round
and finished with the last - what a great week to be on the beach. We
feared the weather was affecting our fall of shot but to our surprise our
excuse were premature and we managed to win the march and hoot.
With our £250 winning from the march and shoot and a respectable
overall position, the team returned to Portadown in high pirits, if not
slightly wet.
PORTADOW GOLF SOCIETY - Sgt Setc/ifield
It bas been a busy period for the golfers in Portadown, It's no easy ta k
to fit work in around a hectic golf schedule. Our first competition was a
charity event held at a local Golf Club. Local firms and clubs raised
£10,000 for local charities in Co Armagh. Each team consisted of four
golfers and with a total of 240 golfers tak.ing part. Our team consisted of
W02 (YofS) White, SSgt oble, Sgt Setchfield and Cpl Hallway.
Our easy-going approach made the day very enjoyable, with three of
the four players return.ing their best ever rounds of golf. As tbey ay 'a
bad day on the golf course is better than a good day in crypto '. By late
afternoon, whilst enjoying some after match refreshments, we were told
of our victory. You could see by the look on the faces of the local
members that they were delighted for.us. Our success was rewarded with
some fine crystal and ma ses of applause. It actua ll y turned out to be a
very close match with us winning by a single point.
early two weeks after our local charity match victory, we were on
our way to Galgorm to play in yet another charity event, the Army
Benevolent and Ghurka Welfare Trust Competition. We were hoping for a
good result in order to extend our winning streak - to two! Also to keep
our sponsors from tak.ing the Mickey. 29 four-man tean1s entered, so we
had a few less to compete against, making the chance of victory slightly
more favourable. The cour e was a lot easier than our local where our
hand.icaps had been calculated, so everyone played at least 4-10 stroke
under their handicap. The result was an individual fourth, third and
second place, making the team overall winners. We also managed to raise
£200 in the process.

Do you remember the 'Plastic Pubs'?
More specifically, do you remember The Huntsman - pla tic pub in Mahon Barracks, Portadown? l'm looking for
information on the Plastic Pubs built on a number of bases
m orthem Ireland in the 1970s. lf you know anything
about how or why they were built, or even an interesting
story concerning one of these pubs, please contact Fiona
Loxton by Tel: 01202 8889393, write to OC Comms
Troop, 3 Tnf Bde HQ & Sig Sqn, BFPO 809 or E-mail:
fionaloxton@hotmail.com

DON'T FORGET TO LET US KNOW
WHENEVER YOU HAVE A CHANGE OF
ADDRESS
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39 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (213)

Sqn Comd
RSM

Maj D. A. Craft
WOI (RSM) P. Marshall

SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Maj J. F. O 'Shea R lRISH
WOIC
W02 (RQMS) Buckingham
. The .R QMS _Dept has had a few busy months preparing for the pre-LSI
mspect1on, wluch went well. LCpl Karl Deakin went sailing thinking he
was on a Canbbean cruise turning up in his designer sailing kit but it
turned ~ut to be a cross-channel trip involving lots of hard work. We have
al.so said g~odbye . to LCpl Kev Pa~k who is off to 7 Sig Regt, we wish
him and his family a ll the best m the future. A warm we lcom e is
extended to LCpl Karen Tarry who joins us from the Royal School of
Signals.
COMMUNICATIONS TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt S. R. Bennett R IG ALS
Tp SSgt
SSgt P. P. Corcoran

crew met up w.ith the skipper and the mate, S gt Terry Mcintyre. The
first day consisted of bnefings on safety and the boat after which
everro.ne stowed their kit on board . ext the shopping expedition,
cons1stmg ofWOI Marshall, Sgt Mark Murphy and Cpl Ian Burgon,
went off to ASDA to get enough beer and to keep the crew going for
three days and then had to get the same again to feed Geordie for three
days! At around. 0700hrs on .the second day the crew were up for
breakfast and rarmg to go, until they found out about the 12 hour ail
across to France! After we got the man overboard drills out of the way.
we se~ off across the channel for some good hard sailing. We spent the
mght m France then set sail for Guernsey and the Channel Islands. After
a couple of days motoring round and taking in the scenery of Sark and
A!derney, ~ve headed back to the Channel and on to Poole. After a good
mgh_t out m Poole we set off back to Gosport, via the Isle of Wight.
nursmg our heads ready to return to sunny Lisburn.
EXERCISE UCLEAR FINN
Campi1_1g out next to the lake with a generator that rarely worked
wasn't gomg to put us off. Days One and Two consisted of training for
the Anny Championships in which we bad all been entered even though
90% of us had never water-skied before. Cpl Rob Dilger' caused great
amusement a he struggled to get up and LCpl Kelly l'weedie decided
she didn't want to ski on the actual skis, she wanted to do it while sat
down on her backside. On the Competition day itself, LCpl Al Allardyce
flew about ten metres through the air and hit his head on his ki . Of
course we were all very concerned for his safety, but just could not help
falling around in hysterics. Sgt Ritchie Brown came second in the
intermediate mono ki category, while Cpl Donna Mann was awarded
with Best ewcomer. Sig Ryan Parker and Raebel Yate also did well
~pecially ?n the ~ick skis. lt wasn't all work and no play, we had a fe~
mghts out m ott:mgham and even sampled the cuisine of Hooters, to the
la?'s deligh~. Friday night was spent in Donca ter, which we all enjoyed,
with shoppmg and a curry on Saturday before having to get up at a
ridiculous hour to return to Lisburn.

OPERATIC S SECTION
o good WIRE article hould start without the obligatory welcomes
and goo.dbyes. <:;omm TJ? would like to welcome Sig Ryan Parker
al.ong v:1t~ his wife and child. We would all like to say a big farewell to
Sig Ph1lhps who moves to 21 Sig Regt (AS), leaving after a moving,
heartfelt and humourous leaving speech.
The Cambrian patrol is fast approaching and a select few from Comms
Tp: ?rave enough to take up the challenge, have started the rigorous
trammg programme set out by WOt (RSM) Marshall. Firstly a day out
on the hills for a stroll, which turned out to be a little more than that, and
then a well put together range day, where plenty was learnt by all. The up
and eommg team can look forward to the rest of the training.
It's that time of the year again and with the Squadron being into ports
we .have seen the formation of ~e unit football team. Our first friendly
agamst 12 MI saw team Captam LCpl Allardyce going down to the
opposition in the first half. This did nothing to lower the pace of the game
with some stunn.ing off the goal line defending by W02 (FofS) Cook and
Sig Ryan Parker. He played well all game and had our vote for man of
the match, but it wa 12 Ml who were the better team with a final score
of 3-1.

EXERCISE COASTAL F1NN
This was a walking expedition covering A. Wainwright' 'Coast to
Coast' walk of 190 miles and broken into two phases, 22 - 28 September
and 29 September - 5 October 2002.

TECH ICAL MAI TENANCE SECTIO
This month the workshop welcomes LCpl Prince fresh from
Blandford. The past two months have been pretty eventful on the
adventure training and Squadron ports front . Congratulations to Cpl
Jennings and LCpl Welton on completing the annual Mourne Mountain
marathon, finishing 17 out of 200 starters. Finally this month
congratulations to Cpl Chivers now to be addressed Cpl Manns on tying
the knot with Cpl Roger Manns. Well done and keep up the good work.

PHASE 1
22 September - After travelling on Saturday to the traditional tart
point of St Bees, on the west coast of England, it was great to wake up to
a _bright and sunny morning. The first leg to Ennerdale Bridge was over a
d1 tance of 14.5 miles and began with a fantastic few mile along cliff
paths giving excellent coastal views. The first day went surpri ingly fa t
and all the walker completed the stage glad that the week was off to a
good start.

RIGGING SECTIO
Thi month the R.igging Sect has been predominantly occupied with
the relocation of the orth Belfast net. This has seen member of the
ection working into the early hours, meaning at least a few tech have
finally seen what a decent day's graft is all about! The Section welcomes
back LCpl Craig Bate (fresh from his Class I course in Blandford) who
does a straight swap with LCpl Terry McGrouther who is away on his.
Recently we've seen gt A rnie Renforth's 'amazing master plan '
adventurous training expedition hailed as a resounding succes , although
we su pect the hill walking wa conducted from sites conveniently clo e
to the local pubs! Ongoing ta kings currently are the imminent
mstallations of equipment for Op Fre co in preparation for ometime in
the nexl month .
OPE DAY IN OMAGH
It all started at a time unknown to any sane man on a Sunday 0630hrs! After Cpl Roissetter had been running round for weeks trying
to get things organised for this Open Day, stealing people left, right and
centre to work on a unday, bribing them with beer and trip to the
cinema, it was finally the moment of truth. After managing to 'acquire '
two radio relays from the TA, driving them across Belfast, getting some
very strange looks, it was now a long drive aero s Province to Omagh.
Unfortunately once in Omagh it took them half an hour to find the camp.
going down every street pos ible but the right one and causing chaos in
the small streets! Once they found St Lucia Bks, the day went . moothly.
with LCpl AJJardyce and Lt Bennett chatting up the birds leaving the
rest of us to recruit the leftovers! After a hard day of recruiting and trying
to keep hold of our kit, it was a slow drive back to Lisbum.
EXERCISE ORTHER FI
Ex orthern Finn was adventurous sail training around the South of
England, France and The hannel Islands. On arriving at J A TC the
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The team sets off in high spirits
23 September - There wa another bright and unny morning for the
second leg ofthejoumey, a distance of 14.5 mile to Rosthwaite. It began
with a short minibus journey to our start-point of Ennerdale Bridge. The
guide map ' howed this to be a hilly but picture que tage, and it
certainly did not di appoint. It had u negotiating rocky crag, by the ide
of beautiful lake , through den e national forest and a cending a teep
and exhausting climb out of a U- haped valley. The top re\\!lfded u with
some out landing view and perfect photo opportunitie . The night was
spent in Patterdale, an excellent campsite, where we would stay for the
next three nights.
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24 ept mb r - Being the nominat~d drh r for the.day meant dropping
off th other walkers at the tart pomt of Rosthwatte . As the mo~m g
went on the weather began to get even be~er. Back at the camp .1te 111
Panerdale it wa a good opportunity to ta!•e m the views and relax m the
sun. The re t of the group had an excellent but th roughly exhausting day.
di ·tance of 1 mile meant a longer day walking, but all were glad to
have completed a difticult day.
25 eptember - fter a long leg the pre ious day everybody was ti~ed .
apart from me! \ ith another bright sunny. morning though. and 16 nules
to co, er we certain( did not have much tm1c to rest. The leg wa to take
u from 'Patterdalc to hap o er ome fine English country ide. It took u
lightly longer than norn1al to cover the required distance but with the
small incentive of a proper hot meal m one of the local pub we all
finished the tage with ore leg and tired look on our faces.
26 eptember - Twenty mile today. the longc t leg of the first week.
We all mutually agreed to take thi stag~ a bit easier. Having morehme to
take in the views, we began to appreciate the beaunful countrys1d~ that
thi; UK ha to offer. Our camp ite for the next two days wa 111 Kirkby
tephen. It wa of a high tandard although little can be said about the
rather dull town centre. Making the be t of what Kirkby tephen had to
offer that night. the local pub qui z provided the entertainment. Even
coming fourth out of ix at the end did not disappoint u as we had a
.
good days walk and ended the night in a pub!
27 eptember - Being the last tage before LCpl Allerdyce, Sig
Galbraith and I returned back to 39 JBSS in orthern Ireland, we made
ure that the leg was fun and enjoyable. Even at only 12.5 miles to ~he
fini h at Keld, it was still a challenging leg over boggy marshe asc ndmg
rocky mountain ide and even aero s a couple of farmer' field s
populated by herd of rather unfriendly bulls.
2 eptember - We were all glad to get a much-de erved day off.
However we needed to relocate our camp ite and that took up most of
the mom'ing. This was pent etting up the additional tents required for
the other members of the coast-to-coast walk. They were to arrive that
evening and oo on to complete the second week. Once they had arrived
we all ventu~ed out to the pubs of Richmond. [n the early hour of
unday morning, awaiting a lift back to the camp ite, .~Pl P.Pal and .1
had to recall our first aid knowledge and help a c1v1ltan lymg sem1uncon cious on the patli near to where we would be picked up . .With. his
friend de perately seeking help we both ran over checked for vital 1gns
and put the man in the recovery po ition. We ~th stayed to reassure the
patient and hi friend until the paramedics arnved. It wa a good feehng
to know tha1 we could ha e saved his life, even knowing a minimal
amount of first aid.
PHA E2
28 eptember - With the second group arri ing at Richmond just in
time for opening hours. we all headed down tlie local pub to find out the
following day that the population of men out numbered the women by
170-1.
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SQ ADRO ADVE TURE TRAINING
by LCpl Bibby
A select few personnel from Brigade went to Coleraine for a week of
adventure training. Monday morning started with a nice gentle bike ride
taking in the stunning views. After seeing how many bikes were actually
roadworthy, without punctures. dodgy crankshafts or other faults, we took
to the hills with many spare parts. just in case. The afternoon was much
more fun when we went banana boating getting thrown into what seemed
like the outh Atlantic. Most of us couldn't stay on the boat for laughing.
The next couple of days brought a much different kind of adventure
training - horse riding. A couple of the boys, naturals like Cpl Black and
Cpl te\'e Binks, went around the paddock with the biggest smile ever.
After one lesson some gave up, not liking the animals or the injuries. The
few left tarted getting faster and jumping little fences. The rest of us
were more than happy to watch from behind the afety of the fence.
Later we went golfing, showing more unusual standards of play and
ome very high scores. On the last day we went abseiling and climbing
under the supervis ion of LCpl Paul Calvert. We found a couple of
potenual spidennen in Lt Wilson and LCpl Ea on who made it up the
cliff face in les time than it took to abseil down . Overall, we all had a
very enjoyable week.
JL IORS

VS

' E, ' IORS/OFFICERS CRJCKET

bi Sig McGeachey
Thi month the Jumors of the quadron pitted themselves against the
fonnidable might of the officers''seniors' cricket team and proceeded to
give them the clo ·est run game in the current history of the Squadron.
The sun was shinmg, the pitch was marked out and the beer tent put
up. All the practice in the world proved ab olutely pointless for the
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on ly fo r s h~~ and not for safety. Aft~r a few adjustment , we were ready
to go. Abseilmg was first and our gumca pig was Cpl Holloway showing
the way. All persons completed the task.
In the test phase many nervous people turned up to be te. ted on all
aspects of the cou rse. The star of the knots was Ptc John Birkmyre. All
students passed the course .well ~nd hop.efully will continue to gain
expe rience 111 rock c limb111 g with a view to becomin g qualified
instructors. The lads would like to thank LCpl Calvert for his efforts in
co-ordinating and rnnning the course.
COMMU ICATlO
TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt R. . Wilson
Tp SSgt
SSgt S. Mayell
Times continue to be busy for all, amid thousands of gremli ns doing
what they can to upset and take down the comms. Have no fea r, Comms
Tp are here, patching and fixing just as fast as the grem lins arrive. A big
welcome t? then.cw arrivals: Sig Wilkie from 7 Sig Regt, LCpls Morgan
and Magne straight from the factory. Farewell to LCpls Laverick and
Bennett and Cpl Mckenna.
MOTOR TRA
MTWO
MT Sgt
The past few

SPORT SECTIO - by Cpl Doyle
W02 A. tronach RLC
Sgt S. Williams RLC
months in the MT have been quite busy, what with all the

driving details and function , but we still managed to mcorporatc some
down time. This month the majority of tlie MT managed to get away on
some adventure training down at the orth Coast Activities entre. Some
of the activities invo lved horse riding, rock climbing and mountain
biking.
Members of the MT who were aqua challenged (such as Pte Hewitt
and Pte Payne), took the plunge and compl eted a PLQ (Lifesaver )
course. You can now see them strutting their stuff, j u t like the guy of
Baywatch. While still on the water theme Pte Creed and Ptc Roberts,
both completed a RYA Competent Crew Cour e along with Pte oultas.
One of our new arrivals (me, Cpl Doyle) managed to land him elf a big
jolly out to Florida, to help with the ovice Divers in sunny Key West
next month.
With the need for more coach drivers, driver training has been a
priority in the MT Section. The computer in the driver training bay has
been flat out with theory tests. However, it's looking good and quite a few
of the lads and lasses are now ready to start their driver practical training.
As with all units we have to say goodbye to people who have left and
are leaving the team. The fi rst to leave was LCpls Adams (who went to
Sp Bn ARRC) and Frank (who moved to Blandford with the Royal
Signals Recruiting team). Cpl Park decided that he had had enough and
said his farewells to arniy life.

A well earned pint after a hard days work
I October - On thi particular day, three of the group deci ded to wear
drag that forced the rest of the group to walk behind in the dis.tanc.e to
avoid embarras ment. However, they soon caught up with atomic kitten
after they found that the high heel s were not a effective as walki~g
boots. The camp ite for this night was in the Beer Garden of the White
Swan Inn where Sgt Jones was able to demonstrate his domino skills.
2 Oct~ber - Because of a need to go hopping in town, Sgt Paul
Conroy and Sig Slowely decided that tliey would leave the group and
race off ahead. However, they managed to get lo t and were picked up an
hour or so later when the re tofu went to re cue them .
3 October - Due to bad chaffing, LCpl Leon Mathieson had to drive
the mini bus and et up the tents in the new location, seeking revenge on
LCpl Grounds by making hi tent look like a wigwam. Ev~ryo ne w.as
looking forward to the indoor pool that the brochure tated this campsite
had but it just ended up being an old bath that tlie cows drank out of.
4 October - After fini bing the walk the lads hit Whitby on a night out.
All in all, the coast to coast was a great week, and thoroughly enjoyed by
th e majority of the group. As a reward our leader Sgt Renforth ,
organi ed a group night out in ewcastle, while laying at a local
Barracks. Thi turned out to be another top night.

8 INFANTRY BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND
SIGNAL SQUADRON (218)

1aj D. C. Gaul
WOl (RSM) K. J. Simmons

Sqn Comd
RSM

29 eptembcr - When we arrived at our drop-off point. in Recth,
everybod y was looking forward to a day of walking, until we kept
stumbling upon a three-mile finish sign every three mile .
30 eptcmber - After a top night 's sleep everyone wa up for another
fine day of wa lking, e ccpt Sig Del Slowey who's excuse to drive the
mini bus was that he had no clean clothes to wear.

seniors as Cpl Black ripped right through the supposed hardcore batting
line up and bagged himself a superb five wicket haul. They were out for a
first innings total of 56 all out. With spirits high in the juniors' team , the
idea of winning didn ' t seem unrealistic until we walked out onto the field
to hat. With a ten wicket batting collapse, we amassed a total of 33 all
out. All was not over though, as the second innings gave a sma ll glimmer
of hope. With the help of 'major extras' and some good batting from Pte
Dewer, we acheived a slightly better second innings total of 62, leavmg
the seniors chasing a total of 39 to win. Easy, you would have thought.
Pte Locking produced two excellent overs and with Pte Dewer playing
wicket keeper, the seniors struggled to 39 for 9. f!- draw now looked
possible until LCpl And y Munns took over as Wicket Keeper to give
away the softest winning run of one-day cricket.
After a close fought match everyone returned to the Sergeants' t:-"ess
for a superb BBQ laid on by the chefs. A few beers later and the missed
chances of the day became a distant memory. All in all a brilliant d~y
which was captured on video showin g, according to Carlsberg logic,
probably the best cricket match in the world ever.
ROCK CLIMB[ C PROFICIE CY COURSE (RCP)
by LCpl Calvert
Rock-Climbing is a relatively new pursuit that our Brigade doesn' t
usually get to participate in, because of the lack of Instructors. However,
this cour e was organised and run by LCpl Calvert, who got perm1ss1on
from ATG Indefati ga ble. The course wa based at the orth Coast
Activity Centre in Coleraine and the climbing took place at Ramore Head
in Portrush. Once arrivi ng at the crag it was noted that a more intere ting
location couldn't have been chosen. The town 's sewerage pipe flows out
of the bottom of the crag.
After a few lessons and demonstrations, we took to the crag and tested
out the group's knowledge of rope systems and belays. lt had to be noted
at this point that some members of the group thought that belays were
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214 SIG AL SQUADRON
SAXO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt E. Boag
SSgt M. Tench
Tp SSgt
LIGHTWEIGHT RECCE NODE DEPLOYMENT
With an initial deployment from Brize orton on 2 September the
Lightweight Reece ode flew out to Pristina. After a long journey, we
eventually arrived at Slim Line where all kit was tested in preparation
for further deployment.
We were then briefed about our task, which wa to provide ecure
voice and data comms between the Brigade HQ and Ta kforce Fox, who
were deployed in Macedonia, preparing for the forthcoming elections. It
wa decided that we would operate as two separate detachments. Cpl
Eltringham and Sig Finlay would deploy with element ofC Company I
PWRR a part of Taskforce Fox. After a few rehearsals to iron out any
problems, (for example Sig Finlay trying to use olar panels at night), the
detachment deployed down to Macedonia on 14 September. Meanwhile
ig Maxfield and Sig Bentley remained at Slim Lines and started a
steady 8hrs on, 8hrs off shift system. With little or no traffic to deal with,
time was spent concocting more and more elaborate ways of annoyi ng the
other crew member, such a trying to eat as much of the night rations as
po sible before hift handover!
With the elections over, on 16 September the detachment in
Macedonia moved back to Slim Lines. The remaining time wa pent
carrying out equipment turnround, training up some of the I Mech Bde
HQ and Sig qn personnel and familiarising ourselve ' ith MTV and Q
music channels!
EXERCISE SAREK NORTHER 8 - 24 JULY 2002
Lt Hannah Frost (Expedition Leader)
Cpl Holland
Lt Pete Hodgkinson (J MEL)
ig Hening
SSgt Bob Wallace
Sig Mitchell
Sig Makepeace
gt Dave Pope
On Sunday 7 July, we all set off on what we hoped would be a fun
filled 16 days in Sweden. After driving through the night, we arrived at
Heatlirow for the 0900hrs flight to Stockholm. We thought we'd have to
leave without gt Dave Pope, when he took an hour and a half to hand
back the hire car. Little did we know that there are no hell garage near
Heathrow and he'd ended up in Harrow desperately looking for one!
After a fun but tiring day travelling, we finally arrived in Kiruna , the
mining town famous for its ice hotel in winter. After . ettling into our
hostel, we went out to explore the town. As there are only two pubs. we
ettled down for a few beers. We wandered back to the ho tel at around
midnight, a very strange experience a it was till broad daylight. gt
Dave Pope christened the town the 'Truman how ', which was quite apt
as we kept seeing the rune car drive pa t at regular intervals
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Lunch on Day 2
We are all standing on some snow while taking in the sun
(L-R): Sig Herring, SSgt Wallace, Lt Hodgkinson, Sig Makepeace,
Sgt Pope, Cpl Holland and Sig Mitchell
(Photographer - Lt Hannah Frost)
The following day. we packed our kit for the trekking phase and
travelled by train and bu to a small village acros the lake from the
Patjelanta Trail. We camped overnight but should have been prepared for
what wa to come, a we spent most of the time swatting mo qui toe ·. In
the morning we caught the ferry to the start of :he Padjelanta Trail and et
off on our adventure. The next eight day were a mixture of hard work,
interesting scenery, freezing cold washes in glacier-fed mountain tream
and being eaten alive by the world' supply of mosquitoes. !though we
only walked 11 miles each day (we were carrying all our food and
upplies for the duration), it was hard going Ii r the initial few day ·. ig
Makepeace kept u entertained with his non- top vocal action (he even
Jeeps with his moutli open) and there wa alway· the 1ght of gt Dave
Pope's mosquito ravaged head and body at evening ablution . Each
evening we would it around the crunpfire (to repel mo quitoc not for
warmth), chat about every ubject under the un. marvel at
gt Bob
Wallace's lime green hort and ig Mitchell's ginger beard (le. ·
mou tache).
Generally the weather wa fanta tic and everyone managed to get a
tan, apart from one day when there wa rain of biblical proportion 1 Th it
forced e· eryonc into their tent at around three o'clock in the afternoon
and no one bothered to surface until nine tli following morning, though
Lt Hannah Frost in isted on gi ing her daily, 'Wake up guy it' · ·c,en
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o 'clo k.' \ e finally emerged from the wilderness after eight days.
looking tired and haggard, ha ing only seen tlm;e ~indeers <from at least
2krn}, ome dead lemmings and at least s.!ven m1lhon mo·qmtoes! .
fter taying overnight in Kvikjok , havi ng the best hower rn the
world (the water wa hot) and a coupi~ of beer , we set off back to
Kiruna. We spent a thoroughly enjoyable few days interac ing with the
local . vi iting the world' dccpe. t mine and going white vater rafting.
Our la t day in weden was pent travelling back to Stockholm, where
we tayed overnight and all went out to ample the local beers. This wa
the first time since arriving in wedcn that we had experienced darknes ,
whi h we all found a bit trange. adly it all ended on Wedne day 24 July
\\hen we flew back to UK and back to reality. Everyone agreed that it had
been a fantastic experience and the wedi h people are probably the
friendliest in Europe.

ATI CHME1 T TO 264 (S

) SlG AL SQ ADRON

~~&~

.

Early in December 2001 l, ig Chris Halton, wa ent on a ix-month
attachment to 264 ig Sqn (SA ) in Hereford. Being given only the
weekend to get ready, I embarked on what was to be tl1e best experience
of my life. Upon arriving, I soon noticed how different the atmosphere
wa from any other working unit. l moved into a large bunk and wa
taken to ee the Gene Bay where I would be working.
My first day in work proved to be a good one. I was introduced to the
others members of the team whom I would be working with and got on
well with them all. By the end oftlie first week I was used to the working
routine, which wa easier than I had imagined ... . drink tea, tea and even
more tea. Don't get me wrong, !lie work was done when it needed to be
done. Christmas time came around and it was time for their yearl y
' Bunfight'. That's what they call their Christmas drinks . I walked into a
room full of crate upon crate of lager and so the games began.
During my attachment I was still able to participate in the 2. Sig Regt
hooting team. where I had the chance to u e the SA80 A2 which was a
big help in the actual competition. I al o bad the chance to go on a
shooting package in Warcop for a week, where I got to fire weapons such
as the GPMG , the LAW94, got to throw a live grenade and u e C4.
Because I had the opportunity to speak to people who have already done
!lie probation course, 1 got to know what is expected and decided tliat one
day I would like to attempt the course myself. So I started training with
them. I went up on the Brecons practising my tabbing and navigation
kills and I did quite a lot of rmming. Oilier than the training tliere were a
lot of driving details which needed to be done, some a Lit1le less enjoyable
at three in !lie morning!
My time in Hereford was beneficial and worthwhile. I made a lot of
good friends and learned many new things, not just about !lie Squadron
but also about myself. I would strongly recommend to anybody who is
tliinking about tliat sort of a career, to go for it witli no hesitations. I
would certainly jump at the chance to go back again.
219 SIG AL SQUADRO
QUADRO ' HEADQUARTERS
Sqn Comd
Maj R. Young
SSM
W02 Abson
There have been a few recent changes at !lie top. We welcome the new
QC, Maj Young, who replaces the outgoing Maj Stocker and W02
Abson who steps in for W02 Renshaw. We also say goodbye to the Sqn
2IC, Capt J. Croslegh who is soon to be leaving the 'green machine' to
run his own deli (some would call it an upmarket kebab shop), luckily his
replacement does not have a penchant for finer foods!
EAGLE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Abby Parkinson
Tp SSgt
SSgt Dave Gallagher
After a long, and well-deserved leave we settled back into work. Top of
tlie Ii twas preparation for the next exercise - Ex Key Flight 2. A lot of
hard work was invested, with just a few background screams when NBC
phase rumours surfaced. A new arrival to the Tp, LCpl Dave Smith kept
his head down and managed to miss this lovely treat. The exercise went

well and the full NBC !PE wa appreciated by all. The enemy were
efficient and some locations got more attention than others but not the kind
they \ ould like to get on a Thursday night! All locations where abl e and
\ illi ng to repel the attacks and it was good to see the enemy retreating in
the di tance. Endex came and we were all pleased to stuff the NB kit
away and head for home, although few left the wash-down point in a dry
tate. Preparation now begin for Ex Log Viper.
INTER SQUADRO FOOTBALL CONTEST
The 219 'dream team ' (well sort ofl) wa entered. They performed
we ll beating 246 QG Sig qn, the team pulling together in the face of
adversity to get tlle job done. Unfommately tlley did not perform as well
in the next to matches against 2 14 and HQ Sqns. However, the 2 19 Sig
Sqn 'Al lstars' did not go down without a fight, LCpl Keers coming away
with more than his fuir share of war wounds after di playing cat like goal
keeping ability. Unfortunately we were playing on Astroturfl The team
looked a little bedraggled after play ing tl1ree games in one day, but not
too tired to have a few beers after work.
PHOE lX TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Keith
SSgt Peters
Tp S gt
You find us during another busy spell in Phoenix Tp, with further
exercise commitments. The first main exercise we were involved in was
imaginatively named Ex Key Flight II, strangely enough the follow on
from Ex Key Flight. This saw the Troop deployed on the Catterick
Trai11ing Area, urprisingly basked in sunlight. The exerci e on the whole
was a uccess, with noticeable training tips for !lie younger siggies in the
Troop, mainly from Cpl Allardyce, who bowed Sig Watson how a full
Corporal can de troy a perfectl y serviceabl e PU 12. All the oldiers
involved expressed tlieir thanks at be ing moved at lea t twice a day whilst
under attack from Cpl Watts and his band of merry men. Sig Jenny
Hudd had a lot of fun , as she managed to be !lie only person to bog a
vehicle on a surprisingly dry training area durin g a move to a new
location . The Troop wou ld like to say a fond farewell to LCpl Phil
Hensel, who has moved to 12 Mech on promotion to full Corporal. We
wish him and hi wife Vicky all the best for the future. We also say
goodbye to Sig Scott Prince, who i posted across the water in I. We
welcome to the Phoenix Tp fold a number of new faces: Cpl Ross
Gleave, LCpls Jim Woodhead , Jim Brown, Eddie Kerr and Sigs Max
Honey, Liam Marshall and Sig Watson.
SUPPLEMENT TO 219 SIGNAL SQUADRON 'WIRE' NOTES
219 Sig Sqn (Libya Conunand) Maj Young
On Saturday 5 October 2002 I was very fortunate to be present at the
9th Reunion of 219 Sig Sqn which was initially disbanded in 1966, when
a certain Col Gadaffi requested that all British presence leave Libya. As
time moved on the reunion expanded and it now includes the units of
both Libya and Malta Command. I was invited to attend in my current
capacity as Squadron Commander of the present 219 Sig Sqn. My thank
go to Patricia and Roy Andrews who are the backbone of this particular
reunion and whose work in the Royal Signals Association spans other
organi ations. Their kind invitation to attend forced me to leave a large
exercise, wh ich devastated me! The evening started with their AGM,
which was well attended and included stalwarts who had travelled from
Malta, India and Pakistan. At the conclusion, l gave a short speech on the
current situation regarding the Squadron, what is had ach ieved in recent
years and of the future . I was also interested to find out why the Squadron
logo is now a gryphon's head with a flaming torch and not the original
Arab dhow. The debate continues. After a presentation of plaque we
retired to dinner and some good entertainment. My host fo r the evening
was Wally Hammond, a recently retired TOT, who fortunately knew
quite a few characters in the Corps. It was also nice to see Don Shrives,
who I knew from Berlin days. He also has two ons who entered the
Corps. Next yea r is the I 0th Reunion, which will also be held at
Loughborough and l commend it to all who served in botll Commands. I
conclude by tlianking you all for a wonderful evening and a sore head .

3 (UNITED KINGDOM) HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL REGIMENT
co
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Lt Col P. J. Davies

wot (RSM) s. Kelly

GENERAL P RPO E MACHCNE-GUN TRAINCNG

by SSgt McGuinness
This year the Commanding Officer stated in his directive that 202
(Armd) ig Sqn would undertake pintle mounted GPMG training
culminating in a live Fire and Movement Exercise (FMEX) using the
AFV fleet from within the Squadron. This task was set to W02 (SSM)
tatt Wakeling. As no formal training of this kind had been carried out
wtthm the Corps in the past there was little or no information available on
how be t to achieve !lie aim. The SSM managed to complete the Unit
Training Officer's cour e in February of this year and a plan was devised
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along with a timetable of events to enable the training programme to be
set in motion.
The training was centred on Overloon Troop and Waterloo Troop, the
two armoured troops within the Squadron and consl~ted of three days
'back to basics' weapon training on the GPMG with weapon handling
tests at the end of the week. The troops were then taken to the local
Bulfordffidworth ranges to carry out build up training and finally tl1e
FMEX was conducted at the AFV Gunnery School ranges in Lulworth in
Dorset. The AfY's to be used on the FMX were deployed to Lulwo11h
direct from !lie exercise area and the range team set out in advance of the
troops who were arriving on Monday 8 September. As the Ran ge
Conducting Officer for thi s stage, the SSM had put in months of hard
work, planning and producing mountains of paperwork and Range Letters
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However, like all good plans, this one wa ubject to change. The RSM!
of the ranges informed us that the ran ges we had booked had been
'trashed ' by a TA Engineer uni.t. Fortunately he had been proactive and
had managed to secure alternative ranges. although this meant tweaking
tlle programme slightly.
The fir t day was taken up wi th firing the GPMG from the mounts
wh ile the vehicle was stationary from a firing point. Targets consisted of
2 x Fig 11 (Anti Tank Group), 4 x Fig l l (Inf Group), BS6 (Landrover
size) and BS6 movers at distances of 30.0 - 800 metres. A few teething
problems with the weapons were quickly rectified by the on-ca ll
armourer, S.g t Craig Muir and the firing was under way. Like all good
ran~e days 1t wouldn 't be the same if it were not raining, o the heavens
obliged and treated us to some of the most horrendous rain we had seen
this year. Braving th e weather the firers put in a good performance
throughout the day and went away looking forward to the FMEX the
following day.
Tuesdar saw us carry out the FMEX, which was to be the highlight of
all the trammg that had been camed out. The day started out with one
vehicle moving down a track to set locations and the commander was to
engage any target that appeared in front of him. This also proved to be a
test for the AFV drivers as they had to drive the route with the hatch
down, a fir~t experience for many of them. As the day progressed and
confidence mcreased the crews were then sent down two at a time and
wo~1ld split up halfway down the route and rejoin before returni ng to the
fim h point. By the end of the day a ll of the troops attending had
managed to carry out the FMEX. The exercise was a complete uccess
with the so ldi ers gain ing va luable experience and being allowed to
practise skills not normally available to us in the Corps.
Wcdnes.day was a well earned rest day for the range staff and a day out
~vas organised. T~ur~day saw a rerurn to stationary shoot ing but this was
m no way an antt-chmax. It gave the firers the chance to hone the skills
learnt throughout the build up training and tlie previous day shooting.
Some 'Top Guns' emerged, namely Sig Brooksbank and ig Dowson .
By the close of play all of the training was complete and most of the
troops went away with a sense of achievement and looking forward to the
next time. Achieving tl1is aim was no mean feat and all tho e invol ved
invested a lot of hard work. Special thanks must go to the SASC
personnel at Lulworth whose assi tance and advice were invaluable to the
smootll rmming and success of the training. The AfV Gunnery School
itself i a fantastic facility and we feel privileged to have been allowed to
use it. We look forward to making this type of training a regular
occurrence in the future, witli !lie required measures and contacts now in
place.
202 (ARMD) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Andy White
SSM
W02(SSM) Matt Wakeling

Sig Kerridge who have decided that they' ll have a better life m civvy
street. And also bye to LCpl Brown who is transferring to the loggies
traitor! Some of the troops arc currently deployed on Ex Iron Anvil m
Canada" We eage_rly await their return and ome much needed help! We
now wait with b~1ted breath for the next tasking to fall to thi elite Troop.
The safe money 1s on spending time in the garages doing maintenance!
206 (RH1 0) SIG AL Q UADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Roy Freeman
SSM
W02 (S M) Paul Buckley
ORM ANDY TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Ford
Tp SSgt
SSgt Kevin Greenwood
Having returned from his Troop Commander's Cour e Lt Ford was
dclighte~ to find that he now had what one could refer to' as a Troop. It
had ongmally numbered around eight but ha grown to its present state of
fifty. The Troop has been rather busy over the last few months mo t
importantly ensuring the uccess of the deployment to BATUS on Ex Iron
Anvil. A contingent led by the 2IC. Capt Hannah Owen left for
CA ADA in support of 19 (Mech) Bde to join the rest of ormandy
Troop's kit earlier this year. We have also been Adventure Training to
ewquay. Congra.tulations go to Sgt ealey on his promotion. Goodbyes
go to the followmg: Cpl Andy Acker , Sig Mawer and ig Becky
Newton.
MO STROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Metcalfe
Tp SSgt
S gt Marvel
After a successful Op Fingal tour, Mon Tp is now back together after
some well deserved leave. One of the first things we had to concentrate
our efforts on was the Troop stall for the 3 (UK) DSR Open Day on 6
July. Our stall wa to be a Medieval Fruit Machine; the creation of thi
was left up to LCpl Thompson, Sig Robert Hughes and ig Mann. Ju t
before summer leave we had a week away in ewquay on Ex Rhino
Dance. The activities organized for the week consi ted of deep-sea
fishing, golf and go-karting. Ex Red Tricorn ll had a different start to any
exercise in the past. We finished our Squadron Pacex on F~day afternoon,
were sent home wtth NMB 2200hrs and !lien preceded to sit by the phone
waiting for a time to get called into work. Every one got the call and we
had to be in at 0400hrs. We were informed that the scenario had changed
and to everyone's surprise the gym staff were waiting for us to take u on
a morning tab around Salisbury Plain. The Troop would like to ay good
bye and good luck to Sgt Jenner, LCpl Evans, LCpl Harle , ig
Somerville, Sig Glass and Sig Hart who have now left 3 Div on posting.
Hello and welcome to Sgt Quilter, ig Johnathon Goodgame.
222 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Cornd
Maj James Langley
SSM
W02 Craig Bruce

EXERCISE RED TRICORN
Kit packed, cam cream applied, rifles ready and engines running. It
could only mean one tl1ing - Ex Red Tricorn had finally arrived. Yes,
after almost 18 months of lying dormant, !lie end of August marked the
time for ' Di v Main ' to make a magnificent return to the big time!
Affectionately referred to a the ' BFT' (a ratlier large tent) it was easy to
see why the centrepiece of !lie GOC's Divisional Headquarters had been
compared to the Moscow State Circus (one huge arena with everal side
shows). At least the General can rest assured that hi state circus is not
built by clowns. Willi le s than 20% of the Squadron having ever seen the
Headquarters fully establi hed, our first set-up and tear down became
quite a challenge. Yet de pite a slow start, many lessons were learnt
which placed the Squadron in good tead for the remainder of the
exe rci e. Towards the end of the week, the Headquarters could be
e tablished in a matter of hours, drills became slick and titivation was our
speciality. Cpls Welsh, Walsh and Clegg superbly orchestrated tlle core
activity with everyone in the Squadron working extremely hard to upport
them.
The other major event of the week was to conduct a successful
conference call, which would simulate the General talking to all of his
subordinates in time of war. It is during this call that 202 Sqn effectively
becomes the ' shop window' of the Regiment as it falls to us to son out
any problem that the GOC may encounter with hi communications.
Fortunately when comms were up and running, Lt Debbie Coslett
managed to handle the job calmly and confidently.
Having ab eiled down from the nearest helicopter. to join u on
exercise, W02 (SSM) Wakeling oversaw the final a pect of Div Main
training, that of the defence and securi ty of the location. Whil t reaction
to effective enemy fire was quick, section battle drills in general are
definitely omething to work on for the future . Overall, the week was a
great success, culminating in some well-deserved drink and an evening
of excellent entertainment laid on by each Troop. As with everything,
there are always improvements to be made , so that next time our
perforn1ance will be even better.
. Good luck is extended to Sig Devlin who leaves 3(UK) Di to join 216
Stg Sqn and Sig Pell who will soon be leaving the Army.

SHARJAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Zelaya
SSgt Baker
Tp SSgt
It has been another bu y month for the Troop. till reeling from earlier
ummer events uch as the ijmegan Marche , Ex ornish Dragon and
the Lanyard Trophy, the majority of the Troop deployed on x Iron
Anvil, in support of 19 Mech Bde. Thi, exercise will be the first time that
Ptarmigan ha been deployed in BATU . Canada, o watch this pace.
Amidst the flurry of Regimental activity the Troop would like to
welcome, Cpl Falinski, LCpl Beedie, ig Mark Forster, ig eil Key,
and finally Sig Kevin Hooper. The Troop would al o like to thank
gt
Baker for organising the Squadron's contribution to tlle Mu bury Ca tie
Challenge, in aid of St John Ambulance. The troops ro ed the start line
to face an arduou even mile cro -country run, which con isted mainly
of monstrou hill and heer cliff - it eems tlley will do anything for
charity!

lNKERMAN TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Freemantle
Tp SSgt
SSgt Lawn
Congrat11Jation go to Sig impson and LCpl Brown who have botl1
recently got married, though not to each other. Also well done to Sig Hall
who has recently announced her pregnancy. Goodbye to Sig Davies and

DE TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Knight
Tp SSgt
gt Turner
Since returning from ummer lem·e it ha been an extremcl bu
period for all. Following Ex Cid Borealis in Kingston, anada and the
quadron summer camp in the weeks leading up to summer leaYe,
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SQUADRO HEADQUARTERS
The Squadron has continued with its hectic schedule over tlle pa t
couple of months. Many of its number have been involved in Ex Cid
Borealis and Ex Iron Anvil, both of which were undertaken in Canada.
Regimental exerci es have involved Ex Iron Furnace and Ex Red Tricorn
as well a Ex Tricorn Trades, a Regimental trade-training package. The
Squadron al o entered a team in the ijmegan Marches and organi ed
two week long adventurous training package in Fremington. ow the
attent ion is very much focu ed on the introduction of MAPP . two
detachments of which have already been received. Over the coming
month this capability will be comprehensively tested and by February
hould be ready to form the backbone of !lie Regiments contribution to
the high readines Lead Mechani ed Taskforce. It hould al o be noted
that we have had a change of SM! W02 Craig Bruce has taken on tlle
mantle following the posting on promotion of the no\ WOl 1ike
uttall , who has left us for the job of RSM 30 Sig Regt.
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deployment on E. Red Tricorn then took. A d.i tinct lack of !11anpowcr on
the Exerci e. meant a 1ot of work for tho e present. gt h1~ton was o~e
of tho.c mi ·ing but remained fairly c'ose to home on his ergcant
our·e at Blandford that he ha now ompleted. A large part of the
quadron deployed to B TU for 19 Mech ' ~x Iron Anvil l~at .aw Cpl
Ma' bead. clearly not content with ju t 0~1e v1s11 to S-auaci. tor the year.
cro ·sing the tlantic once more. Th~n 11 was stra ight mto a ~eek of
regimental trade tra~n!ng on E>: Tncorn Trades before start~ ng t~c
preparation for rece~Ymg M~PP mto the quadr<?n. The period ha
been particularly hecttc for amval and depanu~ • v 1th n~any new face
appearing an? many othe~ leaving. Congratulau?ns lO 1g _C opland on
the birth of his econd child. More leeple weekends f?r him no ~oubt.
A warn1 welcome goe · to igs Cullen, mailman. !"foldmg, Francis and
Heightlcy, all straight from Blaud~ord and thru t mto the fu ll throe of
Regimental life. Welcome also to 1g Walker, a well known face w1thm
the quadron joining u. from Ma irah Tp. We ay a fond fare\ ell to pl
Worsley who. after many years of dedicated work ~s tl1e Troop toreman
i off to join 14 ig R gt (EW) in unny Wales. Finally we say goodb~e
and wi h the best of luck to LCp ls Martin and Graham and 1g
Hannon. all of whom are leaving the Am1y in search of pastures new.

for hi promotion. The Troop is now looking forward 10 the busy pe ~iod
ahead, from now until Chri trnas a the new MAPP system comes into
play.
REGfM E TAL H EA DQUA RTERS
The Regiment would like to welcome ihe new RSM, WOl (RSM) S.
Kelly \ ho has arrived on promo ll on from ou r s ister Reg im en t in
Germany, IADSR, with his w ife Jan, also ~he new Second m Command,
Maj Phil Osment, his wife Sally and their three children are offered a
very warm welcome by all at the Regiment.

OMA. TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Thompson
Tp gt
Sgt Dunbar
It has been a very bu y time for Oman Tp. as more than half th~ troop
is on Ex Iron Anvil in Batu . Canada. Although 2Lt Tbomp_ on is soon
to return from hi Troop ommanders Cour e, Cpl_Au tin ha kept
Troop morale high in hi ab ence. The Troop would hke to say a warm
gt Wayne Dunbar and hi family from t!1e lre land at the
welcome to
end of ununer Leave. However. wtthm a week of amvmg he made a
ha ty e cape to be educated (EFP2), leaving Cpl Austin to have fun
orting out me Troop admin. We al o welcome ~ig . cull and Watson
who have ju ·t arrived from Blandford to go tra1~t _m at the deep_end.
The Troop ha ju t fini hed a week_ of trade tram mg on E~. Tri corn
Trades. which was a great succ~ . ~mally th~ Troop would hke to say
congratulation to Cpl Sheath, his wife and tlletr newborn baby.

HEADQUARTERSSQ ADRO
qn Comd
Maj M. Cambell
Q ARTERMASTERS (TECH 'ICAL) DEPARTME 'T
QM
Capt N. R. Coatsworth
RQMS
W02 T. A. Henry
The Department has enjoyed a 'relatively' quiet coup le of months due
in the main to summer leave. Our involvement in Op Fresco is no longer
required and we say a temporary farewell to Sgt Cooke, LCpl M usgrave
and Sig Leanne MacLeod who depart on operational tours to th e
Balkan . Our new arrivals have found themselves joining u in time to
help the department end a bu y year, that has seen the Regiment re-locate
from Krefeld, Cleploy on operation , participate in major ARRC exercise
and host a succes ful Logistic upport Inspection. Let's hope Sgt Gray,
Cpl Kenny, LCpl Pack, igs Jaali and Godwin enjoy their time here.

MA IRAH TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt 'orton
Tp Sgt
SSgt Clark
.
It has been a busy month for Masirah Tp as we have all been preparing
for Canada Ex Arabian Fastfoot/Red Tncorn and Ex Tncorn Trades. Ex
Tricorn T~de was a good experience and it benefitted all conc~rned,
regardless of what level of training they ~"'.ere at. The_ Troop w?uld hke to
congratulate ig weeoey for _the reco~1llon. he received for lus excellent
operational skills over the trammg penod. Sig Jelf was al o co~ended
for her excellent performance during tlle trade exams. Congratulation to
LCpl Bird for recently passing his class I exam and to now gt Darby

QUARTERMASTER (ADMJ I TRATION) DEPARTME T
Maj (QM) Taylor
W02 (RQMS) Morgan
The QM (A) Dept i almo t back to full strength after the ummer
break, although the QM is away on holiday in America. We have said
farewell to Sgt M iller, with an afternoon of Ten Pin Bowling. All our
best wishes go to Sgt M iller and there is a big hello to Sig Williams,
who joins us from Blandford.
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Lt Col J. E. Richardson MBE
WOl (RSM) • . T. Archer

The Regiment has had a very busy few months. Since the end of
summer leave there has been a huge turn around in manpower. This has
meant an increa e in workload for everyone to ensure that we are ready
for the start of the forthcoming exercises, Ex Arreade Warrior 02 and Ex
Arrcade Fushi on 2002 at the end of the month . Everyone has pulled
together and despite the usual distractions of Adventurous Training,
battlefield tours and Op Fresco preparation, the Regiment has now started
its major exerci es for this year.

some thirteen years since the Royal Sign~! competed in the final. The
team lined up in front of the Royal Family and the battle commenced.
Both ends where hard fought but experience won the day with the
Artillery emerging as the victors. T~is ?efeat was in no way a
disappointment for our team. The>'. have n en in one season to be ranked
nwnber two in the combi ned services 640kg weight. The team can now
build on its outstanding achievements this season and wi_tl_1 other strong
Royal Signals teams breaking through , next year's competmons look very
promising for the Corps.

REGIME ' T LT G OF WAR TEAM AT THE BRAEMAR
RO\'. L HIGHLA D GATHER! G
Having won twenty-four trophies this s~ason the team prepare~ for its
final competition of 2002, the Inter-Services Braemar ~oyal Highland
Gathering. In the hi tory of this event only one_ Royal Signal team has
ever made the final , which is competed for m the presence of Her
'.\1ajest) the Queen .
.
Fourteen soldiers trained for two months before the final eight were
selected. They were Capt C. H mas, SSgt K German Sgt Randers~n,
gt Yuill, gt Orr, Cpl Barnett, Cpl Brown, LCpl .Hall, LCp~ Martan,
L pl Mark, LCpl Phipps, Sig Mulholland and 1g McCallfon. On a
misty morning on 7 eptember, these eight commenced battle with eleven
other teams from all three ervices. The team came through the group
pha«c, beating it~ archrivals the 4th Royal lrish Regiment.
In the semi-finals the team faced the Royal Air Force. The battle
commenced both team~ battled hard and both ends where very close but
7 Sig Regt ~ame through triumphant. The final now loomed and i! was
against 40th Regiment Royal Artillery. Experience f~vour~d the Artillery,
who had won six out of the last ten Braemar Champ1onsh1ps. lt had been
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EXERCISE ASTERIX 10, 16-20 EPTEMBER 2002
Ex Asterix I 0 took place as part of the HQ Land sponsored scric of
exchanges exercises. A party from 7 Sig Regt was invited to take part in
the summer camp of 40 Sig Regt of the French Army and the exercise
was designed to further the relationships between the two regiments. 40
Sig Regt is based in the cast of France in a town called Thonville and the
summer camp took place in a transit camp called Camp Bitchc. Camp
Bitche has a large training area and range complexes. The exercise
consisted of a mixture of sports and range packages. The sports con isted
of a French assault course (which turned out to be a lot harder than it first
appeared) and a nighttime orienteering course that saw us running around
in teams of fo ur all over the training area. Finally what exchange vi it
would be comp lete without an international football match? (We lost!).
The range package that the French had put together offered many
opportun iti e most of us will probably not get again in our careers. It
started off with a cha nce to fire each others' rifles and from here it
progressed on to 7.62 mm Sniper rifl es, 7.62mm machine guns before
ending Day One with a Browning 50 cal machine gu n fired from an
arn1oured vehicl e. The following day started with everyone having the
opportunity to set up and detonate plastic explosives. That left on ly the
' piece de re istance' wh ich was the 89mm anti-tank rocket launcher fired
at real tank targets. Everybody wa gratefu l for the effort that was put into
th is week and the opportunities that it offered. As expected, the French
were fou nd to be keen to forge relationships and willing to put up with us
murdering their language. An invi tation was extended to them to make a
return visit to Javelin Barracks ometime next year and everyone involved
hopes it wi ll be the start of a long relationship.

TECHNICAL MAI TE ANCE TROOP
Al TM Tp it's all go as we are preparing our elve for theatre
operations and for exercise Arrcade Fusion, tllat is a six-week training
period starting on 4 October. Thi will come as a big surprise for our new
arrival who are: WO I (FofS) wift, SSgt East, LCpl Paul Castledene,
LCpl Cha rlton, LCpl Phillips and LCpl Lee Thomson. We would like
to congratulate gt Dryden and LCpl Dawn Bentley on their recent
promotions and also Cpl Paul McCormick and Sig Lisa Gavin who
have recently tied the knot in Kenya. Sadly we bid a fond farewell to WO
I (FofS) Anthony Jenkins who has been promoted to Captain (TOT) and
is off to I (UK) ADSR.
229 (BERLI ) SIG AL SQUADRON
Maj T. A. Crilly RA Signals
Sqn Comd
S M
W02 (SSM) A. J. Crawford
EXERCISE JAVELl DRIVE - by LCpl Mark
Ex Javelin Drive wa the I Sig Bde Driving Skills Competition and
was held at Javelin Barracks on 17 July 2002. The competition involved
tands that included VRT manoeuvring, JCB operation, C+E rever ing
and cro -country driving. Lt Hiedenreich, team leader, cau ed great
amusement when he realised that the only way to recover the foo tball that
had fa llen from the bonnet of hi s Landrover whil t negotiating a difficult
fording exercise was to jump in and get it him elf. The ~ay proved to be a
succe s to all the team members and all had fun and achievement.
CHARLOTTENBURGTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. Heidenreich RA Signals
Tp S gt
SSgt S. E. Littlefield
EXERCI E CATHODE EMISSIO 2002 - by Sig Tam
We deployed into packets on a Saturday evening to the top of the
bottleneck of Gcmiany, where we cro sed the border into Denmark. O~ce
we had arrived at our destination we began testing the Im~ to foreign
nations. These included the Gennans, the etherlands, Belgian . zech ,
Poles, American , Dani h and the orwegian . 280 qn ATO wa also
present. All me tactical interface kit was powered up and e~. enttal checks
were made . HF Quad into 231 switch (tl1e other Tactical lnterfa e
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Installation , or TIJ), HF ' low gain in. ot only were they testing
Promina, but 229 Satellite Communications (TALO ) beamed it all back
to JHQ. After the first day of powering up and sorting out earthing
problems, Lt Rich Herring decided to halve the crews, and we alternated
working days so we could sample the Danish culture. Back at work the
229 Charlottenburg Tp Tl! was plugged in via J-boxes to the Polish and
the Americans (who were having problems wi th new kit). From there we
engineered from Talon Sat Communications and Promma, with the rest
linked in by our Tll or other nations' Tll. After all that good Dan ish
weather and culture, we all learnt a lot about Tll communi cations and
various other pieces of equipment. The exerci e ended on 2 eptember
and on Tuesday 3 Scpembcr we left for Kiel and headed home.
CORP REGATTA - by Cpl Simpson
Seven keen members from 229 (Berlin ) Squadron were selected to
take part in thi year's Corps Regatta around Denmark. Cpl imp on,
Cpl Brown, LCpl Edgell, ig Piercy, ig Scott, ig Tuck and ig
mith headed off for a nine-day race, each day visiting a different port in
Denmark. Starting in Kiel, nine yachts raced from port to port picking up
points for the final overall position. Before each race there would al o be
a small round the can race in the morning. As usual it wasn't all hard
work and the team got to soc ialize with the other participant every
evening, each team hosting one night with a different theme.
BRA DE BURG TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt P. Wettenhall
Tp Sgts
gt . Delaney
Sgt J. Wood
FROM THE ANTIPODES TO ELMPT - by Lt Peter Weuenlra//
Despite the oft heard a sertion that some form of mental deficiency
must be responsible for my voluntary move from Australia to the United
Kingdom, I can sincerely say that I have no regrets. My tran ition from
the Australian Army to the British Army has been , despite some
interesting admin istrative challenges, relatively painles . My first 5
months in the British Army at 7 Signal Regt have been excellent and a
welcome re-introduction to all things green and communications related.
Tragically. reams of military paperwork and admin istration seem to be
the norm on both sides of the ea.
While the similarities between the Australian and British Army are
obviou . particularly to those lucky enough to participate in Exercise
Long Look, it is the small difference that tend to stand out. particularly
the language barrier. My continued inability to decipher trong cotti h
accent , a tendency to refer to my soldiers a ' diggers ' and my over u e
of the terms 'g'day', ·mate', ·roo easy' and ' no worrie ' have produced
conversations bordering on the indecipherable.
My transition from the Australian Army to the British Army has been
aided immeasurably by the high standard of troops I work with and the
patience and understanding of my fellow suba lterns in the me s. They
have been doing their best to civilize me, a fru trating ta k I' m told, but I
appreciate the effort. After five months I am now able to recogni e one
out of two three letter acronym (TLAs) and each day is a learning
experience as I encounter new equipment. drills SOPs and procedure . l
am thoroughly looking forward to a career erving in the Royal Corp
and can only hope that my time here with 7 Sig Regt i indicative of the
Corp in general.
EXERCISE LO 1G LOOK 2002 - br Lr C. M. Dixon
Ex Long Look is an annual tri-nation. tri-service exchange involving
members of the British, Au tralian and ew Zealand Defence Force .
The aim i to broaden the experiences and profe ional knowledge of
exerci e personnel whilst promoting continued cooperation between the
-three armed force involved. This i achieved tllrough expo ure to anotller
culture, different procedure , equipment and personnel. The exerci e ran
from 4 May to 24 cptcmber 2002 and involved around 160 tri-service
personnel who were attached to a diverse range of unit cattered aero
Australia and ew Zealand.
I was attached to the I t Joint Support Unit ( IJSU) ba ed in Brisbane
and exchanged with Lt Alex Hiedenreich who took over my job
commanding Charlottenburg Tp. The role of lJ U i to prO\ ide Cl and
general upport to the Deployable Joint Fore.;: Headquarters (DJFHQ).
DJFHQ i a division- ized headquarter at the pearhead of any
Australian large- cale deployment, mo t recently deploying a the
headquarters for the stabili ation force in East Timor. lJ
compri e a
Technical upport quadron (con isting of element· from the RAEME). a
general Support quadron (which provided logi tical a ets) and I0 I 1g
qn (which provided the I capabilitie ). I wa · attached to JOI ignal
Squadron a the Assi tant Operations Officer. The quadron wa
equipped with impre ' ive a set to provide I
upport to the
headquarters and was compri ·ed of several Troop : I . Radio, witching
and Tran mi ' ion Troop and the Ready omms Element (R E)
The Parakeet trunk network u ' ed by the quadron is imilar in concept
to Ptarmigan but utili e more modem equipment. The mo ·t noti cable
feature is the use of ' atellite tcnninal a" emblage ( T ) ns a standardbearer system. The quadron had four of these ~ighly \ersarile _a nd
reliable y tern . Mounted on a Land ver 6x6 cha ·1 . the TA provided
the bandwidth to allow the deployment of an impre sive field LA . 1 Tp
\ a able to provide office qualiry ervice in the field , including accc · · 10
the Defence ecret and Restri tcd network , giving mtemal and external
email and Internet capabilitie . The field deplo 'able I . ) tcm L ba ·ed
on ea ily portable and replaceable laptops connected to a central hub
u ing extensive hardened fibre cable lay . Th re i also the Ra\ en . enc;,
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of digital . e ure radm. that are di nibuted down to section level and can
be adapted to .end data a well as voice. I wa able to ee all these a et
in operation during two field deployment · to Wide Bay Training Area ,
nonh of Sri.bane. The exercise were a fa ·,inating insight in how an
u tralian Headquancrs i supported. Life ih the bush wa urpri ingly
comfortable, 1ha1 i once I had worked out th I not e e.rything that crawls
.lithers or flies can hurt you - ju.I 80% of it!
During my time on Ex Long Look I wa also given the opportunity to
tra\"l extensively. \ ithin the first two weeks I had been di patched a
part of a small team to a ess the communications capabilitie of the
mobile command hip HMA Kanimb/a in ydney. Moored within sight
of the bridge and opera hou e, it was a great environment to work in. I
managed two two-week road trips 10 ee military units to the north and
"outh of Bri bane During this time 1 wa able to isit ydney, Canberra,
folbourne, Townville and Cairn as well as · eeing the Au tralian
Defence Force Academy and the Royal Military ollege. Duntroon.
There wa al o the opportunity to vi. it the impre • ive Anzac War
memorial and The chool of ignal in Melboume.
There was plenty of time to pursue the cultural side of the exchange
with stop-off at Airlie Beach. the Blue Mountain , the Whitsunday
1 lands, Cape Tribul ation. the unshine Coa t and the Gold Coa t, as well
as Fra er I land and the Great Barrier Reef. l managed to catch up with
Lt ol Dan Web ter, former 0 229 (Berlin) ig qn now SOI CISfEW
at the Land Warfare Development Centre at Puckapunyal. He wa able to
organise a visit to the chool of Artillery and School of Armour as well
as a guided tour of Puckapunyal (the kangaroo capital of Au tralia) and a
few local winerie .
The Au tralian Army works along very imilar lines to our own. There
are ome difference , however, e sentially the structure and traditions are
the ame. The most noticeable differences are the fact that they have
phased out the rank of taff ergeant. Jn my opinion thi leave a void in
the middle management command structure d1at tends to lack flexibility.
The Australian Signal has also got rid of their driver, electrician and
tore trades, which results in the employment of non Signals Corps
personnel with little or no background in communications. including the
QMS role. I feel at times this leads to an over complication of many
procedure . There is eagerne s in the Au tralian oldiers to deploy on
operations and many were envious of the opportunities provided in the
British forces. On the whole the Au tralian were highly professional
soldiers that were well managed and motivated and easy to get on with.
Overall exerci e Long Look was a fantastic in ight into the Australian
Defence Force. I benefited immensely from the exchange and meeting
member of the Australian Forces. Sharing ideas and views served to
broaden my knowledge of how other nations' systems work, as well as
making me look closer at what equipment our own armed forces possess
and how we employ them. ln the ever-expanding age of interoperability
and the increasing e nvironment of multinational and combined
operations, I feel that exchanges such as Long Look are a valuable tool in
developing broadmindedness. These exchanges can only serve to
strengthen any future combined operations involving the armed forces of
Au tralia and 'ew Zealand.
231 IG. AL Q ADRO
qn Comd
Maj Andy Fallows
SM
W02 ( SM) Kev Read
Despite being away for a few editions of The WIRE, 23 1 Sqn are back
with a young fre h-faced team and ready to tackle anything Regimental
Op happens to throw our way! We bid a fond farewell to Maj Ian
Hunter and his family who have left for Sevenoaks and the joys of Fort
Halsted. We welcome our new OC. Maj Andy Fallows and his family
who join u from 16 Air As It Bde HQ. Also new to the Squadron are the
2JC, Capt Woodbridge, the SSM, W02 Kev Read, the YofS, W02 Al
Brown and not forgetting Sgt (FofS) Richie Cleminson who has all the
luck and will be off to Bosnia in time for Christmas! Congratulations to
gt Murphy and his wife Kay on the birth of their baby boy, Cai and
also to SSgt ( QM ) Tony May and his wife Claudia on the birth of
their baby girl, atherine.
0 CARTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Rich Herring
Tp Sgt
gt Phil Jenkinson
TROOP FOOTBALL - by Sig Proudman
In July the Troop took part in an Inter Squadron six a-side football
competition. The fir t match was against the rival , Radio Troop. It was
always going to be a passionate game and this was shown to be the case
early on when ig Burn took Cpl. Richard on out with a monster tackle.
The best team won in the end with Oscar Tp managing to secure a 1-0
victory. They not only managed to remain unbeaten but also kept a clean
sheet throughout the rest of the tournament. In September the Oscar Tp
boy carried their good form to the Garrison Six a-Side Competition
consisting of teams from 7 Sig Regt, 16 Sig Regt and 280 Sig Sqn. They
reached the semi-finals, where they went out 1-0 to the eventual winners
280 Sig Sqn. Three of the players Sig Burn, ig Proudman and ig Pitt
have now successfully completed a week long course and gained an FA
level I C..:nificate in football Coaching.
RADIO TROOP - by LCpl Humer
Tp omd
Lt Joseph Docherty
fp Sgt
gt Jan Thorburn
Another month in Radio Tp and we have to bid our farewells to
gt
Ian Thorburn who i off to the sun of Sierra Leone, ig Chris Wilkie to
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Ireland and ig nna French to Civ Div. Welcome to Sgt Paul Young
Sgt Joe Collins, ig Rob Brown, Sig atalie Docherty and Si g Phil
Haydon. After having had a relaxing time, Radio Tp are going to be busy
over the coming week . There i potential for a lot of the Troop to be
invol ed with Op Fresco and with Exerci se cason coming up most of the
Troop will be committed to Ex Arrcade Fusion in October.
232 IG AL SQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Huw Jenkins
M
V 02 (SSM) M. Browitt
TAC TROOP - by ig Jim Alderman
Tp Comd
2Lt Lucy Webster
Tp S gt
gt Rob Atherton
For Tac Troop the end of July was a race to regain sanity as R IT,
ARR demos and a world of MT issues left us gasping for air in their
wake. The one thing TAC has, however, i the ability to fight through all
the odd and succeed! August for Tac was a month of departures and new
arrivals. Leaving first were LCpl Johnson and L pl Mathews. All the
best guys. you will be missed. We say hello to pl Watmuff, LCpl Pete
Ratteliffe, ig Grace McSharry, Sig Chris Tuck, Sig Mark Harrison
and Sig Craig Walker. We sadly say goodbye to Lt Bosworth who has
gone to join the Sqn Op's team but we say hello to our new boss Lt Lucy
Web ter. We all welcome her here and look forward to working with her
in Tac. Welcome back to SSgt Atherton for his econd tint in Tac Tp.
RACE THE CROLL
ilver Child Fund Raising - Sig Walker
On 16/9/02, Lt Bosworth, 2Lt Webster, LCpl McMurray, LCpl
Graham and I went to Berlin to raise money for Great Ormond Street
Children Hospital. We received one scroll in Berlin and the scroll that
we were racing was posted back to 7 ig Regt. The aim was to beat the
post whilst spending no money on tran port. We used various means of
tran port including a bicycle, double decker bus, ferry, underground train .
Lt Bo worth u ing his good looks and charm even managed to hitch hike
a lift! We didn't beat the scroll but managed to raise over 1000 Euro . A
big thank you goes to all those who sponsored the event.
EXERCI E LO GLOOK 2002 - by LCp/ L. Matthews
Early thi year 1 was approached by my unit and asked if I would like
to put my name down to go on Ex Long Look. To my amazement I was
selected to participate in the exercise. Once all the paperwork and a long
five-day flight were completed, I finally arrived in Brisbane. I soon
settled into a daily routine which con i ted of PT every day at 0730hrs
and back to work at 0930hr working in the bays preparing for the
exercise and cisexs that the unit frequently took part in. Most days we
would fini h at 1600 hrs.
The unit I was attached to, 7 Combat Support Regiment, was mainly a
Reserve regiment, with 60 percent Reserve Soldiers and 40 percent
Regular. This meant we had to work Tuesdays until 2130 hrs and at lea t
one and sometimes two weekends a month doing lessons for reservists. l
took part in a three-week exercise supporting 7 Bde , wh ich was
interesting as I got to see how the Au tralian Army really works. I was
employed as 2 IC on one of the radio detachments. Even though they
have different radio equipment from the British Army, it was still quite
simple to operate, using the same principles. Whil t out in the bush on
exercise I was able to view some Au tralian wildlife such as kangaroos,
possums, dingoes, not to mention the many different nasty types of
spiders and ants. I had a few problem with the possums, as each night
when I went to bed they would come scratching around me. l eventually
found o ut that other detachment members were leaving food for the
posswns under my bed!
My time in Australia wasn ' t all work, and I managed to go on a few
sightseeing trip . I went with one of the other Long Lookers down to
Sydney, where we stayed in the Blue Mountains. We also visited the
Australian capital, Canberra and the Australian War Memorial, which
was very interesting. My husband also came to visit whilst l was out here
and I was given three weeks off to go on holiday wid1 him. We went to
Surfers' Paradise, which is only an hour away from Brisbane. We then
drove up to the Whitsunday Islands, in the Great Barrier Reef and stayed
at a place called Airlie Beach. We went sa iling around the islands,
snorkeling and scuba diving in the Reef. I had an amazing time in
Australia and learnt a great deal about the Australian Army, their way of
life and the Culture of Australia. Ex Long Look i a great opportunity for
anyone, and is by far the best thing I have done during my Army Career.
DELTA TROOP - by Sig Perkinton
Tp Comd
2Lt Joe Down
Troop SSgt
S gt Tony Taylor
ln the past few months our new arrivals have been: Sig Chris Kellit,
Sig Mick Rose, LCpl Mick Storey and Cpl Andy Mooney. Departures
were Sig Adrian Knight, who has gone to civ div, LCpl Preece, who has
also left the Army and Sig Reynolds , who has moved across the
compound to Papa Tp. Good luck to our Troop OC, 2Lt Down who is
getting married on 9 ovember at Blandford. Congratulations to Cpl
Jinks and hi s wife Tracey, who has given birth to their first child
Katelin .
THE DISBA DME T OF HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Vanessa Galloway
Tp SSgt
Sgt Mal Pavier
This would appear to be the last entry for the boys and girls of Hotel
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Troop. As of 9 September 2oq2, .the Troop has been disbanded. Its fonner
~embers have been posted w1th111 the S qu~dro n , its .glories forgotten and
its co l ~urs hung up. The .Troop has been mvolved 111 many thi ngs in its
short history, not least be mg among the first troops to cross into Kosovo
as pan of K.FOR. They have provided close support to ARRC HQ fo r the
pa~t fo ur years, v.:h ere they were a shining example to the rest of the
Brigade on how thin~s were supposed to be done. Below arc j ust some of
the members ofth1s fine Troop:
Lt. Gall~way who is moving to Britfor Tp in Bosnia; SSgt Mal Pavier
who is takmg over th~ Squadron Worksh_ops, with Cpl Andy Martin and
LCpl Mac McCread1e; Sgt Sean Marriot and Cpl Jackson who will go
to Sqn MT; Cpl Barnett and LCpl Hall who are taking the helm of the
hne bay; Cpl Caz Roberts who moves to HQ Sqn · Cpl Minto LCpl
Shane Wilson and ig Si Howe who move down the road to P;pa Tp;
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PAPA TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt A. S. Youngman
Tp SSgt
SSgt G. McGuire
We would welcome to the Troop Cpl Robertson LCpl Chris
McGeorge, LCpl Evans, Sigs Paul Hall, ewton, Ch~ryl tevenson
and all the new members since the amalgamation of Hotel and Papa Tps.
'.arewell s go to Lt Endean and ig Dave Wass. After arriving back from
summer leave the -r:roop deployed for five days of military training to
prepare for Ex Astenx I 0 in France which is reported elsewhere.

16 SIGNAL REGIMENT

Lt Col C. J. Thackray
WOI (RSM) Fisher

Since we last went to press the main focus for the Regiment other than
a we ll deserved period of. block leave, has been geared t~ per onal
development and preparation for the two main annual exercises. Ex
Arrcades Falcon and Fusion, both of .which together will pretty much take
care of. October and November will shortly be upon us and as J sit
composing intently on the keyboard the smell of burnt diesel, the familiar
roar of the 16/24 and the cry of, ' Who's moved my webbing?' permeate
the air. There was , o~ cour e, a hort period of panic when it was
announc~d that the Regiment had a very large commitment to Op Fresco.
The. Regiment wa on the bus off the bus for a week or so, giving the
Regimental and Squadron Op teams a manic fortnight as they tweaked
and re-tweaked the nommal rolls. However, being cla ified as ' battle
ready troops ' resulted in us finally being taken off the bus with of course
no full explanation.
'
ow fairly well ensconced in our new home at Javelin Barracks the
R.e giment. was pleased to welcome a couple of important vi itors. I
Signal Brigade Commander, Brig Tim Inshaw, dropped in on some
pe~sonal devel<_>p.ment activiti~s demon trating his prowess on the Turf
Winch before JOmmg the seniors and warrant officers in the mess for
lunch. A week later GOC Theatre Troops Maj Gen Shaw paid us a visit
and a~ain. this coincided with a development day. The General spent the
mornmg JOining 1n with a number of activities. The visit ended with
lunch in the field with all ranks.

Sensing the possibility of an inappropriate WIRE photograph,
Brig lnshaw moves his head forward just in time.
. .
Whilst Capt Kev Barker struggles on,
Sig Field (L) and LCpl Carrol can only look on in embarrassment
On the spon front the winter activities have started with friendlies
amo ngst the three Signal Units that hare the barracks. Hockey in
particular has generated a fair amount of interest with RSM Fisher of the
Regi me nt crossing sticks with Capt Caroline Woodbridge of 7 ig
Regt. Both have recently returned from a three-week hockey tour of
Barbados with the Army Hockey Squad. Both were keen to show off their
brown knees as well as their prowe s. In this first encounter 16 Sig Regt
narrowly beat 7 ig Regt by 2 goals to I in what will f am ure be the first
of many encounters. Augu t aw the econd of a serie of three Bradbury
Masters Golf Tournaments run by the Regiment throughout the year. The
morning session took the form of a Texas crarnble over the full 18 hole
and wa won by a team from 255 Sig Sqn. The afternoon e.sion v a a
conventional Stableford, again over 18 hole and wa \ on by L pl
Kerry Greenham, who retains the title and trophy. Overall an excellent
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C~J Qui~ Rees, ig Kevan Taylor and ig Kieran poooer who are to
retire to c1v div and Cpl tanley who is posted to Blandford on his Class
One.

day's sport fully justified as military training. (After all 36 holes 20
kilometres and carrying 25 kilos of equipment has to be ~orth a BCFT
pass!)
ln terms of Personal Development ... The Regiment managed to get
over. 40 or .~<?re per onn~ I away early ia September on adventurous
trammg act1v1t1es m Ba~~na. '.here were a total of 4 groups involved in
the usual .array of act1v1t1es with a particular group taking advantage of
the expen1se offe~ed b:( SSgt Calum Bruce in the fine art of para gliding.
Staff Bruce earlier this. year was part of the successful Corps side that
picked up . sev:eral troI?htes in the Army Championships. He was to lend
~1s expertise m e~urmg t~t four personnel obtained their basic pilot's
licence. It was MaJ Guy Richards, QC HQ Sqn, whose brainchild, Ex
Happy Wanderer, was another ingredient in the personal development
programme. Ex H~ppy Wanderer sa~ six teams, each of eight personnel,
deploy from Jave.Im Barracks, to a given location. Once there, they were
to establish Comms and await their fate. The very interesting and
successfu l exercise is summarised as follows:
EXERCISJi'. HAPPY WA DERER - by Sgt Jones
Day 1: Fir t parade at the Training Wing at 0800hrs was to be the start
of Ex Happy. Wanderer. What lay ahead nobody knew? Like sheep we
were herded into a lecture room to be given a brief by QC HQ Sqn and
W02 Ang~ove. Armed wi~h very little information we were split into
group of eight and moved mto separate classrooms. We were then given
some very basic information including that we would be out for at least
six days and that we were to parade at back at l 3 I 5hrs for the medical.
What was left of the ~oming was u.sed to beg, steal or borrow equipment
that. we thought we might need. Wt th the group managing to acquire all
the items that were on the group's list we were back in the cla room at
1315hrs for a medical. Why? We did not know. The QC HQ and W02
Angrove came to tell us that we would be under way hortly. The group
was passed an envelope. Inside was a grid reference, a map number and a
nam~. The group had to be out of camp and on its way by I 550hrs and
the time was I 545hrs. Ex Happy Wanderer had really begun. With the
Land Rover loaded we were off. This first location, just nonh of a town
called Sontofen, turned out to be a barn. Arriving tired out at OIOOhrs the
·first lA was sleep and an improvi ed sleep at that! Bed space were sorted
out between the barn floor and backs of vehicle . We awoke six hours
later to the ound of rain. We got changed into civvies to await. .... we did
not know what for.
Day 2: At 0800hr sharp on a wet and miserable Tue day morning
LCpl Andy tewart arrived to give us our fir t task. Again there was
another grid reference and the instructions that we were to get two
sandbag weighing 25kilos each to it. After pondering the map we aw
that the grid reference wa at the top of a feature called the' Grun ten
(178 5metre). Plan Awa to u e the cable car but ala, it wa out of
commission. A famous person once said, ' o plan urvive first contact
with the enemy'. Well how unlucl--y could we be, be ause our back-up
plan was to take the shortest route up. Ho\ ever. on clo er in pcction of
the map the route we had cho en had us going up a cliff face. ot one but
two plan scuppered and it wa till raining! On even closer in. pection of
the map we found a route that we could dri e fl of the way up. We et off
up the road but luck wa not to be on our ide. After 700metre there was
a gate which was locked. So good old-fa hioned shank pony it was to be.
It can't be that hard, we thought, because in the car park be ide u was
LCpl Stewart's car and he wasn 't going to make it hard on him.elf, wa
he? How wrong we were. A quick look at the map revealed a cafe JU 1
after the half way mark. The road up to it wa only 2.4 kilometre , but 2.4
kilometres with two sandbag wa a lot harder than first thought. Having
being driven on by thoughts of hot drinks and Bavarian ho puality we
arrived to find the cafe closed. How many kick in the teeth could one
group take in a da_Y? The gods were not miling a we had first thought.
They were laughmg whole-hearted!:( at us. With the Bergen gelling
pas ed around with more frequen y 1t wa n 't long before the . ummit
hove into view. With the la t linlc climb out of the way we were lookmg
into the face of the ginger PTI, LCpl tewart, who pas ·ed u · the ne t
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cm •lope. The group looked on expectantly wo1~dc~ing where their next
Ioca11on wa going to be. It wa:' Dummersce. o 1t wa mount up and
back up Route 7. nine hour dnnng to look forward to. and more local
food l'\lacdonald. ) to keep us going. gt J?ne phoned the Dummersee
to sec if it was pos ible to get accomm?dat1on . 11d ' as told there was a
course on. How ver, if he phoned back 111 an h~1.r they w_ould cc .•f t~ey
could fit us in. When h rang back he wa told tllat Lt Wlft had aid mce
use of initiative but go try omewhere eLe. The gods had been lauglung
after all. \ h~re to nc t? Herford and Osnabruck are c lo e by to
Dummersee o gt Jones telephoned the R M of l(UK) D ~ (' ho
u ed to be m the unit) and explained what the group we.re d.omg and
would it be po ible for the group of omads to tay m h1 tra n 1t
accommodation. The R M wa helpful and ~1d there would be k~y l~ft
in the Guardroom for u . With an uneventful 1oumey the group amved m
Herford for n well-de erved hower and a oft bed for the night
Da\' 3: With alarm going off at 0600hrs the group wa soon ready for
the hort drive to the Dummersee. On arrival we were met by Lt wift,
who said that we ' ould be ailing for tl1e re t of the day. We thought
tl1ere ha got to be more to it than that. urely the Army wa n 't _going to
pay us to ail all day, tl1ere had to be a catch ~omewhere. Lt SWJft a ked
who had ailed before. Tho e who put up tlle1r hands were moved off to
one side while the rest of the group had to et up the boats witl1out any
guidance. \ ith the boat ~gged, .t~e gro~p .split into pairs and in ten
minutes everybody w oft and a1lmg. Wtthm tlle hour everybody was
getting the hang of it and even jumping from boat to boat. It wa .soon
time for lunch but the group didn't want to stop. After scroungmg a
couple of plate of chip from the ailing club for lunch i.t wa ..b~ck on
the water. With everyone now more confident about their ab1htte.s, Lt
wift decided we would have a race. The course wa et and the boats
were lined up ready for the off. The wind dropped ju t ~s tlle whistle '~ent
and we were all sat tllere like tranded ducks, but soldiers bemg old1er ,
we improvi ed and the race was on between rowing boats. Using his
technical know-how, LCpl John Howe was the first across the hne, more
we think by luck than judgement.
Before we knew it, it was time for us to get off the water to move to
our next location wherever tl1at was to be. With the boat and wet suits
away and time for a quick shower the time had come for the next
envelope. With those word again: ' You 've got 15 minute to get out of
here; tlle group were on their merry way again - this time to the German
barracks in ennelal!er. We decided to try for accommodation at
, ormandy Barracks u;- Sennelage. but we were told by the GG in the
Guardroom that there was no chance. With 20 Bde on the same camp, gt
Jo nes uggested we try them. The Orderly Sergeant said that we could
use tlle old pay offices as they were empty. There were no bed but we
had a roof over our heads and the opportunity for another hot shower. The
fresh air had worked on everyone and it was off to bed early to dream
about what the next day had install for us.
Day 4: With everybody waking up very stiff from Jeeping on a hard
floor, we were perplexed as to what was to come. Our next port of call
was a German Panzer unit near Sennelager. On arrival we were met and
escorted onto the camp to meet the German so ldiers who would be
showing us around that day. The officer from tlle German Army who met
us did not speak any English but we had our own Scouse German speaker
with us. He actually spoke better German tllan he did English. The officer
explained to us what we would be doing that day. We would be shown
around their version of Warrior (called the Marder) and then we would be
going onto their simulator. To start with they took us into a large
'parachute ' to have breakfast. The hospitality they showed us was
outstanding. They even had young conscripts waiting on us. We enjoyed
rolls with meat and cheese as well as bacon and eggs all washed down
with lashing of hot tea and coffee.
After breakfa t we had a look around the Marder with one of their
instructors. Then it was into the simulator room to be shown how they
train. They explained that we would be shown how to operate the
equipment and then we would do a battle run. Everyone was getting
excited about this, possibly because we were to try something new and
we were going to do a run without getting tired and sweaty. We were split
into two crews and each was given a job: gunner, driver, section
commander or tank commander. Sgt J ones was to act as the Platoon
commander. meaning he had overall control of both tanks. After letting
us loose for an hour to get used Lo how the tanks worked, it was time for
briefings on what we would be doing and to show us the capabilities of
the simulator. We broke for lunch and yet again iliey took us to their
cook.hou e to sample some proper German food. Then it was back into
the simulator to start the battle run. We were given a short brief and
hown to our tanks where everyone took on a eriou manner. After all no
one likes dying, even in a simulator!
With crews mounted we headed off into battle. We had to follow a
given route under the directions from the Platoon Commander and it
wasn't long before we came into contact with the enemy. aturally
enough we de troyed them and the banter amongst the crews was great.
Everybody got to play their part from firing the guns to the section
commanders deploying their soldiers, to the drivers flying across
cornfields. We were nearing the final location, when an enemy tank took
out gt J one and hi crew. The other tank also lost its gun but could still
deploy its infantry. It wasn't long before the Germans finished off this
tank as well. Back in the briefing room, they praised us on what we had
done. They told u that what we had achieved in a day what would
u ually take a raw recruit six weeks.
It was oon time to go, but not before our very generous hosts
provided some beer and toiletries. With the next envelope issued it was
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time to look for a bed for the night. Our next location was to be
ennelager so, cap in hand, we approached the amp QM . He was very
hclpfol and ga e u a room and provided meals for tl1c following <lay.
Day S: We left ormandy Barracks after a hearty breakfa t to meet a
contact at ennelager golf course at 0800hrs. After a ten-minute wait we
were met and infom1ed to follow him. Any visions of a nice round of golf
were ·hattered as it was off to the parachute centre. After some
preliminarie · we commenced ground training and by mid afternoon it
was time to board the plane. Everyone wa nervous and deep in thought
praying that they would not be the one to bottle it. It wasn't long before
we were up to 3000ft and the time had come. One by one we went out
just like lemming and all we had to do was land without injury. With
everyone safely on the ground and jumping around like chool children it
was over. People were aying it was better than sex - but that's a matter of
opinion.
Watching the video afterwards wa funny, just the expressions on
people's faces a they exited the plane would be worth buying from any
good retail outlet. However, time was pressing and we had already been
given our next location, which was tl1e Training Wing. We had to be back
between 2130 and 2200 tl1at was goi ng to be close, since it was already
2030hrs. Arriving back late we incurred the inevitable wrath of W02
Angove and it wasn 't long before the shouting started again. We were
bound gagged hooded and thrown onto the back ofa Bedford. After some
minute of uncomfortable disorientating tran it we were manhandled into
a room full of loud mu ic. We were tllen made to kneel down before,
what I thought was to be some interrogation. The blindfold were
removed - and there before us were t11c wive of tlle married personnel
and an array of friendly faces. Ex Happy Wanderer had come to a very
happy end!
Further Development . ....... of cour e development has not been
solely directed at ervice per onnel. Their pou es were given an
opportunity to ee how the other half live. Thanks in the main to the
efforts of 2Lt Tara Kane and her team of able bodied he lpers (in
particular Cpl Tam Mooney), Ex Lady Warrior was devi ed. A two day
ojourn that would. hopefully, give some of the wive of the Regiment an
idea of ome the deprivations that are endured by their hardworking
breadwinners. The package included a night under the stars for which,
unfortunately, the weather tayed dry! An interesting per pective is given
as follows ...
EXE RCISE LADY WARRIOR .. . A Wives Ta le ... by Carole Lester
We put on our combats and boots and headed for 16th Signal
Regiment Training Wing. We were finely honed soldiers in the making,
ready and willing to take on the arduous challenges laid out before us.
Enter one W02 (S M) Den Yates in full parade square regalia - hi tash
trimmed to within an inch of it's life and pace tick tucked under his ann.
This was our drill lesson. We stomped about, left wheeled and howled
with laughter for a good 20 minutes, before gt Maj Yates announced
we'd reached the high standards expected of the Regiment and declared
our training a complete uccess.
ext we leopard-crawled onto the mini-buses and headed off for a
remote area of Elmpt Station for some co mmand task . The first
involved getting from A to B without touching the floor, with only a
couple of planks to save u from what was unconvincingly de cribed as a
hark infested swamp around u . The second involved erecting a 9 x 9
tent (a complete disa ter for our section surpri ingly, as we all agreed we
were usually good with erections). The third involved blindfolds and
mine tape and traver ing a particularly steep and lumpy hill. Then there
was a bit of fieldcraft - the moment we'd all been waiting for, a chance
to put on some cam cream and stuff a few twigs in our helmets. Now we
were looking like proper soldiers. We were taken off to meet C pl Mo
chubert to do a bit of map-reading instruction in readiness for our
ight avigation Exercise. C pl Schubert came equipped with mosquito
repellent and instantly became a hit with the whole group, who were, by
this point, swatting with one hand and scratchi ng with the other. With
map reading mastered (!) we were then taken around the cross-country
course in Land Rovers by Sgt Ra msay and C pl Robinson. The fact that
they weren't professional drivers but in reality were a couple of clerks
from the admin office was slightly off-putting. However, self appointed
' Sgt ' J en Mcinnes and l concluded that seeing as they cou ld work out a
pay claim at 20 paces, we'd have to give them the benefit of the doubt.
Besides, we had our helmets on - how bad could it be? Quite scary
actually!
ow it was back to the harbour area where we were snarled at by
W0 2 ( SM) Angove in his famous 'prom dress ' smock. He 'd been
threatening us with 'a few surprises' all week so I had carefu lly chosen
my self appointed rank of WO I (RSM) to intimidate him - and it was
working. The man was running scared, l could tel l. C pl Stenning took us
through harbour drills and basha building before we headed off to bui ld
our own. 'Sgt ' M cinnes and T opted for the 'pcnthou e' of ba has ,
incorporating a small patio and garden area - a veritable ' home-fromhome' and perfect for the five hours gossiping we were planning fo r later.
After a quick cook ing lesson from newly re-enl isted Sgt J ackie Herbert,
we chose a tasty beef stew-type dinner and stashed the re t of our ration
packs to feed our husbands for the next couple of days. ext came I
Section's finest hour - the night navigation exercise. We comp leted the
exercise in a record-breaking 25 minutes and were later described as
'Gladiators' by Sgt Taylor, who will no doubt be attempting to recruit us
into his oriemeering team later on this year.
ow well past 2300hrs, we returned to the harbour area for what was
described as a bit of 'scoff'. Imagine our surpri e when we were greeted
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with a glowing white tablec loth , th e Sergean ts' Mess crockery and
candelabras as well as a tasty meal and wine. We decided that we'd have
half a glass of wine and stop there, so we could keep our wits about u in
case of the anttc1patcd rnght ambush. However, after the aforementioned
half a glass our taste bud . were well and truly whetted and all rational
thought went out of the wmdow. Needless to say, when my two birthday
cakes and bottle of ?hampagne turned up, we had firmly affixed our party
heads and were all 111 extremely high spirits! So off to bed and after two
hour~ gos~ iping, . 'Sgt' Mcinnes and I rc.aliscd it was bitterly cold and
that ofty sleep111g bags were no alternative for the real Army gear even
th?ug~ they take up ha!f as much roo.m in your bergen. Therefore, we lay
sh1vcr111g for the remainder of the rnght and were almost relieved when
W02 Angove chose to start throwing fireworks at us at 5.30am. After
packing up a~d legging-it up the road carrying our bergens and webbing
we were decidedly warmer and feeling decidedly queasy after the thre~
glasses of wine the night before!
Day. two had b~gun. Unable to face the burgers and beans offered by
our ra11.on packs, gt' Mcinnes and I opted for a light breakfast of tea
and pamk1llers. After r~movmg 17 of the 18 layers of clothing we 'd
donned the rnght before m a fruitless attempt at keeping warm we headed
off fo~ W0.2 Angovc's BC .training. Several quite revolting ' Nerve
Agent stones. later we were m a ?Omplete state of panic and talking
about _PUrchasmg our own BC su its for personal protection. A quick
first ~1d !es on later we made our way to the SAT range for a bit of target
practice. This proved to be quite frustrating for myself, as l found the
targets wouldn't actually stand still long enough for me to shoot them and
I recorded q.uite. an abys~al .score. Enough said about that. Finally the
MOST hum1hatmg experience EVER. The indoor assault course. ow
I've never been a particularly agile individual, so throwing myself over
and under things can be a bit of a nightmare at the best of times, but this
was only exacerbated by the wearing of a helmet, which seemed to throw
all our coordination off course. One hour of total embarra sment later and
it was all finally over, but all recorded on video camera and therefore
bound to come back and haunt us at some point.
We all piled imo the Wall & Willow for a celebratory drink and
general back slappmg award ceremony. A great time was had by all and
our thanks go to Lt Col Thackray for his initial idea and to Lt Tara
Kane, Cpl Tam Mooney and the rest of the OS, who worked hard to
make it a weekend to remember. We all learned that this oldier lark was
in fact, a piece of cake and can't for the life of us imagine what all o~
husband whinge about when tlley go on exercise! We also learned that it
might be prudent to listen when they're telling us where they've packed
stuff in our bergens, instead of ignoring them and watching East-Enders.
becau e when it' darlc it can be quite tricky to find tuff.

Finally the Troop would like to say farewell to gt John '\1orle\ who
moves onto Blandford. Sgt Gaz Tanner who has a short move over to 7
Sig Regt. We wish them well and congratulate them on their promotion.

HEADQ ARTERSQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj G uy Richards
SSM
W02 Leigh Cro sing

230 SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Domi nic Sharkey
SSM
\ 02 Sten Macla ren
With the various tand-to and stand-downs of Op Fre co. the quadron
wa somewhat confused over its short-tenn commitments. The long-term
future is con iderably le s fluid . We are set to receive eight brand new
and shiny Mobile Access to Ptarmigan Packet Switch (MAPPS)
detachment to replace our current SCRA Central . The return of the
BRJTFOR Signal Troop at the end of the year boo r our manpower to a
re pectable level to fill our establishment of four deployable Trunk ode
as opposed to our current two. All of this comes at the tart of M aj
Dominic Sbar key's leadership of the Squadron. Such a huge change in a
unit doe not happen overnight nor without a considerable expenditure of
time and effort. Anyone who doe not agree hould ask YofS Ke\'
Heaton who has almo t forgotten what his wife looks like. The hard
work that has been completed by all will very oon be in evident \vith the
_approach of a erie of HQ ARRC exerci es in which, no doubt, the
Squadron will excel a u ual.

MECHANICAL TRANSPORT TROOP
MTWO
W02 Gary Greaves
Sgt Gaz Tan ner
Tp Sgt
The Elmpt Station fete saw the Regimental MT take road safety to new
heights, firstly by educating the youngsters about careful and con iderate
driving, using the Master Driver's electric cars, and econdly the older
generation by promoting 'I'll be Des'(Stop drink driving) campaign, Des
tanding for designated driver.
Whilst all this wa happening, the Regimental Training and
Development days saw the MT cover cross-country driving on hill 60
with Sgt Morley and Sig Lester. There was also an UBRE tand with
Cpl Mea d and Sig Joh ns. It was very interesting to ee the Brigade
Commander and the CO have a go at starting the donkey engine. To our
dismay they were both able to get it going first time. We were hoping for
at least one failure, thereby allowing us to say, ' We can do it. Why can't
you?' LCpl Tetley and LCpl ndy Hawkes were looking after the blind
radio controlled driving phase (the blind leading the blind here), and last
but not least tl1e LGV reversing with Sgt Al Makin and LCpl Evans, all
of which proved to be a big succe .
The MT would like to congratulate LC pl Andy Tetley and LCpl
Wendy Mar tin on their recent marriage that took place at Radcliffe in
Manchester on 24th August. Ditto to ig Mar k John and Ca rly Lindop
who tied the knot in Weymouth on 3 August.

QUARTERMA 'TER TECH ICAL DEPT
QM(T)
Capt P. A. Horton BEM
RQMS(T)
W02 Alan Ironside
A warm welcome is extended to the newest members of the
Department, Sgt.Steve Pond an.d his wife Ja ne. We hope that you cnJOY
your first t~ur with the Royal Signals. Out of the factory and into the fire
we ha~e S1gs .Barry, Dryburgh and an om, the latter two arriving and
departmg straight to Leconfield to learn to drive. Regrettably we have to
say farewell gt John Hoskins, off to fight another day with 20 Armd
Bde. We also say our farewells to Sgt Sam Webster (nee Whatmough)
who has gone back to the slackers in the RLC. You'll not enjoy it as
much as the Royal Signals.
Members of the Depa~ent to?k time out in September to enjoy a
spot of Adventure tra1nmg m Bavana. Sig Kelly Butterfield decided that
the best way !O paraglide was to write off the paraglider. ig C r a ig
Tosback belteved that the only way to see Bavaria was to walk
everywhere. Sig Kilhooley took part in Ex Happy Wanderer, and by all
accounts made life hell for the instructors at the Sennelager parachute
school. ~e are now coming into a very busy period for tlle Department,
the exercise penod, where many of the Troop will be getting dirty for the
first time.
TECHNICAL MAI TE ANCE TROOP
Tp Comd
WOl (FofS) Hamilton
Tp SSgt
Sgt Lloyd Bath
The m.ont.h of September has rolled by with uncanny and inexorable
speed, bnngmg us ever clo er to this year's Ex Arrcade Falcon. TM Tp
have,. of course, prepared themselves with efficiency and professionali m.
1 othmg went wrong at all. September saw a momentous occasion in
military history: Cpl Ev Bennett's leaving do. A multitude of people
turn~d up and there ensued many and emotional 'wish- you- well' type of
sentiments. After twenty-two years of service it would have been
positively rude not to see C pl Benn ett off in style. We also raised our
glasses in fond farewell to C pl Dougie Douglas, who is off to Blandford
for his Tl (best of luck, Dougie) and Lisa Fowler who has left the army
to await the birth of her beautiful, bouncing baby. Everyone here at TM
Tp wish the both of you well for the future. The Falklands boys returned
to the fold and we also bid LCpl Si Young, LCpl Rich Jam es LCpl
fat Keighley and LCpl Paul Theeman, who have recently been' drawn
into TM Tp, welcome. I hope we've made you feel at home, guys.

T RU K ODE Ot S
Tp Comd
Lt Ed Swift
Tp S gt
SSgt John Mc eil
Returning from summer block leave, the Troop ay a big hello to
LCpl Alex Atkinson and ig aron Wood. We al o have to ay a sad
farewell to LC pl Me rrick and wi h him all the be t. oon after our
return, the Regime nt ran Ex Happy Wanderer. The exerci e was a
complete ucces enjoyed by all. Return ing to normal work there were
whi pers of T 0 15 becoming blue watch on Op Fre co. much to the
amusement of C pl J ase Ma rtin . We are currently preparing for the
forthcoming serie of Arrcade E erci e . which hould prove to be a
challenging and refreshing time out of barrack .
T RUNK ODE 016
Tp Comd
L t Ross 1.cLeod

The Station Fete wasn 't just about having fun
Here, Sig Haley picks up som e valuable tips
on braking and steering skills
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EXE RCIS E J AVELI BACKSTOP - by ig Hi11dso11
Instructors:
Lt Russ Mcleod. Lt Tara Kan e.
Sig Smithson (Hill Walking).
ig Tracy Ardon (C limbing),
gt Calum Bruce (Paraglidi ng),
gt Jone (Kayaking)
On I 0 Sep tember we finally escaped the rigor' of life in Javelin
Barrack and fo und our elves in deepe t, darke 'I Bavaria. fter being
is ued with more kit than C hris Bonnington we finally , et out on our
quest to conquer our own min i E erest in the form of a 17 6metrc peak.
The a cent took five gruelling day , each one feeling like an eternity.
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long idc the dem anding hill wa lk. e eryone in the group gai ned
\'aluable map reading ·kill., which ended with all personnel in the group
re" arded with th ir um mer Mountain Proficiency (SMP ). Our
illustriou instructors showed us all that an Officer with a map is the mo t
potential! • dangcrou weapon in the entire Briti h Anny. We till believe
Lt Ro s 1.cleod that he wa only pas ing the time of day with one of the
locaL and was d finitely not asking for directions! With the completion
of the hill walking came the more fun elements of climbing and
kayaking. A new mo\'e that ha been pioneered by 230 ig Sqn in honour
of 'l\'02 ( M) taclaren wa the ' drowning by numbers ' otherwise
known a cap izing. The exercise was a great succes and those of us
lucky enough to attend gained qualifications and experience. A final
congratulation mu t go to Lt Russ 1cleod for planning the exerci e to
take place during the local ten-day beer fe tival!
PPORTTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Laura Clark
Tp gt
gt Taylor
adly these are the last WIRE notes from p Tp as due to part of the
re- tructuring of the quadron, we are to disband and be absorbed across
the other trunk node troop . Recently the Troop ha been a little
disjointed with a number of commitments. Adventurous training, Ex
Happy Wanderer, ITO training and our commitment to the tation Fete
ha seen manpower spread to the far comers. ig Randall, Amy Lewin
and LCpl Lee Mason all had the treat of deploying on Happy Wanderer
and were totally refreshed on their return.
31 Augu t saw the first ummer Fete take place at Javelin Barracks
ince the Army took over the camp. The weather for mo t of the day wa
gloriou though a hower later in the day ent the crowd home at
preci ely the right time. A lot of organisation went into the day. This all
paid off as the day was a resounding success as Ideal Home and Maxplay.
The Main Arena drew in the crowds and people took great delight in
watching the teams being put through their paces , on the ' It's a
Knockout' competition'. Many eemed to gather at the children's play
area, which conveniently had the beer tent right next door, with the BFBS
Roadshow adjacent for some very loud entertainment. The stocks proved
a great source of amusement as one by one the Troop Commanders went
through, but Sgt Maj Maclaren proved too wily, managing to escape the
soaking which was no doubt coming his way. The day was topped off by
a soldiers' function in the Wall and Willow and everyone had good fun.
255 SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
faj Ashley Hayden
SSM
W02 Den Yates
It's been changing rooms in 255 Sig Sqn of late. The QC has finally
re-emerged from his extended holiday in the Falklands to resume
command from the 2IC and acting OC, Capt Kev Barker. Cpl Ian
Farrow who received a Multi ational Division Commendation in
August received a pat on the back. Cpl Farrow spent the best part of ten
months in Bosnia and Kosovo on some labour intensive re-wiring
projects and was recognised accordingly. W02 Den Yates is now firmly
in the seat fresh from 249 Sig Sqn. Our sympathies go to the QC for
managing to arrive back at work the day before a major ARRC
deployment on exercise having been away for nine months.
HTROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Greenwood
Tp SSgt
SSgt MacPhee
The Troop has recently been enjoying a period of Adventure training
and regular sporting events. They all came back well fit and not looking
like they had enjoyed the Bavarian local brew and pies much. All this
happened just before the DE and I Inspection conducted by W02 Jones.
Sgt Watkins had the lucky job of showing him around. Quite a shock to
the system after his few days away as manager of the regimental 7's
football team at the Corps championships in Blandford (in which they got
to the semi-finals). The Troop has also been busy getting ready for
Arrcade Fusion this has meant that Cpls Lake, Green, Partridge and
LCpl Vincent have all been running around flapping. Welcome to all the
new arrivals igs Anderson and Capron. Finally, congratulations from
all the Troop to Sig potswood and Sig Jelfs on their recent marriage and
their new born daughter, Caitlyn.
QM DEPARTME. T
SQMS
gt Phil Cooper
Y~t ajlain it h~s been a busy period for the SQMS Dept having been
heavily mvolved m both an LSI mspection and a Regimental Stocktaking
Board. In ~ddition we have seen the departure of S gt Des Holdroyd
(SQMS retired) to pastures new on the top corridor of the hangar to take

over p Tp. The new gun in town is S gt Phil Cooper, previously of the
same p Tp on the top corridor.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Tara Kane
Tp SSgt
Sgt Des Holroyd
With Chri tma drawing near Support Troop has been busy preparing
for Excrci cs Arrcade Falcon/Warrior and Arrcade Fusion in Sennelager.
We would like to welcome all the lad and lasses back from th e
Falklands: Cpl Danny Miller, Cpl Jane Brennen, Cpl Richardson, Cpl
Bishop, Cpl Hywel Baker and ig teve Kelly. Welcome also to our
new Troop taff ergeant, SSgt Holroyd and ay a fond farewell to SSgt
Phil Cooper. La t month saw our first Summer Fete in Elmpt Station
Javelin Bk . Members of p Tp took part in the ' It's a Knockout :
competition. Unfortunately first place was not to be, but thanks to 2Lt
Tara Kane, Cpl Dave Durrans and ig Dave Mark for their efforts.
And also well done to Cpl Pullen and Cpl Francis for raising over
£ 1000 for leukemia research with a 24 hr marathon bike ride.
Finally, very big congratulations and warme t wishes go to Cpl Jane
Brennan on her marriage.
CIS TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Dick Rutherford
Tp SSgt
WOt Si Jarnell
CIS Tp is plit into three sections. We have the Deployable Section,
located in Javelin Barracks, Elmpt, which is re ponsible for supplying
Deployable IT as ets for the ARRC. Static ection i located at Javelin
Hou e, JHQ and is re ponsible for providing training for Staff Officers in
ARRC. Last (but by no means least) we have the G6 Helpdesk, al o
located in JHQ and is responsible for providing assistance to the users in
HQARRC.
Deployable Section has seen a very bu y summer period. SSgt John
Kielty, Cpls Tam Mooney, Martin Bentley and Cas Cassidy managed
to get away adventure trai ning during the month of May for ten days to
Bavaria. All come back a few pounds lighter and a few Euros shorter for
the privilege. June saw the trial exercise, Ex Active Improvement, whilst
Sgt Dave Whitfield and Cpl Tam Mooney have proved to be the real
' cone heads' of the Troop, having attended a five-week Oracle Database
Administrators course in Blandford. The later end of August saw W02
Hurge-Mogg, gt Dave Bain and Cpl Simon Vickers deployed on Ex
Cathode Emission in Denmark working with NATO Troops.
Deployable ection would like to welcome the following: Capt Dick
Rutherford, WOl Si Jamell, W02 Taff Evans, Sgt Kim Castledine,
Cpls Martin Bentley, Daz Brady, Angie Cassisdy, Mick Kenning,
Tam Mooney, Simon Vickers and farewell and good luck to the
following: Capt Herbert, W02 Paul Holmes, Sgt John Kielty, Sgt
Dave Cox, Cpl Simpson.
HQ ARRC G6 Helpdesk has been busy over the summer period; not
only at work but also on the sporting front, with members of the
Helpde k winning prizes in both BFG Fishing and Golf. During this
period we have had to say a farewell to Cpl Roy Finch, leaving after 22
years service and LCpl Jo Scott, leaving after five years service.
Congratulations to Cpl Jase Clayton and Alison on the birth of their
baby son Daniel, just prior to their posting back to the UK.
Static Section is bracing itself for another busy period ahead. Various
course are taking place. W02 Johnson is detached in the UK and the
reins are being held by SSgt Marty Abraham. Sgt Mick Poyning is
running the training at the moment as Sgt Reid is currently on his IS
Foundation course in Blandford. Cpl Russell is on sick leave after falling
over his dog. Cpl Preuss is sho rtl y going to re-join us from hi
deployment in the Falklands. Sig Davies is on her run down to civvy
street and i now an excellent brew maker. Sgt Little is off to Paderbom
and we'd like to wish him all the best.
MAN TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Jane Squires
Tp SSgt
Sgt Kirk
It's been an interesting couple of weeks for Man Tp, with the majority
of per onne l returning back from tour. We welcome back Cpl
Whitehurst, LCpl Mason, Cpl Wilcockson , ig Green and finally Sig
Slater, who have been on a bard stint in the Falklands for the past six
months. The rest of the Troop has been busy with Adventure training in
Bavaria, Hill walking, paragliding and plenty of socialising. Ex Happy
Wanderer, which a few younger members of the Troop went on closely
followed this up. Only two newcomers to the Troop with LCpl Best, who
initially arrived three months ago but went straight to Bosnia and Sig
Smith, stra ight from the factory, (out of the pan and into the fire), so I
guess that's a couple of arrival forfeits to be bought for them both.

21 SIGNAL REGIMENT
(AIR SUPPORT)

co

RSM

Lt Col I. Hooper
WOl (R M) D. Rook

HEADQUARTER SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj S. Morgan
S M
W02 ( SM) A. A. Chapman
MOTOR TRA SPORT
MTO
Capt A. Balsdon
MTWO
W02 (MTWO) M. Jolly
The la~t month or so has seen changes on the good ship MT. W02
D.ave White has g.one off to the sunnier climes of York to be RQMS at 2
1g R~gt. Posted m to r~place him is W02 Jolly. Just as he started to
settle m and adjust the.ship's cour e slightly, he has promoted and posted
as RSM ofNCISS Latma. Many congratulations to him. We wish both of
them ~very succe.ss in their new posts. We welcome to the Troop the
follow1.ng new amvals: J:Cpl. Sarah Ri~hes and her hu band to 220 Sig
qn, Sig Chep.kwony, Sig Bibby and Sig. Phil Merrills. We say a fond
farewell to Sig Stuart Porter to 1 Div and we would all like to
congratulate Sig Davies and his wife Michelle on the birth of their first
child.
The HQMT has been as busy as ever in the last few months. Jn June
we were cha mg around the country collecting stores for the Regimental
~pen. Day. On the day the Troop hosted the Bottle Stall under the
direction of Sgt Andy Paling. Well done to the Troop. Later in the month
we saw most of the Troop deploy to the Regimental Battle Camp (Red
Beaufig~ter II). Three member of the Troop attended this year's JNCO
cadre with Sig Butcher finishing the course. Unfortunately our other two
contenders were withdrawn due to injuries.
J~ly. saw ~e Troop working long hours to catch up on all the work that
ha~ slipped whilst w~ had been on Adventure training, Battle Camp and
delivering and collecnng all manner of goods for the Regimental Open
Day. The Troop worked hard and completed MEI's and servicing on all
the Fleet and generators and m August went on some morale boo ting
and well-deserved leave.
.Now back after leave, with morale and smiles, we have entered the
b~1ld up peno~ to Ex Red Beaufighter III . Sgt Andy Paling has extended
his leave period for four months whilst he takes a holiday in the
Falklands, penguin spotting. Finally a big thank-you to the Troop
Sergeant, Sgt Pool and his wife Julie for the Troop BBQ that was held at
their pad.
220 SIG AL SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj S. R. Mannings
SSM
W02 (SSM) K. J. 0 ' eill
EXERCISE SCORPIO DRAGO
220 Sig Sqn deployed on Monday 29 July 2002, to Wyke Regi Tented
Camp near Weymouth for a week's adventurou training, organi ed by
2Lt Kate Hannaford and Sgt Sean Avis. After the initial move to the
camp, the Squadron held its inter-Troop Football competition. Delta Tp
fancied their chance , but like Scotland soon came down to an earth
shatterin& bump after a decisive 3 - 0 hammering. The remainder of the
competition wa a close run race between Charlie and Golf Tp that
eventua lly sa~ Charlie Tp victorious! Some creative refereeing might
have helped slightly, but well done to SSgt Andy Dutton and his crew.
A Bright and breezy Tuesday morning saw the tart of the adventurou
pha e, which consisted of a round robin of activities for all concerned
which included Rock limbing, Mountain Biking and Coastal Walking:
The chm.bing took place at eddyfields and Blacknor on the I le of
Portland. SSgt Russ Clash et up a number of climbs for the troop to
have a crack at, which they did with various degrees of success and the
occasional Disco leg. The mountain biking route was a strenuou but
extreme ly scenic route along the Inland Coastal Path. Under the
mstruct1on of Sgt can Avis the group set off and after a few initial
wobbles in the first few miles everybody soon got the hang of the course.
The route took the group up a huge hill to Hardy's Monument for an ice
cream at 'Rossi's' Ice Cream Van, before continuing along the Inland
Path along the Ridgeway to The White Horse. The final part of the day
was .d own a steep gravel path that te ted everybody' nerve before
headmg along the Sea Front and back up the long hill into camp.
Of cour e all good things must come to an end and immediately after
the end of this exercise we were straight into the set up for the PACEX
and the visit of Air Vice Marshall Luker OBE AFC. Oh well, no rest
for the wicked.
REGIMENTAL SPORTING COMPETITIO S
The Squadron rugby team, led by LCpl cott Turnb ull and Cpl
Hopkins. took part in the inter-squadron rugby competition, which had
been organised by the RAO, Capt Barker. After a very limited amount
of tr~ining the quadron managed to field two teams, an 'A' team
captamed by LCpl Ellcrton and a 'B' Team captained by ig Miles. The
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' B' team, despite pu~ing on an excellent perfonnance, only managed to
en.d .up runners up m the Bowl competition . Th e 'A' team played
bnlhantly throughout the course of the afternoon , not losing a game in
some extremely hard fought matches. Unfortunately, at the final whistle
the score was level. At the end of extra time the situation had still not
been resolved •. although to the unbiased 220 ig qn supporter it
app.eared that Sig . ndy Long had scored the winning try dunng the first
penod o!11Y to be judged as a knock on by the referee. Therefore the game
was decided on penalty drop-goals, which ended with 244 ig qn taking
the . trophy. An ~xce ll ent day with extremely competitive matches was
fi111shed off with the odd beer or four at the opening of the new
Regimental Sports Bar.
The Inter Regimental Football competition, however, was a different
kettle of fish. As always the event was intensely competitive. The male
and female teams were n:ianaged by Sgt Jobson, who for the good and
ben~fit of the te~m kept himself as super sub should the need arise for the
d~tmg off of bts boots. !he .lads' first game was again t arch rivals 244
Sig Sqn, which aw us v1ctonous with a core of 6 - O (which was nice)
the goal scorers being.' Sig Danny Muhl (2), ig Fil on (2) and ig
Shaun Ho~an 2. The girls' first game 1va again t HQ qn and again aw
S?me creatwe foot~all. LCpl Helen Coupe netting 3, which made up for
Sig Karen Whyte s own goal. The lads' next game against HQ looked a
walkover on paper but we all know this game isn't played on paper. It
proved to be a really tough game. with some fierce competition
(hand~ags at ten paces), the eventual outcome being a 3 - 1 victory to
220 St!! Sqn who were crowned Regimental Champions for a second
succe~s 1 ve year. The la t lasses' event was al o against 244 Sqn and this
defi111tely was h~n.dbag at ten paces. The game wa played in an
extre~ely competitive manner and thankfully for 220 Sqn it went our
way with LCpl Helen Coupe scoring practically every goal in the game!
244 SIG AL SQ ADR01
Sqn Comd
1aj S. O. France
SSM .
W02 (SSM) C. A. Budding
HaVJng returned from our summer leave it was all ystems go with our
n~w comm~d team to ensure that we were ready to a ume the mantle of
High Readmess Squadron once again. Just before the ummer leave we
continued our wiru1ing ~treak .in the CO's Cup by winning the InterSquadron Rugby 7s. Havmg enjoyed our summer leave a little too much.
we had a moment of weakne s and finished as runner -up in the InterSquadror~ Football. Taking on High Reac!ines we look forward to a busy
penod with severa l Troop level exercises.
ALPHA TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt C. M. Hill
Sgt S. Cain
Tp SSgt

SSgt (YofS) Hutchinson teaches Sig Allerton the difference
between a Yeoman of Signals and a Foreman of Signals
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Good bye· to our Troop 0 Capt Pete Brunton who i off to 2c0
(UK) ig qn in Elmpt. pl Fi lurphy who went over the\ :Her to join
h r hu.band at 15 ig Regt and Sig 1ark Hankey who ', off to 7 ig
Regt to become a track uit oldier. Hello and wclcon·e to our new Troop
OC 2U hri Hill. !so to LCpl teve Giroux vno arrived from 19
'lech Bde. and fre h from the factory igs lessor. Cunningham,
Parish and gden . Lo congratulation go to Cpl Tomm. Woodall and
Cpl Chris \I ton on their promotion to crgeant.
fter the news that UK force are pulling out of the A 1F in October,
the Troop has been busy re-rolling the vehicle for Regimental
d ploymcnL It wa a ·tre sful time. Swapping our volleyball net for
am cream and kiing kit for webbing and helmet was not ea y. but with
ome gentle persuasion we eventually gave it all up. The Troop i looking
forward to our final MF exercise in the Ukraine and an official debadging parade in October where the Troop will have a final bash to say
gvodbye to the
1F. A this i tbe final A Tp MF party all units are
warned that if any flag go mi ing on thi night, the Troop take no
re pon ibility.
BRA\'0 TROOP
Tp omd
2Lt L. A. Fish
Tp gt
S gt A. Gill
E ' ERCl E BRA 0 DRAGO 2-7 EPTEMBER 2002
Ex BraYo Dragon wa a Troop level adventure training week organi ed
by Tp OC, Lt Lucy Fish . at Tregantle Fort, Cornwall. Arriving on
Monday afternoon. we kicked off with a WWF- tyle game of water polo,
which set u in good tead for what became a very watery-themed week.
Tue da) found us training on HM Hm•oc, a aval simulator of a
inking ship. \\hich quickly flooded with a few thousand gallon of(very
cold) water, via hole in wall , floors and burst pipe . To cap thi tbe ship
also filled with moke. the lights went out. To add to the reality the whole
thing rocked from ide to side. Our task was to prevent the ship 'sinking'
by han1mering wooden wedge into certain holes to prevent more water
filling the compartments. Thi wa' the aim. However. by the time the
water reached the ceiling mo t of u had to swim for it ince there was
linle pace left between water level and ceiling!! LCpl Kerry Sim and
i.g Lake were particularly thrilled with their 'Titanic' experience and
will no doubt be forever grateful to the Troop OC for jacking this one up.
The rest of the week was pent Canoeing at ewquay with Cpl
Wilson-Brett, Rock-Climbing on the Dewerstone (particularly Lt Lucy
Fish) and taking Snowboarding lessons in Plymouth. Evenings in 'The
Rock" were enlivened with game of the space-hopper and broom on the
head \·ariety, ending with a 'how far can you humiliate the Troop seniors
without. revenge' skits night. Cpl C harnley found out exactly how far,
when h1 sleeping bag was discovered later filled with shaving foam ...
The Troop \ ould al o like to welcome its new arrivals: Cpl Nicky
Kenyon , Sig idorowic.z, Sig Horne and fre h as a ausage from the
factory. Sig Matt C rook. Sad fa rewells go to Sgt Chapman after his 22
years service with Bravo Tp and to the unforgettable Cpl Woodrow
posted to 11 ig Regt.

Sgt Chapman - 'Ooh, aah, more helicopters.'
HOTEL TROOP
Tp Comd
2Lt Z. K. White
Tp . gt
gt . Donnelly
First of all a huge congratulations to LCpl Eza rd (nee Mag.ill) for
domg her bn to further Inter Squadron relations by marrying S gt
( Q~IS) .Russ Ezard from the 'other' Squadron. Romance was clearly in
the air this summer for the Troop as Sig Jenny ichol on (nee Grisdale)
"~lkcd up the aisle with another fellow Hotel Troop member LCpl Lea
1cholson dunng summer leave. We wi h both couples the very best. A
b1~ Hotel Tp welcome goes out to Sigs Andrews and Rees, recently
armed fr~m R~S and ig. Philips who joins us from NI.
~ lull. ID the pcnod _p~1or to ~lock leave allowed the Troop to enjov a
sene .of vehicle and k1.t IDSpecuons and the summer Troop day out, ably
organ.1zcd by C pl Janrnc Teague. After an informative and interesting
morning at Bo~1Dgton Tank Museum the Troop made a quick sojourn to
sample the delights of Bournemouth in the sunshine. The Troop has also
fou~d some more volunteer for natu.ral ~lection duri~g the summer. Sig
Smith 886 managed to return from his Lrlp to the Spanish Islands without
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the usual Luffed donkey, but with a broken hand. Sig Blagg dec ided to
try and out-do the young scamp by breakin g his fingers - although he
didn 't have the luxury of the Spani h Isle to often the blow. We blame
thi ra h of injurie on Sgt Brooksbank for spreading viciou s rumor
about the delights of being on the biff.
As we write these notes the Tp arc preparing for the September
excrci e period with dets deploying on Ex Welsh Dragon II and Eagles
Lift . .Tho c deploying to Wale.s have bee1~ involved in some arduous pretrammg at RAF Benson, leam1Dg how to mflatc and deflate life size tanks
to be u ed a targets for the Forward Air Conlroller to direct the fast jets
onto. Another day in the Tp, another valuable transferable skill learned.
trangcly enough volunteers for Ex Welsh Dragon have been much easier
to find than for Ex Eagles Lift. ould this be due to the Hotel
accommodation and ubsistenee pay for the duration, or is it just the
de' ire to commune with nature in tbe Brccon ? Whatever the reason we ' ll
be ure to document the exerci e in the next set of WIRE note .
WORLD TOUR BlATH.LE- by LCpl Andreiv Clamp
Biathle is a little known event branching off the modern pentathlon
and consists of a I SOOm run , 200m swim followed by a 1SOOm nm. It
could be said that it is a sprint event.
I first got into biathle when Mr Mike Flaherty, a civilian PTJ at
Blandford had een me run during a PT lesson and asked if I cou ld wim
I told him 'sort of' and he had me enter a biathle event at Weymouth. Th~
e ent m September 2000 was part of the outh African Biathle Team's
tour to the UK. After an extremely cold event in the water off
WeYi:iouth, l came 9th and wa talent potted. l wa encouraged to carry
on with th1 sport and attend~d trammg session as well as doing my own
runnmg and w1mmmg trammg. At Blandford I was training eight times a
week. I went to outh Africa and the 2001 world Champion hip held in
Bonne, which have been featured in previous editions of The WIRE.
After being posted to 21 Sig Regt (AS) I turned up for a water polo
match and once again bumped into Mike Flaherty. He asked if I was
attending the qualifier for the 2002 World Championships. I had done no
specific training and had not attended any training sessions in the last six
months. l con.tacted the Team Manager who told me he had Jost my new
address and 1f I turn up he would waver my lack of comm itment to
training sessions and information meetings.
At the qualifier my fitness pulled through and I ended up beating the
guy who finished five places in front of me in Bonne to secure my place.
1 then bad even week to really push for a good performance, so the next
day I tarted my training with a 40-minute fart lek se sion. During the
warm up I was on uneven ground and sprained my left ankle. As I had
alrea~y applied. to the Army Sports Lottery, PRl, 5 Div and the Corps for
funding I kept 1t quiet. Anyway, after five weeks on the sick and a week
in Kosovo I returned to work for a week before leaving for a week in
Sardinia.
I had given myself five days to acclimatise, so after a 3-hour flight and
4-hour bus journey I made full use of the poolside sun beds. The hotel
was fantastic but the half board, consisting of a continental breakfast and
tea had fish in everything. Other people arrived throughout the week and
started arduous training but l thought it wou ld be better to just let the sun
work its magic and stay focused but relaxed.
Race day came and it wa as hot as it had been all week. The
competition was held on the beach and at 1400hrs 1 calmly made my way
to the start line. The thing is about not training is that failure comes as no
surprise, though this time not training was because of my ankle injury.
Anything I could .have done in the previous week wou ld not have helped.
I chase~ the guy m front the whole way. l knew I couldn't keep up with
the mam pack but any extra place is a bonus. The swim was fast and
furious, people climbing over each other to gain another place. A 1 reentered the transition area another GB competitor sat down, looked me in
the. eye and said, 'I can't carry on.' I tried to say 'Don't give up now,' but
trym9 to brea,th myself a~d trying to get my trainers on, l said something
hke, Up don t now give. He gave me a funny look and l ran off trying to
put some distance between the Mexican, breathing down my neck and
me. We were close for the last 1OOOm, but the upporters carried me over
the line with their cheers. I finished 17th out of 23. I then had two days R
and ~ before a terrible 4-hour bus journey back to the airport.
B1athle covers all age groups and is so unrecognized that anyone with
a reasonable level of running and swimming could be in with a chance of
making world ranking.

LCpl Andrew Clamp after finishing 17th
.
1n the World B1athle Championships In Sardinia
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31 (CITY OF LONDON) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RSM

Lt Col Paul Wenlock TD
WOl (RSM) Paterson

For Cpl Jay Eastwood~Bell, LCpl Liz Bray and ig Carys Jones
Annual Camp was spent with 111 lth US Army Signal Battalion in Fort
Dctn ~ k , Mary.land. It was an opportunity for them to share skills and
expe n ~nce with their American counterparts and familiarise themselves
wit~ hfe on a US Army Base. As well as communicating back to their
regiment 1_n the UK, they had the oi;iportunity for days out at Getty burg
and Washmgton DC to improve their knowledge of American history. A
more sombre day .was sp~nt 111 Remembrance on 11 September as they
attended a Memorial Service on the base. Sgt Meade and his team were
excellent hosts and ensured there was never a dull moment or time to
catch a b.rea~h.! At the en.d of the trip Cp l Eastwood-Bell read a verse
about their v1s1t to the delight of the Col Michelle Seaward and all those
who had hosted the trio.

Sig Wynne (HQ Sqn) on an exchange visit to HMS Ark Royal
41 (PLK) SIG AL SQ ADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj teven Ong
SSM
W02 (SSM) Wat on
41 . Sig Sqn ha been busy over the la t few months with Ex Transition
Spamel and Ex Horseshoe 3. Ex Transition paniel had the quadron
ettmg off for the sunny south coa t for a weekend of intensive live firing
under the watch~! eye of Lt <?eorge Dickey. Lt Dickey must have
forgotten he was m the Royal Signal becau e Saturday started with an
APWT as a warm-up! We then moved onto a serie of live firing les ons
(that's more shooting to you and me) including moving targets, firing
from cover and advance to contact. Saturday finished with a pairs
advance to contact competition on the IBSR, where LCp l L iz Bra y
su!J?n ed eve~one (especially herse.1f) with her perforynance. Sunday was
no day of re t for u - we had section attacks to put m and much yelling
to do, as we conducted section m defence from within angers. We all
returned back to Coulsd?n tired but happy, and feeling remarkably proud
of our new-found shootmg prowe s. Maj teven Ong wa particularly
happy to have the ame number of soldiers on the way back as the way
out! Ex Ho.rseshoe 3 wa the 2 C) Sig Bde Annual Exerci e involving
1gnal Regiments from throughout the UK. K& Troops wenr their own
separate ways so two account of the exercise follow ...
K Troop - had a shaky start as the old maxim ' never trust an officer
with a map' proved true on the first day of camp . Ca pt Deb bi e
peakman took the Troop through a tour of the pub of Chilwell in an
effort to find the main ~ate. Things w~re looking up on the second day a
th<: Troop moved mto its second location on the Catterick Training Area.
With usual K Tp speed and dedication the ite was a hive of activity as
vehicles were cammed up and our own shower sy tem installed. Then ju t
as the heavens open up, a. Catterick range warden turned up and in true
Farmer ~aimer fash ion aid, _'Get off my land!· (apparently vehicles had
to remam o~ the h.ard tandmg). Laugh, we could have cried. howing
their professional 1de, the Troop got ready for action when a member of
the Catterick Training Team turned up and asked did we mind if he
brought in two sections of the Kuwaiti army to recce our location.
Always happ.y to help Ca pt Spea kmen said ye only to then think that
RHQ was usmg th is as a dastardly plan to get an attack on our location.
Only after a frantic tand-to did she calm down and allow the Troop to
get back to sleep.
The second move was to RAF padeadam. Vehicle were cam'ed up,
gu~rd posts set up and the Troop started to get in to tJ1e u ual routine.
With the CO and R Mon site, the Troop was ready to shine like tJ1e stars
the:r all are. As night approached Cpl Julia May was out guarding the
pe~1meter when she heard the sound of approachi ng feet of an attacker
try1!1g to Sn1'.3k up on her. After challenging twice she wa lefl with no
option but give her attacker two quick shot and called a stand-to. Even
the RSM got involved in the action as he strolled out dres ed in the late t
comba t 95 towel and came face-to-face with an energi cd apt
Speakman annoyed that he was not dashing to hi tand-to po ition!
. gt Simon May, led the inve tigation into finding the assailant and
d~ covered that it was just a piece of mine tape flapping in the wind and
disturb.mg the gravel. After a quick de-brief it was decided that li ght 1 as
our friend and the whole site was lit up brighter than Blackpool
1llum1nat1ons. Capt 'Sight Seeing' pcakman lived up to her name when
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she took three of the Troop out on a jolly around the RAF base. Followed
by. an e1!!:ht-hour r~cce, on the next !ocation which was only an hour'
dri ve. a ~ay. She d1dn t get. lost thi s lime but she did say how nice
Hadrian s Wall was! W~ arrived at the final location short of food and
fu.cl, for which the OC did take full responsibility. Though she was angry
with hersc:lf she was more upset that a certain QM had failed to fall for
her femmme charm to give us what we needed. The only action the Troop
s~w wa on the last day when three terrori ts attacked the po 1tion and
Sig Da:ren Dunne showed us all how the Paras really fight (at the back
and usmg everyone else's ammo it would seem). After the brief and
blo~dless battle, the Troop started the long road back to the control of the
Regiment.
' Troop - Ex Horseshoe 3 or 'there and back again '. Tp's mission
was to recce every Shell s~ation with a HGV lane, north of the Watford
Gap. and several outh of 1t too. Well , that's what it eemed like to u !
Dunng our UK tour we _played for one night at London, at ottingham
and at Cattenck. Then 1t was off to Carshope in Otterburn where we
stayed a few days. LCpls Warren O'Driscoll and Phil Davy had to
re c~e a sheep that had become entangled ID the guys and was truggling
frantically. After much henamgans the result was one disentangled ( till
st~gglmg frantically) sheep 1vith LCpl. Davy on its back and LCpl 0 '
DnscoU at the f!ont both holdmg onto its horns. The next que tion was
how. to release 1t? LCpl 0' Driscoll decided to let go and walked off
leavmg LCpl Davy to work out a solution by himself.
SSgt Dave Holman assisted the FFR det to try some alternative
antenna configurations so we could talk to Cpl Mark Hornibrook who
had aband~med the Troop for a crui e onboard HM Ark Royal. From
Otterburn 1t was off over the Penn1Des to Lanca ter. During our stay in
Lancaster, we c~lled up another Corporal who wa missing from the
T:oop - LC:p l Liz Bray. LCpl Bray was roughing it in a 4-star hotel,
kmdly provided .by the US Arn1y. We were delighted to hear that he was
managmg to fit ID some cornms time between being wined and dined and
shopping in Washington. The next stop on the tour was York where the
local scho?I had booked our antenna field for a football match: Ju t as we
were tartmg to settle in - helped by 32 Sig Regt (V) who kindly invited
us to dme m their field kitchen, rescuing us from our diet of 24hr rat
packs - we got the call _to move again. So it wa off to Swynerton, where
we absorbed half of 8).8 Tp to provide the RCP with enough a ets to
take over from Bde Mam. Expect1Dg an attack at any moment, out came
th~ wire. Several hours (not to mention kilometres of wire) later. nobody
"'.1th any se.nse would have dared attack us. The enemy, however,
d1 agreed with our .a .se ment .and bad a go anyway. Luckily none of
them was too badly mJured. Excitement over it was down to Browndown
'Lad' Army· Camp for ome much need R&R.
56 SIG AL SQ UADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Sa rah Streete
SSM
W02 (S M) Cooper
ever an organisation for sitting still. the Squadron experienced a
battery of well deserved promotions. Congratulations go to
gts Hall,
Dowds, Young and Cpl Gardyne for their achievement . The ringino of
the bar bell kicked off the celebration and for ome it didn't die d~wn
unti I ome 48 hour a ft er the event.
AIRBORNE 2002 - 16-18 A G ST
Thi year, a in the la t few years, 56 Sig qn took to the beach for
.four day of recruiting during the annual Airshow. It wa hard to keep the
glare from the water from burning so ' lip. slop, lap· wa the order of
the day. Capt Anthony Lamb showed how it i done down under and
som~ fi~e regu lati?n tan were seen by the end of the Exerci e.
gt
Kevm \oung prov1d d the only solar powered comms in the outh Ea t
on that day. Unfortunately. thi year we were unable to trut our tu ff with
the beach landing from an RAF Chinook but tl1e continuou name of
'battleships' being conducted from t~e mini COM E kept many young
local.s amu ed and helped u ach1e ea good number of 'po ible"
recruits.
A NUAL CAMP - EXERCI E HOR E HOE 3
Always the highlight for ome and not for others! Thi year, a well a
our nornrnl ~atch of experienced oldiers, we al o had evera FQ' · and
even a recruit to train on the job. pl it into the two clusters, the quadron
separated on the first day with 59 going outh and - going north. The
north clu ter found them elve in. un~bria at RAF padeadam but only
becau e they took their Truck Driver Atla of England. Lanward would
have had trouble fitting under the bridge at_ the entry point and it was only
the forethought o~ these swi tched-on sold1e~ that pre ented them lo ing
the ~op oft.he vehicle. The da at t~e location were perfect for training
the mexpenenced Troop members \ uh the only hazard being the ·river'
th~t ran through the leep tent one rainy night. the RAF Regiment 'D n"t
raise that ma t - my hinook won't like it!' and the RAF Police, 'We
have speed gun !' We won't mention the low flying hinool.. tliat had to
swerve out of th~ way of O!ne high rca hing ma ts! rrt\'ing back at
hilwell and havmg moved mto a warehowe in the dark, n wa not a
plea, ant surpwe to 1 akc up and find that the clu ter had been sleeping
below hundreds of pigeons ne t . Ye , you've gue sed n, there were lot:
of white sleeping bag (and more!)
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appreciated the opportunity to detox his body!
More than one mysterious case of 'swe ll ing limbs' ensured that the
medical staff consisting of Capt icolette Mason and SSgt Marilyn
Nib l ~c~, were kept on their toes for the duration of camp. The strange
~ond 1.t t0n was eventually put down to the less tha n friendly insect
in habitants of Strensall. However, a few suspected that it was down to the
evil m.achinations of the Unit .N BC Training Officer, Capt Phil Donegan
and his attempts to add reali sm to the perceived chemi cal threat. The
SO in. 's vi sit p~ovided the opportunity for (a very shell -shocked) Sig
Dorrian to receive her first tape from the Bngad1er. No annual camp is
ever compl~te without a . little controversy and Sgt Graham Smith ably
~upphed t~1s. Whilst takmg a break from his Ech Ops duties, Sgt Smith
involved h1mselfw1th the QRF during an apprehension of terrorist forces.
gt Smith (using his fine MoD police skills) showed how a robust and
firm security checks should be conducted. Sadly, our suspected enemy
turned out !O be regula~ Army stu.dents at the Army Mountain Training
Centre. Swift and genume apologies followed . However, in anticipation
of a challenge under the Human Rights Act, Sgt Smith is currently on the
lookout for a good courtroom lawyer.
With the end of camp, and before the ' pa1tying' there was the small
matter of a number of awards. The recipients of camp commendations
were Sgt Smith, Sgt Wilson, LCpl Currie and Sig O'Donnell. There
were also a number of VRSM recipients SSgt Smith, Sgt Wilson Sgt
Dollen, (even more room required in the medal cupboard !) Cpl Shaw,
Cpl Black, Cpl Carruthers and LCpl McCormack. Last, but by no
means least, Sgt Peebles received her TA Efficiency medal. Well done to
you all. Also to be congratulated, but who was not in camp, is the
recently promoted Capt Terry McVey. Capt McVey joins the select
band of individuals who have seen life in all three me ses. After more
than 20.years with the Regiment, Terry has always, and continues to be,
one of its greatest assets. The Officers' Mess can now look forward to
Dean Martin and Frank Sinatra being played on regular basis.

W02 (SSM) Kev Godden
showing that he can still remember how to do it!

Cpl Jo Reader and her waterproof bag?
EXERCISE HORSESHOE 3 FROM THE USA
Sig Cerys Jones was fortunate enough to spend the two weeks of
camp in the USA with 1111 th Signal Brigade. Three girls from the
Regiment miled sweetly at the BA man behind the ticket sales desk at
Heathrow and were told that they were in for a treat and boy, we were!
Seven hours of pure luxury and champagne cocktails in Business Class
on the flight to Baltimore (even the OC didn ·1 get this!). After recovering
from the flight, we were set to work in a mountain with 12-hour shifts,
communicating with our guys back in the UK. Antenna movements are
somewhat different over there with only a few buttons to press. Once
working days were over, the fun began with the Gettysburg Battlefield
Tour, a trip to Wa hington DC and hours of hopping in 'The Gap' and
obsessions with a Halloween Fancy Dress Shop (don't ask!). After ten
days we were exhausted and really looking forward to the reclinable
seats. adly, the Americans weren't as generous and we had to return in
Cattle Class. What a let down! All in all a great time was had and what a
brilliant way to spend Camp!

A LOOK FORWARD
The Squadron embark on its annual Adventure Training weekend on
5 October with a range of activities including mountain biking ,
windsurfing and sailing. The event will be based around the Eastbourne
area and this looks to be a big draw for Squadron members.
83 SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Alec Ferguson
SSM
W02 (SSM) Cah ill
With our new attachment from 238 Sig Sqn LCpl Lee, Sig Baker and
Sig G ibbson, both Troops set off tooled up to do the job. B Tp promptly
set up at their first location Vern Yates and soon ran into problems
requiring another 1624 Generator. Help was soon on its way from C Tp
with a spare and it was delivered in the early hour of the morn mg via the
most difficult route ever seen, which required some great driving skills
from Cpl Baker . After that, no more problems and it was back to
business with 100% comms. The Puffing Billy proved to be a bit of a
challenge to light with C pl Apluwalia and Lt K night re-designing their
hair and eyebrows on several occasions. With both Troops back together
at Browndown Camp, the Squadron showed the Regiment who was best
and won the sports day. With camp over we are now looking forward to 5
October for the Squadron Exercise, Ex Bayonet Warrior.

32 (SCOTTISH) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

HEADQ ARTER
Q ADRO '
Sqn Comd
Maj Cam my Payn
SSM
W02 \'orma Sp roul
Again~t a backdrop of sunny weather, HQ Sqn rolled out of Jardine
trcet on Saturday 7 eptember bound for Ripon, which was to be our
base for Annual Camp 2002. The good weather soon disappeared as the
Squadron headed south, (i it not normally the other way round?).
u picions of an early attack were raised when Cp l Debbie Carruthers's
mmibus wa put out of action with broken windscreen wipers. Enter
\\ 02 Smith on his white charger (white minibus) who came to the
re cue and collected the 'damsel in distress' and her crew. Morale was
further dented when the Football results showed a draw for Scotland
again~t the faroe Island·. It could surely only get better from here on in!
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The busy QM's department was led by Capt Keith Anderson , assisted
by RQMS ,John Addison, SQMS Gary McCracken, LCpl Fair (on her
12th Camp!) and the RQMS's 'pet cat' Sig Hough. lt was a busy camp
for our stores people. ln addition to regimental replens, Capt Anderson 's
team provided a pot of su tenance to other units, as 3 1 and 7 1 S!g Regts
will agree. Word even has it that the terrorists were fed by 32 Sig Regt!
Camp was also an opportunity for the Squadron to try out the system
formally known as CRS Plus, or Whitman, as those who are up-to-date
would say. Under the watchful eye of ToT Capt Jack Dempsey, F ofS
(plural) Denish Ghandi and Bob Pullan worked steadily to ensure the
integrity of the system. Rumour abound that Jack and Denish are
applying for Brigade positions. Also joining the techs was Sig Chri
Lawson, experiencing his first camp with the Regiment. Chris was at a
loss to describe his first camp. However, he did explain that he
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51 SIG AL SQUADRON (V) - by Lt C. Buckley
Sqn Comd
Maj Andrew T hompson TD
SSM
W02 L . Bertram
Ex Horseshoe Canter should have provided a warning for those of us
about to endure 11 days in the CP at camp. As usual, the Det was up and
runnmg before the other Squadrons bad got going. With the ea y bit
done, the CP operators and Watchkeepers set about trying to figure out
the new toys that we had received. Meanwhile Capt Gra ni tza was
becoming rapidly more frustrated with the lack of attention the other
Squadrons were paying to his beloved HF. Eventually it was all too much
and t.he 02 engineering net was called into play. Upon finding out that
certam other Squadrons had no antennae up and didn't intend to because
' It's too much hard work. I'm having a brew' the grenade went off. It was
not pretty. There were ob cenities everywhere. 'I remember this one time
at Para camp . ...... '. Once the dust had settled things ran quite smoothly
at our end, apart from the all-nighter pulled by Cpl Henderson and 2Lt
Chris Buckley to test all of the suspect equipment.
ANNUAL CAMP 2002 EX HORSESHOE ill
Fortunately for all , the drive down was uneventful with the convoy
making Ripon without a single breakdown. We did miss Sig Robert on
and Cpl Taylor but they were returned unharmed at ENDEX. The predeployment inspection by the CO and RSM did throw up a few problem .
Apparently, SOP 15 knows how to pack webbing better than soldier who
have spent 12 years in the ' bullet catchers'. To say it was a little damp on
arrival at Topcliffe Airfield could have been the tu1derstatement of the
millennium. At one point the camp beds had to be relocated to prevent
them being washed away. Our stay here was quite pleasant becau e the
base was an operational airfield and the enemy were very limited in what
they could do to us. A group of the bad guys did manage to hoodwink Lt
Weir with some dubious ID and a cover story. Their attempt to expertly
probe the position wa cut short by LCpl Montgomery and 2Lt Buckley
after an ever-alert LCpl McDonald did what the young officer on sentry
should have done and checked the bu registration against the suspect list.
A nice country drive to Location Three, Driffield Airfield. through such
aptly named towns as WET WA G! At least it kept morale up! To fini h,
a big than.ks to our LAD, gt King, Cpl Knight and Cpl Adair who
nursed the fleet through camp and told me, ' Ju t ignore that oil coming
out of the air fi lter. Top up your oil at every stop and it will get you
home,' and it did .
52 SJG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Donald Gordon
SSM
W02 (SSM) Karen Swan
The Regimental an nual camp thi year was a 2
C) ig Bde FTX
called Ex Horseshoe 3 with the Regiment operating in the no rth of
england. The scenario wa MACA flavoured and it was with great
anticipation that the Squadron forn1ed up at the TAC on the morning of
the 7 October 2002, eager to get to grips with the dreaded and much
vaunted enemy. The initial mobex went smoothly and then it wa time to
conduct the move to Deverell Bks, Ripon. This was when the te ting
really began. Unfortunate ly, the combi vans used by the Regiment are
equipped with rad ios and the soldiers were able to li sten to the European
hamp ionship qualifying matches. The QC Ii tened in with increasi ng
horror as Scotland held the mighty part time fishermen of the Faroe
Island to a draw and his anger was not improved by the increasing
sniggering and sniping from the Sqn PSI, SSgt John Leach . The
Regiment seemed intent on testing the quadrons right from the word go
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b)'. throwing. spanners in the works. The route card provided got u all to
w1thm a whisker of Ripon and then told us to take the EVE TH exit on
a roundabout. It ~as. debated whether this meant going round more than
once or whether 1t mvolved some form of time travel. We arrived in
~i~<mjust outside the stated time despite the afore mentioned roundabout
mc1de~t and the almost Comanche like navigation skills of Cpl Joanne
Mundie who managed to read 32 yards as 32 miles.
Day Two was given over to final prep of vehicles and kit and recccs of
the first locations. !he OC, PSI and SSgt Dunn headed off to conduct
this recce at the ~nffield Training Area. At this point we found out that
we were deploymg there and a perusal of the range standing orders
reveal.ed that there wa~ a combination lock on the gate that had to be
negotiated. The c?mbmallon f?r the gate was not stated in the range
order, nor the bookmg confirmatton letter. umerous phone calls failed to
uncover the combination as this was a Sunday and nobody was at work.
We deployed anyway with the attitude that we would climb the gate. This
proved unnecessary, as Sgt Leach is a ' scouser' and the combination
lock proved no match for his skills. It would have been as well securing
the gate with a bit of chewing gum. The area we were to deploy to was a
bare as Old Mother Hubbard's cupboard.
.The Squadron deployed to tbe training area and built our complex
"".'lthout a hitch. Th~ days spent there were uneventful with everyone
e1~er on stag, patrollmg or conducting personal admin. This was until the
third day, when a call was received at the CP from one of the guard posts.
The OC went to investigate. On arriving at the guard post he found a blue
four-whe.el drive vehicle. Was this the dreaded enemy trying an
asymmetnc attack? The conversation with the driver of the vehicle went
as follows:
QC - ' Can I help you?'
Driver - ' I have come to bury my sheep.'
OC- ' ????'
Driver - ' Thi is a registered sheep burial sight."
OC - 'Look you .. .'
Sgt McDonagh - 'Er sir? Look in the back.'
Sure enough there was poor Flossie dead, stiff as a board. The farmer
agreed to come back once we had left and a more thorough search of the
area found a trench filled with dead animals.
Tbe move and deployment to Location Two at Topcliffe Airfield was
uneventful. the ~nly point of note being that the DEL installed there by
BT for the exercise was also the number for a poor old lady in York who
got endless calls in the small hour of the morning warning her of
impending attacks by an unseen enemy. We had been there barely twelve
hours when we got the call to move to Location Three, the FIBUA skills
house on Warcop range . We whooped with delight when we were
informed we would be deploying there: 'We will be indoors, like RCP,
HQ Sqn and 61 Sqn. Hooray.' The only problem was the DEL. Whoever
did the recce prior to camp said that this was I OOmtrs from the house.
Their girlfriend had been lying to them as it was 500m as the crow flie ,
with the relief of the ground, this meant that our techs had to lay nearly
I km of wire (how the mighty have fallen). This unfortunately meant that
the enemy were at their most fiendish. They used sheep to eat through
this wire and constant repair was needed. The mili tary skills of the
Squadron were tested in an unu ual way. Cpl Frankie Holtz had just
come off guard and went to the chef's area to get some scoff. He noticed
angrily that the stew was burnt and bellowed in his mo t indignant voice
' Burnt Stew!' Unfortunately tho e within earshot thought he had houted,
'Stand Tor Then he prang into action. How they laughed on di covering
that their Jeep had been disturbed for nothing.
We moved to a MO D owned common, outside trensall Camp for our
last location. Things were very quite here at fir t, the only point of note
being the CO scoffing five scones and a courting couple being disturbed
.by the QRF as they conducted a sweep of the area. However, the enemy,
who had been thwarted at every artempt to gain entry to our location
made one last 'do or die ' attempt. They drove traight at the guard post
and were stopped in their track by a hail of ( imaginary!) righteou
bullets. This attracted the attention of the two boys' football team
playing on the pitches located on the common, who immediately forgot
their duty and ru bed over to ob erve t11e dran1a. Then as quickly a it had
begun Endex arrived.
Congrarularions go to 61 (CofE) Sig Sqn (Y) for taying in the one
location o long they were awarded the Freedom of Warcop .
Congratulations also go to 51 (H) ig Sqn (V) who although having the
fewest personnel on camp till managed to fill an entire portaloo in record
time. Finally congratularions go to Regt 21C, Maj Roddy utherland
who contrary to popular belief, managed to organise a most enjoyable
visit to the Black heep brewery. Congratulation also go to pl Carol
Vaughn on the birth of her daughter Caitlin and to gt amantha
Wilkie on the birth of her on CaJumn.
61 (CITY OF EDI BURGH) SIG AL SQUADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj B. Shankland
SSM
W02 (SSM) Clarke

(V)

EXERCISE HORSE HOE lII
After ' eekends of practi ing comm at Kirknewton airfield and
sewing cam nets together, the big Brigade exercise wa finally upon u ·.
After ome hard work the Wedne day evening before deployment, the
first packet was out of the gate on ly fifteen minute later than planned.
With LC pl Traynor managing to tay out of the media's eye \\ hil ·t
driving an CR wagon down to Ripon the whole quadron arrived
triumphantly ready for the build up pha e.
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In camp. final preparations were made to the equipment and a plug-up
' crcisc carried out to double check that everything till worked. Thi
wa also the first time peopl got the chance to nnrvcl at the newly
fum1.hcd CP wagon. with it. ensuite coffee nrnl.ing facilities and
chaise-tongue. n t to mention the working fan. arrowly mis ing gas and
\\atcr pipe~ with the earthing spike • the plug-up went well giving tim,
for one la ' t night in the bar before the driw back up the A I and over th
Pennine. to Warcop.
gt Harvey must be thanked ai thi point for his
trail blazing recce that ·potted the roadworks just outside camp leading
the ·cR wagons on an intere ·ting detour through Ripon . Once the
Brigade net wru up and running. the quadron settled dO\ n into its hill
part rn. meaning that the Dream Team of Lt Gaw, Sgt McLeod, Cpl
Fair and Cpl Lone under the watchful eye of gt (YofS) Faichnc..
never saw the light of day. unles they were on guard. but kept everything
running smoothly through the night. During the day the operators had the
lu;.;ury of working with two officer in the
P, one of them being
decidedly more grumpy than the other, and meeting all the dignitarie
that came to vi.it the gloriou 61 t. But it wa the night hift that first met
the clandestine enemy.

Our next encounter with the enemy wa when they turned up at the
gate protesting about our presence and to return one of their men. One of
the protcstor • . sportin g a placard that read • cots go hom e !' wa
disappointed to be met by two lri hmen and an Engli lunan, all trained in
manhandling criminal . After cros ing the line one too many times they
were whi ked away and Jocked in the male ablutions - surely against the
Geneva onvenlion. Again they were soon set free a~er a cup of tea and
a few bi cuit , to wreak havoc on the other squadrons in the area. Ju t as
life wa beginning to get a bit tough in the farmhouse. the quadron
finally got orders to move. It was off to trensall Camp near York. This
time the quadron had lo ely big flat playing fields to set the ma t up on
and delightful barrack room accommodation only a short walk from the
P. Trying to be a tacti al as po ible in the floodlights of the Officers'
Me s and local streetlight , it wa here that the Squadron had it first
BC warning. much to the confusion of the locals. SSgt Harvey al o
arranged for members of the quadron to have a go on the flying fox set
up for a local recruiting day. The end of the exercise was soon upon us,
just as Cpl Lowe had got his satellite TV set up in the accommodation
and the boy were indulging in omc much needed cu lture . With the
yellow fencing from the antenna field rolled up and the mast taken down
before the day sh ift even woke up everyone was ready to watch the dets
from 71 ig Regt being ai rl ifted away.
About three hours later than promi ed two hinooks came flying in
low over the tree to get a closer look at where they were to land and
managed to blow a large branch into the road outside camp, slowing
down the traffic that we thought ju t wanted a better look. After recently
completel y their air rigger marshalling course ig Cornwall and Sig
Morrison took the opportunity to put their kills into practice by rigging
up the CR det and radio det ready for the flight. Much link counting
and tring tying later, the dets were carried away over tl1e horizon. lt wa
a dramatic end to a very ucces fu I exercise.
Congratula ti ons to Cpl Cook, Cpl Harvey and LCpl Gordon for
receiving the CO' Commendation ward for their performance on
exercise Hor eshoe Ill and al o well done to Sgt MacPherson, Sgt
Chisholm, Cpl Fa ir , LCpl Costello and Cpl Allan who were all
pre ented their QVRM by the Honorary Colonel. Finally, a big well done
to the whole Squadron for a ucce ful camp where we played a vital role
in the Brigade net and ro e magnificently to the occasion.

33 (LANCASIDRE AND CHESHIRE)
SIGNAL REGIMENT (VOLUNTEERS)

co

RM

Lt Co l E. A. Davis
WO 1 (RS t) Day

98 (BRITFO R) IG AL SQU DRO IS LAU CHED!
ot co be outdone by the Lancastrian and Cumbrian Volunteers
following their recent operational deployment of a Platoon to
Afghani tan. 33 ig Regt (V) has been given the re ponsibil ity of
forming, training and deploying a composite Signal Squadron to Bosnia
in May 2003. The role of the Squadron will be to provide ClS support to
the Headquarter of the British Forces in Bosnia. The soldiers will be
required to maintain strategic, operational and tactical ClS networks,
based on modem commercial communication and TT equipment. This
will be the second time a formed TA Signal Squadron has deployed to
Bo nia to conduct a six-month operational tour in the place of a Regular
R SIG 'ALS sub-unit.
The proce s of selecting TA per onnelfrom across the five TA Signal
Regiment and two independent TA Signal Squadrons that are earmarked
to 11 ig Bde and HQ ARRC on operations began earlier in the year. The
quadron now has 45 TA officers and soldiers who have volunteered to
be mobilized. 'early half of the Squadron's volunteers are from 33 Sig
Regt (V) based in the , orth West in Liverpool, Manche ter and Runcorn.
The CO has been delighted with the response from within the Regiment,
and has been most encouraged by the quality and enthusiasm of those
who have been selected to join the Squadron.
The Squadron formed up for it first pre - mobilization training
weekend at Altcar on 22-23 September. The Officer Commanding, Maj
Chris Ed11ard from 35 Sig Regt (V), had the opportunity to get his
command team together, and supported by training staff from 33 Sig Regt
(V), he has embarked upon a training programmed that will see the
quadron at Leek. Swwynnerton and escliffe over the next few months.
The quadron is focusing on military skills prior to mobilization through
the Reserve Training and Mobilization Center at Ch ilwell on the 17
March 2003. They will also conduct team bui lding activities, special to
role training and driver training.
The Squadron is already beginning to gel as a unit, particularly as it
ha;; been united by the misery of conducting BFPA's and early morning
PT at 0630hrs each morning! Over the next few months, we hope to chart
the progress of the Squadron as it prepares for, conducts and recovers
from the operation. Cntical to the success of the quadron will be the
support of the employers who have agreed to release their TA soldiers
during the mobilization period. Employers will be invited to one of the
trainin • weekends and will be invited to vi it their employees in Bosnia
during the tour. In the meantime. as we go to print, 98 (BRJTFOR) Sig
qn i, formed up, training hard and preparing for operations!
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42nd (CITY OF MA CHESTER) SIG AL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Cheryl Ja mes
SSM
W02 (SSM) Aa rons
Several members of the Squadron were present to witness 2nd Lt
Danny Fenwick 'tying tl1e knot' with his bride, Emma Beasley, in a
ceremony held at St Johns Church of England in Middleton, Manchester
in August. Danny, who will be deploying a a Troop Commander with
98(BRITFOR) Sig Sqn (V) next year, has been with the quadron since
March 1998 when he joi11ed whilst studying aerospace engineering and
physics at Manchester University. He initially trained a a technician
before being elected as a Potential Officer and attending hi s
commissioning course at Sandhurst in February 1998. A native of
Urmston in Manchester, Da nny is currently studying for his Masters
degree and hopes to be employed in the aeronautical industry in the
Greater Manchester area. All Squadron members wi h Dan ny and E mma
a long and happy life together and every success for the future .

2nd Lt Danny Fenwick and his bride, Em ma
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ADV£ !U~OU TRAI I G - by Lt Sophie Curtis
The hi ghli ght ?f the summer period was the adventu rous tra in ing in
orth V{a!es dunni:; Au gust. We were accommodated at Crickhowell
arm>'. trammg camp m Bettws-y-Coed, Snowdonia but most of the week's
tr~111111g took place m a 19th century slate mine, located about an hour's
dnve away near the coast at Barmouth. We began our day (after a full fry
u~ of course) w!th a sl~ort ab se~I down into the quarry. Several members
of th e Troop ._ 111clud1ng the froop Commander, were not e ntire ly
comfortable with the idea ~f heights and opted for the beginners' group.
The mor~ fearless were whisked away to the deepest depths of the mines
- som e~hmg us sc~r.edy cats. would have hanging over us until after lunch.
Dunng the m111al abseil, OCdt Diane Barker, a vertigo sufferer,
managed to rebound from . the ~dge of the quarry and throw her arm s
tightly around a very surprised mstructor, before finally overcoming her
fears for the first time and forcing her elf to walk backwards over the
ed g~ of the cliff. We then had to traverse around a rock face before
gettmg our feet back on firm ground. The traverse was more difficult than
it looked, especi.ally as our instructor could not be moved from his belief
that 1t. WAS fe~s1b l e to step one metre ~own and across to the right, whilst
keep111~ one s left hand far left 1n some tiny hole. Despite his
protestations, we all had to cheat and hold onto a safety wire in order to
complete the move across.
Following lunch, we swapped the brilliant Welsh sunshine for the
darkne s of the slate mine, 200m underground. After being lowered
through a very n~rrow hole for 20m, we then had to step backwards over
a ledge and abseil down to the bottom. Personally 1 was petrified, and it
took several mmutes of grimaces before I finally agreed to raise my arms
above my head so I could be lowered into the unknown. Jn the end
e~erybody managed it, although not without lots of yelps and squeals of
fright (and that was from the male contingent too - Sig Lewis take note!).
The last part of our underground adventures involved a two-tier scramble
and a rope climb back out to the top. The day ended with a 200m long
'death slide ' from the rim of the quarry straight into a freezing cold rock
pool ~t.the bottom. SSgt Sam Fau lds was on hand to take snap shots at
the critical point of entry. And those in the Squadron who had done the
death slide earlier in the day were there to critique the technical ability
and style of each per on splashdown. Cpl Paul Bennison won the event
with an interesting take on the star jwnp!
That evening there wa a Squadron BBQ back at Crickhowell. The
food consisted of meat, meat and more meat, with not a bread roll or a
piece of alad in sight. Whoever it was who said you need five portion of
fruit and vegetables a day to stay healthy needs to have a quiet word in
the ear of the camp catering taffi Afterward we all headed off into
Betws-y-Coed for a spot of badly needed liquid refre hment.
On Sunday, we went for a walk around land owned by the Forestry
Comm1. 100. It wa~ a gr~at end to a good weekend and was spoiled only
by the mcessant ram amvmg halfway through the walk back. ensuring
that we were all soaking by the time we got into the minibuses for the 2 hour drive back to Manche ter. However, we all look forward to the next
Sqn adventurous training in the spring when, instead ofrain, we will have
snow on a planned ski trip to Austria.

Lt Sophie Curtis, lets it all hang out in the quarry
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RECR !TING
Ahhough the Squlldron. is at 95% of its establi hed trength, the
conunuous search for recruits never s!ackens. Our small n:cru11ing team,
headed by S~t Brent Jefferson- who 1s also a Greater Manchester Police
Sergeant dunng the week- attends most of the local hows and events.
Aided by the Regiment's newly acquired paint ball equipment, the team
set up a stand at the Manchester show recently and as a rc~ult arc now
processing eight new recruits.

Cpl Carl Sproston and Cpl Sue Heaps supervise
the paint ball stand at the Manchester show
whilst in the background LCpl BJ Smith and Sig Will Gooderson
look after the RR Det
WELCOME BACK
Pte Carol Owen, one of our Squadron chef: and the wife of our
Regular. Foreman of Signals, W02 ndy O wen ha recently returned
from a six month ITR tour ofBosnia. Carol enlisted with the quadron
as a m.ore mat.ure entrant b~t h~s proved that age i no barrier by
becommg qualified and. ~ackmg 111 an operauonal tour in a relatively
hort !Jme. Carol was 1mt1ally attached to I RRW in Pri tina in February
but spen~ her la t three months serving with I P\VRR. During Ca rol's
tour .she mtegrated uccessfully with the locals population and spent time
help111~ out at a nearby orphanage .which provides a home for 6 to 19 year
old children who have been left Without parents a a re ult of the conflict.
Carol enj~yed her tour and has gained much valuable experience a well
as e11hanc111g her already considerable catering skills to the ultimate
benefit of this Squadron.

Carol pictured at Pristina Lines
with some of her local Kosova cooks
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The Regiment wa d lighted that amongst the latest batch of TA
officer to leave andhur t on commis ioning were three from 33 ig
Regt l ). This quadron was e en more delightc" that two of them were
from Manche-tcr! A smiling trio are pictured in fn·nt of Old College with
th Regimental 2JC, Maj Chris Heaton. arurally, all members of the
quadron offer them their heartie t congratulation and look forw~rd to
chri tening tho e hiny pip in the Squadron bar.

(L-R): Maj Chris Heaton, 2Lt Abbi Adey,
2Lt Mathew Trump and 2Lt Dianne Barker
Report from Dianne Barker:
One main memory of the TA preparatory course and the
comrni sioning course was the glorious weather. Truly we were blessed, a
three-week cour e ' ith no rain. It can only have been a miracle!
However, the cour e itself more than made sure that we suffered enough.
The initial week's preparation course staned off on the Saturday morning
in traditional manner, lots of people milling arowid, not entirely certain
what to do. It wasn't long however. before we found our elve organized
into kit pick - up, opening talk and the familiar quick change for a o 2
Dres inspection. Then time to unpack and get to know each other. We
also had our first chance to get acquainted with the catering and it was
good!
As a revision course, the week included a bit of everything, from first
aid, through to map reading via a Bf PA. Practice in speed-writing was
included! The section attack practice on the Tuesday set the tone, with
admonitions from our small, but perfectly formed, CSgt Hobbins (the
Parachute Regiment's own}, to 'take our' the enemy ection and 'get in
there and mix it wiv em, mix it wiv em'. Future attacks by 2 Platoon were
distinguished with cries of 'mix it wiv em' for the remainder of the two
weeks.
The highlight of the first week had to be the exercise, designed to test
our mettle and to see what we were made of. People milled, confusion
reigned! I found myself less than popular after ordering my section
through a stream that turned out to resemble a swamp. However, we had
it lucky compared with the group further down, who nearly lost several
members, including their CSgt. He refused to believe that the stream was
uncrossable until he leapt in himself and had to be rescued!
The course proper kicked off on Sarurday morning with an opening
speech from the College Commandant, an introductory test, followed by
a much-needed afternoon off and the chance to escape. Given that the
programme for the next day started with another BPFA, the temptation
was not to return , but return we did. The theory is that you improve on
your result of the previous week, but in practice .....
Monday. was the <!BY tho.se of us ~ore navigationally challenged had
been ct:eadrng the orientecrmg exercJ.SC. I attempted to point out that as
potenttal ~f!i.cers, surely we ~hould be shedding any remaining map
reading ab1hue ~ but to no avail. 90 minutes "'.andering around looking
f~r cunningly hidden markers ensued. lnterestmgly, I did better on the
mght-nav exerc1 e, but that may have been because the markers glowed in
the ~! The next major h.urd.le was Ex Surpri e Corrunand, no longer a
surprise due to the warnings of previous courses. The notice board
prepared us for a 0630hrs start, but we all set our alarms ready for the
0430hrs wake up call. We were then bussed to the middle of nowhere to
begin an l 8km tab, carrying our bergens, along the South Downs Way.
Reassurance from those that had been through the course before that this
was a 'bit of a bimble' and ·a really chilled day' rurned out to be slightly
!es than ac~urate for some of us. Having a Para for your CSgt was also a
really bad idea, but there was some pride to be had in being the second
last group to leave but the second to arrive.
Thursday was Visitor's Day, where important people from our various
units came down to find out how we were getting on, enjoy a curry lunch
with us, then have a laugh at the sight of us gening wet on corrunand
tasks.
The 'phys' continued the next day with an e ndurance run in the
Academ:r groun~, through the same streams used the day before. I have
a sn~akmg susp1c1on that the lack of rain was bothering our OS!
~erc1fully the rest of the day consisted of lectures, an ideal opportunity
to doze and recover.
t last the ~y of the eagerly awaited college disposal dawned and was
pent by most m the launderette. All six washing machines had packed up
on Wednesday, swampi ng the bar underneath.
The second week arrived and the final hurdle with the dreaded
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PRA TAC. an estimate and orders assessment. It was, us it turned out
fairly imple . Left flanking took you into the second enemy position'
right flanking wa, a long walk in the open, o straight down the middle'
take them out and mix it wiv em! Make sure that you look tough for th~
camera crew that had turned up to film a promotional video for the TA. I
do hope they got my good ide! That evening we deployed for our final
exercise, beginning with a 7km tab, carrying all our kit and no sympathy
for tho e who had packed the kitchen sink! A Ghurka ection provided a
rude awakening at 0430hrs and the rapid bug-out revealed the 'admin
vortexes ' amongst us. An embarrassing amount of kit was left behind and
a le on well learned by all.
Tuesday was another day of platoon attacks ('look forget the enemy,
what ay we take out, orry destroy, the camera crew? Oh pleeeeea e! ' ),
wa followed by recce patrols ready for the dawn attack next morning.
CSgt Buckley of 3 Platoon was so impressed by the performance of his
section that he aid he would lead them back to their harbour area, and
duly et off. The section thought that the tree were getting a bit too
manicured and their suspicions were confirmed when the trees gave way
to beautifully tended lawns complete with ornamentation . However, it
wa n't until the security light came on that the CSgt admitted his error
and rapidly led the section away. It's nice to know that we are not the
only navigationally challenged ones! Next morning we made our final
attacks, then returned to Sandhurst for rifle cleaning with white glove
inspection. Most people attempted the bar that evening to celebrate the
end of the a se rnent phase of the course but found themselves asleep in
their beer. The terrible end of course interview with the final verdict on
our performance occurred the following morning. For those of us who
had passed, the remaining days consi ted of drill and more drill in an
attempt to prevent us embarrassing ourselves on the passing out parade.
The end of course upper with substantially better effort in the bar than
Wedne day night was followed, first thing Friday morning, by a PT
session, run by of all things, PT! s with a sense of humor. I kid you not!
At la t came the final day and the final parade. Following the band
round the comer and onto the 'sacred acre' in front of Old College it
finally ank in. We had made it! All the, blood sweat and tears of the
previous week had not been in vain. Mission accomplished!

34 (NORTHERN) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

co

RSM

Lt Col I. D. Westerman
WOI (RSM) M. J.P. Anderson

HEADQUARTER SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj Chris Jones TD
S M
W02 (SSM) Neal Dixon

Sunday saw orienteering organised by

Sgt Kevin Patter o n.

Thank~lly nobody got lost! ~~~rybody agreed it was a great weekend

that achieved its aim. The activ1t1es were challenging, the administration
went smoothly and everybody left feeling that they had done something
worthwhile. It was al o GREAT FU !

EXERCISE ROAD RUN ER
Ex .Road Runner was. H9 Sqn 's advenrurous training weekend held at
Keswick m the La.ke D1stnct from 2-4 August 2002. The climate didn't
look good: torrenllal ram and flooding of parts of the campsite but this
was not enou.gh to de~er the hardy bunch of 20 plus who made the
Journey on Fn~ay evenmg. ~ll turned. out well as they were greeted by
glorious sunshme the followmg mommg, weather which would Ia t the
enllre weekend!
Firs~ stop was the Keswick Climbing Wall , an outdoor activity centre
ba ed m the town. Harnesses on and away you go. Ably assisted by the
profe 10nal m tructor one of the first to go up was Cfn Findlay from
the LAD. The. view from below was something to behold! Sig Motson
showed that chmbmg 1s easy. It's the getting down which can sometimes
be a problem.

I hope there is something at the end of this
49 (WE T RIDI G) SIG AL SQ ADRO
Sqn Comd
Maj Mark Finch
SSM
W02 (SSM) Dave Carr

CONGRAT LATIO S
SSgt ·Rooster' Coburn's name is up in lights as a result of the recent
promotion board. He has been selected to take over as the SSM of 42 Sig
Sqn (V) upon the retirement of W02 Maurice Aarons. 'Rooster' has
been with the Squadron since October 1989, having previously been a
member of the Grenadier Guards for five years and served in orthem
Ireland where he was awarded the GSM. He holds the Volunteer Reserve
Service Medal (VRSM) and Clasp and will shortly, of course, be
presented with the Queen's Jubilee Medal to complete a quite respectable
set of awards. Currently on exercise in Germany with the Regiment, on
Ex Aarcade Falcon 2002, he assumes the appointment of Squadron SSM
shortly after his return. His timing is impeccable, because with his
experience in the Brigade of Guards, he is t11e ideal person to whip the
Squadron into shape ready for the Remembrance Sunday Parade through
Manchester in ovember.

STORK, STORK A D TORK
Is. it a crane? o it's a stork! lt has been visiting the Finches. the
Cra1gs and the Adcocks, our congratulations to all.

Sgt Frank Mason proving that old sweats still enjoy it
SPO SORED RELAY RUN
Members of the quadron took part in a sponsored relay run from Hull
TAC to Leed 1:AC. The event was organi ed by Sgt lark Carrick,
SSgt .Steve Falk.inder and gt Dawn Malloy. The aim of the e\'ent wato ~1se mon~y. for l\'.'o charitie : the Army Benevolent Fund and the
auo~al Autistic. oc1ety.
gt Mark Carrick completed hi leg of the
relay 10 Au traha - urely deserving of a pecial prize for madnes .
During the day Sgt Dawn Malloy also ran a KAPE tand in the terrion
Centre, Leeds, painting the faces of 'would be· heroe . The ucce ·sful
day was rounded off with a race night in the JR bar where even more
m?ney wa gained from the haple s punters - never buy the pink hor.-e
with the wobbly legs! About £ 1600 wa rai ed a a re ult of the hard
work of the organi ers, the runner· and the u ual little helper.;.
Sig McGowan - 'Where the heck have my legs gone to?'

SSgt Coburn pictured outside the front door of the TA Centre,
which will shortly become his
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The next stop was the lake with canoes, kayak and lots of oaking .
What started out a a Jes on in paddling technique oon degenerated into
a free fo~ all as vc sets were capsized and boarding parties repelled. igs
Parry, B1bbym1d Yarker showed their navigation skills and succe sfully
managed to hit evcrythmg afloat. All this water made everyone ready for
the real test of the day: Ghyll crambling. This involves following the
~oute of one of the many fast flowing treams for which the Lake District
is fam.ous. ot for the faint-hearted, thi activity proved a real challenge.
Th~n 1t wa back to the Camp ite where food had been prepared by our
res1?ent chefs, .s~ Ian Cairncs and gt Bob ilk. We've all heard of
the Two fat Ladies , well welcome to the 'Bar-B-Que Bellies'.
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2002

The 'runners' in aid of the National Autistic Society
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L Q DR01
qn Comd
Maj Graham Jenning
\1
\\02 ( M) Le liddlcton

Pl- ODE Ill - TH
Q ADRO ' FIGHT ij>\CK.
A
ti111e ago i11 a T.4 Cmtrefm;jiir mrny (t.lthough not as far O\l'ay
a.· .\'ewcast/e). 50 quadron has 111rned the tide. and the battle with the
<Ti/ e111pirt! i a/1110 t wo11 ... ... ... ... .. ..
The OC would like to welcome igs Chapman and Tomlinson. as new
rccruih 10 the quadron. \ e all ' ish them well, and .look forward to
welcoming them into the family of 50 ( orthumbnan) 1g qn. Our only
Jea,er is ig Hollingnorth. Ha,ing plit hi time between the UK and the
·
for his studie . ig Hollingworth ha finall • made the bold move to
stay in America. Ha' ing contributed a great deal to the quadron when he
wa · in the UK he will be greatly mi sed. o on behalf of OC 50 l would
like to thank him for hi. hard work and wi h him all the best for the future.

'°"'

EXERCI E KE \ lCK CAPER
Although the proceeding week had been very wet, the weekend
da\rned warm and unny, which is mo' t unu ual for the Lake District. A
fun and action packed day of multi-actiYities wa arranged, which
included canoeing, team-building game . climbing/ab eiling, and a gorge
de cent. ome individual will not forget the 'Wa hing Machine ! A a
re ult of the inclement weather during the week the Squadron retired to
Darlington TAC for the Saturday night and enjoyed a barbeque ably
prepared and cooked by the QM . Sgt Colin Ridley. Well re ted from
the rigor of aturday' activitie the quadron returned to the Lake
Di trict on unday to learn more of the history of the area at the Rheghed
Vi itor entre, the large t turf covered building in Europe!

T HE ROAD TO GERMA Y
As part of the build-up training toward Ex Arrcade Falcon, 50 Sqn
took part in the Regimental Comms exercise and deployed to atlerick
Training Arca. Deploying both the .ASfMC and the ELG assets, the
quadron occupied two eparate loeauons. For 705 Troop at Darlington
taking out the ELG proved to be quite a change from their normal role as
TN 035. and both Sgt Jcmmet and LCpl elson enjoyed the benefit and
luxuries provided by the ELG. With such a short time available, the
weekend was o er before it had really got started. The few cobwebs that
had started to form were quickly blown away, and 50 Sqn feels leaner and
sharper. fully prepared for deployment to Germany on Ex Arrcadc
Falcon, in early October.
PRE-CAMP F
CTIO S
A the final act of prep for Ex Arrcade Falcon, 50 Sqn let its collective
hair down. which is harder for some than others ( gt Martin Clarke
and gt Wightman, with. their I on~ flowing locks). 742 Tp tarted .the
weekend off with an evening boat tnp on the Tyne, and danced the mght
away. Then followed a quadron all ranks function at Darlington, with a
formal dinner enjoyed by all. To round the weekend off, the Squadron
went off to Teesside Park for white water rafting. This eemed like the
be t solution for ome to have good wa h before deploying to Ge11T1any.
50 Sqn is now technically and mentally prepared for Gem1any.
90 (NORTH RIOT G) SIGNAL SQ ADRON
qn Comd
Maj Richard Lenton
W02 (S M) Ian Ward
M
Thing have been rea onably quiet over the holiday months in 90 qn,
with a couple of interesting weekends thrown in. 704 (Tnmk_ ode) Tp
vis ited Swainby for their annual Troop weekend. A section of the
Cleveland Way was tackled botl1 on foot and mountain bike. The newer
members of the Troop enjoyed the opportunity to bru h up on their mapreading kill while not under too much pres ure, and the old and bold
simply enjoyed meandering along in the sun hine. The customary BBQ
followed and the opportunity to practise aircraft recognition witl1 a trip to
the Yorkshire Air Mu eum on the Sunday
741 (Access) Tp managed to prise the SQMS, SSgt Gus Honey, out of
his store for the first time this year for a trip to Feldom Ranges. They
were able to fire some LAW - ODT, and practise their Molotov cocktail
throwing technique . A very useful skill to have in Hartlepool! Using the
LAW, LCpl Liddle proved that you could mis with every tracer round
and still get a bull's eye on the barrel of the tank with the final round! Cpl
Paula Williams managed to mis the tank with her Molotov on every
occasion, whil t 2Lt Helen Suter felt the need to make a girlie cocktail
with a nice pink flowery rag for a fuse. SSgt Barry Hunte1· wa the man
of the evening though, producing an Action Man cake to celebrate his
38th birthday.

Can SSgt Barry Hunter really be that old?
Capt 'Tall Boy' Edwards - is he falling or climbing?
EXERCI E 'ORTH MBRJA WARRIOR
Thi was the highlight of the Squadron training during these months.
With much trepidation the Squadron and some alts from 49, a sembled at
Carlton Barracks in Leeds to be briefed on the training. Cautiously most
retired to bed early, only to be rudely awoke at 0 I OOhrs and transported to
\fanehester with no money and no mobile phones. With only the clothes
they were stood in, using all the initiative they could muster each team
had to complete as many tasks (which included returning to Leeds by
11 OOhrs on unday morning) if possible. Using their channs and power
of per uas1on. each team had to 'blag' their way around Manchester,
finding such things as food, accommodation, appearing on local radio,
making a pizza, being a DJ and singing to a crowd. As per all good game
shO\\S, points mean prizes, so our brave teams by completing these tasks
accrued points so that a winner could be found. All teams did extremely
\\Cll, with one team spending the night at a hotel costing £450 a night!
Everyone returned with great tales of their exploits, trying to out-do each
other with their claim of how they completed the tasks. Many thanks go
to 'Sgt hri Ogg and gt te'e Arnold for their hard work, both in
planninf! and executing the weekend.
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W02 Ian Huntington's Driver Training weekend at the Continental
Dri vi ng Circuit i n Swynnerton proved to be a great success, with
everyone pre ent passing their European Matrix Test, and getting the
opportunity to practise driving on the wrong side of the road ready for Ex
Arrcade Falcon in Germany in October. A good night out in Stone was
had by all, although the evening did result in Cpl Kevin Pountain, Sig
Helen Keen and gt John Edwards becoming geographically
challenged whilst trying to locate the accommodation.
90 Sig Sqn hosted the Officer ' Mess Ball at Hartlepool at the end of
August. Magnificently organised by the PSAO, Capt Ray Duffy, the
theme of the evening was a Queen's Jubilee street party, including various
games. 'Shove Ha'penny' and 'Hit a golf ball around the room' were
popular, and Capt Jenny Bowes was particularly pleased to be allowed
to play in the paddling pool with the rubber ducks. Even the Regimental
Badger joined in the fun and consented to be dropped down a tube and
then to be hit repeatedly with a cricket bat, until Lt Col Ian Westerman
noticed his faithful companion was missing and came to the rescue.
Finally, congratulations to LCpl Andrea Machin on her promotion,
goodbye to Cpl .Johnson on his posting back to 3 Div, and welcome to
SSgt Cas Cassidy and Cpl Hope, the new batch of Permanent Staff
Instructors for 704 Tp at Brambles fallTl .
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2002
Continued on Page 505
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Lt Col N. J. Borrill
W01 (RSM) A. P. Staniford

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
REGIMENTAL CADRE COURSE
Th"! annual JNCO Cadre Course was a resounding success.
Planning for the course started early January and locations were
kept within the Training Wing to try and allow an element of
surprise. The locations used were Swynnerton Training Camp and
Leek, both near Staffordshire. The students underwent two days of
tr~ini.ng in camp before leaving on 15 July. They boarded a bus
thinking that they were up for some shut-eye and were driven out
of camp by Sig Dunw~ll. Before they could shut their eyes they
found themselves tabbing up the runway with full kit and extra
weapons including GPMG and 51 mm mortar. They were put into a
~V and before long the Chinook arrived. After a relatively short
flight the students were de-bussed 1n darkness and straight onto a
combat trail that had more battle simulation than 'Saving Private
Ryan '. The students were completely disorientated. For the rest of
the week the students continued with a dry training phase which
included navigation, fitness training, weapon familiarisation battle
lessons and exercises and various low level tactics. On the
following Friday the students were taken to the exercise area
where they were immediately put into a night navigation exercise.
Unfortunately the weather and difficulty in terrain had the better of
the students and had to be postponed until the following morning.
The remainder of the exercise phase went well and the students
particularly enjoyed the Section attacks and the final Platoon
~ttack. On~e again ~hey were heli-lifted off the area straight into a
nver crossing exercise that was very well executed. Immediately
after they were introduced to a mild interrogation exercise which
everybody enjoyed immensely. Before long the students were
stripped of all important equipment and sent out to fend for
themselves for the remainder of the evening. First thing the very
ne.xt day the st~de:nts were listening to a survival expert and
skinning and stripping all sorts of animals ready for eating. The
course was finished off with an initiative phase in the centre of
B1rm1ngham. Some of the students gained some excellent results
including meeting PJ from 'Big Brother'. The course was a success
due to the commitment of the Corporals from the field Squadrons
who deserve a mention: Cpls Lane, Daniels, Flanagan and
Smith and also the dedication from all instructors involved. The
final parade was very good with Sig Webb showing Lt Jones how
it should be done. The following awards were given by the
Commanding Officer during the parade: Best Section, Section 1
led by Cpl Lane; Best PT Endeavour award, Sig Prest; and Top
Field Soldier, Sig Mooney. Overall Top Student for the Cadre
Course 2002 was given to Sig (now LCpl) Carroll. Well done to all
who took part on the course and a special well done to the award
winners.
DRAGONS CADRE - by LCpl Carroll
Let us just start by saying that this was no ordinary cadre course
- this was the daddy of all courses : we made 264 look like a bunch
of Boy Scoutsl There were quite a few emotional times during the
course - just ask Sig Rodger Coppack and Sig Alex Webb. The
course was action packed with some quality stuff; QCB with the
GPMG , CQB (R) , Chinooks and the never to forget 'Bunker 7', as
well as the survival phase. I should also like to mention the
excellent instruction received from SSgt Richie Ayling , and the
first order demonstrations from SSgt Steve Crooks , whose
ambush started with a memorable bang.
Morale was always kept high, with Sig Johnson as the smiling
assassin and W02 (SSM) Andy Hartley 's puppet show. A
scintillating final attack, with Sig Gary Wesley and I (both 640 Tp)
in charge of the sections , culminated in an excellently executed
battle. Had Saddam seen that, he would have surrendered years
ago. Over the course of the cadre the map reading was, unlike any
otber Signals Unit, to a very hi~h standard, with Sig Cook getting
it right having added an extra five miles. Cpl Flan Flanigan didn't
want Sig Cook to take all the flak , so grabbed a map and very
kindly took us around a scenic lake. Twice. What a final parade
with which to end the course, including Lt Jones showing us
potential Junior NCOs exactly how to do drill.
I should like to congratulate Sig Al Prest for winning the Best
PT award and Sig Mooney for collecting the Best Field Soldier
trophy. Thou!;lh it hurts to say it, congrats to Cpl Lane and his
section for winning Best Section , and a big Don't Worry to Cpl
Daniels and his seetion who were the People's favourite. Last but
not least, I should like to give myself a big pat on the back for
being awarded Top Student and getting my tape up.
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ROYAL SIGNALS SAIL TRAINING WEEK AND REGATTA
1-5 JULY 2002
The weather was, well, interesting, the equipment excellent, the
students nervous but keen and the venue spectacular, and so
started the 2002 Royal Signals Sail Training Week and Regatta. 14
Sig Regt (E W) hosted the event, the venue was Dale near
Haverfordwest and set in the beautiful Pembrokeshire National
Park.
The purpose of the event was to train novice dinghy sailors to
RYA Level ~ standard and to introduce those that already had
some experience and held Level 2 to Asymmetric Sailing and
A~vanced Techniques. The windsurfing elements of the Royal
Signals also held sail training to RYA Levels 1 and 2 which was
followed by the Royal Signals Windsurfing Regatta.
The Regatta was supported by many units from both within the
UK , com ing from as far afield as York and members of the
windsurfing community who came across from Germany. Even
some of the 'older' ex members of the Corps returned for the
Windsurfing championships.
I~ ?dd_ition to those personnel who supported the event by
parttc1pat1ng, the event had somewhat of a tri-service nature with
the equipment that was provided. This included:
a. 4 x RS 400 from the RN Coach - Graham Forshaw
b. 4 x Pico from the ASA Coach - Clive Grant
c. 2 x RIB from RAF Benson and RAF St Athan .
Our thanks go to those who provided the equipment. Total
Quality Management based at Blandford Camp provided
sponsorship for prizes in the Dinghy Sailing Event.
'!'he week ~tarted with some interesting weather (Force 3), in
which the novice sailors had an enthusiastic introduction to sailing .
To say the safety boats were busy for the first day was a bit of an
understatement! This, however, proved to be a good grounding for
the novices, who soon picked up the skills with some noticeable
examples from the Royal School of Signals. This proved to be
invaluable during the last two days of the event, which consisted of
two days racing around Olympic-style trapezoid courses. Both
novice and advanced sailors sailed on the same course but with
separate start times. The Race Officer of the Day was Col (Retd)
Webber, late RA, who ran the whole event with professional skill
and much fun. Sailing was close run between first and second, but
Sig Amy Phillipe won through on the day, Sig Mat Crook gave an
excellent performance with second place.
All the novices enjoyed the week, not only for the excellent
sailing but also for the extremely full social programme that
involved quizzes, bowling, BBQ and of course the obligatory visit to
Minnies in Haverfordwest! Some exciting sailing was experienced
by those on the advanced course, with lots of swimming practice
taking place! Sgt Gale is now an experienced dinghy sailor (well,
good at righting inverted RS 200s anyway!) and the older hands of
W01 (YofS) Pete Goodliff and SSgt (YofS) Ted Heath showing
the way in the Bosuns in the Advanced Regatta (how do they beat
470s and RS 200s?). Cpl Nick Scullion of 3 Div HQ & Sig Regt
was placed third in the Advanced Event.
· Overall the event was a great success and an experience on
which many of those that attended now wish to build. It is hoped
that another such event will be held in 2003 with many of the same
class or even more dinghies. All enquiries from Royal Signals
should be directed to the Royal Signals Yacht Club Dinghy Training
Manager at 14 Sig Regt (EW).
ADVENTUROUS TRAINING WING
Team
SSgt Steve Roberts
SSgt Jason Bayles
Cpl Andy Anderton
The Adventurous Training Wing has had another very busy year.
The powerboat courses have been extremely popular and, due to
the hard work of Cpl Andy Anderton, over 30 people have gained
the AVA Level 2 qualifications. A Regimental ski trip in March was
a success, as was the BCU 2-star kayak course run in June. The
Corps Sailing Regatta was also held here and incorporated in this
were a AVA competent crew, day skipper and Level 2 dinghy
courses. In addition to this, over 1000 people have visited the
Centre to carry out Level 2 training.
The Wing would like to extend a warm welcome to SSgt Jason
Bayles APTC, his wife Debbie and his daughter Holly on ioining
the Wing . So warm has his welcome been that Jase is already
planning the Regimental ski trip in March. Thanks must go to some
of the Regimental instructors who help us out on a weekly basis:
W01 Owen
Sailing
SSgt Stu Irving
Kayaking
Sgt Mitchell
Climbing
Sgt Morgan
Powerboating
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226 SIGNAL SQUADRON (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj Jonathan Gillespie
SSM
W02 J. Ainsworth

LEWT
TpComd
Tp SSgt

640 TROOP - by Flt Lt Dunn
Tp Comd
Flt Lt Bren Dunn
Tp SSgt
SSgt Eric Head
For two weeks in June 14 Sig Regt (EW) conducted Ex Dragon's
Talon in the Salisbury Plain Training Area. The purpose was to
exercise the whole Regiment, as even though the Squadrons hav~
built up a great deal of operational experience by deploying their
EW sensors and personnel in force packaging roles. it has been a
long time since the Regi~i;int had deployed en .masse. Thus ~he
exercise would test the ability to deploy as a regiment, to exercise
its command chain and to develop the SOPs for the future.
First to go in was 226 Sig Sqn, the Regiment_'s premier
squadron, consisting of 640 Tp, Romeo Tp and t~e Light EW Tp
(LEWT). As the Squadron's role is to support 16 Air Asslt Bde, the
ex scenario required the Squadron to deploy first to simulate
supporting 16 Air Asslt Bde in securing an airhead to take on the
bad guys, the Norcastrians.
.
.
.
Whilst Sgt Kinsey had the glorious task of choreographing nine
packets equating to about 40 vehicles destined for the well trodden
route to Hullavington. W02 Russ Foster and SSgt Mick BroY'n
were tabbing their para-trained lads into the ex theatre carrying
hefty bergens, to conduct tactical recces for the Brigade, a good
effort tarnished by the shrill tones of Sqn 21C , Capt Rich
Quinsey's mobile phone!
At Hullavington we were duly processed by the RAO staffs who,
along with the LAD and MT staffs were re-discovering the delights
of going on exercise. In a short space of time we had left
Hullavington, formed up at Avon Camp and then tactically
deployed to designated locations within the SPTA forming the
comms and non-comms baselines. This comprised three
Barracuda dets (Intercept and OF) commanded by Cpls
Whitmore, Wade and LCpl Samuels, two Wildcats (Jammers)
commanded by Cpl Pond and Sig Carroll and all controlled by the
TCAD (Troop Command and Analysis Detachment). Teamwork is
essential for the various trades and Corps (RS Ops, Spec Ops, Int
Corps and RAF linguists) to work together utilizing their military
and trade skills to produce a det that is very tactically covert and
one that can produce a great deal of intelligence for the Brigade
Commander. Throughout the exercise the various dets were
constantly repositioned, reflecting the speed and changing location
of the battle space. The re-deployments would involve recces,
nightime moves and the constant challenge of re-establishing good
EW interception. Like all COTS equipment, it is only happy when
stationary and the constant moves caused some failures to the EW
modules in the vehicles.
Highlights of the exercise inclu ded the almost too close
positioning of an Artillery exercise, QC 226 Sig Sqn Maj Jon
Gillespie, sinking his vehicle into a riverbed and the new Sqn Int
Officer, 2Lt Louise Patterson being mentored by the Sqn 21C
(impersonated by Cpl Brumfield) and the SSM (impersonated by
LCpl Thompson). Special thanks go to the lads from 249 Sig Sqn
who acted as the enemy signals dets and who came a bit close to
getting caught during some of their frequent attacks. (We'll get you
next time!)
All in all a good exercise, with a great deal of 'lessons learnt'
captured, excellent training value achieved and all with two weeks
of glorious weather.

The LEWT are nearing the end of a very busy summer period
that started with the Troop Exercise. Ex Learning Curve ran for two
weeks and was used to train relatively new members of the Troop
in addition to potential LEWT recruits . They were trained in the
Troop's SOPs and given an insight into the types of tasks that the
Troop performs. The exercise ran very successfully due to a lot of
hard work from SSgt Mick Brown and W02 Russ Foster. Russ's
wife gave birth to their second daughter h~lfway thr~ugh the
exercise. Consequently he departed for the birth but missed the
lads too much and was back the next day - dedication eh! The
best find of the exercise was Sig Chip Mooney, who carried more
knives in his webbing than a knife thrower.
Immediately after the exercise three members of the Troop
completed their powerboat-handling course. The very next week
saw members of the Troop go over to France to complete the
French Para course. After a massive 14-hour solid driving they
arrived in Pau and proceeded to gain their French para wings.The
very next day after arrived back from France, the Troop deployed
on Ex Dragon's Talon (Regtl Ex) , to the sunny climate of Salisbury
Plain.
Phase 1 of the Exercise was an insertion TAB of only 11 kms in
three hrs in midday sun carrying bergens weighing over 100 lbs,
going into an EW OP for a couple of days.
We were all glad for Phase 2 to begin ! Working with 226 Sig Sqn
helping out doing site recces with some quality off-roading by LCpl
Watson. After a quick turn around it was time for yet another
exercise, this time with 16 Air Asslt Bde on Ex Eagles Strike, so up
to West Freugh we went.
Members of the Troop took part in a memorable para-drop and
TA off the DZ, prior to a patrol and CP deploying alongside 1 Para
and for Phase 2 working alongside the Pathfinder Platoon. Cpl
Mark Wright from the Troop passed the PF Cadre one week prior
to the Exercise only to finish up working with his old Troop.
Congratulations to Mark on passing the cadre and all the best
for the future. As can be seen, the Troop has just completed a busy
time and are all looking forward to their hard-earned summer
breaks. The Troop welcomes our new members LCpl Bellamy and
LCpi Sherrington moving upwards and onwards from 216 Sqn.

W02 Russ Foster
SSgt Mick Brown

ROMEO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Pete Jones
Tp SSgt
SSgt Bruce Thornton
The list of new arrivals reads more like the cast of extras from
Ben Hur but here goes anyway. Fresh from the Spec Op training
oven that is the (DSSS Chicksands) are LCpls Clifton, Cox, Holt,
iddon, Miller and Tyler (Int Corps but we won't talk about that).
Sig Higgins joins us from trade training at ASS Blandford along
with Sgt Smith, who has been doing a sterling job instructing at
the Info Ops wing . We welcome with open arms LCpl Pete
Armour and his wife Hayley from 20 Armd Bde. Also returning to
the fold, this time from civilian street is Cpl Jim Hobson. Cpl Al
Sharpe joins our congregation and best wishes go to him and his
wife, Jennie, on the qirth of their son Benjamin . It must be
something in the water but congratulations also to Cpl Scott Rose
and wife Kelly on the most recent addition to their family,
Kayleigh. Returning from a two month detachment in Gibraltar are
LCpls Dan Evans and Justin Eldridge.
So in with the new and out with the old, leaving us like rats
deserting a sinking ship are a few valuable characters: LCpl Mike
McGhee who has recently been selected for a tour of duty with 1
(Special Comms) Sqn and Sig Chris Treweeks due to leave us
next week for the excitement and adventure to be found at 216 Sig
Sqn, Colchester. Also Sig Chris Rees who jumped sideways into
the LEWT and can now be found working in the Gym after
successfully completing his PTI course. A temporary farewell goes
to Sig Johnson who is deploying on Op Agricola 9 next month.
After all that I wonder if there is any room left to mention what
we have actually been doing in the past couple of months. The
garages were very quiet during August with the maximum leave
period in force. Early in September SSgt Mark Morgan (Scourge
of the Squadron Techs) organised an excellent weeklong FIBUA
package at Salisbury Plain. All Troop personnel got 'hands on' with
Molotov Cocktails, Bangalore Torpedoes and Assault packs. Our
very own Kate Adie (SSgt John Winn) captured the highlights
from the week on his video camera and has since produced a CD
ROM version, which is now available in all reputable book and
record shops.
With the war fighting safely out of the way, the Squadron
proceeded to split into two halves for a week of adventurous
training at Halton Camp in Lancashire. This consisted of mountain
biking, walking, caving and socialising with the indigenous people
of the region. Our only casualty of the week was Sgt Steve
Bottomley. It seems that someone removed the stabilisers from
his bike without tellin9 him first. After a brief visit to the local A&E
department he was firing on all four cylinders once again. That's
more than enough from Romeo Tp for this issue, but fear not, we
will return.
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237 SIGNAL SQUADRON (EW) - by LCp/ McCo/gan
Sqn Comd
Maj J. Sutton
SSM
W02 (SSM) K. Scott
Ex Foxes' Dragon 3 was an adventure training exercise carried
out by personnel of 237 Signal Squadron (EW) in the Mont Blanc
Massif area of France , Italy and Switzerland . The aim of th e
exercise was to complete the full circuit of the Tour De Mont Blanc
in nine days and to gain the Summer Mountain Proficiency for
those who didn't have it already. We travelled from Brawdy to Les
Houches by minibus, as usual in stifling heat. The first evening in
Les Houches provided the first incident of the trip when LCpl
Weatherill and Sig Spalding learnt that you can't use water to put
out burning petrol after setting fire to their stove.
On Day One we woke to glorious sunshine and clear skies and
began to look forward to the coming days with growing excitement.
We were introduc.ed to the Alps in fine style with a walk that began
up a very steep hill that lasted most of the morning in temperatures
pushing over 30 degrees C. After the first hill was conquered, a
pattern was established that would last for the rest of the
expedition , as everyone settled down to enjoy ice cream and
coffee while they caught their breath.
Day Two started in a manner more normal to anyone who has
walked in the British hills, dull and overcast - so much for the tans
we had all been hoping to work on. After following a 2000-year old
path into the hills for most of he morning we made it to the top of
the Col Bonhomme just in time to shelter from a sudden rainstorm
in a phone box-sized refuge. That night we stayed in one of the
Alpine refuges which are to be found along the TMB route, and
were introduced to the Alpine custom of sleeping 18 to a bed.
During the course of the evening SSgt Murray managed to insult a
Swiss Mountain Guide by claiming that Geneva was in France, and
then proceeding to suggest that her mountain skills and first aid kit
were inadequate.
Over the next couple of days the weather failed to improve but
despite this everyone's morale continued to be high as we all
settled into the swing of things. W02 (FofS) Andy Amies received
many phone calls from the Regiment during this period on the
'emergency' mobile, namely from the Padre ringing to tell us that
they were suffering a heat-wave back in Wales while we struggled
to make out anything other than clouds from the top of Tete de
Feret. Some essential admin was taken care of by the Squadron
with one member being notified that he was off to Kosovo in Nov,
news that just couldn't wait till we got back! On the few times that
the cloud did clear we witnessed an astounding array of
breathtaking scenery, and enjoyed many cups of coffee in
mountain refuges perched right on the edge of the glaciers. During
this time the admin suffered a near 'international incident' when
they were interrogated and threatened by Swiss Border Guards for
trying to 'smuggle bananas' into the country.
The sun finally shone on day eight and it was a happy group of
trekkers that set off up the mountain towards Lac Blanc, a crystalclear glacial lake. Despite much bravado and ego boosting on the
ascent from many of the younger members of the group only Sgt
Brett Newton and LCpl McColgan decided to bare their all
(except for a pair of boxer shorts - there were children present)
and take the plunge into the extremely cold waters. During our stay
in a refuge that night we were introduced to a large American
woman who went mountain biking with an amazing amount of
survival kit, except for a pump, bicycle repair kit or spare tube - all
of which would have been helpful when she got a puncture on top
of the mountains. She realised that she had made a mistake in
telling 14 soldiers her tale, and soon lost what little humour she
had left. On the final day the sun shone once again - why couldn't
it have done this during the rest of the trek? Everyone, by now well
established in the routine, wasted no time in getting their gear
sorted and we were soon on our way. During the course of the
expedition we had been continuously assessed for our SMP
awards and at various points people had been given the chance to
navigate and route find. Upon being told it was his turn, LCpl
Williams decided to take a detour over an unnamed peak, now to
be known as 'Elf's Mountain'.
R&R was held in Chamonix with the admin team excelling
themselves in finding the 'Wild Wallaby' Aussie bar for us to fix our
dehydration problems in. There was then a day to chill out before
making the long haul home. Time was also found for the 'kit
monsters' to go shopping in Chamonix gear shops, namely Sgt
Newton. The return ferry was from Normandy and so a long day
was spent on a tour of the 0-Day battlefields before returning to our
lonely outpost in West Wales. Everyone learnt many lessons during
the course of the expedition, the most notable being LCpl Atherton
learning that a 'metre of rum' is not a good idea when you have to
climb a mountain the next day. All in all a thoroughly enjoyable and
worthwhile expedition and many thanks go to all those who helped
organize and run it. Special thanks go to the admin team SSgt Andy
Craig and Cpl Campbell who always made sure we had
somewhere to sleep at night and some beers to hand!
EXERCISE FOXES' SPEAR 15-24 SEPTEMBER 2002
by LCpl Williams 237 Sig Sqn
Ex Foxes' Spear was a 3-day survival exercise followed by a 5day battle camp with a view to cross-training the various trades. An
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0800hrs start on a Sunday seemed fair enough and by 0930hrs
everyone had been forcibly ejectr;id from their beds, including a
rather reluctant LCpl Duff. Then 1t was onto the coach or rather
the six Rovers and two 4-ton Oafs while the brand new shiny 55seater coach was filled with six people including the two drivers.
Unfortunately the SQMS, SSgt Andy Craig couldn 't be there as
he had to go to church, so it wasn't until the following Saturday that
we received our rifles.

Sig Bustin and LCpl Platt - Looking dangerous
On arrival at Leek Training Area Cpl Danny Stacy, our survival
instructors greeted us. After a day of lessons, the fun started with
the killing and gutting of ducks and rabbits. Sig Carter, who was
soon covered in blood, carried this out a bit over-enthusiastically. A
competition for the best food and best shelter was easily won by
one section with roast duck on a bed of nettles and plantain with a
.bilberry sauce, despite the protests of Lt Liz Robson, who was
adamant that her bilberry jam was the clear winner. After a night
alone in the wilds, morale was understandably shaky, so beers
provided by the OS were a welcome treat.

2Lt Allen, SSgt (YofS) Mount. W02 (OZWO) Corcoran. Sgt Petton
and Lt Robson. showing how they live off the land
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An orienteering competition was the order of the day on Friday,
and despite some rather interesting navigation by Cpl Webster
and Sig Nash, it passed without a hitch. Section attacks followed ,
where it seemed the prerequisite for a section commanoer was a
bad knee. The final part of the exercise was a platoon attack led by
2Lt Allen, where one Section's Charlie fire team was able to take
out every single one of the enemy positions.

LCpl Duff, LCpl Weatherill, Cpl Webster, Sig Nash
and their improvised field kitchen
The drive back displayed some excellent convoy drills. At one
point a Rover driven by LCpl Warburton and LCpl Adi Mayes
was seen heading to London . We were soon all back on the right
road and arrived back at the Camp in time for tea and medals.

(L-R): Cpl Pagan, LCpl McColgan and LCpl Simpson
in a natural defensive position
VICTOR TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 Butland
As the Squadron OCs complete their handover/takeover, we
wonder what the future has in store for demo squadron and Victor
Tp in particular. SSgt Newton-Roberts is currently sat in Sqn Ops
as the INTWO, while Sgt Mick Hallam has departed to ciwy street
and is working in the oil refinery at Milford Haven. Our best wishes
go to him for the future, and also to our other 'old sweat', Cpl Neil
Parsons, who moves on to a new career after having looked after
our panzer so well for the past four years! Other losses have been
Sig Ryan Parker, now in a comcen in the Province, LCpl Ingham
to Germany, and Sig Bingham to civvy life, hopefully as a fireman.
Op Fresco might give us all that opportunity!
The Squadron hands over control of Kosovo Tp next month to
245 for Agricola 9. Although this means we do get some of our
Troop members back again, others have to replace them. The
l~at1on b_oard seems to show Agricola against everyone's name,
either being there, coming back or going . Preparations are in
progress now for the Squadron exercise on Leek Training Area. A
Battle Camp and Survival are not much consolation for our nonparticipation in Iron Anvil though.
On the sporting front, the Troop's surprise placing of third in the
Reg~mental cross-country race is entirely due to LCpl McColgan
coming second. Interesting to note that it was held in the week the
SSM was on~ visit. .congratulations must go to Cpl Howard who
h~s passed his drivm1; test, and is now more alert during drinkdriv1ng presentations.

and comprehensive timetable. The CO not only visited th e 14 Sig
Tp boys but also the multi-national contingent that we work with.
The Swedish especially went out of their way to make him feel at
home and arranged a short shooting competition between him and
the Troop OC Lt M-P insists he did not want to beat the CO, as it
would not be a good career move. The fact that he is a bad shot
was never mentioned.
Nijmegen site would like to welcome Sgt Rob Jones and LCpl
Matt Bromhead to their home for the next three months. May their
stay be a happy one. Preparations for upgrading Nijmegen from 2star facilities to 5-star have begun and the site is now waiting for
Bob the Bu ilder and Turners to complete the work. Part of the
upgrade will be the plush new toilet facility, which will be opened
later in August. Although , to the unin itiated , this sounds
marvellous, the chaps are a bit down hearted, as they have grown
very close indeed to their black bin bags. I'm sure in the fullness of
time the chaps will get used to the normal toilets. It is also planned
to bring a shower to the site, which will be nice.
In early preparation for the handover to Op Agricola 9, the arrival
of some of the Troop positions is almost upon us. So 14 Sig Tp
would like to bid welcome W02 (Supvr R) Harbin (who will have
the unenviable task of keeping Lt M-P's enthusiasm down and try
to stop him attempting to take over as COMKFOR in the near
future) ; to Sgt Andy Butler and Cpl Allen , who will be the two
new site commanders ; to Cpl Bernie Narey and Cpl Paul
Strange and to SSgt Andy Barber, who will only be out with the
Troop for one month.
245 SIGNAL SQUADRON (ELECTRONIC WARFARE)
Sqn Comd
Maj P. S. Cubbin
SSM
W02 (SSM) Marsh
Half of the Squadron have been stolen to form Kosovo Tp, now
preparing for an action-packed winter tour in the Balkans. Those
that remain wish Lt Bermingham and her merry band the best of
luck. The return from summer leave saw the Squadron deploy on
Ex Mouflon Mountain Dragon, an adventurous training camp in the
prime holiday destination of Capel Curig.
With Capt Higgs, Lt Dawes and Sgt Badger leading the way,
Squadron morale was unusually high. From the gamut of options, it
was unanimously decided that we would participate in the rollercoaster ride of emotions that are orienteering, hill walking and rock
climbing. I can honestly say we were truly living the dream. Who
needs base-jumping , para-gliding or alpine skiing when these
activities are available? After some high class driving from LCpl
Morris and co, we finally arrived at the holiday villas, ready for two
weeks of fantasy fulfilment , or 'The Royal Oak' as we called it.
Things were looking good when Sig Woodward exclaimed, 'We're
not going to climb mountains like that one there, are we?' On the
other hand Hill Walking was taken to like a duck to water by all ,
especially by Sig Twissell. He has since applied for the MLT
course - no really! One walking group had their day brightened by
stumbling across the film set of 'Tomb Raider II'. Sig Pinwill and
LCpl Simpson tried to land key roles alongside the gorgeous
Angelina Jolie. Better luck next time lads.
The climbing activity was split between the fantastic indoor wall
at JSMTC Indefatigable and various outdoor crags. After some
teaching and technique from the instructors, the lesson was taken
over by Sgt Crompton, whose unbelievable style of jump - hang fall , w·hilst all the time showing ·no desire to reach the top, drew
gasps from the admiring crowd. Everyone had a good time over
the two weeks. Some people were challenged more than others by
the activities but everyone showed enthusiasm and determination.
A final mention has to be made of Cpl Hunter, for the obvious and
Capt Higgs for his awesome choice in climbing-wear.
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Lt Col N. A. W. Pope
W01 (RSM) M. Nuttall

EXERCISE CYGNET REEF - BELIZE, 3-27 AUGUST 2002

A new sheriff in town
W01 (RSM) Bob Pye hands over to W0 1 (RSM) Matt Nuttall
OPERATION VERITAS
SUPPORT TO SBMA, TAMPA FLORIDA
As the title suggests this is not the most arduous of operational
deplo¥ments. Elements of 258 Sig Sqn, under the tutelage of Lt
Caroline Staples, deployed to Tampa for a four month tour in April
2002. The blocks at Gamecock Barracks were gleefully swapped
for a four star hotel and swimming pool and the British spring
weather for Caribbean climate of Florida . When off-shift the

KOSOVO TROOP
Tp Comd
Lt E. Maskell-Pedersen
Lt. Col N. Borrill visited the troops for his working review. Lt
Eddie M-P ensured the CO wasn't out for a jolly by producing a full
500

·w~ r kers'. managed to fit in several R&R activities including watersk11ng , Disneyland, diving and numerous visits to the Beach and
the .Mall. The local cuisine and beers were perfect for all ,
particularly for LCpl Barron. All in all not the world's most difficult
tour - but particularly pleasing qiven most of the rest of the
Squadron were in Kabul at the timef

Sig Lawrence and LCpl Dunn
attempt to escape Tampa by swimming out
Cygnet Reef was an OTX to Belize, conducted by elements of
258 Sig Sqn. Thanks to the RAF also doubled up as a cultural tour
of N America, with stopovers in Nova Scotia, St Louis and Coco
Beach Florida. On the Exercise itself, the 501 and CNR
detachments were deployed to HQ BATSUB. The 501 cracked on
with testing and commissioning its experimental IER, whilst the
CNR del undertook a series of intercontinental RATT exercises.

The Tampa Signallers outside MacDill Air Force Base
Back Row (L-R) : LCpl Dunn, Sig Ryall, Sig Glutton, Sig Lawrence
Front Row (L-R): LCpl Barren, Lt Staples, Sgt Raj, LCpl Caulfield
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Comms aside. all personnel attended the jungle survival course
and attempted a spot of bird .killing. LCi:> I Mackay ma~aqed to
make his chicken look more like an ostrich and Cpl D1ckm s_o n
objected on ethical grounds. Of course there was R& R, which
judging by the photos was hell on earth!

EXERCISE SECOND RUN - 250 TO PORTON DOWN
Second Run was a JFHQ deployment to Porton Down .
Originally planned as Staff Training 1t became an internal Exercise
as the Staff were unable to deploy. Given the location , the
opportunity was taken to conduct some worthwhile NBC Train ing .

.

What Fun !
Decontamination drills at Porton Down
VISIT OF CINC LAND TO
HEADQUARTERS 11 SIGNAL BRIGADE

EXERCISE EAGLE'S CLAW (2-13 SEPTEMBER 2002)
by Sig Ensell
Fresh from a well-earned summer leave, 216 Air Assault Signal
Sq uadron deployed to Catterick on Ex Eagles Claw. After the
success of Ex Eagles Strike in Scotland a few weeks prior to leave,
expectations were high. Alpha Tp used the Exercise to implement
and subsequently practise revised and new SOPs, such as moving
tactically into new locations and erecting the headquarters at night.
OC Troop, Lt Gudonis, designed the SOPs, which were carried
out smoothly by the whole troop under the experienced eyes of
Cpl Sharp and his equally experienced 'mini-me' Sig Ensell.
It was the first time some of the members of the Troop had
erected the headquarters at night but all in all it was professionally
executed with a lot of thanks goi ng to the Personal Role Radi o
(PRR) th at each Alpha Trooper had been issued with. On one

EXERCISE EAGLE'S LIFT, 23 SEPTEMBER - 9 OCTOBER 2002
by LCpl Lightowler
Sig French and I, making up RRB3 along with RRB2 crewed by
Cpl Robertson and Sig Seager, deployed on 24 September with
Bravo Tp who were establishing a Rear HQ. We left Bravo Tp at
the Rear HQ and headed for our separate locations to begin our
routine as Rebroadcast detachments. We remained in this first
location for several days, affording us the opportunity to get into a
routine and brush up on our trade skills.
Our first notice to move came at 0530hrs halfway through
putting up an Inverted V, so we quickly tore that and most of the
Rebro down. This initial NTM was part of the construction of new
SOP's for the Rebros in the Squadron , enabling us to practise
orders delivered over the net, equipment states at each level of
NTM and the varying level of comms provided at each stage. The
next three days were spent focusing heavily on these procedures,
with a third Rebro, RRB4, crewed by Cp l Stephen and Sig
Etchell, joining us for the Exercise.
We moved to our next location, set up and awaited our next
orders for a first night move. The mistakes from the first move were
remembe red and this next move and set up went much more
efficiently. Comms were maintained until the last minute and then
established again rapidly at the other end. There were two more
moves during this phase of the exercise that allowed us to fi ne
tune the points we learnt and to apply them. This led to us all
improvin g and speeding up our re-location drills, all th e while
working a live net as part of the main exercise.
The Squadron now has tri ed and tested procedu res enabling
rebros to move quickly and efficiently between locations without
seriously disrupting the various comms nets we're supporting.
These new SOP's also allow the rebros a greater self-reliance as
they can now relocate under their own steam and not tie up other
individuals and vehicles. Overall, the rebros all learnt a variety of
lessons, which resulted in us all improving on our own drills over
the exercise, making this phase of the Exercise highly successful
and worthwhile.

Cpl Kiran demonstrates the LWRN
and TACSAT equipment to CINC LAND

16 AIR ASSAULT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (216)

Charlie Troop 'The Dirty Dozen' on Exercise Eagle's Lift
Sqn Comd
Maj Paul Smith
RSM
W01 (RSM) K. Weaver
Once again the Squadron has been busy both on exercise and
tackling issues of force development confronted by the Brigade.
There have been a number of changes over the last few months,
most notably the departure of Maj Neil Fraser to HQ LAND and
the arrival of Maj Paul Smith as new Sqn OC. Neil Fraser was
pulled out of camp in the traditional manner. His final task as OC
Sqn was the commitment at Caythorpe where he delivered his
'state of the nation' speech to the Old Comrades and Squadron
members. The Squad ron has achieved a great deal during his
tenure, not least due to his enthusiasm and drive. The Squadron
thanks you for your hard work and wishes you well in the future.
The Squadron also welcomes Maj Paul Smith and his family to
Colchester.
ANNUAL SQUADRON PILGRIMAGE TO CAVTHORPE
30 AUGUST - 1 SEPTEMBER 2002 - by Cpl Dunn
Ever since September 1944 when members of 1st Airborne
D1v1sion Signals departed the Lincolnshire village of Caythorpe on
their ill fated but immortalized raid on Arnhem during Operation
Market Garden. soldiers from 216 Sig Sqn have returned to the
village not only in commemoration of those who lost their lives, but
also to foster an already excellent relationship enjoyed between
the Squadron. its former members and the villagers of Caythorpe.
This year was no exception.
With plans for a parachute insertion on Friday by 50 Sqn
personnel cancelled due to bad weather, we instead travelled by
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road to the Squadron's tented village in Caythorpe, which was to
be our home for the weekend . With the previous year's event
scaled down due to the Squadron's deployment to Macedonia and
subsequently to Afghanistan, the whole Squadron eagerly awaited
this year's event.
After the mandatory briefings on arrival , we descended on the
village for some social bonding with some of the former comrades
who had deployed on Op Market Garden. In the early hours of
Saturday morning we were awoken by the unmistakable tones of
SSgt Walker, responsible for organising the planned parachute
decent into Caythorpe. After emplaning the C130 Hercules we
were subjected to three hours of low level flying and every sick bag
on the airframe was utilised! Even the hardened 'old school' were
affected , as typified by SSgt Farmer who at one stage turned
green! As we approached the DZ we prepared for action , the doors
opened and we awaited RED ON . Disappointment struck once
again as the wind was too stron~ and the jump was aborted . On
returning to Caythorpe we continued where we had left off the
previous evening , only pausing to watch the Squadron football
team beat Caythorpe 4-0. Sgt Dimmack ably managed them, with
notable performances by LCpl Kitchin and Sgt Ward .
After more socialising we awoke on Sunday and quickly donned
our No2 dress uniform in readiness for the church parade. The
Squadron marched smartly down the main street of Caythorpe
followed proudly by the Veterans . Maj Gen (Retd) Dean
Drummond took the salute. The church service struck home the
ir1portance of our Squadron history and the sacrifices these men
made for us. All in all it was an unforgettable weekend .
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occasion two Signallers could have lost their lives when Cpl Sharp
decided that instead of erecting masts for the antennas, they
should be placed on the rooftops of the surrounding buildings! Sig
Ensell and Sig Ancell duly volunteered for this task. However,
they soon regretted the decision . To scale a three store~ farm
bu ilding using drainpipes and carrying heavy antenna kit 1s one
thing , to complete the task at 0200hrs in total darkness, on wet
mossy tiles, with torrential rain and strong sidewinds is quite
another! Comforting words from Lt Gudonis such as, 'If you fall I'll
have you charged,' helped immensely! SSgt Eldridge once again
did his usual three days solid without sleep to ensure there were
no hiccups and still retained his humour throughout. The Troop
have not only become accustomed to it but almost rely on it!
Once the first week of night moves, tent erections and tactical
hides were completed, we moved into the C~ST are.a of Catter.1ck
Garrison for the second phase of the Exercise. This was a nice
change to the first week as the emphasis w.as o.n the staf!. T.h1s
gave the Troop, once they had finished their shift of monitoring
plastic radios and making brews , the chance to experience t~e
delights of Catterick nightlife. A big thanks goes to Tesco in
Catterick for lending us most of their pallets and wooden gates t~
lie down inside the staff tent to stop the staff getting mud on their
boots. If Tesco ask, Sig Seager did return them all! Another thanks
goes to the Welsh Gunners who, while co- loc~ted caused our
'non-tac' exercise to incorporate cam nets, webbing and NBC kit.
The Troop now looks forward to Ex Eagles Lift in the distant future.
No, hang on, it's in seven days!
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CHARLIE TROOP

It has been another busy period in Charlie Tp since the last
edition of The WIRE. The Troop's main effort has been Ex Eagles
Lift which took place on Salisbury Plain and at Otterburn. The
Exercise concentrated mainly on the logistical support required for
Brigade deployments . However, the Squad ro~ was tasked to
provide a full range of Headquarters, including the insert ed
503

Continued from

parachute element. Charlie Tp provided Lt Tac and Bde Tac HQs,
in addition to trialing the Airborne Command and Control Centre
(ABCCC). to be mounted in the new Merlin helicopter. Heliborne
insertions from Chinook airframes were also pracrsed. Bde Tac,
two motorcycles and 40 pax delivered by two airframes and were
offloaded in two minutes. Navigation was also thoroughly tested
during the Exercise. Cpls Porter and Fyfe are experts in this field!
Additionally. a special mention to Cpl Clancy and LCpl Walker,
both were part of the parachute insertion at Otterburn. They spent
all night trying to locate the RV only to find that at first light they still

had not managed to make it off the DZ. They insist that the RAF
dropped them in the wrong location!
WHAT NEXT?
At the time of publishing, the Squadron looks forward to some
trade and skills enhancement training in addition to an NBC
exercise and further Brigade commitments prior to Christmas.
Additionally, C Tp will be conducting ten days adventurous training
in Bavaria and novice skiers are preparing to depart for Norway to
conduct some cross country, biathlon and ski patrol training In
preparation for the Divisional Championships in January 2003.

3 COMMANDO BRIGADE ROYAL MARINES
UNITED KINGDOM LANDING FORCE

COMMAND SUPPORT GROUP
COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRON
Sqn Comd
Maj G. Green RM
SSM
W02 R. Cluett RM
It has been a busy time for the attached ranks at the newly
formed United Kingdom Landing Force, Command Support Group,
Communications Squadron. After a busy time last year with the
various exercises and the Oman trip, the Squadron was looking
forward to some down time and artic warfare training in the year
ahead. This, as it turned out, was not to be the case as the
Squadron was put on R1 immediately upon its return from Oman.
OPERATION JACANA
This was to be the British contingent of Operation Enduring
Freedom, the war against terrorist states in Afghanistan and
comprised of one commando group (45 Cdo), a headquarters and
support elements. After a prolonged period of readiness, the
decision to allow us to deploy was finally given at the end of March
and the first elements of the squadron moved to Bagram airfield in
Afghanistan. The Royal Signals ranks involved in this were Cpls
Jones and Bagstaff who deployed with the Cypher BV and Cpl
Cleary as theTech on the 501 Det.
Sgt Brown and W02 (FofS) Cole with the ERV joined them
later. The final rank to deploy was Sgt Bird as tech on the second
501 Det. This left Cpls MacDonald and Walker, along with Sgt
Gordon Lloyd, back at Stonehouse in support. Routine at Bagram

was settled into quite quickly, even if you were often awoken by the
sound of a controlled explosion of UXO or the occasional gun
battle of the local Afghan villagers over who was going to get the
contract to look after the galley.
Cpl Bagstaff soon decided that he would not get his hair cut all
OP and after two months was given the nick name 'Nookie Bear'
due to the fine blonde/ginger bouffant he managed to sprout. Cpl
Jones on the other hand decided that it would be better if he tried
to blend in with the locals and Operation 'Burn me you big yellow
thing' was put into effect. He is also expecting a mention in
dispatches as he was to have the first confirmed kill of the
Operation. That Camel Spider was massive.
A fond farewell goes out to W02 (FofS) Cole who managed to
do a hoto even in the middle of an OP tour to W02 (FofS) Sharp.
We believe this consisted of a computer generated, virtual guide to
the Brigade and the Foreman's role within it, plus a bunch of post-it
notes which were stuck on his glasses back at Stonehouse, good
luck at 264 Sqn. We hope to see you soon.
A farewell also goes out to Cpl Ian Walker who is off to 3 Div.
Unfortunately Ian was unable to get on a commando course during
his time at the Brigade but he did manage to finally pass a RM
BFT. We're sure you'll fit in and do well at Bulford Ian. Finally a well
done goes out to Sgt Bird on passing the all Arms Commando
Course before any females did. Come on girls get your chits in and
come to the Brigade where men are men and women are pretty
tough as well.
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WOI (RSM) W. J. Morrow

REGIME TAL HEADQUATER
As the e notes go to press the Regiment will have recovered from its
annual camp which saw the unit deploying to Germany on Ex Arrcade
Falcon. The deployment has been the main effort over the past year and
there has been a vast amount of work been put into it. The Ops Team
driven by the Training Major, Maj Jim kyes will no doubt be relieved
that camp is over and they can tum their attentions to the forthcoming
trade training cyc le. There will , I' m sure, be more 'war stories' in the
next issue of The WIRE.
Outside of the preparation for camp there has also been an increase in
activity in preparation for the various inspection teams that have been
making frequent visits to the unit. Rumour has it the TM has been on an
llP course. I'm sure we all notice a difference! Amongst all the activity
the Adjt, Capt Robert Francis and the A!FofS, SSgt Terry Mcintyre
have been seen plotting another sailing trip.
On a brighter note we congratulate WOl Les Scott on his recent
commissioning and move to the appointment of QM(V) and welcome
W02 (RQMS) Eddie Kikas all the way from the QM's dept and
congratulate him on his promotion to WO I and appointment of SVWO.
45th (ESSEX) SIG AL SQ ADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Mike White
SSM
W02 Louise Walker
Since the last edition of The WIRE it ha been a very busy period for
the Squadron and a big tum over of Squadron per onalitie . The major
focus is on Ex Arrcade Falcon. The Squadron has been busy with
preparation and planning for camp. Colche ter has also been busy hosting
the JNCO's cadre and many low-key events.
Welcome to the new Squadron SPSl, SSgt Andy Hayler who join the
Squadron from 16 Sig Regt. A big hello was received on Ex Brighton
Bonding on which he helped lead the Squadron on a memorable paint
ball competition win finishing first out of 12 team. Also a welcome must
go out to SSgt Jim Thumwood who takes over as the NRPS SQMS. A
dedicated golfer, he is sure to be an asset to the Squadron. We would all
like to give a fond farewell to SSgt Colin Wakefield and Capt M ike
Evans. A special farewell and thanks go out to SSgt ( RPS) Ron
Russell who it seems has spent so long with the Squadron no one can
remember how long he has been here. Some of the stores left uggest it
might even be pre first world war. Welcome to all the new recruits. We
hope you have a long and enjoyable tour with the Squadron.
An average attendance on the Regimental Bounty Weekend en ured at
least ome people will get paid thi years bounty, with some memorable
cores being achieved on the APWT (TS). We would like to congratulate
all tho e that attended the JNCO cadre from the Squadron and thank all
Squadron personalities for helping to make the exercise a succes . Last
but not least we would like to congratulate the following on their
promotion Capt Adrian Marshal and hi new appointment as Ops
Officer/ Sqn 2 IC, SSgt John Pickett and his new appointment as stand
in 751 Troop Staff Sergeant.
54 (EAST ANGLIA) SIG AL SQ ADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
Sqn Comd
Maj Dennis Prince
SSM
W02 Martin Wright

Sgt Bird (R) and Cpl Walker (L) make sure that Cpl Bagstaff
(Centre) doesn't go down with exposure
In the meantime Cpl Jones, at the rear,
models the latest in head wear
(L-R): Sgt Brown, Cpl Cleary, Cpl Jones, Cpl Bagstaff, Sgt Bird

ROYAL SIGNALS
ASSOCIATION
AGM2003
The next RSA AGM will be held at 1030hrs on Saturday 5
April 2003 in the Victory Services Club, Seymour Street,
London W2 2HF. Tel: 0207 616 8305 . The nearest underground station is Marble Arch. All Life Members of the
As_sociation are eligible and very welcome to attend. Any
points for the agenda must be received at Regimental HQ by
1 March 2003 . All Branches of the Association are requested
to be represented at the meeting.
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NEWS FROM 54 SQUADRO
July and August have been busy months for the quadron. We bid a
sad farewell to the following members of the quadron: Lt Emma
Hillyard to the Unpo ted List, Sgt Del Parkinson posted to 16 Sig Regt.
We also welcome the following after passing the TACC at RMA : 2Lt
Ross Anderson to 755 Tp orwich from UOT , 2Lt Andrea Spurling
to 754 Tp Bedford, 2Lt Rick Morley who is currently attached to
BUOTC. Also joining us is Lt ick Miga llo from 95 Sig qn (V) as our
Squadron officer replacing Lt Emma Hillyard . ick i yet another
teacher joining the quadron. Congratulation go to Capt Ross Keegan
on her promotion to Squadron 2IC and Sig Pitchers on passing RCB and
will be leaving the Squadron shortly for RMAS.
VRSM PRESENTATIO
The Squadron was a lso very pleased to receive a v isit from Col
Faulks, our Honorary olonel, during a recent drill night at our Bedford
detachment in August. Whilst there he pre cnted three members of the
Squadron with medal and a Cla p. The recipient were: gt Andy Letts
who received hi s Clasp to the TA Efficiency medal, Sgt Julie D'urso
and Sgt Roy Romans were presented with the Voluntary Re erve er ice
Meda l (VRSM). The surprise of the evening was the promotion of gt Jo
Outlaw to Staff Sergeant by Co l Fa ulks.
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The Hon Col congratulates Sgt Joe Outlaw
on her promotion to Staff Sergeant
EXERCISE CAMBRIDGE BE R 2 - 19-21July2002
(Penned by ig Norton and his 'Gho t' wri1e1~
The quadron Vi ited the WWI Cemctcrie , War Memorials and
Battlefield of Belgium o er the weekend. This ~ a a popular trip. with
forty members of the quadron in attendance. The purpo c of the journey
was to try to gain an in ight into the hi toric event that took place in the
Flanders region of Belgium.
Tnwclling by coach \ as the best \ ay to ee a much a· po - able m the
hort time we had. The at mo pherc on the outward leg wa, . ubdu d as
505

mo t tried to get as much sleep a they could before the busy day ahead.
Ea 11} through the port of alai in the early hour , we drove on north
a ·t toward the border. The . un wa - ri ing a we neared our destination,
the mLt mothering the flat, rich farmland, brohn up like a patchwork
quilt b) drainag~ ditche and canals. \ ithou the help of a familiar
horizon. stolen by the mi t, our experienced dri\
struggled to home in
on the town. We eventually arrived in the leepi11g town of Dik. muide at
around 7.00am and eized a well-needed breakfast and plenty of cc ftee.
Diksmmde lie about 35km south ea t of Ostende and that evening we
enjoyed the ho pitality of th town around the lively main quare.
We were lucky to ha,·e the expert local knowledge of Eric a Belgian
Arm) WO. He enthu ia tically talked u through a dogged defence and
• ustained attack. of the only part of the Belgian line that had held again t
the Gennans. The trench system was trategically placed along a large
canal but the resourceful Gennan warn the canal each night carrying
one brick at a time. lowlv building a defcndable beachhead on the
Belgian ide of the canal, they were able to place a machine gun le tl1an
JOOm from the Belgian trench. This wa one of many anecdote that Eric

hared that enlivened the grow1d we walked. We visited a huge, hollow
cross inside whi ch was a unique museum dedicated to the Belgian
trnggle. From the top of thi imposing structure the fields of Flanders
tretched out in all direction and on this calm summers day it was almost
impossible to imagine what this panorama would have looked like 85
years ago. Eric led u to other places where thou ands once fell in baltlc,
including Tyne ot cemetery, which defies de cription. We also paid a
visit to Vlad lo German Cemetery, a defi nit e contra st to the Allied
cemeteries. turdy well-kept oak trees flank the dark granite tablets,
etched with the names and ranks of over 26,000 Germans. The coach
finally pa ed down Menen traat through what i con idered the most
important WWI Briti h and Commonwealth memorial , the Menin Gate.
The squadron laid a wreath in honour of the 54,896 soldiers whose name
appear on the gate.
All who went appreciated the tour. For many it wa n' t the first time
and for most it probably won't be the last. as each time you visit these
place and spend time thinking about the events you are forced into
considering again why you wear your uniform .
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Lt Col R. G. lather
WOI (RSM) . 1. Keen

96 JG
L Q ADRO (VOLUNTEERS)
qn Comd
1aj P. H. Fowler Smith
SM
W02 ( M) J. R. Krikorian
Thi period ha been a very bu y time for the Squadron preparing for
the highlight of the year. Annual Can1p. Thi year' tory is to be told
( ee below) by Cpl Ryan who wa the Det Comd of the CR Det
which was fortwiate enough to re-deploy to Jersey during Ex Horseshoe
3. Sig Archer is congratulated on achieving winning the Regimental
Cros Country. 96 Sqn went on to win the Soccer and Ba ketball and
achieving yet another 'win' when they returned from Annual Camp as the
Regimental Sports Champions.

Sig Archer (96 Sig Sqn (V))
Receives the Regimental Sports Champions' Trophy 2002
From the Commanding Officer
LC pl R~an is congratulated on his promotion to Corporal!
Congratulauons must go to the following on passing their courses as
hov.n:
·gt (Yof ) Tuck
BFAT Course
pl Dunn
TA PT! Course

506

Cpl Ryan
ig Durrans
Sig Montague
Cpl Wingfield
LCpl Flynn
Pte Davenport

experience for all concerned. Whilst the NCRS Det was enjoying Jersey,
the SC P now at Frcminglon Training Camp was working hard on its
comms. This was later recognised and congratulated on by the Regiment.
Sgt (YofS) Tuck bought a round of drinks later to celebrate the success.
The M Dets were able to participate in being part of a Hunter Force for
The Parachute Regiment during their escape and evasion exercise on
Da rtmoor. This gave the oppo rtunity for the Hunter Force to gain
val uable experience working with Lynx He licopters, using their
observation skills and being part of a team that succeeded in capturing
one of Ille Pathfinders. Can you tell Ille difference? The Pathfinder's bar
bill must have been enormous! The NCRS Det crew returned from Jersey
and linked up with Ille SCP at Fremington, ensuring some welcome rest
after what had been an intensive few days with little sleep .
A successful Exercise and one the Squadron can be proud of but
suc cess was not yet fini s hed . The Squadron participated i n the
Regimental Sports day at Okehampton and came overall first . There were
some outstanding performances with Sig Archer coming first in the
Cross Country and LCpl Adams leading the football team to first place.
A remarkable win in the basketball ensured overall first. The Squadron's
trophy cabinet needs more space!
The finale to this year's camp was a visit during the OC's disposal day
to HMS Drake in Devonport. The Squadron was met by Lt Brian
Ferrand RN and given a tour of the base. lt was a remarkable experience
to see our submarines and the various dry and wet docks with several
frigates and destroyers being worked on. The visit to the gwiroom where

BC In tructors Course
Rad (Sys) Op
Rad (Sys) Op
RM/LPC
RM/LPC
Chef Class 3

EXERCIS E HORSESHOE 3 - Cpl Ryan 's Sto1y
The Squadron deployed on Saturday 7 September for the journey to
Okehampton. The journey was the usual packet convoy drills, however,
the green fleet crews had to assist in a road traffic accident on the A30
just before Okehampton. SSM Krikorian , Sgt Borg, Cpl Wingfield,
LCpl Mullins and Sig Archer went forward to tl1e cene of the accident,
which had occurred I 00 metres ahead of the lead vehicle. The accident
involved some motorcyclists who had been rear hunted by a car, the
pillion pas enger was seriously injured with an open fracture to his ankle
and losing a lot of blood. Everyone played their part and our boys
administered First Aid whilst Sgt Davis, LCpls Adams and Ryan
provided traffic control and guarded the packet. These efforts ensured that
tlie emergency services were able to arrive swiftly through the traffic to
reach the casualty. Air ambulances were also brought in to deal witli the
situation and the ca ualties flown out to Exeter hospital. A good effort by
all, and Ille use of the four C's, First Aid with an excellent advert for the
Territorial Anny.
Our eventual arrival at Okehampton was welcomed with a well-earned
beer. The Exercise deployment began with Sgt Davis, LCpl Mullins and
ig Shaw deploying out to Ille wilds of Dartmoor on the Sunday in their
M Det. The next morning the SCP and an CRS Det deployed to
Willsworthy Camp on the edge of Ille Moor. Finally, Cpl Dunn, LCpls
Flynn and Watts' M Det moved to another wild Dartmoor location. All
was now set for communications to be established within the Regimental
et. The SCP and CRS Det worked together to provide robust comms
for the Regiment. Good drills ensured this was achieved in quick time. A
defensive plan and clearance patrols was organized. The exercise had a
known enemy and the scenario was well adapted Lo current world events,
giving the exercise a realism, with red forces dres ed in various garb
trying to in.filtrate locations and test our defensive plans. The routine of
working CRS was helped along by a fantastic meal by LCpl Kellard
who adopted her ' Ready Steady Cook ' apron and produced pork chops
witll usual dressings and a sauce that just zinged. Even the Squadron OC
managed to sn iff that meal out of the Det, with much berating by the
SSM who had failed to achieve the alternative to a boil in the bag!
The usual arguments soon began as to who ·s nored the loudest. LCpl
Adams deserves the record according to the decibel reader, followed by
LCpl Ryan 's orders group whilst sleeping. This could have been a threat
to security but no one listens to him anyway! The SCP was given notice
to move, but not before Brig Thomas arrived to inspect the troops. He
was pleased with what he saw and took great interest in the equipment
being used. The Squadron Commander and SSM then grabbed a map and
with the Brigadier and CO and went off to show them o ur M Det.s.
Unfortunately for the OC, he required two maps to achieve this and 360
degrees later, a guided tour of Dartmoor and no M Det's, he now owes
the Brigadier a bottle of champagne.
· ews came in that The SCP was to redeploy via Okehampton to Wyke
Regis then Jersey (massive outbreak of morale!) T he Det was sorry (for
about one minute) about the poor M Dets still deployed on Dartmoor in
the ever-changing weather and conditions (LCpl Mullins had been found
sleeping in a hedge!). We packed up and raced fo r Okehamplon. Jersey
awaited ....
The CRS Det joined up with an M Det from 67 Sqn and on Thursday
12 September the Sea Cat pulled out of Weymouth Harbour bound for
Jersey via Guernsey. Our PST, SSgt ewton was our guardian and gt
Marritz (on exchange from the US Army) also accompanied us. Five
days on a pre-recced site on the island meant we had to ensure successful
comms, which we achi eved immediately. It was a great opportunity to
fulfill our role in communicating back to the mainland and an excellent
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the guns u ed for the Royal Tournament are kept will be remembered
well by LCpl Ryan when Ille avy promoted him to Corporal! Returning
to Coventry, the Squadron can look forward to the rest of the year in the
knowledge th at 2002 has been its most successful year, this being
achieved through the hard work of all members of the unit.

A well earned rest on the OC's Disposal Day with
a visit to HMS Courageous at Plymouth Naval Base
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REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
It certainly doesn't seem like two months have elapsed since the
Regimental Wire otes officer was last haranguing the squadrons for
their offerings to this magazine. More to the point it doesn ' t seem like
two of the best swnmer months have passed either, it's rained o much
here in Sheffield! Shortly after the last set of notes were submitted, the
Regiment's regular and NRPS taff sloped off to the Lake District for a
couple of days of adventure training. As you'll see from the other articles
in this edition, it wasn ' t the longest or the most arduous adventure
training expedition that 38 Sig Regt (V) have conducted recently, none
the less it gave us a run out and allowed the PSAOs to hone their
competitive edges on the golf course.

W02 (RQMS) Bryant, SSgt Frank McCubbin,
Capt (QM) Jeff Williams and Capt Jim Lambeth
prepare to tackle Striding Edge in the Lake District
Proof that there's life in the old dogs yet
July saw the Regiment scattered from Catterick to Stanta, deployed on
a unit level FTX, Ex Blue Summer, in preparation for the Bde FTX that i
headi ng our way in September. In August we deploy.ed to West T?fts
Camp again, this time to conduct a weekend of ITD trammg and to bid a
final farewell to the Commanding Officer Lt Col Nigel Harrison MBE
before he , Sue and their boys departed for pasture new in omer et.
Obviously tllis means we have a new CO, and we extend a very wam1
welcome to him, Lt Col Steven Richardson, Jane, Chris, Sam and
Adam. Also new into the fold is Technical PSI Sgt Steven Miles who
joins us from lreland with Melanie Jonathon and Jessica. We wish you
all a very happy and enjoyable time in 38 Sig Regt (V).
46 SIGNAL SQUADRO (V)
Sqn Comd
Maj Robert Ward
SSM
W02 P. Beedle
April saw the Squadron conduct a military Exercise on tanta '!'raining
Area based around an B scenario. This gave all the soldiers the
opportu nity to train and become familiar with th.e variou pi.eccs of
detection and protection equipment not normally 1s ued to u111ts. The
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weekend ended ia brilliant sunshine with an early morning wakeup call
on the NBC Battle Rwi.
The Squadron conducted a Squadron Communication Exercise
between the I land of Jersey and Derby TAC in May. The detachment in
Jersey was based at the 'Bergerac' 'Bureau des Etrangers Headquarters'
near St Helier and used Whitman and Clansman HF to communicate with
the detachment in Derby. The Exercise involved those deploying to Jer ey
leaving early Friday morning and returning late Monday evening. but
with time off to visit St Helier and the German Underground Ho pita!.
Everyone agreed that the weekend was wortb the extra day off work.
Towards the end of May the Squadron members who had deployed as
part of 97 Sqn returned with the usual plethora of experience and war
stories. Cpl R. Bromwich and LCpl A. Moseley enjoyed it o much that
they volunteered again and joined 262 Sig Sqn in July for a two year tour
in Germany.
The Queen's Golden Jubilee was celebrated in Derby and Leicester
with Royal visits and a pageant at Pride Park Stadium in Derby on 2
August. Led by Capt Kev Gater a team often members from 46 Sqn and
87 Sqn took part in the pageant, competing against teams from 73
Regiment Royal Engineers and D Company East of England Regiment
over an improvised ob tacle course, just missi ng out as winners in a tight
finish. The day pas ed all too quickly but will be one to remember for a
long, long time.
lo late July Capt Jon Pearson Jed a Regimental Trekking Expedition
to the French Pyrenees for two weeks. It was based in Barege near the
Col de Tourrnelet. Six members from the Squadron, includi ng the SM
· and SPSJ, went o~ the expedition and enjoyed some quite pectacular
scenery. lot of different type of weather and a smattering of French
culture and cuisine. lt wa the first time some had been to that part of
Europe and the first time for all that they had walked on paths 7 ,500ft
high, and reached mountain peaks in exces· of 10,000ft.
The Squadron would like to congratulate Capt Jim Batchelor and
SSgt J. Atherley on their marriage in Augu t. De~pite tlieir be t effort : it
is impo sible to keep uch a momentou event quiet for long and we w1 h
them all the very best for the future. The Squadron would also like to
congratulate Cpl R. Bromwich, SSgt K. Harvey and S gt . Harding
on their promotions, Sgt P. Burns on her appointment a quadron
Yeoman of ignals (V) and \i 02 P. Beedle on hi promotion and
appointment a quadron ergeant-Major.

Near the end of the Stania NBC Battle Run
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I 1ER, 19-21 J LY 2002

bl' 2Lt James Gn!enrod

·
Regimental FTX. a chance to get all our comms toy out of their
respcctiYe bo e and ·ec which ones still work ! For the relalive
newcomer like my.elf it wa an ideal opportunity to get ome more
hand -on e:-.perience with the variotls bit of kit and to combine this with
the al mo t 'ertical learning curYe of working in a quadron ommand
Po t l CP). For the longer-serving members it wa a chance to re-hone
old .kill as well a to try their hand with the Regiment's new a et and
for eYerybody it wa a dry-run for camp. Be.ides. it wa mid-July, an
ideal opportunity to get paid whilst catching ome rays!
The Exerci e didn't get off to a very auspiciou start when the QM
• uffcred a blow-out on his way to Catterick which ripped open hi fuel
tank. Thankfully it wasn"t a erious a it could have been.
gt Dave
Burton going up in a ball of flame would have put a dampener on the
weekend! By the time the Main Party arri ed at Hudswell Grange the
kitchen wa up and running and the CRS ma t. had been erected. Cpl
Cresrn ick treated us to ome flame-grilled burger and then it wa
traight into routine. ' umber were quite low. (understandable a a
number of the quadron had only ju t returned from two week in
Belgium. supporting 3 D\ R), o we settled into a relaxing eight hours
on. eight off rota. with Lt Tom Howes and I on the first graveyard shift.
midnight until eight. At least that meant l wouldn't be trying to leep at
the same time a the snoring phenomenon, 2Lt Hamish Fell!
We had a whole range of comm a ets to work with - CR . HF,
Mould. Whitman, EMS. Amseerp and Brere, o there wa reason to
hope that we wouldn't be re orting to mobile phones. Incredibly. as the
weekend progressed. most of them were working (the Army comms that
i ... not the mobile ).
aturday was Colonel ' day, with the outgoing CO visiting for
breakfu t and the incoming one dropping by for supper. At l 600hrs the
BC dress tate went to 2 at 1900hrs it was, 'Gas! Gas! Gas!' It was at
this point that mo t of u realised that we hadn't bothered to clean out our
re pirators since the last MTD and the unpleasant tingle of CS oon made
it elf known! Once the threat had cleared the routine continued
throughout the night. with ENDEX at IOOOhrs 011 Sunday. It had been a
useful weekend, and everybody was now eagerly anticipating camp.
Lt Col , igel Harrison MBE bids a sad farewell to the Regiment after
three years in command. He is een here being dragged from West Tofts
Camp on an improvi ed chariot made from the Regimental Recruiting
trailer, one of the many projects he initiated during hi tenure.

PRACTICE, PRACTICE A ' D MORE TESTL G!
C DET TRETCH,S-7JULY
55 Cadets and their adult instructors rose to the many and varied
challenge set for them by the Squadron. The challenges ranged from
exciting patrol and ambush stands to the even greater challenge of tossing
pancakes. Cadets had to build a 9 x 9 blindfolded. Cpl Ooda was the
tallest casualty the quadron could find , and he abl y demonstrated the
inadequacies of army trctcher for someone of his stature.
Between 3- 5 May 2002 the East Midlands RFCA (Reserve Forces and
Cadets A. sociation) held an International Military Sk ills competition at
Altcar near Liverpool. It mcluded 25 teams from the UK, Belgium,
Poland and Denmark. 87 Sig qn (V) provided an archery stand manned
by gt Mick Hallam and ig Clark. Some competitors obviously
fancied themsel\'es as latter-day Robin Hoods, shooting the trees instead
of the targets! gt ·esbit, Cpl Welsh and LCpl Sally Fisher manned a
micro navigation tand and managed to send some competitors in the
"rong direction.
8'7 qn team achieved an excellent result being the second placed UK
team and third place overall. Team members were Cpl Kevin Bedford
(Team Capt), pl Peter Houghton, Cpl James Magas and ig Mark
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hipman. !most certainly the most memorable event was the stretcher
race, where the tretcher bearers tripped , Cpl Kevin Bedford was
dumped on the floor and the remainder of the team came crashing down
on top of him. It was a very muddy affair, but fortunately he didn't
require tl1e service of a real stretcher team to cart him om
87 ig qn 's favourite chef cored a hit on Saturday I I May when C pl
Jackson married Elizabeth in Arbroath, Scotland. The wedding was well
attended by everal members of the quadron. They had fabulous weather
and partied all night! The happy couple went ofT on honeymoon to Largo
Bay.
EXERCI E MERMAID MARITIME ORTHERN
by 2Lt Stf!l'e tacey
Thi exercise was created to provide an opportunity for inexperienced
ailors to learn the ba ic of sailing and compete in a number of races.
Based at the British Kiel Yacht Club, Germany, the ten-day event
navigated over 300nm around German and Danish coa tlines and
included nine yachts from various Regiments in the Corps. Seven of us
set out from Sheffield, flying from Heatl1row, with little idea of what to
expect. Our kipper made it clear tliat there would be plenty of hard work
ahead to keep us amu ed, but we remained convinced our time would be
spent applying un-tan lotion while spread-eagled on the fore deck of the
yacht. eedle to ay he wou ld be proved right!
The following morning we took over our yacht, a 34ft iyad. Despite
its leek, inviting look it was clear we would have to re-organise or
jetti on a considerable quantity of our kit if only to fit half of it onboard.
2Lt Aide Matthews having sailed before knew the space limitations and
had brought just two pairs of trousers. This would have been fine until a
carele moment when, he managed to tear a huge hole in one pair.
The sailing turned out to be both hard work and fun. We covered a
great distance up the Dani h coast, stopping in marinas eac h night.
Denmark it elf wa much as would be expected, the towns tl1emselves
looked like full scale Lego models , the price of everything was
extortionate and the Danes were all extremely friend ly.
A constant problem we encountered in Denmark was buying fresh
food. We frequently found the shops closed when we arived at each
marina and they didn "t open until we were leaving the following morning.
On occa ions we had to resort to bartering with the locals for sachets of
milk. In an Jri h bar one night (every other bar being Irish), we asked the
barman if he could sell us some milk. Unfortunately despite hailing from
Sheffield himself, he had no cartons of milk. However, five minutes later
he returned with a bag full of milk portions and a carton of milk at no
expense.
The sailing was going well and despite lulls in the wind we made good
time north, even finding time to anchor up on occasions to practise drills
uch as paddling the dingy. OCdt Emma Kell y had no co-ordination
while paddling and moved in small circles which took her in the opposite
direction to our intended destination. RQMS(V), W02 Gary C undy was
more adept and skippered the boat in the novice's race with relative ease
despite the appalling conditions. Thanks to the Fo reman W02 Kev
Clark-Brown who organised the event, we all had a great time and I' m
ure ome of u will sail again in the future.

..

FT RS I THE SOUTH ATLA TIC
by Capt (Traffic) Thelma Ward
After 23 years in the TA, and the longest continuous time spent in
uniform being two weeks at Annual Camp, ( decided that I wanted the
experience of serving with the regular forces. I felt the need to get away
from my civilian employment and get an insight into life 'on the other
side' . Little did l know at the time that this was to be life on the other side
of the world. I was aware of the multitude of FTRS attachments avai lable
for Royal Signals captains, but it needed to match the various criteria that
I had carefully thought through, namely:
l. It had to be a ' real commsjob', notan administrative post.
2. I wanted it to be away from the UK
(so that there was no temptation to sneak home at the weekend).
3. l wanted it to be interesting, in terms of wildlife and hi tory.
Maj Phil Welch, 38 Sig Regt's Training Major, duly came up with the
goods, a tour as S03 J6 (Ops)/O CDA at HQ British Forces, Falkland
Islands and I seized the opportunity, applied and got the job.
Many hoops had to be jumped through prior to Christmas 200 l as I
wa due in post in the Fa lkl ands at the beginning of the New Year. These
included FTRS paperwork, courses, visits to PJHQ, Blandford and, of
course, RTMC at Chilwell. I managed all of this just in time and found
my way to RAF Brize Norton on an icy, dark night at the beginning of
January 2002. I-laving bid a fond farewell to my husband, Maj Bob
Ward , I set off on an 18-hour flight to start a 5-month period away from
home. The journey was, in fact, some 14 hour longer than anticipated
due to a long stopover on Ascension Island. Most of this was pent in a
place nicknamed 'Bunk Bed City' which reminded me somewhat of the
television programme 'Tenko'!
I arrived at Mount Pleasant Airport (MPA) at about 0200hrs, to be met
by Capt Ronnie Westerman - my relieved predecessor. ow that I had
arrived, she could 'escape back to England! Once unpacked, I managed
some two hours sleep before I needed to get up and tart my takeover of
the job. The settling in period wa intere ting in many respects. The BFFI
environment is Joint, which meant that my 'boss' was Wg Co md An dy
Gray. Having never worked closely with the RAF before, I had to learn
the badges of rank very quickly. Some of the communication systems
were unlike any others I have encountered, to say nothing of the many
new acronyms. It was a relief knowing that at least ome circuits used
Clan man radio, a familiar and old friend. A communications brief to the
Commander (a avy Commodore) also made for an interesting challenge
three times a week. I also had to learn all the aval badge of rank,
although the ORs till remain something of a my tery! The CDA world,
at least, was not unfamiliar and Flt gt Gary Metcalfe and LOM (C)
Mick Deary kept working extremely hard to service the needs of the Fl
units.
Most of January was spent getting to grips with the job, after which I
thought it was time to see what else the Falklands had to offer. Weekly
battlefield tours are run by various units in BFFI and I enjoyed all of
tbese, including a fascinating one at Goose Green which was given by
two members of the Parachute Regiment - Capt Dave Abol and CSgt
T hompson - who had been in the battle 20 years ago. Much reading of
the many library books available on the conflict also sati fied my intere t
in tl1e conflict of '82.
The odd trip out to Stanley (30-something miles down the road) was
also an experience. All the houses here have tin roofs and the newer ones
looked like they had been made from flat pack (they bad). Anyone who
i a shopaholic would be disappointed at the opportunitie presented by
the most southerly capital in the world. Mo t have to re ort to Internet
shopping to relieve their add iction.
Roads on the Falkland Islands are at best poorly urfaced with big
gullies either side, or at worst non-existent. With careful planning and use
of Land Rovers, however, many places were acce sible, albeit with an
element of ' off-road driving' . These 'bimbles', as they are known.
provided me with ome of my most memorable experiences of my ti me
there. I was unable to use my ' runabout ' Land Rover as this wa confined
to the MPA area. 'Shed', as I fondly called it, would probably not ha e

lasted more than half a mile off-road before the doors fell off and the
engine blew up. Fortunately other people had more reliable. newer
vehicles and I found myself being the 'Bimble Co-ordinator' plannmg
our Sunday excursions out and about. One such trip was to Volunteer
Point, the only place on the Falklands with a colony of King Penguins.
The last ten miles of this trip were off-road over some extremely boggy
terrain. Con eq uently we were bogged in on many occasion , but had
sufficient equipment to extract us from the quagmire and keep going.
There were five Land Rover in our party altogether and at one stage, we
came across a bogged in MT Land Rover on its own. We pulled it out and
they joined our party, ever thankful (and slightly embarrassed) for our
assistance! On arriving at our destination, the sight was fantastic. Apart
from the strong wind and the presence of penguins, the picture could have
passed for the Caribbean with white sand, blue sea and gorgeous white
breakers. The penguin viewing was uperb and we returned to MPA very
satisfied with our day, and content that off-road driving skills (to ay
nothing of recovery skills) had been greatly improved.
During my time in the Falklands, I was eligible to take ome R&R,
and chose to stay in the Lodge at Port Howard - a settlement on the East
Coast of West Falkland. The break proved rewarding. The
accommodation was luxurious with an en-suite bathroom and gourmet
menus using locally grown/produced food. I also had the opportunity to
explore West Falkland, fish for ea trout, and view still more magnificent
wildlife, including dolphins and many specie of bird. The Argentineans
had occupied Port Howard during the conflict and there i a small
museum there, as well as the grave of an SAS Captain who was killed
whilst carrying out a recce mission on Port Howard. For anyone who
enjoys golf, there is a golf course although it is not advisable to pursue
lost balls. The course is adjacent to a minefield!
After this short break, I was nearing the end of my tour and my return
home. Details of my replacement had been finalised and I had arranged
my flight back to the UK. l began to pay particular attention to any delay
in tbe flight timings of the Tri-Star (the plane that would eventually be
taking me home). There followed a number of delays, due invariably to
faults on the aircraft, culminating in the plane stopping over in Ascen ion
Island for five days whilst a spare part was sourced and flown out from
the UK. I kept my fingers cro sed and held my breath. My replacement
(Ca pt Bill Walker) came in on time on 15 May and handover completed.
I stepped on board the aircraft on time on 2 l May. My last memorable
view of the Falklands came as we flew above the Stanley road on a clear
and bright winter' morning. A perfect end to what had been a most
interesting and enjoyable time 'down South'.

CDA Falkand Islands
(L-R): Capt Bill Walker, Capt Thelma Ward, LCM (C) Mick Deary,
FS Gary Matcalf

39 (SKINNERS) SIGNAL REGIMENT
(VOLUNTEERS)

Exercise Mermaids Maritime Northern
Home sweet home for the week
At the bow of the boat is the little used sundeck
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39 (S) Sig Regt (V) continues to thrive in what many may con ider to
be the fourth mai n commerci al and finance city in England! Plan are
once more afoot to re-build the TA Centre at Horfield. Bri tol. We await
the re nits of the initial studies with bai ted breath.
Having performed admirably as the QM for the Regiment, C~pt (now
Maj) Phil Abbot now move to Cor ham to work a the Umt 21C of
JSU ... goo d lu ck to yo u and Jane for the future. Sgts Perry and
Kightley arc off to ivvy treet, thank you and good luck to you both.
Congratulati ons to gt Perry as he decided (finally} to tie the knot to
Leanne in August , congratu latio ns to you both Lee and Le~nne .
Farewell to LW02 Tony Ward (and Anya). Tony has been workmg as
the s tand-in Yeoman for what seems fo rever. Thank for all your
enthu ia m and dedication and good luck at 14 (EW) ig Regt!
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Our new re ident QM i Capt John Howell-Walmsley who arrives
from I D R. Welcome to W02 (YofS) Spencer Wolfe ' ho come to
us from the RA at Larkhill. To replace our two P I (Tech ) are gt Inn
and Sot Curbishley .. . gt Inns from 57 qn in Bri tol and gt
Curbi;hley from 47 (MY) ig qn in Uxbridge. Hope you both lme a
rewarding tour. Hello to Cpl Browning\ ho join, u from l 6 Bde and to
gt Fidler from 30 ig Rcgt. Finally, a welcome back to laj Heather
Aston who returns to the fold after a tour with the staff at HQ 2 ( ) ig
Bde. he st 1rted a· our Regimental 2!C in October.
MILITARY TRAIN! G
There i a continuous need in the Regt to en ure that our ·oldicrs and
officers maintain and improve on their military kill-. tho e things that
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n ·ure that our 1rad men and women are competent so ldiers first and
foremo ·1. Thi period ha been no exception. and there have been two
e erci. e of note, namely Ex Lively Lynx and Ex Exe utive tre1ch .
EXERCI E LI ELY LY
THE I . "TER Q ADRO
Oi\tPETITIO
D REHEARSALS
On the I July 2002 a orth omerset Yeomanry team of sever.
soldiers drawn from HQ (1 Y) qn. look part in Ex Lively Lynx. an inter
quadron competition. The HQ qn team con i ted of pl Roberts,
LCpl Worthington, ig emlyn, Pte Raaff, Pte Ashworth, Cfo Lorch
and Cfn Parso nage. Thi competition wa an opportunity to te t the
ground for the following weekend where civilian student comp leted the
same training during Ex Executive Streich.
The day started with an early morning wake up call at 0530hrs. The
team were put to the te t on seven ' timulating leaderle tasks in which
we were either drowned, blown up or electrocuted. depending on e.ach
• cenario giYen u ! De pite a haky tart, the HQ 1eam recovered to get
full mark on many of the stand . They continued until 0900hrs when all
the teams at down to a well-earned breakfast. Thinking the worst was
over, the team was a little shaken to di cover that th is was only a warm up
for the real competition, which compri ed another seven stands dotted
around enneybridge Training Area.
The first stand was the Observation Po t in which the team were tested
on tactically ob erving an enemy held farm building . ext \ a the Gun
Run where the ream had to push. pull and drag a 105mm light gun lkm
through a wood to ambu h an enemy vehicle column. After much
wearing and shouting the task was completed in 2lmins. The Assault
Cour e wa painful, but we completed it in a very respectable time. After
an uphill tab, the team• re i tance to claustrophobia was tested in the
OBUA village. The Ammo Re-Supp ly run through the tunnels was
particularly hard after two prior endurance task !

The Ammo Box Run was preceded by an abseil from the top
storey of this building ; no one failed the challenge ...
The SY team moved straight on to the CASSIM stand in which we
were confronted by a realistic horrific and bloody car crash. ot to be out
done. three members of our section promptly threw themselves on the
minefield (to ave others?). The last was the orienteering stand where the
team put in an outstanding effort. The overall result was a joint first place
for HQ Sqn.
EXERCI E EXECUTIVE STRETCH
Ex Executive Stretch, the executives' test exercise. closely followed Ex
Lively Lynx. By this time the Regiment was well practised to ensure
everything went smoothly to provide some very challenging training for
the teams of executives arri\ ing on the Friday night.

Once the TM (John Mackay) had announced the team composition,
they headed off for their initia l briefs and training. The weekend cl o~e ly
followed that of Lively Lynx, so the photo illustrates some of the
character of the weekend ....
ADVE TURE TRAINING
As important as it is to hone our military sk ills, we try to balance out
activities with those of a more fun, but no less challenging nature. Each
quadron organi e it own Adventurous Training throughout the year.
This time it i the tum of 57 (City and County of Bri tol Signal quadron
(Volunteer ), ba ed in Bristol and commanded by Maj Bill Ruthven ...

EXE RCI E HORSE HOE 3
THE BRIGADE FlT ESS EXERCISE
BY S (QOOH) SIG SQN (V) IN BANBURY A D OXFORD
As most people started to relax for the summer break, 5 Sqn were just
starti ng to wa1m up. After a busy preparation weekend prior to Annual
Camp in late August, enthusiasm and morale were running high in the
Sq uadron . Just as we were scheduled to roll out through the gates, we
fou nd our elves conducting a little last minute PR (a lways make time for
air time ... ). After several apparently interesting recruiting shots had been
taken, we were allowed to get on with the exercise.

EXERCI E INTREPID MOUSE
The quadron deployed to Penhale in ornwall for its Adventurous
Training this year, and for once the weather was kind throughout the
weekend. Mo t activities involved considerab le strenuou exercise, i.e.
coastal path walking, coasteering, mountain biking and surfing. The
deep- ea fishi ng I am not sure about but according to those who took part
it was a tiring day! The OC, Maj Bill Ruthven and PSAO Capt John
C ullen had their traditional golf lesson by Sgt Don Boscoe, (scores not to
be discussed). After a good Saturday night everyone took part in paintball
on the Sunday. Everyone, including those who had the bruise to show
tho e little balls travel fa t, enjoyed thi ! Below are two sma ll articles
from members of the squadron following their activities.
MOUNTArN BIKING - by LCp/ Richard Vise
' OK Lads ', sa id the PSAO Capt John Cullen, ' I've hired you six
mountain bikes - nothing fancy mind you, no su pension forks etc, but
then you won't be going off-road will you?' What he fai led to mention
wa that these bike had saddle made from reinforced concrete and 36
miles is a long way! The Camel Trail follows a disused line along the
River Camel, inland from Padstow and up pa t Bodmin. Setting off at a
roaring pace we immediately hit rough ground passing a disused slate
quarry. Ten miles later after, a brief recce of the Old Goal and Scaffold at
Bodmin, we found the only pub on the entire trail.
It was then time to sort the men from the boys as the half-day cyclists
scurried back to Padstow. Sig Brendan Hemborough and I donned the
yellow jerseys and raced the seven miles to Poleys Bridge. A brief lunch
and then it was back in the saddle for the return trip. This was fairly
uneventful apart from a brief conversation with an old lady who bore a
striking resemblance to Miss Marple. An enjoyable experience all round
despite walking like John Wayne for the rest of the weekend.
SURFING - by LCpl Hyde
When the chance came to go surfing during our Adventure Training
Weekend I jumped at the chance. I had dreams of a big swell, waves 6 to
8 feet, all of us carving up the waves in good style. We started off from
Penha le Camp full of excitement, the three recruits Sig Teresa Williams,
Sig Rachael Donegan, Sig Clare Hendy and Lt Simon Durtnall, we
collected our boards and wetsuits from the shop and made our way to the
beach.
The scene that greeted us was one of despair as the sea was flatter than
a millpond. Not to be put off, however, we all got changed and with our
best Baywatch style ran into the sea, boards in hand. Waves during the
day were about 2 to 3 feet, which was fine for the girls, as they had body
boards and were able to make the most of it. Lt Durtnall and I tried our
hardest to get a decent wave, of which there were few. This continued
throughout the day as other member of the Squadron came to join the
fun. LCpl Dave Kane was the star of the day, having most luck on the
board looking like a proper urfing dude. I left the beach early, moaning
about the state of the waves, only to be told later that the waves had
picked up just after I left!
TRADE TRAINING
As ever the unit coped with the normal intensive preparations to
deploy on Annual Camp. The Quartermaster was asked by many of the
Permanent Staff for extra quantities of midnight oil as there was a general
shortage. The QM (Capt John Howell-Walmsley) rep li ed that he was
using the entire unit supply just for his department so we cou ld bog off!
Most of the hard work did pay off in the end, with some exciting moves
conducted by air throughout the exercise . ..

Ex Horseshoe 3 was a Brigade FTX which saw the integration and
Inter CAOR re-deployment of multiple CRS and non-standard
communications assets, coupled to a realistic scenario involving some 'Al
Kabosh ' terrorist group. We were initially deployed to Altcar Training
Camp, our Regimental Concentration Area before deployment into the
AOR, Nescliffe. The first few days of the Exercise gave all our newer
members of the Squadron a chance to see the CRS active and watch
experienced member orchestrate the smooth deployment of comm
equipment. Having settled into escliffe, we were ordered to move to
Swynerton, near Chester. Instead of a dreary road we were fortunate to
move our assets by a pair of Chinooks (courtesy of 18 Sqn RAF). The
preparation required was vast and gave all our Squadron some new
experiences. Everything (and l mean everything) was fastened down .. .
On arrival at Swynerton we split into three groups; CP39, MC and
service support assets. Having spent severa l days with basic facilities, it
was luxurious to discover showers, an empty coke machine and sleep
and eats in a bunker. The next few days became more and more hectic as
the enemy tried to infiltrate our complex. We managed to capture a few.
The Sqn Comd (Maj Rich Belbin) with Sig Andrew Shepard and Capt
Mark Williams detained five uspects. Sig Adrian Allen accosted a
Minibus full of enemy by standing in front of it and refu ing to move.
Later in the exercise, CP39 left to move to Altcar, whilst we remained
to receive and support CP3 l . Swynerton began to bulge at the seams with
troops. Our SQMS and chefs were stretched to their limit to support
them, but we fotmd a way. ow alert to the enemy, we remained vigilant,
and there were no further penetrations by them in the Swynerton Area ....
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Pte Tom Watson is shown the ropes of being an RLC Radio
Operator, his new role with the REME LAD

71 (YEOMANRY) SIGNAL REGIMENT
BEXLEYHEATH

RSM

57 Sig Sqn (V) assets mostly moved from Brize Norton to
Liverpool by Hercules, thanks to a lot of hard work - proof that it
does work, and it does fit (only just) ..

RECRUIT TRAINl G
Since we were deploying out of barracks for an extended duration, the
Regiment took the opportunity to run a full Recruit Training Cour e
during Annual Camp, based at Altcar Training Camp. This combined all
four weekends into one complete package and was both well attended
and thoroughly rewarding to the Recruits and the Directing taff. A
welcome must be made to two indi viduals who join the Regimental
Recruit Training team on promotion: Capt Jason Fe nsome as OC, and
WOl (SVWO) Ray Phillips as WO! RRTT. The final parade wa a
departure from prev ious parades, and went very well under the
orchestration of the RSM and Capt Fensom e. The recruit all agreed
that the best part was marching off to be pas ed a glas of port .
Congratulations must go to the Top Recruit of the course: ig David
Glew who now joins of 57 Sig Sqn (V), to be an Operator and to Pte
otton who received Best Improved Recruit and leaves to join HQ Sqn
to train as a Chef.

OC 5, Maj Rich Belbin , Capt Ruth Empson ,
OCdt Mike Curtis-Rouse and Recruit Jeanine Calder
pose fo r some recruitment shots .. .

co

Brave enough to have a go at the ravine traverse , this executive
was exhausted after 1 Om of hauling himself up a steel hawser apparently it could be done, but only by a Royal Marine ... !

Finally, we were recalled to our Regiment's Concentration Area at
Altcar. The remaining day~ of camp were spent on R&R. Mess Dmners
and an Inter Squadron Sports Day. This was eventually won by HQ
( SY) Sqn.

Lt Col S. C. R. falik TD
WO I (RSM) S. P. J. White

REGIME TAL HEADQUARTERS
PSI ADVENTURE TRAINING 5-9 A GUST 2002
by- Cpl Ralf
Monday 5 October aw the PSI 's of the Regiment congregate at the
RHQ for the rare occasion of goi ng adventure training . Our final
destination was Penhale Camp, Cornwa ll, o an early tart was e ential.
T he fi rst act ivity aw us on an 18-hole golf cour e on the Monday
evening. The 'o ld ' professionals teed off first wi th us inexperienced
player bringing up the rear. T he ' pro ' played a competitive m~tch
whilst the rest of us did all they could to hit the ball, and yes that htilc
white ball did receive some helping hand . The matche were aba ndoned
when the light fai led and we all gathered at the 19th hole for well-earned
refreshments.
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Tue day saw us letterboxing on Dartmoor. Th i involve map readmg
and the deciphering of clues on the moor to find tamps 1hat have been
left there by the genera l public and fellow letter-ho ers. We tarted off
with the aim of find ing one stamp at a time but a the day progre ed we
found the R M, WOI Steve White getti ng excited when he aw
prom inent or unusual rock . A a re ult, he spent a lot of time on his
hand and knee searching for the coveted ta mps.
gt \ ilcocks proved
invaluable when more illusive stamps were fow1d.
The CO, LtCol imon Malik, joined us on Wedne day for a mountam
bike ride. He. the trai ning major taj Stu Boyne and gt Wilcocks took
them elves back to Dartmoor for a more gruelling challenge whilst the
rest of u set out for a 30 mile round trip on the quite nat · amel Trail" . It
oon became apparent who hadn't been cycling for a \\ hile.
gt Ian
Tomlinson (REME) rode most of the way standing off h1 ' bike a sitting
down wa pro ing a bit of a problem. B, the end of the ride mo ·t people
fo tmd itting down a bit of a problem. The only accident that occurred
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happened on the moor when Maj tu Boyne decided to come down a hill
on his fa e!
Thui>da) sa" us doing an array of acrivitie: tartit' with a~ ab eil.
E\erybody had a go rorting with the mo ' t afraid, 1~1 • T~ , and f1111sh111g
'' ith the R ~I. We then tried our hand a t lay Pigeon hooting. The
highlight of the \\eek were the quad bikes. The weather was wet. the
urounJ was churned up and thirteen adults were racing around a course
on a\crag ized quads . We all got wet. we all got filthy and most of all
'' ' all had the be t fun of the week.

A highlight of the exercise deployment pha c was the helicopter lift of
CRS detachments to field location . We believe that this is the first ti me
that such a task ha been carried out by this Regiment. It took omc hard
, ork to get the vehicles properly prepared for the RAF hinooks, but the
crew were rewarded with a great helicopter flight - and a much shoncr
di tancc to drive!
The Re gime nt a lso commanded the Enemy force , manned by
detachments from across the Brigade. They put on a tremendous show
and were instrumental in producing a first class exercise for the Brigade
units. As the Exerci e progre sed, the Regim ent continued to man and
reconfigure the communication links as requi red, and detachments were
moved around to fo llow the Brigade ' battle'. During the odd 'operational
pause' we managed to get ome so ldi ers out for ome ad ve nturou s
training, making the most of the fanta tic Peak District around us.
The Regi ment al o hosted two Slovenian Signals Officers, Capts
Grega Sitar and Da ne ovarlit, from the Slovenian 11th Signals and
Electronic Warfare Battalion. The Slovenian Armed Force are phasing
out conscript and are introducing re e rvists, so their aim was to find out
how we train and employ our TA soldiers and officer . We briefed them
on the roles of the Regiment and 2 (
) Sig Bde and they were then able
to vi it the Squadron and detachments out on the ground . We were very
fortunate to have two visitors who were o interested in every a pect of
Briti h Army life and procedures, and it wa a pleasure to host them. We
look forward to taking part in the reciprocal visit next year.

Regimental PSI Quad Bike Display Team
The week had a purpose other than ad enture training. It wa a rare
opportunity for the regular ta ff of the regiment to get together and pend
ome quality time. It al o enabled specific skills in teamwork and
leadership to be enhanced. Big thanks must go 10 SSgt Rob M arsha ll for
organi ing the week' events.
A'.'I . AL CAMP 2002 REPORT
71 t (Y) ig Reg! deployed on the Regimental An nu al Camp on
aturday 7 eptember 2002 to Anzio Camp at Leek in Staffordshire. 70
(Essex Yeomanry) ig Sqn had deployed separately in July to Scotland,
to conduc t tria l on the new Projec t W h itman equipment. The
deployment went extremely well with all vehicle and 130 per onnel
arriving as chedul ed . From th e start we were conducting new and
different training with • CRS detachment arriving by low-loader
tran porters.
The fir t activity in Anzio Camp wa a Mobilisation Exercise on
Sunday, practising admini tration procedures and conducting individual
training as pan of a notional TA call-out Perhaps more imponantly for
the oldiers, they attended their first pay parade! The next day wa a
'plug-up' exercise, where all tbe equipment was run up and connected to
check everything wa working and to remedy any faults before
deployment on the exercise proper.
The Regiment deployed on Ex Horseshoe 3 on Tuesday I 0 September,
a large 2 C) Sig Bde Field Training Exercise. with six other regiment ,
totalling 1.020 personne l, positioned around the whole of England. Our
mis ion was to provide communications for the enemy force . exerci e
control and Brigade Re erve Forces, in order to allow the other Brigade
units to be properly te ted and !retched. To achieve this, 265 (Kent and
Coun ty of London Yeomanry) Sig Sqn es tablished a e t work
\1anagement Centre at Anzio Camp. with co mmu nications fo r the
Brigade HQ taff there. They also dep loyed detachments acros the
length and breadth of the country to provide the communication links to
allow the enemy detachments to be controlled. 68 (lnn of Coun and City
Yeomanry) Sig Sqn loaned two of their NCRS detachments to 265 Sqn to
allow them 10 complete their task , whilst the rest of the quadron became
the Brigade Reserve. HQ (Kent and County of London Yeomanry) Sqn's
mission was to provide logistic and equipment support to the Regiment.
In order to achieve this with the best value training, they dep loyed to a
field location on the nearby training area . They were particu larly tested
when tasked to provide ro ll ing replenishment sites at night, especially
when the enemy force attacked.
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RECRUITING & OTHER ACTJVITIE
O n aturday 6 July, SSgt Cliff Springer took a detachment to St
Johns School in Buckhurst Hill to provide a stand for an open day and
fete. ot only were the quadron well received, but this al so provided
a111p le PR and recruiting opportunities. Sunday 21st July saw Cpl Susan
E dwards leading a detachment to the Haven House Foundation 's open
day in Woodford Gree n . T hi s provided more PR and recruiting
opportunities. However, ig Matthew Laffan's valiant efforts to recruit
the leader of the opposition, lain Duncan Smith (a patron of the
Foundation), were in vain.
The Squadron has a l o spent a weekend adventu re training in
rowborough. Activities on the agenda included wi ndsurfing, canoeing,
saili ng, hiking on the South Downs fo llowed by an a sault course the next
day. The weekend of 26 July marked an important pre camp exercise EX
Phoenix Buzzard that took the Squadron to locations in Cinque Port and
Longmoor. A sma ll detac hment led by Sgt Ric hard Turnham were
detailed off to represent the Squadron at the East London Recruiting Day
in Portway hosted by G(RGJ) Company, The London Regiment. After a
successful day they rejoined the rest of the Squadron.
70 (ESSEX YEOMA RY) SIG AL Q UADRO
CHELMSFORD AND HA RLOW
Sqn Comd
Maj Cra ig Tall ents
SSM
W02 (SSM) J im wai n
The Squadron has had very good attendance on its Drill Nights and
Training Weekends. In August we had a weekend improving our driving
and maintance skills, a weekend that was well organised by our training
Warrant Officer, W02 P ip Pieper. W02 (SSM) J im Swain provided a
series of map reading exercises as a break from the driving instruction. In
September a range weekend wa organised by SSgt Jason Ba r sley, our
Permanent Staff ln tructor. He al o injected a few ITD's to be getting on
with between firing practices. Four members of the Squadron deployed to
France to assist the First Aid ursing Yeomanry (FANY) during their Ex
Footsteps 2. We are still waiting for the stories to be told.
The Squadron had it annua l LSI Inspection early in October and as a
result of the hard work of S gt (SQ MS) Fensom and hi s staff, received
an extre111ely good report.
The Squadron have ten new recruits who will attend the Regimental
Induction weekends in October and November 2002. Recruiting is going
well and we already have five recruits for the Induction training that
commences in January 2003.
Finally the QC and all ranks would like to congratulate gt am
L iddle and his wife on the binh of their daughter.

LO DO
OTC - AN UAL CAMP A SISTANCE
For the IC&CY the months of June and July were particularly busy.
Four members of the Squadron, Sig Matthew Laffan, ig Richard Cook
and Sig Richard Griffiths led by Sig Peter Beaumont attended the firs t
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Green (a enior ED) not only proved to be an adept operator on
R.•
but also assisted with an article for the MC daily(-i h) new paper, the
Kentish Times (KT).
The Brigade Exercise started in a fairly relaxed manner, deploying a
far as 300m from the soldiers' accommodation and 400m from the
vehicle park to the camp gymnasium. We had wisely already erected our
antennae as part of the plug-up Exercise on a strip of real estate that
resembled a postage stamp. The setting up of the NMC was a measured
and calculated affair as we were likely to be in that location for the
duration of the exercise, co- located with both Ex-Con and En-Con
(delightfully nicknamed Al Kabosh Main). Ofintere~t at this stage of the
Ex was the heli move of two CRS horseboxe by Chinook, a subject
that caught the allention of the Kentish Time who recorded:

KE TISH TIMES REPORTS - CRS GOES A IRBORNE!
As in the classic Disney film. Dumbo ... 'I've never seen an Elepha111
fly', we've all seen a housefly, we've even seen a horsefly, but we ain't
never seen a HORSEBOXfly!
The event was even more rewarding on the return trip when a fair
number of quadron personnel got the opportunity for a cabby in the
Ch inook. What really impressed me during the comms phase of camp
was the vol ume of information we managed to handle for the enemy
patrols. Not only did we handle almost J ,500 messages over the Exercise
period (with a 95% operational percentage- due to det movement) but the
passage of info with one MC and four BS really proved effective. What
is more, with close liaison with AKB Main, we enjoyed having a taff
cell of users that kept us involved in Exercise play. So involved in fact
that the offices of the Kentish T imes masqueraded as 'The Sun' on more
than one occasion, in an effort to create some more exerci e realism.
Having accused the Police and Army of incompetence in the capture of
the Al Kabosh leader, the editor was a little concerned that he may have
not only approached the thin red line of respect, but have driven over it at
70mph in a Fiat Uno (with fluffy dice). This wa very apparent when a
signal to all Regimental CP's was intercepted by AKB Main sires ing
that the Brigade Command had every confidence in both the Police and
Army, to apprehend t he make-be lieve terror ist. During t hose old
graveyard shifts, the editorial team had a great time in coming up with
names for the various Al Kabosb player , some of whom were:
Al Ka Floss
Al Ka Seltzer
Al Ka Traz
Al Ko Pop
Al KaMe
Al Ka Pone

Terrorist Interrogator known as ' The Dentist'
Works on teeth
Terrori t Doctor
Obvious, but had to be done
Terrorist Prison
Terrori t Drink
Terrori t Chemist
Base Metal into Gold Dept
Resident Gangster

It really wa the camp with everything. For the mind, we had the
comms routine, the quizzes for all and sundry (when traffic slowed) and
the daily tasks of planning, who needed to be w here, when and with what
equipment. For the body we had several PT sessions, including some
interesting basketball session with our SPSl \VUJcox and finally, for the
oul, we had Padre Scott's spot on Thursday. ext year, the rumour is
that we will be venturing abroad (again!) for a two-week infantry exercise
in the Czech republic. Training has already commenced with masteri ng
the ba ics, for example beer i Pivo (pronounced 'Peevo').

Visiting Slovenian Officers
We also had the opportunity to meet our new Brigade Commander,
Brig J. E . Thomas M BE . He arrived with a reputation for asking
stretching questions of all ranks of the other Brigade units, but he seemed
very content with everything that we were up to . He was also kind
enough to present three Volunteer Reserve Service Medals in the field.
The deployed detachments returned to Leek Ca mp on Wednesday 18
September for the initial turn- around of vehicles. That evening, all ranks
were able to relax. look back, and catch up with friends at the ' Western
ight '. The Bucking Bronco was the star attraction, even if it did lead to
a lot of bruises, and everyone had a fantastic time.
Thursday, our final full day in Leek Camp, started with photograph
and Padre's Hour in the morning, with a ' Big Brew Up' in aid of SSA FA
running at the same time, collecting £45. In the afternoon the Regiment
went on R&R, with the majority deploy ing to Alton Towers. Others went
to various venues in the local area, e njoyi ng the mse lves at cinemas,
bowling and the like.
Fri day was the return to peacetime locations, with NCRS detachments
returning by low-loaders to c ut down the time taken on the road. Back in
TA Centres, it was time to check in equipment and fini sh turning around
the vehicles and equipment. With everything in order, the Regiment
dismissed on Saturday 21 September 2002, annua l camp done for another
year.
7 lst (Yeomanry) Sig Regt was not tested as m uch as our peer
regiments, but we did provide the vital link that a llowed 1,020 Brigade
troops to cond uct a Field Training Exercise across England. G rea t
responsibility was placed on all our Signallers, COs and Officers, be it
communications for enemy forces, acting as the e nemy themse lves, or
deploying on short notice tasks from the Brigade reserve in support of a
friendly fo rce regiment. Very useful training was carri ed out, and many
lessons identified and lea rn ed. Our so ldiers recogni sed how important
their roles were and performed accordingly, e njoying themselves at the
same time. Those tasks achi eved, the aims for annual camp were met.
S OF CO URT A D CITY Y EOM ANRY)
68 (I
SIG AL QUADRO - LINCOL
INN A D WHIP CROS
Sqn Comd
M aj ,Jonathan Manley
SSM
W02 (SSM) Lawrence Evans

A Horsebox fl ies

week of the University of London OTC annual camp in Okchampton to
assist on the adre Course.

•

I•

Are you in the
Day's Pay Scheme
(DPS)?

LCpl Genna Cambron
fi nding a hole to hide in during the range weekend
265 (KE T A D COU TY O F LO DO YEO MANRY) SIG AL
SQ UAD RO
qn o md
Maj Penny Wood
SM
W02 ( SM) Stephen helley
A NNUAL CAMP 2002 - by Lt Woodham
1 had at the back of my mind, that thi year's camp was going to be a
pretty bi g and interesting affa ir. We were to provide the comm for the
enemy force (the dreaded Al Kabo h) and as the MC Tp (a nd wi'.11 a
fa irly small team of quali fied operators) we were going to be respon 1ble
fo r the C2 of the entire enemy force. ' Flex ibility is the key to thi rear's
annual camp ' I had bri efed the Tp, cvera l Tuesday evenmg pn? r. to
departure and indeed thi was rea lly going to be the case. T he prov1s1on
of comms, of duty perso1me l at Leck camp, opportunities for personnel to
go adventurous tra ining in the beauti fii l Peak District a well a personnel
OP CO to o th e r B rigade pl ayers mea nt that we we re go m g to be
stretched to the max imum. I wa plea ed to ee, that as the Bde Ex got
underway, the pooling of resources from al l of the q ~ adron in the MC
was rea lised, as th e O , Maj Penn y Wood had di rected. LC pl sh
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Why wait until you leave
the Corps
before joining
the Royal Signals Association?
You can apply to join now
Contact your RSM or the
Association Headquarter
(Blandford Mil 2090) for details

•
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The event started at 0900hrs outs ide the NAFFl' s in Hohne and
Falhngbostel. A lot of sweat and money was donated during the day and
we would hke to th~nk the many people who supported us by making a
dona~ion and enabling us to reach a total of 1850 Euros to give to the
hospital.
Plenty ofte.stosterone was flying around the Bravo Tp camp with an in
house competition u~der ':Vay for the person who could get the furthest
d~stan~e 111 our I Om in spnnts on the bike. It was a close thing between
Sig 0 Co.nnor and Cpl . Un derwood, who not only took part in the event
but orgamzed the maJonty of the day too something the whole Squadron
would like to thank him for.
'

7 ARMOURED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (207)

qnComd
RSM

THE ROYAL SIG AL 7-A- IDE FOOTBALL TO RNAME T
by SSgt Wright (REME)
The Squ~dron Football Squa~ le~ the delights of Hohne in the luxury
Ford Transit Van, comp lete with its own portable toilet. If it's good
enou~h for Beckham a.nd Comp~ny why should we accept anything le s?
The Journey p~ssed without a single hnch, less Lt Si Lord maintaining
the true tradition .of officer map-reading, and eventually we arrived in
Blandford after sixteen hours of travel. Blandford for an out ider like
myself w3'.i a pure joy to behold with luxury accommodation in Mount
Pleas3:'1t Lmes, the Cordon Bleu food available in the restaurant and the
pure silky feel of Army blankets. Following a wonderful night's sleep the
squad met up fo~ their.pre-match meal of sausage, egg, bacon and ~ans
before the high mtens1ty football be~an. The spirit was high, Sigs Dan
Huck and Thompson were full of praise for each other even before a ball
had be:n kicked and the team felt confident and ready to show our
competition how the game should be played. This was oon quelled
w~en, having attende~ the ?riefing, the Scribe returned to announce, 'It's
being played on full size pitches on top of that hill up there'. The missed
PT lessons and OC Squadron Runs were instantly regretted.

Maj Chris Ford
WOI (RS '1) Dean Ewing

2IC's PERSPECTI E - by Capt Stu Whittley
The quadron ha completed an immensely bu y period. having
returned from yet another deployment to Poland and with 2nd Lines
R JT an~ an EC.l to com~. High Readiness has been the quadron Mai~
Effort with considerable nme and effort expended by everyone to en ure
the quadron i fully prepared to fulfil its role as part of the High
Readines Brigade in o ember.
. De pile the ongoi~g pre speculation we have till managed to find
ume fo~ the more. enJ?yable aspects of Army life, including some much
appreciated family time. Congratulation must go to the Squadron
football team who produced. an excellent performance at the Corps'
Football 7s: "!"he Onenteen~g t.eam has pent a highly successful
weekend trammg and competing in the UK, while the etball team i
taking its fi;st tentative steps into action with the BA(G) Championships.
On the horizon, who know , but the ' Brigade of Choice' wi ll be ready
whatever the challenges.
Finally, many congratulations to the OC and his wife Emma on the
birth of their first child. It is definitely a boy but there have been serious
discussions about what he is to be called. Rumour has it ·Jerboa Ford' i
making strong running. Any further suggestions on a postcard please.
ALPHA TROOP - by Sig Emns
Tp Comd
2Lt Aileen Grant
Tp SSgt
SSgt Steve Walton
. It ha been another few bu y months for Alpha Tp with a variety of
tnps, course and the odd exercise thrown in for good measure. On the
arrivals from we give a warm welcome to LCpl Chloe Cowen and her
ubtle yellow VW Beetle from 21 Sig Regt (AS) and Sig Lee Wllde from
Blandford.
. At the beginning of September several members of the Troop took part
111 .Ex ~Ian Kestrel. in Poland. This was to be Alpha Tp's and the
Bngade s, last exercise before the start of the High Readiness year on I
ovember. In order to upport 'High Readiness ', Cpl eoma ns went
back .t o the UK to do the ' Prisoner Handling and Questioning
Techn1qu:s' course where he spem the week interrogating Lala from the
Teletubb1es! If only we could get hold of the video footage' Cpl
~' fah?ny thought that he should do yet another course so completed
his Assistant BC Instructor course, shedding three stones in the
process: LC_PI Codack has also decided to join the ' do as many courses
as possible m order to get onto the highest rate of LSSA' movement by
VOLUNTEERJ G to do the Royal Signals Leadership Course.

BRAVO TROOP - by Cpl Mick Clark
Tp Comd
Lt i Lord
Tp SSgt
SSgt Adie Sims
After a refreshing summer leave we arrived back to find a few more
new. faces in th: Troop. So a big Bravo Tp welcome to Sgt Rumble and
fa_m1ly. Cpl Mick Constable and family, LCpl Stu Gould and Sigs
Birch, Canham and Hudson .
The ne".er-~nding saga of Sig Smith 450 continues, late again by only
a week this time from leave. The big question is will he make it back
from six weeks of sick leave after breaking his ankle by wearing a brand
new pair of trainers. It's a dangerous place out there!
True to 7 Bde style, it was a few days in camp before we set off on that
long dri,ve to Poland for Ex ~~an. Kestrel. lt went very smoothly but Cpl
Spence s vehicle had a few mJunes. He managed to break a wing mirror
and lo e a bowser! .All this was blamed on his co driver, LCpl Steph
Eva?s. Once there, It was a vef)'. static ~xe~cise (makes a change) so Sig
Chns Swan h~d pl~nty of practice at hgbtmg the puffing billy (but still
ended up .lookin~ hke a panda, ble s). Unlike Sig Earp, who was last
seen heading off into the woods to assist the RMP in marshalling vehicles
at 3am wearing a full gilfy suit and gaiters.
After a very different exercise it was a safe return for everyone apart
from Cpl ndenvood, who was left alone on the hard shoul der 'or the
motor:way jus.t outside B~rlin with no~hing. but a trailer for company. Oh
well, tt was his last exercise! We all wish him the very best of luck for his
final interview for the police force.

Life was obviously hard for Cpl Sanders ,on Exercise Ulan Kestrel
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Game I ver us 11 Signal Regiment resulted in a nil all draw. This game is
only memorable for. two ~i ssed opportunities from the Squadron, Lt Si
Lord having leapt hke a tm of John West Salmon headed wide from all
o! half a yard and LCpl Jas Mummery wasting an effort from half that
distance. It was not the best start but it was a point in the bag.

'It's just like riding a what?'
LCpl Ashdan finds the triathlon cycle more challenging than most

EXERCISE SILVER CHILD 4
Only four days back off leave .and once again Bravo Tp were leading
from the front with the organisation of 207 Sig Sqn '. charity events for
Great ~rmond Street Children's Hospital. Held on Friday 24 August the
event included a 79mile run for Mike Tp a 23km row for Support Tp an
8850mtr climb on the stepper for Alpha Tp. and .the toughest challeng~ of
them all for Bravo Tp was a 265km speed bike nde on the exercise bikes.

A!pha Tp's sporting prowess continues to grow with thanks to the
Gamson Tnathlon and the Corps 7-a-side Football Tournament, held at
Blandford at the end of eptember. The football team were extremely
unlu~ky to be knocked ~ut m the quarterfinals. Special mention must go
to 1g Evans who let in only two goals in the whole tournament. o
doubt all the Alpha Tp lads m.ade an impression on the Corps scouts fingen. ~ro~sed for t~e C?rps,tnals. Lastly, a huge congratulation must go
to Sgt 1 Lmk and his wife lanya on the birth of their son, amuel.

goes ?ut to our new URS . s~rgea~t, gt wan and family, ig Lace:1- and
his wife Fati~a and their imminent arrival. Lastly not forgetting ig
Patton and F1rbank, who have both recently completed their training at
Bland.ford . We must regretfully say goodbye to Sgt Higham and his wife
D.cbb1e and sons. Also farewell to Sig Smyth who ha moved on to 21
Sig Regt, Bath.
With only a small amount of the unit deploying to Poland for Ex Ulan
Kestr;I. Sp .TP found it hard going, as there were only a small amount of
~VD s available. So, to keep ourselves amused we had a quiz night, a
bingo. 111gh! and also a game of charades. To add more laughter to the
e~erc1se, Sig Swan was asked. o~ many occasions to light the puffing
billy but as Y.ou can guess 1t d1dn t go according to plan. LCpl Roger
made an unwise career move when he decided to jump out in front of the
Commander of 7 Armd Bde, Brig Binns, and scared the living daylight
out of him!

Handover of the Exercise Silver Child 4 - Race the Scroll
to the 21C of 1 (UK) ADSR
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Game 2 versus 16 Signal !legi!11ent gave a 2- 1 win. Having completed the
pre-match ntual of mo~nmg .l ike a bunch of girls, LCpl Ja Mummery
made us warm-up at p1tch-s1de. This he claims warms up the body and
ensures that the side start with pace and power. It worked a treat and we
were a goal down within the first minute. This early setback was soon
overcome when. the lightning harp reflexes of the scribe presented Sig
Steel w1~b the sunple task of leveling the scores. The game appeared to
be headmg for. a draw when Cpl Dann y dams with the grace of a
Mermaid Barbie crossed from the right for Lt Si Lord to power in a
header and claim a deserved victory for the Squadron.

Obviously we wouldn't have raised half as much money if it had
not been for our glamorous assistants, Sigs Barton and Beckett .
ORIENTEERJNG: THE NEWQ AY WAY - by Cpl Mick Clark
The competitors were: Cpl Clark, Sigs Beckett, Carter, Earp, Stray
and Thompson, all of whom were over the moon to be starting uch an
eventful tnp at 0400~ on a Fnday morning. On arrival in the UK we
were given an automatic Ford Galaxy which proved the first hiccup of
many, as no one had ever driven an automatic before. It then took almost
half an hour to negotiate our way out of Stansted Airport!
The Saturday saw new hope as we headed for our final destination of
Newquay and the dreaded Penh.ale Sands, supposedly a holiday camp!
On arrival we. d1sco'.'ered that 1.t wa n't just .a Royal Signal training
weeken.d but. in reahty the ational Championships and South West
Champion hips, which left us all a little bemused as the experience
w1th111 our group wa all of NIL, po sibly slightly less! We took part in
the colour c_oded events with most of the squad out on the Orange Cour e
and Cp.l Mick Clark out on the Light Green. The team did surprisingly
well with Sig Tho~pson fini hing .second on the Orange Cour e and
three others fi111shrng rn the top six. However, ome found it more
chall~nging than most. Sig Carter lost the only important piece of paper,
the vital stamp sheet and Sig Stray found himself tamping all the wrong
spaces on hi stamp sheet. The biggest drama came from ig Beckett,
when he lost her compass and whistle and still managed to fini h the
course in sixth place.
The second day saw u out on different cour es but with very much
the same results, well , at lea t for Sig Carter. As for the rest, they
C?mpleted 1t eventually but were rather upset to find that not only did the
eight year olds beat them but so did the 60 year old . All in all it was a
good training weekend and thanks to Maj Cosby of Cor. ham. All ix
people learnt a lot and our orienteering team should now go from
strength to strength.
SUPPORT TROOP
Tp Comd
Capt John Fradley
RQMS
W02 (RQM ) Jim Duncan
.Firstly we wou ld like to welcome Capt Fradley, hi wife, Helen, and
chtldren who have joined us from 16 Sig Regt. Also a warm welcome
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G~me 3 versus SOinC Dept resulted in a 1-0 win. This game was a
mixture of missed chances and wasted opportunities for the Squadron.
Following another marathon warm-up the Squadron tarted slowly and
never really moved above a nails pace.
Sig. ~hompson ev~ntually provided the winner for the Squadron. The
oppo itlon allowed him to waltz through their defence in an attempt to
prevent him from b lub.berin~ on the field of play before the keeper
allowed the ball to pass mto bis net. They really do take soldier retention
seriously in the SOinC Department.

Game 4 versu 280 Signal Squadron gave another 1-0 win. This game
p~duced ~e perfo~ance of the tournament from the quadron, (the e
cigarette things certamly work better than this pre-match wann up stuff).
The game was dominated from tart to finish with the only concern
c?ming when Sig John .Stray decided to rugby tackle an opponent and
give away a penalty kick. Sig Evans ensured justice prevailed and
produced a fine ave to keep the scores level.
The goal, scored by ig Thompson, making u e of hi a Imo t
telep.athic w1derstanding with ig Dan Huck (they were holding hand- at
the time) wa a JOY to watch. Cpl Danny Adams could have secured the
game but when presented a chance from all of a yard out with only hi
hoelaces to beat. managed to coop the ball wide.
Quarter Final versus 21 Signal Regiment we lo t 1-0. The referee was on
their side. The ball was out of shape. We were robbed. They cheated. We
wa nted to get down to Bournemouth early and didn't want to win
anyway.
Although we lost the Quarter Final fixture there were no igns of
bitte!11ess ~y ah):'. of the players and defeat wa accepted gracefully.
Final A,naly is - The quadron Football quad would like to thank all
per onnel invol.ved in organising thi . excellent competition and
congratulate 7 1g Regt on a de erved victory. We would al o like to
e tend our . thanks to all of our opponent on the day for their
portsman hip. The team has returned to Hohne full of confidence and
n;ady to attack the new sea on's fi turc Ii t. The final word must go to
Sig Evans who wa pre ented the Squadron Player of the Tournament
award for hi wonderful use of the English language and immaculate
dre sen e that hocked the young and old of Bournemouth.
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route. The group carrying nearly all of their own kit, weighing in on
average at 25kg, it made the task even harder. In most cases, this was,
more than the weight carried by our porters! The average day included a
steep climb through a variety of terrain including rainforest, heath land
and barren volcanic rock. Each day included a climb of some 500 to
800111 in strong sunlight and high temperatures. The nights were spent
camping in tents. The final ascent was made during the night and the
sum mit was achieved as dawn broke across the volcanic rim of the
mounta in. All but one of the members made it to the top. A true feat of
determination had been acheived, despite altitude and exhaustion.
Unsurprisingly the R&R package was decided to be le s strenuous and
a three day safari package was laid on. We travelled across Tanzania to
the visually stunning gorongoro Crater, a huge dormant volcano that
had been converted into a national game park. We also visited the equally
beautiful Lake Manyara ational Park. This package proved a great
opportunity to relax after our earlier exploits on the mountain. Without
doubt this has etched some long lasting memories in people's minds and
was thoroughly enjoyed by all members of the expedition.

12 MECHANIZED BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS .
AND SIGNAL SQUADRON (228)
It ha been another extremely bu·y period for 12 Mech Bdc HQ & Sig
qn (22 }. 1 ' o ooner had we finished the two joi nt exerci es at outh
Cerney than we were ·traight into R IT and a Board of Officers. The
good work that the quadron ha done during the la t 12 months paid off
the quadron pas ed both with flying colours. A big band mu t go to
tho e who put all the hard work and effort in, particularly the Fo~. SSgt
Hand their trnsty team of Tech for the RSJT and the QM and Ins team
for the excellent BOO. Once all that wa. out the way it was time to get
back into the field, where thi quadron truly belong . Maj Charnock
wanted hi last momh in Comd of the quadron to go with a bang and it
certainly did.
The Junior Leadership cadre for all of the j unior Lance orporals
enior Signallers was designed to tea~h the leadership skill n~es ary for
junior CO to lead oldier effectively. After a month of m-bai;acks
preparation the culmination of the cadre wa a two-week exer?l .e m
Octerbum. In order to make the exercise a challengmg and realistic a
pos iblc. it wa heavily weighted toward live firing with some of the
shoot urpas ing even tho e from BATU la t year. At take wa the
prize of top student and promotion for the Top ignaller. LCpl ' ichoU
won the award for best · tudent and Sig Stockdale \ as the Top Signaller.
In addition to all thi . the quadron till managed to end people away on
the Brigade battlefield tour to ormandy and run two adventurous
training expeditions, one to climb Mount Kilamajiro in Tanzania and 1he
other to do a week's sailing in the Baltic. o wonder the Squadron was
looking forward to its summer block leave.

a
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cancelled out. Exhausted. tired, wet and hungry we all trampled back into
camp. All that was on my mind was a nice hot brew and some scoff. I
didn 't care if it didn't taste nice, I just needed to warm up. After a busy
day. we all got howered, dressed and did what any other ane soldier
would have done, had a few bevvies. OK, maybe a little more than a few.
The next morning began with me, my bergen, day sack, webbing and a
slight hangover in the vehicle. We were given our order . The ection IC
and 21 s had their work cut out for them, organi ing the guys, making
ure that everybody had everything they needed and making sure that
everyone knew what they were doing. We arrived at the accommodation ,
a fannhouse in the middle of nowhere where all our training would be
ba ed. For the next week and a half we trai ned on a range of subjects
relevant to the cadre. rt wa co ld wet and miserable not to mention hard
work, but it was all worth it in the end. At last it wa nearly time to go
home but not before the final part. Who was the one getting promoted? It
was Sig (now L pl) Stockdale and it was well deserved for all his hard
work throughout the cadre.

BATTLEFIELD TOUR

ORMA DY

by Lt Matt Jones
12 Mech Bde held a week-long battlefield tour to Normandy from 1-5
July. The OC and I represented the Signal Squadron. Despite the bleary

;
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249 SIG AL SQUADRO
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IOR LE DERSHJP CADRE - by Sig Hunt
Sqn Comd
SSM

A quorefrom Field Marshal Slim about the de.finirion of leadership:
'Afaking a soldier or soldiers do somerhing rhey do nor wi h ro do'
The quadron found out there was a leadership course well before it
was publi hed in Pan One Orders, but we didn 't know who were to be
involved. quadron rumours started like they alway do, which made
people nervou becau e the rnmours got worse and wor e with every
Chinese whisper. The day finally crune when it was published with dates
and a nominal roll on who was to participate. Tho e who were going
were mostly the senior ignallers with a few Lance Corporals to join us.
We also got to know who was going to be our DS whi lst on the JLC. SSgt
Parke, made sure we were fit before the course. SSgt Fogg made sure we
were up to scratch with our field craft. Sgt Berrey kept a close eye on our
weapon skill and Sgt Witham was our first aider. If anybody was to
accidentally get shot, he was the man who would patch you up and send
you on your merry way.
Well the manning list was out, now all we needed to know was where
the battle would be taking place. and it eemed that Otterbum was the
de tination. When I first el eyes on the nonhern camp it looked like a
scene from the series 'The League of Gentlemen'. This truly was a local
camp for local people! It was not all bad. At least the accommodation's
hearing was on and by the temperature, it was po sible that the heating
had been on forever. Boy it was warm!
The next day we didn't have long to get ourselves ready - a quick
breakfast, then a wift brief got us all clued up with that day's events.
After a few tests to reassure the D that we knew what we were doing,
we all had to be seated in the theatre ready for the orders brief, which
gave us the whole picture for this exercise. It was exciting, knowing the
story, but as I looked around T noticed a few eager faces just wanting to
get out in the field.

eyed, early morning start and rough ferry crossing, we managed to reach
our destination and commence with some preparatory lessons. These
done and dusted, we were soon sampling the merits of French hospitality
in some of Caen's finer establishments. Our tour started properly the
following day as we retraced the steps of the airborne landings along the
peninsula, incorporating Pegasus Bridge and the nearby museum. We
then moved from stand to tand located at various points along the coast,
moving from the landing beaches of Omaha and Gold through the
German defensive lines at Pont du Hoc and Merville. Each section of the
Brigade was also asked to make a short presentation on variou a pects of
the campaign, based on their own speciality.
The highlight of the week, as most would agree, came from Maj John
Simms, who presented a walk through of his own personal experiences
and engagements during the ormandy campaign. It wa a tremendou ly
moving and real account of events, coupled with some pertinent les ons
for the future and it provided some fantastic discussion for the evening
dining session . Other notable events included the war cemeterie · visited
and the circular cinema, which screened some images that the audience
found truly haunting. The tour wound to a close ju t beyond Caen before
the Allies moved on to the next campaign. It was the best battlefield tour
that I have attended and I found it tremendously rewarding and
informative. All those involved had a great time and maximised on
French cuisine with a formal dinner before returning to a rainy UK.

Sig Stockdale being promoted to Lance Corporal
by the Brigade Commander
The promotion wasn't the only reward. Everybody benefited from the
course - a lot was taught by our mentors, and a lot was learnt by the
students. I would like to thank the DS on all the effort they put in .
Without them this experience would not have happened. Also I would
like to congratulate my Section for being named the Section with the
most team spirit. If your unit ha n't got a Junior Leadership Cour eon its
forecast of events, r would suggest maybe go for the Royal Signals
Leadership Course, which is another excellent course, and another story.

Maj Alan Hill
W02 (SSM} Shean Dewar

QUADRO HEADQ ARTERS - by Capt Dave Orr
Once again thi has been an exceptionally bu y period for the
Squadron. We returned from leave and immediately began preparing for a
full Squadron deployment to Otterbum. Despite the very real prospect
that this may be the la t time the Squadron, a we know it, has a chance
to exercise, pirit remained high throughout. Remarkably this was also
the ca e during the Escape and Evasion phase that many found extremely
testing but also thoroughly rewarding.
Following the recovery (in more ways than one!) our attentions turned
to our uncertain collective futures. Armed wirh a briefcase full of
preference posting proformas, the OC, 2!C and FofS boldly entered the
labyrinth that is MCM Div with a view to securing postings for as many
of our soldiers as po sible. It transpires that the horror stories are an
exaggerated (if enduring) urban myth. The desk officers couldn't have
been more helpful and we returned from Glasgow with po ring agreed
for virtually all the soldiers. Clad in Kevlar, the 2IC announced them after
the MCM Div road how and was greeted with a much smaller than
anticipated deluge of complaint . In the va t majority of cases, oldiers
were given their fir-tor second choices so we don't appear to have done
too badly.

The Kiwi trophy wa run for the last time by 249 Sig Sqn (AMF(L})
on Salisbury Plain on 19 September 2002. As has become tradition, the
day began with a ceremony in Tidworth Military Cemetery attended by
the ew Zealand High Commissioner, the ew Zealand Defence
Adviser, a number of staff from the High Commission and representatives
from the Squadron.
Following a short but emotive service ofremembrance we e corted our
guests onto the training area to observe the competitors as they tackled
the gruelling course. The Prize giving took place in the XL club later the
same day, when the Hon Russell Marshall presented S gt Oliver with
the Kiwi Trophy, for the faste t overall individual time. The SOinC(A}
then presented Sig Rockett with the Barry trophy and Sig Weaver with
rhe Lang Memorial Trophy. ext year, ties with the ew Zealand High
Commis ion and the running of the Kiwi Trophy will be tran ferred to I
Mech Bde Sig Sqn . We are certain they will fiercely conte t the
competition and wi h them all the best for the future.
The Squadron has said goodbye to 2Lt Tim Sambrook in the past
month. Having completed a very challenging year. he is off to relax at
Oxford Univer ity where he plans to terrorise the ladies. A word of
advice though. Go teady on the beer otherwise a drunken night in the
Union may result in you inadvertently becoming Bill Clinton' on in
law!

LCpl Redfern and Sig Soppitt
at the end of a particularly gruelling Live Firing Range

LCpl Brewster leading a fighting patrol
We didn 't have to wait too long that afternoon to get our first taste of
the Ollcrburn Training Arca. The weather was damp and the wind was
cold. but the pace of the tab made sure that the cold weather was
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EXERCISE ACE UMMIT
ADVE T ROUS TRAINJ G JN TA ZANIA 12 27 JULY 2002
In the two weeks prior to summer leave, 14 members of 12 Mech Bde
HQ & Sig Sqn (228) set out to climb Mt Kilimanjaro, just across tl1e
northern border of Tanzania. It was the Squadron's main expedition of the
year and was designed to test all the members in a challenging and
unfamiliar environment. Mt Kilimanjaro i the highest point in Africa and
one of the world's largest freestanding mountains. It stands an impressive
5896m and requires a seven-day trek to complete.
The route chosen was a difficult climb up the less populated Macha.me
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2002

The New Zealand Defence Adviser, the Sqn OC and the
New Zealand High Commissioner view the New Zealand graves
at Tidworth Military Cemetery
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2002

SSgt Oliver en route to victory
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0
ARTROOP
Tp omd
2Lt 'lark Bentley
Tp gt
gt Jase Raybould
The Troop ha been a bu y a ever, parn::ularly as we now have a
likely quadron endex date for April 2003. Th, re ' a no gentle transiti~n
ba k into work after summer leave as a number of the Troop took part m
Ex White Ho e, a rccruument drive and fun run in the OCs home village.
An enjoyable time wa had by all on a hot ummer day in a quiet English
village and a con idcrable um of money was rai ed for the Army
Bene••olent Fund. It wa back to reality for most of u as ' e kicked
craight off with a unit election board to find the potential future
Office . Yeomen and Foremen. All who had to endure the u ual array of
command ta ks. log runs and persoual assessrnems put in a good effort.
The re t of us were preparing for what was pos ibly the la t quadron
deployment before we all di per e, Ex Kiwi Clip/Flight. The location was
the exotic region of Ouerburn (nice!). After a horrendou ten-hour drive
up we all deployed into a quadron box for the night before the separate
Troops conducced their comm exercises. uspicions first arose that
something unconventional wa afoot when, at the weekend , a series of
survival le on were given including the u ual ba ha building. night
navigation exerci es and the finer points of kiru1ing rabbits and other
wildlife. The quadron redeployed only to be called in a few days later,
captured and then sem out for a few days on an Escape and Eva ion
pha e. At last the penny drops! Luckily the weather held out and apart
from a few group· doing things they houldn't have been doing, the
exerci e went well with a lot of the younger lads learning a great deal.
ext up was the Kiwi Trophy, a 15 mile march and hoot competition
that the quadron was ruruting for the last time before it i pa ed onto I
Mech Bde HQ & ig qn. This time it was spon ored and over a £ 1000
wa rai ed. Well done to all who took pan and particularly to gt Oliver
who won overall.
PAPA T ROOP
Tp Comd
Lt Steve Cadywould
Tp SSgt
SSgt Ollie Oliver
EXERCISE KI W I CLLP/FLIGHT - by LCpl Crossley
Ex Kh i Clip was the first part of a two week long exercise in
Onerbum, not one of the more romantic places 249 ig Sqn are used to
going! We were up there firstly to re-establish our drills and to prepare
for our upcoming Reece Brigade exercise. After the mammoth drive that
took 12 hours and urpri ingly with no accidents (which must be a first)
we arrived in O!terburn.
The Troop exercise went well. The majority went about shaking out
the cobweb with the exception of Sig Sokolowski who throughout the
whole exerci e managed only a brief appearance on the net. The same
man redeemed himself on the Unit Selection Board - although this was
probably as a re ult of hi new hairstyle, which needs sorting.
THE KIW I TROPHY - by Sig Sloan
Another year goes by and t he Kiwi Trophy is upon us again.
Unfortunately this is the last time the trophy will be competed for by 249
Sig Sqn before it i handed over to I Mech Bde. It was an early tart and
a decent breakfast was a required energy boost for all serious contenders.
Once weapon had been collected it was a short trip on the back of the
4tonner to the top of the notorious Kiwi Hill. The 30-pound bergens were
weighed to ensure there was no cheating and then in 2-minute intervals
we were sent across the start line to tackle the 24km course. It was a very
competitive event this year and was taken very seriously by a number of
the seniors. The best time of the day was produced by Cpl Dyson but he
was unfortunately was let down by his shooting (missed the lot). Well
done to 2Lt Bentley for not reading the kit Ii t and being ' not placed'
(although he continues to dispute this). After all runners had finished it
was into the XL club for the presentation of the trophy by the New
Zealand High Commissiont:r and the usual celebration drinks. The winner
of the Trophy was SSgt Oliver .
The Kiwi Trophy was a hard fought competi tio n with the Troop
gaining first place individua lly and in the Troop competition, which saw
o_me. outstanding performances. Oscar Tp did exceedingly well by
bnngmg up the rear as usual. On ly one goodbye and no arrivals this time.
Good luck to
gt Raybould who leaves us as probably the longest
serving so!dier_in 249 Sig Sqn, having joined in 1997. He's off to 30 Sig
Regt to mix with the Gurkhas where we're sure he'll have a great time.
He will be missed by all of the Troop.

MIKE TROOP
Tp Comd
W02 FofS Dave Coffey
Tp gt
Sgt Paul Farrington
With the demi e of the Squadron now pretty much sea led for April
2003 we've all been trying to secure our own personal posting . Units
around the Corp will now have the very rare experience of having
technicians po ted in from somewhere other than Blandford. Even though
the end is nigh we have till been managing to keep ourse lves in a steady
state of confu ion.
The Tech Battalion deployed to the tropical setting of Ouerbum on Ex
Kiwi Clip/Flight. 'Clip' b ing a Comms exercise and 'Flight ' being an
escape and e asion phase. Because the tech workshops made up 85% of
the FE element of the Squadron, we had plenty of manpower to leave
quadron Base on neaky fighting patrol to test the operator ' defence of
their comms sites. uffiee it to say the exercise came to a tandstill as the
tech wiped the operators off the face of Otterburn training area with one
succe sful attack after another. Apart from that, the comms bit ran as per
normal with equipment ti ll being repaired to the normal high tandard!
The second phase, Ex Kiwi Flight, was much more exciting, being
released on to Otterburn 's cold moor after some robust processing.
Wearing only overalls, the chase was on. Some contraband had got
through the rigorou earches since none of the OS was going to look
there. The runners seemed to be split into two frames of mind. Those who
would u e all the skills they picked up at 249 Sig Sqn to urvive living off
the land and evade capture by the enemy by pure military in tinct, and
those who were in ewca tie on the razz. Unfortunately not all of the
tech chose the latter and ome ended up captured and put through some
uncomfortable que tioning at the detention centre. LCpl Greg Cairns,
on instinct, escaped through a window only to find himself in an enclosed
compound. Capture was imminent, a wa the comment "fair cop guv'.
The escape and eva ion, on the whole, wa enjoyed by all and was a
valuable experience for some of the younger member of the Troop. Well
that' what they keep getting told.
Upon returning from Otterburn we were straight into Kiwi Trophy
2002, the annual 22km march and hoot across Sali bury Plain carrying
weapon and 301bs. As per usual Mike Tp were right up there in the
competition, well, until the shooting anyway. Unfortunately we were
unable to repeat last year's result of coming first overall, ending up third.
This is mainly was due to the committee deci ion of joining the Battalion
with ·Geek' Troop who have more people on the Biff than can stand up.
Last year's champion C pl Lee Dyson did get the fastest time in the
Squadron but due to the fact he couldn't hit the side of an ERV with a
snow shovel he ended up a miserable third overall. It must also be noted
that W 0 2 (FofS) Coffey, tabbed home with a very commendable fourth
fastest overal I.
C pl Li nzi Fielding has finally passed her bike licence, so watch your
insurance premiums rise. Farewell to Cpl Lee Dyso n, after a long and
di tinguished period in the 'fighting' 249 Sig Sqn. The Kiwi Trophy 01
Champion is on his way to 216 Sig Sqn but he'll probably change his
mind tomorrow. Finally, there have been a couple of promotions LCpl
Weight and LCpl A rcher , have finally made the dizzy heights of Class II
and subsequent promotion to Corporal.

QTROOP
Tp Comd
Capt Chris Laycock
ROMS
W02 Robertson
During the past two months the QM 's Department has seen a number
of changes in Troop personnel. Cap t C hris L aycock has taken over from
Ca pt Steve Mo rgan who goes on promotion as QC HQ Sqn, 21 Sig
Regt and W0 2(RQ MS) Robertson takes over from RQMS (now Capt)
Andy Slack), congratulations to him on his commissioning.
In Ju ly the Squadron deployed to Capel Curig in Snowdonia for
Adventure Training, a well earned break from the routine, although most
felt wor e for wear on the return to work. Sig Patter son impressed all by
maintaining a dry maggot for a whole week. Sgt Miller amused us all
with his knowledge of smoke signa ls that cou ld be seen from the top of
Snowdon. Not a bad effort from the RLC. Sig Evan s produced his
legendary laminated 'biff chit' to avo id returning to his homeland . The
RQMS, however, was back at Bulford discovering the delights of the RQ
hotline. He is available 10 take your call on Bulford 2772. Don't be shy,
just give him a call. As ever there was a distinct lack of work hanging
over the MT. LAD were not to be seen either but as the wise man said,
some things never change.

251 SIGNAL SQUADRON

. qn Comd

Maj W. Drain

. The quadron bids a fond farewell to W02 (YofS) Billy C ardwell and
h1 family who are posted to 7 Sig Regt in Bruggen. Yeoman ardwell is
promoted to WO I and take up the appointment of Regimental Yeoman
upon arrival. Congratulations Billy. Farewell also goes to C pl Mark Igo
who leave us for a posting in the Province.
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demonstration given by its inventor Mr John Ashby from 251 Sqn 's
Shornc liffe Detachment. Finally there was an opportunity for an
impromptu photograph with the GO and Squadron personalitie .

Mr John Ashby explains the Sound Effects System to the GOC
10 SIGNAL REGIME T
CO'S CO FERE CE A DST DY DAYS
10 Sig Regt CO's Conference wa hosted by 251 Sig Sqn at
Shorncliffe between 25-27 September. Aside from the actual conference
given by the CO, repre entatives from the quadrons had a tour through
the tunnels of Dover Castle and an even ing ' entertainment on board the
Russian Submarine ' Black Widow' (a Foxtrot Cla s submarine forn1erly
of the Black Sea Fleet, now moored at Folkestone). The vodka flowed
through the night and was needed by certain (female) quadron member
· to block out the OC's rendition of 'yellow submarine'. The following day
M r Jo hn As hb y was once again called upon to demonstrate the
Squadron's sound effects equipment. Just the ticket to blow the cobweb
away from the night before.

SQ ADRON LIFE
Congratulat ions to Sg t Dob on and C pl Dav ies who pa ed their
Sergeants' and Corporal ' cour e re pectively. C pl Eddie Hart is
currently defending the far reaches of the Empire in che Falkland I ·lands
(watch out for them walking mine . Eddie). Sgt Webb pa sed his gliding
course (much to the relief of the local re idem ). Finally. C pl Ru s C rai g
i on a course to re-trade from TG to y - Op.

DEFENCE COMMUNICATION SERVICES AGENCY
(GERMANY)
252 SIGNAL SQUADRON

i

VIS IT O F GOC THEATRE TROOP
MAJ GE J. M. SHAW M BE
M aj Gen haw MB E visited the Squadron on 3 September. After a
welcome to the quadron from M aj Wall Drain and Sgt Rick Owen,
the GOC was treated to a briefi ng in the conference room by the Ops
Officer, C apt K eith Roach , on the cu rrent tasks undertaken by the
Squadron . T he tour was then co nc luded wi th a so und effects
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2002

qn omd
SM

M aj G. Picker gill
W02 (S M) D. W. tewart

STRATEGIC AND TECHNI CAL DEVELOPE 1E 'T
The Squadrons' evolution continues to mo e apace towards our main
goa l, complete integration . ince our la t report, Squadron personnel
have realigned with the agency and gone is the old Troop ystem - the
natural process has req uired this to be di olvcd. Our oldier now find
THE WIRE, DECEMBER 2002

that they are employed in one of the following five agency busine: area
of work:
* tmtegic and Technical Development
* Enterprise Management
* Engineering upport
* Integrated Project Group and Enabling erYice.
• Operation
The e busines areas arc further ·ubdivided into departmental area of
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re pons1bility. F r most. for the fir t time the reality of having a nonmilitary line manager i with us. Thi management chain will inevitably
take a bit of getting used t for both n ilitary and civilian personnel but
we do have uffic1ent time to prove th , tem and over ome our initial
teethmg problem. .
BRlTI HARM (GERMANY)
E Fl HI ' G H lPlO HIP 2002- bySgtO ' Comzor
Thi year's ea Fi. hing Champion.hip took pla e 2 -29 August and
were fi ·hed out of Keil Training Centre, aboard the M Norland, a
G rman , a\ • WW!l fi hing boat. Four quadron member took part and
the were gt o·connor. gt Ian Overall. Cpl I Berr. and ig
Growcott. fter the long journey from JHQ b. minibus the team arrived
at Keil Traming Centre.
Day One unfortunately had to be cancelled due to the boat breaking
do\\nju t as the competition wa due to get underway. Thi boat was like
.omething from ancient time remini cent of a vessel you would be
happy to put animal into. Once everyone had stowed their kit, we all
headed for the nearest tackle shop to purchase even more equipment for
Day Two and to refine our ta te for local food and beverage .
fter another early start with a •fat boy' breakfa t, Day Two brought
e\·en more urpri e . By I 300hrs although everyone had Ii hed
tbemselve to death, ' till nobody had registered a fish big enough to bring
to the cale'! After the boat had moved around a few time , people started
to pick up a fe\ 'in ize' fish which put a mile on a number of angler's
face . When we eventually returned to Keil Harbour, the weigh-in wa
conducted by gt 0' Connor who didn't have too much difficulty in
identifying the winning catch, because of the mall number fish brought
to the ca !es.
All in all a very good day's fishing was had by all, many thank to Col
cbofield (Comd Keil Trg Centre) who was kind enough to perfom1 the
pre entation ceremony in the clubhou e. quadron re ults of the day·s
fi hing were:
Th.ird place:
gt Ian Overal (Rhine Garri on Angling Club)
Siner disappointment :
Sgt O'connor, Cpl Al Berry and ig Growcott

minimum pas mark for these tests is 60 %. The followin g is a brief
outline of the course:
la the first week we were given instruction on a wide range of tools
and kills used by Ro ya l E ngin ee rs in their everyday op erat ions
including: chainsaw. whacker saw. grinders, abrasive wheel s, field
measuring technique , knot and lashing and hand signal s used in
conjunction with the operation of plant and machinery. The exercise was
to mark out, lay and reinforce concrete. a technique taught during the first
few days . The te t required knowledge of the tools used in as aul t
pioneering, how to ecurc various knots and lashings and ctting out
concrete correctly.
The basis of Week Two was explo ives and how to prepare them. We
were taught about different type of explosive charge , how to set them
up and the different component of these. The cxerci e for this week was
carried out on Sennelager Explosive Range, u ing weapon imulators
and setting up explosive charge . The test comprised making a basic
charge, identifying certain pieces of equipment and fault finding for
breaks in electric detonations.
Jn this Week Three we were given instructions on the variou types of
mine used in the forces, anti-personnel and anti-tank. We were taught
abou t mine detection and identification of boobytraps, as wel l as the
techniques u ed for burying and laying minefields. For the exercise, we
practiced mine breaching techniques and the test consisted of mine
detection, the etting up of boobytraps and their detection.
Week Four was ba ed on trenches and fortification used in the
battlefield. We were taught about the use of barbed wire and sand
bagging, how to fortify a building and the techniques for breaching them.
The exercise was to build different fortifications and dig trenche . The
test required us to make a fortification and set up the barbed wire
fencing for harbour areas.
Week Five saw us learning the different techniques and chemicals u ed
to purify water for human con umption and included an exerci e on how
to et up water supply harbour areas for Brigade strength. We were tested
on the con truction of a water tower and the u e of associated pumping
equipment to clear the water tank .
The final week of the course was based at Hameln. Training was given
on the u e of the Mark VA ault Boat, which included various drills such
as capsize, man overboard and general safety rules. The final tests
required us to set up a line and' anchor et, apply first aid to a water
casualty and the general safety procedures on our newly acquired skills
when operating the Mark V Assault Boat.
To summarise, l found the Basic Assault Pioneer Course very
beneficial and I wa extremely intere ted to learn more about techniques
used in other arm of the service. This course was enjoyable and as
succe sful tudents we have now been issued with certificates for Basic
Assault Pioneering and Basic Boat Handling.

have a spare rope lying ~round (as you do) and with this quickly hitched
up we wer~ up and movmg. Then it hit us! Which idiot decided a fittin g
fi nale (havmg completed a marathon over two days) woul d be to pull th is
truck the length of Bruggen airfield. Some 20mins later on completion of
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SIGNAL SQUADRON (261)

Sqn Comd
RSM
SQUADRO SUMMER CAMP
After a b~sy and demanding first half of the year, the quadron took
the opportumty to take advantage of some well deserved down time and
deployed to Penhale Camp, Ncwquay, for two weeks of low level
adve.nture training. !~e aim of the. Summer Camp was to provide some
quality adventure tra1111.ng oppo1tun1t1es, such as rock climbing, canoeing,
wa l.k111g and mounta111 biking, conducted in a relaxing and social
environment. Headed up by S gt Martin Stebbing, ably assisted by Sgt
Thwaite, the camp was a real success and was thoroughly enjoyed by all
who attended it. The Squadron would like to say thank you to gt Dave
Uttley and the rest of the instructors from 11 Sig Regt who helped us
enonnously throughout the Camp.

111.iFRA TRUCT RE
PPORT MAI TE ANCE LOGISTIC
BA IC A A LT PIO EER COURSE
b} LCpl McRoberts
I Joined 252 i~ Sqn in February of this year. On initial interview,
when I was asked 1f there were any courses that I would like to attend J
expre~ cd an interest in the. Basic Assault Pi.oncer Course. With lg
Furn1ul I attended the six-week cou rse 111 ormandy Barracks
enn~lager. Th~ course is di':'ided mto six .main areas, each including a
practical exercise and combmauon of written and practical tests. The
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*

A team relay over an as ault course, each member
conducting 20 laps.

•

Recovery Day.

•

Half Marathon carrying normal BCFT weight.

*

Same activity again next day, immediately foll owed by ...

*

Team truck pull the length ofBruggen Airfield (2.2km)

The main purpose of the event was to raise money for Great Ormond
Street Hospital. I was ably a sisted by the other volunteer team members:
Cpl ick:i. Dean, Cpl Data Peake, Cpl Graham Faithful, LCpl John
Liddell, Sig Johnston, Sig Walter Patrick, Sig Jay J en nings and Sig
Mel Gros and the offers of sponsorship came flooding in thick and fast.
Monday 23 Septe'?lber arrived and the team departed JHQ heading up to
the assau.lt c~urse 111 Wentworth Barracks, Herford. Our deci sion to get on
with the JOb 111 hand as soon as possible saw us hitting the ground running
and off we went like demented anima ls. This burst of effort lasted for
about four laps each, when we literally ' hit the wall'. The l2ft wall took
on the physical stance of 12 metres. With perseverance, scraped knee
and elbows and a dogged determination to finish what we had started our
efforts paid off. Just short of two hours later it was time to take a 'well
earned shower. Arriving back at Rbeindahlen we were in for our only
treat o_f the event, T~esday was our Recovery Day. Wednesday saw the
team Im~ up at Ja.velin Barracks, don bergens weighing l 5kg and set off
for a bnsk 13 mtles. The team had covered quite a few miles during
training so this didn ' t prove to be too much of a strain. Thursday,
how7ver, was a different story, with the heavens well and truly open (and
leakmg) 11 was down to the business in hand. It proved to be a long
afternoon. ~fter finally crossing the 'Tab' finishing line we cou ld see the
truck . loommg out of the mist in the di stance. This vehicle was kindly
supplied by ARRC Support Battalion. Capt Chris Hymas happened to
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the Army Be~evolent.Fund. Al~hough the event was challenging (even
for the experienced nders), cop ious amounts of Red Bull (without the
Vodka of course!) and stee ly determination helped ca rry the teams
through.

HELLO'S, GOODBYES A D CO GRATULATIO S
The Squadron would like to say hello to the following new arrivals:
Radio Troop - Sig Palmer, Sig Gordon, Sig Sowiak, Sig Ormisher, Sig
Chambers, LCpl Barton, LCpl Hutson and Cpl Hutson. Support
Troop - LCpl Johnson, LCpl Olivierre, Cpl King, Cpl Hansen Cpl
Mortimer, SSgt Gardiner and SSgt Clark.
'
Congratul~tion are due to Cpl Mortimer from the LAD, who came
second on his SMC Course at SEME, and also to LCpls Beerling
tevenson, and Tuissell, for their recent success on the Lance Corporal _:_
Corporal promotion board.
EXERCISE ENDURING HELP
Ex Enduring Help i an annual 24hr Cross-Country Endurance
Motorcycle Event which this took place on Longmoor Training Area. Sgt
Turner, Sgt Turnbull, Cpl Midgeley, LCpl Jones, LCpl Dowsett, Sig
Burrows and Sig heilds all took part and raised £450 for Childline and

OPERATIO S - MESSAGING JOINT HEADQUARTERS
GREAT ORMO D TREET HOSPITAL SIL ER CHILD CHARITY FUNDRAlSLNG EVE T
by Cpl A 1 Keenan
l was halfway through a boring COMMCE ni ghts hift when it
suddenly came to me 'Fundraising Event'. Okay that's no problem, but
what format? It had to be physically demanding and enough to create the
desired impact, [ started to jot down some ideas and after some
deliberation came up with the following:
BRITI H ARMY (GERMA Y) DUATHLO i /T RIATHLO
SERIE 2002
by SSgr Phil Stroudle;•
The end of the ummer months brought with it and end to what can
only be described as a successful series of multi-discipline races in
Germany. The BA(G) Du/friathlon series ran from late April to early
October 2002 and was organised by Sgt Phil Stroudley from the
Squadron. Early April saw some 35 competitors from across Gem1any
gather at the fitness centre in Elmpt for the first Duathlon of the series.
Running 5km followed by a 25km cycle with a further 5km run was
enough to blow out the winter cobwebs from any seasoned athlete. The
. eason conti~ued to gather pace (excuse the pun) as the weather
unpr<;>ved. To mcrease the challenge a swim discipline was added whilst
the distances were also extended. The end of August saw the blue ribbon
event in JHQ, comprising a IOOOm swim, 40km cycle and a !Okra run.
The Royal ignal featured in the honours on this event with Capt Mick
Boyle (QM I Ml Bn), WOI RSM Andy Baud (I ADSR) taking First
and econd places respectively in the vets' class, whilst Cpl ikki Dean
from the Squadron (Op Msg 3HQ) won the Ladies' Class. The final
event saw us return to Elmpt early in October for an ultra long
Duathalon. The series was a convincing win for cycle demon W02 Phil
M.arland, Range C.ontrol ~ennelager. SSgt troudley is now planning a
wmter mountam bike enes to keep the wheels in motion before next
season.

this task,it wasn ' t so bad after all. The total sponsorship rai ·ed by the
event so far is 1600 Euros, which we are proud to donate to The Great
Ormond Street Hospital. We sincerely hope it assists the hospital in their
continued invaluable work.

Cpl Midgeley begins to feel the strain at the 18hr point

1 (ROYAL BUCKINGHAMSHIRE YEOMANRY)
SIGNAL SQUADRON (SPECIAL
COMMUNICATIONS)

Sqn Comd
SSM

Maj M . Billingham
W02 (SSM) D. cott

As the summer drew to a close, the quadron bid a belated farewell to
Maj Simon Gregory who leave us for MOD. He leaves with
congratulation on his selection for promotion to Lieutenant Colonel. To
take up the post, Maj Mark Billingham and family arc welcomed from
HQ Land. On the departure front, best wishes go to SSgt Debbie Stock
and Cpl Sylvester Hack at the end of long and successfu l careers with
Special Communication . Cpl McCarthy is welcomed in from JCU 1 as
is LCpl Jim Turpin and family from 3 Div.
On the promotions side of life, congratulation go to Sgts Jay Fawcett
and Nick Hill and likewise to LCpls Chris Elliston, Dave Marshall,
Mark Garbus, Paul Clarke, Mike McGhee and Jenny Read on their
se lection for promotion to Corporal. All well deserved. Final
congratulations and best wishes go to LCpl Tony Burton and hi new
wife Claire, all the very best for a long and happy future.
EXE RCISE GLOBAL LY X 2/02 - by Cpl Jimmy Samuel
Ex Global Lynx was a full Squadron deployment which took place
across the UK during the first two and a half week of September for all
rank and trades not deployed on operations. The aim of the Exerci e wa
to train both Regular and TA soldiers on the new £5.5M sy tern which
has been recently delivered to the Squadron. The system. LOCK, is a
versatile but complicated system and required detailed theoretical and
practical training from the instructor who included Cpl Woolley,
Roberts and Jimmy Samuel.
The initial deployment went well with W02 (YofS) Da e Hughes and
gt Dave Thomas leading the charge up to Warcop with the advance
party. The first nine day compri ed detailed training of all trades in
preparation for a Te t Ex followed by a PA EX followed by a
deployment. ote should be made of Cpl Dowell and LCpl Mike
McGhee's use of Blackpool 's taxi service to Warcop.
Once all the training wa complete to a atisfactory tandard , the
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quadron completed a full PACEX in a release point at RAF Catterick
prior to deploying onto 2 ( C) Sig Bde's Ex Horse hoe 3. The
deployment went well and a great deal wa learnt about the sy terns
strengths, capabilities and weak area .
EXERCISE CANYO LY X - by Cpl Simon Hodg on
Ex Canyon Lynx wa an adventurous training expedition held in the
USA in August. The aim of the exercise was to conduct an unsupported
route march from the south to the north edge of the Grand Canyon and
back in a et time. LCpl 1ark Garbus and Cpl Jimmy amuel
conducted planning with the as i tance of variou external unit team
who had attempted similar challenge . The tean1 deployed over to the US
in two separate group meeting up in Las Vega for the collection of
ehicle , store and enthu ia m. With the city temperature at 110 degrees
F during the day. it didn't go unnoticed that the ba e of the Canyon wa
promi ing to be on the warm ide.

Water stop number 347
521

On 6 ugust, th full team et off from the 'outh Rim of the Canyon
ju. t pnor to-sunri e with a target of Phantom Reach at the fur idc of the
olorado River. Whil t thi leg is not a huge geographic di tance, midmorning once again ,a\\ the temperatures o::r into the hundreds, which
ga\e a ne11 dimen ion to isolated trek.king. During rest-up period , the
natural choice for cooling down wa the 't hink while you drown' game in
the riwrs. This i a good game but on ly recommended for fish. Further
legs sa'' the group pick their way up towards the half\ ay point which
wru marked by a 2500m climb up onto the 1orth Rim . The start time of
0200hrs eemed nrirely sen ible for this and the top wa reached everal
hour.;. eight litre of water each and a little cul-searching later. C pl J .P.
Thoma gains a ·pecial mention for hi high calorie menu election for
the group. His equation of one peanut per mile may need a little
adju ting.
On the following day, the team began the return journey across the
Canyon following the same route. During one of the e middle leg , C pl
G az \ oolley decided hi peanut and rea-bag diet was insufficient and
tackled hi jelly only to find it wa the powdered variety. After a few mild
profanitie from e1·eryone a king what exactly 1 as to be done .with
powdered jelly in the desert. C pl Jimmy Samuel offered an amusingly
embarras ed apology. ever mu t he be allowed to live thi down.
Towards the final leg, a team decision saw the group start out at
2030hrs for a night march out of the Canyon. Phantom Reach wa
reached in good time at about OlOOhrs where the team took on additional
water and food. The final decision point was at Indian Garden where the
'final pu h' option wa elected. The aim was to get out of the Canyon
prior to unri e in order to avo id getting trapped in by the un . A
daylight began to break. other walkers began to appear coming the other
way offering welcome encouragement to eight very tired Englishmen.
The final three mile proved to be the harde t as the ummit did not
appear to get any clo er. Credit goes to Sig igel Orton for hi brill iant
display of ummit-rush in trying for a final sprint over the last two miles.
It is fortunate that none of the stones thrown at him actually bit. The tean1
finally arrived at the outh Rim at 0800bours having accompli hed the
objective 24hrs ahead of chedule.
Following team photo and a night's rest, the team headed in to Las
Vegas via the Hoover Dam for some R&R - the details of which are still a

little ·ketchy. A cracking and challenging expedition was had by all
members of the team and thanks go to all external agencies w ho
upportedit.

ARMY CADET FORCE

The Exercise Canyon Lynx team reaches the fi nal checkpoint

MERSEYSIDE CADET FORCE
St. Mary's College Combined Cadet Force would like to express their
thanks to the members of 250 Gurkha Sig Sqn, 30 Sig Regt, for the
Signals training and instructions that they received when they attended
their Annual Camp at escliffe Training Camp near Shrewsbury. Twentytwo cadets from their army section attended the camp that had nearly 500
cadets from colleges all over the country. The training was excellent and
all the cadets now have a good basic knowledge of signals procedure with
the interest to lcam more. A number of the cadets each year join the
Army and possibly they may now consider the Royal Signals as a career.
Merseyside Army Cadet Force also wish to express their thanks to gt
Chris Mossman from 33 Sig Regt (V) who dedicated his two weeks to
instructing senior cadets on a Signals Cadre at their 500 strong Annual
Camp at Strensall Training Camp near York.

SERVICE WITH SPECIAL COMMUNICATIO S
The next Special Communications Asse ment Courses will be held
between 17-21February2003 and 12 - 16 May 2003. During the next 12
months, the Squadron will have vacancies for regular Rad Sys Ops (LCpl
- Sgt), R Sigs Driver (LCpl), IS Ops (Cpl) and R igs Elec (LCpl).
Volunteers of all trades are required to attend the 5-day Special
Communications Asse sment Cour es. Successful operators are required
to complete the 18-week Specia l Communications Cour e. Regular
volunteers hould contact their unit Training Wing. The Squadron has TA
vacancie in Rad Sys Op, Sys Eng Tech, Tech Sup Spec, IS Op and
REME trades (up to W02) in addition to a Lt-Capt vacancy. Volunteer
should contact PSAO I (RBY) Sig Sqn (SC) on 94240 8512.

60th SIGNAL SQUADRON (VOLUNTEERS)
SqnComd
M

M aj Jon Wopling
W02 Terry Ward

The ummer months saw the Sq uadron's training programme
somewhat quieter than during the first part of the year, although there
were still a few notable events. The Squadron deployed all over the orth
of England in support of l l Sig Bde on Ex Flyi ng Falcon in June. TI1e
exerc ise had to be interrupted for England's famous 3-0 victory over
Denmark in the World Cup, much to the d ismay of the Squadron's
Scottish contingent, SSgt Jim" att and Sgt Alex Brown . This was some
recompense for the long drive to York on the Friday evening/early hours
of Saturday. In July Comd 145 (HC) Bde, Brig R.J. Morris (late KRH),
,.i ited the Squadron and presented RQMS W02 McDonald with bis
Warrant.
The Squadron also played a part in the Queen's Golden Jubilee
weekend celebration in June. W02 (SSM) Terry Ward and SSgt Jim
Bole and their respective spouses attended a Garden Party at Buckingham
Palace on behalf of the Squadron. This was W02 Ward 's second Jubilee
as a member of the Services - he was also a serving oldier at the time of
the Queen's Silver Jubilee in 1977!
July and August saw the Squadron paying two visi ts to P irbright
Ranges. On the first visit most of the Squadron were able to train on and
fire the 9mm pistol. T he second visit saw the Squadron progressing to
firing on the moving target range and participating in a SAAM which saw
the R EME LA D tea m of S gt Peter Astell-B u rt , C pl S haun
tinchcombe and LCpl Phil Smith sweep the board. It took LC pl Tom
Gilbert to salvage some pride for the Corps by winning the individual
best shot.
The past few months have also seen a couple of departures among the
Squadron's PS ls. We have recently bid farewell to S gt Paul A mies on
his leaving the Anny and to SSgt Jim Watt on his posting to 30 Sig
Regt. However, we have also welcomed the arrival of Sgt Gareth
Ho~ell from 19 Mech Bde HQ and Sig Sqn. The Squadron held a
combined Officers', Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess dinner in
September to dine o ut and in its rece nt de partures a nd arriva ls
respective ly. RQM W02 McDonald ' s threats to fi ne anyone not
wearing Corps Mess Dress rapidly evaporated with the wearers of said

Mess Ores being very much in a minority. Ops Officer, C apt G uy
A nstiss, wins the prize for the most extravagant costume in his 'Power
Ranger' Middlesex Yeomanry outfit.
At the time of writing the Squadron is in the throes of preparing itself
for its Annual Camp in Germany on Ex Arrcade Falcon. The Exercise
will see the Squadron forming a composite Squadron with 94 (BY) Sig
Sqn to provide C R communications fo r I I Sig Bde. On its return it
faces the challenge of joining 71 (Y) Sig Regt and moving from I l Sig
Bde to 2 (NC) Sig Bde. No doubt there are interesting times ahead for the
Squadron, but this will be the last contribution to The WIRE from 60 Sig
Sqn (V) as an independent Squadron.

HAMPSHIRE & ISLE OF WIGHT AR..'\1Y CADET FOR E
A
AL CAMP 2002 LYDD SIG ALS TRAI1 I G REPORT
Annual camp for the Hampshire & Isle of Wight Army adet Force
was down amongst the pebbles at Lydd Camp. All of the usual military
and recreational activities of a traditional ACF Annual Camp took place
over the two weeks when Hamp hire and Isle of Wight were in Kent.
Amongst all of this out letting of great physical energy, two groups of
cadets during two eparate weeks worked very quietly (usually) in the
background towards attaining their Signals 'crossed flags' badges. Jn all,
a total of over 40 cadets passed the two courses run by County Signals
Officer, Maj M ike Vokes T D and his team of Lt Mark Davies, SSI Ian
Dummer, SSI Pete Whiffi n and SMl igcl Fo ter.
During the first week, C dt Cpl Wil son from 1ew Milton was the star
performer and in the second week, Cd t Sgt Cook from Fair Oak was top
of the list. The County Commandant, C ol Graham S hawle y T D,
presented both of these cadet units with Golden Jubilee commemoration
medallions. These were especially minted for Hampshire and Isle of
Wight ACF. Senior Cadets also assisted with the running of the Si~na l s
training and C d t Sgt J ack O akley from Chandler Ford ran a htghly
successful Radio Users' Course for ten members of the Band. This was
an unprecedented achievement for a cadet from Hampshire & I le of
Wight ACF. Sgt O akley has attended all of the cadet signals traini ng run
by the Royal School of Signals, attained his Cadet A sistant Signalling
Lnstructors qualification and it was very rewarding for all to see him
putting this wealth of knowledge into practice. .
.
During the second week, C dt Sgt Laura Tidd from Totton asststed
the adult team. These cadets a lso received Golden Jubilee medallions.
During the midweek lull in activities 12 cadets undergoing a two week
camp in order to attend the Signals course took time off to make a trip on
the famous Romney, Hythe and Dymchurch Railway. Everybody had a
good time, especially the adults in charge who were glad. of the br~ak.
Once again we were most grateful to the Regular Royal Signals ~ ld1 ers
from 249 AMF (L) Sig Sqn and 31 Sig Regt (V) who came to assist with
the testing of the cadets - ju t to be sure that proper standards were being
maintained.
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SSgt Jim Bole and his wife Rosemary, with the City of London in
the background, prior to attending the Queen's Golden Jubilee
Garden Party at Buckingham Palace in June

Why wait until you leave the Corps
before joining the
Royal Signals Association?

Cadet Jennie Allen is proud to wear the Royal Signa.ls badge
She is one of a number of cadets from the Merseyside ACF
Signals Detachments who attended their annual Camp
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You can apply now
by contacting your RSM or
the Association HQ (Blandford Mil 2090)
for details
523

The team consisting of Capt Jim Hawkins, SSgt (Fof ) Robert
amp bell, Cpl Holland and pl Ian Shaw entered the 4-Way
Fonnation Skydiving category. Like their UK based counterparts Mercury
4 (U K) , thencarried out their first team j ump the day before the
co mpetition. Under the experienced hand of th e team capta in, SSgt
(FofS) Robert Campbell, Mercury 4 (BFG) pulled it out of the bag and
came away with a silver medal , being beaten only by the Roya l avy. To
put this into some perspective, successfu l 4-Way teams wi ll carry out
around I 00 training jumps per year, getting used to each other's fall rates
(we don't all fall at the same speed, especially Cpls M. J. Holt and Andy
Butterfield, who fall like homesick anvils}, and practising the various
forma tions that need to be fonned in frecfall. To take silver medal at this
level with only one team jump under your belt is quite an achievement.
The Royal Signals Freefall Display Team on the other hand, have
certa inly been jumping together, with di plays at 11 Sig Regt for the
RSA, 30 Sig Regt' Open Day, 3 (UK) Div Sig Regt's Open Day, HQ I
Sergeants' Mess Summer Ball and 35 Sig Regt's (V) Open Day. We even
managed a drive-in display when the weather would not allow us to jump
at the relinquishing of command parade of our first association president,
Brig . C. Jackson MBE. The display at the 3 (UK) Div Signal
Regimental Open Day was certain ly an interesting one. By the time the
event co-ordinators had fini shed with the lay out, the drop zone turned
out to be so small , that it ju t managed to be within the limits of the

2SQUADRON
ROYAL NEW ZEALAND SIGNALS
oc
RM

Maj Karyn Te Moana
WOI 1igel Shields

Lt Richard inclair has ju t returned from his Ex Long Look
attachment in UK. Here i hi report:
EXERCI E LO G LOOK 2002
Ex Long Look i a long running annual exchange between the ew
Zealand Defence Force and the Briti h Defence Force and ha been
running for O\'er ten years. To my good fortune, r was lucky enough to
find my elf elected to represent the 1ew Zealand Anny in a four month,
22 day exchange with the British Army.
Prior to deploying on Ex Long Look 1 was employed in ew Zealand
a a Radio Operator Troop Commander, in 2 ig qn , Linton, orth
l land. Our Army Administrators for Ex Long Look told me that r was
going to be attached to a ignal Squadron called 10 l Logistic Brigade
Headquarter and ignal quadron (26 I) , ba ed in a town called
Aldershot. Jn ai1 attempt to prepare myself for the change in culture r
approached a British Artillery Officer who was in ew Zealand and
asked him if he knew anything about this place called Aldershot. All he
could tell me was that it had a great nightclub called Cheeks. After a false
start from the Royal ew Zealand Air Force, we finally made it to
ydney, Au tralia from where the Royal Air Force flew 35 Kiwis and 140
Australian to the other side of the world . Upon arrival in RAF Brize
onon it was time to leave our fellow antipodean companion and meet
our new host Units.
Things eemed to start alright, with 2Lt John Keith and 2Lt Liz
Pointon, the two resident Troop Commanders of 261 Sig Sqn, at the
airport to pick me up. After a fragile drive down to Aldershot {it was the
morning after rhe Royal Signals Corps Dinner) I arrived in Buller
Barracks, Aldershot to stan work with 261 Sig Sqn.
The first month eemed to pass by in a blur and it wasn't until 1 finally
managed to get rid of 2Lt John Keith (off to his Troop Commanders
course) that I was given a command, OC Support Troop. It was here that
the Sqn Comd, Maj 1att Fensom tactfully placed me to keep a watchful
gt Micke Harman and Sgt Sean Pargin. Support Tp was a
eye on
different experience for me because, as already tated, I came from an
Operator Troop in ew Zealand. So it was good to experience the noncommunication side of a Squadron. Throughout the day I would be kept
busy making brews, writing programmes (better late than never), making
brews, listening to 'stories' from Sig Chowbdry and Sig Shields, making
brews, completing the Squadron 2IC, Capt Jamie 1 oble's late work,
making brews, getting harassed by OC Radio Tp 2Lt Liz Pointon for
making her late for lunch, making brews, and doing all that other work
that you do as an Exchange Officer from a different country.
One of my more memorable experience was thanks to the Squadron's
SSM WOl Kev Smith who organised for me to spend a two-week
attachment with the Exeter Officer Training Corps. This involved heading
up to cotland and spending a week on exercise in the Otterbum Training
Area, then pending a week in Balmoral, adventure training. I was also
given the opportunity to have a look around Edinburgh Castle and meet
the \•arious different Unit posted in Edinburgh.
Towards the end of my attachment I was also able to be involved with
IO I Logistic Bde HeadquJrters and Sig Sqn (261) end of year exercise,
Ex Log Viper. This was a unique experience for me as the exercise
involved over 5000 personnel, more than the entire ew Zealand Regular
Army. Even though I had to depart for ew Zealand during the exercise it
was a good chance to see the planning, build-up and preparation involved
for the deployment of an exercise of this level.

Patron: HRH The Princess Royal
Adventure training in Balmoral Scotland with Exeter University
Officer Training Corps
Finally, trying to put into words all the different things learnt and
experienced after spending four months working in a different country, is
the very time consuming but can also be quite lengthy. Therefore to ave
time and space l have only touched on a few of the experiences I had
while on Ex Long Look. eedless to say it was an experience I am not
likely to forget, and should anyone, either in the British or ew Zealand
Defence Force , find themselves with the opportunity to attend Ex Long
Look, I would urge that they make the most of a brilliant opportunity.
After returning from the UK, I now find myself as the Troop Officer
for 22 Operator Troop and have found that 2 Sig Sqn has undergone a few
changes during my time away. The first major change is the introduction
of our new radios. Known as the Tactical Mobile Communication System
(TMCS}, these new radios replace our much-dated A -PRC 77 sets, a
reliable bit of kit back in its time, although the troops weren't sad to see it
leave. The second change is the restructuring of the Squadron Troops into
odes. This has presented a good challenge for the current Troop
Commanders, Lt Richard Fry, Lt Aldis Malskaitis, and Lt Trent
Corbett to adapt a new style of training and operating for their Troops. I
have been told that this has been intere ting and entertaining. The third
change in the Squadron was the birth of Joshua Te Moana to our current
OC Maj Karyn Te Moana.
Also upon my return r find that the Squadron is saying farewell to our
RSM, WOl Dave Smart who is leaving for a tour of Sinai after being
with the Unit since December 1995. eedless to say his experience and
commitment will be sorely lost when he departs. His replacement i
WOl igel Shields, who is joining us from Army General Staff in
Wellington. Amongst all these changes the remainder of the Squadron
has been busy away on Ex CID Borealis in Canada. This demonstration
was organised to test the compatibility of the different communication
systems used in the Armed Forces of Australia, America, Canada, Britain
and ew Zealand. According to all accounts the exercise was a success,
with the Kiwis performing well against some of the leading Armies of the
World.
Looking forward, the Squadron is currently gearing itself for its final
exercise of the year, which is being held at the end of the month. This
will be a Formation level exercise that will see the Squadron deploying in
a new and innovative way that hasn 't been een for some time. 1t will be
the first time that it has deployed under its new structure, and the fust
time in a long while that the whole Squadron has deployed complete. As
a result over the next couple of months it is going to be a busy but
exciting period for 2 Sig Sqn, RNZSigs.

ROYAL SIGNALS
SPORTS PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION
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Maj Tony Crilly and SSgt Tam Ewart coming in to land

JE
President: The Master of Signals
Chairman: Major General A.H. Boyle CB
Vice Chairman: Brig N. F. Wood Areal; Brig W. H. Backhouse Area 2; Brig S. G. M. Gordon Area 3; Big K. H. Olds Area 4;
Brig P. J. Evans CBE Area 5; Lt Col J. G. Billingham Wales; Maj R. Sampson CBE Scotland; Lt Col C. . Lightfoot Ireland
General ecretary and Treasurer: Col A. R. Carter MBE
Welfare Secretary: Mrs J. Cornick

team, Mercury 4 (BFG), have been busy raisiug the profile of Corps
skydiving. From 8-15 June, Mercury 4 (BFG) took part in the Rhine
Army Parachute Championships held at JSP (Bad Lippspringe).
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Assistant General ecretary: Lt Col I. J. Hamilton
Membership: Mr P. J. Cuckow

Association Office, RHQ Royal Signals, Blandford Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset DTll 8RH. Telephone: Mjlita.ry System (9) 4371 2090 or
01258 48 2090. Welfare Secretary Telephone: Military System (9) 4371 2089 or 01258 48 2089.
All contributions for The WIRE should be addressed to the Editor and any queries referred to him on extensions 2079 or 2085.
Internet: www.royalsignals.army.org.uk/museum

Th e Association comm11nicates with its Branches and individ11al members through the page of The WIRE, which contains accounts of Branch affairs as
weff as aforeca t ofAssociation events.
Branch Secretaries are asked to check that their Branch Members receive sufficient copies of The WIRE. Association HQ can arrange for copies to be
delivered in b11fk to Branch Secretaries for further disrribwion if this is convenie11t: it helps us to save 011 po tage.
Dates of Branch events can always be published i11 The WIRE and should be submilled to rhe Ediro1: We also welcome lerter , request to co11tact old
comrades a11d an11011ncements of births. marriages and deaths. We hope that each Branch wiff contribwe a hort account of its activities, preferably with
photographs, at feast once a yem:

NOTES FROM THE MEMBERSHIP
SECRETARY'S DESK
Branch ews: The proposed new branch in Edinburgh met on
Tuesday 15 October, when around 30 members attended. Maj (Retd)
Ronnie Sampson CBE (Area Vice Chairman for Scotland} also attended
and gave potential members a talk on the As ociation. Our grateful
thank go to Bob Harvey for his hard work in organising the inaugural
meeting. Anyone interested in joining is asked to contact Bob on 0131310 5211. Sadly the 5th (London) Corps Signals Old Comrade
Association has closed . They held their 57th and final reunion at the
Duke of York's HQ in London in October.
On behalf of u all here in Association Headquarters, may I wish you
and yours a Happy Chri trna and a safe and healthy ew Year. Thank
you for your support during 2002.
Enrolment as a Life Member: Are you still serving? Are you in the
' Day's Pay Scheme'? Don 't wait until you leave the Corps join the Royal
ignals Association now. Ask your RSM or A n HQ (Blandford Mil
2090) for details.
cw Life Members: The following have been enrolled as Life
Members of the Association since the last i sue of The WIRE:
Rank&

Yet again rrom mid June to mid August, there has been no rest for the
dedicated members of the Royal Signals Sports Parachute Association.
Both the Royal ignals Freefall Display Team and our BFG competition

smallest size legally required . Cries of 'That can't be the landing area!'
cou ld be heard from the aircraft as it circled to jump height. If the teams'
landings impressed the crowd, they should have heard the comments
from inside the helmets.

ame

ig J. Stott
LCpl Roy France
WO I Andy Small
Maj Stephen Williamson
Maj Mike Wallis
Sgt Brian Rogers
gt Bob Kirby
SSgt John Lynch
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Branch

Service

Manche ter
Hull

1949-51
1951 -56
I 97 -95
19 5-02
1965-02
1972-95
1978-02
1979-02

W02 Andrew Starling
Col Gareth Mann
SSgt Dave Smith
SSgt John Web ter
Cpl Dennis Capper
Sig Liam Hutchinson
W02 Chic McCue
Sig Wally Payne
Sig Michael Digweed
LCpl Heather Digweed
Sgt Peter Greenhalgh
Sig Jim Quinn
Cpl John Kennelly
Lt Mervyn Bowley
Sig Lee Shaw
S gt Peter Irving
WOI Ken Dodd
W02 Alan Churchward
Sig Mark Whitaker
W02 John Thomp on
W02 Vince Thomas
WO I Will Stockdale
Cpl Mark Robson
LCpl Philip Platt
gt Keith Perkins
Sig eil ichol on
Cpl Ken Hilton
ig Terry Dolan
ig Ja on Davie
LCpl Andy Deru1i
W02 Ken Thompson
ig tephen Manson
LCpl Steve Brish

ldershot

York
Brighton
Brighton
Rotherham
East London
AF RA n

Liverpool

1963-02
1965-99
1984-date
1942-47
1968-75
1989-97
1973-97
1941-46
195 -76
1963-66
1952-54
1949-50
1970-79
1941-46
1999-02
19 0-02
19 0-02
197 -02
19 9-94
1962-95
1962-96
1973-95
1983-95
19 9-95
1972-95
1990-95
1973-9
1990-95
19 -95
19 6-95
1964-95
19 4-95
1973-01
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g1 !\.tichacl Flynn
fo \ tark B~adlc
' jg Andrei\ Ward
Cpl \'ic Forsythe
ig Bill Markham
gt Don k11more
gt Da'e Da\i
ig Brian Phillips

Chester
Che ter
Darlitigton
Middle ex Yeomanry
outh London

1977-97
1979- 6
1989-95
195 -70
1945-4
1939-46
1988-date
1951-52

Committee. However, as the Indian Signals As oci ation only meet in the
orth of England once a year, the attcrick Branch was asked to arrange
a suitable time to make the pre entation. The photograph, courtesy of ou r
in house photographer John Wharton , shows Freddie receiving his
ce1tificate from our Chairman, Jim Phillips.

ALDERSHOT BRANCH
In eptember we vi ited Ch~rtwell: the home o~ ir Win· ton hurchill.
It was a beautiful • unny day with a hght breeze. JUSI th~ ~vea1.her .we had
hoped for. We tra\'elled by coach from Farnham, am mg m t11~e for
coffee in the re 1aurant prior to our conducted tour. E cry r?om 111 the
hou -e held an impre ion of the great man. on~ that 11 s~ems will n.ever be
extmguished. Memorabilia were everywhere, mfom1a11ve, absorbmg and
not urpri ingly, frequently humorous. The tud10 acros the lawn hou~ed
an exten ive collection of ir Winston's painting , unframed, covering
e\'ery wall and stacked in comers. Beyond a smooth lawn, at the foot of
the valley black wan . mallards and coot sailed happily on the lake. It
had been a good day. The vi it, organised by our able Treasurer Peter
harpe, wa a happy and memorable one.

end a mo t de li ghtful day Alan and Claire's daughter tho ughtfully
provid ed tea and biscu it s be fore th e gro up fin a ll y departed . Fewer
members attended the Annua l Branch Cricket Match at the Duke of
York's School in Dover thi s year. Thi s was partly due to the very iffy
weather and famil y holidays. Those of us who did partake did so with
relish and did justice to the strawberry teas provided by Mrs Jo Barrett
(w ithout relish but with cream ). 11 August saw our Annu al BBQ at
Antnun Lodge, our Hon See's lovel y home that Gen John and his wife
Gill generously throw open to jollities at this time of the year. Thi s year
the committee ' put on ' their very own version of ' allo ' allo, wri tten and
directed by David Geary and performed with enthusiasm, very littl e
thespian talent but with great enjoyment by the cast and to enormou
applause by the I 00 or so in the audience who sat enthralled by their
heavily disguised committee. There was a masterly portrayal of Mon ieur
Rene by Gen John! A sumptuous buffet followed thi s epic saga and
Marion de Rose su.rpassed herself by rai sing a wonderful £ 186.00 profit
on her ra ffie.
cw Members: Mr Bob CarrolJ and his wife Clare, Mr John Cave,
Mr Pay Cotton, Mr Henry Sullen together with Maj Robin Hutley and
his wife Frances all joined the Branch in July and we welcome them all
to the fold.
ews of Members: Alan and Claire unnock , they of Boughton
Monchelsea fame , (see the opening account of the Branch's social
activities above). clebrated their 55th Wedding Armiversary recently and
we warmly congratulate them. Tony Harris, Mrs Pam Hand, Maj Chas
Hughes and Lt Col Bert Sawyer are all still in various states of disrepair
healthwise and we wish them well.

BATH & DISTRICT BRANCH
The Branch has had the great adne s of lo ing their Honour Member,
faj John E\'erett 1BE TD MA who was a founder me1~1ber of the
Branch in 1949 and was President of the Branch for twenty- 1x years. He
will be very much mi ed a his wry and remarkedly uccinct remarks at
the Branch meetings were very much appreciated. At his funeral Roy
Platten a committee member who had known John for forty-two years,
paraded the Branch tandard and a member of the Briti h Legi?n paraded
Legion S1andard. The Corps flag covered the coffin together with flowers
in the Corp colours. His obituary appeared in the October issue of The
WIRE.
In Augu 1 we held our annual barbecue at Pockeridge Hou e,
Corsham, although it hardly qualified as a barbecue as it was mo tly held
in the Dining Room of Pockeridge House instead of in the ground as
usual. 'everthele s thirty-five members and gue ts greatly enjoyed the
occasion. One guest aid in the Dining Room, 'I've never been to a more
civilized barbecue.' However. some members took advantage of an
outside table as you can see in the picture showing our new President,
Geoff Oakley with John Bradbu.ry-Williams, Jim Peck and other .
Two new members came to the barbecue, Col (Retd) 1. S. Davies and
Maj (Retd) J. Matten-Smith.

Two more new members have also joined the Branch: F. W. Biggs and
Capt (Retd) I. Crew. Another long-time member Col Jack Sanders has
moved to a care home in Glastonbury and would be very happy to see any
visitors who might be in the area. Should anyone wish to visit him the
exact address can be obtained from 01225 837746. Our next event will be
our Annual Luncheon to be held as usual in the WOs' & Sgts' Mess, 21
ig Reg1, Coleme. We are expecting to have as our guest of honour, Peter
uckow, the Membership Secretary of the Association, and of course if
their duties permit, Lt Col I. Hooper the CO of 21 Sig Regt and WOt
(RSM) Dave Rook also of21 Sig Regt.

CATTERICK AND DISTRICT BRANCH
Recalling some of the items worthy of mention this year takes us back
to February when we had the pleasant duty of presenting an Honour
Membership certificate to one of our longer serving members, Maj
Freddie tewart. The award was somewhat unusual in that The Indian
. 1gnals Associauon of Great 8ritain, of which Freddie is a much
respected member, submined the recommendation to the Corps
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We are privileged to hold our monthly meetings in the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants' Mess of 209 Signal Squadron and we feel it is
important to maintain close link with the Squadron. When we learnt that
the Regimental Sergeant Major had been appointed . orps R_SM we
arranged an informal buffet supper for members and their wives m Apnl
and invited The Officer Commanding, Maj David Robson and WOI
(RSM) Miles Webb and thei1· ladies as our guest . At the end of the
evening both Maj Robson and R M Webb were presented with a
Branch tie as a token of our appreciation for their kind assistance to us
during their tour in the Squadron. The second [>holograph shows our
gue ts with the chairman after the presentation.

Bringing our notes up to date we helped to bost the annual lndian
Signals Association weekend in September and had much pleasure in
renewing acquaintances with members from all over the North of
England as well as a few hardy souls who had made the journey from
regions beyond.
I am pleased to report that the Yorkshire Dales have, on the surface at
least, returned to normal after the disastrous Foot and Mouth epidemic of
last year. Visitors are returning and wa lk ing in the Dales, which is once
again a major tourist attraction. There are st ill problems among the
farming and village communities but recovery is being helped by the
appearance of 'Farmers Markets' in all the market towns in the district
with a variety of exotic produce such as Buffalo and Ostrich meat
products as well as all traditional food items. You are strongly advised to
take advantage of these markets shou ld you happen to be in the area.

GLASOW BRANCH
On 4 September 2002, three members of the Branch were able,
together with the Glasgow Branch President, Lt Col A lastair Petrie
CStJ TD JP, to attend the funeral of Lt Col Petrie's mother in law, Mrs
orah Jarvis (nee Mutch). widow of the late Maj Wallace C. Jarvis
MBE Royal Signals, who died in 1973 . Mrs Jarvis passed away
peacefully aged 94 after a short illness , at Carrickstone Hospital
Cumbemauld. The funeral service was held at the church of St James the
Less, in Bi hopbriggs and conducted by the minister Rev Robin Paisley
who gave the eulogy. He spoke of the service and dedication to the Corps,
by Mrs Jarvis during her late husband 's long service with the Royal
Signals. After the service the coffin was conveyed to Torbay in Devon, to
be interred beside the late Maj Jarvis. Mrs Jarvis had travelled with her
late husband , to a variety of stations at home and abroad, during his
service with the Corps. Mrs Jarvis leaves four children, fourteen
grandchildren and seventeen great grandchildren in Australia, England
and Scotland. The members of the Branch offer their sincere condolences
to the Branch President, his wife ' orah, the children and family
members on their sad loss.
Bill Taylor informed me that there was a um of£ 15 from the sale of
the photographs added to the £30 donation from the photographers, as
mentioned in the last report, makes a sum of £45 to be donated to Erskine
Hospital.
The meeti11g on Tuesday 17 September was designated as a Gurkha
Supper. The meal being provided by the Gurkha Rifle soldiers seconded
to Army Pay and Records and their ladies. who brightened a dull weather
evening with their colourful saris. A sum of money rai ed by the
Gurkhas, from the meal and the sale of broocbe , tie pins and cuff links
with the kukri symbol, will be donated to the Gurkha Welfare Trust.
The G lasgow Branch members ran a raffle during the evening, raising
£81, to which the Branch members on a unanimous vote made the total
up to £ 100 from Branch fund . A cheque for this amount was then
handed over by the Branch Treasurer, Eric Mcwaters, to the Gurkha
Major Lalit Gurung for the Gurkh a Welfare Trust. Maj Gurung
thanked the Branch members for their support, adding, that he and hi
party had enjoyed the evening and hoped another such event could be
arranged . The Branch Chairman, Joe Keegan, thanked the Gurkhas and
their ladies for their effort , to applause from branch members. It was
announced that the St Andrew annual dinner/dance would take place on
Saturday 16 ovember 2002, the premi e not being available on 30
ovember as previously arranged.

LIVERPOOL BRANCH
EAST KENT BRANCH
Social: June saw 28 of us take advantage of the generosi ty of Alan
and Claire Sunnocks, their family and friends, by gatherin g in the
vi llage hall of the delightful village of Boughton Monchelsea to sample
a lovely buffet while Alan proceeded to en li ghten us with a potted
history of the vi ll age and more particularly, the vi llage chu rch. With
lunch over, the members then ambled their way to the church that
overlooks the Weald of Kent. Alan then took great pleasure in
describing the beauty of the millennium window, a backlit and stained
glass design in the church, measuring some I Oft x 5 fl, paid for by money
raised in the parish and designed by a loca l artist. Alan then arranged for
the head bell ringer to take groups of half a dozen at a time up into the
belfry for a spot of bell ringing and sightseeing. This meant a tortuous
climb up an iron ladder so the offer was not taken up by everyone. To
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RO PRICE ......... THE FIRST SIXTY YEARS
The thirty-first of May 2002 saw the official end of active service
spannin g a period of sixty-one years for Ron Price, a member of
Liverpool Branch RSA . Ron's first contact with matters military was
when he joined the Army Cadets at the age of 14 in 1942. He quickly
gained promotion to Sergeant. Being six feet two inches at the age of
ixteen may have helped . Ron's next move was to volunteer for the
Kings (Liverpool) Regt on 11 April 1945. The Germans surrendered a
month later but Ron, modestly, docs not claim that the two events are
related.
Service with the BAOR followed from ovember 1946 to 29 February
1948 where, in addition to the u ual delights of being in an occupation
force, Ron was engaged in such duties as felling timber in the Hartz
Mountains as war repa rations, being a warder in a ·Gla House' and
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guarding the CinC's offici al residence. De-mob came 111 May 1948 when
Ron enlisted in the TA which brought about his first contact with the
Royal Signals, core Lane Barracks Liverpool as part of 42 Divi ion .

W01 Ron Price being presented with a plaque by CSM Jordan
of the Kings (Liverpool and Manchester) Regiment
Thoughts then changed from matters martial to marital when Ron had
a temporary absence from the TA from 1953 to 1955 using the
opportunity to marry and become a proud father for the first time. In his
civilian life Ron was employed in the uclear Industry as an Instrument
Technician at Capenhurst, Wirral. This was close to Hooton Park, then an
RAF Station for 610 and 611 Squadrons Royal Auxiliary Air Force, the
RAF's equivalent of the TA. As this was near to his place of work and a
number of his colleagues were members, Ron temporarily forsook the TA
and became a Brylcream Boy with 611 Sqn, working as an instrument
technician on Meteors, Britain's fir t operational jet fighters. Service with
611 Sqn included a memorable camp in Malta at the tart of the Suez
Crisis. Becoming the victim of the inevitable cuts in the Defence Budget,
611 Sqn was disbanded. Hooton Park became the site for Vaux.hall
Motors and Ron transferred to 3611 Sqn RAux AF, a figh ter control unit
and commenced training as a Radar Technician. After only one year,
including a camp at Anstruther in Scotland, 3611 Sqn itself became the
victim of Defence cuts and was disbanded in January 1958. Almost on
the last night of the exi tence of 3611 Sqn, an army officer, Maj
Patterson, (later promoted to Colonel), appeared and invited members to
join his unit, 59 Signal Regiment. Approximately one hundred transferred
acros but few survived the first camp in the TA. in a butted camp that
was alleged to have been a POW camp and untouched ince 1945. ot
quite the luxury of a regular RAF Station to which the RAux AF
members had been accustomed.
With bis usual fortitude, Ron oldiered on through the many
reorganisation that followed. 59 Signals Regiment became 59 Signals
Squadron. part of 33 Signals Regiment. Although the numbers in the TA
were drastically cut, the ignals did very well out of the change , modem
equipment was introduced, re ulting in a much more efficien t and
effective operation. Many camp followed with Ron now a Sergeant TE
Technician taking part in many exercises both in the UK and in France.
Denmark, Belgium, Holland, Luxemburg and Germany. Inevitably the
day came when Ron reached the age limit for the TA and his engagement
was terminated in January 1983.
The Barracks then occupied by 59 qn was the home of an Army
Cadet unit of the Royal Artillery. Ron was a ked to take command and he
took the opportunity to rebadge them to Royal Signals which gave the
Cadets the opportunity to take part in exercise with 59 Sqn, making
training much more effective and interesting.
January 19 89 aw a further cha nge in Ron's career when he
transferred from the ACF to the ombined Cadet Force at the prestigious
Merchant Tailors' chool at Cro by, Liverpool. This enabled Ron to add
to his Army and Air Force experience contact with the Royal avy a1
H IS Eaglet, a unit of the RNVR moored in Liverpool. The Army branch
of the CCF was infantry a sociated with the King' Regim.:nt that Ron
had joined nearly 40 year previou ly. ow with the rank of Warrant
Officer Class 1, Ron ' a able to bring their ignals knowledge to a
highly efficient tate. During thi period. Ron took early retiremen1 from
his civilian occupation and wa awarded the BEM for hi ervice to 1he
uclear Industry.
Another age limit wa reached on 31 May 2002 with final retirement
from uniformed ervice. However, this was not the end of Ron's
connection with the CCF as he has been a ked to tay on as a civilian
in tructor with pecial responsibility for ignal training. ltogether a
most memorable career and till continuing ........

MANCHESTER BRANCH
On 31 ugu tour Life Pre ident, faj Jack Holme , in' ited mcmben;
of the Branch to a party at hi lovely home at Bamford near Rochdale.
Those who attended were Chainnan, Ron Taylor and hi wife 1arion,
ecretary Harry Fergu on, Maj Jim Law on Harry and hri tine
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Jone , lbert H itc hen, Joe Jen ni ngs. 1 ' or m an Tipto n and Brian
' turp h' . I· pre cnt were members of Jack's family and friend . Jack,
who ha: not enjoyed \Cry good health ince the sudden <l.:3th of hi wife
Elaine arlier thi year. L making excellent progres t(l' ·ard recovery
and wa in good pirits . He provided a mini coach ro pick up the
memlxrs from their home and return them and al ·o a ma1mificent buffet
p!u. an e11;cellent bar. Due to Jack's poor health. the proceeding· were cohosted by the Branch President, Maj C hr is Reynold s-Jones, who was an
e:...cellcnt organi ·er throughout the at1ernoon. The BrJnch would like to
thank Jack for his very generou ge ture for what turned out to be a very
com·i,fal and memorable afternoon.

NORTHERN IRELAND BRANCH
It hardly eem like two month ince l penned the last onhern
Ireland Branch note . Jn one of my very rare ab ences from a Branch
meeting. I mi sed the Augu · t one. I wa on a cruise from which r came
back with a trapped nerve in my leg. Dependi ng on an available date for
the T facilitie and for our usua l band, it is hoped to again hold our
Annual Forn1al Dinner in pril. There wa some discussion a to whether
we should continue with the forma l aspect of the dinner a it wa
ugge ted more might attend if dre s wa le forma l (&le costly).
HoweYer, it wa agreed to leave it forma l for thi year.
The Committee had a long di cu sion on ocial evenings and pos ible
talk or .peakers. We now have a page on our web ite, where we hope to
Ii t pending activitie for the next few month . It wa agreed that as the
50th Anniver ary of the Branch will be in 2006, we hould be planning
for it now. both practically and financially. The e points were put to the
members at the next Branch meeting on 16 October. The meeting was
omewhat depleted a our Hon ec and other ervi ng TA Members were
at the annual camp.
Recently I wa plea ed to vi it our past Vice Chairman and 50 Year
Badge holder Fred Holme , in hi Belfast nursi ng home. He was in good
forn1 and obviou ly quite happy there. He ends hi regards to anyone
who might remember him. He would be very pleased if anyone who
might be pa ing Palmerston Guest Home would call on him. Our Branch
President, Maj (Retd) Bill Douglas, ha unfortunately been unable to
attend meetings fo r ome time due to indifferent health. We wish him a
speedy recovery. The Branch' Hon Welfare Member has arranged to
vi it him .
We invite any Signallers in orthern Ireland, serving or ex- ervice to
visit the Branch on any third Wednesday of each month in Clonaver TA
Centre. Belfast and find out what an RSA Branch does.

which he flew ucce sfu ll y am! our Standard Bearer, Bryan Littlccott
brought a bucketful of golf balls and two clubs. The idea was to clup th~
balls into an open umbrella lying on the grou nd, (it lakes all sorts). Claire
LittJecott ran a small raffle and we reali ed £ 17 toward the new Branch
Standard. It was a good afternoon and it is recommended to others in the
Branch to consider coming tone. t year's event.
On l October 2002. the Korean Embassy invited Norman Davies,
Brian Burt and Tony H ull (Korean War Veteran ) and other members of
the Branch to a reception at the Barbican. London, to celebrate the Am1cd
Forces Day of the Republic of Korea. 130 veteran , including Signallers
from various BKVA Branches, sat down to an excellent buffet lunch of
Korean cuisine and copious quantities of alcohol. It wa a heartwarn1ing
and omewhat emotional gathering, as these veterans of a 'forgotten war'
relived their memories an mingled with old and new comrades. The
spceche by their Korean host showed, yet again, how much the Korean
government and people truly remember and appreciate the sacrifices
made by the Briti h Forces in freeing the Republic from the Communi t
invasion in 1950.
This year the Branch's annual Chri tma dinner will be held at the
Archer Road ocial Club, Southampton on 3 December. There will be a
report in the February is ue.
The ommandant' Rehear al at Sandhurst wa held on a day when
the weather was hot and sultry. The parade and turnout was excellent and
a credit to all tho e involved. Those who attended from the Branch, about
15 in all , enjoyed the picnic lunch afterwards seated around the cricket
pavilion. A communal hower party to cool off was ugge ted but they all
cried off. All in all it was a good day and much enjoyed by all.
The Earl Mountbatten Memorial Branch RBL Annual Service was
held at Romsey Abbey on I eptember. Our Branch Standard Bearer,
Brya n Littl eco tt was in action again accompanied by our Branch
Chainnan. Sid mith, parading the British Korean Veterans A ociation,
Wessex Branch tandard .

expert strategic planning, for which she mu t be congratulated. Our
thank go to the Yeoman Warders for their organisation and hospitality.

carried our Standard. We were joined by the Sheffield Branch of the
Association and members of North, South and East London Branches
Reading Branch and 31 ignal Regiment. With many local resident~
atte~ding it, the Chapel was full. This was a very special occasion as the
service included the 'ollect of the Royal Signals and it was the second
visit to the Chapel of the famous Choir of The Leeds Parish Church and
their Director of Music. The performance of the Choir was superb. ol
John Eversfield ERO TD delivered the Corp Collect. After the service
we enjoyed the hospitality of the Jn-Pen ioners' Club and an excellent
curry lunch, for the organi ation of which we thank In-Pensioner Steve
Griffin who is a Member of our Branch.

19th SIGNAL REGIMENT ASSOCIATIO

Jim Fowler, Dusty Miller, Harry Ruff and Dougie Bower
Outside the Chapel of the Royal Hospital Chelsea,
prior to the service
On the first day of September members and their wives attended
morning service at the Chapel of the Royal Hospital Chelsea where. with
the In Pensioners, 42 Corps Members marched pa t led by Col Ke n
Taylor ISD ERD and the salute was taken by the Governor. Ha r ry Ru ff

On Thursday 26 September, 52 members of the A sociation as embled
in the magnificent setting of the WOs' & Sgts' Mess, The Household
Cavalry and Mounted Regiment, Hyde Park Barracks, for their 10th
Annual Reunion Luncheon. Fi rst to arrive wa R eg Coo per, who had
settled in Australia in 1948 and who had timed his holiday in the UK so
that he could join us. A warm welcome was also extended to Leonard
Monk, who had only joined the Association earlier in the month.
Maj Gen To ny Boy le, C B, Chairman of t he Royal Signals
Association, joined us for this significant anniversary reunion and in his
address noted that whilst he had never served in an Air Formation Signals
unit, he had commanded a triservice unit and had noted a marked
difference in the relationships between Army and avy and between
Army and Air Force. At the end of his address, the Chairman, George
Brew, presented Gen Boyle with a framed print of the Shwedagon
Pagoda, that beautiful landmark so well known to all who had served in
Rangoon.
All of the Committee members were re-elected without dissent, whilst
Brig Max Max field (who commanded the unit from 1965 to 1967) and

Co11ti11ued over page

NOTTINGHAM BRANCH
Meet the Members of the ottingham Branch of the Royal Signals Association as they enjoy a social even ing with thei r guest of honour,
Maj Gen H or sfield OB E, who gave an interesting talk on his experience .

READING BRANCH
Jn our last episode (October 2002 issue) we were planning the Branch
BBQ. This may now be history but at the time it was a very enjoyable
evening. The event was held in Alan F oot' s garden. We had fine weather,
fine food and good company, all this with oft lights and sweet music.
Ian and Brian Billsberry were the Mas ter C hefs and Dor ee n
BiJlsberry made u 'afters· to die for. The BBQ was designated as this
year's fundraising event for the Gurkha Welfare Trust.
The Annual Reunion Dinner (our 32nd) was held at the Sea Cadets
Hall in Brock Barracks on 12 October. Our principa l guests this year
were Maj Gen and Mrs Tony Boyle and Col and Mrs Dick Crombi e.
Other guests included Lt Col and M rs Brian Tearle (Brian is County
Cadet Commandant, Berks ACF) and W02 ( SM) and M r s John
Hogan (representing the Army Technical Founda11on College at
Arborfield). Our stalwart supporters from Aldershot, Brighton, Sa li sbury
and Winchester were there. It wouldn 't be the same without !hem. The
ca terers provi ded a very good five -course d inner cu lm ina ti ng in a
splendid election of cheeses, o splendid indeed that some of us wanted
to (and did) try them all. As well as our usual Corps coloured candles and
table square. , we experimented this year with yellow flowers. Roses,
lilies, carnation , gerberas and chrysanthemums spiked wi th sk immias,
they all looked rather good. one of this, however, was the best part of
the evening for that was surely the wonderfu l sight and sound, of the
Corps family having a great evening together. Our thank go to everyone
who came, because they all contributed to the undoubted success of the
evening.
We a re now gearing up for the various Remembrance activ ities in
which we participate and then our Chr istmas Social evening to be held on
6 December. We take this opportunity of sendi ng Christmas Greeti ngs to
all our friend;, wherever they may now be.

(L-R): Bryan Littlecott, Sid Smith

SOUTHAMPTON & DISTRICT BRANCH

WEST LONDON BRANCH

The annual Brancl1 picn ic organised by Ruth Dear took place on 15
August in the ew Forest. Sixteen people turned up in various stages of
undres suitable for the very hot sun. Bald heads (men of course) were
protectc~ with an assortment of headgear. We had all brought our own
food, drink and various delicacies that were shared. Conversation varied
from the serious, humorous, the politically incorrect and a smattering of
experience , Jokes and stories (some no t repeata ble u ntil after the
water hed hour). Our Secretary, Tony Dear, brought along his ki te,

Since last goi ng to press we have enj oyed two of o ur ma in annual
events. Our visit to Her Majesty's Tower of London was conducted by
Yeoman Warder John Kenny, a ex-Corps man and staunch fr iend of the
Branch. O ur evening tour culmi na ted in the anc ient Ceremony of the
Keys, after which we retired to t he Yeoman Warde rs' C lub fo r much
needed refreshment. The success of the evening large ly was due to Ann
Wood who ste pped into the breach and produced an excell e nt buffet
upper it could almost be said out of the hat.' Actually, she achieved it by
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Back Row (L-R) : Reg Brown , Barry Hollingsworth , Noel Smith, Carol Whitehead, Liz Cubit, Dave Marriott, Barrie Hickling, Phil Rawson ,
Tony Mahon
Next Row (L-R): Johnny Lee, John Beaton (Treasurer), Ron Toft, Dick Appleton , Ian. McCulloch, Roy Leader, Barbara Bullock (Welfare),
Doc Hunting, George Bagshaw, Ken. Bags_haw
.
.
.
.
Next Row (L-R): Chrissie Liddiard, Alan Hawksworth, Roger Merryweather, Peter Davis, MaJ Gen David Horsfield (Guest), Enc Harns (Hon Sec),
Dennis Brinklow, Harry Griffith
Front Row (L-R): Roger Poole, Kieth Ri ley, Ray Bullock, Tina Ward (Social Organiser), Mike Niel
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A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY

olin Deacon (Editor of the A ociation Magazine, 'The 19th' , from
199-1 to 1996) were elected to an enlarged Committee. In addition to
Leonard \lonk. even other members joined the ,\ , ociation during the
se ond half of 2002, among them George Q\\cn who served in the
upplcmcntary Re erve and wa the first to go to Fr:mee with the BEF in
1939. He later attended WO B. was commis ioned and joined 19th A rr
Fom1ation ignal a QC 104 Wing ignal ection. Another new member
i Ron Tilson, futher of Lee Tilson of White Helmet fame.
member ' of a unit that di banded 31 year ago, we are till
remarkably a tive! We are till doing a lot of recruiting. Our member are
welcomed a A -ociatc 1embers of the RAF hangi and RAF eletar
A - ociation who operate 'Trip Down Memory Lane· to ingapore and
Penang each year. We are rai ing money to pon or a tree in the ational
.Memorial Arboretwn at lrewa and our reunion are well attended! To
quote Gen Boyle, 'What a plendidly friendly group of members you
ha\ e! I had a thoroughly enjoyable and rewarding time.'
The As ociation holds reunion luncheon alternately in London and
the Midland . The next will be held at the orth tafford Hotel, toke on
Trent. on Thursday 11 epiember. Wive are cordially in itcd to join their
hu band for dinner that evening after a hard day's 'retail therapy' and
ightseeing!

by Bernard Redshaw - Editor
Recently, an old leather bound minute book turned up in The WIRE offi ce. No one seems to know where it
came from , but the first set of minutes in it, written in a beautiful copperplate hand, are quite interesting. They
are reproduced below.
When we consider that the Royal Corps of Signals came into being on 28 June 1920, here wc see that, less
than six months later a number of key things were already in place . The RSA and the Royal Signals
Benevolent Fund had been set up, not to mention The Wire and another publication that was to become The
Journal. We were certainly Certa Cito.
It is also interesting to note how highly decorated the members of the first RSA Committee were.
Minutes of a combined meeting consisting of Representatives of the Signals Service Association a11d the
Signals Bra11ch REOCA held at tire RE Corps Library, Horse Guards 011 Deer. 14th 1920
Members present: Brig EG Godfrey-Fausset/ CB CMG RE (President)
Lt Col H Clementi-Smith DSO RE
Colonel JF lister CMG RE
Lt Col Stratton FJM DSO
Major AA Jay ne DSO OBE MC
Major E deW H Bradley DSO MC
Major MW Emley OBE
Captain JCJ Dalton
Captain RG Williams MVO
RSM Nolan, RSM Boulger. RSM Rodwell, RQMS Shaw, CSM Honeywill, CSM Jones,
Ex CSM EJR Smith, Ex CSM GO Wood, Sapper Kent, Sigm11 Palin.

BEVERLEY EX-BOYS' ASSOCIATION
Our founh Reunion and was held on 12 October in East York hire,
near where the Regiment was formed as 6 (Boys) Training Regiment in
1950. The Regiment spent five and a half years at Beverley before
moving to Devon. The Reunion was held at the Ramada Jarvi Hotel at
Willerby, ju t six mile out of Beverley. We had an attendance of 152
members and four guests of honour. They were the As istant Secretary of
the Royal Signals A sociation, Brig ' igel Wood and hi wife, Wendy,
together with the fayor of Beverley. Cllr Andrew Eastwood and his
consort, James Taylor.

J. The President pointed ow that the object of the meeting was the reconstruction of the Signal Service Association and the Signals Branch of the

REOCA in view of the fact that the change from the RE Signal Service to the Royal Corps of Signals had been authorised.
The Royal Corps of Signals Commillee had met and had approved the formation of a 'Signal Association ' to consist of members past and
present, and deputed to the Association the following Co1ps activities: -

John Sinclair from Edinburgh at the BEBA - Dinner

Maj Alistair Fyfe, Maj Jimmy Fyfe, Marian Bermingham,
Tony Bermingham, Beryl Hull, Tony Hull,
Wendy Wood, Brig Nigel Wood, Lt Col John Beasley
People had travelled from all over the country. Some had come from
Scotland and tick Hall and George Stewart with their wives came from
Guernsey. About 47 members who arrived on Friday were able to see the
video of the Royal Signals As. ociation Reunion Weekend held in June,
which had been very kindly lent to us by Blandford, so that we could try
to promote sale of it. A very convivial evening followed in the bar until
the barman pleaded with them to go to bed. A Committee Meeting was
held on Saturday afternoon, as we had not been able to hold one earlier in
the year due to the sad loss of our Chairman, John Edison . Mick Teague
has taken up the Chairmanship and Tony Bermingham has stepped into
the breach as Vice Chairman.

Unfortunately we awoke to rain on Saturday, but this did not stop
several people making the short journey into Beverley to take a trip down
memory lane. Others made use of the excellent facilities in the hotel to
have a massage or swim. We sat down to an excellent dinner at 7prn after
Arthur Cotillard said grace. The Loyal Toast to Her Majesty the
Queen wa given by Mick Teague and to Her Roya l Highness the
Princ ess Ro ya l , and the Royal Signals Association by Tony
Bermingham. ln his speech the Mayor said that the relationship between
the Town of Beverley and 6 (Boys) Training Regiment had been
rekindled and he hoped it would continue for many years. We were very
glad to have the previous Mayor, Cllr ev Holgate and his wife Sue,
with us and Cllr Ralph Stevens and M rs Ruby Bland as their gue ts.
Ruby Bland had been with' the WRVS and was instrumental in founding
a tearoom in the TOC H where the boys could go on a Saturday afternoon
for a cup of tea and a teacake for 6d, giving them a welcome break in
friendly surroundings. We were also honoured with the presence of our
Honorary Life President, Maj (Retd) Jimmy Fyfe his wife, Esme and
their son, Maj Alistair Fyfe, from the Royal Tank Regiment.
A raffie was held, wh ich raised £303. Thanks are due to Mary Wardle
and Marian Bermingham for selling the tickets. Local artists, Lionel
Powell and Jack Quigg, donated two paintings of Beverley Minster and
the Market Cross and many other prizes were given by our members.
Geoff Coatsworth was asked by his son, Ca pt Ne il Coatsworth ,
(who is serving with 7 Sig Regt in Germany), to make a collection during
the evening for ' Operation Silver Child JV'. The aim of this is to raise
£30,000 to be sp lit between Great Ormond Street Children's Hospital and
projects for sick children in British Forces Germany. We collected £85,
which is being sent to Germany, from the Beverley ExBoys Association.
BARBEC E
Tony and Beryl Hull held a barbecue, which has become an annua l
event, on Sunday 18 August, at their home in Bournemouth. Tt was a
beautiful day and everyone enjoyed Tony's cooking. The photo shows
Alan Smith with Tony in the foreground. The membership of the
Beverley ExBoys Association is now up to 201.

i.

The formation of a Society for the Encouragement of Comradeship and Employmell/ (Old Comrades Branch)

ii.

The formation and distribution ofa Be11evole11tfimd (Benevolent Fund Branch)

iii.

The production and sale of Corps Magazines (Corps Publications Branch)

2. The Corps Commillee had also decided that the Association should be controlled as regards policy by a Council of Management consisting of

the following: (a).

President: Commandant STC (Ex Officio)

(b).

The Senior Signal Officer at the War Office (Ex Officio)

(c) .

A Territorial Officer (Major AA Jayne)

{d).

An Ex Officer (Colonel JF lister}

(e).

An Ex Officer (Lt Col JA Rose)

This body will act as Trustees for any funds, the property of the Association.
3. The following Agenda was 1he11 proceeded with and the 1111derme11tioned courses decided upon: J.

That members of the Signal Service Association and Signals Branch REOCA be asked to transfer to the Signals Association.

2.

That local branches be formed i11 all large towns and in Country D.istn'cts.

3.

That all Territorial Centres be asked to come into the scheme and to accept 'Regular' soldiers CIS well as rheir own men.

4.

That the subscription for membership should be fixed and this money, after a percentage i paid to the Headqrs of the Association should
be at the disposal of the local Branch.

5.

That a Comradeship S11b Commirtee be appointed to afford a Ce11trefor the Branches, with Headqrs in London.

6.

That a 'Benevolent Fund' sub committee be formed.

7

Thar a 'Publications ' s11b commillee be formed. It was con idered that there was room for two:(a)

A light monthly magazine to be sold at about 6d embodying local news. it was agreed that the existing Signal Training Cell/re
Magazine - 'The Wire' - should be taken ove1: with present habilities.

(b)

A serious quarterly magazine dealing with the various aspects of 'Signals' historical a11d scientific

Any profits, certainly from (a) to be devo ted to the Be11evole111 Fund.
4. Nominees for the three sub-commiuees mentioned for election at the next General Commi11ee meeting were then considered.
5. It was agreed that at the next meeting, Rules for the new As ociation should be drawn ttp.
6. The meeting concluded with a hearty Expression of thanks to CSM Honeywill for his 1•aluable work in connection with the Signals ervice
Assocn, and the Signal Branch REOCA.
Signed: -

Marian Bermingham, Tony Bermingham, Beryl Hull, Tony Hull,
Wendy Wood, Brig Nigel Wood, Lt Col John Beasley,
Cllr Andrew Eastwood the Mayor of Beverley
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W B111le1; ecretary
EG Godfrey-Foussell, President
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A SINGAPORE MEMORY
by Ex - W02 or111a11 'Ta.ff' Davies

In 196- I wa ' tationed in Singapore as a St(' ff Sergeant Instructor at
the Far East ignals Training Centre, aLo know 'l as 263 Sig Sqn, I 8 Sig
Reg1. 1eiktila Ban·ack on Dover Road . T hi s wa. my econd lt>ur in
ingapore and my wife and two young daughters accompanied me. Most
of our weekends and days off were pent on the unit boat going out to
island • uch as Pulau Hantu (l land of Gho t ) off the coast of
ingapore. The days were pent wimming, norkeling. water skiing and
collecting coral from the reef! .
B cau e we were pending .uch a lot of time on the water l decided
that, a we didn't have a car. maybe we should in est in our own boat. I
discu sed it with a mate of mine. SSgt Gus Cooke and found that we
could afford a boat if we combined our finance . We then aw an advert
in the traits Times n w paper howing a speed boat for ' ale moored at
Pongol Point in the north of the island. It had been built for a Chine e
millionaire who used it once and didn't li ke it. Gus Cooke and I
borrowed a Land Rover and drove there to see it. It wa a lovely 30ft craft
with a 50 horsepower John on outboard engine. The price wa right so
we bought it there and then. We decided to go back by taxi on the
following Tuesday and drive the boat down tl1rough the Johore traits,
into the China ea, around Changi Point then right around to the Pasir
Panjang Boa tel down near ingapore Harbour. either of u really had a
clue about boats or how to handle them in the open ea, but we were
confident we could do it. How wrong could we be!
We filled up the tank with petrol and ensured we al o had another full
jerrican. Then with Gus behind the wheel , we set off out into the Johore
Straits, turned right ( Larboard), and headed down toward Changi Point.
When we got there we found we could not keep in near the coastline
because we came acros rows and row of kelong (fishing structures),
which tretch out from the hore, some a much as half a mile. This
meant that we had to divert out into the China Sea to get around the
kelongs as the tide was going out. Then, disaster struck. There was a
crunch and the engine tarted to race. We stopped moving. either of us
had a clue as to what was wrong. l unlocked the engine and tilted it to see
if I could find anything. Then Gus noticed that the propeller was just
flopping about. Apparently a pin known as a shear pin, which held the
propeller to the drive shaft, had broken. Of course we had no spares, in
fact we had never heard of a hear pin. Meanwhile the tide was taking us
further out. There wa a paddle but the boat was too heavy to move
against the tide. othing for it. we were going to have to pull the boat
rnto the shore. I tepped out of the boat and to my surprise found that the
water only came up to my knees but there was another foot of mud under
that. Both of us had to wade through this morass of smelly goo, towing
the boat the quarter mile to the shore. We finally got there and collapsed,
completely exhausted after nearly an hour of towing. Within minutes,
fi. hennen and their families from the nearby village of Ayer Gemurch
urrounded us. We managed to explain our plight and arranged with the
headman to look after the boat while we sorted things out. We had a half
mile walk to the East Coast road where we hailed a taxi. The driver was
very reluctant to let us in his vehicle, as we stank from the now dried
mud. The promise of double rare changed his mind. Our 'technical boss',
Maj (ToT) Harwood, was also a bit of a fanatic about boats. In fact he
was building hi own within the confmes of the training area. (The unit's
worse kept secret). Through him l arranged for a three-ton army lorry to
take us back the next day to the village. There the villagers helped us to
load the boat amid much shouting, gesticulating and laughter. Finally we

were loaded, paid the headman a few dollars and set off to the Pasir
Panjang Boatel where we moored the boat in its new home. What an
adventure. We were very lucky bea ring in mind that both of u were
completely ignorant of the sea and its inherent dangers. One thing I did
learn. I was no Sir Francis Drake!
The boat wa shared between Gus Cooke and myself for only a short
while. Gu old hi s hare out to me and I became the proud owner in full.
I repainted it, had it serviced and fitted with a new wind creen and we
chri teaed it the ' peedy G ' after a Disney cartoon character, 'Speedy
Gonzales '. However, a · I became more and more experienced l never
went out without a goodly supply of shear pins. There were also times of
danger a - the waters we had to cross to get to the islands were very
treacherou becau e of the currents and being a main shipping lane into
ingapore Harbour. In addition depending on the time of the year
udden tom1 and rains quails would break out.
'

Me and the 'Speedy G'
One weekend we were all out on the islands when the weather changed
and we decided to get back to the mainland as oon as possible. The
waves were getting higher so my wife and the children went back in my
mate's cabin crui er. This being a bigger craft made thing afer. Being
stupid, I aid I wou ld drive 'Speedy' back on my own. As I headed off, to
drive the two miles back, the wave became higher and crashed into the
boat, forcing me to turn and go with the run of the ea. The rain came
down like tair-rods and I prayed to anybody who could hear me. l was
soaked through, cold, frightened and couldn ' t think straight. The sea
around me was empty of other craft. All I knew was that if the engine
kept going, and l wasn't swamped, I stood a fifty fifty chance of making
it. I literally fought the sea for nearly an hour before the weather cleared
and I could see the mainland. I had been forced down the coast, almost
into the main harbour at Singapore, a good two miles from the boatel
where I should have been. Turning, I headed back hugging the coast as
near as I dared, thankful that the ea was now calmer and I could see
where I was and where I was going. I finally made it into the boatel
nearly three hours after leaving the island . Was anyone worried about
me? Were they hell! They were all , including my wife, sat in the hotel
drinking beer when I walked in like a drowned rat. What could I say.
Inside though, I knew that l had been very lucky and that someone up
there had been watching over me.

receive any salutation . However, Chet was too much of a gentleman to
mention it and Frank was spared any embarrassment. cvertheless it is
clear th at all the members have recognised C het's many years of looki ng
after our finance s, for which we all thank him .
Everybody had the usual enjoyable and amusing reuni on. We are sure
that with our new Chairman, Mike, we will be kept very much on ourtoes
fro m now on. It has been suggested that due to dwindling numbers, we
might ask for a smaller and more intimate room for next year. However,
we shall see. We shall be booking the room earlier to ensure we can all
meet on the la t Wednesday of September in 2003 , as has been the
practice in the past. The members all said their farewell s at 3pm after
once again enjoying a happy get together and enjoying the usual curry
lunch.

KOREA'S ARMED SERVICES DAY
ByR011 Larby
Along with 130 other British Veterans of the Korean War, I was
fortunate enough to receive an invitation to a lunch held to commemorate
Korea 's Armed Services Day on I October at Yuong Bin restaurant in
London 's Barbican Centre. All three of the Services that served in Korea
were represented including one lady formerly ofQARA C.
A speech of welcome were made by the Korean Defence Attache, who
said that Korea would never forget those United ations troops who came
to their aid. This was followed by the head of the Korean Tourist Board in
London, who compared the devastation that we would have seen fifty
years ago with the magnificent World Cup ite of recent months. Gen ir
Peter Downward replied for the Veterans by first thanking the Koreans
for their hospitality. He then stated that although some of those present
had fought in other wars and in other lands, nobody remembered us in the
same way that the Koreans did. This was met with warm applause from
the Veterans. With wine on the table, lunch then began with an array of
appetizing Oriental di he laid out buffet style. A convivial party
atmosphere soon prevailed.
Former members of the Royal Signals were well in evidence and
amongst those l chatted to were Don Prescott, Johnny Johnson, Tony
Hull, Norman Davies, Brian Burt, John Campbell and a chap from
RSA Bedford, whose name I'm ad to say l have forgotten! The Korean
hospitality was, as always, overwhelming and as the party broke up and it
was time to leave, we were all given a ' Goodie Bag' of gifts, including a
box of Ginseng Tea (which is said to work wonders for your sex life.
Given time I'm sure mine will start to work).

Dear Sir,
ATJO AL SERVICE REU IO
. During my ati~nal Service (NS), T was commissioned into Royal
•.gnal at Caucnck m. Decembe! 1953. I wonder if any other S officers
ot that year wo•1ld be mterested ma get-together sometime during 2003. J
was recently at a rehearsal of the Sovereign's Parade at Sandhurst and a
lar~e group of the 1952 vmtage seemed to be having a very jolly time.
T_h1s maga71ne 1 my only method of contact as the Signal seem to have
bmned our record!>, but if anyone is interested please contact me at the
above address, or by telephone on 01582 872436.
Yours incerely....
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'F' BOYS COMPANY ROYAL SIGNALS
1920-41 REUNION
The Ex-Boys eleventh reunion took place at the Union Jack Club in
London on 11 September. Unfortunately at this year's gathering we had
an attendance of only 20 members, probably rbecause of the change of
date from preceding years. The names of those who attended were - S.
Band, F. Betts, D. Chetwynd, W. Calligari, P. Clowson, H. Craig, V.
Dugdale, A. Earl, T. Edgerton, M. Ham, R. Knight, L. Knight, J. Le
Hardy, D. Machin, T. O'Connor, W. Offord, J. W. Sinclair, P. A.
Smith, R. Todd, R. Webb.
This year, because of the retirement of our long serving Hon. Secretary
and Treasurer, we needed two volunteers to fill these offices . Those
elected were: Frank Betts as Hon. Secretary and Les Knight as
Treasurer. Mike Ham volunteered to fill the vacant post of Chairman.
Frank asked those present to give a vote of thanks to Vic (Duggy) for his
elev~n years loyal service as our Secretary. Unfortunately Frank did not
realize that Chet, our Treasurer, was also resigning, thus he did not
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From:

Mr S. Stier
20 Eastfield,
SHEPLEY,
Huddersfield ,
West Yorkshire,
HD8 8HB
Tel: 01484 606310
Dear Sir,
My father served in the Royal Corps of Signals during the 2nd
World War. Below is a copy of his service record, sent to me by the
MoD. Unfortunately l have no other information about his wartime
activities. Hopefully this letter will generate a response from some
of his former comrades. My father died when I was quite young
and I never had the chance to talk to him about his wartime experiences. His full name was Charles Henry Stier. He was known as
'Sam' by his friends.
Yours Hopefully .........

The NMBVA is dedicated to bringing together in comradeship
tho e who have served in the Armed Forces or Police Force in
Malaya, Singapore or Borneo during WWII, the Malayan Emergency and the Indonesian Confrontation.
The Association participates in many other commemorative event
and hold its Annual Reunion in October each year. There are 21
active regional branches that meet monthly.

REUNIONS
J. C. Putterill,
Bricknog Cottage,
12 Common Road,
KE WORTH,
Bedfordshire, LU6 3RG

Roger Crosto n would be interested in obtaining some informauon
about Hci:iry 'Titch' Baker, a radio operator from the Royal Signals who
was m Tibet a couple of years later than ir Evan Yorke epean.
Almost nothing is known about him other than he trained at Aldcrshot
and Longmore in 1938 with Douglas Arnold. He was posted to Tibet m
1940 for a short time. He was later replaced by Reginald Fox, who is
another operator who Roger Croston would like to know about. If
any~ody can help, he can be contacted at Eaglescliffe, 4 Bridge Drive,
Chnstleton, Chester, CH3 6AW.

THE NATIONAL MALAYA &
BORNEO VETERANS'
ASSOCIATION

Anyone who ha served in the above conflict , who is eeking further infomrntion or i wi hing to join is invited to contact the
MBVA Membership Secretary, Fred Burden by Telephone:
01245 495238 or by E-mail: frcdburden@hotmail.com

From:

LOSTCOMMS

1IIF 1fOllPVIB JLO~lr
<CONTACT WITIHI A OJLII))
RJIIB II))~ WIBI1f NOT ~JE II)) A
IBNQUm1f ro
"!fllll!E Wll!!f.IE
1fOlU NIBVIBR OC. OW ONJE OIF
Oltm UAil))JBJR~ MAY JBJB AI&JLIB
ro IHIIBlLJP lPUir YOU JI CO
TACT A.GA.JIN
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A record of the Military Seervice of
2327616 Driver Charles Stier Royal ignal
Enli ted at Sheffield into Royal Corps of Signals Regular Army
08/06/38
10/09/38
Passed 3rd Class Certificate of Education
Posted to 2nd Divi ion
04/ 10/38
Pa sed te t as a Driver and posted to A Corp
09/ l 2/3
Posted to !st Corp of ignals
11 /06/40
Posted to o I 0 Corps of ignals
26/ 10/41
Po ted to 30 Corp of ignal
22102/42
Posted to 'A' Depot pecial ignal Unit
11 / 11142
Pa sed Trade Test and mustered Driver/Mechanic and
Posted to pecial Communication Unit 5
01 / l l/
Posted to pecial Communication Unit 8
18 10:44
Po ted to umber 7 Special Communication Unit 05/02/45
Po ted to umber I pecial Communication Unit 07102145
Relea ed to Re erve
23/09/46
Discharged from Reserve Liability
30 06159
Cause of Discharge: Auth: avy. Am1y and Air Forces Reserve Act
1959
Service with the olours: 08/0 6/38 to 22/09/46
Overseas ervice: British Expeditionary Force
20/09/39 to 04/06/40
Middle Eat - 31/07/41to08/01 145
Medals i sued etc: 1939/45 tar, Africa tar, Italy 13r,
France & Gem1any tar. War ledal 1939 4 •
Clarification that your rather wa a Pri oner of War wa · also
reque ted. Unfortunately there i no mention ofthi m h1 record .
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From:
From:

. . !eructs
- King George VI Man ions,
ourt Fann Road,
HO E,
En t usse , B 3 7QY
Tel: 01273 5 -7004

Ir W. G . affin
2 Bedford Road
WESTO
PER MARE
omerset
B 23 4EJ

Dear Sir,
Over the weekend of 7-8 September, I attended the Military Odyssey at
Dalting, Kent. Whi lst there I visited the sa les stand of a seller of badges,
shoulder fla hes and ge neral insignia. I asked him about the Air
Formation ignals houlder patch and his reply was after showing me
both type . was that units originally fom1ed in the United Kingdom did
not have a tar. However, tho e formed abroad, mostly in India, had a star
to show their country or Eastern beginnings and this has alway been
kept.
Yours incerely .. ... .

irs.
ls it po ible to identify the make up of l - F as po1trayed in the
photo below? I can remember ome of the names, but would dearly
like to know if you have any readers who cou ld name the rest. The
one' I knO\\ are:
Lt Pendleton RAM Frost
LCpl ahnon
Cpl Clement ( le}
LCpl ?? Atkin
LCpl Oldacre
Bill Firm tone
1x Others
The photo wa taken in Brussels in 1945 ju t before l volunteered
(and went) to the Far Ea t ('X' Branch ALFSEA). Any information
would be greatly appreciated.
Your incerely .. .... .

From:

J. J. Eggleton
55 Bourne Avenue,
LAI DO ,
E sex,
SSl5 6DY
Tel: 01268 5431 19
Dear ir,
Ref: Sgt John Dadswell, October I ss ue Tir e WIRE

I must admit I was a bit emotional when I saw John 's photo. That wa
exactly how I remember him 52 years ago. He was a Corporal then. 1 was
one of the many ational Service 'Virgin Soldiers' ent out to Malaya
during the emergency in 1949. I was posted to 2nd Gds Bde Sig Sqn
Kuala Lumpur. Our OC was Maj P. Currie. After an interview with him,
I was pos ted t he nex t day to Bentong w ith the 1st Green Howards,
worki ng rear link to Brigade wrr on 19 Set H/P. John was the on ly
operator there, with a young REME radio mech. l was very impressed
with hi wrr, being a raw OWL from Catterick w ith no field experience.
l had a lot to learn.
I am very sad to hear of John 's passing. l wish [ could have met him
o ne mo re time. My many thanks go to Capt V. L. R. Dugdale for
bringing back memories of John . I onlv knew him for about a year. You
must have known him for most of his fife. He was an excellent wireless
op, good soldier, with a lovely personality and smile. Thanks again Sir!
PS: Any ex 2nd Gd Bde Sig Sqn out there? Let's bear from you! My
name is the only one ente red in the ' register of postings ' at Blandford.
Yours in anticipation . ...

!n

Mrs Vanes a Kennedy-Church is trying to trace anybody who was
o. I 5 Driver Training Battalion RASC stationed at Blandford m
1946147 . Her father obert Kennedy visited everal times with he r
Grandmother, who was in the ATS. Maybe somebody remembers Antony
Waters or ' Brum', who was 25 years old at the time. He also had a
shrapnel scar on his face. If you can help please contact Vanessa on Tel:
020 8647 9621.

CORRESPONDENCE

From: The Family of the late Ken Bladen
3 Windsor Terrace,
CARDIFF BAY,
CF105BE
Tel: 20 480947
THE PAS Ti G OF KE

BLADE , R.S.A.

We, the family of the late Keo Bladen, would like to express our
sincere gratitude to The Royal Signals Association, for their kindne , a i tance and presence during this sad time.
With pecial thanks to: Gordon Baker for his help in organising
Ken 's Senice on Friday 26 July, 2002, and to Billy Davies for
organising the functions that Ken attended over the years. Warm
thanks to Father Lionel Faothorpe (Signals Padre) for his moving
Service and Tribute to Ken . Also thanks and acknowledgement to
Royal Signals Standard Bearer Albert Howe, and to Chairman Eric
Powell, for their professional manner and delivery of Royal Signals
Corps' Collect to Ken Bladen . Ken was a dispatch rider in the UK,
Cairo and Italy during WW2 and also continued to be a member
until his death . Thanks also go to all hi friends in the Association
over the years of whom he was so proudly fond. We are also proud
to know that Ken was a member of the Royal Signals Association,
and feel privileged to have met many of you personally. Thank you
all once again.
L}nnette, andra, Keith, John, Sharon, John
and his Grandchildren
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W02 (Retd) K. A. Wheatley
16 Stapleton Chase,
PA lG TO ,
Devon,
TQ47DY
Tel: 01803 521812
Dear Sir,
I write wi th regard to an article in the August editi on, name ly that
refe rr ing to Mr Jimm y Wilds . I have no wish to denigrate this
gentleman's memorie , nor am l attempting to ' nit pick'. After all most
people's memories fade or, change through the years. Indeed my own
fails me at times. f-most certainl y do not intend to insult him , however, if
I may I would comment:
He refers to having served in 80 L of C Sig Regt in February 1967,
after a reorg of a Liverpool unit. My interest stems from having served in
the AER from it's start to it's demise on 3 1 March 1967, so his date of
February 1967, I feel , is perhaps doubtful.
On leaving ationa l Service in November 1952, 1 had the good fortune
to be offered a c ho ice of a posting to the TA or to the Supplementary
Reserve. I chose the latter, whic h was re named the Army Emergency
Reserve shortly after, with its Headquarte rs in Blacon Camp, Chester.
I was posted to London District Signal Refit (AER) commanded by the
late Lt Col George Shrimpton . London District Signal Regt (AER) was
a little odd in that it had a TA Sqn and a Regular Army Troop under the
command of a Reservist Lieutenant Colonel. The TA Sqn was basically
independent, only joining the Regiment once in three years. (Later it
transferred, becoming a Squadron of Princess Louise's (Phantom) Sig
Regt based in Coulsdon). The Troop (Lon Dist Sig Tp} was based at
Beavers Lane Camp, Hounslow (at the time, its FOS was SQMS Dick
Whittington).
When units were numbered in 1959, we became 87 Sig Regt (AER).
From memory this was the year HQ AER moved to Blandford. ln 1960,
87 Sig Regt amalgamated with 80 Sig Regt (another London regiment).
The amalgamation resulted in the continuation of 80 Sig Regt (AER) (87
Sig Regt ceasing to exist). Lt Col H. Oxborough (who had been CO of
87 Sig Regt) commanded the R eg iment. On 30 September 1962
command of the Regiment passed to Lt Col L Handcock ERD. In 1964
after yet another reorganisation, 80th Si g Regt was ama lgamated with a
Liverpool Regiment (at that time it was referred to as ' The New 80th').
Over the next three years, when we went to camp, telephone exchanges in
Liverpool and London were decimated, (we were not at all popular with
Telephone Managers). 80 Sig Regt was a Trunk Regimem with a ' Port
Task Force' element. It was the largest R Signals AER unit and, as . uch,
we were often called upon to assist in admin for out-of-camp training and
special events such as The Fane Cup.
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To the best of my knowledge 80 Sig Regt, from 1959 to its demise in
1967, did not bear the title L of C. The original 80th might well have
borne the title. It was, however, recruited mainly withm the London area.
l have an idea that its pre-numbered identity was 54 L of C. Perhaps the
Corps Archivist can confirm/ deny this, although l am aware that not
much is, or was, known about the AER. (TI1e regular army discovered our
potential eventually, however, it was too late). Perhaps there might exist a
1i, 1 of units that formed it over the years?
80th were the last A ER or even TA unit to camp in 1965, (prior to
di bandment). However, we went out in style with a church parade in
Blandford, afterwards marching past the Mayor, etc, to the band of the
3rd arbineers and a Regimental Dance held in the Com Exchange. Upon
disbandment, various T&AVR Squadrons were allocated AER
Regimental Numbers. 80th was all ocated to a Squad ron in Chester, to
whom the Officers' and ergeants' messes donated money to assist in
establishing themselves. It would appea r, however, that the various
quadrons have lost sight of their heritage. With the exception of 83 Sig
Re1:,rt and the Railway Squadrons, we were possibly the only AER unit to
have worked for 'Customers', carrying out communications from RAF
Sop Icy along the coast of Devon and Cornwall for the Royal Artillery and
twice were involved in Wessex Brigade TA's comms (by special request).
There may well be other ex members of the Regiment who mi ght
amplify/confirm my co1mnents. All this happened 35 years or o ago and,
as stated, memories can play fa l e. Again, my apologies to M r Wild s, but
having been a member of 80 Signal Regiment AER (in two of it's
phases), l felt compelled to put forward my own recollections of it's
hi tory.
Yours Faithfully..... .
PS : I came across something odd recently, whilst I was visiting
Crownhi ll Fort in Plymouth. There is a board showing who occupied the
Fort from the 1800 on. It how that for the year 1914 it was occupied
by 'The Royal Corps of Signals'. The 1947 entry includes 594 Coy
'Roya l Army Signal Corps'. Has anybody got any ideas?

M r E. Sadler,
21 Castle Close,
Killinghall ,
HARROGATE,
N. Yorkshire, HG3 2DX
Dear Sir,
T have recently returned from a vi it to Burma. While there I visited
Tukkyan Millitary Cemetery, an hour away from Rangoon and had the
opportunity to take photograph of the grave of several Royal Signals
personnel buried there. They are:
Sig J Long
died 6 March 1944
Cpl J. S. Clark
died 15 April 1945
Cpl C. J. K. Leech
died 7 April 1945
Cpl R. E. Stanbridge
died 6 March 1944
Sig A. Cable
died I 0 March 1945
Cp l J. W. Stone
died 6 February 1944
Cpl R. D. Mallett
died 2 Apri l 1945
Sig W Atkin
died 6 April 1945
died 11 April 1944
Sig A.H. Temp leman
Dvr L. Beaumont
died 23 March 1945
Sig H . J. Mitchell
died 26 June 1947
gt W H. E. Burfield
died 20 April 1945
Sig W Ryder
died 13 February 1945
Sig A.Jones
died 6 February 1944
Sig A. E. Thru h
died 11 September 194 •
Cpl H.F. Driver
died 15 April 1945
Dvr G. Greaves
died 5 Apri l I 945
Sgt A. E. Levin
died 11 May 1946
Dvr W. J. Farr
died 13 August 1947
Sig M. E. Lanchbury
died 24 Apri 1 1944
I would be more than happy io end a photograph to relatives of any of
the above who w ish to receive them.
Yours Sincerely ...

meet my wife. He gave her the fir t news that she had had of me and of
other men in the Section. This lo s of seven men at once distorted our
casualty figures making them appear much worse than the average. Of 69
all ranks, one was killed in action and 31 died whilst they were prisoners
of war. They included my 21C, an attached officer and all four Sergeants.
I wonder how many of the survivors, now in their eighties or nineties, are
still alive?
From:

Col (Retd) P. D, Randall MBE TD
Keri lee,
West Street.
CORFE CASTLE,
Dorset, BH20 SHE
Tel: 01929 480630

Dear Sir,
It occurs to me that you might like this lighthearted article on Pigeons.
Tn the far-off days of 1941 I was instructed at Catterick OCTU in the
use of heliograph, semaphore and pigeons as a means of reliable
communication. During my four years with 8th Army I found thi
information of little use, however, we did have a pigeon loft at Rear Army
HQ and I once retrieved one of their birds walking aimlessly through the
streets of recently captured Be nghazi in 1942! However, I found that
these sagacious birds had a use in the Territorial Army when I
commanded a unit in the 1950s. I found I could borrow birds from local
fanciers whilst in Camp and thu attract Press publicity which is of course
essential for T.A. recruiting.
Whilst in Camp at Penhale in Cornwall I disdained GPO
communication and, when my ten sets broke down, communicated wi th
out tations by bird. I asked Lady Margaret Tangye, A local resident to
discharge the first bird.
The photograph below reached the columns of the Da ily Telegraph m
Peterborough with a suitable byline. Tt did recruiting no end of good!
Yours Faithfully ...

From:

From:

Maj L. B. H. Custance Baker
Dipford House,
TAUNTO ,
Somerset,
TA37 R
Dear ir,
ALLIED POW LO TAT SEA
Mr Ron Larby' s letter in the October WIRE referred to the death of
Maj Pritchard wh o, in 1944 , urv i ed the si nking of a Japanese
troopship which wa taking him from Singapore to Japan .
Some members of 27 Line Section , which I had the privclege of
commanding, were less fo1tunate. We served in Malaya from the autumn
of 1941 until the capitulation in February 1942. The ection then went up
north into Siam to build the 400km railway along the bank of the River
Kwai into Burma . We suffered th e typical numb e r of lo e from
dysentery, malaria, beri-beri and cholera.
At some tagc eight men of the Section were elected to go to Japan to
work on the dock or in the mine . The troop hip carrying them wa sunk
by a warship of the United tales avy and even of the men were lost.
One urvivor wa re cued several days later and was eventually brought
back to England where, after a n officia l debriefing, he wa allowed to
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From:

Maj (Retd) B. E. Sykes
13 Rue lontgermont.
77690 Montigny- ue-Loing.
France
Tel: 016445 81 35
Dear Editor,
I wa delighted to read in the late t WIRE about the appointment of a
new SOinC(A) and I admired hi achievement . The e must break a
number of records. His curriculum vitae would be of enormou intere t
both to those who are still climbing the ladder, and to tho e whose careers
were much more mode t, albeit honourable.
Being hal f Scotti h, I note that the new SOinC(A) has a cotti h name.
a worthy ucces or to Andrew Carnegie. albeit in a very different field .
l bel ieve we should have an article in The WIRE relating how one thing
led to another in our SOinC(A)' upbringing, chooling, ervice in the
rank and then up to his pre ent post - which is surely not hi last.
Your Sincerely....

CORRECTION
On page 456 of the October issue of The WIRE,
gremlin activity re ulted in an e1TOr to Mr W.
Cameron s addr s and phone number. We apologi e for this. It should have been:
1 West End Drive,

ARDERSIER
Inverne s
Tel: 01667 462161
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Lt ol (Retd) L. R. J. Tilson
Kinder Bank.
ngel Lane.
FLR DOW .
Dorset, BH22 9DZ
Tel: 01202 74072
Dear ir.
fe,, weeks ago I had the great plea ure of attending lht: elebrations
to mark the 7Sth Anni\'ersary of The Royal ignals White Helmet • a
team which it had al o been my pri ilege ro command from 1993 to
1996.
Throughout their long history The ~hite Hcl_me_t. have erved a
magnlfi ent amba · adors for the Royal 1gnal . bnngmg the orp face
to fuce with the community it serve in one of the mo t dynamic. exciting
and memorable \\BY imaginable. Their contribution has been of a
cons1 tently high tandard and has been of immea'urable ~alue to both
recnntmg and public relations in general. The_entire 01ys 1 , I am sure,
ju tifiably proud of their fine record o er such 1t long period.
It therefore eem a little trange, to me at lea t, that, to the be t of my
knowledge, thi significant contribution and level of achievement has not
been marked by the commissioning of a <;o~ps' painting to_hang
alono ide other permanent record of d1st1ngu1 hed service 1n
Headquarters Me s. Would nm this. their 7Sth year of exi tcnce, be an
appropriate time to redress thi omi ion?
Perhap a member of the Corp Heritage Committee would care to
comment.
Yours incerely ....

From:

DONATIONS
.£ 72.00
1iddlesex Imperial Yeoman!)' Lodge
.£ 100.00
Maj (Retd) D. Treharne
.£ 100.00
S. . Colhnan QBE... ...
.£ 20.00
Mr . R. Ayres .. . .. . .. . ...
.£ 10.00
Le lie Ladbrooke ... ... ...
.£ 287.00
Maj (Retd) R. H. Bliza rd ...
.£ 100.00
RSA \ est London Branch
£5.000.00
The Estate of 1rs C. E. Henderson
....£ 20.00
Certa Cito Lodge ... ... ... .. ...
RSA Bournemouth
.£ 10.00
in memory of 1.r R. Richardson & Mr J. Hammond .. .
.£ 30.00
Mr . D. Vaughan in memory of Lt Col P. A. Duke ... ...
.£ 25 .00
Lt Col (Retd) R. C. Brodie in memory of Maj J.C. Clark

LAST POST
Baker - Lt Col R. G. Baker OBE
Barber - Maj R. E. Barber
Corden - Sgt P. Corden
Duke - Lt Col P. A. Duke
Hammond - Mr A. H. Hammond
Hammond - ig H.J. Hammond
Hill - Maj F. L. HilJ
Hope - 1r T. Hope
Powell - gt D. L. Powell
Power - Maj R. F. B. Power

Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served
Served

1934/59 Died 0 1/09/02
1945/48 Died 12/10/02
1939/45 Died I 0/08/09
Died Oct ·02
Died Sep '02
1954/57 Died 15/08/02
1938/64 Died 27/08/02
l 9??/49 Died Sep ·02
1968/?? Died Sep '02
1937/72 Died Aug'99

Purves - 1r J. Pun·cs
Smail - fr B. mail
Wood - LCpl L. Wood

Served
Served l 9?'?/85
Served

Died Aug '02
Died 17/09102
Died 30/08/02

Maj (Retd) F. L. Hill, died on 27 August 2002 in Mary Potter Hospital,
Wellington, cw Zealand . Fred was born and raised in Devon and on
the enlargement ofthc TA in 1938, had enlisted in a gunner regiment.
Following the declaration of war in eptcmbcr 1939 that regiment and
Fred were oon with the British Expeditionary Force in France. They
were at once embroiled in resi ting the German onslaught in the Spring
of 1940. o many of their guns were lost in action, that surviving
gunners without gun s \\:ere m<?ved to reinforce depleted infantry
battalions. Fred found himself m a section of gunner m a platoon
commanded by a warrant officer, with the Royal West Kcnts . Fred
always spoke admiringly of that Warrant Officer, who nursed his
'scratch batch· (Fred's term for it) into an effective force . He led it
with fierce tenacity and saw most of them, including Fred, out through
Dunkirk. Back with hi gunner regiment, Fred campaigned with it in
Italy, becoming a Lance Bombadier Regimental Signaller, which gave
him a wish to learn more about communications. He wa
commissioned into Royal Signals in late 1945, joining 7 Armoured
Division ignals. Fred was a much respected Troop Commander in I
quadron . During 1946, he competed succes fully to convert to a
Regular commission. Early 1951 found Fred in amberley, where he
took the taff Course. He was soon off to ingapore for a tour with
FARELF..
Jn 1964. in hi word , Fred retired prematurely in ' high dudgeon', on
being told that being single, he had little chance of further promotion.
Having a brother in ew Zealand, he and hi mother emigrated. F red
had ideas that it would be glamorous to be a forest ranger, roaming
wooded hill in a jeep with gun and fishing rod. In the event, however,
he took the advice of a ew Zealand chum (in The Royal ew Zealand
Engineers) to enter the ew Zealand Civil ervice in whatever grade
they would offer him. Acccording to Fred, the Civil Service had 11
grades and he was allowed to enter one above the bottom rank of
me senger, as a clerical assistant. He then won nine promotions, to
retire at the age ceiling a an A sistant Director and Chairman of the
Joint Intelligence Committee. Fred would remark wryly that with the
wi dom of hindsight, he wished to he had made the move earlier,
which mi<>ht have een him attain the top grade of Director. He had
had the g~od fortune to meet and marry a ew Zealand girl, a ncy,
and to enjoy with her a very happy marriage. They both had a deep
knowledge of gardening and hared a pas ionate intere t in their large
and lovely garden. Like a ncy, their daughter L u cy is a devoted
teacher. Fred will be missed by his family and friends.
Wood - LC pl Lee Wood was promoted and posted to 2 Signal Regiment
in June 2002 after completing his trade training as a technician in
Blandford. He was a quiet young man, both at work and socially, but he
made it clear from the outset that he was determined to succeed in his
Army career. From bis reports, he clearly worked very hard during
trade training and even in bis short time spent with the Regiment ,he had
volunteered for operations and had spent time over leave training for
Exercise Cambrian Patrol. which is due to take place at the end of October. LC pl Wood was a bright junior CO and there can be no doubt
that he had a promising career ahead of him. LCpl Wood died in a road
traffic accident on 30 August 2002.

Leaving the Army soon?
Looking for a job that sets the future?
Looking for a job that you are experienced in?
Looking for a job that gives development opportunities?
Looking for a job that is based in a beautiful part of the country?
Looking for a job that offers great social and sport opportunities?
LOOK NO FURTHER
The Royal School of Signals has opportunities and appointments in many disciplines
that YOU are qualified and experienced in.
To find out how you can become a n1en1ber of a professional team that is taking
new technology fo1ward in training contact one of the following:
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Jim Taylor on: Blandford Military 2524 or 01258 482524 or
Richard Rogers on: Blandford Military 2251or01258 482251

